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FINAL REPORT 
Contract: Fl3P-CT920030 Sector: BlA 
Title: Co-operative research on late somatic effects of ionizing 
radiation in the mammalian organism 
1) Maisin EULEP 
I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The objective of the European Late Effects Project Group (EULEP) 
is to improve the understanding of late biological effects of 
exposure to ionising radiation. Its work consists of the 
standardization and development of methodology in the member 
institutions, the coordination and promotion of co-operative 
research by means of task groups, and the organisation of 
training activities, workshops and symposia. There are now 26 
laboratories participating in this work. From these are drawn 
129 Associate Members and, from other laboratories, there are 
currently 57 Corresponding Members who are participating to the 
work of EULEP. 
Work on the Standardisation and Development of Methodology has 
been carried out by the following committees: 
Committee of External Radiation Dosimetry and Techniques 
Committee of Internal Radiation Dosimetry and Techniques 
Committee on Cell and Molecular Pathology 
The co-ordination of collaborative research work between the 
member institutions has been organised by means of a number of 
problem-orientated task groups and special task group actions, 
which are devoted to specific problems and which have their own 
defined goals. 
A more recent objective has been the establishment of an archive 
of long-term radiobiological studies, consisting of a 
comprehensive database and decentralized specimen archive. 
EULEP is concerned to promote the training of young 
radiobiologists. High priority continues to be attached to the 
support of scientific exchange visits between laboratories for 
the purpose of acquiring technical expertise. The means by which 
EULEP achieves its stated objectives is reviewed regularly, and 
it has maintained sufficient flexibility in its organisation to 
meet changing requirements. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(a) to develop the programme of standardisation and development 
of methodology through the committees; 
(b) to promote the co-ordination of research by the task groups 
and special task group actions, including the review of existing 
work and the establishment of new task groups and actions as 
opportunities presented themselves; 
(c) to continue the development of the European Radiobiological 
Archive; 
(d) to continue an ongoing review of the future structure and 
activities of EULEP, in the light of changing requirements in 
radiation protection research. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
STANDARDISATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGY 
Committee of Cell and Molecular Pathology 
During the passed period, the Committee of Pathology and the 
Committee of Molecular Biology have merged in order to bridge the 
interests of classical morphological pathology and experimental 
molecular biology. The Committee has organized several symposia, 
workshops and slide seminars. 
The annual slide seminar of 1992 was held on November 6 at 
Neuherberg on the "Pathology of immune-related diseases". 
Professor Mliller-Hermelink (Wlirzburg) gave an excellent overview 
on the pathogenesis of immunopathic diseases. Professor Baroni 
demonstrated the role of expression of cell adhesion molecules 
and cytokines in human thymus and thymomas. Professor Feller 
(LUbeck) gave an overview of the interactions in the cytokine 
network during the maturation of lymphoid cells and the role of 
the disturbance of this network in the pathogenesis of malignant 
lymphoma. Dr Feichtinger ( Innsbruck) and Professor Boniver 
(Liege) demonstrated their experimental models of AIDS. In 
addition, problem cases of liver pathology in rats from Professor 
Bannasch (Heidelberg) were discussed. 
The slide seminar of 1993 was held in November at Neuherberg, and 
dealt with the "Pathology of Certain Strains of Transgenic Mice". 
Contributions included a detailed introduction to the approach of 
using transgenic animals by W Engstrom; aspects of B-cell 
lymphomas in mice carrying activated myc or ras oncogens by P 
Pattengale; and the use of transgenic mice in the study of liver 
neoplasia and pre-neoplasia by P Bannasch; mammary and urino-
genital neoplasia and hyperplasia by G W H Stamp; neurological 
degeneration by A Aguzzi, and bone tumours by A Luz and J 
Schmidt. In 1994, the topic of the slide seminar and workshop 
was: "Pathology of Soft Tissue Tumors". 
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In 1993, the committee organised at the occasion of the General 
Assembly of Reisensburg a workshop on "Pathology of Transgenic 
Mice". Several experts gave talks covering many aspects of the 
application of transgenic mice, especially the study of the 
pathogenesis of malignant lymphomas and mammary neoplasia. In 
1994, the committee organized a symposium on programmed cell 
death apoptosis. 
The committee organised three meetings between EULEP and the 
Biological Effects Task Group of the US DOE: the first one was 
held in Paris, France in October 1992: the second one at 
Heidelberg in April 1994 and the third one in Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, USA in 1995. The meeting in Paris concerned "Acute and 
Late Effects on the Lung from Inhaled Radioactive Materials and 
External Radiation". The second workshop covered liver 
pathology, including comparative aspects in animals and man, 
caused by radiation and also chemicals. The third workshop 
concerned the hematopoietic system. It included a general 
discussion on the status of pathology efforts in radiation 
pathology of both sites of the Atlantic. 
The new colour edition of the EULEP Pathology Atlas has now been 
published. It is felt that this complements other existing 
pathology atlases very well. It is the intention of the 
committee to proceed immediately to preparing the second volume, 
which would cover all remaining topics not included in the first. 
Committee of External Radiation Dosimetry 
The committee of X-ray dosimetry decided that a seventh dosimetry 
intercomparison would be performed, using TLD which would be read 
at TNO Arnhem, now a new voting member laboratory of EULEP. It 
was necessary to continue such exercises, in order to check both 
the accuracy and precision of dosimetric measurements among 
member laboratories, and the homogeneity of the dose delivered. 
It was also essential to be able to provide special assistance 
where discrepancies were discovered, so that these could be 
rectified. 
In addition, the activities of the committee have been focused on 
the characteristics of phantoms simulating experimental animals 
of various sizes. In this context the EULEP phantoms have also 
been included in the ICRU report 48 ( 1993) on Phantoms and 
Computational Models in Therapy, Diagnosis and Protection. As a 
follow-up of the studies with the rectangular and cylindrical rat 
phantoms, dose distributions have been studied in more realistic 
phantoms. For unilateral and bilateral irradiation with 300 kV 
X-rays of the real shape phantoms, maximum to minimum doses 
values in the trunk amounted to 2.5 and 1.25 respectively. These 
values are appreciably higher than those reported earlier 
(Zoetelief et al, 1985, Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 47, 81-102) for 
phantoms with simple geometry. 
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Other activities of the EULEP Dosimetry Committee are concerned 
with the assessment of dose distributions employing Monte Carlo 
calculations and the introduction of new thermo-luminescent 
material for the determination of the absorbed dose. 
Committee of Internal Radiation Dosimetry 
During this contract period, the Committee continued to support 
standardisation activities by means of inter-laboratory 
consultations for its five Tasks Groups. 
Several members of the Committee of Internalradiation Dosimetry 
have been active in assisting ICRP to revise its biokinetic 
models, as required for updating different ICRP publications. As 
members of the ICRP task group on internal dosimetry, and in some 
cases as members of Committee 2, EULEP scientists were playing 
lead roles in the development of new biokinetic models for 
radionuclide behaviour in adults, children and in the fetus. 
Much of this work has now been published as ICRP publications 66, 
67 and 69. Members of the committee had also accepted 
invitations during the year to provide specialist advice to the 
CEC multi-national contract on reduction of risk. 
The Committee has considered the direction which its future 
activities might take during the next four years. These 
activities will include the continuation of its role in the 
standardization of methods and in the international work on 
dosimetric models and dose coefficients, and could also include 
training courses in internal dosimetry, perhaps in collaboration 
with EURADOS; the preparation of state of the art reports on 
topics related to internal dosimetry, for example the 
uncertainties attached to dosimetric parameters; and a 
feasability study of the practicability of preparing a 
comprehensive international database containing all the available 
information on radionuclide biokinetics in humans and animals. 
EULEP Radiobiology Archive 
EULEP has now established the database for the archive of long -
term animal experiments performed in European laboratories. It 
has been developed in collaboration with the National 
Radiobiological Archives of the US DOE. Much of the information, 
and the associated histological material, is irreplaceable and 
must be preserved after the scientists concerned retire or the 
institutes change their interests. Moreover, the materials offer 
possibilities for future use by molecular techniques. 
A list of all communicated experiments has been republished, 
including exposure conditions, treatments, dosimetry and species 
used. The data have been computerized for 40 large-scale studies 
comprising more than 70,000 animals, giving information on 
survival and pathology. This is available both in a purpose-
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designed system, which facilitates browsing, combining sets of 
data, and statistical evaluations, and also on Paradox software, 
to make it compatible with the US DOE database. A collection of 
reprints of the relevant published papers is also being made. 
For the establishment of an archive of pathological materials, a 
questionnaire will be circulated to establish what is available 
and in what form. It will be necessary, to decide what can be 
preserved, and where since a centralized compository is not 
envisaged. Both paraffin blocks and slides have a limited life, 
and their likely future use has to be evaluated. 
Concerning the prospects of issuing teaching slides in 
radiobiology, a first set of teaching slides is now available and 
most probably the demand for such services will increase and 
should be carefully considered for the future. 
Symposia and training activities 
A symposium entitled "Acute and Late Effects on the Lungs from 
Inhaled Radioactive Materials and External Radiation" was held on 
4 October 1992, during the 24th Annual Meeting of the European 
Society for Radiation Biology at Erfurt, Germany. There were 
eight invited presentations covering the field of acute and late 
effects caused by inhaled radioactive materials as well as by 
external radiation of the lung. The first part covered aspects 
of the new respiratory tract dosimetry model proposed by the ICRP 
task group; there were related presentations on particles 
deposition and clearance and on cells at risk. The second part 
of the symposium was devoted to radon, including recent animal 
experiments as well as epidemiological investigations. Abstracts 
of the symposium were published in the EULEP Newsletter 73, May 
1993. 
In June 1994, EULEP organised a meeting entitled "Genetic 
Predisposition of Radiosensitivity". The meeting was held in 
conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the European Society for 
Radiation Biology in Amsterdam. There were eight invited 
presentations covering cellular phenomena determining 
radiosensitivity: the molecular basis of DNA repair; the role of 
the P53 gene; tumourigenesis in transgenic mice; heriditary 
disease; damage during prenatal development; sensitivity of human 
deploid fibroblasts and lymphocytes; and the Beck With-Wiedemann 
syndrome genetic predisposition to cancer. 
A symposium on "Molecular Analysis of Development and Neoplasia: 
Homologous Recombination and Knock-Out Approaches" was held in 
March 1994 at Reisensburg during the General Assembly. 
In May 1995, EULEP organised a training course in Saclay, France 
on the techniques which are currently used to study cell 
apoptosis. 
EULEP will contribute to the ILEG symposium in Wlirzburg in 1995 
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EULEP will contribute to the ILEG symposium in Wlirzburg in 1995 
on "Long-term animal studies. Archiving and results of continuum 
exposure." 
EULEP/EBMT Study on Late Effects after Total Body Irradiation 
A retrospective study has been completed in collaboration with 
the European Bone Marrow Transplantation Group, based on reports 
from 29 European centres. It was based on 258 patients who 
survived more than 5 years. The average whole-body dose was 9.3 
Gy in a single dose or 10.9 Gy fractionated. The data were 
collected on report forms drawn up by experts from the different 
centres and from EULEP. They indicated' full recovery of clinical 
performance and social activity in 84-88% of transplanted 
patients. 
Late deaths caused by complications other than recurrent disease 
were due to graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) with infections, 
AIDS, a secondary tumour and late cardiac insufficiency. Severe 
disabilities were caused by chronic GVHD, lung fibrosis, sicca 
syndrome, osteoporosis, autoimmune disorders and epilepsy. 
Secondary tumours were limited to skin and mucosa and were not 
life-threatening; the spectrum was similar to that seen in organ 
transplanted patients, indicating the importance of immune 
suppression as compared to radiation. 
Serious complications that occur in most patients treated with 
radiation were defects in growth and development, infertility and 
cataracts. There was an increased risk of chronic liver disease, 
and children had a higher risk of hypothyroidism. 
This retrospective analysis has provided a clear indication of 
clinical performance following total body irradiation, and is of 
assistance in the design of a future multi-centre prospective 
study. A detailed report has been published in the EULEP 
Newsletter 75 (February 1994). 
Co-ordination of Collaborative Research 
The future of EULEP task groups has been the subject of an in-
depth review. It was generally recognised that part or all of 
the co-ordination activities of some of the former task groups 
had in one sense been superseded by the establishment of multi-
national contracts. Accordingly some task groups have been 
disbanded during the past years, having completed and published 
their joint work - these are the groups working on osteosarcoma, 
haemopoietic neoplasia, cell biology of leukaemia, CNS vascular 
task group on late radiation necrosis, radon, reduction of risk, 
fetal dosimetry. In the cases of bone, reduction of risk and 
CNS, new groups have been established. 
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Selected reports on progress achieved by some of the task groups 
are as follows: 
Radiation-Induced Carcinogenesis in the Liver 
The possible combined effects of the initiator diethylnitrosamine 
(DEN) and neutrons on the induction of foci adenomas and 
carcinomas in C57BL/Cnb mouse liver were evaluated. The rate of 
appearance of foci increased significantly at different time 
intervals when a neutron dose of 0.125 Gy was administered 7 days 
before or after a dose of 1.25 ~g DEN. No significant 
differences were observed in the total surface of foci and/or 
adenomas and carcinomas when increasing doses of neutrons were 
given 7 days before or after the administration of 1.25 or 2.5 ~g 
DEN. An additional experiment is in progress in order to 
determine the relative biological effectiveness of 6.3 MeV 
neutrons in the induction of liver tumours in C57BL mice exposed 
at 7 and 21 days of age. Mice were exposed to incre9sing doses 
(0.125, 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 Gy) of 6.3 MeV neutrons and to 1, 2 and 
3 Gy of X rays. Today the 1336 treated mice are dead and the 
histological slides of the most important tissues and organs have 
been analysed. 
Pathogenesis of Fibrosis (Bladder) 
The experimental planning of the comparison of strains is based 
on functional, cystometric studies. One objective is to 
correlate bladder function and morphology, i.e. to compare the 
quality and degree of morphological changes in different dose 
groups and at different time points with the equivalent 
cystometric response in different strains of mouse. Typical 
changes, observed by all three laboratories, consisted of a 
thickening of different layers of the bladder wall as well as a 
focal degeneration and dissection of the urothelium. It was 
agreed that each laboratory will attempt to quantify these 
changes morphometrically in 5 animals 180 days after irradiation 
to the ED80 , compared to 5 controls, as a basis for determining if this method of analysis is appropriate for evaluation of the 
entire study. 
The collagen isotype staining protocol was adapted for this 
study, and the specificity of antibodies tested in a range of 
control tissues. Determination of the extent and intensity of 
the irnrnunoreaction by image analysis showed that constant 
conditions at every step in the procedure are required: therefore 
it was decided that this part of the experiment will be performed 
at Neuherberg for slides from all three laboratories. The method 
for detecting TGF-B is being optimized and will be standardized. 
Cell kinetic experiments have been undertaken, and different cell 
labelling methods compared. The interpretation of cell kinetics 
in the urothelium is complicated by the very low rate of cell 
production and by the presence of multinucleated cells. 
Continuous labelling experiments are therefore required for a 
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meaningful analysis, covering a range of labelling time 
intervals. 
CNS/Vascular Task Group 
Meetings were held in December 1993, March 1994 and December 
1994. The former reviewed progress over a wide area of 
collaborative studies, including the relationship between the B-
astrocyte and the 0-2A glial progenitor cell, studied in the 
brain and spinal cord respectively. Physiological measurements 
of blood flow, blood volume and permeability in the whole brain 
had shown close agreement with the results of morphometric 
assessment in the cortex. Regarding the tissue injury unit in 
the CNS, besides a loss of endothelial cell nuclei, the 
enlargement of the nucleus in approximately 50% has been noted 
after 25 Gy. Lymphocytes and leucocytes migrate into the 
parenchyma early during the pathogenesis of necrosis. 
Potentially useful markers for cytokine expression would be 
evaluated, one aim being to see if oligodendrites die by 
apoptosis. 
A proposal for a new EULEP task group on endothelial effects has 
been prepared to study the mechanism of late vascular injury by 
the selective irradiation of the vascular endothelium in the CNS 
rat model. This can be made possible by irradiating endothelial 
cells in vivo with a-particles, using the 10B(n,a) reaction. 
Boronated compounds are available which do not penetrate the 
blood-brain barrier, so that the dose to parenchymal cells is 
some 2.5 times less then the dose to the endothelium itself. It 
was agreed to begin by comparing X-rays with neutrons plus 
different boron compounds, looking at changes in endothelial and 
glial cell populations, scoring the tissue injury unit by 
histology, and estimating clonogenic survival of glial cell 
progenitors in vitro. The last of these will permit a comparison 
of the biological dosimetry of the parenchymal tissue 
compartment, using boron compounds which do or do not penetrate 
the blood-brain barrier. Additional studies using X-irradiation 
will allow the evaluation of new techniques for the immunohisto-
chemical determination of apoptotic cell death in endothelial and 
glial cells, and for measuring vascular permeability of amino-
isobutyric acid by quantitative autoradiography. 
The objective of the joint EULEP-EURADOS Task Group on Deposition 
and Clearance of Inhaled Particles in the Human Respiratory Tract 
is to promote and facilitate discussion and collaboration between 
European Laboratories involved in the development of improved 
human respiratory tract models for intakes of radionuclides. Its 
approach is to identify important areas of uncertainty, and to 
stimulate experiments to address them. 
The Task Group held five meetings during the period 1991-1995. 
Several members of this Task Group were also members of the ICRP 
Task Group on Respiratory Tract Models and considerable effort 
was devoted to finalising the new Respiratory Tract Model which 
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was adopted by ICRP in 1993 and published as ICRP Publication 66 
in January 1995. Considerable effort was also devoted to the 
further development of the personal computer software, LUDEP, to 
calculate doses to organs from inhalation of radionuclides, in 
particular members collaborated in the production of a French 
language version. Several Task Group members are also involved in 
reviewing the biokinetics of inhaled compounds of a wide range of 
elements, in order to give guidance on parameters to be used in 
the ICRP Respiratory Tract Model to derive inhalation doses. 
Experimental studies were carried out to quantify aspects of 
human respiratory tract deposition and clearance. Deposition 
measurements focused on areas where data are sparse, e.g. 
partition of air between nose and mouth, total deposition in 
subjects with lung disease. Clearance studies continued to focus 
on particle retention in the bronchial tree, because of the high 
radiosensitivity attributed to the bronchial epithelium. The 
most recent studies indicate that retention is related to 
particle size, and this was taken into account in the ICRP model. 
A standardisation exercise, sponsored by EULEP as a Task Group 
activity, was successfully carried out to investigated difference 
in results reported by the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm and 
the GSF in Frankfurt for the deposition and bronchial clearance 
of particles. The human studies were also complemented by 
investigations in rats and dogs, in which the site of deposition 
is more easily specified. A three-year study of the retention of 
particles in the alveolar region of the human lung was also 
completed. 
The results of much of this work is described in the 8 papers 
listed in Part A of the attached publications list. 
Since inhalation represents one of the two major routes of intake 
of radionuclides into the human body, there is still a vital need 
for a European Task Group, such as this, to continue to gather 
and interpret new information which may be used for the 
improvement of dose calculations for doses from inhaled 
radionuclides. It is, thus, important that the work of this Task 
Group should be continued under the EULEP-EURADOS contributions 
to Fourth Framework Programme. 
The Task Group on the Interspecies Comparison of Lung Clearance 
has as objective the coordination of multispecies comparisons of 
the clearance of standardised radioactive particles from the 
lungs of animals of different species, including whenever 
possible Homo Sapiens, in order to demonstrate the validity, or 
otherwise, of extrapolating animal data to humans. Interspecies 
comparisons of the clearance of inhaled, or instilled, ionic 57co 
and monodisperse, porous- or solid 57Co30 4 particles have been 
carried out in baboons, dogs, guinea pigs, HMT and Fischer-344 
rats, hamsters and CB/H mice. These data have shown that in all 
species there is a relatively large rapid clearance of material 
from the lung plus a long-term retention phase of more than 100 
days in all species. However, the kinetics of the long-term 
phase differed significantly among the species. In all species 
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ionic cobalt is taken up specifically by collagen in 
cartilaginous structure, such as the tracheal rings. 
The kinetics of intracellular particle dissolution in vitro has 
been compared in cultured alveolar macrophages from dogs, rats, 
mice, cattle, baboons and humans using uniform 57co3o4 particles. The results have confirmed that alveolar macrophages from all 
species dissolve the particles more rapidly than extracellular 
fluids; but there are species differences with alveolar 
macrophages from dog and baboon showing higher dissolution rates 
than those from humans, cattle or rats. This interspecies 
comparison of particle dissolution in alveolar macrophages in 
vitro can only partially explain the observed differences in in 
vivo dissolution and the subsequent absorption of dissolved 
particle material from the lungs to blood. 
A further interspecies comparison of the lung clearance of 
physically and chemically uniform particles of terbium oxide, 
involving humans, monkeys, dogs, rats and mice is now in progress 
in six member laboratories using agreed and standardised 
protocols. 
This Task Group continues to carry out very valuable work some of 
which have been described in the 18 papers cited in Part B of the 
publications list. 
The Task Group on the Evaluation of New Chelators, was originally 
called the Task Group on Reduction of Risk of Late Effects from 
Incorporated Radionuclides but when much of the work was 
transferred to a CEC Multinational Contract in 1992, it was 
renamed and the terms of reference altered to avoid overlap with 
the contract. The current terms of reference are to maintain a 
watching brief on developments in the whole area of treatments 
designed to enhance the natural rate of elimination from the 
human body of the most highly toxic radionuclides, eg. thorium, 
uranium, neptunium, caesium, as well as plutonium and americium, 
and to propose new studies designed to evaluate promising new 
agents or approaches. 
During the past four years studies, partially f1mded by the CEC 
or under the aegis of EULEP, have resulted in considerable 
progress concerning the decorporation of actinides from the body. 
Attention has been devoted principally to the testing of 
analogues of siderophores in the rat. The most promising 
substance so far, code-named 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) is substantially 
more effective than DTPA, the current agent of choice, after the 
deposition of plutonium nitrate, plutonium tributylphosphate or 
thorium nitrate in the lungs, and plutonium, americium and 
thorium nitrate at simulated wound sites. The greatest 
differences were observed after wound contamination. Recent 
studies have shown that the ligand is also more effective than 
DTPA after the intravenous injection of neptunium. Preliminary 
studies of the toxicity of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) in the baboon have 
provided no evidence of adverse side effects but comprehensive 
toxicity testing, now under discussion, is required before its 
use in humans. Alternative syntheses of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO), 
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designed to substantially increase the yield, are under 
investigation. Other analogues eg. DFO-HOPO and TREN-(Me-3,2-
HOPO) have also been shown to be more effective than DTPA after 
wound contamination. 
The administration of Zn-DTPA in drinking water has been shown to 
be an effective method for removing inhaled transportable forms 
of plutonium and americium from the rat. This work, stimulated 
by previous studies after intravenous injection of these 
actinides, also confirmed the absence of histological damage to 
the kidneys, liver and gastrointestinal tract at therapeutically 
effective doses. 
Several phosphonic acid derivatives have been examined for the 
decorporation of uranium. Some have been partially successful in 
so far that the kidney content was reduced tenfold after their 
immediate administration. However, delayed treatment was not 
effective and the development of more potent substances remains 
an important aspect of the radiation protection of the worker. 
In its work the Task Group has built up and maintained strong 
links with other organisations throughout the world, notably the 
University of California, Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory. 
Regular reports of the Task Group meetings have appeared in the 
EULEP Newsletter and some of the work is described in the 20 
papers cited in Part C of the publications list. 
The Task Group continues to play an important role in keeping 
abreast of developments in methods for the treatment of serious 
internal contamination by radionuclides and in recognising the 
needs for further research and proposing appropriate experimental 
programmes, and this need will continue into the period of the 
Fourth Framework Programme. 
A Task Group on Radon was created in 1992 with the objective of 
conducting intercomparison studies in radon exposure facilities 
for animals in Europe. Four standardisation exercises in which 
rats were exposed to radon daughters in the exposure chambers of 
the CEA at Limoges, France at TNO, Holland and AEA, Harwell, UK 
and the rats were evaluated independently by each of the three 
groups of workers. The results showed that the three groups were 
in reasonable agreement with each other, especially in respect 
to the measurement of the potential alpha energy concentrations 
(PAEC) and that all three laboratories could produce exposure 
data which were comparable to each other. The work was completed 
in late 1993, at which time the group was disbanded. Some of the 
results were reported in the publication listed in Part D of the 
publications list. 
A new Task Group on the Standardisation of Bone and Bone Marrow 
Dosimetry was formed in 1993 by scientists from five laboratories 
in the UK and Germany. The purpose of this Task Group is the 
development of methods for determining dose distribution within 
the skeleton, principally for a-particle emitting radionuclides. 
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The specific work areas have included, at the GSF, Neuherberg, 
Germany, the study of the effects of osteosarcomagenic doses of 
224Ra on the proliferation and differentiation of skeletal cells 
in vitro; the retention of 88Y, 169Er and 227Th after parenteral 
administration; and the continuation of the epidemiological study 
on German ankylosing spondylitis patients, and its extension to 
patients from the former East Germany. AEA, Harwell, UK has 
continued the studies of the comparative uptake of thorotrast in 
monkey and human bone marrow, including marrow from Japanese 
patients using x-ray fluorescence spectrometry. 
Work at Bristol University includes examination of the 
distribution of natural a-particle emitters in autopsy samples of 
human bone and in children's teeth and human fetal samples 
obtained from West Cumbria, Bristol in the UK and Kiev in 
Ukraine; the CD34 antibody is being used to map the distribution 
of stem cell in adult and fetal bone marrow. Work is also being 
undertaken at the Paterson Institute, Manchester on the 
distribution of bone marrow stem cells prior to assessing the 
microdistribution of a-particle doses to potential leukaemogenic 
or osteosarcomagenic target cells. NRPB have continued with the 
comparative study of the toxic effects of 233u, 239Pu, and 241Am in 
animals; work is also in progress using autoradiography to 
calculate doses to different regions of bone and to relate the 
incidence of tumours with the distribution of dose. 
The work of this Task Group is partly described in the 12 papers 
listed in Part E of the publications list. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Sector: Btl 
The global objectives of this co-ordinated project concentrate on efforts to improve with 
experimental, computational, and system analytical studies the present knowledge on the form 
of the relevant biological dose-time-effect curves especially in the low dose regime of radiation 
protection and its dependency on the dose rate, fractionation, type of radiation (X, gamma, 
alpha, beta, neutrons and mixed fields), and on the influence of environmental factors The 
scientific approach to develop an appropriate integral mechanistic model for radiation 
carcinogenesis was differentiated into the development of several models for the different 
levels of biological complexity, namely for the production of primary and secondary physical 
and early chemical changes in the DNA (by Terrisol eta!., O'Neill eta!., v. Sontag eta!., Smith 
eta!.), the formation of mutations (e.g. HPRT-) and chromosome aberrations (by Goodhead et 
al. ), the induction oft ate somatic effects in experimental animals and man by such early effects 
including intercomparison with the mechanistic action of UV-Iight (by Leenhouts et a!., 
Paretzke et a!.). Particular emphasis was given to the improvement of track structure 
simulations codes, the study of biochemical reactions, and modelling of the induction of cancer 
by alpha emitters. In all areas of research good experimental and theoretical progress could be 
achieved during this period. 
In project 1 (GSF) the cross section basis for the interaction of protons and electrons could be 
improved by using truncated Drude functions for the fit of single shell contributions to 
oscillator strength distributions for condensed water and by measuring low energy electron 
emission differential in energy and angle from very clean solid target surfaces. The simulation 
of the geometry of the DNA molecules in a cell nucleus was improved to form a nucleosome, 
six of which are wrapped around in a spiral to form a DNA fibre, which, in tum, can even form 
arbitrary "loops". Extensive track structure calculations were performed and successfully 
compared to experimental data for the absolute yields of SSBs, and DSBs, and of deletions in 
DNA molecules after irradiation with photons, alpha particles, or protons of various energies. 
A comprehensive literature study was made regarding existing semi-mechanistic models for 
carcinogenesis including single-, two-, and multiple-step models, and tolerance distribution 
models, which showed for a wide variability of parameter combinations of the same multi-step 
model good agreement with existing experimental data. Finally, a comparison of models and 
data was made regarding the probability of causation for lung cancer after exposure to radon 
daughter products. 
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Project 2 (MRC-Phys) has achieved progress in several areas· 
a) Because track structure analyses are a crucial element in the modelling of biological 
effectiveness of different radiations, comparisons were made between different available 
electron track simulation codes to test the robustness of conclusions drawn from their analyses. 
Wide regions of close quantitative agreement were found. However, also differences became 
apparent over small dimensions that may be important for chemical modelling. 
b) Computational and classification methods have been developed for the quantitative 
estimation of spectra of DNA-damage complexity from both direct ionizations in the DNA and 
also local water radiolysis products in the highly-scavenging cellular environment. These have 
been applied initially to electron irradiations, while corresponding liquid-water/chemical track 
codes are being developed for heavier ions. 
c) Experimental data on hprt mutagenesis, as a paradigm for modelling, have been obtained for 
a variety of cell types, particularly for irradiation by slow a.-particles such as from radon. These 
have revealed, inter alia, the very large effect that single-track inactivation can have in 
determining the frequency of viable mutants. 
d) the ionization-clustering properties of radiation tracks, leading to clustered molecular 
damage to DNA as well as spatial and temporal correlations over larger sub-cellular distances, 
have been revealed by track analyses, and their consequences appear to be manifest 
experimetally as substantial differences between slow high-LET a.-particles, such as from 
radon, and low-LET radiations. These quantitative, and sometimes also qualitative, differences 
include spectra of initial DNA damage, its repairability, efficiency for mutation induction, 
proportion of complex chromosome aberrations and induction of genomic instability These 
notable features of a.-particles exist even for single tracks and therefore should be directly 
applicable in extrapolation to environmentally low doses and low dose rates. 
In project 3 (ADPA) the objective was to simulate more precisely the physical and chemical 
steps of the DNA irradiation in the cell environment. For the primary interactions of radiation 
higher order structures of DNA were included. To study the role of water radicals, oxygen, 
scavengers and chemical repair, all chemical reactions between water radio-chemical species, 
radicals and added scavengers with sub-molecular units of DNA were taken into account. The 
code CP A1 00 was implemented in the computer of partner 2 who simulated the transport of 
electron up to 100 ke V in liquid water as a function of space and time. The code was also 
employed for comparisons with other codes, for simulation of chemical reactions, to introduce 
water shells on DNA structures, and for statistical investigations. During this contract period 
our previonsly straight DNA segment model was modified into nucleosomal DNA. The 
physico-chemical and chemical codes were improved to take into account large amount of 
atoms, species and molecules able to diffuse and to react with each other. The nucleosome 
core unit has been modelled as a 146 basepairs helical DNA, containing 9056 atoms, wound 
around the histones. These latter being considered here as absorbing energy but being 
chemically inactive. All the nucleosome atoms are specified by their co-ordinates and their van 
der Waals radii. The yields of strand breaks for electrons were calculated for a nucleosome 
target in liquid water. 1251 was chosen as the source of radiation because it was possible to 
localize its position in the DNA structure. Iodine atoms were consideres individually, but 
uniformly distributed among all the thymine bases of the nucleosome by replacing their methyl 
group (71 positions in the model). 
During the physical step all events located inside the van der Waals radius of a DNA atom are 
scored as direct interactions on DNA while other water interactions create new species and 
radicals. Molecules of scavengers (Tris, DMSO, etc.) were "added" randomly accordingly to 
the specified concentration inside a "working sphere". To evaluate the DNA damage by 
simulation we used the following assumptions: during the first 10"15s, when an ionisation was 
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located inside the van der Waals radius of a phosphate-group or sugar atom, it was stored as a 
direct single-strand break (SSB), and subsequently the event was removed from the initial 
track. From 10"5s to 10"8s, when a deoxyribose-monophosphate reacts, it was transformed in a 
sub-product and could not react twice per decay; the event was scored as an indirect SSB. The 
number of damaged DNA nucleotides in the nucleosome unit per 1251 decay for the direct effect 
as well as for the indirect effect resulting from later chemical reactions in the working sphere 
were calculated. The results show that about 40% of the sugar-phosphate groups are dama§ed 
directly during the physical phase, but only 14% react during the chemical phase (up to to· s), 
mainly with OH radical, which is the reason for the SSB creation. The DMSO reduced the 
number of DNA damages with a similar ratio on all nucleotides Comparison of the mean 
values of the number of SSB per decay with experimental data show that the relative number 
of indirect DSBs seems to be larger than that for directly produced (0.6 over 0.2) as compared 
to the relative number for SSBs (2.6 over 1.5). This is due to the fact that an indirect SSB 
associated with a direct one was scored as an indirect DSB. The mean value of about I DSB 
per decay reported from many experiments results from the fact that in about 20% of all decays 
more than I DSB was produced. Differentiating between directly and indirectly induced DSBs 
leads to quite interesting results which could perhaps give hints for the assumed correlation 
between the number ofDSBs and cell death. We can observe here a result already mentionned 
in the literature: O.SM ofDMSO reduce the indirect effect by 50%. 
In the framework of project 4 (RIVM) for quantitative description of radiation effectiveness a 
relatively simple model (TRAX) was developed and used to calculate the effectiveness of 
different radiation types. The model provides a track segment description of the primary 
particle involved in the radiation effect and of the secondary particles generated, and can 
estimate the radiation effectiveness of a radiation effect for each track segment, using the 
specific geometry of the target involved. A "diffusion" parameter is used to simulate the 
relevant physico-chemical processes involved in the radiation action. Using TRAX the 
radiation effectiveness of different effects was calculated, such as for single-hit detectors and 
for DNA damages. The results show the importance both, a), of the radiation type and, b), of 
the target geometry on the radiation effect. Further, the results show that the well known 
"humped" behaviour of the RBE-LET relationship for cell killing and mutations, which is 
primarily caused by a changing linear term of the dose-effect relationship, can be explained 
assuming that DNA double strand breaks are the crucial primary lesions for these cellular 
effects. 
Furtheron, a stationary CHO cell system was used to especially investigate the quadratic term 
of the dose-effect relationship for gamma rays, for ultraviolet radiation (UV), and for 
combinations of these radiations. The results were explained assuming that the quadratic term 
was caused by a dual hit mechanism for both gamma and UV radiation. The different nature of 
the primary lesions involved in the effects (i.e. DNA "breaks" for gamma radiation and dimers 
for UV-radiation) was reflected in differences in repair. The combined exposure experiments 
showed an extra effect from interaction of gamma and UV radiation produced sublesions. This 
extra lesion was not significant for lower dose rates. 
Finally, in relation with carcinogenesis, RIVM investigated a two-mutation model (TMC), 
which accommodates for the multi-stage character of tumour development. Several data sets 
of tumour induction by radiation in animals and man for a variety of exposure conditions were 
fitted using the model. Although in the current project the TMC model could only be 
investigated preliminarily, the results were promising. In principle, the TMC model links DNA-
molecular and cellular damage with tumour formation. The model can show features of the 
relative or the absolute age projection risk model, and sometimes of the single-somatic 
mutation model, depending of the radiation and tumour involved. The model accounts for the 
multistage character of carcinogenesis and links spontaneous tumour incidence with radiation 
risk. The model in its present form allows investigation of the involvement of radiation in 
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different stages during carcinogenesis. The model, therefore, can be of importance for the 
dervation of radiation risk estimates of lifetime exposures to low doses of ionizing radiation 
The work undertaken in project 5 (MPI) to further elucidate aspects of the chemical effects of 
ionizing radiation on DNA has realized several objectives: One focus was the phenomenon of 
radical-site transfer from purine-base OH-adduct radicals to transfer the radical site to the 
sugar moiety, as well as the inverse event. Purine-nucleoside-derived products were identified 
which result from the complex subsequent reactions. The influence exerted by the presence of a 
phosphate group with respect to the propensity of an H-atom to be abstracted at the DNA 
deoxyribose moiety by an OR-radical, relative to the hypothetical phosphate-free situation, is 
not well known, and this question was studied in hydroxyalkyl phosphates as model 
compounds. Finally, studies were performed in connection with those on the action of 
dioxygen and other oxidants, notably nitroaromatic compounds, on the resulting radicals as 
well as on other model-compound reaction systems. 
It came as a surprise when in our study on the y-radiolysis of 2' -deoxyadenosine, two products 
that must have sugar-moiety-derived radicals as their precursors were observed as major ones, 
alongside the previously reported products free adenine, adenine-derived formamidopyrimidine 
(A-Fapy), and 8-hydroxy-AdR. These newly-observed products are the 8,5'-
cyclodeoxynucleoside and the 5' -aldehyde. The total yield of these products may reach G 
values close to or even exceeding G(OH), and a strong variation of their yields with the pH, 
occurs in a pH range 8 to 10 where 2'-deoxyadenosine has no pK •. At the maximum ofG(dA-
consumption) as a function of pH, i. e. at about pH 9.5, G(dA-consumption) is about twice 
that of G(OH). This shows that there exists an important amplification effect, and it is 
concluded that intermediate radicals must play a role which are capable of reacting with dA. At 
present, mechanistic details are not yet clear. This conclusion is of relevance to DNA radiolysis 
where products related to the 8,5 '-dA-cyclonucleoside are well-documented. 
A further series of experiments was devoted to the polynucleotide poly(A). The products 
unaltered adenine and A-Fapy were determined straight after irradiation, as well as after 
various periods of time of heating the samples to 95°C. The results show that some of the 
adenine is released during and/or very shortly after irradiation, and that there is much further 
release upon heating. The total G(adenine) of 1.3 x 10'7 mol f 1 is quite high, higher perhaps 
than would be expected considering the proportion of promt OR-attack at the deoxyribose 
moiety. 
The rate constants for the reaction of OR-radicals with glycerol-1-phosphate and glycerol-2-
phosphate were redetermined by the thiocyanate competition method and found to be 
considerably smaller than the values available to date in the literature. Our values are 1.4 x 109 
dm3 mo1'1 s'1 at pH 4 (for the first molecule ·k=2.0 X 109 dm3 mor' s'1 at pHS; 1.1 X 109 dm3 
mol'1 s·' at pH 4; for the second molecule :k = 1.6 x 109 dm3 mo1'1 s'1 at pH 8). 
In order to obtain further information regarding the mode of action of oxidants on 
deoxyribose-centered DNA radicals, the propensities of some model-system a.-alkoxyalkyl 
radicals to follow the oxidation pathway versus the fragmentation pathway, have been studied. 
a-Monoalkoxyalkyl radicals from 1,4-dioxan, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl ether (all three are 
models for 2'-deoxyribose C(4')), as well as the radicals from 1,3-dioxan (model for 
deoxyribose C(4') and C(l '),were produced radiolytically in aqueous solution. In the presence 
of oxygen, these radicals are converted into the corresponding peroxyl radicals. 
In response to the request from projects 1 and 3 we have been glad to supply values of the rate 
constants for the reaction of the OR-radical with some DNA model compounds that we have 
determined or redetermined. 
The objectives of project 6 (UoL) have been to exploit thin-film technology in order to carry 
out proton transmission measurements in condensed organic materials, in order to verifY 
experimentally those where there are deficiencies in interaction cross sections. Measurements 
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were made in the energy range 3 - 15 keV in films of different thickness followed by 
comparison with computed transmission factors using the TRIM-code. Langmuir-Blodgett 
(LB) films were used as thin organic foils which have particular importance in microdosimetry 
because they can form precisely defined nanometre thicknesses from a variety of molecules 
which have biological relevance.One ultimate goal was to determine experimental W-values 
over a range of charge-particle energies in a number of realistic biological systems. For this, it 
was necessary to measure energy loss in the film, as well as to find ways of collecting all the 
charge produced as a result of this energy loss. The novelty of this new methodology has 
resulted in slow progress because of the need to produce films of the highest quality. All the 
technical difficulties associated with the prime objectives have been overcome during the 
reporting period. Separate measurements of proton transmission through unsupported films 
and charge production in selected thicknesses of supported films have clearly shown the value 
of studying these condensed organic materials. In this regard, the original aims of the project 
have been met. Three areas of activity relating to radiation effects in LB films have been 
persued. 
(a) PROTON TRANSMISSION THROUGH NANO.METRE ORGANIC FILMS: Protons in 
the energy range 3 - IS keV were selected with an energy resolution of- 2% from a spectrum 
of energies scattered off a heated tantalum foil. This beam was collimated down to a diameter 
of I. 5 mm and restricted to a current of ~ 2 nA in order to prevent thermal damage to the 
organic LB film samples. Transmitted protons were detected by a Single Channel Electron 
Multiplier (SCEM) whose entrance cone was maintained at -2.5 kV, and which subtended an 
angle at the sample of27.5 ± 2.5 degrees. The response of the detector was first normalized to 
the beam current measured upstream of the energy analyzer. Multilayer samples of 
polymerized (12,8) diacetylene were prepared to span a 750 lines per inch copper mesh. The 
coverage of the mesh by these films was I 00% over an approximately circular area of diameter 
-8 mm, i.e. - much larger than the beam diameter. Transmission through film thicknesses of 
21,23 and 25 layers (corresponding to thicknesses of63, 69 and 75 nm) was normalized to that 
through the mesh alone. An unsupported area of film of 25 x 25 J.lm2 was therefore achievable 
using support mesh wires that were 7.5 J.lm thick. This gave an open area ratio of 55%. 
Computations of proton transmission through such films was made using the lastest version 
(1992) of the TRIM code. The results show significant disagreements between computed and 
measured values at all energies except the lowest (3 ke V), where the film ticknesses are on the 
order of the proton range. The estimated magnitudes of simple corrections to the experiments 
and calculations are not likely to explain the large discrepancy between measured and 
calculated transmissions. More important factors are the deposition of thin carbon, or other 
organic, deposits due to less-than-UHV vacuum conditions, the formation of neutral atomic 
hydrogen by low energy protons on exiting the LB film, and incorrect low energy cross section 
data used by TRIM. 
(b) CHARGE PRODUCTION AND TRANSPORT FOLLOWING ENERGY DEPOSITION: 
This aspect of the project used supported LB films in order to develop the optimum design of 
electrodes and electronic amplification needed to reliably record the production of pico-
Coulombs of charge. Irradiation ofthe films was achieved using a 2.5 MBq source of 241Am a-
particles. Films of (12,8) diacetylene were prepared with thicknesses of 50 layers (150 nm) on 
an insulating substrate between appropriate electrodes. Application of a bias voltage between 
the electrodes then enabled charge resulting from energy deposition by an ionizing particle to 
be collected. The response to a-particle energies between 5.5 and 3.5 MeV, when normalised 
to unit solid angle show that the larger stopping power at low energies is reflected in a larger 
charge production rate in the films, as expected, and encourages the prospect of being able to 
measure W-values in LB films by measuring charge production in unsupported films 
simultaneously with energy loss. 
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(c ) POLYMERIZATION IN NANOMETRE (12,8) DIACETYLENE FILMS USING 
GAMMA RADIATION: A monomer film of (12,8) diacetylene (DA) will polymerize under 
the action of both UV and gamma photons. Estimates of the sensitivity were made using 6°Co 
photons for irradiation, and optical absorption at 490 nm as the indicator of monomer-polymer 
conversion. For films having thicknesses 72 nm, 144 nm and 150 nm (24, 48 and 50 layers) the 
optical density per layer shows a consistent and quasi-linear increase with absorbed dose up to 
about 10 kGy, and a more gradual increase thereafter. The sensitivity of (12,8) DA films 
towards polymerization, as quantified by optical absorption, is not likely to be sufficient for use 
as a dosimeter at protection levels but could find use as the basis for an industrial or therapy 
instrument. Radiation effects in these films for other purposes, however, have been shown to 
provide dosimetric data a nanometre levels which are not otherwise obtainable in condensed 
organic media. 
In project 7 (MRC-Chem) the major objective of the studies was to gain a better 
understanding of the influence of the chemical stages in the development of DNA damage 
induced by radiation of different quality and its relationship to biological consequences. 
Experimental evidence is presented for the effects of radiation on mammalian cells, that the 
severity of complex damage in DNA increases with increasing LET, as predicted from 
biophysical models (GSF, MRC-Phys, ADPA). The severity of the damage is decreased if 
scavengers of diffusible water radicals produced in the close environment of cellular DNA are 
used, and this decreased severity is reflected in reduced cellular readiosensitivity. Evidence 
from plasmid DNA model system, which mimic the cellular environment, have emphasised the 
increased complexity of DNA damage for high LET radiation when comparing y- to a-
radiation. From comparison of the yield of DNA-protein crosslinks(DPC) induced by y. and a-
radiation, it is inferred that they do not reflect complex damage. Furthermore, oxygen reduces 
the level of DPC. The radiobiological significance of DPC is therefore open to question. 
Preliminary findings on the direct effects of radiation have indicated that hole migration occurs 
in DNA but only over short distance (a few base pairs) so that the track fingerprint is not lost 
due to migration processes in DNA. The major type ofDNA damage from ionisation of DNA 
bases is base modification with a low level of strand breaks involving radical transfer 
processes. These studies have also provided several benchmark quantities such as yields of 
double strand breaks, DPC, and non-scavengeable yields which are essential for development 
of more sophisticated models of radiation effects. 
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Head of project I : Dr. Paretzke 
U. Objectives for the reporting period 
I. To improve the quantification of the electron emission cross sections used in charged 
particle track structure computer codes for the condensed phase in biological matter by 
empirical theoretical models and by experimental data 
2. To improve and to couple to the initial physical stage the computer simulation of the 
diffusion and of the chemical reactions of species newly created in the physical stage of 
the formation of a charged particle track. 
3. To improve the geometrical description of the DNA molecule and its super-structures 
in track structure codes. 
4. To investigate the capabilities and problems of various approaches to the mathematical 
modelling of radiation carcinogenesis by multi-step models. 
5. To improve the programme structure of the track structure simulation code 
PARTRAC. 
6. To continue collaboration with other highly qualified partners within and outside (in 
Europe and USA) this contract for improvements of the depths and widths of the 
models as well as for particular applications 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
The work performed during the reporting period covered all 6 objectives mentioned above and 
consisted mainly of theoretical analyses, computations, model calculations, etc., but for topic I 
("emission cross sections") also experimental data were obtained to guide the derivation of 
theoretical approximations and generalizations. 
( la) THEORETICAL ELECTRON CROSS SECTIONS IN LIQUID WATER. 
Electron cross sections in liquid water are an essential ingredient to the simulation of the 
effects of ionising radiation on DNA in cells, their dependence on primary electron energy T, 
on energy transfer E, and on momentum transfer q was quantified. The approach was based on 
a method proposed by Ritchie et al. (1978), Hamm eta!. (1975), and Ritchie eta!. (1991) in 
which electron cross sections are derived from the dielectric function for liquid water. The 
latter has been calculated by applying the Kramers-Kronig relations on the optical reflectance 
of photons determined by measurements with photons in the energy range of 7.6 eV to 25.6 
eV (Heller et al. 1974). The imaginary part of the dielectric function describing the light 
absorption, was approximated by these authors by a sum of so-called Drude functions: 
2~ fnYnE 
E 2 (E) = Ep .L.. 2 2 2 2 2 
n (En -E ) +rnE 
where fn is the oscillator strength, y. the width, and En the resonance energy. Ep denotes the 
"plasma energy'' assumed as 6.8 eV for liquid water. Each Drude function is assumed to 
represent an ionisation or excitation in water. Due to the analytical form of the Drude function, 
however, there are also contributions below the resonance energy En· In the case of 
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ionisations, this parameter is identified with the ionisation energy of the corresponding shell 
Therefore, this approach is not in accordance with the law of energy conservation In our 
approach this deficiency is avoided by truncating the Drude functions for the ionisation part 
below the threshold energies En. The parameters were chosen such that the following sum rule 
was fullfilled 
The binding energies for the five shells were chosen to be 10 9, 13.5, 16 2, 32, and 540 eV. To 
avoid sharp edges at the threshold energies En and to simulate the width of the valence band 
for the liquid, the resonance energy was identified with the threshold energy for ionisations of 
shell n and it was assumed to be distributed according to a Gaussian function with a width of 
I eV. This value is in agreement with band structure calculations for cubic ice by Zaider et. al 
(1989, 1994). 
Another shortcomrning of the method mentioned above was an unrealistic distribution of the 
dielectric function over the shells of the water molecules Therefore, in the present approach 
additional constraints were imposed on the parameters fn and y •. These were derived from 
experimental results obtained by X-ray electron spectroscopy (Shibaguchi et al 1977, 
Berkowitz 1979, Siegbahn 1974) and the known high energy transfer behaviour of the electron 
cross sections. Further, relativistic and exchange corrections were imposed. 
For the contribution of excitations to the imaginary part of the dielectric function, in the 
present approach a parametrisation similar to the one proposed by Kutcher and Green ( 1976) 
was used. As there is a significant uncertainty in the partitioning into ionisations and 
excitations for energy transfers larger than 12 eV, where the excitation and the ionisation levels 
overlap, the parametrisation of Kutcher and Green was changed to allow a better fitting of the 
ionisation part. However, the total oscillator strength attributed to excitations has not been 
changed. The present approach yielded the parametric fit of the imaginary part of the dielectric 
function for zero momentum transfer as shown in Fig. I. 
The real part of the dielectric function was obtained by applying the Kramer-Kronig relations 
and by performing an analytical continuation in the complex E-plane. To derive cross sections 
for electron scattering, the obtained approximation of the dielectric function for zero 
momentum transfer had to be extrapolated to non vanishing momentum transfers For this 
purpose, En was replaced by En + q2t(2ffie), with IDe being the electron mass, and the 
constants fn by functions of q. Here the procedure of Hamm et al. (1975) was followed 
closely. Finally, the differential inverse mean free path (dimfp) or macroscopic cross section 
was obtained according to Harnrn et al. (1975) by 
d!J. =-1-J dq E2 (E,q) 
dE 1tTao p- q EJ2 (E,q)+ E22 (E,q) 
Results are shown in Fig. 2. The total inverse mean free path is obtained by integration over 
the energy transfer. For primary energies above 100 eV, results are similar to those obtained by 
Ritchie et al. (1978). However as shown in Fig. 3, for energies below 20 eV, where the 
excitations contribute significantly, the results of the two approaches deviate by a factor of up 
to two. 
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(lb) EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRON CROSS SECTIONS IN CONDENSED MATTER To 
guide the development of theoretical equations describing electron emission also energy and 
angle differential data for low energy electron emission from clean surfaces under controlled 
conditions were measured using "Time of Flight" -energy analysis The pulsed particle beam 
(lA = 5 pA, f = 2 MHz, pulse width :S 0.5 ns) traversed the thin target foil positioned 
perpendicular to the beam direction. Electron spectra were measured from enerergies as low as 
0.1 eV up to approximately 100 eV with a resolution L\EIE better than 10%. All experiments 
were performed in the Radiological Physics Laboratory of Battelle Northwest Laboratories, 
Richland, USA, under UHV conditions with a chamber pressure in the I o·10 torr region 
Commercially produced, self-supporting carbon foils with nominal thicknesses of 3 ~-tg/cm2 and 
5 ~-tg/cm2 were used These foils were thoroughly cleaned by sputtering with 3 kV Ar-ions until 
no furhter changes in the low energy range of the spectrum could be observed. Doubly 
differential secondary electron spectra were measured for impact energies from 500 keV/amu 
up to 2 MeV/amu for Ir, H2• and H3• projectiles. The electrons emerging from the target were 
detected for an angular range of25°:S a :Sl55° 
Figures 4 and 5 display measured secondary electron emission spectra in forward 
(25°::S e :::;75°) and backward (105°:S a :S155°) directions obtained for I MeV proton impact on 
a 10 ~-tg/cm2 carbon foil The following features were observed. (a) electrons originationg from 
carbon K-Auger transitions are observed at energies below 250 eV, (b) single electron 
"plasmon decay" may contribute to the 'hump' at about 20 eV, (c ) low energy electrons 
originate from soft collisions near the surface and energy degraded high energy electrons 
produced by hard collisions deeper in the material These form the 'true secondary electron 
peak' which contains ::::85% of all emitted electrons. Note the energy shift of the peak 
maximum with angle, (d) the hard collision component of the low energy emission primarily 
contributes the low energy tail for electrons emitted in forward direction, (e) little dependence 
on projectile energy is seen in the spectra 
First experiments were performed using a 1.5 j.lm Mylar foil which was glued on a target 
holder. As Mylar is an insulator, electrical charging of the target, even at beam currents lower 
than 1 pA, prevented any low energy electron emission from the irradiated surface. Using a 
biased filament close to the target, electrons were sprayed on the charged surface to 
compensate for the remaining positive charge. The filament bias voltage was adjusted in a way 
that no electrons from the filament reached the detector. The influence of the filament potential 
on the electron energy distribution needs further investigation. Sputtering appeared to destroy 
the insulating properties of the surface Electron emission could be observed even without 
spraying additional electrons. Experiments will be conducted using lower sputtering energies, 
thus damaging only a thinner surface region, in order to explore the influence of structural 
damage by sputtering. Several attempts were made to mount thin DNA-foils provided by Prof. 
A. Rupprecht (Univ.Stockholm, Sweden). However, unfortunately foils proved to be not 
suitable in the environment neccessary for electron emission studies. During pump-down and 
baking, the DNA dried and turned into brown powder. It appears to be more promissing, to 
dry DNA solution in a deepening on the target holder before putting the target in the vacuum 
system. Such experiments are planned for the furture 
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(2) INTERACTIONS OF RADIATION INDUCED RADICALS IN WATER WITH DNA A 
literature review was performed to model the interactions of radiation induced radicals in water 
with DNA. The developed model consists of two submodels, the first describing the 
prechemical stage (O-I0- 1 s) and the second the chemical stage (I o-12-1 0-6s) The submodel on 
the prechemical stage consists of three parts describing ionisations, excitations, and 
subexcitation electrons The submodel on the chemical stage describes reactions of the radicals 
with each other, with a scavenger, and with DNA molecules_ 
a) Prechemical stage: The submodel on the prechemical stage is mainly based on the work 
performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory {Turner et al. 1980, 1983, 1988, Bolch et al 
1988) The primary product of an ionisation H20+ was assumed to migrate before reacting 
with a water molecule. The migration distance is sampled from a three-dimensional Gaussian 
distribution with a standard deviation of 0 7 nm in each of the three cartesian directions. The 
relative coordinates between the two reaction products H30+ and OH are sampled from a 
three-dimensional Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation in each of the three cartesian 
directions of0.3 nm. Excitations of molecules in liquid water were considered to result in three 
different processes: relaxation, dissociation and autoionisation. In 86 5% of all A1B1 
excitations, the molecule is assumed to relax, i e. to return to its initial, unperturbed state, and 
otherwise to dissociate. Two types of dissociations are considered, resulting either in H and 
OH or in two OH and H2. The positions of the dissociation products are sampled from 
assumed distance distributions. The excitation B 1 A1 is assumed to relax in 55% of all cases and 
otherwise to lead to a dissociation. Rydberg A+B, Rydberg C+D and dissociative excitations, 
and excitations of the diffuse band are assumed to relax in 49% of all cases, to lead to a 
dissociation in 3.6%, and otherwise to be followed by an autoionisation. Electrons with 
energies below 10 eV were considered to thermalize and then to become hydrated. The 
propagation distance during thermalisation was assumed to be a function of electron energy 
The distance ranges between 33 nm for an electron energy of 10 eV and negligeable distances 
for energies below 0.1 eV 
b) Chemical stage· The chemical stage starts with a spatial distribution of the species 
e·aq, HJO~, OH, H, and H2. The simulation of the diffusive motion is based on the work 
performed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Turner et al. 1983, Wright et al. 1985, 
Turner et al. 1988, Bolch et al. 1988, Klots et al. 1990). The diffusion is modeled in discrete 
time steps of 3 ps . The jump distances are calculated from known diffusion constants and are 
for the initial species in the range of 0.21 nm for OH to 0 41 nm for H30+. Fourteen 
interactions between the initial species and further reaction products are considered. The 
species are assumed to interact if they are closer to each other than a given distance, called 
"reaction radius"_ For a diffusion-controlled reaction the reaction radius was calculated in a 
simple manner from the diffusion coefficients of the reaction partners and the reaction rate 
constant. Reaction rate constants have been obtained by a literature review. The derived 
reaction radii vary between 0.001 nm for the reaction between OH and H20 2 and 1.3 nm for 
the reaction between HJo· and Off_ Since the jump distances in the simulation of the diffusion 
process are in the same order of magnitude as the reaction radii, the above indicated simple 
model had to be modified. The concept of so called "reduced reaction radii" was introduced 
The validitiy of the concept and its parameters has still to be analysed by comparing the 
calculation results with experimental results for the time-dependent yields of OH and e·.q after 
radiation exposures ofliquid water. 
The presence of a scavenger was modelled by a Russian roulette process for OH in which the 
probability of survival after each time step is proportional to the scavenging capacity 
Reactions between radicals and e·aq on one side and constituents of the DNA 
(desoxyribosemonophosphate and the four bases) on the other side were also modelled by the 
concept of"reduced reaction radii". In a first step, experimental reaction constants were taken 
from Buxton et. al ( 1988). According to these data, the most reactive constituents are guanine 
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and thymine For OH the reaction radius with desoxyribosemonophosphate is by a factor of 
four lower than with these two bases, for H and e·,q the difference is even larger In a first 
approach the response of the DNA to attacks by radicals was modelled according to 
discussions with C v Sonntag An OH-reaction with the sugar moiety is assumed to lead to a 
strand break in 60% of the cases In the case of a reaction with a base, a probability for strand 
breakage of I 0% was assumed. 
(3) DNA COMPUTER MODEL AND MODEL CALCULATIONS WITH PARTRAC A 
comprehensive DNA target model has been developed which describes five orders of B-ONA 
structure (nucleotide, helix, nucleosome, chromatin fibre and chromatin fibre loop) on an 
atomic level. The DNA model starts from the atomic co-ordinates of the four nucleotides in 
B-ONA stacked in a random or a selected sequence yielding the DNA helix The nucleosome 
comprises 146 nucleotide pairs of a DNA helix wrapped 1.8 times around a cylindrical 
representation of the histone octamer Two adjacent nucleosomes are connected by linker 
DNA determined by its length and the parameters of the chromatin fibre (radius, repeat length, 
number of nucleosomes in this repeat length, corresponding number of turns, the tilt angle) 
Fig. 6 shows a 'zigzag' formation of a chromatin fibre with 2 nucleosomes per 20 nm repeat 
length and 60 bp linker DNA. For the generation of chromatin fibre loops, one linear and two 
curved fibre elements are introduced comprising the atoms inside one repeat length of a linear 
chromatin fibre. These three elements can be stacked offering smooth connections of the lower 
order DNA structures. Fig. 7 shows a chromatin fibre loop of67 elements comprising together 
about 90,000 nucleotide pairs in a 'cross linker' chromatin structure in which the linker DNA 
traverses the chromatin fibre 
The DNA model has been implemented in the biophysical model PARTRAC. In PARTRAC, 
the DNA target in the cell nucleus is superimposed with spatial patterns of ionisation and 
excitation events generated in a Monte Carlo simulation of electron interactions in water 
Spatial coincidences of these events with atoms of the DNA strand are further analysed in 
terms of single and double strand breaks due to direct interaction. Additionally, the production 
of water radicals, its time dependent evolution, and diffusion to DNA target atoms is 
considered resulting in DNA lesions due to indirect interaction For the implementation of the 
DNA model, much effort was necessary to limit the computing times as well as the memory 
and storage space requirements to an acceptable amount. First calculations with the DNA 
model in PARTRAC have been performed for two chromatin fibre structures, both of them 
consist of almost 70,000 randomly distributed and oriented chromatin fibre loops of about 
300 nm length and 200 nm width to describe the entire DNA (3.6· 1012 Dalton) inside a cell 
nucleus. One target describes a solenoid type chromatin fibre structure of 6 nucleosomes per 
11 nm repeat length in one tum, the other is a cross linker model of 7 nucleosomes per 13 nm 
repeat length in 2 turns displayed in Fig. 7 Tracks were calculated for electrons with energies 
between 1 00 e V and 3 0 ke V generating random patterns of energy deposition events inside the 
nucleus. In all calculations, almost 4% of about 35,000 ionisations plus excitations were found 
inside the van der Waals radii of DNA atoms. Hit atoms of the strand were considered to 
produce a strand break, hits on different strands with a distance of not more than I 0 nucleotide 
pairs as double strand breaks (DSBs), hits at neighbouring nucleotides of the same strand were 
taken as one strand break. 
Form the large number of numerical results, distributions of the DNA fragment size resulting 
from pairs of DSBs due to direct interaction of a single primary electron are given in Fig. 8 
The DNA fragment size distributions reflect the geometrical structure of the DNA target as 
well as spatial distribution of the events in the tracks. The DNA fragment size distributions in 
Fig. 8 are given for two chromatin fibre structures resulting from I keY electrons. In the 
solenoid model, pronounced peaks are found at fragment lengths of about 80 bp, 180 bp and 
around 1200 bp corresponding to DSBs in adjacent turns of the DNA around the nucleosome, 
adjacent pieces of linker DNA and adjacent solenoidal turns. In the cross linker model, a far 
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Fig. 6: 
Fig. 7: 
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Fig. 8: DNA Fragment Size Distribution 
due to direct interaction from I keV electrons for a cross linker model of the 
chromatin fiber (parameters as in Fig.2) and a solenoid model of the chromatin 
fiber with the parameters: 
6 nucleosomes per I tum 
40 bp linker length 
I5 run fibre radius 
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20° tilt angle 
II run repeat length 
greater number of fragments with lengths between 200 and 1200 bp is found The help of E. 
Pomplun KFA-Julich, for providing his nucleosome model being a basis of our DNA model 
development is gratefully acknowledged. 
( 4) BIOPHYSICAL MULTISTAGE MODELLING· Several biologically motivated, 
mechanistic models of tumor genesis for bridging the gap between mutation rates and observed 
cancer incidence were considered This type of model was proposed e.g. by Armitage and 
Doll, and by Moolgavkar, Venzon and Knudson (MVK model); their aim was a quantitative 
description of tumor development in biological terms like cell growth, cell death and mutation 
rates. It has been shown that they give a good description of a wide range of human and animal 
tumors. In this approach the application to epidemiological data is one of the sources of input 
to risk analysis. Another possible source of information is molecular biology. 
The classical Armitage-Doll model assumens n mutational stages, not taking into account 
growth and death processes of the various intermediary cells. The age dependence of the 
tumor incidence in this model is a power law, with the exponent n - I The MVK model is a 
special case of clonal expansion models in which intermediary cells are allowed to divide, and 
die. Often, only two rate limiting mutations are considered, with one intermediary stage 
We concentrated here on these clonal expansion models, of which there are two versions in 
use: 
• The"epidemiological approximation", which is assumed in many studies of human cancer, 
it models the net growth rate of the intermediary cells only. After an initial period it gives 
an exponential growth of hazard with age. 
• The "exact formulation" derived by modelling the birth-death process of the intermediate 
cells. In this case the exponential growth eventually levels off to a constant hazard. 
The epidemiological approximation was rederive using differential equations for expectation 
values. Explicit hazard functions for short time exposure to radiation were given. Although we 
restricted ourselves to modelling cancer incidence of adults, we had to model also childhood in 
order to calculate the initial condition of how many intermediate cells are in the organism at the 
age of 20 years (assuming an initial condition would introduce another free parameter). For 
this we used linear growth from birth. An analysis was made which effects of radiation on the 
parameters of the model might be determined from incidence data. It was shown that only a 
subset of parameter combinations of the MVK model can be determined from epidemiological 
data sets [7]. Therefore we derived hazard functions with an unconventional set of parameters 
from the formulas of Moolgavkar et.al. for both, the spontaneous rate and for short time 
exposure. The parameters were chosen in such a way, that each of it determined characteristics 
of the hazard function which are easy to monitor. We feel this is a good safeguard against 
running into local extrema in the fitting procedure. Applications of the formulas derived to 
various human and animal tumors were analysed. 
For analysis of the probability of causation of lung cancer by inhalation of radon and its 
daughter products different models were analysed (ICRP-Report 50, NCRP, BEIR-IV-Report, 
Jacobi-model). The S-cohort of the Czech Uranium miner was taken for comparison of these 
models, and it was found that these models differ less from each other than the varions 
epidemiological data sets for different underground miners [10]. Mathematical functions were 
derived in this analysis to quantifY PC-tables and figures. As an example the predictions of 
Jacobi's model for the excess relative risk after exposure to 100 WLM are given in fig. 9. 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Goodhead 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Assess robustness of track scoring results, at the nanometre level, by comparisons 
using Monte Carlo transport codes from different workers. 
2. Extend electron transport code for electrons from 100 keV up to the MeV region. 
3. Develop methods for incorporating main chemical pathways in track structure 
modelling of damage to DNA for comparison with experimental data, for electrons 
and charged particles. 
4. Survey available information on hpn mutagenesis and supplement with new 
experiments where appropriate. 
5. Accumulate data on track structure, DNA damage and single-track survival 
probabilities required for understanding and modelling mutagenesis and related 
cellular effects. 
6. Measure and evaluate role of single-track-survival factor in limiting mutation 
frequencies of high-LET a-particles. 
7. Continue collaborative support to partner MRC (Chern) for special radiation sources 
and configurations. 
8. Compare theoretical analyses from track structure with experimental data on 
biological effectiveness, develop hypotheses and tests of underlying mechanisms and 
consider implications. 
ill. Progress achieved, including pubHcations 
The project consisted of a general strategy towards biophysical understanding and modelling 
of the relative effectiveness of radiations of different qualities and extrapolation to low doses 
not experimentally accessible. The related components of the work were (a) track structure 
analyses of radiations of different qualities, (b) experimental investigations and data analysis 
of hpn mutagenesis (as a paradigm), cell inactivation, DNA damage and other cellular effects 
and (c) comparative analysis of biological effects in relation to the microscopic features of the 
tracks. 
(a) Track structure calculations 
Our previous analyses of track structure had concentrated on frequency distributions of 
energy deposition in defined small volumes for comparison with experimentally observed 
biological effectiveness of different radiations. Initially these analyses were based on track 
structure codes for water vapour (adjusted to unit density) because these were most firmly 
founded on experimental data. Recognising that the ionization (and excitation) yields would 
be substantially different in liquid water and that stochastic properties at the level of small 
numbers of interactions in very small volumes would depend substantially on the water phase. 
the analyses were carried out in terms of energy deposition rather than numbers of ionizations. 
In this way it was anticipated that the frequency distnbutions for vapour would be reasonably 
representative of those for liquid. except at the smallest energies (such as for single 
ionizations or excitations) or smallest (nanometre) volumes. With this underlying 
assumption, analyses from the vapour codes, when compared quantitatively to radiobiological 
data for different radiations and conditions, led to clear hypotheses on the biological 
importance of clustered damage at the DNA, or slightly supra-DNA levels [1,2]. Current 
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evidence appears to justify this assumption since similar frequency spectra of energy-
deposition clusters are calculated to occur with tracks in liquid [3,4). 
Hence it has become necessary to understand in more detail the nature of the 
molecular damage to DNA within the clusters. Clean double-strand breaks are just one simple 
class of a spectrum of clustered DNA damage of potentially widely varying molecular 
complexity and biological severity. In order to model quantitatively damage from radiation 
tracks that lead to mutations. chromosome aberrations and other long-term biological effects it 
is necessary to follow the track chemistry within and between clusters of ionizations in the 
highly scavenging, short-diffusion, cellular environment. 
Within this contract the justification and needs of this approach have become more 
clear and tools have been developed to make it more achievable and accurate. 
Before the period of this contract we had established an extensive data base on 
absolute frequencies of energy deposition in cylindrical volumes of dimensions <I to 
> 100 nm for a wide variety of different radiations, simulated by MOCA8b and MOCAI4 
Monte Carlo codes (from partner GSF), to act as a guide towards the biologically critical 
features of radiation quality and the nature and quantities of relevant initial molecular damage 
in cells. Calculations also included preliminary evaluations of DNA strand breakage from 
direct ionizations in the DNA. As more advanced evaluations of DNA damage are 
approached, including more realistic descriptions of the DNA and simulations of chemical 
pathways in the cellular environments, it has become particularly important to judge the 
reliability of the Monte-Carlo track-structure simulations at the very high spatial resolution 
required. Our previously established data base has allowed standardised-scoring comparisons 
with electron tracks from four additonal water transport codes world wide. Large-statistics 
scoring routines were applied for target diameters of initially 2 and 25 nm [3) and 
subsequently 10 nm as well as other criteria of comparison [4]. Good agreement was shown 
between the different codes in many situations, but some substantial differences were revealed 
over distances of a few nanometres, especially for larger energy depositions that may cause 
more complex and biologically-severe clustered damage in DNA. These were not explicable 
simply as differences between 'vapour' and 'liquid' codes, nor were they entirely eliminated 
even when only relative frequencies for different electron energies were considered. The 
differences are likely to be of some significance in attempts to follow the detailed chemical 
processes. 
In collaboration with S. Uehara, electron interaction cross sections have been extended 
from I 00 lee V (the limit of MOCA8b) up to several MeV to allow simulation of these higher 
energy electrons. The new code KURBEC has been fully described [5]. This codes was 
included in the above comparisons. 
Initial methods have now been developed for incorporation of warcr radiolysis 
products, from radiation tracks (using CPAlOO code; with partDer ADPA) in the highly-
scavenging cellular environment, into our previous evaluations of DNA strand breakage from 
direct ionizations in the DNA [6a,b]. These allow qualitative and quantitative estimatioo of 
the spectrum of types of DNA damage, including the molecular complexities of clustered 
damages composed of multiple straDd breaks, base damages and otber cbemical cbaJa&es, 
which may be of particular biological signific:ance by virtue of reduced reparability and bence 
greater severity (2]. Much JDOJe advaoced spatial descriptions of the DNA molecule haw also 
undec developed. (in collaboration with 1. Goodfellow and Y. Umrania) to include precise 
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optimization of the positions of the bound water molecules as well as the DNA atoms [7a] and 
to investigate their influence on DNA damage [7b]. 
We have collaborated also in the development of the PITS codes as a potential 
standardized code format for simulation of tracks from positive ions, comparison of 
consequences of different secondary electron transport options, phase effects, etc. [8]. The 
code is currently being formulated particularly to provide tracks of protons and a-particles in 
liquid water in both the initial form of the 'physical' track as ionizations and excitation, and 
its conversion to the 'chemical' track of early reactive species. This will allow initial 
simulations of molecular spectra of clustered DNA damage by direct and indirect ionizations 
from these high-LET radiations for comparison with low-LET radiations and observed 
biological effectiveness. 
As an initial approach to incorporating track dimensions into simulations of 
chromosome aberrations resulting from radiation-induced breaks, radial distributions of 
ionizations around charged particle tracks have been evaluated [9] for use in simulations of 
aberration formation based on the assumption of pair-wise exchanges between breaks [10]. 
(b) Experimental studies of radiation QUality in cellular systems 
The conventional view of radiation carcinogenesis assumes that radiation acts directly 
as an initiator by a mutation, or large chromosomal rearrangement, as one of the early critical 
steps in multi-stage carcinogenesis. [There is scope for alternative hypotheses based on 
radiation-induced instability and experimental evidence for these are increasing. However, 
such mechanisms are beyond the scope of the present contract.] The hprt mutation system has 
previously been identified as a particularly suitable paradigm for mechanistic understanding 
and modelling of radiation mutagenesis because of the extensive quantitative information that 
exists on radiation-parameter dependencies and molecular characterization of early mutations. 
A partial literature survey was undertaken for pertinent data on hprt radiation-mutagenesis, 
with emphasis on studies revealing dependence on radiation quality, dose and time [11]. 
Direct experiments were commenced to fill some of the notable gaps in available information. 
These include the effects of reduced dose rate for high-LET radiations and dependence on 
oxygenation for both low- and high-LET radiations. We have completed our experiments 
with V79 cells on dose-rate dependence for high-LET a-particles (121 keV J.LD11) and 
comparison with chromosome aberrations induction and cell inactivation under similar 
conditions. These showed that under favourable plateau-phase culture conditions there is very 
little dose-rate dependence (in the conventional direction, if at all) for hprt mutagenesis, 
although we did get anomalous results with unfavourable culture in our initial mutation 
experiments with titanium-walled dishes [12]. Comparative data. obtained under similar 
experimental conditions, for induction of dicentric and ring chromosome aberrations and for 
cell inactivation (all in glass-walled dishes) showed small, but signi&ant. reduction in effect 
at the lower dose rates, in accordance with conventional expectations. For investigation of 
modification of mutagenesis by lack of oxygen at the early cbemical stage of track damage, a 
2(Mtish system has been constructed for irradiation of cells on our a-particle irradiator under 
conditions of controlled gassing, as well as control of other environmental and scavenging 
conditions. 
We have also measured hprt mutagenesis by a-particles in a variety of other cell 
types, most notably of the baemopoidic system to aacettain the generality of induced 
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frequencies and radiation quality dependence. Generally, induced mutation frequencies for 
various developmental stages of B cells were found (in collaboration with 5. Griffiths and 
M. Greaves) to be similar or somewhat lower than those in human fibroblastic or V79 cells, 
although in the particular radio-sensitive pre-B stage no induced mutations could be detected 
with either a-particles or X-rays [13]. Notable features of X-ray dose responses at other 
stages were the high-power dependence on dose (02-D•) and no evidence of a linear term. 
Alpha-particle induced mutations are being measured also in L5178Y lymphoma cells and 
human lymphocytes (with B. Bridges and J. Cole) following suggestions of enhanced 
sensitivity to a-particles in view of observations of an association between lymphocyte 
mutations and household radon concentrations. Our results to date do not indicate particularly 
high mutation frequencies after in vitro irradiation [14]. 
For interpretation and modelling of data on mutagenesis, or other viable cellular 
consequences, for a-particles it is essential to evaluate the probability (51) that a cell will 
survive the passage of a single a-particle and therefore remain capable of expressing any 
genetic damage. We have established these 51-factors for a wide variety of cell types for a-
particles (particularly at 121 keVJlDl-1) and we fmd that they vary from 0 (for mouse pre-B 
cells) through 10-20% for mouse haemopoietic stem cells, 30-60% for mouse multipotential, 
multimyeloid or transformed pre-B cell lines and normal mature B-cells, and 60->90% for 
normal and established fibroblasts [13,15,16,17]. This factor can clearly have a substantial, 
greater than ten-fold, influence on the final mutation frequencies for high-LET radiations. In 
the extreme case ofpre-B cells, that are extraordinarily prone to apoptosis after X-rays giving 
a D. of only 0.3 Gy [18], apparently every a-particle is lethal, the inactivation RBE is <1 and 
no induced mutants at all are detectable [13]. 51-factors for radiosensitive fibroblasts, such as 
human AT cells and irs hamster mutants, are also being evaluated to establish the degree to 
which they may be responsible for the apparent reduced dependence of cellular effects on 
radiation quality. For accurate evaluation of the S1-factors, we now routinely include in our 
experiments confocal microscope measurements of the dimensions of the living cells, and 
their nuclei, under the conditions of irradiation. 
Other cellular effects have also been investigated under our standard conditions of 
121 keVJ.1Dl-1 a-particles in collaborative experiments to ascertain the extent to which the 
track structure features relevant to mutagenesis may or may not also be relevant to other end-
points and cell types, including cell transformation [19]. Results have included the 
observation that single a-particles can induce in a cell, with high probability, an ongoing 
genomic instability that can manifest itself as new chromosome aberrations in all subsequent 
cell generations [20]. This has raised the possibility, supported by some additional evidence, 
that hprt and other mutations can arise by similar delayed and untargetted mechanisms. An 
additional ability of single a-particles appears to be to induce at first metaphase a high 
proportion of complex chromosome aberrations, involving three or 11101e break points in two 
or more chromosomes [21]. This observation should place particular new quantitative 
coostraints on chromosome aberration mechanisms and track structure features that should aid 
futUie modelling and understanding. 
Our experimental work on radiation quality included collaboratioos throughout with 
pariDer MRC (Chern) on a variety of fronts to aid in establishment of the yield, nature and 
reparability of initial radiation daJDa&e to DNA, with special empbasis on clustaed damage 
and the cbemical environment of the DNA Our supporting role bas becD particuJarly with 
rapect to a-particle irradiation c:oafiprations (see partner's report. inchxting references) and 
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initial consideration of conditions for ulttasoft X-rays of0.3 to 1.5 keV. These are a means of 
enriching for the clustered-ionization contributions from the low-energy electrons that occur 
in all low-LET irradiations [22]. It bas been hypothesized from earlier evidence that these 
low energy electrons are the biologically-dominant component of all low LET radiations, but 
this remains controversial and the evidence to date is not yet conclusive [23]. 
(c) Comparative analysis of track features with biolo&ical effectiveness 
Understanding and quantification of radiation-induced mutagenesis, and other cellular 
effects, requires that track features be considered at both the DNA and cellular levels 
[24,25,26]. Clusterings of initial ionizations at the DNA level or slightly larger (5-10 run) 
have been suggested as important features in determining the radiation quality dependence 
[2,27]. In recent years it has become apparent that the total yield of DNA double-strand 
breaks, as conventionally measured by a variety of techniques, bas very little dependence on 
radiation quality of y-rays, hard X -rays or heavy ions even when the track properties are 
varied enormously on both the cellular and molecular scales. This may be due to fairly small 
clusters, such as from low energy electrons, being dominant in producing 'dsb' as a broad 
class of measurable damage [28]. These relative numbers of initial dsb correlate very poorly 
with final cellular effects, including mutations, which show high relative biological 
effectiveness for densely ionizing radiations. We have suggested that this may be due to 
differential reparability of clustered damage including dsb of varying degrees of severity at 
the level of the DNA and immediately surrounding structures [1,2,29]. Our theoretical, 
experimental and comparative work bas continued attempts to refme and evaluate this 
hypothesis and its implications, including in collaboration with partner MRC (Chern). 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Terrissol 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Our obJecuve wa~ to butld a model able to ~•mutate the more prect~ely po~~ible the 
phystcal and chemtcal steps of the DNA 1rrad.ation in the cell ennronment. For the pnmary 
interaction~ of radiation we mtended to mclude higher order structure~ of DNA iw,tead of water 
cyhnder.To study the role of water radicals. oxygen, scavengers and chemical repair. we 
intended to take into account all chemical reactions between water rad10-chenucal spectes, 
radicals and added scavengers with sub molecular units of DNA. 
Another goal was to port our code on the MRC computer. to allow a more easy use for 
the development of our common research. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
We have port the code CPAlOO to .\1RC-Phys (partner 2) who stmulates the transport of 
electron up to 100 keY in liquid water. as a functton of space (3 co-ordinates) and time. The 
code was employed for comparisons with other codes (see publication n° 4), stmulate the 
chemical (see publications n° l and 10), to begin introduction of water shells on DNA structures 
(see publication n° 11), and to do statistical investigations. 
During this contract period we begun to develop our straight DNA segment model 
towards nucleosomal DNA. It is an important step, since the replicatton of nucleosom units lead 
to chromatin fibre. The physico-chemical and chemical codes were improved to take into 
account such large amount of atoms, species and molecules able to diffuse and react together. 
The nucleosome core unit has been modelled as a 146 baseparrs helical DNA, conta.ming 
9056 atoms, wound around the histones. These latter bemg considered here absorbmg energy 
but inactive chemically. All the nucleosom atoms are known by therr co-ordmates and their van 
der Waals radius. The yields of strand breaks for electrons is obtained by placing the 
nucleosome target in liquid water. 
To build and test our model, 1251 was chosen as the source of radiation because it is 
possible to localise its position in the DNA structure. Iodine atoms were considered 
individually, but uniformly distributed among all the thymine bases of the nucleosome by 
replacing their methyl group (71 positions in the model). 
Complete transport of electrons is done with a 4-dimensional (x,y,z,t) code, 
previuously described and simulatiing all individual interactions. Due to lack of data, the cross-
sections for DNA were assumed to be similar to those for liquid water: at places of double helix 
atoms, liquid water with density 1.3 was assumed. Slowing-down of electrons is then 
simulated in the nucleosom and in the working sphere filled with liquid water at normal density. 
(see Fig. 1) 
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the simulation model. 
During the physical step ( up to JQ-15 s. ) all events located inside the van der Waals 
radius of a DNA atom are scored as direct interactions on DNA while other water mteractions 
create species and radicals. 
Then, molecules of scavengers (Tns, DMSO .... ) are added randomly (accordingly to 
the desired concentration) inside the working sphere. For a 1M concentration, e.g .. about 690 
molecules of scavenger are considered. As time increases. from I0-15 s. to J0-6 s., all water 
species e-aq. OH-, H-, H30+, H202. OH-, H2, H02 diffuse and react between themselves 
as well as with scavenger and DNA sub-units. For the latter reactions we adapted experimental 
data (Table- I) taken from the literature. 
Table I : Reactions radii m nanometers of main water species with themselves and DNA sub-
units calculated from reactiOn rate constants. 
OH- e-aq H· OH-
OH· 0.!41 0.452 0.269 
H· 0.269 0.287 0.094 0.0002 
e-aq 0.452 0.08 0.287 
H30+ 0.166 0.944 
H202 0.0006 0.256 0.0014 
Deoxyribose-
monophosphate 0.085 0.0003 0.0006 
Adenine 0.288 0.265 0.00!9 
Cytosine 0.288 0.382 0.0!7 
Guanine 0.425 0.413 0.000 
Thymine 0.302 0.53 0.011 
DMSO 0.202 0.0002 
Tris 0.071 
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of the size of energy deposition events during the physical 
phase (lO·lS S) and after. 
Fig. 2 shows that during the physical phase (at about I0-15 s after the decay) only very 
small amounts of energy (an average of 40 eV per decay) were deposited on DNA target atoms 
whereas a large fraction of absorbed energy (about 680 eV per decay in the working sphere) 
was transferred to secondary electrons interacting and depositing this energy at later times e.g. 
via radicals. The number of ionisations and excitations per 1251 decay created during the 
physical phase is given in Table IT for the nucleosome and the working sphere. 
Table II: Mean number of ionisations and excitations per 1251 decay in the nucleosome and 
the working sphere. 
Ionisations 
Excitations 
Nucleosome 
3.3 
1.2 
Working sphere 
38.9 
20.7 
The yield of water species, free radicals and solvated electrons created during the 
physico-chemical stage in the working sphere per 125r decay at w-12 s and w-8 s are shown 
in Table III. These figures clearly indicate that OH radicals play an important role during the 
chemical phase since more than 90% of them have reacted with other species or DNA 
. 1730. 
nucleotide~ The effet:t of D\fSO can be ~een not only directly on OH yield, hut Indirectly on all 
other ~pecie~ yield. 
At J0-12 ' the G-\ alue~ are about 5 for e-aq. OH · and H30+ and around I for H · 
From Table I. we \ee that nearly all reaction~ imolving e-aq gi\e temporary OH- ion reacting 
~trongly with H30+ . Then .. dl the~e reaction~ have to be considered m a model. 
Table III : Mam water speCie~ present In the working ~phere per 1251 decay at different times. 
e-ag OH· H· H30+ H202 ow H2 
at lo-12 s 23 31.1 14.4 27.3 6.4 0 2.48 
at w-8 s 12 2.3 5.2 21 8.9 0.7 4.9 
with 0.5M DMSO 6.5 0.0 6.4 13.2 6.7 0.3 4.2 
To evaluate the Dl\'A damage by simulation in order to compare with experiment our 
model is able to do any assumptions. At present. the exact mechamsrns leading to damage are 
not completely elucidated and for first evaluation we used the following assumptions: during 
the physical step (l o-15 s ). v. hen an ionisation was located inside the van der Waals radius of a 
phosphate-group or sugar atom. it was stored (time, co-ordinates and energy deposited on this 
atom) as a direct single-strand break (SSB), and subsequently the event was removed from the 
initial track. From w-15 s to w-8 s when a deoxyribose-monophosphate reacts, it was 
transformed in a sub-product and could not react twice per decay. the event was scored as an 
indirect SSB (time, co-ordinates and total energy deposited in the working sphere by the Auger 
electrons belonging to the decay). 
In Table IV, the number of damaged DNA nucleotides in the nucleosome unit per 125I 
decay for the direct effect as well as for the indirect effect resulting from later chemical reactions 
in the working sphere are given. The numbers show that about 40% of the sugar-phosphate 
groups are damaged directly during the physical phase, but only 149C react during the chemical 
phase up to w-8 s, mainly with OH radical, which is the reason for the SSB creation. The 
DMSO reduces the number of DNA damage with a similar ratio on all nucleotides. 
Table IV: Number of damaged DNA nucleotides in the nucleosome unit per 125I decay. 
Phos. Sugar Aden. Cytos. Gua. Thym. 
Excit. up to I0-12 s 0.17 0.33 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.26 
Ionis. up to I0-12 s 0.43 0.86 0.31 0.28 0.31 0.74 
Chemical reactions up to I o-8 s 2.65 2.59 3.31 5.02 5.40 
Number of nucleotides present 292 292 73 73 73 73 
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of ssb and dsb yield as a function of the distance between 
contributing ssbs. a) Distance in basepairs betweeen two dsb. b) Distance in basepairs between 
two ssb forming a dsb. 
A characteristic of the 1251 radiation as well as the nucleosome model can be seen in 
Fig. 3. In most case when one decay induced two DSB the distance between the two DSB \\-as 
found to be less than 20 basepairs. This reflects the short range action of 12\ The second 
maximum at about 80 basepairs is expected from the fact that the DNA helix has completed one 
tum around the histons after 80 basepairs. Quantitatively, the same results are found by 
considering the calculated DSB yield as a function of the distance between the two contributmg 
SSB. 
Fig. 4 gives the relative number of decays inducing different types of breaks per decay. 
Low energy values correspond to high fractions of no break or simple SSBs whereas with 
increasing amounts of energy deposited in the target the former decreases very steeply and a 
more complex break pattern is observed. A continuous increase can be seen with two or more 
DSB. These results are similar to those of figure 4 of Charlton and Humm ( 1988). However in 
this study strand breaks were scored as the sum of the direct and indirect effects and the total 
energy was the energy deposited in the working sphere. Charlton and Humm ( 1988) used the 
direct action of radiation only for strand break calculations. 
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Table V: Comparison of calculated mean numbers of SSB and DSB per 125I decay with 
experimental data. 
Break Direct Indirect Total Experiment 
SSB 1.55 2.65 4.2 3-6 
DSB 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.9 - 1.2 
with 0.5M DMSO Indirect SSB: 1.3 Indirect DSB: 0.3 
Comparisons of the mean values of the number of SSB per decay with experimental 
data are shown in Table V. The relative number of indirect DSBs seems to be larger than that 
for directly produced (0.6 over 0.2) compared to the relative number for SSBs (2.65 over 
1.55). This is due to the fact that an indirect SSB associated with a direct one was scored as an 
indirect DSB. The mean value of about 1 DSB per decay reported from many experiments 
results from the fact that in about 20% of all decays more than 1 DSB was produced. 
Differentiating between directly and indirectly induced DSBs leads to quite interesting results 
which could perhaps give hints for the assumed correlation between the number of DSBs and 
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cell death. We can observe here a result already ment10nned in the literature: 0.5M of DMSO 
reduce by 50% the indirect effect. 
An atomic scale nucleosome target model ha~ been constructed and used with electron 
track structure in order to study DNA damage. To model ~uch a long cham of events from the 
very early physical to the beginning of biological ~tep a number of a~sumpllon~ had to be 
incorporated. Simulation of events until w-6 second after irradiation requires a full set of 
physical and chemical mput data: (a) Geometrical data : three-dimensiOnal co-ordinates of all 
atoms and molecules involved in the structure of a nucleosome. (b) Physical data : atomic 
structure, energy levels, bond strengths, van der Waals radii, reorganisation schemes, 
fluorescence and Auger yields, elastic and inelastic total and double differential cross-sections 
for all channels, etc. (c) Physico-chemical data : desexcitation, recombination, internal 
conversion, molecular dissociation. thermalization, solvation, attachment. etc. (d) Chemical 
data : complete description of reactions, diffusion coefficients and reaction rates as a function of 
temperature and concentration. These parameters need to be known in the cellular environment. 
e.g. the solvation of e-aq in the hydration shell of DNA which is different from bulk water. 
To reflect more realistic cellular condition it is intended to use more realistic DNA 
electronic interaction cross-sections, to extend the nucleosome model to simulation of the 
chromatin fibre and to simulate electron transport in this complex chemical environment. 
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Head of project 4: Dr H.P. Leenhouts 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
The aim of the RIVM contribution to the project is to continue the development of a 
comprehensive model for the analysis and interpretation of radiation effects at cellular, organ 
and animal level on the basis of specific radiation damage in DNA. The model is intended to 
provide a framework for analysis of the the effectiveness of different radiation types for 
cellular effects and the influence of radiation on the development of tumours and cancer. 
The ultimate goal is to provide insight into the dose-time-effect relationships for late 
radiation effects, in general, and the extrapolation of radiation effects at high doses to the 
estimated radiation risks at low doses and dose rates. 
The activities are: 
1. the development and application of a track structure model (TRAX) for radiation energy 
deposition to calculate the effectiveness of different radiation types for different radiation 
effects. 
2. cellular experiments to investigate and compare the quadratic term of the dose-effect 
relationship for gamma rays and ultraviolet radiation (UV) with special attention for the 
influence of repair. 
3. development and application of a two-mutation carcinogenesis model (TMC) to relate 
cellular effects with tumour formation and to investigate the role of radiation in the 
development of tumours. 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
Introduction 
One of the most important aspects of radiation protection is the estimation of risks of low 
doses and dose rates. This estimation has to be derived from epidemiological data at 
relatively high doses and high dose rates. For the extrapolation to low doses use has to be 
made of a dose-effect relationship. These relationships should include the different 
effectiveness of different radiation types and the influence of repair, when comparing effects 
at high dose rates with chronic irradiation regimes. 
In a previous contract a radiobiological model (RBM) was developed to explain and interpret 
cellular radiation effects on the basis of the induction of crucial DNA damage by the 
radiation. In the model the crucial damage for ionizing radiation was assumed to be DNA 
double-strand breaks with, in general, a linear-quadratic dose-effect relationship (aD+j3D2). 
The linear term is especially dependent on the type of radiation used, while the quadratic 
term is primarily dependent on dose rate and repair. 
In the reported period the relation between the linear term and radiation type was 
investigated using the track structure model TRAX (section 1). The applicability of the RBM 
model and especially the behaviour of the quadratic dose term (!3D2) with repair was 
experimentally investigated using stationary CHO-cells (section 2). In these experiments 
radiation effects of gamma radiation were compared with effects of ultraviolet radiation 
(UV). Further, a relation between cellular effects and tumour development was investigated 
using a two-mutation model for radiation tumour induction (section 3). The organisation of a 
scientific seminar is described in section 4. 
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1. Radiation track structure model TRAX 
As the energy absorption after exposure to ioruzmg radiation is not homogeneous, the 
radiation effectiveness varies with the type of radiation and depends on the distribution of 
energy deposition and the type of sensitive target. For quantitative description of this 
radiation effectiveness use of a single parameter, such as stopping power or LET, seems to 
be too simple. For this problem Monte Carlo methods are used for a complete slowing down 
of energy events and all physico-chemical products involved in the radiation effect are 
followed for their contribution in the radiation effect (see ref. 5 and the activities of partners 
1 and 3). These procedures are very time consuming and difficult to perform for all radiation 
types. In this project RIVM used an intermediate method to calculate the effectiveness of 
different radiation types. The model TRAX (ref. 17) uses the following concepts: 
1. the model provides a track segment analysis of the primary particle(s) involved in the 
radiation effect as it slows down and also of the secondary particles generated; 
2. for each track segment a calculation is made of the average stopping power, track radius 
and energy loss per event, and its dose contribution in the radiation effect; 
3. for an given type of effect, the effectiveness per unit dose is calculated, using the specific 
geometry of the target, the characteristics of the track segment, and a "diffusion" parameter 
to simulate the physico-chemical processes involved in the radiation effect; 
4. the effectiveness of the radiation ultimately is calculated as the dose average of the 
effectiveness of all track segments. 
The mathematical concepts of TRAX were justified by comparing some of the intermediate 
radiation-physical results, such as stopping power and slowing down spectrum, with literature 
data. Using TRAX the effectiveness of single-hit detectors for electrons, protons and ions of 
various energies relative to gamma rays could be calculated (ref. 14). An example is shown 
in fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Relative effectiveness of several radiation types for FWT 60 dye film calculated using 
TRAX. In the corner some model parameters used in the fit are given. 
The results show that stopping power is not sufficient to define the radiation effectiveness, 
but that different particles of the same stopping power showed different effectiveness. TRAX 
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turned out to be rather flexible to simulate this behaviour. The model was used to calculate 
cellular effects, assuming that cell killing and mutations are caused by DNA double-strand 
breaks. In fig. 2 the relative effectiveness of radiation induced cell killing for a spectrum of 
stopping powers and particles is shown (ref. 14). 
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Fig. 2. Relative effectiveness of inactivation of human fibroblasts for heavy ions, 
experimentally and calculated using TRAX. Some model parameters are given in the comer. 
The results clearly show the importance both of the radiation type and of the target geometry 
in the radiation effect. Further the results show that the well known humped behaviour of the 
RBE-LET relationship for cell killing and mutations, which is primarily caused by a 
changing linear term of the dose-effect relationship, can be explained assuming that DNA 
double strand breaks are the crucial primary lesions for these cellular effects. 
2. CHO cell experiments 
An experimental approach was used to investigate the influence of time on the dose-effect 
relationships for cell killing and mutations with emphasis on the quadratic term (/3D2) of the 
general linear-quadratic dose-effect relationship. An important question to be answered is, 
whether the quadratic term can be described by a two-hit phenomenon and how repair 
changes this term. To avoid influence of the variation of radiation sensitivity in different 
phases of the cell cycle a stationary cell system was necessary. 
An experimental method of Nelson et al. (Cell Tissue Kinet. 17 (1984) 411-425) was used to 
bring the CHO cells in a stationary phase, which lasted for several days. In this phase the 
CHO cells were suitable for irradiation procedures up to several days without changes in the 
cell sensitivity. The cells were irradiated with 6°Co gamma rays, or with ultraviolet radiation 
(UV), with a wavelength of about 300 nm, or with combinations of these radiations. 
Standard experimental procedures were designed to investigate cell killing and the induction 
of HPRT mutations after immediate and delayed plating (ref. 16). 
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Important conclusions of the experiments were: 
The experimental results of gamma radiation could well be explained using RBM. In the 
model it is assumed that DNA double strand breaks are responsible for cell killing and 
mutations, and have, in general, a linear-quadratic dose-effect relationship (aD+{jD2). 
The dominating effect of time was a change of the {j-term. In the present project the effect 
of time was studied experimentally for cell killing using two or more irradiation fractions 
given after each other. If the time between the fractions was small (i.e. within several 
minutes), the irradiation effect of the two fractions was more than the sum of the effect of 
each fraction given separately (i.e. synergism). The synergism decreased, when the time 
between the fractions was increased. The results could be explained assuming interaction 
of the {j-terms of the fractions. The change of effect with time (halve value time about 2 
h) was in agreement with the change of the radiation effect with dose-rate as found by 
Metting et al. (Radiat. Res. 103 (1985) 204-212) in the same cell system (ref. 2 and 24). 
UV-effects could be described assuming, in principle, purely quadratic exposure-effect 
relationships. For cell killing in stationary cells two cell populations with distinct 
sensitivity difference were detected. For mutation induction these sensitivity differences 
were not showing up (see figure 3). These results could be explained using an extension 
of the RBM model for UV-effects. The primary lesions of UV are assumed to be 
pyrimidine dimers, i.e. single strand DNA lesions. Cell killing and mutations of UV are 
assumed to be caused by pairs of pyrimidine dimers, which have a purely quadratic 
exposure-effect relationship. 
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Fig. 3. Mutation rate, corrected for survival, of stationary CHO cells after exposure to UV. 
- Repair involved in delayed plating experiments resulted in a lower radiation effect 
similarly for mutations and cell killing, both for gamma rays and for UV radiation. For 
gamma radiation the change of delayed plating repair was only 30% and had a halve value 
time of about 3 h, but for UV the change was more than 90% with a halve value time of 
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about 30 h. This difference can be ascribed to the different primary lesions involved. 
- The effect of combined exposure to gamma rays and UV was investigated especially for 
mutations. When the time between the fractions is small (within several minutes) the effect 
of the combined exposure was more than the sum of the effects of the UV and gamma 
rays separately (synergism). The synergistic contribution was proportional with the 
product of UV exposure and gamma dose (see fig. 4). 
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rays and UV. 
The observed effects could be explained assuming interaction of gamma ray induced single 
strand damage (i.e. single-strand "breaks") and UV induced single strand lesions (i.e. 
pyrimidine dimers). An attempt was made to characterize the interaction damage as UV type 
or gamma type of damage, on the basis of its behaviour with delayed plating. The results 
were not conclusive, but in favour of a UV type of damage. 
- When the time between the gamma and UV fraction was long enough (i.e. more than 24 
h) a significant synergism could not be detected any more. This implied that interaction at 
cellular level is not expected to be important when long irradiation exposures are 
involved. 
In relation with the experimental results attention was paid to the problem of the linear-
quadratic form of the dose relationship of the induction of DNA double-strand breaks at 
doses relevant for cellular radiobiology, as proposed by RBM. It was found from analysis of 
literature, that, the interaction of single strand "breaks" necessary for the quadratic term 
could well take place over distances larger than a few DNA base pairs on the basis of 
biological processes such as the processing of DNA repair and replication. This may lead to 
a quadratic term which is larger than estimated on the basis of purely physical considerations 
(ref. 6, 11). Also the involvement of other types of single strand damage than single strand 
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breaks in the {Herm cannot be excluded. These processes should be taken into account when 
modelling cellular dose-effect relationships from first principles. 
The results of the TRAX model and CHO cell experiments support the assumption that the 
dose-effect relationship for radiobiological effects could readily be explained assuming a 
double-hit radiation mechanism. The molecular model for ionising radiation and its extension 
for UV is very suitable for describing dose-effect relationships of cell killing and mutations. 
For application of cellular dose-effect relationships in e.g. carcinogenesis models (see section 
3) the most important conclusions are: 
- the dose-effect relationship for ionising radiation, in general, is linear-quadratic 
(aD+,8D2), both for cell killing and mutations; 
- for lower dose rates the ,8-term becomes lower, and ,8 is negligible for dose rates lower 
than 0.1 Gy per hour; 
- for low dose rates the linear term (aD) is dominating; 
- different radiation types are characterised by different a-coefficients; 
for more densely ionising radiation the a-term is larger than for sparsely ionising 
radiation; 
- a close correlation can be expected between cell killing and mutation induction; 
- for UV radiation a purely quadratic exposure-effect relationship is expected, both for cell 
killing and mutations; 
- the effect of combined exposure to ionizing radiation and UV can be more than the sum of 
the effects of each radiation separately, when a significant quadratic term for both types of 
fractions is observed and the time between the fractions is small; 
- synergistic interaction between UV and gamma radiation is negligible, when the time 
between the fractions is large (more than 1 day) or when low dose rates are involved. 
3. Two-mutation carcinogenesis model (TMC) 
For radiation protection purposes the extrapolation of epidemiolological data of relatively 
high doses to estimation of risks at low doses, in general, is made using a linear dose 
relationship. However, many animal experimental results on radiation tumours indicate non-
linear dose-effect relationships. Further, a linear dose relationship does not take account of 
the multi-stage nature of carcinogenesis. 
In this project a two-mutation model (TMC) is used as a relatively simple model to 
accommodate for the multi-stage character of tumour development, with a limited number of 
parameters to be fitted. A schematic diagram of the model is given in figure 5 (ref. 2, 7, 
12). 
Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the two-mutation carcinogenesis model TMC. 
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Shortly, the carcinogenic process can be described as follows: a normal cell has to be 
transformed by two distinct mutations (probabilities p.1 and p.;) to become malignant; in the 
intermediate stage (I) cells undergo clonal expansion (e) resulting in an increased number of 
cells or may die (probability v) in the course of time; once a cell is malignant, after a distinct 
time period the cell grows into a detectable tumour. Radiation interacts with this process by 
changing (increasing) the mutation probabilities and, possibly, by changing the expansion 
rate. In the model the age and dose dependence of tumour formation are defined. The model 
predicts an intimate relation between spontaneous tumours and radiation sensitivity, and gives 
a relation between the cellular radiation effect and radiation induced tumours. The RBM 
model of cellular effects (see section 2) was used to define the influence of radiation at 
cellular level. 
In the current project period the TMC model could only be investigated preliminary. The 
following results are reported: 
- the model could be used to describe dose-effect relations of lung tumours in two types of 
animals and for different radiations (X-rays, gamma rays, neutrons and radon) (ref. 2, 7). 
Only limited age dependent tumour incidence data were available for this analysis. In the 
model, the changes of cellular effects for different radiation types and different dose rates 
were reflected in the tumour formation, in agreement with exprimental data. 
the model was used to explain the age dependent bone tumour formation after injection of 
beagles with various levels of internal a-emitters (e.g. 226Ra) with lifetime irradiation of 
the animal (ref. 9, 12). In this case both the age and dose dependence could be well fitted 
(see fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Age dependence of osteosarcoma's in beagles for 8 injections of 226Ra and control, 
fitted by the TMC model. 
The conclusion of these results was that the spontaneous incidence of bone tumours is 
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very important for the radiation sensitivity, and a· non-linear, almost purely quadratic 
dose-effect relationship for bone tumours was found using the model, although the 
dominant radiation is a-radiation and the radiation induced mutations were assumed to be 
linearly related with dose. 
- the TMC model was used to test the possibility to describe skin tumours in mice exposed 
to 6levels of continuous exposure to UV radiation (ref. 15) (see figure 7). 
In this case of UV exposure using a quadratic dose-effect relationship for cell mutations in 
the model resulted in a significantly better fit than using a linear one. Note that a purely 
quadratic dose-effect relationship for UV induced HPRT -mutations in CHO cells was 
found experimentally (see section 2). 
- the model also was used to describe the dose-effect relationship of bone tumour induction 
tumours in female radium dial painters, who ingested large amounts of radioactive radium 
(ref. 7, 13). A strong quadratic dose dependence of tumour induction was observed, in 
accordance with the epidemiological data. 
The first investigations to describe radiation induced tumours using the TMC model were 
very promising and deserve further attention. The model was fitted to several data sets with a 
variety of exposure conditions. Further research on the model for understanding of radiation 
induced carcinogenesis and for the risk estimation of radiation risks is recommended. Up to 
now, no significance could be attached to the parameters found in the analyses. 
In principle, the TMC model links DNA-molecular and cellular damage with tumour 
formation. The model shows features of a relative and absolute age projection risk model, 
and of a single-somatic mutation model, depending of the radiation and tumour involved. The 
model accounts for the multistage character of carcinogenesis and links spontaneous tumour 
incidence with radiation risk. The model in its present form allows an easy investigation of 
the involvement of radiation in different processes during carcinogenesis. The model, 
therefore, can be of invaluable importance for the derivation of radiation risks of lifetime 
exposures from acute and high dose epidemiological data. 
4. Symposium on Molecular Mechanisms in Radiation Mutagenesis and Carcinogenesis 
During the contract period a symposium on "Molecular Mechanisms in Radiation 
Mutagenesis and Carcinogenesis" was organised in Doorwerth from 19-23 Apri11993, with a 
significant involvement of RIVM. The proceedings were issued in 1994 (ref. 3). 
Publications 
1. H.P. Leenhouts and K.H. Chadwick. Radiation cancer risk: implications from a two-stage 
model of carcinogenesis. In: Proceedings of Fukui Workshop on Health Risks: Perspectives 
and Research. T. Sugahara, K. Torizuka et al., eds. Health Research Foundation, Kyoto 
(1993) pp.83-87. 
2. H.P. Leenhouts and K.H. Chadwick. A two-mutation model of carcinogenesis: analysis of 
radiation induced lung tumours in animals an implications for risk evaluation. RIVM report 
no. 749251001, Bilthoven (1993). 
3. Molecular Mechanisms in Radiation Mutagenesis and Carcinogenesis. K.H. Chadwick, R. 
Cox, H.P. Leenhouts and J. Thacker, eds. EUR 15294, Luxembourg (1994). 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The work undertaken in the effort to further elucidate aspects of the chemical effects of 
ionizing radiation on DNA has realized several objectives. One focus has been the phenomenon 
of radical-site transfer from purine-base OH-adduct radicals to transfer the radical site to the 
sugar moiety, as weU as the inverse event. Purine-nucleoside-derived products have been 
identified that result from the complex subsequent reactions. 
The influence exerted by the presence of a phosphate group with respect to the propensity 
of an H-atom to be abstracted at the DNA deoxyribose moiety by an OH-radical, relative to 
the hypothetical phosphate-free situation, is not weU known, and this question was to be 
studied in hydroxyalkyl phosphates as model compounds. These studies in connection with 
those on the action of dioxygen and other oxidants, notably nitroarornatic compounds, on the 
resulting radicals as weU as on other model-compound reaction systems, constitute a further 
focus. 
III. Progress achieved, including publications. 
It is generally accepted that in their reactions with DNA and its low-molecular-weight models 
the 2'-deoxynucleosides, OH-radicals add mainly to the base moiety, and only a relatively smaU 
fraction abstract an H-atom from the sugar moiety Hence it came as a surprise when in our 
study on the y-radiolysis of 2'-deoxyadenosine, two products that must have sugar-moiety-
derived radicals as their precursors were observed as major ones, alongside the previously 
reported products free adenine, adenine-derived formarnidopyrimidine (A-Fapy), and 8-
hydroxy-AdR. These newly-observed products are the 8,5'-cyclodeoxynucleoside 1 and the 5'-
aldehyde 2. 
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Material isolated from N20-saturated irradiated solutions and characterized by 1H- and 
13C-nmr has been used for reference in the quantification of these products Figures I and 2 
show their G values as a function of the pH. 
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Figure 1. pH Dependence ofthe G value of adenine 8,5'-cyclodeoxynucleoside 1. 
Figure 2. pH Dependence ofthe G value of adenine 2'-deoxynucleoside-5'-aldehyde 2. 
It can be seen from these Figures that (i) the total yield of these products may reach G values 
close to or even exceeding G(OH), and that (ii) a strong variation of their yields with the pH 
occurs in a pH range (8 to 10) where 2'-deoxyadenosine has no pK •. Further information is 
contained in Figure 3 where G(dA-consumption) is plotted as a function of pH. At the 
maximum, i.e. at about pH 9.5, G(dA-consumption) is about twice that ofG(OH). This shows 
that there exists an important amplification effect, and it is concluded that intermediate radicals 
must play a role which are capable of reacting with dA. At present, mechanistic details are not 
yet clear. Attempts to obtain potentially valuable information using the pulse radiolysis 
technique failed because the relevant first-order reactions are too slow to be monitored by this 
fast technique (reactions kinetically of second order, i.e. radical-termination, predominate over 
the relatively slow first-order ones which are of interest here). However, it can be firmly stated 
that the first step of these reactions must be the addition of the OH-radical to the nucleobase., 
and that radical transfer to the sugar moiety (intra- or intermolecularly) OCaJrS at a subsequent 
stage. This conclusion is of relevance to DNA radiolysis where products related to the 8,5'-dA-
cyclonucleoside are well-documented. 
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The formation of I is considered to be by way of the C(5')-radical which may add to 
the N(7)-N(8) double bond (reaction I) In a subsequent step the N(7) radical thus formed 
disproportionates with other radicals, giving rise to the 8,5'-cyclodeoxynucleoside I (reaction 
2) We have further isolated an additional product whose 1H- and 13C-nmr data are compatible 
with the 5'-aldehyde 2. It is formed in a disproportionation reaction (reaction 3) It is 
noteworthy that this compound gives a positive thiobarbituric-acid test for "malonaldehyde" 
with 30% efficiency. To rationalize this reaction, one may consider acid hydrolysis of 2 
followed by a retroaldol reaction (overall reaction 4) These results pose the interesting 
question as to whether processes similar to those formulated here contribute to the so-called 
"malonaldehyde" found in y-irradiated DNA 
In the case of the 2'-deoxyguanosine, Buchko et al (Int. J Radiat. Bro/. 63, 669 
( 1993)) have reported the formation of (2S)-2,5'-anhydro-l-(2'-deoxy-P-D-erythro-penta-
furanosyl)-5-guanidinylidene-2-hydroxy-4-oxoirnidazolidine 3 in the presence of 0 2 
This product can be assayed with 1,2-naphthoquinone-4-sulfonate (formation of a fluorescent 
dye). We have now shown on the basis of this assay that the yield of this product is about the 
same in N20/02 ( 4: I) and Or saturated solutions, despite the fact that under the latter 
conditions the OR-radical yield is only half of the fonner. This indicates that a further 
intermediate is required for the formation of 3 which is more abundant in O:z-saturated 
solutions. As this is likely to be ~ -, experiments have been carried out in the presence of the 
enzyme superoxide dismutase which reduces the steady-state concentration of ~ -. Under 
these conditions 3 is no longer formed. This is an important finding with respect to the 
potential role of ~·- of taking part in the radical-induced degradation of DNA under oxic 
conditions. The superoxide radical is known to be potentially a major intermediate under these 
conditions, and the observation reported here may be the key to an explanation of the 
contribution of~·- to oxic DNA degradation by ionizing radiation. 
A further series of experiments was devoted to the polynucleotide poly(A). The 
products unaltered adenine and A-Fapy were determined straight after irradiation, as well as 
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after various periods of time of heating the samples to 95 oc The data are shown in Figures 4 
and5 
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Figure 4 Instant appearance and delayed release of unaltered adenine upon heating at 95 oc_ 
Inset· the release reaction is approximately first-order (A= adenine concentration). 
Figure 5 Instant appearance and delayed release of the product A-Fapy upon heating at 95 oc_ 
Inset. the release reaction is not monophasic first-order (F = A-Fapy concentration). 
It is seen that some of the adenine is released during and/or very shortly after 
irradiation, and that there is much further release upon heating The total G(adenine) of I 3 x 
10"7 mol r' is quite high, higher perhaps than would be expected considering the proportion of 
prompt OH-attack at the deoxyribose moiety, and the question arises as to whether there is 
more than one type of precursor. The trivial case would be OR-radical-induced damage at the 
deoxyribose moiety, followed by immediate as well as delayed base release, phenomeno-
logically similar to what we have previously observed with poly(U) where, however, there are 
several kinetic components and deoxyribose radicals are formed by radical transfer from uracil-
OH-adduct radicals. This kind of sequence is doubtful in the case of poly( A). Here, only two 
kinetic components, one immediate and one delayed, are in evidence. The latter may be linked 
to unstable, altered sugars or adenine hydrates which may also be the precursors of the A-
Fapy. 
Compared to the direct attack of the OR-radical at hydroxyl-group-bearing molecules 
such as deoxyribose, unaffected by phosphate-ester functions, the presence of such functions, 
as in DNA, is bound to have an effect on the distribution of the H-atom abstraction reaction at 
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the various positions, by activating certain C-H bonds in the sugar moiety while deactivating 
others. A number of alkyl and hydroxyalkyl phosphates, being relatively simple model 
compounds in this respect, were chosen for this study It is possible to differentiate between 
the different positions of attack by examining the reducing (toward tetranitromethane or 
nitroaromatic compounds) or oxidizing (toward N,N,N',N'-tetramethylphenylene-diamine) 
nature of the resulting radicals. To this effect, the rate and extent of the buildup of a 
characteristic spectral absorbance, depending on the probe reagent, is measured by pulse 
radio lysis. 
With alkyl phosphates, the OH-radical reacts preferentially by H-atom abstraction a to 
the phosphate function. The resulting a-phosphatoalkyl radicals are moderately efficient one-
electron-reducing agents toward nitro compounds They react with tetranitromethane by 
addition to form transient adducts with absorption maxima near 300 nm. The rate constants for 
the decay of these adducts which is reflected by the appearance of the corresponding a-
hydroxyphosphates and of nitroform anion, have been determined by optical and/or electric-
conductance detection. The stability of these tetranitromethane adducts varies considerably 
with the chain length (methyl > ethyl > isopropyl) and their number (trialkyl > dialkyl > 
monoalkyl) of the substituents. Additional formation of conductance due to proton formation 
during or after the decay of the tetranitromethane-adduct radicals is tentatively attributed to 
the hydrolysis of the a-hydroxyphosphates. a-Phosphatoalkyl radicals derived from trimethyl, 
triethyl, triisopropyl, and diethyl phosphates also react with p-nitroacetophenone, though much 
more slowly than diffusion-controlled (k < 5 x 107 dm3 mol"1 s·\ possibly through adduct 
formation, as one-electron reduction of the nitroacetophenone to its transient anion radical was 
not observed (witness the absence of its characteristic absorption spectrum in pulse radiolysis). 
The rate constants for the reaction of OH-radicals with glycerol-1-phosphate 4 and 
glycerol-2-phosphate 5 have been redetermined by the thiocyanate competition method and 
found to be considerably smaller than the values available to date in the literature. Our values 
are 1.4 X ld' dm3 mor' s"1 at pH 4 (4: k = 2.0 X ld' dm3 mol"1 s"1 at pH 8; l.l X 109 dm3 mor1 
s·• at pH 4; 5: k = 1.6 x 109 dm3 mor' s·' at pH 8). Using the chemical probes N,N,N,N-tetra-
methylphenylenediamine and tetranitromethane, the distribution of OH-attack over the carbon 
atoms of the glycerol moiety can be obtained. In contrast to the alkyl phosphates, the a 
position is disfavoured in the glycerophosphates. One may therefore say that the tendency to 
undergo H-atom abstraction increases along the series -CHR- < -CH(OP032")- < -CH(OH)-. 
n._e radical distribution for the glycerol monophosphates is shown in Table l. 
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Table I Relative abundances of carbon-centered radicals formed through H-atom abstraction 
by the OH-radical from glycerol-1-phosphate 4 and glycerol-2-phosphate 5 at the time of their 
generation 
Compound pH a.(%) 13 (%) y (%) 
Glycerol-1-phosphate 4 4 IS 3S so 
G\ycerol-1-phosphate 4 8 11 39 so 
Glycerol-2-phosphate S 8 7 93 -
As in the case of the alkyl phosphates, these a.-phosphatoalkyl radicals react with 
tetranitromethane by forming transient adducts which have nitroxyl radical character The 13-
phosphatoalkyl radicals eliminate inorganic phosphate in a fast process (k > 106 s"1). They-
phosphatoalkyl radical undergoes base-catalyzed dehydration (ko~>o = I 8 x 105 s· 1 at pH 10 6). 
In order to obtain further information regarding the mode of action of oxidants on 
deoxyribose-centered DNA radicals, the propensities of some model-system a.-alkoxyalkyl 
radicals to follow the oxidation pathway versus the fragmentation pathway, have been studied. 
a-Monoalkoxyalkyl radicals from 1,4-dioxan, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl ether (all three are 
models for 2'-deoxyribose C(4')), as well as the radicals from 1,3-dioxan (model for 
deoxyribose C( 4') and C(l ')), were produced radiolytically in aqueous solution. In the presence 
of oxygen, these radicals are converted into the corresponding peroxyl radicals. In the case of 
1,4-dioxan, the bimolecular decay of the latter gives rise to 1,4-dioxan-2-one (G value in terms 
of 10·7 mollt: 0.4), 2-hydroxy-1,4-dioxan (0.4), ethane-1,2-diol monoformate (0.6), ethane-
1,2-diol diforrnate (2.8), and formaldehyde (0.6), as well as to traces of peroxidic products. 
The action ofthe oxidant 4-nitrobenzonitrile shows some resemblance to that of oxygen in that 
the formation of an adduct is observed as well (one might have expected outright electron 
transfer to prevail in the case of the nitroarornatic ). The adducts are N-alkoxyaminoxyl-type 
radicals, which show absorption maxima near 310 nm and decay very slowly, with rate 
constants in the range 0.4- 1.0 s·•. In contrast, the reaction of the a.-dialkoxyalkyl radical from 
1,3-dioxan (formed in a proportion of 32%) with 4-nitrobenzonitrile leads to the rapid 
formation of the radical anion of this nitroarornatic. 
The N-alkoxyaminoxyl-type radicals react with ascorbate (k = 2 x 104 dm.3 mo\"1 s"1) and 
show a very low reactivity toward <h (k < tal dm3 mol"1 51), but are rapidly reduced by the 
radical anion of 4-nitrobeozonitrile (k'"' 10' dm"3 mol"1 s"1). 
The products from 1, 4-dioxan irradiated in the presence of 4-nitrobenzonitrile in N~ 
saturated aqueous solution are 1,4-dioxan-2-one (G value, 0.3), 2-hydroxy-1,4-dioxan (2.5), 
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The products from 1,4-dioxan irradiated in the presence of 4-nitrobenzonitrile in NzO-
saturated aqueous solution are 1,4-dioxan-2-one (G value, 0.3), 2-hydroxy-1,4-dioxan (2 5), 
ethane-! ,2-diol monoformate (2 I), ethane-! ,2-diol diformate (0 7), formaldehyde (2.1 ), as 
well as 4-nitrosobenzonitrile and other reduction products of the nitroaromatic. The products 
can be accounted for on the basis of a fragmentation of the aminoxyl radical by (i) heterolysis 
of the (ether)C-ON(aromatic) bond (corresponding to 45% one-electron oxidation of 1,4-
dioxan-2-yl) and (ii) homolysis of the (ether)CO-N(aromatic) bond (corresponding to 55% 
formation of 1,4-dioxan-2-oxyl which undergoes further fragmentation). The situation is 
similar in the case of the alkoxyalkyl radicals derived from the other substrates investigated. 
The results indicate that fragmentation reactions involving the carbon skeleton of 
organic radicals are important not only in the case of peroxyl radicals, but that they can also be 
induced by nitroaromatic sensitizers. In the living cell, the reduction of the long-lived sensitizer 
radical-adducts by compounds such as ascorbate, giving rise to (toxic) hydroxylamine-type 
products, may compete with the homolytic or heterolytic fragmentation of the N-
alkoxyarninoxyl radicals. 
The radiation-induced formation of malonaldehyde and malonaldehyde-like products in 
DNA (oxygenated aqueous solution) is still not entirely understood. These products are 
assayed by means of the thiobarbituric-acid (TBA) test, Essentially all of the TEA-reactivity 
attributable to low-molecular-weight (DNA-free) material is represented by malonaldehyde, 
with no indication of the formation of any base propenals which, in contrast, in the form of the 
thymine and adenine propenals, are the main products of bleomycin/Fe/02 action on DNA A 
considerable part of the TBA-reactive material remains bound to the DNA 
The kinetics of the colour formation in the TBA-assay reveals an interesting 
complexity. Oxygen-satureted and N20/~ (4: I)-saturated solutions behave differently. In 0 2-
saturated solution, the kinetics is practically the same as that observed with malonaldehyde 
alone. Since from y-irradiated DNA, the amounts of free malonaldehyde and DNA-bound 
TBA-reactive material are of roughly comparable size, the kinetics of the colour formation 
would have deviated markedly from the observed first-order behaviour if the DNA-bound 
material were reacting as fast as the base propenals do, or as slowly as the material from 
monomeric purine deoxynucleosides does. N20/~ ( 4: I )-saturated DNA solutions, on the 
other hand, while following the same kinetics initially, then show a further increase of colour 
formation that continues at a very slow rate, without reaching a weD-defined endpoint. This 
indicates that here the TBA-reactive DNA-bound products must be different from those under 
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0 2 alone. The suggested explanation is that in Oz-saturated solution the superoxide radical 
takes part in the transformation of the oxygen-fixated lesions effected by the OH-radical, and 
that these products are different from those produced where the peroxyl radicals mainly react 
with each other. 
In response to the request from a fellow research group also participating in this 
network project, we have been glad to supply values of the rate constants for the reaction of 
the OH-radical with some DNA model compounds that we have determined or redetermined, 
see Table 2. 
Table 2. Determination of rate constants for the reaction of hydroxyl radicals with DNA model 
compounds. The literature values are taken from G. V. Buxton, C. L. Greenstock, W P 
Helman, and A. B. Ross, J. Phys. Chem. Ref Data, 17, 513-886 (1988) 
Substrates k(OH + S) Method Literature values 
dm3 mort s·t dm3 mort s·t 
2-Deoxyribose 2 3 X 10~ KSCN 2.5 X 109 
Thymine 5.5 X 109 KSCN 64xiQ'T 
Thymidine 5.1 X 109 KSCN 4.6 X 109 
Thymidine-5' -phosphate 4.4 X 10~ KSCN 5 2 X 109 
2' -Deoxyguanosine 6.7 X 109 Buildup kinetics at 520 nm not available 
2'Deoxyguanosine-5'- 6.1 X 109 Buildup kinetics at 520 nm 6 8 X 109 
phosphate 
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The following papers have grown out of our work funded under the auspices of the Network 
Project 
( l) C. von Sonntag Topics in free-radical-mediated DNA damage. purines and damage 
amplification - superoxide reactions - bleomycin, the incomplete radiation mimetic. 1111. J 
Radial. Bioi. 66,485-490 (1994). 
(2) C Nese, M N. Schuchmann, S Steenken, and C von Sonntag. Oxidation vs. 
fragmentation in radiosensitization. Reactions of a-alkoxyalkyl radicals with 4-nitrobenzonitrile 
and oxygen. A pulse radiolysis and product study. J Chem. Soc. Per/an Trans. 2, 1037-1044 
(1995). 
(3) M. N. Schuchmann, M. L Scholes, H. Zegota, and C. von Sonntag. Reaction of hydroxyl 
radicals with alkyl phosphates and the oxidation of phosphatoalkyl radicals by nitro 
compounds. 1111. J Radial. Bwl., in the press. 
(4) D. Langfinger, R. Wagner, R. Rashid, H.-P Schuchmann, and C. von Sonntag. Bleomycin 
vs. OR-radical-induced malonaldehydic-product fonnation from DNA. In preparation. 
(5) M. Hess, M. N. Schuchmann, R. Wagner and C. von Sonntag. Radiolysis of 2'-
deoxyadenosine in aqueous solutions - a model for OR-radical-induced purine damage in 
DNA. In preparation. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The objectives have been to exploit thin-film technology in order to cany out charged particle 
(proton) transmission measurements in condensed organic materials, in order to verify 
experimentally those areas where there are deficiencies in interaction cross sections. Measurements 
will be made in the energy range 3 - 15 keV in films of different thickness, to be followed by 
comparison with computed transmission factors using up-to-date (TRIM) codes 
Methods are to be developed for the detection of ionization charge in such films, as a prelude 
towards the determination, in later projects, ofW-values in condensed quasi-biological material. 
ill. Progress achieved, including publications 
The intention behind this contribution has been to use nanometre thick organic films, prepared by 
the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) method, as the basis for measuring quantities which have relevance to 
the microdosimetry of charge-particle-induced radiation damage. LB films have particular 
importance in microdosimetry because they can form condensed, organic films of precisely defined 
nanometre thicknesses from a variety of molecules which have biological relevance. In certain 
cases these films can be made to conduct charge, thereby leading to the possibility of developing a 
new form of dosimetry based on condensed organic materiaL It is, furthermore, possible to attach 
other biological molecules to such films and to form molecular layers of molecules which do not 
otherwise lend themselves to the LB technique. 
One ultimate goal is to advance the determination of experimental W -values over a range of 
charge-particle energies in a number of realistic biological systems. For this, it is necessary to 
measure energy loss in the film, as well as to find ways of collecting all the charge produced as a 
result of this energy loss. The work done so far is a preparation towards the achievement of this 
goal. The first steps have been the selection of precise incident proton energies and beam currents 
together with some initial progress towards the development of methods for the collection of 
secondary charge. Future activity will be directed towards the analysis of transmitted proton 
energy and to the bringing together of those techniques for making simultaneous measurements 
Two major objectives have therefore been set in the present work:-
1) the measurement of charged particle (proton) transmission at low energies in condensed organic 
systems together with a comparison with the best available codes and 
2) a refinement of the techniques for extracting charge produced by incident charged particles in 
thin LB films. 
In both cases, the novelty of this new methodology has resulted in slow progress because of the 
need to produce films of the highest quality. All the technical difficulties associated with the prime 
objectives have been overcome during the reporting period. Separate measurements of (1) proton 
transmission through unsupported films and (2) charge production in selected thicknesses of 
supported films have clearly shown the value of studying these condensed organic materials in the 
context of the overall aim of the program, and have pointed the ways forward for future, and more 
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sophisticated, measurements In this regard, the original aims of the project have been met Three 
areas of activity relating to radiation effects in LB films have been persued. 
Proton transmission through nanometre organic films 
Protons in the energy range 3 - I5keV were selected with an energy resolution of -2% from a 
spectrum of energies scattered off a heated tantalum foil This beam was then collimated down to a 
final diameter of I. 5mm and restricted to a current of :S: 2nA in order to prevent thermal damage to 
the organic LB film samples. Transmitted protons were detected by a Single Channel Electron 
Multiplier (SCEM) whose entrance cone was maintained at -2.5kV, and which subtended an angle 
at the sample of27.5 ± 2.5 degrees. The response of the detector was first normalized to the beam 
current measured upstream of the energy analyzer. 
Multilayer samples of polymerized (12,8) diacetylene were prepared to span a 750 lines per inch 
copper mesh. The coverage of the mesh by these films was 1 000/o over an approximately circular 
area of diameter -Smm, i.e. - much larger than the beam diameter. Transmission through film 
thicknesses of 21,23 and 25 layers (corresponding to thicknesses of 63, 69 and 75 nm) was 
normalized to that through the mesh alone. An unsupported area of film of 25 x 25 J.1m2 was 
therefore achievable using support mesh wires that were 7 5 Jlm thick. This gave an open area ratio 
of 55%. 
Computations of proton transmission through such films was made using the lastest version ( 1992) 
of the TRIM code together with the appropriate geometry and beam parameters used in the 
measurements. 
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Fipre 1: Fractional transmission of protons through unsupported (12,8) PDA films of 
thickness 630nm (0). 690nm (A) and 750 (D) nm. Upper curves (open symbols) are TRIM 
computations. Lower curves (solid symbols) are experimental results 
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Figure 1 shows the significant disagreements between computed and measured values at all 
energies except the lowest (3 keY), where the film thicknesses are on the order of the proton 
range. Error bars on the measured values reflect the reproducibility of several experimental runs, 
while uncertainties in the computed values reflect imprecise knowledge of: 
(a) beam spread ofthe incident beam between final collimator and sample. An increase of 100% in 
beam diameter above l.Smm will increase the solid angle subtended to 32 degrees (from 27.S), and 
increase transmission by -IS% at the lowest energy. Any effect will be much reduced at higher 
energies. 
(b) geometrical solid angles between sample and detector. Errors here could arise because of an 
overestimated sensitive area of detector cone which, in any case, cannot be greater than ll.4mm. 
Any reduction in the area of the detector will decrease the solid angle and with it, the transmission. 
Errors which arise due to (a) and (b) go in opposite directions and would tend to cancel out if both 
were present. 
(c) proton scatter offthe mesh wires after transmission through the film. Typical values of proton 
energy loss in the film, as calculated by TRIM, suggests that any such effect of scatter would not 
be least at the lowest energy of3 keV, which is what is observed. 
(d) error in the scatter geometry due to attraction by -2 SkY into the detection cone of low energy 
protons which would otherwise have remained undetected. Substantial error here would be 
corrected by decreasing the experimental transmission, thereby leading to a larger discrepancy 
between computed and experimental values. 
The estimated magnitudes of corrections (a-d) are therefore not likely to explain the large 
discrepancy between measured and calculated transmissions. More important factors are the 
following: 
(e) deposition of thin carbon, or other organic, deposits due to less-than-UHV vacuum conditions. 
Visual inspection of the films after each series of run showed no evidence of either damage or 
deposit, although a discolouration was observed many weeks after measurements had been taken. 
It was not possible to produce a consistent agreement between the TRIM and experimental results 
over this energy range using any thickness, or any likely composition, of a carbonaceous deposit. 
However, there is approximate agreement at 3 keV, where the proton range is comparable with the 
film thicknesses. Disagreement caused by an increase in the effective thickness of the LB film 
system due to any unwanted deposit would be likely to be most pronounced at the lower energies. 
This is not what is observed. 
(f) the formation of neutral atomic hydrogen by low energy protons on exiting the LB film. 
Although the sensitivity of the SCEM towards neutral species is not known, it is likely to be 
negligible for slow, ground state hydrogen but could be significant for fast or excited state atoms. 
The largest difference between experimental and calculated transmission is observed at about 7 
lee V and decreases up towards IS ke V but also down towards 3 ke V. This effect has to be 
considered as a possible reason for the disagreement showing, perhaps, a highest rate of hydrogen 
production at 7 keV where the energy on exit is- 2 keY. 
(g) incorrect low energy cross section data used by TRIM. 
The variation in transmission with film thickness provides the most significant difference between 
experimental data and TRIM calculations. As the incident proton energy increases above 3 keV, 
the TRIM calculations show a decreasing discrimination between thicknesses, while the 
experimental data show an increasing effect, even though there is an overall increase in 
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transmission with energy in both cases. Since the film thicknesses are incremented by only 8 - I 0% 
each time, any effects due to possible surface contamination of the films or the production of 
atomic hydrogen should be negligible. It is therefore likely that there are some deficiencies in the 
cross section data used by TRIM at these energies. 
Charge production and transport following energy deposition 
This aspect of the project used supported LB films in order to develop the optimum design of 
electrodes and electronic amplification needed to reliably record the production of pico-Coulombs 
of charge. Irradiation of the films was achieved using a 2.5 MBq source of241 Am a-particles 
Films of (12,8) diacetylene were prepared with thicknesses of 50 layers (l50nm) on an insulating 
substrate between appropriate electrodes. When polymerized with uv light, the conjugated bonds 
made an easy conduction path within the layers. Application of a bias voltage between the 
electrodes then enabled charge resulting from energy deposition by an ionizing particle to be 
coUected. 
Figure 2 shows the response to a-particle energies between 5.5 and 3.5 MeV when normalised to 
unit solid angle . The larger stopping power at low energies is reflected in a larger charge 
production rate in the films, as expected, and encourages the prospect of being able to measure W-
values in LB films by measuring charge production in unsupported films simultaneously with 
energy loss. 
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Fiwe 2: Collected current normalised to llllit solid angle, from 150 nm of (12,8) PDA 
irradiated by a-particles from a 2.5 MBq 241 Am source. 
Polymerization in nanometre (12,8) diacetylene rdms using xamma radiation 
A monomer film of (12,8) diacetylene (DA) will polymerize under the action of both uv and 
gamma photons. Estimates of the sensitivity were made using 60Co photons for irradiation, and 
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optical absorption at 490nm as the indicator of monomer-polymer conversion. For films having 
thicknesses 72nrn, 144nm and 150nm (24, 48 and 50 layers) the optical density per layer shows a 
consistent and quasi-linear increase with absorbed dose up to about 10 kGy, and a more gradual 
increase thereafter. 
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Fiwre 3: Normalized response of (12,8) DAjilms composed of 24,48 and 50 layers to 
60Co y-rays. Optical Density is measured at 490nm. 
The sensitivity of (12,8) DA films towards polymerization, as quantified by optical absorption, is 
not likely to be sufficient for use as a dosimeter at protection levels (Figure 3) but could find use as 
the basis for an industrial or therapy instrument. 
Radiation effects in these films for other purposes, however, have been shown to provide 
dosimetric data at nanometre levels which are not otherwise obtainable in condensed organic 
media. 
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Head or project 7: Dr. O'Neill 
D Objectives ror the reporting period 
1) To establish the yield for the induction of double strand breaks (dsb) in V79-4 and 
CHO cells using y- and a-irradiation and to assess their repairability. 
2) To assess the influence of radical scavengers on the induction and reparability of 
DNA double strand breaks (dsb) by a- andy-irradiation ofV79-4 mammalian cells and 
its relevance to damage complexity. 
3) To determination the yield of DNA- protein crosslinks induced in V79-4 mammalian 
cells by a- and y-irradiation to assess the influence of target volume. 
4) To compare damage induced in plasmid DNA under various radical scavenger 
conditions which mimic the cellular environment 
5) To gain insight into DNA damage induced by ionisation using 193nm light as model for 
direct effects of radiation. 
These approaches yield information on the complexity of DNA damage and the influence of the 
chemical environment [2]. The information is being used to develop models (with MRC (Phys) 
and ADPA) to simulate the chemical processes in the development of track structure 
modelling. 
IlL Progress Achieved. including Publications 
These studies have been canied out in collaboration with MRC (phys) who provide the 
expertise for a-irradiations of mammalian cells and dosimetry. 
(i) The effects of rndjation Quality on cellular DNA dama" 
The radiobiological effectiveness (RBE) for the induction of dsb in V79-4 mammalian cells by 
a-particles was established using three different methods for the analysis of dsb, namely 
sedimentation, non-denaturing elution and pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE). The 
induction of DNA dsb was determined in V79-4 mammalian cells following irradiation by 
60co y-rays or 238Pu a-particles (average LET 120 kev ~-1) under aerobic conditions. The 
induction of dsb was found to be linearly dependent on the dose with the RBE for a-particles 
of0.85 ± 0.14 (sedimentation) and 0.68 ± 0.12 (elution) compared with 60co y-rays [1]. 
A disaepancy which has existed in the literatlR concerning the RBE for dsb induction by a-
particles has been suggested to reflect the method of dsb determination. The method of PFGE 
for determination of dsb induction was set-up to enable access to dose ranges which approach 
those used for cellular inactivation. Using the PFGE method [3,10], the RBE for induction of 
dsb in V19-4 and CHO cells by a-particles has been verified to be - unity at radiation doses of 
< 10 Gy. Therefore, the RBE for dsb induction by a-particles is-I and independent of the 
method for assaying for dsb. A possible discrepancy between these findings and those of 
Kampf and Eichorn is the centrifugation speed and the absence of proteinase It in their lyse 
solution so that the DNA may still be associated with protein. 
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The timecourse and extent of rejoining of radiation-induced dsb were detennined over a 3 hr 
period at 310K following irradiation of V79-4 cells under aerobic conditions. With low LET 
radiation, > 90% of the dsb are rejoined within the 3 h repair period. The ability of the cells to 
rejoin dsb induced by a-irradiation is significandy reduced with only 30-50% rejoined within 3 
hr. With low LET radiation, the kinetics of rejoining is distinctly multi-component whereas 
with high LET radiation the majority of dsb rejoining occurs within I hr [ 1,3]. 
The RBE for cellular inactivation at the 1% survival level was determined to be 4.0, a value 
which is comparable with that obtained from comparison of the residual yields of dsb. From 
the 0 0 -value of 0.68 Gy for a-irradiation, the average number of tracks which pass through 
the nucleus is calculated to be 4. 7 tracks/lethal lesion. Therefore the average number of tracks 
which pass duough the cell is signifteandy greater than the average number of lethal lesions per 
cell. Funher, based upon the residual yield of dsb at 3 hr it is estimated that - 7 residual 
dsblcell nucleus/lethal event, are produced for a-irradiation. Under hypoxic conditions, the 
RBE-values for induction of dsb and cellular inactivation (10% level) by a-particles are- 3.0 
and- 11.8 respectively. 
It is suggested that the yield of residual damage reflects the lesion severity whereby it has been 
hypothesised that the clustering of damage from the energy deposition events increases with 
increasing LET of the radiation (MRC (phys)). Therefore different types of dsb are produced 
whereby chemical modifications of the DNA in the vicinity of the breaks may influence their 
subsequent reparability. With a-irradiation, the proportion of these more complex damages is 
greater than those produced by low LET radiation [1,3]. Therefore different types of dsb are 
produced with differences in the associated damage (base modifications, ssb) in the vicinity of 
thedsb. 
2) The influence of radical scaven~ on cellular DNA dama~e induced by 
a-jmdiation - pmperties of noo-scaven~eable dsb 
This study was undertaken to assess the protective effect of dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) 
against both high and low linear energy transfer (LET) radiations on the induction and 
rejoining of DNA double strand breaks (dsb) and inactivation of V79-4 Chinese hamster cells 
[4,9]. The cells were exposed under aerobic conditions as monolayers to either low LET 
photons (60co y-rays) or high LET alpha particles (238Pu) at 277K. Prior to dctenninalion of 
DNA dsb, it was necessary to establish the effect of additives upon the ability of the cdls to 
remain as monolayers using confocal microscopy. The effect of DMSO upon V79-4 cdls as 
monolayer was found to cause the cells to round up from a cell thickness of - S 1J.D1 to a 
thickness of- 14 J.UD but still remain attached. The optimum concentration of DMSO was 
established to be 0.5 mol dm-3 since at higher concentrations, the cells detached. 
The initial yield of DNA dsbs, determined by elution under non-denaturing conditions, are 
linearly dependent on dose. When the irradiation was cmied out in the presence of DMSO (0 
- 0.6 mol cJm-3), the initial yields of dsb induced by both y- and a-imdiation decrease. Since 
DMSO changes the morphology of the cell, this protection by DMSO with a-particles may be 
due to cbemic:al scavenging or dose attenuation. The scavenger, 2-mcthyl-2-propanol (t-
BuOH), whidl is- 10 less effective at scavenging water radicals was used as the control to 
check the effect of morphological changes of the cells. At a low concentration of 0.1 mol dm-
3 of t-BuOH, the morphology of the cells is similar to that in the presence of DMSO. From 
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the negligible effectS of t-BuOH on cell survival , it is confirmed that the effect of DMSO is 
chemical protection through scavenging of water radicals, namely OH radicals. With "(-
irradiation at [DMSO} > 0.6 mol dm-3, a funher decrease in the yield of dsb occurs. DMSO 
(0.5 mol dm-3) reduces the initial yield of dsb by (50±S)% and (32±4)% for photons and alpha 
particles respectively. DMSO protects more effectively against cellular inactivation and dsb 
induction at low LET compared with a-irradiation with protection factors (P .F.) of 1.7 and 1.4 
respectively for survival and 2.0 and 1.5 respectively, for dsb. 
After incubation of the irradiated cells for 3h at 310K following high LET irradiation, the 
residual yield of dsb is reduced by< 13% (from 70% to 60% of the initial yield) when the 
irradiations were carried out in the presence of 0.5 mol dm-3 DMSO. With "(-irradiation in the 
presence of 0.5 mol dm-3 DMSO, 90% of the dsb are rejoined by 3h incubation at 310K. 
Therefore, the non-scavengeable dsbs ( do not involve water radicals to produce the actual 
breaks) induced by a-particles are not significantly rejoined within 3h in contrast to rejoining 
of the majority of the non-scavengeable dsb induced by y-irradiation. From comparison of the 
dsb and survival data for a-irradiation, it is inferred that the damage severity is reduced by 
DMSO through minimising the formation of OH-induced sugar/base modifications in the 
vicinity of non-scavengeable dsbs. 
It is suggested that only the scavengeable (and less severe) damage is rejoined in the absence of 
DMSO and that this component of damage involves the OH radical as a precursor. From a 
comparison of the dsb and survival data, these studies give indirect support for the increased 
severity of damage induced by a-particles. It is inferred that DMSO reduces the severity of dsb 
induced by radiation, especially a-radiation, through minimising the formation of hydroxyl 
radical-induced sugar/base modifications in the vicinity of dsbs. These shifts in damage 
severity to less complex damage are reflected in the radiosensitivity of the cells to a-
irradiation. These studies raise the question as to whether the changes in the spectrum of 
damage severity is subtle and may only involve moderate increases in the number of localised 
lesions. 
3) DNA- protein crosslinks induced by a-particles- W&et size 
It has been proposed from track sttucture approaches that the critical target volume and the 
size of the ionisation cluster increase with increasing LET of the radiation. These studies were 
undertaken to assess the induction of radiation-induced DNA- protein crosslinks in V79-4 cells 
with y- and a-irradiations [5, 6]. This type of damage would represent a target size for the 
energy deposition events of 5-lOnm. The technique for determination of DNA- protein 
crosslinks (DPC) is based upon the nitrocellulose filter binding assay used by Oleinick and co-
worken. 
The induction of DPC in V79-4 cells under hypoxic conditions by a- and y- radiation is similar 
with an RBE of 0.93 for a-particles as shown in Figure 1. For both radiations the yield of DPC 
is reduced in the presence of oxygen with oxygen enhancement ratios (OER) of 0.8 and 0.5 for 
y- and a-irradiations respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the RBE for induction of DPC under 
aerobic conditions by a-particles is 0.5. To overcome any problems in the size of DNA 
involved in DPC due to dsb, the average size of the DNA attac:hed to the protein was 
determined to be -15kb pain for both radiations. This size is restricted through shearing and 
not the accumulation of dsb. 
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Figure 1 The dose dependence for the induction of DPC in V -79 mammalian cells by y- and a-
radiation 
Although the yields of DPC under hypoxic conditions are similar for both radiations, oxygen 
appears to protect partially against the fonnation of DPC especially for a-particles. This 
reduction occurs for radiations which produce more severe damage. The RBE for a-particle 
induction of DPC is in contraSt to the RBE values generally determined for cdl inactivation. 
mutations and several other biological end-points. The mechanism remains outstanding for 
their formation although oxygen may act by intercepting the radical species involved in the 
formation of DPC , thereby reducing the efficiency for their production. Whether the precursor 
radicals to DPC results from species produced on DNA or protein by less severe events 
remains an open question. For instance, the yield of single strand breaks, an indicator of less 
severe damage, decreases on increasing LET of the radiation. 
4) fnni!arioo of clustered lesions by radiation - induction of S 1 nuclease sensitive 
sites in mammalian cells 
From our experimental studies and track modelling (MRC-Phys) [1,7,9], high LET radiation is 
thought to produce more complex DNA damage. If these more complex DNA damage$, 
which do not contain a dsb, are partially denatured. it is thought that they may be substrates for 
the enzyme, S 1 nuclease. These S 1 nuclease sensitive sites (sss) may result in an enhanced 
level of dsb. Monolayers of V79-4 cells were exposed to y- and a-imldiation. lysed and 
treated with S 1 nuclease to convert sss into dsb assayed by neutral filta' elution. With high 
LET radiation the dsb yield is increased by -4()tf, following the S 1 nuclease treatment. 
ContraStingly, the yield of dsb from y-irradiation is essential independent of S1 nuclease 
treatmcnt. It was inferred from these studies [8] that the complexity of DNA damage inaeases 
with increasing LET of the nldiation. With a-radiation, base damages associared with other 
base damage or ssb on the complementary strand may be converted to dsb. Since the yield of 
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base damage is expected to be much greater than that for dsb. it is inferred that only very 
severe complex damage is recognised as sss and that less severe clustered damage (e.g. 
involving base modifications) are not recognised by Sl nuclease. 
5) Radiation induced strand brea!ca" of plasmid DNA - complexity of dama" 
The induction of DNA dsb and ssb in plasmid DNA under different scavenger conditions has 
been determined following y-and a-irradiation as shown in Figure 2. At low scavenger 
concenttations, the major damage is induced by the OH radical. Evidence for increased density 
of clustered events in the aqueous phase is obtained from the lower yield of ssbiGy with a-
irradiation since fewer OH radicals escape the cluster and become homogeneously disttibuted 
in the solution when compared with y-irradiation. The yield of ssb and dsb decrease on 
increasing scavenging capacity of the solution. Increasing the scavenging capacity reduces the 
diffusion distance of water radicals. Under conditions of high scavenger concenttarions, which 
mimic the scavenging capacity of the cellular environment, the ratio of dsb:ssb is greater for a-
irradiations than for y-irradiations as shown in Figure 3. These differences are indirect 
evidence for increases in probability that energy deposition events yield a dsb, a very simple 
form of complex damage. The RBE for dsb induction by a-particles under conditions that 
mimic the cellular environment is - unity. The yields of dsb at high scavenger are similar to 
those determined in V -79 cells and this similarity adds weight to the assumption on cell 
mimetic conditions. Treaanent of the radiation damage DNA with S 1 nuclease does not lead to 
increased levels of strand breakage, indicating that sss are not produced in significant yields. 
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Figure 2 The dependence of the yield of ssb (closed symbols) and dsb ( open symbols) on 
scavenging capacity for irradiation of plasmid DNA with y- ( squares) and a- (circles) 
radiation 
The change in DNA damage severity is minored in these solution studies and provide a useful 
method to examine in more dclail damage complexity, a factor which nay influence 
significantly the efficiency of DNA damage processing. 
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6) Damage induced in DNA by 193nm light- models for direct effects 
At pn:sent very little information exists on the properties of the species and chemical events 
which occur following ionisation of DNA. To simulate ionisation events in DNA and establish 
the chemical pathways of the resulting radicals, photo-ionisation of DNA with 193nm light has 
been used to model direct events of radiation. These studies give insight into the free radical 
chemistry following ionisation and in particular, the potential for oxidised DNA base moieties 
to act as precursors to strand breakage. 
Irradiation of DNA with 193nm light results in its photo-ionisation involving a monophotonic 
process with the fonnation of a base radical cation and a hydrated electron<+ pF().048-0.065) 
[ 11, 12]. Although > 50% of the photo-ionisation events initially occur at guanine in DNA, 
migration of the 'hole' from the other bases to guanine occurs to yield predominantly its 
radical cation or its deprotonated form. From sequence analysis. the data reveals that 193nm 
light induces single strand breaks (ssb) in double stranded DNA prefcmttial 3' to a guanine 
residue. However it has previously been reported that l93nm light yields very low yields m 
ssb ( <2,. of the yield of e-aq). The distribution of these ssb at guanine is non-random, 
showing a dependence on the neighbouring base moiety. The eflicic:Dcy of ssb fomwion at 
non-guanine sileS is estimated to be at least one order of magnitude lower. With single 
suanded DNA. the ssb occur also preferenbaUy at guanine but the disttibution between the 
different guanine sileS is different to that with double saanded DNA. The preferred cleavage 
at guanine is coosistent with migration and Jocalisation of the elecaon loss centre at guanine. 
It is argued that singlet oxygen and the phofo..ionised phosphare group of the sugar moiety are 
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not major precursors to ssb. At present, the mechanisms of strand breakage is not known 
although a guanine radical or one of its products remain potential precursors. Therefore 
ionisation of the bases leads to hole migration over a few base pairs with localisation at 
guanine predominantly. The guanine species or a product lead with low efficiency to strand 
breakage. From these preliminary findings, it appears that ionisation events in the bases lead to 
base damage. 
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I. Summary of Project and Global Objectives 
The common aim of this international research group is "research concerning the best possible 
way of specifying radiation quality for radiobiology and radiation protection by a single physical 
parameter expressing the track structure". The quoted deftnition of the group's aim can be easily 
recognised as an old but urgent target because the application ftelds of radiation protection and 
radiotherapy require a physical parameter which can predict its biological efficiency. That aim is 
difftcult because the parameters studied in the past, especially the unrestricted LET and the lineal 
energy y for a reference volume size of about lJlm, have been proven to be too "rough" to play a 
role as indicators of track structure at nanometre level. But nanometre is the scale of the critical 
target of radiation effects, as both molecular biology and radiobiological analysis suggest 
The renewal of this old aim was motivated by new ideas which appeared to describe more 
adequately the meaningful track parameters at nanometre level (restricted LET and linear primary 
ionisation ) The research on the gas detector physics allows to design microdosimetric instruments 
able to measure ionisation distributions near the particle track with nanometre resolution and the 
recent advances in technology suggests the possibility to develop a nano-dosimeter in condensed 
phase. Modem Monte-Carlo codes, are able to simulate the interaction of particles with the matter at 
nanometre level. This supports both experimental and theoretical research. 
Global objectives of the project concern: 
i) to study a gas detector able to measure the ionisation produced by a charged particle in 
nanometric volumes in order to validate, on experimental bases, the invariance theorem; 
ii) to study the possibility to manufacture tissue-equivalent gas counters able to simulate nanometric 
volumes; 
iii) to assess the consequences of the assumption of the linear primary ionisation as quality 
parameter for radiobiology and radioprotection; 
iv) to asses the consequences of the assumption of the restricted LET as quality parameter for 
radiobiology and radioprotection; 
v) to investigate the feasibility of an absolute dosimeter based on linear primary ionisation as 
radiation quality parameter; 
vi) to investigate the physical bases of the so called invariance theorem; 
vii) to calculate, by using Monte Carlo energy transport codes, the ionisation induced in nanometric 
volumes by charged particles of different energy and charge; 
viii) to investigate the possibility to measure radical separation at nanometer level by using ESR 
technique; 
ix) to evaluate existing experimental data and perform new measurements of double differential &. 
electron emission cross-sections in heavy ion atom collisions in order to improve our knowledge 
of the physical phenomena which underlie the radiobiological radiation damage; 
x) to improve the Jet Counter experimental set-up to performe nanodosimetric measurements (PECO 
project). 
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Calculations performed have confmned that the fl)lctuations of the energy deposition in nanometre-
sized targets traversed by charged particles are peculiar. Long-range 3-rays escape from very small 
targets, so that the 0-ray contribution to energy deposition is dominated by short-range 3-rays with 
energies not larger than about 100 eV. Thus the fluctuations of energy deposition is described by the 
Poissonian distribution of the number of the primary particle combined with the energy deposition 
distribution of the low-energy 0-rays. Since the low-energy 0-ray component results to be identical 
for all types and energies of the primary particle (invariance theorem), the absorbed energy 
fluctuations per traversing particle can be described by only one variable, namely the linear primary 
ionisation density of the primary particle. Monte Carlo calculations have shown that these fmdings 
are valid for a very wide range of proton energies, namely from few hundred of keV to 100 MeV. 
As first step to extend the investigation to solid state targets, calculation have been performed to 
simulate 0-ray emission induced by ions passing thin foils of low-Z material Calculations have 
been compared with experimental data. Comparison points out that the error induced by the 
assumption of gas phase cross-section for simulation of solid state media is tolerable in first order. 
These fmdings suggest that the energies fluctuation peculiarities calculated in nanometre gas targets 
could occur similarly in condensed target 
A well-known representative for linear primary ionisation density is the restricted LEf4 (with 11 = 
100 eV). Therefore calculations have been performed to evaluate the dose-mean values of restricted 
LET both for the core and the 0-ray halo of charged particle tracks. Moreover radiobiological data 
have plotted against LET100• 
Averaged values of physical track structure (linear primary ionisation density and restricted LEf 
included) and microdose parameters, important e.g. in radiobiology, nuclear medicine, high and 
low LEf radiotherapy, radiochemistry and radiological protection, have been compiled as a ready 
reference for use in the interpretation of damage mechanisms and for quantifying radiation effects. 
Moreover, from study of quality parameters active at nanometre level, a new interpretation, based 
on the primary ionisation density, has been made of the main mechanisms of the radiation action. 
Validation has been found in the ability to explain unusual radiation effects. A new system of 
unified dosimetry has been suggested and described quantitatively. 
As consequence of these calculated data and phenomenological modelling of the radiation action, a 
new generation of instruments should be required to assess the radiation risk. However, before of 
investing in that, it is necessary to validate on experimental bases the calculation data which support 
the thesis that linear primary ionisation density or LET 100 are the best parameters to use for the 
radiation risk assessment. 
Gas detectors have been designed and manufactured to investigate experimentally the ionisation 
distributions in nanometric volumes positioned at variable nanometric distances from a charged 
particle track. The mean ionisation yield in nanometric volumes around an a-particle track has been 
measured. This experimental investigation, which we call track-nanodosimetry, has been performed 
with two different detectors and a third detector is under preliminary experimental testing. This 
technological effort is due to the necessity to minimise the ionisation spectral distortions due to 
boundary effects, like secondary electron emission from detector walls, and due to the statistical 
fluctuation in the electronic avalanche inside the counter. The experimental results suggest that it is 
possible to perform track-nanodosimetry, with an electron counter, with sensitive volumes as small 
as 10-20 nanometres in diameter. For investigating the ionisation track with smaller volumes, a 
positive ion counter is necessary. 
In the last period of the contract the experimental validation of calculated data at nanometre scale has 
been enriched by the work performed with a jet-counter-based device. This experimental set-up has 
been shown to be able to measure the mean energy deposition in nanometric gas volumes. 
Parallel to ionisation measurements in gas devices, the possibility to investigate the track structure in 
solid DNA on a nanometre scale has been studied. This approach is based on local electron-spin 
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densities measurements. The experimental tools u~d have been the ESR and the observation of fast 
and slow components of the radiophotoluminescence decay. 
Finally some basic physics characteristics, on which the future risk assessment monitors will be 
designed, have been studied both for scintillator and gas devices. For gas devices, both Monte 
Carlo calculations and experimental investigation has been perfonned to study the behaviour of 
electrons in radial electrical fields at low gas pressures. The role of the electrical field gradient has 
been understood and a simple analytical model, to take it into account, has been proposed. 
Moreover the so-called non-equilibrium behaviours of the electron swarm near the anode and the 
cathode walls have been investigated. The fmdings will allow to design gas devices able to measure 
properly the ionisation created in nanometric volumes by an external radiation field. 
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Head of project 1: dr. P. Colautti 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
To study a gas detector able to measure the ionisation produced by a charged particle in nanometric 
volumes in order to validate, on experimental bases, the invariance theorem. 
To study the possibility to manufacture tissue-equivalent gas counters (TEPC) able to simulate 
nanometric volumes. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
We will show hereafter the progress achieved in the two lines of research: study and development 
of an experimental set-up able to perform track-nanodosimetry and study of TEPC physics. 
TRACK-NANODOSIMETRY 
Measuring single ionisation events in nanometric gas volumes is in principle possible with gas 
counters. Gas detectors working in pulse mode can measure ionisation distributions. The two main 
experimental problems are: 
- to measure few electrons, possibly one; 
- to obtain the information on the initial position of the electron within a few nanometres of 
uncertainty. 
L..,.jmm 
Figure 1 
The last problem is fundamentally related to the diffusion of electrons in gas which depends on the 
gas pressure (P) and the path travelled (X). The standard deviation of the diffusion probability 
around the electron is given by the relation: cr oc V ~ · {f where E /P is the reduced 
electrical field. However in microdosimetry we are interested in the simulated lengths rather than in 
the real lengths in the gas. Therefore the equivalent diffusion is: 
cr(nm) = 0.316·0· Eq . ..;x:p (1) 
where X (mm) is the length travelled in the gas by the electron, Pis the gas pressure in Torr, Dis 
the diffusion constant in mm for 1 em of drift at 1 Torr of pressure and Eq is the equivalence ratio 
for the gas used, namely Eq-:(= at unity of pressure. Equation (1) shows that the detection 
precision of the single electron improves by decreasing the gas even if the electron diffusion 
increases at low pressures. That means that is a good policy decreasing the gas pressure to perform 
track-nanodosimetry. The factor before the squared root in the equation ( 1) is a characteristic of the 
counting gas and its value has a minimum for E/P near to 1 volt /em Torr and it is 2.1 for 
propane, 1.5 for methane, 1.4 for the carbon dioxide and 1.2 for DME (dimethylether). That 
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means that in order to obtain a position uncertainty of. about 1 nanometre it is necessary to work at 
about 1 Torr of pressure or less and with drift lengths of about 1 millimetre. 
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Figure 2 
Following these considerations we have manufactured the track detector of figure 1. It is made up 
of two parts: a small drift region to minimise the electron diffusion and a relative large 
multiplication region to get a gain high enough at low pressure. A stainless steel block has been 
drilled to obtain a cylindrical cavity of 20.4 mm in diameter. The proportional counter is almost 
tangent to the lower side of the block in which a 25 mm long, 1 mm large and 0.5 mm thick slit has 
been milled. Through the slit, the multiplication region communicates with the drift region which 
is 4 mm deep. Behind there is a 10 mm deep well to trap the scattered electron. An electrofonned 
mesh of copper with 45 wires per inch and 88% of transparency closes the well and defines the 
lower side of the diffusion region; an identical mesh is attached on the upper side in order to 
prevent the electrical field distortions due to slit The particle beam travels at the centre of the drift 
region parallel to the slit and it hits a solid state detector, the signal of which opens a coincidence 
gate for the proportional counter. The counter pulses are produced by the ionisation events which 
are in the region defmed by the projection of the slit into the drift region. All the track detector can 
be moved in the direction perpendicular to the beam by means of a micrometric screw, so that the 
distance between the particle track and the slit can be determined with a precision better than 0.01 
mm. 
With this detector we measured the ionisation yielded by a 244Cm a-particle at different distances 
from the track (pub. 1). In figure 2 the measured mean ionisation is plotted towards the mean 
distance of the sensitive volume from the particle track. The plot is the sum of three different 
measurements made at three different pressures of the propane-based tissue-equivalent gas 
mixture. This was necessary because of the relevant electronic noise due to backscattered and 
secondary emitted electrons. The electronic noise in fact increased with R for a given gas pressure, 
preventing to measure far from the particle track. By increasing the gas pressure the electron 
diffusion changes and the sensitive volume increases, because of that the ionisation fluctuations are 
different Therefore with this detector it was not possible to evaluate the consistency of the data (by 
comparing data collected at the same position but with different gas pressures) and the relevance of 
the electron diffusion in the measurements 
A second detector was manufactured (figure 3). The stainless steel block was dug out all around 
the proportional counter. The new counter had a new drift region with an high transparency. The 
electronic background due to 0-ray backscattering and to secondary electron emission (SEE) from 
the drift region walls was calculated. The calculated data showed that the electronic background 
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increases with the distance from the track, as in the previous measurements and in agreement with 
the new experimental data, but it was estimated to be less than 7%. The electron noise was in fact 
rather low, allowing even for measurements rather far from the particle track (pub. 5). Thanks to 
that, it was possible to compare measurements collected at different gas pressures. 
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Figure 4 shows the mean ionisation against R for a 244Cm ex-particle in propane gas at three 
different gas pressures. Since the proportional counter gas gain was not known with enough 
precision, the data are relative and only the curve shapes are meaningful. The lines in figure 4 are 
power best fits of the data. For the two lower pressures the ionisation decreases with the square 
root of R, for the highest pressure with a power of R bigger than 2. This suggest that at low 
pressure there is a smoothing effect due to the electron diffusion. 
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Because of that some features of the experimental curves, like the broad maximum at 10-15 nm at 
227 Pa of pressure, are doubtful. Moreover the electronic pulse fluctuations were clearly 
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dominated by the electronic avalanche statistics inside the proportional counter rather than by the 
absorbed energy fluctuations inside the sensitive volume. 
In order to understand better the electron transport in low-pressure gas detectors, we have therefore 
opened a collaboration with the research group of P.Segur of the Centre de Physique des Plasmas 
of Toulouse. Monte Carlo calculations show that the electrons move not in equilibrium with the 
electrical field when they are close to the electrode walls. This phenomenon increases at low gas 
pressures. Therefore the electron transmission efficiency through a slit can not be studied by using 
only the Einstein's relation about the electron diffusion (on which is based the equation 1). More 
sophisticated Monte Carlo calculations are necessary to optimise the detector resolution. 
The other problem risen from the data was the very poor energy resolution of the proportional 
counter. In order to overtake this problem, we have opened a collaboration with the research group 
of A.Breskin of the Physics Department of the Weizmann Institute of Science of Rehovot A 
single-electron counter (SEC) has been manufactured. It is capable of measuring the ionisation 
yield by separately counting each single electron, released in the ionisation process. It is free of gas 
gain fluctuations of the counter. It can therefore efficiently measure the ionisation yield in 
nanometric volumes and its fluctuations. This could also allow for a better evaluation of the SEE 
contribution to the ionisation yield and for better data analysis (slit electron transmission efficiency 
evaluation, discrimination by spurious events and so on). The SEC will substitute the cylindrical 
proportional counter of the detectors in figures 1 and 3. 
The SEC (figure 5) consists of a long drift column with a conical part at the bottom, connected 
through a small aperture to the SV (sensitive volume). An electron multiplier based on the principle 
of a multistep avalanche chamber (MSAC) detects the electrons which arrive one by one at the end 
of the column. In figure 5 the SEC and its counting system are sketched. Electrons created within 
the SV are collected into the drift volume and diffused under a suitable reduced electric field. Due 
to longitudinal diffusion the electrons arrive at the MSAC at different time intervals. The MSAC is 
made of four meshes which defme three regions of different reduced electric fields: when an 
electron arrives at the first region an electronic avalanche is generated, due to the high reduced 
electric field. The avalanche is then transferred through the second region, without further 
multiplication, into the third region where it is multiplied again. In such a manner a very high gas 
gain ( > 106) can be obtained, which allows for an efficient detection of the electron. Other 
configurations, which use more meshes, can be used in order to maximise the gas gain and to 
minimise the secondary electron emission. 
Figure 5 
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The fmal signal from the MSAC has a width of·only a few tens of nanoseconds, therefore two 
electrons separated in time by the same order as the pulse width produce avalanches which can be 
detected separately with a fast digitizer. A long drift column, in our case 200 millimetres, ensures 
good separation by diffusion and therefore high detection efficiency. The column diameter has to 
be large enough to minimise the probability of electron loss because of the lateral diffusion. The 
column we have manufactured is made of a stack of stainless-steel disks of 90 mm internal 
diameter. The 2 mm thick stainless-steel discs are separated by 3 mm insulator discs. The 
uniformity of the electric fleld inside the column is assured by a voltage divider. The electron drift 
uniformity assures low electron losses. These are checked experimentally with a UV laser beam 
which diagonally crosses the drift column, passing through two holes opened in the drift column 
wall. In flgure 5 the electrons created by the laser along its track are plotted versus their arrival 
time. The electrons randomly created near the MSAC arrive after about l JlS and the last electrons, 
created near the bottom of the drift column, after about 5 JlS. All the electrons created in between 
these two extreme positions expand over intermediate time intervals. The plateau, in the counted 
electrons against time plot, indicates that, on the average, the same number of electrons arrives per 
unit of time, which means that no distortions occurred along the drift path. This experimental test is 
able to evaluate even the electron losses due to attachment 
The counting electron efficiency of the SEC depends on the gas used and on its pressure, on the 
reduced electrical fleld of the drift column and on its length. In flgure 6 the counting efflciency of a 
200 mm drift column is plotted against the initial number of electrons released at the bottom of the 
column (pub. 8). The gas was pure propane at 400 Pa of pressure. Figure 6 shows that with low 
values of E/p there is a good and constant efflciency up to 15 electrons. That means that the 
sensitive volume can not contain more than 15 electrons, otherwise we loose resolution. The SEC 
puts an upper limit for the simulated volume and for ionisation density. This limit can be overtaken 
by increasing the drift column length or by using a "colder" gas like dimethylether. 
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Figure 6 
The efficiency of a track-nanodosemeter depends even on the efficiency of collecting the electrons, 
generated inside the sensitive volume, through the slit. Figure 4 suggests that the electron 
transmission efficiency depends on the gas pressure. Monte Carlo models have been developed to 
simulate the electron transmission efficiency trough a slit Calculations have been compared with 
experimental data. 
The experiments were made with pure propane at 300 Pa (2.25 Torr). A small quantity of 1MAE 
under controlled flow conditions was added in order to increase the ionisation yield. Then the 
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sensitive volume has been scanned with a Nd-Y AG laser beam of 0.5 mm of diameter. In such a 
manner, free electrons of 4 eV of energy have been generated along the laser track (pub. 12). 
Figure 7 shows the efficiency of transferring electrons through a slit of 6 mm. The agreement with 
calculated data is good. The little bit higher efficiency measured inside the slit is probably due to 
secondary effects due to TMAE. 
The status of art of this experiment suggests that the experimental track-nanodosimetry is feasible 
with simulated volumes not smaller than 10-20 nm. At smaller simulated volumes a smoothing 
effect occurs, due to non-equilibrium phenomena. The minimum volume, which can be used, 
depends on the gas, being close to 20 nm for propane and perhaps close to 10 nm for 
dimethylether. These conclusions are qualitative since the work on the detector is in progress. 
However this resolution seems to be already enough to check experimentally the so called 
"invariance theorem", which states that the ratio between the total ionisation and the primary 
ionisation is constant, in volumes less than about 20 nm of size, with respect to charge and velocity 
of the primary particle. 
This experimental set-up can measure nanodosimetric track features both in the penumbra and in 
the core of charged particles. However some limitations come from the upper measurable number 
of electrons. When propane gas is used, the track core is open to the experimental investigation 
only for protons (E > 200 keY) and alpha particles (E > 1 MeV). These performances can be 
improved by increasing the length of the SEC, by using other gases and by substituting the MSAC 
with a position-sensitive detector, so that the electrons arriving at the same time, but in different 
positions, can be separately measured. 
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In order to investigate experimentally the ionisation fluctuation features about a charged particle 
track with simulated volumes smaller than 10 nm, another technique is advisable. We have 
investigated with Monte Carlo simulations the possibility to measure the ionisation distribution by 
counting the single positive ions instead of the electrons (publ.13). This experimental technique, 
which will use a differential pumping system to maintain a good vacuum in the ion counter and few 
hundreds of Pa in the sensitive volume, looks to be very promising for very small volumes since it 
should have a spatial resolution much better than 1 nm. 
MICRODOSIMETRY AT NANOME1RE LEVEL WITH TEPCs 
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As far as nanodosimetric track features are relevant for the biological radiation action (hence for the 
radiation quality), it is necessary to monitor the radiation field with detectors sensitive to 
nanometric features. A good monitor of the radiation quality is the tissue-equivalent proportional 
counter (TEPC). However in order to simulate nanometric dimensions TEPCs have to work at 
very low gas pressures or they have to be very small. In both cases the reduced electrical field 
inside the detector is not constant and it reaches very high values. 
All the gas gain models, used to describe the electron avalanche inside a TEPC, assume that the 
electron swarm is in equilibrium with the electrical field. This assumption was soon recognised to 
be valid only for reduced fields ofless than few hundreds Voltcm-1 Torrl. TEPCs able to simulate 
nanometric dimensions work very beyond this limit; near their anode wires the reduced electrical 
field reaches values up to lOS Td (1Td=0.33 V/cm•torr) and the field gradients are very high. 
Based on the experimental set-up developed in the previous European project, experimental 
measurements about the variation of the gas gain inside a TEPC have shown that the reduced 
ionisation coefficient aJN does not depends only on the reduced electrical field E/N (pub. 3). 
During this project an extensive study has been performed to investigate the features of the electron 
avalanche inside a TEPC (pub. 4, 7, 9). First aim was to understand the role of the electrical field 
gradient in a TEPC. 
The gain of a cylindrical proportional counter at the equilibrium can be written as: 
where K = v 
ln ~ 
a 
Js. ll(S) ln G = K --sl N 1 52 dS 
c and a are the cathode and anode radius respectively, Sa is the reduced electrical field at the 
anode surface 81 is the reduced electrical field for which a/N is zero, a/N is the reduced 
ionisation coefficient and N is molecular density of the counter gas. 
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On the other words, the total gain in a cylindrical gas counter is the integration of the reduced 
ionisation coefficient over the avalanche size, which occupies a volume going from the anode 
surface to the avalanche limit J'J. (where the reduced electrical field has the value of St). Since the 
value of the reduced ionisation coefficient at St is zero by definition, the reduced gain is a function 
of Sa only: lnG/K=f(Sa). However experimental data and Monte Carlo calculations suggest 
that the reduced gain depend not only on Sa but even on K. 
In figure 8 the experimental data collected with a TEPC (open circles) are plotted against the 
reduced electrical field at the anode surface for different K values (pub. 9). The data stay clearly on 
different curves; the equilibrium equation (Campion's) gives on the contrary only one curve (thick 
line). In order to take into account the experimental data, a new model has been developed which is 
in good agreement with the experimental data. In this model ( thin lines in figure 6) the reduced 
gain depends on K as it follows: 
where M is: 
ln G 
R 
L ( -xs•-1 -xs•-1) 
= e • -e c 
Mvdl- m) 
v1 is the effective ionisation potential of the gas, L and m are constants depending only on the gas 
used. 
Monte Carlo calculations confirm the fmdings of this model. Therefore in general we can write that 
lnG/K is a function both of Sa and K, namely: In G/K = f(Sa, K). When the electron swarm 
energy depends only on the reduced electrical field and on its gradient, we can say that it is in a 
quasi-equilibrium situation. However near the cathode and anode walls other physical phenomena 
take place, which prevent so far the use of simple analytical formulas to describe satisfactorily the 
electronic transport inside the TEPC. 
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In figure 9 the values which the reduced ionisation coefficient takes at different radial positions 
inside a cylindrical proportional counter are plotted against the values of the reduced electrical field 
at those radial positions. Symbols are experimental data, thin lines calculated Monte Carlo data and 
the thick line points out the expected equilibrium behaviour (pub. 7). The TEPC was filled with a 
gas mixture Ar-CH4 (90-10); for this gas mixture we know in fact very well the basic physical data 
and therefore Monte Carlo data are more reliable. Experimental data could be collected only for low 
and intermediate values of E/N. The agreement with calculated data is good (the hooks of the 
experimental data at the end of the curves are artefacts due to limitations of the experimental 
approach). Both experimental and calculated data were collected at the same value of K. 
Clearly the electron swarm does not follow the equilibrium curve. However, since all the data were 
taken at the same K value, the data were expected to stay on a single quasi-equilibrium curve. This 
is the case indeed, but only for intermediate values of E/N (calculated data between 103 and 104 
Td). That means that the electron swarm is in quasi-equilibrium condition only in the intermediate 
region between the cathode wall and the anode wire. Near the two electrodes other non-equilibrium 
phenomena occur, because of them the gain depends even on the gas pressure and on s. 
independently. 
These findings say that the electronic avalanche, when the gas pressure decreases, starts at higher 
FlN values than expected at the equilibrium and the gain around the anode wire is higher. On the 
other words, in a TEPC working at low pressure the electronic avalanche is more confmed than 
expected, with respect both to equilibrium and to quasi-equilibrium equations, around the anode 
wire. 
In this part of the project we aimed to study the physics of a TEPC, in order to design TEPCs able 
to simulate properly equivalent lengths less than 1 11m. The analytical model which takes into 
account the electrical field gradient, and gives the first quasi-equilibrium equation to calculate the 
gas gain, improves considerably the Campion's formula. Experimental work is necessary to 
evaluate better the range of validity of this model. The non-equilibrium effects near the detector 
boundaries are relevant at very low gas pressure. A further effort is necessary to determine the 
physical parameters which govern these effects. 
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(i) to explore methods of vahdatmg the quality parameter 'the mean free path for linear 
pnmary tomsation, 'A.' proposed along wtth dose-restricted LET, L100, 0 , as a fundamental 
descnptor of radiation effects. 
(ti) to complete a model for biological effectiveness to be applied to 'umfied' dosimetry. 
(iii) to define the desued response for, and explore approaches to the design of, a new 
generation of instrumentation to measure the new quantities. 
(iv) to re-appraise the consequences of the results for the current ICRP system of nsk 
control. 
m. Progress achieved including publications. 
Fundamental to the success of the program is the establishment of a reliable biological data 
base and a compilation of all quantities likely to be required for the analysts of track structure 
and radiation quality. Some of these quantities e.g ' the mean free path for linear primary 
iomsation' and the dose restricted LET, L100, 0 , are not available in the literature for the range 
of radiation types to be analysed. 
3.1 Data-base of radiobiological effects [1]. 
A data-base has been compiled of survival, transformations, mutations, dicentric chromosomes 
aberrations and DNA dsb's induced by Ionising radiations has been compiled for a number of 
cell lines. The literature survey is up to 1995. The data-base IS in two maJOr parts. 
(i) Physical parameters. 
This includes the radiation type and energy at the relevant point of biological impact; the dose 
and dose-rate; the appropnate track parameters of dose and track average LET and their 
restricted values, ~2 , z2/~2, charged particle range, o-ray maximum energy and maximum 
range. 
(it) Radiobiological data 
From the curves of biological effect are determined the: initial and fmal slopes: a. (Gy-1), ~ 
(Gy-2) The slopes quoted are as determined by the origmal authors whenever available, 
whereas for other older data linear quadratic fitting is used to determme the mtttal slope [ 
3.2 Quantities for the generalised dosimetry of ionising radiations [2-7]. 
Averaged values of phystcal track structure and microdose parameters, important e.g. in 
radiobiology, nuclear medicme, high and low LET radiotherapy, radiochemistry and 
radiological protection, have been comptled as a ready reference for use in the mterpretation of 
damage mechanisms and for quantifying radiation effects The calculated results are for a liquid 
water medium which 1s also a good analogue to soft tissue and light organic media. In the 
tables are hsted quantities for electrons, 50 eV to 30MeV; charactenstic K .. X-rays from carbon 
to uranium; commonly used radioisotope sources of 241Am, 137Cs, 6°Co gamma rays and for 
continuous X-ray spectra (up to 300kVand for 26MV); Auger electron and beta-emitter 
radtonuclides includmg tritium and carbon-14, heavy charged particles havmg spectfic energies 
of 0.1 keV/u to 1 GeV/u for 74 ion types rangmg from protons, deuterons, trrtons, 3He and 
alpha-particles to uranmm ions. Aggregate effects m hqutd water are taken into account 
implicitly in the calculations. Novel methods have been developed to determme mformation at 
low velocities where expenmental mformat10n IS sparse. Results are presented for 
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instantaneous particle energies and for averages over the charged particle equilibrium spectra. 
The latter are of special relevance to radiation dosimetry. Quality parameters calculated are ~2, 
z2/~2 , linear pnmary iomsation and the mean free path between Ionisations; LET; track and 
dose-restricted LET with 100 eV cut-off; relative vanances; delta-ray energies and ranges; IOn 
energies and ranges and kenna factors. The microdose quantities of lineal energy and specific 
energy and their dose distributions are included. Concentrations of charged particles are given 
because of their relevance to estimating mdirect effects in radiochemistry. A complete 
compilation of the data is to be published by Taylor and Francis (early 1996) to make the 
information generally available. Of particular mterest in the present project are the quality 
parameters A., and L100, 0 
3.3 Preliminaries to modelling. 
Prior to modelling, and as a guide to the direction it should take, information was sought 
directly from published cell survival data for various biological end-points e.g. inactivation, 
chromosome aberrations, mutations and oncogenic transformations. The approach used was to 
extract cross-sections for induction of the specified end-points by tracks m the charged particle 
equilibrium spectrum generated by the incident radiation field. Use of effect cross-sections 
has two distinct advantages: (i) they provide a means of usmg the tracks as probes to search 
for structure within the sub-cellular targets and (ii) they can be expressed as functions of 
various possible contenders for quality parameters to determine which best unifies the data for 
all radiation types. Furthermore the data for different biological targets can be unified by 
taking ratios with respect to the recorded saturation cross-sections thereby providing a means of 
groupmg all the mformation mto the minimal number of curves. These results, obtained 
solely from the experimental data, provide a clear mdicat1on of the quantities and mechanisms 
to be used in modelling of radiation effects m a generalised way. The relevance to 
development of a better system of risk control in radiation protection and of the response 
functions for the required new related mstrumentation are obvious. 
Conclusions reached from the analyses are: 
I. Radiation quality IS best expressed in terms of the 'mean free path for primary 
ionisation'. L100, 0 is closely related to this parameter (Harder). 
2. Double strand breaks (dsbs) in the intracellular DNA of mammalian cells are the 
dominantly important lesion for the end-points of cell inactivation, chromosome aberrations, 
mutations and oncogenic transformations 
3. There are multiple sensitive sites, identified as DNA segments, amounting to 15-20 sites 
at nsk upon a charged particle track traversal of the cell nucleus. The probability of damaging 
all sites is an order of magnitude larger for fast heavy charged particles than for electrons -
because of the mterplay of particle range and the value of the mean free path for damage 
(averaged over the spectrum of equilibrium electrons generated). 
4. Action is found to be caused by smgle tracks, at doses up to several tens of grays. 
Consequently the concept of an aD+~D2 response has no scientific basis except possibly at 
very large doses If it IS accepted that action Is due to smgle tracks, then a mechanism must be 
proposed to explain the observatiOn of sigmoid cell survival curves. Repair has been widely 
suggested as the explanation for the curved response. For electrons and photons, It IS well-
established that the shape of survival curves IS dose-rate dependent - attributable to mdirect 
(scavengable) action. In the present contract, a time-dependent repair capability, lmked to the 
cell cycle, is hypothesised and is bemg explored (see section 3.4.3 below). 
5. The magnitude of the saturation ('overkill') effect cross-section for normal mammalian 
cells IS determmed by the proJected cross-sectional area of the DNA at nsk multiplied by the 
multiplicity factor for segment overlap (see 3 4.4) i.e. - 50 f,1m2 for fast heavy particles and- 4 
f.1m 2 for equihbnum electron spectra. 
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6. For fast heavy charged particles, delta-rays are found to have almost negligible effects 
10-4 per electron. For slower, heavy particles (Z > 6),' in the saturation reg1on, the delta ray 
yield becomes so large that the effect cross-sect1on mcreases by up to a factor of three t1mes 
the saturation level. However the damage efficiency of an individual o-ray remams at s 10-4. 
The reason proposed is that electrons are only efficient at inducing DNA dsbs at the very end 
of their range when the mean free path for primary ionisation is near 2nm (- 100 eV); their 
range 1s only a few nm, they have to stop in the DNA and they have to produce two 
1onisations wh1ch correlate exactly with the double-strands in the DNA. The very small 
probability of achieving all these requirements is consistent with the < 10-4 quoted above. 
7. As the o-rays normally play such a mmor role and since the 'mean free path for 
pnmary iomsation' (the zeroth moment of energy transfer) is found to be the optimal quality 
parameter it follows that absorbed dose and therefore LET are not relevant parameters for 
specifying the direct (unscavengable) effects of ionising radiations. This IS probably true also 
for indirect (scavengable) action because of the combined effects of geometncal proximity, the 
line source of radicals, competing reactions, and intrinsic efficiency for single strand breakage 
m the DNA. 
8. RBE's plotted conventionally as a function of LET are shown to lie on independent 
curves for each radiation type and, therefore, it is invalid to draw a single curve through values 
of RBE obtamed for different radiation types (and different LET's). In the past it has been 
demonstrated that RBE reaches a maximum value, for any fast heavy charged particle type, 
when z2/~2 -2000. z2/~2 is not applicable to slow heavy particles. However this can now be 
replaced by the more general rule that maXImum RBE for any specified end-point for 
mammalian cells, will occur when the net 'mean free path for primary ionisation' is equal to 2 
nm. For mean free paths less than 2nm, saturation occurs and so the o-ray effects discussed 
m 6 above for slow particles do not alter this conclusion. 
9. As the effect-crossection 1s an absolute measure of the biological effect for the 
irradiation conditions used, hence a system of dosimetry based on the equilibrium charged 
particle fluence we1ghted appropriately for the quality defined in terms of the 'mean free path 
for pnmary ionisation' will provide a measure of the absolute biological effectiveness. Better 
control over the effectiveness of radiation fields of any type should be attamable. RBE's, 
quality factors and radiation weighting factors in their present form should become redundant. 
10. Consideration of the foregoing conclusions 1m plies strongly that the basic mechanism of 
radiatiOn damage to normal mammalian cells is due to the correlation between randomly 
produced 1omsanons spaced at -2 nanometres along smgle charged particle tracks in the 
equilibnum spectrum w1th the similarly spaced strands of the intranuclear DNA. A template 
act1on IS proposed. lonisatJons at other orientations do not fulfill this requirement and so 
absorbed dose and conventional microdosimetry, even at the nanometre level, do not comply 
with the requirement although it may be poss1ble to derive approximate adjustments usmg 
probability functions. The biological effect is found to depend on the number of such events, 
the energy transfer per event (and therefore absorbed dose and LET) plays no role. On the 
bas1s of the present argument 1t seems unlikely that clustenng plays a special role beyond that 
found for the singly spaced iomsat1ons, except possibly m the severity of damage at the break. 
These results are deduced directly from the trend of effect cross-sections derived from analyses 
of the extens1ve literature on cell surv1va curvesl. 
Modellmg the proposed mechan1sm is of value to indicate methods of testing the conclusions 
reached, to provide a scientific framework for specifying mstrument response functions and 
des1gn; for resolving the extrapolation to low doses near environmental levels and to indicate 
the direction and requirements for validating a new system of risk control in rad1ation 
protection 
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3.4 Modelling of Biological Effectiveness. (8,9] . 
Basically the problem ts to determme the yteld of DNA double strand breaks for single tracks. 
Damage is presumed to be caused by direct ionisatton, mdirect radical action and combined 
dtrect and indtrect action. 
3.4.1 Direct (non-scavenging) action. 
The btologtcal effect cross-section is gtven as: 
The meaning of the quantities m equation (I) are gtven in section 3 .4 4 
3.4.2 Indirect (radical) scavenging action. 
The modelling scheme used to determme the indirect contribution to strand damage in the 
DNA in mammalian cell nuclei is based on analogy with damage to enzymes in solutiOn. 
First the transition of damage from the solid to liqutd phases at dtfferent concentrations of 
enzyme targets (known to be inacttvated by single target, single hit kinetics) was investigated. 
The respective contributions from direct and indirect action can then be separated. Results 
obtained in this laboratory for the macttvation of dihydro-orotate dehydrogenase by Cu Ka X-
rays at different doses and dose-rates and for the inactivation of ribonuclease by X-rays of 
various LET, for a range of concentrations in solution and in the dry state, have been 
supplemented by data taken from the literature. A stmple model of the radiation action has 
been derived. The cross-section for enzyme inactivation by indirect actton, crind , Is obtamed 
by solving the differential rate equations to get: 
aUld= a,.v,.t,.L100,T.Gxl0S ----- (2) 
Equation (2) allows for decay of radicals after the end of the irradiation tune. cr, is the 
mteraction inactivation cross-section for radicals having mean diffusion velocity v,. t. is the 
mean lifetime of radicals = ll(k2Cz.0+k3Q) where Cz. 0 Is the initial concentration of enzyme 
targets, Q is a radical scavenger of arbitrary concentration and the k's are reaction rate 
constants. G is the value for production of the relevant radicals per 100 e V energy 
expenditure in the solution. L100• Tis the restricted LET in keV/J,tm averaged over the 
equilibrium charged particle field. Equation (2) succeeeds m correlating all the data within the 
range of concentrations, radtcal scavenger, and LET tested. Further attention to dose rate 
effects ts requued. From the results, mformat10n IS obtained on the role of the dose-rate; on 
diffusiOn lengths, on the type of radical predommantly responsible (OH) for the inactivation 
and on scavenging of radicals. Since water radtcals are thought to be the mam cause of 
indirect damage m mammalian cells it is a simple step to deduce from the enzyme results the 
probability of induction of single and double strand breaks in the DNA by making the 
assumptiOn that basically the same radical kinetics are involved and then applying Poisson 
probabilities Certain parameters are left 'free' to enable transfer from the enzyme m solution 
to the intra-cellular fluid. The results can be tested agamst reported experimental 
measurements of the yields of DNA double-strand breaks. 
3.4.3 Repair of damage, U(Vt,.) function (20]. 
The duration of the irradiation, the nature of the cell population, whether It IS synchromsed or 
asynchronised, and the link to the position m the cell cycle are Important factors m determming 
the shape of the cell surviVal curve in the present model. Further study is being pursued to 
mvestigate the validity of the proposed function and to extract values for the mean repatr times. 
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3.4.4 Model for cell inactivation by ionising radiation: probability of double-strand breaks 
in intracellular DNA (20]. 
n0 =number of dsb segments at risk per track traversal (- 15 for fast ions). 
d = mean chord length through the cell nucleus. 
R = the mean projected range of the relevant tracks. If R > d, Rid =1 which allows for the 
reduced number of DNA segments at risk for 'stopper' and 'insider' tracks (in 
microdosimetry terminology). 
erg, DNA = the projected area of the intranuclear DNA - varies with cell type. 
er8 = the saturation cross-section = crg, DNA n0.R/d 
Ec~sb(A.) = the efficiency of dsb production by direct act10n. 
Edsb(A.) = e-A0/1.. (1-e-1 01'-i ; f.o=1.8 nm and A.= mfp for linear primary 10msation. 
~>ssb(A.) = 1-e-I.O/A. =efficiency for ssb production by direct action in a single DNA strand. 
crssb = a1.e-•2.(1-e-•3 L). a1 is a radical interaction cross-sectton determined by the diffusion 
length. ~ is a scavengmg efficiency for radicals and ~ LT 100 is the mean number of 
reactions wtth DNA strands. ' 
U(t, It.) = probability that dsb's remain unrepaired. t, = duratton of irradiation; t, = mean 
repair time. 
3.4.5 Discussion of models [10,29]. 
An extensive review of the many models of radiation damage was completed, attention 
being given to S mam types: lethal and potentially lethal (Curtts); pairwise lesion 
mteraction (Harder); cellular track structure (Katz); h1t-size effectiveness (Bond and 
Varma) and the present linear iomsatlon model (Watt). Test criteria used for comparison 
were, the mduced initial slopes and final slopes of the sum val curves; the number of 
parameters and their meaning, the bastc concepts mvolved. Further mathematical 
techmques were apphed to enable the calculated results from the models to be compared 
on a umfied plot to explore deviations from the straight line thereby emphasismg regions 
of d1fference and the degree of importance. Fits of the models were made to bench-mark 
data to identify the suitability of parameters used and for intercomparison of the models 
Comparisons were also made of the first and second derivatives of the calculated survival 
curves. The conclusions were not encouraging. Most of the models can fit the 
expenmental data by adjusting free parameters. Most of the models are su1table for 
interpolative purposes but not suitable for extrapolation to low doses. The linear 
ionisation model is selected here because it is derived directly from the experimental 
observations and has a repair component. Testing the validity of models has long been 
known to be a maJor problem. Some support for the validity of a model can be found in 
1ts ability to predict and explain unusual dosimetric observations as descnbed below. 
With the acceptance that double-strand breaks m the DNA are key lesions, It would appear 
that a good test for models can now be made against the expenmental data for smgle and 
double strand break production now becoming available. 
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3.4.6 Applica1ions as test of validity. 
3.4.6.1 Inverse dose-rate effect (11}. 
An explananon for the mechanism of the so-called 'inverse dose-rate effect' (IDRE) 
observed by (Hill et al m 1982) for transformations in mouse fibroblasts irradiated with 
fiss10n neutrons emerges naturally from the proposed model using A,i as a quality 
parameter. The effect is attributable to the different degree of damage caused by direct 
and indirect act10n and to the duration of the madiation linked to the positlon in the cell 
cycle combined With the repair capability. IDRE is expected to occur only for neutrons 
and fast heavy charged particles in unsaturated damaging conditions. Consequently it 
should not be observed for natural alpha particles at energies near or< 4.0 MeV but 
should be seen for accelerated alpha particles Also it is not expected to be detectable for 
photon and electron irradiations because the yield of dsb's per track is much lower, reprur 
is more efficient and therefore the overall effect Is lost in the statistical errors. Dose-rate 
is not directly concerned in the effect. It is the duratiOn of the madiation that is 
predicted to be important combined with the relative proportions of direct and induect 
effects. For low dose-rates , the irradiation time IS usually extended compared with that 
at higher dose-rates. The role of time could be tested by fixing the dose-rate but varying 
the irradiation time and expressing the results for equal doses. 
3.4.6.2 Auger electron cascades from incorporated radionuclides and resonance 
absorption in bound phosphorus (12,13; 19-21). 
Electron-emittmg radionuclides, especially those decaying by Auger-electron emission, are 
known to be excessively damaging when mcorporated mto the nuclear component of 
mammalian cells. The subject is of considerable topical interest because of the 
importance m nuclear medicine as well as the general implications for radiation protection. 
ConventiOnal dosimetry is widely recognised as being inadequate to quantify the observed 
effects. The claim IS made that Auger electron emitters such as 1251 exhibit the damage 
properties of high LET particles. When the cell survival curves are mterpreted usmg 
effect cross-sections It 1s found that 77Br and 1251 produce saturation damage thereby 
reducing the1r observed effectiveness which when compared external beam mad1ations in 
the umfied scheme leaves a satisfactory safety factor for radiation protectiOn purposes. 
The apparently excessively large effectiveness found in the conventional system is s1mply 
due to the multiplicity of electrons em1tted in the Auger electron cascade, some of which 
are in the saturatiOn reg10n (A.,- 2nm). These factors are automatically allowed for m the 
fluence-based system used here. The efficiency of dsb production per decay due to direct 
effects by 125I incorporated mto the DNA of mammalian cell nuclei is about 1.25% 
In collaboratiOn with Kobayashi et al, two key expenments were analysed m terms of 
track structure parameters to obtain mformatton on the excessive damage observed upon 
the productiOn of inner shell vacancies at the resonance energy of bound phosphorus and 
for bromme mcorporated into DNA The relative damage enhancement factor due to 
resonance in phosphorus is 1.32. Additional Auger electron cascade events mduced at 
resonance contnbute about 35% to the total effect cross-sectiOn. In the bromine 
experiments, the intrms1c effectiVeness IS shown to be less than that for phosphorus The 
effects were adequately quantified by the equ!libnum electron fluences generated, 
combmed With a quality specification determmed from the net mean free path for lmear 
pnmary 10msation. This was not possible with conventiOnal dosimetry. 
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3.4.6.3 High LET therapy (14). . 
Much discussion has ensued on the optimum type of accelerated ion to be used m h1gh 
LET particle therapy. From the mechamsms proposed here, the mronmum RBE w1ll 
always occur when the mean free path for linear primary 10msation of the charged particle 
IS uniquely equal to -2nm m the cell nucleus. [The corresponding LET's are multi-valued 
v1z: p, 75 keV/J.lm; a, 125 keV/J.lm; 12C, 217 keV/J.lm; 2~e, 254 keV/J.lm; 40Ar, 340 
keV/J.lm}. Consequently the same bio-physical therapeutic advantage will be the same for 
any ion type under the foregomg conditiOns. Other factors to be considered are the 
ranges over which the 2nm spacmg can be sustained in the cell nucleus and the possible 
effects on surrounding healthy tissue of the delta-ray penumbra emitted by slow Ions in the 
region of saturated damage. The delta ray contribution does not alter the position of the 
maximum RBE. 
3.4.6.4 Proposed system of risk control for Radiological Protection (18,22,28). 
On the bas1s of the unified system of 'dosimetry' proposed an improved system of 'dose' 
limitation based on fluence can be constructed for better risk control. When compared 
With the current legally adopted system, points of anomaly emerge e.g. the 
inappropriateness of the same ICRP radiation weighting factor of 20 for fast neutrons, 
heavy accelerated ions and natural alpha particles. Neutrons at theu most damaging can 
never be as effective as the most damaging heavy particles, for equal fluences. The 
significant differences in effectiveness With photon energy for X and gamma rays and fast 
electrons per umt fluence is appropriately quantified. In the case of neutron irradiations, 
the evaluation leads to a s1mple smooth effect curve which harmonises With the histogram 
of radiation weighting factors recommended by ICRP making the latter step function 
obsolete. 
The ICRP nsk coefficients, R1cRP, are currently: 
1) for radiation workers the nsk which corresponds to a dose hmit of 20 mSv per year 
IS determined from the cancer risk coefficient (R1cRP) of 4x10'2 Sv'1 (called the 'nommal 
probability coefficient' by ICRP) to be equal to 20x10'3x4x·2 = 8x10'4 per year 
2) for the general population the dose limit is 1 mSv per year and the cancer risk 
COeffiCient (RICRP) IS 5 X 1 0'2 Sv·l which Corresponds tO a risk of 1 X 1 0'3x 5 X 1 0'2 = 5 X 10'5 
per year. 
Risk factors, Rr per umt fluence, proposed m the new system, are related to the current 
ICRP risk factors by . 
where K's are kerma factors, Q's are quality factors for the reference radiations, subscnpt 
'c'. RTot, the net risk for a m1xed field of photons and neutrons., can be obtained by 
subst1tutmg the cross-sectiOn ratios determmed from equatiOn (5). 
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3.5 Instrumentation for absolute dosimetry [15,~7). 
From the cross-sections for inactivation of mammalian cells, empirical response functions 
can be denved m the form: 
a B = a. A -b - - - - - - (5) 
as 
valid for A> 1.8 nm, where a (-0.34 for photons; 1.84 for heavy particles) and b (--1.28 for 
photons and -1.18 for heavy particles) are constants. This response is obtained directly 
from the biological data and is independent of modelling. On the other hand, from the 
model, one can conclude that an instrument designed to have an appropriate number of 
pairs of sensitive sites (-20) spaced at about two- nanometres and triggered by coincident 
ionisations m a pair will have a response equal to the initial damage to a sensitive site in a 
mammalian cell. The response will be independent of radiation type. It is the number 
of pairs triggered that appear to matter, not the energy deposition. Initial approaches to 
achieving such a detector, within limited available resources, have concentrated on studies 
m nanometre depletion layers m n-type MOSFET semi-conductors. 
Another device veing studied utilises the dopmg concentration of thin scinttllators to 
achieve the desired spacing of two nanometres combined with mathematical interpretation 
of the probability of the appropnate patrs of scintillation centres being triggered. A 
feasibtlity study on the likelihood of success has been published and experimental work is 
proceeding. 
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Head of project 3: Prof. Harder 
Introduction 
The dose-eftect relationships for all known biological effects of ionizing tadiation • from long· 
known eftects like radiation-mduced mutations or cell death up to effects studied more recently 
such as cell transformation or change of gene expression - show a well-established common 
phenomenon: they depend on ,.radiation quality", i. e. on the composition oftbe given radiation 
field from particles of various types and energies [I, 2]. Consequently, it is generally accepted 
that radiation quality has to be accounted for in practical decisions such as the setting of dose 
limits for radiation protection or the prescription of target doses in radiotherapy. There is also 
common agreement that the key to understand the mechanism( s) causing these influences. and 
to quantifY these influences more specifically than by the statement of panicle types and ener-
gies, has to be found by accounting for the ,.track structure", i. e. the topologic pattern of the 
ionizations and excitations produced along the pathcs of these particles through matter. 
But this general insight is already the essence of what has been commonly accepted. Still not 
solved in a satisfying way is the question whether the pattern of energy deposition along par-
ticle pathes can be eft'ec:tively represented by a widely applicable and conunonly acceptable 
quamiratlw parameter of radiation quality. Remarkable changes of opinion have recently oc-
curred. The parameter .,unrestricted linear energy transfer'', L.... frequently abbreviated as 
,.I.F.T". by which ICRP had characterized radiation quality over many years (3]. wu criticized 
in a common task group report ot' ICRP and ICR.U t 4J, and a ~ years later ICRP abmldoi~J 
its long~standing practice of associating the .,quality factor", by which body doses of different 
radiation qualities are weighted, with LET [5]. ICRU maintained the Q(LET) approach for the 
realm of radiation protection measurement [5]. After this, the community of microdosimetry 
has been left with the unsolved question whether some more suitable physical parameter of 
particle track structure could be found to do the service in which LET has failed. 
r 
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Definition of unmtrU:tcd LET: 
L. .. lim. • .A&./6:c. The deposi-
ted energy AE... comprises a II 
delta rays irrespecU\'C of their 
range 
Fitp~re 1 b 
Definition of rcstri~t~d LET: 
La = lim,.....,AE,.JAr. Delta rays 
with initial kinetic energses ;t A 
are excluded from AE6• These 
long-range delta ra~'S are 
charadenor.cd by their own LA 
\'alues 
The idea of the present research project, grown during the history of microdosimetry [6], was 
to make a new attempt into the task of finding a conunonly acceptable parameter of radiation 
quality. There were new, encouraging facts, namely the observation that the important topolo-
gical effects of track structure, such as the proximity between physical energy deposition 
events or of the molecular lesions arising from them, are to be sought on the nanometre scale. 
This was indicated by the structures of DNA and other biomolecules and was shown specifi-
cally by biophysical experiments with ultrasoft X-rays [7], whose photoelectrons have ranges 
of the order of l 0 run. If nanometres were the relevant scale for the track atrucl.ure pattern to 
be resolved, it became immediately clear that the role of the long-range delta rays, which are 
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' canied away from the path of the primary particle (the .. track core") over micrometer or even 
millimeter distances, had to be reconsidered. The resulting idea was to modify the LET con-
cept by excluding kinetic energies transferred to delta rays if these energies exceed a t:rtt-ofl 
I'Cllue .1, thus arriving at the definition of restricted linear energy tra"·ffer, L" (see fig. 1 ).ln 
this concept. going back to Burch l8 J but left almost unconsidered for many years, the short-
range delta rays are treated as an integral part of the .,track core", but the long~range delta rays 
are approximeteJy regarded as if they constitute an independent. superimposed electron radia-
tion field with own values of restricted LeT, and their statistical correlation with the primary 
particles' pathes is treated as negligible. It has been the task of the present research project, 
which came out of discussions on the symposium on rnicrodosimetry in Rome, 1989, to invest-
igate the implications and the range of applicability of the restricted LET concept [ 16}. 
Thus the present report aims at the question whether restricted LET has the desirable proper-
ties enabling it to take over the role left open after the abandonment of unrestricted LET, i. e. 
to serve as a physical parameter of radiation quality able to predict the magnitude of effects for 
a given dose of any type ofradiation. Fortunately, a theoretical background represented by the 
,independence theorem" and by the resularities of the compound Poisson distribution has been 
available, and there has been invaluable help from other members of the EC research project 
group coordinated by Dr. Colautti. As we will see. restricted LET is showing the features of a 
widely useful physical parameter of radiation quality. 
Theory 
There is more than one biophysical model of the mechanism by which particle track structure 
may influence the yield per unit dose of radiobiological effects. The .,threshold" model requires 
a minimum of energy deposition per particle traversal through a target. The ,interaction" mo-
del makes the efficiency of a particle traversal dependent on the probability of pairwise inter-
action between primary molecular lesions, i. e. of a second order reaction. The model of 
,multiply damaged sites" attributes enhanced molecular effects to particle traversals with 
higher degree of localized molecular damage. These models have in common that the efficiency 
of a particle traversal does not simply depend on the mean value, but on the stochastic distri-
bution or .,fluctuation" of energy deposition per particle traversal. Even at a low mean value of 
energy deposition, the distribution functton would attribute some probability to traversals with 
sufficiently high amount of energy deposition. for instance due to low-energy delta rays ac-
companying the traversal of high-energy electrons. 
Thus, the demand to be put on a useful physical parameter of radiation quality would be to 
represent thejluctuatiorl, not only the mean value of energy deposition per particle traversal. It 
is long known [9] that the main features of the track structure of an ionizing particle are (I) the 
pearl-chain-like sequence of the interactions of the primary particle with matter, whose number 
on a given track segment is Poisson distr;buted, and (2) the branch tracks of the secondary 
electrons or delta rays, whose initial energies are distributed according to collision kif1ematic:s 
(see fig. 1). Therefore, the distribution of the energy deposition in a given target due to a par-
ticle traversal is a compormd Poisson distnhution, whose variance is given by ~ factors, the 
mean value of the Poisson distribution of the number of primary ionizations, and the variance 
of the energy deposition associated with a delta ray branching off from the spot of a primary 
ionization. In a paper of fundamental importance, Kellerer and Chmelevsky [9] have shown 
that the latter variance is strongly increasing with increasing maximum energy of the delta rays 
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and therefore with increasing energy of the primary particle (see fig. 2). After this analysis, it 
appeared hopeless to characterize the whole of the fluctuation of energy deposition per particle 
traversal by the single parameter unrestricted LET, and this caused the verdict of the latter by 
ICRU 40 (4]. 
However, Kellerer and Chmelevsky had treated a special geometrical case. namely a target of 
laterally infinite width, able to completely reabsorb all delta rays originating from the path of 
the primaly particle (see fig. 1), and already in their Monte Carlo calculations for varying tar-
get diameters the picture changed. The other elttreme, targets with diameters of the order of 
ten nanometres, was treated by our group, which was interested in radiation action on biomo· 
lecules and had seen the expression of track structure effects ofultrasoft X-rays [7]. For target 
cylinders of 10 and 20 nm diameter, our Monte Carlo calculations showed a completely new 
regularity, namely the independetrce of the delta-ray fluctuation contribution from the energy 
ofthe primary particle [10]. This striking new feature (see fig. 2) was due to the escape of the 
long-range delta rays from the target in which they were generated, so that their influence on 
the fluctuation of energy deposition within this target was practically eliminated. The domina-
ting part of the fluctuation of energy deposition per delta ray which now remained was made 
up from short-range delta rays CO!'fpletely reabsorbed in the nanometre target. 
This constancy of the delta.ray contribution to the fluctuation of energy deposition in a nano-
metre target meant that the second of the two above-mentioned contributions to the variance 
of the compound Poisson distribution, the delta-ray contribution, was mvariable, so that only 
the contribution ofthe fluctuation of the number.ofprimary ionizations remained as a variable 
depending on type and energy of the primary particle. But since the number of primary ioniza-
tions on a given track segment is Poisson distributed, and Poisson distributions have only one 
parameter (the mean value), the only remaining variable parameter is their mean number, which 
is simply the product of the mean linear primary ionization density and the mean target thick-
ness. Therefore, the specific geometrical feature of nanometre targets., namely the escape of the 
long-range delta rays, e/Jmi11ates the fundamental difficulty treated by Kellerer and Chme-
levsky, and it re-establishes the notion that radiation quality can be described by a si,gle physi-
cal parameter, although full account is given to the fluctuation of energy deposition per particle 
traversal through the target. 
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Therefore, the most direct choice of a suitable parameter would certainly be the mean linear 
primary ionization density, but we have chosen to use a parameter practically proportional to it 
[II J, the restricted linear energy transfer with a low value of the cut-off energy~ for instance 
A'"' l 00 eV. Restricted LET does not present difficulties with tbe definition ofioniution which 
may arise in the case of non-gaseous materials, furthermore it is well tabulated in applications 
of the Bethe theory ( 12, l3 ], and it is a known concept introduced already in ICRU 16 [I]. 
The delta rays with initial kinetic energies exceeding value & are treated as an independent 
admixture to the radiation field, which is justified due to their longer ranges. The choice of the 
cut-off energy & has to warrant both that restricted LET is closely proportional to linear pri-
mary ionization density, and that the tracks of delta rays with higher initial energies are suffi-
ciently delocalized from their place of origin; therefore A == 0 would not be a good choice. 
But before we embark into practical applications, there is the necessity to check that the con-
stancy of the delta-ray contribution to the fluctuation of energy deposition is a phenomenon of 
sufficient generality This important check has been perfunned in various ways. The main trend 
of the spectral cross section tor the generation of delta rays is shown in fig. 3. At initial delta-
ray energies below 100 eV the relative spectral shape is practically independent from the 
energy (and also from the kind) of the primary particle (,,invariance theorem"). That this must 
be systematically so is shown by Bethe-type coUision theory [ 15 J; the unspecific shape of the 
initial spectrum of low-energy delta rays is caused by the mechanism of ,glancins collisions" 
between the primary particle and the atoms with which it interacts. Furthennore, we have eva-
luated Monte Carlo results from other groups, which had calculated the energy deposition in 
nanometre targets, to demonstrate the correctness of our conclusion that there exists a unique 
dependence of the energy deposition spectrum per particle traversal on linear primary ioniza-
tion density respectively restricted LET (fig. 4). 
We can therefore conclude that, for nanometre targets, the unspecific shape of the spectrum of 
the not-escaping. low-energy delta-rays causes the delta-ray contribution to the fluctuation of 
energy deposition per particle traversal to be practically invaria11t, so that linear primary ioni-
zation density, respectively restricted LET, remains as the single variable parameter of this 
fluctuation and thereby of radiation quality. 
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Applications 
In order to support the practical use of restricted LET, part of this project was devoted to 
supply numerical values of restricted LET and its mean values for given radiation fields. We 
started from extensive tabulations of the track core values L:nfor various ions [ 13]. The 
-delta - Cf'lte +delta dose~mean values Ltoo,o and Ltoo,u were then calculated and tabulated [17, 18], since 
the dose mean is of interest in relation with radiation yields per unit dose, which are linearly 
related with restricted LET. The delta particle values were obtained from Monte Carlo 
calculations. The resulting restricted LET was calculated as 
~ure con L care + delta ( L10o ) L core + ( 1 L1oo ) [. dP.Ita IOO.D - - L.. 100 • ·- L.: 100,0 
Some examples of the resulting values are given in figs. 5-7 
In order to test the applicability of L10o.o as a parameter of radiation quality, the linear yield 
coefficients a for some weU-known cellular endpoints (dicentric chromosomes. cell transfor-
mation and ~ield of DNA double~strand breaks) were plotted in dependence upon LtooJ) (figs. 
8 ~ 1 0). According to biophysical theory [ 1 6], the slope with increasing restricted LET reflects 
intratrack pairwise lesion interaction along the tracks of the primary ions and the long-range 
delta rays, while the amplitude of the ordinate intersection reflects LET ~independent contribu-
tions such a.s pairwise interaction along the short~range delta-ray tracks. The linear shape of 
these plots - more or less precisely confirmed, dependent on data accuracy - supports the theo-
retical model of pairwise lesion interaction [ 19), because this predicts the linear dependence of 
yield coefficient a on dose-mean restricted LET, and simplifies interpolation for other radia-
tions. e. g. for neutrons with any given spectra . 
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Conclusions 
The long-standing task of representing particle track structure by a single microdosimetric pa· 
rameter able to predict RBE values is going to be solved. The reason is that, for particle tracks 
traversing nanometre targets, the fluctuation of energy deposition obeys a simple regularity: 
Long-range delta rays escape from very small targets so that the delta-ray contribution to 
energy deposition is dominated by the short-range delta rays with energies not larger than 
about 100 eV. Their initial spectra, however, are almost independent from type and energy of 
the primary particle, due to the mechanism of ,.glancing collisions". Thus the fluctuation of 
energy deposition per particle traversal is described by a Poisson distribution of the number of 
primary ionizations, combined with an energy deposition distribution per low-energy delta ray, 
which is idenlical for all types and energies of the primary particle (invariance theorem). 
This permits to describe the fluctuation of energy deposition by a single variable, the linear 
primary ionization density or the restricted LET of the primary particle respectlvely the separa-
tely treated lon~trange delta ray. For practical applications, tabulations of L1no.o have been 
prepared, and Ltoo.D has been successfully used as a parameter to systematize the radiation 
quality dependence of the radiobiological yields for certain well-known endpoints. Especially 
f'or neutrons, a clear system for the specification of radiation quality has thereby been deve· 
lop•d. ~hill' endpoint• will be analyzed in continuation of this work. 
Finally, we should consider the relationship with other proposed methods of quantifying par-
ticle track structure for biophysical purposes. Monte Carlo patterns of inelastic interactions of 
ionizing particles of varying type and energy in and around blomoleeules such as the DNA. the 
nucleosome, the chromatin fiber etc. have repeatedly been compared with product yields such 
as the yield of DNA double strand breaks, but the general law behind the dependence of these 
yields on particle track structure has not become obvious. The present result, that restricted 
LET is the only parameter with which the pattern of these interactions in a nanometre region is 
varying, might be helpful to systematize these results. 
Another proposal for a parameter which might possess predictive power with respect to the 
changes of radiobiological yields with radiation quality is ,,lineal energy" [2). It is well known 
that this parameter suffers from the ,insider" artefact if the reference volume is of the usual 
order of I ~m, but there are ongoing attempts to minimize the reference volume down into the 
region of tens of nanometres. At this leve~ lineal energy should converge with restricted LET 
[II] and might well be regarded as its experimental equivalent. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Leuthold 
II. Objectives of the reporting period. 
The energy range for the Monte-Carlo calculations of ionisation distributions by single secon-
dary electrons in small nanometer volumes was extended from I 0 MeV up to I 00 MeV and 
from 200 ke V down to I 0 ke V proton energy 
DL Progress achieved and final report. 
Microdosimetric regularities of nanometer regions (E.R. Bartels and D. Harder Rad. Protec. 
Dos. Vol. 3I No 1/4 p. 2II-2I5 (I990)) deal with the contribution of secondary electrons and 
was formulated in the 'invariance theorem'. 
The 'invariance theorem' predicts the independence of some moments ofthe ionisation 
distribution of single secondary electrons in nanometer volumes with proton energy. This 
concerns the first moment, i.e. the mean number ofionisations in the target and the ratio of the 
second moment of the distribution to the first moment. 
Monte-Carlo calculations were performed to simulate the random passage of protons through 
small spherical targets with diameters from 2 nm up to 50 nm. The target material is water 
vapor. Below I 00 ke V proton energy the analytical functions given by M.E. Rudd (Rad. 
Protec. Dos. Vol.3I, p.I7-22, (I990)) for the ejection of secondary electrons from different 
shells were used. Above IO MeV the differential ionisation cross sections calculated with a 
computer code by B. Senger (B. Senger, Z. Phys. D, Vol. 9, p.79-89 (I988)) were applied. 
The proton started uniformly distributed from a circular area of the same diameter as the 
sphere. Below I MeV proton energy 10000 proton tracks were generated for each sphere 
diameter, above I MeV 20000 tracks and at 100 MeV 50000 tracks. 
From the ionisation distributions the moments were calculated. Figure I and 2 show the results 
of the calculations for the mean number ofionisations and the ratio of the second moment to 
the first moment of the distributions in the proton energy range from 10 keY up to IOO MeV 
for sphere diameters from 2 nm up to 50 nm. A constant behaviour can be seen for small 
diameters over nearly the whole range of proton energy. For higher target diameters a 
systematic deviation is found due to the derninished kinetic energy of the secondary electrons 
with decreasing proton energy. Therefore the mean number ofionisations decreases and the 
ionisation distributions become narrower. At IO keY the datapoints coincide independent of 
the sphere diameter. 
In conclusion, the 'in variance theorem' is fulfilled over a wide range of proton energies and is a 
contribution to specify radiation quality at nanometer level by a single parameter (e.g. primary 
ionisation). Deviations at lower proton energies play no important role as in this region primary 
ionisation is predominant. 
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Head of project 5 : Dr. Izzo 
!!.Objectives for the reporting period. 
The main objective was study of the track structure in solid DNA on a 
nanometer scale by physical techniques which included ESR spectroscopy, 
optical spectroscopy and electrical conductivity measurements. The 
particular focus of research was the relation between the Radiation 
Quality and the local spin densities. The local spin densities were to be 
investigated by means of spin resonance and by observation of fast and 
slow components of radiophotoluminescence <scintillation> decay. The 
programme provided for doing the measurements on samples of dried DNA 
with light, medium and heavy mass ions as well as gamma rays. 
III. Progress achieved including publications. 
t.ESR Measurements 
1. a. General 
The group in Rome has based its investigations of track structure on the 
measurement of the local quantities, such as the mean path between 
ionizing interactions >.. (as diverse from global quantities), which was 
proposed as the single physical parameter expressing the track structure. 
The experiments particularly dealt with the changes in the properties of 
ESR spectral lines <shapes, widths and relaxation times). The ESR 
techniques complement and supplement the computational and experimental 
techniques used by other teams in the group. The use of ESR in studies of 
tracks left in solids by heavy charged particles has been expanded and 
further developed by us. The technique used by the group in Rome is one 
of the 'post mortem' analyses on an irradiated specimen, when fast 
processes following immediately the act of deposition of energy, have run 
their courses. What remain are processes characterized by time 
constants sufficiently long to be resolved by the available equipment. We 
have tried these techniques first on polyethylene, before trying the 
natural polymer, DNA. 
It is possible to measure the mean spacing of radicals in the cluster 
or,in case of heavy ionizing particles in which the individual clusters 
are overlapping, mean spadng within the track. The ESR investigations 
need to be compared and correlated with the results of Monte Carlo 
computation of the spatial distribution of radicals as discrete events of 
high energy deposition. In Rome there were developed some novel methods 
of interpretation of annealing of radicals. Annealing, which can be 
closely controlled removes the pairs of radicals, separated by a distance 
less than a certain length,selected at will,thus permitting the 
experimenter to estimate not only the mean spacing in the cluster but 
also the first moment of the interradical spacing distribution. With the 
extension in the future of the existing set of measurements we hope to 
find what law is followed by the radical spacing as a function of 
restricted energy loss. Furthermore, the information on the linear free 
radical density on a local scale gives an estimate of the indirect action 
of radiation, which may interest those who are concerned with the study 
of absolute biological effectiveness of radiation. 
The cluster sizes were obtained from the measurements of local and mean 
spin densities, because a difference between these two quantities is an 
evidence of clustering. We have repeated the measurement of clustering 
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for a variety of DNA as well as other materials <nucleotides and 
nucleosides). The clustering measurements were poorly reproducible, until 
it was found that the dominant factor controlling the changes was amount 
of water in the structure of DNA. The sizes of clusters for a given 
radiation dose can be used as sensitive probes for the amount of water 
molecules attached to the various parts of DNA structure. This discovery 
was not pursued, however, because it falls completely outside the scope 
of the project. 
2. Study of irradiated DNA. 
2.a. Materials and methods 
Studies were carried out on the formation and disappearance of trapped 
radicals and electrons in solid DNA at temperatures of liquid nitrogen. 
This is important for radiobiology, because of the key-role of DNA damage 
for the induction of cancer, for the mutations and for the reproductive 
cell death. The DNA was exposed in vacuo at about 90 K to beams of 40 and 
60 MeV protons, 40 MeV alpha particles, as well as 1. 25 MeV photons. The 
bulk radiation doses for charged particles ranged from about 0.05 kGy to 
about 0. 5 MGy. For y-ray irradiations with 1. 25 MeV photons the doses 
were contained in the range from about 10 Gy to 50 kGy. The DNA from 
herring sperm was dried and moisture content checked by conductivity 
measurement according to and also chemically by Karl Fisher method. The 
sodium salts of calf thymus DNA and herring testes DNA were also, less 
extensively, studied. 
The ESR spectrometry of the irradiated DNA and its constituents has been 
already studied for many years and we were interested in the ESR spectra 
only so far as they provided information on the track structure. The 
samples during the irradiation, storage and the read-out were kept at 
temperatures slightly above 90 K. In particle irradiations the samples in 
form of lightly compressed powder were placed in metal target holders 
covered with very thin Havar foil beam window and exposed to accelerator 
vacuum. The only contact of irradiated material with air was when the 
powder was transferred after irradiation to the ESR silica tubes, a 
procedure performed manually under liquid nitrogen and lasting 10 - 20 
seconds. The silica tubes were then sealed. In y-ray irradiations , on 
other hand, the samples remained all time in sealed tubes. Some 
measurements were carried out also on frozen wet DNA with an access of 
oxygen. 
The samples stored after irradiation in liquid nitrogen were read by 
an X-band double cavity ESR spectrometer <Bruker ED200) with variable 
temperature cavity attachment. 
The moisture content of the samples designated as 'dry' was below 2%. 
The samples were dried by gentle heating <40"C) in vacuum for at least 
three days, sometimes accompanied by ultrasonic agitation. 
The ESR readout of radical concentration was done using a dual cavity 
and a freshly prepared DPPH substandard for comparison. The substandard 
itself was checked against the ruby standard provided by NBS. Corrections 
were applied for the nonuniformity of the microwave field, for the changes 
in the filling factor and for the nonuniformity of the modulating field 
along the cavity height. 
2.b. Linewidth determination 
It is well known that the radicals are accumulated in local separate 
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groupings <clusters) and that with an increase in absorbed dose the 
clusters grow, and are coming closer to each other before they start to 
overlap. This is illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the build-up curves 
of local <upper curve) and average <lower curve) spin densities for dry 
herring sperm DNA exposed to 40 MeV protons. The average radical density 
or bulk density is the total number of free spins divided by the mass of 
the sample, while the local density corresponds to the density within the 
clusters. The local density can be found from the broadening of the ESR 
lines or from the values of characteristic relaxation times Figure 2 
shows parts of the build-up curves <average densities only> for wet 
frozen herring sperm DNA bombarded with 40 MeV protons. Percentages 
indicate the amounts of water. The wet DNA hopefully approximates better 
the nucleic acid in vivo than the dry preparation. These curves were 
obtained after heating the ice to about 140 K, which procedure eliminates 
the OH· radicals. For both dry and wet DNA the signal saturation of 
carbon radicals is reached at about 2·105 Gy. 
The width of the line 6HL.appears in the graphs as dX . The doses are 
correspondingly 5 kGy, 0.2 MGy and 0.5 MGy. The approximate local radical 
densities C can be found from C=6HL./k ,where k = 9.3·10-24 [Tesla.cm3 J 
2.c.Saturation behaviour 
The microwave power saturation curves indicate that the dry herring sperm 
DNA saturates at the microwave power levels of about 120 mW after proton 
irradiation and at 160 mW after y-ray irradiation. This difference may be 
just an experimental error, as the estimated uncertainty of these 
determinations is ±15 %. Measurement of microwave power saturation levels 
in dry herring testes Na-DNA and also in dry calf thymus Na-DNA gave 
similar results. 
2.d. Thermal annealing of the samples 
The isochronous annealing curves <2 hrs intervals) were obtained for 
herring sperm and for calf thymus varieties of DNA Cy-ray dose>.In the 
herring sperm DNA, after warming from -117 ·c to -1o·c, the radical 
density was reduced 11 times from the initial value. No single Arrhenius 
activation energy could be sensibly attributed to this process of fading. 
However, investigations using the data for herring sperm DNA irradiated 
with 60 MeV protons in a slightly narrower range of temperatures, 
indicate that the Arrhenius activation energy changes apparently from 
0.52 eV to 0.39 e~ The non-constancy of activation energy eliminates a 
possibility of a monomolecular react ion eliminating the radicals (e. g. 
auto-fragmentation) and we interpret the process of thermal fading as a 
recombination between a pair of radicals originally separated by a few 
interstitial distances or, more probably, as a a recombination between a 
radical and detrapped electron, the traps having a spectrum of depths. 
3. Observation of trapped electrons in solid DNA 
The electrons are created in abundance during the irradiation, slowed 
down and stored, most likely, in intermolecular traps. Dry DNA is not a 
glass, but most of conclusions, excluding those referring to the trapping 
in ices, are applicable to dry solids as well. We have observed the 
trapped electrons in the irradiated dry and wet species of DNA, using the 
ESR as well as an optical detector <PM tube) and observed their release 
from traps in the temperature range 90 - 200 K, accompanied by light 
emission in the visible part of the spectrum and near UV. It is suggested 
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that this light emission is associated with the radical-electron 
recombination, which leaves in situ a non-radical anion. The electron 
trap depth depends upon sample thermal history, which is most likely a 
consequence of an initial broad spectrum of trap depths. The ESR spectrum 
of a sample of DNA shows a narrow electron peak superposed on the 
spectrum of carbon radicals in DNA. This peak fades with an increase in 
the temperature and the activation energy for this process changes with 
the radiation dose received by sample. 
~ Scintilation monitors sensitive to dE/dx. 
~.a. Introduction. 
The scintillations produced by charged particles in organic phosphors can 
be decomposed into two components, which do not differ in respect of 
wavelength of emitted light, but which decay according to different 
kinetic laws. One of these two components, called the 'fast', decays 
exponentially with a time constant in the range from a few units to about 
100 of nanoseconds, depending upon the molecular structure of the 
emitter, being almost independent of the initial ionization density. The 
second component, which follows, has a decay waveform generally not 
exponential. Among the various approximations to the actual shape of 
decay I<t> frequently employed is <1> : 
(1) !(t) = M/{(1+Alog<1+tlt.>) 2 K(1+tlt.) 
where constants A and M depend upon the scintillator and, to some extent, 
also on the nature of the exciting and ionizing particle. 
The parameters of the track of the charged particle and the structure of 
ionization clusters enter the eq. <1> through the characteristic time t., 
(2) t. = 0.25 r 0 2 /DT 
where r., is mean radius of the particle track and DT is the diffusion 
coefficient of molecules of the scintillator in the excited triplet 
state. The parameters of the track, specific energy loss, effective 
charge of the particle are thus influencing the decay characteristics of 
the slow component of scintillations. A very useful summary of dependence 
of specific intensities of both components of luminescence on the 
stopping power for ions with Z= 1, 2 and 7 has been, given by Lopez da 
Silva. The ratio of intensities of these components determines the shape 
of the scintillation pulse and serves as the base for discrimination 
between the signals from heavy charged particles and those of photons or 
electrons. 
This report describes progress in the development of a scintillation 
radiation monitors capable of indicating the flux of heavy charged 
particles and their specific energy loss dE/dx. One is a 'direct' 
digitizer. The other one, far more complex is based on a single photon 
counting principle <SPC> and permits to observe the shape of light pulses 
too fast to be directly digitized. 
~.b.Technical description of direct digitizer. 
For recording of the scintillation waveform a very fast transient capture 
system <direct digitizer> has been built. It is based on an Analog-to-
Digital converter, which digitizes the signal from a PM tube and stores 
it in Random Access Memory. The conversion starts on arrival of a trigger 
signal and continues for 5-10 f1S1 depending on amount of RAM on board. 
After the digitization of a pulse, the data are transferred to the 
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computer and eventually reconstructed off line and processed by 
decomposition of the sampled decay curve into components. The fastest ADC 
tried had a sampling rate of 100 MHz, with the resolution of 8 bits i.e. 
4 %. accuracy. With a train of samples in 10 ns intervals the computer 
resolved the fast and slow decays in naphtalene ( 90 ns and 330 ns 
respectively> and was just able to resolve both components in anthracene 
<36 ns and 410 ns), The speed of ADC appears sufficient only for the slow 
component in many other scintillators. With arrival of faster ADCs <400 
MHz sampling rate) a large number of available scintillators will fall 
into the range of the instrument. In reconstruction were used the 
algorithms for deconvolution and decomposition of Marquardt. The value 
dE/dx can be found from formulas and graphs given by Lopez da Silva, if 
integrals of both light components are known. 
4.c. Single Photon Counting Lifetime Measurements 
The single photon counting measurement relies on the concept that the 
probability distribution for emission of a single photon, following an 
excitation event, yields the time dependence of luminescence intensity 
arising as a result of the excitation i.e. particle induced 
scintillation. By sampling the single photon emission following a large 
number of excitations of scintillation it is possible to construct then 
the probability distribution of light emission as the function of time 
elapsed after excitation . This is done with the help of a time-to-
heightconverter and a multichannel analyzer so that the PM tube is used 
solely to determine the instant of arrival of photon at the photocathode. 
The timing arrangement was that of the 'start' being determined by a Thin 
Film Detector <TFD> while the 'stop' was obtained from a PM tube coupled 
to the scintillating materiaml under test.The actual arrtangementof 
components was dictated by the need to optimize the timing resolution 
<2.6 ns) and the signl-to noise ratio. The stop detector was based on a 
fast phototube, it could use a small piece of solid scintillator or a 
liquid. The electronic system of the SPC was assembled from NIM modules. 
The accumulated spectrum, stored in the memory of computer acting as a 
multichannel analyzer, was subject to processing, including shift of time 
origin, smoothing and optional deconvolution and, finally, separation 
into fast and slow scintillation components. 
4.d.Experimental Test Of Equipment. 
The directly digitized detector was tested with a number of scintillators 
including anthracene, naphthalene, a solution of fluoranthene in xylene 
and others, including a commercial scintillator NE213. While the slow 
component of scintillations could be always digitized and integrated, 
particularly under proton and alpha particle bombardment, only for 
naphthalene there was a satisfactory resolution of both emissions , as 
liquid scintillators, outgassed and kept under argon were poured into a 
small cylindrical silica vessel. The tests were performed with photon 
radiations and also with a particles from a 241 Am source. The use of SPC 
yielded a number of 1 ight decay curves for solid and liquid 
scintillators. The use of SPC provides, at least in principle, an 
accurate determination of the both components of scintillation. The 
characterization of the radiation is thus possible if the medium has some 
scintillating properties, far from being a good scintillator in a sense 
used in the technology of detectors. 
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5.Discussion and conclusions 
From the physical point of view it was necessary to find indicators of 
action of radiation resulting in a single or multiple ionization within a 
sensitive volume of the target. Looking for such indicators we have 
chosen formation of radicals, stable on a time scale which permits to 
make the measurements. We have assumed that in the conditions prevailing 
during the irradiations with unpolarized targets or beams the 
distribution of radicals has the same form as that of ionizations or 
excitations. Radicals sufficiently close together, of the order of 
nanometers or tens of nanometers interact between themselves sufficiently 
strong bto modify the easily observable ESR spectrum. Being so close 
together the radicals themselves are becoming distorted and their 
equilibrium shape undergoes change. More information can be made 
available with the judicious application of annealing: In annealing the 
radicals which are sufficiently close recombine i.e. vanish as entities 
detectable by ESR. One should keep in mind that in irradiated DNA and 
related compounds electrons are stored in electron traps, which after 
release can replace the electron missing from the bond. This type of 
recombination process has been little studied and requires not only 
fulfillment of quantum mechanical conditions but also a penetration of a 
potential barrier by tunnellin~ By taking the census of radicals before 
and after the annealing we had obtained the information on the distances 
between the radicals. 
The second technique which has been used by the group of Rome was related 
to the scintillation method of detecting radiation and and to the process 
of energy transfer between the molecules of scintillator .The use is made 
of the two components of radiophotoluminescence. The fast or 'prompt' 
component comes from the deexcitation of scintillation solute. The 
properties of the scintillator 'have no time' to be reflected in the 
characteristics of light emitted as the fast component.According to the 
model of mechanism of scintillation of Voltz and Lopes da Silva the ratio 
of intensities of prompt <fast) and delayed <slow> components depends 
upon dE/dx of the heavy charged particle bea~ The quantities dE/dx and A 
are closely related. Determination of the A of unknown radiation requires 
thus simple measurements of the components of radiophotoluminescence. We 
have reported here the work on development of a prototype of a device 
which can perform this task. 
So far we have reported the work in which only light ions were involved. 
We were unable to gain access to heavy ion beams during the duration of 
the project. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. Kraft 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
• Measurement of double differential a-electron emission cross sections in heavy ion atom 
collisions. Comparison with theoretical descriptions. 
• Development of semi-empirical formulae for emission cross sections with reasonable 
accuracy to be used as input to MC calculations. 
• MC calculations of radial dose distributions and specific energy deposition in small sites 
with theoretical and semiempirical heavy-ion cross sections. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
• Experimental: 
The emission of a-electrons in collisions of heavy ions with atoms and simple molecules 
was systematically investigated. Electron production cross sections differential in elec-
tron energy and emission angle were measured using ions from Neon up to Lead with 
charges from 7+ up to 26+. 
• Theoretical: 
Semiempirical formulae have been developed to describe the double-differential a-electron 
emission cross section for collisions of light ions with various noble gas and water vapour 
targets. Monte Carlo simulations have been performed using the improved cross sections 
as well as theoretical ones. 
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Measurements of the <5-electron emission in heavy ion atom collisions 
The process of electron emission in the intermediate projectile energy range of the UN/LAC-
accelerator at the GS/ in Darmstadt (FRG) have been investigated. The double differential 
cross sections, d?ujdE.dn •. from heavy ion atom collisions has been measured systematically 
as a function of the electron emission energy, E. and the electron emission angle, rJ., for vari-
ous collision systems. Various projectiles (Ne, Ar, Ni, Kr, Xe, Au, Bi, Pb) and gas targets (He, 
Ne, Ar, Xe, SF6 , H20, C5H12) were used. The projectile energy, Ep was chosen in the narrow 
range between 5.4 and 6.0 MeV Ju. The projectile charge states, q, spanned a wide range 
from Ne7+ up to Pb26+. The energy spectra of the electrons emitted in the heavy ion atom 
collisions were collected with two electrostatic hemispherical sector analysers in the energy 
range 0.3 ~ E. ~ 12 keV. The detectable emission angles cover the range 27.5° ~ rJ. ~ 145° 
with respect to the beam axis. 
The experimental results can be described by incoherent addition of Binary Encounter and 
Three Body Encounter processes. 
Binary Encounter electron emission from collisions with fully stripped ions up to Ar18+ 
shows the expected scaling behaviour. The cross sections scale with (Epfq) 2 and can be 
described with theories like the Impulse Approximation. 
For highly charged and partially stripped ions unexpected structures in the double differ-
ential cross sections have been observed. The spectral shape differs considerably from bare 
projectiles with the same net charge. An enhancement of Binary Encounter electrons in forward 
direction was observed. This dramatic deviation from simple theories like Binary Encounter 
Approximation and First Born Approximation were attributed to quantum mechanical inter-
ferences of the scattered target electrons in the screened Coulomb potentials of the projectile 
(Rainbow and Glory scattering). Thus, in the case of partially stripped heavy ions (Zp > 10) 
colliding with gaseous targets for the electron emission cross sections no simple semi-empirical 
formulae could be obtained so far. 
The internal structure of the target is of minor importance. Both single and double differ-
ential cross sections scale linearly with the number of target electrons. 
The process of Three Body Encounter electron emission can be described as multiple scat-
tering of target electrons in the two centre potential of target and projectile nucleus. It results 
in the production of low energy electrons at large impact parameters so that partially stripped 
ions can be viewed as a point charge. The Three Body Encounter double differential cross 
section can be described by an empirical expression. 
Semi-empirical formulae 
In addition to the formula derived for the Three Body Encounter electrons semiempirical 
expressions were developed to describe the double differential cross section in collisions of 
protons and light ions such as helium, carbon, oxygen and neon with He, Ne, Ar and H20 
targets. They are based on the Binary Encounter Approximation cross sections with semi-
empirical corrections to better describe backward and forward emission as well as the creation 
of low-energy electrons. The corrections were fitted to achieve a reasonable agreement over a 
wide range of experimental data. 
For protons this was done in accordance with Rudd's recommendations for energy-differential 
proton cross sections. The cross sections for helium and heavier ions were then multiplied with 
an effective projectile charge according to the Barkas formula. 
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The total 8-electron cross section can change as much as 50% when going from theoretical 
values to semiempirical ones. This is mainly due to the reduction of electrons with energies 
below the ionization maximum of water. Hence this would not affect the radial dose distri-
bution very much but it does well influence the mean free path between subsequent primary 
ionizations. Therefore the precise knowledge of the 8-electron cross section at low electron 
energies is of great importance because it enters directly into the probability of primary ion-
ization by the heavy projectile. 
MC calculations 
Based on the semi-empirical cross sections MC calculations were performed in order to 
obtain radial dose distributions. Compared with calculations based on the Binary Encounter 
Approximation the differences are about 5-20% at distances of lnm. 
In addition simulations of the specific and dose-mean lineal energy deposition in small 
sites corresponding to sub-micrometer spheres and cylinders were performed as a function of 
the distance from the ion path. The results were compared with measurements reported in 
the literature. The projectiles comprise protons, Li, Ge and U. The calculations for light ions 
reproduce within 20% the observed long-range flat tail caused by far reaching 8-electrons. Good 
quantitative agreement can also be obtained for very small and zero distance. For the heavier 
projectiles large discrepancies of a factor of 2-3 (overestimation at small, underestimation at 
large distances) were found that could be attributed to the inaccurately known primary cross 
section as well as to potential saturation effects in the detectors at zero distance. 
As a first step to extend our investigations to solid state targets additional calculations 
have been performed to simulate 8-electron emission induced by ions passing thin foils of 
low-Z material like carbon. The simulations were compared with 8-electron spectra under 42° 
after 0.5 and 1.5 MeV /u alpha particle impact reported in literature. Although gas-phase 
cross sections are used the quantitative agreement between MC and experiment is quite good. 
The improvements in the description of the primary 8-electron angular distribution have been 
important to make this comparison possible. These findings indicate that the error induced 
by the assumption of gas phase cross sections for simulation of solid state media is tolerable 
in first order. 
Publications 
M. Kramer, G. Kraft, Calculations of heavy ion track structure, Radiat Environ Biophys 
(1994) 33:91-109. 
U. Ramm, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. Frankfurt/Main, 1994. 
U. Ramm, Binary encounter electron emission in collisions of highly charged ions with He 
gas targets, NIM B98 (1995) 359-362. 
U. Ramm et al., Abnormal q2-scaling of electron emission in high energetic argon-helium 
collisions, in preparation for J. Phys. B. 
U. Ramm et al., Projectile charge state dependence of binary encounter electron emission 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. To improve the quality of the equipments incorporated in the experimental set up. 
2. To assembly a new modified experimental set up, Jet Counter (JC), for the 
nanodosimetric studies. 
3. To study the characteristics of the simulated nanometre sizes in a modified Jet Counter. 
4. To achieve the experimental readiness for two types of the experiments, namely: 
for measuring the delta electron spectra generated by charged particles interacting 
with a nanometre site size, 
for deternination of the frequencies of creation of single and multiple number of 
ions within the nanometre size sites. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
(Ad 1) Modernization of the Jet Counter 
The following basic replacements and modifications were done: 
turbo-molecular pump 200 l/s has been installed (which replaced the 2000P type diffusion 
pump). By thi'> the "clean vacuum•, which is necessary for the proper functioning of an 
electron multiplier "channeltron• has been achieved. 
the deflecting electrodes were added to the electron gun for the optimalization of electron 
beam position in respect to gas jet. 
the PC based multiscaler device was applied which replaced the old inoperative 
equipment. 
the new power stabilized electronic system for the electron gun was elaborated and 
installed. 
All these steps improved the quality of the components and allowed to modify the 
experimental set up, for studies the characteri!>1.ics of simulated nanometre sites and which in the 
next period,the basic nanodosimetric experiment will be carry out. 
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(Ad 2) Description of the modifi.ed 1 et Counter 
The general idea of JC is explained on Figure 1. A simulated nanometre size, SNS, is 
obtained by a short lasting gas jet. The gas jet is created due to pulse operated valve, PZ, which 
injects gas from a volume, R, over a valve, trough a nozzle with a 1 mm diameter orifice to an 
interaction chamber, IC, placed below a valve. A gas jet instead of constant flow gives higher 
instant gas density without disturbing the work of the counting devices and without necessity of 
using a pumping unit with high speed. Furthermore, placing the counting devices close to SNS 
gives a better chance as compared to previous attempt to handle efficiently the transport of ions 
and electrons to the detecting systems. The SNS is adjusted by changing the gas pressure in 
volume, R, or as it has been verified during recent experiments by varying the amplitude of 
pulse wich control a valve (with constant gas pressure in volume, R). The range of SNS, in unit 
density scale, has been determine experimentally by the transmission method applied to known 
energy monoenergetic electron beam. It has been shown ( 1) that the possible range of simulated 
nanometre sizes obtained by this technique extend to up to 250 run. 
When a SNS is irradiated by a charged particles, positive ions created within this 
nanometre site are directed by an electric field Ew with weak electric field strenght (to avoid 
secondary ionisations) toward the another area with Eh where they are accelerated and detected 
by a channeltron. The time sequences of the pulses from a channeltron, CH2, are registered by 
a fast digitizing osciloscop, D, and than analysed by a PC computer. The ions have to reach the 
acceleration area after a time when the gas pressure inside the IC is enough low. For this purpose 
the distance between the SNS and a detector of ions, CH2, will be experimentally verified. 
(Ad 3) Characteristics of nanometre simulated size 
In an experiment, done with JC, the geometrical characteristics of the SNS have been 
studied. For this purpose an electron gun, EG, was madified by adding the deflection plates 
which make possible to identify the shape of gas jet. The experiment can be explained based on 
in Fig. I. The pencil beam of 1 keV electrons travers the gas jet (air in this experiment) and the 
transmitted electrons are detected by an electron multiplier ":channeltron•, CHI, and than 
recorded by a multiscaler. Because of the pulse character of the gas jet, the electron beam and 
a multiscaler are synchronized in time. By deflecting of electron beam with respect to an orifize 
of a nozzle and corresponding positioning of a channeltron, CHI, (on Fig.l at plane 
perpendicular to gas jet stream) the transmission ratio of passed electrons can be found. Based 
of such procedure the profile of a gas jet has been found. For simplicity the measurements were 
done for air. The results are shown on Fig.2. Horizontal axis - x/d, vertical axis - t/r., where x 
is linear deflection of electron beam with respect of the nozzle axis, d - is the diameter of an 
orifice of the nozzle, t- is the thickness of air jet and r- is the range of 1 keV electrons in air. 
The t/r values are derived from transmission curve of Rao (see references in (1)). As seen from 
this figure the air jet has pronounced component straight ahead of a nozzle within two diameter 
of the orifice and a "plateau" for x/d > than 2. This simply means that the jets are expanding 
but the total mass of injected gas remain constant. In the next experimental step a system of an 
additional diaphragme wiii be applied to modify the shape of molecular beam to get higher 
directional effect. 
In a second experiment, the range of SNS around 2 -5 nm, has been investigated in order 
to check a method of monitoring such thicknesses. For this purpose lOOeV electron beam was 
applied for studying an attenuation effect of air jet which was contro11ed by pressure in R 
chamber. The results are seen on Figure 3. for different air pressure in R. From data of Iskef, 
range, r, of 1 OOe V electron in air is 0. 5 It_ cm·2 (with precision of 25%), this is equivalent to 
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5 nm in unit density scale. From the transmission curves, Fig. 3. a ratio of t/r has been 
calculated and the thicknesses of air jets for 20, 50 and 100 Torr were calculated to be 2.4 nm, 
4 nm and 5.6 nm respectively. This means that with lOOeV electrons we can firmly control the 
SNS in the range of single nanometre (in unit density scale). 
When a pres!>'llre of gas in the chamber, R, over the valve is controlled then for known 
number of jets the pressure of gas is changing to a new lower value. The resulting p can be 
converted to a number of mollecules injected in each jet to interaction chamber, IC. The results 
for air gives 3.7 1011 molecules per jet, for 1013 hPa of an initial pressure in R. This gives 
20 p.g per jet. This is the upper limit of mass of gas which correspond to about 250 nm simulated 
size. The lower limit is of mass of gas in a single jet can be adjusted on the level of ng and this 
correspond to a tenth of nanometre. 
(Ad4) Delta- electron spectra- the experiments with Jet Counter 
The delta-rays spectra generated by charged particles especially at the lower part of 
electron energy spectra i.e below 100 eV are of special interest for studies the validity of the 
•invariance theorem• which has been postulated by D. Harder. The performances of JC for delta 
- electron spectra measurements have been tested by scattering experiment of lOOOeV 
monoenergetic electrons on thick carbon foil. In such experiment, the electron energy analyser 
was installed inside a IC chamber in position of CHI. (see Fig.l). The results is shown on 
Fig.4. The experiments with monoenergetic electrons of 700 eV interacting with SNS of 11 and 
36 nm have been done and the results reported in (1). Based on these experiments the L, (LET 
restricted with locality r) were estimated equal to 15.5 and 14.4 eV/nm respectively. The 
experiments with protons is planned in the next framework. 
Set up for investigation of the number ofionisations within a nanometre 
site 
For proper interpratation of the biological effects of ionising radiations of the different 
qualities the detailed description of interaction pattern at nanometre sized volumes is of great 
importance. At these sub-cellular sized volumes the number of interactions per particle passage 
are low, therefore the number of created ions instead of energy deposition have to be 
investigated. (1). 
A set up as schematically shown on Fig.l has been assembled for testing as a device for 
registration of the ionisations created in SNS by a charged particle. A lkeV electron beam was 
used to generate the ionisations in 50nm SNS in nitrogen. The first results have confirmed that 
the most critical parameters for such measurements is the efficiency of registrations of ions by 
a channeltron CH2. The efficiency of ions counting by a channeltron has been thoroughly 
analysed as a crucial for this method because it needs to be close to 100 %. Otherwise the 
efficiency for counting a group of n ions will be low according to dependence " n where " is 
the counting efficiency for counting of single ion. Based on the data of manufacturers of the 
channeltrons, around 50% efficiency for a 5keV ions is declared, which means 25% for double 
and 12,5 % for triple ions counting efficiency respectively. Therefore in the course of this 
investigations the modification a'> shown on Fig. 5 hao; been foreseen, which will be tested in the 
next phase of the experiment. 
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1. S.Pszona and R. Gajewski, An approach to experimental microdosimetry at the nanometre 
scale. Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 52(1-4), 427-430 (1994). 
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Figure I. 
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Schematic view of the Jet Counter; EG, electron gun; CHI, electron multiplier; 
PZ, valve; CH2, ion detector; D, digitizer; PC, personal computer. 
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Figure 5. 
channels 
The energy spectrum of scattered electrons from a thick carbon foil irradiated by 
lkeV monoenergetic electrons. Scattering angle 130 deg. 
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The modification of a detecting system for ions, SE- secondary emmission foil, 
SSD - silicon pin diode. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Global objectives 
Sector: B12 
(i) Identification of radiosensitive individuals both in the normal population and with 
known radiosensitive genetic disorders. 
(ii) Understanding of the cellular response to radiation. 
Achievements 
(i) The single cell microgel (comet) assay has been successfully employed to demonstrate 
individual sensitivity to induction of radiation induced DNA strand breaks in human T-
lymphocytes, and to investigate the role of radical scavengers to counteract strand break 
formation. The latter has been achieved by modulation of dietary levels of vitamin C in a panel 
of normal volunteers. In addition, radiation induced cytotoxicity and micronuclei have been 
assayed to investigate potentially lethal and clastogenic damage to identify radiosensitive in-
dividuals in the normal population as well as ataxia-telangiectasia (AT) heterozygotes. With 
respect to AT, evidence has been gained from a panel of 16 probands, their sibs and parents 
that mutation frequency in T -cells might be of prognostic value. A collection of radiation 
sensitive fibroblast cell lines has been established to investigate the possibility that 
chromosome damage can provide an early measurement of individual radiosensitivity. Three 
unique radiosensitive individuals have been identified not exhibiting the clinical features of AT. 
Analysis of their fibroblasts reveals AT-like radiosensitivity and in one case defective double 
strand break rejoining. These individuals probably carry mutations in human genes (different 
from AT) which affect radiosensitivity. 
In Fanconi anemia (FA) cells an unbalanced cytokine production was demonstrated. In 
particular abnormalities in tumor necrosis factor a (TNFa) appear to be a general characteristic 
associated with FA and FA heterozygous individuals as revealed from a systematic study in FA 
families. The abnormally high production of TNFa is also seen in AT cell lines and might 
contribute to the enhanced apoptotic response of FA and AT cell lines. Surprisingly the 
induction of apoptosis by radiation was drastically reduced in AT and FA compared to normal 
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cells and this was associated with a lack of p53 induction. Altered expression of p53 may 
affect genes that regulate genomic stability and therefore be relevant to the phenotype of FA 
and AT syndromes. 
(ii) Different and complementary strategies have been used in the different laboratories to 
study cellular responses to radiation. 
A. Cloning of repair genes. 
Mammalian genes 
Isolation of genes relevant for cellular responses, is indispensible to understand the mechanisms 
of radiation sensitivity. During the course of the project a comprehensive set of radiosensitive 
mutants has been isolated. These mutants have been used to clone DNA repair genes by DNA 
transfection or positional cloning. The human gene correcting the radiosensitive XRS mutants 
is located on chromosome 2. Yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) from this region of 
chromosome 2 were isolated and the complementing Y AC identified. During the course of this 
work a candidate gene (Ku80) mapping to this region, was identified; analysis of human-
hamster hybrids confirmed that Ku80 was consistently present in complementing hybrids. 
Expression of Ku80 in XRS cells was shown to complement all the def~cts characteristic of 
these mutants. Taken together these results identify Ku80 as the the product of XRCC5. 
Ku 80 is a subunit of the heterodimer Ku protein being the DNA-end binding component of 
DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA-Pk). This raises the possibility that either Ku70 (the 
other subunit of Ku) or DNA-Pk itself, might be defective in mutants (Ionising Radiation 
complementation groups 4,5 and 7) exhibiting a similar phenotype to XRS mutants. Mutants 
lacking DNA-Pk activity (complementation group 7) were used to introduce YACS encoding 
DNA-Pk: two YACs were able to complement and the results therefore identify DNA-Pk as the 
product of XRCC7. 
The human gene complementing irsl radiosensitive cells is located on chromosome 7. The 
region of chromosome 7 carrying the gene, was mapped and the location of the putative 
XRCC2 gene was refined to an interval of 7q36. YACs of these region were isolated and one 
YAC was shown to complement.This YAC was used to identify PCR derived e-DNA clones. 
which are currently being employed to isolate the gene. 
In the yeast S.cerevisiae the RAD 6 gene plays a central role in postreplication repair, 
mutagenesis and sporulation. The gene encodes a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme. Sequence 
homology to the RAD6 yeast repair gene has been exploited to clone human homologs 
HHR6A and B. Using a similar approach 7 additional human repair genes were cloned: two 
human homologs of the yeast nucleotide excision repair (NER) gene RAD23 (HHR23A and B) 
and the human counterparts of the yeast recombination repair genes RAD52 (HHR52) and 
RAD54 (HHR54). Very recently two human homologs of the recombination repair gene rad 
21 +from the yeast S.pombe were identified and c-DNAs cloned. Presently the possibility is 
investigated that the HHSR21A gene is involved in the radiosensitive Nijmegen Breakage 
Syndrome because the gene maps to a candidate genomic region for this disorder. 
The human homolog of the S.cerevisiae crosslink repair gene PSD2/SNM1 was cloned. 
Expression vectors carrying the full lenght e-DNA, are currently used for complementation of 
various mammalian mutants defective in crosslink repair. 
Yeast genes 
Six S.pombe genes have been cloned that prevent cell cycle progression after DNA damage(' 
checkpoint'rad genes). For one of the genes (rad 3) a human homolog has been identified 
which is related to, but distinct from AT. Genetic analysis of checkpoint genes has revealed a 
complex pathway with many proteins acting in a complex. Analysis of rad24 mutants has 
revealed a defect in the spindle assembly checkpoint which links (for the first time) the 
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mechanisms preventing mitosis after either DNA damage with inhibition of spindle formation. 
The human ERCC6 gene is defective in cells of CS complementation group B shown to be 
impaired in the preferential repair of active genes. The high conservation displayed by all NER 
genes analyzed to date permitted the identification of the S.cerevisiae homolog of ERCC6 
(designated RAD26). In analogy with CS group B rad26 disruption is viable and impairs 
transcription-coupled repair, but, in discordance with CS, does not induce any UV-sensitivity. 
This suggests that the global genome repair is the major determinant of cellular resistance to 
genotoxicity in lower organisms. 
The REV2 gene confering resistance to UV and ionizing radiation, was cloned and 
characterized. Genetic analysis has revealed pleitropic phenotypes of REV2 mutants. 
B. Functional analysis of encoded proteins and identification of proteins in cell free in 
vitro systems. 
During the course of the project, products of mammalian repair genes involved in NER and 
repair of radiation induced damage, have been purified and characterized with regard to 
functional domains and interaction with other proteins. The presence of an NER enzyme 
complex harbouring the products of ERCCl, and the correcting activities for ERCC4, ERCCll 
and XPF gene mutants was demonstrated by an in vitro assay. It is postulated, that this 
complex functions both in nucleotide excision repair and recombinational repair and may play 
a role in strand incision. 
Mutations in ERCC3 and ERCC2 are responsible for xeroderma pigmentosum group B and D 
respectively. Both proteins are part of a multiprotein complex (TFllH) required for 
transcription initiation and excision repair. Part of the clinical symptoms of the corresponding 
disorders which were difficult to interpret on basis of a repair defect, can now be explained as 
the result of a subtle impairment of transcription. Besides XPB and XPD the TFIIH factor 
contains an uncloned repair protein implicated in the newly identified TID-A complementation 
group. It was found that the XPB and XPD proteins are responsible for the bidirectional helix-
unwinding capacity of the complex. It is proposed that TFIIH may locally melt the DNA 
around the site of the lesion e.g. for loading the NER incision complex onto the DNA 
template. The selective association of mutations in TFIIH subunits with the peculiar clinical 
features of CS and TTD was further corroborated with the discovery of the first TTD family 
falling in the rare XP/CS group XP-B. This supports the idea that subtle transcriptional defects 
affecting the expression of a selective set of genes are responsible for the spectrum of CS and 
TTD features that lack a rational explanation based on a NER defect. Sofar no clear evidence 
has been found for a stable interaction of the CSB protein and known NER and transcription 
factors. XP-C cells exhibit the opposite repair phenotype of CS: namely a defect in the global 
genome repair pathway. The XP complementation group C protein was found in a very tight 
complex with the HHR23B gene product. The HHR23B protein is for a considerable part made 
up of a very strongly conserved repeat sequence also present as a C-terminal extension of one 
of the ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes. This provides a link between this gene and the ubiquitin 
pathway. 
In vitro assays using plasmid DNA and cell-free extracts have been developed and employed to 
identify proteins involved in the repair of DNA double-strand breaks induced by restriction 
enzymes (DSBs). Substrates with homologous ends and non-homologous ends have been 
investigated. Using a substrate with homologous ends DSB rejoining is stimulated by an 
activity called REP-I which increases the turnover of the first intermediate of a ligation step. 
The REP-I protein differs from from another ligase associated protein, XRCC 1. Recently, the 
rejoining of non-homologous ends by mammalian extracts has been demonstrated for the first 
time. The rejoining ocurs via different menchanisms involving either direct repeats, or 
blunting (or filling) of single stranded overhangs followed by ligation. 
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C. Topography of DNA repair. 
A reliable quantification of DNA damage is a prerequisite to estimation of risks resulting from 
different irradiation conditions and to analysis of repair. Conceivably, DNA sequence and 
chromatin structure may affect induction and repair of radiation induced DNA damage. To 
analyse the distribution of DSB breaks in the yeast S.cerevisiae and mammalian cells, pulse 
field gel electrophoresis and computer analysis of DNA profiles have been employed. Gamma 
radiation of yeast and mammalian cells resulted in a random induction of DSB. In contrast, 
treatment of yeast and mammalian cells with neutron beams of various energies resulted in 
DNA profiles, inconsistent with the random breakage model. A model accounting for the 
(nonrandom) occurrence of DSB clusters is in better agreement with the results. The analysis 
of DSB repair kinetics in radiosensitive mutants may give hints to the functions of the mutated 
genes. In the yeast S.cerevisiae the predominant pathway for DSB repair is homologous 
recombination. However, using rad 52 and HDFl (putative homolog of Ku-heterodimer) 
mutants, evidence has been obtained for the presence of additional minor DSB repair pathways 
in yeast. 
Convincing evidence has been obtained for intragenomic heterogeneity of repair. Two repair 
subpathways have been distinguished: a (transcription independent) global genome repair 
pathway and a trancription coupled repair pathway specific for lesions (including ionizing 
radiation induced damage) in the transcribed strand of active genes. Specific genetic factors 
have been identified in both pathways: XP-C cells perform transcription coupled repair only, 
whereas CS cells are defective in this repair pathway but proficient in global genome repair. 
The contribution of the global genome and transcription coupled repair pathways to the 
removal of structurally different UV-induced lesions have been studied in normal, XP-C and 
CS cells. The results suggest that the defect in CS relates more to a transcription defect than a 
repair defect and that the significance of transcription coupled repair for removal of lesions 
depends on the type of lesion and the dose employed. Permeabilized cells have been utilized to 
study the role of chromatin structure in UV-induced repair by in vitro reactions. Transcription 
and replication activities are tightly associated with chromatin lacking the majority of cellular 
proteins. Also the polymerization step of NER is associated with chromatin; the association of 
incision activity with chromatin has not yet been demonstrated. 
D. Mutagenesis. 
The major types of mutations induced by ionizing radiation are large deletions and rearrange-
ments. Analysis of several X-ray and high LET radiation induced mutations in the HPRT gene 
indicate that many mutants have lost the whole gene and mapping of breakpoints requires 
molecular probes outside the gene. In the case of X-rays, large deletions were formed by 
processes of illegitimate recombination. Taken together, the data show a broad distribution of 
sizes of deletion for both radiation qualities and suggest that a-particles induce more complex 
mutations than X-rays (more data are needed to verify this possibility). Since some of the 
deletions extend over a 3 Mb region, a much larger region than previously suspected, the 
results confounds predictions suggesting that hemizygous genes such as HPRT cannot detect 
very large mutations. 
Site-specific breaks were introduced in mammalian cells, by electroporation of restriction 
endonucleases and their consequences assessed in survival and mutation assays. AT was shown 
to be sensitive reinforcing the view that the defect in this syndrome relates to the processing of 
DNA breaks. A similar approach with plasmids in yeast has revealed that radiosensitive 
mutants may differ either in efficiency and/or fidelity of DSB repair. To investigate the effect 
of radiation on intrachromosomal recombination, experiments are initiated to construct normal 
and radiosensitive hamster cell lines containing selectable markers. 
Sequence analysis at the deletion breakpoints in spontaneous HPRT mutants in Fanconi anemia 
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(FA) cells, revealed features typical for V (D) J recombinase-mediated cleavage and joining. 
This suggests that illegitimate recombination may become active in FA pathology. 
UV-induced mutations at the HPRT gene have been analysed in repair proficient and deficient 
hamster cells. A clear correlation was found between repair phenotype and distribution of 
mutations. Furthermore the data suggested that the distribution of mutations was determined by 
repair as well as different fidelities of replication of damaged leading and lagging strand. 
E. Effects of radiation on cell proliferation and differentiation. 
Human keratinocytes were used to identify genes and factors involved in radiation response. A 
new family of radiation responsive genes was identified and studied. SPRR genes code for 
precursor proteins of the cornified cell envelope, a structure typical for terminally differentiated 
keratinocytes and play an essential role in the barrier function of the skin. The expression of 
SPRR genes tightly regulated during the maturation of epidermal cells, is disturbed by UV- and 
ionizing radiation. SPRR's are small rigid proteins which can form cross-bridges between rather 
flexible meshes of crosslinked loricrin molecules. Variations in the concentration of the 
different classes of SPRR proteins, which can be dictated by external stress (e.g. radiation), 
inflammation, skin aging or tissue inherent factors, determines the rigidity of the cornified 
envelope. It is suggested that SPRR's are part of a genetic program which has evolved as a 
defence mechanism against environmental stress. Several transcription factors and signal 
transduction pathways involved in the regulation of these genes have been identified. 
F. Generation of repair deficient mouse models 
Using the recently developed technology of gene targeting in mouse stem cells transgenic mice 
with mutated repair genes were generated . Although ERCCl mice are viable they have a 
severely reduced lifespan (KO <4 weeks, subtle mutant 4 weeks to 6 months depending on the 
genetic background). An unexpected feature exhibited by these mice is the high frequency of 
poly- and aneuploidy observed in several internal organs. In view of the likely dual 
functionality of ERCCl in NER and in mitotic recombination it is plausible that the unexpected 
symptoms are derived from the recombination defect. The mice are extremely sensitive to 
genotoxic agents and completely deficient in NER. Mouse models mimicking mutations in 
XPB/ERCC3 and CSB/ERCC6 found in XP-B and CSB patients respectively and mice 
carrying a defect in HHR6A and 6B genes (postreplication repair), were generated. In addition 
mouse models are being generated for the XPD/ERCC2, the HHR23A and 23B genes and the 
HHR52 and 54 (recombination repair) genes. 
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ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Topography of DNA repair. 
To assess the role of chromatin structure in DNA repair by investigating induction 
and repair of structural different DNA lesions in different genomic regions of 
mammalian cells and by studying (in vitro) repair of DNA damage in intact chromat-
in. 
2. Molecular analysis of mutations. 
To determine spectra of genetic changes at the DNA level in the endogeneous HPRT 
and APRT genes in UV-irradiated normal and repair deficient cell lines. 
3. Isolation and characterization of repair deficient mutants. 
To expand the collection of repair deficient rodent cell lines and to characterize 
mutants with regard to known complementation groups and biochemical defect. 
4. Cloning of repair genes. 
lll. Progress achieved including publications 
I. Topography of DNA repair. 
It is obvious that the condensed structure of DNA in chromatin may affect the 
induction and repair of DNA lesions across the genome. Biochemical methods have 
been developed to measure frequencies of DNA lesions as well as repair events in 
specific sequences. Our efforts have been focussed on the induction and repair of 
DNA lesions in transcriptionally active genes and inactive genes in repair proficient 
and deficient mammalian cells. Different assays employing either specific repair 
enzymes (T4 endonuclease V, UvrABC excinuclease), single stranded DNA specific 
enzymes (nuclease S 1) or antibodies (anti BudR) have been applied to detect various 
DNA photolesions (UV-induced cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD), 6-4 
pyrimidone photoproducts (6-4 PP), DNA single strand breaks (SSB)) as well as 
BudR containing DNA in defined sequences. The assay is either based on the cutting 
at damaged sites in DNA or on the isolation of DNA fragments containing BudR 
labelled repair patches. 
In a senes of expenments we have made a comparison between the repair kinetics of 
6-4 PP and CPD in active and inactive genes in human and hamster cells. The results 
can be summarized as follows: (i) Both in human and hamster cells 6-4 PP are 
induced at 3-fold lower frequency in both active and inactive genes compared to 
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CPD; as a consequence repair kinetics of CPD and 6-4 PP are determine at 10 J/m2 
and 30 J/m2 respectively. (ii) Repair of 6-4 PP occurs faster in active housekeeping 
genes (ADA, HPRT, DHFR) than in X-chromosomal inactive genes (Factor IX, 754 
gene). Also the rate of repair of 6-4 PP exceeds the rate of repair of CPD, no 
preferential repair of 6-4 PP in the transcribed strand of active genes was observed. 
Yet it is clear that 6-4 PP are target for transcription coupled repair as under 
conditions of defective global repair (i.e. in XP-C cells) 6-4 PP are selectively 
removed from the transcribed strand. (iii) Our results strongly suggest that the 
significance of transcription coupled repair for removal of DNA lesions depends on 
the !Yill< of lesions and on the dose employed. At high dose initiation of transcription 
is severely inhibited and therefore transcription coupled repair is eiher inactive or very 
slow. This implicates that at low doses the contribution of transcription coupled repair 
to removal of lesions from active genes becomes much more important. Since 
ionizing radiation induced DNA damage is target for transcription coupled repair and 
ionizing radiation efficiently inhibits transcription initiation, the effect of transcription 
coupled repair on radiosensitivity (as deducted from experiments with relatively high 
dose of X-rays) might be underestimated. Sofar not much information is available on 
heterogeneity of repair of radiation induced strand breaks in general and the role of 
transcription coupled repair. We have explored the specific conversion of single 
strand DNA breaks into double strand breaks by nuclease S1 (under conditions of high 
ionic strength) to measure the induction of radiation induced damage in different 
genomic regions. To avoid aspecific breakage as much as possible, preparation of 
DNA and enzymatic steps are carried out in agarose blocks. Finally, the DNA is 
separated by pulse field electrophoresis and blotted onto membranes. Preliminary 
results indicate that DNA damage in cells irradiated with 5 Gy is detectable in the 
amplified DHFR locus. 
Much of the activities involved in replication and transcription, are compartmentalized 
in the nucleus. The coupling of transcription to repair and the organization of 
transcription units into 'factories' by association to a nucleoskeleton, stresses an 
important role of nuclear architecture in DNA repair. To study the role of nuclear 
architecture in DNA repair we prepared chromatin with preserved structure and 
function (replication and transcription) and we analysed the capacity of chromatin to 
repair in the absence of added extract. The experiments demonstrate that the repair 
synthesis step in nucleotide excision repaire is firmly asociated with chromatin. This 
chromatin associated repair activity is not due to transcription coupled repair, but may 
reflect the concentration of global repair activity at the nucleoskeleton. With regard to 
localization of incision activities the experiments are inconclusive as these activities 
are not detected or inactivated in the chromatin even under very mild conditions of 
chromatin preparation. 
2. Mutagenesis. 
It is conceivable that the accelerated removal of DNA lesions from the transcribed 
strand of active genes in mammalian cells has its reflection on mutagenesis. The 
molecular nature of mutations induced by UV light has been investigated in HPRT 
mutants from various Chinese hamster cell lwith different repair capacities. Among 
the HPRT mutants analyzed from repair proficient cells (two cell lines, i.e. V79 and 
CHO) all possible classes of base pair changes were present, the majority being 
transversions. Since almost all HPRT mutations occur at dipyrimidine sites, it is likely 
that they are caused by UV-induced photoproducts (CPD and/or (6-4) photoproducts) 
at these sites. In repair proficient cells, over 85% of the HPRT mutations could be 
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attributed to lesions in the non-transcribed strand of the HPRT gene. Thus the data on 
the strand distribution of mutations in both genes are consistent with the hypothesis 
that strand specific repair of CPD in expressed mammalian genes is associated with 
strand specificity for mutation induction: the selective removal of CPD from the 
transcribed strand of the HPRT gene would account for the presence and the absence 
of a strand bias in mutations, respectively. In vivo the selective repair of CPD in the 
transcribed strand of the p53 gene in UV-B irradiated hairless mice is in accordance 
with the notion that the majority of p53 mutations in skin tumors is caused by 
photolesions in the poorly repaired nontranscribed strand. 
The absence of global genome and transcription coupled repair results in a dramatic 
change in the HPRT mutation spectrum compared to repair proficient conditions as 
mutations consist almost solely of GC > AT transitions. The majority of the base pair 
changes in repair deficient cells are caused by photoproducts in the transcribed strand 
of the HPRT gene. Thus the absence of DNA repair affects the mutation spectrum in 
two ways: it alters the types of UV-induced mutations as well as the strand 
distribution of mutations. These observations are best explained by assuming that 
under repair proficient conditions CPD give the major contribution to mutagenesis, 
whereas under repair deficient conditions mutations are mainly caused by 6-4PP 
which are known to be highly mutagenic. Nevertheless it is still possible that the 
strand bias in HPRT mutations seen in repair proficient rodent cells, is actually due to 
strand specific repair of 6-4PP at the low UV -dose used for mutation induction 
experiments. 
The effect of defective preferential repair on mutagenesis was assessed in the UV-
sensitive hamster cells UV61. The UV-sensitivity in this cell line is complemented by 
the human ERCC6/CSB gene which is mutated in CS patients. In UV61 cells repair 
of CPD in the transcribed strand of active genes is delayed, a repair phenotype also 
observed in the moderately UV-sensitive cell line RHl-26 (complemented by 
ERCC2/XPD). But in contrast to the latter, UV-induced mutagenesis in UV61 is 
enhanced compared to wildtype cells and strongly biased toward the transcribed 
strand. A possible explanation is, that in addition to defective CPD repair, also 
removal of 6-4 PP from active genes is delayed. A defect in 6-4 PP repair would be 
consistent with the 6-4 PP repair phenotype observed in CS cells. 
3. Isolation and characterization of repair deficient mutants. 
A collection of rodent mutants sensitive to DNA damaging agents including UV, 
ionizing radiation and cross-linking agents, has been established during the course of 
the project. Several X-ray sensitive rodent cell lines have been been isolated and 
characterized with regard to complementation group and biochemical defect. Several 
of these mutants represented new complementation groups. One complementation 
group displays the characteristics of Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) cells (such as 
radioresistant DNA synthesis (RDS)) and these mutants (V-C4,V-E5,V-G8) serve as a 
hamster model for AT and the Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome (NBS). However by 
introducing a single chromosome 11, the region carrying the human AT gene has 
been excluded to complement the AT-like hamster mutants. This suggests that these 
mutants are not defective in the gene homologous to AT and most likely are defective 
in another closely related gene, i.e. NBS. Fusing of the AT-like hamster mutants with 
their parental V79 cells showed only partial complementation of RDS but complete 
complementation of the radiosensitivity. In contrast to intraspecies hybrids, a full 
complementation of RDS as well as radiosensitivity was achieved in hybrids of AT-
like hamster mutants and human cells, suggesting that radiosensitivity and RDS are 
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pleiotropic effects of the same afflicted gene. 
Another X-ray sensitive Chinese hamster V79 cell mutant (V-C8) which is also 
hypersensitive to MMC, shows RDS following y-irradiation a feature of ataxia-
telangiectasia (AT) cells. The mutant turned out to be defective in DSB, but not in 
SSB repair. The increased sensitivity to X-rays is accompanied by sensitivity to 
several radiomimetic agents. Moreover, spontaneous MMC-resistant revertants show a 
normal response to X-ray induced cell killing, suggesting that the observed phenotype 
results from a single mutation. These revertants, however, show RDS again suggesting 
that RDS and X-ray sensitivity can be complemented independently. Complementation 
analysis with mutants belonging to different complementation groups, revealed that 
VC-8 is a unique X-ray sensitive mutant. 
4. Cloning repair genes. 
In order to isolate the gene complementing the defect in AT -like hamster mutants, 
micro cell-mediated chromosome transfer was used. At least 20 independent hybrid 
clones between the mutants and each one of the human chromosomes 1,2,4,5,15,17 or 
18 were isolated. All hybrid clones remained X-ray sensitive except two hybrids with 
chromosome 4 and 15 showing intermediate sensitivity. In situ hybridization revealed 
that this partial correction was due to the presence of a mouse chromosome. In the 
two hybrids RDS was corrected in the one carrying chromosome 4, but not in the one 
with chromosome 15. 
Microcell mediated chromosome transfer has been used to correct AT cells. The 
radiosensitivity of AT-D (and AT-C) cells was corrected by chromosome 11 only in 
spite of the reported correction of AT-D by multiple c-DNAs (mapping to different 
chromosomes than chromosome 11). Our findings demonstrate, that for establishing 
cDNAs as AT candidate genes, chromosome studies are needed to exclude aspecific 
correction. 
RAD52 group genes in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae are involved in the 
recombinational repair of double-strand breaks in DNA. Mutants in this group are 
sensitive to ionizing radiation, usually have a block in meiotic recombination and also 
show reduced levels of some types of mitotic recombination. The most extreme 
phenotype is shown by RAD51, 52 and 54 mutants. To study the evolutionary 
conservation of the RAD52 group genes we isolated the RAD51 and RAD54 
homologs of the distantly related yeast strain Schizosaccharomyces pombe: rhp51 and 
54. Both genes show a remarkable similarity at the amino acid level with their 
homologs in S. cerevisiae (69% and 54% identity, respectively). Gene disruption 
experiments indicate that rhp51 and 54 are not essential for viability. Both mutants 
are extremely sensitive for ionizing radiation. In contrast to S.cerevisiae rad51 and 54 
mutants, the S.pombe mutants also show a strongly reduced survival after UV-
irradiation, suggesting that in this yeast strain part of the UV -damage is removed by 
recombinational repair. Degenerated primers based on conserved amino acid 
sequences of S.cerevisiae RAD52 and its counterpart from S.pombe, rad22, were used 
to clone part of the mouse RAD52 homolog by RT-PCR. The amplification product 
was used to isolate full-length eDNA clones from man and mouse. The identity 
between the human and mouse RAD52 homologs is 69% and the overall similarity 
80%. The homology of the mammalian proteins with their counterparts from yeast is 
somewhat less and primarily concentrated in the N-terminal region. Low amounts of 
RAD52 RNA were observed 
in adult mouse tissues. A relative high level of expression was obeserved in mouse 
testis and thymus tissue, suggesting that the mammalian RAD52 protein, like its 
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homolog from yeast, plays a role in recombination. The mouse RAD52 gene is 
located near the tip of chromosome 6 in region G3. The human equivalent maps to 
region p13.3 of chromosome 12. Until now this human chromosome has not been 
implicated in any of the rodent mutants with a defect in the repair of double-strand 
breaks. The presence of RAD52 group homologs in S.pombe and in mammals, 
strongly suggest that, at least, part of the recombinational repair pathway in 
S.cerevisiae is conserved in evolution. Overexpression of the RAD52 gene in E.coli 
has lead to the purification of the protein and the generation of antibodies. 
5. Mouse models 
Constructs are being made to knock out the RAD52 gene in ES cells to generate 
transgenic mice. 
The location of the HPRT gene on the X-chromosome prevents the recombinational 
events which can result in loss of heterozygosity. In order to be able to detect these 
events another marker gene for mutagenesis studies has been selected i.e. the APRT 
gene. A transgenic mouse is generated in which one of the two APRT alleles has 
been inactivated by homologous recombination. 
The HHR23B protein has been shown to be tightly associated with the XP-C protein. 
We are currently in the process of generating a HHR23B transgenic mouse to (i) 
investigate the phenotype of a defective HHR23B gene and (ii) to cross with the XP-
C mouse. 
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Head of project 2: Prof. Bridges 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Identification of radiosensitive individuals 
To carry out investigations of A-T variants and other radiation-sensitive 
individuals using the single cell microgel assay and other established 
techniques. 
Cloning of human DNA repair genes 
To clone and characterize the hamster xrs (XRCCS) radiosensitivity gene. 
To characterize Schizosaccharomyces pombe genes, to study them as models 
for human genes, in particular in relation to their involvement in the cell 
cycle, and to use them to clone corresponding human genes. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Identification of radiosensitive individuals 
(1) Ataxia-telangiectasia (A-T) has remained of considerable interest as the 
model for human cellular and clinical radiosensitivity. We have 
extended our investigations of the genotype/phenotype interaction to 
include a summary of the clinical, clastogenic and cellular (for both 
fibroblasts and T-lymphocytes) sensitivity, and the mutation frequency 
to 6-thioguanine resistance in circulating T-cells for a panel of 16 
probands, their sibs and parents. While none of these features was 
strongly prognostic, the mutation frequency gave indications that it 
might prove of value. Our recent contribution to the cloning of the 
ATM gene has shown the utility of these combined clinical, cellular 
and molecular studies in revealing the nature of the human gene 
defect which generates the dramatic radiosensitivity. 
(2) Other Specific Instances of Radiosensitivity: 
(a) 180BR is a fibroblast cell line derived from a leukemia patient who 
died from radiation morbidity following radiotherapy. He did not 
have the clinical features of A-T, and although his cells showed a 
level of sensitivity similar to A-T, they could be distinguished 
from A-T by the absence of radiation resistant DNA synthesis - a 
cellular diagnostic of the syndrome. We have shown that the 
fibroblasts are severely defective in the repair of radiation induced 
double strand breaks and chromosome damage. This individual 
represents the first case of a human defective in this mode of 
repair. 
(b) 290BR is a cell line derived from a second radiosensitive leukemia 
patient with a similar clinical response but who did not succumb. 
The fibroblasts have an A-T like level of radiosensitivity and 
defect in radiation resistant DNA synthesis. He is not thought to 
be an A-T patient as defined clinically and genetically. He may 
thus well represent a second distinct entity from A-T as far as 
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radiation sensitivity is concerned. There is no defect in the repair 
of double strand breaks or interphase chromosome damage. 
(c) XP14BR is a culture developed from a xeroderma pigmentosum 
patient from complementation group C who reacted badly to 
radiotherapy. These cells are A-T like in the level of 
radiosensitivity but have normal radiation resistant DNA 
synthesis. We have successfully introduced in the full length XP-
C gene by DNA transfection into an SV40 immortalised cell line 
and corrected its UV sensitivity but not its ionising radiation 
sensitivity. We may thus have identified another human gene(s) 
for radiosensitivity. 
Following an intensive search for ionising radiation sensitivity in 
other XP cell lines we have confirmed only one such instance in a 
fibroblast culture from XP3BR, which belongs to complementation 
group G. Cellular heterogeneity was demonstrated when T-cells 
and a B-cell derived lymphoblastoid line from this patient were 
shown to have a normal radiation response. 
(3) General Studies 
(a) The establishment of a panel of radiation sensitive fibroblast cell 
lines of unique origin has made it possible for us to demonstrate 
the possibility that chromosome damage, as detected on FISH 
analysis, can provide an early measure of individual 
radiosensitivity. 
(b) We have used the single cell microgel "Comet' assay to 
demonstrate individual sensitivity to the induction of radiation 
induced single strand breaks and the importance of radical 
scavanging levels in its repair. 
Cloning of DNA repair genes 
(1) Mammalian genes 
A positional cloning strategy has been utilised to clone the gene 
defective in the radiation sensitive hamster xrs mutants. The first step 
of this approach involved the identification of chromosome 2 as a 
complementing human chromosome. The complementing gene was 
then sub-localised to the region 2q33-35, and a complementing human-
hamster hybrid constructed, which contained less than 5 Mb of human 
DNA. Using a variety of procedures, yeast artificial chromosomes 
(YACs) from this region of chormosome 2 were isolated and a YAC 
contig constructed, which spanned the region of human DNA present 
in the complementing hybrid. The next stage of our cloning strategy 
involved the identification of a complementing YAC. However, a 
candidate gene mapping to this region was identified, and analysis of 
the hybrids that we had constructed for our localisation studies, 
confirmed that the candidate gene, Ku80, was consistently present in 
complementing hybrids and absent in non-complementing hybrids. 
Finally, Ku80 eDNA was cloned into a mammalian expression vector, 
introduced into xrs cells by DNA transfection, and shown to 
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complement all the defects characteristic of these mutants including 
their radiosensitivity, defects in double strand break rejoining and 
V(D)J recombination, and absence of DNA end-binding activity. Taken 
together the results identifed Ku80 as the product of XRCCS. Ku80 
sequences were present in some YACs within our contig, and two of 
these YACs introduced into xrs cells by protoplast fusion have also 
been shown to complement the defects of these cells. 
Ku80 is one subunit of the heterodimeric Ku protein. Additionally, Ku 
itself has been identified as being the DNA end-binding component of 
DNA dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK). It was therefore anticipated 
that the xrs mutants might lack DNA-PK activity. In collaboration 
with Dr. S. P. Jackson, a sensitive assay was developed to examine the 
lower levels of DNA-PK found in rodent cells compared to human 
cells. Using this assay, xrs cells were found to be lacking DNa-PK 
acitivity confirming that Ku functions in vivo as the end-binding 
component of DNA-PK. DNA-PK activity was also restored in xrs cells 
complemented by the human Ku80 gene. These results raised the 
possibility that either Ku70, the other subunit of Ku, or DNA-PKc8, the 
catalytic component of DNA-PK, might be defective in other mutants 
with similar phenotypes to the xrs mutants. Three complementation 
groups of radiosensitive mutants with defects in double strand break 
rejoining and properties similar to the xrs mutants have been identifed 
(Ionising Radiation complementation groups 4, 5, and 7). Recently, a 
fourth group (group 6) has also been reported. We therefore examined 
these mutants, and found that the two mutants belonging to group 7 
(V-3 and scid cells) contained normal levels of DNA end-binding 
activity, but were lacking DNA-PK activity, indicative of a defect in 
DNA-PKcs· DNA-PKcs has a 14 Kb eDNA and a full length eDNA has 
not yet been obtained. To examine complementation, we therefore 
took an alternative approach of introducing YACs encoding DNA-PKcs 
into V-3 cells by protoplast fusion. Using this approach we identifed 
two YACs able to complement the radiosensitivity, defect in V(D)J 
recombination and deficiency in DNA-PK activity of V-3 cells. These 
results therefore identified DNA-PKcs as the product of XRCC7, the 
gene defective in the mouse scid cell line. 
In recent work, we have commenced a molecular analysis of these two 
genes. The hamster Ku80 eDNA has been cloned and sequenced, and 
shows 78% homology at the amino-acid level to the human gene. The 
Ku80 gene from the xrs mutants is currently being sequenced using RT-
PCR, and mutations have been identified in three out of the six 
mutants. All the xrs mutants are revertible at high frequency 
following azacytidine treatment, which has led to the suggestion that a 
"silent", methylated copy of the Ku80 gene is present in the parent 
hamster cell line. Our results to date are supportive of this hypothesis, 
since revertants contain both a mutant and wild type transcript. Partial 
cDNAs encoding the kinase domain of the DNA-PKcs gene from 
hamster and mouse have also been cloned and sequenced and show 
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approximately 80% homology to the human gene. Sequencing of this 
region from scid and V-3 cells is currently underway. 
(2) S. pombe genes 
(a) We have cloned and sequenced several genes potentially 
involved in the direct repair response of cells to radiation damage 
in fission yeast. One of these , radl8, is involved in a novel 
pathway of repair of uv damage as well as having a role in the 
repair of IR damage. The genes identified are conserved in S. 
cerevisiae and one human homolog has been identified, 
indicating that the gene products which underlie the repair 
pathways defined by the original mutants are conserved. 
(i) The S. pombe rad2 gene is a member of a small class of 
structure specific endonucleases and we have identified the 
functional human homolog. This gene is identical to the MF-
1 nuclease involved in lagging strand DNA synthesis, and 
suggests an intimate relationship between DNA repair and 
DNA replication which has not been previously exposed. 
(ii) The rad18 gene is a member of the SMC group of proteins 
which have a structure reminiscent of myosins, are involved 
in DNA dynamics and are thought to act as "motor proteins". 
We have cloned a homolog from S. cerevisiae and anticipate 
that the same gene is conserved in mammalian cells. Genetic 
analysis demonstrates that radl8 is an essential gene. This is 
the first potential force generating protein identified in DNA 
repair. 
(b) We have identified the pathway in fission yeast that prevents cell 
cycle progression after DNA damage. Six genes have been cloned 
and sequenced including all the "checkpoint rad" group of genes 
that are central to all the DNA structure checkpoints. Many of 
these proteins are conserved in S. cerevisiae and for one, rad3, we 
have identified a human homolog, demonstrating for the first 
time the conservation of the checkpoint pathways in metazoan 
cells. The human rad3 homolog is related to, but distinct from the 
ATM gene defective in ataxia telangiectasia patients, cells from 
whom are defective in G2 checkpoints and display radio resistant 
DNA synthesis 
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(i) Extensive genetic analysis of deletion and point mutants of 
the checkpoint genes has revealed a complex pathway and 
allowed us to build a sophisticated model for the DNA 
structure checkpoints. The model predicts that many of the 
checkpoint proteins act in a complex. We have identified 
physical interactions between two of the checkpoint proteins, 
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Publications 
rad1 and rad17, and have evidence from two hybrid studies 
that other proteins in the pathway may also interact. 
(ii) Analysis of chk1, a potential protein kinase suggests that it 
acts towards the end of the checkpoint pathway, and we have 
shown that its over-expression can prevent cell cycle 
progression. Rad24, one of two 14-3-3 protein homologs in S. 
pombe, is involved in the radiation checkpoint response and 
appears to act in parallel with chk1, possible by stabilising the 
active form of chkl. Further analysis of rad24 mutants with 
other DNA damage response genes has identified a genetic 
interaction with a casein kinase II homolog. Further analysis 
demonstrated that this genetic analysis resulted from a defect 
in the spindle assembly checkpoint in rad24 cells, which links 
for the first time the mechanisms preventing mitosis after 
either DNA damage or inhibition of spindle function. 
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Head of project 3: Prof. Dr. D. Bootsma 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The long-term interest of our research has been understanding of the molecular 
mechanism and biological impact of the nucleotide excision repair (NER) system, one of the 
major repair pathways in the cell. At least three severe human syndromes are associated with 
NER defects: xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), Cockayne syndrome (CS) and trichothiodystrophy 
(TID). The application of recombinant DNA techniques has permitted the cloning of a number 
of NER genes involved in these disorders, has revealed strong evolutionary conservation and has 
contributed to the partial elucidation of the NER reaction mechanism. In addition to extending 
the cloning and functional analysis of NER genes and the molecular defect inNER syndromes, 
one of our new goals was to apply the same approaches to other complex repair pathways, 
notably recombination and postreplication repair. The specific objectives can be summarized as 
follows: 
(i) Cloning and characterization of additional human repair genes. (ii) Functional analysis of the 
encoded proteins, involving purification of the (overexpressed) proteins, assay for activity using 
an in vitro repair system or microneedle injection into mutant cells, analysis of specific functions 
and interaction with other polypeptides of the DNA repair, recombination or replication 
machinery. (iii) Generation of a mouse model for XP/CS and other repair deficiencies based on 
targeted gene replacement in totipotent ES-cells from which germline chimera's and eventually 
homozygous mouse mutants can be derived. Such repair-deficient mouse strains are invaluable 
for assessing the biological role of repair in carcinogen-induced tumorigenesis, as an 
experimental model for XP and CS (etiology, treatment and prevention of the disease), for risk 
assessment of heterozygotes and for the sensitive screening of radiation and chemical agents for 
their carcinogenic and mutagenic potential in vivo. 
1. Cloning of Repair Genes 
Two strategies were followed for the isolation of repair genes: 
a. DNA transfection to repair-deficient rodent (at least 10 different complementation 
groups) and human cells followed by selection of UV-resistant transformants and 
'rescue' of the correcting gene. This resulted in the past in the cloning of ERCCJ, 
XPBC/ERCC3 and CSBC!ERCC6. 
b. Sequence homology to cloned repair genes of lower eukaryotes, particularly yeast 
(S.cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces pombe). 
This approach was applied to the S. cerevisiae RAD6 gene, which plays a central role 
in postreplication repair, damage-induced mutagenesis and sporulation. The 172 amino 
acids RAD6 protein is a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2) that in vitro 
(poly)ubiquitinates histones. By evolutionary walking based on nucleotide sequence 
homology we have cloned two human RAD6 homologs (designated HHR6A and 
HHR6B) using the Schizosaccharomyces pombe and Drosophila melanogaster genes 
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as "intermediates". HHR6A and B probably function in chromatin remodelling. 
Immunoelectronmicroscopy suggests that both proteins are associated with 
euchromatin. Subsequently, we have isolated 3 additional genes: two human homologs 
of the yeast NER gene RAD23 (HHR23A and HHR23B) and the human counterpart of 
the yeast recombination repair gene RAD54 (HHR54). 
Very recently small parts of two human homologs of the recombination repair gene rad2J+ 
from Schizosaccharomyces pombe, which encodes an essential nuclear phosphoprotein were 
identified in the database. Subsequently, the full length eDNA of human and mouse HHSPR21A 
were cloned. The A gene seems to be ubiquitously expressed as expected for a repair gene and 
it was mapped to 8q24. This part of the chromosome may contain also the gene involved in 
Nijmegen breakage syndrome. Presently, we are investigating the possibility that the HHSPR21A 
gene is involved in this disorder. Also the HHSPR21B eDNA is being isolated. 
A human homolog of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae crosslink repair gene PS02/SNM1 was 
cloned. This gene resides on 10q25. Presently, the full-length eDNA is inserted in mammalian 
expression vectors to permit transfection to various mutants defective in the repair of DNA 
crosslinks. This includes some of the Fanconi's anaemia complementation groups and a number 
of rodent mutants (in collaboration with Dr. Zdzienicka in the Leiden group). 
A human gene encoding a protein with extensive homology to the presumed XPE nucleotide 
excision repair factor was identified and subsequently isolated. This gene was assigned to 16q22-
23, close to (but probably not within) the region where very recently the gene for Fanconi 
anaemia group A is mapped. 
Finally, part of the human homolog of RADJ was cloned using a PCR-based strategy. This 
gene was previously shown by Thompson to be identical to ERCC4 and may be implicated in 
XPF. 
2. Functional Analysis 
The ERCCJ gene corrects the repair defect of rodent group 1 mutants and encodes a 297 
amino acid (aa) protein). Mutation analysis suggests that ERCCJ has distinct roles in the repair 
of UV-lesions and in the processing of cross-links. By using an in vitro repair system we 
demonstrated the presence of an enzyme complex in mammalian cell extracts, harbouring the 
products of the ERCCJ, ERCC4, ERCCJJ and XPFC genes. We postulate that this complex, like 
the one in S.cerevisiae involving the RADl and RADIO proteins, functions both in NER and 
recombinational repair, and may play a role in strand incision. 
The ERCC3 gene corrects UV-sensitive rodent mutants of group 3. The gene appeared very 
strongly conserved, which permitted isolation of the Drosophila and yeast (S.cerevisiae and S. 
pombe) homologs. Gene disruption in yeast indicated that ERCC3'c participates in a process 
essentional for viability in addition to its role in NER. Transfection and microinjection 
experiments demonstrated that mutations in ERCC3 are responsible for xeroderma pigmentosum 
(XP) complementation group B, a very rare form of XP that is simultaneously associated with 
Cockayne's syndrome (CS). Using microinjection of the gene, 2 new patients were assigned to 
this group. In spite of the severe NER deficiency, both patients have not developed skin cancer 
(in striking contrast to the sole known XP-B case) even at relative advanced age. This points to 
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the involvement of additional factors for cancer proneness. 
In collaboration with the laboratory of J-M. Egly (Strasbourg) the ERCC3 protein was found to 
be part of a multiprotein complex (TFIIH) required for transcription initiation of most structural 
genes and for NER. This defines the additonal, hitherto unknown vital function of the gene, 
suspected from parallels with the yeast and Drosophila ERCC3 homo logs. Importantly, the 
complex in fact appeared to contain at least 4 proteins implicated in different XP/CS 
complementation groups. Part of the clinical symptoms of the corresponding disorders that were 
difficult to interpret on the basis of a DNA repair defect can now be explained as the result of 
a subtle impairment of transcription. 
The TFIIH factor contains XPB/ERCC3 and XPD/ERCC2 and the uncloned repair protein 
implicated in the newly identified TID-A complementation group. In close collaboration with 
the group of Egly (Strasbourg), who is interested in the role in transcription, we have found that 
the XPB and XPD proteins are responsible for the bidirectional helix-unwinding capacity of the 
complex. This leads us to propose that TFIIH may locally melt the DNA around the site of the 
lesion e.g. for loading the NER incision complex onto the DNA template. A dominant mutation 
in ERCC3 as well as antibodies against ERCC2 and ERCC3 induced a complete abrogation of 
repair and transcription in injected fibroblasts confirming a role of both proteins in these 
processes in vivo. The selective association of mutations in TFIIH subunits with the peculiar 
clinical features of CS and TID was further corroborated with the discovery of the first TID 
family falling in the rare XP/CS group XP-B. This supports our idea that subtle transcriptional 
defects affecting the expression of a selective set of genes are responsible for the spectrum of 
CS and TID features that lack a rational explanation based on a NER defect. 
In further support for this idea of transcription syndromes we have identified a mutation in a 
TFIIH subunit in at least one Pollitt Syndrome patient with normal NER which we anticipated 
to suffer from a 'transcription only syndrome'. 
The ERCC6 gene, was cloned after extensive genomic DNA transfection to a member of 
the moderately UV -sensitive rodent group 6. The -for transfection cloning- very large gene ( ~ 
85 kb) encodes a protein of 1493 amino acids. ERCC6 is after ERCC2 and ERCC3 the third 
DNA helicase in mammalian NER. No equivalent of ERCC6 is known in any species. 
Transfection experiments revealed that the gene specifically corrects the repair defect in cells 
of CS complementation group B shown to be impaired in the preferential repair (the transcribed 
strand of) active genes. The CSBCIERCC6 gene is the first cloned gene specifically implicated 
in this subpathway of NER. The high conservation displayed by all NER genes analyzed to date 
permitted the identification of the S.cerevisiae homolog (designated RAD26). In analogy with 
CS group B rad26 disruption is viable and impairs transcription-coupled repair, but, in 
discordance with CS, does not induce any UV-sensitivity. This explains why this yeast mutant 
was not isolated before and suggests that the global genome repair is the major determinant of 
cellular resistance to genotoxicity in lower organisms. 
To investigate the function of CSB in transcription-coupled repair possible stable interactions 
between CSB and all known NER factors and many transcription-initiation factors were 
examined. With the possible exception of XPG no evidence for a stable interaction was 
observed. Also immuno-depletion of CSB from a repair-competent Manley extract did not have 
an effect on the repair capacity indicating that the CSB protein is not essential for in vitro NER 
and not complexed with an indispensable component. Analysis of double mutants in yeast 
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affected in both the global genome and in transcription-coupled repair demonstrated that the 
latter NER subpathway is not totally dependent on CSB at least in S.cerevisiae (in collaboration 
with Dr. J. Brouwer, Leiden). 
In collaboration with the group of Hanaoka (Japan) we have found that the HHR23B 
gene product resides in a very tight complex with the XP complementation group C protein. 
Intriguingly, the genes for both proteins also co-localize probably within 650 kb on 3p25.1, 
whereas the HHR23A gene was assigned to 19pl3.2. Both HHR23 proteins harbour an N-
terminal ubiquitin-like domain, that may have a chaperon function in complex assembly. The 
XPC-HHR23B complex, which has an exceptionally high affinity for ssDNA, is specifically 
involved in the global genome NER subpathway. 
We found that the HHR23B protein is for a considerable part made up of a very strongly 
conserved repeat sequence also present as a C-terminal extension of one of the ubiquitin-
conjugating enzymes. This provides a second link between this gene and the ubiquitin pathway. 
Also the majority of HHR23B and probably all HHR23A molecules (approx. 106/cell) appear 
not to be complexed with XPC (- 5.10" molecules/cell). This supports the idea that these 
abundant proteins may have an additional function. By immunofluorescence XPC and HHR23B 
were found to be nuclear proteins. Finally, large quantities of the HHR23A and B products were 
purified to enable X-ray diffraction analysis to determine their 3-D structure. 
3. Generation of repair-deficient mouse models 
Using the recently developed technology of gene targeting in totipotent embryo derived 
mouse stem cells (ES-cells) we have inactivated one of the alleles of ERCCJ and 3. Because of 
the possible vital role of both genes also constructs were made which induce more subtle 
mutations and -in the case of XPBCIERCC3- mimick one of the mutations found in an XP-B 
patient. For each gene and type of mutation several homologous ES recombinants were obtained 
and injected intro mouse blastocysts. After implantation into pseudo-pregnant foster mother a 
number of ERCCJ and ERCC3 chimeric mice were born. Germ-line transmission was obtained 
for subtle and knock-out mutations in the ERCCJ gene. Although these mice are viable they have 
a severely reduced lifespan (KO <4 weeks, subtle mutant < 10 weeks), probably due to (a 
combination of) liver, spleen and kidney insufficiency. An additional unexpected feature 
exhibited by these mice -for which no human disorder is known yet- is the high frequency of 
poly- and aneuploidy observed in several internal organs (notably liver and kidney), which may 
be a sign of premature ageing. In view of the likely dual functionality of ERCCl in NER and 
in mitotic recombination it is plausible that the unexpected symptoms are derived from the 
recombination defect. The mice are extremely sensitive to genotoxic agents and completely 
deficient in NER. Mouse models mimicking mutations in XPBIERCC3 and XPDIERCC2 found 
in XP-B and XP-D patients are being generated. One of these mutants (intended to mimick a 
splice-mutation in XP-B patient XPIIBE) appeared inviable in a homozygous state in mice, 
consistent with the vital transcription role of the protein. 
Several new targeting constructs for obtaining viable (i.e. patient-mimicking) mutations in 
the XPD and XPB genes were made and have been used to obtain homologous recombinants in 
mouse ES cells. Using the 'in-out' HPRT targeting strategy developed by Melton c.s. ES cells 
were obtained carrying only a single XPB pointmutation, without the presence of a dominant 
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marker, which may interfere with proper expression of the targeted gene. These and other ES 
cells are being injected into mouse blastocysts for the generation of corresponding mouse 
mutants. 
We were able to generate homozygous CSB/ERCC6 deficient mice (mimicking one allele 
of CS-B patient). All repair parameters (UV survival, UDS, repair of transcribed strands of 
active genes) are conform the human CSB defect, a total inactivation of the transcription-coupled 
NER subpathway. However, remarkably, the other clinical hallmarks of CS are not or only 
marginally manifest, such as the severe neurologic and developmental impairment. CSB mice 
are physically, sexually and neurologically normal as far as tested. Only male-/- mice seem to 
have a 25% reduced body weight. Studies to investigate cancer predisposition are in progress. 
Also inactivation of the postreplication repair gene HHR6B appeared to be fully viable, 
presumably because of functional redundancy with the strongly homologous HHR6A gene, for 
which chimeric mutant animals were obtained recently. Crossing should reveal what is the 
phenotype for defects in both genes. Interestingly the HHR615'· mice were found to be male-
sterile. This confirms our early findings that this gene may be involved in the complex chromatin 
alterations in spermatogenesis, since specifically this stage seems to be impaired. Thus this is 
the first mouse model for infertility. 
Also viable mice with a complete inactivation of the postreplication repair gene HHR6A 
were obtained. These mice fail to show an overt defect. Crossing with the already previously 
generated male-infertile HHR6B-/- mice yielded as yet no offspring with both of the mammalian 
RAD6 homologs inactive. This suggests that such a defect is incompatible with rodent 
development. The specific deficiency in the spermatogenesis of the HHR6B-/- males was further 
pinpointed using immunohistochemical methods (in collaboration with Dr. A. Grootegoed, 
EUR). All available evidence is consistent with our idea that the gross chromatin alterations in 
the final stages of spermatogenesis are impaired. 
For the HHR54 recombination repair gene viable ES transformants were generated with 
inactivating mutations in both alleles, indicating that a null mutants is not incompatible with live 
at least at the cellular stage. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. E. Moustacchi 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Informations on i) activation of a wide range of genes and of signalling pathways 
associated to alterations of the cellular phenotype following treatment by radiations among 
other DNA damaging agents and ii) a better definition of the molecular nature of spontaneous 
and induced-mutagenic events, have led to a complex but probably more realistic view of the 
cellular response to genotoxic treatment including radiations. Findings from our group on 
Fanconi anemia taken as a paradigm for altered control of differentiation and cell cycle in 
association with a DNA repair defect have contributed to this enlarged perspective. Some of 
our observations on FA have been extended to ataxia telangectasia (AT), another human 
genetic disease also characterized by chromosomal instability, sensitivity to genotoxic agents, 
cell cycle anomalies and cancer predisposition. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Alterations in the control of genes expression in FA and AT syndromes 
We have previously shown (1992) that among the various growth factors examined, the 
constitutive and induced production of interleukin-6 (IL-6) was defective in FA. Moreover, the 
addition of this cytokine to the culture medium ofF A lymphoblasts and fibroblasts increased to 
almost a normal level their resistance to cytotoxicity of DNA cross-linking agents. The other 
anomalie detected in the cytokine network balance concerns the tumor necrosis factor alpha 
(TNF-a). This protein, which enhances intra and extracellular OT production and induces 
DNA breakage, is overproduced by FA lymphoblasts from the four FA genetic 
complementation groups. Indeed up to an eight-fold increase in TNF-a is observed in the 
growth medium of FA cells. Addition of TNF-a antibodies partially corrects the FA 
hypersensitivity to treatment by DNA cross-linking agents. Moreover, treatment of FA cells 
with IL-6 no only restores an almost normal sensitivity of FA cells but aslo simultaneously 
reduces the TNF-a overproduction in FA Iymphoblasts. No anomalies at the molecular level 
(Southern and Northern blot analyses) were detected for the TNF-a gene and its mRNA. The 
in vivo situation was investigated by assaying TNF-a levels in the serum from FA 
homozygotes and their parents (obligate heterozygotes). In contrast to normal healthy donors 
or to aplastic anemia patients in whom serum TNF-a is present only in trace amounts, all 36 
FA patients and 21 FA heterozygotes monitored showed a significantly higher level ofTNF-a 
activity. The same is true in the AT patients examined whereas XP patients respond normally 
in this respect. Consequently abnormal TNF-a production seems to be associated with the two 
"chromosomal instability" syndromes FA and AT. Since growth factor deprivation, TNF-a 
treatment or DNA damage can trigger apoptosis, we monitored the apoptotic response ofF A 
and AT cell lines. We showed that in both syndromes the spontaneous rate of apopotosis is 
slightly but repeatedly more elevated than in normal cell cultures. Surprisingly, the apoptosis 
induced by g-rays is drastically reduced in FA and in AT cells in conditions where the 
frequency of apoptotic cells is increased in a dose-dependent manner in normal cells. 
Since the induction of apoptosis by radiation is a p53-dependent mechanism, the induction 
of this protein was examined in FA cells. We observed that the p53 protein is not radio-
induced in FA cells belonging to 4 genetic complementation groups. The same impairement in 
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p53 induction is observed not only after y-irradiation but also after UVB-irradiation, an agent 
known to cause oxidative stress. These observations are in line with recent reports showing 
that at least certain cell lines from AT and Bloom syndrome, the two other chromosome 
breakage syndromes, may be also defective for radiation-induced increase of the p53 protein. 
As the p53 tumor suppressor gene encodes a transcriptional activator whose targets include 
genes that regulate genomic stability, cellular response to DNA damage and cell cycle 
progression, it is clear that altered expression ofp53 is likely to be relevant to the phenotype of 
such syndromes. It should be also kept in mind that, as recently shown by others, p53 can bind 
to several transcription factors including transcription-repair factors. 
On the other hand, the relationship between p53-dependent and p53-independent apoptotic 
cell death, as well as the cell cycle checkpoints induced by DNA damaging agents were 
explored in hematopoietic cells. A set of M1 myeloblastic leukemia cell lines including wild 
thype p53 or being null for p53 expression or expressing p53ts and bcl2-transgenes were 
compared. It is shown that the kinetics of apoptotic cells death induced by y-irradiation 
correlates with the rapidity of exit from y-ray-induced G2 arrest for all the different 
hematopoietic cell types. More important, we demonstrate that in addition to a role in 
apoptosis and G I arrest, wild type p53 positively controls the exit from the y-ray-induced G2 
checkpoint. This new function of p53 is a component of the physiological pathway by which 
p53 exerts its role in y-rays-induced apoptosis. Considering that mutations in the p53 genes are 
one of the most common genetic changes found in human neoplasia, the activation of p53 
mutants by DNA damaging agents may play an important role in determining the 
radiosensitivity of tumor cells. 
In conclusion, our results on FA and AT syndromes largely contributed to the idea of 
genetic defects resulting in anomalies in intracellular signalling pathways. On the basis of our 
data, we proposed that the wild type gene product mutated in these syndromes controls the 
expression of a network of genes involved in the development of the hematopoietic system 
(including those coding for specific interleukins and TNF-a) and in the processing of DNA 
lesions The recent partial cloning of the AT genes (Science, June 1995) by Shilo's group 
brings strong support to this notion. Indeed the AT gene appears to encode a putative protein 
that is similar to eucaryotic phosphatidylinositol-3' kinase. This enzyme mediates cellular 
responses to several mitogenic growth factors and to factors triggering cellular differentiation. 
2. Cloning of a gene possibly indirectly involved in the FA response to DNA damaging agents 
In the case of FA, at the moment, only the group C gene has been molecularly cloned in 
Buchwald's laboratory (Nature, 1992) Mutations have been identified in the eDNA of FAC 
patients. However the absence of homology with any known protein and its cytoplasmic 
localization (D'Andrea's group, Proc Nat!. Acad. Sci. USA, 1995 ; Youssefian, Proc. Nat!. 
Acad. Sci. USA, 1995) renders problematic the understanding of this function 
On the basis of the complementation of FA group D cells for their hypersensitivity to DNA 
cross-linking agents by a genomic DNA fragment, a eDNA encoding human dynamin II has 
been isolated and characterized in our group. This eDNA is ubiquitously expressed, and is a 
member of the large GTP-binding protein family. Alteration(s) in the properties of this motor 
protein hDYNII may account for a number of the FA cells features. Indeed, in addition to the 
GTP-binding domain, the hDYNII protein contains a noticeable number of consensus motifs 
for p34 Cdc2 kinase phosphorylation which may indicate a potential role at the G2/mitosis 
transition. However the hDYNII message is normaly expressed in the FAD cells analyzed and 
mutations were not detected by sequencing the corresponding DNA of the FAD patients. 
Moreover, attempts to complement the hypersensitivity of FAD cells with hDYNII were 
unsuccessfull due to alterations in the growth of cells after transfection. For all these reasons, it 
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is not possible to equate the hDYNII gene with the FAD gene. The possible connection 
between the function of this new gene and FA, which is clearly associated with a G2/M cell 
cycle defect, remains an open question to be explored. 
In this general context, it can be recalled that a variety of eDNA's introduced into AT cells 
were found by others to complement the radiosensitivity of these cells. Such eDNA include for 
instance the gene for phospholipase A2 (Ziv et a/., Somat. Cell. Malec. Genet., 1995) or the 
truncated Ilill-cx., an inhibitor of the transcriptional activator NFk-B (Jung et a/., Science, 
1995). These genes are not mutated in AT patients. Thus, cellular sensitivity of both AT and 
FA cells can be modulated by a number of physiological factors not directly related to the 
mutated gene product. 
In conclusion, this general approach also emphasized the complexity of the network of 
genes involved in the cellular response to DNA damaging agents and led to the isolation of a 
gene, hDYNII, involved in vital functions. 
3. Genomic instability in FA 
The involvment of DNA repair processes in governing genomic instability emerged from the 
realization that the defects in nucleotide excision repair in cells from xeroderma pigmentosum 
patients were accompanied by hypermutability by DNA damaging agents. More subtil defects 
in the processing of DNA lesions as experienced by AT or FA cells were known to be 
associated to chromosomal abnormalities. In 1990, we reported that in normal human 
lymphoblasts, the vast majority of spontaneous and psoralen-photoinduced mutations at the 
hypoxanthine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) locus are base substitutions (Papadopoulo et 
a/., Proc. Natl. Acad Sci. USA, 1990). In contrast, we have shown that in FA lymphoblasts, 
mutants are the result of deletions of HPRT coding sequences. Moreover, the variant 
frequency at the glycophorin A (GPA) locus is significantly increased in erythrocytes of FA 
patients as compared with age-matched healthy donors. Since GP A variants reflect essentially 
structural deletions, rearrangements and mutations leading to allele loss, the increased 
frequency of GPA variants is consistent with the enhanced deletion frequency at the HPRT 
locus. To obtain information on the mechanism(s) underlying the genomic rearrangements in 
FA, we examined the sequences at the breakpoint of deletions in spontaneous and induced 
HPRT mutants. The results show that a significant proportion of deletions involving a loss of a 
given exon are identical and that two deletions of different size have the same 3' breakpoint. 
Interestingly, it appears that in most of the mutants there is a common deletion signal 
sequence, which suggests that the mutations in the FA gene(s) may lead to an aberrant site-
specific cleavage activity that might be responsible for the deletion proneness and the 
chromosomal instability characteristic of the FA pathology. From the similarity or even identity 
of the signal sequence at some of the breakpoints with the consensus heptamer which directs 
cleavage and joining in the assembly of immunoglobulin and T -cell receptor genes, we 
speculate that steps in common with the V(D)J recombinational process may be illegitimately 
involved in FA cells. In vitro studies with suitable constructs are undertaken in order to test 
this possibility. 
More generally, inactivation (or malfunctioning) ofp53 could lead to alterations in mutation 
frequencies resulting from inefficient nucleotide excision repair and genomic instability as 
exemplified by recent studies performed by others on cells from p53-deficient mice. The 
unravelling of the interactions between the gene products involved in the response to DNA 
damaging agents will have to take into account such possible links between alterations in 
expression of crucial genes and the specific genetic consequences. 
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Head of project 5: Dr. Thacker 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
To characterize further the cellular phenotypes of a series of radiosensitive (repair-deficient) 
cell lines derived in this laboratory (the irs lines). To use positional cloning methods to map 
and clone the human gene complementing the radiosensitive irsl line, and to initiate similar 
studies with the irs3 line. To use cellular and cell-free methods to identify mechanisms of 
rejoining of the major radiation-induced damage, the DNA double-strand break. To 
fractionate biochemically cell and tissue extracts and substantially purify the proteins 
involved in rejoining both homologous and non-homologous DNA break sites. To complete 
the molecular analysis of X-ray induced mutations of the HPRT gene of primary human 
fibroblasts; to carry out a parallel study of a-particle induced mutagenesis, including the 
mapping and sequencing of the breakpoints of large deletions and rearrangements. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Progress towards cloning the human gene complementing the irsl radiosensitive line 
(provisionally named the XRCC2 gene) has been substantial. We have firstly mapped the 
gene to human chromosome 7 using a panel of hybrids constructed from the fusion of irs] 
with a human lymphoblastoid line. Many of these hybrids had as their only human material 
this chromosome, and revertants of the hybrids co-ordinately lost the resistant phenotype and 
their chr. 7 material. Some of these hybrids on further gro\\th spontaneously reduced the size 
of the chr. 7 material, but we have also used radiation-reduction-fusion with one of these 
hybrids to further localize the gene. The region of chr. 7 carrying the gene was mapped using 
a panel of probes previously localized to specific regions of chr. 7q (collaboration with Drs. 
S. Scherer and L-C. Tsui, Hospital for Sick Children. Toronto), and with available 
microsatellite markers from the Genethon project. This refined the localization of the XRCC2 
gene to an interval of 7q36 (size approx. 3-5 Mb). 
To reduce the interval containing the gene still further. more radiation-reduced hybrids were 
generated: one of these was sufficiently small to carry only one marker site. The single 
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marker was then used to derive a set of Y ACs, and these Y ACs were fused back to the irsl 
cells to assay for the presence of the XRCC2 gene. One Y AC was found to carry the gene as 
shown by functional complementation, and a series of derivatives of this Y AC were then 
used to delimit the gene to sub-megabase levels. A restriction map of the Y AC and its 
derivatives, isolated using a fragmentation vector, was derived using rare cutting enzymes on 
pulsed-field gels. Additionally this YAC was used to identify a large series of PCR-derived 
eDNA clones hybridizing to the YAC sequence (direct selection method; collaboration with 
Drs. S. Scherer and L-C. Tsui, Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto). Many of these cDNAs 
have been sequenced and mapped back to the Y AC. These procedures have identified 2 
previously known but unassigned genes as well as other candidate genes for XRCC2. 
Functional complementation of full-length cDNAs is being used to finally identify the gene. 
A similar project has been started with the irs3 line: we have made hybrids and are refining 
the human chromosomal localization. In addition to this cloning work we have further 
characterized the irs lines, particularly extending previous mutation studies to show that irsl 
has a hyper-mutable phenotype. However, unlike some other radiosensitive lines, none of the 
lines irsl, irs2 and irs3 has a defect in V(D)J recombination (collaboration with Dr. E.A. 
Hendrickson, Brown University, Rhode Island U.S.A.). 
We have developed a highly sensitive assay for the rejoining of DNA double-strand breaks 
(DSB) by mammalian cell-free extracts, and have succeeded in biochemically fractionating 
tissue and human cell extracts to analyse the nature of the proteins involved. Two types of 
DNA substrates carrying breaks have been used: (i) substrates with simple cohesive 
('homologous') ends, generated with a single restriction enzyme, and (ii) substrates with non-
homologous ends to more closely simulate radiation-induced DSB (generated with two 
different restriction enzymes). Using a substrate with homologous ends we previously 
reported an activity that stimulates DSB rejoining many fold, called REP-1. This protein has 
now been shown to increase the turnover of the first intermediate of a ligation reaction, the 
stable adenylation complex. DSB rejoining correlates with increased turnover of this 
complex. In this respect REP-1 acts through a completely different mechanism from other 
ligase-stimulatory substances, such as polyethylene glycol. Partially purified cellular fractions 
that are capable of rejoining DSB do not show the adenylation complex, and can disrupt the 
complex formed by a purified ligase. The REP-1 protein is not the same as another recently-
identified ligase-associated protein, XRCCl. Several biochemically distinct complexes have 
been identified which differ in their sensitivity to REP-1, and show characteristic patterns of 
rejoined products. Such fractions have been shown to be devoid of ligase I, XRCC1 and the 
Ku protein by Western analysis. Recently, we have also identified and purified a human 
protein which may a candidate for a novel DNA ligase. 
The rejoining of non-homologous substrates by mammalian cell extracts has been 
demonstrated for the first time, with efficiencies depending on the specific DNA termini 
present. Efficient rejoining has been found, for example, of two 3' termini using a 
mechanism that is dependent on nearby direct sequence repeats. Other types of non-
homologous ends commonly rejoin through either the blunting or infilling of single-stranded 
overhangs, followed by blunt-end ligation. The optimal conditions of these rejoining reactions 
(temperature, salt concentration, cofactor dependence) have been defined. The fractionation 
of tissue extracts has substantially purified the proteins involved. 
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Site-specific breaks have also been introduced in mammalian cells, by electroporation of 
restriction endonucleases under defined conditions, and their consequences assessed in 
survival and mutation assays. It was shown for example that 4 human cell lines representing 
a range of radiosensitivities have a comparable sensitivity to endonucleases that give blunt-
ended DSB in the cell. These cell lines also represent specific human disorders, namely (in 
order of sensitivity) Bloom's syndrome < ligase !-deficiency (line 46BR) < ataxia-
telangiectasia (A-T). This is the first time that A-T has been shown to be sensitive to an 
agent inducing only DSB in DNA, reinforcing the view that the defect in this syndrome 
relates to the processing of DNA breaks. The importance of DSB end structure was 
addressed by treatment of cells separately with a large number of different restriction 
endonucleases, generating all possible types of end structure. No correlation in survival or 
mutagenic effectiveness was found for specific types of end-structure (e.g., endonucleases 
generating blunt-ended breaks, that might be expected to be more difficult to repair, were not 
uniformly more effective). However, it was found by careful assessment of the lifetime and 
activity of endonucleases in simulated cellular conditions, that this was the main determinant 
of effectiveness. This factor had not been considered before, and our findings reconcile much 
of the confusing and conflicting data in the literature regarding the effectiveness of 
endonucleases introduced into cells. 
We have undertaken a major study of radiation mutagenesis in primary human fibroblasts. 
Although these cells are difficult to work with, because of their finite lifespan, we have 
succeeded for the first time in analysing the molecular changes in a number of large 
mutations. A set of X-ray-induced mutants of the HPRT gene were characterized previously 
to give a mutation spectrum and to show that large deletions are formed by processes of 
illegitimate recombination. We have now carried out a comparable study of mutants induced 
by high LET radiation, using an in-house a-particle source from 238-plutonium. We have 
considerable expertise in irradiating cells with this source and have derived a large number of 
a-particle-induced HPRT mutants for analysis. A mutation spectrum was derived using sets 
of PCR primers to define the presence/absence of multiple sites across the 44-kb gene. This 
analysis has revealed that a major fraction of the mutants (63%) carry large genetic changes 
and the remainder are point mutations. Further analysis of the large mutations shows that 
these mostly have breakpoints lying outside the gene, suggesting differences in mechanism 
from spontaneous mutations. The use of markers outside the gene in the Xq26 chromosomal 
region, derived for PCR analysis both by ourselves and others, has refined the localization of 
deletion breakpoints in both the previous X-ray-induced mutants and the new a-particle-
induced set. The data show a broad distribution of sizes of deletion for both radiation 
qualities and that some of the deletions extend over a 3Mb region, a much larger region 
than previously suspected. This result confounds predictions of others suggesting that 
hemizygous genes such as HPRT cannot detect very large mutations. In collaboration with 
our cytogenetics group, we have found that one a-particle-induced mutant carrying a large 
molecular deletion also has a chromosomal exchange in the region of Xq26 (i.e., it is a 
complex mutation). Five of the large deletions having at least one breakpoint within HPRT 
were analysed at the DNA sequence level; since sequence information was available on only 
one side of the deletion junctions the technique of RAGE (rapid amplification of genomic 
DNA)-PCR was used. Surprisingly two of these mutations were found to be more complex 
than expected: on sequencing across the junctions, unknown DNA was found, showing that 
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either insertions or other forms of rearrangement had occurred. The resolution of other 
junctions revealed that two of the mutations also had short direct repeats at the deletion sites, 
suggesting as for some X-ray mutants that the mechanism involved illegitimate 
recombination. Our results may be tentatively interpreted to suggest that a-particles induce 
more complex mutations than X-rays, but more data are needed to verify this possibility. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
It has now been firmly established that exposure of living cells to 
radiation results in rapid changes in gene expression. Although many of the 
genes which are affected are involved in major cellular processes such as 
proliferation, differentiation and cell death, the physiological significance of 
these changes is still poorly understood. We have studied these radiation effects 
in epidermal keratinocytes derived from human skin for the following reasons: 
human skin constitutes one of the most radiosensitive organs of our body, 
probably because cell proliferation, differentiation and death have to be tightly 
regulated in order to permit epidermal maturation. Interference of radiation 
with these essential processes is thus readily visible by changes in gene 
expression. During a previous contract period we have isolated a novel class of 
genes (by differential screening of keratinocyte eDNA libraries) whose expressi-
on was strongly affected by exposure of keratinocytes to radiation (SPRR 
genes). The objectives for the reporting period were to unravel the molecular 
function of these gene products and to identify signal transduction cascades and 
transcription factors involved in the regulation of these genes. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
a. The function of the SPRR gene family 
As mentioned above, the SPRR genes were originally identified by 
differential screening of eDNA libraries obtained from UV irradiated human 
keratinocytes. Later on it was shown that the expression of these genes was 
also affected by other DNA damaging agents such as 4-NQO and ionizing 
radiation and by the tumor promoting agent TPA. Furthermore the expression 
of these genes was tightly regulated during keratinocyte terminal differenti-
ation (an apoptotic process) both in vivo and in vitro (1,3,6). A first indication 
for a possible function for these genes, which code for small proline rich 
(SPRR) proteins, was obtained after assigning these genes to human chromoso-
me lq21 (5). This region of the human chromosome contains a large number of 
genes involved in keratinocyte differentiation. The SPRR gene family mapped 
between the loci of involucrin and loricrin. Both genes are, as is the case for the 
SPRR genes, expressed specifically in terminally differentiating keratinocytes 
and code for precursor proteins of the cornified cell envelope, a strong insoluble 
structure synthesized beneath the plasma membrane at late stages of squa-
mous differentiation. When the protein sequence of the different members of 
the SPRR family were compared to the involucrin and loricrin sequences it was 
realized that the N- and C-terminal domains of these proteins were highly 
homologous, suggesting that these proteins had similar functions (4). This 
assumption was confirmed by direct biochemical evidence showing that the 3 
different classes of SPRR genes code indeed for cornified envelope precursor 
proteins (6). The same genes have now also been cloned by two other groups 
(with the use of antibodies raised against isolated cornified envelopes). The 
corresponding proteins have been denominated "cornifins" and "pancornulins" 
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by these authors. An interesting recent observation in our group was that in 
contrast to involucrin and loricrin, which are expressed in all squamous 
epithelia, the expression of the different members of the SPRR gene-family is 
not uniform but characteristic for a specific epithelium (6). For instance SPRRl 
is uniformly expressed in suprabasal cells in plantar and palmar epithelium, 
whereas in hairy epithelium it is restricted to appendageal areas. SPRR3 is 
strongly expressed in mucosal epithelium but not at all in the skin. As SPRR 
genes are also induced by radiation and other extemal damaging agents, it 
ensues that expression of SPRR's is variable and depends both on internal 
factors (determined by the tissue itself) and on extemal factors (e.g. stress, 
inflammation). Besides it is interesting to mention that SPRR expression 
changes during the normal aging process of the skin (2). 
Recently a model for the structure of the outer two-thirds (cytoplasmic 
side) of the human epidermal cornified envelope was proposed by Dr. Peter 
Steinert (NIH). In this model the SPRR's fulfil the function of bridging molecu-
les (cross-bridges) between flexible meshes of crosslinked loricrin molecules 
(whether SPRR's can also cross-bridge with involucrin is not yet known and 
awaits the determination of the structure of the inner part of the cornified 
envelope). As can be deduced from their aminoacid sequence (rich in proline) 
SPRR's can be viewed as small rigid globular proteins (with an estimated 
rigidity of SPRR2 > SPRRl > SPRR3). It has been suggested that the amount 
of SPRR cross-bridging between the rather flexible (glycine-rich) loricrin 
molecules will determine the flexibility characteristics of the comified envelope. 
As the expression of the SPRR's is influenced by extemal agents which cause 
epidermal injury (e.g. radiation) and as increased rigidity of the comified 
envelope might mean better protection, it is likely that the SPRR genes are 
part of a protective response of our body to extemal stress. 
b. Transcription factors involved in SPRR gene expression 
The realisation that the SPRR gene family is likely to be part of a 
genetic system which has evolved in order to protect our body from extemal 
stress such as radiation, has opened the way to the analysis of the molecular 
factors which mediate this response. Knowledge of these genetic factors would 
be of outermost interest not only from a scientific point of view but also from 
the point of view of radiation protection and risk assessment. In order to 
identify transcription factors involved in these radiation responses the promoter 
regions of the 3 members of the SPRR gene-family have been isolated and 
genetic methods such as deletion mapping and site-directed mutagenesis have 
been used to identify important regulatory elements in the promoter region (3). 
Subsequently a beginning has been made with the identification of the trans-
cription factors which can bind to these sequences. Sofar most of our work has 
concentrated on the SPRR2A gene. The most surprising outcome of this 
analysis was that the regulation of this gene appears to be extremely complica-
ted and involves the synergistic action of at least 4 different classes of trans-
cription factors (manuscript in preparation). As all of these transcription factor 
binding sites are essential for expression of this gene after the cells have been 
induced to terminal differentiation they have been denominated TDE's (termi-
nal differentiation element): 
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a) TDE-1 contains two octamer boxes arranged in a head to head fashion. 
These sequences are recognized by the POU family of transcription factors. 
From site directed mutagenesis studies and from bandshift analysis it appears 
that the OCT-11 transcription factor is involved in SPRR2A regulation all-
though keratinocytes express many POU factors (e.g. OCT-1, OCT-2 and OCT-
6). We have recently been able to isolate a human OCT-11 eDNA from a 
keratinocyte library, which will allow us to study the involvement of this factor 
in the radiation response in more detail. 
b) TDE-2 contains an ISRE (interferon stimulated response element). 
Mutations, in this sequence, which are known to inhibit interferon stimulation, 
also block completely the regulated expression of the SPRR2A gene. In band-
shift experiments with extracts from human keratinocytes two specific ISRE 
complexes are observed. These complexes are strongly induced after interferon 
gamma treatment as is the expression of the SPRR2A gene. Supershifts 
identified IRF-1 and IRF-2 as the responsible transcription factors. IRF-1 is a 
recently identified tumor suppressor gene whereas IRF -2 behaves more like an 
oncogene. Our results are the first indication of an involvement of these 
transcription factors in terminal differentiation. 
c) TDE-3 contains an ETS binding site and is partly overlapping with TDE-
2. The family of ETS genes encodes transcription factors which recognize a 
similar consensus sequence and are characterized by a specific protein sequen-
ce, the ETS domain. ETS transcription factors are involved in development and 
differentiation where they are often found as components of larger transcription 
factor complexes. ETS transcription factors are often activated by external 
(physiological and non-physiological) agents. At present it is not yet clear which 
member(s) of the ETS transcription factor family is (are) expressed in keratino-
cytes and 4Ivolved in the regulation of the SPRR gene. 
d) TDE-4 contains a novel sequence rich in T's and G's which has been 
named TG box. Deletion of this sequence or point mutations completely abolish 
SPRR2A expression. In a bandshift experiment with the TG box two specific 
complexes are observed. Supershifts with specific antibodies seem to indicate 
that the corresponding transcription factor might be identical or related to 
HLTF (a recently identified helicase like transcription factor with high homolo-
gy to the yeast rad16 repair gene). However more experiments are needed to 
confirm the implication of this factor in terminal differentiation and radiation 
response. 
Although the multitude of transcription factors necessary for SPRR2A 
expression might be surprising at first sight, one should realize that SPRR 
genes are part of an apoptotic process (terminal differentiation is a process of 
programmed cell death) which by definition has to be very strictly regulated 
(once initiated there is no return, the cell will die). Only under specific conditi-
ons, characterized by a given configuration of transcription factors (determined 
either by tissue inherent conditions or by external stress factors), the expressi-
on of these genes is allowed. As expression of SPRR genes and the formation of 
the cornified cell envelope is directly linked with cell death, it appears that at 
least under certain conditions of external damage the cell chooses to die rather 
than trying to repair the damage which has been afflicted. This propensity to 
terminal differentiation is likely to be responsible for the rather high radiosen-
sitivity of these cells. It should be clear that deregulation of these processes 
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might play a significant role in carcinogenesis. 
Besides the transcription factors and signal transduction cascades 
essential for SPRR expression we have also identified molecular factors which 
can interfere with the strictly regulated expression of this important gene 
family. For instance ectopically expressed c-JUN is a powerful inhibitor of 
SPRR2A expression. This inhibition is not mediated via an AP-1 binding site. 
Probably downregulation by c-JUN is achieved via protein-protein interactions. 
It is possible that JUN interferes with the synergistic action of the positively 
acting transcription factors mentioned above (maybe by a squelching mecha-
nism). We have recently obtained evidence that inhibition of SPRR2A expressi-
on by JUN is mediated by the RAS signal transduction cascade. Activated RAS 
inhibits SPRR2A expression. This inhibition can be relieved by cotransfection of 
an negatively dominant c-JUN mutant. The RAS signal transduction cascade 
appears to play an important role in determining the balance between prolife-
ration and differentiation in human keratinocytes. In collaboration with the 
group of Prof. JL Bos (University of Utrecht) we have obtained indications that 
this balance might be determined by the balance between active and inactive 
forms of p21-RAS (7). In a number of cases the RAS signaling pathway has 
been implicated in the UV response. Whether this pathway is also involved in 
the response of human keratinocytes to radiation remains to be established. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period: 
Our objective was to develop techniques based on pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and 
computer-based evaluation procedures to quantify DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) induced 
by various radiation qualities in S. cerevisiae and mammalian cells and assess their spatial 
distribution Furthermore, we used the techniques to study the efficiency of DSB repair, e g 
the reconstitution of high molecular weight DNA, in various radiosensitive diploid yeast strains 
and mammalian cell lines. In parallel, we studied the fidelity of restriction enzyme-mediated 
DSB and double-stranded gaps in a yeast centromeric plasmid transformed into haploid yeast 
strains differing in their repair capacities. A further task was the structural and functional 
analysis of the REV2 (=RAD5) gene of S. cerevisiae controlling error-free as well as error-
prone processing ofUV- and X-ray induced DNA damage 
During the period 1992/95 we have addressed the following topics: 
I. Development of electrophoresis assays and appropriate evaluation procedures for the 
analysis ofDSB in yeast and mammalian cells; 
2. Analysis of the spatial distribution of DSB after irradiation with sparsely ionizing radiation 
and after damage repair; 
3 Determination of the DSB induction frequency in yeast and various mammalian cell lines 
after ionizing irradiation under various irradiation conditions; 
4. Determination of DSB repair kinetics in radioresistant and radiosensitive yeast strains and 
mammalian cell lines; 
5. Use of the method to demonstrate non-random distribution of DSB induced by densely 
ionizing radiation; 
6 Studies on the fidelity of repair of DSB and gaps in a yeast plasmid transformed into 
radioresistant and radiosensitive yeast strains; 
7. Cloning and molecular analysis of the REV2 (=RAD5) gene of yeast; 
8. Functional analysis of the REV2 gene· diverse role in mutagenesis 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Development of electrophoresis assays and appropriate evaluation procedures for the 
analysis of DSB in yeast and mammalian cells. 
A reliable quantification of DNA damage is a prerequisite to the estimation of risks resulting 
from different irradiation conditions and to the analysis of damage repair Types of DNA 
damage which result in fragmentation of the DNA molecules, either directly (DSB) or after 
enzymatic damage processing (Sl nuclease-sensitive sites or base damage) are generally 
analyzed via an evaluation of the change in the molecule length distributions of treated as 
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compared to untreated samples Most methods for a quantitative evaluation used so far rely on 
the assumption that the resulting breaks are distributed randomly within the analyzed genomic 
samples. If this assumption holds, a so-called random breakage model allows the quantification 
of breaks. However, if this assumption is invalid, its use for quantification is errorprone. 
Therefore, for a given sample it is necessary to check the validity of the random breakage 
model before it is applied to quantification. We have developed methods, which allow to test 
whether a tentative model for the spatial distribution of breaks is valid under given 
circumstances. In case the model holds, the method is then used for a reliable and fast 
quantification of breaks 
In the yeast S. cerevisiae all intact chromosomal molecules and their radiation-induced 
fragments can be separated according to size by PFGE. Ethidium bromide-staining of the gels 
and measurement of the fluorescence intensity distribution yields DNA mass profiles which 
comprise the peaks of the intact chromosomal molecules and fragments of heterogeneous 
length. This distribution of DNA mass in the gel lanes versus migration distance is monitored 
by use of a CCD camera and an image analysis device Next, using arbitrary values for the 
frequencies of DSB per unit length, expected DNA mass distributions are calculated on the 
basis of a random breakage model. These distributions are transformed into distributions in 
migration distances using a calibration curve for the relationship between molecule length and 
migration distance valid in the gel The shape of the bands corresponding to intact 
chromosomal molecules can be simulated with the aid of a modified Lorentzian distribution. 
Finally, the calculated profiles are normalized to the same area as observed profiles and the two 
profiles are compared using a least square procedure. During an optimization procedure, the 
value for the DSB frequency yielding the best fit between observed and calculated distribution 
is then determined. If the agreement between observed and calculated profiles after 
optimization of the model parameters is still poor, this is treated as an incidence for a deviation 
of the actual distribution of DSB from a random distribution Satisfying agreement between 
both profiles indicates that the random breakage model can be used for a quantitative 
evaluation of the DSB frequency. A similar method has been established for DSB analysis in 
mammalian cell DNA Intact mammalian chromosomal molecules are too long to enter the gel 
during electrophoresis, therefore, only the size distribution of fragments small enough to enter 
the gel can be analyzed. This restricts the quantification of DSB to samples irradiated with at 
least 50 Gy 
2. Analysis of the spatial distribution of DSB after irradiation with sparsely ionizing 
radiation and after damage repair. 
Although with sparsely ionizing radiation the pattern of energy deposition within a cell nucleus · 
is expected to be stochastic, it seemed conceivable that radical-mediated DSB induction is 
influenced by the structure and condensation status of the chromatin Evaluation of profiles 
obtained from yeast cells irradiated with sparsely ionizing radiation both under oxic and 
hypoxic conditions resulted in a good agreement between calculated and observed DNA mass 
distributions, and the quality of fit was not influenced by the irradiation conditions This 
indicates that a higher proportion of radical-mediated breaks does not result in a change in the 
spatial distribution ofDSB as detectable with the method used The localization of a DSB with 
respect to sequence context or relative distance to other DSB might have an impact on its 
reparability We investigated therefore, whether DNA profiles obtained from y -irradiated yeast 
cells which were allowed to repair the DNA damage during a post-irradiation incubation 
agreed still with the calculated profiles predicted assuming a random distribution of breaks. We 
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found no indications for a poorer agreement than observed in samples that were irradiated only 
(seeFig I) 
Fig. I 
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obtamedfrom w1ldtype cells 1rradwted with 300 Gy under ox1c conditions and kept for 0, 3 
and 2-lh under non-growth conditions. 
3. Determination of the DSB induction frequency in yeast and various mammalian cell 
lines after sparsely ionizing irradiation under various irradiation conditions. 
In case the random breakage model holds, the evaluation procedure can be used for a 
quantitative DSB analysis In yeast the frequency of DSB induced by y-radiation was 
determined as (I 01 ± 0 06) and (2 75 ± 0 10) DSB per 109 Gy x bp when irradiated under 
hypoxic conditions or oxic conditions, respectively No significant strain-specific variations in 
these values were detected. To validate the new technique, pulsed field gels were also blotted 
and hybridized to chromosome-specific gene probes The frequency of DSB as calculated from 
the diminution of the hybridization signals in the chromosomal bands compare well to those 
obtained by the other method. 
In exponentially growing cells of the cell lines V79 (Chinese hamster), KE37/l (human) and 
L929 (mouse) the DSB frequencies after y-irradiation under oxic conditions was determined as 
(50± 0 4), (3 9 ± 0 6) and (6 3 ± 0 9) DSB per 109 Gy x bp. The reason for these deviations is 
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not clear. One possible explanation is that the relative cell cycle distribution in exponentially 
growing cells of these lines differs, having an impact on the actual or apparent DSB frequency 
However, detailed analysis of DSB induction in synchronized populations of L972 cells 
showed that the influence of the cell cycle position is very small (variations in the induction 
frequency are lower than 20%). These data are in contrast to data obtained the so-called FAR 
method for DSB measurement, where the DSB frequency is inferred from the fraction of DNA 
able to enter the gel With this method, errors arise if molecules are inhibited from entering the 
gel although they are small enough, e.g. because of replication eyes and other structures. 
4. Determination of DSB repair kinetics in radioresistant and radiosensitive yeast 
strains and mammalian cell lines. 
We tested several radioresistant wildtype yeast strains for their ability to repair y-ray-induced 
DSB during a post-irradiation incubation under non-growth conditions. These strains exhibited 
biphasic exponential repair kinetics, with t112 values of3-4h for the fast component and 11-ISh 
for the slow component (for an example, see Fig. 2). Interestingly, the kinetics of repair is 
identical for DSB induced under oxic and hypoxic conditions, provided that the initial level of 
damage is the same. These data indicate that the reparability of the breaks is not influenced by 
the oxygen status during irradiation. 
The analysis of DSB repair kinetics in radiosensitive mutants may give hints to the functions of 
the mutated genes. In yeast, the predominant pathway for DSB repair is homologous 
recombination This pathway depends on the Rad52 protein, and studies in rad52 point 
mutants have long been interpreted in terms of a total deficiency of the cells to repair DSB 
However, using a diploid homozygous rad52::TRP disruption mutant, we observed a 
reproducible decrease of the frequency of DSB per unit molecule length of about 30% during 
the first 3h of repair incubation (Fig 2), whose velocity agrees well with the fast component of 
repair in wildtype cells. In contrast to data obtained by others in point mutants, we did not 
observe an increased unspecified DNA degradation after irradiation of the cell It remains to be 
tested whether these differences are due to different phenotypes of point and disruption 
mutants Yeast cells bearing mutations in the REV2 gene exhibit moderately enhanced 
radiosensitivity and show a very pleiotropic phenotype with regards to mutation induction. We 
tested whether deficiencies in DSB repair can be observed in diploid homozygous rev2-1 
strains. Although the final level of residual damage after 24h of repair incubation is similar to 
that obtained in wildtype cells, the kinetics of repair are drastically different. Recently, it has 
been demonstrated that the radiosensitivity of three complementation groups of radiosensitive 
mutant rodent cell lines is due to a defect in a component of the Ku-heterodimer-DNA-PK-
complex. In yeast, a putative homologue to the Ku-heterodimer has been identified, and the 
gene HDFJ encoding one of the subunits is cloned and sequenced We have shown that 
deletion of the HDFJ genes enhances the radiosensitivity of the cells only in the absence of 
homologous recombination, i e. in a rad52 background or in stationary haploid cells. These 
data may hint at the presence of additional minor DSB repair pathways in yeast. In preliminary 
experiments on DSB repair in rad52 hdfl double mutants a very small, if at all, decrease in the 
DSB frequency during post-irradiation incubation was observed. In collaboration with M. 
Zdzienicka, Leiden, we have begun to analyze DSB repair kinetics in various radiosensitve 
mutant rodent cell lines 
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5. Use of the method to demonstrate non-random distribution of DSB induced by 
densely ionizing radiation. 
In contrast to the results obtained using sparsely ionizing radiation, after treatment of yeast 
cells with neutron beams of various energies, the resulting DNA mass distributions could not 
be predicted with sufficient accuracy. It was shown that the observed distributions resulting 
from irradiation of cells with these densely ionizing radiations were broader than expected after 
random induction of DSB Thus, the random breakage model is inappropriate for the 
description of the spatial distribution of neutron-induced DSB Based on microdosimetric 
considerations, a new model was developed that accounts for the occurrence of clusters of 
DSB Implementation of this modified model in the evaluation program and its application to 
the analysis of measured DNA mass distributions resulted in a clearly improved agreement of 
the calculated spectra with the observed profiles as compared to the employment of the 
random breakage model This indicates deviations from randomness in the spatial distribution 
of neutron-induced DSB Our approach allows the computation of the resulting DNA mass , 
distributions and, hence, the quantitative analysis of non-randomly induced DSB detectable 
after exposure ofyeast cells to densely ionizing radiation We found an average of(3 7 ± 0 5) 
DSB per 109 Gy x bp after irradiation in air, which leads to a relative biological effectiveness 
(RBE) of approximately 2 7 for neutrons for the induction ofDSB 
Also in mammalian cells (V79) an analysis of the observed DNA mass profiles after induction 
of DSB by very densely ionizing radiations, such as beams of accelerated charged particles 
(Calcium ions, 6 9 MeV/u, LET"' 2 1 x 103 keV/11 or Uranium ions, 9 MeV/u, LET"' 14 x 103 
keV/11, respectively), revealed a marked overdispersion of the resulting DNA mass 
distributions Any attempt to calculate corresponding profiles employing a random breakage 
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spectra are characterized by an excess of fragments both in the low as well as in the very high 
molecular weight regime, as compared to the amount of medium-sized molecules (Fig.3) In 
view of this excess of short fragments, one may speak of damage clustering, but one must note 
that, due to technical limitations, the observations refer to DSB separated by more than about 
20 kb Track structure calculations suggest multiple damage on a nanometer scale that may 
correspond to much shorter fragments, but such fragments are not detectable with the present 
approach Nevertheless, it was found that after treatment of cells with very densely ionizing 
radiattons, a considerable amount of DNA mass is contained in very small fragments that are 
partially lost during the preparation of the samples This observation and the fact that also a 
large fraction of DNA mass is contained in very large molecules that are not able to enter the 
gel prevented an unequivocal quantification of DSB induced by accelerated charged particles 
However, a simple model was developed that accounts for clustering ofDSB which allows at 
least an empirical description of the resulting DNA mass distributions With the aid of this 1 
model, possible implications on the determination of RBE values for the induction of DSB by 
very densely ionizing radiations were assessed 
1,-----------------------~ 
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Fig. 3 
Obsen,ed DNA mass distnbutron (sohd lmes) qfter treatment of cells wrth y-rays (upper 
panel) and accelerated Uramum rons (lower panel). Exposures are as indrcated Wheras 
for the case of sparsely iomzmg radwtron an excellent agreement between observed and 
the calculated drstnbutions (dotted lines) could be achieved, with densely wnizmg 
radratron the agreement is rather poor. 
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6. Studies on the fidelity of repair of DSB and gaps in a yeast plasmid. 
Commonly, X-ray sensitivity of yeast and mammalian cell mutants is explained by some 
deficiency in DSB repair Applying the PFGE technique we have analyzed DSB repair kinetics 
under non-growth conditions in various yeast strains, and we found the situation to be rather 
complex. Two different though closely related diploid repair-competent yeast strains (D7 and 
BKO) with significant differences in their sensitivities towards gamma-rays, both under oxic 
and hypoxic conditions of irradiation, show nearly identical efficiencies in the reconstitution of 
chromosomal length DNA ("DSB repair") after 24 hours as quantified by PFGE, but different 
time courses of repair. Under identical experimental conditions, the rev2-l diploid mutant 
exhibiting medium radiosensitivity, is capable of restoring chromosomal length DNA to a level 
similar the wild-type diploid after 24 hours of repair, however, the time course is much slower. 
A similar effect was found for a radl8-J diploid strain (E.M. Geigl and F. Eckardt-Schupp, 
Curr. Genet. 20, 33-37, 1991). We asked the question whether a reduced fidelity of DSB 
repair is possibly the cause for the enhanced radiosensitivity in strains with delayed DSB repair. 
We established an experimental system which allows to study the correctness of repair of 
restriction enzyme-induced DSB and small gaps (DSG, 169 bp) with sticky ends in the plasmid 
YpJA18. The plasmid contains two selectable recombinant yeast genes (TRPJ, URA3) and is 
transformed, either circular or cut in the URA3 gene by the restriction enzyme(s), Ncoi and/or 
Apal, into haploid yeast strains (trpl-289, ura3-52) differing in their capacities for repair of X-
ray damage (see Table 1). 
In repair-competent strains, both DSB and DSG are repaired with high efficiencies (as deduced 
from the transformation frequencies of the manipulated plasmids) and fidelities (as deduced 
from URA3 gene function) presumably by recombination with the chromosomal URA3 gene. In 
rev2 point- and deletion-mutants the efficiency is similar to the wild-type strain, but the 
frequency of correctly repaired plasmids differs from the wild-type frequency considerably. In 
the point mutant rev2-l and deletion mutant rev2!l the gap is restored in only 18% and 26% of 
the transformants as compared to wild-type strains. In contrast (and to our surprise) the DSB 
is restored with wild-type fidelity in the deletion mutant, but in the rev2-l point mutant in only 
20% of the transformants. Obviously, the Rev2 protein is required for the fidelity control of the 
repair ofDSB and DSG in plasmid DNA, and possibly of yeast chromosomal DNA as well In 
a radl8 mutant the DSB are repaired correctly in 95% of the transformants whilst the value for 
DSG is about 80%. In contrast, mutants of the RAD52 group with very reduced 
transformation efficiencies for the linearized plasmids show very reduced frequencies of 
correctly repaired lesions (<5 %). 
Misrepaired plasmids were isolated for DNA sequence analysis of the junction sites. 
Misrepaired plasmids in the rev2!l as well as the rev2-l point mutant showed similar results: In 
most of the plasmids the 5' and 3' termini of the gaps were simply joined either exactly or with 
deletions or insertions of nucleotides without restoration of the 169 bp sequence. Most of the 
DSB were joined with errors at the junction site. Plasmids isolated from the REV2 wild-type 
strain, which did not restore the URA3 function, have correctly restored the gap by 
recombination and DSB were repaired by ligation without alterations at the junction sites. 
Obviously, second site events caused the ura- phenotype. Assuming a similar situation for 
radiation-induced DSB in chromosomal DNA, further analysis of the fidelity ofDSB and DSG 
repair will improve our understanding of the molecular mechanism(s) of DSB repair. It is of 
particular interest to elucidate the role of the Rev2 protein in the processes of DSB and gap 
repair 
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Plasmid Uncut Apai-DSB Apai-Ncol DSG 
Yeast strain URA'TRP'rrRP' % URA'TRP rrRP' % URA'TRP rfRP' % 
W1ldtype 370/372 100 400/408 98 584/600 97 
rev2-1 173/188 92 111/555 20 146/796 18 
rev2t. 297/300 99 288/300 96 78/300 26 
rad18t. 299/300 100 285/300 95 240/300 80 
rad50-1 498/570 87 12/300 4 6/300 3 
rad51-1 546/600 91 5/176 3 6/192 3 
rad54-1 528/600 88 4/185 2 4/198 2 
Table I 
Restrrctwn enzyme-mduced double-strand break/gap repair m different yeast strains 
transjected w1th modified YpJA 18 plasmid 
7. Cloning and molecular analysis of the REV2 (RAD5) gene 
The REV2 gene was cloned by complementation of a rev2-J point mutation The gene was 
sequenced and genomically disrupted yielding sensitivity to UV and 6°Co-y -rays in the range 
found for various rev2 point mutants Independently, the gene was cloned and analyzed by R. 
Johnson eta!., Molec. Cell Bioll2(9), 3807-18, 1992. The REV2 transcript has a length of3.4 
kb corresponding to the ORF of 3419 bp. The putative Rev2 protein possesses 7 helicase 
domains, two zinc fingers and a leucin zipper. Recently results by Prakash et a!. (J Bioi Chern 
269, pp 28259-28262, 1994) on the purified protein showed no helicase activities but a 
functional nucleotide binding site 
In continuation of the detailed biological analysis regarding the REV2 gene function in repair 
and mutagenesis (Siede and Eckardt-Schupp Mutagenesis 1(6), 471-474, 1986) the regulation 
of the gene in response to DNA damage and various growth conditions was of particular 
interest The experimental approaches turned out to be difficult. First, the gene shows a very 
low expression, in comparison with the RADiO transcript level we estimated at most 1 REV2 
mRNA molecule per cell Second, the REV2 transcripts are masked by the 28S RNA in 
Northern blot analysis, and third, even highly purified mRNA did not reveal clear bands 
without extra smear. We established RT-PCR using agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium 
bromide for the detection and quantification of the reverse transcribed REV2 DNA fragment 
and obtained some indication for an increase in the REV2 transcript levels in response to UV 
and heatshock. However, the method is not sufficiently sensitive, and therefore we establish a 
new method using polyacrylamide gels and the GATC system for detection (Heller et a!. 
Electrophoresis 89, ed. Radula, B 1 , Munich) 
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8. Functional analysis: Role of the REV2 gene in mutagenesis. 
Known for more than 20 years, still not understood, but of considerable interest are the 
remarkable locus- and allele-dependent effects of rev2 mutations on mutagenesis, since the role 
of the Rev2 protein might relate to chromatin structure influencing repair and mutagenesis 
The REV2 gene exhibits a minor role for mutation fixation at specific ochre alleles (i.e arg4-
I7, hisS-2) in genes coding for proteins and a very pronounced role for mutation avoidance in 
t-RNA genes. Qualitatively similar results were reported for the RAD6 and RAD18 genes 
(Cassier-Chauvat, C. and Fabre, F., Mutation Res, 254, 247-258, I99I) 
We use an experimental system which allows the distinction of intragenic revertants of ochre 
alleles and extragenic suppressors, e.g t-RNA mutants by colony colour (Siede et a! , Mol Gen 
Genet, I90, 406-4I2, I983). We have investigated the spontaneous and UV-induced reversion 
and suppressor frequencies of various ochre alleles, using interruption mutants rev2L1 in two 
different wild-type strains and (non-isogenic) rev2-1 and rev2ts point mutants. The following 
results were obtained· 
• The REV2 gene product has no influence on the spontaneous reversion of the ochre alleles 
arg4-I7, hisS-2, lys2-I 
• The UV-induced reversion of the lys2-1 allele is independent of the REV2 function, whereas 
the reversion of the allele arg.J-17 dependend on the Rev2 protein. In rev2-1 and rev2ts 
mutants the effect on UV -induced reversion frequencies seems to be more pronounced than 
in rev2.1 mutants. 
• The REV2 gene product has a remarkable influence on reducing the spontaneous and UV-
induced ochre suppressor frequencies of both lys2-1 and arg.J-17 alleles in repair competent 
wild type yeast As compared to the wild type strains the spontaneous mutations of tRNA 
genes are IS to IOO fold enhanced in rev2 mutants dependent on both the ochre and the 
rev2 alleles investigated (Fig. 4) 
• In repair competent haploid yeast the UV -induced suppressor mutations are lower than the 
spontaneous values (app. I x I0-6) and show no increase above approximately 5 x 10-7 up 
to IOO J/m2 In contrast, in rev2 mutants suppressor frequencies increase in a dose-
dependent fashion to more than 10-4 at 60 J/m2, dependent on the allele analyzed. 
The pleiotropic phenotypes of rev2 mutants on survival, efficiency and fidelity of DSB repair 
and mutagenesis may indicate the association of the Rev2 protein with several complexes 
composed of different sets of proteins differing in their biological function 
The considerable differences in the mutability of ochre alleles at structural gene loci and tRNA 
genes in rev2 as well as rad6 and rad18 deletion mutants might hint at a role of the proteins of 
these genes with different RNA polymerases (Pol II for mRNA and Pol III for tRNA 
transcription) and/or different chromatin structures at the structural as compared to tRNA gene 
loci. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The objectives of the project were: 
Sector: B12 
1) To develop methodologies capable of characterising, identifying and quantifying 
aneuploidy induction in radiation exposed somatic cells, particularly in the low dose 
region. Such methods should be capable of characterising numerical chromosome 
changes in both interphase and metaphase progeny cells. 
2) Using the methods developed in 1) to determine the mechanisms by which ionising 
radiation induces numerical chromosome changes. 
3) To determine whether there are low dose thresholds for radiation induced aneuploidy 
and to compare aneuploidy dose response curves with those for radation induced 
structural chromosome changes. 
The major achievements of the project were: 
1) Demonstration that ionising radiation of various LET values induces both 
chromosome loss and non-disjunction leading to aneuploidy in somatic cells. 
2) At low doses of ionising radiation induced non-disjunction appears to be the 
predominant mechanism leading to aneuploidy. 
3) Radiation induced aneuploidy results from radiation induced interactions with 
centromeric DNA and non-DNA targets, probably including components of the 
mitotic spindle. 
In view of the role of chromosome aneuploidy during tumour progression it is of major 
importance that we determine the influence of low doses of ionising radiation upon numerical 
changes during progression. 
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Overview of Projects: Radiation Induced Mitotic Aneuploidy 
Genome stability (i.e. chromosome number and structure) is dependant upon the 
coordinated functioning of the mitotic and meiotic cell division cycles. Critical events 
include chromosome replication and segregation which involve the functioning of a series of 
inter-related cell organelles and coordinated activities such as the synthesis and functioning 
of the proteins of the nuclear spindle and the attachment and movement of the chromosomes 
on the spindle apparatus. Modifications of the activity of the cell division apparatus and 
critical chromosome functions may lead to aberrations of chromosome segregation and the 
protection of cells with abnormal chromosome numbers, whether a multiple of the complete 
karyotype (polyploidy) or individual deviations from the normal number of individual 
chromosomes (aneuploidy). 
During mitotic cell division aneuploidy may occur by a variety of malsegregation 
events, the most important of which are:-
a) Chromosome loss, for example when a chromosome is dislocated from the mitotic 
splindle and expelled as a micronucleus. Such a process may lead to the formation 
of 2n and 2n-1 progeny cells. This event may be detected by the observation of 
micronuclei in interphase cells or by the presence of hypodiploid metaphase cells. 
b) Chromosome non-disjunction occurs when both copies of a chromosome segregate to 
the same pole of a dividing cell resulting in 2n+ 1 and 2n-1 progeny cells. Non-
disjunction events may be detected by the observation of both hypodiploid and 
hyperdiploid metaphases and interphases in progeny cells. 
The aim of the project was to develop an understanding of the effects of ionising 
radiations upon the fidelity of chromosome segregation. Numerical chromosome changes 
may lead to substantial changes in the behaviour of progeny cells and there is now extensive 
data to implicate aneuploidy in the etiology of tumour fomation in somatic cells and in birth 
defects such as Downs Syndrome (trisomy of chromosome 21) when they occur in germ 
cells. 
During the progression of tumour cells to malignancy the homozygosity of mutant 
oncogenes and numerical chromosome changes has been a consistent observation. It is thus 
of considerable importance to determine whether low doses of ionising radiation induce 
numerical chromosome changes which may result in the homozygosity of active oncogenes. 
Unlike the induction of point mutations and chromosome structural aberrations where 
the predominant target is the DNA, the potential targets for modification leading to 
aneuploidy are diverse. During mitosis, these theoretically include; the chromosomes 
themselves (particularly the centromeres and telomeres), the kinetochore proteins, 
microtubule synthesis and assembly, the formation of the division spindle, the synthesis and 
functioning of the polar bodies, the movement of the segregating chromosomes on the spindle 
and membrane modifications. A critical feature of the project has been to develop an 
understanding of whether ionising radiation interacts with cellular targets of importance to 
the induction of aneuploidy. 
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Currently, we have little information on the nature of the dose response curve for 
radiation induced somatic aneuploidy. This lack of understanding of the nature of the 
molecular events which result in radiation induced aneuploidy means that we cannot predict 
whether a threshold exists for the induction of numerical chromosome changes following 
radiation exposure. A number of studies upon radiation induced micronucleus formation in 
cultured cells indicate that they are induced by ionising radiation with dose response curves 
that show no evidence of a threshold (for example Brooks et al 1990). However, 
micronuclei may arise from both whole chromosomes (aneuploidy) or the presence of 
chromosome fragments. If micronuclei data are to be used to provide information on the 
dose response relationships of radiation induced aneuploidy it is necessary to distinguish 
between micronuclei containing whole chromosomes and chromosome fragments. 
Micronuclei arising from whole chromosomes and fragments may be distinguished on the 
basis of size, the presence of centromeric DNA and the presence of kinetochore proteins 
using appropriate molecular probes. 
The objectives of the project were:-
1) To develop methodologies capable of characterising, identifying and quantifying the 
aneuploidy induction in somatic cells following ionising radiation particularly in the 
low dose region. Methods are necessary to investigate numerical chromosome 
changes in both interphase and metaphase progeny cells. 
2) Using the methods developed in 1) to determing the mechanisms by which ionising 
radiation induces numerical chromosome changes. 
3) To determine whether there are dose thresholds for radiation induced anueploidy and 
to compare aneuploidy dose response curves with these for radiation induced 
chromosome structural aberrations. 
The project was planned by the collaborators to cover a research period of 3 years. 
However, funding was provided for only 2 years and it was thus difficult for the 
collaborators to achieve all these aims. In spite of the time and funding limitations, the 
collaborators have achieved major progress in both method development and identifying the 
importance of non-disjunction as a mechanism for inducing aneuploidy following low doses 
of ionising radiation. 
During the project the collaborating laboratories integrated their research in a manner 
which allowed the investigation of the induction of numerical chromosome changes using 
mouse/human cell hybrids, hamster and human fibroblasts and human lymphocytes. These 
cell types were utilized with a variety of protocol variations which included: 
1) Time of exposure in the cell cycle 
2) Sampling and fixation times 
The endpoints developed and evaluated for the quantification of the induction of 
numerical changes included: 
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i) Micronucleus induction, with evaluation of the nature of the chromosomal 
material using the antikinetochore Crest antibody and centromeric probes 
ii) Chromosome counts of the whole karyotype 
iii) Counts of specific chromosomes using whole chromosome paints in metaphase 
cells and centromeric probes in interphase cells. 
The results obtained demonstrated that micronuclei may be induced by ionising 
radiation at doses as low as 0.5Gy of both X-ray and proton irradiation. The micronuclei 
induced were predominantly kinetochore and centromere negative, indicating that they arose 
from chromosome structural aberrations. When micronuclei were classified into those arising 
from structural aberrations and those arising from whole chromosome loss it is clear that 
both types are induced by ionising radiation in a dose-dependent manner. 
Analysis of radiation induced chromosome aneuploidy using whole or specific 
chromosome counts indicated that substantially higher frequencies of induction are observed 
than detected in the micronuclei assessments. Such data indicates that a major event involved 
in the generation of radiation induced aneuploidy is non-disjunction leading to both 
hypodiploidy and hyperdiploidy. Clearly, the adequate assessment of radiation induced 
aneuploidy requires the use of methodologies which are capable of quantifying the 
consequences of induced non-disjunction rather than the induction of chromosome loss alone. 
With the availability of in situ probes for the detection of both whole chromosomes and the 
centromeres of specific chromosomes the collaborators were able to directly evaluate 
radiation induced non-disjunction. These studies demonstrated that chromosome non-
disjunction is the most important mechanism leading to aneuploidy following low doses 
(currently down to 0.125 Gy) of ionising radiation. The collaboration allowed the evaluation 
of radiation induced non-disjunction for 6 individual pairs of chromosomes 7 + 11, 2 + 8 
and1+17. 
To investigate the role of cellular targets other than the chromosomal DNA in the 
etiology of aneuploidy the Swansea Laboratory compared the induction of chromosome 
structural and numerical aberrations in Chinese hamster cell lines with differing capacities 
to repair DNA damage. These studies demonstrated that following ionising radiation 
exposure there was a higher frequency of structural chromosome damage in repair defective 
cell cultures compared with repair proficient cell cultures. In contrast, there was little or no 
difference in the dose response for the induction of numerical chromosome changes in those 
cell lines of differing repair capabilities so far evaluated. Such data clearly indicate that at 
least a proportion of the induced aneuploidy measured in our studies is derived from ionising 
radiation damage to targets other than that to the chromosomal DNA. Such observations 
indicate that currently characterised DNA repair activities are not major factors for 
consideration in the risk-evaluation of radiation induced aneuploidy. It would be of 
considerable theoretical and practical interest to determine the factors which are of 
significance in influencing the frequencies of aneuploidy during tumour progression. 
Although it is clear from our data that a significant proportion of radiation induced 
aneuploidy is derived from damage to non-DNA targets there is also evidence from the work 
of the Roma Laboratory that radiation interaction with the centromeric DNA is also of 
importance in producing numerical changes. Micronuclei containing kinetochore positive and 
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FISH negative signals appear to be unique to radiation induced cells suggesting a sensitivity 
of the centromeric regions of chromosomes to radiation induced disturbances which result 
in chromosome induced malsegregation. It is thus of importance to determine the relative 
contributions of chromosomal and non-chromosomal damage in the etiology of radiation 
induced aneuploidy. 
By the end of the project period i.e. June 1995, it was not possible to adequately 
address the question of potential thresholds for radiation induced aneuploidy. The 
collaboration resulted in the development of suitable methodologies i.e. the analysis of 
chromosome segregation in binucleate cells, which would have been used to analyse the dose 
response relationship if time had been available. 
In view of the role of chromosome aneuploidy during tumour progression, it is of 
major importance that we determine the influence of low dose ionising radiation upon 
numerical changes during progression. 
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Head of Project 1. Professor J M Parry 
II Objectives of the Swansea Laboratory 1.7.93 to 30.6.95 
1) To evaluate potential cultured cell test systems for their suitability for the study of 
radiation induced aneuploidy. 
2) To develop methods in an appropriate test system capable of detecting and quantifying 
radiation induced aneuploidy of specific chromosomes using fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation with whole chromosome paints in metaphase cells and centromere-
specific probes in interphase cells. 
3) To estimate the capacity of ionising radiation to induce aneuploidy in cultured cells. 
4) To determine the relative contributions of chromosome loss and non-disjunction in the 
induction of aneuploidy by ionising radiations. 
5) To investigate the mechanisms of radiation induced aneuploidy and to determine the 
cellular targets critical to induction. 
6) To investigate potential thresholds of radiation induced aneuploidy. 
m Progress achieved 
1) Methods were successfully developed based upon fluoresence in situ hybridisation 
(FISH) to detect and quantify aneuploidy in metaphase and interphase cells. 
2) Ionising radiation was shown to induce chromosome loss and non-disjunction. 
3) Non-disjunction was shown to be the predominant mechanism leading to aneuploidy 
at low doses of ionising radiation. 
4) Studies in repair defective cells indicated that DNA repair makes little or no 
contribution to the levels of aneuploidy induced by ionising radiation indicating a 
major contribution of non-DNA targets. 
5) Little progress was made on potential thresholds during the limited time scale of the 
project. 
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Project la 
Radiation induced aneuploidy in human lymphocytes 
III. Main Results Obtained 
(Methodology, Results, Discussion) 
The initial studies of the Swansea Laboratory involved the use of the mouse/human 
cell hybrid R3-5 which carries a single copy of human chromosome 2. The single human 
chromosome in R3-5 was hybridised with a biotin labelled Oncor total human DNA probe. 
The probe was revealed with avidin-FITC followed with biotinylated anti-avidine and avidin-
FITC. The cells were scored for the number of human chromosomes present following low 
dose of X-rays. Radiation induced mitotic aneuploidy was scored for the presence of 0 
(loss), 1 and 2 (gain) human chromosomes. 
These initial studies indicated that up to 10% of untreated cells contained 
modifications of chromosome number. Such a high frequency of spontaneous aneuploidy was 
considered to be inappropriate for the study of radiation induced aneuploidy in the low dose 
region. Based upon these initial studies primary human cells were used for further analysis 
and to evaluate the suitability of a number of probes for various human chromosomes and 
to develop protocals for the quantification of both chromosome loss and gain. 
Methods 
Heparinised whole blood samples from healthy female donors were irradiated with 
X-rays at a dose rate of 1.47 Gy/minute. Cultures were grown at 37° under a 5% C02 
atmosphere in RMP1 1640 medium supplemented with 20% foetal calf serum and 1.4% 
phytohaemagglutinin. Cultures were grown for 2 hr. Cells were harvested and given a brief 
(10 min) hypotonic treatment (0.075 M KCl) and fixed three times in 4:1 methanol: acetic 
acid. Fixed cells were dropped on to clean, polished slides, allowed to dry and stored at 
-20°C. 
Slides were immersed in acetone (10-20 min), air-dried, treated with RNase 
(100~g/ml in 2 X sse, pH 7.0) for 1 hat 37°C, washed three times in 2 X sse, treated with 
proteinase < [0.5 p.g/ml in 2mM CaC12, 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4), rinsed twice in 2 X sse 
and dehydrated through an ethanol series. 
FISH was carried out using chromosome-specific "paint" probes obtained from 
Cambia and for the purpose of the project we selected probes for chromosomes 2 and 8 
being suitable for further studies. FITC-labelled chromosome 2 specific paint and biotin 
labelled chromosome 8 paints were employed. The probes required immunological detection 
and were revealed with (a) goat anti-FITC and rabbit anti-goat FITC and (b) avidin-Texas 
Red followed by biotinylated anti-avidin and avidin-Texas Red respectively. All slides were 
counterstained with DAPl. Slides were mounted in Vectashield anti-fade and visualised 
using an Olympus fluorescence microscope equipped with a triple-band pass filter to allow 
the simultaneous observation of both labelled chromosomes and counterstain. The images 
of the FISH stained chromosomes were captured on a Perceptive Instruments Imge Analysis 
Station. The frequencies of chromosome 2 and 8 and exchanges involving both chromosomes 
were determined. 
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Results 
An example of the data obtained from exposing human lymphocytes to X-ray doses 
of 0 and 5.88 Gy are illustrated in Table I. The data for chromosomes 2 and 8 demonstrates 
an increase in hyperdiploidy at doses of 1.47 Gy and above. The data also demonstrated that 
the further analysis of X-ray induced hyperdiploidy should involve doses in the region of 0 
to 1.5 Gy. In contrast to the dose-dependent increase in hyperploidy the frequencies of 
hypodiploidy were variable and not dose-dependent indicating that the predominant aneugenic 
event induced by X-rays was non-disjunction rather than chromosome loss. 
To compare the relative induction of chromosome structural with numerical 
aberrations we have also evaluated the frequencies of exchanges involving chromosome 2 and 
8 detectable in the cells evaluated for hypodiploidy and hyperdiploidy. The data obtained 
from these analyses demonstrate significant increases the frequencies of exchanges observed 
following X-ray exposure (Table 2). 
Our data demonstrated that X-ray doses of 0.5 Gy induced hyperdiploidy and 
chromosome exchanges. The predominant mechanism of induced aneuploidy appears to 
radiation induced non-disjunction. To further evaluate the role of non-disjunction in radiation 
induced aneuploidy we investigated the distribution of centromere-specific signals in 
binucleate human lymphocytes sampled 24 hours after the addition of the actin inhibitor 
cytochalasin B. Centromere-specific signals for chromosomes 2 and 8 were detected using 
probes supplied by Oncor. 
Table 3 illustrates an example of the data obtained when human lymphocytes were 
irradiated with X-ray doses of 0 to 2 GY. The data demonstrate a significant increase in 
non-disjunction of chromosomes 2 and 8 at doses above 0.5 GY. These data using interphase 
cells confirm the results of the metaphase studies that ionising radiation is capable of 
inducing non-disjunction leading to aneuploid progeny cells. 
Although it is clear from our data that a significant proportion of radiation induced 
aneuploidy is derived from damage to non-DNA targets there is also evidence from the work 
of the Roma Laboratory that radiation interaction with the centromeric DNA is also of 
importance in producing numerical changes. Micronuclei containing kinetochore positive and 
FISH negative signals appear to be unique to radiation induced cells suggesting a sensitivity 
of the centromeric regions of chromosomes to radiation induced disturbances which result 
in chromosome induced malsegregation. It is thus of importance to determine the relative 
contributions of chromosomal and non-chromosomal damage in the etiology of radiation 
induced aneuploidy. 
By the end of the project period i.e. June 1995, it was not possible to adequately 
address the question of potential thresholds for radiation induced aneuploidy. The 
collaboration resulted in the development of suitable methodologies i.e. the analysis of 
chromosome segregation in binucleate cells, which would have been used to analyse the dose 
response relationship if time had been available. 
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11 
0 
14 
0 
25 
0 
5 
0 
8 
0 
13 
0 
14 
2 
14 
3 
28 
5 
9 
2 
6 
3 
15 
5 
4 
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4 
3 
8 
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loss 
gain 
7.1 
0 
6.5 
0 
14.0 
2.5 
7.5 
2.5 
6.3 
4.7 
X-ray 
dose Gy 
0 
0.74 
1.47 
2.94 
5.88 
Table 2 
The induction of radiation induced exchanges involving 
Chromosomes 2 and 8 in human lymphocytes 
Cells Chromosome 2 ChromQsome 8 Total 
Scored 
350 2 1 3 
200 0 0 0 
200 3 10 13 
200 22 24 46 
121 55 50 105 
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% 
0.85 
0 
6.5 
23 
86.8 
Project l.b 
Role of DNA repair activity upon the induction of numerical and chromosome 
aberrations by ionising radiations 
Following our observation that ionising radiation induced aneuploidy at low doses of 
exposure we undertook a study of the role of DNA repair activity into the induction of 
numerical and structural aberrations. The role of repair was assessed by the use of the 
Chinese hamster cell lines V79 and its repair deficient mutant irsl (Jones et at 1987). 
Induced structural and numerical chromosome aberrations were assessed by the use 
of the binucleate cell micronucleus assay. This involved the use of cytochalasin-B to inhibit 
the formation of actin and thus allow the completion of nuclear division without the 
completion of cytokinesis. Micronuclei present in binucleate cells were classified as to their 
origin i.e. whether they contained whole chromosomes or chromosome fragments as detected 
by the immunostaining for the presence of kinetochore protein. 
Method 
Monolayer cultures of repair proficient parental cell line V79.4 and the repair mutant 
irsl were initiated with 2.8 x lOS cells in petri dishes for 24 hours. The cells were then 
irradiated at a dose rate of 1.6/min and incubated with cytochalasin B (3~-tg/ml) for 16 hours 
(V79.4) or 20 hours (irsl). The different incubation times were based upon the respective 
cell cycle times for the two cell cultures. Cells were harvested and aliquots centrifuged onto 
slides. Slides were briefly air dried and fixed in 90% methanol for 10-20 min. 
Slides were immuno-labelled according to the protocol described by Ellard et at., 
1991. Briefly, slides were incubated with a commercial antikinetochore antibody (Antibodies 
Incorporated, Davies, USA) diluted 1:1 with PBS for 45 min. Slides were then washed and 
treated with a secondary anti-human IgG antibody (FITC conjugated) diluted 1: 100 with PBS. 
Slides were stained with primulin and mounted in 1:200 DAPI:antifade solution. 
Kinetochore labelled slides were analysed using an Olympus BH2 microscope fitted 
with RFL fluorescence equipment. 1000 or more binucleated cells were scored for 
micronuclei and a minimum of 100 of them examined for kinetochore positive signals. The 
ratio of binucleate to total cell number was ascertained to give an indication of the nuclear 
division index. 
Results 
The V79 cell line used in our experiments had a control frequency of micronuclei of 
approximately 15 micronuclei per 1000 binucleate cells of which approximately 30% were 
kinetochore positive and 70% were kinetochore negative. All of the radiation sensitive 
Chinese hamster cell lines we initially examined had higher levels of micronuclei in untreated 
cultures; up to 90 per thousand in irsl. However, the relative proportions of kinetochore 
positive to negative micronuclei was approximately 30:70 respectively in all the cultures. 
Figure 1 demonstrates the induction of kinetochore negative micronuclei by ionising 
radiation of up to 2Gy in both the repair proficient V79 cell line and the repair deficient cell 
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line. In V79 the slope of the induction curve was 40.1 micronuclei per 1000 binucleate cells 
per Gy whereas in irsl the slope of the induction curve was 96.6 micronuclei per 1000 
binucleate cells per Gy. Clearly there was a substantially greater induction of kinetochore 
negative micronuclei presumably produced by chromosome fragments in the radiation 
sensitive repair deficient cell line. 
Figure 2 demonstrates the induction of kinetochore positive micronuclei by ionising 
radiation in the two cell lines. As can be seen from Figure 2 the slopes of induction of 
kinetochore positive micronuclei were virtually identical i.e. V79 6. 75 micronuclei per 1000 
binucleate cells per Gy and irsl 6.0 micronuclei per 1000 binucleate cells per Gy. These 
data indicate that there was no difference in the slope of induction of kinetochore positive 
micronuclei produced by whole chromosome loss in either the wild type or the repair 
deficient cell line. 
Discussion 
The irsl mutant had a background frequency of kinetochore positive micronuclei 
approximately 3-fold higher than the wild type V79 which was virtually identical to its 
radiation sensitivity (Jones et al1987). The increased sensitivity of irs1 is clearly reflected 
in the elevated induction of chromosome structural damage by radiation exposure as reflected 
by the increased sensitivity of induction of kinetochore negative micronuclei. We suggest 
that in this DNA repair defective cell line (described in detail in Jones et al 1990) an 
increased proportion of radiation induced DNA lesions result in chromosome damage 
compared to the wild type V79 cell line. 
The induction of whole chromosome aneuploidy as reflected by kinetochore positive 
micronuclei is in marked contrast to the induction of structural aberrations. The kinetics of 
induction of whole chromosome loss was identical in the two cell lines irrespective of their 
DNA repair status. The observations presented here indicate that DNA repair activity has 
little or no influence upon the induction of aneuploidy by ionising radiations. Such 
observations suggest that the cellular targets for ionising radiation induced aneuploidy are not 
the DNA of the chromosomes. The specific targets involved remain to be elucidated. 
However, our previous studies of the effects of ionising radiation upon dividing cells suggest 
that the spindle apparatus is probably the most important cellular target (Parry et at 1985). 
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Head of Project 2: Prof. C. Tanzarella 
II. Objectives 
To study the effect of ionizing radiation on the induction of chromosomal 
malsegretation, human primary fibroblasts (MRC-5) and Chinese hamster cells (Cl-1) 
were irradiated with low LET X-rays and high LET, low energy protons. 
Three objectives were investigated: 
A) Induction of chromosome loss and non-disjunction. 
B) Persistence of micronuclei at several fixation times after irradiation. 
C) Mechanism(s) responsible for chromosome loss induction in human 
fibroblasts. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The Chinese hamster cell line (Cl-1) was routinely maintained in Ham's F-10 
medium supplemented with 10% fetal serum, antibiotics and L-glutamine in a 5% C02 
atmosphere at 37° C. Cells were irradiated with low LET X-rays (Gilardoni 
apparatus, 250 kV, 6 rnA, 70 cGY/min.) or high LET low energy protons. 
For X-rays two types of protocols were adopted: 
In a dose-range finding experiment, cells were grown for 24h on 
coverslips in 35 mm Petri dishes and subsequently irradiated with 12.5, 
25, 50, 100 cGy of X-rays. Cytochalasis-B (3ug/ml) was added 
immediately after X-ray irradiation, and kept for a further 20 hrs. before 
fixation. Cells were stained with antikinetocore antibody (Antibody 
Inc., CA). 
To study the persistence of cytogenetic damage, cytochalasin-B was 
added immediately (I FIX) or, in tum, 20 hrs. (II FIX) and 40 hrs. (III 
FIX) after X-ray-irradiation. The cultures were kept in the presence of 
cytochalasin-B for 20 hrs. , then fixed and stained with antikinetochore 
antibody. 
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For protons, only one type of protocol was carried out: 
About 18 hrs. before irradiation 4xl06 cells were plated in each 
stainless-steel Petri dish and grown at 37°C as monolayer attached to a 
maylar foild (52 urn thick; 133 mm area) at the dish. Two or three 
dishes were irradiated for each dose point. Irradiation was carried out 
at the radiobiological facility of the 7 MV Van de Fraaff CN accelerator 
at the Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro of the Instituto Nazionale di 
Fiscia Nucleare (INFN), using 31 KeV monoenergetic proton beams in 
air. Cells were irradiated with 12.5, 25, 50 75, 100 and 150 cGy. 
Immediately after irradiation cells were detached by trypsin treatment 
and seeded in chamber slides, then cytochalasin-B (3ug/ml) was added 
and kept for further 20 hrs. before fixation. Cells were stained with 
antikinetocore antibody. 
MN and CREST positive MN were scored in 500 BN cells for each experimental 
point/ experiment. 
Human primary fibroblasts (MRC-5) were cultured in MEM medium, 10% fetal 
serum, antibiotics and L-glutamine in a 5% atmosphere at 37° C. Fibroblasts were 
irradiated with 12.5, 25, 50, 100 cGy of X-rays for induction of chromosomal loss 
and non-disjunction. 
Three types of protocols were carried out: 
To study chromosome loss, Cytochalasin-B was added immediately after 
treatment and cells were fixed 24 hrs. later for FISH staining with 
centromeric DNA cocktail probe. FISH positive micronuclei were 
scored in 500 BN cells. 
Non-disjunction was scored in the daughter nuclei of binucleated cells 
with FISH staining with alphoid-specific probes for chromosomes 7 and 
11 (ONCOR). 
Aiming at evaluating the possible mechanism responsible for 
chromosome loss, MRC-5 were exposed to 12.5, 25 and 50 cGy X-rays 
and incubated in the presence of Cytochalasin-B for 24 hours, then fixed 
and stained with CREST antibody. MN were recorded for the 
presence/absence of CREST signal. Slides were fixed again and stained 
according to FISH technique with centromeric DNA cocktail probe; the 
same MN analyzed for CREST signal were scored with FISH staining. 
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RESULTS 
A) Induction of chromosome loss and non-disjunction: 
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FIG.l. shows that X-rays induced MN in a dose-related manner in Cl-1 cells. 
The frequency of CREST positive MN scored in BN cells 20 hrs after 
treatment was at least 15% of total induced MN by all X-rays doses except 12.5 
cGy.(Results from 3 experiments.) 
0 12,S 2S SO 7S 100 ISO 
low energy protons (cGy) 
0 MN CREST+ IIIII MN TOT 
FIG.2. Frequency of MN and CREST positive MN scored in Cl-1 BN cells 20 
hrs after irradiation with protons.(Results from 1 experiments.) 
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TAB.1 
Chromosome loss G 1 irradiation 
Dose (Gy) nCB %o MNCB MN scored %C+ 
0.000 3733 16.6 62.0 31.7 
0.125 2500 34.8 107.0 20.0 
0.250 2000 59.0 121.0 25.4 
0.500 2500 93.0 222.0 17.6 
1.000 1500 148.0 222.0 11.9 
FIG.3 and TAB.l A frequency ranging from 12% to 20% of MN containing 
centromeric regions were detected in X-irradiated human fibroblasts when 
stained with centromeric DNA cocktail probes and alphoid-specific probes. 
(Results from 3 experiments.) 
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TAB.2 
Chromosome non-disjunction 
Cromosoma 7 Cromosoma II 7+11 
Dose nCB (2+2) (I+3) %ND (2+2) (I+3) %ND %ND 
(Gy) CB CB CB CB CB CB CB 
0.00 1500 1495 5 0.33 1489 11 0 73 1.06 
O.I25 1000 993 7 0.7 989 11 1.1 1.8 
0.25 1500 1493 7 0.46 1481 19 1.26 1.72 
0.50 1500 1489 11 0.73 1474 26 1.73 2.46 
T AB.2 gives the number of MRC-5 binucleates analysed and the frequencies 
of uneven distribution of the four signals between the two daughter nuclei 
(%NDCB) after FISH labelling with two chromosome specific centromeric 
probes.Chromosome 11 was more involved than chromosome 7 in both 
spontaneously and radiation-induced non-disjunction.After irradiation with 0.5 
Gy a statistically significant (p=0.0125) increase in the frequency of non-
disjunction was seen. 
(Results from 3 experiments.) 
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B) Persistence of micronuclei at several fixation times from the 
low doses of irradiation. 
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FIG.4 shows the frequency of MN and CREST positive MN in Cl-1 BN cells 
irradiated at different dose of X-rays and harvested at different times after 
irradiation ( 20 hrs.40 hrs, 60 hrs.).The frequency of MN, both CREST 
positive and negative, was higher at the first and second fixation time (20 and 
40 hrs) in comparison to the third (60 hrs), for doses of 25, 50 and 100 
cGy.(Results from 5 experiments.) 
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C) Mechanism(s) responsible for chromosome loss in human 
fibroblasts. 
MN MN MN MN MN 
Raggi-X analizzati CREST- CREST+ CREST- CREST+ 
FISH- FISH- FISH+ FISH+ 
0 cGy 39 23 (58) - 3 (7.7) 13 (33) 
12.5 cGy 59 42 (77) 4 (6.7) 2 (3.3) 11 (18.6) 
25 cGy 81 57 (70) 6 (7.4) 3 (3.7) 18 (22 2) 
SO cGy 83 71 (85) 7 (8 -1.) I (I 2) -J. (-J..8) 
TAB.3 Comparison between CREST and FISH staining performed on the 
same induced MN in MRC-5 cells 24 hrs after X-irradiation. 
As expected,ionizing radiation induced mainly MN negative detected following 
CREST and FISH staining. Interestingly, a percentage between 6.7 and 8.5% 
of induced MN appeared positive for CREST and negative for FISH staining 
(number in brackets represents percentages) 
DISCUSSION 
In our experiments, both low LET X-rays and high LET low energy protons. 
were able to induce MN CREST + and FISH+ in hamster cells as well as in 
primary human fibroblasts. Although the majority of induced MN results 
negative according to the well known clastogenic activity of ionizing 
radiation, values of about 15% and 30% of MN resulted CREST-positive for 
X-rays and protons respectively. 
Molecular cytogenetic techniques have been very recently used to study not 
only chromosome loss but also the fate of specific chromosomes at cell 
division in mammalian cells. 
It has been reported that non-disjunction may arise at doses of chemical 
compounds not able to induce significant number of micronuclei. However, up 
to now no data are available on this issue in mammalian cells exposed to 
radiations. 
With the aim of studying the effect of low doses (from 12.5 to 100 cGy) of X-
rays , centromeric probes for chromosome 7 and 11 were used to evaluate the 
distribution of these chromosomes in the main nuclei of irradiated binucleated 
cells. 
Our data indicate that non-disjunction occured at higher extent compared to 
chromosome loss for both chromosomes probed. This may suggest that 
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chromosomal non-disjunction is the main mechanism leading to spontaneous 
and low dose radiation-induced aneuploidy and strengthenes the usefulness of 
study nondisjunction in combination with chromosome loss. 
To study the kinetics of persistence/delayed expression of CREST-positive MN, 
hamster cells were irradiated and harvested at several cell division after 
irradiation. The frequency of this class of micronuclei was higher in treated 
compared to untreated cells, irrespective of the fixation time. However, it 
should be noted that at the later fixation time (about three cells division) the 
frequency of CREST-positive MN was lower than that observed at the second 
fixation time.This may indicate that cells mantain a condition prone to either 
persistence of induced CREST -positive MN or formation of new 
chromosomal or cellular damage leading to CREST-positive MN. 
We cannot rule out the possibility that chromosomal non-disjunction which 
arise at higher extent than chromosomal loss, may determine a cellular 
condition leading to delayed instability several cellular division after 
irradiation. 
Mechanism(s) responsible for radiation induced malsegregation are not 
understood. Our preliminary results in human fibroblasts indicated that 
radiation 
induced a class of MN detected as CREST -positive, FISH-negative wich may be 
possibly explained by damage clusterized to centromeric regions which 
prevents the hybridization with the centromeric probe or by centromeric 
protein displacement. 
However, the role played by assembly, structural integrity and functionality of 
kinetochores in radiation-induced chromosomal malsegregation need to be 
further investigated. In conclusion , our results showing induction of MN 
positive for both CREST and FISH staining, seem to exclude DNA damage as a 
major target in the X-ray-induced aneuploidy. 
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Head of Project 3: Dr. Kirsch-Voiders 
II. Objectives 
This two year project aimed at the development of sensitive methods to analyse the 
importance of radiation (X-rays) induced aneuploidy (versus chromosome breakage) 
in vitro in human lymphocytes. 
Different methodologies were first compared and applied: 
Cytochalasin-B blocked micronucleus assay with fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) using a pan-centromeric probe. 
FISH using chromosome-specific centromeric probes for chromosomes 
1 and 17 in cytochalasin-B blocked binucleated cells. 
Chromosome counting performed on second metaphase cells. 
A series of questions were addressed: 
Is aneuploidy induction cell cycle dependent? 
Is chromosome loss more or less frequent than chromosome non-
disjunction? 
Does a threshold exist for radiation induced chromosome loss/non-
disjunction? 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Modification and development of (cyto-) genetic methods for the detection 
of chromosome loss and chromosome non-disjunction 
Irradiated cells will be delayed in their progression through the cell 
cycle. The extent of the delay depends on the stage of exposure; cells 
near mitosis are more delayed than those earlier in the cell cycle. To 
overcome this difficulty different fixation times (74 and 78 hours) were 
compared for cells irradiated during G1 and G2 phase, being respectively 
20 and 42 hours after starting cultivation (Buckton and Evans, 1973; 
Watt and Stephen, 1986). 
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The first method used to evaluate radiation induced aneuploidy was the micronucleus 
assay using FISH but although earlier studies (Eastmond et al., 1993) have shown the 
sensitivity of this method for the detection of aneugens, for certain agents like ionising 
irradiation the technique does not seem satisfactory. 
Firstly, clastogenic mutagens may break the double stranded DNA 
molecule at the centromeric region leading to "false" centromer-positive 
micronuclei. The development of a tandem labelling method provides 
us with a more sensitive technique for the discrimination between 
aneuploidy and chromosome breakage. Validation of the method is in 
progression. Mitomycin C, carbendazim and methylmethanesulfonate 
were tested. 
Secondly, non-disjunction will not be detected by the micronucleus assay 
since only aneugenic events leading to chromosome lagging will give 
rise to micronuclei. To score non-disjunction in the subsequent 
interphase following the exposure a FISH methodology using 
chromosome-specific centromeric probes was developed in cytochalasin-
B blocked binucleated lymphocytes. 
Materials and methods 
Cell cultures and irradiation protocol 
Human venous blood was collected from two healthy donors in heparin containing 
vacutainers (Becton Dickinson). Lymphocyte cultures containing 0.4 ml whole blood 
and 4.9 ml Ham's F-10 medium supplemented with 15% Foetal Calf Serum (Gibco) 
and 2% phytohemagglutine (PHA 16, Wellcome Diagnostic, U.K.) were incubated at 
37°C for 74 or 78 hours. For the preparation of metaphase chromosomes RMPA 
medium (Gibco) containing 1 % bromodeoxyuridine (Serva) was used instead of Ham 
F-10 medium in order to score chromosomes in their second division. 
The cells were exposed to 0.5, 1 and 2 Gy kVp X-rays (15 rnA, 0.1 mm Cu filter) 
at a dose rate of 1 Gy/min at the G1 and the G2 stages of the cell cycle, here 
respectively 20 and 42 hours after starting cultivation (Buckton and Evans, 1973; Watt 
and Stephen, 1986). 
Cytochalasin-B blocked micronucleus assay 
After 44 hour incubation at 37°C, cytochalasin-B was added at a final concentration 
of 6 p,g/ml (Van Hummelen and Kirsch-Volders, 1990). The cells were harvested at 
different sampling times (74 and 78 hours). Cells were subjected to a cold hypotonic 
"1912" 
treatment (0.075 M KCI), immediately centrifuged and fixed three times with fixative 
(methanol:acetic, 3:1). The fixed cells were dropped onto slides using Pasteur 
pipettes, air dried and stored at -20°C. 
Metaphase preparation 
Colcemid (Gibco) was added to the cultures 1 hour prior to fixation. Cells were given 
a hypotonic treatment with 0.075 M KCI and fixed three times in 3:1 methanol: 
acetic acid. The slides were stained with Hoechst 33258 (Sigma) and 5% Giemsa 
(Merck) in Sorenson buffer. 
Fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) using a pan-centromeric probe 
The 30 Nucleotide oligomer, shown to hybridise to the conserved region of the alpha 
satellite DNA present at centromeres of all human chromosomes (Meyne et al., 1989) 
was used. This 30 oligonucleotide (SO-aAllCen: Synthetic oligomer-a All 
Centromeres) was synthesised with Gene Assempbpler Plus® (Pharmacia). The probe 
was 3'end-labelled by terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Gibco) with biotin-16-
dUTP (Boehringer-Mannheim). The cells were pretreated with pepsin (Sigma) 
(0.005% in 10 mM HCI). Cells and probe were denatured simultaneously on a hot 
plate at 80°C for 3-4 min. Following overnight hybridisation immunofluorescence 
detection of the probe was performed by means of avidin-FITC (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingane, CA, USA) and biotinylated goat anti-avidin (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingane, CA, USA). After dehydration in ethanol series, the slides were 
counterstained with propidium iodide (5 p.g/ml) and p-phenylenediamine antifade 
solution. 
FISH with chromosome-specific centromeric probes for chromosome 1 and 17 
Probes for centromeric regions of chromosomes 1 and 17 were used. The probes 
were labelled by nick translation according to the instructions of the suppliers (Life 
Technologies, BRL). FISH was performed as described by Pinkel et al. (1986) with 
some modifications. Slide were treated with RNase (0.1 mg/ml in 2xSSC) and pepsin 
(0.005% in 10 mM HCl). The slides were denatured in 70% formamide/2xSSC for 
2 min. and dehydrated with ethanol (50%, 75% and 100%). The probes were 
denatured at 90°C and placed on each slide. Following an overnight hybridisation at 
37°C in a moist chamber, the slides were washed with 60% formamide in 2xSSC at 
45°C. Detection of the biotinylated-labelled probe as performed by means of avidin-
FITC and biotinylated anti-avidin antibodies, the digoxigenin-labelled probe was 
detected using a mouse anti-digoxigenin antibody (Boehringer Mannheim) followed by 
a TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Sigma). The cells were counterstained 
with 4' ,6-diamido-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Boehringer Mannheim) in an antifade 
solution. 
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Tandem labelling with chromosome specific DNA probes 
Probes for two different regions of chromosome 1 were used: for the pericentromeric 
region a classical satellite probe (pUC I. 77), for the centromeric region an alpha 
satellite probe (pSD21-1 or pE25b). The probes were labelled by nick translation 
according to the instructions of the suppliers (Life Technologies, BRL). The pSD21-1 
was digoxigenin purchased labelled from Oncor. FISH was performed as described 
by Pinkel et al. (1986) with some modifications. Slides were treated with RNase (0.1 
mg/ml in 2xSSC) and pepsin (0.005% in 10 mM HC1). The slides were denatured 
in 70% formamide/2xSSC for 2 min. and dehydrated with ethanol (50%, 75% and 
100%). The probes were denatured at 9o·c and placed on each slide. Following an 
overnight hybridisation at 37·c in a moist chamber, the slides were washed for 3 min. 
in three changes of 2xSSC and either 50%, 55%, 60% or 66% formamide at 43°C. 
Then the slides were rinsed twice in 2xSSC at 43·c and once in 4xSSC/0.5% Tween 
20 at room temperature. Detection of the biotinylated-labelled probe was performed 
by means of avidin-FITC and biotinylated anti-avidin antibodies, the digoxigenin-
labelled probe was detected using a mouse anti-digoxigenin antibody (Boehringer 
Mannheim) followed by a TRITC-conjugated goat anti-mouse antibody (Sigma). The 
cells were counterstained with 4' ,6-diamido-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Boehringer 
Mannheim) in an antifade solution. 
Criteria for scoring 
Micronuclei were identified according to the criteria of Heddle (1973) with some 
modifications. They were scored in binucleated cells, having less than a third of the 
diameter of either macronucleus and sufficiently separated from them. Per culture 
1000 binucleated lymphocytes (CB) were analysed for the presence of one, two or 
more micronuclei (MN). 
For the analysis of the fluorescence in situ hybridisation, the preparations were 
examined with a Leitz Dialux 20 fluorescence microscope equipped with a filter (Leitz 
I3, excitation at 450-490 nm, emission at 520 nm) to visualise the fluorescein-labelled 
probe and the orange-red propidium iodide-stained nuclei. The specificity of the 
probes was evaluated using metaphase cells. The micronuclei in binucleated 
lymphocytes (CB) were examined for the presence of one or more spots for the 
centromeric oligonucleotide probe and are classified as centromere-positive (C+MN) 
or centromere-negative (C-MN). For the chromosome specific probes macronuclei 
were examined for the number of spots for each probe. 
Metaphases in second division were scored for numerical chromosome aberrations and 
classified in three groups: (1) diploid when containing 46 chromosomes, (2) hypoploid 
when containing either 44 or 45 and (3) hyperploid when containing either 47 or 48 
chromosomes. 
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2) Cell cycle dependent induction of aneuploidy 
For the different endpoints variation in cell cycle sensitivity was 
observed. Concerning c+MN G1 cells seemed to be more sensitive than 
G2 cells (Table 1). Moreover, exposure during G1 phase resulted in a 
dose dependent increase which was not observed in G2 exposed cells. 
The rates of non-disjunction (Table 2) and hyperdiploid cells (Table 3) 
were higher after G2 than G1 phase exposure. This suggests that both G1 
and G2 cells are sensitive towards the induction of chromosome 
malsegregation by X-rays but that different targets might be involved. 
3) Comparison of chromosome loss and chromosome non-disjunction 
By comparing the frequencies of hyperdiploidy (Table 3) with the 
frequencies of chromosome loss (Table 1) and of chromosome non-
disjunction (Table 2) one might estimate the relative contribution of 
chromosome loss versus non-disjunction to aneuploidy in human 
lymphocytes. Figure 1 made an attempt to quantify these events in 
lymphocytes irradiated in G1• Since hypodiploidy could in part be due 
to technical artifacts, the total aneuploidy was considered to be equal to 
the double of the hyperdiploidy frequency. A correction factor (23/2) 
was applied to the hyperdiploidy data obtained with chromosome 
painting and to the frequencies of chromosome non-disjunction as well. 
Frequencies of chromosome loss were derived from the frequencies of 
centromere-positive micronuclei per 1000 biocleated cells. This 
comparison indicates that only a small fraction of the spontaneous and 
radiation induced aneuploidy is detected using the micronucleus assay. 
Non-disjunction seems to be a far more important mechanism leading to 
spontaneous and radiation induced aneuploidy. 
4) Threshold for aneuploidy 
A methodology to examine the existence of thresholds for compounds 
inducing chromosomal loss and non-disjunction was developed in our 
laboratory on flow sorted micronuclei and binucleated cells (Elhajouji, 
et al., 1995). our results obtained on X-ray induced aneuploidy 
combined with the knowledge of thresholds for chemical agents enable 
us to speculate about the existence of a threshold for radiation induced 
chromosome loss/non-disjunction. 
Indications for the existence of a possible threshold for radiation induced 
aneuploidy might be hard to reveal. 
Concerning chromosome loss, as demonstrated for chemically induced 
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aneuploidy, a high number of micronuclei have to be analysed with a 
fluorescent centromeric probe. However, since with radiation, the DNA 
is regarded as the main target for radiation induced genetic damage most 
of the micronuclei are the result of clastogenic events (centromeric-
negative). Moreover, these events increase fast with dose, 
demonstrating a linear quadratic dose response for X-rays and a linear 
one for high LET irradiation. This will make it extremely difficult to 
collect enough micronuclei to study the dose dependent increase of 
C+MN. 
Our study indicates that non-disjunction might be a far more important 
mechanism than chromosome loss for the induction of radiation induced 
aneuploidy. Still this effect is very limited and has to be studied in 
binucleated cells. Only a small increase was observed after irradiation 
of relative high doses (1 Gy). 
Conclusion 
On the basis of the observed results, one may hypothesise about the targets involved 
in X-rays induced aneuploidy. The comparison of the results obtained by the different 
scoring methods indicates that X-rays induced aneuploidy probably arises by means 
of interaction with several targets. As pointed out by the micronucleus assay, where 
higher frequencies of chromosome loss were observed in G1 phase, aneuploidy during 
the G1 phase might be preferentially attained by interaction with DNA targets. The 
higher levels of aneuploidy in G2 phase, as observed with chromosome specific 
probing on interphases and chromosome counts on metaphases, on the other hand, 
suggest that additional non DNA targets might be involved in this stage of the cell 
cycle. Obviously interaction with the spindle apparatus should be considered but DNA 
targets at the level of both centromeres and the nuclear membrane attached telomeres 
should not be overlooked. 
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Figure 1. 
Estimation of the relative contribution of chromosome loss versus non-disjunction to 
aneuploidy in human limphocytes. 
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[1] Chromosome loss; derived from the %o C+MNCB (table 1) 
[2] Total non-disjunction frequences derived from the frequencies observed for two 
chromosomes (1 and 17) (table 2) using a correction factor of 23/2 
[3] Aneuploidy; since hypodiploidy could be due to technical artefacts, the total 
aneuploidy was considered to be equal to the double of the hyperdiploidy frequency 
(table 2). 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Global objectives 
The global objectives of this project were to gain a detailed understanding of the 
mechanisms and genetics of radiation-induced acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) in the mouse 
through collaborative animal, cytogenetic and molecular investigations. Specific aims of the 
work included the resolution of a) the role of telomere and telomere-like repeat (TLR) DNA 
sequences in AML-associated somatic and germ line processes; b) dose-rate and radiation quality 
effects on AML induction; c) early cytogenetic events in AML and d) the patterns and 
mechanisms of leukaemogenic response in hybrid mice and, similarly, in lymphoma-prone mice 
deficient in the p53 tumour suppressor gene. 
Achievements 
The principal objectives in all aspects of the work have been achieved; in most areas this 
was dependent upon close collaboration and exchange of biological material between NRPB and 
ECN. 
The original hypothesis that recombinogenic TLR sequences in murine haemopoietic cells 
act to direct AML-associated chromosome (ch)2 breakage/rearrangement after radiation has been 
supported by DNA cloning and subsequent fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) cytogenetic 
studies. A molecular model of specific TLR sequence recombination has been developed in 
order to explain the genesis of these ch2 events. Ch2 allele loss and the associated deletion 
breakpoints have been defined by a study of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) for ch2 microsatellite 
loci in the AMLs of Fl hybrid mice; ch2 allele loss in these Fl AMLs showed no parental 
specificity. Also, in CBA/H AMLs, somatic telomere rearrangement and limited erosion has 
been shown to accompany leukaemogenic development. Good progress was made in the 
identification of murine DNA clones encoding the microsatellites that show close linkage to 
AML-associated ch2 breakpoints. 
Dose-rate effects on CBA/H AML induction by x-rays and 1 MeV fission neutrons have 
been determined at single doses; these data were broadly consistent with prevailing views in 
radiological protection on dose-rate and radiation quality effects on radiation leukaemogenesis. 
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Subsequent cytogenetic studies revealed that ch2-mediated leukaemogenesis processes do not 
differ significantly after high and low LET radiations; also, that there is no obvious contribution 
to myeloid leukaemogenesis from high LET-induced genomic instability. 
Studies on the status of early ch2 events in the haemopoietic systems of x-irradiated mice 
provided further support for the involvement of telomeric rearrangement and ch2 radiosensitivity 
in radiation leukaemogenesis but implied that, in the absence of further genomic changes, ch2 
deletion/rearrangement does not have major effects on haemopoietic cell proliferation in vivo. 
These studies together with evidence obtained on clonal evolution in one AML suggest that the 
terminal region as well as an interstitial region of ch2 may encode genes involved in myeloid 
leukaemogenesis. 
Molecular analysis of germ line TLR sequences provided strong evidence for their germ 
line hypervariability in the mouse. The initial observation of a possible association between 
locus-specific TLR polymorphism and AML-susceptibility in one CBNH colony was however 
shown by subsequent colony re-screening and by investigation of a satellite colony to be a chance 
finding determined by the high germ line mutation rate of these sequences. In addition, studies 
on ch2 LOH in the AMLs of hybrid mice showed that the characteristic interstitial DNA losses 
were not obviously subject to cis-acting genetic or epigenetic effects. By contrast, cytogenetic 
studies with CBNH, C57Bl and their Fl hybrid raised the possibility that a dominant trans-
acting genetic trait expressing as a high frequency of induction of terminal chromosomal 
exchanges may serve to phenotypically identify murine susceptibility to AML. In general accord 
with this, initial data obtained on the incidence of AML in irradiated Fl hybrid mice were 
suggestive of dominant inheritance of AML susceptibility from the CBNH parent.. 
Finally, in a collaborative study between NRPB and the Univ. of Glasgow (UK) it was 
shown that the tumorigenic radiosensitivity of lymphoma-prone mice deficient in the p53 tumour 
suppressor gene was likely to be associated with a defect in checkpoint control in a late rather 
than an early phase of the cell cycle. This defect resulted in the high frequency in vivo induction 
of whole chromosome gain and loss in the haemopoietic system but appeared not to influence 
the overall induction of structural chromosome changes. 
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Head of project 2: Dr R Cox 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The principal role of NRPB was to take the lead in cytogenetic/molecular studies on the 
mechanisms and genetics of murine radiation leukaemogenesis. Attention was focused on: (a) 
the role of telomeric DNA sequences in the induction of AML-associated chromosome(ch) 2 
deletions/rearrangements; (b) the effects of radiation quality on AML cytogenetics; (c) the 
characterisation of early cytogenetic events in AML induction; (d) the cytogenetic/molecular 
mapping of ch2 breakpoints in AMLs of hybrid mice; (e) possible mechanisms of genetic 
predisposition to AML; (f) the role of the p53 gene in radiation-induced haemopoietic neoplasia. 
Work on topics (b), (d) and (e) was performed in close collaboration with staff at ECN, Petten. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Conventional Cytogenetic and Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) Studies 
a) Cytogenetic characterisation of AML-associated radiosensitive chromosomal sites 
Following clues from previous cytogenetic analyses of murine radiation-induced AML 
and in vivo/in vitro irradiated haemopoietic cells, attention was given to establishing the 
relationship between the pattern of region-specific ch2 deletion/rearrangement and the presence 
of interstitial telomere-like repeat (TLR) sequence arrays on this chromosome. 
A series ofTLR sequences were cloned from size-selected DNA restriction fragments and 
microdissected ch2 material using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methodologies. Two of 
these TLR clones together with synthetic linear telomeric DNA, ie. (TT AGGG). were used in 
FISH analyses in order to map ch2 telomeric sequence arrays in relation to radiation-induced ch2 
breakpoints. Telomeric DNA having a simple linear arrangement of the TT AGGG motif 
hybridized almost exclusively to terminal chromosomal regions with only weak FISH signals at 
interstitial sites. In sharp contrast a genomic TLR clone, ptel300, having an inverted and 
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interrupted telomeric structure, ie. (TTAGGG).- (CCCTAA). hybridized strongly to interstitial 
telomeric arrays throughout both mouse and human genomes. The interstitial TLR arrays were 
mapped to G-band regions of mouse ch2 (principally the B, C and F regions) and statistical 
analysis of the data demonstrated a strong correlation between interstitial ch2 TLR arrays, 
radiation-sensitive fragile sites and breakpoints in AML. It was concluded that AML-associated 
ch2 breakage was expressed preferentially in genomic regions rich in inverted arrays of TLR 
sequence. 
On the basis of the specific DNA sequence of the informative ptel300 clone, a 
recombinational model involving G-quartet formation in DNA stem loops was developed to 
account for the apparent fragility of these specific arrays. 
A series of other TLR clones were isolated from interstitial sites in murine DNA but the 
sequence of these allowed no further comment upon mechanisms of TLR sequence fragility. A 
TLR clone from microdissected ch2 DNA was however distinct in that it showed -60% flanking 
sequence homology with a mobile element (HetA) from Drosophila in which it is involved in 
telomere function and chromosome break healing. It remains uncertain whether this HetA-like 
sequence plays a role in murine leukaemogenesis. 
In other preliminary FISH studies inconclusive evidence was obtained that interstitial 
TLR array expansion in murine haemopoietic cells may be associated with radiation-induced 
damage and, in collaborative studies with Univ. of Aarhus (F. Pedersen and H. Moving), ptel300 
sequences have been introduced into a murine haemopoietic cell line with a view to further 
exploring the mechanisms of TLR-mediated chromosomal radiosensitivity. 
b) Cytogenetic characterisation of AML induced by different qualities of radiation 
A number of x-ray and a.-particle induced CBA/H AMLs provided by NRPB 
collaborators (C. Kowalczuk and M. Ellender) were shown to carry ch2 deletions similar to those 
previously described. A more extensive collaborative survey of neutron-induced AMLs is 
nearing completion. AMLs were induced by ECN Petten and G-banded chromosome 
preparations were scored at NRPB with the aid of automated systems. Of 13 tumours studied 12 
(92%) showed ch2 losses with, possibly, a greater proportion showing large deletions than seen 
after x-rays. With the exception of this, no evidence of radiation quality effects in respect of 
AML cytogenetics was observed. Non-passaging unstable chromosome damage was apparent 
in one neutron-induced AML and occasional chromatid damage was seen in others. No evidence 
was however obtained to support the hypothesis that high LET -induced genomic instability in 
haemopoietic cells makes a significant contribution to radiation leukaemogenesis. 
c) Analysis of early cytogenetic events in the haemopoietic system 
A large scale experiment was performed using serial sacrifice of 3 Gy x-irradiated CBA/H 
mice in order to follow stable haemopoietic chromosomal changes and clonal evolution over a 
post-irradiation period of 15 months. Cytogenetic scoring and analysis of the oldest animals has 
yet to be completed but G-band data have been obtained from a total of 650 cells from animals 
1-6 months post-irradiation. These data fully confirmed previous indications on the elevated 
radiosensitivity of CBA/H ch2 and showed this chromosome to contain -2.5x more induced 
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breakpoints in stable aberrations than expected from its size; it was also shown that ch6 was 
-1.7x over-involved in aberrations while cbs X, Y and 18 were under-involved. 
Analysis of the aberration spectrum obtained showed interstitial deletions in ch2 were 
more frequent than that predicted by the genome-wide data. Importantly, the absence of any 
obvious in vivo clonal growth advantage in the majority of cells containing ch2 
deletions/rearrangements implies a) that ch2 is directly radiosensitive and b) that these events are 
not rate limiting or specific determinants of myeloid leukaemia development in individual 
animals. Further rate limiting genomic events are clearly needed for AML development and no 
evidence was obtained to suggest that these are detectable by G-band analysis. Chromosome 
painting techniques have been developed to explore these problems in greater depth. 
d) Cytogenetic approaches to assessing and genetically mapping AML susceptibility in the 
mouse 
In CBNH mice genome-wide terminal (telomeric) chromosomal translocations were the 
most common radiation-induced aberrations observed in haemopoietic cells of 3 Gy x-irradiated 
animals 1 month post-irradiation. Preliminary investigations with ECN Petten on the induction 
of these terminal translocations in AML-insensitive C57Bl mice revealed a significantly lower 
frequency than seen in AML-sensitive CBNH. Importantly, x-irradiated CBNH x C57Bl F1 
mice showed a CBA-like terminal translocation frequency. Given the role of telomeric instability 
in AML development it is possible that this trans-acting cytogenetic trait is genetically linked to 
AML susceptibility and, if so, leukaemogenic radiosensitivity will tend to be inherited in a 
dominant or co-dominant fashion. Some support for this contention was obtained from F1 
leukaemogenesis studies at ECN Petten (see ECN contribution). 
In addition, the implication that terminal chromosomal translocations are specifically 
involved in the early phases of AML development in some animals was supported by detailed 
studies on one AML where the karyotype was shown to evolve from a primary t(2;11) 
translocation involving the terminus of ch2 to an apparently typical secondary ch2 deletion, i.e. 
del 2(C3Fl). Previous studies suggest that other AMLs may also follow this pathway, thus 
further implicating the ch2 terminus in leukaemogenic processes. Since induced terminal 
translocations may act as a simple phenotypic marker for genotypic murine AML-susceptibility 
it may be possible using cytogenetic analysis of an irradiated backcross panel of mice to 
genetically map the dominant germ line locus involved. 
e) Cytogenetic analysis of induced haemopoietic tumours in CBA/H x C57Bl Fl mice 
As part of a major collaboration with ECN Petten, cytogenetic analyses were performed 
on haemopoietic tumours arising in x-irradiated CBNH x C57Bl F1 mice, G-banded preparations 
from ECN being scored at NRPB. To date, 20 tumours (not all yet confirmed as AML) have 
been analysed and 11 of these (55%) showed clear evidence of ch2 deletion. Tetraploidy tended 
to be more prevalent in these F1 tumours than in those of parental CBNH and some secondary 
chromosomal changes have been observed. However, for those confirmed F1 AMLs, 
chromosome breakpoint data show an acceptable correlation with molecular analyses by loss of 
heterozygosity for microsatellites (see 2b below) and, in general, are not inconsistent with 
breakpoint data previously obtained from CBNH AMLs. 
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t) Analysis of spontaneous and radiation-induced chromosomal abnormalities in 
lymphoma-prone p53 deficient mice 
A collaborative study with C. Kemp and A. Balmain (CRC, Medical Oncology Dept., 
Univ. of Glasgow) sought to establish a correlation between the patterns of tumorigenic and 
chromosomal radiosensitivity in wild type and p53 tumour suppressor gene-deficient mice. 
Using direct bone marrow cytogenetic techniques based on those developed for CBA/H studies, 
the frequency of spontaneous exchange-type aberrations was found to be strongly influenced by 
germ line p53 gene copy number. The frequency of spontaneous aberrations was greatest in 
null(-/-) mice, least in wild type (+I+) and intermediate in heterozygotes ( +1-). Radiation-induced 
(3 Gy y-ray) stable aberrations scored at 2 and 4 weeks did not however follow this simple 
pattern and no statistically significant differences in the frequency of induced chromosomal 
rearrangements/deletions was observed between the three genotypes. Assessment of spontaneous 
and radiation-induced sister chromatid exchange and G2 chromatid damage/repair in short term 
T -cell cultures also failed to demonstrate a significant effect of p53 gene copy number. Overall, 
these data provided no support for the conventional view that p53 plays a critical role in DNA 
damage response via its control of an early cell cycle checkpoint. 
In sharp contrast a clear defect in the post-irradiation control of chromosome number was 
clearly apparent in p53 deficient mice ( +1- and -/-). These observations, together with in vitro 
T -cell data on the lack of radiation-induced mitotic delay in p53 heterozygotes and nulls, point 
towards a critical role for p53 protein at a G2/M cell cycle checkpoint involved in the correct 
ordering of chromosomes on the mitotic spindle. Overall, the results obtained imply that 
increased tumorigenic radiosensitivity in p53-deficient mice correlates with increased sensitivity 
to the induction of whole chromosome gain/loss; previous studies on p53 allele status in 
spontaneous and radiation-induced tumours in these mice provide some molecular support to this 
hypothesis. 
2. Molecular Studies 
a) Telomeric sequence variation and AML susceptibility in CBA/H mice 
Southern analysis screening of normal CBA/H DNA using an oligonucleotide with the 
telomeric sequence (TT AGGG)4 identified four genomic variants within the CBA/H colony 
maintained at the Medical Research Council, Radiobiology Unit, Chilton, UK. The variants were 
distinguished by the presence or absence of 4. 7 and 5.5 kb telomere-like repeat (TLR) 
Sau3A/Mbol restriction fragments. A maximum of 20-25% of irradiated CBA/H mice develop 
AML. Since one of the TLR variant sequences was found in both normal and tumour cell DNA 
of 23/25 animals presenting with AML and this variant constituted approximately 20% of Chilton 
mice, some form of germ-line TLR locus-associated AML predisposition seemed possible. 
The principal source of uncertainty surrounding this proposal was the temporal 
discrepancy between AML induction (1978-1990) and colony screening (1990-92) which might 
allow for germ line TLR sequence mutation and subsequent genetic drift. A small breeding study 
with TLR variants provided some evidence of irregular inheritance of the TLR loci of interest 
but could not explain the stable maintenance of four mouse genotypes over many generations. 
This would be necessary to account for the long-standing consistency of AML radiosensitivity 
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in the CBAIH Chilton colony and in satellite colonies such as that established at ECN Petten in 
1981. 
In order to address these uncertainties collaborative TLR locus screening of the Petten 
CBAIH mouse colony was performed with ECN, the Chilton colony was similarly re-screened 
twice (1992 and 1993). In addition, in collaboration with ECN the leukaemic spleens and normal 
brains of x-irradiated ECN mice were analysed for TLR genotype. These studies revealed that 
while germ line TLR sequence polymorphism is frequent in CBAIH mice, there is no genetic link 
between specific TLR locus polymorphism and murine susceptibility to radiation-induced AML. 
Overall, it was judged that the four specific TLR variants originally noted in the Chilton colony 
arose through mutation/recombination but were present for only a short period. Between 1990 
and 1993 the Chilton colony returned, presumably by breeding selection, to a single genotype and 
it was this same genotype that was represented in all mice in the Petten colony. Thus, the 
original germ line TLR correlation with AML-development was judged to be a chance finding. 
During the course of this study pulsed field gel electrophoretic (PFGE) analysis of 
CBA/H telomeric Sau3A restriction fragments of between 200bp and 150 kb revealed very high 
germ line mutation rates which were greatest for fragments >50 kb (probably representing 
terminal telomeric arrays). The hypervariability of these arrays resulted in each mouse having 
a different genotype in spite of the highly inbred nature of the colony. 
Prior to obtaining these results and terminating the study, some TLR clones had been 
isolated from the potentially informative restriction fragments. In no case was it possible 
however to recover full length restriction fragments in any of the vector systems used (plasmid, 
cos mid or 1.. bacteriophage). The inherent instability of these sequences in host bacteria appears 
to be a major limiting factor in all such cloning studies. 
b) Somatic telomere sequence changes in CBAIH AML 
Collaborative studies on x-ray and neutron induced CBAIH AMLs from ECN were 
conducted in order to determine whether somatic telomere sequence changes were a consistent 
molecular feature of the leukaemogenic process and also to ascertain whether, as in human 
neoplasia, extensive shortening of terminal telomeres accompanies leukaemia transformation. 
A total of 8 AMLs and the normal brain tissue of their hosts were analysed by PFGE 
using the (TT AGGG)4 oligomeric DNA probe. Somatic telomere rearrangement and/or 
restriction fragment amplification was found to be common in radiation-induced AML. Four 
AMLs showed unambiguous evidence of rearrangement of telomeric Sau3A restriction fragments 
in the range 6-150kb and for Sall restriction fragments in the range 250-700 kb, which will 
include some interstitial telomeric arrays, all AMLs showed differences when compared with the 
normal host tissue. It is reasonable to suggest that some of these molecular changes to telomeric 
arrays are associated with the gross telomere-associated ch2 events that characterise early AML 
development. Locus-specific DNA probes for ch2 breakpoints in AML will however be 
necessary to resolve this important issue and these are being sought through the molecular 
analysis of ch2 loss of heterozygosity in AMLs of CBAIH x C57Bl Fl animals (see 2c below). 
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PFGE analysis of tenninal telomeres also revealed that telomere shortening of up to 
-1 Okb accompanied leukaemogenic development in 7/8 radiation-induced AMLs. This degree 
of telomere erosion is proportionately much less than has been reported for human neoplasms. 
Since the average length of tenninal telomeres in CBA/H was -100 kb it may be that the erosion 
noted does not make a major contribution to the molecular pathology of murine AML. Since 
however the analyses revealed evidence of considerable variation in tenninal telomeric length 
between different CBA/H chromosomes, chromosome-specific effects of telomere erosion cannot 
be discounted. 
c) Loss of chromosome 2 heterozygosity in AMLs of CBAIH x C57Bl F 1 mice 
G-band cytogenetic analysis of radiation-induced CBA/H AML has identified the critical 
deleted segment of one copy of ch2 as the region between breakpoint sites in bands C and F. A 
smaller proportion of AMLs show larger deletions spanning from band C to band H which 
includes the tenninus of ch2. Precise molecular mapping of chromosomal deletions in inbred 
mice is problematical but, in the tumours of hybrid (Fl) mice, deleted chromosomal segments 
may be readily resolved since genetically linked polymorphic markers that are heterozygous in 
nonnal parental DNA are reduced to homozygosity in tumours by region-specific DNA deletion. 
Such loss of heterozygosity (LOH) provides a powerful tool with which to distinguish which 
parental allele is lost, the extent of that loss and, given sufficient markers, the precise position 
of the deletion breakpoints. 
In a major collaborative study with ECN, haemopoietic tumours were identified in x-
irradiated ~ CBAIH x ci' C57Bl Fl mice. DNA prepared at ECN was subject to ch2 LOH 
analysis at NRPB using a PCR technique to resolve simple sequence length polymorphisms in 
characterised and mapped ch2 microsatellite loci. The choice of these mouse strains was 
governed by their differential sensitivity to AML induction and their genetic divergence. 
A total of37 infonnative polymorphic rnicrosatellite loci distributed throughout ch2 were 
initially identified in the two parental strains and confinned in nonnal DNA from all AML-
bearing Fl animals. These loci were analysed in 15 radiation-induced Fl AMLs. These analyses 
failed to identify ch2 microsatellite LOH in 5/l5 (33%) while such losses were clearly apparent 
in the remaining 10 (67%). Of the lOAMLs showingch2 LOH, 5 had lost a linked set ofCBA/H 
alleles while the remaining 5 had lost a linked set of C57Bl alleles. Thus, there appears to be no 
obvious indication of cis-acting parental strain (genetic) nor parent of origin (epigenetic) effects 
on AML-associated ch2 deletion. 
Proximal ch2 breakpoints in all 10 AMLs showing ch2 LOH were shown to cluster in a 
-5 eM interval of the ch2 C band. Eight AMLs had distal F region breakpoints within a -2.5 eM 
interval and 2 had sub-telomeric H region breakpoints within a -6.5 eM interval. Ongoing LOH 
studies with other markers seek to map more precisely these deletion breakpoints. These 
molecular data on ch2 breakpoints were in general accord with cytogenetic analyses and add 
much credence to the original hypothesis that radiation-induced murine AML development 
proceeds via region-specific ch2 breakage. 
These data do not however allow comment on whether the specificity of ch2 breakage is 
detennined by the presence of recombinogenic DNA sequences (interstitial telomeric arrays?) 
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and/or whether the close proximity of AML-associated genes to the breakpoints is important. 
In order to address this question microsatellites flanking these ch2 breakpoints have been used 
to screen by PCR for the presence of potentially informative clones within a bacterial artificial 
chromosome (BAC) library of large murine DNA inserts. This library has been shown to contain 
almost all the ch2 microsatellite DNA clones of interest. These are currently being isolated from 
sub-pools of the library and when available will be used as probes to screen CBA/H and Fl 
AMLs by FISH and PFGE to determine whether any encode ch2 breakpoint sequences. DNA 
sequences at these ch2 breakpoints and in the flanking regions will serve to guide future work. 
In conjunction with these analyses, size-selected restriction fragments from normal 
CBAIH DNA have been screened by microsatellite PCR to direct plasmid cloning strategies. The 
microsatellite positive DNA libraries were divided into sub-pools and re-screened for the 
breakpoint-flanking loci of interest; individual clones are in the process of isolation and will 
supplement those from the BAC library noted above. 
In addition to being used for DNA cloning, a DNA restriction fragment size-selection 
strategy was employed to determine the methylation status of DNA in the region of ch2 
breakpoints. The methylation-sensitive and -insensitive restriction enzyme isoschizomers Sau3A 
and Mbol were used to prepare size-selected CBAIH DNA and evidence for changes in DNA 
methylation status was sought by screening DNA fractions for consistent changes in respect of 
informative microsatellite representation. Preliminary results in respect of a microsatellite locus 
within the ch2 band C breakpoint interval of 5 eM suggest that this region may be subject to 
differential DNA methylation which may reflect the status of the two alleles. Further evidence 
on the role of DNA methylation in site specific ch2 breakage in AML will be sought when DNA 
clones representing breakpoint regions are available. 
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Head of project 3: Dr Huiskamp 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The principal role of ECN was to take the lead in life-span animal studies relating to 
radiation quality effects and the mechanisms/genetics of murine radiation leukaemogenesis. 
Attention was focused on a) the effects of dose-rate of x-rays and fission neutrons on the 
induction of murine AML; b) the characterisation of chromosome 2 abnormalities in fission 
neutron induced AML; c) the possible involvement of germ line telomere-like repeat sequences 
in murine AML-predisposition; d) the x-ray induction of tumours in hybrid mice and the 
provision of chromosomal and DNA preparations of AMLs for detailed analyses. 
Work on topics b), c) and d) was performed in close collaboration with staff at NRPB 
with E. Meijne of ECN spending a 6 month working visit at NRPB on a CEC-supported training 
bursary. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
a) AML induction in CBAIH by x-rays and fission neutrons 
During the reporting period rJ' CBNH mice from the Petten colony were exposed to x-
rays and I MeV fission neutrons according to the schedule of Table 1. 
T bl lAML" a e m x-ray an d fi . Issmn neutron expos edCBA/H IDICe 
Exposure conditions #Mice #Alive Estimated #AML Incidence 
AML 
2 GyX-rays (600 mGy/min) 90 0 16 21 0.233 
2Gy X-rays (3 mGy/min) 220 36 - 23 0.105 
3 GyX-rays (300 mGy/min) 100 0 20 17 0.170 
400 mGy Neutrons (100 mGy/min) 140 2 15 17 0.121 
400 mGy Neutrons (0.5 mGy/min) 160 26 15 21 0.131 
Sham-irradiated controls 210 27 0 0 0.0 
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No animals were lost during the extended periods of the low dose-rate exposures and all 
animals were carefully monitored throughout their life-span. Complete analysis of AML 
induction after these exposures is not yet available. The inherent constraints of experimental 
design, the mean life-span of animals and subsequent pathological evaluation are such that the 
study period exceeds that of the formal contract. This work is therefore continuing. Based, 
however, on the gross pathology of irradiated animals provisional classification and 
quantification of induced AML has been possible and these data are given in Table 1. 
For x-rays, AML incidence was found to be significantly reduced at a dose rate of 3 mGy 
min·1 when compared with 600 mGy min"1 and the data suggest a low LET dose-rate reduction 
factor for leukaemogenesis of -2 at 2 Gy. In contrast for I MeV fission neutrons no difference 
in AML induction at a total dose of 400 mGy was observed between exposures at 100 mGy min·1 
and 0.5 mGy min·1, ie. a dose rate factor for high LET leukaemogenesis of -1. These data add 
support to current radiological protection judgements on dose and dose rate effects for radiation 
leukaemogenesis. G-banded chromosomal preparations from a set of neutron induced AMLs 
were made together with high molecular weight DNA contained in agarose plugs (normal host 
brain and leukaemic spleen preparations). This material was subject to detailed cytogenetic and 
molecular analysis in collaboration with NRPB. The results of these studies are given in the 
report of NRPB and are only briefly noted here. 
G-banded chromosome preparations of 20 neutron-induced AMLs were prepared. 
Analyses of 13 of these were completed and 12 showed ch2 deletions; the extent of the deleted 
ch2 region ranged from G-bands D-F to A2-H3. Thus, neutron-induced myeloid 
leukaemogenesis appears to proceed via the same ch2 deletion pathway as that reported by NRPB 
for x-rays and a particles. Importantly, no evidence was obtained to suggest that high LET-
induced genomic instability contributes to neutron leukaemogenesis. Analysis of high molecular 
weight DNA from AMLs and their normal host tissues showed that somatic telomere 
rearrangements were common in AML but that significant telomere shortening did not appear 
to accompany leukaemogenic development. 
b) Genn line telomere-like repeat (TLR) sequence variation in CBA/H Petten mice 
Following the NRPB finding that there may be an association between germ line TLR 
variation and AML-susceptibility in the CBA/H Chilton colony, mice from the satellite colony 
at Petten were appropriately screened in collaboration with NRPB. No such specific TLR 
variation was seen amongst 43 randomly selected Petten mice. Analyses of these TLR loci in the 
normal (brain) and leukaemic (spleen) tissues of animals bearing radiation-induced AML also 
provided no evidence to link germ line TLR loci with AML-susceptibility. Thus, although germ 
line telomere sequence polymorphism was common in CBA/H Petten mice none showed 
association with AML susceptibility. These data together with those obtained from the NRPB 
re-screen of the Chilton colony provided strong evidence against the TLR-AML genetic 
association originally proposed. Accordingly, the original ECN intention of identifying and 
selecting specific CBA/H TLR variant mice for breeding and leukaemogenesis studies was not 
pursued. Greater attention was given therefore to the study of radiation leukaemogenesis in 
hybrid mice (see below). 
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c) Radiation tumorigenesis in CBAIH x C57Bl Fl hybrid mice 
For the reasons given in the report of NRPB, the provision of radiation-induced tumours 
from Fl hybrids of genetically divergent laboratory mice offers great benefits in respect of 
resolving tumour-associated DNA deletion at the molecular level. In this way it was anticipated 
that ch2 deletion in radiation-induced AML of F1 hybrids could be analysed in detail. Since the 
two parental strains chosen for the study differ markedly in their inherent susceptibility to AML 
induction (CBAIH-sensitive; C57Bl-resistant), the AML yield from irradiated F1 animals would 
also allow comment on whether genetically determined murine AML-susceptibility is inherited 
as a recessive or dominant trait. 
Following initial screening of parental animals for ch2 encoded microsatellite 
polymorphisms, ~ CBAIH were mated with d' C57Bl and randomly selected F1 progeny(~ and 
d') were 3 Gy x-irradiated according to Table 2. These animals are currently being followed 
throughout their life-spans and the data of Table 2 summarise the current position in respect of 
tumour induction overall. 
T bl 2R di a e a .. ~ CBA/H at10n tumort2enes1s m xd' C57BIF1 mice 
Exposure conditions #Mice #Alive Estimated #Tumour 
AML s 
A* 3 GyX-rays(600mGy/min) 360 213 19 64 
B* 3 Gy X-rays(600 mGy/min) 200 165 10 19 
Sham-irradiated controls 100 96 0 2 
* group A - parental animals not identified; group B - parental animals identified for DNA 
analysis and breeding if required. 
The majority ofFl animals remain alive and detailed histology on those induced tumours 
that have arisen has yet to be completed. Nevertheless, it is already apparent that the rate of 
induction of haemopoietic neoplasia in Fl animals is high. In total, 1408 animal organs have 
been prepared for histopathology of which, 890 are paraffin-embedded; 80 animals have been 
fully processed including pathological analysis. In these studies 1250 mice have also been used 
in transplantation/passaging studies on induced tumours. 
The principal haemopoietic neoplasm appearing in irradiated Fl animals is of the 
lymphosarcoma type but others show the gross histopathology of AML. Suspected AMLs were 
transplanted in F1, C57Bl and CBAIH recipient mice. These transplanted AMLs were very 
aggressive in Fl mice and leukaemia appeared in the host within 3-5 weeks; in contrast AML of 
the parental CBAIH mouse required -3 months for expression in transplanted syngeneic hosts. 
Fl AMLs and lymphosarcomas induced graft versus host effects in C57Bl but not in CBAIH; to 
date, no F 1 leukaemias have appeared in either of these transplanted parental strain animals. 
The estimated AML yield of Table 2 was based on the conservative assumption that the 
AML-susceptibility of CBAIH (-20% after 3 Gy x-rays) would be expressed as a recessive 
genetic trait such that AML incidence in irradiated Fl would be around 5%. While the study is 
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incomplete and the full histopathology of suspected AML is pending, it is currently judged that 
the induced AML incidence in Fl animals will be substantially greater than 5% and may be as 
high as 15%. If this estimate is confirmed, then the AML-susceptibility of the CBAJH parental 
strain is being expressed in the Fl hybrid as a dominant or co-dominant genetic trait. This would 
accord with the finding by NRPB of the dominant expression of CBAIH-like telomere-associated 
chromosomal exchanges in the haemopoietic systems of irradiated Fl animals. 
For the collaborative element of this study, G-banded chromosome spreads and high 
molecular weight DNA were prepared at ECN and transferred to NRPB for analyses. The results 
from these cytogenetic and loss of ch2 heterozygosity studies are reported by NRPB. In brief, 
10115 (67%) suspected Fl AMLs were characterised by CBAIH-Iike deletions with breakpoints 
that clustered in short chromosomal intervals in the C and F (8/10) or C and H (2/10) G-band 
regions of one of the two copies of ch2. 
Although these molecular analyses also showed that ch2 deletion in Fl AML is not 
obviously biassed by strain of origin (genetic) or parent of origin (epigenetic) effects, such 
influences on radiation leukaemogenesis may be imposed by other regions of parental genomes. 
In order to take account of these possibilities Fl animals were produced from the cross, !f C57Bl 
x c! CBAIH, ie. the reverse of that reported above. To date, 40 such Fl animals have been 3 Gy 
x-irradiated and all remain alive. The tumour incidence recorded in this second study will be 
compared with that of the animals of Table 2 and cytogenetic/molecular studies will be 
performed as appropriate. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
a) Introduction 
Sector: B13 
Ionizing radiations induce different types of lesions in the cellular DNA of which DNA 
double strand breaks (DSBs) are considered to be the most important ones involved in the 
fonnation of chromosomal aberrations. The aims of the current project include (a) an 
assessment of initial damage at chromosomal level, its repair/mis-repair and their relationship 
to the yields of observed chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes and cultured rodent 
cells, (b) to identity the factors responsible for increased radiosensitivity of human (A-1) and 
rodent mutant cells (c) the relationship between the yield of stable and unstable chromosome 
aberrations as well as their elimination during proliferation (d) chromatin structure in relation 
to induction and distribution of aberrations in Chinese hamster cells, (e) the role of modifiers 
on the yield of radiation induced chromosomal aberrations and (f) the influence of low dose 
adaptation to a subsequent challenge dose of radiation in human lymphocytes . 
In addition to classical chromosome analysis, techniques of premature chromosome 
condensation (PCC), poration of cells with streptolycin-0, fluorescent in situ hybridization 
(FISH) using chromosome specific DNA libraries as well as region specific DNA probes have 
been employed in this project. Under the PECO project, Bulgarian scientists were trained in 
some of these techniques. 
b) Relationship between initial damage and the yield of abenatiom: 
Using PCC method it is possible to determine the frequency of induced chromosome breaks 
per mammalian genome per Gy and this appears to be around 3 in human lymphocytes as 
well as Chinese hamster cells (Leiden, Athens). If the repair ofDSBs is completely inhibited 
by Ara A, both during irradiation and during fusion with mitotic cells, the frequency ofbreaks 
increases by a factor of 2 indicating that at chromosomal level one can only recover about 
6 to 12 % of DNA DSBs induced per cell (Leiden). One interesting observation was that 
when mitotic HeLa cells were used for fusion, the frequencies of PCC fragments were twice 
of that found when mitotic CHO cells were used, which implies that mitotic promoting factors 
are high in HeLa cells which leads to rapid condensation of chromatin (Athens). More 
experiments to con:finn this observation have to be carried out using different types of mitotic 
cells, which may help in a more accurate estimate of induced fragments as determined by 
PCC. 
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c) FactoJS respomibJe for increased semitivity in radio-semitive cell lines: 
Several cell lines are available with increased radiosensitivity. These include human cells 
derived from ataxia telangiectasia patients and mutants isolated from Chinese hamster cells. 
In some of these cell lines , such as xrs mutants, a direct correlation can be drawn between 
their inability to repair DNA DSBs and their radiosensitivity (St. Andrews, Leiden). However, 
cell lines such as A-T, hamster mutant cell lines such as VC4, irs 2 etc., there is no 
demonstrable defect in DSB repair but an increased radiosensitivity is found. One of the 
characteristics of these cell lines is that, unlike wild type cells, when irradiated in G1, both 
chromosome and chromatid types of aberrations are encountered (Leiden) which may indicate 
that repair of some lesions other than DSBs may be deficient in these cells and indeed, VC4 
cells are sensitive to short wave UV as well (Leiden). When treated with restriction 
endonucleases (REs) or fast neutrons, the response of G 1 cells for induction of chromosome 
aberrations, the response is very similar to wild type cells in these mutants (Leiden). In 
contrast, in G2 cells an increased frequency of chromatid breaks following treatment with X-
rays or REs have been observed (St. Andrews). This discrepancy may be due to the fact that 
different cell cycle stages were studied and further studies are needed to clarify this point. 
The initial yield of radiation induced breaks measured by PCC in radiosensitive (irs-1) and 
wild type cells (V79) is very similar and the rejoining of breaks occurs with similar kinetics 
(t112 = 26.2 min.), however chromosome ring formation is higher in irs-2 cells compared to 
wild type cells indicating that mis-repair is higher in the mutant cells (Athens). This 
characteristic is very similar to that found in AT cells in which DSB repair is similar to 
normal human cells, but the fidelity of repair is poor. The repair of DSBs in xrs5 and CHO 
cells showed no difference in the fast component but a large difference in the slow component 
of the repair (Athens). 
Characterization of nuclear extracts of xrs5 and CHO cells indicated clear differences in two 
proteins ofMW 31.8 and 32.2 Kdal as determined by PAGE electrophoresis (St. Andrews). 
These proteins are thought to represent members of histone Hl family associated with DNA 
Southern-Western blotting studies using 32P labelled DNA showed that these proteins have 
a lower degree of DNA binding in xrs5 compared to CHO cells. 
d) Relatiombip between 1he yields of stable and unstable abenatiom and 1heir elimination 
dming proliferation: 
The availability of chromosome specific DNA libraries has made detection of chromosomal 
translocations easy by the technique of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Since these 
"painting" probes are very specific to individual pair of chromosomes, any translocations 
involving these chromosomes can be easily detected (Leiden). Following irradiation of human 
lymphocytes with different doses of X-rays, the yields of dicentrics and translocations 
have been estimated. The frequencies of translocation were found to be about 1.5 times more 
than that of dicentrics (Leiden) an observation which has been confirmed by many other 
laboratories . The increase in the frequencies of translocations is mainly due to the 
contribution of terminal, interstitial and complex translocations, which can, in addition to 
reciprocal translocations can be detected by chromosome "painting" .. 
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The yield of radiation induced translocations is controlled by three factors, namely, 
chromosome number, chromosome arms and the number of induced breaks. The higher yield 
of translocations than the dicentrics can be due to the several metacentric chromosomes 
present in human karyotype. In order to check the role of these factors, mouse chromosome 
specific DNA libraries were generated for # 1,11 and 13 by flow sorting a complex 
translocation involving these three chromosomes (Leiden). The frequencies oftranslocations 
are very similar to that of dicentrics in mouse and this may be due to the fact that all mouse 
chromosomes are acrocentrics namely single arms (Leiden) This observation is confmned 
by other studies (Sofia). 
Using long term culture of irradiated human lymphocytes, the elimination of cells carrying 
dicentrics or translocations was monitored. The detection of cells in first, second and third 
mitoses was made possible by culturing the cells in the presence of BrdU. The frequencies 
of dicentrics and fragments were reduced by 50% for each cell division whereas the 
frequencies of translocations as detected by FISH remained constant (Leiden) 
The frequencies of dicentrics in x-irradiated human lymphocytes can be increased by about 
a factor of 2 by post treatment incubation in inhibitors of DNA repair, such as cytosine 
arabinoside (ara C) or 3 aminobenzamide (3 AB). However, under the same experimental 
conditions, the frequencies of translocations are not influenced (Leiden). This indicates that 
unstable (dicentrics) and stable aberrations (translocations) originate by different mis-repair 
mechanisms. However, when irradiated lymphocytes are post-treated with ara A, the yields 
of both dicentrics and translocations increased. Since araA inhibits both very fast as well as 
other components of rejoining of DNA DSBS, its potentiation of the yield of translocations 
indicate that translocations are most probably formed during the fast component of the 
chromosomal repair process (Leiden). 
e) Onomatin structure in relation to induc1ion and dismbution of radiation induced 
abenations: 
It is generally assumed that ionizing radiations induce DNA lesions randomly among the 
chromosomes and the aberrations are also induced randomly among and along the 
chromosomes. Chinese hamster primary cells offer a very good system for such a study as 
the chromosomes have very defmed heterochromatic (condensed) and euchromatic (relaxed) 
regions among the chromosomes and all chromosomes are easily identifiable. By X-irradiating 
Chinese hamster embryonic cells in G2 stage in the presence of araA one can inhibit repair 
of all the chromatid breaks and the yield obtained thus, will give an estimate of initial break 
frequencies. The frequencies of breaks were found to be not proportional to the length of the 
chromosomes and heterochromatic regions had fewer breaks in comparison to euchromatic 
regions. When the repair of breaks was monitored over a period of four hours, euchromatic 
regions were found to repair faster than heterochromatic regions (Natarajan). Similar 
heterogeneity was also found when G 1 cells were irradiated, especially heterochromatic 
regions of X chromosome rarely participated in exchanges (Leiden). 
The influence of telomeric sequences on the induction and formation of induced chromosomal 
aberrations has been investigated. While in most of the mammalian species the telomeric 
sequences are confmed to the terminal ends of the chromosomes, Chinese hamster cells have 
large blocks of telomeric sequences distributed intercalarily (Leiden). A high proportion of 
RE induced aberrations was found to involve regions containing telomeric sequences (Leiden). 
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Following X-irradiation only breaks which appear after aS phase are capped with telomeric 
sequences. This preliminary obscrvation needs confmnation (Leiden). 
f) Role of modifiers on the yield of rndiation induced chromosomal abenatiom: 
Hyperthermia brings about a large number of changes including chromatin configuration in 
cells leading to modification of cellular response to ionizing radiation. The influence of 
hyperthermia before or after irradiation in CHO cells was studied using the technique of PCC. 
There was a significant reduction in the repair of chromosome damage if the cells were 
heated after irradiation (probably due to inactivation of repair et1Z}1lll1t:S) and increased 
damage if cells were heated before irradiation (due to relaxation of the chromatin (Athens)). 
The mechanism of radio-sensitization by incorporated BrdU was fmmd to have two 
components, one by increasing the frequencies of induced DSBs (which can be quenched by 
treating with 1M acetone) and the other by interfering with the DNA repair/damage fixing 
processes (Athens). Post incubation of irradiated mouse splenocytes in BrdU containing 
medium did not have influence on the yield of dicentrics, though the presence of BrdU 
appeared to alter the cell cycle progression, thus resulting in an appal'f!nt sensitization due to 
BrdU (Sofia). 
g) Studies on low dose effects and adaptive respome: 
It has been shown that when stimulated human lymphocytes are irradiated with a very low 
dose of radiation and challenged subsequently with a higher dose, the yield of chromosomal 
aberrations is lower than expected and this phenomenon is called adaptive response. There 
have been several reports about the variability of results obtained in such experiments. In 
general, most individuals show an adaptive response, some do not show such a response and 
some even respond with a synergistic effect. In the present project, blood samples from five 
controls, five uranium mine workers exposed occupationally to high dose (about 25 cSv) and 
five workers exposed to low levels ( < 11.5 cSv) were irradiated to an adaptive dose of 5 cGy 
followed by 3 Gy of gamma rays after five hours in G 1 stage. Chromosome type of 
aberrations were scored. 4 out of 5 controls and workers exposed to low levels of radiation 
and 2 out of 5 exposed to high levels of radiation showed an adaptive response (Sacavem). 
There was no correlation between the occupational exposure and response to adaptation, 
indicating that this phenomenon is very complex one and the mechanism(s) by which 
adaptation is manifested is not fully lUlderstood. 
Thtining of scientists from ~t European countries (PEa> project): 
During this project, two scientists from National Institute of Radiation Hygiene and Radiation 
Biology, Sofia were trained in Leiden. The technique of fluorescent in situ hybridization was 
introduced in the Bulgarian laboratory and the necessary equipments were provided. This 
methodology is at present operational in that laboratory . 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(a) Studies designed to understand the relation between initial chromosome damage observed 
by PCC and those recovered in the first metaphase following irradiation 
(b) Studies aimed at mapping distribution of X-ray induced lesions among the chromosomes 
and their repair 
(c) Relative frequencies of radiation induced dicentrics and translocations in human and 
mouse lymphocytes 
(d) Studies designed to check as to whether the DNA repair processes involved in the 
formation of stable and unstable aberrations are the same or different 
(e) Studies on the influence telomeric sequences on induced chromosomal aberrations 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Introduction 
Ionizing radiation induces different types of DNA lesions such as single strand breaks 
(SSBs), double strand breaks (DSBs), base damage and DNA -protein cross-links. Among 
these, DSB appears to be the most important lesion for the induction of chromosomal 
aberrations though under DNA repair deficient conditions, other lesions such as base damages 
may also be involved (Natarajan eta/., 1993). There are some basic questions which need 
to be answered with regard to the induction of aberrations by radiation, such as (a) What is 
the relationship between initial DNA DSBs and observed chromosomal damage cytologically 
, b) are the initial chromosomal lesions distributed randomly among the genome, and is there 
any heterogeneity with regard to the repair of these lesions among the chromosomes or 
chromosomal regions, (c) are some chromosomes more prone for radiation induced 
chromosomal aberrations than others (d) do the symmetrical and asymmetrical exchanges 
following radiation formed at equal proportions ? and (e) is there any influence of DNA 
repeat sequences (such as telomeric repeats) on the formation of induced CAs ? Recent 
studies using techniques of chromosome banding, premature chromosome condensation, FISH 
using both chromosome specific libraries and telomeric sequences have been very useful in 
answering these questions to some extent. 
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2. Materials and methods 
1. Cell types used: 
a) Chinese hamster cells: Primary Chinese hamster embryonic cells (CHE), Chinese hamster 
ovary (CHO) cells, and lung fibroblast ('179) cells were cultured in a routine way using 
Ham's FlO medium supplemented with new-born or foetal calf serum and antibiotics (Balajee 
et al., 1994). 
b) Mouse splenocytes: Splenocytes from mouse were freshly isolated and cultured in RPMI 
1640 medium supplemented with 20% HL, 6% bovine calf serum and antibiotics in the 
presence of concanavalin A (Pharmacia, 2.5 JLg/ml) and 5 bromo- 2'-deoxyuridine (Sigma 
final concentration 5JLM). Cells were harvested 41h after initiation (Boei et al., 1994) 
1. Human peripheral blood lymphocytes: Either isolated frozen lymphocytes or whole blood 
was used for the experiments. The lymphocytes were cultured in a routine way in the 
presence ofPHA (Welcome) and 5-bromo-2' deoxyuridine (10 JLM final concentration) and 
fixed at 48h after initiation. 
2. Cytological preparations: These were made by routine air-dry procedure, which included 
colcemid pre-treatment, harvesting, hypotonic shock, fixation in aceto-methanol (1 :3). Slides 
for in situ hybridization were stored at -20°C. 
3. Prematwe chromosome condensation: This was achieved by fusing lymphocytes with 
mitotic Chinese hamster ovary cells in the presence of 55% polyethylene glycol - M.wt. 
1450, Sigma, ('/yas et al., 1991). 
4. Staining of chromosomal preparations: For analysis using light microscope, the slides 
were stained in 5% aqueous Giemsa for 10 min. For identification of second division 
lymphocytes, the slides were stained with Fluorochrome plus Giemsa technique. 
5. Chromosome specific DNA libraries: 
i) Human: Chromosome libraries were purchased from American Type Culture Collection 
(ATCC) or from Dr. J. Gray, Livermore. The isolation and purification of probe DNA has 
been described earlier (Natarajan et al., 1992). Probes were labelled by nick translation using 
Bio-16-dUTP as one of the triphosphates in the reaction mixture. 
ii) Mouse: Chromosome specific DNA libraries were generated by us (Boei et al., 1994). 
Primary embryonic cultures from a mouse carrying a translocation comprising chromosomes 
1, 11 , 13 were set up and the translocation carrying metacentric chromosomes were flow 
sorted. DNA was isolated from this compound chromosomes ,purified, and restricted. 
Ligation of linker/adapter was carried out and amplified by PCR. The probes were directly 
labelled during PCR, by replacing 200 JLM dTTP with 150 JLM Bio-11-dUTP (Sigma) and 
50 JLm dTTP ( Boei et al., 1994). 
iii) Telomeric repeats: These sequence was generated by PCR which was carried out in the 
absence of template using primers (TTAGGG)5 and (CCCTAA)5. Staggered annealing of 
primers provided single strand template for extension by Taq polymerase. This was followed 
by PCR. The probes were labelled by nick translation using bio-16-dUTP or digoxigenin 11-
dUTP (Balajee et al., 1994). 
6. In situ hybridization: The method employed is described in Natarajan et al., (1992). The 
slides were viewed under a fluorescent microscope equipped with a triple filter (Omega). 
7. Irradiation: Chinese hamster cells were irradiated at room temperature using an Muller 
machine operated at 200 kV and 8 mA at a dose rate of 2.0 Gy/min. 
8.Treatment with DNA repair inhibitors: 9-B-D-arabinofuranofuranosyladenine 
(Ara A ) which is known to be a very efficient inhibitor of repair of DNA DSBs was used 
in some of the irradiation experiments. 100 JLM Ara A alone in the case of Chinese hamster 
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cells and in combination with coformycin (10 p.mol.) in the case of human blood 
lymphocytes was added to cultures 30 min. before irradiation and washed off at different 
times depending on the experimental protocol. 
3 aminobenzamide (3 AB) and cytosine arabinoside (araC) were used to study the influence 
of inhibitors on the yield of dicentrics and translocations. araC (5x10-5M) was washed off2h. 
following irradiation and the lymphocytes were cultured in the presence of deoxycytidine (10-
4M) till fixation. A final concentration of lOmM 3AB was used which remained in the 
medium throughout the culture period. 
Results and Discussion: 
A) Relation between initial radiation DNA damage and observed chromosome damage: 
Under repair proficient conditions of DNA repair, DNA DSBs are considered to be the 
lesion leading to chromosomal aberrations induced by ionizing radiation. The estimate of 
DSBs induced by X-rays is around 40 to 80 per mammalian cell per Gy (Natarajan et al., 
1980). In human lymphocytes irradiated in Go stage, the frequencies of aberrations observed 
at the first division metaphase are very low (about 1% of the initial damage). If the 
lymphocytes are fused with mitotic cells immediately following X-irradiation about 3 excess 
fragments/cell/Gy are observed (Vyas et al., 1991). However, in the PCC technique repair 
of damage takes place during fusion and further incubation and thus the values obtained 
reflects the residual damage following a 45 min. repair. The formation of most of the 
exchange aberrations takes place during this period. In order to obtain an estimate the initial 
damage observable at chromosomal level, we have employed Ara A in combination with 
coformycin. Ara A is a known inhibitor of repair of DNA DSBs. Lymphocytes were 
pre-incubated for 30 min with Ara A (100 p.M) prior to irradiation and fused with mitotic 
CHO cells in the presence of Ara A and incubated further in the presence of Ara A. By this 
method, it is expected that no repair takes place during the post fusion incubation, thus giving 
an estimate of initial chromosomal damage. A value of 5 excess breaks per Gy/lymphocyte 
was observed (Natarajanetal., in preparation). Thus, only 6.25 to 12.5% ofDSBs induced 
by X-rays result in visible chromosomal breaks at the PCC level. If the lymphocytes are pre-
and post incubated in Ara A for two hours and allowed to recover in normal medium, about 
75% of the breaks (estimated in PCCs in the presence of Ara A) form chromosomal 
aberrations (dicentrics, rings, translocations and fragments) as detected in the first mitotic 
metaphases . 
B) Distribution of X ray induced lesions among the chromosomes and their repair. 
It is generally assumed that ionizing radiation induced DNA lesions are randomly distributed 
among the chromosomes. It has been recognized from early studies that heterochromatic 
regions can respond differently from euchromatic regions to clastogenic damage. We have 
employed Chinese hamster embryonic fibroblasts, which have defined heterochromatic 
regions among their chromosomes to study the problem of heterogeneity of induction of 
damage by X-rays ( Slijepcevic and Natarajan, 1994). In these cells, the long arms of X-
chromosome, Y, 9, 10 chromosomes and short arms of chromosomes 5,6 and 7 are 
heterochromatic. Exponentially growing cells were X-irradiated (1 Gy) in the presence or 
absence of Ara A. The cells were allowed to recover 30 min. to facilitate those at mitosis 
could be excluded in the analysis. Following this, cells were fixed immediately (following 
30 min. colcemid) at recovery times of 1,2, 3 and 4 hours. The cells irradiated in the 
presence of ara A were recovered in the medium containing Ara A. The number of breaks 
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and gaps in different chromosomes were scored for individual chromosomes. In the presence 
Ara A, there was no evidence of any rejoining of breaks over 4 h. The expected frequencies 
of breaks and gaps for individual chromosomes were calculated on the basis of relative 
chromosome length and random distribution and compared with the observed frequencies. 
Euchromatic chromosome 1 which represents 20.44% of the genome had about 35 % of 
damage, whereas chromosomes 6,7, 9,10, X andY (which contain heterochromatin) had 
fewer aberrations than expected. Condensed chromatin appears to be resistant to radiation 
induced damage in comparison to uncondensed chromatin. This has been demonstrated earlier 
for human lymphocytes as well (Vyas et al., 1991). 
The repair of chromosome damage was also followed up to 4 h. in different chromosomes 
and there were some clear differences, e.g. , chromosomes 8 and 9. They are of similar size, 
chromosome 8 and 9 being totally euchromatic and heterochromatic respectively. 12% and 
56% ofunrepaired damage was estimated in chromosome 8 and 9 respectively. Differences 
in the kinetics of repair was also found among the chromosomes indicating that the repair 
kinetics varies between eu- and hetero-chromatin (Slijepcevic and Natarajan,1994). 
C) Non-random distribution of X-ray induced aberrations among the chromosomes of 
Chinese hamster embryonic cells. 
The distribution of chromosome break points (exchange and deletion) from X-irradiated 
G1 cells was analyzed in G banded chromosomes (Slijepcevic and Natarajan., 1994). More 
break points were mapped to G-light bands (79.8%) than to G-dark bands (20.2%). 
Chromosomes 5 and 8 had more chromosome exchange break points than expected on the 
basis of chromosome length. X chromosome had more deletion break points and less 
exchange break points. The deficiency in the exchange break points in the long arm of X-
chromosome is mainly due to the formation of distinct chromocentre thus limiting interaction 
with other chromosomes. 
D) Frequencies of X-ray induced dicentrics and translocations. 
i) Hwnan peripheral blood lymphocytes: 
Two major classes of aberrations induced by ionizing radiation in GO or G 1 cells are 
recognized, namely stable (balanced translocations) and unstable (dicentrics, rings and 
fragments). It was generally assumed that reciprocal translocations and dicentrics are formed 
in equal proportions following X-irradiation. Earlier studies relied on G banding techniques 
to quantify the frequencies of translocations. Recently introduced technique of fluorescent in 
situ hybridization (FISH) using human chromosome specific DNA libraries has considerably 
increased the resolution of detecting translocations. 
In our initial study (Natarajan et al., 1992) we employed two cocktails of DNA libraries of 
three human chromosomes (1,3,X and 2,4,8) to paint the chromosomes to detect X-ray 
induced translocations. It became obvious that in addition to reciprocal translocations, other 
types of translocations such as terminal translocations and interstitial translocations were 
encountered. When all types of translocations are taken into account, their frequencies were 
found to be 1.5 to 2 times more than the frequencies of dicentrics induced by a given dose 
of X-rays (Natarajan et al., 1992). This observation was later confirmed by others. The 
question arose as to this increased frequency of translocations in comparison to dicentrics is 
due to misclassification of some of the dicentrics in the category of translocations and the 
contamination of second division cells, in which translocations and not dicentrics are likely 
to occur. Experiments designed to check these questions,(i.e., scoring of only first cell 
division and simultaneous painting with centromeric probes) showed clearly that the 
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increased frequencies observed translocations is not an artifact. Since at high doses of 
radiation or treatment with bleomycin or restriction endonucleases lead to complex aberration 
it became necessary to formulate a system of nomenclature for the structural aberrations 
detected by chromosome painting. Such a system called PAINT (Protocol for Aberration 
Identification and Nomenclature Terminology) was developed by a group of cytogeneticists 
(Tucker et al., 1994,). With this system, all exchange aberrations (dicentrics, fragments, all 
types of translocations) involving painted chromosomes and others can be evaluated 
simultaneously ,thus, this system may llli!Yk useful in biological dosimetry of absorbed 
radiation dose in case of accidents. 
ii) Persistence of chromosome aberrations in different post-irradiation division . 
In order to estimate as to what proportion of stable and unstable aberrations pass through cell 
divisions, aberrations were analyzed by fluorescent in situ hybridization in the first three post 
irradiation (0 and 2 Gy) divisions. Lymphocytes were grown in the presence of BrdU, 
collected at different sampling times (47, 70 and 91 h) and analyzed using an alphoid 
centromeric probes and PCR amplified DNA libraries for chromosomes# 2 and 8. Following 
differential staining of sister chromatids , the analyzed cells were identified to be either in 
the first, second or third mitosis after irradiation. The frequencies of both dicentrics and 
fragments showed a reduction of about 50% after each cell generation whereas trans locations 
were more persistent. Cells within the same post-irradiation division showed higher aberration 
frequencies when derived from later sampling times, indicating a delay in the progression 
of highly aberrant cells. As a result, the frequencies of dicentrics and fragments remained 
rather constant in different sampling times, if the cell cycle parameter is not taken into 
account. Thus, the average generation time of the lymphocytes had a clear effect on the 
obtained aberration frequencies. The combination of FISH technique with the differential 
staining of sister chromatids with Hoechst offers the possibilities to study the persistence of 
induced aberrations for three subsequent cell divisions (Boei, et al., 1995). 
iii) Mouse lymphocytes: 
Since laboratory mouse is used as a model for assessing human genetic risk to ionizing 
radiation, it is necessary to estimate the induction of translocations in mice. Unlike human 
chromosomes, it is difficult to identify individual chromosomes of mouse as all of them are 
acrocentric and not very different in length which makes it impossible to flow sort them. 
Fortunately, there are several mouse strains carrying complex or Robertsonian translocations 
which could be used for flow sorting. Cells derived from a mice strain carrying a 
translocation involving chromosomes 1, 11 and 13 were used by us for flow sorting and 
constructing chromosome specific DNA libraries (Natarajan et al., 1993, Boei et a/.,1994). 
We have generated dose response curves for induction of dicentrics and translocations in the 
splenocytes of X-irradiated mice. Since mouse chromosomes, except Y carry a prominent 
heterochromatic block near the centromere, it is not difficult to identify dicentric 
chromosomes in DAPI stained preparations, thus avoiding use of centromere specific DNA 
probes. Unlike human lymphocytes, the frequencies oftranslocations induced by X-rays are 
very close to the frequencies of dicentrics in mouse splenocytes ( Boei eta!., 1994). This 
difference between the two species may be due to the characteristic karyotypic feature, ( i.e., 
all acrocentrics) of mouse in comparison to human. 
One of the problems encountered in the irradiated splenocytes of mice is the interpretation 
of Robertsonian fusion like figures as to whether these represent dicentrics or translocations. 
This can be resolved by probing chromosomal preparations with telomeric repeat sequences 
by FITC, with simultaneously staining with DAPI or propidium iodide (Fig. 1 A&B). The 
latter helps in identifying the centromeric heterochromatin and thus dicentric chromosomes 
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and the fragments contain two pairs oftelomeric signals (Boei and Natarajan, in preparation). 
E) Mis-repair process leading to the formation of dicentrics and translocations: Are they 
different? 
When human blood lymphocytes are X-irradiated in the presence and post-incubated with 
different types of inhibitors of DNA repair or agent which modifies the structure of the 
chromatin, an up to two fold increase in the frequencies of induced dicentrics is encountered. 
These agents include cytosine arabinoside-araC, 3 aminobenzamide, caffeine (Stoilov et 
a/.,1994), Sodium butyrate . The increase in the frequency of dicentrics can be due to an 
increase in the frequency of initial X-ray induced DNA lesions or in the inhibition of repair 
of induced lesions. The latter will allow the unrepaired DNA lesions (DSBs) to interact, thus 
producing an increased frequency of dicentrics, by mis-repair process. It is of interest to 
check whether such inhibitors, which increase dicentric frequency do also increase the 
frequencies of translocations. We have employed ara Cor 3 aminobenzamide to study their 
influence on the frequencies of X-ray induced dicentrics and translocations (using 
chromosome painting techniques). The results indicated that there was an increased 
frequencies of translocations over the dicentrics in X-irradiated lymphocytes. The inhibitors 
had no influence in the frequencies of induced translocations, while the frequencies of 
dicentrics increased by about a factor of 2 (Natarajan et al., 1994). These observations 
indicate that the mis-repair process leading to dicentrics and translocations may be different. 
F. Influence of DNA repeat sequences on the formation of chromosome aberrations. 
There are several repeat sequences present interdispersed among the chromosomes which may 
provide as hot spots for aberration formation. One such sequence is the telomeric repeats i.e., 
TT AGGG. In primary cells these repeats are confined to telomeric regions and in transformed 
cells, there are intercalary telomeric repeats present. Intercalary telomeric repeats have been 
suggested to be more prone for chromosome breakage and recombination . 
Chinese hamster embryonic primary cells contain telomeric sequences at both ends of all the 
chromosomes .In addition all chromosomes except 1 and 2 have telomeric repeats present near 
the centromeric region. Chromosomes 8 and 10 are entirely painted by telomeric probes. In 
transformed Chinese hamster cells, CHO 9, the telomeric sequences at the end of the 
chromosomes are not detectable. Localization oftelomeric sequences adjacent to centromeric 
regions was seen in many chromosomes, except for the two long pairs of chromosomes which 
were completely devoid of any telomeric signals. In Chinese hamster cells treated with 
restriction endonucleases a clear association between the aberrations and intercalary telomeric 
sequences has been found (Balajee et a/., 1994). Since most of the chromosomes of CHO 
cells have telomeric sequences present near the centromeres, as expected a large proportion 
of dicentrics contained two signals. However, when the two long pairs of chromosomes were 
involved in dicentrics, there were telomeric sequences present indicating that the apparent 
dicentrics are complex rearrangements. The number of fragments containing telomeric 
sequences in CHO cells was much higher than expected on random basis. Besides, some of 
the fragments hybridized totally with telomeric probes and the signals were so intense 
suggesting an amplification of the telomeric sequences in these cells. 
We have generated DNA libraries for the Chinese hamster chromosomes and have probed 
Alu I treated cells with painting probes and telomeric probes. The results from painting 
probes alone indicated that many of the chromosomes in CHO and V79 cells contain 
translocations (Balajee eta!. 1995). Besides, there appears to be hot spots for aberrations 
along the chromosomes . 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Ortins 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Assessment of cytogenetic damage on individuals in Portuguese uranium mines and 
studies of the adaptive response for radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations on low 
and highly exposed workers of Portuguease uranium mines. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Introduction 
Several studies show that small doses of ionising radiation induce an adaptive 
response to subsequent high doses. As we are doing cytogenetic studies of people working 
on Portuguese uranium mines for biomonitoring purposes, we use this opportunity to 
know if that people were more or less adapted to subsequent ionising radiation doses. 
For these studies we address the following questions: 
1. Can the dose received by miners, function like a prime dose for an adaptive response 
when they have a subsequent high exposition dose and this equal or different for low or 
high exposed individuals. 
2. What is the capacity for adaptive response of lymphocytes from miners when they are 
primed with a low dose of 5 cGy and exposed at a challenge dose of 300 cGy. 
2. Material and Methods 
The control group was composed by workers non-miners from one region with low 
level of background radiation (Table 1). Two groups of miner workers were selected on 
the base of their historical monitoring doses, one as low exposed (Table 2) and another as 
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high exposed (Table 3). 
·TABLE 1 
Control workers non-exposed 
No. Age Sex Smoke Dose 
(cSv) 
1 49 M N 1.28 
2 44 M N 1.01 
3 42 M N 1.12 
4 46 M N 1.26 
5 44 M N 1.15 
Table 2 
Uranium miners workers selected as low level exposed 
No. Age Sex Smoke Dose 
(cSv) 
1 42 M N 9.9 
2 45 M N 8.9 
3 45 M N 7.8 
4 48 M N 9.4 
5 37 M N 11.5 
Table 3 
Uranium miners workers selected as high level exposed 
No. Age Sex Smoke Dose 
(cSv) 
1 41 M N 24.7 
2 43 M N 25.9 
3 44 M N 25.5 
4 40 M N 19.5 
5 45 M N 24.7 
The induction of adaptive response was done on all groups on G1, with 5 cGy and the 
challenge dose was done 5 hours after with 300 cGy of 'Y rays (60Co.). 
Heparinized blood samples from each donor were collected by venepuncture and whole 
blood cultures were made. 
The peripheral lymphocytes blood cultures were set up in 15 ml glass bottles adding 0.5 
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ml of whole blood to 5 ml of RPMI 1640 medium containing 15% of new-born calf 
serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml of penicillin, 100 J.Lg/ml of streptomycin and 2% of 
PHA and kept at 37°C. Five hours after beginning of the cultures the lymphocytes in 
glass bottles were irradiated with a priming dose of 5 cGy from a Cobalt source gamma 
rays, and 5 hours later irradiated with a challenge dose of 300 cGy. The lymphocytes 
were then cultured till 48 hours and for the last 2 hours the cells were treated with 1 
J.Lg/ml colcemid. Lymphocytes were collected, treated with 75 mM potassium chloride for 
10 min and fixed in 3: 1 methanol acid acetic mixture. 
Fixed cells were dropped onto clean slides and stained with Hoechst plus Giemsa in order 
to distinguish first division metaphases. 
Coded slides were analysed for chromosome type aberrations and 200 metaphases were 
scored for each data point. 
Results 
The results obtained in the experiments for all groups are presented in Tables 4-6 and 
Figs. 1-3. 
We saw that in the control group composed by 5 workers non-miners from one 
region with low level of background, 4 of them show adaptive responses, when we look 
for chromosomal type aberrations frequency induced by a challenge dose of 300 cGy on 
peripheral lymphocytes pre-exposed to an adaptive dose of 5 cGy Gamma rays (Table 4 
and Fig. 1). 
The two groups of uranium mine workers selected as low and as high level exposed, 
display a different frequency of adaptive response (Tables 5-6 and Figs. 2-3). 
In the group of 5 uranium mine workers low level exposed, 4 of them show adaptive 
response, and in the group of 5 uranium mine workers high level exposed only 2 of them 
show adaptive response. 
TABLE4 
CHROMOSOMAL TYPE ABERRATIONS FREQUENCY 
INDUCED BY A CHALLENGE DOSE OF 300 cGy ON 
PERIPHERAL LYMPHOCYTES PRE-EXPOSED TO AN 
ADAPTIVE DOSE OF 5 cGy GAMMA RAYS ON CONTROLS NON-
EXPOSED 
Treatment Doses 
No. OcGy 5cGy 300 cGy 5+300 cGy Expected 
1 0.005 0.015 0.7458 0.714 0.755 
2 0 0.01 0.7867 0.746 0.796 
3 0.015 0.025 0.8034 0.774 0.813 
4 0.005 0.015 0.6856 0.650 0.695 
5 0.01 0.015 0.7231 0.735 0.728 
Counted 200 cells per pomt. 
Expected = sum of the 2 individual treatments minus the control 
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Table 5 
CHROMOSOMAL TYPE ABERRATIONS FREQUENCY 
INDUCED BY A CHALLENGE DOSE OF 300 cGy ON 
PERIPHERAL LYMPHOCYTES PRE-EXPOSED TO AN 
ADAPTIVE DOSE OF 5 cGy GAMMA RAYS ON URANIUM 
MINERS WORKERS SELECTED AS LOW LEVEL EXPOSED. 
Treatment Doses 
No. OcGy 5cGy 300 cGy 5+300cGy Expected 
1 0.01 0.03 1.308 1.275 1.328 
2 0.049 0.035 1.386 1.23 1.371 
3 0.04 0.02 1.26 0.866 1.24 
4 0.025 0.03 1.063 1.145 1.068 
5* 0.03 0.05 0.830 0.810 0.850 
Counted 200 cells per pomt. 
Expected = sum of the 2 individual treatments minus the control 
TABLE6 
CHROMOSOMAL TYPE ABERRATIONS FREQUENCY 
INDUCED BY A CHALLENGE DOSE OF. 300 cGy ON 
PERIPHERAL LYMPHOCYTES PRE-EXPOSED TO AN 
ADAPTIVE DOSE OF 5 cGy GAMMA RAYS ON URANIUM 
MINERS WORKERS SELECTED AS HIGH LEVEL EXPOSED. 
No. OcGy 5cGy 
1 0.025 0.025 
2 0 0.015 
3 0.015 0.015 
4* 0.065 0.025 
5* 0.03 0.025 
Counted 200 cells per point 
*=Challenge dose 200 cGy. 
Treatment Doses 
300 cGy 5+300cGy Expected 
1.43 1.378 1.43 
1.405 1.195 1.42 
1.265 1.56 1.265 
0.565 0.62 0.525 
0.565 0.59 0.535 
Expected = sum of the 2 individual treatments minus the control 
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Discussion 
Our observations show the ability of peripheral lymphocytes of the mine workers to 
display adaptive response after induction with a small dose of 5 cGy on G1 and a 
challenge dose of 300 cGy. Because the small number of miners studied we can not say 
that the difference of adaptive response between low and high level exposed is sig-
nificative. 
We saw on some mine workers, (2 low level exposed and 2 high level exposed) that 
the frequency of chromosomal type aberrations after 5 cGy is less than background. If 
this is confirmed on more cases it means some kind of adaptation to small doses that we 
did not see on the control group. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Bryant 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1) To study of the mechanisms involved in conversion of specific types of DNA 
double-strand breaks (dsb) into chromosomal aberrations, especially in the 
radiosensitive mutant Chinese hamster (e.g. xrs5, irs2) and human AT cell lines. 
2) To investigate the putative structural or chromatin differences in 
radiosensitive mutant cell lines by analysis of DNA binding properties of 
nuclear proteins. 
3) To investigate the possibility of altering radiosensitivity by complemention 
using the technique of introducing cell or nuclear extracts into irradiated and 
restriction endonuclease treated porated cells. 
4) To study the repair of dsb in xrs5 and CHO cells in detail using a recently 
developed filter elution technique able to detect specific damage in chromatin 
loops. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Studies on chromosomal responses of AT and mutant radiosensitive cell 
lines. 
Ataxia telangiectasia cells 
The chromosomal responses of lymphoblastoid AT cells to gamma-
radiation and to the restriction endonucleases (RE) Pvull and BamHI have 
been studied in order to test the possibility that AT cells have a dsb 
processing defect. We have shown that RE treatment of porated human 
cells mimics the clastogenic effect of radiation in causing both break and 
exchange-type aberrations. Our results show that like gamma-rays, Pvull 
induces a higher frequency of aberrations in AT than normal cells (by a 
factor of 5) at both 5 and 24 h sampling times (figures la and b). Dsb 
induced by Pvull (blunt-ended) were found to be much more effective 
than cohesive-ended dsb in causing chromosomal aberrations, as found 
previously for rodent cells. 
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irs2 and VC4 cells 
We found (Bryant et al 1993, Mutagenesis, 8, 141-147) that radiosensitive irs2 cells, 
which have normal rejoining of radiation-induced dsb, yield a 2-4 fold higher break 
and exchange-type chromosomal aberration frequency as compared to the wild-type 
V79 parental cell line when porated with streptolysin 0 and treated with Pvull. The 
frequencies of dsb induced by Pvull was the same in irs2 and V79 cells as measured 
by neutral elution. 
VC4, shown by cell fusion and colony assays to be in the same complementation 
group as irs2 (Thacker and Wilkinson 1991, Mutation Res. 254, 135-142) shows higher 
levels of radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations (Zdienicka et al, 1989, Cancer 
Res. 49, 1481-1485) but has been reported to show normal response to restriction 
endonucleases (Alul and BamH1), a normal cellular and chromosomal response to 
neutrons, but a 4-5 fold elevated sensitivity to UV (Natarajan et al 1993, Mutation 
Research, 299, 297-303). 
Our own experiments showed that, in contrast to the results of Natarajan et al (1993) 
VC4 cells showed a 5-6 fold elevated chromatid aberration frequency to Pvull 
treatment as compared with the WT parental line (Figure 2 and Bryant and Liu, 1994, 
International Journal of Radiation Biology, 66, 597-601). 
We therefore conclude that VC4, irs2 and AT cells, which are all highly 
chromosomally radiosensitive but show normal dsb rejoining, carry a dsb carry a 
defect which causes them to convert a higher proportion of radiation or restriction 
endonuclease induced dsb into visible chromatid breaks and exchanges. 
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Studies on nuclear extracts of radiosensitive cells. 
Nuclear extracts of xrsS and CHO cells 
Nuclear protein extracts were derived from CHO and xrs5 cells by a detergent free 
system involving the sequential washing of nuclei released by homogenisation with 
buffers of increasing ionic strength. Spermine hydrochloride (6mM) was also 
included to facilitate nuclear protein removal and maintain a compact DNA 
structure during extraction. The two ionic strength fractions: 100mM KCl and 250 
mM MgCl2 were used. A protein binding assay involving the binding of 32p labelled 
calf thymus DNA to the extracts was performed on extracts derived from non-
irradiated cells and extracts from cells exposed to 10 Gy gamma rays followed by 30 
minutes incubation at 370C prior to extraction. The results from the non-irradiated 
fractions are shown in figure 3. The irradiated fractions gave similar results 
although both the 250 mM fractions were greater than the non-irradiated fraction. It 
is noticeable that the 100 mM extracts show non-specific linear binding to DNA 
whilst 250 mM extracts approximate to normal inverse exponential enzyme kinetics. 
Comparative regression analysis of the data gives the relative binding activity of xrs5 
fractions compared to CHO fractions (Table 1). No difference is observed between the 
100 mM extracts whilst the 250 mM extracts show a reduced DNA binding activity of 
xrsS proteins. 
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Relative DNA R2 p 
binding activ!fy. 
lOOmM 0.938 95.3% <0.001 
lOOmM 1.080 91.1% <0.001 
(irradiated) 
250mM 0.724 71.4% <0.001 
250mM 0.666 90.5% <0.001 
(irradiated) 
Table I. Relative DNA binding activity of xrsS extracts compared to CHO extracts. R2 is the 
correlation coefficient and Pis the confidence value of the analysis of regression. Figures derived from 
the correlation of individual data points from 3-7 independent experiments (from P. J. Johnston, PhD 
Thesis, University of St Andrews, 1994). 
From Table II it is apparent that there are differences between CHO and xrs5. In 
addition to binding more DNA per j.lg of extract, CHO extracts have a reduced initial 
rate. This would indicate that the affinity of individual binding sites is reduced. 
A (units tJg·l ml" Vmax Km 
1) (units) (tJg ml•l) 
CHO 0.016 0.290 18.58 
(±0.0029) (±0.084) (±3.66) 
XrsS 0.027 0.199 14.95 
(±0.0115) (±0.026) (±5.93) 
CHO 0.019 0.356 18.57 
(irradiated) (±0.00200) (±0.087) (±3.38) 
XrsS 0.037 0.241 17.87 
(irradiated) (±0.0150) (±0.050) (±5.28) 
Table II Kinetics of DNA binding by 250 mM extracts. Where A= initial rate of binding, Vmax is the 
maximum amount of DNA bound per tJg extract, Km = Michaelis constant which is the concentration of 
DNA required to give half V max. Results show the standard error of the mean of 3-4 independent 
experiments (from P. J. Johnston, PhD Thesis, University of St Andrews, 1994). 
Therefore it appears that CHO extracts have more DNA binding sites per J..Lg than 
xrs5 extracts, but that these sites have a lower affinity for DNA. This results in the 
Michaelis constant showing only a slight variability between cell lines. These 
kinetic evaluations can only be taken as approximate since the extract fractions 
studied are still relatively crude and can not be expected to follow ideal Michaelis-
Menten kinetics. This is apparent in the large errors associated with the values. 
In further experiments, nuclear extracts of xrs5 and CHO cells were prepared in 
detergent-free buffer in a Dounce homogeniser. Spermine hydrochloride was added 
at 6mM to increase protein removal and to maintain chromatin structure. Nuclei 
were then subjected to sequential extraction with ionic buffers of varying strengths 
(100-2000mM). We previously reported differences in DNA binding between 
proteins from xrs5 and CHO extracted at 250mM MgCl2. During the reporting period 
we extended these data by increasing the ionic concentration of nuclear extraction 
buffers to either 600 or lOOOmM NaCl we showed that further proteins were 
extracted and clear differences were observed in two proteins of MW 31.8 and 32.2 
Kdal as determined by PAGE electrophoresis. Minor changes in other bands were 
also observed. 
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The 31.8 and 32.2 Kdal bands (Figure 3) are thought to represent members of the 
histone HI family associated with DNA. South-Western blotting using 32p labelled 
DNA (Figure 1) showed that these proteins exhibit a lower degree of DNA binding 
in xrs5 than in CHO, confirming the general observation we have made, namely 
that xrs5 show a reduction in the apparent amount of DNA bound. The proteins 
have not yet been characterised although this will be carried out in the future. We 
have suggested that these proteins with altered DNA binding properties may relate 
to the reported altered chromosome and perinuclear structure in the xrs5 mutant. 
The fact that the DNA binding properties of several proteins appears to be altered 
suggests a defective control mechanism in xrs5 which may be responsible for the 
post-translational modification of specific proteins. One possibility being 
investigated is that xrs 5 possesses altered protein kinase(s) or that the control of 
these is changed. The recent observation that the XRCCS gene product has 
homology with the human Ku 80 protein, a DNA end binding protein which has 
protein kinase affinity may be significant in the context of our findings. 
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Figure 3. PAGE separation of 600 mM 
nuclear extract and South-Western 
blotting. Equal amounts of nuclear 
extract from xrs5 and CHO cells were 
loaded on gels. The resultant separated 
proteins were either stained with (A) 
Coomassie blue or South-Western 
blotted (type A = non-competitive, type 
B = competitive. Marker protein 
molecular weights are indicated by 
open triangles. Closed triangles 
represent the positions of major DNA 
binding bands of purified calf-thymus 
histone Hl. (B) densitometric trace of 
Coomassie blue electrophoretograph, 
(C) densitometric trace of South-
Western blot (type A) and (D) 
expanded trace of the Coornassie blue 
electrophoretograph of p32.2 and 31.8. 
Solid line = CHO, dotted line = xrs5. 
The Y axis represents the optical 
density of the bands. The X axis 
represents the approximate molecular 
weights of the bands as calculated from 
the position of the marker proteins. 
Introduction of wild-type cell nuclear extracts into damaged cells 
xrs5 cells 
To date attempts to complement the defect in xrs5 by introduction of wild type (CHO 
derived) proteins by streptolysin-0 induced poration and measurement of damage 
by the micronucleus assay have been unsuce?essful. The identification of 
biochemically altered proteins may enable complementation to occur. However, 
solubility of some proteins extracted under high salt conditions has prevented 
relevant experiments. 
Ataxia telangiectasia cells 
Nuclear extracts prepared form lymphoblastoid normal AT cells have been tested 
for DNA ligase, nuclease, and topoisomerase activity using an in vitro plasmid 
assay. The extracts were shown to have strong topoisiomerase activity, but no 
detectable ligase or nuclease activity. When nuclear extracts (prepared by Dounce 
homogenisation) from normal cells were porated (using streptolysin 0) into 
gamma-irradiated AT cells and the frequencies of chromosomal aberrations 
measured, no decrease was detected. However, when nuclear extracts were porated 
into cells treated simultaneously with Pvu II, frequencies of chromatid aberrations 
(principally breaks) were 5 fold lower than in cell porated and treated with Pvull 
alone (Figure 4). When AT cells were treated with Pvull and nuclear extract from 
AT cells, no decrease in breaks was observed. Thus functional complementation is 
observed but at this stage the nature of the protein or factor responsible for this 
decrease in aberrations is not known. Since the extracts showed no ligase activity in 
the in vitro assays we assume that the protein (or factor) in the extract is not a DNA 
ligase. Also, introduction of T4ligase into AT cells did not reduce the frequency of 
aberrations in Pvuii treated cells. 
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Figure 4. A comparison of the ratios of yields of Pvull (125 units/ml) induced chromosomal aberrations 
to the control (in the presence of buffer) in streptolysin (0.3 units/ml) porated AT cells. Cells were 
treated with: Buffer alone (HBSS/BSA), AT extract, Normal cell extracts (Nl and N2 represent two 
independent experiments), or T4 ligase. Chromosomal aberrations were analysed in colcemid blocked 
cells at Sh after treatment. 
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DNA double-strand break repair in xrsS cells using non-ionic filter elution (NINFE) 
Measurement of dsb induction and repair by neutral filter elution involves the 
disruption of chromatin and nuclear matrix of the cell by ionic detergents and 
protease. The harsh treatment removes the higher order chromatin structures 
which would interfere with elution of DNA containing dsb. 
In these experiments we adopted the approach of lysing cells in non-ionic detergent 
in the presence of 2M salt (Johnston and Bryant, 1994, Int. J. Radiat. Bioi. 66, 531-536). 
This procedure (NINFE) results in histone depleted structures (essentially nuleoids) 
that retain the higher order nuclear matrix organisation, including chromatin loops. 
Elution from such looped structures would only be possible if 2 or more dsb lie in a 
looped domain. 
Evidence suggests that the nuclear organisation of xrs5 may be different from the 
WT CHO cell line. Therefore using NINFE we examined the induction and repair of 
dsb after irradiation in these cell lines. Experiments showed that the elution with 
NINFE was 5 times reduced compared to normal (ionic-detergent) filter elution 
(INFE). There was no significant difference in induction of breaks in xrs5 and CHO 
with NINFE. This indicates that the loop size is similar in xrs5 and CHO confirming 
reports by Schwartz et al1993, Mutagenesis, 8, 105-108). 
Repair of dsb analysed by NINFE (200Gy) showed no fast component but a large 
difference in slow repair analysed up to 16h. CHO showed a slow exponential 
component tl/2=5h. It is possible that the defect in xrs5 in the result of dsb 
misrepair. The release of dsb joined at the nuclear matrix which would be registered 
as repair by INFE but not by NINFE which would still measure the release of a 
fragment. Sequential treatment with NINFE and INFE showed that xrs5 
accumulated elevated frequencies of dsb indicating that misjoining of matrix related 
dsb does not occur. 
Repair of multiple dsb/loop may require an additional repair system which may 
have a requirement for a structural component. The multiple lesion repair seems to 
be defective in xrs5. The 60Kbp loops are clustered in 2-7Mbp looped domains and 
these larger units have been implicated in cellular sensitivity. That 50% elution 
occurs after 200Gy suggests that it is in these loop dusters rather than 60kbp loops 
that dsb are detected by NINFE. 
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Head of the project 5: Dr. Pantelias 
ll. Objectives for the reponing period 
1. To elucidate the mechanisms of chromosomal aberration formation through the analysis 
of induction and repair of radiation-induced damage in interphase cells by means of the 
PCC technique. 
2.To study radiosensitization processes and the nature of cell-cycle-dependent fluctuations 
in radiosensitivity. 
3.To study the nature of the variability in human radiosensitivity and the enhanced q 
chromatid radiosensitivity in tumour cells and in cells from cancer prone individuals. 
R Progress achieved 
In recent years evidence has been accumulated implicating dsb as the initial lesions leading to 
chromatin fragmentation, chromosome aberration formation and, ultimately, to reproductive 
cell death. Yet, factors and processes that determine transformation of radiation-induced DNA 
damage to lethal chromosome aberrations and intrinsic cell and cell-cycle stage relative 
radiosensitivity, are not well understood. It is usually assumed that cells would sustain the 
same amount of initial damage per unit amount of DNA at all times during the cell cycle, but 
the efficiency with which dsb are repaired would affect the formation of chromosomal aberra-
tions (deletions or exchanges) and determine, therefore, relative radiosensitivity. The kinetics 
of repair, however, have been reported to be similar throughout the cell cycle. In particular, 
when cells are irradiated at metaphase, their chromosomes appear undamaged despite the 
presence of gross dsb, reported to rejoin at rates comparable to those observed in exponential-
ly growing cells. Furthermore, radiosensitive mutant cell lines (e.g. irsl. irs2, irs3 isolated 
from V-79 cells) display increased sensitivity to ionizing radiation-induced killing without 
exhibiting measurable alterations in the rejoining of dsb. Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) cells are 
also known to have normal repair of radiation-induced dsb but show 2-3 fold higher frequency 
of radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations than normal human cells. 
These disparities can only be understood assuming that the factors or processes which 
convert radiation-induced molecular lesions into lethal chromosome aberrations are cell-type 
and cell-cycle-stage dependent and independent from the rejoining rate of dsb. 
1. Induction and repair of radiation-induced chromosome frngmen1s in the radiosensitive 
mutant its-1 and wild-type V79 interphase cells. 
Induction and rejoining of interphase chromosome breaks were measured using premature 
chromosome condensation after exposure of plateau-phase V79 and irs-1 cells to X-rays. 
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There was no difference in the induction of interphase chromosome breaks per Gy between 
the radiosensitive irs-] mutant cells and the wild type V79 cells despite the large differences 
in their radiosensitivity; an induction of 2.85 ± 0.05 breaks/celVGy was measured in both cell 
lines. Also, rejoining of interphase chromosome breaks proceeded in the two cell lines with 
similar kinetics (tl/2 = 26.2 min). In contrast, ring chromosome formation was higher in irs-] 
cells, as compared to wild-type V79 cells (0.78 versus 0.44 after 6h of repair). These results 
confirm previous observations suggesting that a general deficiency in the rejoining of DNA 
dsb is unlikely to be a direct cause of the increased radiosensitivity of irs-] cells, and are 
consistent with the hypothesis that the increased radiosensitivity of these cells derives from an 
increase in the probability of misrepair. 
2. Radiosensitization processes 
2.1. Hyperthennia at above or below 42.5 oc affects different fonm of radiation-
induced inte~e chromosome breaks. 
A large number of alterations have been observed in cellular structures and functions after 
exposure to heat and have been considered in the mechanism of heat-induced radiosensitiza-
tion and cell killing. However, a direct causal relationship between alteration in nuclear 
architecture and the various effects of heat treatment was not possible since interphase 
chromatin and the nucleoli could not be visualized by means of conventional cytogenetic 
techniques. 
Using the PCC method we have shown that exposure of interphase cells to elevated 
temperatures ( 42-45 oC) induces dramatic changes in chromatin conformation and a reduced 
ability of chromatin to condense and of the nucleoli to disintegrate under the influence of 
factors provided by the mitotic PCC inducer cells. 
The effect of such alterations in nuclear architecture on the induction and repair of 
radiation-induced interphase chromosomal aberrations were thoroughly investigated 
(Pantelias and Iliakis, manuscripts in preparation). Plateau phase CHO cells pre-exposed to 
heat (45.5 °C) for up to 15 min in fresh growth medium without serum, were irradiated and 
either analyzed immediately or returned to the incubator at 37 oc in their conditioned medium. 
At various times thereafter (up to 24 h), flasks were trypsinized and assayed by means of the 
PCC method for excess chromosome fragments. Alternatively, cells were first irradiated and 
subsequently allowed for repair either at 37 or at 41 or 42 oc for up to 6h. The results 
obtained clearly indicated a significant reduction in the ability of cells to repair radiation-
induced chromosome damage if kept at elevated temperatures after irradiation. The experiments 
also indicated an increase in the induction by radiation of chromosome damage in cells 
heated before irradiation, but not significant alterations in the rate of repair. An increase in 
misrepair and ring chromosome formation, however, was observed as chromatin condensa-
tion was increased by increasing heat treatment time before irradiation. These results con-
trast observations at the DNA level which show a dramatic reduction in DNA repair in pre-
heated (45.5 °C) cells and no delay in DNA repair of incubated at either 41 or 42 °C after 
irradiation. 
The modification by heat in the induction and repair of interphase chromosome damage 
parallels results obtained at the cell level under similar treatment conditions and indicate the 
possible importance of heat-induced chromatin alterations in the mechanism of heat-induced 
radiosensitization. 
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2.2 BniU mdiosemitization derives mainly from replir inhibition /damage fiXation. 
We measured the contribution of increased DNA double-strand break ( dsb) and interphase 
chromosome break induction in BrdU-mediated radiosensitization in exponentially growing 
and plateau-phase Chinese hamster ovary cells using an approach developed by Webb et al. 
The approach is based on the scavenging capacity of acetone for hydrated electrons, which are 
thought to react with bromine and form excess DNA and chromosome damage in BrdU-
containing cells. In irradiated exponentially growing cells, acetone (IM) removes the majority 
of excess DNA dsb induced in the presence of 4 iM BrdU, but does not restore cell 
radiosensitivity to the levels observed in BrdU-free cells. Although BrdU radiosensitizes cells 
by decreasing both D0 and Dq of the survival curve, acetone only restores D0 to levels 
measured in BrdU-free cells, but leaves Dq at levels measured in BrdU containing cells. In 
plateau-phase cells, acetone removes the majority of excess DNA dsb and interphase 
chromosome breaks induced in the presence of 4 iM BrdU but has only a small effect on 
BrdU-mediated radiosensitization to killing. These observations suggest that increased DNA 
damage production has a variable contribution in BrdU radiosensitization: it constitutes a 
major, albeit not the sole, component in the radiosensitization of the exponentially growing 
cells, but only a minor component in the radiosensitization of plateau-phase cells. The results 
suggest that BrdU radiosensitization does not derive exclusively from increased DNA damage 
induction and support our previous hypothesis invoking repair inhibition/damage fixation as a 
component in the mechanism of radiosensitization. The results further suggest that repair 
inhibition is a tmYOr component in BrdU radiosensitization in exponentially growing cells, but 
the main cause of radiosensitization in plateau-phase cells. 
3. Mitosis-promoting factors (MPF) activity influence tnmsfonnation of mdiation-induced 
DNA damage into letbal chromosomal abenatiom. 
In an early report (Pantelias 1986, Raliat. Res., JJli 341-350) it was concluded that changes in 
chromatin conformation immediately after irradiation affect the probability of conversion of 
DNA lesions into lethal chromosomal aberrations. Since changes in chromatin conformation 
associated with cell-cycle progression and the process of premature chromosome condensation 
are predominantly the result of mitosis promoting factors (MPF) acting on interphase 
chromatin, we examined the contribution of MPF activity level in the transformation of radia-
tion-induced DNA damage to chromosome aberrations (Cheng and al., 1993). 
We measured mitosis promoting factors activity in two cell lines, CHO and HeLa, extensively 
used at mitosis as inducers in the essay of premature chromosome condensation, to study the 
yield and the repair kinetics of radiation damage in interphase chromosomes of diverse cell 
lines. We found a 2.5-fold higher MPF activity in Hela as compared to CHO mitotic cells per 
mg of crude extract protein. Hela mitotic cells, when used as inducers of premature 
chromosome condensation, uncovered two times more interphase chromosome breaks in ir-
radiated, non-stimulated human lymphocytes as compared to CHO mitotic cells. A two-fold 
increase in the yield of interphase chromosome breaks with Hela mitotics was also observed 
in G1 cells from plateau phase CHO cultures. MPF activity, therefore, may be a contributing 
factor of the process that transforms radiation-induced DNA damage to chromosome breaks, 
and subsequently to other types of lethal chromosome aberrations. 
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We hypothesize that the level and the control in cell cycle of MPF activity influence transfor-
mation of radiation-induced DNA damage to lethal chromosome aberrations and provide 
means of measuring a parameter with predictive potential. Differences in MPF activity or in 
the regulation of chromatin condensation under the influence of MPF may underlie cell-type 
and cell-cycle stage relative radiosensitivity as well as variability in human radiosensitivity. 
4. Abrupt altemtiom in chromatin condemation cause misrepair and lead to potentiation 
of cell killing. 
Cell radiosensitivity in CHO cells in the time interval between mitosis and Gl was examined. 
During this short time period (~2h), the surviving fraction of CHO cells exposed to 6 Gy X-
rays increased more than two orders of magnitude. This represents the most rapid change in 
radiosensitivity measured throughout the cell cycle. It was investigated whether this rapid 
change in radiosensitivity is associated with alterations in DNA dsb rejoining and whether it is 
accompanied by an increase in the formation of chromosome aberrations. For the experi-
ments, mitotic CHO cells obtained by shake-off were used. Cells were irradiated either at 
mitosis or after they entered G1• To prevent progression into S, cells were incubated in 
conditioned medium obtained from unfed plateau-phase cultures. Under these conditions, cells 
divided and entered G1 but did not progress further through the cycle. Despite the large 
differences in radiosensitivity, rejoining of dsb, as measured using asymmetric field inversion 
gel electrophoresis, proceeded with similar kinetics in cells irradiated at mitosis and in cells 
irradiated in G1• Under the conditions employed, irradiated mitotic cells divided and entered 
G1 in the time interval allowed for repair, whereas irradiated ~ cells remained in G1 phase. 
Contrary to the results at the DNA level, formation of ring chromosomes, as measured in Q 
using the PCC assay, was dramatically higher in cells irradiated at mitosis. The results are 
consistent with the hypothesis that abrupt alterations in chromatin condensation cause 
misrepair and lead to cell killing potentiation. 
5. Fm1her support to the hypothesis that abrupt altemtiom in chromatin condemation, mtber 
than reductiom in dsb rejoining, enhance mdiation-induced cell killing. 
A complementary set of experiments was carried out using tsBN2, a mutant of baby Hamster 
Kidney cells (BHK21), with a temperature-sensitive defect in the regulatory mechanism for 
chromosome condensation. Chromatin condensation, similar to that occurring at metaphase, is 
induced in tsBN2 cells during S phase by transfer from the permissive (33.5 °C) to the non-
permissive ( 40 °C) temperature. This model system allows the evaluation of the effect of chro 
matin condensation on dsb rejoining and cell killing in cells irradiated during S phase. S 
phase populations were obtained by growing cells sequentially in low-serum and isoleucine-
free medium, and cells were selected by centrifugal elutriation. These cells were 
resynchronised at G/S border by a 18h incubation with 2.5 mM hydroxurea, and used 4h after 
release of the block. Induction and rejoining of dsb was examined using asymmetric field 
inversion electrophoresis. Incubation at the non-permissive temperature caused a reduction in 
the survival curve shoulder and an increase in the slope. However, a concomitant reduction in 
the rate of DNA dsb rejoining was not observed. 
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6. MPF activity of inducer mitotic cells but not the type of fmogen med affects the rndiation 
yield of inte~e chromosome breaks in the premature chromosome condemation ~say. 
HeLa mitotic cells, as already referred in #3, when used as inducers of PCC lll1cover two 
times more interphase chromosome breaks in irradiated, non-stimulated human lymphocytes or 
plateau-phase CHO cells as compared to CHO mitotic cells. Since it was also folll1d a 2.5 
fold higher MPF activity in HeLa as compared to CHO mitotic cells per mg of crude extract 
protein, MPF activity may be a contributing factor of the process that transforms radiation-
induced DNA damage into lethal chromosome aberrations. It is speculated, therefore, that the 
level and the control in the cell cycle of MPF activity may influence the radiosensitivity of 
cells to killing. In addition, these results suggest that a direct comparison between the yields 
of interphase chromosome breaks measured in different laboratories may not be possible 
unless PCC inducer cells with similar MPF activity are used It was also examined the initial 
yields and the kinetics of rejoining of PCC fragments in plateau CHO cells fused with CHO 
mitotic cells by means of either Sendai virus or PEG. It was folll1d a yield of 2.2 
chromosome breaks/celVGy independently of the method used to induce PCC. Furthermore, 
rejoining of interphase chromosome breaks proceeded with identical kinetics in cells fused 
using either Sendai virus or PEG. Thus, the origin of mitotic cells but not the fusogen used 
seem to affect the yields of interphase chromosome breaks measured after radiation expo 
7. Residual DNA dsb and chromosome damage, rntber than induction values, explain the 
rndiosemitivity of a hypeJSemitive hmnan fibroblast cell line. 
Experiments were carried out to measure and correlate in a quantitative manner cell survival 
and DNA dsb in three fibroblast cell lines (HF19, ATI and 180BR) irradiated in the plateau 
phase of growth and assayed either immediately (IP) or 24h later (DP). Under the same 
conditions, the interphase chromosome breaks were also analyzed using the PCC assay and the 
results were correlated to those obtained at the DNA and the chromosome levels. The mean 
inactivation dose measured after IP are 1.36, 0.43 and 0.67 Gy for HF19, A12 and 180BR, 
respectively. The inactivation doses measured after DP are 2. 72, 0.58 and 0.86 Gy, respec-
tively. The yields of DNA dsb, as measured by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, were folll1d 
similar in all three cell lines. In contrast, rejoining kinetics were significantly slower in 180BR 
cells compared to HF19 and A12 cells. Induction of interphase chromosome breaks was 
folll1d similar in HF19 and 180BR cells, but residual damage was 43% of the initial in 180BR 
and 9.7% in HF19 cells. 
It was concluded that the radiation-sensitive fibroblast culture 180BR, established from an 
acute lymphoblastic leukaemia patient who died following radiotherapy, is defective in the 
repair of radiation-induced DNA double-strand breaks and that residual DNA damage and 
chromosome damage, rather than induction values, explain the radiosensitivity of the 180BR 
human fibroblast cell line. 
2.8. Radiation-induced chromosomal damage 
periphernl blood lymphocytes of cancer pnients 
in nonnal cells. 
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in prinmy tmnour cells and in 
in comparison with that induced 
It has been reported that human tumour cells or cells from cancer-prone individuals, 
compared with those from normal individuals, show a significant higher yield of chromatid 
breaks and gaps at metaphase after G2 X-irradiation. Such an enhanced G2 chromatid 
radiosensitivity could result from a) a greater radiation-induced initial damage; b) a greater 
inherent chromatid instability; c) a decreased radiation-induced G2 block, allowing less time 
for DNA repair; and d) an impaired capacity to repair the DNA damage. 
In an attempt to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the enhanced G2 chromatid 
radiosensitivity, the PCC technique has been used by our group to study induction and 
repair processes of radiation-induced chromosomal damage directly in the Go and G2 
without having cells proceed to mitosis. In this way, the yields obtained are not subjected 
to cell cycle kinetics or other confounding factors of the conventional metaphase 
chromosome analysis. 
Tumour specimens from human colon carcinomas were minced, digested for lh with 
pronase, collagenase and deoxyribonuclease, and the cells were disaggregated for O.Sh with 
trypsin. In order to study the initial radiation-induced chromosomal damage in pure tumour 
cells, the cell mixture was then treated with CEA antibody binding, and sorted. The iso-
lated cells were then irradiated in ice at various doses up to 4 Gy and fused immediately after 
with HeLa mitotic cells. A linear dose-response curve was obtained and the initial yield of 
excess chromosome fragments per cell per Gy, in Go cells, was similar to that obtained in 
normal primary cells. 
In other experiments peripheral blood lymphocytes from breast cancer patients were used to 
study the induction of initial chromosomal damage in Go as well as in G2 phase. The 
yields obtained for chromosome and chromatid damage were found to be similar to those 
obtained in lymphocytes from healthy individuals. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. Benova 
IT. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. The introduction of the fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technique with mouse 
specific DNA libraries in the Bulgarian laboratory. 
2. Investigations of gamma-rays induced chromosome aberrations (CA) in mouse 
splenocytes. 
3. Investigations of gamma-rays induced CA in mouse bone-marrow cells 24 h after 
irradiation. 
4. Investigations of gamma-rays induced CA in mouse differentiating type spermatogonia 
26 h after irradiation. 
5. Studies on the influence of the radioprotector WR 2721 (S-2-[3-aminopropilamino]ethyl 
phosphorothioic acid) on the level of CA in differentiating spermatogonia. 
6. Investigations of the sensitivity of mice with T{7;17) 3 BKM translocation - homozy-
gous and heterozygous. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
No significant difference was observed in the spontaneous level of CA in mouse 
splenocytes, bone-marrow cells and differentiating spermatogonia (Tables 1, 4 and 5). The 
spontaneous frequency of CA was, however, increased in mouse splenocytes when BrdUrd 
was added 19-20 h after culture stimulation at a fmal concentration of 5 uM. The cultures 
were harvested at the 44th hour (Table 1). The BrdUrd effect was not found when the 
cultures were harvested at the 36th hour (Table 1). This could be due to the presence of 
BrdUrd during two or more S phases in a proportion of cells fixed at 44 h. . As one can 
see in Table 2, at 44h fixation time most of the cells were in the 2nd or 3rd mitosis. This 
means that BrdUrd has been present mostly during G1 or S phase of the 2nd or 3rd 
mitosis. 
When the splenocytes were irradiated with 3.0 Gy 137Cs gamma-rays, the effect of 
BrdUrd was also to be dependent on the time of fixation (Table 3). Since the cells were 
irradiated before the BrdUrd incorporation into the chromosomes, it could be speculated 
that it needed more time to stabilize some aberrations which usually do not reach the 
metaphase. This can explain the positive effect of BrdUrd at 44 h fixation time opposite to 
the negative one at 36 h. It is necessary to collect more data on this problem We also 
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think that the decrease of the yield of CA in the last group of Table 3 was due to the 
extremely low radiosensitivity of one of the two mice). However, if one takes the 
combined average of the two fixation times, there is no difference in the yield of 
dicentrics between the cultures grown in the presence or absence of BrdUrd, 
The frequencies of CA in mouse splenocytes increase with the gamma-rays dose 
(Table 3). Our present observations indicate that the dicentrics scored in C-banded meta-
phases and the translocations determined by FISH are of almost equal frequencies when 
the splenocytes were irradiated with 2.0 Gy. There is a tendency the 3.0 Gy-induced 
translocation frequency to be higher than the frequency of dicentrics (Table 3). 
The preliminary data on the frequency of CA in mouse bone-marrow cells 24 h 
after irradiation shows an increase with the dose of the gamma-rays (Table 4). As the 
bone-marrow cells' population is a very heterogeneous one and the different cell lines have 
very variable cell cycles, it is not possible under the present conditions to determine the 
number of the replication cycle of the analyzed cells after the irradiation. The low yield of 
chromatid-type aberrations shows that many of them have been in G1 or S phase at the 
time of irradiation (Table 4). The ratio dicentrics : translocations was roughly 1 : 1. 
Table 5 shows the dose-response study in differentiating spermatogonia (A1 - A4, In 
and B spermatogonia). The chromosome-type fragments increase with the dose but the 
dicentrics do not. As the length of the cell cycle of these cells varies between 26 and 30 h 
it might be presumed that due to the mitotic delay, a sub-population of these cells had not 
been in the G1 at the time of irradiation. But the yield of the chromatid-type aberrations is 
very low. Our attempts to analyze metaphases 30 h and more after irradiation were not 
successful most probably due to interphase death. Cell elimination (apoptosis) of rodent 
testis cells is a common phenomenon after irradiation. 
The radioprotector WR-2721 decreases the yield of abnormal differentiating 
spermatogonia harvested 26 h after gamma-irradiation with 1.0 and 2.0 Gy. The influence 
of WR-2721 was most explicit on the yield of the fragments. 
The background frequency of CA in mice homozygous for the reciprocal transloc-
ation T(7;17) is higher compared to normal mice (Table 1). However, no difference was 
observed in the yields of CA in bone-marrow cells of normal and translocated mice 
(homo- and heterozygous) when they were irradiatied n in vivo with 3.0 Gy gamma-rays 
(Table 4). The ratio dicentrics : translocations was equal in the three groups. It was about 
1 : 1. It could be suggested that the dose of gamma-rays was too high for some differen-
ces in the radiosensitivity to be manifested. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Ionizing radiation and UV light induce a variety of effects in mammalian 
cells, including point mutations, DNA rearrangements, cell death and sometimes 
cancer. The mechanisms involved in the induction of the various responses are only 
partially understood. It is becoming clear that apart from viral induction indirect 
mechanisms play a role as well. The purpose of this research proposal, in which 9 
European laboratories have collaborated, was to gain an understanding of the 
responses that are induced in cells after exposure to ionizing radiation and UV 
light. 
To be able to investigate the mechanism of mutation induction by DNA-
damaging agents, it is important to know the variability in spontaneous mutation 
induction. The group of Simons has investigated the rate of spontaneous mutations 
in undamaged cells under different growth conditions. It was found that the 
mutation rate indeed is not constant but can vary considerably (approximately 30-
fold). This indicates that rigorous standardization is required in studies on mutation 
induction. With this knowledge the Simons group has investigated indirect ionizing-
radiation (IR)-induced mutation in mouse lymphoma cells. The induction of genetic 
instability by IR appears extremely heterogeneous in contrast to their previous 
findings with chemicals. Possibly the "cell cycle status" of the cells at the moment 
of radiation is of influence. In addition, Simons et al. have shown that stress-
induced secreted proteins can induce genetic instability. Thus, the stress response 
might contribute indirectly to carcinogenesis. 
The Sarasin group has investigated the mechanism of induction of point 
mutations in human cells. The research was focused on the question whether UV-
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induced mutation spectra differ in fibroblasts from Xeroderma pigmentosum group 
D (XP-D) patients, who are prone to UV-induced skin cancer (as most XP 
patients), and in fibroblasts from Trichothiodystrophy (TTD)/XP-D patients who 
are not tumour-prone. (In the TTD/XP-D patients the same gene, ERCC-2, is 
affected as in the classical XP-D patients). No significant differences in UV-induced 
mutation spectra were found. The results of the Sarasin group indicate that the 
difference in tumour-proneness in response to UV is not due to differences in 
induction of point mutations. Furthermore, Sarasin et al. compared mutation spectra 
of the p53 tumour suppressor gene isolated from XP skin tumours, non-XP skin 
tumours and non-XP internal tumour. Their findings firmly underline the 
importance of UV-induced DNA lesions in the process of skin carcinogenesis. The 
molecular basis of the difference between tumour-prone and non-tumour-prone XP 
patients was also investigated by the Van der Eb-group. While most XP patients 
are tumour-prone, a subset exists who are "resistant" to UV-induced skin cancer. It 
was found that fibroblasts of the two categories of XP-patients are identical in most 
UV-induced responses, including induction of signal transduction pathways, but 
they differ in two UV-induced phenomena: not only do they fail to show the 
Enhanced-reactivation (ER) response after UV irradiation, as reported previously, 
but they also fail to induce expression of the ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) gene. 
The ODC gene is one of the genes that is activated by UV. In addition, a specific 
inhibitor of ODC can effectively block the ER-response indicating a pivotal role for 
ODC in this phenomenon. 
The laboratory of Herrlich has investigated several aspects of the cellular 
response to radiation. UV light induces the activation of pre-existing transcription 
factors, including the AP-1 factors cJun and cFos. Activation of these factors 
appeared to depend on signal transduction pathways triggered by growth-factor 
receptors. Therefore, the crucial question has been investigated how growth-factor 
receptors are activated by UV radiation. Sofar, they have identified three pathways 
contributing to UV -induced gene transcription of which at least two seem to involve 
growth factor receptors. Interestingly, UV is a much more potent inducer than other 
genotoxic agents such as X-ray, MNNG, MMS and H202. A second line of 
research concerns the mechanism of UV-induced stabilization of p53. It was found 
that this stabilization is independent of the signal-transduction route leading to AP-1 
activation. 
Genomic instability is not only reflected by increased rates of point mutations 
but also of chromosomal aberrations, such as translocation, recombination and 
amplification. In the course of a study of the biological and genetical properties of 
XP and TTD cells, the group of Bertazzoni has identified a clonal chromosomal 
rearrangement in an XP-C fibroblast strain, which apparently reflected a 
preneoplastic state (anchorage-independent growth ). Selection for anchorage 
independent growth has now led to the isolation of several more XP clones with 
chromosomal abnormalities. Continued culturing of one of the clones led to further 
chromosomal rearrangements, suggesting that the initial abnormality was the first 
step in the development of aneuploidy. The Bertazzoni group in addition 
investigates the role of poly-(ADP-ribose)polymerase (ADPRP) in mammalian cells. 
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In the reporting period the involvement of ADPRP in apoptotic cell death was 
investigated. It turned out that ADPRP indeed plays a role, and is activated by the 
appearance of small-sized DNA fragments formed during apoptosis. 
The Rommelaere group has focused on the mechanism of radiation-induced 
DNA amplification, using Parvoviruses as a model. Parvoviruses can undergo viral 
DNA amplification in carcinogen-treated cells in the absence of viral replication 
proteins. Since p53 is known to protect cells against amplification of cellular genes, 
the group has investigated whether p53 plays a role in selective viral DNA 
amplification. It was found that not only parvoviral DNA amplification but also 
parvoviral replication are much less efficient in cells that express wild-type (wt) p53 
than in cells lacking wt p53. This indicates that expression of wt p53 protects cells 
against viral infection. Thus, parvovirus replication may constitute an early marker 
of neoplastic transformation. 
The molecular basis of recombination was subject of study of the Devoret 
group who ar~ studying the BTCD gene, previously called Kin17, a mouse gene 
isolated by the group on the basis of cross-reactivity of the BTCD protein with 
antisera against E. coli RecA protein. Studies on the properties of the BTCD protein 
revealed that it is a nuclear protein that binds preferentially to curved DNA. It 
associates preferentially with curved DNA present at illegitimate recombination 
junctions on chromosomes, which suggests that it may play a role in recombination. 
Expression of the mouse BTCD gene in E. coli renders these bacteria sensitive to 
UV-light. Possibly BTCD competes with some DNA repair proteins in binding to 
DNA. 
The laboratory of Thomou-Politi has investigated the effects of low doses of 
IR on expression of the CD2 gene, which codes for a T -cell-specific surface 
antigen. Expression of CD2 is enhanced by IR, and it may serve as a sensitive 
indicator for exposure to low radiation doses. Since CD2 appears to be involved in 
cell-cell adhesion, signal transduction and T -cell differentiation, the effect of IR on 
stimulation of T -cell activation was studied. Low doses of IR indeed not only cause 
an increase in the level of CD2 mRNA in T-lymphocytes but also enhance the 
response of the cells to mitogenic stimulation. 
Finally, in the summer of 1994 the group of Russev from Sofia, Bulgaria, 
has joined the contract. The research of this group deals with the mechanism of 
inhibition of replicon initiation by gamma irradiation or topoisomerase II inhibitors. 
Specifically, the group focussed on (1) the effect of gamma-rays and topo II poisons 
on chromatin structure, (2) the effect of protein synthesis inhibitors and protein 
phosphorylation on replicon initiation suppression by these treatments. Their results 
led them to propose a model in which the transient hampering of replicon initiation 
during S phase by genotoxic agents leading to double strand breks is at first 
detected by poly(ADP-ribosyl) synthetase. Subsequently, the signal will be 
transmitted by various phosporylations. 
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Head of project 1: Prof.Dr. Vander Eb 
IT. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Characterization of UV -inducible phenomena in human cells 
2. Radiation-induced carcinogenesis in transgenic mice 
The objective of this investigation is to gain insight into the molecular nature of 
radiation-induced carcinogenesis. In project 1 the UV- or X-ray-induced responses 
are analyzed in cell cultures derived from individuals which are resistant to (UV-
induced) carcinogenesis or, in contrast, are highly susceptible to (spontaneous) 
cancer induction. Project 2 makes use of tumor-prone transgenic mice which carry 
an activated oncogene or tumor-prone knock-out mice which carry one or two 
inactivated alleles of a tumor suppressor gene. These mice are used to investigate 
the kinetics and mechanism of radiation-induced carcinogenesis. 
lll. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Characterization of UV-inducible phenomena in human cells 
Exposure of human cells to UV or ionizing radiation results in the induction 
of a number of stress responses, including the Enhanced reactivation (ER) of UV-
treated virus and Enhanced mutagenesis (EM) of untreated virus. Two of our recent 
observations have provided evidence that the ER phenomenon might be involved in, 
or co-regulated with, events leading to cancer induction. The evidence is (1) that 
ER is absent in cells derived from Xeroderma pigmentosum patients that did not 
develop skin cancer in sunlight-exposed areas, as well as in cells derived from UV-
sensitive but non-cancer-prone Trichothiodystrophy patients; (2) that a super-
induction of ER occurs in cells derived from patients with hereditary cancer-prone 
syndromes. These results not only indicate that cancer induction may be causally 
related with ER, but that actually ER might serve as a prognostic marker for 
cancer-proneness in families affected by these disorders. 
Work in the reporting period has focused on the suitability of ER as a 
prognostic marker and the molecular mechanisms that are co-regulated with ER and 
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might be aberrant in ER- and ERsuper+ cells. 
ER, a putative prognostic marker? 
We have assessed the ER characteristics of various individuals of families 
afflicted with a certain disease. Firstly, we checked the ER in an "XP-family". In 
this particular case two brothers are XP patients with a defect in the XP-B gene. 
Both are EK and have not developed skin cancer in a UV -exposed area. In addition 
we examined the ER-response of fibroblasts from a sister, the mother and father. 
The cells from both females are ER + whereas the father is EK. The father is 
coincidently carrier of one defect XP-B allele. Since XP is a recessive disorder, he 
does not carry the disease and hence he provides the first fibroblasts that are not 
UV-sensitive but display the ER- phenotype. Nevertheless, also in this case the EK 
trait is still linked genetically to at least one defect XP allele. Secondly, the 
induction of the SOS-like responses ER and EM were also investigated in the DNA 
repair deficiency Trichothiodystrophy (TID). In contrast to xeroderma 
pigmentosum, TID patients do not develop skin cancer. The induction of ER and 
EM was studied in TID cells showing normal, intermediate or high sensitivity to 
UV-C. Interestingly, TID cell lines with normal or high UV sensitivity exhibit 
induction of EM, whereas in all TID cells the ER response is absent. 
Unexpectedly, TID cell lines with intermediate UV sensitivety showed hardly if 
any induction of EM. These results suggest that also in TID the EK phenotype is 
transmitted as a genetic trait, which in this case could possibly be linked to a 
mutated ERCC2 gene. Furthermore, the induction of the ER response was studied 
in UV-exposed skin fibroblasts derived from Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) patients. 
LFS is characterized by a germ-line mutation of one allele of p53, giving rise to the 
early onset of various types of cancer. Abnormally high levels of ER were observed 
in UV-treated skin fibroblasts derived from five different LFS families. 
Interestingly, a study of cells from various generations of a LFS family revealed 
that cells from afflicted individuals, carrying one mutated p53 allele, exhibit 
abnormally high ER levels. In contrast, normal ER levels were observed in cells 
derived from unafflicted individuals, carrying wild type p53 alleles. These results 
show that inheritance of a mutated p53 tumor-suppressor gene correlates with the 
induction of abnormally high levels of ER. These observations indicate that a 
tumor-suppressor gene somehow might be involved in the process of the induction 
of SOS-like responses. 
In addition, the induction of the ER response was investigated in cells from 
members, belonging to various generations of family with high incidence of 
breast/ovarian and also of colon and stomach cancer (Lynch type II syndrome). 
Sofar, no mutation in any known tumor-suppressor gene has been found in this 
family. Abnormally high ER levels were not only noticed in cells from afflicted 
individuals, but, unexpectedly, also in unafflicted siblings. These results confirm 
that abnormally high ER levels are inherited as a genetic trait. Since abnormally 
high ER levels are also observed in unaffected persons, which are still rather young 
for developing cancer, the ER response may possibly be used as a biological 
prognostic marker to identify carriers of certain hereditary cancer-prone syndromes 
that are characterized by germ-line mutations in tumor-suppressor genes. 
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Molecular mechanisms co-regulated with ER 
Induction of Enhanced Recombination 
In various hereditary cancer-prone syndromes genomic instability has often 
been observed, which might be caused by recombinogenic events. It is conceivable 
that the ER response could be due to the transient activation of recombination 
mechanisms. In order to investigate whether this might be the case, we studied the 
induction of recombination in ER +, ERsuper+ and EK cells with the use of two 
HSV-1 mutants. 
Preliminary results show that in UV -treated normal cells Enhaced 
Recombination follow similar kinetics as those of ER and EM. Furthermore, in ER-
cells we noticed lower levels of Enhanced Recombination than in normal ER + and 
ERsuper+ cells. These results indicate that ER and Enhanced Recombination might 
be closely related processes. 
Further molecular mechanisms co-regulated with ER 
UV-mediated induction of mRNA levels has in the past been reported for 
numerous genes. In the reporting period we checked a number of these genes, 
among them c-jun, c-fos, HSP70, BTCD/kin17 and collagenase. All are normally 
induced by UV in both ER + as well as ER- cells. One gene, ODC, was the 
exception since we could not detect enhanced mRNA levels of this gene in any of 
the ER- cells we tested. Nor can we find induction of ODC at the protein level 
(both in amount and activity). In ER + cells, but also in ERsuper+ cells, ODC is 
normally induced: a maximal mRNA level is reached 24 hours post-UV irradiation 
at the time point where ER reaches its maximum. To determine whether a more 
causative relation might occur between ODC expression and ER we made use of a 
specific inhibitor of ODC. This inhibitor irrevisibly binds to and inactivates ODC. 
Indeed, addition of this inhibitor can completely block the ER response, suggesting 
a role for ODC in this phenomenon. ODC is the key regulator of polyamine 
biosynthesis . In addition it has been reported that ODC is a transcriptional target 
for c-myc and, moreover, enhanced expression of ODC itself can transform NIH 
3T3 cells. Efforts to assess the status of c-myc prior to and following UV 
irradiation have sofar been unsuccessful. Neither at the level of mRNA (Northern 
blotting and RT-PCR) nor at the level of protein (immunoprecipitation and Western 
blotting) have we been able to detect any c-myc. This is probably due to the 
exceedingly low levels of c-myc in non-established fibroblasts. 
Finally, we have initiated experiments to study the genomic stability in 
relation to ER. Disturbed genomic stability is an important factor contributing to 
carcinogenesis. If ER + and ER- cells might differ in the ability to maintain genomic 
stability this would most certainly be an important finding. In our initial efforts we 
have focused on DNA amplification frequencies (AF) in SV40-transformed ER+ 
and EK fibroblasts. The DNA-AF was determined via the amount of PALA 
resistance. Cells can become PALA resistant by amplifying the CAD gene. Using 
FISH analysis we confirmed that in our hand PALA-resistant colonies indeed 
carried an amplified CAD gene (10-15 copies). Preliminary experiments indicate 
that the spontaneous AF is slightly higher in ER + than EK fibroblasts. UV can 
enhance the AF in ER + cell lines up to 40x, whereas in the ER- cell lines the AF 
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can be enhanced only up to 5x. Currently, we are focusing on recombination assays 
in the SV 40-transformed fibroblasts as well as radiation-induced chromosomal 
aberrations in the non-established fibroblasts (see above). 
Impaired repair capacity in skin fibroblasts from hereditary cancer-prone 
syndromes: 
Repair studies in aniridia, Dysplastic Nevus syndrome and 
Von Hippel-Lindau syndrome cells. 
During the course of our experiments on the induction of SOS-like responses 
in aniridia (AN), Dysplastic Nevus syndrome (DNS) and Von Hippel-Lindau 
syndrome (VHL) cells we noticed that certain cell lines exhibited a reduced capacity 
to produce HSV-1 after UV-C treatment of the cells. This observation indicated that 
the repair capacity of these cells could possibly be impaired. In order to investigate 
whether this might be the case the survival of UV -C-exposed cells and the Host 
Cell Reactivation (HCR) of UV-C-irradiated HSV-1 were studied in normal, AN, 
DNS and VHL cell lines. Some of the UV-C treated AN, DNS and VHL cell lines 
exhibited normal or slightly lower cell survival, suggesting lower repair capacity. 
That this is the case was clearly demonstrated when HCR of HSV-1 was studied. 
AN cell lines exhibited normal, intermediate or low HCR. Heterogeneity of the 
HCR of HSV-1 was also noticed in various DNS cell lines, whereas two 
investigated VHL cell lines exhibited an extremely low HCR. These results 
indicated an impairment of the mechanism to repair DNA damage in AN, DNS and 
VHL cells. A study on the kinetics of removal of CPD•s revealed that they are 
slower removed from the DNA in AN, DNS and VHL cells than noticed in normal 
cells. These results suggest that the repair capacity in AN, DNS and VHL cells is 
impaired. 
Li-Fraumeni syndrome. 
A more extended study was performed with skin fibroblasts derived from 
patients suffering from the Li-Fraumeni syndrome. During the course of our 
experiments on the induction of SOS-like responses in UV-C-treated Li-Fraumeni 
syndrome (LFS) cells, we noticed that the UV-C-irradiated cell lines also exhibited 
a reduction of the capacity to produce virus. This indicated that the repair capacity 
of Li-Fraumeni cells could possibly also be impaired. Primarily the survival of UV-
C-exposed cells derived from five different LFS families was studied. It was found 
that the survival of the UV -C-exposed LFS cell lines is much lower for UV -doses 
higher than 6.0 J.m-2, than that observed in normal cells. In the same cell lines 
HCR of UV-C-irradiated HSV-1 was studied. In all LFS cell lines HCR of HSV-1 
is much lower than that observed in normal cells. It has been shown that in LFS 
cells one allele of p53 is mutated and that it is involved in the surveillance process 
of damaged DNA to stop cell proliferation. In order to demonstrate that the 
presence of one mutated allele is sufficient to impair the repair capacity of LFS 
cells, HCR of HSV-1 and the cell survival and HCR of HSV-1 was studied in UV-
C-treated cells derived from unafflicted and afflicted individuals from a LFS family. 
It was found that the survival of UV -C-treated cells from afflicted individuals is 
much lower than that of cells from unafflicted and normal ones. HCR of UV-C-
irradiated HSV -1 was much lower in cells from afflicted family members, carrying 
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one mutated p53 allele, whereas normal HCR was observed in cells from 
unafflicted ones with wild type p53 alleles. These results indicated that indeed a p53 
gene might possibly be involved in the DNA repair mechanism, resulting in the 
impaired repair capacity in LFS cells from afflicted individuals. In order to further 
characterize some of the LFS cell lines, the following repair parameters were 
studied: 
1) Unscheduled DNA Synthesis (UDS), 2) The kinetics of removal of CPD's in 
genome overall and gene specific repair and 3) Induction of chromosomal 
aberrations. 
In UV -C-treated LFS cell lines from 5 different families similar levels of 
UDS were noticed as those found in normal cells. UDS predominantly determines 
sensitivity to 6-4 photoproducts, indicating that removal of CPD's might be 
impaired in LFS cells. The kinetics of removal of CPD's was studied in cell lines 
from unafflicted and afflicted individuals from a LFS family. Genome overall 
repair in cells from unafflicted individuals is the same as that in normal cells, 
whereas slower kinetics of removal of CPD's was found in cells from afflicted 
ones. Gene specific repair was studied in the active house keeping gene ADA and 
the inactive 754 locus in two UV sensitive LFS cell lines. We noticed that in both 
LFS cell lines CPD's are removed with slower kinetics from the active ADA gene 
than in normal cells. Unexpectedly, one LFS cell line exhibited hardly any removal 
of CPD's from the inactive 754 locus even 24 hours after UV treatment. 
In addition, abnormally high levels of chromosomal aberrations were found 
in the same LFS cell line after exposure to X-rays. Unexpectedly, higher 
spontaneous levels of SCE's were found in this cell line, whereas exposure to UV-
C-light resulted in higher frequency of SCE's than that in normal cells. 
Furthermore, this cell line exhibit abnormal condensation of its chromosomes. 
Family with high incidence of Breast, Ovarium and Colon Cancer (LYNCH Type 
II). 
During the course of experiments on the induction of SOS-like responses in 
cell lines from a family suffering from a high incidence of breast, ovarium, colon, 
and stomach cancer (Lynch type II syndrome) we noticed higher sensitivity to UV-
C of the cells than in normal cells. This indicated that also in this hereditary 
cancer-prone syndrome the repair capacity could possibly be impaired. In order to 
investigate this further, the HCR of UV-C-exposed HSV-1 was studied in cells 
derived from afflicted and not yet afflicted individuals, belonging to various 
generations of this family. Lower HCR of HSV-1 was not only observed in cells 
from afflicted individuals, but also in cells derived from sofar unafflicted siblings. 
This observation indicates that cells from even unafflicted siblings exhibit lower 
HCR of HSV-1, which could possibly be inherited as a genetic trait in this family. 
Lower HCR of HSV-1 in cells from a family with high incidence of breast cancer. 
Increased sensitivity to UV -C-light was also observed in cells derived from 
individuals belonging to a family suffering from a high incidence of breast cancer. 
This observation suggests that also in this cancer-prone family the DNA repair 
capacity could be possibly be impaired. In order to investigate whether this is the 
case, HCR of UV-C-treated HSV-1 was performed in cells from this breast cancer 
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family. Lower HCR was found in cells from afflicted and even unafflicted 
individuals than that in normal cells. Even cells derived from patients with sporadic 
breast cancer performed lower HCR of UV -C-irradiated HSV -1. 
These results show that cells from various hereditary cancer-prone 
syndromes often exhibit heterogeneity of their DNA repair capacity, resulting 
possibly in induction of mutations and finally carcinogenesis. Besides the high 
levels of ER often observed in cells from various cancer-prone syndromes, an 
impaired DNA repair capacity can possibly be used as an additional prognostic 
marker to identify carriers in families with hereditary cancer-prone syndromes. This 
information can be applied for risk assessment of such individuals of exposure to 
carcinogenic or genotoxic agents. 
Stabilization of p53 is in repair deficient cells different from that in normal ones. 
We studied the stabilization of p53 in UV-exposed normal, XP and TTD 
cells. In UV -treated normal cells complete stabilization of p53 was observed during 
the first 4 hours and then p53 was degraded with similar kinetics as that in 
unirradiated cells. Stabilization of p53 persists much longer in repair deficient XP 
and TTD cells than in normal cells. Furthermore, the stabilization of p53 was found 
to be dose-dependent in normal and XP cells. These observations indicate that 
unremoved DNA damage could possibly cause the induction of transient 
stabilization of p53. 
2. Radiation induced carcinogenesis in transgenic mice 
Ep.-pim-1 transgenic mice were treated with different doses of X-Rays. In all doses 
tested (4xl.5Gy, 4xl.OGy, 4x0.5Gy) Ep.-pim-1 mice were significantly more 
susceptible to develop a lymphoma due to the treatment than wild type mice. The 
majority of tumors are monoclonal T-cell lymphoma's as determined by 
immunofluorescence staining of cell surface markers on freeze sections. 
Rearrangements of the T -cell receptor gene showed that most tumors are of 
(mono)clonal origin. On RNA-level we do observe a general high c-myc expression 
and one case of N-myc overexpression. Interestingly, we also observe 
overexpression of mdm-2 in the majority of tumors. Nearly all tumors show a 
simultaneous increase in cell proliferation (as measured by BrdU-incorporation) and 
apoptosis (DNA-end labeling), suggesting a high turn-over rate of the tumor cells. 
The results sofar indicate that we have a set of nearly identical tumors, which 
represent an excellent model to investigate the involvement of onco-
/tumorsuppressor genes in the process of lymphomagenesis. We are continuing this 
study with the Differential Display technique and try to identify new genes involved 
in this process. 
Currently new experiments are in progress in which APC knock-out mice 
and wild type control mice have been treated with X-Rays (5Gy). By now nearly all 
APC knock-out mice have developed multiple intestinal tumors and in some cases a 
breast tumor, wheras in the wild type mice only one lymphoma has developed as 
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yet. The tumors will be studied with respect to tumor type, cellgrowth-rate and 
apoptosis. Besides, the molecular changes that have led to tumor formation will be 
investigated. 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Sarasin 
IT. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. We have determined the mutation frequency and the mutation spectra of a UV-
irradiated shuttle vector replicating in normal, XPD and TID/XPD SV40-transformed 
fibroblasts. In XPD and TID/XP cells the mutation frequencies were much higher 
compared to wild-type cells. The mutation spectra was, however, more similar 
between TTD/XP and normal cells than with XPD cells. Complementation ofXPD and 
TTD/XPD cells with the wild type ERCC2 gene allows the mutation frequency to be 
decreased to the level of wild type cells. 
2. The p53 protein is stabilized in normal, XPD and TID/XP cells after UV-
irradiation. The half-life of the protein is higher in normal and TID/XPD than in XPD 
cells, but the amount of UV -light necessary to detect this increase is higher in wild 
type cells than in XPD or TID/XPD cells. In all cases, the p53 protein still exhibits 
a wild type conformation. The low p53 half-life in XPD may explain part of the 
cancer-proneness in this disease compared to the genetically related TID/XPD 
syndrome. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
The general aim of our project was to study at the molecular level the genetic 
modifications induced by radiations which will lead to cancer initiation. Among these 
genetic changes, point mutations are those we have studied in more details. 
The biological model we have used is based on human diseases where 
hypersensitivity to UV is associated with a very high level of skin cancer in xeroderma 
pigmentosum patients (XP) while it is not associated with abnormal level of cancer in 
trichothiodystrophy (TID) patients. The paradox in these two diseases is linked to the 
fact that some XP or TID patients exhibit mutations on the same ERCC2 repair gene. 
Mutations in this gene are responsible for the XPD and the TTD/XPD diseases and the 
defect in nucleotide excision repair. Therefore, our aim was to understand the response 
towards ultraviolet irradiation in XPD and TTD/XPD cultured fibroblast cells. 
In order to fulfill our aim, two general strategies have been followed : we 
studied the mutation frequency and mutation spectra in these patient' cells using a new 
shuttle vector we have developed in our laboratory and we analysed the oncogene and 
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tumor suppressor gene modifications in the UV -induced tumors from normal and XP 
individuals. 
1. Analysis of mutagenesis at the molecular level using shuttle vector : 
Most of the experiments using shuttle vectors in human cells are carried out 
with the pZ189 plasmid which is based as a target sequence on the supF tRNA gene. 
This target is very interesting but the putative presence of secondary structures and 
eventually of single-stranded areas renders it difficult to consider this sequence as a 
"classical" cellular gene. Since part of our projects deals with the analysis of mutation 
spectra in mammalian cells subjected to various treatment we developed a new shuttle 
vector based on a mutagenesis target rarely used in higher eukaryotes: the lac Z' gene. 
This gene represents about 150 base pairs and can be screened easily in bacteria by 
complementation on the lac operon. The absence of mutation on the plasmid leads to 
blue bacterial colonies while a mutation changing the amino-acid leads to a white 
colony. 
We have constructed the pR2 plasmid where the lac Z' gene is located between 
the promoter and the coding sequence of the kanamycin resistance gene, used for 
bacterial selection. This target is very stable and a spontaneous mutation frequency of 
about w-4 is observed in several transformed human cells. In order to validate the pR2 
vector for mutagenesis studies we irradiated it with UV -light (254 nm) at various 
fluences from 0 to 1000 J/m2· The mutation frequency can be increased by a factor 
greater than 70. The majority of mutations ( > 90 %) are point mutations located at 
dipyrimidine sites. The substitution hot spots are at C-C sequences leading to C toT 
transitions, as already observed with other model systems. 
To study the relationships between mutagenesis and carcinogenesis, we 
compared the mutations and their frequency induced by ultraviolet irradiation at 254 
nm (UV-C) in XPD (GM-08207B/XP6BE), TID/XPD (TID1VI-LAS-KMT11) and 
wild type (MRC-5V1) human cells. 
After verification of UV hypersensitivity and DNA repair defect of the 
immortalized XPD and TID cell lines compared to a wild type cell line, UV -induced 
mutagenesis was studied with the shuttle vector pR2, carrying the target lacZ' gene. 
The UV -mutation frequencies in XPD and TTD cells were similar and significantly 
increased compared to normal cells. Sequence analysis of 312 independent mutant 
plasmids revealed that more rearrangements were induced in TTD cells (16 %) than 
in XPD (5 %) and normal cells (1 %), while XPD cells exhibited a 2-fold higher rate 
of tandem mutations compared with TID and normal cells. In the three cell lines, a 
predominance of G:C to A:T transitions was found, especially in XPD cells (87 %) 
and most mutations were targeted on dipyrimidine sites, chiefly on the cytosine at 5'-
TC-3' sites. The types of UV-induced point mutations in TTD cells were, however, 
more similar to those found in normal cells than those found in XPD cells. XPD 
mutations were preferentially located in 5'-TCpur-3' sites, while mutations in normal 
and TTD cells were mostly at 5'-TCC-3' sites. Analysis of mutation spectra revealed 
differences in the location of the mutational hotspots between the three lines. 
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Although the mutation frequency of the UV -irradiated pR2 vector is much 
higher in TID and XPD cells than in normal cells, the mutation spectrum is closer 
between TID and normal cells as compared to XPD cells. These dissimilarities could 
contribute to explain some differences between the two syndromes. 
In order to ascertain that the mutations on the ERCC2 DNA repair gene are 
really responsible for the hypermutagenicity towards UV, we stably corrected XPD 
and ITD/XPD cells by an expression vector containing the wild type ERCC2 gene. 
After selection, we isolated wild-type ERCC2-containing XPD and TTD/XPD clones 
and characterized them as a function of their UV -sensitivity. These cells were 
corrected to wild-type level for UV-sensitivity, unscheduled DNA synthesis and host-
cell reactivation. When transfected with UV-irradiated pR2 plasmid, the mutation 
frequency in these corrected XPD and TTD/XPD cells went back to wild type level. 
These results demonstrate clearly that the ERCC2 mutations are the only cause ofUV-
sensitivity, low DNA repair level and high mutation rate after UV-irradiation. The 
success in fully complementing cultured cells from these patients by expressing the 
wild type version of the repair gene allows us to propose a possible gene therapy for 
the xeroderma pigmentosum patients. 
2. Gene modifications in UV-induced human skin tumors 
We have used human diseases associated with hypersensitivity to ultraviolet light 
(UV) and other genotoxic agents as a model for understanding the mechanism of DNA 
repair and carcinogenicity in humans. Among UV-sensitive patients, xeroderma 
pigmentosum (XP), Cockayne's syndrome (CS) and trichothiodystrophy (TID) are the 
most studied ones. They have been very useful to allow isolation and characterization 
of human DNA repair genes. The major paradox in these human diseases is linked to 
the fact that XP patients are in almost 100 % of cases cancer-prone individuals (they 
develop numerous skin cancers in sun-exposed parts of the body) while photosensitive 
TTD patients, which carry mutations on the same gene as XP patients (either the 
ERCC2 or the ERCC3 gene) never develop skin cancers. A major effort of this work 
was to try to understand this paradox and the various cellular processes which either 
facilitate or inhibit tumorigenesis. 
Xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) patients are clinically characterized by a very 
high incidence of skin cancers on exposed skin, at an early age. XP cells in vitro are 
strongly deficient in excision-repair and highly mutagenized by UV-light. We were, 
therefore, interested in measuring mutation frequency and in determining mutation 
spectra in patient'tumors exposed to UV-lesions. We chose to look at oncogene 
activation in skin tumors with the idea that more mutations, particularly of the ru_gene 
family, would be found in XP tumors where lesions remain unrepaired compared to 
normal individuals. Our results clearly show that more than a 2-fold significantly 
higher mutation frequency (50 %) of the ras genes was found in XP in contrast to 
control tumors (22 %) . 
The majority of the mutations were found at codon 12 of all three ras genes 
with a preponderance for N-ras in XP samples. The mutation spectra indicate that all 
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mutations found were located opposite pyrimidine-pyrimidine sequences which 
represent a hot spot for UV -induced DNA lesions. Most of the mutations were of the 
type expected from studies performed in vitro with model systems. This high mutation 
frequency in XP was accompanied by a very high level of Ha-ras and c-myc gene 
amplification and rearrangement. All these data are consistent with a fundamental role 
of unrepaired UV -induced DNA lesions as an initating event in human skin tumors on 
exposed parts of the body. 
The p53 gene is frequently mutated in human cancers and represents a good 
target for studying mutation spectra since there are more that a hundred potential sites 
for phenotypic mutations. Using reverse transcription PCR and single strand 
conformation polymorphism (SSCP) to analyze over 40 XP skin tumors (mainly basal 
and squamous cell carcinomas), we have found 40 % (19/46) containing at least one 
point mutation on the p53 gene. Indeed 4 XP tumors contained point mutations on the 
two alleles of the p53 gene. All the mutations were located at dipyrimidine sites, 
essentially at C-C sequences, which are hot spots for UV-induced DNA lesions. 60 % 
of these mutations were tandem CC to TI mutations considered to be a unique 
signature of the presence of unrepaired UV -induced lesions and are not observed in 
internal human tumors. All the mutations, except two, must be due to translesion 
synthesis of unrepaired dipyrimidine lesions left on the non-transcribed strands. These 
results show for the first time the existence of preferential repair of UV lesions (either 
pyrimidine dimers or pyrimidine (6-4) pyrimidones) on the transcribed strand in human 
tissues. 
We have compared the mutation spectra on the p53 tumor suppressor gene 
isolated from XP skin tumors, non-XP skin tumors (both being basal and squamous 
cell carcinomas) and non-XP internal tumors (from a p53 data base containing more 
than 2000 independent mutations). Interestingly in the three cases, the majority of point 
mutations occurs at G:C base pairs and corresponds to C to T transitions (47 % in 
internal tumors, 74 % in non-XP skin tumors and 87 % in XP skin tumors). These 
transitions are almost exclusively located opposite pyrimidine-pyrimidine sequences in 
skin tumors (95 % in non XP and 100 % in XP) while they are located at random in 
internal tumors. 
This result confirms the initial role ofUV -induced pyrimidine-pyrimidine lesions 
in skin tumor development even in non-XP patients. The molecular signature of UV-
induced DNA lesions being the presence of tandem C-C toT-T double transitions, we 
compared this type of mutations in the three classes of tumors. In internal tumors, less 
than 1 % tandem mutations was found while this number increases spectacularly to 
10 % and 60 % for non XP and XP skin tumors. This result demonstrates clearly the 
role of unrepaired lesions in the initiation of carcinogenesis. In XP tumors, 100 % of 
C-C to T-T tandem mutations were only due to unrepaired lesions on the non-
transcribed strand of the p53 gene, while it was only 30% in non-XP individuals. This 
difference is highly significant and is probably due to the fact that the very low repair 
activity detected in XP cells should be limited to the transcribed strand of active genes. 
The specificity of p53 mutation spectra in skin tumors clearly demonstrates the 
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fundamental role of unrepaired UV -induced DNA lesions in the initiation of skin 
carcinogenesis in humans. This study confirms that the p53 gene is a particularly 
appropriate candidate for the correlation of mutation spectra with specific genotoxic 
agents. The mutation spectra we found on the UV-irradiated pR2 shuttle vectors 
replicated in human cells are similar to those found in XP tumors. The molecular 
dissection of the mechanism of mutation induction using model system, such as shuttle 
vector, can help us to explain those mutations found in human tumors. 
In conclusion, the initial aim of this project has been nicely fulfilled. The use 
of UV -irradiation which leads to specific mutation fingerprint and the availability of 
cultured cell lines isolated from cancer-prone patients have allowed us to show that 
unrepaired DNA lesions, present on the non-transcribed strand of key genes, are 
directly responsible of activating oncogenes such as the ras family or tumor suppressor 
genes such as the p53 one. These mutations will rapidly initiate the carcinogenesis 
process in the XP syndrome. The absence of cancer in the TID/XPD syndrome is still 
debated. The use of specific techniques we have developed in this work may help one 
to resolve the paradox of DNA repair syndromes. 
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I 
Head of project 3: Dr. Devoret 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
Our project was to look for mammalian proteins affecting gene expression with 
the prospect that the expressed proteins would change the cell's sensitivity to 
radiations. We aimed at finding some mouse proteins binding to gene regulatory 
regions. Many gene regulatory regions display intrinsic DNA curvature. A strong 
correlation between curvature and in vivo strength of promoters (or replication 
origins) was shown for several biological systems. Consequently, we looked for a 
mouse protein that would recognize and bind to curved DNA. 
One of the best studied proteins that recognize and bind to curved DNA is 
H-NS, a protein present in the E. coli nucleoid. H-NS regulates the expression of 
about 40 genes in response to various environmental signals. It has been proposed 
that H-NS acts in E coli as a transcriptional regulator through its preferential 
binding to curved DNA. 
Our project was to test whether a mouse protein that we have isolated during 
the period of the present contract would bind to curved DNA in vivo. In short, we 
wanted to assess whether our mouse protein would substitute in E. coli for the 
natural bacterial H-NS protein in regulating gene expression. In the course of this 
project, we indeed discovered that a mouse protein, denoted Btcd (Binding To 
Curved DNA), can functionally mimic the prokaryotic H-NS protein, a regulator of 
gene expression. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Properties of BTCD gene. Btcd protein binding to curved DNA 
The BTCD gene was shown to be present in human and mouse cells. It is 
located on mouse chromosome 2, band A, near the vimentin gene and on human 
chromosome lOp. 
We have reported before that Btcd, previously called kin17, is a nuclear 
zinc-finger protein. The property of Btcd to bind to curved DNA was assessed 
using various DNAs: pBR322 segments, synthetic oligonucleotides, and 
mammalian curved DNA sequences found at hot spots of illegitimate 
recombination. 
Expression of mouse Btcd protein in an hns- mutant of E. coli 
restores cell motility. 
Escherichia coli bacteria lacking H-NS protein are non-motile because H-NS 
positively regulates the formation of flagellae. When the mouse Btcd protein was 
produced in hns- bacteria, most H-NS defective cells recovered motility. 
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Mouse Btcd protein represses the E. coli hgl operon. 
Fermentation of salicin, a 6-glucoside, occurs when the bgl operon 
repressed by H-NS is derepressed. This the case in hns- E. coli. E. coli hns-
bacteria that ferment salicin form red colonies on indicator color plates with salicin 
whereas hns+ bacteria, which do not ferment salicin, produce white colonies. 
When the mouse Btcd protein was produced in E. coli hns- white colonies were 
formed, indicating that the mouse Btcd protein prevented expression of the E. coli 
bgl operon. 
A more quantitative assay than the color plate technique was used. We directly 
assayed the 6-glucosidase produced after addition of an inducer. Again, the mouse 
Btcd protein was shown to inhibit the induction of 6-glucosidase. 
Mouse Btcd and prokaryotic H-NS act in synergy to repress a 
mutated hgl promoter resistant to H-NS. 
A mutation, called bglRll, renders the bgl promoter insensitive to H-NS 
protein. Likewise, we found that the mutated promoter was insensitive to 
repression by Btcd. However, if Btcd and H-NS were both produced in E. coli, 
expression of bgl was again strongly repressed. Such a synergistic action of two 
proteins, a bacterial and a mouse one, suggests that Btcd and H-NS bind to the bgl 
promoter at two distinct binding sites. The first, [A], is bound by the two proteins. 
The second, [B], is normally bound by H-NS and is likely located at the bglRll 
site. A third site, [C], is specific for Btcd. 
Functional substitution of H-NS by Btcd is dependent on Btcd binding 
ability. 
The functional replacement of H-NS by Btcd protein can be related to their 
common ability to bind to curved DNA. Btcdl protein, a mutant Btcd protein 
deleted of its zinc-finger, and thus showing reduced DNA binding, failed to 
substitute for H-NS. Moreover, we checked and demonstrated that the bgl 
regulatory region contains curved DNA and that Btcd attaches preferentially to the 
curved bgl regulatory region. 
Btcd renders bacteria sensitive to UV-light. 
We tested if the expression of Btcd would influence bacterial sensitivity to 
UV-radiation. We have observed that when Btcd was expressed, E coli bacteria 
became more sensitive to UV-light. 
We conclude that Btcd might compete with the activity of some DNA repair genes 
in binding to DNA. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Our work demonstrates that Btcd, a mouse protein, shares basic properties with 
the prokaryotic protein H-NS, a regulator of gene expression. There is a growing 
list of mammalian proteins involved in DNA metabolism that can substitute for 
their counterparts in E. coli. These are: DNA ligase, methyltransferase, 
thymidylate synthase, 3-meADE-DNA glycosylase, and DNA polymerase I. It is 
clear that the ability of those mammalian proteins to substitute for E. coli proteins 
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depends, among other factors, on their particular interactions with DNA and also 
with other cellular proteins involved as co-factors in the same biochemical reaction. 
Substituting a mouse protein for H-NS in E. coli will permit us to isolate Btcd 
mutants altered in their binding activity to curved DNA. These mutants may help 
us to identify the DNA binding domains of Btcd protein. Such a test may also be 
useful to search for other mammalian proteins which can bind to curved DNA and 
regulate gene expression. 
Some recent work from the groups of Egly, Sarasin and Hoeijmakers, show 
that some repair deficiencies in humans are dependent upon the presence or not of 
a factor controlling transcription. These findings open new vistas on a general 
mechanism, proposed by Hanawalt and coworkers, that links repair to gene 
transcription. Btcd protein might also be involved in that pathway. This has to be 
tested in the near future. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Rommelaere 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
Parvovirus replication as a marker of cell transformation. 
One of the main objectives of our project was the identification and 
characterization of cellular factors which are modified, expressed or repressed as a 
result of cellular transformation by ionizing radiation. The autonomous parvoviruses 
H-1 and MVM were proposed as probes to detect such modified factors. This proposal 
was based on results obtained previously, showing that various virally and 
physicochemically transformed human and rodent cells of different tissue origin 
(among which cells transformed by ionizing radiation) and tumour-derived cells are 
more susceptible to parvovirus replication than the untransformed normal cells or 
respective short-lived cells cultured from healthy tissue (for a review see Rommelaere 
and Cornelis 1991, J. Virol. Meth. 33, 233-251). We have shown that viral DNA 
amplification as well as gene expression are upregulated in transformed cells (J. Virol. 
62, 1679-1686, 1988; J. Virol. 65, 4919-4928, 1991). Consequently, the P4 promoter 
and viral DNA replication were proposed as probes to identify cellular factors which 
are expressed as a result of oncogenic transformation by 'Y-rays and cellular and viral 
oncogenes. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
Amplification of parvoviral DNA as marker of cell transformation 
We have previously shown that overall replication of H-1 and MVM DNA was 
strongly stimulated in in vitro transformed and tumour-derived human fibroblasts and 
epithelial cells compared with normal parental cells or cells derived from healthy tissue 
neightbouring the tumour. In all systems tested, the sensitization of transformed cells 
to parvoviruses did not appear to result from a more efficient virus uptake. 
Consistently, the greater sensitivity of a series of transformed human and rat 
fibroblasts or epithelial cells to the killing effect of parvovirus MVM or H-1 correlated 
with their enhanced capacity to support virus replication as compared to the normal 
parental cells. 
Parvoviral DNA replication is a multistep process. The first step of parvoviral 
(H-1; MVM) DNA amplification consists in the conversion of virion single-stranded 
DNA to a double stranded replicative form (RF). This process was followed by 
inoculation of 32P-labelled virus. The proportion of parental label in double-stranded 
DNA was similar for normal and transformed human fibroblasts, suggesting that their 
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differential capacity to amplify MVM DNA can probably be ascribed to a post-
conversion step of replication. The pool of RF molecules is amplified by a process 
obligatory (autonomous parvoviruses) generating concatemeric double-stranded DNA 
species. Amplification of RF DNA was greatly stimulated in several transformed 
human fibroblasts. Both monomer and dimer-length RF molecules accumulated in the 
SV40-transformed human fibroblasts infected with MVM. In contrast, little if any RF 
DNA replication could be detected in untransformed parental fibroblasts. Therefore, 
RF DNA amplification appears to constitute a limiting event of parvovirus replication 
in normal fibroblasts which is stimulated in transformed derivatives. 
p53 is a determinant of the preferential replication of parvovirus MVM and H-1 
in transformed cells 
An unscheduled cellular gene amplification is frequently observed in neoplastic 
cells and represents one of the various manifestations of genomic instability, a 
hallmark of neoplastic transformation. It has recently been shown that gene 
amplification may occur in cells with inactivated p53 tumor suppressor activity but not 
in wt p53 expressing cells (Livingstone et al., 1992, Cell 70, 923-936; Yin et al., 
1992, Cell 70, 937-948). However, p53 seems necessary but not sufficient for gene 
amplification, since some cells with normal wt p53 function are still permissive for 
gene amplification probably because a regulatory step downstream of p53 has been 
inactivated. We have addressed the question whether the greater ability of transformed 
versus normal cells for parvovirus replication (see above) could be explained, at least 
in part, by the absence of wt p53 expression in many in vivo and in vitro transformed 
human cells. In other terms, it was analyzed whether wt p53 constitutes a negative 
regulator of the parvovirus life cycle. 
One of the numerous manners to isolate factors involved in parvovirus 
replication and as a consequence possibly also cell transformation, is to compare cells 
able or not to sustain virus replication. The human erythroleukemia cell line K562 was 
found extremely sensitive to parvovirus H-1 infection (survival less than 10-6). Yet, 
three independent resistant subclones could be isolated which survived infections of 
100 plaque forming units per cell. Most surprisingly, the three subclones all expressed 
wild-type p53, while the parental K562 cells do neither express p53 at the RNA nor 
at the protein level. Thus wt p53 expression may be associated with a parvovirus 
resistant phenotype (Telerman et al., 1993). Unfortunately, the resistant clones had lost 
their parvovirus-specific receptors and were persistently infected with H-1 which 
rendered them useless for further analysis. 
The negative role of p53 on H-1 replication in the K562 cell system was 
confirmed by a strategy which circumvents the use of virus as a selective agent. Upon 
a challenge with the drug N-(phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate (PALA), human cells 
expressing p53 accumulate in G1 whereas cells expressing a mutated p53 gene or do 
not express p53 at all pass the G1/S block imposed by the drug, enter the S-phase and 
die, or occasionally survive owing to the amplification of the gene carbamoyl-
phosphate synthetase-aspartate transcabamoylase-dihydroorotase. Derived from a 
tumour, K562 cells are supposed to display gene instability. Because of the great 
susceptibility of the parental cells after infection with H -1, rare spontaneously formed 
revertants re-expressing wt p53 may be isolated following treatment of K562 cultures 
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with PALA. Several PALA-resistant K562 clones could indeed be isolated. Western 
blot analysis revealed that a wt p53 protein was expressed in several of them. We have 
previously shown that the cellular susceptibility to parvovirus-induced killing parallels 
several steps of the viral life cycle such as viral DNA amplification and gene 
expression. The survival of the PALA-resistant p53-expressing cells survived at least 
2x 104 times better than the parental cells and the survival of one such subclone even 
reached 2xlo-1. Consequently, a correlation could be established between the cellular 
ability for parvovirus replication, the absence of wt p53 expression, and the 
unscheduled gene amplification. 
With the aim at confirming if the latter conclusion had general significance, it 
was further analysed whether the expression of endogenous wt p53 in some other 
human cell and rat systems would also correlate with limitations to viral DNA 
replication and cytotoxicity. In collaboration with Dr. M. Tainsky (Houston) we have 
analyzed three pairs of fibroblast cultures from Li-Fraumeni patients for their 
sensitivity to parvovirus attack. Low-passage cultures express a wt and a mutant p53 
allele (mt/wt), whereas high-passage cells express only a homozygous mutant gene 
(Yin et al., 1992, Cell 70, 937-948). The three low-passage cultures could not be 
distinguished from a series of normal human fibroblasts (wt/wt) with respect to 
resistance to H-1 induced cytotoxicity suggesting that the wt p53 was not fully 
inactivated by the coexpressed mutant form. In contrast, the high-passage and as a 
consequence immortalized Li-Fraumeni cultures were significantly more susceptible 
to H-1 infection and were able to amplify larger amounts of viral DNA than their 
respective mt/wt cells. We have previously shown that immortalization of normal 
human fibroblasts by SV40 was not associated with a greater susceptibility to H-1 
induced cytotoxicity (Chen et al., 1986; Cancer Res. 46, 3574-3579). Indeed, short-
living SV40 transformed human fibroblasts were as sensitive to H-1 induced lysis as 
their immortalized derivatives. 
In collaboration with M. Oren (Revohot), a series of related embryo rat 
fibroblasts lines were analyzed expressing or not functional endogenous p53 (Telerman 
et al, 1993). All cells overexpressed ectopic p53 miniproteins which were able to 
inactivate or not the endogenous wt p53 by oligomerization (see Shaulian et al., 1992, 
Mol. Cell Biol., 12, 5581-5592). The former cultures were susceptible to H-1 infection 
whereas the cells in which a miniprotein was expressed which failed to oligomerize 
endogenous p53, were more resistent (Telerman et al., 1993). Not unexpectedly, the 
greater susceptibility to parvovirus correlated with higher viral amplification levels. 
In summery, the present data suggest that in three different cell systems expression of 
endogenous wt p53 correlates with restrictions to parvovirus replication. 
wt p53 downregulates the parvoviral P4 promoter. 
When overexpressed, wt p53 can act as a positive regulator of genes bearing a 
specific p53 binding site, and as a negative regulator of a great number of genes 
devoid of such a sequence. Given the negative activity of p53 on virus replication, it 
was assessed whether wt p53 downregulates the pivotal P4 promoter of H-1 and MVM 
which lack a consensus p53 binding site. Cotransfections were performed in various 
cell lines with plasmids expressing either a wt or a mutant human p53 e-DNA and a 
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plasmid bearing the reporter gene CAT under control of the MVM P4 promoter. CAT 
expression was repressed in the presence of wt p53 but not in that of mutant p53. The 
region of the P4 promoter mediating the p53 response could be localized to a small 
region of the promoter containing the active TAT A box. Thus, downregulation of the 
P4 promoter might be responsible for whole or part of the negative effect that wt p53 
exerts on the viral life cycle. The question whether this downregulation has 
physiological significance remains to be answered and is currently under investigation. 
Transient activation of the P4 promoter. 
While cells stably in vitro transformed cells display higher P4 promoter 
activities than normal untransformed cells, we were, despite considerable efforts, 
unable to detect transient modifications in P4 promoter activity in cells exposed to low 
doses of ionizing radiation. Thus, the enhanced capacity of parvoviruses to replicate 
in pre-irradiated cells is not likely to be ascribed to a transient upmodulation of the P4 
promoter. A region containing the palindromic ends and the early promoter is 
sufficient to allow a transient parvoviral DNA replication follwing cell exposure to 
physicochemical agents (reference Yalkinoglu et al., 1991, J. Virol. 65, 3175-3184). 
Thus, parvoviral DNA replication rather than promoter activation may constitute the 
primary event underlying the enhanced virus capacity. 
In Vitro DNA replication of parvovirus DNA 
From the foregoing, we may conclude that parvoviruses take advantage of 
factors provided by oncogenic transformed cells which promote their replication. In 
order to facilitate the identification and functioning of putative replication-promoting 
factors, an in vitro replication system was developed. Such a system may allow us to 
analyze viral DNA replication as a function of transformation, differentiation or cell 
cycle. The assay is based on the in vitro DNA replication system which has been 
developed for SV40, and uses cytoplasmic extracts and monomeric RF DNA as 
substrate. The viral nonstructural protein NS-1 which is required for viral DNA 
amplification in vivo, was purified from recombinant baculo-and vaccinia viruses. 
P~liminary results obtained with extracts from highly permissive transformed mouse 
fibroblasts showed that the processing of monomer RF to dimer RF DNA occurs in 
the presence, but not in the absence of the viral replication factor NS-1. Moreover, we 
have shown that NS-1 is able to resolve covalently closed right-hand ends of MVM, 
and by doing so stimulates a subsequent strand displacement reaction. The latter results 
are consistent with predictions made by current models of parvovirus DNA replication. 
p53 will be the prime candidate to be tested in the replication system. Several 
forms of the protein will be used. A recombinant baculovirus will be constructed 
expressing a natural alternatively spliced form of murin p53 and will be compared to 
the already available normal spliced form of mouse p53 for its ability to interfere with 
the parvovirus replication machinery. There are strong indications that the alternatively 
spliced form of mouse p53 plays a role distinct from the normal form and may 
specifically inhibit cellular DNA replication. Moreover, a human wt p53 and a 
temperature-sensitive mutant will be compared. By means of south-western blotting and 
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screening of expression libraries, nucleolin, an abundant nuclear protein was identified 
which specifically interacted with single-stranded virion DNA (Barrijal et al., 1992, 
Nucleic Acids Res. 20, 5053-5060). It will be analyzed whether nucleolin modulates 
viral DNA replication. Extracts from -y-ray irradiated cells will be used to monitor 
viral DNA replication. From published data, it is expected that ionizing radiation 
transiently mobilizes (replication) cellular factors promoting parvoviral DNA 
amplification. 
Conclusions 
Using the oncosuppressive parvovirus H-1 as a selective agent, we have 
succeeded in identifying in human cells of different origins a negative regulator of 
parvovirus replication. This factor was identified as p53, a protein involved in the 
etiology of many, if not all, human cancers. 
On the one hand, cells resistant to H-1 could be rendered susceptible by 
inactivation of endogenous wt p53 protein (through oligomerization) or by deletion of 
the gene. On the other hand, susceptible cells became resistant to parvovirus infection 
after the re-expression of a wt p53 protein. p53 is a tumour suppressor gene whose 
expression is associated with the correct functioning of certain cell cycle check points 
and possibly as a consequence, with control over genomic stability. Indeed, the 
resistance of normal human and heterologous mutant p53 Li-Fraumeni fibroblasts and 
of the p53 re-expressing K562 subclones correlates with their refractoriness to gene 
amplification (Yin et al., 1992, Cell 70, 937-948, and our results with the K562 
subclones). Hence, p53 seems to determine cell resistance to both parvovirus 
replication and gene amplification, suggesting that these phenomena may be 
mechanistically related. It has been shown by others that genomic instability preceeds 
tumorigenesis in vivo. As a consequence, parvovirus replication may constitute an early 
marker of neoplastic transformation. 
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Head of project 5: Dr. Bertazzoni 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
Cellular and genetic characterization of DNA repair mutants (F. Nuzzo and M. 
Stefanini): 
Cellular and genetic characterization of tricothiodistrophy (TTD), xeroderma 
pigmentosum (XP) and Cockayne syndrome (CS) patients. Chromosomal instability 
in homozygous and heterozygous carriers of XP mutations. Cellular and genetic 
characterization of mutagen-sensitive rodent mutants . 
Analysis of poly ADP-ribosylation process (U. Bertazzoni and A.I.Scovassi): 
Identification of ADP-ribosylated proteins in human cells treated with mutagens; 
analysis of expression and stability of mRNA for poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase 
(ADPRP); study of the ADP-ribosylation during programmed cell death; study of 
the distribution of antibodies to ADPRP in autoimmune diseases. 
lll. Progress achieved including publications 
Cellular and genetic characterization of DNA repair mutants 
DNA repair defects associated with ITD, XP and CS phenotypes 
The analysis of the cellular response to UV irradiation in TID patients from 
different countries showed that TID is frequently associated (25 out of 33 cases) 
with defects in nucleotide-excision repair (NER). By complementation studies, we 
demonstrated that the same genetic defect responsible for XP group D is present in 
the majority of TID patients (22 out of 25). These results indicate that the 
association between TID and XP-D cannot be considered fortuitous, and they 
suggest some kind of causal connection between XPD gene alterations and TID 
features. The presence of the genetic defect responsible for XP group D, was also 
demonstrated by complementation analysis in two genetically unrelated patients 
showing clinical features of XP and CS. The recent finding that the XPD protein is 
a subunit of the basal transcription factor TFIIH, which is involved in DNA repair, 
transcription and cell cycle regulation, suggests that mutations in different 
functional domains of the XPD gene might give rise to different physiological 
phenotypes. Beside the XP-D defect, alterations in two other NER genes have been 
identified associated with TID. A new gene, designated TIDA, appeared to be 
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defective in the patient TIDlBR whereas the XP-B gene, already described as 
responsible for XP/CS pathological phenotypes, was found to be defective in 
two related French patients. 
Chromosomal instability in homozygous and heterozygous carriers of XP 
mutations 
Chromosome analysis in cultured fibroblast strains from unaffected skin of XP 
patients and their relatives demonstrated the presence of clonal chromosome 
rearrangements in subjects carrying the XPC mutation (both homozygotes and 
heterozygotes) and in XP-D patients. This results suggested that cells at an early 
stage of transformation were present in the cell populations. To test this hypothesis, 
anchorage independent (AI) growth, a characteristic strictly linked to cellular 
transformation, was analyzed in one XP-C strain (XP9PV). In XP9PV the 
frequency of AI clones was about lOOx higher than in the control population 
confirming the genomic instability of this strain. Fourty-one AI clones were isolated 
and specific chromosomes anomalies, in particular telomeric associations, were 
detected in several of them. In one clone (XP9UV25) we could detect in about 20% 
of mitoses a specific telomeric association between Sp and 16q as the sole 
chromosome anomaly. This association not only was maintained during successive 
passages (from the 5th to the 13th) but also underwent rearrangements generating 
(5p;16q) dicentrics with intercentromeric region with deletions or duplications of 
variable sizes, (5;5) or (16;16) homodicentrics and Sp+ or 16 q+ monocentric 
derivatives. The analysis of the structure of the rearranged chromosomes by two 
color FISH with painting probes for chromosomes 5 and 16 confirmed their origin 
from the (Sp; 16q) dicentric throughout breakage events within the intercentromeric 
region followed by reunion or healing of the broken ends. The breakage events 
could occur in any site of the intercentromeric region, however a preferential break 
point was the 16q heterochromatic (16qh) region. These findings document the 
evolution, in a fibroblast clone, of a diploid karyotype to an unbalanced one starting 
from a telomeric association and can represent a model of the generation of 
unbalanced karyotypes in transformed cells. 
Cellular and genetic characterization of mutagen-sensitive rodent mutants 
Genetic characterization of mutagen-sensitive clones isolated from rodent cell 
lines led to the identification of a new complementation group of UV -sensitive 
rodent cell lines, the eleventh group. By complementation analysis we demonstrated 
that the repair defect in the mutant UVSl (isolated from the Chinese hamster cell 
line CH09 and previously found to complement the UV sensitivity of mutants 
representative of groups 1 to 7) was genetically different from those present in 
mutants belonging to groups 8, 9 and 10. 
Analysis of poly ADP-ribosylation process 
Identification of ADP-ribosylated proteins in human cells 
ADP-ribosylation, which is catalyzed by the enzyme poly(ADP-ribose) 
polymerase (ADPRP), represents a post-translational modification of several nuclear 
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proteins. Main acceptors of ADP-ribose are histones, ADPRP itself and DNA 
topoisomerase I. We addressed the characterization of the non-histone proteins 
ADP-ribosylated in human cells. The analysis has been performed by using 
different experimental procedures which allowed the specific labeling of modified 
species and their immunological recognition by highly specific antibodies. The 
experiments were essentially based on the separation of ADP-ribosylated proteins 
from intact or permeabilized cells or isolated nuclei. We have focused our attention 
on a 170 kDa peptide, possibly corresponding to DNA topoisomerase II. To prove 
this hypothesis, we have immunoprecipitated the enzyme from HeLa cell nuclei 
incubated with 32P-NAD. Our results demonstrated that a 170 kDa protein 
identified as topoisomerase II, is ADP-ribosylated in physiological conditions. To 
verify if the post-translational modification of this protein is modulated during DNA 
repair, we have treated HeLa cells with the alkylating agent dimethylsulfate. The 
results obtained indicated that the modification of topoisomerase II is not affected 
by the damage to DNA. 
Analysis of expression and stability of mRNA for poly(ADP-ribose}polymerase 
We have studied the regulation of the expression of the ADPRP gene in 
HeLa cells and quiescent and mitogen-stimulated human lymphocytes. The analysis 
consisted of the quantitation of mRNA molecules by means of a new technique 
based on PCR and involves co-amplification of a competitive target template by 
using the same primers as those of the eDNA target obtained by reverse 
transcription of the mRNA species. The results obtained comparing quiescent and 
proliferating lymphocytes or HeLa cells indicate that the proliferation state induces 
a notable increase in the expression of the enzyme. To determine the stability of 
mRNA for ADPRP, a new PCR amplification system was developed, using 
non-competitive conditions. We observed that in quiescent cells the half-life of 
ADPRP mRNA is about 1 h, whereas in proliferating cell cultures it was calculated 
to be about 4-5 fold higher. 
Study of the ADP-ribosylation during programmed cell death 
The mechanism leading to programmed cell death has been described in 
malignant cells treated with antitumoral drugs acting as inhibitors of DNA 
topoisomerase II. We have analysed the properties of the ADP-ribosylation process 
to elucidated if regulation of this reaction occurs during the death of apoptotic type. 
We have evaluated ADP-ribosylating activity by different specific assays (activity 
gel, boronate chromatography, ADP-ribose synthesis) and we have observed that in 
extracts from HeLa cells exposed to VP-16, the autoribosylated form of ADPRP is 
highly increased. Time-course experiments indicated that enzyme activation occurs 
immediately after internucleosomal DNA cleavage typically visible in apoptotic 
cells. Since ADP-ribosylation is dependent on the presence of DNA strand breaks 
or free ends, we have investigated if apoptotic DNA fragments could be able to 
stimulate enzyme activity. To assess our hypothesis, we have treated HeLa cells 
with VP-16 in the presence of Zn2 +, a known inhibitor of nuclease(s) responsible 
for internucleosomal DNA fragmentation. In these conditions, the activation of 
ADPRP is prevented, supporting the idea that the activation of ADPRP is regulated 
by the appearance of small-sized DNA fragments occurring during cell death of 
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apoptotic type induced in HeLa cells by VP-16. Our observations have been 
extended to other malignant human cells treated with various topoisomerase 
II-poisons. 
Study of the distribution of antibodies to ADPRP naturally occurring in 
autoimmune diseases 
Autoimmune diseases are characterized by the development of antibodies against 
DNA and nuclear proteins. We have searched for the presence of autoantibodies to 
ADPRP in sera from patients affected by several autoimmune diseases. Our results 
strongly supported that poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase has to be considered as a new 
target of autoimmunity. Recently, experiments have been performed to correlate the 
distribution of ADPRP-antibodies with various pathological parameters. Preliminary 
data could suggest that the presence of specific autoantibodies could be correlated to 
the pulmonary involvement of some diseases. 
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Objectives for the reporting period: 
1. The modulation of CD2 antigen expression in X-irradiated CHO cells transfected 
with ()H3 vector carrying the human CD2-cDNA, has been investigated. We have 
studied the effect of very low doses of X-irradiation on the level of CD2 protein 
expression. 
2. The effects of low dose ionizing radiation on the CD2 gene and protein expression 
in normal human T lymphocytes has been investigated. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
Introduction 
Ionizing radiation induces a variety of responses in mammalian cells. As it is 
well known such responses include activation of expression of genes coding for 
transcription factors, growth factors, proteases and other proteins. 
Recently there seems to be a shift in interest towards the effects of low dose 
radiation on immune response of T cells to antigenic or mitogenic stimulation after 
exposure to low dose ionizing radiation. 
The human CD2 gene encodes a cell surface T cell specific antigen that appears 
early in thymic ontogeny and is involved in cell-cell adhesion, signal transduction, T 
cell activation, differentiation and immune response. This Ag is expressed in 
thymocytes, T lymphocytes and NK cells and also is the receptor of sheep red blood 
cells (SRBC). Therefore we have investigated the effects of low dose ionizing radiation 
on the CD2 gene and protein expression in CD2 + CHO cells and in normal human T 
lymphocytes in order to be clarified if the low dose ionizing radiation has a stimulatory 
and/or enhancing effect on immune response. 
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Results 
1) Effects ofX-irradiation on the CD2 protein expression in CD2+ CHO cells 
Thioguanine resistant CHO cells were stably cotransfected with 71"H3-CD2 and 
pSV2-gpt vectors. The resulting cotransfected CHO clones are HAT resistant and 
constitutively express the human cell surface CD2 antigen as was verified by their 
ability to form rosettes with sheep red blood cells (SRBC). Moreover when CD2 + 
CHO clones were incubated with anti-CD2 mAb (OKTll), stained with FITC and 
analyzed by flow cytometry revealed a pattern of fluorescence intensity similar to that 
of peripheral T lymphocytes. One clone namely CL13, the most enriched in rosette 
positively cells, was chosen for further study. 
Southern blot analysis of genomic DNA cleaved with various restriction 
endonucleases revealed that the CD2 + CL13 clone contains only one copy of 71"H3-
CD2 vector integrated in the CHO genome. 
The CL13 cells were further tested by titrating their bioresponse to low doses 
of radiation affecting the quantitative expression of the CD2 antigen. It was found that 
very low doses of X-ray (2-6 cGy) did not affect the level of CD2 antigen compared 
to unirradiated control as was verified by rosette assay and flow cytometric anaysis. 
In contrast, the irradiated CL13 cells seemed to be very sensitive at 10-50 cGy 
showing decreased levels of fluorescence which could be attributed to the fact that 
around 50% of the cells have lost the CD2 + phenotype and/ or the CD2 expression was 
reduced in all CD2 + cells. 
Southern blot analysis of genomic DNAs from CL13 cells given 0-10 cGy of 
X-irradiation showed that no extra or missing bands and no amplification have 
occurred compared to unirradiated control. 
Although the explanation for the mechanism involved in the loss of CD2 + 
phenotype is obscure a number of possibilities may be considered. It is known that cell 
membrane and receptors may act as primary target for low doses of irradiation. So, 
the partial inhibition of erythrocyte rosette formation that we report may be attributed 
to the fact that free radicals produced by ionising radiation may affect the conformation 
of the CD2 receptor leading to a partial loss of CD2+ phenotype in CL13 cells. 
Alternatively, a tentative hypothesis is to consider that low doses of X-irradiation 
trigger a trans-activating signal which switches off CD2 expression. 
2. Effects of ionizing radiation on the CD2 gene and protein expression in resting and 
PHA activated normal human T lymphocytes. 
Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were ficoll separated, 
irradiated at doses from 0 to 200 cGy and cultured for 24 and 48 hours with or without 
suboptimal concentration of PHA (2 ig/ml of culture medium) that as it is known 
stimulated human T lymphocytes. At the end of the culture cells were analyzed: a) for 
their ability to form spontaneous rosettes with sheep red blood cells (SRBC) and b) by 
flow cytometry using anti-CD2 (OKTll), anti-CD4 (OKT4) and anti-CD8 (OKT8) 
mAbs. 
The results have shown that resting and PHA activated T lymphocytes irradiated 
at doses from 0 to 50 cGy bind more SRBC on their cell surface so the percentage of 
multi-layer rosettes forming cells (aT-lymphocyte that binds more than 15 SRBC, Fig. 
1) is increased reaching a maximum at 50 cGy. In contrast at doses from 100 to 200 
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cGy the percentage of multi-layer rosettes is reduced almost to the unirradiated control 
(Fig. 2). Furthermore the FACS profiles produced, using anti-CD2 mAb (OKTll) by 
an EPICS analyzer, reveal a transposition to higher levels of fluorescence intensity at 
doses up to 50 cGy of X-irradiation while at 100 cGy the profile is almost identical to 
the unirradiated control (Fig. 3). Both 24 and 48 hours cultures with or without PHA 
gave similar FACS profiles but the differences in transposition of fluorescence intensity 
in irradiated and simtulated with PHA for 24 hours culture were more striking. The 
results have shown that there might be a stimulatory and/or enhancing effect of low 
dose ionizing radiation: a) on the CD2 protein expression and b) on the response of 
T cells to mitogenic stimulation. It is of interest to note that the enhaNcing effect of 
ionizing radiation on the response of T cells is demonstrable only within a narrow 
radiation dose range. 
In contrast the FACS profiles produced, using anti-CD4 mAb(OKT4) or anti 
CD8 mAb (OKTS) by an EPICS analyser, are almost identical at doses from 0-100 
cGy in 24 or 4S hours cultures with or without PHA (Fig. 4a,b) supporting the aspect 
that low doses of ionizing radiation does not affect the CD4 and CDS surface proteins 
expression. Moreover, the ratio of CD4+ (helper/inducer) to cos+ (cytotoxic/ 
suppressor) T cells in 24 and 48 hours cultures with or without PHA remains 
unchanged at all doses used, a fact which is in agreement with the observation of 
Nakamura et al., 1990 that the radiosensitivities of these cells are very similar at doses 
from 0-500 cGy of X-rays. 
In order to asses if the changes observed in the expression of the CD2 antigen 
after X-irradiation, are the consequence of stimulation of CD2 gene transcription we 
performed Northern blot analysis, in irradiated lymphocytes at doses from 0 to 100 
cGy cultured for 24 hours with or without PHA, using digoxigenin-11-dUTP labelled 
CD2-cDNA as a probe. 
The results indicate that the level of CD2 mRNAs is significantly increased in 
irradiated T lymphocytes compared to unirradiated control and moreover remains 
elevated even at a dose of 100 cGy (Fig. Sa,b). 
In order to determine whether the accumulation of CD2 mRNAs is the 
consequence of either stimulation of transcription and/or stabilization of performed 
mRNAs we stimulated PBMC with PHA for 12 hours to induce maximal levels of 
CD2 message. Actinomycin-D was then added to block further message production, 
the cells were irradiated at doses from 0 to 100 cGy, cultured without PHA for 2 and 
4 hours given that the half life of the CD2 message is approximately 45 min. Finally, 
the cells were harvested for Northern blot analysis. 
The results show that there was no extension of the life-span of l. 7 and 1.3 kb 
transcription products at all doses used supporting the aspect that the accumulation of 
CD2 mRNAs after X-irradiation is due mainly to stimulation of transcription and not 
to stabilization of preformed mRNAs (Fig. 6a,b). 
From the results presented we conclude that de novo RNA synthesis is required 
for the up regulation of the CD2 antigen expression on the cell surface. 
The fact that at 100 cGy the percentage of multilayer rosette forming cells is 
reduced while the CD2 mRNAs level remains elevated could be attributed mainly to 
conformational changes of the CD2 membrane receptor caused by free radicals 
produced by ionizing radiation. This radioinduced modulation of the CD2 receptor is 
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dose dependent and leads to partial inhibition of the T cells ability to form multilayer 
rosettes and to bind anti-CD2 mAb (OKTll). This aspect is also supported by Nishida 
et al. 1981 and Ojeda et al., 1991 who have demonstrated that free radicals produced 
by hypoxanthine plus xanthine oxidase system or by ionizing radiation have effects on 
the lymphocyte membrane receptors. 
Our results as well as those of other investigators suggest that there might be 
a stimulatory and/or an enhancing effect of low dose ionizing radiation on the immune 
response ofT lymphocytes. 
Thus, stimulation ofCD2 gene transcription as well as enhancement of the CD2 
antigen expression and increased response of T cell to mitogenic stimulation after 
exposure to low-doses of X-irradiation could be considered as a putative adaptive 
response of cells exposed to genotoxic stresses. It is of interest to note that the 
enhancing effect on the immune response is demonstrable only within a narrow 
radiation dose range. 
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Figure 1. Multi and single layer E rosettes formation by human stimulated T 
lymphocytes. 
Figure 2. Effect of X-ray dose on the ability of resting and PHA stimulated human 
T lymphocytes to form multilayer rosettes with SRBC (o_o, ~-~~resting T 
cells cultured for 24 and 48 hours respectively. 
(• _• -~-~~ T cells stimulated with PHA for 24 and 48 hours respectively. 
Figure 3. Expression of C02 Ag by T lymphocytes cultured for 24 hours with 
PHA. Immunofluorescence profiles are shown: (upper). unirradiated T 
cells; (middle). T cells given 50 cGy; and (lower), T cells given 100 cGy 
irradiation. 
Figure 4. Expression of a) CD4 Ag and b) CDS Ag by T lymphocytes cultured for 
24 hours without PHA. Immunofluorescence profiles are shown: (upper), 
unirradiated T cells; (middle). T cells given 50 cGy; and (lower). T cells 
given 100 cGy irradiation. 
Figure 5. Effect of X-irradiation on the C02 mANA accumulation in normal human 
T lymphocytes. Northern blot analysis of C02 related RNA transcripts. 
Twenty micrograms of total RNA was loaded on each slot of 1% 
agarose-formaldehyde gel electrophoresed, transferred on nylon 
membrane and hybridized with a CD2-cDNA probe. RNA sources were 
as follows: 
a) lane 1, unirradiated T cells cultured for 24 hours, lane 2-3, T cells 
given 50 and 100 cGy of X-irradiation respectively and cultured for 24 
hours. 
b) lane 1, resting T cells from peripheral blood; lane 2, unirradiated T 
cells stimulated with PHA for 24 hours; lane 3-4, T cells given 50 and 
100 cGy of X-irradiation respectively and stimulated with PHA for 24 
hours. 
Figure 6. Effect of X-rays on the degradation rate of C02 mRNAs species. 
Northern blot anlaysis of total RNA from PBMC stimulated for 12 h with 
PHA before the addition of actinomycin-D. irradiated and cultured for a) 
2 hours and b) 4 hours. lane 1, unirradiated cells; lane 2-3; cells given 
50 and 100 cGy of X-irradiation respectively. 
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Head of project 7: Prof. Herrlich 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
Various radiation qualities such as ultraviolet irradiation (UVC), X-rays or alpha rays 
and DNA-damaging chemicals such as MNNG, mytomycin C, 4-nitroquinoline oxide, 
and hydrogen peroxide induce similar cellular reactions, e.g. DNA repair, cell cycle 
arrest, mutagenesis or apoptosis. In the reporting period we concentrated on the 
reactions of cells on UVC-irradiation and compared them to reactions induced by other 
non-physiological agents, such as X-rays and hydrogen peroxide. Most, if not all, 
cellular reactions to short wavelength ultraviolet irradiation depend on proteins whose 
synthesis or activity are modulated by UV irradiation. Affected proteins include the 
transcription factors c-Fos, c-Jun, Jun B, CREB and p53. One major question to be 
answered was to which extent the UVC-induced signal transduction chain to responsive 
genes is controlled by UVC-induced DNA damage and by the activation of membranal 
growth factor receptors. In addition, we started experiments aimed at understanding 
the mechanism(s) of radiation-induced p53 stabilization and we isolated an Ataxia cell 
clone which was partly complemented in its cell cycle parameters after transfection of 
a human eDNA library. 
lll. Progress achieved including publications 
A. Involvement ofUV-induced DNA damage and cellular membranes in the mammalian 
UV response 
Irradiation of various cell types in culture with short wavelength UV (254 nm, 
UVC) induces the transcription of various genes. The doses employed induce an 
amount of DNA damage which is induced if a cell culture is exposed to sunlight for 
two hours at 2000 m altitude. Immediate early genes are activated in minutes after UV 
irradiation by the activation of transcription factors which control these genes. 
Examples are the transcriptional activation of the c-fos gene (which is controlled after 
UV by p62/TCF-SRF, the transcription factor CREB, and a factor binding to the 
+ 18/+38 element) and of the c-Jun gene (which is controlled by the transcription 
factors c-Jun and AFT-2). The HIV-llong terminal repeat is transcriptionally induced 
by UV in the time frame of several hours through the release of the cytoplasmic 
transcription factor NFKB from its inhibitor and its translocation into the nucleus. 
These early processes occur also in the absence of protein synthesis (and thus must be 
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mediated by preexisting cellular proteins) and are in fact inducible by treatment of cells 
with inhibitors of protein synthesis. Other genes (such as the collagenase and the 
metallothionein IIA gene) are induced at late time points after UV irradiation, and their 
transcriptional induction depends on ongoing protein synthesis. 
At least, three pathways seem to contribute to UVC-induced gene transcription, 
whose possible interactions and interdependencies have not yet been determined: 
1. UV induced DNA damage. Involvement of UV-induced DNA damage in UV-
induced gene transcription follows from the following observations: 
-in Xeroderma pigmentosum cells, which cannot repair UV-induced DNA damage, 
much lower doses of UV induce maximal gene transcription as compared to wild type 
cells, as shown for collagenase I, MTIIA, and HIV-1. This suggests that persistent 
DNA damage plays a role. Since the repair of DNA damage takes hours, the same 
approach cannot be used to determine the dependence of early cellular reactions on 
DNA damage. 
-Injection or transfection of UV-damaged DNA into cells activates NFKB-dependent 
transcription. 
- The action spectrum of UV -induced early and late cellular reactions follows the 
absorption spectrum of DNA. 
- T4 endonuclease V which destroys UV-induced pyrimidine dimers inhibits, upon 
introduction into cells, UV-induced NFKB-dependent transcription and UV-induced 
translocation of NFKB into the cells nucleus. 
- Cell mutants with a defect in the activation of DNA-dependent protein kinase are 
inhibited with respect to UVC-induced c-Jun gene activation. 
2. Membranal growth factor receptors. The UVC-induced activation of transcription 
factors is mediated via obligatory cytoplasmic signal transduction involving Src, Ras, 
Raf, mitogen-activated kinases and Jun-kinases. The UVC response is inhibited (I) by 
prior down-modulation of growth factor receptor signalling upon prestimulating the 
cells with growth factors, (II) by suramin, an inhibitor of receptor activation, or (III) 
by expression of a dominant-negative epidermal growth factor (EGF) receptor mutant. 
These data suggest the involvement of several growth factor receptors in the UVC 
response. Indeed, UVC induces the suramin-inhibitable immediate tyrosine 
phosphorylation of several growth factor receptors, such as the EGFR, the EGFR-
relative erb B-2, and the platelet-derived growth factor receptor, and the association 
of EGFR with the bridging protein she. UV (and EGF)-induced tyrosine 
phosphorylation of the EGFR is inhibited rapidly and specifically by the tyrosine 
kinase inhibitor AG1478. In the presence of this inhibitor UVC-irradiated cells show 
a slower loss of phosphates from tyrosine residues as compared to EGF-treated cells, 
suggesting that the mechanisms ofEGF and UVC-induced phosporylation ofthe EGFR 
differ. 
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3. UVC-induced CREB phosphorylation does not involve the EGF receptor. The 
criteria found for the UVC-induced activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases and 
the transcription factor TCF do not apply to phosphorylation and activation of the 
transcription factor CREB (cAMP responsive element-binding protein), which is 
involved in the transcriptional activation of the c-fos gene by UVC: Suramin and the 
EGFR-specific inhibitor AG1478 do not inhibit, and CREB phosphorylation is 
inducible by UV in cells pretreated with several growth factors (in contrast to MAP 
kinase). CREB phosphorylation depends on a UV -induced protein kinase (MW 108 kd) 
different from PKA and several Ca2+ dependent protein kinases. 
As stated above it is not known whether and how the three pathways interact and 
whether DNA damage and membrane-dependent reactions are part of a single or of 
several signal transduction chains. 
B. Comparison ofUV-induced transciption with transcription induced by X-rays, H20 2 
andMNNG 
In our hands and in HeLa cells, if adjusted to equal-toxic doses, UV irradiation 
compared to other noxes, is the most efficient inducer of gene transcription. X-rays, 
for instance, have to be applied at a dose of 50 Gy in order to obtain a measurable 
induction of c-jun or c-fos transcription. Similar to the situation with UV, the 
transcription of the c-fos at the c-jun gene is seen early after X-ray irradiation, while 
induction of the collagenase gene is observed only late. In murine 3T3 cells, X-rays 
seem to be a more efficient inducer of gene transcription as compared to Hela cells, 
suggesting species or cell type specific regulation. MAP-kinase is activated after X-ray 
irradiation in human SV40 transformed fibroblast (GM637) at doses between 5 and 50 
Gy, albeit with kinetics which differ from UV-induced MAP-kinase activation in Hela 
cells: while MAP-kinase is activated immediately after UV irradiation, peaks at 10 
minutes and then declines again, MAP-kinase activation after X-rays is delayed and 
increases up to two hours after irradiation. This suggests inducer or cell type specific 
differences in signal transduction mechanisms. Also Jun-kinase is weakly activated 
upon irradiation with X-rays. However, in contrast to UV, we could not detect any 
phosphorylation of the EGF receptor at tyrosine residues (at doses up to 50 Gy), 
suggesting that X-rays do not address this membranal protein. 
Also MNNG, MMS and H20 2-induced gene transcription is seen only at doses which 
are highly toxic. MMS induces a strong Jun-kinase activation but with kinetics which 
are delayed as compared to UV-induced Jun-kinase activation. H20 2 at a dose of l 
mM is a very efficient inducer of EGFR tyrosine phosphorylation. Similar to UV, it 
inhibits dephosphorylation of the EGFR in the presence of AG1478, suggesting that 
it either affects the conformation of the EGFR so that phosphatases cannot work on the 
receptor, or that it inhibits tyrosine phosphatases. 
C. Radiation-induced stabilization of the tumor suppressor protein p53 
Radiation-induced activation of p53 may follow different routes than radiation-induced 
activation of the transcription factors of the AP-1 family. This follows from the finding 
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that in contrast to AP-1, p53 is not activated by treatment of cells with growth factors. 
Thus, radiation-induced growth factor-dependent pathways may not play a role in p53 
activation. Consistently, and in contrast to the findings with AP-1, suramin (see above) 
does not interfere with radiation-induced p53 activation. Upon irradiation of cells with 
either X-rays or UVC, the level of p53 is increased, presumably, as there is no change 
in RNA levels, by stabilization of the protein. In human lymphoblastoid cells derived 
from a normal donor, in a pulse chase experiment we determined a half life for p53 
of around 2 hours which was increased to 4 hours upon irradiation of the cells with 5 
Gy gamma rays. In murine 3T3 cells the half life of the p53 protein was around 20 
min. 
All human cells examined with wild type p53 react to UV and X-ray irradiation 
with p53 stabilization. Reacting cells include Ataxia telangiectasia cells which have 
been claimed to be deficient in the response to X-irradiation. After UV the dose 
dependency of induction depends on the repair of damage in the transcribed genes, 
suggesting that this damage delivers the inducing signal. 
D. A partially complemented Ataxia telangiectasia cell clone displays enhanced 
survival and GJ block, but no inhibition of DNA synthesis after ionizing radiation 
Cells from the recessive disorder Ataxia telangiectasia (AT) are characterized 
by their sensitivity against ionizing radiation (IR) and lack of radiation-induced G 1 and 
DNA synthesis block. In an attempt to complement SV40 immortalized cells derived 
from AT complementation group D by stably transfecting a eDNA library derived 
from human wild type cells, we rescued one transfectant (clone 514) which had 
integrated several copies of eDNA and which was more resistant to ionizing radiation 
than parental AT cells. 514 cells showed the cell cycle parameters of wild type cells 
and were partially blocked, like wild type cells, in the G 1 phase of the cell cycle after 
IR. They showed, however, like AT cells, no inhibition of DNA synthesis after IR. 
Our results demonstrate that the IR-induced G 1 block is not sufficient for the IR-
induced inhibition of DNA synthesis. 
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Head of project 8: Dr. Simons 
II. Objectives fo the reporting period 
This project was undertaken because of our finding with mouse lymphoma cells 
that chemically induced DNA damage, next to the direct induction of mutations and 
chromosome aberrations, leads to an infidelity of DNA replication in the progeny of 
treated cells which can result in untargeted mutations. 
The first objective was to establish whether ionizing radiation can induce a similar 
response and whether this response could be due to the induction of a stress response 
in the cells. 
As moreover we had observed that carcinogen-induced immortalization of SHE (Syrian 
hamster embryo) cells was also due to the induction of an indirectly induced process, 
it was hypothesized that stress induced genetic instability could be a driving force in 
immortalization. 
Therefore the second objective was to develop the means to test this hypothesis by 
establishing three assay systems (for: stress response, genetic instability and 
immortalization) in one and the same primary cell. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Induction of genetic instability in mammalian cells by ionizing radiation 
The assay for the determination of genetic instability is based on the fluctuation 
analysis which allows to discriminate between directly induced mutations and delayed 
mutations which take place inthe progeny of treated cells. Ten fluctuation analyses 
were performed with GRSL mouse lymphoma cells with altogether over 8000 parallel 
cultures. All radiations were with 6 Gy. The directly induced mutant frequencies in the 
ten experiments were rather similar. The mean induction per Gy was 0.73X10_5. In 
contrast with our findings with chemicals, a striking heterogeneity was observed among 
the ten experiments in the induction ofgenetic instability: the delayed mutant 
frequencies varied from zero to 6.1xlo-6. About half of the experiments displayed a 
strong indirectly induced mutational response which could persist up to the 1Oth 
generation after treatment. In that latter case the delayed mutations contribute to 10% 
in the induced mutational response. 
A possible explanation for the heterogeneity in delayed mutational response was 
indicated by a correlation of this response with the cell density of the cultures used for 
irradiation ( +0.63 P=0.07). This suggested that stationary cells might be more 
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sensitive for the induction of genetic instability. This was investigated by the 
comparison of the x-ray induced genetic instability in growing and stationary cells, 
both derived from one parental population. The cells which were kept stationary for 
4 days befrore irradiation did not show an induction of genetic instability and the same 
was found for the cells which had been logarithmicaly growing for 10 days before 
irradiation. The remaining possiblity is that cells which are in a transition stage 
between cycling and G0 are more sensitive to the induction of genetic instability. 
In conclusion ionizing radiation like chemicals induced genetic instability but in 
contrast to chemicals the induction appears to require specific culture conditions. 
Induction of genetic instability by stress response 
Carcinogens induce, apart from the DNA damage, the transcription of a large 
number of genes, known as stress response. In order to investigate whether the 
induction of genetic instability is due to the induction of a stress response the effect of 
a stress response was studied in the absence of induced DNA damage. This was 
possible because a part of the UV -induced stress response consists in the secretion of 
"Extracellular-Protein-synthesis-Inducing-Factors" (EPIF) which are able to turn on 
part of exactly the same response in non-irradiated cells. For the production of EPIF 
growing or stationary GRSL mouse lymphoma cells were irradiated with 15 J/m2 UV 
and incubated for 2 days. Medium from irradiated cells (EPIF medium) was collected 
and transferred to either growing or stationary cells. After 1 day incubation in EPIF 
medium, aliquots of 25000 viable cells were expanded to about 108 cells in normal 
medium and the mutation rate was determined. When the data from 48 determinations 
were taken together, EPIF was found to significantly enhance the mutation rate 1.8-
fold (P=0.008). EPIF only enhanced the mutation rate when the EPIF producing cells 
and the EPIF treated cells were in the same condition, either both growing or both 
stationary. This indicates that the EPIF from growing and stationary cells is different 
and that the growing and stationary cells differ in their sensitivity to the excreted 
factors. As both the spontaneous and the EPIF induced mutation rate could be 
influenced by factors in the serum, EPIF was also produced in serum-free medium 
supplemented with BSA. Stationary cells were used both as producer cells and target 
cells. The overall effect in 13 experiments showed a 2.8 fold enhancement of the 
mutation rate after treatment with EPIF (P<0.002). 
The mutation rate after EPIF treatment was further analysed with fluctuation tests to 
determine at which generation after seeding the mutational events take place. Five 
fluctuation tests were performed with EPIF produced in serum-free medium. As in the 
mass cultures an enhancement of the mutation rate after EPIF treatment was found. 
For each mutational event it was determined how many cell generations occurred 
between seeding after treatment and the mutational event. The resulting histograms 
showed that the distribution of the occurrence of the mutational events was different 
for EPIF and control cultures. In the EPIF treated group more mutational events were 
found from the first to the fifth generation after treatment compared to the control 
group (P<0.02). The mutation rate for the generations one to five after treatment was 
10-fold higher in the EPIF treated group. 
The same experiments also revealed that EPIF medium induced cell growth 
during the 24 h treatment period. A significant linear correlation between mutation rate 
and cell growth response was found forEPIF treated cultures (R = +0.59; P<0.002) . 
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In conclusion the data obtained with the EPIF experiments indeed suggest that the 
induction of a stress response leads to an enhanced mutation rate. 
Cytokines in EPIF-medium 
In an attempt to identify secreted cytokines in EPIF medium, the amounts of Il-
l, Il-2, Il-6 and TNFcx were determined in EPIF and control medium. The level of 
these cytokines appeared the same in the two media. 
Variation in the spontaneous mutation rate 
A stress response induced enhancement of the mutation rate could be either due 
to i)induction of a fixed amount of replication errors or ii) to an enhancement of the 
pre-existing error rate or iii) to induction of genetic instability in only those cultures 
with a low pre-existing error rate. 
To discriminate between these possibilities the data obtained on the induction 
of genetic instability with UV-induced serum-free EPIF were further analysed. When 
the 13 experiments were divided into three groups according to the level of the 
spontaneous mutation rate it was found that in the first group the enhancement was 
from 1.3 ± 0.2 xl0-7 to 3.3 ± 1.2 xl0-7 (2.5-fold), in the second group from 2.4 ± 
0.4 xlo-7 to 8.7 ± 4.8 xlo-7 (3.7-fold), and in the third group from 7.2 ± 5.8 xlo-7 
to 26.1 ± 24.8 X 10-7 (3,5-fold). The differences between the three groups indegree 
of enhancement are small and not significant indicating that the induction of replication 
infidelity by EPIF does not lead to a fixed amount of replication errors, but to an 
enhancement of the pre-existing error rate. 
These data also suggest that the spontaneous mutation rate can vary very much from 
experiment to experiment. This led us to test whether a mutation rate is constant 
during the growth of these cells in the course of an experiment. Using approximately 
8000 parallel cultures 271 mutational events were observed and it was determined at 
which time after seeding these mutations occurred. It was found that the spontaneous 
mutation rate decreases with time from 20xlo-7 to about 2x10--7/cell/generation. 
A factor involved in influencing replication fidelity appeared to be cell density as 
maintaing cells at high density during growth resulted in a spontaneous mutation rate 
of 0.7x10-7 while maintaing the the cells at an extremely low cell density resulted in 
an enhanced mutation rate of 7.7x10-7. 
Thus altogether the spontaneous mutation rate can vary from 0.7xlo-7 to at least 
20xlo-7 (approximately 30-fold); the data obtained with EPIF suggest that this figure 
could be een substantially higher. 
Establishment of assay systems for stress response, immortalization and genetic 
instability in primary mouse keratinocytes 
Stress response 
Induction of a stress response in mammalian cells in vivo has a role in 
phenomena like inflammation and wound healing. For keratinocytes this has led to the 
concept of the "activation". The activated keratinocyte has a phenotype which differs 
fundamentally from that of the ususal phenotype: hyperproliferation, alterations in the 
cytoskeleton, migration, remodeling of the extracellular matrix etc, which all have a 
function in tissue repair after wounding. When keratinocytes are cultivated in vitro 
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they acquire characteristics of activated cells. We have used this phenomenon in the 
development of an assay system. It was found that favourable conditions for growth 
also promote cell migration. Numerous experiments have been performed to optimalize 
the conditions (e.g. media-constituents, pH, C02, substrates etc. Under the best 
conditions migrating cells even change their cytoskeleton completely and obtain a 
spindle morphology. These changes can be enhanced by several growth factors, by the 
tumor promoter TPA and by EPIF, secreted by UV -irradiated GRSL mouse lymphoma 
cells. By taking small epithelial fields as starting point the assay has been made 
quantitative: the increase in surface area by cell migration is measured. In figure 1 an 
example is given of an experiment in which induction of migration was found by 
treatment with EGF and IGF + EGF while inhibition of migration was found by 
treatment with hydrocortison or newborn calf serum. The assay is being developed and 
further and will be used soon to test the effect of tumor promoters and antipromoters. 
Immortalization 
According to the literature immortalization of primary mouse keratinocytes can 
be selection of TDR-(terminal differentiation defective)-foci from cells which have 
been treated with carcinogens. This selection is based on a gradual increase of theCa 
concentration which induces differentiation in these cells. Cells from such foci can give 
rise to immortal cell lines. Also according to the literature spontaneous TDR-foci can 
be obtained from untreated cells by just culturing the cells at a high cell density and 
without elevating the Ca concentration. The resultant immortal cell lines appeared 
mutated in codon 61 of the Ha-ras gene. The latter procedure is being followed. 
When the cells are seeded at a high density they enter a crisis after 2 to 4 weeks 
depending on culture conditions. During crisis foci can become visible; this can be as 
early as 13 days after seeding. The assay system is still in development as still 
improvements are found in obtaining these foci. Preliminary evidence suggests that 
focus formation is preceded by focal growth of stem cells which can be observed 
within 5 days after seeding. The assay system is still very variable but the effect of 
individual factors on the frequency of focus formation can be studied within an 
experiment. The foci can give rise to immortal cell lines but probably the cells have 
not been immortalized fully right from the beginning: a fraction of the foci were found 
to regress and the the cells from the foci which do give rise to immortal cell lines are 
difficult to handle initially. 
Genetic instability 
With respect to the role of genetic instability in immortalization no data are at 
present available. The frequency offocus formation can be as high as 10-5 per seeded 
cell. If the foci indeed originate from foci of growing stem cells the frequency could 
be as high as 10-3. As the frequency of spontaneous point mutations in codon 61 of 
Ha-ras is expected to be lower than 10-8 it is strongly suggested that the foci do not 
arise from point mutations in this gene. The present experience with the cultivation of 
the cells from these foci allows to study the chromosomal stability shortly after the foci 
have arisen. At present it is also possible to test whether and when mutation in Ha-ras 
takes place during immortlization. Preliminary evidence suggest that the cells from 
early foci are still sensitive to the differentiation inducing effect of elevated Ca + + 
levels and thus are probably not yet mutated in Ha-ras. 
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Figure 1. 
Area of migration of cells from small epithelial fields stimulated by IGF-b (100 ng/ml), 
hydrocortsison (0.5 llg/ml), EGF (5 ng//ml) or 15% NCS (newborn calf serum). 
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Head of project 9: Dr. Russev 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Effect of low doses ionising radiation on DNA synthesis in eukaryotic 
cells 
The objective of this investigation is to study on molecular level the processes 
leading to inhibition of DNA synthesis by ionising radiation in different 
mammalian cell lines. More specifically, the effect of y-rays on the rate of 
replicon initiation is investigated by a specially designed experimental procedure 
permitting the separate analysis of the two major components of DNA synthesis -
replicon initiation and chain elongation. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Effect of y-rays on replicon initiation. 
Cells traverse cell cycle at uneven pace. To be able to change their speed 
and to choose sites of stopovers, cells have developed complex control 
mechanisms, which respond to different endogenous and exogenous signals. The 
best studied cases are the G 1-arrest typical for mammalian cells, and the G2-
arrest typical for yeast cells. Many less well characterised "check points" have 
been identified both in G 1 and G2 phases, and even in mitosis, while no such 
point has been identified in the S-phase so far. This has led to the conclusion, 
that once in S-phase, cells are bound to complete it, the rate of DNA synthesis 
being constant and not a subject of control. 
During the work on the project we were able to demonstrate that mammalian 
cells possess specific regulatory mechanism for controlling the rate of DNA 
synthesis in the S-phase. It is activated by a variety of agents such as X- and y-
rays and inhibitors of topoisomerase II, and leads to a temporary slow-down of 
the rate of replicon initiation. We studied the effect of several citostatic agents on 
the initiation and elongation steps of DNA synthesis. While many of them inhibit 
DNA synthesis by creating obstacles such as breaks, adducts or crosslinks in 
DNA, only few of them can change the rate of replicon initiation. 
2. Molecular nature of the signal for slow-down of replicon initiation 
Both y-radiation and inhibitors of topoisomerase II decrease the rate of 
replicon initiation in EAT and Friend cells to about 50% of the control value. 
The two agents differ profoundly in their nature and the fact that they have 
identical effect on DNA synthesis could be only attributed to their common 
ability to introduce double-strand breaks in DNA To check the hypothesis that 
the double-strand breaks are the signal for activation of the regulatory pathway 
controlling replicon initiation in the S-phase, we carried out two sets of 
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experiments. In the first set of experiments cells were treated with VP-16 and 30 
min later were irradiated with 5 Gy of y-rays. One hour later cells were 
crosslinked with trioxsalen, labelled with 3H-thymidine and DNA was isolated, 
denatured and electrophoresed. The combined treatment inhibited the initiation 
of DNA synthesis to the same extent as any one of the agents separately, i.e. their 
effect was cumulative. This result showed that both agents inhibit the initiation of 
DNA synthesis via the same mechanism. In the second set of experiments we 
studied the combined effect of y-radiation and cis-DDP (cis-
diamminedichloroplatinum (II)) on replicon initiation rates. Cis-DDP is a potent 
inhibitor of DNA synthesis. It is known to create bridges between purine moieties 
at the same strand, but is not generally known to introduce double-strand breaks 
in DNA 5Gy of 60co y-rays reduced the rate of initiation of DNA synthesis by 
40% to 50%, and the same holds true for 2.5 1-lM VP-16. Further increase of the 
radiation dose and of VP-16 concentration does not cause any significant further 
decrease in the replicon initiation rate. On the other hand 2!-lM cis-DDP 
decreased the rate of replicon initiation only negligibly. Increasing of the cis-DDP 
concentration cause further proportional decrease in the initiation rate, which 
showed that in this case inhibition of replicon initiation is concentration 
dependent and is most probably an effect of the modified DNA structure, rather 
than of activation of specific control mechanism. When cis-DDP was combined 
with 5Gy, or 2.5j.t.M VP-16 the effect was additive. This result shows that cis-
DDP, a powerful DNA inhibitor, does not activate the specific control pathway 
for down-regulation of replicon initiation and confrrms our previous conclusion, 
that the immediate signal for activation of this pathway are double-strand breaks 
in DNA In addition, it could be speculated that this mechanism is quite sensitive, 
since doses of 1 to 5 Gy, which cause only a very limited number of double-strand 
breaks per genome, can activate it. 
3. Biochemical pathways for transmission of the signal for slow-down of 
replicon initiation 
Although the experiments described in the previous paragraph showed that 
the signal for activation of the down-regulatory pathway of replicon initiation is 
the introduction of double-strand breaks in DNA, they don't shed any light on the 
molecular mechanism of this down-regulation. Recently it has been suggested 
that it is mediated by specific protein factors. In order to check this possibility we 
performed the following experiments. Cells were treated with cycloheximide for 
30 min and then irradiated with y-rays. In control experiments cells were treated 
with cycloheximide, or with y-rays only. One hour later cells were crosslinked with 
trioxsalen, labelled with 3H-thymidine and chromosomal DNA was isolated, 
denatured and electrophoresed. We hypothesised, that if the y-rays induced 
replicon initiation slow-down were mediated by de novo synthesis of certain 
protein factors, these factors would have not been synthesised in the presence of 
cycloheximide which would abolish the effect of the radiation. The experimental 
results showed that both y-rays and cycloheximide reduce the replicon initiation 
rates to about 50 to 60 % of the control value. However the combined action of 
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the two agents did not restore the initial figure, but cause a cumulative decrease 
in the rate of replicon initiation, which was a clear indication that the two agents 
affect different metabolic pathways. 
On the other hand, a considerable body of evidence has accumulated 
during the recent years, indicating that the common way for transmission of 
different signals in the cytoplasm and the nucleus is by phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation, with different cellular kinases playing central role in these 
processes. There are also some data, that staurosporin, a broad spectre tyrosine 
kinase inhibitor, inhibits DNA synthesis as well. To check whether the signal for 
down-regulation of the replicon initiation was transmitted by phosphorylation, 1 
hour prior irradiation with SGy y-rays, cells were treated with staurosporin. 1!lM 
staurosporin inhibits both initiation and total DNA synthesis to between 40 and 
SO% of the control value. The results of the simultaneous treatment of cells with y 
-rays and staurosporin showed that the effect was not cumulative, i.e., no 
additional inhibition of replicon initiation was observed when cells were treated 
with the second agent over the value already reached by the treatment with the 
first agent. This result clearly indicates that both y-rays and staurosporin affect 
the same metabolic pathway. The obvious conclusion to be drawn from these 
experiments was that induction of even a small amount of double-strand breaks in 
genomic DNA is immediately recognised by the cell and a signal is transmitted by 
a series of phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions to the site of initiation of 
DNA replication. As a result, the rate of replicon initiation is reversibly reduced 
down to roughly one half of the normal rate. 
The last compound whose effect on DNA replication was studied in this 
series was 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB), an inhibitor of poly(ADP-
ribosyl)synthetase. Poly(ADP-rybosil)synthetase can synthesise huge branched 
polymers built out of ADP-ribosyl moieties and attached to different proteins 
including poly(ADP-ribosyl) synthetase itself. It is known that DNA breaks and 
especially double-strand DNA breaks can activate the enzyme which leads to 
intensive poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation of chromatin in the vicinity of the breaks. The 
biological role of this process is not clear, although there are some speculations 
that it can play a role in the process of DNA repair. Friend cells were treated 
with 3-AB and 30 min later crosslinked with trioxsalen. DNA was isolated, 
denatured and electrophoresed and the analysis of the nascent DNA fragments 
synthesised between crosslinks showed that the drug did not cause any decrease 
in the rate of replicon initiation. As a matter of fact slight but consistent increase 
to about 120% of the rate of replicon initiation was observed in this case. When 
cells were treated with 3-AB and then with 5 Gy y-rays, again no decrease of the 
rate of initiation of DNA synthesis was observed, i.e. 3-AB fully abolished the 
inhibitory effect of y-rays. 
Conclusions 
Different physical and chemical agents, which introduce double-strand 
breaks in DNA molecules, activate a regulatory pathway, which leads to a 
temporary slow-down of replicon initiation during the S-phase. As a first step the 
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double-strand breaks are recognised by poly(ADP-ribosyl)synthesase, which 
poly(ADP-ribosyl)ates the chromatin proteins in the immediate vicinity of the 
break thus causing a relaxation of the chromatin structure in the region. Then a 
double-strand break specific protein, we presume that this could be protein Ku, 
binds to the generated DNA ends, rendered accessible by the modification, which 
activates the "350 kD" tyrosine kinase. Via unknown number of phosphorylation 
steps a replication initiation factor, we presume that it could be RP A, or 
equivalent, is phosphorylated. This inactivates the initiation complex and leads to 
a decrease of the rate of replicon initiation. 
The biological role of this pathway is obvious. It is designed to help cells in 
S-phase, which have suffered double-strand breaks to repair their DNA, before 
being replicated, since replication of DNA with double-strand breaks could lead 
to genomic instability. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Objectives 
A) Validation of the adpative response (AR) 
B) Validation of the G2 phase chromosomal radiosensitive assay in order to identi-
fy radiosensitive and cancer prone individuals 
C) Achievement of a meaningful score of chromatid-type aberrations that can be 
used for radiation-induced cytogenetic damage. 
Achievements 
A) Cortes-Benavides et al. (Univ. Sevilla) reported the use of the cytokinesis-block 
micronucleus method to evaluate the AR as a good alternative to the single fixa-
tion method and scoring of chromosomal aberrations at metaphase for the study 
of the AR in human lymphocyes. With this method they observed a significant 
decrease in the yield of micronuclei in binucleate cells conditioned with various 
doses of peroxide and irradiated with either 1.5 or 3.0 Gy of X-rays later on. 
They also show a clear AR in binucleated cells conditioned with H20 2, while for 
low dose-irradiated cells the adaptation observed seems to depend upon the 
dose rate and never reached the extent observed in cells pretreated with peroxi-
de. 
However in human lymphocytes, where most of the studies on AR to ionizing 
radiation have been carried out, the interaction between the conditioning and 
the challenge treatment gives variable results. This variability may be partly due 
to the donor and to the type of protocol used; however the causes of this varia-
bility can only be understood if the mechanisms underlying the AR are grasped. 
In particular it is necessary, to understand whether the conditioning treatment 
directly induces the repair enzymes or whether it acts by producing other chan-
ges in the cell which indirectly modify the effects of the challenge treatment. Of 
great importance in this connection are the changes that conditioning treatment 
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can produce in cell progression or in mitotic delay induced by the challenge 
dose. For this reason, at the Univ. of Rome, esperiments were carried out with 
human lymphocytes to test the effect of low-dosage X-ray irradiation (2 cGy) 
on cell-cycle kinetics and on the mitotic delay induced by a subsequent challen-
ge treatment. 
Taken as a whole, the results of these experiments show that even such a low 
dose of X-rays as 2 cGy induces significant variations in cell progression and 
can change, at least in some donor, the mitotic delay induced in G2 by X-ray; 
thus these data indicate that the conditioning pretreatment can regulate two 
different cell cycle check-points: the G1-S and the G2-M transitions. It is not 
possible for the moment to relate these data to the adaptive response in human 
lymphocytes and to the variability observed in human lymphocytes at variance 
with positive results obtained in other test systems and with different end 
points. 
On this respect Dr. Kalina (Univ. Safarikis) followed adpative response in 
lymphocytes of patients with Down syndrome and in homozygous and 
heterozygous ataxia telangiectasia patients. 
The data obtained show an AR in lymphcytes of 3 normal subjects and do not 
indicate any significant AR in any of the five blood donors with Down syndro-
me. AR was found in control cells, when radiation and BLM were applied, and 
in AT heterozygotes after pretreatment with a low concentration of BLM, but 
not after a low dose of gamma rays. In AT homozygotes no AR was found 
either after a low dose of gamma rays or after a low dose of BLM. 
B) A first objective of the project was to investigate the relationship between 
repair processes that take place during G2 phase of the cell cycle and the 
chromosome damage induced by fission neutrons by employing post-radiation 
treatment with inhibitors of DNA synthesis/repair such as caffeine, hydroxyu-
rea (HU) and cytosine arabinoside (ara-C); 
Whole blood cultures of human lymphocytes were exposed to various doses of 
fission neutrons or X-rays and treated post-irradiation during the last 2.45 h 
before harvesting with 5 mM caffeine, 5 mM Hu and 0.05 mM ara-C. 
The presence of caffeine and HU strongly potentiate the yield of chromatid-type 
aberrations induced by both neutrons and X-rays. No potentiating effect, except 
at the highest dose of neutrons, was observed when irradiated cells were subse-
quently treated with ara-C. Since ara-C strongly potentiated the frequency of 
chromatid aberrations induced in G2 lymphocytes by X-rays, the results obtained 
indicate that fission neutrons produce a smaller proportion of lesions, the repair 
of which can be inhibited by ara-C compared with the number produced by X-
rays. 
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Furthermore the relationship between the repair processes occurring in G1 
phase of the cell cycle and the cytogenetic damage in ataxia telagiectasia (AT) 
cells was studied. 
Lymphoblastoid cells derived from normal, heterozygote AT (HzAt) and three 
AT patients were exposed to X-rays or fission neutrons and post-treated with 
inhibitors of DNA synthesis/repair, such as inhibitors of DNA polymerases a, d 
and 3 (cytosine arabinoside, ara-C; aphidicolin, APC; buthyl-phenylenguanine, 
BuPdG) or ribonucleotide reductase (hydroxyurea, HU). 
A strong increase of radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations was observed 
in normal and HzAT cells post-treated with ara-C,APC and HU, but not in the 
presence of BuPdG. No enhancing effect was observed in cells derived from 
AT patients, except for HU post-irradiation treatment. 
These results suggest that the enzymes that can be inhibited by these agents are 
not directly involved in the repair of radiation damage induced in G2 cells from 
AT patients, indicating that probably the AT cells used lack the capability to 
transform the primary DNA lesions into reparable products, or that AT cells 
might contain a mutated form of DNA polymerase resistant to the inhibitors. 
C) The initial proposals under this contract (by Dr. J. Savage at MRC) involved an 
investigation of the quantification of chromatid-type aberrations. These are 
produced during the later stages of cell-cycle transit (S and G2) when the target 
cell population is very heterogeneous with respect to radiosentivity and therefo-
re, the observed frequency is subject to modification by mitotic delay and 
perturbation. There is never a unique yield to set against a given dose. 
Three approaches were used: 
a) The use of BrdU cell marking techniques which enable to pin-point the 
position of a cell at the time of radiation, and also to classify the kinds 
of aberrations present with increased accuracy. 
b) The mitigation of induced mitotic delay by chemicals, like Caffeine, and 
so to isolate and assess its effect upon observed yield. 
c) Computer modelling of cell cycle perturbation effects on observed 
aberration yield. 
All three approaches were successful. The first, however, revealed a further, 
unanticipated, problem, having an important bearing upon observed yield. A 
high proportion of the exchange aberrations ordinary classed as simple two-
break events with conventional solid staining, proved to be Complex, involving 
the interaction of 3, or more, breaks. It was clear that the actual amount of 
damage was being underestimated, and this has serious implications for dose-
response curve profile, and the theoretical interferences usually drawn from 
them. 
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The newly introduced technique for chromosome painting (FISH) was showing 
up also for chromosome-type exchanges anomalous patterns which were readily 
interpretable as resulting from Complex exchanges; the frequency of such 
complex exchanges was very much higher than had been realised. Damage 
underestimation is occurring at doses generally used for radiation cytogenetics. 
Hampered by lack of a detailed understanding of Complex exchange formation, 
Dr. Savage et al developed a new classification scheme ("the CAB system"), 
and expanded all the possible break interaction possibilities for up to 5 breaks 
in 5 chromosomes, and the painting patterns that will be derived from them. 
This data base has gained International recognition, and has already proved 
invaluable for modelling and predicting several facets of aberration theory. 
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Head of project 1: Prof. Olivieri 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
To study of circumstances in which it is possible to obtain different 
types of interaction (i.e. synergistic response or adaptive response) bet-
ween low dose irradiation and subsequent mutagenic treatment in G2 phase human lymphocytes. 
To ascertam wfiether conditioning pretreatment alone modified the 
cell proliferation of different donors, ,giVen the great importance of cell 
progression and of the mitotic delay mduced in G2 in the definition of 
cytogenetic damage. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Experiments were carried out using cultures of blood from donors 
who had previosly displayed an adaptive response or not (Olivieri et al. 
1989), to ascertain whether conditionin8 pretreatment alone modified the 
cell proliferation and the duration of radiation - induced arrest in G2.. 
The donors were male, non-smokers, in apparently good heruth and 
about the same age (51-54 years). 
Whole blood (0.5 ml) was added to 4.5 ml of RPMI 1640 medium 
without serum, 2 mM glutamine, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 ttglml strep-
tomycin and 2% phytohemagglutinin M (Welcome). 
Irradiation was carried out with 200 kVp X-rays (Gilardoni MGL 
200/80, 0.2 mm Cu added filtration, 6 rnA, 0.20 Gy/min). 90 to 120 minutes 
before fixation, 0.1 ml of colcemid (final concentration 2 x w-1 M) was added 
to each culture. Fixation was performed in accordance with standard cytologi-
cal practice. Two parallel cultures were set up for each point examined. 
Brd Urd (20 ttM final concentration) was added to the cultures from 24 
h until fixation so that the number of times a cell divided in culture could be 
determined in harlequin-stained pre~arations. In some experiments eH]dThd 
(3. 7 x 1frl Bq/ml; sp. act. 2.5 x 10 1 Bq/mmol) was added immediately after 
irradiation with X-rays until fixation, and autoradiograms of the slides were 
prepared by standard methods. 
Cell proliferation was studied by examining both mitotic indices (MI) 
and the number of times the cells had divided at various stages in the culture. 
In this case a replication index (RI) can be calculated by means of the formula 
RI = (M1 + 2M2 + 3M3)/100. No variation in RI was observed. However the pooled data of ten experiments indicate variations in MI after irradiation with 2 
cGy of X-rays between 11.00 and 23.00 after stimulation with PHA and fixa-
tion at varying times after this treatment. The MI in the different donors varies 
according to the time elapsing between treatment with 2cCy and fixation. Signi-
ficant fluctuations in MI were observed compared with controls. These fluctua-
tions did not occur at the same times in the different donors. 
We also investigated the progress of S cells at the time of challenge into 
mitosis. The data of 8 experiments indicate that at least in some donor the 
number of mitoses labelled at various times during exposition to eH]dThd is 
significantly lower in 2cGy treated cultures. After irradiation with 30cGy the 
same difference is found between the different donors: here too some donor 
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displays a significantly lower labelled mitosis frequency in the pre-irradiated 
cultures. 
Overall the data indicate that conditioning treatment (2 cGy) induces the 
following changes in the lymphocytes: a) progression of lymphocyte population 
after treatment is no longer in step with controls; b) in some donors conditioning 
treatment alone induces an extension of both G2 and of the time taken by cells in S at the time of challenge to reach mitosis. 
We do not know whether these effects are related to AR, on the other 
hand they could explaine a number of "exceptions" observed in human lympho-
cytes at variance with positive results obtained in other test systems and with 
different end points. 
Publications under this contract 
OLIVIERI, G., BOSI, A., GRILLO, R., SALONE, B., 1992, Interaction of 
low dose irradiation with subsequent mutagenic treatment. Studies with human 
lymphocytes, in Proceedings of the International Conference on Low Dose 
Radiation and Biological Defense Mechanism, Elsevier Sci. Publ. 279-282. 
OLIVIERI, G., BOSI, A., GRILLO, R., SALONE, B., 1993, Synergism and 
adaptive response in the interaction of low dose irradiation with subsequent 
mutagenic treatment in G2 phase human lymphocytes. In Obe G., Natarajan AT (eds.) "Chromosomal aberrations: Origin and significance", p. 150-159. 
SALONE, B., GRILLO, R., BOSI, A., OLIVIERI, G., 1995, Effects of low-
dose (2 cGy) X-ray on cell-cycle kinetics and on induced mitotic delay in human 
lymphocyte Mut. Res. (in press). 
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Contract number F13P-CT920031 
Title of the Project: Studies on radiation-induced chromosome aberrations in mammalian 
cells. 2) Applied aspects. 
Head of Project 2: Prof. Cortes-Benavides 
Objectives for the whole period.-
As compared with higher dose of ionizing radiation, the cellular and genetic effects 
of low doses are, in general, poorly understood. In the recent years, however, there has been 
a general agreement in that this aspect of radiobiology is of paramount importance, since 
organisms are more likely exposed to very low doses and dose rates than to accidental high-
dose exposures. 
One interesting widespread phenomenon associated with low doses is the so-called 
adaptive response (AR), by which cells that have been given a exposure to low doses of 
DNA-damagin!, agents (conditioning treatment) develop an increased resistance to a 
subsequent exposure to a higher dose. 
Since Samson and Cairns (1977) pioneer work on the AR of bacteria to alkylating 
agents via the induction of the DNA repair system, many attempts have been made to 
demonstrate AR in mammalian cells for various alkylating agents (Samson and Schwartz, 
1980; Kaina, 1982) and in response to tritiated thymidine CH-TdR) or ionizing radiation 
(Olivieri eta!., 1984; Wieneke et al., 1986; Shadley and Wolff, 1987; Wolff eta!., 1988; 
Sankaranarayanan et a!., 1989; Fan et a!., 1990). 
On the other hand, adaptation to oxidative damage has also been reported in both 
bacteria (Demple and Halbrook, 1983) and cultured mammalian cells (Wolff eta!., 1989; 
Cortes eta!., 1990a; Dominguez et a!., 1993). 
In human lymphocytes, while most of the studies on AR to ionizing radiation have 
been carried out in stimulated cells, only a few reports have dealt with the possible protection 
provided by a conditioning treatment given before stimulation (GO), and the results are 
controversial (Sanderson and Morley, 1986; Shadley et al., 1987; Cai and Liu, 1990; Wang 
et a!., 1991). Some authors have not observed a protective effect of pre-exposure to low 
doses ofX-rays against cytogenetic damage (Shadley eta!., 1987; Wang eta!., 1991), while 
others have reported evidence for an adaptive response (Sanderson and Morley, 1986; Cai 
and Liu, 1990). 
We have reported the use of the cytokinesis-block micronucleus method (Fenech and 
Morley, 1985) to evaluate the AR as a good alternative to the single fixation method and 
scoring of chromosomal aberrations at metaphase for the study of the AR in human 
lymphocytes (Dominguez et al., 1993). In good agreement with previous results on the 
induction of adaptation to ionizing radiation-induced damage detected as chromosomal 
aberrations in metaphase in human lymphocytes conditioned with H20 2 (Wolff eta!., 1989; 
Cortes et al., 1990a), we observed a significant decrease in the yield of micronuclei in 
binucleate cells conditioned with various doses of peroxide and irradiated with either 1.5 or 
3.0 Gy of X-rays later on (Dominguez eta!., 1993). 
The objectives for this period were to carry out experiments on the AR in human 
lymphocytes when they are conditioned in GO with either H20 2 given at different times before 
stimulation or a low-dose of X-rays given at different dose rates before irradiation with a 
challenge higher dose of X-rays. Taken as a whole, our results show a clear AR in 
binucleated cells conditioned with H20 2 , while for low dose-irradiated cells the adaptation 
observed seems to depend upon the dose rate and never reached the extent observed in cells 
pretreated with peroxide. 
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Experiments and Progress achieved.-
Cell culture 
Whole blood (0.5 ml) from four healthy donors was added to 4.5 ml of RPMI 1640 
medium containing 10% fetal calf serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 p.g/ml 
streptomycin and, after conditionig treatment with either H20 2 or low dose X-rays, 2% 
phytohemagglutinin (PHA) to stimulate GO lymphocytes. 
Conditioning treatments 
Conditioning treatments consisted of either 30 min pulses with 250 p.M H20 2, given 
at different times (6.5, 3.5 or 0.5h) before stimulation or, alternatively, cells were given a 
low dose of 2 cGy of X-rays delivered at different dose rates (1, 10 or 20 cGy/min) from 
a Philips SL 75-20 linear accelerator, 8 MeV. 
The cells treated with H20 2 were centrifuged and the medium was changed. The same 
manipulations, except the addition of H20 2, were carried out with the cells receiving the high 
dose of radiation alone later on. 
Challenge treatment and cytokinesis block 
Challenge treatment was at 30h after PHA stimulation, and consisted of an exposure 
to 1.5 Gy of X-rays delivered at a dose rate of 2.0 Gy/min. 
lnrnediately after irradiation, cytochalasin B (Cyt B, Sigma) diluted with PBS (from 
a stock solution in DMSO at 2.0 mg/ml and stored at -80°C) was added to the cell cultures 
at a final concentration of 6.0 p.g/ml. After recovery in Cyt B for 24-30h, fixation was 
performed by the standard cytological procedure, i.e., cells exposed briefly to a 0.075 M 
KCl cold solution were then fixed in a methanol-acetic solution (3: 1). Cytological 
preparations were made by dropping cells onto wet slides and staining with Giemsa. 
Two thousand binucleated cells were scored blind for micronucleus frequency in each 
treatment by two different observers. A one-tailed t-test was used to determine if the number 
of micronuclei observed in cells conditioned before irradiation with 1.5 Gy of X-rays was 
significantly lower than the expected, i.e., they showed the adaptive response. 
RESULTS 
Conditioning with hydrogen peroxide 
Previous experiments carried out in our laboratory showed that conditioning 
stimulated human lymphocytes with low doses of H20 2 results in a protection against 
chromosome damage induced by X-rays delivered later on (Cortes et al., 1990a; Dominguez 
et al., 1993). According to this, we chose a dose of 250 p.M H20 2 as a suitable conditioning 
treatment in order to try to elicit the AR also in unstimulated (GO) lymphocytes from three 
donors. 
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As shown in Fig. 1, cells were pulse-treated for 30 min with H20 2 at different times 
(6.5, 3.5 or 0.5h) as a conditioning treatment before the addition of PHA and irradiated 30h 
later with 1.5 Gy of X-rays. After a recovery of 24-30h in Cyt B, micronuclei were scored 
in binucleated ceiJs. 
TABLE 1. 
ADAPTIVE RESPONSE IN GO LYMPHOCYTES CONDITIONED WITH 2.5 x 104 M 11z01 
AT DIFFERENT TIMES BEFORE STIMULATION. 
Donor Conditioning Challenge Number of micronuclei 
pretreatment treatment 
(H,O,) (X-rays) Observed Expected' 
No r .. %c 
A 21 10.5 
6.5h 17 8.5 
3.5h 20 10.0 
0.5h 35 17.5 
1.5 Gy 293 146.5 
6.5h 1.5 Gy 218 126.5 144.5' 
3.5h 1.5 Gy 152 85.7 146b 
0.5h 1.5 Gy 140 70.0 153.5b 
B 24 12.0 
6.5h 12 6.0 
3.5h 12 6.0 
0.5h 15 7.5 
1.5 Gy 528 264.0 
6.5h 1.5 Gy 308 154.0 258b 
3.5h 1.5 Gy 351 175.5 258b 
0.5h 1.5 Gy 327 163.5 259.5b 
c 21 10.5 
6.5h 25 12.5 
3.5h 17 8.5 
0.5h 15 7.5 
1.5 Gy 607 303.5 
6.5h 1.5 Gy 404 202.0 305.5b 
3.5h 1.5 Gy 406 203.0 301.5b 
0.5h 1.5 Gy 434 217.0 300.5b 
a. Sum of the two individual treatments minus the control. 
b. Observed frequency significantly lower than expected (P<0.01) (one-tailed t-test). 
c. Observed frequency significantly lower than expected (P<0.05). 
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N° of cells 
scored 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
1723 
1772 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2000 
As can be seen in Table 1, in the combined treatments (conditioning and challenge), 
the difference between the expected and observed frequencies of micronuclei was, in all 
cases, statistically significant, i.e., they showed the AR, with reductions in the yield of 
micronuclei that reached values of about 30 percent for the three donors analyzed. 
On the other hand, our results show that the time of treatment with H20 2 before 
stimulation seems not to be a major factor that influences the induction of the adaptation, for 
a similar AR was observed regardless of the time elapsed between the conditioning treatment 
and the stimulation of lymphocytes (Table 1). 
Conditioning with low-dose X-rays 
In Table 2 are shown the frequencies of micronuclei observed when GO lymphocytes 
were conditioned with a low dose of 2 cGy of X-rays given at different dose rates (1, 10 or 
20 cGy/min) inmediately before stimulation, and irradiated with a higher dose of 1.5 Gy as 
described above. Only when cells were pre-exposed to 2 cGy of X-rays delivered at a dose 
rate of 1 cGy/min they showed a statistically significant reduction in the yield of micronuclei 
as compared with those receiving the higher dose of X-rays alone, though of less magnitude 
than that observed in our previous study with conditioning doses of H20 2• For the other dose 
rates tested, on the other hand, the differences were not significant (Table 2). 
TABLE 2. 
ADAPTIVE RESPONSE IN GO LYMPHOCYTES CONDffiONED WITH 2 cGy OF 
X-RAYS AT DIFFERENT DOSE RATES BEFORE STIMULATION. 
Donor Conditioning Challenge Number of micronuclei N° of cells 
pretreatment treatment scored 
(X-rays) (X-rays) Observed Expected' 
No %o %o 
A 10 5.0 2000 
1 cGy/rnin 17 8.5 2000 
10 cGy/min 21 10.5 2000 
20 cGy/min 23 11.5 2000 
1.5 Gy 546 273.0 2000 
1 cGy/rnin 1.5 Gy 483 241.5 276.5b 2000 
10 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 530 265.0 278.5"' 2000 
20 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 502 251.0 279.5b 2000 
B 10 5.0 2000 
1 cGy/min 17 8.5 2000 
10 cGy/rnin 11 5.5 2000 
20 cGy/min 9 4.5 2000 
1.5 Gy 579 289.5 2000 
1 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 515 257.5 293.0b 2000 
10 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 644 322.0 290.0"' 2000 
20 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 545 272.5 289.0"' 2000 
D 15 7.5 2000 
1 cGy/rmn 17 8.5 2000 
10 cGy/min 27 13.5 2000 
20 cGy/rmn 14 7.0 2000 
1.5 Gy 467 233.5 2000 
1 cGy/rnin 1.5 Gy 379 189.5 234.5b 2000 
10 cGy/min 1.5 Gy 533 266.5 239.5"' 2000 
20 cGy/rnin 1.5 Gy 500 250.0 233.0"' 2000 
a. Sum of the two md1vidual treatments minus the control. 
b. Observed frequency significantly lower than expected (P<0.01) (one-tailed t-test). 
ns. Observed frequency not significantly lower than expected. 
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DISCUSSION 
Support for the existence of an adaptive response has been provided by Wolff and 
colleagues (Olivieri eta!., 1984; Wieneke eta!., 1986; Shadley and Wolff, 1987; Wolff et 
a!., 1988, 1989) and by others (Sankaranarayanan eta!., 1989; Cortes eta!., 1990b; Cai and 
Liu, 1990). 
Concerning the possible adaptation of unstimulated (GO) lymphocytes, Tuschl et a!. 
(1983) observed an increase in unscheduled DNA synthesis and reduced sister chromatid 
exchange in UV-treated lymphocytes from radiation-exposed workers, while Moquet eta!. 
(1987) did not found evidence to support that irradiated GO lymphocytes become resistant to 
mitomycin C (MMC). Also negative results have been reported by Shadley eta!. (1987) and 
Wang eta!. (1991) on chromosome damage in GO human lymphocytes primed with low dose 
of X-rays (between 1 and 5 cGy) and subsequently exposed to 1.5 or 3.0 Gy. Nevertheless, 
contrasting with this, the induction of an adaptive response in unstimulated human 
lymphocytes has been reported for chromosomal aberrations (Cai and Liu, 1990) as well as 
for cell survival and mutagenesis as end-points (Sanderson and Morley,1986). 
X-ray damage is partly attributed to the production of free radicals which are also 
produced by H20 2 (Sobels, 1956). Boreham and Mitchell (1991) by comparing the relative 
efficiency of low and high LET radiation, have concluded that DNA single-strand breaks 
(ssb), as those efficiently induced by hydroxyl radicals, may be important lesions that signal 
the induction of the recombinational repair system, that is believed to be the major 
mechanism that confers resistance to ionizing radiation in yeast. 
We have found that conditioning GO human lymphocytes with H20 2, in agreement 
with our earlier results on adaptive response in stimulated cells (Wolff et a!., 1989; Cortes 
et a!., 1990a; Dominguez et a!., 1993), seems to protect them from radiation damage 
detected as micronuclei in binucleated cells. 
When conditioning in GO was carried out in a similar fashion to that previously 
reported (Sanderson and Morley, 1986; Shadley eta!., 1987; Cai and Liu, 1990; Wang et 
a!., 1991), i.e. with low-dose X-rays, we have found a moderate adaptation only in cells that 
were given the irradiation at the lowest dose rate (1 cGy/min), while for higher dose rates 
(10 or 20 cGy/min) no protective effect was observed. 
An explanation for the contradictory results reported by differents authors (see above) 
is not at hand. Focusing on chromosome damage, it is noteworthy that Cai and Liu (1990) 
observed an adaptive response in human and rabbit lymphocytes conditioned in GO at a dose 
rate of 1 cGy/min, in good agreement with our own results, while in those investigations in 
which no adaptive response in GO lymphocytes was reported (Shadley eta!., 1987; Wang et 
a!., 1991) higher dose rates were employed. 
It has been argued (Shadley eta!., 1987) that the lack of adaptive response in GO 
lymphocytes as compared to that observed after stimulation should be in good agreement with 
reports showing that stimulated lymphocytes have a higher repair capacity than do 
unstimulated lymphocytes (Spiegler and Norman, 1969; Scudiero eta!., 1976; Hamlet eta!., 
1982). Nevertheless, we have observed a clear adaptation when GO lymphocytes were 
conditioned with H20 2, while a weaker but consistent response was induced by low-dose 
X-rays, depending upon the dose rate (only for low dose rate). 
In yeast, it has been proposed that DNA single-strand breaks (ssb), as those almost 
exclusively induced by H20 2 , should be much more efficient than DNA double-strand breaks 
(dsb) for the induction of radioresistance (Boreham and Mitchell, 1991). Our results on the 
efficiency of a conditioning in GO with H20 2 , in good agreement with our previous reports 
on the adaptive response induced by peroxide in stimulated lymphocytes (Wolff eta!., 1989; 
Cortes eta!., 1990a; Dominguez eta!., 1993), seem to support the relative importance of ssb 
for the induction of a repair mechanism acting on subsequent radiation damage. 
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The use of the cytokinesis-block method in the present investigation to score 
micronuclei in binucleated cells, as compared with the scoring of chromosomal aberrations 
at metaphase to study the possible adaptation in GO lymphocytes employed in previous 
investigations (Shadley et a!., 1987; Cai and Liu, 1990; Wang eta!., 1991), offers the 
advantage of being able to harvest the cells exposed to the challenge high dose of X-rays at 
different stages of the cell cycle and allow them to undergo any delay needed to repair before 
entering mitosis and showing up as binucleated cells. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period. 
To ach1eve new informations for radioprotection and radiotherapy as well as 
for identification of cancer prone individuals the influence of inhibitors of DNA 
synthes1s or repair on the yield of radiation induced aberrations has been 
studied , particularly with the aim to understand the G2 radiosensitivity and 
the Inter-individual variability in human subjects for response to the induction 
of chromosomal aberrations by ionizing radiation. 
Ill Progress achieved including publications 
A first objective of this project was to investigate the relationship between 
repair processes that take place during G2 phase of the cell cycle and the 
chromosome damage mduced by fission neutrons by employing post-
radiation treatment with inhibitors of DNA synthesis/repair such as 
caffeine,hydroxyurea (HU) and cytosine arabinoside (ara-C): 
Whole blood cultures of human lymphocytes were exposed to various doses 
of fission neutrons or x-rays and treated post-irradiation during the last 2.45 h 
before harvesting with 5 mM caffeine,5 mM Hu and 0.05 mM ara-C. 
The presence of caffeine and HU strongly potentiate the yield of chromatid-
type aberrartions induced by both neutrons and x-rays. No potentiating 
effect,except at the highest dose of neutrons, was observed when irradiated 
cells were subsequently treated with ara-C (fig1 ). Since ara-C strongly 
potentiated the frequency of chromatid aberrations induced in G2 
lymphocytes by x-rays, the results obtained indicate that fission neutrons 
produce a smaller proportion of lesions,the repair of which can be inhibited 
by ara-C,compared with the number produced by x-rays. 
Futhermore the relationship between the repair processes occuring in G2 
phase of the cell cycle and the cytogenetic damage in ataxia telagiectasia 
(AT) cells was studied. 
Lymphoblastoid cells derived from normal,heterozygote AT (HzAt) and three 
AT patients were exposed to x-rays or fission neutrons and post-treated with 
inhibitors of DNA synthesis/repair,such us inhibitors of DNA polymerases 
a, d and 3 ( cytosine arabinoside,ara-C;aphidicolin,APC;buthyl-phenylen-
guanine,BuPdG) or ribonucleotide reductase (hydroxyurea,HU). 
A strong increase of radiation-induced chromosomal aberrations was 
observed in normal and HzAT cells post-trated with ara-C,APC and HU,but 
not in the presence of BuPdG. No enhancing effect was observed in cells 
derived from AT patients, except for HU post-irradiation treatment (fig 2 for x-
irradiation and fig 3 for fission neutrons) 
These results suggest that the enzymes that can be inhibited by these agents 
are not directly involved in the repair of radiat1on damage induced in Ge cells 
from AT patients, indicating that probably the AT cells that we use lack the 
capability to trasform the primary DNA lesions into reparable products, or that 
AT cells might contain a mutated form of dNA polymerase resistant to the 
inhibitors 
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TillE OF PROJECT: Studies in radiation-induced chromosome aberrations 
in mammalian cells. 2: Applied Aspects. 
(Coordinator: Prof. G. Olivieri) 
Project 5: Team Leader: Dr John RK Savage [MAC, Chilton, UK) 
INTRODUCTION - SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES FOR PROJECT 5 
Numerical scores of chromosomal aberrations, following exposure of cells to ionizmg 
radiation, have always formed, and continue to form, a very Important end-point in 
radiobiology. 
This is true both for the pragmattc approaches, like lymphocyte btological dosimetry 
in cases of accidental or environmental exposure (eg Chernobyl, Radon in homes), and for 
the more mechanistic experimental approaches, seeking to understand the responses of 
cells to detection and repair of damage after a radiation insult. They are also an important 
component in the study of long-term radiatton effects hke tnduced cancers and 
chromosome instability. 
The sophisticated mathematical analyses of dose effects now available, and the 
interpretations derived from them, presuppose reliable numerical scores, and will be of no 
avail if the true frequencies are modified, or curves distorted. 
The recognition of th1s problem was the basis for the tnitial proposals under this 
contract. Whilst in certam systems (for example, unstimulated G0 human lymphocytes) it 
was fairly clear that the irradiated population was homogeneous wtth respect to 
radiosensitivity, so that observed scores of chromosome-type aberrattons were mdependent 
of sampling time, and response curves unwarped, this was not true for the S/G2 
chromaticJ.type aberration systems. Here, both observed yield, and vanatton m the yield-time 
profile are affected greatly by any mitotic perturbation and delay Introduced by the 
clastogen. As such perturbation will ItSelf vary with dose (and wtth any additional 
experimental treatments given) it is obviOus that dose-response curve shapes can be very 
unreliable. 
Since chromatid-type aberrattons are widely used, we felt 1t tmportant to investigate 
effects of kinetic perturbations on yield. Three approaches were used 
a) Use of BrdU cell marking techniques, 
b) Use of chemicals to mitigate delay (eg Caffetne). 
c) Computer modelling of cell-cycle perturbatton effects. 
Results are discussed in more detail m later sections. 
During the course of these studtes, it became clear that there was another set of 
underlying problems, also having an important bearmg on aberratton yteld, and which we 
had not appreciated. IrradiatiOn of BrdU potential "harlequin" chromosomes allowed us to 
classify, in much greater detail, the structure and origin of the chromatid exchange 
aberrations. These had, with conventional sohd staining, always be constdered as stmple, 
two-lesion (2-break} interaction events. To our surprise, we found that a lot of them were, 
1n fact, "Complex", tnvolvtng the interaction of 3, or more, lestons. The frequency of such 
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multi-lesion events was LET -dependent, and probably dose-dependent. From these findings, 
it became obvious that we had been under-estimating the actual amount of chromosome 
damage induced by radiation, making even more uncertain the validity of observed 
aberration yields. 
About this time, the technique of FISH chromosome "painting" was becoming 
popular, and was being applied increasingly to quantitative estimates of chromosome-type 
exchanges, because of its ability to detect, efficiently, the usually unseen reciprocal 
translocations. This exchange type is transmissible, and therefore of considerable 
significance for retrospective accident dosimetry, and other radiation protection problems. 
Workers using this technique began to report a fair frequency of unexpected, anomalous 
painting patterns, which we saw immediately, from our chromatid experiences, were 
obviously the result of multi-lesion interactions. Complex exchanges are therefore also a 
regular feature of chromosome-type exchanges, and consequent under-estimation of 
radiation-induced damage, together with the possibility of warped dose-response curves 
must be present in a system hitherto considered relatively simple and straight-forward. 
Since such a conclusion has far reaching consequences, we transferred our efforts 
in the latter part of the contract to a thorough study, theoretical and practical, of the 
classification and quantitative consequences of Complex chromosome-type exchanges, and 
results to date are summarised in section d below. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
a) Using BrdU marking techniques to study chromaticJ.type aberrations. 
Under previous contracts, we have developed a number of BrdU cell-marking 
techniques to study, and overcome, the scoring problems introduced by mitotic cycle 
perturbation. Basically, we have tried to answer the question, "Where was that cell I am 
scoring at the time of rrradratron ?" 
For more detailed study of the aberrations themselves, we irradiated cells in second 
division cycle following BrdU addition [ie. potentially "harlequin"). lmmedrately after 
irradiation, the BrdU medium was removed, and replaced by one containrng thymidrne. This 
allows us to distinguish cells that were in G2 [pure harlequin wrth FPG staining) from those 
in S-phase (visible TI patches) at the trme of radiation 131• The sistef'-Chromatrd 
differentiation provrdes a much more detailed classification of aberration types, particularly 
mtra-arm 1ntrachanges. Always we adopted a multi-sampling time protocol, and studred the 
aberration types and frequencres in V79 cells during the transit of G2 and S-phase. 
A number of unexpected findrngs emerged: 
i) A proportion of all chromatrd breaks was accompanied by a colour-1ump [= SCE) 
at the site of breakage. This proportion was CiJ!l§tar}l;, rrrespective of dose and, 
moreover, remained the sa!TI!'! for spontaneous breaks in the unirradiated control 
samples 191• 
ri) Colour-jump breaks were also seen particrpatin~ in mterchanges either srngly, or 
rn pairs. We termed such interchanges "mixed" 1 1. 
rii) The overall frequency of colour-jump breaks and mixed exchanges was greater 
when a hrgh LET radiation (238Pu a-particles) was used 111. 
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iv] There was no evidence for BrdU radio-sensitization of chromatin for either 
breaks, achromatic lesions, or intra-arm intrachanges. The ratio of light to dark 
chromatid participation [either in a BB/TB or a TB/TI protocol] was 1.0 at all 
doses. In marked contrast, there was strong evidence of sensitization for those 
lesions participating in interchanges, with always a preference for light chromatids. 
Colour-jump breaks and mixed exchanges With similar characteristics have since been seen 
in irradiated human fibroblasts, Syrian hamster cells, and JU56 Wallaby cells [unpublished 
observations]. They indicate a] that a fixed proportion of all breaks are, as Revell originally 
suggested, incomplete type-1 intrachanges. Since some forms of other intrachanges are 
also seen, and these do not result in colour-jumps, it IS a fair inference that additional fixed 
proportions of breaks are derived from these also, together with a contribution to the 
mixed interchange category. b] Many of the interchanges which we score as "simple" two-
break events actually involve 3, or more, ie they are in reality, Complex exchanges. 
These findings alert us to the facts that the formation of aberrations is more 
complicated than we usually assume, and that we are under-estimating the amount of 
chromatid damage that has actually occurred as the result of radiation. 
In an attempt to simplify the situation, we have begun some work using restriction 
endonucleases to produce chromatid aberrations 151. These will be derived from "clean", 
defined dsb, in contrast to the rather messy m1x of damage resulting from radiation, and 
may help to clarify the origin of the colour-jump breaks. 
b) The use of chemicals to mitigate the effects of mitotic delay. 
Since mitotic delay and perturbation have a profound effect on the chromatid 
aberration frequency, its removal might help to establish a more reliable numerical value. 
Caffeine is a substance wh1ch has been shown to mitigate delay after irradiation and, 
at the same time, produce a higher frequency of aberrations. The usual explanation is that 
ordinarily, delay allows time for repaw, but, in 1ts absence, cells continue progression to 
divis1on, and arr1ve with relatively more unrepatred damage. Conversely, one could argue 
that the mcreased aberration frequency observed IS purely the result of cancelling the 
perturbation and a consequent different m1x of cells being present for sampling. Such an 
effect is readily demonstrable in the theoretical populations d1scussed 1n sect1on c, below. 
A multi-sampling time experiment was performed with V79 cells using the BrdU 
protocol mentioned above. The cells were exposed to 1.5Gy hard X-rays, and some cultures 
were then given 400J1g/ml Caffeine. As anticipated, mitotic delay was largely cancelled, 
but there was a negligible, non-sigmficant effect upon aberration yield [all types). Colour-jump 
breaks, mixed exchanges and BrdU sensitization were all unaffected by the presence of 
caffeine 141• 
It is evident from these results, that the enhanced aberrat1on yield often observed 
after post-irradiation caffeine treatment is not necessarily c:;~ug~lly related to the mitigation 
of delay. Also, in this instance, removal of cell perturbation has not had a major effect on 
observed frequencies. 
c) Computer modemng of cell cycle perturbation effects. 
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It is an established fact that in heterogeneous cell populations, the observed 
aberration frequency is dependent upon the mixture of cells, from different cycle positions, 
present in the sample scored. This mixture changes, not only with sample time after 
exposure, but also as a consequence of all forms of treatment/dose produced delay and 
perturbation. Thus, any simple relationship between the intrinsic sensitivity pattern within 
a phase transit, and the scored yield-time aberration profile, is severed by these kinetic 
complexities. 
In an attempt to understand these effects, and to assess their importance, we have 
developed a Monte-carlo simulation of a cycling cell population. This can be adjusted for any 
plausible phase transit time parameters and distributions, and each phase can be given an 
intrinsic sensitivity pattern for the production of aberrations. With this, we can generate 
an aberration yield-time profile. 
Concentrating on the G2P phase, we have added the facility to superimpose various 
models of mitotic delay in order to investigate effects on the yield-time aberration curve. 
Three models have been considered; a] generalized delay - a cell is delayed 
according to its developmental position at the time of irradiation. b) Barrier delay (time] -
a specific "Transition-point" for maximal delay is placed at a fixed time-before-metaphase, 
disregarding the developmental stage of each cell. c) Barrier delay (positiOn] -the transition 
point is defined for a precise developmental position, and will therefore occur at a different 
time-before-metaphase for each cell. 
The results 1101 confirm our previous findings, worked out with much s1mpler 
population models. Using the same, simple, Intrinsic sensitivity pattern for the production 
of aberrations in G2P, a wide variety of different yield-time prof1les results, depending upon 
the model of delay chosen. These profiles frequently display a fine structure (peaks, troughs] 
quite different from the known phase sensitivity pattern, indicating the danger of drawing 
inferences about sensitivity changes as a cell transits G2 from aberration yields. The 
maximum peak height, or the integrated area under the profile are not valid measures of 
average sensitivity, and are therefore not reliable for use in construct1ng dose-response 
curves. 
d) ASH painting and Complex chromosome-type exchanges. 
With the advent of FISH chromosome "painting" applied to radiation-induced 
chromosome-type exchanges, 1t soon became apparent that the frequent anomalous 
patterns being reported were arising from Complex exchanges (those arising from 3, or 
more, breaks in 2, or more chromosomes] and that these must be occurring w1th a 
frequency much higher than we had hitherto suspected. It seemed clear that some 
parallelism was present with our unexpected chromatid aberration f1nd1ngs. 
Because of their presumed rarity, no one had ever undertaken a serious theoretical 
analysis or classificatiOn of possible multi-break interactions, nor the likely outcomes when 
such configurations are pamted. Such an analysis seemed to us a deswable and necessary 
pre-requ1site for progress, and we concentrated our efforts here for the later per1od of the 
contract. 
The number of possible arrangements of 3, 4,.. breaks w1th1n and between 
chromosomes is quite large. We proposed that one approach would be to assign break 
combinations to families, based on the number of Chromosomes. the number of Arms, and 
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the number of Breaks (The CAB system 1111 ). 26 such families exist from the simplest 
2/2/3 up to 5/5/5. We have now completed the analysis of all 26 families. 
Each family generates a large number of exchanges. If free interaction is allowed 
between break-ends, and restitution is a valid option, then the 26 families can produce a 
total of 15,060 exchange possibilities. 
If one participating chromosome is painted, each configuration can yield several 
patterns, depending on the number of chromosomes involved. It turns out that in most 
cases, a set of different patterns can arise from one exchange, and often, one, or more, 
of these patterns will appear (and so be scored as) a "simple" dicentric (2A] or reciprocal 
translocatiOn (28). Thus, some of the 2A and 28 seen after irradiation are Comr,lex-derived, 
and can contain hidden changes 18• 11• 121 - we term these pseudosimp/es 113• 4• 151 . Their 
presence means that, using painting, there will be more Complex exchanges present than 
we record, and unless we make a correctton for this hidden component, actual damage will 
be under-estimated [13]. 
41,895 patterns are produced by the 26 families. All have been examtned, resulting 
in 203 distinctive patterns which have been classified for scoring purposes ( only those 
up to CAB 4/4/4 have been published 1111]. 
The numerical relationships are being analysed to provide ratios and factors which 
may be used to correct exper1mental data for pseudosimples etc. with a view to obtatning 
a more accurate assessment of the true damage level. 
In concert with these theoretical studies, rad1at10n and painttng studies have been 
done using human fibroblasts. These have confirmed that the frequencies of Complex 
exchanges are much higher than has been anttcipated, recorded levels being of sufftctent 
magnitude to influence dose-response curve shapes. 
Wtth low LET hard X-rays, the relattve frequency in a random sample of exchanges 
is dose dependent; being very low below 2.0Gy, and - 20-25% at 4.0Gy. With htgh LET 
(238Pu a-particles] relative frequency ts higher (- 40-45% 121) and appears to be dose-
Independent. Currently, other qualittes of radiation are being mvestlgated. 
Analysts above CAB 5/5/5 1s not contemplated (6 breaks generate 10,395 
combtnations of ends, and there are 29 C/A/6 families !). However, Complex exchanges 
involving 6, 7, and even higher numbers have been observed at 4.0Gy x-rays and above. 
This raises a number of very fundamental questions with regard to our concepts of 
reJoining distance, site stzes, numbers and distribution of dsb, and the processes by which 
exchanges form 16· 71. Put together with our chramattd findmgs. it is clear that we still have 
a lot to learn about the mechamsms of aberration formatton. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. Kalina 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The objectives for the reporting period where to study the 
heterogeneity of adaptive response to low dose of irradiation 
and bleomycin in normal human pheripheral lymphocytes and in 
patients with genetic diseases. 
In the first series of experiments we followed AR in 
lymphocytes of patients with DS and in homozygous and 
heterozygous ataxia telangiectasia patients. 
The second series of experiments were devoted to study of 
heterogeneity AR in normal persons on the basis of evaluation 
of AR in lymphocytes of monozygotic twins. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
In experiments on the AR in persons with aneuploid 
karyotype lyphocytes 5 patients with DS were applied. 
Duplicate whole blood cultures were set up in 5ml of RPM! 
medium supplemented with 20% calf serum, antibiotics and 2% 
PHA. Gama rays at a dose of 0.01 Gy (dose rate 2 cGy/min) 
were applied 32h after stimulation, and a higher dose of 
1.5Gy of gamma rays was delivered at the 48th hour off culture 
(protokol Shadley et al. 1987). The amount of 0.1ml of 
Colcemid (final concentration 2x10- 7 M) was added each culture 
2h before fixation. The frequencies of chromatid and 
isochromatid breaks, as well as occasional chromatid and 
isochromatid exhcanges were recorded in at least 200 cells in 
the following 4 groups in each experiment: control, adaptive 
dose (0.01 Gy) only, challenge dose (1.50 Gy) only, and 
adaptive dose plus challenge dose. The statistical 
significance of 
aberrations was 
expected value 
reduction of the frequency of chromosome 
determined using Student's t-test. The 
was calculated as a sum of individual doses 
minus the control value. 
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Table 1 shows the results that indicate the effects of 
low dose gamma rays on the induction of AR in lymphocytes of 
3 normal subjects. It can be seen that the freuency of 
chromosome aberrations was decreased by 34 - 54%. These 
results are in good agreement with data of other authors. The 
results of experiments carried out to study the AR in 
lymphocytes with trisomy are summarized in table 2. The 
presented data do not indicate any significant AR in any of 
the five blood donors with DS. 
We suppose that the genetic mechanism (if any) resulting 
in the inability do induce an adaptive repair in normal and 
trisomic lymphocytes may be the same, but it is more likely 
that in lymphoc~tes with trisomy 21 also other factors, e.g. 
the cell cycle kinetics which is rather different in 
comparison with normal diploid cultured lymphocytes (Leonard 
and Mertz, 1983, Konecna et al., 1988), might play a role. 
However, to confirm such an assumption, further experiments 
aimed at studying the cell cycle dependence of the AR in 
trisomy 21 lymphocytes must be performed. 
The results on the AR in patients with ataxia 
telangiectasia are presented in Table 3 and 4. 
Radiosensitivity of the lymphocytes in AT homozygotes was 5-6 
times, and in AT heterozygotes twice as high as in the control 
cells (Table 3). In this respect our results differ from those 
published by Bender et al. (1985) who reported two times, and 
Humphreys et al. (1989) who recorded even 7-11 times higher 
sensitivity to X-rays in AT homozygotes as compared to control 
cells. These discrepancies in radiosensitivity of cells in AT 
patients might be explained by their different clinical and 
genetic features (Bundey, 1994). In our experiments, cell 
sensitivity in AT patients to BLM was two times higher as 
compared to control cells. This results is similar to that 
published by Scott and Zampetti-Basseler (1985). 
As to the ability to induce AR, it was found in control 
cells, when radiation and BLM were applied, and in AT 
heterozygotes 
BLM, but not 
variation in 
after pretreament with a low concentration of 
after a low dose of gamma rays. A similar 
AR was observed also in lymphocytes of healthy 
donors exposed to different treatments (Sankaranarayanan et 
al., 1989). In AT homozygotes no AR was found either after a 
Tab. 1. The effect of preirradiation on the frequency of 
chromosomal aberrations in health donors' lymphocytes 
Treatment Number Observed aberrat. Expec- Deere-
Donor 
group of cells ted ase 
scored No. % % % 
control 200 3 1. so - -
D1 0.01 Gy 200 4 2.00 - -
19 yr 1. so Gy 198 53 26.80 - -
46,XX 0.01+1.5 Gy 200 35 17.50 27.3 35,9"' 
control 200 1 0.50 - -
D2 0.01 Gy 200 4 2,00 - -
20 yr 1. so Gy 200 42 21.00 - -
46,XX 0.01+1.5 Gy 200 30 15.00 22.5 33,3* 
control 194 2 1. 03 - -
D3 0.01 Gy 200 3 1. so - -
20 yr 1. so Gy 195 56 28.70 - -
46,XY 0.01+1.5 Gy 200 24 12.00 29,2 58.9"'"' 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.01 
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Tab. 2 The effect of preirradiation on the frequency of chromosomal 
aberrations in DS lymphocytes 
Treatment Number Observed aberrat. Expec- Deere-
Donor 
group of cells ted ase 
scored No. % % % 
control 200 4 2.0 - -
DS1 0.01 Gy 200 4 2.0 - -
8 yr 1. 50 Gy 184 40 21.7 - -
47,XX,+21 0.01+1.5 Gy 200 37 18.5 21.7 14,7 
control 200 4 2.0 - -
DS2 0.01 Gy 200 2 1.0 - -
14 yr 1.50 Gy 200 53 26.5 - -
47,XX,+21 0.01+1.5 Gy 196 40 20.4 25.5 20.0 
control 188 3 1.6 - -
DS3 0.01 Gy 200 1 0.5 - -
11 yr 1. 50 Gy 200 47 23.5 - -
47,XY,+21 0.01+1.5 Gy 190 46 24.2 22.4 .. 
control 200 2 1.0 - -
DS4 0.01 200 3 1.5 - -
7 yr 1. 50 200 8 24.0 - -
47,XX+21 0. 01+1. 50 Gy 200 41 20.5 24.5 16,3 
control 200 1 0.5 - -
DSs 0.01 200 3 1.5 - -
11 yr 1. 50 200 55 27.5 - -
47,XY+21 0. 01+1. 50 Gy 200 53 26.5 28.5 7.0 
"' 8,0 % enhancement 
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Tab. 3. The effect of preirradiation on the frequency of 
chromosomal aberrations in healthy donors and in donors 
with ataxia telangiectasia 
Treatment Number Observed aberrations Expec- Decrease 
Donor group of cells per ted 
scored total cell value % 
control 594 6 01010 
Hlth 0105 Gy 600 11 01018 
cont. 1150 Gy 593 151 01255 
01 05+1, 50 Gy 600 89 01148 01263 43170" 
control 200 16 01080 
AT 0105 Gy 200 21 01105 
aa1 1,50 Gy 200 262 1, 310 
0105+1150 Gy 186 257 1, 381 11335 -
control 200 24 01120 
AT 0105 Gy 200 27 01135 
aa2 1150 Gy 194 295 11520 
0105+1150 Gy 180 273 11517 1, 535 8150 
control 200 9 01045 
AT 0105 Gy 185 15 01081 
Aa1 1, 50 Gy 200 112 01560 
0105+1150 Gy 193 102 01528 01596 11140 
control 200 8 01040 
AT 0105 Gy 200 17 01085 
Aa2 1,50 Gy 200 96 01480 
01 05+1, 50 Gy 187 89 01475 01525 10100 
" p < 0101 
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Tab. 4. The effect of pretreatment with BLM on the frequency 
of chromosomal aberrations in healthy donors and in donors 
with ataxia telangiectasia 
Treatment Number Observed aberrations Expec- Deere-
Donor group of cells per ted ase 
scored total cell value % 
control 600 9 0,015 
Hlth 0,05 IJgml- 1 600 8 0,013 
cont. 1, 50 IJgml- 1 600 234 0,390 
0,05+1,50 IJgml-1 591 157 0,266 0,388 31,60* 
control 200 18 0,090 
AT 0,05 IJgml- 1 191 16 0,083 
aa1 1,50 IJgml- 1 200 156 0,780 
0,05+1,50 Gy 188 129 0,686 0,773 11' 30 
control 200 24 0,120 
AT 0,05 IJgml- 1 200 21 0,105 
aa2 1,50 IJgml- 1 200 194 0,970 
0, 05+1, 50 IJgml- 1 190 173 0,911 0,955 4,70 
control 200 6 0,030 
AT 0,05 IJgml- 1 200 8 0,040 
Aa1 1,50 IJgml- 1 200 82 0,410 
0,05+1,50 1-1gm1-1 200 59 0,295 0,420 29,80"' 
control 200 4 0,020 
AT 0,05 IJgml- 1 200 5 0,025 
Aa2 1,50 IJgml- 1 200 94 0,470 
0, 05+1, 50 IJgml- 1 200 75 0,375 0,475 21,10"' 
* p < 0,05 
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low dose of gamma rays (Table 3) or after a lowa dose of BLM 
(Table 4). In contrast to our findings, Shadley et al. (1987) 
observed AR in the cells of AT patients when a low dose of 
X-rays was used. These results indicate that the adaptive 
ability of the lymphocytes is a variable trait also among AT 
donors, similarly to that found in healthy donors (Bosi and 
Olivieri, 1989) as a result of genetic heterogeneity. The 
variability of AR in AT patients might be influenced also by 
psysiological conditions during in vitro cultivation of cells 
(Wojewodska et al., 1994; Wojczik 1995. Moreover, cell 
hypersensitivity in AT patients might play an important role 
in AR induction. 
In the study of heterogeneity AR in normal lymphocytes we 
used 5 pairs of monozygotic twins. The AR was evaluated 
according to Shadley et al. protocol. Preliminary results 
indicate lower differencies of AR between MZ twins than amoung 
genetic non relative persons. These results are in 
preparation for publication. 
Publications: 
- I. Kalina, H. Konecna, G. Nemethova, N. Racekova: Adaptive 
response to ionizing radiation in normal and aneuploid 
human lymphocytes. Folia Biol. 40, 119-123, 1994. 
-G. Nemethova, I. Kalina, H. Konecna, N. Racekova: The 
adaptive response of peripheral lymhocytes to low doses 
of mutagenic agents in persons with genetic disorders. 
24th Annual meeting EEMS, August 31ts-September 3rd, 
1994, Poznan, Poland. 
-G. Nemethova, I. Kalina, N. Racekova: The adaptive response 
of peripheral blood lymphocytes to low doses of mutagenic 
agents in patients with ataxia telangiectasia. Mutat. 
Res. (in press). 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Tumour induction in-vivo is the result of energy deposition and subse-
quent of biophysical and biochemical processes. This joint project embraces 
studies of the carcinogenic effects of low radiation doses in different animal 
models and the underlying molecular biological mechanisms. The influence of 
various exposure or host conditions on the probability of cancer development 
have been studied. The project involves the analysis of data from recently ac-
complished experiments, the completion of on-going experimental studies, and 
the performance of a limited selections of new series. Mechanistic studies of 
radiation induced neoplasia using animal models have been confined to thymic 
lymphoma, myeloid leukaemia, osteosarcoma and mammary carcinomas in 
rodents. 
The progress achieved by the various participants can be summarized as 
follows: 
1 . AZL: The computer programs LifePrep and LifeStat have been developed to 
serve as a standard tool for the analysis of dose-effect relationships in animal 
models and are available to other groups working on in-vivo carcinogenesis. 
The program has been applied to tumour induction data in WAG-Rij rats after 
fractionated irradiation in order to study mammary carcinogenesis in view of 
radiation protection questions in general or the risk for tumour induction in 
large scale breast screening programs in particular. 
2. ENEA: Studies on the induction of epithelial tumours in mice after irradiation 
with fission neutrons did not reveal any marked influence of the time regimen 
of neutron irradiation on survival and tumour induction at low doses. This 
agrees with the results of an experiment on the effect of dose fractionation of 
fission neutrons on neoplastic transformation of exponentially cells. Concer-
ning the genetic predisposition to carcinogenesis the restriction length poly-
morphism of telomere-like sequences appear to be different in the CBA/Cne 
and CBA/H mouse colonies. In addition an experimental approach has been 
followed consisting of a bi-directional selective breeding for susceptibility and 
resistance to two-stage carcinogenesis, initiated by DMBA and promoted with 
TPA. 
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3. ITRI-TNO: The study on mammary cancer induction in rats after single dose I 
and fractionated gamma irradiation with and without hormone administration . 
has been completed as far as the collection of tumours is concerned. In .,. 
females, which were not given oestrogens, a single dose of 1 Gy did not result 
in a strikingly elevated risk, irrespective of the age of exposure. When the 
animals are irradiated at 64 weeks of age, the relative risks are remarkably 1 
low. It was found that 3 of 25 radiation-induced mammary tumours contained 
a mutation in codon 12 of the K-ras oncogene and 1 in codon 13 of that gene. 
No ras oncogene mutations were found in any of the spontaneous mammary 
tumours. 
4. CEA: The aim of the work is to identify the potential co-carcinogenic effect 
of combined exposure to irradiation and various occupational and/or environ-
mental inhaled airborne pollutants. The effort was focused mainly on ozone in 
rats after pulmonary irradiation, either globally by fission neutrons or locally 
after inhalation of radon 222 and its short lived decay products. The role of 
cytochrome P450 1 A 1 (CYP 1 A 1) was investigated during co-carcinogenesis 
produced by inducers of this enzyme. Different groups of rats were treated by 
intramuscular injections of various chemical compounds to induce soft tissue 
tumours, mainly rhabdomyosarcomas and fibrosarcomas, at the site of 
injection to constitute a bank of neoplastic and pre-neoplastic lesions. The 
results suggest that CYP 1 A 1 expression alone in some particular cell type 
could be a primeval step of a co-carcinogenic process induced after local lung 
irradiation by inhalation of radon and its daughters. 
5. GSF: The analysis methods for tumour induction in animals are performed in 
subsequent steps, notably the Kaplan-Meier estimators, the Cox regression for 
a joint analysis and the use of analytical functions. The applicability of the 
mathematical methods is illustrated on a lifetime experiment with Spraque-
Dawley rats on the induction of carcinomas and sarcomas after irradiation with 
gamma rays and fission neutrons. This experiment confirms that for these two 
classes of neoplasms there are differences in radiation sensitivity, which lead 
to different dose response and different RBE values. 
6. IVVO-TNO: Since the activities of the department of pathology have been 
terminated, the histopathological classification of lesions arising in rats after 
different radiation treatments has been performed at the Center for Radio-
logical Protection and Dosimetry TNO at Rijswijk. The histopathological 
examinations of mammary tumours in rats treated with radiation and hormones 
have been completed. In addition to the benign (fibroadenomas) and malignant 
tumours (carcinomas), other neoplastic lesions have been observed. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
With the finalization of the programs LifePrep and LifeStat the means 
were provided to analyze tumour induction data from different experiments. 
Main emphasis was placed on the analysis of the earlier and current studies on -
mammary carcinogenesis after fractionated irradiation. In the present contract 
period more specific attention has been directed to the error propagation in the 
different steps of mathematical fitting. 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
The crude incidence data are initially corrected for loss of animals due to 
other reasons than the endpoints to be studied i.e. carcinogenesis. Subsequent-
ly different models e.g. Weibull distributions are applied. The statistical variation 
of the different steps are the following: 
The fraction of an1mals surviving without evidence of failures, S(t), in 
course of time can be estimated by the Kaplan and Meier (1958) method. An 
estimate, S(t), of the cumulative survival function, S(t), is calculated with the 
product limit method by: 
where: 
• n ( F.) S(tJ = u 1 - ~ 
S(t") - probability of surviving t" (failure time at sequence n) wit-
hout evidence of a failure, 
i - an index, running from 1 to n, 
N(i) - the numbers still at risk at failure time ti, 
F(i) - number of failures, observed at failure time ti. 
With known values for S(t"). the standard error in S(t"). as(t,), is calculated for 
the product lim1t by: 
a5 (tJ = s (tJ 
The subsequent step in the analysis is the application of an analytical 
function to the Kaplan-Meier data. A parametric Weibull function is often applied 
as a model for the surviving fraction, S(t). This function is defined by: 
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Where: 
S(t) = e -((t-y)/a.)~ 
a- the time-scale parameter, 
/3- the shape parameter, 
y - the time-shift parameter. 
Two independent mathematical tools, notably chi-square fitting and 
maximum likelihood optimization, are compared in the current study on error 
propagation. The error propagation is performed for both methods through the 
variance-covariance matrices of the parameters (see the LifeStat manual for de-
tails). 
After the completion of a joint Weibull function fit, the hazards of each 
datasets are proportional to each other. The relative hazard, t?, calculated rela-
tive to the reference (or control) dataset, will be calculated by: 
Where: 0 - subscript for the reference (or control) dataset, 
g - subscript for any other dataset. 
In case of the joint fit, the time-shape parameters are equal (/30 = /39). 
The vanance in the relative hazard will be calculated according to: 
v~ = v~~( ~~ )\ v~o~o ( :~r + v~.~.( :~r + 2v~~o ( ~~. :~) 
2 ( oA oA ) 2 ( oA oA ) 
+ v~~. ""5j3. oa.8 + v~o~, oa.o. oa.8 
It turns out that the standard deviation in the chi-square fitting procedure is 
smaller than in the case of maximum likelihood optimization. An example of the 
analysis of the datasets of WagRij rats irradiated at 8 weeks, 17 weeks and 
120 fractions respectively, according to both methods is given in table I. As is 
apparent from the table the standard deviations are about a factor of two 
smaller for the ch1-square fitting. This difference is presently under investigation, 
since it may have significant implications for the derived relative hazards of a 
single dose in comparison with fractionated irradiation and consequently for the 
risks derived at low doses. 
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Table I. Standard errors in relative hazard as derived from different methods 
Max. Likelihood Chi-square 
Dose Dataset Rei. Hazard S.E. Rei. Hazard S.E. 
0 controls 1.00 1.00 
0.3 8 weeks 0.36 0.31 0.74 0.2 
0.3 17 weeks 0.50 0.35 0.52 0.21 
0.3 1 20 fractions 1.22 0.71 0.99 0.44 
1.2 8 weeks 3.70 1.78 2.99 1.0 
1.2 17 weeks 1.64 0.85 1.48 0.55 
1.2 1 20 fractions 1.42 0.8 1.41 0.5 
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Head of project 2: Prof. Coppola 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
- Carcinogenic effect of fractionated doses of fiss~on neutrons on BC3F1 male 
mice. . 
- Induction of myeloid leukaemia in CBA/Cne male and female mice after 
irradiation with X rays and fission neutrons. 
- Selection of two mouse populations with high or low susceptibility to two-
stage skin tumour induction to be used for studies of genetic predisposition to 
skin carcinogenesis. 
- Study of ovarian tumour induction, in respect to hormonal imbalance, by 
partial body irradiation ofBC3F1 female mice. 
- Transformation assays of human cells. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
The contribution of the ENEA Casaccia group was initially focused 
mainly on the study of the influence of dose, dose rate, and radiation quality on 
the induction of malignant transformation in different strains of mice of both 
sexes and various ages, with particular attention to low dose exposures. It 
involved the analysis of the results of recent experimental series, the 
completion of on-going experiments, and the performance of a limited selection 
of new series. In particular, it included the study of the effect of dose 
fractionation on the induction of tumors in BC3F1 male mice by fission 
neutrons, as well as of the susceptibility to induction of myeloid leukemia and 
solid tumors in CBA/Cne mice of both sexes irradiated with fission neutrons. 
In the course of the contractual period new attention was progressively 
growing with respect to the problem of genetic predisposition to oncogenesis. 
Therefore, towards the end of the contractual period some efforts have been 
directed to the preparation of experiments aiming to investigate this problem. 
In the recent past, fractionation or protraction of high-LET radiation 
doses has been reported to result in an enhancement of tumour induction in 
several in vivo experiments on rodents in comparison to acutely given doses. As 
this may have important implications for radiation risks assessment, our 
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group was fostered to further investigate the influence of the temporal regime 
of irradiation on the effectiveness oflow neutron dose exposures. To this aim, 
the results of our experimental studies of carcinogenesis in long-living BC3F1 
male mice after acute and fractionated doses of fission neutrons were analysed. 
For this, we considered about 950 BC3Fl male mice, subdivided in controls plus 
8 groups which had received five equal daily dose fractions of fission neutrons 
from the RSV-TAPIRO reactor, corresponding to cumulative doses of 0.025 to 
0.71 Gy. A comparison was made with data relative to BC3F1 mice acutely expo-
sed to comparable doses of fission spectrum neutrons, for critical endpoints. 
Data treatment included the correction for competitive risks and the analysis in 
terms of cumulative mortality, death-rates for specific causes, and trend. The 
results of tumour induction in the lung are shown in Figure 1. They do not 
reveal any appreciable effect of neutron irradiation at doses up to 0.1 Gy, and do 
not indicate any difference in effectiveness between single and repeated 
exposures in the low neutron dose region. 
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Fig. 1. Percent incidence of lung tumours in BC3F1 male mice 
whole-body irradiated with fractionated (.c.) or acute (D) 
fission spectrum neutron doses. Bars are SE. 
Myeloid leukemia was absent in the control group. For the irradiated 
animals, a positive significant trend was proved in the dose ranges 0-0.17 Gy 
and larger. We have also analysed the dose dependence of the complex of 
induced epithelial tumours. The percentage of mice bearing an epithelial 
tumour is plotted in Figure 2. As for the lung, epithelial tumour incidence 
does not appear to be modified by doses below 0.17 Gy. This type of data pooling 
may have shortcomings from a mechanistic point of view, but at the same time 
has the advantage of providing a straightforward and simple index of a major 
radiation risk. Another favourable aspect of this procedure of collating data is 
its ability to yield intrinsic robust results, as the frequency of events taken into 
account can be relatively high even when the sample size is limited. 
The results of Figure 2 also show that the risk of induction of epithelial 
tumors in BC3F1 male mice by fission neutrons from the TAPIRO reactor is 
similar in the same range of doses for both temporal modalities of neutron 
irradiation. In order to perform an easy comparison between the effect of 
fractionated and acute neutron doses, the dose responses between zero and 0.71 
Gy were fitted with a simple second order polynomial (R=0.95 and R=0.99 for 
fractionated and acute neutron doses, respectively). The linear coefficients, 
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describing grossly the ability of radiation per Gy (±SE) to induce an epithelial 
tumour, were 87 (±34) for five daily doses of fission neutrons, and 64 (±40) for 
acute doses of neutrons, with a ratio of 1.36 (±1.00). The difference between the 
two linear terms is, however, not significant (Student's t=0.67, DF=9, P=0.5). In 
addition, due to the larger negative quadratic term in the case of dose 
fractionation compared to acute exposure, the overall enhancing effect appears 
to be absent. 
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Fig. 2. Variations of epithelial tumour percent incidences in 
BC3F1 male mice whole-body irradiated with fractionated (A) 
or acute (o) doses of fission spectrum neutrons. Bars are SE. 
Solid and dotted lines are for fractionated and acute 
irradiations, respectively. 
Thus, the analysis of the results of our in vivo experiments indicates no 
significant effect of dose fractionation on tumour induction at low doses. 
However, for the lung, as for solid tumours in other organs the incidence at a 
dose of 0.71 Gy appears consistently lower for fractionated neutron doses than 
for acute exposures. The case of acute myeloid leukaemia remains somewhat 
ambiguous, however, this disease is very rare in our hybrid mice. 
Due to the above findings, a new experimental series was carried out on 
CBA/Cne male and female mice to provide further data on the induction of 
acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) and malignant lymphoma by X rays or fission 
neutrons. Myeloid leukemia was not observed in the untreated controls, as in 
all our experiments, but was also practically absent in irradiated females (1 
case over 602 diagnosed females). Conversely, a dose-effect curve could clearly 
be identified in irradiated males and appeared highly curvilinear for both 
radiation qualities. Malignant lymphoma was also expressed by irradiated 
male mice. The incidence of these systemic lesions after X rays was fitted with 
the expression 
l(D) = (c+aD2)e"b0 
where the coefficient c was put to zero for myeloid leukaemia. The results are 
shown in Figure 3. 
These experiments have also provided material for studies of the genetic 
sensitivity to AML in rodents. There is, in fact, growing evidence that a 
proportion of spontaneously arising malignancies is strongly influenced by 
germ line mutations to tumour suppressor and protooncogenes and that for 
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some cancers there is a significant impact of these mutations in the human 
population. Therefore, in view of what observed in the CBA/H mice, an 
experiment was first carried out to determine the restriction length 
polymorphism of telomeric-like sequences in the CBA/Cne mouse colony to see 
whether a comparable distribution was present in the two colonies, that could 
be associated with AML susceptibility. To this aim, a total of about 50 spleens 
from young adult male mice were frozen immediately after excision and sent 
on dry ice for this type of analysis to Dr. M. Janowski (VITO, Mol, contract 
FI3P-CT92-0011). The results of this experiment indicated the presence of a 
polymorphism of the telomere-like repeats in the CBA/Cne colony that was 
different from that observed in CBA/H mice. 
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Fig. 3. Dose-effect relationships for myeloid leukemia (D), 
malignant lymphoma (.t.), and combined systemic lesions (o) 
in CBNCne male mice irradiated with scalar acute doses of 
X rays. Bars are SE. 
In addition to studies of genetic factors influencing the susceptibility to 
oncogenesis in inbred mouse strains, it was considered very important to 
investigate the possibility of regulation by a number of genes of the 
susceptibility to tumour induction in a heterogeneous experimental population, 
as this may also have direct implication for the human case. To this aim, an 
experimental approach has been followed consisting of a bi-directional selective 
breeding for susceptibility and resistance to two-stage skin carcinogenesis, 
initiated by DMBA and promoted with TPA. The character chosen for the 
assortive mating is the number of papillomas at the end of a promotion period 
of about 50 days. The selection was started from a highly genetically 
polymorphic mouse population, produced by inter-crossing of eight inbred 
strains of mice. An increasing difference in the frequency of skin tumours was 
observed between the resistant (Car-R) and the susceptible (Car-S) lines 
through successive generations, which confirms the polygenic regulation of 
these characters, though some genes may have a dominating role. The change 
of susceptibility to skin tumours from generation FO to Fll is seen in Figure 4. 
Selection experiments are being continued to increase the interline 
separation, to obtain mice homozygous for all loci regulating the investigated 
character. When this is obtained, new experimental work is scheduled to 
investigate if the same genes controlling the selected characters might have 
also affected the spontaneous incidence and the radiation-induced tumours 
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(not only skin tumours) in the resistant and the susceptible lines of mice 
irradiated either locally or whole-body. 
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Fig. 4. Tumour incidence as a function of the promotion length in the two 
selection populations. 
Meanwhile, a preliminary experiment was carried out on Car mice of 
the lOth generation to measure the life span of mice unirradiated or whole-body 
irradiated with 3 Gy of250-kVp X rays. The results are shown in Figure 5 and 
suggest that the life span of unirradiated and irradiated Car mice is strongly 
influenced by the selection for both sexes, but the radiosensitivity, in terms of 
life-span shortening, appears to be grossly unaffected by the selection. 
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Fig. 5. Percent cumulative mortality in male and female Car mice within 1100 
days after birth. Car-S (circles), Car-R (squares), Controls (full symbols), X-ray 
irradiated (open symbols). Curves are best fits with the expression 
roo[r- (exp- (A-(1:- t)r)] 
An experimental study had also been planned on ovarian tumour 
induction with irradiation of only one ovary, in order to investigate the 
influence of hormonal imbalance caused by irradiation on the induction of 
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tumours in the unirradiated ovary. However, due to the large involvement of 
the group in the other research topics described here, only limited efforts have 
been concentrated on this problem and preliminary tests only were carried out 
during the contractual period, so that no results are reported. 
In vitro studies of radiation induced neoplastic transformation in human 
derived cell lines from various epithelial tissues have been carried out by the 
same research team in collaboration with another coordinated project (contract 
FI3P-CT92-0043). The assessment of in vitro transformation of human cells 
requires the identification of malignant phenotypes that are progressively 
expressed during the process of neoplastic transformation. Altered cell 
morphology and multicellular organisation in foci, growth to elevated cellular 
density level and ability to growth without substrate anchorage are considered 
to be bona fide markers of cell transformation. However, the results of our 
preliminary experiments indicate the impossibility to unambiguously identify a 
correlation between the above end points and malignant cell transformation, 
which makes the use of this system for quantitative study of radiation induced 
neoplastic transformation not feasible at present. Experimental details are 
described in the progress report of the collaborating project. 
Finally, in order to extend the utilisation of the TAPIRO reactor, a new 
irradiation facility has been prepared. Since the knowledge of the microscopic 
distribution of energy deposition is of a primary importance for the 
interpretation of radiobiological experiments, the microdosimetric 
characterisation of the radiation field in the available irradiation facilities has 
been carried out in collaboration with the University of Saar group. In addition, 
a dosimetric study in various irradiation configurations has been completed. 
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OBJECTIVES 
A. To study the effects of multiple low dose fractions ofX-rays (2.5 mGy) on the induction of 
mammary tumours in rats; the influence of the length of the interval between fractions, the 
effect of age at single dose exposure and the impact of oestrogen administration on 
mammary radiation carcinogenesis. 
B. To study molecular changes (mutation-activation of oncogenes; deletion of tumour 
suppressor genes) in radiation induced mammary tumours of rats. 
C. To study the genetics of susceptibility of rats to the radiation-induction of mammary 
tumours. 
Progress achieved including publications 
A. Modifying factors involved in the induction of mammary cancer by radiation in the rat 
a. Fractionation 
Female W A/Rij rats to which oestradiol-17B has been administered, were subjected to 
fractionated exposure to Cs-137 gamma rays with fraction sizes of 2.5 mGy, 10 mGy 
and 40 mGy up to cumulated doses of 1 and 2 Gy. The relative risks of mammary tu-
mours (after an observation period of 3 years) in comparison to unirradiated controls are 
presented in Table 1. 
Table 1: Relative risks of mammary tumours in irradiated W AG/Rij rats to which oestradiol·17B has been 
administered. 
total dose 2.5 mGy 10 mGy40 mGy 
OGy 1 
1 Gy 1.4 ± 0.5 1.3 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 1.3 
2Gy 3.3 ± 1.1 2.2 ± 0.8 4.5 ± 1.8 
At an accumulated dose of 1 Gy the fraction sizes of 2.5 and 10 mGy do not produce a 
significantly increased relative risk, while 40 mGy per fraction results in an elevated 
increased risk comparable to the risk obtained with a single dose of 1 Gy. At an 
accumulated dose of 2 Gy the inhibitory effect of fractionation on mammary tumour 
development is less evident, although the relative risks obtained with 2.5 and 10 mGy are 
substantially lower than obtained with a single dose of 2 Gy (see Table 4). A completely 
different picture with regard to the effect of fractionation was found in animals not treated 
with oestrogens (Table 2). 
Table 2: Relative risks of mammary tumours in irradiated WAG!Rij rats to which no oestrodiol·17B has 
been administered. 
total dose 
OGy 
1 Gy 
2Gy 
2.5 mGy 
1 
3.04 ± 0.76 
2.18 ± 0.63 
fraction size 
10 mGy 
1 
2.39 ± 0.69 
2.55 ± 0.64 
The fraction sizes of 2.5 and 10 mGy produce in otherwise untreated females an elevated 
relative risk of mammary tumours as compared to unirradiated controls. The relative risks 
obtained with single dose irradiation (see Table 5) are not that much higher. Fractionation 
does not seem to have a striking inhibitory effect on mammary tumour development as ob-
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served with oestrogen-treated animals. This has led us to the hypothesis that the low rela-
tive risk obtained with single doses in females, which were not supplied with oestrogens, 
is due to impairment of the endogenous hormone production by a single dose of radia-
tion. 
b. Age 
Animals were implanted with pellets containing oestradiol-178 at different ages and not 
irradiated As can be concluded from Table 3 the administration of oestrogens at all ages 
strongly enhances the development of mammary tumours. The relative risk of the group 
given hormone treatment beginning at week 36 is surprisingly high. 
Table 3. Relative risks of mammary tumours in W AG/Rij rats in which oestradiol-178 pellets have been 
implanted at different ages. 
age at treatment 
(weeks) 
8 
22 
36 
64 
relative risk 
19 ± 6 
12±4 
80± 20 
14 ± 3 
When single doses of gamma rays are given to hormone-treated animals it was observed 
that in the age-range 8-15 weeks there is a strongly elevated risk of mammary tumour 
development as compared to hormone-treated but unirradiated controls. However, at the 
age of 36 to 64 weeks the relative risks are remarkably low (Table 4). 
Table 4. Relative risks of mammary tumours in W AG/Rij rats, to which oestradiol-178 has been adminis-
tered, and irradiated with single doses at different ages. 
age at exposure 
(weeks) 
8 
10 
12 
15 
22 
36 
64 
1 Gy 
5.91 ± 1.32 
6.61 ± 1.50 
10.38 ± 1.97 
10.42 ± 2.15 
1.60 ± 0.39 
0.56 ± 0.12 
0.47 ± 0.11 
relative risk 
2 Gy 
9.07 ± 1.72 
10.85 ± 1.96 
5.28 ± 0.97 
9.75 ± 1.99 
4.56 ± 0.87 
0.99 ± 0.18 
0.49 ± 0.11 
Table 5: Relative risks of mammary tumours in W AG/Rij rats, to which oestradiol-178 has not been 
administered, and irradiated with single doses at different ages. 
age at exposure 
(weeks) 
8 
12 
16 
22 
36 
64 
1 Gy 
1.67 ± 0.53 
2.97 ± 0.85 
1.57 ± 0.47 
1.34 ± 0.47 
2.66 ± 0.66 
0.27 ± 0.13 
relative risk 
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2 Gy 
2.76 ± 0.84 
5.07 ± 1.47 
2.86 ± 0.86 
4.22 ± 0.97 
2.73 ± 0.76 
0.68 ± 0.24 
In females, which were not given oetrogens, a single dose of 1 Gy did not result in a 
strinkingly elevated relative risk, irrespective of the age at exposure (Table 5). The effect 
of 2 Gy on mammary tumour development is greater. As has been found with hormone-
treated animals when the animals are irradiated at 64 weeks of age, the relative risks are 
remarkably low. It is hypothesized that irradiation of postmenopausal female rats may 
lead to destruction of "spontaneously" transformed mammary cells, either directly or by 
stimulation of the immune system. 
B. Molecular changes in radiation-induced mammary carcinoma is rats 
a. Oncogene mutations 
Twenty-five mammary carcinomas were selected from those groups of irradiated rats 
which showed a clearly elevated relative risk of mammary tumours (see former chapter). 
In addition, eight "spontaneous" mammary tumours were taken from the control groups. 
DNA was isolated from each tumour and tested for activating mutations in either the H-, 
K- or N-ras oncognes. For this test the first and second exons of either oncogene was 
amplified in each DNA sample by means of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using 
intronspecific primers. These primers were used in order to avoid amplification of pseudo-
gene sequences. The PCR products were then transferred to nylon membrane filters and 
subjected to dot-blot hybridization with so-called allele-specific oligonucleotides (ASO). 
These ASO's contained 20 nucleotides and were selected according to anticipated mis-
sense (activating) mutations for a given codon. The hybridization products were then 
subjected to a critical wash procedure. Only in the case of a perfect match between ASO 
and the PCR product, the hybridization product would be retained on the filter. With this 
procedure it was found that 3 of 25 radiation-induced mammary tumours contained a 
mutation in codon 12 of the K-ras oncogene and 1 in codon 13 of that gene. No ras 
oncogene mutations were found in any of the spontaneous mammary tumours. It is 
concluded that ras oncogene mutation is not a major pathway in mammary radiation 
carcinogenesis. 
b. Tumour suppressor deletion 
A subtraction hybridization-sequence independent PCR technique has been developed by 
us in order to detect homozygous deletions in rat tumour lines. DNA was isolated from a 
cell line derived from a WAG/Rij rat lung tumour, resulting from lr-192 implantation. 
This DNA was then photobiotinylated. This modified tumour DNA was then hybridized 
with normal WAG/Rij rat liver DNA, digested by the restriction enzyme Sau3A. After 
hybridization the biotinylated DNA was removed with the use of avidin. The hybridi-
zation procedure and removal of biotinylated DNA was repeated twice. The remaining 
DNA was then fitted with a synthetic adaptor containing nucleotide sequences, which can 
interact with the sticky ends of Sau3A digested DNA. These oligonucleotides were also 
used as a primer for the PCR reaction. The PCR resulted in six different products: the 
largest had a size of 1.2 kb. The largest product was used as a probe in fluorescent in situ 
hybridization on meta phases of normal W AG/Rij rat fibroblast cultures. The probe 
reacted with 10 of 21 rat chromosomes, indicating that this probe harbours a moderate 
repeat sequence. In Southern blot hybridization experiments it was found with this probe 
that tumour DNA lacks several bands, hybridizing with this probe, in comparison to 
normal rat DNA. Four other cell lines from rat radiation-induced lung tumour lines lack a 
common sequence of 4 Kb size as detected with this probe in normal rat DNA. This 
homozygous deletion was also found in an radiation-inducecd rat rhabdomyosarcoma, 
but not in ten radiation-induced mammary tumours of WAG/Rij rats (arisen in the project 
described in the former chapter). 
This subtraction hybridization-sequence independent PCR procedure has been applied to 
three mammary tumours of the W AG/Rij strain. It was attempted to get a sample contain-
ing only tumour cells by differential centrifugation. In no case did we obtain any PCR 
product, presumably because normal cellular DNA was contaminating the tumour DNA 
samples. The procedure as developed by us can only be used for cultured tumour cell 
lines. So far we failed, despite vigorous efforts, to develop cell lines of radiation-induced 
rat mammary tumours. 
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c. Radiation-induced stress response proteins 
We have once reported that many rats irradiated with single doses of either X-rays or 
neutrons have antibodies in their serum which react with an antigen in various tumour cell 
lines, including mammary tumour lines, but not in normal fibroblasts or mammary epithe-
lial cells (P. Bentvelzen eta!., Eur. J. Cancer 19, 1255, 1983). The majority of rats sub-
jected to fractionated radiation with gamma rays (cumulated dose 1 Gy) has similar 
antibodies. These antibodies persist for more than a year. In none of twenty unirradiated 
controls such antibodies have been found. 
By means of immunoprecipation with serum of an irradiated rat from the antigen has been 
isolated from a radiation-induced rat rhabdomyosarcoma as well as a rat pulmonary tumur 
line. Both tumour lines contain the mutated tumour suppressor gene product p53 in their 
cytoplasm. The protein reacting with sera form irradiated rats is not p53, however. It is a 
40 kd protein, whose appearance can be induced in vitro in normal rat or mouse 
fibroblast by irradiation (2 Gy) within 16 hours. The antigen can also be induced by 
treatment with 3.5 per cent ethanol. This stress response protein did not prove to be com-
plexed with other cellular proteins in tumour cell lines. We assume that the constitutive 
expression of this (radiation-inducible) stress response protein in various tumour cell 
lines plays a role in the neoplastic process. 
C. Genetics of susceptibility to mammary radiation carcinogenesis in rats 
Various lines of the SD rat stock are extremely susceptible to the development of mam-
mary tumours; either spontaneously or after treatment with dimethylbenzantracene or 
ionizing radiation. The inbred SD/Rij rat strain, kept in our laboratory, was the least 
susceptible SD line, but considerably more prone to mammary tumour development than 
the BN or WAG/Rij rat strains. Recently, the SD/Rij strain has changed to an extreme 
susceptible strain, comparable to the Sprague Dawley rats used in the Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, New York. For instance, in 1990, 2 Gy of X-rays (2 Gy) would 
result in a 100 per cent tumour incidence at two years of age. At present, nearly all 
animals will have a tumour within a year after radiation. 
A crossing programme has been carried out by us in 1992 with the at that time moderately 
susceptible SD/Rij strain and the relatively resistant BN strain (25% mammary tumours 
after 2 years; 2 Gy X-rays). The F 1 hybrid of these strain gets 75 per cent tumours at two 
years with this dose of X-rays. The F 1 was slightly less susceptible than the parental SD 
line. In the backcross generation to BN only 40 of 107 animals developed a mammary 
tumour at that age. In the backcross to SD 62 of 82 females got a tumour. These results 
do not contradict the hypothesis that a single SD gene controls the susceptibility to 
mammary tumours. The SD/Rij strain differs from the BN strain in the following coat 
colour genes: albino (c), Black (B), hooded (H) and kinky (k). In both backcrosses no 
association was found between any of these coat colour genes and tumour susceptibility. 
DNA was isolated from the tail tip of all individuals in both backcrosses. The DNA 
samples were subjected to Sourthem blotting after Hae III digestion with the minisatellite 
core probe 33.15 of Jeffreys. The SD/Rij strain differs considerably from the BN strain 
with regards to the Southern blot pattern with this probe. No association could be found, 
however, in the backcross generations between a single SD-specific band and mammary 
tumour development. 
In 1994 a crossing programme has been caried out between the SD/Rij rat strain, which 
had changed to extreme mammary tumour susceptibility and the relative resistant 
W AG/Rij strain. Not only backcrosses to SD/Rij and W AG/Rij have been produced, but 
also an F2 generation. The animals have been irradiated with X-rays (2 Gy). The experi-
ment is still not completed, but many tumours have appeared before one year of age in all 
three groups, particularly in the backcross to SD. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period (1992-1995) 
1 - determination of tumour incidence after exposure to a global irradiation by neutrons 
from 252Cf at low dose and low dose rate, 
2 - identification of the potential co-carcinogenic effect of combined exposure to 
irradiation and various occupational and/or environmental inhaled airborne pollutants. 
The effort was focused mainly on the identification of the potential co-carcinogenic effect of 
ozone in rats after pulmonary irradiation either by global irradiation by fission neutrons or by 
local pulmonary irradiation after inhalation of radon 222 and its short lived decay products. 
2 - constitution of a bank of tumours and the initiation of genetic studies to characterize 
mutations in tumour cells according to carcinogenic or cocarcinogenic treatment, 
3 - determination of the role of cytochrome P450 1A1 (CYP 1A1) during 
cocarcinogenesis produced by inducers of this enzyme administered after exposure to radon and 
its progeny. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Irradiation by neutrons from 252Cf: 
Four groups of Sprague-Dawley male rats were randomly selected. Two groups of rats 
were exposed to neutrons from 252-Cf during 30 hours at a dose of 0.025 Gy at different ages, 
3 months and 15 months respectively. Two other groups of rats were exposed to neutron 
irradiation from the age of 3 months for a period of 1 year at doses of 0.025 and 0.053 Gy 
respectively. Then, the rats were housed in the same animal house and allowed to live until they 
died or killed when they were moribund according to the Health Care and Use of Laboratory 
Animals from the European Legislature. A full necropsy was conducted on all animals and 
tissue samples were kept systematically. This samples were embedded in paraffin and 5 mm 
thin sections were cut and stained for examined microscopic examination. The incidence of 
tumours and survival times of rats in the different experimental groups were compared with 
those of 500 contemporary unexposed control rats. 
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Preliminary results are summarized in table 1. No differences were statistically observed 
between the different groups considering the mean lifespan and the histological types of 
cancers. However, the survival time of rats exposed to neutrons from Cf-252 at a dose of 
0.025 Gy at low dose rate was identical to that of controls. By contrast, the survival times of 
rats exposed to neutrons from Cf-252 at the dose of 0.025 Gy at high dose-rate and 0.053 Gy 
at low dose-rate were lower than that of controls. 
Number Age Dose 
ofrats (days) (cGy) 
Controls 501 
Group I 152 100 2.5 
Group 2 255 420 2.5 
Group 3 249 135 2.5 
Group 4 50 135 5.3 
Dose rate Mean 
(flGylh) survival 
Non 
Gland. 
time (days) Cancers 
753 20.8% 
950 725 30.9% 
758 720 28.2% 
3.58 758 33% 
7.72 730 20% 
All 
Cancers 
34.2% 
40.1% 
42.7% 
43.8% 
32% 
The results of this study will be submitted for publication in the course of the year 1996. 
2 - Co-carcinogenic effects of ozone in rats: 
The aim of this work was to estimate in rats the potential carcinogenic or co-carcinogenic risk of 
ozone, acting either alone as a complete carcinogen, or as a promoter after pulmonary 
irradiation either by global irradiation by fission neutrons or by local pulmonary irradiation after 
inhalation of radon 222 and its short lived decay products. 
Experimental protocols 
Different types of protocole were used: 
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1- Inhalation of ozone alone or after global irradiation by fission neutrons. 
Five groups of animals were used: 
- Group 1 : 50 rats exposed first to global irradiation by fission neutrons in the Silene reactor at 
a dose of 0.6 Gy which have been previously demonstrated to induce a lung cancer incidence of 
10% 
- Group 2 : 36 rats exposed to global irradiation by fission neutrons, and 1 month after 
irradiation, to continuous ozone exposure 0,8 ppm (at least 23 hours a day). Continuous ozone 
exposure was used to avoid the process of lesions mechanisms repair which occur in the hours 
following the end of exposure to develop. 
- Group 3 : 36 rats were continuously exposed to ozone 0.8 ppm alone, as Group 2. 
- Group 4 : 36 rats were exposed first to global irradiation by fission neutrons in the Silene 
reactor (fission neutrons: 0,6 Gy; gamma: 0.13 Gy) and 1 month after irradiation to ozone 0.4 
ppm, 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 2 months. 
- Group 5 : 36 rats were exposed to ozone 0.4 ppm alone, 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 2 
months. 
2- Inhalation of ozone alone or after exposure to radon and its daughters. 
Four groups of animals were used: 
-Group 1: 50 rats were exposed to radon at a cumulative exposure of 100 WLM which have 
been shown previously to induce a lung cancer incidence of about 20 to 22% . 
- Group 2: 50 rats were exposed first to radon 1000 WLM, and one month after the end of 
exposure to ozone 0,2 ppm, 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 6 months. 
-Group 3: 50 rats were exposed to ozone 0.2 ppm alone, 6 hours a day, 5 days a week, for 6 
months. 
- Group 4: 50 rats were exposed first to radon 1000 WLM, and 1 month after the end of radon 
exposure, to ozone by inhalation. Ozone inhalation was performed at a concentration of 2 ppm 
during 3 sessions of 5 hours each and at a monthly interval between 2 sessions. 
It has been shown in previous studies that exposure to ozone 0.2 ppm induced cell proliferation 
at the level of the bronchioloalveolar epithelium from which the majority of rat pulmonary 
tumours are originating. The amplification of this cell population might contribute to a 
significant decrease of the latency period of such induced tumours. 
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At the present time, the majority of these studies are still in progress. All the exposures, 
irradiation by fission neutrons, exposures to radon and progeny and ozone exposures by 
inhalation are finished in all groups. During all the experiments, the rats were kept according to 
the Guidelines for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals established by the European 
Communities. After exposure, animals were kept until they died or were moribund and then 
killed. A full necropsy was carried out on all animals. Whole lungs were fixed by intratracheal 
instillation of Baker formalin fixing solution, embedded in paraffin and sectioned serially in the 
frontal plane. Large 20 j.tm thick sections were prepared without staining and screened for 
lesions. When suspicious lesions were encountered, 5 j.tm thick sections were cut, stained with 
hemalun-eosin-saffron and examined microscopically. The majority of animals are now died or 
have been killed and the histopathological study is in progress 
However, the results of the study of combined exposure to radon and ozone 0.2 ppm have been 
exploited and have been accepted for publication. 
The incidence of lung cancer was 20% in Group 1, exposed to radon alone, 26% in Group 2 
exposed to radon and ozone combined and 10% in Group 3, exposed to ozone alone, as 
compared with 0.8% in controls. Lung carcinomas induced by ozone alone showed a trend 
toward a preferential differentiation pattern to the squamous cell type. These results show a 
carcinogenic effect of ozone in rats for levels of exposure in the same range as those observed 
during peak levels of urban airborne pollution and suggest a potential cocarcinogenic effect of 
combined exposure to radon and ozone. 
The preferential differentiation of lung cancers induced by ozone exposure to the squamous cell 
pattern has to be emphasized. Such findings have been previously reported in rats exposed to 
both radon and cigarette smoke. A synergistic effect was also reported by using the same 
exposure to radon plus 5-6 benzoflavone, known to be an inducer of cytochrome P-450 lAl. 
In this experimental model, target cells are confined to the bronchiolo-alveolar junctions. The 
hyperplasia observed at the same sites after ozone exposure might indicate that the same target 
cells are involved in the co-carcinogenic process. 
Under the experimental conditions used, the co-carcinogenic effect of radon which has been 
observed, using high-level exposure, cannot be extrapolated to humans who are usually never 
exposed to such high levels. Further studies are needed to determine the effect of combined 
exposure to radon and ozone for lower radon exposure levels in the range of domestic or 
environmental exposures. 
By contrast, the carcinogenic and co-carcinogenic effects of ozone appear to occur at 
environmental levels such as those encountered in photochemical smog. Thus, ozone, and 
perhaps other oxidizing pollutants such as NOx, might be regarded as potential environmental 
carcinogens. Because very few experimental and epidemiological data have been reported, 
further studies are needed. 
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3 - Constitution of a bank of soft tissue tumours: 
The aim of this study was to constitute a bank of tissue samples for further characterization of 
the mutations induced in tumour cells according to different carcinogenic treatments. Different 
groups of rats were treated by intramuscular injections of various chemical compounds to 
induce soft tissue tumours, mainly rhabdomyosarcomas and fibrosarcomas, at the site of 
injection to constitute a bank of neoplastic and preneoplastic lesions. Different groups of 20 
Sprague-Dawley male rats received at the age of 3 months a single intramuscular injection of 
either rare earths compounds, stable Cerium, Lanthane, Lutetium and Gadolinium, or Cadmium 
or methylcholanthrene. Rare earths compounds were injected under the form of buffered 
hydroxyde at doses of 2, 10 and 50 mglkg respectively. Cadmium was also injected under the 
form of hydroxyde at doses of 10 and 50 mglkg. Methylcholanthrene was injected in corn oil 
solution at a concentration of 25 mglkg. 
About 100% of tumours occured at the site of injection in rats treated by methylcholanthrene 
within 6 months after injection. In rats treated by cadmium chloride, tumours occured after a 
latency period of about 1 year. In rats treated by rare earths compounds, few tumours occured 
after a latency period of about 18 months. Tumour tissue samples were taken on all animals 
bearing tumours and kept under the form of frozen or formalin fixed tissue samples for genetic 
studies. This study is still in progress. Tumour tissue samples were used for the development 
of specific immunochemical staining techniques for laser confocal microscopic examinations. 
Preliminary results are indicated in different student reports. 
4 - Cocarcinogenic effect of cytochrome P450 1A1 inducers for squamous cell lung cancer 
induction in rats previously exposed to radon: 
Association of radon exposure and inhalation of various occupational or environmental airborne 
pollutants may lead to synergistic effects for lung cancer induction. Experimentally, a co-
carcinogenic effect results in increased tumour rates after combined administration of the 
potential carcinogens. A standardized protocol has been developped in rats to identify potential 
co-carcinogenic agents. This protocol consists in a 1000 WLM radon exposure, followed by 
exposure to the agent to be studied. The aim of this study was to characterize the cocarcinogenic 
effect of various cytochrome P450 IA1 (CYP IAI) inducers in male Sprague-Dawley rats 
previously exposed to radon and radon daughters at a cumulative dose of 1000 Working-Level-
Months (WLM). This was based on the hypothesis that polycyclic hydrocarbons are involved 
in the carcinogenic activity of several compounds, especially of tobacco smoke compounds. 
Three different CYPIAI inducers were used: methylcholanthrene (MC), metabolized by CYP 
IAI into strong mutagenic compounds, 5,6-benzoflavone (~NF) metabolized into no-
mutagenic compounds and 2,3,7,8 tetrachlorobenzo p-dioxin (TCDD) which is considered as 
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no-mutagenic and no-metabolized. These inducers were administered by 6 intramuscular 
injections of 25, 25 and 0.0013 mg/kg respectively at fortnightly intervals. Rats were studied 1 
month or 4 months after the end of the treatments. Histopathological analysis showed the 
occurence of epidermoid nodules and/or squamous cell carcinomas in animals exposed to radon 
and each CYP lAl inducer. The latency period for the occurence of such lesions varied 
according to the inducer. For MC or ~NF treated rats, these lesions were systematically 
observed 1 month after the end of treatment. Latency periods for about 100% tumour induction 
were about 100 days for MC and ~NF but increased to 200 days for TCDD. Biochemical 
studies shown a similar global CYP lAl induction, measured by ethoxy resorufine 0-
deethylase (EROD) activity, an enzymatic activity associated with CYP lAl. This induction 
was about 40 times the control value and exposure to radon alone did not modify the EROD 
activity. A similar induction of CYP lAl was observed in all treated groups whether rats were 
exposed to radon or not. Immuno-histo localization of CYP lAl has shown negligible 
expression of CYP lAl in controls and in rats exposed to radon only. Labelling was most 
confined to some unciliated bronchial cells. Treatments by the different chemicals induced 
similarly CYP lAl in endothelial, alveolar type II and unciliated bronchial cells whereas strong 
CYP 1 A 1 expression was observed after each chemical treatment in hyperplastic epithelial foci 
in all rats previously exposed to radon. 
These results suggest that CYP lAl expression alone in some particular cell type could be a 
primeval step of a cocarcinogenic process induced after local lung irradiation by inhalation of 
radon and its daughters. Studies are in progress to warrant such hypothesis and to characterize 
the specific role of irradiation during the cocarcinogenic process. 
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EEC contract F13P-CT92-0042 
Carcinogenic effects of low radiation doses and underlying mechanisms 
Laboratory: GSF 
1 Introduction 
Animal experiments used to be an essential tool in radiocarcinogenesis. They have been used to 
show that radiation can indeed produce a great variety of neoplasms if not all and later they were 
used to study the influence of a number of factors on the dose response, ranging from physical 
factors to biolog1cal characteristics such as sex, species or tissues. 
Much has been sa1d about the limitations of animal experiments, particularly about their main 
limitation that their results can not be applied to humans. Animal experiments are expensive and 
they have got more so with the need to investigate more refined questions and therefore to inflate 
the number of ammals needed. Typical examples for expensive experiments are studies of the shape 
of the dose effect response at low doses. As with time animal experiments were getting more refined 
they were also getting more unpopular. The two factors price and unpopularity combined with the 
decrease of financial funding for research have contributed to practically stop animal experiments. 
Earlier results nevertheless remain, and moreover a very valuable effort is underway to assembe in 
a data bank results collected over the years in the laboratories of the European Communities. 
These results should be used since, in spite of the limited applicability of animal expenments 
for nsk extimates, they can help to decide on such issues where epidemiological data can not bring 
an answer. One may hope that one day fundamental research will have made enough progress 
towards elucidation of the mechanisms wh1ch from the initial inJury bring about a neoplasm; in 
the mean time estimates of risk can not but result from a combined evaluatwn of observations in 
epidemiology, in animal experiments, and in radiobiology. 
The concepts and methods used in the analysis of animal experiments are largely similar to 
those used in epidemiology. Animal experiments however tend as a rule to be simpler to analyse 
than epidemiological data smce, with the latter, factors have to be considered which are absent 
in planned expenments. Such factors can be life style, sex, age at irradiation to name just a few 
While in epidemiology it is only exceptional that two individuals have the same characteristics, 
the analysis of animal data consists in the comparison of groups of animals which differ only by 
the treatment they received. For this reason it appears reasonable to use for such data specific 
programs. Such a software package has been prepared at Lei den [1] which consists of two d1fferent 
parts. One accepts raw data on indiviual animals and prepares a data set ready for analysis. The 
other one contains the various options for a more or less detailed analysis. Aim of our work was 
the description of the mathematical background for these analysis. We make use of a particular 
example as an Illustration. 
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Doses number of number of 
(Gy) animals carcinomas sarcomas 
0 586 8 6 
7-rays 
1 505 20 33 
3 120 11 6 
fissiOn neutrons 
0.02 300 10 18 
0.08 158 10 18 
0.4 150 14 15 
Table 1: Synopsis of the expenment 
2 The experiment 
For the purpose of the present illustration data from a life-time experiment with Sprague-Dawleys 
rats were utilized (4]. Groups of rats were irradiated with 7-rays or fission neutrons. At death they 
were autopsied and a whole spectrum of malignant tumors recorded. Two groups of tumors have 
been selected for the analysis, a group of carcinomas and a group of sarcomas. The carcinomas 
are those of the digestive tract and of the urinary tract, the sarcomas are those of the vasculary 
system. Table 1 gives basic informatiOn about the experiment. 
Central to all analys1s is the concept of the tumor rate r( t) or hazard functzon. It is the 
probability per unit time that an animal develops a tumor at time t after irradiation. Related to 
the tumor rate are the cumulatzve tumor rate or cumulatzve hazard R(t), and the tumor mc1dence 
I(t): 
R(t) = l r(t')dt', 
I(t) = 1- exp( -R(t)). 
(1) 
(2) 
Another related function is frequently used instead of the tumor incidence, this is the probability 
that at t1me t after irradiation an animal is still tumor free, 
S(t) = 1- I(t) = exp(-R(t)). (3) 
For nonparametric estimates of S(t) we used the product-limit estimate. Our notation is to 
use N, for the number of animals still in the experiment at time t, after treatment and n, for the 
number of tumors observed at time t, (or in a time interval dt, around t,). The product-limit 
estimate of the probability S( t) to be tumor free at time t and its standard deviation are given by 
S(t) = IT (1- ~.) 
1Et,:5t 
L n, . 
•Et,9 N,(N,- n,) (4) ±S(t) 
Figure 1 shows the product-limit estimate for each group. 
3 Analysis 
In Fig. 1 there seems to be no great difference between the sarcoma rates of rats exposed to 
and 3 Gy of 7-rays. This impressiOn was confirmed by the Mantel Haenzel test, which shows no 
sigmficant difference. 
It was beyond the scope of our work to perform a detailed analysis of an experiment chosen 
for illustrative purposes only. Nevertheless we see indications that for carcmomas the dose-effect 
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Dose 
(Gy) 
0 
1-rays 
1 
3 
fissiOn neutrons 
0.02 
0.08 
0.4 
Proportional hazards model 
carcmomas sarcomas 
a a 
5.5 ± 1.1 9 3 ± 19 
20 2 ± 4.8 9.8 ± 3.4 
2.5 ± 0.6 5.9 ± 1.3 
12.4 ± 3.3 21.8±5.1 
69.0±176 35.9 ± 9.4 
We1bull functions 
carcinomas sarcomas 
,B = 8.8 ± 2.3 ,B = 4.0 ± 0.7 
a {day- 1) a {day- 1) 
(7 A± 1.6) . w- ( 4.0 ± 1.2) . 10 
{8.9 ± 0.8) w-4 {68±10)·10-4 
{10.3 ± 1.6) w-4 {6 8 ± 1 0). 10- 4 
(8.2 ± o.8). w- 4 {6.2 ± u). w- 4 
(9 8 ± 0.8). 10- 4 {8.2 ± 1 2) . w- 4 
(11.8 ± 0.9). w-4 (9.3 ± 1.6) . 10-4 
Table 2. Parameters of the proportional hazards model and the Weibull functions with their 
confidence intervals. 
relation is linear, apart from RBE values slightly in excess of 10. For sarcomas the situation is 
less clear. If lineanty is assumed at low doses values m excess of 30 would be deduced for the 
lowest neutron dose. This experiment confirms that for these two classes of neoplasms there are 
differences in radiatiOn sensitivity which lead to different dose response and different RBE values. 
The results are however too lim1ted to permit a numencal evaluaton of these differences. 
The next step in the analysis consists in introducing analytical expressions to estimate the rates 
for each group of ammals. For experiments where each group differs from the others by only one 
parameter, the proportional hazards model is particularly simple and reduces to 
{5) 
The index J designates the groups, R0 (t) is the base-line function. The cumulative rates are 
proportiOnal and the proportionality factors a3 reflect the influence of the exposure. The fits for 
the present data set are illustrated in Figure 2. The a coefficients normalized to the coefficient of 
the control group are given in Table 2 with their confidence intervals. 
The proportional hazards model is not the only poss1bihty. An attractive alternative IS the 
Wei bull model which agrees with the assumption that tumor mduction is the result of a multistage 
process. It is a special case of an accelerated hazards model and of a proportional hazards model 
since its mathematical expression as a power function of t1me can be wntten as 
{6) 
The results of a fit of this model to the present data are depicted in Figure 3. The estimated 
parameters ,Band a3 are g1ven also in Table 2. 
4 Conclusions 
A comparison between the sum-lim1t estimates of the cumulative rates and the rates derived with 
the Weibull functiOn indicate some divergence and one may wish in a more systematic analysis to 
use funct10ns that are closer to the data. Various possib1hties have been discussed in the literature 
[6] and some could be implemented in the software PREPl. The Weibull model may nevertheless 
st1ll fit the broadest range of data. It has the advantage to be easily modified to take into account 
extended 1rradiat10ns which have not been considered here. 
The use of analytical expressions to fit data does not imply any assumptions on the basic 
mechamsms of carcinogenesis. The fit of a functiOn such as the Weibull function to a data set 
provides only a conv1enient tool to summarize an experiment, to compare results and to prepare 
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further expenments Basic questwns of carcmogenes1s are nevertheless raised by large animal 
experiments such as the one considered here for the IllustratiOn. 
The analysis m terms of a proportional hazards model as well as with a We1bull function has 
confirmed the previous findings that the carcmomas and the sarcomas seem to follow different time 
patterns, the carcinomas appeanng later in time after exposure than the sarcomas. The question 
anses then whether this characteristic difference applies generally to all carcmomas and to all 
sarcomas. A similar questiOn as to the generality of the finding is raised by the difference m the 
dose relations, with a saturatiOn effect for the sarcomas. 
Because of samll numbers It would be Impracticable to analyse the different tumor types sep-
arately Carcinomas and sarcomas being tumors of different types of tissues, differences in their 
radiation sensitivity are of mterest w1th regard to their implicatiOns for nsk estimation and also 
With regard to the mechanisms of carcmogenes1s. In the experiment discussed here, although the 
sarcomas make up for approximately half of all tumors, few leukemias have been observed and 
their mcluswn with the sarcomas of the valculary system would have left the results unchanged. In 
epidemiologic studies cohorts of humans exposed to radiation the bulk of tumors m excess consists 
of carcinomas labelled as solid tumors and of leukemias. Apart from leukemias, sarcomas are rare. 
In the Japanese bomb survivors study and in the British ankylosing spondilitis patients study 
differences have also been observed in the time patterns of appearance between leukemias and car-
cmomas. The excess leukemia rates appears as a wave a few years after irradiation and decay to 
normal values after 15 to 20 years. The excesses of solid tumors appear late after Irradiation and in 
proportion to the age specific spontaneous rates . The only known exception are the bone sarcomas 
observed in a cohort of patiients treated w1th the a-emitter radium 224. The time pattern of these 
sarcomas IS qmte similar to the wave like shape observed w1th the radiation induced leukemias. 
The whole picture suggests that to the division between leukemias and solid tumors may indeed 
correspond a more fundamental division between carcinomas and sarcomas. This remains however 
to be ascertained. 
Although results from animal experiments are not directly transferable to humans for purposes 
of radiation protection, they can participate in answering practical as well as more fundamental 
questions as hopefully this work has again demonstrated. In this regard one should note that more 
information may be in store in the material that has been collected in past animal experiments. 
We will try to go on analysing this matenal. 
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Figure 1 Product-lirmt estimate for the probability to be without sarcoma at the given time 
after exposure, see Eq. 4 For clanty the estimates are g1ven w1thout confidence intervals. The 
probability to be tumor free for the non-exposed group (C) is given in the upper panel with the 
two groups exposed to "j·rays. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. C. Zurcher/Dr. P.A.J. Bentvelzen 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The histopathological classification of the lesions arisen in rats after different radiation treat-
ments, with emphasis on mammary tumours. 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
The histopathological examination of mammary tumours appearing in rats treated with the 
hormone oestradiol 176, has been completed. The rats were given either single dose of gamma 
rays (Table 1) or fractionation scheme (Table 2). Each group consisted of 40 animals. With 
regard to single dose irradiation it is obvious that with a higher dose more malignant tumours 
are found. This is not observed, however, when the animals are irradiated at the relativelv late 
age of 64 week of age. · 
The frequency of malignant tumours is considerably lower when the animals were subjected to 
fractionated radiation. It is not significant different from the results obtained with the 
unirradiated rats. 
Table 1: Number of tumours, benign/malignant, for smgle dose irr.JdtatJon 
age at exposure 
(weeks) 
8 
10 
12 
15 
2:2 
36 
64 
0 Gy 
ben. mal. 
:2 9 
1 
3 
10 
20 
26 
I Gy 
ben. 
4 
4 
6 
4 
4 
4 
7 
Table 2: Number of tumours, bemgn/malignant, fracuonated irradiatiOn 
dose per fraction 0 Gy I Gy 
(mGyJ ben mal. ben 
2.5 3 
10 :2 
40 
Histological classification of twnour types 
mal 
20 
20 
28 
:24 
17 
21 
18 
mal. 
13 
14 
10 
2 Gy 
ben. mal 
10 :28 
6 31 
19 29 
8 24 
8 27 
3 31 
11 19 
2 Gy 
ben. mal 
17 
3 15 
11 
Almost all of the tumours tabulated as "benign" were fibro-adenomas. Other benign tumours 
were classified as one fibroma, one was a papillary cystadenoma and one lipoma. The malig-
nant tumours could be sub-divided into carcmomas (most cases) and carcinomas arismg in 
fibro-adenomas. This last category comprised approximately 4 per cent of all malignant 
tumours in the single dose irradiated groups and approximately I per cent in the fractionation 
groups, whereas none has been found in the controls. Furthermore, one malignant mammary 
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tumour could be classified as sarcoma and one as adenosquamous carcinoma. 
Non-mammary lesions have also been included in the study, but the histological slides have not 
been checked systematically, so quantitative information is not available at present. 
Qualitatively, the lesions that have been encountered are summarized in the following table. 
Table 3: Non-mammary tumours: sites and types 
site benign malignam 
ovarium folliculoma 
cervix fibrosarcoma 
uterus leiomyoma adenocarcmoma 
haemangmma 
adrenal cortex carcinoma 
small intestine leiomyosarcoma 
lung haemangioma 
pitmtary gland adenoma 
liver adenoma 
thyroid carcmoma 
spleen fibrosarcoma 
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Final Report 
1992-1995 
Contract: F13PCT920043 Duration: 1.9.92 to 30.6.95 Sector: B13 
Title: Measurement of oncogenic transformation of mammalian cells in vitro by low doses 
of ionizing radiation. 
1) Mill Nuclear Electric 
2) Frankenberg Univ. Gottingen 
3) Roberts UKAEA 
4) Tallone Lombardi Univ. Milano 
5) Kellerer Univ. Miinchen 
6) Saran ENEA 
I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
U Global Objectives 
This is a collaborative study of dose-response relationships for cell transformation in 
vitro at as low a dose as can be achieved. A realistic minimum dose at which to assess 
transformation frequency with adequate precision and achieve meaningful comparisons 
between participating laboratories is likely to be -0.25 Gy. Close links are maintained 
with other laboratories working on cell transformation and with groups developing 
epithelial systems of human origin suitable for cell transformation in vitro. 
Specific objectives include: 
(a) the preparation of a standard manual for cell transformation assays with 
the specific aim of standardising the protocol between participating 
laboratories; this will include precise criteria for scoring transformed 
foci and an explanation of the classification in terms of examples of 
transformed and non-transformed foci; 
(b) inter-comparison experiments at doses down to 0.25 Gy ofX-radiation; 
(c) ultimately, by pooling data from each individual laboratory, the 
determination of dose-response relationships at as low a dose as is 
practical; 
(d) the eventual use of epithelial cell systems and assays that have an 
increased relevance to human risk estimation; and 
(e) the formation of individual subgroups for more specialised investiga-
tions: dose-rate effects with densely ionising radiations, the role of 
neighbouring entities of high ionisation density using ultra-soft X-rays 
and Auger-emitters, transformation frequency and the cell cycle and 
alternative transformation assays. 
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1.2 Global Achievements 
1.2.1 Introduction 
The principal risk from low doses of radiation is the induction of cancer. Currently the 
risks of developing cancer are predicted by various methods but these have not been 
validated at low radiation doses as routinely received during the operation of nuclear 
facilities and other sources of occupational exposure. Dose-response relationships for 
tumour induction can be studied using animal models but at low doses these can 
become expensive. An alternative is to use cell transformation in vitro for which a 
variety of systems are available. However only the C3H 10TYz mouse fibroblast 
system (Reznikoff et. a/., Cancer Research, .ll, 3239-3249, 1973) and the CGL1 
human hybrid system (Stanbridge eta/., Science, 215, 252-259, 1982; Redpath eta/., 
Radiation Research, 110, 468-4 72, 1987) provide the relatively high precision needed 
for work at low doses and dose-rates. These systems are used in a number of 
laboratories in Europe and -the USA. 
It is clear that, if reliable data at low doses are to be obtained, a large number of 
transformants must be scored to reduce the statistical variation. For one laboratory this 
may put a large strain on resources. For such an internationally important topic, this 
seems an ideal area for collaboration between laboratories and in June 1990 a 
collaborative project, partially supported by the CEC (contract Bi7-043 B13), was 
initiated with the following objectives. 
(1) To standardise the C3H 10TYz assay between participating laboratories. 
(2) To produce a standard code of practice for cell transformation in C3H 10TYz 
cells; so that other laboratories may have a standard for the comparison of 
results. 
(3) Ultimately, to establish the shape of the dose-response curve for cell 
transformation at low doses and dose-rates. 
(4) To extend these studies to more relevant cell transformation systems (e.g. 
human epithelial systems) as and when they become available. 
The present contract is a continuation of contract Bi07-043 B 13 which had broadly the 
same objectives. In this, the final report, collaborative inter-comparison experiments 
carried out between September 1992 and June 1995 and involving five of the six 
participating laboratories are described in sections 1.2.3 to I.2.5 below. These 
collaborative experiments formed a central part of each laboratory's individual 
programme. This is followed by individual reports (sections II and III} from each 
participating laboratory. 
I.2.2 Summary of Achievements prior to September 1992 
The transformation assay, like many other biological assays, is susceptible to 
perturbations from a variety of influences. These perturbations do not normally hinder 
the comparison of results when made internally within each laboratory but often 
preclude the direct comparison of results between laboratories. Hence inter-comparison 
of results between laboratories is difficult unless steps are taken to minimise the 
effects of these influences. The initial phase of this project thus entailed the 
determination of the effect of various factors on plating efficiency, cell inactivation 
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and transformation frequency. It was found that one of the most critical for cell 
transformation is the convention used for scoring transformed foci and it became clear 
that scoring is an influential parameter in the C3H 1 OTY:z transformation assay. Regular 
joint scoring inter-comparisons are necessary in order to maintain consistency between 
participating laboratories. 
One of the first exercises carried out by the six collaborating groups was a focus-
scoring inter-comparison. For this purpose each group circulated a number of flasks 
or petri dishes for scoring by the other groups. This was followed up by a joint 
scoring exercise during which a consensus score for each flask or dish was deter-
mined. Altogether four such exercises have now been completed. Initially, there was 
a relatively large discrepancy between some laboratories (up to a factor of 2), but the 
disagreement following the third scoring exercise was reduced to a maximum of about 
20%. In Table 1 are shown the results of the statistical analysis after three 
inter-comparison and consensus scoring sessions. It is clear that scoring is an 
influential parameter in the 1 OTY:z transformation assay and regular joint scoring 
inter-comparisons are necessary in order to maintain consistency between participating 
laboratJries. An important goal was the production of a catalogue depicting various 
classes of foci and the score assigned to these foci. This will be a unique reference for 
scoring foci and will be an aid to other laboratories using the C3H 1 OTY:z cell 
transformation assay to whom it will be made readily available. 
TABLE I: Ratios and Standard Deviations of Individual Score to Consensus Score for Transformed Foci 
Date of Focus Scoring Inter-comparison 
Laboratory July 1990 May 1991 October 1991 
Berkeley 1.8 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.2 
Frankfurt I 3 ± 0 3 0.8 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.2 
Harwell 1.4 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.3 
Milan 0.8 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.1 
Munich 1.1±03 1.1 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.1 
Rome -- 1.2 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.2 
OVERALL I 31 ± 0.19 1.05 ± 0.49 0.95 ± 0.24 
As a basis for scoring, the criteria of Remikoff et. a/. (Cancer Research, ll. 
3239-3249, 1973) are used but with some modifications. No distinctions between type 
II and type III foci are made and the most important criterium is the presence of criss-
crossing. Piling-up alone is insufficient to classify a focus as being malignantly 
transformed. A new type of focus, designated X, has been identified. These are 
characterised by long, fibrous sheaths of cells. Tumourigenicity studies have been 
carried out to verify the classification of transformed foci. 
Other conclusions are (i) that the use of cells kept on ice for up to 72 hours does not 
compromise experiments, thus enabling the transportation of experimental cells 
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between laboratories; (ii) that serum batch, as long as this has been previously 
screened as suitable for transformation, is not critical; and (iii) that the use of seeding 
densities between I and 3 viable cells per square centimetre is a region of small 
variation in transformation frequency and should be used for all routine experiments. 
A summary of the data of the dependence of transformation frequency on seeding 
30 
T 
t Lt'! 
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• .... Gottingen 10 T • 1 ~l rl • Harwell 7 .... • Milan lT ... Munich 5 
• • Rome 1 1 T 3 l j .... i I 1 T 
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FIGURE 1 The Effect of Cell Seeding Density on Transformation Frequency: 
5 Gy X-rays 
density is shown in figure I. 
Inter-comparison measurements at doses down to I Gy have previously been reported. 
In this report further measurements are presented together with new measurements at 
doses down to 0.25 Gy. Further refinements to the protocol are also described. 
1.2.3 Incubation Period 
The standard assay for transformation in C3H I OT!--'2 cells involves a total culture 
period of six weeks, including weekly medium changes after the two weeks. For the 
first three weeks cells are grown in medium containing I 0% foetal calf serum (FCS), 
subsequently the medium contains 5% FCS. Further work has suggested the need to 
incubate cells for a fixed period of four weeks after confluence is reached rather than 
a fixed total period of six weeks. This four-week period of confluence is not normally 
achieved when cells are seeded at -2 viable cells cm·2• Irradiated cultures can take 
significantly longer than unirradiated cultures to reach confluence, particularly at high 
doses. Further investigations have shown that there are some differences in culture 
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conditions between the laboratories which result in a significant spread in the time 
taken for confluence to be reached. Results from two inter-comparison experiments in 
which the effect of incubation period was studied are shown in figure 2. Clearly there 
can be a large change in the measured transformation frequency between the standard 
period of six weeks and longer periods of eight or nine weeks. These results need to 
be interpreted in conjunction with growth-curve data for the same experiments which 
are shown in figure 3 and summarised in table II. Evident is the spread in the time 
taken to reach confluence which seems to depend on serum batch and other factors 
peculiar to each laboratory. When transformation frequencies are compared for 
incubation periods corresponding to four weeks at confluence the agreement between 
laboratories is significantly improved (see table ill). There is a small increase in the 
spontaneous transformation for the longer incubation periods. 
20 
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FIGURE 2 The Effect of Incubation Time on Transformation Frequency: 
5 Gy X-rays 
Following the results from these measurements all subsequent transformation 
experiments are incubated for a period of four weeks following the attainment of 
confluence. 
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TABLE II: Summary of Growth-Curve Data 
Viable l&ll_Seeding Al!l!roximate !&!! Al!l!roxim!lte Time 
Density lcm"2 Density!!! to Reach Laboratozy Confluence /1 O' cm·2 Confluence !9l!y 
Control l.ili. Control l.ili. Control 
Berkeley 1.6 1.3 3 2 18 
Gottingen 1.7 1.5 6 4 17 
Milan 2.7 2.7 5 4 15 
Munich 2.3 1.7 5 4 17 
Rome 2.0 2.4 4 4 17 
1011 
101 
0 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
Time after Seeding /day 
Combined Growth Curve Data from Five Laboratories: 
0 and 5 Gy X-rays. 
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TABLE III: Transformation Frequencies for Incubation Period of Four Weeks Post-Confluence: 
Dose= 5 Gy X-Rays (Data extracted from Figure 2 and Table II) 
Transfonn11tion 
Laboratozy Frequency rua:. Viable 
~10· 
Berkeley 5.42 ± 2.02 
Gottingen 6.45 ± 1.40 
Milan 4.33 ± 1.16 
Munich 6.29 ± 1.57 
Rome 2.71 ± 0.90 
I.2.4 Survival and Transformation Inter-comparison Experiments 
Altogether nineteen inter-comparison experiments have been carried out during the 
period of this and the previous contract. The data presented in this section are from 
those covering all experiments. Initially, transformation experiments were carried out 
using the standard six-week protocol. Following the investigations on the time required 
to reach confluence (see section 1.2.3), later experiments were incubated for a fixed 
time at confluence (4-weeks). Tables IV and V show the combined data from each 
laboratory. In general the transformation frequencies are the result of pooled data from 
at least three experiments. 
In table VI the data from each laboratory have been combined to provide survival and 
transformation data. These combined values were obtained by weighting each 
x .... x 
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FIGURE 4 Survival Curve from Combined Data: 250 kVp X-rays 
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laboratory's individual data by the number of survivors (for transformation) and by the 
number of experiments (for surviving fraction). An alternative weighting of 
transformation frequency by total area produced combined transformation frequencies 
of similar value. Only data where the viable cell densities were less than -4 cells cm·2 
have been included in this analysis. 
TABLE IV: Transformation Frequencies and Surviving Fractions: Experiments using Six-Week 
Protocol 
Dose Average Total Number Q.{ Total Growth Total Transformation Ereguenc~ Laboratoo: Surviving Number J2!lLSurviving Cell !SJy_ Fraction Survivors Area /m
2 
ofE2£i JLI04 
0 I 120911 7.97 3 0.25 ::1: 0.14 
1 0.91 51296 3.99 11 2.19 ::1:0.65 
Berkeley 2 0.71 54497 3.71 10 1.88 ::1: 0.59 
3 0.49 36334 3.26 8 2.25 ::1:0.79 
5 0.25 51190 3.82 42 9.04 ::1: 1.33 
0 I 63180 5.05 2 0.40 ::1: 0.20 
I 0.90 27400 2.14 1 0.37 ::1:0.37 
Gottingen 2 0.37 14200 2.00 3 2.12 ::1: 1.20 
3 0.45 15800 1.32 2 1.27 ::1: 0.90 
5 0.19 65480 4.32 10 1.50 ::1: 0.47 
0 I 54674 4.00 5 0.92 ::1: 0.41 
1 0.75 46515 3.13 5 1.09 ::1: 0.48 
Harwell 
2 0.59 15981 0.83 0 <0.63 
3 0.36 25839 1.80 11 4.48 ::1: 1.32 
0 I 160441 7.73 9 0.56 ::1: 0.19 
I 0.73 64779 6.22 11 1.70 ::1:0.51 
Milan 2 0.61 59442 3.58 9 1.50 ::1: 0.50 
3 0.41 61116 3.56 15 2.50 ::1:0.65 
5 0.16 52774 2.56 22 4.30::1:0.90 
0 1 151729 9.22 15 0.99::1:0.26 
I 0.85 90955 6.68 22 2.44 ::1:0.52 
Munich 2 060 45551 3.52 20 4.46 ::1: 1.00 
3 0.38 48372 3.54 17 3.56 ::1:0.86 
5 0.13 77061 4.43 43 5.73 ::1:0.88 
0 1 95948 6.36 3 0.31 ::1: 0.18 
1 0.84 97826 6.56 3 0.31 ::1:0.18 
Rome 2 0.63 63960 4.51 8 1.26 ::1: 0.44 
3 0.41 64880 4.46 8 1.24 ::1:0.44 
5 0.12 51394 3.95 22 4.35 ::1:0.92 
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TABLE V: Transformation Frequencies and Surviving Fractions: Experiments using Four-Week 
Confluence Protocol 
Average Total Trans-Dose I.otal Number Qf Total Growth formation Eregyencx m La bora to[! !fu_ Surviving Survivors Area/m2 Number Surviving 00 Fraction of Foci 
K..l04 
0 I 141877 7.54 II 0.79 ± 0.23 
'A 0.96 ± O.D3 258783 12.72 23 0.90 ± 0.19 
~ 0.79 ± 0.08 78392 5.27 10 1.30 ± 0.41 
Berkeley I 0.80 ± 0.01 52110 3.10 12 2.39 ± 0.68 
I~ 0.75 ± 0.07 47920 2.70 15 3.29 ± 0.83 
3 0.59 ± 0.48 61885 2.12 12 2.04 ± 0.57 
5 0.17 13697 1.02 7 5.42 ± 1.99 
0 1 188506 9.87 20 1.07 ± 0.24 
'A 0 97 242000 10.83 28 1.16 ± 0.22 
~ 0.81 122667 6.50 13 1.07 ± 0.30 
Gottingen I 0.67 63357 3.35 14 2.25 ± 0.60 
1~ 0.66 61775 3.32 21 3.46 ± 0.76 
3 0.32 15600 1.00 8 5.30 ± 1.90 
5 0.17 31365 2.16 21 6.95 ± 1.50 
0 I 191060 7.75 6 0.31 ± 0.13 
'A 0.90 ± 0.04 266580 11.50 8 0.30 ± 0.11 
y, 0.88 ± 0.03 115654 5.90 4 0.35±0.17 
Milan 1 0.67 ± 0.12 20979 1.60 1 0.48 ± 0.48 
I~ 0.77 ± 0.07 28399 1.77 7 2.50 ± 0.34 
3 0.31 ± 0.02 32352 1.56 4 1.25 ± 0.60 
5 0.15 ± 0.05 33242 1.41 15 4.65 ± 1.20 
0 I 195017 8.86 19 0.98 ± 0.23 
v. 0.92 168600 6.59 27 1.62 ± 0.30 
~ 0.85 104523 4.90 23 2.23 ± 0.47 
Munich I 0.87 53524 2.21 12 2.28 ± 0.66 
1\6 0.60 57523 3.03 18 3.18 ± 0.75 
3 0.41 19400 1.20 13 6.91 ± 1.92 
5 0.095 26058 1.88 16 6.29 ± 1.57 
0 1 134070 5.70 3 0.22 ± 0.13 
v. 1.11 ± 0.06 187712 7.66 2 0.11 ± 0.08 
y, 0.91 ± 0.09 118957 5.24 6 0.51 ± 0.21 
Rome I 0.76 ± 0.09 60654 2.73 0 <0.17 
1\6 0.62 ± 0.10 54220 2.79 5 0.93 ± 0.41 
3 0.44 ± 0.06 23490 0.92 6 2.60 ± 1.05 
5 0.13 ± 0.04 33689 1.79 9 2.71 ± 0.90 
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TABLE VI: Transformation Frequencies and Surviving Fractions: Pooled Data from Collaborating 
Laboratories 
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Surviving 
xiO 000 
Fraction All Data 4 Week 
Combmed 6 Week Protocol Confluence Protocol 
I 0.65 ± O.I4 0.58 ± O.I7 0.70 ± O.I7 
0.97 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.26 
-
0.79 ± 0.26 
0.85 ± 0.02 1.05 ± 0.34 
-
1.05 ± 0.34 
0.80 ± 0.04 1.55 ± 0.40 1.4I ± 0.42 1.59 ± 0.52 
0.67 ± 0.03 2.7I ± 0.49 
-
2.71 ± 0.49 
0.60 ± 0.06 2.00 ± 0.5I 2.00 ± 0.5I 
-
0.4I ± 0.06 2.63 ± 0.67 2.47 ± 0.74 2.9I ± 0.94 
O.I5 ± 0.02 4.85 ± 0.85 4.88 ± 1.20 5.09 ± 0.79 
i • Six-Week Protocol • Four-Week Confluence Protocol /1 
t(l 
0.3 0.5 0.7 1 
Absorbed Dose, D/Gy 
3 5 
Transformation Frequencies from Combined Data: 250 kVp X-rays 
Figures 4 and 5 show respectively the combined surviving fractions and combined 
transformation frequencies as a function of dose (data presented in Table VI). A linear-
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quadratic fit to the survival curve produced the following relationship between surviving 
fraction (S) and absorbed dose (D) in gray: 
S = exp{-(0.235 ± 0.025).D- (0.0274 ± 0.0076).D2} 
Since the results in Figure S show there to be no significant difference in the transformation 
frequencies for the two different protocols for the doses used in these inter-comparisons, data 
at 1, 3 and S Gy and control values were combined in the final analysis of transformation 
frequency. A regression fit to the transformation data produced the following relationship 
between transformation frequency per surviving cell (TF) and absorbed dose (D) in gray: 
TF = (0.829 ± 0.084) x 104 .D 
A fit using a linear-quadratic relationship resulted in a non-significant value for the dose-
squared term. The dose-response curve for the combined transformation frequencies from the 
two protocols and corrected for the spontaneous transformation frequency are shown in 
Figure 6. 
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I.2.5 Tumourigenicitv Studies 
In order to validate the amended scoring criteria for transformation, foci were isolated from 
cultures irradiated at Berkeley with a dose of 5 Gy of X-rays for subsequent assay in vivo. 
Cells were grown for two passages before being sent to St Andrews University where they 
were injected into athymic C3H mice. Mice were observed for eight months; in most instances 
where tumours did appear they did so at times much less than this. In many cases tumour cell 
lines were isolated and used for subsequent studies (see reports from projects I and 3 in 
section ill). Prior to the tumourigenicity results being available the foci were scored, initially 
by Berkeley alone, and then by all laboratories. A comparison of consensus score (focus type) 
and tumour incidence is shown in table VII. It is difficult to identify non-positive foci prior 
to staining and hence fewer of these types of foci were available for tumourigenicity 
investigation. One possible reason why foci scored as non-positive may produce tumours is 
that the extra passaging of cells to provide sufficient for injection (-4 x 106 cells per mouse) 
may enable pre-malignant cells to progress to full malignancy. However, this explanation is 
currently being investigated by culturing non-tumourigenic focus cells for several passages 
prior to being re-tested for their tumourigenic potential. To date no late passage foci which 
failed to produce tumours at early passage have progressed to tumourigenicity. 
TABLE VII: Results ofTumourigenicity Studies 
Tumour Incidence 
Number Qf NumberQf 
Focus Number Qf Tumour Number Qf Tumour- Fraction of Fraction Qf Foci Mice ~ Tested Producing Injected Bearing Foci Mice Foci Mice Produl)ing Develoning 
Tumours Tumou!] 
Control 
- -
19 0 0 0 
-
5 2 32 23 0.40 0.72 
+ 16 9 97 67 0.56 0.69 
XI+ 4 2 21 16 0.50 0.76 
X 2 I 9 4 0.50 0.44 
1.2.6 Discussion and Summary 
The C3H I OTYl cell transformation system has been widely used for a number of years to 
measure the malignant transformation by radiation and by chemicals. The radiosensitivity of 
this system is, however, rather low and experiments to determine the transformation frequency 
at low doses require a large number of samples in order to obtain significantly meaningful 
results. The exact details of the experimental protocol used can also significantly affect the 
measured transformation frequency. Evidence of this can be deduced from the scientific 
literature. For example Yang eta/. (Radiation Research, 104, S-177-S-187, 1985) report on 
a series of experiments carried out over several years where the radiation-induced 
transformation frequencies were found to vary from -1 to -12 x 10-4 for a dose of 4 Gy of 
225 kVp X-rays. The dose-response relationship was curvilinear. The values at the lower end 
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of this range are amongst the lowest radiation-induced transformation rates reported in the 
literature. In another publication, Borsa eta/. (Radiation Research, 100. 96-103, 1984) report 
a transformation frequency of -4 x 10·3 at a dose of 5 Gy of 250 kVp X-rays with an 
approximately linear relationship up to -6 Gy: the highest transformation rate reported in the 
literature. There are a number of other publications in which transformation frequencies 
somewhere between these extremes of -0.3 x 10·4 and -7 x 10·4 Gy-1 are reported for similar 
radiation qualities. This variation, by over a factor of twenty between laboratories, makes an 
inter-comparison of results impossible. 
The data from the collaborative experiments reported in section I.2.4 above are based on a 
large number of transformed foci (759 in total), far in excess of the numbers reported in any 
previous publication involving the C3H 1 OT¥2 cell transformation system. The total number 
of experimental samples was equivalent to over fifty-one thousand 55 cm2 petri dishes. As 
such the results have a firm statistical basis. Moreover, experimental conditions which were 
found most likely to affect transformation frequencies were identified and well controlled as 
described in sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 and in the final report of the previous contract (Bi07-
043 B13). The results presented in section 1.2.5 indicate that the dose-response relationship 
as measured in the dose interval from 0.25 to 5 Gy is linear and directly proportional to dose. 
The sensitivity for 250 kVp X-rays was found to be (0.83 ± 0.08) x 10"4 transformants per 
gray, a value towards the lower end of the extreme values previously reported. 
In summary the specific objectives (a) -(c) outlined in section 1.1 have been achieved by this 
collaborative project: 
(i) The standard protocol on cell transformation in vitro using the C3H 1 OT¥2 
mouse fibroblast system as recommended by the IARC working group 
(Kakunaga and Yamasaki, IARC Scientific Publication No. 67,207-219, 1985) 
has been extended and further standardised by suitable inter-comparison 
experiments. A catalogue of transformed and non-transformed foci depicting 
several different morphologies has been produced. Additional recommendations 
that should be taken into account are: 
- seeding density of cultures should be -2 viable cells per square 
centimetre; 
- cultures should be incubated for a fixed period of four weeks after 
confluence has been reached; 
- regular consensus scoring is required; 
- type II and type III (after Reznikoff et. al.) should be regarded as 
positively transformed clones, but with some modification to the 
scoring criteria; 
- type X foci should be scored as positively transformed. 
(ii) Inter-comparison experiments and the results of pooling data from the 
participating laboratories has determined the dose response relationships for 
cell survival and cell transformation to a high precision. 
Objectives (d) and (e) have been achieved through the individual laboratory programmes, the 
results of which are described in the sections III below. 
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Head of Project 1: Dr. Mill 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(a) Participation in the standardisation of the C3H 10TY:t cell transformation assay. 
(b) A study of dose-rate effects using 3.3 MeV a.-particles. 
(c) Characterisation of transformed C3H 10TY:t cells. 
(d) Radiation studies using the human colorectal cells. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
L. a.-Particles - Dose-Rate Effects 
The study of the effects of high-linear energy transfer (LET) a.-particles is of importance for 
radiation protection as the human population is exposed to both natural and artificial alpha-
emitting radionuclides in the environment. Of special relevance were the findings of Hill et 
a/. (International Journal of Radiation Biology,~ 11-16, 1984) on the greatly enhanced fre-
quencies for oncogenic transformation in C3H 10TY:t cells for very low dose-rates of fission 
neutrons. Data from our laboratory with neutrons and from elsewhere (Balcer-Kubiczek, et 
a/., International Journal of Radiation Biology, ~ 14 77-1482, 1991) have not confirmed these 
initial findings. However, the controversy still exists as to whether irradiation by neutrons and 
a.-particles at low dose-rates can be more effective than at high dose-rates. In particular, it has 
been suggested (Elkind, International Journal of Radiation Biology,~ 1467-1475, 1991) that 
experimental artefact could explain why many laboratories do not observe enhanced trans-
formation rates at low doses of high-LET radiation. 
We have carried out experiments using a.-particles from a 238Pu source for exponentially 
growing (log phase) and plateau phase C3H 10TY:t cells cultured on Hostaphan based dishes 
(2.5J.lm thick). The a.-particle energy was 3.3 MeV and the LET 121 keY J.lm·1• A dose of 
0.36 Gy was chosen for the dose-rate comparison. The dose-rates used were 0.18 Gy min·1 
(acute), 1.2 mGy min·1 and 0.13 mGy min·1 (chronic), the lower dose-rates extending over 
irradiation periods of either 5 or 45 hours. The temperatures of the samples were maintained 
at 37°C throughout the irradiation period. 
Rather than an enhancement our results suggest that, for log-phase cultures, there is a 
reduction of -30% in the transformation frequency for the chronic dose-rates compared with 
the acute dose-rate. This is contrast to results reported by Miller et a/. (Radiation Research, 
124, S62-S68, 1990). Our initial interpretation was that this difference could be explained by 
the different techniques used in delivering the dose; whereas Miller et a/. used a fractionated 
regime, our experiments were carried out with continuous exposures resulting in a random 
sequence of events within the cell. 
Subsequently we have compared fractionated and continuous irradiations at 1.2 mGy min"1 
in order to confirm this hypothesis which would indirectly support the existence of a sensitive 
period for transformation in the cell-cycle. Our results, however, shown in table I, indicate 
no significance difference in the transformation frequency after continuous or fractionated 
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irradiation regimes and our data remain in conflict with those of Miller et a/ .. 
Table 1: Transformation frequency in C3H IOTYl cells after continuous or fractionated 
exposure to 0.36 Gy of 238Pu a-particles 
Irradiation Surviving Number of Number of 162 cm
2 Flasks Transformation 
Frequency per Regime Fraction Cells at Risk Total With Foci Viable Cell x 104 
Control 
-
48705 87 0 <0.21 
Fractionated 0.61 ± 0.11 277020 434 29 1.1 ± 0.2 
Continuous 0.67 ± 0.06 305065 423 37 1.3 ± 0.2 
Because of a higher spontaneous transformation frequency for plateau-phase cultures no firm 
conclusions about possible dose-rate effects in these cultures can be made, although high 
factors (i.e. >3) for an enhanced response at chronic dose-rates are not compatible with the 
observed data. 
b. Tumourigenic and Growth Properties 2f. Transformed Foci 
Transformed foci of various types have been isolated from X- and a-particle irradiated 
cultures of C3H 10TY2 cells. These have been expanded for two or three passages and frozen 
stocks established. 
Various properties of 
these transformed cells 6 
have been measured, 
including: 
tumourigenicity, 
growth properties (for 
example doubling time, 
saturation density and 
length of the lag phase), 
chromosome 
complement and the 
ability to reconstruct 
the original focus, when 
seeded onto mono layers 
of untransformed cells. 
The correlation between 
focus classification and 
tumourigenicity has 
been presented m 
section I above. The 
growth characteristics 
of tumours which 
occurred from these 
different types of foci 
are shown in figure 1. 
It would be useful to 
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ascertain the reason why, in some instances, foci classified as negative, do produce tumours. 
Apart from the possibility of misclassification, one explanation may be that in the process of 
expansion to provide enough cells for injection a further (and final) step towards malignancy 
occurs. This is partially supported by the growth-curve data presented in figure I where it can 
be seen that there is an average lag of about five weeks compared with positively scored foci 
before tumours are observed. The curve for X foci is only for one focus. For+, +IX and- foci 
there were respectively eleven, two and three foci. 
Cytogenetic analyses of various foci have shown a reduced chromosome number compared 
to the parent cell line with a further loss in the tumour cell lines isolated from the tumours 
induced in C3H mice by these foci. A number of the focus cell lines also show the presence 
of metacentric chromosomes (mouse chromosomes are normally acrocentric) which are also 
present, to a greater extent in the corresponding tumour cells and absent in unirradiated parent 
cells. 
The focus cells or tumour cells were seeded onto confluent monolayers of unirradiated cells 
or seeded with an equivalent number of unirradiated cells in suspension, and the cultures 
examined for the appearance of foci, four weeks after confluence. The distribution patterns 
of reconstructed foci in the various focus categories is similar for the focus cells and their 
corresponding tumour cells. Focus and tumour cells (spontaneous and X-ray induced) 
reconstruct foci more efficiently when seeded onto confluent monolayers ofunirradiated cells 
than when seeded using suspensions which contain equivalent numbers of unirradiated cells. 
Seeding of tumour cells resulted in a higher percentage of cultures with reconstructed foci. 
The (+) and (X) foci and their corresponding tumour cells form the same class of foci in the 
majority of the focus-containing cultures, regardless of the seeding conditions. The (X/+) foci 
and tumour cells form (+) foci in the majority of the focus-containing cultures 
There was no significant differences between the foci and the control or tumour cells in the 
length of lag phase before exponential growth, the doubling time or plating efficiencies in 
either standard or reduced serum conditions. Transformed cells are reported to require fewer 
growth factors than untransformed to grow in vitro. 
1,. Radiation Studies using the Human Colorectal Cells (AA/Cl) 
Colo rectal cancer is an excellent, and well studied, example of the multi-step nature of cancer 
as described by Muto et a/.(Cancer, lQ, 2251-2270, 1975). It has also been observed that 
tumour progression in the adenoma-carcinoma sequence is accompanied by a series of 
characteristic genetic lesions which appear to occur in a preferred sequence. Although there 
is a preferred sequence of genetic lesions in this progression it appears that the order of events 
is not essential, rather it is the accumulated damage that determines tumourigenic potential. 
In addition the stomach, colon and the rectum are all radiologically significant tissues with 
high tissue weighting factors (wr) and a suitable in vitro model of colon carcinogenesis is 
highly relevant for radiological protection purposes. 
The adenoma derived PC/ AA non-tumourigenic human cell line was isolated from the colon 
of a familial adenomatous polyposis coli patient (Paraskeva et a/, International Journal of 
Cancer, 14, 49-56, 1984). From this non-clonogenic diploid cell line other cell distinct lines 
have been derived, ie, STXIAA and AA/Cl. The STX/AA cell line arose as a spontaneous 
mutation and was found to be a mucinous carcinoma. The AA/C1 cell line is aneuploid, 
clonogenic and non-tumourigenic and is the one used for the radiation studies described here. 
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The progression from the non-tumourigenic AA/Cl cell line to the transformed adeno-
carcinoma (AA/Cl!SB/lOM) cell line is accompanied by the acquisition of a number of 
characteristics. Amongst which is the loss of anchorage dependent growth. 
Within the gut anchorage independence is typically a trait associated with well developed 
villous tumours, permitting cells within the tumour to break away from the primary tumour 
(a pre-requisite for metastasis). Although it is unclear which oncogenes or tumour suppressor 
genes are involved in this process it has remained a useful characteristic which has been used 
a number of times in the assessment of cellular transformation with both rodent and human 
cell lines. However, in some cases anchorage independent growth does not correlate well with 
malignant transformation in human cells and it is therefore necessary to isolate anchorage 
independent colonies and subsequent assay them for tumourigenic potential. 
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FIGURE 2: Survival characteristics of AA/Cl cells 
The survival curve for AA/Cl cells after irradiation with 250 kVp X-rays is shown in 
figure 2. When compared with that for C3H lOTYl and CGLl cells it suggests that AA/Cl 
cells are relatively radiosensitive. The AA/Cl cells have a relative surviving fraction at 2 Gy 
(SF2) of 0.17 ± 0.05 compared with 0.58 and 0.56 for the C3H lOTYl and CGLl cell lines 
respectively. The lack of any significant shoulder region could also be indicative of a poor 
capacity to repair radiation-induced sublethal damage. However, the results of split dose 
experiments (see table II) suggest that the AA/Cl cell may in fact be capable of a significant 
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degree of repair. These results are, however, not conclusive, since a proportion of the apparent 
repair may be due to cells arresting within S-phase where they are less sensitive to a 
subsequent second dose. The only way to deduce whether or not there is a significant degree 
of sublethal or potentially lethal damage repair is to follow damage induction and repair 
directly. 
TABLE II: The results from split dose experiments with AA/Cl cells 
Time Surviving Fraction for: 
between 0.25 Gy followed by 2 Gy followed by 2 Gy 
doses /h 2 Gy challenge dose challenge dose 
o' 0.10 ± 0.006 0.021 ± 0.001 
2 0.11 ± 0.015 0.059 ± 0.007 
4 0.09 ± 0.007 0.041 ± 0.003 
6 0.18 ± 0.011 0.024 ± 0.003 
~ Irradiated with a single 2.25 Gy dose or single 4.0 Gy dose 
Control plating efficiency = 0.95 ± 0.05% 
FIGURE 3: PFGE results for various times between irradiation and cell lysis. 
Samples were 5 x 106 cells I ml. 
Of the DNA lesions that radiation is known to induce, double strand breaks (dsb) are widely 
considered to be the most critical and have been shown to be related to radiation induced cell 
death and transformation. Furthermore it has recently been shown that cells defective in dsb 
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repair pathways are hypersensitive to radiation induced cell death (Ward, Progress in Nucleic 
Acid Research, ll. 95-125, 1988). Such cell lines, for example xrs-5, appear to share defects 
in genes normally involved in the repair of DNA double strand breaks, both induced 
exogenously and during the process of V(D)J recombination. A more recent discovery is that 
dsb repair is linked with V(D)J antibody component recombination and it has been shown that 
xrs-5 cells are also site specific recombination compromised. Such mutant studies are already 
beginning to provide new insights into DNA dsb repair pathways. The induction of dsb's has 
been reliably shown to be linearly induced with increasing radiation dose and levels of 
induced DNA dsb 's decrease with post irradiation incubation time. Some workers have shown 
hi-phasic repair kinetics, with an initial rapid repair rate (half-time, 1:~ of -10-15 minutes) 
followed by a prolonged slower rate of repair (1:~ of -40-200 minutes). Other workers, 
however, have only observed a linear repair rate. Of particular interest to the AA/C1 cell line 
Zaffaroni et al. (International Journal of Radiation Biology, §.Q, 279-285, 1994) have shown 
a correlation between poor repair rates and survival fractions where the most radiosensitive 
have the lowest repair kinetics. Pulse field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) was therefore employed 
to determine whether or not AA/C1 cells were deficient in DNA dsb repair. For dsb analysis 
PFGE is used as a molecular sieve in which DNA greater than approximately 2 Mb in size 
do not enter the gel, whereas smaller fragments, produced by dsb's, are slowly teased into 
the gel.From the preliminary results presented in figure 3 it can be seen that as time increases 
between irradiation and sample lysis so the degree of DNA smearing decreases. This indicates 
a decrease in the amount of fragmented chromosomal DNA, indicating that the AA/C1's are 
most likely capable of effective DNA dsb repair. 
It has been proposed (Radford, International Journal of Radiation Biology §.Q, 557-560, 1994) 
that following irradiation there is a race between effective DNA repair and the onset of 
apoptosis It is conceivable that if the repair kinetics for the AA/C1 cells are poor then the 
"race" is won by the apoptic pathway rather than cell recovery. It is possible that following 
extensive sublethal injury and partial repair that AA/C1 cells may require other factors to 
prevent the onset of apoptosis. Alternatively the radiosensitivity of the AA/C1 cells may be 
indicative of their near "normality" in that they retain a higher degree of cellular integrity to 
survive sublethal damage compared to other cell lines; i.e. the AA/C1s' are "one step" closer 
to apoptosis than the other cell lines compared above. 
Anchorage independent growth has frequently been used as a marker for in vitro 
transformation since it compares favourably with subsequent nude mouse tumourigenicity 
assays. It should be noted, however, that anchorage independent growth has been induced in 
normal human fibroblasts by high serum or hydrocortisone; hence, increased growth in agar 
may not represent anchorage independence but rather a growth factor requirement. Also it has 
been shown that anchorage independent growth can occur either early or late in the process 
of tumorigenesis. Hence there are still some question marks regarding the usefulness of agar 
growth as a marker of malignant transformation. 
With most mutational assays a fixation period is required between mutagen exposure and the 
subsequent assay in order that a response may be observed. For AA/C1 cells the plating of 
agars following irradiation therefore took place either directly after irradiation, to see if there 
were any immediately inducible effects, or 7 or 21 days later. As with all mammalian non-
tumourigenic cell lines the rate of background agar growth is very low, -1 0"5 per surviving 
cell. Preliminary results have shown no significant increase in the number of agar colonies 
after X-ray doses up to 4 Gy when cells are plated at seven and twenty-one days after 
irradiation. The results when cells are plated immediately afer irradiation are shown in 
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figure 4. These data do suggest an increase in the proportion of surviving cells able to 
undergo anchorage independent growth. However, no significant effect is apparent below a 
dose of -1-2 Gy. Further experiments are in progress using the AA/C1/SB cell line, a cell line 
established after sodium butyrate treatment of AA/C1 cells. 
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Head of Project 2: Prof. Dr. Frankenberg 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(a) Participation in the standardization and intercomparison experiments for oncogenic 
transformation of C3H10TY2 cells. 
(b) Experimental determination of the oncogenic transformation in C3H10TY2 cells by 
carbon-K characteristic x-rays and by 60Co gamma-rays as a reference radiation. 
Construction of an x-ray tube for the production of characteristic ultrasoft x-rays at 
high flux using electrons. This activity became necessary because the proton 
accelerator for the generation of ultrasoft x-rays is no longer available. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Oncogenic transformation of C3H JOT% cells by CK characteristic x-rays 
Characteristic carbon-K photons are an excellent tool for investigating the role of energy 
deposition patterns responsible for the induction of cancer, the principal risk from low doses 
of radiation. The photo-electron of a carbon-K photon (277 eV) has an energy of about 
260 eV which generates 10 to 14 ionisations in a volume with a cord length of about 7 nm 
which is comparable with the diameter of the DNA double helix. Induction of DNA double 
strand breaks (dsb) by carbon-K photons is more effective by a factor of 3.8 compared with 
60Co gamma-rays (Frankenberg eta/., 1986). Similarly, the RBE of carbon-K photons at 
inducing chromosomal aberrations is approximately 3 (Virsik et al., 1980, Thacker et al., 
1986). With this background, the RBE of carbon-K photons at inducing cell transformation 
was determined. 
In this report we present all experimental data obtained on oncogenic transformation of 
C3H10TY2 cells after exposure to characteristic ultrasoft x-rays and to 60Co gamma-rays as a 
reference radiation. By bombarding an extremely pure graphite target with 520 keV protons 
a carbon-K photon beam was obtained which traverses a monolayer of C3HlOTY2 cells. The 
cell nucleus of these cells has a mean thickness of only 2.2 Jlm yielding a linear average dose, 
D, of 0.55 of the entrance dose. The cell survival as a function of the average dose, D, after 
exposure to carbon-K photons and 60Co gamma-rays as a reference radiation together with 
RBE-values at different survival levels are shown in fig. 1. The curves represent linear-
quadratic fits to the data. From the coefficients of the linear terms the RBE of 4.1 for CK 
photons relative to 60Co gamma-rays was calculated. At higher doses the RBE decreases to 
about 2 as depicted for definite survival levels in the inset of fig. 1. 
Transformation frequencies after exposure to CK photons and 6°Co gamma-rays are presented 
in fig. 2 as a function of the linear average dose. The solid lines in fig. 2 correspond to a 
linear-quadratic dose-relationship of the number T of transformants per 104 surviving cells. 
At low doses CK photons are 4 times more efficient than 60Co gamma-rays at inducing 
oncogenic cell transformation of C3HlOTY2 cells, as calculated from the coefficients 
representing the linear component of the fitted curves. The RBE is dose dependent and 
decreases with dose from 4.0 to about 2.0 at a transformation frequency of about 1 
transformant per 104 survivors. The inset in fig. 2 shows RBEs of CK photons at selected 
transformation frequencies. 
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FIG. 1: C3H IOTY. survival after irradiation with CK characteristic ultra-soft X-
rays and 6°Co y-rays. S: surviving fraction; 0: dose. 
The observation that at low doses CK ultrasoft x-rays are 4 times more efficient than 60Co 
gamma-rays at inducing oncogenic cell transformation of C3H1 OT~ cells means that clusters 
of 10 to 14 ionizations in volumes of less than 7 nm chord length corresponding to dE/dx-
values of about 20 keV Jlm-1 on the average (ICRU 1970, Terrissol et al. 1978) are highly 
effective at inducing this endpoint. For particles with similar ionization density at the 
nanometer level along their tracks (approximately L..,= 40 keV/Jlm) the linear component of 
the yield of transformants has an RBE of about 2 relative to orthovoltage X-rays (Yang and 
Tobias, 1980, Hei eta/., 1988). Based on the RBE of about 2 of orthovoltage X-rays relative 
to 60Co gamma-rays for oncogenic transformation of C3H1 OT~ cells (Borek eta/., 1983), an 
RBE of about 4 of 40 keV Jlm-1 particles relative to 6°Co gamma-rays can be calculated. This 
value agrees with our RBE = 4.0 of CK photons relative to 60Co gamma-rays for the linear 
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component of the yield of C3H10TY2 cell transformants. The agreement between the RBE-
values of CK X-rays and of particles of comparable LET determined for oncogenic 
transformation of C3H10TY2 cells points to the importance of the ionization density at the 
nm-level as the parameter most relevant for oncogenic cell transformation rather than the 
distribution of such clusters which may be stochastic (as for CK X-rays) or along a particle 
track. 
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FIG. 2: Transformation of C3H lOTY. cells by CK characteristic ultra-soft X-rays 
and 6°Co r-rays. S: transformation; D: dose. 
There is experimental evidence for oncogenic cell transformation being caused by (restriction 
enzyme mediated) dsb (Bryant and Riches, 1989, Borek et a/., 1991). The RBE of CK 
characteristic X-rays relative to 6°Co gamma-rays at inducing dsb in yeast cells was found to 
be 3.8 (Frankenberg eta/., 1986) which is in accordance with the RBE = 4 for the linear 
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component of oncogenic cell transformation. This correlation supports the hypothesis that 
single radiation-induced dsb are DNA lesions which may be important for the induction of 
oncogenic cell transformation. A quadratic component for the yield of oncogenic cell 
transformation observed at higher doses of CK X-rays implies that with decreasing mean 
distance between induced dsb cell transformation may also be caused by interacting dsb. This 
agreement of RBE-values supports the view that highly localized (7 nm) energy deposition 
events (277 eV) can efficiently induce dsb and chromosomal aberrations which may lead to 
oncogenic cell tranformation. Furthermore, by comparing the energy deposition patterns of 
carbon K photons and 60Co gamma-rays it is the electron track ends (electrons with energies 
between about 100 eV and several hundred eV) which are responsible for oncogenic cell 
transformation after exposure to gamma-rays, x-rays or electrons. 
X-ray tube for the production of characteristic ultrasoft x-rays at high flux using electrons 
Since the 520 keY proton accelerator was no longer available an x-ray tube for the production 
of characteristic ultrasoft x-rays by electrons was constructed. The x-ray tube consists of a 
metal housing which is continuously pumped by a turbo-molecular pump (fig. 3). The cathode 
consists of five parallel tungsten wires 50mm in length and separated by 5 mm. The anode 
can be changed so that several characteristic x-ray energies are available (CK: 277 eV, CuL: 
923 eV, AIK: 1487 eV, AgL: 2984 eV, TiK: 4511 eV, F~: 6404 eV). The x-ray beam passes 
through the cathode filaments. High voltage and anode current are stabilized. For CK and CuL 
radiation a 3.5 Jlm mylar foil with aluminium coating supported by a perforated aluminium 
plate with an aperture ratio of 47% is used as a vacuum window. For AIK radiation and all 
higher energies the window consists of a 7 Jlm aluminium foil and the same perforated plate. 
The foils have been optimized with respect to low absorption, low gas permeability and 
favourable filter characteristics for the photon beam. Additional filters improve the purity of 
the beam. 
. .. ~.,.,.. .................... apethrturehfotr the exit 
ofttep oons 
gas filling 
····· (nydrogen or helium) 
air gap 
.. guai'd ring 
..... collector 
high potential electrode 
sector shutter 
~~=..;;...;;.:;:. .. p:::::::-::::::':7: ...~ ........ vacuum window 
·········-~·-···cathode 
········-~·-···anode 
·······~····vacuum 
FIG. 3: X-ray tube with monitor chamber. 
The photon beam can be stopped by a sector shutter just above the vacuum window. The 
beam passes a water cooled flight chamber continuously flushed with helium (hydrogen for 
Cd in order to reduce the inhomogeneities of the photon beam and to monitor the dose during 
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the experiments. The monitor chamber consists of two parallel brass plates one of which is 
subdivided into an inner collector and a guard ring. The plates are positioned parallel to the 
beam axis and have a separation of 40 mm corresponding to the diameter of the collimated 
beam. A 1.5 11m mylar foil with an aluminium coating is used as the gas/air interface on top 
of the flight tube (fig. 3). 
The absolute measurement of absorbed dose was made using an extrapolation chamber with 
a small volume (~0.4 - 4.0 x 10·7 m3). The rear circular electrode is subdivided into an inner 
and outer graphite electrode like the monitor chamber. The high potential front electrode is 
a polycarbonate foil with a conductive aluminium coating. The potential of the chamber is 
kept at + 300 V independent of the distance of the electrodes, because the chamber reading 
has not yet been found to change with the distance at that potential. 
For the calculation of absorbed dose three correction factors were taken into account. The 
density factor corrects for air density effects. Because of partial absorption of the 
characteristic x-rays within the chamber the entrance dose was calculated from measured 
values. The polarity factor was set to unity because measured values for positive and negative 
polarity were independent from the distance between the electrodes. 
The dose rate depends linearly on the anode current and on the high potential U roughly 
following the rule: dose rate ~(U-U0) 19 with U0: accelerating potential of the characteristic x-
rays. The operating voltage and anode current are optimized with respect to the tungsten 
cathode evaporation and bremsstrahlung background. The x-ray tube yields dose rates of 
53 Gy/min for CuL (operating voltage: 3 kV), 28 (100) Gy/min for AlK (3 kV, 4.5 kV), 
13 Gy/min for TiK (10 kV) and 8 Gy/min for FeK radiation (10 kV) at the entrance surface 
of cells in monolayer at the maximum anode current of 100 rnA. 
The dose uniformity within the area of cell dishes (0 30 mm) is better than ± 3 % as 
measured with the extrapolation chamber using an aperture of 2 mm. Repeatability of 
dosimetry measurements during 2 h is about ± 1 %. 
Spectrometry was performed using a Si(Li) detector. The bremsstrahlung background was 
estimated by a fit-program using least-square estimation. The ratio of bremsstrahlung-photons 
to AlK-photons is 3% (4 %) for 3 kV (4.5 kV). Because of the good filter properties of the 
7 11m aluminium foil above the aluminium K edge, most of the bremsstrahlung has energies 
lower than the aluminium peak. 
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Head of Project 3: Mr. Roberts 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Assessment of the rat tracheal epithelial cell (RTE) assay 
2. Use of transgenic mice for in vivo mutation measurements 
3. Mechanistic studies - cytogenetics and cell fusion 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
The risk of carcinogenesis is the major concern of radiological protection, especially at 
occupational or environmental doses. Animal or cellular models have an important role to play 
both in validating risk estimates and furthering our understanding of carcinogenesis. At 
present the contribution of such models is constrained by their limitations. In parallel with the 
main C3H lOT\12 study, we have undertaken to evaluate other models of transformation or 
tumorigenesis to determine whether they have the potential to be used for quantitative 
measurements. 
In vitro transformation assays need to be: 
Relevant - ideally based on primary cultures of epithelial cells that are likely 
targets in vivo 
Reproducible - based on objective criteria that can be equated directly to 
tumorigenicity 
Sensitive - the ability to measure the effect of small doses is crucial for 
radiological protection purposes 
The project has three main parts: 
1. The rat tracheal epithelial cell (RTE) assay 
2. Use of transgenic mice for in vivo mutation measurements 
3. Mechanistic studies - cytogenetics and cell fusion 
The Rat Tracheal Epithelial Assay (RTE) has considerable potential as a 'bridging system' 
enabling tumorigenesis in vivo to be compared directly with transformation in vitro. It is has 
several attractive features: 
I. It uses primary epithelial cells of a relevant type, also found in man. 
II. Exposure can be in vitro or in vivo. 
III. Assays can be in vivo or in vitro. 
IV. Tumour types arising from in vitro exposures are similar to those occurring 
naturally. 
The assay, as described by Thomassen and co-workers1, claims to selectively isolate pre-
neoplastic variants via their resistance to serum-induced differentiation. However, for the 
assay to be truly useful it must be reliable and sensitive. Initial investigations have focused 
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on the reproducibility of the technique and factors affecting transformation of the cells. 
2.. Transgenic mice 
The availability of transgenic mice carrying a well-studied reporter gene (lacl - lacZ) allows 
mutations to be measured directly in vivo in any tissue. This approach is particularly attractive 
for radon studies since it allows comparative measurements in lung, bone marrow and other 
tissues, combined with regular sampling during lifetime exposure. However, it is important 
to establish the sensitivity of the method for low dose applications. The studies described here 
are based on the Stratagene Big Blue mouse. This animal contains approximately 40 copies 
of a lacl+lacZ shuttle vector per cell. Mutation in the lacl gene de-represses the lacZ gene 
allowing j3-galactosidase to be expressed. Following recovery and packaging of the shuttle 
vector into E. coli mutant plaques appear blue, facilitating scoring . 
.l. Mechanistic studies 
The mechanism of C3H 1 OTYl transformation is still uncertain. It has been suggested that it 
is a two step process, the first being a high frequency event occurring in nearly all the cells 
and the second a rare event occurring in only a small number of cells. Induction of 
chromosome instability has been proposed as the first event but this seems unlikely as it only 
happens in a relatively small number of cells. A better understanding of the mechanism may 
identify unequivocal markers of transformed cells, making the assay faster and more precise. 
RESULTS 
L Bridging systems 
A flow chart for the experimental procedure (fig. I) shows the principles involved. 
Fig. I. Flow chart for isolation of rat tracheal epithilial cells 
I Isolate trachea I 
:t 
Recover airway cells I 
:t 
Plate in serum free medium I 
:t 
Irradiate or treat w1th 
chemicals 
Allow expressin of damage I 
core surviving colonies after 2 
weeks 
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Initial experiments were carried out using the method of Thomassen et al 1• However, it proved 
impossible to isolate viable cells using pronase treatment as described by the authors. 
Experimentation with the isolation procedure indicated that incubation of the tracheas for 90 
min at 37°C results released viable cells and this procedure was adopted for the experiments 
reported here. The number of cells isolated per trachea ranged from 1-5x105, with a mode of 
1.8x105• Viability ranged from 74 and 95%. Overall, plating efficiency (PE) ranged from 0-
10%, typical values being 0. 8-2%. A number of factors were found to affect PE including age 
of donor animal, cell density and medium composition (fig. 2). Basal cells in the rat trachea 
preferentially bind the isolectin Gri.ffonia simp/icifolia I-B4 (GSI-B4)2•3• However, magnetic 
bead panning of the cell suspension prior to plating (Dynabead m4SO, 20:1 bead: cell ratio) 
did not increase the PE. 
Morphological and immunocytochemical studies of the cultures indicated variable levels of 
contamination with endothelial and fibroblastic cells, which were capable of surviving 
prolonged exposure to serum-free medium. Given the low PE, contamination of the cell 
suspension with small (2-7 cells) clumps, possibly formed by clumping of the cells during 
plating, could not be completely excluded. 
To investigate the sensitivity of the cells to radiation, cultures were irradiated with 2 Gy or 
4 Gy 60Co y-rays and plated at different densities to accommodate the effect of cell density 
on PE (fig. 3). The cells appear radioresistant and the results suggest a shouldered survival 
curve. The actual survival values obtained were dependent on cell density, higher densities 
apparently leading to lower survival values. To try and overcome this problem feeder cells 
were added to normalise cell densities. Two types of feeder cell were used: NIH 3T3 
fibroblasts (commonly used to support keratinocyte growth) and cells ofRTE clones isolated 
from PE experiments. The 3T3 cells appeared to support growth of the RTE cells but did not 
give consistent plating efficiencies. The RTE clones either had no effect or were inhibitory. 
l,_ Transgenics 
The methods for isolating and packaging the shuttle vector were as described by Stratagene. 
All products were obtained from them to ensure optimal recovery and expression of the 
shuttle vector. Isolation of high molecular weight DNA (>50kb) was checked by agarose gel 
electrophoresis prior to packaging. 
In these initial experiments, Big Blue mice were obtained from Stratagene and exposed to 
whole-body doses of 2 Gy or 4 Gy from a 6°Co y-ray source. Exposure time was 
approximately 10 minutes. Animals were either sacrificed immediately or were maintained 
under normal animal house conditions for various periods of time. On sacrifice, the lungs, 
thymus, spleen, bone marrow and GI tract were recovered, snap-frozen in liquid N2 and stored 
at -80°C. DNA was isolated using the recommended procedures. 
Measurements have been obtained for stomach and lung mutation frequencies (see Table 1). 
Background mutation frequencies in this system appear to be tissue dependent, but may be 
in the order of 1xi0·5• Mutations in both lung and stomach tissue were easily observed 
following irradiation with 2 Gy and 4 Gy. In the case of stomach, a greater than 15-fold 
increase over background was observed which was stable for over 2 months. Significantly 
increased mutation frequencies were also found in lung, but further work is needed to validate 
the apparent time dependence of mutation expression at different doses. 
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Table 1. Mutation frequencies in lung and stomach tissues of Big Blue mice after various 
times following whole body irradiation 
Tissue (dose) Time after Mutant plaques/ Mutation 
exposure total plaques frequency 
Stomach (0 Gy) 29 days 4/302,000 1.32xl0·5 
Stomach (4 Gy) 29 days 21/108,320 19.4 xl0·5 
Stomach (4 Gy) 69 days 65/282,191 23.0 xl0·5 
Lung (0 Gy) 0 hours 0/116,887 < 1 xl0·5 
Lung (2 Gy) 24 hours 19/97,712 19.4 xl0"5 
Lung (4 Gy) 24 hours 7/212,307 3.3 xl0"5 
Lung (2 Gy) 48 hours 11175,471 1.46 xl0·5 
Lung (4 Gy) 48 hours 48/112,528 42.7 x10"5 
1._ Mechanistic studies 
3.1 Cytogenetics 
Representative foci obtained from several transformation experiments carried out by Berkeley 
Technology Centre (BTC) were expanded in culture and inoculated into nu/nu mice for 
confirmation of tumorigenicity. Cell lines were established from the tumours and stored in 
liquid N2 at sequential passages. Several foci and their corresponding tumour-derived cell lines 
have been examined and compared to the parent C3H 1 OTY. cells. 
The parent line is hypo-tetraploid, as expected, with a modal number of 77 (fig. 4a.). Cell 
lines from a focus, before passage through an animal, show changes in chromosome number 
distribution but may or may not show changes in modal chromosome number. Any changes 
do not appear to correlate with tumour latency, although this has not yet been investigated in 
detail. In all cases examined so far, cell lines obtained from tumours show a reduction in the 
modal number of chromosomes, typically to 71 -73 (fig. 4b ). In addition, these cell lines tend 
to have greater variation in chromosome numbers, ranging from <65 to >80, suggesting 
karyotypic instability. 
3.2 Cell fusions 
A series of cell fusion experiment were carried out between C3H 1 OTY. tumour cell lines to 
investigate possible complementation groups for tumorigenicity. In addtion, normal human 
fibroblast cells, HF27 (a kind gift of Dr. John Thacker, MRC Harwell), were fused with 
NIH 3T3 cells to investigate senescence. 
3.2.1 HF27/3T3 hybrids 
The HF27 cells had a very limited lifespan in culture, senescing after 5 - 9 subcultures. After 
fusion 49 mouse/human hybrid clones could be isolated with extended lifespans, suggesting 
that in many cases senescence could be overcome. These clones are being analysed for human 
and mouse chromosome complements in order to establish whether loss of senescence 
attributable to a specific effect or a non-specific phenomenon such as gene dosage . 
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3.2.2 C3H 10TY2 hybrids 
Double selection methods needed to isolate fusion products from C3H 10TY2 clones proved 
unsuccessful. The reason for this is not clear at present. Transfections with a plasmid vector 
and a retroviral vector conferring G418 and hygromycin resistance respectively were 
satisfactory but no doubly resistant clones could be isolated following fusion. Consequently 
this line of investigation was aborted. 
DISCUSSION 
L Bridging systems - RTE ~and transgenics 
Although there is a clear need for transformation assays which use human cells it is equally 
certain that animal-based transformation systems will be required to validate risk estimates. 
The clearly defined criteria of tumorigenicity is essential for validation of any approach 
intended to be used for radiological protection purposes and this can only be achieved in 
animals. The studies described here, carried out in parrallel with the group C3H 10TY2 
experiments, indicate the difficulty of reaching beyond those experiments to obtain 
reproducible data from primary cells. 
The RTE assay remains an attractive proposition but further work is needed to overcome the 
low and variable PE which makes it difficult to obtain enough cells for useful experiments, 
particularly at low doses. An additional problem is that the cells which do grow may not be 
representative of the basal cell population as a whole and the implications of this are not clear 
at present. 
The transgenic approach demonstrates that in vivo mutation frequencies can be measured 
relatively easily. This should yield valuable information about dose-response relationships in 
different tissues at different dose rates, and hence possible threshold effects, the persistance 
of muations and the modification of dose-response relationships by different agents. 
2,. Mechanistic studies 
The mechanistic studies of ploidy changes following transformation of C3H 10TY2 suggest 
that transformation is associated with loss of genes rather than activation of oncogenes. In 
addition, foci which are tumorigenic may appear little different to the non-transformed parent 
line, thus tumour cells in foci may be quite rare and misleading results could be obtained 
unless very specific, sensitive markers are used. Generally speaking, any population-based 
method may require its sensitivity to be carefully tested. Consequently, claims that increased 
tumorigenicity resulting from passage of cells through animals is due to genetic changes 
wrought by chromosomal instability, rather than selection of pre-existing variants may be 
premature. 
REFERENCE 
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Head of Project 4: Prof. Tallone Lombardi 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1- participation in the standardisation of the C3H10TI/2 transformation assay and in the 
collaborative study of the dose-response relationship in cell survival and transformation after low 
doses of X-rays using the C3H10TI/2 system. 
2- a systematic study of cell-cycle sensitivity variation of transformation frequencies and 
chromosome aberration in synchronised C3 H 10Tl/2 cells exposed to 101 KeV/micron alpha 
particles. Extension of the study on transformation to CGLI cells ( Hela x skin fibroblast 
hybrid cells). 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
2a) Synchronisation techniques and radiobiological parameters of the CGLl cells. 
C3Hl0Tl/2 cells 
An essential requirement for the determination of cell cycle variation is to dispose of well 
synchronised cell populations which have the same characteristics of the exponential growing 
populations. Our first goal was then to test different synchronisation techniques to single out the 
most suitable in our experimental conditions. 
The induction of cell cycle synchrony by means of chemical agents may result in a high 
background. Indeed, a value of 30x1o-s transformation/survivor was found in our laboratory in 
samples treated with 2xl0·2 Jlg/ml colcemid, a concentration which was not cytotoxic.Two 
alternative techniques were therefore tested : one based on the release of cells from contact 
inhibition confluence and the second on mitotic collection of cells by shake-off. The two 
methods have been extensively described elsewere (Bettega et al. Radiat. Res.142, 1995 ) . The 
results can be so summarized: 
Release from confluence. High cell yields were obtained about 2X106 cells/10 em diameter dish. 
The progression of the population through the cell cycle was measured by flow cytometric 
analysis . At t = 0 h, 70-80% were G1 cells but more than 50% were in G1 over the full duration 
of the experiment ( about 30 h ). The first generation time of the population was longer than 
25 h, compared with about 20 h in the asynchronous population. 
Mitotic shake-off. . A total of 3.3x1 04 cells were collected per flask. Initial synchronization was 
high with both protocols: the initial mitotic index and percentage of paired G1 cells after 2 h of 
incubation were both greater than 70% . Progression through the cell cycle was followed by 
measuring at various times, from 2 to 24 h from the collection, the mitotic index, fraction of 
labelled cells after tritiated thymidine incorporation and the relative number of cells.Our 
conclusions are that mitotic collection by shake-off produces populations with more than 70% 
of mitotic cells which progress in the cell cycle with doubling time and phase duration similar 
to asynchronous populations. A higher degree of synchrony after one generation time can be 
obtained by avoiding multiple collections and limiting cell maintenance in ice to under 40 
minutes. 
CGLl cells 
The Hela x skin fibroblast hybrid cell system, CGLI, was developed by Stanbridge et al (Science 
215, 1982) and Redpath et al (Radiat. Res. 110, 1987) for in vitro transformation studies. In our 
experimental conditions plating efficiency of the asynchronous population was 67±8 %. No 
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significant difference was found when the cells were plated in the mylar dishes suitable for a 
irradiation for about 24 h ( 6 cells/ cm2) and then replated at lower density in conventional Petri 
dishes. Generation time assessed from the slope of the growth curve in the time interval between 0 
and 100 h was 20±2 h. A mean lethal dose of 0.57 ±0.06 Gy was found with 101 keV/Jlm a 
particles to be compared with the value of 0.6 Gy found in our laboratory and reported in the 
literature for C3H10 Tl/2 cells. 
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Figs.l CGLl cells: a) survival vs dose and b) transformation frequency vs viable cell 
density for cells exposed to 0.3 Gy of 101 KeV/Jlm a-particles. Bars are standard errors. 
Fig. 1 a) shows survival vs dose in the interval 0.25 - 1.5 Gy. Fig 1 b) shows the trasformation 
frequency vs viable cell density. The data are well fitted by the function Y = 4.86 X -0.41 (where Y 
is transformation frequency (lQ-4) and X viable cell density (cell/cm2)). The slope is very similar to 
that found by Sun et al. with 7 Gy 'Y137cs ( Radiat. Res. 114, 1988 ) in the density interval between 
3 and 150 cell/cm2. Following the convention adopted in the literature transformation frequency 
values were corrected using this cell density dependence and assuming a density of 50 cell!cm2 as 
standard. 
Cell populations were synchronized following a protocol similar to that we previously used with the 
C3H10Tl/2 cells. A total of 8 x 106 cells /150 cm2 flask were plated about 24 h before collection 
( about 15 flasks per experiment ) . One mitotic collection was performed after rinsing the flasks 
without serum . The collected suspension was mantained in ice throughout collection which took 
about 20 min. A total of 3x 105 cells were collected per flask. Initial mitotic index was 89±2 %. The 
harvested cells were plated in mylar dishes suitable for a irradiation . Progression through the cell 
cycle was followed by measuring the mitotic index,the fraction of labelled cells after tritiated 
thymidine incorporation and relative number of cells at various times between 2 and 24 h after the 
collection. 
Figs. 2a) and 2b) show, as an example, the labelling and mitotic index distributions (upper part) and 
the growth curve (lower part) of one experiment performed with C3H10Tl/2 and with CGLl cells 
respectively. 
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Figs. 2 a) and b). Labelling and mitotic index distribution (upper part) and the growt curve 
(lower part) of syncronised C3H10Tl/2 and COLI cells. 
2b) Transformation Frequencies 
Cells synchronised by mitotic shake-off were irradiated with doses between 0.07 and 0.30 Oy of 4.3 
MeV a-particles. For comparison, asynchronous populations were irradiated in parallel. lOTl/2 
samples were treated using standard transformation assay technique .. COLI samples were treated 
using the protocol of Redpath et al (Radiat. Res. 110, 1987) and Sun et al (Radiat. Res. 114, 1988) 
with the Western blue based staining procedure. Briefly ,6 h after the irradiation the cells were 
removed by trypsinization and the immediately plated in 10 em diameter dishes at cell concentration 
. 2145. 
such that the resulting number of viable cells was 50 /cm2. The samples were incubated for 19 days 
with the growth medium changed once a week. The cultures were then fixed with 2% 
paraformaldehyde/PBS for 20 min, stained with Western blue and rinsed with PBS. Coloured foci 1 
Figs 3 a) and b) show the results obtained with the C3H10Tl/2 cells and CGLl cells respectively. 
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FIG. 3 • Transformation frequency vs time after mitotic collection in CGLl cells (a) and 
C3H lOTl/2 cells (b) exposed to 0.3 Gy of 101 keV/1.1m a.-particles. 0 Value relative to 
the asynchronous population. Bars are standard errors. 
With CGLl the highest frequency value, (15.5 ± 2.7)x1Q-5 transformation/survivor, occurs 4 h after 
mitotic collection, corresponding to mid G1, and is a factor about 2 times higher than the value 
relative the asynchronous population (7.4 ± l.l)xlQ-5 transformation/survivor and the value relative 
to 10 h corresponding to early S (6.2 ± 1.9)x1Q-5. The data seem to indicate that transformation 
frequency decreases when the cells progress from G1 to the S-phase. The surviving fraction is 
constant throughout G1 at a value of 0.63 ± 0.09. The results are very similar to those obtained with 
C3H lOTl/2 where the transformation frequency reaches its maximum between 4 and 6 h after 
mitotic collection and then decreases when the cells progress from G1 to the S-phase. With C3H 
10T1/2 errors are large so that no clear-cut conclusion can be drawn from the data per se. 
Nevertheless it should be noted that results using different cell systems from our laboratory are 
similar and similar results have also been obtained with different types of radiation by Miller et al. 
(Radiat. Res. 142, 1995) in C3H lOTl/2 cells exposed to monoenergetic neutrons and by Redpath 
et al. in HeLa x skin fibroblast exposed to fission spectrum neutrons (Radiat. Res. 141, 1995). All 
the data collected so far from different laboratories point to a region of increased sensitivity for 
transformation with high LET radiation as being located in G 1· 
There have been different results with low LET radiation. Indeed, Miller et al. (Radiat. Res. 
130,1992) found a 10-fold enhancement for cells in G2 over cells irradiated in other phases with 3 
Gy X rays. Cao et al. (Int. J. Radiat. Bioi. 64, 1993) found a 5-fold enhancement in cells at mitosis 
over cells in the S-phase, with 3.5 Gy of 137cs 'Y rays. Redpath et al. (Radiat. Res. 121, 1990) 
found that G2 and M cells are very sensitive compared to cells in mid-G1 in HeLa X skin fibroblast 
exposed to 137 Cs 'Y rays. Cell cycle phase dependence of radiation transformation is different for 
high and low LET radiations, the common feature being the S-phase resistance . 
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2c)Chromosome aberration 
Induction of chromosome aberrations were investigated in C3Hl0Tl/2 cells irradiated with 3 Gy of 
X-rays and 0.6 Gy of alpha-particles. The two doses produce the same survival level of 37% in the 
asynchronous population. Cell-cycle phase at the time of irradiation was distinguished by using 
differential replication staining. X-irradiation induced more exchanges than deletions, whereas a 
predominance of isochromatid deletions was observed after alpha irradiation. This can be interpreted 
on the basis of the different patterns of energy deposition of densely- and sparsely-ionising radiation. 
Both X-rays and alpha-particles produced a significant increase in the frequency of Robertsonian 
translocations when cells are irradiated in G 1 or S phase, but not in G2 phase. 
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Head of Project 5: Prof.Dr.Kellerer and Dr.Hieber 
II. Objectives for the reporting period September 1992 to June 1995 
(a) Participation in the standardisation of the C3H 1 OT\Iz transformation assay to measure 
the transformation frequencies at low doses of sparsely and densely ionising radiation. 
(b) Investigation of cellular, cytogenetic, and molecular mechanisms underlying radiation-
induced cell transformation and radiation carcinogenesis. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
The aim of the project was to study the cellular, cytogenetic and molecular changes that occur 
during the multi-step process of neoplastic transformation induced by ionising radiation. The 
investigations should help to understand the mechanisms of radiation carcinogenesis. Syrian 
hamster embryo (SHE) cells were chosen as in vitro model system, since SHE cells can be 
transformed by various chemical carcinogenic agents and by the exposure to ionising radiation 
of different ionisation density. Cells of transformed phenotype induce tumors in nude mice 
after a short latency period, and tumor cell lines can be established. In addition, SHE cells 
do immortalize also spontaneously but at very low frequency. These spontaneously 
immortalized cell lines are non-tumorigenic, but they became neoplastically transformed if 
they were subcultured more than 40 times. Therefore, several stages in the transformation 
process can be studied. 
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Figure 1: Expression pattern of different genes in spontaneously immortalized (82-6 P20}, in radiation-
transformed SHE cells(A####) and in tumor cell lines (fllllllll) compared with normal SHE cells (82-9, 85-5). 
All data were normalized to 13-actin. 
During the previous contract (No.BI7-0043), we have shown that the expression of several 
oncogenes is increased in radiation-transformed SHE cell lines. In addition, preliminary results 
on the deregulation of several other genes, that appear to be involved in neoplastic 
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transformation, has been investigated for one particular tumor cell line. During the present 
contract period, we have extended this analysis to a number of cell lines that have been 
immortalized and transformed either spontaneously or by alpha-particles or by 8 MeV/u 
carbon ions. The expression of the particular genes were studied by Northern Blot analysis. 
The up- or down-regulation of the vimentin gene, the laminin receptor gene, type IV 
collagenase gene, and of the thymosin 64 gene is summarized in fig. I. Especially the laminin 
receptor gene, the type IV collagenase and thymosin 64 are highly overexpressed in 
spontaneously immortalized SHE cells and in the tumor cell line T2655, established from a 
later on transformed cell line. But also radiation-transformed cell lines did show such over-
expression, however only to a lower extent. The tumor cell lines exhibit only moderate 
changes in the expression of these genes. All the genes studied have been shown to be 
involved in animal or human carcinogenesis. 
Table 1: Cytogenetic Findings in a Spontaneously Transformed Syrian Hamster Cell Line AO and the 
Corresponding Tumor-derived Cell Lines 
------~--~-
4 44 
15 44 
18 44 2p-
(76) 
25 44 2p-
(93) 
43 44 2p-
(100) 
T -43.1 46/52 2p- 3q+ 
(100) (92) 
58 44 2p-
(86) 
T-58.1 44 2p-
(92) 
T-58.2 44 2p-
(96) 
85 42/43 2p- -12 (-12,-12) 
(82) (91) (4) 
T-85.1 45/46 2p- -5 5q+ -8 -12 ( -12,-12) -Y 
(84) (85) (100) (80) (30) (70) (100) 
T-85.2 45/46 2p- -12 (-12,-12) 
(96) (36) (64) 
+: gain of a whole chromosome 
loss of a whole chromosome 
p-: deletion in a short arm of a chromosome 
q+: rearrangement of a long arm of a chromosome 
q-: deletion in a long arm of a chromosome 
t: translocation 
( ): percentage of metaphases carrying a given chromosome aberration 
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+t(2q;12p) 
(100) 
+t(2q;l2p) 
(92) 
+t(2q;l2p) 
(100) 
Table2: 
Cell line 
C7 
Cl7 
Cytogenetic Findings in the Spontaneously Immortalized and Radiation-induced 
Immortalized Syrian Hamster Embryo (SHE) Cell Lines 
Passage Modal chr.No. Common Chromosome Abnormalities Markers 
23 44,XY -8 -16 + rep (8q; l6q) 
(100) (100) (100) 
22 43,XO -y 
(100) 
Rl5 30 44,XY -3 -7 -15 l6q- 20q- +t (3p; l6q) +t (l5q; 7q) +M 
Rill 
RII5 
RII 14 
R II 17 
R 1118* 
Table3: 
(100) (100) (100) (97.4) (1 00) (100) (100) 
30 44,XY 3q+ 6q+ 9p+ 
(100) (94.0) (840) 
23 44,XY 3q+ 6q+ 
(100) (940) 
27 45/46, XY 3q+ 6q+ +20 20p-
(100) (92.0) (94 0) (100) 
25 44,XY 
29 79,XY 3q+ -6 -7 -8 -15 -X -Y 
(100) (90.0) (85 0) (95 0)(90.0)(100) (95.0) 
Cytogenetic Findings in the Spontaneously and Radiation-induced Morphologically 
Transformed Primary Syrian Hamster Embryo (SHE) Colonies that Became Immortal 
(100) 
--------·- ·---- ------·-----·--·--·----· Primary colony Modal chr.No. Common Chromosome Markers 
C7 44,XY 
Cl7 44,XY 
RI 5 44,XY 
Rill 44,XY 
RII5 44,XY 
Abnormalities 
-8 -16 
(100) (100) 
-3 -7 
(100) (100) 
3q+ 6q+ 
(100) (98.6) 
3q+ 6q+ 
(100) (100) 
13p-
(96.0) 
R II 14 44,XY 3q+ 6q+ 
(100) (100) 
R II 17 44,XY 
RII 18 44,XY 3q+ 6q+ 
* 
+ 
: deviation from teraploidy 
: loss of a whole chromosome 
: gain of a whole chromosome 
(98 0) (100) 
: deletion in a long arm of a chromosome 
: rearrangement in a long arm of a chromosome 
: deletion in a short arm of a chromosome 
: rearrangement in a short arm of a chromosome 
: gain of a reciprocal translocation 
: gain of a translocation 
: gain of an unidentified marker chromosome 
-15 
(100) 
q-
q+ 
p-
p+ 
+rep 
+t 
+M 
( ) : percentage of metaphases carrying a given alteration 
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l6q- 20q-
(98.0) (88.0) 
+rcp(8q; l6q) 
(980) 
+t(3p; l6q) +t(l5q; 7q) +M 
(96.0) (100) (100) 
Based on the earlier data on cytogenetic changes in radiation-transformed and spontaneously 
immortalized SHE-cells, we extended the investigations of specific chromosome alterations 
in radiation-transformed SHE cells. The deletion in the short arm of chromosome #2 (2p-) that 
has been found in spontaneously immortalized cells is also present in several transformed cell 
lines that have been exposed to carbon ions. However, the data suggest that this deletion 
occurs spontaneously and it is not likely to be induced by radiation. The data are summarized 
in table I. 
In a further study we have analyzed a series of spontaneously and radiation-induced 
morphologically transformed SHE cell lines. The purpose of the study was to determine if 
specific chromosome changes occur which correlate with immortalization. In the non-
irradiated culture, 18 morphologically transformed colonies were isolated, of which only 2 
became immortal. In the culture, that has been exposed to 5 Gy y-rays, 6 out of 18 
transformed colonies isolated progressed to immortalization. Seven out of 8 immortalized cell 
lines exhibited either numerical and/or structural chromosome alterations (see table 2). Of 6 
radiation-induced immortal lines, 4 lines (R II 1, R II 5, R II 14, and R II 18) showed 
rearrangements in the long arms of chromosome 3 (3q+) and chromosome 6 (6q+) 
nonrandomly. In all cases, both 3q+ and 6q+ occurred always as heterozygotes already in the 
primary morphologically transformed colonies (see table 3). Various other chromosome 
alterations were present in spontaneously transformed cells as well as in radiation-transformed 
cells (table 2 and 3). 3q+ and 6q+ were never found in the non-irradiated cultures, 
demonstrating that these chromosome changes are likely to be induced by irradiation. The data 
suggest that 3q+ and 6q+ might correlate with progression to immortality in SHE cells 
transformed by y-irradiation. 
In recent years, it became evident that mobile genetic elements are involved in mutagenesis 
and carcinogenesis. Long interspersed elements (LINEs) are such a class of repetitive 
elements of up to 6200 bp in length and about 100.000 copies of which most of them are 
truncated, but still they represent about I 0% of the mammalian genome. Complete LINEs 
have 2 open reading frames (ORF) of which ORF2 codes for a reverse transcriptase. Similar 
to retroviruses complete LINEs are able to duplicative transposition. The mobility of these 
elements is usually strictly regulated that led to a species-specific distribution in the genome 
during evolution. However, DNA damage or cellular stress can initiate increased activation 
of transposition. These mutations lead to changes in the distribution of LINEs in the genome. 
Differential hybridisation analysis of genomic DNA libraries from normal versus radiation-
transformed cell lines revealed that preferentially clones which contain sequenzes homologous 
to LINEs were more frequently found in transformed cell lines than in primary cells. DNA 
sequence comparison showed homology of only about 70%, but there exist some highly 
conserved regions. Oligonucleotide primers constructed from the consensus sequences of 
highest conservation were used in PCR-amplification of genomic DNA, each of them 
generated a PCR-product pattern of high complexity when electrophoretically separated. 
Careful analyzed with the use of Southern hybridisation, these patterns exhibited distinct 
changes in length of a LINE-fragment, leading to a shift of the band in the gel (see figure 2) 
or showed a total loss of specified bands, when normal cells and neoplastically transformed 
cells of the same origin were compared (figure 3). These and similar changes can be used as 
markers for transformed SHE cells and tumor-cell lines established from nude mice tumors, 
that have been induced by subcutaneously injecting of transformed cells. In addition, we have 
evidence that the same primers (as contructed for SHE cells) can be used for PCR-
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amplification of DNA from human tissues. This will now enable us to analyse also human 
tumor material in respect to tumor markers. Further studies of the mechanisms underlying the 
changes in the LINE-distribution will be of interest for the understanding of the carcinogenic 
processes. 
·-~ ........... . 
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Figure 2: Southern Blot of Inter-LINE PCR-products from different SHE cell lines hybridised with a (CA)10-
0ligonucleotide. Arrows indicate a band shift to lower size in neoplastically transformed cells and tumor-cell 
lines. Lanes I to 5 (from left to right), different tumor-cell lines derived from primary stock cells at lane 6 and 
7; lane 9 to 14; immortalized and/or spontaneously transformed cell lines derived from primary cell stock at lane 
8 . 
• • • 
. • ' 
·w-. 
'·:'t· 
... 
Figure 3: Southern Blot of Inter-LINE PCR-product pattern hybridised with a specific Inter-LINE probe, showing 
a loss of this fragment in 5 different tumor-cell lines Lane I (left), primary SHE cells; lane 2 and 3, 
spontaneously immortalized cells; lane 4 to 8, different tumor-cell lines. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. Saran 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(a)To bring to completion the standardisation procedure of C3H10Tl/2 cell 
transformation assay to measure the transformation frequency at low doses of X-
rays in collaboration with the other participating laboratories. 
(b) Study of neoplastic transformation induced by fission neutrons and monoenergetic 
neutrons of different energies. 
(c) Study of synchronised populations of C3H10Tl/2 cells exposed to either low or high 
LET radiation, to accurately investigate cell cycle-dependent sensitivity to cell 
killing and neoplastic transformation. 
(d) To study two different cell systems of human origin: the RHEK-1 epithelial cell line 
and the CGLl human hybrid cell line. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
(a) Standardisation of Transformation Assay 
Progress in determining the relevance of certain parameters for different results in 
various laboratories and thus in the standardisation of the transformation assay has 
been made. lntercomparison experiments at doses down to 0.25 Gy of X-rays have 
been performed and the data from each individual laboratory have been pooled in 
order to determine the dose-response relationship at doses less than 0.25 Gy. This part 
is described in details in section I of this report. 
(b) Neoplastic Transformation by fission neutrons and monoenergetic 
neutrons 
The study of the effects of fractionation of monoenergetic neutrons on neoplastic 
transformation of the C3H10Tl/2 cell system has been completed and published. No 
significant difference between acute and fractionated irradiation was found for both 
cell inactivation and neoplastic transformation at all energies tested, although our 
experimental conditions were chosen in order to maximise the probability of any 
enhancement of transformation frequency by dose fractionation, according to 
biophysical models recently proposed. The data relative to neoplastic transformation 
are shown in Figure 1. The results of this study are in qualitative agreement with our 
data for fractionated irradiation carried out with fission-spectrum neutrons from the 
RSV-TAPIRO reactor (Table I). Our conclusion from this and from previous work, 
which included measurements with various radiation qualities, doses and fractionation 
schemes, is that although it might be important to understand the mechanistic nature 
of the inverse dose-rate effect of high-LET radiation on neoplastic transformation, the 
small magnitude of the effect and the dependency of its occurrence on a number of 
specific conditions, as reported recently (Miller et al., 1993), would limit its relevance in 
radiation protection. 
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TABLE I. Survival and Transformation of C3Hl0Tll2 Cells Irradiated with Monoenergetic 
Neutrons 
No. fractions Total Surviving No. of Total No. No. of Avg. No. Transformation 
and dose per dose fraction dishes foci dishes of foci frequency per 
fraction (cGy) without per dish 104 surviving 
(cGy) foci (A.) a cells(± SE) 
Monoenergetic Neutrons 
Controls 0 1 1125 6 1119 0.0054 0.181 (±0.074) 
0.5MeV 
1 X 25 25 0.536 447 8 441 0. 0135 0.917 (±0.373) 
5 X 5 25 0.618 445 8 437 0.0181 0. 780 (±0.275) 
1 X 50 50 0.422 368 15 356 0.0332 1. 827 (±0. 523) 
5 X 10 50 0.388 278 9 269 0.0329 1. 710 (±0. 564) 
1 MeV 
1 X 25 25 0.680 583 16 570 0.0226 0. 794 (±0.219) 
5 X 5 25 0. 761 589 17 578 0.0189 1.060 (±0.318) 
1 X 50 50 0.551 425 19 406 0. 0457 1.162 (±0.263) 
5 X 10 50 0.593 462 24 443 0. 0420 1.262 (±0.286) 
6MeV 
1 X 25 25 0.801 634 9 625 0.0143 0. 363 (±0.121) 
5 X 5 25 0. 753 643 8 651 0.0124 0. 393 (±0.138) 
1 X 50 50 0.663 677 16 661 0.0239 0.694 (±0.172) 
5 X 10 50 0.674 551 13 538 0.0239 0.707 (±0.195) 
Fission Neutrons 
Controls 0 1 1063 4 1059 0. 0038 0.156 (±0.078) 
1 X 25 25 0.462 879 10 869 0.0114 0.640 (±0.202) 
5 X 5 25 0.544 665 9 656 0.0136 0.602 (±0.199) 
10 X 2. 5 25 0.591 674 7 667 0.0104 0. 504 (±0.190) 
1 X 10.8 10.8 0.849 261 3 258 0.0115 0.483 (±0.278) 
1 X 27 27 0.655 371 11 363 0.0296 0.913 (±0.321) 
1 X 54 54 0.410 651 29 623 0.0445 1. 570 (±0.294) 
1 X 108 108 0.139 478 48 433 0.1004 3.523 (±0.512) 
5 X 2.16 10.8 0.843 178 2 176 0. 0113 0.534 (±0.376) 
5x5.4 27 0.646 146 3 143 0. 0207 1.140 (±0.652) 
5 X 10.8 54 0.402 244 11 233 0.0461 1.510 (±0.451) 
5 X 21.6 108 0.140 173 26 149 0.1490 3.930 (±0.774) 
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Fig. 1. Transformation frequencies of C3H10Tl/2 cells after acute (a) or fractionated (f) 
doses of monoenergetic neutrons. 
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(c) Influence of the cell cycle on radiation induced cell transformation and 
killing 
The participing laboratory has also completed the investigation of cell cycle-dependent 
sensitivity to both killing and neoplastic transformation of C3H10Tl/2 cells exposed to 
low and high LET radiation, and the data are summarised in Table II. 
Mitotic suspensions, collected using a mitotic shake-off procedure, were irradiated with 
4 Gy of250 kVp X-rays or 0.5 Gy offission neutrons from the RSV-TAPIRO reactor at 
CR-Casaccia. For study of cell killing the mitotic-cell suspensions were either 
irradiated immediately after collection, or plated for subsequent irradiation, which was 
performed every hour, covering an interval of 17 hours. As shown in figure 2, the 
response pattern observed is similar after X-rays and neutron irradiation, but the 
magnitude of the variation through the cell cycle is smaller in the case of neutrons 
(1.3-fold compared to 5-fold). 
For study of neoplastic transformation induction, the irradiation was performed 
immediately after collection, i.e. in M phase, or at later times corresponding to mid-G1, 
Gl/S and G2 phases. The sensitivity ofthe G2/M phase was examined by irradiating the 
cells with 4 Gy ofX-rays while still attached to the flask bottom, and dislodging them 
after 25 minutes. Similarly to cell survival, the transformation frequency shows a 
small variation after neutron irradiation (1.4-fold compared to 3.1-fold) for the phases 
examined (Fig.2). 
TABLE II. Survival and Neoplastic Transformation of Asynchronous and Synchronous 
C3HlOT112 Cells Exposed to Fission Neutrons or 250kVp X rays 
Dose Time Surviving No of No of dishes TrFbt SEC 
(Gy) relative fraction Viable cells Tot with focia 104 surv. cells 
to mitosis er dish 
Control 
Asynchronous cells 0 264 800 2 0,095 0,067 
Synchronous cells 0 0 232 991 0,044 0,044 
Neutrons 
Asynchronous cells 0,5 0,431 257 1034 16 0,606 0,151 
Synchronous cells 0,5 0 0,422 262 1255 16 0,489 0,122 
0,5 4h 0.381 307 681 13 0.628 0173 
0,5 9h 0.402 330 695 11 0.483 0145 
0,5 15h 0.513 319 1033 15 0.459 0.118 
X-Rays 
Asynchronous cells 4,0 0,282 218 945 9 0,440 0,150 
Synchronous cells 4,0 0 0.264 248 925 12 0.526 0.152 
4,0 4h 0.302 220 660 10 0.694 0.219 
4,0 9h 0.369 337 664 5 0.224 0.100 
4,0 15h 0.410 359 804 9 0.313 0.104 
4,0 -25 mJD 0.189 173 339 2 0.342 0.241 
a Total No of Types IT and ill transformed foci. 
b Transformation Frequency 1104 survivants calculated combining the data from all experiments. 
Tr F= A. average o0 of viable cells per dish, with A.= -In (n0 of dishes without foci/ Tot n0 of diShes) 
c Standard errors = ( {i /../Tot n.of dishes)/ Average n. of viable cells per dish . 
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Fig. 2. Survival and transformation frequencies as a function of time after mitotic 
collection of C3H10Tl/2 cells. 
(d) Radiation induced transformation on cell lines of human origin 
For the study of radiation-induced transformation on cells of human origin, we have 
tested the RHEK-1 epithelial line (Rhim et al., 1985) for its attitude to be developed 
into an assay system with which quantitative data for radiation-induced neoplastic 
transformation can be obtained. The survival of RHEK-1 cells after 250-kVp X ray or 
fission neutron irradiation is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Survival of RHEK-1 cells after irradiation with X rays (square) or fission 
neutrons (triangle). 
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The assessment of in vitro transformation in human cells requires the identification of 
malignant phenotypes that are progressively expressed during the process of 
neoplastic transformation. There are certain phenotypes that are considered to be bona 
fide markers of cell transformation such as: (i) altered cell morphology and 
multicellular organisation in foci, (ii) growth to elevated cellular density levels, (iii) 
ability to grow without substrate anchorage. 
(i)-The morphological analysis of the monolayer has shown that after the treated cells 
have reached confluence they present alterations, exhibit the tendency to overlap 
and begin to pile up in focal areas. Unfortunately similar changes were also 
manifested by the unirradiated cells although the number and dimension of such 
focal areas were markedly reduced. 
(ii) -As far as the gain of anchorage independent growth, each treated population 
exhibited some degree of growth in soft-agar that was greater than that observed 
in the control population. 
(iii) -The growth potential in vitro was monitored by the exam of saturation density; the 
results are presented in figure 4 and do not show any increase in the saturation 
density of irradiated cells compared to control cells. 
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Fig. 4. Maximum number of RHEK-1 cells obtained after initial plating with 5 xlO 3 
cells per cm2 irradiated either with fission neutrons (panel A) or with X-rays 
(panel B) followed by incubation at 37°C. 
The impossibility to identify for this cell line criteria which are unambigously 
correlated with malignant cell transformation makes the use of this system for 
quantitative study of radiation-induced neoplastic transformation not feasible at 
present. 
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The human system CGLl (Redpath et al., 1987), consisting of hybrids between HeLa 
cells and human fibroblasts has been obtained, along with the other participant 
laboratories, from Dr. J.L. Redpath. Preliminary studies have been performed on this 
system in our laboratory , including survival to X rays and fission neutrons. The results 
are shown in figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Survival of CGLl cells seeded: (i) immediately after irradiation with X-rays 
(square); (ii) following 6h incubation at 37 ac after irradiation with X-rays 
(circle); (iii) after irradiation with fission neutrons (triangle). 
Neoplastic transformation frequencies are dependent upon the density of viable cells 
plated and in figure 6 the data from experiments carried out to measure the variation 
of the transformation frequency as a function of the density of viable cells plated post 
irradiation are shown graphically. The line through the data represents a computer-
generated best fit, and this cell density dependency can be used to correct the 
transformation frequencies in our data for any cell density effect. 
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Fig. 6. Transformation frequency as a function of the density of viable cells plated 6 h 
postirradiation (7 Gy). 
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Table III summarise the data relative to neoplastic transformation as a function of dose 
of radiation. The data are also shown graphically in figure 7. 
TABLE III. Transformation Frequency of CGLl Cells Exposed to Fission 
Neutrons or 250 kVp X rays. 
Dose Tot No. of No of foci Tot.Noof No of TrF/lo4 TrF/lo4 (Gy) T-75 flasks per flask viable cells foci surv. cells surv. cells 
(corr)* 
0 78 0.115 277740 9 0.32±0.11 0.33±0.11 
0.25 24 1.291 86850 31 3.57±0.64 3.61±0.65 
0.50 61 1.082 206775 66 3.19±0.39 3.31±0.41 
0.75 22 2.363 93270 52 5.58±0.77 5.34±0.74 
1.00 22 2.636 53145 58 10.91±1.43 12.711.67 
1.50 34 0.294 139890 10 0.72±0.23 0.69±0.22 
3.00 35 0.543 228563 19 0.83±0.19 0 69±0.16 
5.00 34 1.294 140400 44 3.13±0.47 3.03±0.46 
7.00 92 1.659 408188 156 3.82+0.31 3.60+0.29 
* Transformation frequency corrected for cell density 
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Fig. 7. Transformation frequency as a function of dose for CGL-1 cells after X-rays 
(square) or fission neutrons (circle) irradiation. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Studies on the biological effects caused by radiations of different types and energies are 
necessary for identifying the physical characteristics of radiation that explain their actions on 
biological targets; in particular they are necessary to predict the biological effectiveness of any 
radiation, to give a better knowledge about the molecular lesions leading to cellular effects and 
to develop mechanistic models of radiation action, i.e. models based on biophysical 
considerations. 
Global objectives of the present project can be summarized briefly as follow: 
1) to perform direct comparison of the effectiveness of radiations of different types and energies 
in inducing significant biological effects in order to identify the physical characteristics of the 
radiation that are relevant to their biological action; 
2) to gather a set of radiobiological data which could be used as a consolidated data-base to test 
models of radiation action used in radiation protection for a practical assessment of human risk; 
3) to start investigation of the extreme low-dose effects by irradiating cells individually with 
exact numbers of particles, exploiting the experimental opportunity provided by the microbeam 
facilities; 
4) to make comparative experiments using differentiated and non-differentiated human cells to 
study the influence of DNA conformation on the induction of radiation damage and on its repair; 
5) to develop and establish assays to investigate DNA damage, in particular to detect the 
distribution of lesions within clustered damage sites, in order to provide new •!xperimental data 
to validate biophysical models of radiation action; 
6) to achieve technical developments suitable for novel radiobiological research; 
7) to develop theoretical approaches for interpretation of experimental results. 
Comparison of the effectiveness of different charged particles. (Obj. 1 and 2) 
Cell inactivation experiments on V79 cells 
Measurements of the biological effectiveness of low-energy singly and doubly charged particles 
have been carried out by the Legnaro (LNL) and ISS groups, in collaboration between them, 
and by the Gray Laboratory group. Systematic comparative experiments on V79 cell 
inactivation by deuterons (in the LET range 13-57 keVfJ.tm; partly carried O'lt in the previous 
CEC contract), 3He++, 4He++ (in the LET range 40-150 keV/J.Lm) have been clone by the LNL-
ISS groups in view of comparison with the proton data previously obtained by the same 
groups; protons and deuterons (in the LET range 10-50 keV/Jlll) and 3He++ (LETs from 59 to 
105 ke V /Jlffi) have been utilized by the Gray Lab. group. 
Experimental results of the Italian groups confirm a significant difference b!tween 3He++ and 
4He++ as regards to their biological effectiveness, paralleling the unexpected differences 
previously observed by the same groups between protons and deuterons. Unlike these 
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conclusions the Gray Laboratory group finds no difference between protons and deuterons with 
the same LET. No difference in RBE between protons and deuterons is detected by either group 
at an LET value of about 30 keV/Jllll while differences are reported by the Lt-IL-ISS groups for 
LET values lower than this. The two groups are endeavouring to reconcile tht:se differences by 
undertaking a dosimetric intercomparison; ionization measurements using the Gray Laboratory 
dosimetric equipment have been made at LNL and no discrepancies were observed to explain 
the differences observed in the biological results. Differences in the irradiation protocol 
followed by the two laboratories, (e.g. dose-rate, dose-range, cell conditions during irradiation) 
must be taken into account, even if, in direct (in house) comparison, they should play the same 
role for both the considered particles, i.e. protons and deuterons. Other diffen~nces between the 
two groups concern with data analysis. The LNL-ISS groups express RBE as linear coefficient 
ratio, o/a.x, so that RBE is strongly dependent on the initial part of the survival curves, while 
the Gray Laboratory group calculates the RBE at 10% survival, near the final part of the curve. 
However, the evaluation of RBE at 10% survival by LNL-ISS groups reduces but not 
reconciles the observed proton-deuteron differences. 
Careful independent verification of the dosimetry of the particles beams as us eel at Legnaro has 
been performed by MRC and LNL groups. CR-39 discs have been irradiated at Legnaro with a 
selection of proton and deuteron beams to compare with the dose rates and doses that the local 
team prescribed using totally independent dosimetric methods (silicon surfac•! barrier detector, 
SSBD). The CR-39 exposures in the position of biological samples also allowed evaluation of 
the uniformity of fluence across individual sample dishes and visualization of symmetry and 
size-uniformity of etched pits of individual tracks. Reproducibility of numbers of pits per area 
between discs irradiated with a given beam was good, with variation lying within the 
expectations of Poisson statistics. Considering the limitations of such comparisons, e.g. the 
need for low fluences for the accurate counting of pits and hence limitations on the counting 
statistics of the scattered-particle monitor, no significant discrepancy betw•!en expected and 
measured fluences (i.e. pit densities) could be found. 
Mutation induction 
The LNL-ISS groups have carried out extensive experimental work on mutation induction at the 
HPRT locus in V-79 cells irradiated with deuterons, in the LET range 18-57 keV/Jllll, and with 
3He++and 4He++ ions of 51 keV/IJ.m. For all the charged particles considered, linear dose-
response relationships have been obtained. Even for this biological end-point experimental 
evidence supports a difference in the biological effectiveness between protons and deuterons. 
On the other hand preliminary mutation experiments did not show any significant difference 
between 3He++and 4He++ ions with the same LET. 
The MRC group reports a dose-response relationship apparently linear for mutation induction 
on V79 cells after 121 keY/11m a.-particles irradiation, with a mutation frequency of about 
(1.04±0.30) X 10·4 Gy ·1. 
The extensive experimental work carried out by the Giessen group ha:; resulted in the 
establishment of a large set of cross-sections for mutation induction, relatiYe in particular to 
heavy ions with LET ranging from about 10 to 104 ke V /IJ.m. The overall picture (for details see 
Giessen report) confirms that also for these particles LET is not a unifying parameter and 
highlights the crucial importance of track structure when particles with comparable LET but 
different charge and velocity are used. The same group also started the mokcular analysis of 
hprt· mutants by multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Their fi 1dings, although 
preliminary, seem still to reveal a substantial fraction of "wild type" mutants, even with very 
high LET. 
DNA double strand break induction 
The Gray Laboratory group has devoted particular attention to the study of the relationship 
between radiation effectiveness and the role of clustered damage to DNA. Complex lesions are 
believed to be critical for radiation action and a consideration of their induction, repair and 
chemical modification is important for understanding their role. The grou:> has studied the 
reaction kinetics of the chemical repair of radical precursors of ssb and dsb by thiols both in a 
model DNA system and in intact mammalian cells. Further studies have m!asured chemical 
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repair kinetics of both ssb and dsb with increasing LET, using pulsed protons and deuterons. 
Experimental evidence has also been collected about the fixation reactions wHch compete with 
chemical repair prior to damage being expressed in the DNA after irradiation. As part of their 
mechanistic work on DNA damage induction, the Gray Laboratory group reports further 
measurements of the critical energies requires to induce ssb and dsb, this year including the 
effects of hydration. These studies are designed to provide basic data to assis1 the development 
of Monte Carlo models (see below). 
The ISS group has completed the experiments on the production of initial dan1age, by using the 
low speed sedimentation technique, and the analysis of the rejoining time ccurse of DNA dsb 
induced in V79 cells after proton irradiation at the LNL. Dose-response curves for the initial 
damage induced by 41 and 58 keV/J.I.m helium-3 ions have also been obtained. Gamma rays 
from 60Co source have always been used as the reference. As far as dsb induction is concerned 
it has been confmned that the RBE is quite independent of LET and it is not significantly higher 
than unity for all particles investigated (protons or He-ions). As regard to rejoining experiments 
significant differences in the rejoining kinetics can be recognized between y-rr.ys and protons of 
various LET, suggesting that dsb induced by different radiations are not homogeneous with 
respect to repair and that changing from sparsely to densely ionizing radiation and increasing 
the LET a more "complex" type of damage is induced. 
The Giessen group has studied the induction of DNA double-strand breaks (dsb) in yeast after 
exposure to X-rays, a-particles and heavy ions, comparing the pulsed field g•!l electrophoresis 
technique with the neutral sedimentation technique, used in previous investigations. Dsb 
induction and inactivation cross-sections were calculated and, contrary to mammalian cells, in 
diploid yeast a linear relationship between these parameters was found. The RBE for dsb 
induction in yeast is clearly higher than unity for LET values around 100 ke V/J.I.ffi and clearly 
lower than unity in the LET range 103-1()4 keV/J.I.m. 
Comparison of the effectiveness of high and low dose rate irradiation with a-source 
The investigation of a possible role of the dose-rate of high LET radiations on biological 
response is of actual interest to get insight the basic mechanisms of the interaction of ionizing 
radiations with living matter. Alpha-particles for high dose-rate irradiations (1 to tens of 
Gy/min) are obtained at LNL radiobiological facility set-up; for irradiations at low dose-rate (in 
the range 0.005-0.01 Gy/min) a 244Cm alpha-emitter source based irradiator has been designed 
and constructed at LNL. Spatial and dosimetric characterization measurements of accelerated 
alpha beams and of 244Cm alpha particles have been carried out by using a SSBD. 
Biological effectiveness of fast neutrons 
Experiments runs have been carried out at the LNL 7 MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator aimed 
at the physical and dosimetric characterization of the neutron beam (neutron energy distribution, 
flux, spatial homogeneity at the biological sample). Monoenergetic fast neutrons have been 
produced through the 7Li (p,n)?Be reactions, by using 0.500- 0.700 mg/cm:~ 7LiF production 
targets. Irradiation conditions for V79 cell inactivation studies are being optimized. 
Low-dose irradiation: microbeam facilities (Obj. 3) 
At the low dose levels generally encountered in environmental and occupational exposure to 
high-LET radiations, only a very small fraction of the cells at risk are traversed by a particle and 
a much smaller fraction by two or more particles. To approach these conditions in experimental 
investigations, construction, technical developments and optimization of •:harged-particles 
microbeam facilities have engaged LNL as well as Gray Laboratory, Giessen and PSI groups. 
The LNL accelerator technical staff have developed the LPM "microbeam facility" at the 2 MV 
AN2000 Van de Graaff accelerator. They have carried out work on the focusing and controlling 
their beam systems, in order to increase performance, and for the optimization of a detector 
complex for single ion hits and of a fast beam switching system aimed to bel sed in the "single 
event" experiments. 
Optimization of the charged-particle microbeam have been performed by the Gray Laboratory 
group, during the present contract period and the system is now in routine experimental use. 
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They developed several prototypes of particles collimators, based on silicon technology or 
consisting on fine-bore glass capillary, achieving 5 microns or 2.3 microns spatial resolution 
respectively. At the same time the development of detectors to register the pas>age of individual 
particles through each cell exposed to the microbeam has continued. The micronucleus assay 
has been used for relating chromosome damage to low doses and a full dose-effect curve 
showing a linear induction of micronuclei per binucleate cell with increasing mean particle 
traversal number, has been obtained. Adaptation of single-cell comet assay as well as of a 
clonogenic assay is in progress for use with the microbeam. 
The Giessen group has set up and tested a microbeam device based on an 241Am alpha emitter, 
with a beam collimator with 1 J.1.II1 hole in a mica plate, for the investigation of single ion effects 
on individual cells. 
An original technique for low dose irradiation, the so-called "palladium island technique", has 
been developed by PSI group in collaboration with Uppsala University, Sweden. The method 
enables the irradiation of more than a thousand cells simultaneously and the contemporary 
localization of the particle tracks. Test experiments with V79 cells confirmed the feasibility of 
the technique to perform low dose experiments such as single particle irradiati·Jns. 
Use of human cellular system (Obj. 4) 
Inactivation curves of human TK6lymphoblasts and K562 pro-erythroblasts irradiated with X-
rays have been obtained by ISS group. Preliminary experiments with protons of 11 ke V IJ.I.IIl on 
suspension growing K562 cells have also been performed, but a modification of the irradiation 
device in order to increase the efficiency of cell recovery from the filters appeas necessary. 
DNA damage detection (Obj. 5) 
The Gray Laboratory group have studied the role of higher-order repeating structure of the 
DNA in determining the fragmentation patterns, after irradiation with low and high LET 
radiation. Using conventional and pulsed-field electrophoresis systems they have compared the 
molecular weight distributions for DNA from cells irradiated with X-rays or 3 MeV a-particles 
(110 keV/Jlm). Experimental results show an enhancement of fragments in the 0.2-10 kbp 
region in DNA from cells irradiated with a-particles in comparison to X-rays, particularly 
around 500 bp. The Gray Laboratory group has set up the single cell gel electrophoresis 
technique ("comet" assay) for use in conjunction with their counted charged-particle 
microbeam. Initial results have distinguished DNA damage levels in hit and non-hit cells 
exposed to a low fluence of a-particle. 
The Pulsed Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) technique has been set up at ISS laboratory and 
used in DNA dsb induction experiments after irradiation with X-rays and protons of 31 
keV/Jlm. The PFGE dose-response curves obtained in the dose range 10-60 Gy shows no 
difference between X-rays and protons in dsb induction, confirming the results obtained with 
the low speed sedimentation technique. 
Experiments with the microgel single cell electrophoresis ("comet") technique have been carried 
out at the ISS on V79 cells irradiated with X-rays, in view of its possible application to the 
study of DNA damage induced by charged particles, including application with the microbeam 
at LNL for single-particle, single cell studies. 
Also the Giessen group has been engaged in the development of the "comet assay"; after careful 
analysis technique sensitivity seem too low to unequivocally detect the action of individual light 
ions. 
A complementary approach to the problem of DNA damage evaluation, has been followed by 
the "Demokritos" group, performing the measurement of thermal transition A 260 changes and 
dielectric-condutivity changes induced on mammalian macromolecular DNA after irradiation 
with gamma rays and with alpha particles. Data from Thermal Transition Spectrophotometry 
revealed a dual dose dependence response of the helix to coil transition temp•!rature, measured 
by the changes of A260 , i.e. the hydrogen bond disruption for buffe~ed solutions of 
macromolecular DNA, after irradiation with gamma-rays or alpha-particles: in the low dose 
region, i.e. 0-10 Gy, a DNA helix stability seems to be present; at higher doses a gradually 
decreasing mode of helix stability is observed. 
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Dependence of the transition temperature on dose has also been studied measuring the changes 
in conductivity, i.e. changes that proceed the hydrogen bond disruption. As a function of the 
dose, the parameter Tc, representing Thermal Conductivity Transition, ::ollows a course 
qualitatively similar to the sigmoidal functions observed with A200 changes. 
The observed conductivity changes and thermal transition changes support the recent theories of 
a dual phase DNA helix to coil transition where the disruption of the hydrogen bonds results 
from the preceding gradual disruption of the hydrophobic bonds between the successive 
nucleotides on the same DNA chain. The observed higher stability of the DN I\ molecules after 
gamma rays or alpha particles irradiation might be attributed to the formation of cross links 
between adjacent parts of DNA molecules which leads to the formation of molecules of higher 
thermodynamic stability. As far as RBE of different ionizing radiation is concerned, the large 
differences at the induced survival level observed between gamma and alpha radiations are not 
present when DNA helix to coil transition is used as the criterion. 
Further investigation have been devoted to the effect of two organic free radical scavengers of 
the kind used for the comparison between the frequencies of single strand breaks and double 
strand breaks; the obtained results shows that their effects as free radic2l scavengers are 
confounded with a strong effect on the stability of the DNA molecule~ (for details see 
"Demokritos" report). These effects of free radical scavengers on the stability of irradiated DNA 
molecules might seriously affect the interpretation of experimental work of other laboratories, 
using the same scavengers, which contributed to the formulation of the cluster theories of 
radiation induced breaks. 
Technical develo.pments (Obj. 6) 
Reports on this topic have been included in the appropriate sections, in order to give a more 
complete picture of the work carried out by each group to achieve its own objectives. Yet, as 
they constitute specific objectives of the present contract activities, it has to be mentioned the 
beam line for cell irradiation with heavy ions set up at LNL and the vertical beam line for 
irradiation with protons and a-particles set up at PSI. 
A dedicated irradiation facility for heavy ions (in the mass range 6-40) has been installed at the 
+60. beam pipe of the LNL 16 MY XTU-Tandem accelerator. Test runs have been performed 
by using 58Ni ( 17 4 MeV) beam. Radiobiological experiments are being carried out with 6Li, 7Li 
and heavier ions. 
At PSI a beam line was set up with a 90• -magnet that bends the beam upwards to the target. It 
enables to expose the cells horizontally to protons or a-particles of 5-10 MeV up to 72 MeV 
energy and at an intensity from 104-106 particles/(sec cm2). A circular beam spot of 3 em in 
diameter at the cells exposed has been achieved. 
PSI group has also been engaged in the optimization of the confocal laser scanning microscope 
image acquisition process in order to perform reliable calculation of the intersection length of a 
particle through a cell nucleus. 
Theoretical developments (Obj. 7) 
Particular effort have been devoted by MRC group in the analysis of Monte-Carlo simulated 
tracks of protons, deuterons and a-particles, in the region 20-30 keV/J.lm, for seeking 
microscopic features that may be responsible for their observed biological effectiveness. New 
high-accuracy data for particle (p, d, a) track-scoring statistics have been obtained but no 
simple property has been identified that simultaneously correlates well with tf e observed RBEs 
of both p and d or p and a. 
"Demokritos" group has also been engaged, by Monte Carlo computer simulation, in the 
investigation of the physical and chemical processes (energy transport and deposition, 
ionisation distributions and the production of primary chemical species) cc•nnected with the 
interaction of charged particles (especially a) with water molecules. As resuh of this work, the 
group was able to develop accurate analytical LET-Energy and Range-Energy relations 
microdosimetric calculations for a-particles valid between 100 keV-10 MeV energy range. 
Improved particle tracking methods, by elaboration of data libraries of reaction cross sections of 
photons and electrons, are being developed by the PSI group in order to permit tracking of the 
particles in the nm range and modelling of radical formation, diffusion and fate in water. 
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Head of project 1: Dr. R. Cherubini 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1 - Comparative experiments on V79 cell inactivation and hprt mutation induction using 
3He and 4He beams with different LET values and direct (in-house) comparison with 
our previous proton and deuteron data. 
2 - Execution of dosimetric and radiobiological intercomparisons with p :utners (MRC and 
Gray Lab.) of the present co-ordinated group. 
3 - Execution of comparative experiments with low energy a-partides radionuclide 
source. 
4 - Study of the biological effectiveness of a representative set of low-energy heavy ions 
for V79 cells inactivation. 
5 - Single particles irradiation of V79 cells using protons and alphas at the microbeam 
facility. 
6 - Study of the biological effectiveness on V79 cells of fast neutrons. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
(In collaboration with ISS group) 
In our early works we have shown, giving the ftrst experimental evidence, that low-energy 
protons (in the LET range 7- 38 keV/Jlm) are more effective than alpha pruticles at the same 
LET for inactivation and hprt mutation induction in V79-753B Chinese hamster cells [4,5]. 
Such results have subsequently been confirmed and extended by independent experiments 
carried out at the CRC Gray Laborotarory and at the MRC Harwell Laboratory. Parallel 
experiments on the induction of DNA damage in terms of single- and double -strand breaks not 
gave, in contrast, any indication of difference in effectiveness for the different radiation 
considered (X-, gamma-rays, protons, alpha particles). 
Subsequently, in order to extend the investigated proton LET range, we have performed 
investigation with deuteron beams (in the LET range 13- 57 keV/Jlm), that possess twice the 
range of protons with the same LET and the same velocity. 
The direct comparison of the biological effectiveness of protons and deuterons for both the 
considered endpoints, in the same LET range, has shown, as an unexp·~cted result, that 
deuterons appear less effective than protons in inducing both the considered biological end-
points, i.e. inactivation and hprt mutation induction (see Table n . 
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Table 1: RBE(expressed as a/ax ) values for inactivation and h~rt mutatiom 
induction on V79 cells 
PROTONS DEU1ERONS 
LET Inactivation Mutation 
LET 
Inactivation (ke V /Jllll) Mutation (keV/J.J.m) 
a/ax± s.e. a/ax± s.e. at the cell a/ax± s.e. a/ax ± s.e. at the cell 
midplane midplane 
(3 Jllll) (3 Jlm) 
7.7 2.4 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 0.4 13.4 1.9 ± 0.3 
11.0 2.9 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.5 18.4 2.2 ± 0.4 2.6 ± 0.4 
20.0 3.7 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.7 26.3 4.1 ± 0.4 
30.5 5.8 ± 0.6 5.9 ± 0.9 30.8 5.1 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.7 
34.6 5.1 ± 0.5 39.5 5.8 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.8 
37.8 4.4 ± 0.4 48.0 6.4 ± 0.7 
57.0 7.3 ± 0.7 9.2 ± 1.6 
For X-ray: ax= 0.129±0.012, for inactivation; ax= (0.60±0.09) X 10-5, for hprt mutation. 
In order to extrapolate our upto date findings further to other heavier ions, an:i, in particular, to 
follow the anomalies already observed by using the hydrogen isotopes, more recently we have 
carried out extensive systematic and comparative experiments by using 3He (in the LET range 
38 - 200 ke V /IJ.m) and 4He ions (in the LET range 50 - 150 ke V /IJ.m). Moreover, such a kind of 
investigation allow us to perform direct (in-house) intercomparison of the biological 
effectiveness of the different accelerated charged particles considered, by m:ing the same cell 
line as well as the same physical and biological experimental conditions and protocolls. 
Table II reports the RBE values for cell inactivation for 3He and 4He ions evaluated as a/ax 
ratio. Figure 1 shows the RBE-LET relationship for the inactivation of V79 ce lis irradiated with 
3He and 4He ions as a function of the LET. Each data point is representative of 2-5 (for helium-
3) and 4-8 (for helium-4) independent experiments and the error bars denote one standard error 
of the mean. All individual dose-response curves have been fitted by the linear function S=exp(-
aD). 
Table II: RBE(expressed as a/ax ) values for cell inactivation 
HELIUM-3 HELIUM-4 
LET_(keVf!tm) a/ax+ s.e. LET (ke V /Jllll) a/ax± s.e. 
41.4 4.34±0.48 51.5 4.70±0.50 
45.5 4.43±0.48 56.8 4.68±0.49 
51.1 5.98±0.60 70.0 4.76±0.50 
58.4 5.55±0.65 104.2 6.31±0.63 
73.9 6.16±0.65 150.5 3.26±0.35 
87.5 5.26±0.51 
107.3 4.62±0.47 
139.4 2.52±0.32 
For X-ray: ax= 0.129±0.012 
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Fig. 1 : RBE-LET relationship for V79 cell inactivation induced by helium-3 and helium-4 tons (see Table II). 
From Figure 1 it can be seen that the RBEs for 4He rise as LET increase up to 104 keV/~Jm and 
then decrease, showing a maximum around 104 keV/~Jm, in agreement with well established 
literature data (Barendsen et al.; Goodhead et al.), while, the RBEs for 3He rise as LET increase 
up to 87 keV/IJm and then decrease, showing a maximum around 87 keV/IJm. The RBEs for 
4He are lower than those obtained by us for 3He in the LET range 50-90 keV/~Jm. These 
findings parallel the unexpected differences found in the intercomparison of our deuteron and 
proton RBE data indicating that careful and more sophisticated particle track structure 
description would be necessary for a better understanding of the radiation action in biological 
matter and for the definition of a more adequate parameter representative of the "radiation 
quality". 
In order to extend the 3He and 4He ion effectiveness studies, very recently, we are carrying out 
systematic and comparative experiments on the hprt mutation induction in V79. Such an 
investigation will allows us to perform direct (in-house) comparison with proton and deuteron 
hprt mutation results, where a different effectiveness has also been found. 
Preliminary dose-response curves for hprt mutation induction are presented in Figure 2 for 3He 
and 4He of the same LET value (51 ke V /~Jm). Such preliminary mutation experiments did not 
show any significant difference between 3He and 4He ions for the LET value investigated. 
Further comparative experiments using helium ions with different LET values are planned. 
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Fig. 2 -Preliminary hprt mutation curves obtained with 3He (51.1 keV/J.Lm) and 4He (51.5 keV/J.Lm) ions 
compared with the X-ray curve. 
In order to confirm our observations on differences in biological effectivenes:; between protons 
and deuterons as well as between 3He and 4He and to solve the discrepancies between such our 
findings and the results obtained by the Gray Lab. group not showing, in contrast, any 
difference between proton and deuteron inactivation data, we have carried out experimental co-
operative work with both the MRC and the Gray Lab. groups mainly intended to independent 
verification and intercomparison of the irradiation conditions with particolar emphasis for 
particle beam dosimetry (and radiobiological procedures) used in the different Laboratories. 
Up to date, intercomparative dosimetric experiments have been pursuit with the MRC group 
(see also the MRC report). Verification of the physical and dosimetric characterization of 
particle beams as used in our radiobiological experiments, usually accomplished by silicon 
surface barrier detectors (SSBD) and by CR39 solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTDs), 
has been performed by irradiating the MRC CR39 SSNT detectors with a sele~ted set of proton, 
deuteron, 3He and 4He beam energies and fluences at the same irradiation conjitions (dose-rate, 
energies and geometry) as used at LNL for radiobiological experiments. Energy distribution, 
spatial particle uniformity, fluence/dose reproducibility at the same position of biological sample 
have been measured and compared. From the MRC CR39 results no signi'icant differences 
between LNL and MRC dosimetric measurements could be found (see also the MRC report). 
Intercomparative dosimetric experiments have also been performed at the LI\L radiobiological 
facility with the CRC Gray Lab group. Verification of the physical and dosimetric 
characterization of the particle beams used in LNL radiobiological experiments has been carried 
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out by the usual Gray Lab dosimetric apparatus (ionization chamber) and by a SSB detector. 
Energy distribution, spatial particle uniformity (beam profile) fluence/dose reproducibility at the 
same position of biological samples have been measured by the Gray Lab group and compared 
with the LNL physical and dosimetric measurements. No significant differences were observed 
that could explain the discrepancies observed in the proton and deuteron biological data (see 
also the Gray Lab. report). Beside, for a careful comparison of the biological data gathered at 
the LNL and Gray Lab., differences in the irradiation protocol followed by th·~ two laboratories 
(like dose-rate, dose range, cell conditions during irradiation, data analysis) must also be taken 
into account. 
In order to complete the LNL-Gray Lab. physical and dosimetric intercomparison, a visit of the 
LNL group at the Gray Lab radiobiological facility is planned 
The investigation of a possible role of the dose-rate of high-LET radiations on biological 
response is of crucial importance, in particular, in the field of radiation prowction for a better 
risk assessment. To contribute to such an investigation, comparative experiments at high and 
low dose-rate have been planned. 
Alpha-particles (Helium-4 ions) for high dose-rate irradiations (1 to ten:; of Gy/min) are 
obtained at our own radiobiological facility set-up at the LNL 7 MV Van de Graaff CN 
accelerator. For low dose-rate (in the range of 0.005-0.01 Gy/min) irradiations a 244Cm alpha-
emitter source based irradiator has been designed and constructed at LNL Efforts have been 
spent to technical developments aimed to defme the proper conditions for cell irradiation with 
the irradiator as well as precise spatial and dosimetric characterization measw·ements of 244Cm 
alpha particles at the same position of the biological sample. 
Particular efforts have been spent to design, built and test suitable stainless-steel Petri dishes, 
mounting a thin mylar foil as bottom and fitting the geometry of the 244Cm alpha particles in 
air. Test experiments have been carried out . Routine experiments are being stuted. 
In order to extend our study on lethal and mutagenic effects of light ions (protons, deuterons 
and helium ions) to other charged particles, such as heavy ions (in the mass range 6 - 40 ), a 
dedicated irradiation facility has been designed, constructed and installed at the +60° beam pipe 
of the LNL 16 MV XTU-Tandem accelerator. During the execution of te:st runs, we have 
performed, by using 58Ni (174 MeV) beam, the beam line-irradiation appara:us alignment and 
some physical measurements for ion beam characterization. After the first test runs, during wich 
the aluminized mylar foil used as exit window for the extraction of heavy ion beams in air was 
broken, we have been involved in an hard technical development of our own heavy ion facility 
aimed to equip the heavy ion irradiation facility with an appropriate vacuum safety system 
mainly consisting of an ultra-fast vacuum valve, proper diaphragms, in additbn to independent 
vacuum pumping systems, and proper vacuum gauges driving standard and ultra-fast vacuum 
valves. Time consuming irradiation facility on-beam alignement experiments and test runs have 
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recently been carried out using Ni, S and Li ion beams. V79 cell inactivation experiments have 
been started by using 7U and 6Li. Very preliminary dose-response curves for V79 cell 
inactivation induced by 68 keV/f.Ull7Li are reported in Figure 3. 
Further 7U and 6Li as well as heavier ions cell inactivation experiments are phmned. 
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Fig. 3 - Very preliminary dose-response curves for V79 cell inactivation induced by 68 ke V /IJlll 7u ions 
Development of the LPM "microbeam facility" at the LNL 2 MV AN2000 Van de Graaff 
accelerator has continued. The accelerator technical staff and the LPM researehers have pursuit 
work on the focusing and controlling beam systems in order to increase its performances as 
well as in developing and testing the detector complex for detection of single ion hits and a fast 
beam switching system aimed to be used in the "single event" experiments. Our own 
contribution in this field has been focused to define proper "single cell" irradiation conditions. 
These concern, in particular, with the definition of protocol for the biological sample 
preparation, including the development of a suitable biostak, and the biological sample 
positioning system on the particle beam. The impinging charged particle position will be 
recorded by a solid state nuclear track detector. Appropriate cell and track detector image 
analyses will allow us to correlate the "biological effects" to traversals. The positioning of the 
sample will be accomplished by using an optical microscope connected to an especially 
designed computer controlled table housing the sample holder. The establish:nents of the most 
favourable configurations for all the above require special care and are under optimization. An 
adequate image analysis system together with the necessary software as well as a dedicated 
optical microscope have been purchased. 
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Experiments aimed to study the fast neutron biological effectiveness on V79 cells are being 
started. Test runs have been carried out at the LNL 7 MV Van de Graaff CN ~.ccelerator mainly 
aimed to physical and dosimetric characterization of the neutron beams (neutron energy 
distribution, flux, spatial homogeneity at the biological sample position, etc.). Monoenergetic 
fast neutrons have been produced trough the 7Li(p,n)7Be reactions, by using 0.500-0.700 
mg/cm2 7LiF production targets. 
Sets of CR39 track detectors and TLDs have been irradiated at the same position of biological 
samples in order to verify fluences, spatial and energy distributions of the impinging neutrons 
on the T25 flask surface, foreseen to be used in the biological experiments. Routine biological 
experiments are planned. 
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I. Partner: Cancer Research Campaign Gray Laboratory 
Head of Project: Dr. B.D. Michael 
II. Objectives of the Reporting Period 
We have used the new irradiation arrangement reported last year to make further 
comparisons of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of singly and doubly charged ions in 
the LET range up to -100 ke V J.l1I1-1• These studies provide information relating to the radial 
features of energy deposition around charged particle tracks that determine effectiveness; they 
also provide constraints for biophysical modelling of RBE as a function of radiation quality. 
This work is carried out using conventional "broad-field" irradiation techniques, i.e. with many 
charged particles passing through each cell at random. With these techniques, the doses are 
inevitably much higher than those directly relevant to radiation protection. Our charged-particle 
microbeam has been brought into routine use during the year and this has been developed to 
allow effectiveness to be determined down to the extreme low dose levels that apply in most 
environmental and occupational exposures to medium- to high-LET radiations, that of a single 
particle traversal of the cell nucleus. We report preliminary data on DNA damage and on 
micronucleus induction. This facility will also allow us to study in detail effects that are 
transmitted between hit and non-hit cells, such as have been indicated in several recent studies 
using conventional irradiation techniques. There is considerable evidence, including from our 
own laboratory, that radiation effectiveness depends strongly on clustering of lesions on DNA 
and we report studies relevant to this topic. We have carried out several investigations into the 
chemical stage of radiation effect directed at understanding and quantifying the reactions of the 
initial clustered radical sites on DNA and the pathways by which they go on to become clusters 
of stable lesions. These studies have used our fast kinetics techniques, employing pulsed low-
and high-LET radiations, to characterize the processes. Whereas our earlier fast kinetics studies 
have mainly been on strand break prevention due to chemical repair by thiols, particularly the 
major naturally occurring thiol, glutathione, work this year has concentrated on the competing 
fixation reactions by which radical sites are converted into breaks. This work has shown further 
kinetic evidence for clustering at its most basic level, a 2-radical precursor of dsb induced by 
low-LET radiation, and is also the pilot study for experiments using medium- to high-LET 
radiations to investigate the degree of DNA radical clustering that is associated with their track 
structure. The complexity of radiation-induced DNA lesions derives from the distributions of 
energy depositions on a nanometer scale around charged particle tracks and partners in this and 
other consortia have modelled these processes using Monte Carlo simulations. While the 
distributions of energy deposition can be modelled with a fair degree of certainty, little is known 
about the relationships between the magnitudes of the energy depositions and the DNA 
damages that result. Our studies using low-energy electrons and photons with plasmid DNA are 
directed at quantifying these relationships in the important energy range from about 5 to several 
lOO's of eV in which most of the energy transfer from high-energy particle tracks occurs. Our 
initial work was with dry DNA samples, and this year we have been able to examine the effects 
of hydration on strand breakage induction by synchrotron photons. As observed previously with 
dry DNA, we again find the unexpected result that photons with energies down to -8 eV induce 
dsb efficiently. Modelling studies in the literature have indicated a substantially higher threshold 
energy for dsb induction and our further work on this topic will be directed at understanding and 
resolving the apparent difference and relating it to the processes that occur with high-energy 
particle tracks. 
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III. Progress Achieved During Reporting Period 
Biological Effectiveness of Singly- and Doubly-Charged Particles 
Using our new arrangement for irradiating V79 mammalian cells with low-energy 
particles, we have consolidated our measurements of the biological effectiveness of low-energy 
protons and deuterons. We now have data for the lethality of these particles in the LET range 10 
keV/~ to 50 keV/~ (see Figure 1). In addition, we have acquired data for the RBE of 3He++ 
~ 
I Helium-31 
o protons 
• deuterons 
10 100 
Figure 1. Effectiveness of low-energy singly- and doubly-charged particles. 
ions with LET's from 59 to 105 keV/J.Lm. Where the singly- and doubly-charged particle data 
approach each other (50-60 keV/J.Lm), we find that protons and deuterons are more effective 
than 'He++ ions of the same LET. This result confirms our conclusions reported previously, and 
is in agreement with the data of another group within our consortium (Belli and colleagues). 
There is disparity however regarding the relative effectiveness of protons and deuterons with the 
same LET. Unlike the studies undertaken at the LNL facility at Legnaro, we find no difference 
in the RBE's of protons and deuterons with the same LET. We are endeavouring to reconcile 
these differences by undertaking a dosimetric intercomparison between the Gray Laboratory and 
the LNL facility. Measurements using the Gray Laboratory dosimetric equipment have been 
made at LNL. The technique used by the Gray Laboratory is to measure ionization using a 
thin-window extrapolation chamber. This was compared with the LNL method (based on 
measurements of fluence and energy) and was found to be in reasonable agreement. Some 
anomalies were observed regarding measurements of energy using Gray Laboratory and LNL 
spectroscopy equipment, however lack of time did not permit these observations to be resolved. 
A visit by the LNL team to the Gray Laboratory is anticipated. 
The Charged-Particle Microbeam 
The charged-particle microbeam has been in routine use for performing radiobiological 
experiments since the beginning of 1995. Prior to this, we installed an arrangement for 
collimating the charged-particles that uses devices based on silicon technology. A range of 
collimators have been fabricated by a microengineering company that consist of microchannel 
'V' -grooves etched into the surface of 2 mm by 2 mm by 1 mm thick silicon wafer pieces. In 
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use, each collimator is paired with an un-etched piece of the same size (to form a three-sided 
hole) using a gimballed jaw assembly mounted at the end of the beamline. The engineering 
company were unable to meet our specified minimum width for the 'V' -grooves (1 micron), 
however we do have a number of devices as small as 3 microns wide by 2 mm long, and these 
have been used for the majority of experiments. A big advantage of this type of collimator is 
that, if necessary, they can be disassembled, cleaned and re-used. In tandem with this approach, 
we are continuing to develop fine-bore glass capillary collimators as these may ultimately 
provide us with the best spatial resolution. So far, we have achieved good performance down to 
about 5 microns with the silicon devices. Preliminary evaluation of 1.5-micron bore capillaries 
that have been manufactured to our specification show that they will provide 2.3-micron 
resolution. We are currently negotiating for the manufacture of 0.5- to 1-micron bore capillary. 
The development of detectors to register the passage of individual particles through each 
cell exposed to the microbeam has continued. A prototype transmission detector, comprising a 
thin scintillator, coupled via fine optical fibres to a pair of photomultiplier (PM) tubes has been 
assembled and evaluated. Although tests indicate that it is efficient (99% ), it is currently too 
fragile to use in conjunction with cell irradiation experiments. Therefore, a more robust system 
has been developed, retaining the transmission detection principle. We have recently 
implemented an arrangement that uses a miniature photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R5600U-
06) installed just above the cell dish, to detect the light from a transmission scintillator (5- to 
10-micron thick anthracene) mounted at the collimator exit. Initial tests have proved highly 
satisfactory and this arrangement has recently been brought into routine use. 
To accommodate the PM tube (and for other reasons), the cell dishes have been 
re-designed. The new design is made from medical-grade stainless steel in two parts, and uses a 
silicone rubber gasket to trap and stretch a thin film that forms the dish base. We now use 
4 micron thick polypropylene, instead of Mylar for this purpose as it is optically cleaner, both in 
visible and UV light. 
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Figure 2. Induction of micronuclei in V79 cells as a function of the 
mean number of nuclear traversals by protons. 
For relating chromosome damage to low doses we are using the micronucleus assay. By 
scoring acentric fragments in situ we have been successful in detecting an effect after traversals 
by just two (average number) 3.2 MeV protons. A full dose-effect curve (see Figure 2) shows a 
linear induction of micronuclei per binucleate cell with increasing mean particle traversal 
number. Our ongoing work is to score this endpoint in relation to counted particle traversals. 
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We wish to ascertain whether the apparent ability of a cell to survive a single traversal 
can arise because the DNA has not been hit. To do this, we have implemented the single-cell 
comet assay as a measure of DNA damage, such that it can be used with attached cells. Trials 
using broad-field a-particles show that it is possible to detect comet-tail migration after doses as 
low as 0.5 Gy. We have also adapted the clonogenic assay for use with the microbeam to 
measure cell lethality as a function of the number of particle traversals. 
Clustered Damage to DNA 
A major emphasis of our research is understanding the role of radiation damage to 
DNA in relation to biological effectiveness. In particular, we have examined the relationship 
between lesion complexity and effectiveness with studies to determine the role of clustered 
damage to DNA. This occurs as a consequence of single tracks of radiation crossing the DNA 
and inducing multiple events locally within it, reflecting the clustering of ionisations along 
the track itself. A simple manifestation of a complex lesion is the double strand break, 
considered important in radiation effect, but more complex associations of breaks and other 
damages are predicted from modelling studies. These lesions are believed to be critical for 
radiation action and a consideration of their induction, repair and chemical modification is 
important for understanding their role. Our interest is in two areas; firstly, we are developing 
molecular assays for complex lesions principally using end-labelling techniques to detect 
clusters of breaks and the association of other lesions such as base damage with these breaks. 
This involves the polynucleotide-mediated exchange reaction in a model plasmid DNA 
system and comparing the fragmentation patterns after low- or high-LET irradiation. 
Secondly, investigation of clustered damage at the molecular level must a priori lead 
to a consideration of clustering of the initial free-radical sites. We have previously shown that 
even with low-LET radiation a DNA dsb can be considered a complex lesion originating from 
a biradical precursor, i.e. one radical on either strand of the DNA. This was done by following 
the reaction kinetics of the chemical repair of the radical precursors of ssb and dsb by thiols 
both in a model DNA system and in intact mammalian cells. Further studies have measured 
chemical repair kinetics of both ssb and dsb with increasing LET, using pulsed protons and 
deuterons, and have shown behaviour consistent with increased clustering of radicals. 
Our recent studies have concentrated on the fixation reactions which compete with 
chemical repair prior to damage being expressed in the DNA after irradiation. In plasmid 
DNA we have observed chemical fixation of both ssb and dsb free radical precursors in the 
absence of oxygen. This has utilised our gas explosion system, where we can irradiate DNA 
with a short pulse of electrons (5 nS) and allow H2S gas at high pressure to be added to the 
system at preset times to chemically rescue damage which has not been fixed, either in the 
presence or the absence of oxygen. The hypoxic fixation process we have observed is 
relatively slow with the half-life of the radicals being -35 ms for ssb and 70 ms for dsb. This 
is an important observation as it provides a mechanism for the decrease in oxygen 
enhancement ratio with increasing LET on the basis of an increase in radical multiplicity. If 
one considers that the number of radicals associated with a dsb increases with LET, the 
probability that, even under hypoxia, at least one will be fixed by these processes and produce 
a strand break will increase. This provides an alternative hypothesis for the OERILET effect 
to those of the oxygen-in-the-track and interacting-radical mechanisms which have previously 
been proposed. We have recently measured a similar process an E. coli strain 7 which is 
highly deficient in GSH, so the process is of importance in cellular systems. The first-order 
rate of the hypoxic fixation reaction oflethallesions in E. coli was 45 s-1 in comparison to 10 
s-1 and 20 s- 1 measured for ssb and dsb respectively in pBR322 DNA. By the addition of 
various concentrations of oxygen during measurement of the fixation process the rate of 
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oxygen fixation has been determined in these systems. For pBR322 DNA the second-order 
rate constants were 1 x 108 M-1s-1 for dsb and 2.4 x 108 M-1s-1 for ssb free radical precursors. 
These approximately two-fold differences in fixation rate between ssb and dsb are consistent 
with our previous results showing that the precursors of a dsb is a biradical. For both radicals 
of the dsb to be chemically fixed either by oxygen or by the hypoxic mechanism a two-step 
process is required which would appear slower overall in comparison to the fixation of a 
single-radical ssb precursor. In E. coli strain 7, preliminary studies indicate that the rate for 
fixation of the oxygen-dependent precursors of lethality is -4 x 107 M-1s-1. Interestingly, this 
is lower than the values measured in pBR322 DNA and may be a consequence of a higher 
viscosity in the cellular system influencing the oxygen diffusion and reaction rates. 
Cellular Studies Measuring the Role of Higher-Order Structure 
As well as clustering of damage at sites on DNA in the order of a few base pairs, 
when high LET tracks cross DNA, the unique higher-order repeating structure of the DNA 
may lead to defined fragmentation patterns. For example, tracks which cross the 30 nm fibre 
may lead to an enhancement of fragments in the 1-2 kb size range. Using conventional and 
pulsed-field electrophoresis systems we have compared the molecular weight distributions for 
DNA from cells irradiated with X-rays or 3 MeV a-particles (110 keV/Jlll1). In the high 
molecular weight region in the dose range normally used for dsb determination (1-50 Gy) the 
distribution of fragmentation sizes appears random (0.2-10 Mbp). A similar observation is 
observed monitoring the fragmentation pattern in the range of 8-50 kbp. Using conventional 
electrophoresis we have followed the fragmentation patterns of DNA from cells irradiated 
with X-rays or a-particles in the 0.2-10 kbp region. We have observed an enhancement of 
fragments in this region in DNA from cells irradiated with a-particles in comparison to X-
rays, particularly around 500 bp. Further studies have now begun to probe the role of 
chromatin structure on these differences, by modulating chromatin compaction in isolated 
nuclei. We will also probe smaller fragmentation patterns by using end-labelling protocols 
similar to those we are developing in plasmid DNA systems. One prediction is that at the 
level of the nucleosome we should see enhancement of fragments in the 80 bp region with 
both low- and high-LET radiations. Clustering occurs with low-LET tracks but to a lesser 
extent, principally via spur processes, but these may lead to enhanced energy depositions over 
the volume of the nucleosome and a greater opportunity for fragments of around 80 bp. 
Low-Dose Studies on Single Cells. 
As part of our microbeam project, we have modified the comet assay for the detection 
of ssb in individual cells to work in situ for attached cells. As part of the calibration of this 
technique, we have studied the induction of ssb by low doses of broad-field a-particles 
equivalent to an average of one a-particle traversal per cell. At this dose we observe two 
populations of comet tails. Some which have tail lengths equivalent to control cells and some 
which have damaged DNA leading to greater tail migration. In this study, where the average 
a-particle dose is 0.23 Gy, those cells that exhibit damage show an amount equivalent to that 
induced by 0.5 Gy of X-rays, suggesting an RBE for ssb induction greater than 1.0, i.e. higher 
than the values generally obtained using gross assays for ssb. The data also indicate that a 
single a-particle traversal can produces around 500 breaks. Further work will be carried out 
using counted particles to see how the induction of ssb relates to the actual number of 
traversals and whether there is a fraction of cells that have had their nuclei traversed but do 
not show ssb. 
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Critical Energies for the Induction of DNA Damage 
We have previously reported measurement of the relationships between energy 
deposited in plasmid DNA by low-energy electrons and photons. The aims of these studies are 
to provide data to contribute to the development of biophysical models of the induction of DNA 
damage by high-energy radiations and to obtain mechanistic information about the pathways by 
which the damage is induced. The most frequent energy depositions by high-energy radiations 
are in the region of 25 e V and our earlier work showed important differences between the 
effects of electrons and photons at this energy. It also showed that ssb and dsb induced by 
photons in the range 7 to 25 eV appear to derive from a common precursor species. 
All of our previous work has been with dry plasmids exposed under high vacuum which 
provides a model for the direct effects of radiation on DNA. This year we have developed a 
system which enables hydrated samples to be exposed to synchrotron photons. Initial results 
have been obtained in the energy range 8 to 11 eV and show a 2- to 4-fold increase in ssb and 
dsb induction attributable to additional indirect effect damage from water radicals produced in 
the hydration layer around the DNA. The increase is uniform across this energy range 
suggesting that hydration does not have a strong effect on the threshold energies for induction of 
ssb and dsb or on their action spectra; however, further measurements will need to be carried 
out above and below these energies. 
Further work has been carried out with low-energy electrons. Improvements have been 
made in the sample preparation techniques and a new vacuum system has been developed to 
minimize surface contamination of the samples. 
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Head of project 3: D.T. Goodhead 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Track structure analysis of proton, deuteron and a.-particle beams and comparison of 
their energy deposition patterns in nanometre volumes with their relative biological 
effectiveness, with particular emphasis on the region of 20-30 keV !J.m-1 and extensive 
track statistics. 
2. Comparison of dosimetric methods for charged particle irradiations at Legnaro and 
MRC, with small-volume ionization chambers and CR39 track detectors. 
3. Measurement of HPRT mutation frequencies in V79 cells by slow a.-particles 
(1 00-130 ke V !J.ID-1) for comparison with results of partners. 
III. Progress achieved, including publications 
Previous work by members of this coordinated contract has shown that the relative 
biological effectiveness (RBE) of protons for cell inactivation and hprt mutation of cultured 
fibroblasts rises rapidly as LET increases from 20-30 keV !J.ID-1 [1]. Hence the RBEs are 
significantly higher and rise more rapidly than do the RBEs of a.-particles of the same LETs. 
Neither these raised RBEs nor the differences between protons and a.-particles are reflected in 
initial yields of double strand breaks (dsb), the total yields of dsb generally being similar, or 
slightly less than, those from equal doses of X- or y-rays, even for high-LET a.-particles of 
120 keV !J.ID-1 of nearly maximum cellular effectiveness. These observations have been 
confirmed by various independent experiments within and without the coordinated contract. 
These comparisons highlight the crucial role of microscopic features of the radiation 
tracks in determining biological effectiveness, presumably at the nanometre level in view of 
the very narrow tracks of the low velocity protons. They suggest also that some aspect(s) of 
'clustered' damage are prime determinants of cellular effectiveness and that the severity 
spectrum of the initial molecular damage, including perhaps dsb or varying complexity with 
associated damage, is relevant via differential repairability [2,3]. Precise quantitative data on 
the differences in biological effectiveness of similar radiations, such as is being obtained by 
other members of this coordinated group should provide valuable analytic information to 
probe the biologically critical features of the radiation tracks and the biologically-relevant 
initial molecular damage. 
There have also been observations by the Legnaro group of differences in RBE 
between protons and deuterons of the same LET, and most recently also between Helium -3 
and Helium -4 ions. If confirmed, these would raise serious and fundamental questions 
regarding current concepts of track structure. It is currently assumed that particles of the same 
charge and velocity should have identical differential track structure; thus there should be 
differences only in proportional energy loss, noticeable only over relatively large distances. 
Our own limited contributions to this coordinated contract have been in the three areas 
listed as objectives above. 
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Firstly, to seek track properties that may correlate with the experimentally observed 
differences in RBE between protons and a-particles, we simulated many segments of tracks of 
these particles, using Monte Carlo code MOCA14 of Wilson and Paretzke, of LETs covering 
the range from about 20 to 40 ke V !J,m·1 and also a-particles of higher LET up to more than 
100 keV !J,m-1• These were each scored for absolute frequencies of energy deposition, versus 
magnitude of energy deposition, in cylinders of diameters 2, 10 and 25 nm (and lenths Y2 to 8 
times the diameter) thrown randomly into the volumes containing all parts of each track. 
Comparisons of any of these frequencies, as well as traditional parameters such as Zp and z0 , 
has not readily revealed any property that simultaneously correlates well with the 
experimentally observed RBEs for both particles [4]. Although we could readily define 
parameters whose values for a-particles lay systematically below those of protons, the relative 
rise in a-particle values over the LET range 20-50 keV !J,m·1 had a general tendency to mimic 
the corresponding rise of the protons. This is unlike the observed RBE dependences (see 
reports by other partners in the coordinated group). However, this search for biologically 
relevant properties of the tracks was complicated by three factors: Firstly, there is not yet full 
experimental agreement between laboratories on the shape of the RBE-LET curve for protons 
particularly at the higher LETs and on where the RBE may maximize. Secondly, the 
experimentally reported difference between protons and deuterons is a priori clearly beyond 
any property within the simulated tracks. Thirdly, the scored frequencies for a-particles at the 
lower LETs were remarkably unstable. Although we scored total track lengths, total numbers 
of ionizations and numbers of scoring cylinders similar to those that have given statistically 
stable results for other radiations these did not appear to be adequate for the a-particles [4]. 
Consequently, we needed to increase the already large statistics and undertake repeat 
determinations on different samples of tracks to ensure stability of the results. 
Radial distributions of ionizations around protons and a-particles of selected energies 
have also been evaluated from the simulated tracks and made available in tabular form [5]. 
These radially-averaged quantities are not suitable for comparing ionization numbers in 
nanometre-sized targets because such numbers will in reality be dominated by secondary-
electron stochastics. However, they may provide some indication of probabilities of 
correlated effects over larger distances. 
For all the above new data our scoring statistics exceeded the minimum criteria (total 
number of track interactions, volume scoring ratios, number of target hits) that we had 
previously judged satisfactory (Charlton et al., Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 13, 123 (1985)). 
However, it appeared from the scatter of a-particle data points (versus LET) that fluctuations 
were considerably greater than might be expected from simple statistics of numbers of 
interactions or target hits, no matter how thoroughly the track volumes were scored. 
Apparently even 10 !J,m of total simulated track length of say 30 keV !J,m-1 a-particles (total 
-3 x 104 interactions) is insufficient to represent adequately the stochastics of such a-particles. 
Further scoring at this energy was therefore carried out on a series of 9 separate samples each 
of 20 !J-ill total track, to determine the fluctuations, and on 175 !J,m combined. For typical 
parameters presented previously [4] significant improvement is apparent by increase to a 
20 !J,m track length, and very high accuracy is achieved by 200 !J,m. For example, for the 
parameters Zp, z0 and f(>200) in nucleosome-like 10 nm diameter and 5 nm length target 
cyclinders for 5.46 MeV a-particles, the values are now shifted by 8%, 6% and 6%, 
respectively, from previously. The latter value of 6% compares with an expected standard 
deviation of <2% from the earlier hit-statistics. The effect of track-length statistics become 
even more pronounced for larger target volumes and larger energy thresholds. 
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With our new high-accuracy data for particles (p, d, a) in the region 20-30 keV l..lm-1 
we are now able to reconsider the diagrams and conclusions presented previously [4]. The a-
particle parameter versus LET curves now become smooth, and the p and d curves remain so. 
For example, Figs. 1 and 2 show plots of zF and f(>200 eV) as published in ref [4] (figs. 5 
and 8) but now using only the new high-accuracy data in the case of a-particles of 
20-30 keV l.lm-1• The general conclusions, however, remain essentially unchanged for the 
many parameters considered: no simple property has been identified that simultaneously 
correlates well with the observed RBEs of both p and d; parameters can readily be defined for 
which values for p are systematically greater than for a, but then they tend to rise in similar 
fashion in the range 20-50 keV l.lm-1• We have eliminated the previous uncertainty in relation 
to a-particle track-scoring statistics, but the other uncertainties to meaningful track analysis in 
the present project remain: agreement between laboratories on the detailed shape and 
maximum of the experimental RBE-LET relationship for protons so that matching properties 
of the tracks can be sought; and verification of the reported differences between p and d (also 
3He and 4He) that are clearly beyond the scope of any current track-structure simulations. Real 
differences in biological effectiveness between quite similar particle tracks should provide 
valuable basic data for identification of biologically critical microscopic properties of 
radiation tracks. 
The second objective was aimed at alternative methods and comparisons of aspects of 
the dosimetry of the particle beams as used at Legnaro for the cellular irradiations that have 
been showing the differences in effectiveness between protons and deuterons (and other 
particles). Initially, in a limited comparison we applied our small-volume ionization chamber 
methods and CR39 track-etch detectors to a selection of proton and deuteron beams at 
Legnaro to compare with the dose rates and doses that the local team prescribed using totally 
independent dosimetric methods. The CR39 exposures in the position of biological samples 
also allowed evaluation of the uniformity of fluence across individual sample dishes and 
visualization of symmetry and size-uniformity of etched pits of individual tracks. The limited 
selection of beams tested accorded well with expectations on these criteria. Total fluence 
measurements on post-etched CR39 disks should be able to provide a reliable and 
independent method for evaluating absolute doses and comparing those from proton and 
deuteron beams both in calibration tests and during routine biological experiments. Our 
0.1 cm3 thin-windowed ionization chamber also performed satisfactorily in these tests and can 
be used directly on line for comparative measurements of dose-rate and prescribed dose of 
proton and deuteron beams. Conversion to absolute doses would require local calibration 
checks of the picocoulomb meter in conjunction with the lengthy cables leading from the end 
of the beam line to the instrument position. Such detailed methods could be warranted to 
support specific findings of the CR39 comparisons. 
We next supplied Legnaro with CR39 discs and a request list of desirable beams for 
measurement to match into their experimental schedules as appropriate. These were for 
irradiation to prescribed doses (or fluences) of CR39 discs in place of the biological samples, 
to allow measurement verification of the expected fluences, as well as uniformity across the 
sample area, and estimation of particle uniformity (charge/energy) from sizes of individual 
pits. We consequently received irradiated discs as follows and samples of these have been 
etched and analysed. Unetched samples remain available for future comparative processing 
and analysis as required. 
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Table 1: CR-39 track detector disc irradiations at LNL, Legnaro. (Fluence calibrations 10 
June 1994; disc irradiations 13 June 1994.) 
Preocribed Number 
Beam AI ceiiiCR39 entrance flucm:e ofCR39 
Particle Energy Ene'11)' LET x 10"6 (em -2) discs 
(MeV) (MeV) (keV/wn) 
Proton 6.00 5.0 7.7 1.S 10 
4.SO 3.2 10.8 1.6 5 
3.30 1.5 191 14 5 
Deuteron 6.50 4.9 13.3 2.2 10 
5.20 3.2 18.1 34 5 
Heluun:Y 11.00 7.9 50.0 1.S 10 
10.00 6.6 56.9 1.5 10 
Helium· 13.50 10.3 51.0 2.2 10 
12.50 91 55.1 1.7 10 
Table 2 shows data from the first set of CR39 discs analysed. Reproducibility of 
numbers of pits per area between discs irradiated with a given beam was good, with variation 
lying within the expectations of Poisson statistics. The measured fluences (i.e. pit densities) 
tended to be systematically lower than the prescribed fluences for all beams, but least so for 
the proton beams. One of the limitations to such comparisons is the need for low fluences for 
accurate counting of pits, with minimal overlap, and hence limitations on the counting 
'statistics of the scattered-particle monitor in the vacuum line that is used to determine the 
prescribed dose. Such short exposures may also tend to exaggerate stop/start non-linearities if 
any exist. The last column in Table 2 shows the proportion of clearly oversized pits in central 
areas of the discs, from particles of lower velocity (or greater charge). This provides low-
resolution estimates of the purity of the beams at the exact position of the biological samples. 
The larger pits are likely due to lower velocity (lower energy) scattered particles of the 
primary beam (as can be seen in large numbers very close to the field edges). Generally the 
large pits were observed to be circular, indicating incidence approximately perpendicular to 
the disc and therefore that the scatter occurred a long way from the sample position. 
Our third objective was aimed at a comparative point of hprt mutagenesis in V79 cells 
by high-LET a-particles to link our mutagenesis work with that of other partners. We have 
confirmed that the dose-response is apparently linear with a mutation frequency of about 
(1.04±0.30) x 10 .. Gy"' at an LET of 121 keV Jlm·' at the incidence surface of the cell 
monolayer. This frequency is the average of eighteen determinations, consisting of four 
repeats at a dose of0.36 Gy and two at 0.70 Gy and expression times of 5, 7 and 9 days in 
each case. The result compares with a frequency of 0.86 x 10 .. Gy"' reported earlier by 
Thacker et al. (Radiat. Res., 92, 343 (1982)) using similar methods and the same cell line. 
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Fig. 1: Frequency mean specific energies ( zF) in unit aspect ratio cylinders D = L = 2 nm or 
25 nm randomly positioned in water uniformly irradiated with monoenergetic track segments 
of protons (circles), deuterons (diamonds) or a-particles (squares). All values of Zp are 
expressed relative to protons of 20 ke V IJ.m·'. 
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Fig. 2: Frequency of deposition of 200 e V threshold energy, f(>200 e V), in D = 10 nm by 
L = 5 nm cylinders ('nucleosomes') for protons (closed circles), deuterons (open diamonds) 
and a-particles (open squares), all expressed relative to protons of 20 ke V !J.m-'. Error bars 
are standard deviations of the number of events scored, assuming Poisson statistics. When not 
shown they are smaller than the symbol. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. M. Belli 
II. Objectives for the reporting period. 
1) Repair of molecular lesions. 
2) Use of human cellular systems. 
III. Progress achieved including publications. 
(in collaboration with the LNL group) 
1) In recent years, in the framework of a collaboration between the ISS and LNL groups, we 
have shown that the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of protons for cell inactivation and 
mutation induction of V79 cells is higher than that observed for heavier charged particles in the 
LET range 10-30 keV/J.lm. These studies gave the first evidence that the RBE-LET relationships 
obtained with light ions may depend on the type of particle considered. These results were 
subsequently confirmed and extended by independent experiments carried out at the Gray 
Laboratory and at the MRC-Radiobiology Unit using the VEC facility at Harwell. More 
recently, in the attempt to relate changes in cellular functions to production of DNA damage, 
we have shown that the initial yield of double strand breaks (dsb) induced by X-rays, protons 
of various LET and He-4 ions, as measured by the neutral sucrose gradient technique, is quite 
insensitive to radiation type and LET. This finding supports the current opinion that the 
increased biological effectiveness for densely ionizing radiations can be due to clustering of 
ionization involving clustering of initial damage that, in tum, can affect repair processes. 
Clustered energy deposition and clustered damage are studied by other partners. In particular, 
model studies based on track structure are used for seeking properties that may correlate with 
experimental observations. Production of experimental data on damage repairability is therefore 
essential for establishing such correlations. To this aim we investigated the repair kinetics of 
the damage introduced in cellular DNA by charged particles of different qualities. 
In the last year, we have completed the analysis of the rejoining time course of DNA dsb 
induced in V79 cells by protons of 11 and 31 ke V /J.lm obtained at the LNL facility using the 
low-speed sedimentation technique. Gamma rays from a 60Co source have been used as a 
reference. Experiments on the production of initial damage have been carried out in parallel 
with the rejoning experiments in order to gain information, on the same cell population, for 
both initial and unrejoined damage. Dose-response curves for dsb induction after irradiation 
with 41 and 58 keV/J.lffi He-3 ions have also been obtained in view of forthcoming rejoining 
experiments for a comparison with the results already obtained for protons. 
The dsb induction dose-response curves for protons (Fig. 1, Table 1) are in good agreement 
with those previously published (Belli et al. Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 1994, 65, 529-536). We 
confirmed that the RBE is not significantly higher than unity even when y-rays are used as 
reference radiation instead that X-rays. The 3-helium results extend up to 60 keV/J.lm our 
previous finding that RBE for dsb induction is quite independent on LET and particle type 
(protons or He-ions) (Fig. 2). 
For the rejoining experiments we used doses of 108, Ill and 144 Gy for y-rays, 11 and 31 
ke V /J.lffi protons, respectively. Even if they produce similar amounts of initial damage, namely 
about 7 dsb per I012u, there are significant differences in the rejoining kinetics, being those 
relative to y-rays faster than those relative to protons. Moreover, the fraction of dsb left 
unrejoined after 120 min incubation is higher for protons than for y-rays. These differences 
increase on increasing proton LET (Fig. 3). 
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Figure1 -Dose-response curves for the initial number of dsb as measured by the sedimentation 
assay after irradiation of V79 cells with protons and He ions of various LET. Data for y-rays 
are also shown for comparison. 
TABLE 1: Best fit parameters and RBE values for dsb production 
Radiation Energy LET adsb RBE 
(MeV) at 3 fll11 (10-11 u-1 Gy-1) (adsbladsb,y) 
y-rays 0.67±0.01 
Protons 3.24 11 keV/J.Lm 0.62±0.05 0.93±0.17 
0.88 31 ke V /f.Ull 0.58±0.03 0.86±0.15 
3He++ 13.0 41 keY/11m 0.66±0.07 0.98±0.19 
10.0 58 keY/11m 0.81±0.09 1.21±0.24 
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Figure 2 - adsbladsb.g as a function of the LET for protons (o: Belli et al., Int. J. Radiat. 
Biol., 65, 529-536, 1994, •: Jenner et al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 61, 631-637, 1992) and alpha 
particles (•: Belli et al., Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 65, 529-536, 1994 and Jenner et al., Int. J. 
Radiat. Biol., 64, 265-273, 1993). Protons ( +) and He-3 (!1), this paper. 
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These experiments represent a first step in the analysis of the repair processes and clearly 
indicate that dsb induced by different radiations are not homogeneous with respect to repair. 
They suggest that changing from sparsely to densely ionizing radiation and increasing the LET, 
a more "complex" type of damage is induced, according to the hypothesis that clustered DNA 
lesions determine the severity of the effect. Our results suggest, therefore, that low energy 
protons produce a relatively higher proportion of this kind of damage with a consequent 
decrease in its repairability. This, in turn, could explain the higher RBE found for inactivation 
and mutation induction compared to that found for dsb. 
The sedimentation technique we have used for this study gives a direct measurement of DNA 
molecular weight and as a consequence of DNA dsb. However, it has intrinsic limitation in 
sensitivity and is quite time consuming, so that we decided to set up the Pulsed Field Gel 
Electrophoresis (PFGE). With this techinque it is possible to perform the experiments here 
described at doses which better compare with those usually used for cell inactivation 
experiments. Moreover, the use of this technique allows an easier comparison (the plugs can be 
easly shipped from one laboratory to another) with the results eventually produced by other 
partners of this Coordinated CEC Contract. The PFGE dose-response curves obtained for dsb 
induction by X-rays and protons of 31 keY/11m in the dose range 10-60 Gy are shown in Fig. 
4. It appears that the initial yield of DNA dsb is similar for both X-rays and protons, 
confirming the results obtained with the low speed sedimentation technique. Experiments are 
in progress on the short and long term (up to 24 h incubation) rejoining of dsb with protons 
and other light ions. 
Furthermore, preliminary experiments on the evaluation of DNA damage by the microgel single 
cell electrophoresis ("comet") assay have been performed at the ISS on V79 cells irradiated 
with X-rays, in view of the possible application of the tecnique to the study of DNA damage 
induced by charged particles. This feasibility study has shown that it will be necessary to 
implement the instrumentation already present at LNL (microscope and CCD camera) for 
fluorescence and specific image analysis. The development of this technique will be very useful 
when applied in association with the microbeam at LNL for the single-particle, single-cell 
study. 
Figure 4 - Percentage of labeled DNA released from the PFGE plugs as a function of the dose 
for protons (closed symbols) and X-rays (open symbols). 
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2) Irradiation experiments on "in vitro" human cell culture can give more relevant information 
than that obtained with murine cells for developing biophysical models of radiation effects 
useful for risk assessment. The use of actively proliferating cells will help to establish the 
correlation between cell lethality and DNA damage after exposure to protons, deuterons and 
alpha particles in the same LET range. A comparison between differentiated and actively 
proliferating cells, that own a different structural organization of the genome, allows to study 
the influence of DNA conformation on the radiation induced damage and repair. Thus, in the 
framework of the collaboration with the LNL group, we put some efforts in beginning studies 
on human cell lines, namely TK6 and K562 (the latter able to undergo "in vitro" 
differentiation) showing different sensitivities. to X-rays. 
So far we have performed few irradiation experiments of K562 human cells, growing as 
suspension culture, with protons of II keV/J.Lm using the special filter based device shown in 
Fig. 5. Unfortunately, we have found difficulties in rescuing cells from the filter after 
irradiation and this fact prompted us to further modify the irradiation device in order to increase 
the efficiency of such rescue. 
MYLAR FOIL 
PREFILTER 
~0 
t 
FILTER 
Figure 5 - Irradiation device for cells growing as a suspension colture. 
It is worhtwhile to note that the licencing difficulties for the Cu-244 alpha source, whose set-up 
was planned for the preceeding period of the Contract, are now overcome. At present, the alpha 
source is at ISS and the irradiator is being assembled so that the planned experiments will start 
after the accomplishement of dosimetry calibration and the preliminary tests. 
Previuos studies on cell inactivation induced by deuterons have shown that these particles are 
more effective than protons with the same LET. This result, unexpected because of the 
similarity in track structure between these two particles, has been confirmed also for mutation 
induction at the hprt locus and suggested that there should be other feature of the track structure 
until now overlooked, which are relevant for the biological effects of charged particles. 
To get more insight on this point, in collaboration with the LNL group, we extended our 
investigation to other types of light ions with the same charge and different mass. In particular, 
we have carried out experiments on cell inactivation with He-3 and He-4 ions in the LET range 
40-I50 ke V /jlm. The results so far obtained show that there is a significant difference between 
these two particles, thus paralleling the results obtained for deuterons and protons. At present, 
we are earring out mutation induction experiments in the same LET range as that used for cell 
inactivation (see LNL report for further details ). 
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I. Head of project: Dr. E.G. Sideris 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Emphasis was given on the further development of our Monte Carlo 
computer simulation of the interactions of charged particles and especially 
of a-irradiation with water molecules and on measurements on thermal 
transition A260 changes and dielectric-conductivity changes induced on 
mammalian macromolecular DNA following exposure toy-irradiation and a-
irradiation. 
Ill. Progress achieved including publication 
The investigation of the physical and chemical processes {energy 
transport and deposition, ionisation distributions and the production of 
primary chemical species) at the initial stages of interaction of a-particles 
radiation with water medium, has been one of the major objectives in this 
study. 
For purposes of a -particles microdosimetric calculations, simple but 
accurate analytical LET -Energy and Range-Energy relations were 
developed [1,2]. These expressions are valid in the 100 keV-10 MeV energy 
range for both vapour and liquid phases of water and the analysis was 
based on the available experimental data. The results showed that phase 
effects in water are of some importance, leading to lower LET values in the 
condensed phase, although the variation of this effect with energy is 
smooth. The maximum value (- 1.1) of the vapour/liquid ratio occurs at 
about 0.5 MeV while for both phases the Bragg peak is found at about 0.7 
MeV. 
Our analytical Monte Carlo computer code simulates - event by event -
the interactions of charged particles (protons and a-particles in the 1-10 
MeV energy range) in a water vapour medium scaled to the density of liquid 
water. This code is also taking into account the interactions of the 
secondary ejected electrons {Zi-rays) spectrum. The simulation is based on 
our semi-empirical approximation for the determination of the single 
differential ionisation cross section for the interaction of protons, a-particles 
and electrons with water [3]. This model combines the classical binary 
encounter approximation {BEA) with the Bethe theory and is consistent with 
experimental data for both differential and total ionisation cross-sections. 
As this approximation provides the relative contribution of each subshell of 
water to the .j.onisa~on .j.nteraction, the initial yields of the chemical species 
formed (H20 , OH , H , etc.) can be estimated. 
The ionisation and energy deposition distributions as a function of 
particle's energy {and/or path length) were calculated with this code for a-
particles interactions with water [4). It was found that the number of 
ionisations produced by the a-particles alone (primary ionisations) is about 
equal to the one produced by the ejected secondary electrons. The ratio 
primary/secondary ionisations decreases slowly from about 0.9 to 0.8 as 
the energy increases from 2 to 10 MeV. The result of this small deviation is 
that the differential w-value for the a-particles was estimated to be 
constant in the examined energy interval and equal to 32.0 (eV/ion pair) . 
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The perc~ntages of +the che~ical species formed were found to be about 
75% H20 , 15% OH , 10% H independent of the a-particles energy. 
For the a-particles of the liquid samples, an experimental apparatus was 
designed and constructed. The radioactive source is placed inside a 
plexiglas housing, on the top of several removable plexiglas spacers, so 
that the source-to-exit window distance can be easily modified, providing a 
variety of dose rates at the exit window. An 241Am a-particles surface 
source (Amersham) of 25 MBq nominal activity is used. The source has an 
active area of 3 em diameter and the radioisotope is contained between a 
backing of silver, 0.2mm thick, and a front covering of gold alloy, 0.003mm 
thick. An exit window of 2 em diameter is provided for irradiation. Several 
rings of internal diameter 2 em are constructed from plexiglas, to serve as 
exposure wells. Mylar foils are stretched over the one face of the rings, 
taking care to avoid wrinkling. The liquid samples are placed on the Mylar 
foil. For each irradiation, the exposure well is firmly attached on the exit 
window, with the help of a plexiglas holder and an o-ring. The area inside 
the cylinder is evacuated to a pressure of about 0.1 Torr, which remains 
constant during the irradiation as it was indicated by the connected 
manometer. Due to pressure difference, the expected concave shape of the 
Mylar foil was observed and its sagitta did not exceed 2 mm. A lens-like 
piece of plexiglas with the same curvature as the Mylar was constructed, 
the liquid sample being sandwiched in between. The time of the irradiation 
is controlled by a shutter mechanism. 
The energy spectra of the a-particles were measured with a passivated 
implanted planar (PIPS) Silicon detector (SPD 50-15-100, Canberra 
Industries, Inc.) which has an active area of 50mm2 and a resolution of 15 
keV FWHM for 5.48 MeV a-particles. The spectra were recorded on a 2024 
channels analyser (CATO, Silena S.p.A. Milano). A multipeak a-reference 
source (AMR.43, Amersham) was used for the detector and the electronics 
system calibration. The measured response of the system was 35 keV 
FWHM at 5.48 MeV. Live-time correction within the multichannel analyser 
was used to compensate the dead time. 
The particle fluence homogeneity over the area of exit window, was 
investigated through measurements with the use of CR-39 plastic detectors. 
The exposed plastic detectors were etched and the etched tracks were 
recorded by a semi-automatic system which was developed in the frame of 
the "Energy Amplifier" project at CERN); the enlarged image from an optical 
microscope is automatically captured by a ceo camera, transferred to a 
PC and analysed by a special program that recognises and counts the 
number of pits. The pits were counted in frames of 0.16 mm2 area. analysis 
of the low). In order to have reliable estimation of the fluence, we measured 
the CR-39 response for both the energies of the a-particles and the 
geometry involved in this work. since the efficiency is closely related in the 
critical angle of incidence . 
The irradiation with y-rays is performed with the 60Co-Gammacell 220 
high intensity irradiator (Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd). Since we are 
interested in relatively low doses, a calibrated batch of Lithium Fluoride TLD 
chips (TLD100, Harshaw Co.) from parallel project of our group 
(Sakellariou eta/. 1995 Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 60 in press) was used for 
dosimetry. The liquid sample contained in a small plastic tube, mounted on 
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a plexiglas support, is properly located on the irradiation chamber along 
with four TLD chips. The dose rate at the irradiation position was found to 
be (7.9 :t 0.2) cGy/s, in good agreement with both the values stated by the 
manufacturer and the routine calibration of the Unit. The minimum dose 
which can be delivered by a sample corresponds to a simple lowering and 
immediate raising of the sample drawer and was measured as (46.5 ± 6.0) 
cGy. 
The small amount (?A) of the DNA solution used for a- andy-irradiation 
could influence significantly energy deposition calculations, if the energy 
transport by electrons is neglected. For the a-energies considered in this 
work, the mean energy of the ejected electrons is less than 50 eV as it is 
discussed in a previous publication of our group [Zarris et a/. 1992 /AEA 
Nuclear Data Section INDC 2 }. Thus, for the geometry used, the 
continuous-slowing-down-approximation (CSDA) is adequate for a-
dosimetry. For y-dosimetry, however, kerma approximation is not valid in 
the build-up region of bounded media. We by-passed the problem by 
designing the appropriate plexiglas support (see before) based on our 
analytical 1\i,onte Carlo simulation of the geometry involved [Sakelliou et a/. 
1992 Physics Med. Bioi. 37:1859-1872] 
On the basis of the above we calculate the LET and range distributions 
of the a-particles in the Mylar-liquid interface. The LET spectrum has a 
mean value of 128 keV/~m with 26 keV/~m FWHM , while the mean range 
of the particles in liquid water is 18.0 ~m with 7.5 ~m FWHM. 
Our data from Thermal Transition Spectrophotometry reveal a dual dose 
dependence response of the helix to coil transition temperature, T m. when 
samples of DNA are exposed to y-irradiation or a-irradiation. This dual 
dose dependence response is present at the low dose region of 0 to 10 Gy. 
A tendency of DNA helix stability in this radiobiologically important region 
seems to be present. This tendency is present in samples exposed to y-
irradiation as well to a-irradiation. At this region no significant differences 
at the DNA helix stability were observed between samples exposed to y-
irradiation or to a-irradiation. At higher doses, above the 10 Gy, we 
observed the well known, from work withy-irradiation, gradually decreasing 
mode of helix stability. Interestingly enough the turning point to the 
gradually decreasing mode at the higher doses appears to be at - 4 Gy for 
y-irradiation and at- 16 Gy for a- irradiation. 
This tendency of a dual dose dependence response was verified through 
experimental work with two independent methods that of Conductivity-
Dielectric Measurements and Perturbed y-y Angular Correlation Studies. 
Conductivity measurements, as are conducted in our laboratory, with 
dedicated instrumentation, permit the study conductivity changes evolving 
at the temperature region of the DNA helix to coil transition. They are 
carried out with Hewlett Packard Low Frequency Impedance Analyzer, 
Type 4192A. The gradual changes in the temperature are effected with the 
use of a dedicated thermostatic oven (Ando, Type T0-49) The observed 
changes in conductivity follow a sigmoidal function towards the temperature 
qualitatively similar to the sigmoidal functions observed with A260 changes. 
T c be able to parametrize our results in a way permitting direct comparison 
with the results form Thermal Transition Spectrophotometry we developed 
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the Thermal Conductivity Transition parameter, T c· T c is calculated from the 
first derivative of the original conductivity changes vs temperature, that is in 
the same way the well known T m parameter of the Thermal Transition A260 
changes is calculated. When the T c parameter is plotted as a function of 
the dose the results verify our work with Thermal Transition A260• 
Conductivity changes precede those of Thermal Transition changes in 
the irradiated as well the non-irradiated samples. The tendency of a dual 
dose dependence response was also present at the radiobiologically 
important region of 0-10 Gy and the turning points to the gradually 
decreasing mode of the higher doses were at the same doses as those 
located with Thermal Transition A260. 
The observed precedence by 2 - 4 °C of conductivity changes vs A260 
changes supports with evidence coming from macromolecular mammalian 
DNA the recent theories of a dual phase DNA helix to coil transition where 
the disruption of the hydrogen bonds, measured by the A260 changes 
results from the preceding gradual disruption of the hydrophobic bonds 
between the successive nucleotides on the same DNA chain. It is 
suggested that the known temperature dependency of the ion mobility 
facilitates the energy dependent disruption of the hydrophobic bonds and 
thus, the observed conductivity changes that precede those of A2so 
changes. 
According to the results reported here the relationship between radiation 
dose and DNA helix to coil phase transition is not a simple one at least at 
the region of low doses of 0-10 Gy which is of interest for the purposes of 
Radiation Biology and Radiation Protection. The observed higher stability of 
the DNA macromolecules towards y-irradiation as well as towards a-
irradiation, verified by independent techniques, might be attributed to the 
formation of cross links between adjacent parts of DNA molecules which 
leads to the formation of molecules of higher thermodynamic stability. 
Cross linking has been observed in vitro as an intra- and inter- molecular 
process. Though no evidence has been reported, possible development of 
DNA cross links in the cell environment could of importance in estimating 
the effects of ionising radiations in living cells [Goodhead D et a/ 1993 
Intern. J. Rad. Bioi. 63:543-556, von Sonntag C 1994 Intern. J. Rad. Bioi. 
65:19-26]. Formation of cross links, at low doses of ionising radiation would 
facilitated by the expected preponderance of the frequency of single strand 
breaks over that of the frequency of double strand breaks. 
Comparison between our results on y-irradiation and a-irradiation leads 
to the conclusion that the large differences observed between these two 
types of ionising radiation, at the survival level, are not present when DNA 
helix to coil transition is used as a criterion. This verifies, by an 
independent technique, previous observations, where the frequency of 
radiation induced double strand breaks was used as the critical parameter 
for comparison between the effects of y-irradiation and a-irradiation [Jenner 
et a/1994 Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 52:289-293). 
When we tried to differentiate between the effects of y-irradiation and 
those of a-irradiation, on the parameters used in this work, through the use 
of organic radical scavengers of the kind used for the comparison between 
the frequencies of single strand breaks and double strand breaks (e.g. 
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Krisch R el al1991 Radial. Res. 126:251-259] we found out that these 
radical scavengers exhibit a strong effect on the stability of the DNA 
macromolecule. Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane, Tris, was used as 
hydroxyl free radical scavenger] and Phenol was used as hydrogen free 
radical scavenger in irradiated aqueous solutions of DNA. 
Our present work shows that both these free radical scavengers alter 
the T m• the helix to coil thermal transition temperature of the DNA 
molecules exposed to y-irradiation. The H. radical scavenger exerts a 
minor effect on the helix to coil transition temperature of the non irradiated 
DNA but exhibits a relatively strong effect on preventing the radiation 
induced decrease of this temperature, though the reaction constant k of the 
H· towards the DNA molecule is rather low. In opposite, in the case of the 
OH· scavenger, which strongly increases the helix to coil transition 
temperature of the non irradiated DNA molecules, exposure to gamma rays 
resulted in a moderate decrease of the radiation induced effect. This 
observation leads to the conclusion that a considerable part of the effect of 
this radical scavenger on the radiosensitivity of the DNA might be attributed 
not to the scavenging properties for OH. free radicals but to the effected 
increase on the stability of the DNA macromolecule. 
From the effects of these two chemicals on non irradiated as well as 
irradiated DNA solutions it can be concluded that when considering their 
effect on DNA molecules exposed to ionising radiation it should be taken 
into account not only their properties as water free radical scavengers [e.g. 
Krisch R et al 1991 Radial. Res. 126:251-259] but also their effect on 
increasing the thermostability of the DNA molecule as it is evident from 
their effect in non irradiated DNA samples. Thus. their effect on the DNA 
molecule as it is measured by the effected increase on the T m temperature 
of the irradiated DNA, that is the helix to coil transition temperature, might 
be attributed to two factors: their free radical scavenging properties, as it 
has been known up to now and their effect in stabilising the DNA 
macromolecule as it was shown in this work. 
This former effect seems to play a more important role in the case of 
Phenol, a Hydrogen free radical scavenger. As it was mentioned above. 
Phenol, at least in the concentrations used in this work, exhibits a minor 
effect on the helix to coil transition of the non irradiated DNA. In parallel the 
low reaction constant, k, of the H· towards the DNA molecule is in 
agreement with its low contribution to the radiation induced damage to this 
macromolecule [Kiefer J Biological Radiation Effects Springer Verlag 1990]. 
In spite of that, Phenol, a H· scavenger, exhibits a relatively strong effect 
on preventing the radiation induced decrease of the helix to coil transition 
temperature. 
In opposite, in the case of Tris, which strongly increases the helix to 
coil transition temperature, the T m· of the non irradiated DNA molecules, 
exposure to gamma rays resulted in a moderate decrease of the radiation 
induced effect on this parameter. This observation leads to the conclusion 
that a considerable part of the previously reported effect of this chemical on 
the radiosensitivity of the DNA might be attributed not to scavenging 
properties for OH free radicals as it has been hypothesised up to now but 
to the increased stability of the DNA macromolecule when in solution in the 
presence of T ris as it has been shown in this work . 
. 2209. 
On the basis of these results conclusions based on the use of organic 
free radical scavengers for studying radiation chemical mechanisms and 
especially the relative involvement of mechanisms related to the induction of 
single strand breaks and double strand breaks: two hit DSB's, one hit 
DSB's from single OH· , one hit DSB's from several nearby OH· and one hit 
DSB's from direct DNA hit (e.g. Krisch R. et a/ 1991 Radial. Res. 126:251-
259, Siddiqui M et a/1987 Radiat. Res. 112:449-463) should be, partially at 
least, reconsidered. 
Conclusions A simple but accurate analytical LET -Energy and Range-
Energy relations microdosimetric calculations for a-particles valid between 
100 keV-10MeV energy range were developed. An analytical Monte-Carlo 
code simulates event-by-event interactions of charged particles in water 
vapour scaled to the density of liquid water. On the basis of these 
theoretical analysis the absorbed dose in DNA solution in the form of thin 
films was calculated. Our results, from work in vitro, indicate, that at the 
low dose region of 0.5 - 10.0 Gy, which is of interest for Radiation Biology 
and Radiation Protection, the presence of thermodynamically resistant 
regions of DNA molecules which are attributed to the formation of cross 
links between adjacent molecules. This might be of interest when 
considering the high local concentration of DNA molecules in situ. Our work 
with two organic free radical scavengers, which have been used in the past 
in support of the current theories of DNA double strand breaks vs single 
strand breaks, shows that their effects as free radical scavengers are 
confounded with a strong effect on the stability of the DNA molecules. 
Thus, conclusions referred to the formation of DNA breaks induced by 
ionising radiation and based on their action as free radical scavengers 
should be reconsidered. 
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Project No. 6: Prof Dr. J. Kiefer 
I. Objectives 
The aims of the present study were 
1. to obtain a data set for DNA double-strand break induction by charged particles including 
protons 
2. to establish a data basis on mutation induction in mammalian cells induced by charged par-
ticles including protons 
3. to characterise radiation induced mutants at the molecular level with the help of the multi-
plex polymerase chain reaction 
4 to further develop approaches to study the action of single ions on indiviual cells 
II. Progress achieved 
INTRODUCTION 
Our group is engaged in the investigation of molecular and cellular responses of charged parti-
cles to establish a data base which may be used for theoretical modelling and can thus 
ultimately lead to a well-founded rational basis for radiation protection. In order to contribute 
to reaching this goal a variety of radiation sources and a number of experimental methods are 
used The work of the last years has resulted in the establishment of a large set of action cross-
sections over a wide LET range for DNA double-strand break induction, cell inactivation and 
mutation induction Mutants at the HPRT-locus were also analysed in regard to their molecular 
nature by multiplex polymerase chain reaction (PCR) The overall result is that no unique 
dependence of any of the parameters measured on LET exists but that track structure plays a 
very important role 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cells: For double-strand break induction the diploid yeast strain 211 *B was used, which was 
also employed in previous experiments The main mammalian cell line was V79 Chinese 
hamster although a few preliminary investigations were also carried out with the human MGH-
Ul cell line. Culture conditions and assays for inactivation and mutation induction followed 
standard protocols 
Irradiation sources Control experiments were performed with 80 kV (yeast) or 300 kV 
X-rays. The alpha source was an uncollimated 241 Am foil Accelerated protons were produced 
by a 2 MeV tandem accelerator (Nuclear Physics Department, Giessen) The exit window 
consisted of a small slit covered with a 2 ~tm Mylar foil Samples were moved along it on a 
sledge driven by a computer-controlled stepping motor Heavy ions were provided either by 
the UNILAC (up to 20 MeV/u) or the SIS accelerator at GSI, Darmstadt. 
X-ray doses were measured by standard ferrous sulphate dosimetry, ion fluences determined by 
counting etch pits in suitable foils or glass plates placed at the site of the biological samples. 
Investigated endpomls: DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) were measured in yeast by pulsed-
field gel electrophoresis at "physiological" doses and high surviving fractions. For multiplex 
PCR of 6-thioguanine resistant mutants DNA was isolated and amplified in two assays, one for 
exons I and 4, the other for 2-3 and 5-9. The products were separated by constant gel electro-
phoresis 
Details of all methods can be found in the publications listed at the end of this report 
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RESULTS 
DNA double-strand break induction: Data for induction cross-sections obtained are listed in 
table I together with relevant ion parameters and inactivation cross-sections for comparison. It 
has to be pointed out that both, DSB induction and inactivation, were not only measured in the 
same experiment but in aliquots of the same sample which allows the comparison in a more 
direct way than in mammalian cells and demonstrates also the sensitivity of the technique. 
Contrary to mammalian cells in diploid yeast a linear relationship is found between inactivation 
cross-section (obtained from the final slope of the survival curve) and DSB induction cross-
section (fig. 1) 
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RBE-values are plotted in fig. 2: With protons we find a value of 0. 7I (similarly as others in 
mammalian cells, see below) but a clear and significant elevation above unity in the range 100-
200 keV/Jlm. For more densely ionising particles RBE decreases steadily. The scatter seen in 
the data do not represent experimental variations but have mainly to be attributed to 
differences in track structure when particles with comparable LET but different charge and 
velocity are used. 
Table 1: Summary of data for DNA double-strand break induction normalised to a DNA mass 
of I09 g/mol. As reference 80 keY X-rays were used with an LET of 6.3 keV/Jlm. 
The corresponding cross-sections are 
Ion 
p 
a 
c 
c 
0 
0 
0 
Ar 
Ar* 
Ar* 
Ar* 
Ar* 
Ne* 
Ne* 
Ne* 
Ne 
Ne 
Ni 
Kr 
Xe* 
Xe 
Au* 
Au 
Au 
Au 
Pb* 
u 
u 
crdsb = (2.26 ± O.I2)·10-12 cm2 and Oi = (1.37 ± 0.05)·10-12 cm2 
* Data obtained by the sedimentation technique by Akpa eta!. (I992). 
Energy LET 0~sb Oi rp RBEdsb [MeV/u] [keV/Jlm] [IO- cm2] [lo-8 cm2] [Jlm] 
I 7 I6.2 O.OI65+0.0010 0.0142+0.0005 0.15 0.71 
0.88 I10 0.26±0.01 0.34±0.05 0.05 1.80 
3.4 329 0.39±0.0I 0.41±0.04 0.49 0.92 
I8 0 10I 0.31±0 OI 0.23±0.0I 8.39 2.34 
2.9 604 0 74±0 OI 0.69±0 03 0.38 0 93 
80 316 0 43±0.02 --- 2.1I I 04 
10.7 257 0.46±0.01 0.46+0.0I 3.46 I 37 
5.7 I654 1 20±0.0I 0 95±0.03 1.19 0 55 
5.0 I762 0 96±0.22 1.03±0.28 0.95 0.4I 
12.9 1020 0 70±0.14 0.68±0.01 4.76 0 52 
13.4 994 0.57±0.05 0.54±0.03 5 08 0 43 
14.0 966 0.71±0 12 0.55±0.04 5.47 0 55 
4.9 661 0 64±0.11 0.66±0.01 0 92 0 73 
9.8 418 0.58±0.09 0.85±0.08 2.98 1.05 
I4 4 316 0.41±0.08 0 37±0.02 5.74 0.98 
I4 4 316 0 60±0.01 0.39±0.01 5 74 1.45 
15 0 306 0.69±0 09 --- 6.15 1 48 
12.1 2283 0 95±0.04 0.89±0.02 4 27 0 32 
11.2 3586 1.12±0.07 1.34+0.14 3.74 0.24 
I1.8 6427 2.57±0.33 1.96±0.14 4.09 0.30 
I4.0 5975 4 52±0.29 3.89+0.18 5.47 0 58 
9 1 I1649 5.37±1.69 444±0.10 2.63 0.35 
9.3 12309 3.83±1.00 --- 2.73 0.22 
9.3 11585 4.63±0 06 4.28±0.09 2.73 0.31 
11 7 10863 --- 3 96±0 06 4 03 ---
12 7 11125 2 85±0 70 2 25±0 30 4 63 0.19 
57 16174 1 21±0 19 6 47±0 32 1 19 0.052 
9.3 14856 2 78+0 27 6 17+0.24 2.73 0.13 
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112026 
178540 
149173 
Mutation induction in mammalian cells: A summary of data for mutation induction at the 
HPRT-locus and killing in V79 Chinese hamster cells is given in table II. It is also clear with 
these endpoints that LET is not a unifYing parameter, and differences due to track structure are 
even more obvious, e. g. in the appearance of the so-called "hooks". Particularly with very 
heavy ions cross-sections decrease with increasing LET, since with lower ion energies 
penumbra extensions shrink, leading to a reduction in effectivity. The influence of penumbra 
electrons is less pronounced with lighter ions although they are still present. 
RBE versus LET is plotted both for killing and mutation induction in fig. 3. For comparison 
the relationship for DSB induction (taken from fig. 2) is also included. Since in the field of 
radiation protection one is mainly interested in the action of low doses, calculations were made 
on the basis of the linear components of the mutation (fitted for X-rays to a linear-quadratic 
formula) and survival curves (for X-rays fitted to an a/~-expression). It is evident that RBE 
values rank in the order mutation>inactivation>DSB induction. Highest values sometimes 
exceed 20, the highest radiation weighting factor suggested by the ICRP. 
Relative biological effectiveness 
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Fig. 3: RBE for cell killing and mutation induction versus LET Data for DSB induction are 
taken from fig 2 for comparison 
Molecular analysis of mutations: Mutants induced by charged particles were picked, grown 
from separate clones and the DNA prepared for multiplex PCR of the HPRT gene. The exons 
were amplified in two runs, and the products analysed by gel electrophoresis. The work is not 
yet completed so that only preliminary results can be reported. The most extensive investi-
gation was performed so far for alpha particles, heavy ion results suffer from the fact that the 
number of clones was relatively small (at least 12 per point) Results are summarised in fig 4, 
details of ion parameters are given in the legend. In spite of the preliminary character of our 
findings, the following seems to be clear. Even with very high LET there is still a substantial 
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Ion E/M at cell LET Z*2 I (32 rp a, am am/az 
surface (H20) 
(MeVju) (keV/ 11m) (flm) (/1m2) (lo-4 f1m2) (lo-s) 
p 1.7 16.2 27.5 0.15 1.7±1 0.5±0.1 2.94 ± 1.6 
241Am a 1.0 163 1699 0.06 31±3 6.8±2 2.2±0.7 
0 1.9 7.54 11455 0.18 71.2±4.7 11.4±0.6 1.6±0.2 
* 8.8 276 3182 2.5 50±4 20.0±4.0 4.0± 0.8 
10.7 238 2663 3.5 49.5±2.7 9.5 ±1.1 1.91±0.2 
88 46 387 125 4.3±0.2 1.22±0.12 2.88±0.4 
396.0 18 126 1606 1.3±0.1 0.17±0.01 1.3±0.2 
Ne 8.0 452 5293 2.11 45±4 21.3±3.0 4.75±1.1 
10.7 366 4070 3.5 52±4 15.7±5.0 3.03±1.2 
* 12.0 335 3666 4.2 42±3 15.0±5.5 3.5 ±1.3 
14.3 294 3127 5.7 33±4 7.7±2 2.32±0.9 
65 91 792 74 12.5±1 2.7±0.5 2.18±0.5 
191 42 321 46.5 4.7±0.2 1.1±0.1 2.26±0.3 
395 28 197 1599 2.1±0.2 1.0±0.1 4.73±0.7 
Ni 6.0 3190 37205 1.3 61±6 9.1±0.8 1.5±0.3 
* 9.5 2517 27580 2.8 65±2 8.3±1.2 1.3±0.18 
* 14.3 1961 2053.5 5.7 87±.5 5.7±1.8 0.65±0.05 
136 407 3285 261 52±2 5.6±1.1 1.1±0.2 
387 218 1.56.5 1544 39±3 .5.5±0.5 1.4±0.32 
6:30 180 1225 3536 38.5±1 6.2±0.6 1.6±0.2 
Pb 11.6 11948 116633 4.0 8.7±0.6 
* 15.2 10800 102501 6.3 88±8 9.2±2.6 1.1±0.33 
150 3090 23064 308 97±5 14.5±2.5 1.5±0.38 
500 1630 11489 2387 68±3 8.9±1.3 0.9±0.2 
980 1325 8829 7493 52±5 8.3±1.2 1.2±0.23 
Au 2.2 12895 193900 0.24 57±2 4.1±0.7 0.7±0.2 
8.7 12568 126411 2.44 90±6 8.3±2.1 0.9±0.3 
9.3 12321 123491 2.73 80±15 12±3 1..5±0.6 
u * 3.9 1.5817 195911 0.62 71±5 15.0±2.0 2.1±0.37 
* 10.8 15220 139202 3.5 105±10 8.5±1.5 0.8±0.16 
* 12.7 13468 129809 4.6 90±9 4.5±2.0 0.5±0.20 
\ X-ray I 300 kV I u±o.4 
Table II: Physical pa.rameters and biological results from the various heavy ion expo-
sures. (*:Data from Kranert et al. 1990). 
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fraction of mutants appearing as "wild type", i. e. either carrying point mutations or deletions 
which can not be resolved by the technique Their relative proportion decreases, however, with 
ionisation density while at the same time the fraction of total deletions increases The available 
data do not allow to discuss the influence of track structure which is hoped to be possible at a 
later stage when the analysis of the presently stored clones is completed . 
80 ....----------1 CJ ba:kground 1----,_ 80 D deuterium 
~oxyg:m 
-alpha 
[]II]] argm 60 
40 
20 
0 
no deletion partial deletion total deletion 
Fig. 4: Results of the PCR-analysis ofHPRT-mutants with the following ion parameters: 
Deuterium: E/m 3.6 MeV/u, LET 10 keV/Jlm; Oxygen· E/m 88MeV/u, LET 52 
keV/Jlm, Argon. E/m 5.6 MeV/u, LET 1611 keV/Jlm, 241Am-alpha: E/m 1 MeV/u, 
LET 163 keV/Jlm. 
Technical developments: 
Microbeam apparatus: Our group has been engaged for quite some time in the investigation 
of single ion effects on individual cells These experiments were performed by identifying 
particle traversals on nuclear detector foils. In order to extend these studies, a microbeam 
device was constructed which is based on an 241 Am alpha emitter and beam collimation 
through a 1 ~lm hole in a mica plate The spatial resolution achieved so far is about 3 J.lm, 
biological experiments are in progress 
Comet assay: The applicability of the comet assay for the detection of single ion effects on 
individual cells was investigated The "comets" are made visible by propidium iodide staining 
and are registered with the help of a computer -coupled CCD camera and evaluated by specially 
developped software Careful analysis revealed that the outcome is highly variable even under 
very well standardised experimental conditions. Also, the sensitivity appears too low to 
unequivocally detect the action of individual light ions. It appears thus doubtful whether the 
"comet assay" is a suitable means for the study of single ion action. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
During the reporting period it was possible to collect a substantial set of data concerning the 
induction of DNA double-strand breaks in yeast and mutations in mammalian cells by charged 
particles. Our results with protons complement and confirm those by other participating 
groups: The RBE for DSB induction by 1.7 MeV protons (LET= 16.2 keVhLm) was found to 
be 0.71, which compares well with the value of 0.84 for 20 keV/J..Lm protons by Belli et al. 
(1994). Our RBE value for inactivation of Chinese hamster cells (4.53 based on the com-
parison ofinitial slopes) is also close to that ofBelli eta!. (1989), who found for 17.8 keV/J..Lm 
protons a RBE of 4.6 while our RBE for mutation induction (10.9) is larger by about a factor 
of2 than that ofthe Italian group (5.4, Belli et al., 1991). Whether this difference is real can 
only be decided by further experimentation. It is clear, however, that protons show unex-
pectedly high RBE values which may be significant for radiation protection purposes. 
A detailed analysis of the heavy ion data, which cannot be described here because of space 
limtations, shows that LET is not a unifying parameter for any of the effects measured. There 
is a tendency, which is most pronounced with very heavy ions, that ions with higher specific 
energies lead to higher action cross-sections with a particular LET This points to the impor-
tance of penumbra electrons It is hoped that the data provided may be used for track structure 
models relating biological radiation action to the spatial distribution of energy deposition. It 
can also be stated that the main goals of the project - to establish a comprehensive data base 
for a variety of experimental endpoints - could be achieved. Further progress may also come 
from the molecular analysis of radiation induced mutants. The still preliminary results given 
above suggest that the density of primary ionisations is also reflected in the deletion pattern as 
revealed by the polymerase chain reaction. 
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Objectives for the reporting period: (1. January 1994- 30. June 1995) 
Institute for Medical Radiobiology, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland 
Study of low dose radiation damage by reconstructing single tracks through single 
cells 
The aim of the IMR-PSI group was to develop and evaluate a new irradiation technique 
which would permit to gather data to test models of carcinogenic potential of radiation used 
in radiation protection for a practical assessment of human risk. That is: 
(i) a method which combines the possibility of irradiating more than a thousand cells 
simultaneously with an efficient colony-forming ability and the capability to localise a particle 
passage through a cell nucleus by measuring the track position in an attached detector. 
(ii) realise a vertical beam line which permits to expose the cells horizontally to protons or a-
particles, an irradiation chamber and a cell chamber which provide the cells with proper 
conditions. 
(iii) establish library files to calculate energy spectra of o-electrons and methods which 
permit particle tracking in the nanometer range. Comparison of the experimental results with 
microdosimetric models in terms of track structure to strive for an improved understanding of 
the biological consequences of low doses. 
(iv) set up the experimental technique to investigate low dose effects and establish data 
analysis mcluding means of defining the surface contours of cell nuclei to get intersection 
length of a traversing particle to determine its energy deposition; begin with first irradiations. 
Progress achieved including publications: 
Beam line 
A beam line was set up with a 90o-magnet that bends the beam upwards to the target. It 
enables to expose the cells horizontally to protons or a-particles of 5-10 MeV up to 72 MeV 
energy and at an intensity from 1 Q4-1 os particles/ (sec cm2). A circular beam spot of 3 em in 
diameter at the cells exposed is achieved by adjusting the setting of the quadrupol triplet. 
The position of the beam is controlled by (x,y)-profile monitors and its intensity is measured 
by a 1 mm thick scintillator counter which is exactly above the cell chamber [1]. 
A new method for low dose Irradiations with measured track positions 
The technique combines the possibility of irradiating more than a thousand cells 
simultaneously with an efficient colony-forming ability and the capability to localise the 
particle track through a cell nucleus. It consists on the one side of a cell chamber with 
palladium islands on an agarose layer, a method by which cells can be confined to restricted 
areas, and on the other side of a technique by which a particle passage through the cell 
nucleus can be accurately localised by measuring the track position in the attached detector. 
With the "palladium island technique", which was developed in collaboration with the 
Department of Radiation Sciences of the University of Uppsala, Sweden, cells are seeded on 
palladium islands with a cell suspension which is diluted to a very low cell concentration (1.5 
x 1 Q3 cells/ml medium) so that cells will attach and grow on each palladium island as given 
by Poisson statistics, namely N30% of the islands will have none, N50% of the islands will be 
occupied by one and N20 % two or more cells. Investigation of the spatial sensitivity of cells 
is enabled by dividing the localised particle passages into groups of events, whose track 
positions are close together relative to the cell contours. 
To trace the particle passage through the cell nucleus on basis of the measured track in the 
detector, the relative position of cell chamber and detector has to be defined reproducibly at 
high accuracy. This is accomplished by three marks. They define two reference systems and 
give a way to control and adjust the relative position or to correct the displacement. The 
marks have a well defined circular aperture. The centres are determined optically by fitting 
circles into the apertures. The apertures of two corresponding marks overlap in the projection 
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such that the positions can be determined by simply adjusting the focus on the confocal laser 
microscope [2]. 
The following systematic errors were examined: (i) microscope stage, (ii) fluctuations due to 
temperature variation, (iii) mechanical deformations, (iv) relaxation of the mylar foils which 
make up the bottoms of cell chamber and detector and were stretched over rings out of steel, 
(v) changes due to absorption/desorption of humidity by the mylar foil or emulsion, (vi) local 
detachment of the emulsion by processing the film and (vii) reduction of the accuracy due to 
scatters in the set up. 
(i) The reproducibility of the systematic errors of the microscope stage made a correction 
by software feasible. The scales of the x- and y-axes were calibrated by laser 
interferometry, while the straightness and rectangularity of the axes were determined 
with help of an electronic calliper and of a certified standard cube which was mounted on 
the microscope stage. The room temperature is regulated by an air conditioner to avoid 
differences due to thermal expansion, and the cell chamber assembly can be 
repositioned on the microscope stage within 30 IJ.m. The achieved accuracy of the 
microscope stage after applying the corrections was found to be of the order of 0.2 IJ.m. 
(ii) With the detector ring out of stainless steel, the observed extension is according to the 
coefficient of thermal expansion, with lnvar (a steel with a very low coefficient of thermal 
expansion of the order of 1 0-6/ °C) tracks do not move back reproducibly to their initial 
positions, with deviations of up to ~ 1-1m after cooling, probably due to a to big difference 
of the coefficients of thermal expansion of mylar foil and of lnvar ring. This effect is being 
further investigated. 
(iii) Mechanical tension between cell chamber and detector can cause deformations which 
results in deviations of up to 2 IJ.m. It was avoided by proper design of the way the 
detector is fixed to the cell chamber. 
(iv) No relaxation of the mylar foil was observed over the whole test period of up to six days. 
(v) There were no changes observed due to absorption/desorption of humidity by the mylar 
foil. Analogous changes of the emulsion are further examined. 
(vi) Local detachment of the emulsion is widely avoided by pretreatment of the mylar foil with 
chrome alum gelatine to provide good adhesive surface between mylar foil and 
emulsion. Possible decrease of the correlation accuracy by processing the film is further 
investigated. 
(vii) Calculations established minor error due to scatters. It is of the order of 0.1 to 0.3 IJ.m 
depending on the particle energy and the thickness of mylar foils of 1.5 and 5 1-1m. 
respectively and showed that the LET distributions in the cell nuclei would be very 
narrow. [3,4]. 
To test the accuracy of the method, control measurements were performed with an assembly 
of two stacked detectors so that the distances between related tracks could be measured. 
Including all experiments performed, the overall average of measured differences between two 
related tracks is in x and y = (5 ± 2) IJ.m. The achieved accuracy at the present state is 
mainly determined by rather large differences between different experiments. It has to be 
further improved. 
As far, the detection efficiency of the track detector was determined for 62 and 30 MeV 
protons to be 90.6% and 97.4 %, respectively. These measurements have to be confirmed 
and be extended to the lower energies used. 
Software development for data analysjs: 
Particle tracks in the detector are identified after processing the image by applying logical 
operations on the binarised image to eliminate background, and object recognition software 
is used to determine the tracks. Since background is mostly at the surfaces of the mylar foil, 
further reduction of background is achieved by using sets of confocal images through the 
photo emulsion. 
Macros were developed for an automated measurement of the apertures and to calculate the 
centres of the reference markers, in order to define the relative position of cell chamber and 
detector. Further a computer programme was set up which moves the microscope stage 
automatically to the positions of the cells and accomplishes an overlay of the image with the 
cells with that of the particle tracks in order to identify hit cells. Also the course of the cell 
proliferation is easily investigated using this programme. During one hour approximately 500 
palladium islands may be examined. 
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Reconstruction of confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) Images: quantitative 
assessment of cell contours 
A reliable calculation of the intersection length of a particle through a biological object 
demands the exact determination of the contours of the cell nucleus. Laser scanning 
microscopy provides a set of confocal sections through a living cell in real time; however, 
each optical section of a three-dimensional fluorescent cell has many details obscured by 
blurred light from parts of the cell that are out of focus. The image acquisition process in 
confocal laser scanning microscopy has to be investigated in order to restore the observed 
images. The three-dimensional optical blurring of the microscope is characterised by its 
continuos point spread function (PSF), the image of a point-like light source. Considering the 
microscope as a linear and shift-invariant system, the observed image can be expressed 
mathematically as the 3-D convolution of the original fluorescent image and the PSF. The 
PSF of an imaging system can be used to improve the estimate of the object structure 
provided by the observed image. 
The PSF was measured for three objectives of a Zeiss confocal laser scanning microscope 
using subresolution fluorescent beads. These PSFs were then used in the investigation of 
four different restoration algorithms. It was seen that linear restoration techniques, such as 
Wiener-filters, perform well at large signal to noise ratio. At high noise level, however, it has 
become clear that non-linear restoration techniques can be used to give superior results to 
those achievable by linear filters. Investigating the non-linear methods, reconstructions by 
constrained iterative deconvolution were carried out, a deterministic algorithm which is a 
modification to the Jansson-van Cittert method of successive deconvolution. This method 
has a good performance even in the presence of high noise level. The second implemented 
non-linear method originally developed by Gold converges about five times faster than the 
Jansson-van Cittert method but it doesn't work well on noisy ima~es. One can observe that 
there is a trade-off between noise level and computational time. F1gure 1 compares the three 
methods. A different approach is being investigated, based on a conjugate gradient algorithm 
proposed by Carrington, which permits image restoration on a higher resolution. 
There are other aberrations to compensate for, caused by mismatches of refractive indices of 
the immersion oil and the aqueous medium. This mismatch yields an image that is scaled in 
the axial direction and has a drop of the intensity of up to 40% every 1 0 (.l.m. These effects 
can mostly be avoided using water-immersion obJectives [5,6]. 
a b c 
Figure 1: Restoration examples of different algorithms. The 3-D data of fluorescent beads 
shown in a was restored with following methods: Wiener-filter (b), Jansson-van Cittert (c) 
and Gold (d). Top row: x-y slices, bottom row: x-z slices. 
Segmentation of the cell nucleus: 
In order to determine the contour of the cell nucleus flexible Fourier surface models are used. 
The principle of these models is the following: The parametrical description of the surface of 
a simply connected 3-D object is defined by the coordinate functions x(<\>,8}, y(<\>,8) and z(<\>,8). 
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The two parameters 4> and e run over a spherical surface, i.e. 4>=0 ... 21t and 8=0 ... 1t . The 
coordinate functions of the surface are then developed into a series of orthonormal basis 
functions. The surface is given by the coefficients of that series. A surface energy function is 
then defined which has its maximum if the surface lies on the contour of an object. Using a 
quasi-Newton algorithm, the surface energy function is maximised until the parametrised 
surface perfectly fits the contour of the cell nucleus. As cell nuclei are ellipsoid-like objects, 
the optimisation process can be initialised with an ellipsoid. Figure 2 shows an example with 
the parameters of the initial ellipsoid set manually. The aim is a fully automated segmentation 
of the cell images, thus a method is being developed based on the wave-equation that will 
enable to find the position of the initial ellipsoid. The basic idea is to start a wave propagation 
from the defined edge of the object. By means of the propagation speed and the number of 
iterations needed until the wave reaches the centre of the object, the dimensions of the 
object can be calculated. Since the axial resolution of images in confocal laser scanning 
microscopy is poorer than the ones in lateral direction, an anisotropic Laplacian is used to 
overcome the problem of different sampling distances in x-, y- and z-directions and permits 
to detect even flat cells as shown in Figure 3. 
a b c 
Figure 2: Segmentation example of a V79 cell nucleus. The images show x-y and x-z 
sections of the original 3-D data set (a), x-y and x-z projections of the initial placement of the 
ellipsoid (b) and the final segmentation result (c). 
Nuclear data for particle track simulation in the nanometer range 
Improved particle tracking methods are being developed which permit trackin~ of the 
particles in the nm range and modelling of radical formation, diffusion and their fate 1n water. 
Important prerequisites are reliable data of scattering, excitation and ionisation cross 
sections for photons, electrons, protons and alpha particles down to very low energies, that 
means down to 1 eV. The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory distributed evaluated 
data libraries of reaction cross sections of photons and electrons, which cover a broad 
energy range from 10 eV up to 100 GeV and include all elements. At the Institute for Medical 
Radiobiology in Villigen PSI (IMR-PSI) these data library files were implemented in the Monte 
Carlo code GEANT, that was developed at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland and extended to 
particle tracking at low energies at IMR-PSI. 
However, meaningful particle tracking requires further improvement of these data library files. 
For example, cross section data for photo excitation which are essential at low energies have 
to be included. Also Delbruck scattering and photon-nucleon scattering which become 
important at energies from 1 MeV upwards as well as photon absorption in light nuclei are 
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not yet taken into account. Further, the electron data library contains integrated cross 
sections for energies above 1 keV only, and for lower energies the cross sections have to be 
logarithmically extrapolated. Beside it, excitations by electrons are merely approximately 
calculated by assuming that all excitations arise from distant collisions at the outermost 
subshell. 
Figure 3: Detection of the centre of a cell nucleus (type v79). On the left: original gray-value 
images, In the middle: edge detection, on the right: wave propagation after 70 iterations. 
Top row: x-y sections, bottom row: x-z sections. 
Therefore, improvements to the electron data library are being developed at IMR-PSI to 
establish cross sections of impact-ionisation by electrons using the Weizacker-Williams 
method, taking into account close and distant collisions separately. A comparison of 
calculated cross sections with measured data indicates a good agreement for light as well as 
for heavy elements. Moreover, elastic scattering cross sections and scattering function for 
electrons are being extended from 1 keV down to 1 eV for light atoms and for water [1 0]. 
These improvements include solutions of Dirac's and Schrodinger's equations on the bas1s of 
results of the partial wave method. 
Also, a data library for protons and alpha particles is being assessed. Thereby elastic 
scattering is set up using integrated cross sections and the scattering function on the basis of 
Moliere's formula. Improvements of the cross sections of impact-ionisation and excitations by 
protons and alpha particles include a separate treatment of the close and distant collisions, 
and integrated cross sections together with the energy spectra of ejected electrons are 
established using the Weizacker-Williams method that was improved by Seltzer. 
Fundamental for particle tracking in biological objects are reaction cross sections of 
secondary electrons at low energies in water. However, until recently there were hardly 
experimental data available to verify calculations. Most experiments were performed in 
hydrogen. To establish a data library of electron cross section in water, elastic scattering 
data at energies below 20 eV are supported on experimental data measured by Michaud and 
Sanche in amorphous ice, and for higher energies elastic scattering is calculated using 
Moliere's formula with modified screening parameters which were fitted to experimental data. 
Bremsstrahlung is included using cross sections on relevant nuclides, and impact-ionisation 
is determined taking into account close and distant collisions separately for each atomic 
subshell by applying the Weizacker-Williams method. Excitation cross sections at energies 
below 20 eV are again supported on experimental data measured by Michaud and Sanche in 
amorphous ice. At energies between 20 eV and 10 keV excitation cross sections can be 
derived from data of Paretzke and at higher energies by partitioning using cross section for 
nuclides. 
The calculated reaction cross sections are compared to and tested with available 
experimental data. (see Figure 4) 
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Electron in tissue: Total ionization cross section Electron In Hydrogen: Tolal Ionization cross section 
Electron in Carbon: Subshell ionization cross sections Electron In Nitrogen: Subshelllonlzation cross sections 
... 
... 
,. . 
... 
1o·' 1o·' 10_. 1o • .s 10·1 1o-• ~fl 
Electron in Oxygen: Subsbell ionization cross sections Electron In Aluminum: SubsbeU Ionization cross sections 
Electron in N"~ekel: Subsbell ionization cross sections Electron in Gold: SubsheU Ionization cross sections 
Figure 4: Cross sections for impact-ionisation by electron; In the first picture the new total ionisation 
cross sections (full lines) are compared with original GEANT values based on M#ler's theory (dashed 
lines). In the other pictures the new subshell ionisation cross sections are compared with experimental 
values. Experimental data for Hydrogen are taken from L.J. Kieffer, "Low energy electron-collision 
cross-section data, Part 1: Ionization, Dissociation, Vibrational Excitation", Atomic Data I, p.19 ( 1969), 
and for other nuclides from X.Long eta/, "Cross sections forK-shell ionization by electron impact", 
Atomic Data and Nuclear Tables, 45, p.353 ( 1990). 
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Biological test systems: V79 hamster fibroblasts 
Material and methods: 
Celis: 
V79 Chinese hamster fibroblasts were cultured in minimal essential medium (Eagle's MEM 
with Glutamax-1, Gibco BRL) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum, 50 U/dm3 penicillin, 
0.05 g/ dm3 streptomycin at 37° C and 5% CO 2. These conditions provide a doubling time of 
12 h (M. Belli et al., 1989). The plating efficiency was 80-90 per cent. Celis were cultured in 
special petri-dishes having a mylar foil instead of a common polystyrene bottom as culture 
surface (Petriperm, Hereaus AG). In order to expose the cells to an uniform dose they were 
confined to the central area of the petri-dish by seeding them in a centred ring made of 
stainless steel with 25 mm in diameter. The cells were seeded (7-8x1 03 cells per dish) three 
days before irradiation, and the ring was removed the following day. During irradiation cells 
were kept at 3?0 C and supplied with 5% CO 2· Twenty-four hours after irradiation, the cells 
were trypsinised, counted and reseeded in appropriate concentrations for assessment of the 
colony forming ability. 
Conventional irradiations with 10 MeV protons: 
To get familiar with the irradiation technique conventional low dose irradiations were 
performed with 10 MeV protons, and the observed cell survival was compared with the that 
obtained with X-irradiation. This is interesting to perform, getting a link between conventional 
irradiations with those by single particles. 
Test experiments for irradiations with measured track positions: 
On the basis of previous experiments with MCF7 human breast adenocarcinoma cells, a 
procedure for culturing V79 cells in the cell chamber was established. By applying a detailed 
washing protocol to ali parts of the chambers, it was possible to eliminate toxic side effects in 
the V79 cell-system. This is an important prerequisite for investigation of the biological effect 
of single particle irradiations. Twenty-four hours before irradiation 1.5x1 Q4 cells per cell 
chamber (1.5x103 cells/ml medium) were seeded to enable sedimentation and to permit the 
cells to attach to the palladium islands. Non-attached cells are removed by replacing the 
culture medium. Immediately before irradiation, the relative position of cell chamber and track 
detector was determined. The fate of individual cells is easily followed up to one week p.i. 
with the help of the computer controlled microscope stage. 
Results and discussion: 
Preliminary dose-response curves of conventional irradiations with 10 MeV protons and X-
rays (80 kV) are shown in Fig. 5. These results have to be confirmed and completed by 
repeating the experiments with 10 MeV protons. There is indication of reduced cell survival 
after irradiations with X-rays at doses below 1 Gy, which is not present with proton 
irradiations. Test experiments confirmed the feasibility of the cell chamber to perform low 
dose experiment such as single particle irradiations. Toxic side effects were eliminated, and 
the experimental technique for single particle irradiations is established. 
In-vitro mouse embryo genesis 
Materials and methods 
Embryos 
Four to six females of B6C3F1 mice (Charles River Wiga GmbH, Sulzfeld, Germany) were 
brought together with a single male between 7:00 and 8:00 a.m. After one hour the females 
were removed. Those having a vaginal plug were separated and the embryos harvested the 
next day between 8:00 and 12:00 a.m. following the method of Hogan et al. 
Modified Whitten medium prepared monthly and stored at 4°C was used in all experiments. 
At least thirty minutes before use, the medium was put in the incubator (3?0C, 10% C02. 
100% humidity) to adjust temperature and pH. 
Culture dishes and fibrin glue 
Commonly embryos were cultured in in vitro fertilisation culture dishes (Costar) with a centre 
well of approximately 1.5 em in diameter. However, for irradiation with 20 and 1 0 MeV 
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protons hydrophilic Petriperm culture dishes (Heraeus) of 5.5 em diameter with a 25J.Lm thick 
foil as bottom were used. In order to keep the embryos in the centre of the dish (minimal 
beam diameter 2.5 em) and also considering localisation of a particle passage through a 
nucleus of a blsatomere, they were embedded in a small drop of fibrin glue (Tissucol, 
lmmuno AG, Switzerland). 
V79 cells 
(/) lQ-1 
o X-rays 
• Protons 
lQ-2 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
D (Gy) 
Figure 5: Survival curves for V79 cells irradiated with X-rays (80 kV) and protons (10 MeV). 
The two components (Tissucol and thrombin solution) of the glue were prepared according to 
the instruction manual and separately diluted with medium (1 part glue with 19 parts 
medium). Embryos were placed in a drop of diluted Tissucol as small as possible and 
allowed to sink to the bottom. Thrombin solution was then gently layered around and on top 
of the Tissucol drop and the dish put back into the incubator. After the glue had hardened, 
medium was added. 
Irradiation: 
Irradiations were performed with protons of 45, 20 and 10 MeV energy. Culture dishes were 
brought to the target station by means of a preheated box. The irradiation chamber was kept 
at 37° and supplied with 1 0% C02 in bottled air which was let through an air washing bottle 
with distilled and sterilised water. The embryos were left on the target station according to 
the desired dose (0.1 - 1 Gy) from 3 to 25 minutes. 
Endpoints: 
Blastocyst formation (BCF) and hatching rate (HR~ were examined as endpoints for dose 
response curves. Embryomc development was monrtored up to six days p.i. with an inverted 
microscope and the number of embryos in a predefined development stage recorded daily. 
Samples were taken from a pool of embryos of 10 to 20 mice. 
In a second experiment occurrence and duration of the three cell stage was investigated, 
using time lapse video microscopy. Duration of the three cell stage was defined as the end of 
cleavage of the first blastomere to appearance of a cleavage furrow in the second 
blastomere. Embryos collected within less than half an hour from only one to three mice were 
used in each of these experiments. 
Time lapse video microscopy: 
Time lapse recording of the embryonic development was accomplished using an Olympus 
inverted microscope (IMT-2) that was equipped with a commercially available Plexiglas 
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incubator. A specially designed inner chamber (7x12x2 em; copper) housing the culture dish, 
was fitted at the microscope stage. 
The circulating air in the incubator was preheated and temperature controlled by a sensor to 
maintain the temperature at 37°C. Bottled air containing 10% C02 was let into the inner 
chamber at a rate of 1 ml/s after it passed a gas-washing bottle, which was maintained at 
37°C. To enhance humidity further, two small petri-dishes containing distilled and sterilised 
water were placed within the inner chamber. 
Every minute the embryos were illuminated with red light (bright field illumination) for 3 
seconds to record two half pictures by a Kappa CF 15/2 video camera and a Panasonic AG-
6730 time lapse recorder. 
Results of conventional irradiations (45, 20 and 10 MeV): 
Samples of ten to twenty embryos were irradiated with doses varying from 0.1 to 1 Gy with 
protons of different energy (45, 20 and 10 MeV). Most of the experiments were repeated 
twice, however, some could be carried out only once as far. 
With 45 MeV protons there was a clear dose response of the hatching rate observed which 
fits to the linear quadratic model (alpha = -0.28, beta = 1.64; Fig. 6). Data taken with 10 and 
20 MeV protons are very preliminary and do not permit to draw any conclusion. 
A 
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Figure 6: Hatching rate of preimplantation embryos after irradiation in the late 2-ce/1 stage 
with 10, 20 and 45 MeV protons. Values are percentages of that of sham irradiations. 
Results of three cell stage experiments: 
Irradiations were performed with 10 MeV protons at 0.1 Gy and accompanied with two 
control experiments. Out of a total of fifty five embryos (36 controls, 19 irradiated) only in 
three cases (control) the two blastomeres divided synchronously, in all other embryos a 
distinct three cell stage was observed which lasted (2:02±2:35) hr's in irradiated embryos and 
(1 :57±1 :43) hr's in the controls. Three embryos in the first experiment showed a retarded 
second mitosis with a prolonged three cell stage compared to the others in that sample. 
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However this finding could not be verified by the second experiment, where the distribution 
was much more uniform. 
After all nine embryos of the first control experiment had reached the four cell stage, they 
were removed from the microscope and allowed to develop in an incubator. Seven of the 
nine embryos hatched. 
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FmalReport 
1992- 1994 
Contract: F13PCf920063 Duration: 1.9.92 to 30.6.95 
Title: New technologie~ in the antomatcd detection of radiation-induced 
cpometric effects. 
1) A ten lTniv. Amsterdam 
2) Niisse GSF 
3) BaU<·hinger GSF 
4) Green l\1RC 
I. Swnmary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The global aim of this project was to dew lop and e\'aluate new methods for the 
analysis of radiation-inducerl cytogenetic changes in metaphase and in 
interphase cells. The main criteria we formulated were that the dey('lopmcnt 
should be toward automated methods that would pro\ide quantitatiw· data on 
various types of aberrations and that these automated methods should yield 
information that could be rt>lated to results obtained vvith cytogenetic 
techniques based on \isual microscopic analy~is. 
The background for this project is the still pressing need for sensitiw 
techniques to quanti£}' the t>xposure of a person to ionising radiation. These 
new techniques being developed should help to satisfy the medical need for 
dose assessment on large populations in case of an accidt>ntal irradiation, and 
be less time consuming than the conventional cytogenetic procedures used so 
far. At the time of the start of this project the visual assessment of dicentrics in 
human lymphocytes using transmission microscopy was still the most sensitive 
technique to quanti£)' an individual's exposure to radiation. PrO\,ided a 
sufficient number of cells was evaluated in the first metaphases follov.ing the 
irradiation, equivalent whole-body doses of 30-100 mSv of sparsely ionising 
radiation could be detected. However, this technique alone could not satisf)' 
the need for dose assessments on large populations as has become evident after 
several serious nuclear accidents in the )Tars bt>hind us. Moreover, the 
precision of dose-estimations of old exposure~ is limited v.ith this method. With 
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chromosome painting (Bauchinger, Green) 
-To establish methods for the isolation of chromosomes and micronuclei that 
yield suspensions of particles with optimally preserved morphology. To 
evaluate a variety of methods for attaching fluorescent markers for specific 
chromosomal regions to these chromosomes and to micronuclei in 
suspension (Ni"tsse, Aten) 
-To establish, by microscopic scoring, representative dose-effect curves for 
translocations highlighted by FISH. Radiation qualities and dose rates relevant 
for radiation protection purposes were used. The investigations also focused 
on the precise discrimination between stable and unstable aberrations 
(Bane hinger) 
-To investigate of the organisation of chromosomes in interphase nuclei. 
Double strand breaks can result in chromosome exchanges at those sites 
in the nucleus , only,where chromatin fibres from adjacent chromosomes can 
interact. The observed dp1amical organisation of the chromatin may facilitate 
this process (Aten) 
-To further increase the sensitivity of the micronucleus assay using visual and 
flow cytometry methods for an improved biological dosimetry in humans 
(Ni"tsse) 
-To create a fluorescence microscope image processing system for finding 
metaphase spreads, detecting labellt>d chromosomes at high resolution and 
for producing an analysis in terms of radiation dose (Green). 
-To establish an automated technique for detecting karyot}pe abnormalities in 
large numbers of cells using slit-scanning of fluorescent chromo~omes in 
suspensions prepared from irradiated cells (Aten). 
The project, in general, was divided in two broadly overlapping phases. The 
first phase, lasting about 2 years, was focused on the development of the new 
methodologies mentioned above, taking place at the MRC (Green), 
GSF(Ni"tsse), and Amsterdam (Aten). As with most technical research projects, 
this phase of the investigations proved to be quite laborious and many obstacles 
had to be overcome. During this period of development an extensive reference 
data set on aberrations was being generated, at the GSF (Bauchinger), by 
visual scoring using FISH labelling of metaphase spreads. Interaction between 
the participants, in this phase of the project, centred on meetings, between one 
and two times per year, in which the participants systematically analysed the 
advances and problems connected with the different technical approaches. 
Predominant in all cases appeared to be the influence, on the performance of 
the different automated detection systems, of the biological variation, between 
individual chromosomes or micronuclei within one sample, and between 
different samples. 
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increasing time after exposure the frequency of cells containing such unstable 
aberrations gradually decreases. In fact, a more reliable procedure for 
estimating doses of previous radiation exposures would be the scoring of 
S)mmetrical translocations that have no selective disadvantage. For that 
purpose, however, a banding analysis using conventional staining and visual 
analysis techniques proved to laborious. 
Our approach during the period of the project has been to adapt, and where 
necessary to develop new, advanced molecular cytogenetic detection 
techniques for radiation-induced chromosome changes and to introduce 
sensitive optical methods for the visualisation of the available optical 
information and intelligent, fast, image analysis procedures for the evaluation 
of the registered images. We aimed to demonstrate the potential of the new 
sample preparation methods, in combination with the automation of analysis 
systems, for the quantitative cytogenetic analysis of the chromosomal processes 
involved in the induction of aberrations by the following programme of 
investigations. 
At the beginning of the project period various ways for the automated analysis 
of the expression of radiation-induced genomic damage as chromosomal 
aberrations were open. As none of the possible methods had been investigated 
in sufficient depth, we chose to pursue the problem from different sides by 
developing, in parallel, a number of promising methods. This approach 
required the input from a multi-disciplinary group of highly specialised 
investigators that could not be found combined in a single institute. Bv joining 
the effort of experienced scientists of several institutes from different E.U. 
member states we expected to advance sufficiently fast to allow a comparison of 
the merits of the different techniques developed through our common effort 
before the end of the project period. 
The techniques selected for further development were: 
-The detection of chromosome damage with automated microscopy and 
fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) (Green) 
-The analysis of micronuclei using flow cytometry and FISH (Niisse) 
-The slit-scanning analysis of dicentric chromosomes by flow cytometry (Aten) 
- Investigation by confocal microscopy of the nuclear organisation in relation to 
radiation sensitivity (Aten). 
The development of these techniques for the investigation of radiation-
induced cytogenetic effects involved methods: 
-To establish reliable, reproducible in situ hybridisation protocols with 
fluorescent probes for centromeres, telomere marking and for whole 
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The transition to the second phase, occurring for the different technologies at 
different periods of the project, was marked by a strongly increased interaction 
between the participants, as data started being generated by the different 
automated systems that could used to evaluate their performance (Niisse -
Bauchinger, Green- Bauchinger). Moreover, during the period covered by the 
second phase of the project, the exchange of samples between the participating 
groups became an integral part of several of the measurement programmes 
(Green - Bauchinger, Niisse - Green). Niisse and Aten collaborated on the 
tough problem of centromere labelling of micronuclei and chromosomes in 
suspension. 
At the end of the project the feasibility of the different approaches had been 
demonstrated in principle. Although it is difficult to predict, at this stage of th<:> 
development, which of th<:> new techniques will prove to be ultimatdy the 
method of choice, it is evident that th<:> data obtained by visual assessment of 
FISH labelled samples (Bauchinger), yidd a wealth of quantitative aberration 
data as well as providing valuable information on the chromosomal processes 
involved. The quantitative microscopy method (Gr<:><:>n) promises to provid<:> 
the sam<:> t}pe of information but faster which make it an attractive choice. Th<:> 
micronucleus test is by far the most rapid procedure of all the methods that we 
investigat<:>d but here the background can be problematic The slit-scanning 
data (Aten) also can be obtained at a high rate but the system sofar has a 
limited sensitivity because of background problems. The d}namic organisation 
of chromosomes in interphase (Aten) is relevant for th<:> understanding of 
mechanisms involved in the induction of aberrations. 
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Head of project 1: Dr. Aten 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The project was aimed at the development of two methods for the automated analysis 
of radiation-induced effects on chromosomes. 
The aim of the first part of this project was to make available the method for the 
automated method, developed in our laboratory for the analysis of chromosomes by 
slit-scanning flow cytometry, for the detection of dicentric chromosomes isolated 
from irradiated cells. 
Specific objectives: 
The method should be made applicable to chromosomes isolated from human cells. 
To increase the sensitivity of the detection of the fluorescence profiles of the 
chromosomes a highly light-efficient detection system should be developed. This 
should allow the slit-scanning technique to be applied to the analysis of chromosomes 
highlighted with centromere-specifc fluorescence labels. 
The method for slit-scanning of dicentric chromosomes should be made suitable for 
standard cell sorter systems. 
The aim of the second part of this project was to study the organization of interphase 
chromosomes in relation to the induction of aberrations. 
Specific objectives: 
The objective was to analyze factors involved with the rejoining of DNA-breaks 
resulting in new chromosome combinations. To this end we worked on the 
development of methods for the investigation of the mobility of chromatin inside its 
chromosome nuclear domain. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Slit-scanning analysis of chromosome aberrations 
Stochastic chromosome changes such as radiation-induced aberrations result in 
chromosomes of variable size and DNA-content. Some of these aberrations, like 
dicentric chromosomes, can be recognized using flow cytometry if the morphology of 
chromosomes is introduced as an additional parameter. When chromosomes are 
analysed by slit-scan flow cytometry, the scanning of the fluorescence distribution of 
a DNA-specific fluorochrome along a chromosome yields a DNA profile in which the 
centromere is recognizable as a dip [1-5]. Introduction of centromere counting can 
r~nder slit-scan flow karyotyping suitable for the detection of dicentric chromosomes 
Data on dicentric chromosomes obtained by centromere counting in slit-scan flow 
cytometry profiles had been reported recently [6). These authors, however, did not 
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combine their slit-scanning analysis with a visual analysis of the suspected dicentrics. 
As they were not able to sort the relevant chromosomes their results are difficult to 
verify. 
The application of slit-scan flow cytometry for analysis of dicentric chromosomes is 
hampered by the occurrence of false-positive signals caused mainly by aggregates of 
chromosomes that, like dicentrics, can result in trimodal profiles, i.e. profiles with 
two dips. To correct for these false-positive signals, it is necessary to evaluate profile 
characteristics that distinguish profiles generated by artefacts from profiles generated 
by dicentric chromosomes. Correction for false-positive signals will increase the 
reliability of the slit-scan flow cytometry method for the detection of dicentric 
chromosomes. In this study, trimodal profiles were examined in relation to the 
morphology of the associated chromosomes. We inspected these chromosomes that 
generated trimodal profiles by sorting them individually on slides. This involved the 
development of a module for on-line profile recognition to be used for dicentrics 
sorting and the development of a procedure for stretching and stabilization of 
chromosomes. 
Until recently, centromere detection with a standard cell sorter system was restricted 
to the larger human chromosomes or Chinese hamster chromosomes [7,8]. The 
medium-sized and smaller human chromosomes were difficult to discriminate using 
the slit-scan method. Our aim was to develop a method for slit-scanning analysis and 
sorting of normal and dicentric chromosomes, including the smaller ones, that can be 
realized using standard cell sorter equipment without major additional investments. 
We evaluated the influence of the optical resolution of the instrument and of the 
length of chromosomes. These parameters, together with the orientation of the 
chromosomes during scanning, determine the efficiency of the slit-scan flow 
cytometer for the detection of centromeres. 
Sensitive immuno- and in situ-labelling techniques can be used for highlighting 
specific regions of chromosomes. Labelling with fluorescent markers, of chromosome 
centromeres, in particular, can be extremely useful for the detection of dicentric 
chromosomes. The advantage of these cyto-chemical techniques is their specificity 
for the selected areas of chromosomes. The resulting labelling patterns show a high 
degree of contrast but the intensities of the fluorescence signals are too low for 
detection by slit-scanning flow cytometry methods described earlier. To overcome 
this problem, we have designed a new type of detector with a much higher sensitivity. 
The detector is based on the method of Time-Delayed-Integration (TDI). 
Slit-Scan Flow Karyotyping 
Slit-scan analysis was performed with 3 types of cell sorter systems: 1) a standard 
Ortho System 50 Cytofluorograph (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA), 2) an 
improved Ortho System 50 Cytofluorograph and 3) a modified FACStar PLUS cell 
sorter (Becton Dickinson, Mountain View, CA). All cell sorters were equipped with a 
Spectra Physics 2000 Argon Ion Laser (Mountain View, CA). Particles were scanned 
by the laser beam in UV mode ( 400 m W), focussed into a ribbon shaped spot. 
Sensitive slit-scanning detector based on TDI 
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Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the TDI slit-scanning detector for low light 
intensity detection. During the scanning, a strongly enlarged image of the 
chromosome is projected on the surface of the detector. The detector contains a 
number of parallel segments. Each segment consists of optical fiber that transports the 
fluorescence light to a light-sensitive sensor. This sensor transforms the light signal 
into an electrical pulse. During a scan, the fluorescence image of the chromosome 
moves across the front ends of the optical fibers mounted in the detector surface. Each 
detector segment 'sees' the complete image in time as a light pulse representing the 
fluorescence profile, but there is a time shift between the pulses registered by 
different detector segments. The output signal from each segment is delayed to 
synchronise it and then added to the output signal of the next segment. The detector 
thus functions as a 'conveyor belt' moving in synchrony with the fluorescence image 
that is projected on it. In this way an electrical 'image' of the fluorescence profile is 
accumulated on the conveyor belt. 
Profile-Dip-Counter (PDC) module for on-line analysis of slit-scan profiles 
We designed an analog module, the Profile-Dip Counter (PDC), to recognize dips 
"on-line", during the registration of the slit-scan profiles. The 'PDC' module is 
interfaced with the cell sorter. Dips or minima in a profile correspond to zero 
crossings in the time derivative. The 'PDC' was designed to interpret a crossing of the 
derivative with a count level as a profile dip. This count level was adjusted just below 
the zero level of the derivative. Counting of dips is started when the slit-scan signal 
first rises above a preset trigger level. Counting of dips is stopped after a time interval 
of 25 J.lS. The time interval corresponds to a particle length of 45 J.lm, taking into 
account a flow velocity of 1.8 m/s. The value of the output signal of the PDC module 
is proportional to the number of dips in the fluorescence profile. This signal is 
presented to the multiparameter processor 'MPP' of the cell sorter for about 5J.ls. 
To synchronize the PDC signal and the direct fluorescence signal, processed by the 
"MPP", the processed fluorescence signal is held by activating a sample-hold circuit, 
which is a standard feature of the "MPP". The interval between input and output 
signals of the 'PDC' module should not exceed 70 J.lS, i.e., the maximum sample-hold 
time in the "MPP". 
Counting dips generated by noise had to be avoided. The cut off frequency of the 
'PDC' module is 4 MHz (3 dB point); this value lies within the frequency domain of 
the high frequency noise. The high frequency background, due to electronic and 
fluorescence noise, is, therefore, reduced by adjusting the filtering characteristics of 
the preamplifier to a cut off frequency of 2 Mhz. This cut off frequency separates the 
high frequency noise from the maximum signal frequency of 0. 7 MHz defined by the 
optical resolution (2.5J.lm) and the flow velocity (1.8 m/s) of the slit-scanning system. 
Cell Culture and Chromosome Isolation 
The influence of the chromosome length and of the optical resolution of the laser 
focussing optics on the quality of slit-scan flow karyotypes was investigated using 
chromosomes isolated from NBCH and V79 Chinese hamster cells. The smallest 
Chinese hamster chromosome is about the size of human chromosome 19. The three 
largest Chinese hamster chromosomes are larger than the human chromosome 1. 
Chromosomes isolated from the human skin fibroblast cell line HSF7 were used to 
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investigate the performance of the slit-scan flow cytometer, after improvement of the 
spatial resolution and of the chromosome preparation technique. The cells were 
cultured according to standard procedures, chromosome isolation and stabilization 
was performed using the propidium iodide method [9]. To obtain homogeneous cell 
populations and to induce chromosome aberrations expressed in metaphase, cultures 
were irradiated in plateau-phase 
Chromosome preparation for slit-scan analysis 
For the detection of dicentric chromosomes by recognizing centromere dips in slit-
scan profiles, the dips have to show up clearly. To increase the efficiency for 
centromere detection, we decided to increase the length of chromosomes by adding 
trypsin. After about 30 s of incubation at room temperature, trypsinization was 
stopped by adding trypsin inhibitor. To preserve the morphology of chromosomes 
during the sorting procedure, glutaraldehyde was added to a concentration of O.I %. 
Finally glycerol was added to a concentration of 30%. Suspensions of chromosomes 
prepared in this way can be stored for up to 4 days ( -I2 C). After this period 
chromosomes started to swell. For the centromere labelling of human chromosomes 
in suspension we used several CREST anti-sera, isolated from the blood of patient 
suffering from the scleroderma syndrome, cf Fig. 2. In these experiments, we used 
directly labelled antibodies. The labelling procedure was performed in collaboration 
with the Edinburgh group [I 0]. 
Slit-scanning analysis and dicentric sorting 
To determine which types of profiles correspond to actual dicentrics and which to 
artefacts, the sorter module was activated every time a trimodal profile was detected 
by the 'PDC' module. The chromosomes were sorted individually on separate slides or 
at separate locations on the same slide and then examined by FISH and fluorescence 
microscopy. This was performed in collaboration with the Munich group. The method 
of depositing chromosomes at separate and well documented positions on a slide 
enabled us to match the morphology of the sorted chromosomes with the shape of its 
slit-scan profiles. Over 500 profiles were analysed in relation to the type of particle, 
i.e. dicentric or artefact, that they represent. We applied several tests to these profiles, 
but we could find no criteria with which dicentric chromosomes can be identified 
unambiguously. We, however, did find cf. Fig. 3, that: (I) the value of the relative 
difference, DID, between the nadir values of the two dips and (2) the value of the 
largest relative difference, H/H, between the heights of the three tops of a trimodal 
profile, were useful parameters for the analysis of these slit-scan profiles. Using DID 
and HIH as parameters, we constructed two bivariate distributions, one for the set of 
trimodal profiles corresponding to dicentric chromosomes, cf. Fig. 4a, and one for the 
set of trimodal profiles corresponding to artefacts, cf. Fig. 4b. Each point in the 
bivariate distributions represents a single trimodal profile. The bivariate distribution 
graphs in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b were segmented into zones, cf Fig Sa .. The fractions of 
dicentric chromosomes decreases from 0.7 for zone 'a' to 0 for zone 'f, cfFig Sb. 
Sofar no reliable dose-effect relation has been determined based on the slit-scan 
sorting technique. When a module for the on-line analysis of slit-scan signals using 
the additional shape criteria described above will be implemented, the frequency of 
'false positive' signals will be reduced. Visual inspection of the chromosomes sorted 
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corresponding to these criteria should then overcome the problem of the remaining 
'false positives', the high analysis rate allowing the evaluation of a large number of 
chromosomes. 
Organization of chromosomes in the cell nucleus in relation to the induction of 
aberrations 
Damage to mammalian cells is generally thought to result from changes in DNA. The 
cellular responses of these changes will depend on their nature and severity and on the 
effectiveness of their repair. In addition it can be suggested that the fate of DNA 
changes and the cellular responses may depend on their spatial location and their 
relation to the 3-D organisation of the cell nucleus, in particular the structural 
organisation of the chromosomes and their distribution in the nucleus [ 11). The latter 
aspect has not been studied extensively as experimental techniques to analyse the 
arrangement of the nuclear chromatin have been very limited. 
The aim of the project was to investigate the relation between nuclear structure and 
the induction of reciprocal translocations and dicentrics. Models describing the 
process of translocation induction at the molecular level assume the presence of two, 
or at least one, double-strand breaks (dsb) at the translocation site. Evidently, DNA-
damage can result in new chromosome combinations at sites where DNA strands 
originating from separate chromosomes are in close proximity, e.g. within 30 nm of 
each other, only, i.e., at the boundary between two chromosomes. These aspects 
require further consideration. 
The efficiency of doses of the order of 1-3 Gy of X-rays for the formation of 
chromosome translocations, in the order of 1 translocation per 40 dsb's, has 
interesting implications for the possible influence of the organization of chromosomes 
in the interphase nucleus. It has been well established by chromosome painting that 
individual chromosomes are located in separate domains in the cell nucleus. Much 
less is known about the shape of these domains and about the organization of 
chromosomes inside their domains. When it is assumed that the domains are 
organized as static units and that these have simple cigar-like shapes with smooth 
surfaces, and that breaks are not preferentially formed at the borders of chromosome 
domains, the upper-limit for the probability for translocation induction can be 
estimated to be considerably lower than cytogenetic data indicate. 
This has led us to the following three questions: A) How are the chromosome 
domains organized at their boundaries? Are interfaces between domains well defined 
or is there a diffuse region where chromatin loops of neighbouring chromosome 
domains intertwine? No data have been published that clarify this problem. B) Are 
nuclei organized in a static manner or is there chromatin movement with respect to 
the boundaries, within the chromosome domains? This is a controversial subject; 
indirect evidence exists supporting both points of view. C) How are sites of DNA-
repair, and of dsb's in particular, distributed over the chromosomal domain and its 
boundary? It is evident that these nuclear and chromosomal characteristics may vary 
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between cell types. In addition, they could depend on the proliferative status of the 
cells and other conditions 
We have started the investigation of the first two questions. In these experiments we 
will apply DNA-replication and chromosome painting techniques. 
A) The shape of chromosomal domains is being investigated using painting 
techniques. With chromosome painting individual chromosome domains can be 
visualized. Moreover, differently labelled paints for various chromosomes can be 
applied simultaneously. This provides us with a tool to study interaction at the 
boundary between chromosome domains. 
B) To study time-dependent changes in the spatial distribution of the labeled DNA 
within individual chromosome domains pulse-chase replication labeling with two 
independent DNA labels will be used in combination with chromosome painting 
For these experiments we have developed confocal methods for the 3-D investigation 
of nuclei labeled with three fluorochromes. 
The results obtained by the investigation of the nuclear organization will be compared 
with chromosome painting data on the induction of dicentrics and reciprocal 
translocations. 
For the complex image analysis of the spatial distribution of compartments in cell 
nuclei we are developing semi-automated 3-D image segmentation and analysis 
procedures. These procedures can be applied to 3-D images containing multiple 
isotropic and anisotropic domains. In addition to positional information on the 
domains, other qualities such as intensity and morphology features can be made 
available by using these procedures. 
We have applied the procedures developped in our laboratory to study DNA-
replication patterns. Fluorescence distributions in nuclei from cells labelled with two 
replication markers were analysed to determine how DNA-replication patterns change 
within short time intervals. 3-D image analysis techniques in combination with 
statistical methods allowed us to detect an avarage distance between differently 
labelled domains of a value of 0.08 urn. A linear dependency was observed of the 
distance between the differently labelled domains on the time interval between the 
application of the two labels, cf Fig. 6. The data indicate that chromatin moves 
relative to the domain where replication takes place with a ve:ocity of 0.5 urn/h. 
Movement with respect to the boundaries of the chromosomal domains is now be 
investigated by combining chromosome paints with two independent replication 
markers. During the last period of the project, we worked out the staining techniques 
for the complex three colour experiment. We are now continuing the work on the 
segmentation and other analysis aspects of these three colour I 3D images. 
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Image Plane 
Schemanc representation of the "Time Delayed Intergration• detector for the 
sensitive detection of slit-scannmg signals. A: amplifier, DL: delay line, S: 
summation of stgnals, LS: light sensor, F: optical fiber. 
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Fig. I 
Two-colour slit-scanning flow cytometry analysis of crest-labelled human 
chromosomes 
Fig.2 
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(a) The values of the parameters !>.H!tH and t>.DitD calculated for tnmodal"sbt-scan profiles 
corresponding to dtcentric chromosomes, plotted in a bivariate distnbutwn as a functiOn of the two 
parameters presented in Fig. 6 (b) The values of the parameters !>.HitH and !>.Dfr.D calculated for 
trimodal slit-scan profiles corresponding to aggregated chromosomes or monocentric chromosomes, plot-
ted in a btvanate dtstribution presented m Fig. 6. 
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The measured distance r(t.t) between domains of nascent and newborn 
DNA in a pair as a function of the time interval between the addition of the labels t.t 
(A) (error bars express the SD of r(t.t)) This figure is based on the measurement of 18 
late S-phase nuclei. From this figure the error of measurement (am = 80 nm) was 
estimated. Knowing this value am and the measured distance r •• (t.t), the estimation of 
the dtstance between paired domains p(M) was calculated (8) (error bars (standard 
error of the mean) in are too small to be plotted.). The biological standard deviation 
a,,,, (Ll.t) of the distance between paired domains was calculated (C). The fitted straight 
hnes m (8) and (C) illustrate the linear time dependency of the estimated distance 
p(MJ and the biological standard deviation a,,ot (t.t). The factors v and m expressing the 
veloc1ty of newborn DNA relative to the domains of replication and its variance are: 
v=O 55 )lmlh and m=0.33 )lmlh 
Fig. 6 
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Head of project 2: Dr. N iisse 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
The primary goal of our investigations was the establishment of new flow cytometric 
micronucleus assays for the measurement of radiation-induced micronuclei (MN) in human 
lymphocytes with high precision for a possible application of this technique to detect low doses 
in humans exposed to ionising radiation. For this purpose a preparation technique had to be 
developed to obtain a suspension of nuclei and MN stained with fluorescent dyes for 
measurement of:MN frequency and DNA distribution ofMN in a flow cytometer. A clear cut 
discrimination between :MN· and unspecific particles had to be achieved to obtain a precise 
measurement of :MN frequency. Data obtained with the new automated method were 
compared with data obtained by microscopic scoring using the cytochalasin B-technique. In 
addition, factors influencing the DNA distribution ofMN were analysed using flow cytometry 
and image analysis in combinaJion with several immunofluorescent methods using antibodies 
and DNA probes against telomeric and centromeric regions of chromosomes as well as 
chromosome-specific painting probes. Radiation sensitivity of various human cell lines was 
studied with these combined techniques 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Flow cytometric analysis of micronuclei in cell cultm·es and human lymphocytes 
Scoring of micronuclei (:MN) provides a quantitative measurement for the degree of 
cytogenetic damage in cells and is, therefore, increasingly used to quantify cytogenetic damage 
in the human population for biomonitoring studies and for the dose estimation of humans 
exposed to ionising radiation. Although the conventional MN test using the cytochalasin B -
technique is an established method, it cannot yet provide the capacity to screen larger human 
populations if more than the usual number of I 000 binucleated cells have to be analysed, 
especially in persons exposed to very low doses of ionising radiation We have therefore 
developed an automated flow cytometric technique for scoring MN in cultured cells and human 
lymphocytes (Schreiber et al, 1992 a,b) 
A careful and easy preparation of a suspension of nuclei and MN was developed using a 
modification of a two-step method published earlier (NLisse et al 1992 a) The DNA 
containing particles were stained with the fluorescent dyes ethidium bromide (EB) and 
HOECHST 33258 (HO) The dyes were excited with two lasers (488 nm and UV) and 
forward scatter intensity (FSC), EB-fluorescence (EB~88 ), HO-fluorescence (H0360) and EB-
fluorescence exc1ted by the HO-fluorescence \·ia energy transfer (EBH0 ) were measured 
simultaneously in MN, nuclei and unspwtic debns (Fig I) MN could be separated from 
debris using FSC as verified by sortmg of the respective particles For an even better separation 
of MN and debris, especially in the region of low DNA-fluorescence, ratios of the three 
fluorescences were calculated for all particles Only those particles were considered to be MN 
that showed the same two ratios of the fluorescence signals as compared to the fluorescence 
ratios ofnuclei :MN were counted between 0.5% and 10% of the DNA content ofG1-phase 
nuclei Using this technique the dose response relationships for radiation-induced :MN were 
measured in mouse Ehrlich ascites tumour cells growing in suspension and in mouse NIH-3T3 
cells (Fig. 2) Both dose response curves agreed well with independent measurements by 
microscopic scoring 
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Since MN are expressed in cells that have divided at least once, cell cycle progression after 
irradiation (i.e. the G2-block) plays an important role in the analysis of radiation-induced MN. 
Especially in human lymphocytes the fraction of cells that have divided once has to be 
measured additionally. This could be achieved by using the flow cytometric BrdUrd/HO/EB-
quenching technique (Schreiber et al., 1992 b). Fig. 3 shows as an example the frequency of 
MN in human lymphocytes irradiated in vitro as a function of dose. The insert shows a 
measurement ofthe fraction of cells in the second cell cycle using the BrdUrd/HO/EB method. 
L-----~----~----~----~' 0 L-~~--~~--~~~ 
0.01 0.1 1.0 10 0 0.18 0.36 0.54 0.72 0.9 1.08 
D/Gy 
Fig. 1: Flow c~ tometric measurement of a suspension of MN and nuclei showing the position of G !-
phase nuclei (1). MN (2.3.4) and debris (5.6) as verified by sortmg 
Fig. 2: Frequency ofMN Nmn per nuclei Nn. Nrru/Nn. as a function of the dose for irradiated 
Ehrlich ascites tumour cells and mouse NIH 3T3 cells. 
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Fig. 3: Nn.,!Nn as a function of dose in human l),UphoC)1es irradiated in vitro. The insert shows a EBIHO 
distribution of lymphOC)tes treated with BrdUrd for 55 h. From such measurements the fraction of 
cells in the 2. cell cycle is calculated to correct the frequency of MN measured by flow C)1ometry. 
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2. Improvement of the flow cytometric technique for micronucleus scoring in human 
lymphocytes. 
In cultured cells a good discrimination between MN and unspecific debris was possible and 
microscopic and flow cytometric data were usually found to agree very well. In human 
lymphocytes, however, this was not always the case. Comparison of flow cytometric data with 
microscopic measurements showed that the flow cytometric results were usually higher 
compared to results obtained by microscopic scoring. This effect was found to be caused by 
unspecific, DNA containing particles that can overlap MN during flow cytometric 
measurement. These particles were produced by dying cells in the population of lymphocytes 
during cultivation in vitro necessary to express MN. 
An improvement of the original flow cytometric technique was therefore developed to bypass 
this problem. With magnetic beads (Dynabeads, DYNAL INTERNATIONAL, Oslo, Norway) 
conjugated to antibodies against the CD2-antigen expressed on T -cells it was possible to select 
intact T -lymphocytes from cellular debris using magnetic separation (Viaggi et al., 1995). With 
this improved technique lymphocytes from several donors were irradiated in vitro, cultivated 
for 60 h, and MN frequency w~s measured with the flow cytometric technique in a suspension 
of nuclei and MN prepared from magnetically separated intact T-lymphocytes. These data were 
compared with results obtained from microscopic scoring in the same blood samples using the 
cytochalasin B (CB)-technique. Fig. 4 shows flow cytometric measurements of EB-
fluorescence (DNA) and forward scatter of a suspension of MN and nuclei from the same 
donor without (a) and with (b) magnetic separation. The position ofMN, nuclei and debris is 
indicated. Comparison of Fig 4 a and b shows that most of the cellular debris overlapping the 
MN in the histogram (a) was removed by magnetic separation of intact lymphocytes (b). 
To compare the results obtained with this improved flow cytometric technique with results 
obtained by the conventional CB-method, 21 unirradiated blood samples from 12 different 
donors were analysed in parallel. A significant higher mean value of the frequency of MN in 
divided cells was found with the flow cytometric method, Nnu/Nd = 0 023 ± 0.002, compared 
with the CB-technique, Nnu/Nd = 0.0066 ± 0.0005 (t-test, p < 0.001 ). This lack of correlation 
was probably due to the presence of DNA containing particles from fragmented cell nuclei that 
were not removed by the magnetic separation. 
To analyse the sensitivity of the new technique in evaluating the MN frequency in human 
lymphocytes exposed to y-irradiation and to compare these data with data obtained by 
microscopic scoring 9 blood samples of 6 donors were irradiated with doses ranged between 0 
and 2 Gy and measured by flow cytometry (Fig. 5 a) and by microscopic scoring (Fig. 5 b). 
With increasing dose a clear correlation between the two techniques was found. The pooled 
data from 9 dose-response curves (Fig. 6) analysed by flow cytometry (1) and the CB-
technique (2) showed a linear-quadratic dose dependence with comparable a- and ~­
coefficients 
a= (0 019 ± 0.006) Gy" 1 (CB), 
~ = (0.036 ± 0 005) Gy"2 (CB), 
a= (0.035 ± 0 01) G/ (flow) 
~ = (0.0328 ± 0.0069) Gy"2 (flow) 
The constant term c was again found to be significantly higher in the flow cytometric data: 
c = 0.0069 ± 0 001 (CB) c = 0.0272 ± 0.002 (flow) 
due mainly to cells containing fragmented nuclei, as mentioned above. 
For control samples or for doses< 0 2 Gy, the flow cytometric measurements showed a larger 
variability than the data from the CB-method It is therefore expected that a dose estimation of 
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men exposed to low doses of ionising radiation can at present not be improved by a flow 
cytometric analysis of MN in human lymphocytes. For doses > 0.5 Gy a tendency of 
correlation of the varying individual MN frequencies was found between the two techniques, 
implying that individual radiation sensitivities can be detected by flow cytometric analysis. A 
good agreement exists between the shapes of the dose-response curves (a.- and f3-coefficients) 
established from the mean MN frequencies of a group of donors. This indicates a similar 
precision of the two techniques in the detection of radiation-induced MN, when applied to 
pooled or averaged data from human collectives or groups. Thus, for cytogenetic analyses of 
collectives that can contribute to the solutions of epidemiological questions, flow cytometry 
could reduce an amount of time needed for microscopic scoring of MN, especially if the high 
degree of automation is considered as discussed by Schreiber et al. (I 992 b). 
FSC 
1000 
Fig. 4: Dotplots of suspens1ons of MN and nucle1 from human 1)111phoc)tes irradiated with 2 Gy (60Co 
y-irradmtwn) and cultivated for 60 h. Forward scatter (FSC) against EB-fluorescence (DNA). 
a: old techmque (Schreiber et al.. 1992 b), 
b· after magnetic separat1on ofT-I)~llphocytes usmg antibodies conJugated to magnetic beads. 
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Fig. 5: Dose response curves for radiation-induced MN in lymphocytes from six donors, irradiated in 
vitro. a: Flow cytometric technique 
b: CB-technique. Nrnn!Nd =number ofMN (Nmn) per divided cell (Nd). 
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Fig. 6: Linear-quadratic fit of the pooled data derived from the nine independent analyses 
shown in Fig. 5 a and b I Flow cytometry and I· CB-technique 
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Fig. 7: Flow cytometric measurement of a suspension of MN and nuclei stained with DPH and EB. 
DPH-fluorescence intensity (a) and FSC (b) are shown as a function ofEB-fluorescence 
intensity. 
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3. Flow cytometric analysis of micronuclei using membrane-specific dyes 
As an alternative for the use of two DNA-specific dyes a second. new staining technique for 
flow cytometric analysis of MN was developed using membrane-specific fluorescent dyes in 
addition to the DNA dye especially for those cell types were a large amount of unspecific 
debris was found after the preparation of a suspension of nuclei and MN. For staining of 
membranes of nuclei, MN as well as membrane particles in the unspecific debris the lipophilic 
dyes 2-hydroxyethyl-7, 12,17-tris(methoxyethyl)porphycene (HEPn) and 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-
hexatriene (DPH) were used. These fluorescent dyes are located within the regions of the 
hydro-carbon bondings of membranes of cells. Due to their lipophilic character they have to be 
dissolved in organic solvents or in the lipid phase of liposomes depending on the sensibility of 
the targets to organic solvents. Compared to the earlier techniques this new technique has the 
advantage that two independent fluorescent signals (DNA and membranes) are obtained from 
nuclei. MN and debris in addition to the light scattering properties thus enabling an easier and 
more obvious separation ofMN and debris (Wessels and Niisse, 1995). 
Both membrane-specific dyes <;an be excited by the UV-multilines of an argon ion laser. The 
spectroscopic properties of the membrane-specific dyes determines the optimal choice of the 
dye used for the staining of DNA Therefore. several combinations of the membrane-specific 
dyes and the DNA dyes ethidium bromide (EB), HOECHST 33258 (HO) and proflavine (PF) 
were studied for the analysis ofMN. 
Fig. 7 shows as an example dot plots of DPH-fluorescence (a) and forward scatter intensity 
(FSC. b) as a function of EB-fluorescence together with the gates used to calculate the 
frequency of MN, Nmn!Nn. Using both gates (FSC/EB and DPHIEB) simultaneously it is 
possible to separate debris particles from MN according to their higher DPH-fluorescence and 
their higher FSC. Similar results were obtained using HEPn as membrane-specific dye in 
combination with proflavin as DNA dye. Fig. 8 shows the MN frequency in Chinese hamster 
cell cultures illuminated with UV-B light from a sun simulator as a function of the energy 
density, measured with three staining techniques: EB alone, DPHIEB and HEPn/PF. The 
results agree well, mainly also due to the fact that in these cells a low amount of debris was 
usually obtained This new staining technique will be used in future for an improved analysis of 
MN induction in human lymphocytes 
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Fig. 8: Frequency of MN as a functiOn of energy density in Chinese hamster cells after illumination in 
a sun simulator with a \\hite spectrum extending from 296 nm to 2500 nm. Results of three· 
different stainmg tecluuques are compared Open tnangles: EB alone; solid triangles: HEPn!PF; 
circles: DPHIEB. 
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3. Analysis of the DNA distribution of radiation-induced micronuclei 
We have shown recently (Niisse et al., 1992 b) that the DNA content of radiation-induced MN 
is influenced by several factors: 1. DNA distribution of the chromosomes, 2. DNA synthesis in 
MN during S-phase and 3. by the presence of acentric fragments and whole chromosomes in 
MN. These three factors were studies in detail to quantitatively understand the shape of the 
DNA distribution of radiation-induced MN measured by flow cytometry: 
1. With cell lines of different origin (Chinese hamster cells, Syrian hamster cells, mouse NIH 
3T3 cells) showing various DNA distributions of chromosomes the effect of the chromosome 
distributions on the shape of the MN distribution could be demonstrated and simulated by a 
random breakage model of chromosomes to calculate the DNA distribution of MN (Niisse et 
al., 1992 b). 
2. DNA synthesis in MN could directly be observed using anti-BrdUrd antibodies (Kramer et 
al., 1990). With synchronised ((ells, irradiated during G !-phase and analysed after the first and 
the second division, the effect of DNA synthesis on the shape of the radiation-induced MN 
could be demonstrated (Niisse et at , 1992 b) In addition, image analysis was used to study 
DNA synthesis in MN of human lymphocytes. DNA content and area of nuclei and MN 
induced by ionising irradiation and the aneugen carbendazim were measured on Feulgen-
stained cells sorted from the second G1-phase and the second G2-phase after treatment using a 
Magiscan (Applied Imaging) image analyser (van Hummelen et al., 1995). For sorting of these 
cells the BrdUrd/HOECHST/EB-quenching technique was used. The DNA content 
distribution of radiation-induced and carbendazim-induced MN in the various phases of the cell 
cycle revealed that MN increased their DNA content in phase with the cell cycle. The mean 
DNA content of MN in G2-phase was by a factor of two larger than in G1-phase cells. In 
addition, it could be shown that the mean DNA content of carbendazim-induced MN in G1- or 
G2-phase cells was by a factor of nearly two larger compared to radiation-induced MN. These 
effects could, however, not be observed clearly, when the area of MN was analysed alone. 
These results demonstrate also that by measurement of DNA content of MN using image 
analysis it is possible to discriminate between clastogenic and aneugenic action of agents only if 
the cell cycle stage is taken into account. 
3 The chromosomal composition of MN induced by ionising radiation was studied in mouse 
3T3 cells for a quantitative understanding of the DNA distribution of MN. Using a 
combination of centromere- and telomere-specific DNA probes and fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) the frequency of radiation-induced MN in mouse NIH 3T3 cells (Miller et 
al., 1992) or of MN induced by the tear gas CS (2-chlorobenzylidene malonitrile) as an 
aneugen showing one or several fragments and one or several chromosomes was measured in 
fixed samples (Miller and Ntisse, 1993). Fig. 9 shows the results of these studies Using the 
data from Fig 9 we were able to simulate the DNA distribution of radiation- and CS-induced 
MN measured by flow cytometry using random breakage of chromosomes and random 
combination of fragments and whole chromosomes (Ntisse et al., 1992 b, Miller and Ntisse, 
1993). Fig. I 0 shows as an example a comparison of the measured and the calculated DNA 
distribution of radiation-induced MN. 
For a further verification of our model, MN with different DNA contents were sorted on slides, 
fixed and hybridised to a murine centromere-specific gamma-satellite DNA probe. A clear 
correlation between DNA content ofMN and number of centromere hybridisation signals was 
obtained. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the measured and the calculated fraction of radiation-
induced MN containing fragments only and of MN containing whole chromosomes as a 
function of their DNA content. It can be seen that most MN contain fragments, as expected, 
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and that with increasing DNA content the fraction of MN containing fragments decreases, 
whereas the fraction of MN containing whole chromosomes increases. Similar data were 
obtained for CS-induced MN, in contrary to radiation-induced MN, however, most CS-
induced MN contained whole chromosomes (Miller and Niisse, 1993 ). 
Radiation-induced micronuclei 
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Fig. 9: Fraction of radiation- orCS-induced MN showmg no hybridisation signals, telomeric signals 
only (representing L 2 or> 2 fragments per MN) and centromeric and telomeric signals 
simultaneously (representing I, 2 or 3 chromosomes per MN) 
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Fig. 10: Comparison between measured and simulated DNA distribution of radiation-induced MN in 
mouse NIH 3T3 cells. The simulated MN distribution was calculated using data from the FISH 
experiments shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 11: Fraction of MN containing acentric fragments and whole chromosomes as a function of their 
DNA content. Sorted MN with different DNA contents were analysed with the FISH-technique 
using a centromeric DNA 'probe. Comparison of measured data with data obtained using the 
simulation model (Fig. 10). 
4. Micronucleus induction in human cell lines with different radiation sensitivity 
Flow cytometry was also used to analyse MN induction in several human cell lin~s obtained 
from patients with different syndromes: aniridia (JEOLI, normal karyotype), breast cancer 
(TEMAR, 21q+), ataxia telangiectasia (CV56, normal karyotype) and a chromosome 
instability syndrome (ANDMA, abnormal chromosome 8, 11, 21). (Slavotinek eta!., 1995). 
Fig. 12 shows the MN frequency as a function of dose in these four cell lines. ANDMA was 
found to be the most radiation sensitive line, JEOLI the most resistant line. Similar results were 
obtained by microscopic scoring using the CB-technique (not shown). 
We have also analysed sorted MN with chromosome-specific painting probes to study the 
nature of radiation-induced cytogenetic damage in various human cell lines including the 
radiation-sensitive AT cell line CV 56. Using painting probes for four different chromosomes 
(no. 1, 7, 11 and 14) it could be demonstrated that MN containing parts of chromosome no. 7 
were underrepresented in all three cell lines studied as compared to the frequency expected on 
the basis of DNA proportionality (Slavotinek et a!., submitted). If it is assumed that the 
chromosomal content of MN is an accurate reflection of the radiation-induced damage, then 
these results support a non-random model of radiation-induced cytogenetic damage for the 
chromosomes and cell lines studied so far. 
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Fig. 12: MN frequency as a function of dose in four human cell lines with different radiation sensitivity. 
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Scoring of translocations using FISH 
I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Analysis of radiation-induced symmetrical translocations by fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH, Pinkel et al. 1986) using painting DNA probes simultaneously 
with a pancentromeric a-satellite DNA probes for centromere detection was 
performed in metaphase preparations of human lymphocytes. After in vitro exposure 
of the cells, dose effect curves were established for X- and '¥-rays using a cocktail of 
chromosome probes 1, 4 and 12. Further triple combinations of chromosome specific 
DNA probes (2, 7, 9; 3, 6, 10 and 8, 14, X) were used after irradiation with 3 Gy of 
220 kV X-rays to examine whether a possible variability in the sensitivity of particular 
chromosomes or combinations to be involved in translocations and dicentrics exists. 
The data show that a DNA-proportional distribution of aberrations cannot be 
generally assumed. In reactor personnel and liquidators exposed at the Chernobyl 
accident FISH measurements of translocations were carried out for retrospective 
dose reconstruction using the generated calibration curve. Dose estimates obtained 
with FISH and conventional scoring (Qdr method) were found to be well in line. 
Serial examinations of exposed persons showed that translocation frequencies 
remained fairly constant for many years after exposure allowing the assessment of 
comparable doses at various sampling times. In case of a high contribution of clonal 
aberrations affecting target chromosomes to total translocation frequencies, an 
adequate correction has to be performed in order to obtain reliable estimates. A 
major objective of the present work was to provide reliable data from visual analysis 
of radiation-induced chromosome aberrations for a comparison and evaluation of 
results obtained with automated fluorescence microscope image processing systems 
and flow cytometry methods. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
-To establish a reliable and reproducible protocol for FISH/chromosome painting 
cocktail of chromosomes 1, 4 and 12) simultaneously with a pancentromenc 
probe. 
- Analysis of the dose response relationship for trans locations and generation of a 
calibration curve for translocations induced by ,-rays. 
- Analysis of the DNA-proportional distribution of induced translocations and 
dicentrics in various triple combinations of painting probes. 
- Retrospective dose estimation of subJects exposed at the Chernobyl accident. 
- Analysis of the temporal behaviour of stable translocations. 
- Comparative aberration measurements with automated fluorescence microscopy 
and flow cytometry. 
Ill. Progress achieved 
1. Analysis of dose-response relationship 
In a first experiment with 220 kV X-rays a dose effect curve for symmetrical 
translocations based on about 17 000 cells (7 doses between 0 to 3.0 Gy) was 
generated (Schmid et al. 1992). Composite whole chromosome-specific DNA probes 
(painting probes) labelled with biotin were used for a combination of chromosomes 
1, 4 and 12 (DNA content about 20% of the genome). Bound biotinylated probes 
were detected with streptavidin FITC conjugate. Propidium iodide was used as a 
counterstain. 
Translocations could be efficiently detected by FISH. Their frequencies were 1.8-fold 
higher than the frequencies for dicentrics at a given dose. The dose-response 
curves for translocations and dicentrics were linear quadratic with a significant 
higher quadratic component for translocations (Table 1, Figure 1 ). 
The finding of an excess of translocations compared to dicentrics rose the question 
whether in the FISH assay misscoring of dicentrics in favour of translocations is a 
sufficient explanation for the observed differences. It had to be further cleared up 
whether scoring of stable translocations in unstable cells can influence a FISH-
based quantification of translocation data. 
In a further experiment with 0 to 6.0 Gy of 137Cs -y-rays (Bauchinger et al. 1993) 
translocations were measured by FISH with the biotin-labelled chromosome cocktail 
1, 4, 12 (probe detection with streptavidin FITC conjugate) now simultaneously with 
a digoxigenin-labelled degenerate a-satellite pancentromeric DNA probe which was 
detected by sequential incubation with mouse anti-digoxigenin antibody, rat anti-
mouse lgG and mouse anti-rat lgG, both labelled with AMCA according to Weier et 
al. (1991 ). Propidium iodide was used for counterstaining. 
The background frequency of symmetrical translocations was 1.6x1 o-3 (11 411 cells 
from 11 individuals). Despite subtracting this value from induced frequencies at the 
various doses, similar as in the X-ray experiment, about 1.3 to 1.8-fold more 
translocations were found than dicentrics. Since the two-colour FISH provides a 
precise centromere detection in the painted chromosomes, the observation of higher 
translocation than dicentric frequencies cannot be explained by misscoring. 
Again based on about 17 000 cells, a linear quadratic dose effect curve resulted for 
translocations. Similar to dose-response data obtained from conventional scoring of 
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dicentrics, -y-rays were less effective in producing translocations than X-rays 
(Table 1, Figure 1 ). 
With increasing dose, the number of cells containing both, symmetrical and 
asymmetrical translocations in painted chromosomes is also increasing. In addition, 
dicentrics and acentrics are also present in the propidium iodide fluorescing part of 
the genome. As a consequence, a certain proportion of stable aberrations will be 
scored in unstable cells which have a selective disadvantage during cell 
proliferation. Whereas conventional dicentric scoring can be performed under cell 
cycle-controlled conditions, FISH analysis is not restricted exclusively to first division 
metaphases. This may influence the quantification of FISH-based translocation 
analyses. Using a pancentromeric probe, the analysed cells could be adequately 
classified into stable and unstable cells. Translocation frequencies determined only 
1n stable cells were not found to be substantially different to total translocation 
frequencies, determined also in cells containing additional unstable chromosomal 
changes. Thus, for quantitative analyses, scoring of translocations must not be 
restricted to stable cells only. 
2. Analysis of DNA-proportional distribution of aberrations 
Triple combinations of painting probes usually cover about 12-22% of the total 
genomic DNA content. One specific objective of the project was to test whether a 
possible variability in the sensitivity of particular chromosomes and various 
combinations to be involved in translocations and dicentrics exists. Five triple 
chromosome combinations have been selected according to published results on the 
involvement of single chromosomes in radiation-induced or spontaneous breakage 
events obtained with banding. Although data on the breakpoint distribution per 
chromosome vary considerably, chromosomes 2,7,9 and 8, 14,X were found to be 
over represented, whereas 3, 6 and 1 0 were found to be involved in fewer 
rearrangements. 
Using chromosome specific DNA-probes 1 ,4, 12; 2, 7, 9; 2, 7, 9dig; 3,6, 1 Odig and 
8, 14,Xdig. translocation and dicentric frequencies induced by 3 Gy of 220 kV X-rays 
were examined (Knehr et al. 1994). For unequivocal discrimination of translocations 
and dicentrics, a degenerate a-satellite pancentromeric DNA-probe, produced by in 
vitro amplification using a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used 
simultaneously with the painting probes. DNA of chromosome specific libraries of 
chromosomes 1-4, 6-9, 12 and 14 was biotinylated by nick-translation. Chromosome 
9, 10 and X indicated by "dig" were labelled with digoxigenin, providing a 
chromosome-specific analysis even of morphologically similar target chromosomes 
by differential staining. 
The analysis for DNA-proportional distribution of the observed aberration 
frequencies was performed using the formula of Lucas et al. (1992) 
( 1) 
relating the translocation or dicentric frequency Yi measured by FISH for the i th 
combination to the respective genomic translocation frequency FG (fi is the labelled 
genomic fraction). The formula is based on the theoretical assumption that the 
participation of a chromosome in a symmetrical or asymmetrical translocation is 
proportional to its DNA content and that there is no preference for exchanges 
between particular chromosomes. 
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The x2-goodness-of-fit test was used to test the validity of a DNA-proportional 
distnbution of the aberrat1ons. An analysis of the total symmetrical translocations 
observed in the five chromosome combinations revealed a significant difference 
between the observed and predicted distribution. In Figure 2 the translocation and 
dicentric frequencies observed in the various chromosome combinations are plotted 
versus the DNA-content. In addition, the fit of equation (1) to these data is 
presented. The figure shows that the result can be attributed to the observed excess 
of translocations in the combination 8, 14,Xdig· A similar analysis for the total 
dicentncs in the five combinations revealed, flowever, no significant differences. 
An analysis with respect to single chromosomes revealed a significant difference 
between the observed and predicted distribution of symmetrical translocations. 
Figure 3 shows the observed and predicted (according to equation 1) frequencies of 
symmetrical translocations and dicentrics of the various chromosomes. The 
insufficient goodness of fit for equation (1) can be explained by the observation of a 
relative higher involvement of chromosomes with a lower DNA-content (X-14) in 
symmetrical translocations compared to the other chromosomes except chromosome 
4 For chromosome 2 a remarkably lower translocation frequency than predicted 
from the DNA content by equation ( 1) became apparent. 
There was also no indication for a DNA-proportional distribution of total dicentrics. 
Chromosomes 9,1 0,12 were considerably more frequently involved in dicentrics than 
predicted by equation (1) (Figure 3). The dicentric frequencies observed for these 
chromosomes were higher than that observed for all other chromosomes with a 
higher DNA content except for chromosome 3. 
Although a 1 : 1 ratio of symmetrical translocations to dicentrics should be expected in 
theory, FISH-based measurements are contradictory irrespectively whether a 
centromeric labelling was used simultaneously or not. In our previous studies an 
excess of translocations was found after X-and '¥-irradiation. In this study, an excess 
of symmetrical translocations was found for the combinations, 1 ,4, 12; 2, 7 ,9dig and 
8, 14,Xdig· an? for chromosomes 1 ,4,6,7,8 and X.. . 
The observation of a lower frequency of symmetncal trans locations than predicted in 
chromosome 2 and of an excess of dicentrics in chromosomes 9, 10 and 12 are not 
directly reflected in the results obtained for the combinations containing these 
chromosomes. Obviously excesses and deficits are balanced within most 
combinations. For the combination 8, 14,Xdig. exhibiting an excess of symmetrical 
translocations, the observed deviation of the aberration frequency from a DNA-
proportional distribution is significant and not consistent with the assumptions of 
equation (1 ). Thus the equation in its present form cannot be used to scale up to 
equal the full genome which is required to compare FISH measurements of 
translocations obtained with various randomly selected chromosome combinations. 
We therefore recommend further experiments, extending the present studies with 
selected chromosome combinations on different individuals. if similar deviations can 
be proved, it will be necessary to determine appropriate weighting factors which can 
be included in equation (1) or to use a contingency table analysis to take into 
account also the random process of rejoining. 
3. Retrospective dose estimation 
For retrospective dose estimation chromosome analyses were carried out in 
peripheral blood lymphocytes from 15 persons exposed to ionising radiation from the 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant accident (Salassidis et al. 1994). Nine subjects were 
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exposed as working personnel within or nearby the reactor immediately after the 
accident and three as members of teams of technicians participating in rescue and 
clean-up operations (so-called liquidators). For all, a history of acute radiation 
syndrome is reported. Blood samples were obtained between September 1991 and 
March 1992 on admission of the patients at the Department of Dermatology, 
University Clinic, Munich for symptoms of the delayed stage of the cutaneous 
radiation syndrome. 
Biological dose estimates were determined, either by measuring the frequency of 
dicentric and ring chromosomes in first division unstable cells from conventional 
preparations (Qdr-method, Sasaki, 1983) or by measuring the frequency of stable 
translocations using FISH with painting probes for the chromosome combination 
1, 4, 12 and a pancentromeric DNA probe. Qdr values are dose-dependent but 
independent of the time after exposure as well as of the inhomogeneity of the 
lymphocyte population and provided that a sufficient number of unstable cells is 
available allow a retrospective dose estimation. For a dose estimation based on 
translocation frequencies determined by chromosome painting, the 'Y-ray calibration 
curve described in section 1 was used. 
Fig. 4 shows that with both methods comparable individual dose estimates between 
1.1 to 5.8 Gy were obtained within acceptable confidence limits for the majority of 
investigated cases. Only in two cases (no. 7 and 9) significantly higher estimates 
were derived with ~r than by FISH. For three individuals (no. 5, 12, 15) consistently 
no elevated aberration frequencies were found with neither of the two methods. 
Unlike the other patients they were reportedly not been exposed during the accident, 
but as members of liquidation teams arriving at the accident site a few days later 
For comparative analysis with automated fluorescence microscopy slides with 
metaphase preparations from seven patients were distributed to MRC, Edinburgh. 
4. Analysis of the persistence of stable translocations 
Using the same FISH methodology as described in the previous sections, periodical 
follow-up measurements of trans locations were carried out for the 12 highly 
irradiated cases demonstrated in section 3 (Salassidis et al. 1995). The results are 
demonstrated in Figure 5 which shows the frequencies of symmetrical 
translocations, detected by FISH for the chromosome combination 1 ,4, 12, at 
different sampling times (I-VI) between September 1991 and July 1994. Applying a 
multivariate x2-Poisson-homogeneity test for the complete data set excluding case 
no. 1 , it could be demonstrated that the observed variations of the translocation 
frequencies are not statistically significant (p>0.05, x2=43.5, df=31 ). This is in 
accordance with the general assumption that symmetrical translocations represent 
fairly stable structural chromosomal rearrangements, which may persist even for 
decades after radiation exposure. 
Since, however, the first chromosome analyses were performed not until about 5.5 
years after the accident, one may ask whether these findings are representative for 
translocation frequencies present at the time of exposure. In our previous study we 
performed FISH measurements of translocations and conventional scoring of 
unstable chromosome aberrations using the time-independent Qdr method 
(Salassidis et al.1994). Since comparable dose estimates resulted from both 
methods for the majority of cases, we concluded that translocation frequencies 
actually reflect the initial chromosome damage. Beyond this, data from the present 
follow-up study provide evidence for a further persistence of symmetrical 
translocations allowing the estimation of similar doses at various times distant from 
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exposure. Case no.1 is considered as exceptional since the translocation 
frequencies observed at the two sampling times differ more than two-fold (difference 
test, p<0,0002). Whether the lower translocation frequency reflects a true decline 
cannot be decided, since unfortunately the patient could be examined only twice. 
The present data show also that chromosome painting by FISH can be also 
efficiently used to study the occurrence of clonal symmetrical translocations. During 
follow-up examinations of patient no.9, a consistent derivative chromosome 1, 
der(1 ), was noted as the single abnormality in 5.5 to 9% of the cells analysed. 
Obviously aD-group chromosome (no. 13, 14 or 15) was involved in this particular 
structural rearrangement. Due to its high contribution to the total translocation 
frequency (between 16.5 and 23.5%), a clonal origin was postulated. For a precise 
characterisation of the potential clone, slides which had been first hybridised with the 
chromosome cocktail 1, 4 and 12, were processed for a second hybridization with 
either of the combinations 1, 13, 1,14 or 1, 15. After relocation of the registered cells 
containing the der(1), a complete reciprocal symmetrical translocation t(1q;13q) was 
identified. A G-banding analysis in 30 randomly selected metaphases eventually 
revealed the breakpoints 1 q25 and 13q14. 
The observed clone may be the result of an outgrowth of a particular lymphocyte 
population, which occurred already prior to the beginning of our measurements. 
During the observation time the fraction of clonal cells showed only insignificant 
variations (Poisson homogeneity-test, x2=3.63, df=4, p>0.05) indicating that no 
further clonal expansion occurred. 
For a reliable dose estimation, the contribution of such clonal aberrations to the total 
frequency of translocations has to be taken into account. The frequencies of total 
symmetrical translocations, measured at five examinations during two years of 
observation, ranged from 0.33-0.39 (Fp-value). These correspond to whole body 
equivalent dose estimates between 4.3 and 4.6 Gy obtained from our 137cs -y-ray 
calibration curve (Bauchinger et al. 1993). After correction for the contribution of the 
clone to the total translocation frequencies, Fp*-values ranged from 0.28-0.34 
corresponding to dose estimates between 3.9 and 4.3 Gy. 
A correction for the contribution of clonal translocations to the total translocation 
frequency Fp is mandatory if Fp is about three standard deviations higher than Fp*· 
Due to the well-known fact that clonal chromosome abnormalities play an important 
role in the development and progression of malignant neoplasms, translocation 
analysis by chromosome painting may be also useful for an early detection of such 
stable chromosomal changes. As shown here, it may be used to screen for 
particularly affected chromosomes the specific breakpoints of which can be 
subsequently determined by banding analysis. 
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Table 1· Curve fitt1ng us1ng the linear quadrat1c model Y = c + aD+ (3D2 for 
frequencies of translocations and dicentrics in chromosomes 1, 4 and 12 
Radiation Aberration c ± SE a± SE p ± SE 
quality type x1o-4 x1o-1Gy·1 x1o-2Gy·2 
137-Cs 'Y translocation 170±3.5 0.059 ± 0.043 1.67 ± 0.13 
137-Cs 'Y dicentric 0.9 ± 0 0 0.038 ± 0 021 1 32 ± 0.09 
220 kV X-rays translocation 22 6 ± 5.3 0.094 ± 0.047 2.86 ± 0 30 
220 kV X-rays dicentric - 0.103 + 0.029 1.24 + 021 
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F1gure 1: Dose-response curves for translocations and dicentrics involving painted 
chromosomes 1, 4 and 12 Data for curves 1 and 2 were obta1ned by Simultaneous 
use of a pancentromenc DNA probe 
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Figure 4: Individual dose estimates obtained from conventional chromosome analysis (Qdr method) 
and translocation scoring (FISH). Error bars represent the upper part of 90% confidence intervals. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Green 
II Objectives for the reporting period 
1. To design, build and assemble a semi-automatic system for the analysis of 
radiation induced damage to human chromosomes following fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation with chromosome paints. 
2. To assemble a user-friendly software package for reviewing results. 
3. To establish a large data base of chromosome aberration data containing manual 
and automatic scoring results which could be used to measure the performance of 
the automatic system. 
4. To use this data to generate a calibration curve covering the range of 0-2.0 Gy 
exposure to X-irradiation. 
5. To test the system with slides from individuals exposed at the Chernobyl accident, 
whose exposed dose had been estimated at GSF. 
Ill Progress achieved including publications 
During the period of the grant a semi-automatic system, capable of detecting 
abnormal cells, together with a review package, was brought into use. A large data 
base of 9000 cells was used to measure the performance, and X-ray calibration 
curves using several different parameters were established. This work was presented 
at several conferences and has been accepted for publication. A preprint is 
enclosed. Finally we collaborated with Prof. Bauchinger at GSF, Munich to test the 
system on a series of slides from Chernobyl workers. 
Publications 
FANTES, J.A, GREEN, O.K., HILL, W., STARK, M.H., GORDON, J.M. and PIPER, J. 
1995, Application of automation to the detection of radiation damage using FISH 
technology. Int. J. Radiat. Bioi. (In press) 
Introduction 
The feasibility of highlighting chromosome translocations using fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) of whole chromosome painting probes has been established in 
several laboratories (Pinkel eta/. 1988, Cremer eta/. 1990). Extending this approach 
to scoring radiation damage in peripheral blood lymphocytes has been validated in 
several recent publications (Natarajan eta/. 1992, Gray eta/. 1992, Lucas eta/. 
1992, Schmid eta/. 1992, Tucker eta/, 1993).Stable reciprocal translocations, which 
are difficult to score even in banded preparations can be scored with ease. However 
only a fraction of the damaged chromosomes is detected, depending on how much 
of the genome is painted. The proportion of the total amount of damage detected is 
2.05p(1-p), from the relation derived by Lucas eta/ (1992), where p is the proportion 
of DNA painted. If chromosomes 1 and 2 are both painted p is 0.18 and 27% of the 
damage can be detected. Thus in order to obtain a particular standard error on the 
total estimated frequency of abnormal metaphases or aberrations, correspondingly 
more metaphases must be analysed than would be required had all the damage 
been visible. Although analysis of painted metaphases can be extremely fast (Pipet 
eta/. 1994) we aimed to increase further the speed of analysis by presenting the 
cytogeneticist with an enriched set of metaphases believed to be abnormal, an 
approach used previously for detection of dicentric chromosomes (Bayley eta/. 
1991). 
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METHODS 
Slide Preparation 
Peripheral blood lymphocytes from a healthy 42 year old male were irradiated with 
doses of 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy of 250kVp X-rays. Unexposed blood was used as a 
control. Short term blood cultures were set up for 48 hours, with the colcemid added 
for the final 1-3 hours. Standard methods were used to prepare slides, and these 
were hybridised with paints directly labelled with SpectrumOrange (Vysis) for 
chromosomes 1 and 2. Most hybridisations also included a probe for the 
heterochromatic region of chromosome 1 which was directly labelled with Spectrum 
Orange by nick translation. The slides were counterstained with DAPI. 
Hardware System 
The basic components were a Metasystems motorized fluorescence microscope, a 
Xillix Technologies Microimager-1400 CCD camera and a Sun Microsystems Unix 
workstation. 
Analysis Procedure 
This has been divided into four steps 
• automatic metaphase finding 
• automatic high resolution image capture 
• automatic analysis for abnormal cells 
• manual review 
A small amount of manual interaction was required to load stage with slides, check 
focus, switch objectives and to centre and focus the first metaphase for high 
resolution capture. 
Automatic Metaphase Finding 
Metaphases were located with a x1 0, 0.5 NA objective using the DAPI counterstain. 
Focus and exposure time were determined automatically during the scan. Digitised 
fields were scanned for clusters of small above threshold image components, and a 
simple classifier was used to determine if the cluster was a metaphase (Piper eta/. 
1994). Finally the location of the cluster was filed. A slide could be scanned in -20 
minutes. 
High resolution digitisation of metaphases 
All the located metaphases were digitised using a x63 1.40 NA objective, together 
with the appropriate Leitz epi-illumination filter blocks and emission filters in front of 
the camera. Once the first metaphase was found manually and focused, cell recall, 
focus, exposure time and block and filter changes were all under automatic control. 
Pixel shift, which normally occurs when capturing images using different filter blocks, 
was calibrated during the manual set up and remained stable. Both DAPI and 
SpectrumOrange images were digitised. The DAPI image was thresholded to 
separate chromosomes from background, below background material was 
discarded, and this DAPI mask was applied to the Spectrum Orange image before 
both images were filed. High resolution digitisation took -1 minute per cell. 
Manual Scoring 
In the original study to establish a data base and a calibration curve, every digitised 
cell was scored by a cytogeneticist using a system designed with a Motif 
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(OSF/MOTIF) Graphical User Interface which runs on any Sun SPARC station 10. 
The main design criteria were that it should be simple and fast and have a high 
resolution screen with clear display windows to enable the cytogeneticist to make a 
rapid decision on each metaphase. Digitised cells were read from the file and the 
SpectrumOrange paint and DAPI counterstain displayed in two windows. The 
cytogeneticist classified the cell as normal, abnormal or reject; a cell was classified 
as abnormal if it contained chromosome aberrations (dicentrics, translocations, 
insertions, inversions, fragments) involving painted chromosomes. Further facilities 
included merging paint and DAPI images, changing the colour look up table, zoom 
an printing. Any difficult cells could be recalled for analysis on the microscope. At low 
doses cells could be scored at -300 metaphases an hour; this dropped to -200 
metaphases an hour when scoring images enriched for abnormal cells. 
Automatic analysis for abnormal cells 
In a normal metaphase painting of chromosomes 1 and 2 will result in 4 painted 
image components with a size distribution determined by the chromosome relative 
sizes. If any of the most common radiation aberrations (translocation, dicentric + 
fragment) involving a painted chromosome occurs, the result will be bi-colour 
chromosomes, an increase in the number of painted components and/or a change in 
the size distribution of the expected number of painted components. Automatic 
analysis was aimed at detecting the number and size distribution of painted 
chromosome components as this was more likely to lead to a reliable system than 
searching for bi-coloured chromosomes. 
The strategy used for automatic analysis involved an initial automatic segmentation 
of the thresholded DAPI image to identify chromosomes. Spectrum Orange painted 
areas within the DAPI mask were then identified; weakly painted chromosomes 
tended to produce fragmented images and these were forced to merge if they might 
plausibly belong to the same chromosome. The number of painted objects was 
counted, and the area of each compared to the total chromosomal material. A cell 
was scored as abnormal if the count of painted objects was greater than 4, or if there 
was a clear imbalance in component sizes. The criteria for rejecting a cell were 
similar to those used by a cytogeneticist (incomplete or multiple cells, poor 
hybridisation, stain debris, prophase chromosomes). There were additional reasons 
for rejecting a cell for machine analysis such as difficulty in segmentation or poor 
thresholding. 
Automatic analysis typically takes less than a minute per cell. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The data set 
A total of 9000 composite threshold images were collected and stored on disc. All of 
these cells were scored blind by a cytogeneticist as normal, abnormal or reject. The 
actual type and number of aberrations within each abnormal cell was also recorded. 
Data was collected at 1.0 and 2.0 Gy until 60 abnormal metaphases had been 
scored. At 0 and 0.5 Gy data from at least 2000 analysable metaphases was 
accumulated. 
All of these images were also scored by the automatic analysis program as normal, 
abnormal or reject. 
Manual analysis 
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The percentage of abnormal cells at each dose found by visual analysis of the 
digitised images (and occasional confirmation with the microscope) is shown in 
Figure 1. 
A complete breakdown of aberrations found is shown in Table 1. The background 
frequency of symmetrical translocations is 5 times than that of dicentrics, slightly 
lower than that reported by Bauchinger (1993), though this may well depend on the 
age and medical history of the donor. The overall ratio of symmetrical translocations 
to dicentrics, after correcting for background, is 1.88:1. This agrees with the results 
of other studies using manual scoring techniques (Schmid eta/. 1992, Bauchinger et 
a/. 1993, Knehr eta/. 1994), including those where pancentromeric probes were 
used to enhance the recognition of dicentric chromosomes. 
Automatic analysis 
The correlation between the automatic and manual scores at each radiation dose is 
shown in Table 2. From this table it can be calculated that the automatic analysis 
system on average classified 60, 59 and 73% of the normal, abnormal and rejected 
images correctly. 
Clearly the automatic analysis strategy produced a relatively high number of false 
positives, often a result of paint debris or artefacts, or the incorrect inclusion of nuclei 
as chromosomes. It has been assumed that the abnormal images detected by the 
automatic scoring system would be reviewed by a skilled cytogeneticist and 
categorised as normal, abnormal or reject. Had this been the case in these 
experiments, the abnormal count at each radiation dose would be the true number of 
abnormals following review. In fact in this data set all images were visually scored. 
Those images deemed normal or reject in the review process were added to the 
respective totals of normal or rejected cells. The final results are the scores shown in 
Table 3. 
Visual review after automatic analysis 
Files of several hundred images scored as abnormal by the automatic analysis 
program were reviewed independently by two cytogeneticists. A 90% 
correspondence between scores was recorded; this is comparable to that recorded 
in a similar experiment scoring absorption stained metaphases for dicentric 
chromosomes (Bayley eta/. 1991 ). 
Dose calibration 
Calibration points were generated both from the manual analysis and automatic 
analysis scores from Table 3. Both are shown graphically in Figure 1. These curves 
could be used for dose estimates of recent exposure to ionising radiation. 
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Figure 1 Calibration curve for manual scoring of data (upper line) and automatic analysis 
followed by visual review (lower line). 
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Image processing performance 
As a detailed description of each abnormal cell was recorded during the manual 
scoring, it was possible to determine those abnormalities which the automatic 
approach could detect (for example an increase in the number of painted objects) 
and those which cause neither a change in the number of painted objects ( for 
example the loss of a painted fragment) nor any asymmetry in painted area 
distribution. Table 4 shows how 140 abnormal cells (scored as abnormal both by 
manual and automatic analysis) were distributed in terms of expected and actual 
automatic classification. Three out of every four abnormal metaphases which were 
expected to be classified abnormal were detected. Those not expected to be 
classified abnormal were equally distributed between normal and abnormal. 
Timing and enrichment 
Following automatic analysis the abnormal cells presented for review are on average 
enriched three-fold in abnormal cells. Automatic metaphase finding greatly increases 
the throughput of cells (Piper eta/. 1994) and rapid scoring of abnomal cells is 
obviously possible using the visual review system described here. The results at 1.0 
Gy clearly illustrate this. At 1.0 Gy, manual analysis of 1000 cells painted with 
chromosomes 1 and 2 would yield -60 abnormal metaphase cells where breaks in 
the painted chromosomes had occurred. This would take 5 hours of analysis, at a 
typical rate of 200 cells/hour. Using the automatic system, more cells must be 
analysed as only 65% of captured images are analysable and the false negative rate 
is 40%. 2500 cells must be found and captured to ensure that 60 cells are presented 
for review. These cells would be distributed amongst an enriched set of 400 
metaphases which would require 1.3 hours of review at a rate of 300 cells/hour. 
Table 5 shows similar calculations for all the doses considered here and clearly 
demonstrates the speed advantage achieved at low doses. 
Chernobyl cases 
Through the CEC Radiation Protection Programme we had access to slides 
prepared from peripheral blood cultures of individuals exposed to ionising radiation 
after the Chernobyl nuclear accident in 1986. Dose estimates had been made 
previously at GSF using paints for chromosomes 1 ,4 and 12, together with a 
degenerate a-satellite pancentromeric probe, from a calibration curve for stable 
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translocations induced by 137Cs y-rays. The proportion (p) of the diploid DNA content 
painted by this combination of chromosomes paints is 0.193. 
At MRC HGU the slides were painted with chromosomes 1 and 2 (pis 0.18), and 
without any prior knowledge of dose, put through the automatic analysis procedure. 
Slides were scanned for metaphases, these were digitised and the images analysed 
automatically for abnormal cells. Any abnormal cells were visually reviewed as 
described above, and the type and number of aberrations noted. 
Problems arose both in metaphase finding and automatic analysis. Metaphases on 
the GSF slides were more compact than those on MRC slides and were initially 
missed by the metaphase finder. Adjustments were made and more metaphases 
were found. However these were then rejected by the automatic analysis program as 
segmentation of tight clusters of chromosomes was often difficult. In some cases the 
total number of abnormal and normal cells analysed was small, despite scanning 
four or five slides. 
The MRC calibration curve was based on the% of abnormal cells, 48 hours after 
exposure to 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy of 250kVp X-rays. However the abnormal cells 
contained unstable aberrations (dicentrics) as well as stable aberrations 
(translocations), and so this was not a valid dose response curve to use for dose 
estimates 8 years after exposure to ionising radiation. Data on the number of 
translocations found in the abnormal cells was available and a new dose response 
curve was fitted. This was corrected for use with y-radiation from data in Bauchinger 
eta/ (1993), as y-rays have a lower RBE. Dose estimates of the Chernobyl cases 
were made from the frequency of translocations after visual review; these data are 
shown in Table 6 together with dose estimates from GSF; 95% limits are shown for 
both estimates. Details of the statistical analysis can be found in Silva et al. (1994). 
There are four potential sources of error in the data which arise from 
1. the small number of cells scored for each individual case 
2. random variation in the calibration curve 
3. inaccuracy in the figure used in conversion to a y-radiation calibration curve 
4. lack of data above 2 Gy. 
In 5 of the 8 cases where both dose estimates were available our estimates were 
higher than those of GSF, in two cases they were lower, and in 1 case they were 
equal. However in the 5 cases where 95% confidence intervals were also available, 
the intervals overlapped. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have demonstrated the potential of an automated system for analysis of radiation 
damage to human chromosomes following in situ hybridisation with whole 
chromosome painting probes. Further improvements in performance were envisaged 
but with the end of the grant, the retiral of Dr. O.K. Green and Dr.J. Piper leaving 
MRC HGU these could not be implemented. Although the system was originally 
designed to be used for detection of abnormal cells at low exposures, results from 
the Chernobyl slides were promising, but there were several discrepancies in the 
dose estimates. More accurate dose estimates would result from the availability of a 
calibration curve from y-irradiated cells extending above 2 Gy, and more cells being 
scored from each case. 
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Table 1 Chromosome aberrations identified by FISH in chromosomes 1 and 2 following 
manual analysis of visually acceptable metaphase images. 
No aberrations ~er 100 cells 
ST 
Dose No Total 
Gy cells Ace Die CR c IC lnv Ins trans 
0 2454 0.04 0.04 0 0.12 0.08 0.04 0 0.24 
0.5 2180 0.37 0.60 0.09 0.60 0.60 0.05 0 1.24 
1.0 998 1.10 1.61 0.40 2.30 1.10 0 0.10 3.51 
2.0 392 3.06 6.12 1.28 8.93 2.81 0.26 0.26 12.24 
Ace, acentric; Die, dicentric; CR, centric ring; ST, symmetrical translocation; C, complete; IC, 
incomplete; lnv, inversion; Ins, insertion; trans, translocation 
Table 2 Confusion matrices of manual versus automatic counts of normal, abnormal and 
rejected cells following in vitro radiation doses of 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 Gy. Columns give the 
manual analysis counts and rows give the automatic analysis counts. Bold figures show true 
correspondence between the two sets. 
Normal Abnormal Reject Total 
(a) 0 Gy 
Normal 1451 4 326 1781 
Abnormal 368 3 163 534 
Reject 594 0 1087 1681 
Total 2413 7 1576 3996 
(b) 0.5 Gy 
Normal 1239 6 146 1391 
Abnormal 249 29 99 377 
ReJect 529 12 858 1399 
Total 2017 47 1103 3167 
(c) 1.0 Gy 
Normal 549 12 100 661 
Abnormal 125 32 43 200 
Reject 251 14 372 637 
Total 925 58 515 1498 
(d) 2.0 Gy 
Normal 179 16 21 216 
Abnormal 48 38 16 102 
Reject 90 11 122 223 
Total 317 65 159 541 
Table 3 shows the results after automatic analysis followed by hypothetical manual review, 
of all images scored as abnormal by the system. The final number of normal cells was the 
sum of those images scored as normal by the automatic analysis program and images 
judged to be normal following visual review. 
Dose Gy No normal No %abnormal No 
cells abnormal cells reject 
cells cells 
0 2143 3 0.14 1838 
0.5 1640 29 1.73 1496 
1.0 786 32 3.91 680 
2.0 264 38 12.58 239 
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Table 4 Classification of 140 abnormal metaphase images by automatic analysis. The 
expected classification was based entirely on the criteria of additional painted areas or gross 
asymmetry of the distribution of painted areas. 
Actual automatic 
classification 
Abnormal 
Normal 
Expected automatic classification 
Abnormal Normal 
91 11 
26 12 
Table 5 The number of metaphase cells that must be found and analysed, both manually 
and automatically to ensure that at least 60 abnormal cells involving aberrations of 
chromosomes 1 and 2 are visually reviewed by a cytogeneticist. The number of cells 
required for manual analysis using a fluorescence microscope alone is shown in the first 
column for each dose. The equivalent number of cells required to be captured and analysed 
automatically is shown in the second column, and the resulting number of cells to be 
reviewed shown in the third column. The estimated time spent by a reviewing cytogeneticist 
1s shown 1n parenthesis in hours against the cell numbers. 
Dose Gy 
0.5 
1.0 
2.0 
Manual analysis 
3000 (15) 
1000 (5.0) 
300 (1.5) 
Automatic analysis 
Captured Reviewed 
7500 1200 (4.0) 
2500 400 (1.3) 
750 120 (0.4) 
Table 6. Data from Chernobyl cases. The second column shows the total of abnormal and 
normal cells after automatic analysis and visual review; the third column contains the number 
of translocations in those cells scored as abnormal after visual review. Estimated doses from 
MRC calibration curve and GSF in final two columns. 
Case No abnormal + No Estimated dose Estimated dose 
normal cells trans locations Gy (95%1imits) Gy {95%CI) 
3297 103 8 2.7 (1.6-3.8) 1.6 (1.1-2.3) 
3417 231 25 3.2 (2.5-4.0) 2.5 (2.0-3.0) 
3418 129 14 3.3 (2.3-4.2) 2.8 (2.4-3.2) 
3419 271 37 3.7 (3.0-4.3) 4.4 (3.9-4.9) 
3455 87 1 0.9 (0.0-2.0) 0 
3468 48 2 1.9 (0.3-3.5) 1.9 (1.4-2.4) 
3469 90 12 3.6 (2.5-4.8) 2.1 (1.6-2.7) 
3638 185 7 1.8 (1.0-2.6) 2.1 
3713 178 17 3.0 (2.2 -3.8) 
3714 78 4 2.1 (0.9-3.4) 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The induction of chromosomal aberrations is used as one of the basic experimental data bases for 
judgements made in radiological protection. It contributes to the judgements of radiation quality and to 
the extrapolation of risk to low doses and low dose rates. Chromosomal change can be one of the early 
steps m the long sequence of events which subsequently lead to neoplastic transformation of cells and 
eventually to cancer. This contract aims to provide more detailed information on the radiation quality 
dependence of aberratiOn production and a better understanding of the production of chromosomal 
aberrations both in the first cell cycle and after many cell divisions. 
The first two projects used human lymphocytes irradiated in G0 . The aberration yield was 
measured immediately following madiation as well as at later times by the technique of premature 
chromosomal condensation (PCC) and later at the first metaphase. It is the variation of these effects with 
radiation quality that is the subject of this report. Particles of approximately constant LET are provided 
by the accelerator, GANIL, in France. The third project provides the ion beam and measurements of dose 
for particular irradiations. 
The fourth and fifth projects concern the formation of unstable chromosomal aberrations in the 
first and in subsequent cell cycles following irradiation. Again it was the variation of these effects with 
radiation quality that formed the basis of these investigations. One group used Chinese hamster ovary cells 
and a hamster-human hybrid cell line (hamster cells containing a single copy of human chromosome 2). 
The other group used human fibroblasts. Both of these groups obtained their irradiations from the 
accelerators at GSI Darmstadt. 
The collaboration between the first three contractors has been very good. Three visits to the 
GANIL accelerator were undertaken during the contract period. Had it not been for the unforseen 
shutdown of the accelerator for modification then four visits would have taken place by the end of the 
contract period. The fourth visit will now take place at the end of September 1995. 
The workers under project 3 of this contract arranged and provided the charged particle beams of 
oxygen and carbon ions. The three different particle beams of 996 and 1480 MeV oxygen ions and 425 
MeV carbon ions concentrated measurements in the LET range 50-70 keV.Jlm-1 which corresponds to the 
radiation quality that has been predicted to be of maximum effectiveness for the production of 
chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes irradiated in G0 and assayed at the first metaphase. For 
these experiments, the two tandem cyclotrons at GANIL have produced particles of 95 MeV u- and their 
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energy has been reduced by the use of absorbers. The beam uniformity has been controlled by using a 
scattering foil and uniformity to within 20% over the 3 em diameter of the biological target has been 
achieved. Although attempts have been made to use ionisation chambers to measure the dose rate in the 
beam, the most reliable estimates of dose have resulted from a measurement of particle fluence at the 
position of the cells and a knowledge of LET. It was only on the third visit that good agreement between 
the doses inferred from the ionisation chamber readings and those inferred from fluence measurement with 
plastic foils was achieved. 
A misfortune on the second visit which used 92 MeV u·1 oxygen ions in which the plastic track 
etch detectors showed the existence of two ions was unexpected. The extra ion detected in the beam was 
thought to be caused by the break-up of the oxygen-16 ion to produce protons or helium-4 ions which were 
not stopped by the shutter or the beam-defining slit used in the exposures. By calculation from the 
measured fluence ratios it was estimated that the contribution to dose of these lower LET particles was 
about 30% on average contributing about 10% to the yield of aberrations in lymphocytes. The contribution 
to the measurement of PCC fragments could be as high as 30% because there is little evidence of an RBE 
for PCC fragment production much greater than 1. The yield of PCC fragments for this experiment are 
therefore probably overestimated. 
The results from the two laboratories under projects 1 and 2 seem to give a coherent message since 
dicentric yields measured at the first metaphase agree. The group under project 2 also measured 
translocations using florescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) technique. For oxygen-16 ions a linear 
increase oftranslocation yield with dose was found and, when compared with dicentrics, the frequency was 
higher by a factor of 2 to 3. PCC fragments measured immediately after exposure, which means after about 
45-60 mins of repair, appear linear with dose for all radiatiOn qualities and the RBE values are not much 
greater than 1. The highest RBE seen is 2 for the 92 MeV u· 1 oxygen ions and the yield is believed to be 
high for the reasons stated above. For x-rays the yield is about 3 PCC breaks per cell per gray. 
With the PCC techniques (project 2) the kinetics of repair of heavy ion induced chromosome 
damage was also studied. Following irradiation of lymphocytes with 1480 MeV oxygen and 425 MeV 
carbon ions and imposmg recovery times of 2 and 4 hours, the yield of PCC fragments decreased by 20-
40% compared with 50-70% for x-rays. However when the DNA repair inhibitor ARA-a was added to 
the cells immediately after irradiation and maintained during fusion, the PCC yield increased by a factor 
of 2 which is similar to the increase obtained after x-irradiation. The RBE for 1480 MeV oxygen ions was 
about 2 which might be a small overestimate because of the beam contamination mentioned earlier. 
A sirrular set of observations was obtained from project 5 using a CHO-Kl cell line and its DNA 
repair deficient counterpart, xrs-5. Both cell types were irradiated in G1 and all chromosomal and 
chromatid aberrations were scored and pooled to provide the reported results. The chromosome 
aberrations scored were dicentrics, centric rings and excess acentric fragments while chromatid aberrations 
included breaks and exchanges. 
For the production of all aberrations following x-irradiation, the repair deficient cell line was an 
order of magnitude more sensitive than the wild type cells. Following irradiation with highly energetic 
gold ions (780 MeV u·1 , LET= 1150 keV ,.mi1 ) the repair deficient line was only a factor of 2 more 
sensitive than the wild type line. All dose effect relationships appeared linear with dose which contrasts 
with the highly curved responses for human lymphocytes obtained at low LET. Converting the fluences 
for gold ions to dose, results in RBE values of about 2.5 for the wild type cells and 0.5 for the repair 
deficient mutant. The conversion assumes a nuclear area of about 1 0011m2 so that 10 6 particles em ·2 
corresponds to 1 particle per cell nucleus. 
An interesting feature of these experiments is the observation that for high LET and not low LET, 
chromatid breaks and exchanges were produced despite irradiation in G 1. This effect has not generally 
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been observed in human lymphocytes irradiated in G0 although some data in Sabatier et al (1990) suggests 
this might occur. 
The principal implicatiOns of these experiments for mechanisms by which radiation induces 
aberrations in cells is that DNA repair is a very important factor. A current hypothesis is that radiation 
produces a large number of double strand breaks which are induced linearly with dose. Most double strand 
breaks restitute but a few either form an exchange with each other or exchange with an undamaged part 
of the same or another chromosome. Other work seems to indicate the yield of double strand breaks in the 
two cell lines is the same so there must be at least two types of repair, one that restitutes breaks rapidly and 
the other which forms exchanges or restitution on a rather longer time scale. The x-ray sensitive strain is 
then deficient in only the first of these repair systems and high LET radiation produces types of double 
strand breaks which are naturally resistant to the first form of repair. 
The linearity of aberration yield with dose for x-rays for the Chinese hamster cell lines is open to 
question because the lowest dose used was 2 Gy but if the yield is linear with dose, this implies either that 
exchange between two double strand breaks is not important for this cell line or that inter-track action is 
a small or non-existent component. These arguments do not apply to the human lymphocyte system. 
The observation of unstable aberrations in subsequent cell cycles has been investigated further 
under projects 4 and 5 and these two laboratories have collaborated well. During the contract period, the 
Dutrillaux group visited GSI seven times. Both cyclotrons (UNILAC and SIS) were used and the beam 
and dosimetry has been provided by the Kraft group. The important features of the results obtained from 
project 5 are as follows. The observations of chromosomal aberrations after many cell cycles following 
irradiation depends upon how the cells are grown. CHO cells propagated as mass cultures showed no sign 
of cell instability in later generations. However, when these cells were cloned individually, instability was 
seen in some of the colonies. The fraction of cells in each colony which contain aberrations is variable 
ranging from 5% (which is normal) to 50%. A possible reason for the failure to see cell instability in cells 
grown in mass culture is that normal cells grow faster than the few aberrant cells and thus dominate the 
cytogenetic picture. 
Further experiments were done with UV24C2-3 cells, a human-hamster hybrid cell line containing 
one copy of human chromosome 2. The important results here are that x rays as well as neon ions 
(25 MeV u· 1 , 183 keViJm-1) produce chromosomal instability and there appears to be no marked dose 
dependence in the range studied. For the charged particle irradiations at the lowest dose, every cell is 
intersected by at least one particle so that in all these experiments every cell was irradiated. 
By contrast, the work under project 4 has concentrated on the nature of aberrations seen in those 
cells showing instability. Using human fibroblasts irradiated with heavy ions the main feature is that the 
aberrations seen after about 25 passages involve the telomeric regions of particular chromosome arms; 1 p, 
13p, 13q, 16p and 16q are implicated. In this system the group has failed to observe such chromosomal 
instability following x-irradiation. 
Overall the evidence on the mechanism by which chromosomal instability occurs is still not clear. 
The work presented here indicates that several cell types show the effect. The work from Dutrillaux 
(project 4) strongly implicates the telomeric regions of chromosomes and appears to be related only to high 
LET radiation. The results from Kraft (project 5) clearly show that x-rays as well as high LET particles 
can produce the instability effect so that it is not a specific high LET phenomenon. The necessity to use 
single cell cloning methods indicated by the Kraft group to express the instability effect contrasts with the 
cell culturing techniques used by the Dutrillaux group who found that some chromosomally abnormal cells 
exhibited growth advantage and eventually invaded the cultures. 
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Workers under projects 2, 4 and 5 have pointed out that cell type might explain these phenomena. 
The Kraft group have used immortalised cell lines which are transformed and which grow rapidly so that 
clones of undamaged cells will normally invade the whole colony. This makes unstable cells difficult, if 
not impossible, to see. Single cell clones can however show instability. The Dutrillaux group work with 
primary human fibroblasts which after about 45 to 50 passages become senescent. The reason for this is 
thought to be that the enzyme telomerase which maintains telomeric sequences is mactive in these primary 
cells. The result is that with continued cell proliferation the telomeres gradually shorten and lead to 
chromosomal instability characterised by end to end chromosomal associations. This process subsequently 
leads to cell senescence. However, this argument does not apply to the immortalised CHO cells because 
in these telomerase is active. 
One the basis that different mechanisms may underly radiation induced genomic instability in 
mortal human fibroblasts and immortal CHO cells it is perhaps not surprising that these cell types exhibit 
differences in the LET -dependence of induction of the instability phenotype. 
References 
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II Objectives for the reporting period 
The objectives for this contract were to obtain dose-effect relationships for the induction of 
chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes for several charged particle irradiations. The cells were 
to be irradiated in G0 and aberrations scored at the first metaphase. The charged particles were to be 
obtained from GANIL at Caen in France and the irradiations were of the track segment type, that is at 
constant LET. The LET values of interest were from about 20 to I 50 ke V J.lm ·1 which covers the range 
of maximal effect previously inferred from neutron irradiations. The more specific objectives to achieve 
the main aim, were to attend GANIL, irradiate and culture the cells, score the aberrations and fit 
appropriate dose effect relationships. Results for three separate ions have been obtained. The irradiations 
for one ion were done prior to the start of the contract but scoring and curve fitting was done during the 
contract period. A fourth ion will be used to irradiate blood in September I995. 
ill Progress achieved including publications 
Previous work in this laboratory has aimed at measuring dose effect relationships for the induction 
of chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes by radiations of many different qualities. The 
dicentric aberration has received greatest attention because it is relatively easy and reliable to score and 
it has a low spontaneous frequency. Analysis of dose effect curves has consistently demonstrated that the 
yield curve 
Y=C+aD+ PD2 
fits the observed data well. For research aimed at radiation protection, it has been the variation of the 
coefficient a with radiation quality which has received greatest attention. Previous work from just 5 
neutron energy spectra from a fission spectrum to I4 MeV neutrons produced a hypothesis concerning the 
variation of a with LET. This hypothesised curve is shown in Fig. I. The objective of using charged 
particles of nearly constant LET to irradiate lymphocytes has been to verify or revise these curves. Data 
for a-particles (120 keY J.lm-1), 23 MeV helium-3 ions (22 keY J.lm-1) and I90 MeV neon-20 ions 
(460 keY J.lm·1) have all fallen close to this curve. Data for 9 MeV protons (5 keY J.lm-1) lie about a factor 
2 below the curve. 
Data sufficient to derive dose effect relationships have been produced during this contract. The 
scoring data for 996 MeV and I480 MeV oxygen ions and 425 MeV carbon ions are shown in Tables I, 
2 and 3. Dicentric distribution data are also shown. The methods of dosimetry for the three particle beams 
are described under project 3 of this contract. In brief, an ionisation chamber was used to calibrate the 
monitor current. To measure fluence, CR39 track etch devices were placed on the wheel which held the 
blood samples for irradiation. For the 996 MeV oxygen ion beam there was a discrepancy between the 
dose measured by the ionisation chamber and that measured by the track etch devices. This was attributed 
to incomplete collection of the ionisation current and so dosimetry was based on measured fluences. 
For the I480 MeV oxygen ion beam the track etch devices showed the existence of two distinct 
ions. Eventually the two ions were attributed to the main oxygen-I6 ions and to break -up products of the 
oxygen ion, probably helium-4 or protons. Measurements of the fluences of these two particles showed 
that the disintegration products were variable whereas the oxygen beam fluence correlated well with beam 
monitor current. On average the ratio of fluence was about I: I but because the disintegration products had 
a lower LET than the oxygen beam the extra dose caused by the products was probably no more than 30%. 
The lower LET particles also had a lower biological effect so that it was likely that no more than I 0% of 
the aberration yield was caused by the disintegration products. The quoted doses in Table 2 are those 
derived from the oxygen-I6 fluence measurements and ignored the contribution by the lower LET 
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disintegration products. For the 425 MeV carbon ions (Table 3) the agreement between the measurements 
from the ionisation chamber and the track etch devices was very good. 
Inspection of Tables 1 to 3 shows that the number of radiation induced excess acentrics are on 
average about 20% lower than the number of radiation induced dicentrics. The number of centric rings 
is about 4% of the dicentrics which is perhaps marginally lower than the 5 to 10% which comes from 
previous experience. Overall there does not appear to be any important variation in the ratio of the 
aberrations scored with radiation quality. Similar ratios have been obtained following photon and neutron 
irradiation. 
An analysis of the distribution of dicentrics amongst cells shown in Tables 1-3 shows clear signs 
of a dispersion greater than would be expected on the Poisson distribution. For curve fitting purposes an 
average ratio of variance to mean was selected and applied to all dose points for each ion. Values of 1.3, 
1.25 and 1.2 were chosen for the data in Tables 1-3 respectively. The results of curve fitting to equation 
(1) and to the simpler linear form, are shown in Table 4. 
Dicentric yield coefficients 
x2 Radiation LET DF p 
kev/J.lm aGy-1 BGy-2 
Oxygen ions 
996MeV 67 0.38 ± .03 - 14.0 7 0.05 
0.39 ± .05 0-.005 ± .049 13.9 6 0.03 
1480MeV 49 0.57 ± .04 - 48.5 8 <.0001 
0.45 ± .07 0.17 ± .09 32.3 7 <.0001 
Carbon ions 
425MeV 59 0.67 ± .05 - 36.0 7 <.0001 
0.55 ± .07 0.23 ± .10 21.4 6 0.002 
Fitted values of a and (3 for radiation induced dicentrics for several ions 
The probabilities of fit to these equations show some inconsistency in yields between doses for 
the same ion. According to Fig. 1 the a coefficients for 49, 59 and 67 keY J.lm-1 should be respectively 
about 0.85, 0.95 and 1.05 dicentrics per cell per Gy to be consistent with our previous experiments with 
neutron radiations. However, the ions used within this contract are more energetic than the 200-350 keY 
protons which have similar LET and which contributed to the curve in Fig. 1. The o-rays (electrons) 
produced by the low energy protons have an energy no more than 1 ke V so that all energy is deposited 
within 100nm of the proton track. For the energetic ions the o-rays have much higher energy. The 
maximum energies of the 966 MeV oxygen ions, the 1480 MeV oxygen ions and the 425 MeV carbon ions 
are about 120, 180 and 70 keY respectively. These electrons have continuous slowing down ranges of 
about 200, 350 and 70 J.lm in tissue respectively and they all deposit some of their energy far from the path 
of the ion. Because these distances are large compared with the distance over which initial chromosome 
breaks are believed to interact, the ions behave biologically as if they had a lower LET. It is therefore 
possible to reconcile qualitatively the lower measurements of the a coefficients in Table 4 compared with 
those expected from Fig. 1. 
An interesting feature of the results in Table 4 is that for the 49 and 59 keY J.lm-1 beams there 
appears to be a p coefficient which is just significantly positive. The best fit values shown in Table 4 are 
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about a factor of 3 or 4 higher than the ~ coefficient previously obtained for x and y-rays but the 
uncertainties are large. From the report of project 3 there is some suggestion that larger doses may be 
underestimated because of non-linearity between the beam monitor current and the ionisation chamber 
current and this at least in part could account for the observed~ coefficient with the 425 MeV carbon ions. 
The results shown here confirm the difficulty of detecting a small ~-term in the presence of a large a term. 
Publications 
Edwards, AA, Finnon, P, Moquet, JE, Lloyd, DC, Darroudi, F and Natarajan, AT. The Effectiveness of 
High Energy Neon Ions in Producing Chromosomal Aberrations in Human Lymphocytes. Radiation 
Protection Dosimetry 52, 299-303 (1994). 
Edwards, AA. The formation of chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes by radiations of different 
quality. Atelier sur les Programmes de Recherche Biomedicale en cours au GANIL. Caen, October 1993. 
GANIL Report RI 94 01 (1994). 
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II. Objective for the reporting period 
The aim of the project was to use the accelerators at LINAC (GSI, Darmstadt) and 
GANIL (Caen) to irradiate human peripheral blood lymphocytes with ions of nearly 
constant LET (in the range of 10-200 keVIt-tm), and to investigate; 
(1) The initial frequency of chromosomal damages observed by using the Premature 
Chromosome Condensation (PCC) technique. 
(2) The RBE values obtained in comparison to X-ray-induced chromosome damages 
immediately following irradiation. 
(3) The kinetics of repair processes following high LET irradiation and their relation to 
those following low LET irradiation. 
(4) Induction of chromosomal aberrations (unstable and stable) at the first mitosis 
following exposure. 
(5) The modulating effect of DNA repair inhibitors (i.e. ara-A) on high LET radiations 
induced chromosomal aberrations. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Exposure to low doses of high LET radiation has been seriously considered as a 
potential human health hazard and the induction of chromosomal aberrations is used as 
one of the basic experimental data for judgements made in radiological protection. 
For the first set of experiments the neon beam was obtained from the linear accelerator 
LINAC at GSI (Darmstadt). The energy of beam was about 180 MeV giving an average 
LET of 460 keVIt-tm. The induction of chromosomal aberrations immediately after 
irradiation was studied using PCC method. All other experiments using oxygen-16 and 
carbon-12 ions were performed at GANIL (Caen). For the second experiment, human 
lymphocytes were irradiated with Oxygen-16 ions of 65.77 MeV corresponding to a LET 
value approaching 70 ke VI ttm. The induction of chromosomal damage and repair after 
irradiation using the technique of PCC were performed. For the third and fourth experi-
ments lymphocytes were irradiated with oxygen-16 ions of about 92 MeV and carbon-12 
ions of about 40 MeV, corresponding to LET values approaching 49 and 59 ke VI ttm, 
respectively. We investigated the induction of chromosomal aberrations and kinetics of 
repair after irradiation with these heavy ions in the presence and absence of DNA repair 
inhibitor (i.e. adenine arabino-furanoside, ara-A), immediately after irradiation (using the 
PCC technique) and later on at the first mitosis by analysing unstable as well as stable 
aberrations in Giemsa stained preparations and following fluorescence in situ hybridizati-
on (chromosome-painting assay), respectively. 
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For the PCC assay, human lymphocytes were isolated using LeucoPREP™, cell 
separation tube (Becton Dickinson Labware). The resulting mononuclear cells were 
irradiated with heavy ions (i.e. Neon-20, oxygen-16 and cabon-12). The dosimetry has 
was done by Drs. Edwards (NRPB) and Freeman (CRN). The lymphocytes were injected 
into sample holders (about 1x106 cells/sample holder). For each dose point 4-5 sample 
holders were irradiated successively. Following irradiation lymphocytes were pooled and 
fused with mitotic Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells in the presence of polyethylene 
glycol (MW = 1450, 55% w/v) as fusing agent, which lead to condensation of lymphocy-
tes nuclei prematurely. The mitotic CHO cells prelabeled with 5-Bromodeoxyuridine 
(BrdUrd) for at least 2 cell cycles, were obtaioned by mitotic shake off. Therefore, 
following Giemsa staining mitotic CHO cells could be differentiated from human 
interphase cells based on the Giemsa staining property of BrdUrd substituted 
chromosomes. Following one hr incubation at 37°C, the routine fixation protocol was 
used and air dried preparations were made and stained according to Fluorescence plus 
Giemsa technique and mounted in Depex. 
For the metaphase analysis, after irradiation, the cells were removed from each trough by 
flushing with culture medium, lymphocytes were pooled and cultured for 48 hours. 
Colcemid was added 3 hrs before harvesting to accumulate mitotic cells. 5-Bromode-
oxyuridine was added to the culture medium and following fixation and FPG-staining only 
first division cells were scored for dicentrics, centric rings and excess of fragments. 
For chromosome painting assay, chromosome specific DNA libraries and fluorescence in 
situ hybridization (FISH) were applied to detect stable aberrations (i.e. translocations). 
Bluescribe DNA libraries specific for chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 and X (representing 
about 40% of human genome) were labeled with biotin-16 dUTP by nick translation and 
immunofluorescence staining was used according to the standard protocols. 
Neon-20 ions (460 keV/~tm): 
Induction of chromosome aberrations by Neon-20 ions 111 interphase cells 
(immediately after irradiation): 
Human lymphocytes were irradiated with Neon-20 (LET of 460 keV/J.Lm) and immeida-
tely fused with mitotic CHO cells. A linear dose response curve was observed (Table 1). 
One interesting observation was the distribution of PCCs, no scattering of PCCs for 
different doses was found, for example, for 4.4 Gy about 60% of cells were without 
excess of fragments and among others between 17 and 22 extra breaks per cells were 
found (Table 1). These cells with such a high frequency of aberrations obviously will die 
and never come to mitosis in routine culturing protocol for chromosome analysis. If we 
assumed that cells in irradiated samples with no excess PCCs were missed by particles 
and those hit did not die and had visible damage, the frequency of PCCs can be calcula-
ted based on the excess of PCC per damage cells, the RBE was found to be 1.5-1.9 
compared with low LET (X-rays). When induced PCCs were estimated on the basis of 
excess of fragments in total number of cells analysed a value for the slope a of 2.1 ± 0. 2 
excess PCCs per Gy was found, and RBE of about 0.7 was found. These observations 
indicate that high interphase death and mitotic delay specially at high doses operating with 
Neon-20 irradiation (at LET of 460 keV/J.Lm), however, they had no signifcant effect on 
PCC analysis. 
Oxygen-16-ions: 
Induction and repair kinetics of oxygen-16-ions induced chromosomal 
aberrations in interphase and metapahse cells: 
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Oxygen-16 ions with two different energy were generated and used (LET of 70 and 49 
keV/1-'m). 
PCC experiments: 
The distributions of PCC fragments following irradiation with different doses of oxygen 
ions (Tables 2-4) indicate that lymphocytes were uniformly irradiated. A linear dose 
response curve was observed. From PCC data the RBE at 0 time with respect to X-rays is 
estimated to be in the range of 1.5-1. 9 and 2-3 for 70 and 49 ke VI I-'m, respectively. 
However, following irradiation of lymphocytes with oxygen-16 ions (LET of 49 
keV/1-'m), in addition to PCCs fragments (scorable) rather high numbers (15-20%) of 
pulverized chromosomes (unscorable) were observed irrespective of the dose of irradiati-
on and treatment regimens (Table 3 and 4), possibly due to contamination of other ions 
(i.e. protons or helium ions). These data were not included in the estimation of the 
frequency of breaks per cell for each dose of oxygen-16-ions. 
In order to assess the kinetic of repair following irradiation of human lymphocytes with 
oxygen-ions of different energy. Following irradiation a recovery time of 2 or 4 hr was 
given in the presence and absence of inhibitors of DNA double strand break repair (ara-
A). The results indicate that the rate of recovery following oxygen-16-ions is about 20-
25% less than the value obtained with X-rays (Table 2-4). However, when ara-A was 
added immediately following irradiation and kept during one hour fusion time, PCC 
fragments increased about 70% in comparison to the regimen without ara-A (Table 5). A 
very similar enhancement was found when ara-A was used in combination with X-rays in 
human lymphocytes. These data indicate that though breaks caused by high LET radiation 
might repair rather slowly than those caused by low LET raidation the recovery of fast 
repair component of DNA double strand breaks is similar between low and high LET 
radiations. 
Modulating effects of ara-A on oxygen-16-ions induced unstable and stable 
aberrations in human lymphocytes: 
Two major classes of aberrations induced by low LET radiation in G0 cells, namely 
stable (translocations) and unstable (dicentrics). It has been reported that frequency of 
translocations following low LET radiation is about 1.5-2 times more than the frequencies 
of dicentrics induced by a given dose of X-rays. We have investigated the induction of 
stable and unstable aberrations and the influence of DNA repair inhibitors (i.e. ara-A) 
following oxygen-16-ions (LET of 49 keV/1-'m) irradiation. A linear dose response curve 
was found for dicentrics and translocations, and increased frequency of translocations was 
about 2-3-fold higher than dicentrics (Fig. 1). When human blood lymphocytes were 
irradiated in the presence and post-incubated with ara-A which modifies the structure of 
chromatin and inhibits rejoining of DNA DSBs, an up to two-fold increase in the 
frequencies of induced dicentrics and translocations is encountered. Similar observation 
was made following X-irradiation, however, when ara-C or 3-aminobenzamide employed 
to study their influence on the frequencies of X-ray-induced aberrations, no effect in the 
frequencies of induced translocations was found, while the frequencioes of dicentrics 
increased. 
Carbon-12 ions (LET of 59 keV/f.Lm): 
Following treatment of human lymphocytes with carbon-12-ions a linear dose response 
for induction of aberrations was observed. From PCC data the RBE at 0 time with respect 
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to X-rays is estimated to be in the range of 1.2-1.4 (Fig. 2). Following 4 hr recovery 
time, the frequency of breaks decreased by about 35-40% (Fig. 2) The rate of recovery 
following carbon-12-ions exposure is 15-20% less than the values obtained with X-rays. 
Generally, these data indicate that there is a slight qualitative difference in the initial 
chromosome lesions induced by low and high-LET radiations. The repair processes 
following high LET radiation might be slower than following low LET radiation and/or 
more non-rejoining breaks are produced by heavy ions than by X-rays. 
For the metapahse analysis, the crucial factor at high LET is the probability that a single 
particle crossing a cell nucleus will kill the cell. If the probability is large, RBE values 
will be small and vice versa (if this porbability is small, RBE values could be large). Of 
course higher values of RBE would be obtained if aberrations could be seen in the 
lymphocytes that suffer interphase death, in this respect the PCC technique with FISH 
(using centromeres and chromosome specific DNA libraries) offers the potentials for 
obtaining these data. In addition, it can shed some light to the mechansim of formation of 
unstable and stable aberrations following low and high LET irrdiations. Further expe-
riments are in progress. In fact, the fourth visit to GANIL that will take place at the end 
of September 1995 during which, experiments to investigate further the correlations 
between high LET induced DNA lesions and observed biological effects at interphase and 
metaphase cells will be done. 
Publications: 
Edwards, A.A., Finnon, P., Moquet, J.E., Lloyd, D.C., Darroudi, F. and Natarajan, 
A.T. (1994). The effectiveness of high energy neon ions in producing chromosomal 
aberrations in human lymphocytes. Radiation Protection Dosimetry, 52, 299-303. 
Darroudi, F. and Natarajan, A.T. (1994). Induction and repair of chromosomal damage 
by heavy ions in human lymphocytes, as detected by the technique of premature chromo-
some condensation. ESRP and ESHO Meeting, Amsterdam (The Netherlands), 117. 
Darroudi, F., Natarajan, A. T. and Edwards, A.A. (1995) Induction and repair of 
chromosome damage following high LET irradiation of human lymphocytes, in interphase 
cells (manuscript). 
Darroudi, F., Vermeulen, S. and Natarajan, A.T. (1995) Modulating effects of inhibitors 
of DNA repair on low and high LET irradiation-induced chromosomal damage in human 
lymphocytes (manuscript). 
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Table 5 
Induction of chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes following treatment 
with 92 MeV, 0 16 ions, and its modulation with inhibitors of DNA repair (i.e. 
ara-A) 
Dose ara-A Induced PCCs/ 
(Gy) 1 hr incubation- 4 hr recovery- cell 
time time 
0 0 
0 + 4+ 0.1 
0.8 0 7.8 
0.8 + 0 13.9 
0.8 4- 6.0 
0.8 + 4+ 14.3 
1.6 0 14.8 
1.6 + 0 26.6 
1.6 4- 10.1 
1.6 4+ 27.1 
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Head of Project 3: Dr. Bimbot 
II Objectives for the reporting period 
a) Provide an accelerator beam line at GANIL to deliver beams of suitable uniformity and intensity 
to satisfy the requirements of biological experiments. 
b) Measure the uniformity and the fluence of these beams with precision. 
c) Provide the necessary support in equipment and manpower in order that biologists can carry out 
their irradiations at a nuclear physics facility. 
d) Carry out several sets of irradiations for the NRPB and the Leiden groups under different beam 
and energy conditions. Their results are reported under projects 1 and 2 of this report. 
III Progress achieved during Reporting Period 
a) Beam line 
A beam line for the biological experiments has been set up in the target room G4 at GANIL. The 
beam conditions which are required for biology are very different from most other experiments carried out 
at GANIL ~ respect to ~e form of the beam and the way it is shared with other users. Intensities of the 
order of 10 particles/em .s are required and in cases where the surface of the samples to be exposed are 
not too great this has been achieved by spreading out the beam by multiple scattering in a tantalum foil 6m 
upstream from the exit window of the beam line. This has been the method used for the irradiations by the 
NRPB and Leiden where the samples are only 3 em wide. Another method uses the X-Y sweeping system 
which is available in the room G4 and is capable of spreading the beam over an area of 40 em x 3 em. 
The pilot user at GANIL has the right to 90 % of the beam time with I 0 % shared with a second 
user (a typical time structure would be 90s for the pilot and I Os for the others). Even though the biology 
experiments run at a duty cycle of about 10 % (the duration of an irradiation is of the order of a minute or 
two but the time necessary for changes between irradiations is of the order of 10-I5 minutes) we have 
always operated as the pilot user for the NRPB irradiations since a constant beam is demanded for the 
entire period of the exposure. Some other experiments have been carried out as the second user. This has 
proved difficult but possible. 
At the highest bombarding energies extra shielding had to be installed behind the site of the 
irradiations in the G4 target area for safety reasons. 
b) Measurement of the uniformity and flue nee of the beam 
In cases where the surface to be irradiated is relatively limited, i.e. for the NRPB exposures, the 
uniformity of the incident beam was observed directly in a gas profile monitor which was mounted after 
the beam exit window along the beam axis. The beam intensity departed slightly from a constant value 
presenting a convex shape over the exposed region but was considered to be acceptably uniform for the 
present application. The X-Y sweeping system is designed to spread out the beam in the horizontal plane 
by as much as 40 em. This method has been used in some test runs and other biological experiments. To 
test the quality of the beam in this situation thermolurninescent detectors were positioned to determine the 
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relative dose in the horizontal and depth dimensions. When these were processed it was found that the dose 
as a function of depth showed the expected Bragg curve but in the horizontal plane the dose and thus the 
fluence showed serious departures from a constant value over the 20 em width of the detectors. This must 
be looked into before using this method in future irradiations. 
The beam intensities are too low to measure the fluence (or dose) by charge integration of the 
incident primary particles but two other methods are currently employed. The first is an active method 
where the fluence is inferred from the integrated curre~t collected in an ionisation chamber. Typically a 
single incident ion traversing the chamber will create 10 new ions effectively amplifying the beam current 
to readable values. The second is a passive method where plastic foils are exposed to the beam. These 
serve as nuclear track detectors which, after etching, reveal the passage of the incident ions. The 
thermoluminescent detectors mentioned above are also passive devices but were not normalized for 
determining absolute fluences or doses. They were employed to measure the relative doses as a function 
of, position and depth. 
The procedure adopted during the NRPB and Lei den irradiations was as follows. An ionisation 
chamber was placed after the exit window of the beam line and the currents recorded in this chamber were 
compared with those from a secondary electron monitor mounted before the exit window. Once the 
constant of normalization between the two currents was determined for a range of beam intensities the 
ionisation chamber was removed and replaced by the samples to be irradiated. The fluence was then 
inferred from the integrated current from the secondary electron monitor. Plastic track etch detectors were 
irradiated during the series of exposures and later on were etched and counted as a verification of the 
fluence values. 
At the beginning it was found that there was poor agreement between the fluences inferred from 
the secondary electron monitor currents and those observed visually on the plastics. In a first experiment 
the track detectors yielded fluences which were 40 % higher. A number of parameters involving the 
ionisation chamber enter into the determination of the fluence which could be potential sources of error 
but incomplete ion collection was suspected to be the main reason for the deficit. The reference ionisation 
chamber of the NRPB was designed for X-ray dosimetry where the ion pairs are created at more scattered 
sites than in heavy ion bombardment. For heavy ions the ion pairs are densely clustered along the path of 
the incident particles. As a result ion collection is a more severe problem in the case of heavy ion radiation. 
The ionisation chamber was subsequently overhauled and in particular the depth reduced by a factor of two 
to improve the ion collection. The revised chamber was then tested under heavy ion beam conditions and 
compared with the GANIL ionisation chamber. The results of these tests were found to be very satisfactory. 
Any residual discrepancy between the dose readings was plausibly due to a systematic error in the nominal 
depth (5.6 and 3.2 mm for the NRPB and GANIL chambers respectively) of either or both chambers. In 
the last series of irradiations at GANIL good agreement was achieved between the fluence measured in the 
plastic track detectors and that inferred from the ionisation chamber. A precision of the order of 10 % for 
the dosimetry appears to have been attained. 
When it was found that there were discrepancies between the fluence values of the two methods 
the results of the track detectors were retained as they were considered to be the more reliable. With the 
reservation that only low fluences can be counted accurately on the track detectors the determination of 
the number of holes per cm2 in a plastic is subject to less systematic error than a fluence deduced indirectly 
from the charge collection in an ionisation chamber. Two other advantages of the track detectors have been 
appreciated. Firstly the presence of secondary particles in the primary beam (revealed by differences in the 
track diameters) showed up on the plastics for the irradiations at the highest bombarding energies allowing 
corrections to the dose to be made. Secondly they can provide further checks on the uniformity of the 
fluence. 
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c) Support for biologists. 
A laboratory close to the target room G4 at GANll.. where the irradiations are carried out has been 
made available to the biologists. Much of the equipment in this laboratory has recently been repatriated 
to its owners at GSI Darmstadt. Replacements have been made during the period of the contract. 
Most of the work involved in setting up the experiments and conducting a suitable beam to the 
irradiation site has been done by the in-house scientists and technicians at GANll... Nuclear physicists from 
several laboratories, IPN Orsay, the University and Centre A. Lacassagne Nice, and CRN Strasbourg have 
assisted the biologists with the irradiations and have assured the dosimetry where necessary. 
d) Irradintions for the NRPB. 
The NRPB project was to carry out a series of irradiations to observe the formation of 
chromosomal aberrations in human lymphocytes under a variety of conditions of beams, bombarding 
energies and doses. Two parameters of the irradiation field are involved; the linear energy transfer (LET) 
and the nuclear charge of the incident ions Z. For conditions relevant to the present programme the value 
of the LET decreases with increasing incident energy and increases with Z. The role of the LET value is 
evident as it is directly related to the density of damage inflicted on the biological medium. The 
dependence on Z arises since although two ions with the same LET will deposit the same energy per unit 
length along the ion path this energy will be distributed differently in the vicinity of the track for different 
values of Z of the incident ion. To date three sets of irradiation have been performed at GANll.. for the 
NRPB and the Leiden groups. A list of the primary beam energies irradiations with their approximate LET 
values is given below. 
BI004 Aug., 1992 
BI007 Oct., 1993 
BI009 Apr., 1994 
160 65.8 MeV/A 
16095 MeV/A 
12c 40 MeV/A 
70 keY/1-1m 
50 keVf.um 
60 keY/1-1m 
Two different beams, 12c and 160, have been used but it is desirable to extend the range of LET 
values. ~ith this aim the NRPB group has been programmed on two occasions for irradiations at 40 
MeV/A 0 for which the LET value is approximately twice those of the above list. On both occasions 
the irradiations were postponed for reasons beyond our control. On the last occasion beam time had been 
programmed for the month of June before the end of the present contract. A failure in the safety system 
was detected on the accelerator site and the experimental programme was interrupted pending a solution 
to this problem. Authorization has now been given to resume the experimental programme and these 
irradiations should be carried out before the end of September. 
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Head of project 4 : Dr B. Dutrillaux 
SPECIFIC CHROMOSOME INSTABll..ITY DETECTED IN HUMAN 
FffiROBLASTS AFTER HEAVY ION ffiRADIATION 
Laure SABATIER, Isabelle TESTARD, Jerome LEBEAU, Michelle RICOUL, Luis 
MARTINS and Bernard DUTRILLAUX 
The project aims at understanding immediate and long term consequences of heavy ion 
induced chromosome damages, chromosomal instability and clone formation, in relation 
with cellular transformation. 
Objectives : 
1) to study qualitatively the multiple chromosome aberrations induced by high LET particles; 
2) to follow the transmission of these anomalies in human fibroblasts (primary cultures); 
3) to search for the molecular origin of the radiation induced chromosomal instability; 
4) to characterize the apparition and the specificity of chromosomal instability occurring 
several cell divisions after irradiation of fibroblasts from different donors. 
Introduction 
Although many set of data, the biological consequences of heavy ion irradiation remain 
poorly undertood (Tobias, 1985; Lett et al, 1986). Immediate consequences as DNA damages, 
chromosome damages have been described and heavy ions are very potent in inducing both. 
Heavy ions are also been demonstrated to be more efficient than low LET radiations in 
inducing cell death and cell transformation. Up to now, the events occuring between initial 
radiolesions and neoplastic transformation are poorly understood. 
Over the years, studies with irradiated mammalian cells have shown that although a lot of 
DNA damages are immediate, some biological effects can be delayed and carried by 
surviving progeny of irradiated cells over many cell cycles i.e delayed reproductive death, 
gene mutations (Chang and Little, 1991; 1992; Seymour et al, 1986). Now, different set of 
data have shown that genomic instability can manifest several generations after cellular 
exposure to irradiation (Kadhim et al, 1992; Sabatier et al, 1992; Holmberg et al, 1993; 
Marder and Morgan 1993). Genomic instability would be a rare event that heavy ions would 
be very potent to induce. But does it mean that genomic instability is specifically induced by 
irradiation? Or does irradiation permit the early appearence of a naturally occuring 
phenomena? Discussion is open. 
The delayed genomic instability, generally observed as a chromosomal instability can directly 
affect some genetic changes that permit to make up some of the progressive steps leading to 
cancer cell (figure 1). 
The aim of this project was to study the long term effects of heavy ion irradiations of primary 
cultures of human fibroblasts. 
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CHROMOSOMAL DAMAGES 
MUTATIONS ~ ~SFORMATION I UMOUR 
RADIATION-INDUCED 
CHROMOSOMAL 
INSTABILITY 
Cancer cells : 
clonal evolution from a single cell 
chromosome Imbalances 
chromosome rearrangements 
Figure 1 : Chromosomal instability : key step in cell transformation 
The unusual characteristics of chromosome lesions induced by high LET radiations was 
recently demonstrated. These lesions are more complex than those induced by X or y rays and 
their complexity increases with the LET (Sabatier et al, 1987; 1990). The behaviour of the 
cells carrying these lesions was followed in vitro. In recent years, evidence has been provided 
to suggest that chromosomal instability can manifest several cell generations after exposure to 
radiations. Chromosome damage can be one of the first steps in the sequence of events which 
led to the neoplastic transformation of cells. 
Recently Kadhim et al (1992) demonstrated that irradiation by a particles of Pu-238 
(LET=120keV/1J.m) induce a transmissible instability in mouse hematopoietic cells. Working 
with human dermis fibroblasts irradiated by heavy ions in a large range of LET (386-13600 
keV/IJ.m) we also showed that an instability (end to end associations) could also be acquired 
by human cells and that particular chromosomes were recurrently involved. We found that 
this instability led to specific chromosome imbalances and in particular monosomy (Sabatier 
et al, 1992; Martins et al, 1993). The specific involvement of telomeric regions may 
correspond to lesions of telomeric repeats, in particular deletions, as described in senescent 
and transformed cells (Greider, 1990). 
Results and discussion 
1) to study qualitatively the multiple chromosome aberrations induced by high LET particles; 
The chromosomal damages induced by heavy ions in human lymphocytes differ 
quantitatively and qualitatively from those induced by low LET radiations in particular the 
induction of complex rearrangements (rearrangements involving at least three chromosome 
breakpoints). We have observed the induction of complex rearrangements by cell traversal of 
a single particle of Neon LET=75 keV/IJ.m but not after Neon LET=31keV/1J.m indicating a 
LET dependence of the ability of a single particle to induce complex rearrangements. 
The future use of oxygen ion for heavy ion radiotherapy leads us to focus on the biological 
effects of heavy ions with LET around 20-50keV/1J.m. We perform experiments with oxygen 
ions of 3 different energies. Blood from healthy donors was irradiated on SIS cyclotron (GSI, 
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Germany) with Oxygen ions (E= 80, 225 and 325 MeV/u). Lymphocytes show a decrease of 
mitotic index linked to a block of cell cycle before mitosis or cell death. There is also a delay 
in cell cycle progression in surviving cells as the fluence becomes greater. These phenomena 
increase with increasing LETs' of particles and fluences. 
We observed that a high rate of dicentric and ring chromosomes are induced by Oxygen ion. 
Their number increases with the fluence of particles (2.106, 4.106, 107, 4.107 and 108 
particles/cm2), and is greater 52 hours than 72 hours after irradiation. This rate also increases 
when the LET of irradiation is higher (225 MeV /u <=> 26.8 ke V /jlm compared to 325 MeV /u 
<=> 21.6 keV/jlm). But this tendency was not observed after 80 MeV/u irradiation despite its 
higher LET (55.4 keV/jlm). The number of aberrations is in fact higher for both irradiations 
with lowest LETs (26.6 and 21.6 keV/jlm). Cells seem to bear better a high rate of anomalies 
when the LET is low. This points out that not only the number of rearrangements but also 
their quality must be considered. 
As previously shown (Al Achkar et al., 1988), aberrations with few breakpoints are 
transmitted better than complex rearrangements with several break points which lead to cell 
cycle delay or cell death. This statement is strengthen by the delay of cell cycle enhanced for 
80 MeV/u irradiation since lowest fluences. After 52 hour culture, most of the mitoses are in 
their first mitosis post-irradiation, the percentage of abnormal cells observed after FISH 
painting of chromosome 1 on lymphocytes irradiated at 80 MeV /u also confmn results of die 
and r scoring. The number of cells having chromosome(s) 1 rearranged increases with 
fluences up to 107 particles/cm2 and then decreases (figure 2). Rearrangements induced by 
fluences above 107 part./cm2 (0.89 Gy) are probably too complex to permit cell survival. 
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Figure 2 : Percentage of lymphocytes having at least one rearranged chromosome 1 after 
oxygen irradiation at energy of 80 MeV/u (LET=55.4keV/jlm) 
FISH painting on Oxygen irradiated lymphocytes at energies of 225 and 325 MeV /u displays 
that the number of cells having rearranged chromosomes is enhanced when the LET 
increases, but several particles are needed to induce complex aberrations. All these results 
obtained from FISH painting of chromosomes are in accordance with observations made after 
conventional cytogenetic analysis of lymphocytes irradiated with other ions (Sabatier et al, 
1987; 1990). 
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Figure 3 : Percentage of chromosome 1 having 1 to 4 breaks in human lymphocytes irradiated 
with 80 MeV /u Oxygen ions 
Analysis of breaks among rearranged chromosomes 1 (after 80 MeV/u irradiation) shows that 
number of complex aberrations (more than 2 chromosome breaks) is increased with the 
fluence but appeared since lowest fluences (low doses< 0.2 Gy) (Figure 3) proving that only 
one particle of Oxygen LET= 55.4keV/jlm is able to induce complex rearrangements. This 
point out the higher efficiency of heavy ions, compared to other kind of radiations, to induce 
such complex rearrangements. To clearly show this phenomenon, compared R-banding and 
painting analysis of chromosomes rearrangements in Oxygen irradiated lymphocytes are still 
in progress. 
2) to follow the transmission of these anomalies in human fibroblasts (primary cultures); 
We have observed that heavy ions are very potent in inducing chromosome damages, 
especially complex rearrangements. These complex rearrangements are poorly transmitted 
through cell divisions (a decrease of 30% of mitoses carrying such rearrangements at each 
cell division has been observed, Al Achkar et al, 1988). This could explain the good 
efficiency of heavy ions in inducing cell death. But we know that heavy ions are also very 
potent in inducing cell transformation (Suzuki et al, 1989) and our first hypothesis was that 
among all the radiation-induced chromosome rearrangements, one would confer a 
proliferative advantage to the cells and they would invade the culture as clones. To our 
surprise, we observe the appearence of de novo chromosomal instability several generations 
after cell irradiations. This instability leads to chromosome rearrangements invading cultures 
as clones. Thus the majority of the rearrangements observed several cell generations after 
irradiation have not been directly radiation-induced. 
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The first set of experiments has been performed with fibroblasts· from the same human donor 
(TP). 
The study of the 7 cultures irradiated at GSI by Neon ions (E=10.74 MeV/u, LET=386 
keV/j.J.Ill, fluences of 106, 2.106 and 4.106 particles/cm2), Argon ions (E=10.52 MeV/u, 
LET=1207 keV/Jlm, fluences of 106, 2.106 and 4.106 particles/cm2) and Lead ions (E=9.5 
MeV/u, LET=13600 keV/Jlm, fluence of 2.106 particles/cm2) shows identical results and 
permits to propose the following scheme : 
-irradiation by heavy ions induce multiple chromosomal alterations proportionally to 
fluence of the particles, 
-many cells directly affected by the track of one (or more) particles either die or do not 
give rise to viable descendants (majority of normal karyotypes in metaphases around the 5 -
lOth passages) 
-a transmissible chromosome instability is observed in descendant cells, 
- this instability affects preferentially particular chromosomes( figure 4) 
-Specific structures are involved: telomeric regions of chromosome lp, 13p, 13q, 16p 
and 16q arms, 
- some clones, characterized by chromosome rearrangements and imbalances, 
progresssively develop and invade all the cultures around passage 25 after irradiation 
(Sabatier et al., 1992; Martins et al., 1993). 
While the cell cultures were carried on, the lifespan of the irradiated cells was increased. 
Control cultures have been prolonged up to 45 passages before death whereas the irradiated 
cells described before have died at 47, 54, 53, 49, 56, 45 and 50 passages for the various 
conditions described above, respectively. 
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Figure 4 : Chromosomes involved in chromosome rearrangements detected after heavy ion 
irradiation of TP fibroblasts 
We focus on the involvement of specific telomeres. After R-banding, the Giemsa staining of 
the p arm of chr13 is not the same for the two chromosomes. Thus, we can distinghish, a 
"light" and a dark chromosome. We observed the overinvolvement of the four telomeres but 
overall, the telomere of the light chromosome is overinvolved. We can postulate that the 
chromosome instability is linked to the length of the telomeric repeats of each chromosome. 
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3) to search for the molecular origin of the radiation induced chromosomal instability. 
A specific involvement of telomeric regions may correspond to lesions of telomeric repeats, 
in particular deletions, as described in senescent and transformed cells. The same 
observations were done with ions of increasing fluences and LET. We wish to determine 
whether telomeres are shortened when the chromosomal instability appears.Two approachs 
are developed : a quantitative one (analyses of the mean length of telomeric sequences by 
Southern blotting) and a qualitative one (Fluorescence in situ hybridization). 
We have compared the results obtained by the two techniques. Nine immortalized fibroblastic 
cell lines were used: DHS Cl2, DHS Cl4, HELOri-, HEL Cll, CHSV3, CHSV4, W13A, 
WI98, LNSV. By Southern blot we can observed an important heterogeneity in the intensity 
and the size of the signal of each cell lines. The first results obtained by in situ hybridization 
show a good correlation with the results by Southern blot. The cell lines displaying an 
important mean length of telomeric sequences also show intense FISH signal. 
In irradiated fibroblasts 
-Our preliminary results show no shortening of the mean length of all telomeres. We try to 
precise the relations between the mean length of the telomeric repeats and the cell 
proliferation since irradiation. We decide to focus on the behaviour of the telomeric 
sequences of one chromosome (with subtelomeric probes, and cell sorting, work is in 
progress). 
- We have now developped in situ hybridizations to look for a possible alteration of the 
telomeres of chromosomes specifically involved in instability. The characterization of the 
type of chromosome instability is focused on the distinction betwen telomeric associations 
(telomeric sequences are involved in the rearrangement) or dicentrics (telomeric sequences 
have been lost). Thus we need methods permitting the detection of telomeric sequences 
(Moyzis et al., 1989). We have adapted the methods of telomere in situ hybridization to our 
needings and obtain around 95% of chromosomes stained on both chromatids per cell. By in 
situ hybridization of the (TT AGOG) sequence we focus on telomeric regions of chromosomes 
specifically involved in instability. Although dicentric formation probably arose from 
telomeric fusions, no telomeric sequences were detectable by FISH at the junction of end-to-
end dicentric. Thus, in irradiated human fibroblasts we can assume that chromosomal 
instability is correlated to telomere shortening. Now, we focus on the behaviour of telomeric 
regions of chromosomes 13, 16 and 1 prior the appearence of the instability for this donor. 
4) to characterize the apparition and the specificity of chromosomal instability occurring 
several cell divisions after irradiation in different donors; 
The specificity of chromosomal instability (25% of dicentrics involved chromosome 13) is 
questionnable because we have used fibroblasts of a single donor. Our previous experiments 
concerning a single donor, the specificity of the chromosome instability detected in his 
fibroblasts could be a characteristic of the three chromosomes involved, or vary from donor to 
donor. 
Four additionnal experiments have been perform at GSI with Gold 9.4 and 800 MeV/u, 
Nickel 400 MeV /u and Oxygen 11.2 MeV /u. Primary cultures of human fibroblastes from 3 
new donors have been irradiated. The cell cultures were carried on and karyoptypes 
established each five passages after irradiation. The work is in progress. 
We present here data obtain after irradiation of human fibroblasts issued from another normal 
donor (FOU). The irradiation has been performed at GSI (SIS) with gold ions E= 800MeV/u. 
Five passages after irradiation, most of the caryotypes of the cells are abnormal. Each 
rearrangement differs from others. We detect one cell with a translocation between the 
chromosomes 3 and 5 : t(3;5). Ten passages after irradiation a chromosomal instability 
appears with dicentrics, endoreduplication leading to polyploid cells and one clone is mostly 
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scored, cells with t(3;6). Passages after passages, we observed an accumulation of instability 
and then chromosomal rearrangements in cells. The caryotype of the major clone detected at 
the 17th passage show ten rearranged chromosomes. This clone invades progressively the cell 
culture through a clonal evolution similar to those observed in human cancer cells. The clonal 
evolution is presented in figure 5. We can observed the accumulation of chromosome 
rearrangements in the t(3;5) clone. This clone presents a proliferative advantage (against 
those with t(3;6)) as well in diploid than in tetraploid formula (endoreduplication is indicated 
by a cross in a circle). This donor presents an overinvolvement of the chromosome 3 in the 
chromosomal instability appearing long time after heavy ion irradiation. 
,I.U7G 
Po : Irradiation 
Au 800 MeV/u 
Fluence: 210 6 part/ cm2 
+mar 
+mar 
+mar 
analysed cells: 13 
50% diploldes 
Figure 3 : Chromosome instability, accumulation of chromosome rearrangements and clonal 
evolution in heavy ion irradiated FOU fibroblasts 
The induction of a clonal evolution of the caryotype after irradiation of human fibroblasts has 
never been detected in "(ray irradiated fibroblasts of this donor. 
Thus we confirm our previous data on the chromosomal instability induced by heavy ions. 
The specificity of the chromosomes involved in the instability seems different for each donor. 
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Conclusion 
During this project period, we have confirm that heavy ions are very potent in inducing 
complex rearrangements. The rate of complex rearrangements is function of fluences, LET, 
Particles. But few generations after irradiation most of the cells presents normal caryotypes or 
caryotypes with transmissible rearrangements (translocations, inversions). We have 
demonstrated that several cell generations after heavy ions irradiations (but not after "{rays 
irradiations) chromosomal instability can be detected, characterized by dicentrics, 
translocations, endoreduplications ... The lifespan of the cells is increased but we failed to 
observe cell immortalisation (figure 6). The same kind of instability is observed just before 
senescence block in fibroblasts from the same donor. 
Normal human fibroblasts have a proliferative capacity restricted to a finite number of cell 
divisions. The radiation-induced immortalization of human fibroblasts is poorly reported 
(Namba et al, 1985). Some data present a prolonged lifespan in X-irradiated human 
fibroblasts but they observed the escape of cultures from the commitment of early senescence 
in only 2 cases from 96 experiments (Kano and Little, 1985). We have reported one case of 
chromosomal instability in long term cultures of"{ rays irradiation of human biopsies (Martins 
et al, 1994). 
Ater heavy ion irradiations (8 experiments, 2 donors) we observed in each case the induction 
of a prolonged lifespan and chromosomal instability and we failed to observe such 
phenomena after y irradiation of the same fibroblasts. 
Increased life span and chromosomal instability would be rare events that heavy ions 
would be very potent to induce in primary human fibroblasts. 
%abnormal calls 
Increased lifespan 
\/ 
Death 
Irradiation 5 
10 15 20 
T :0 cellular proliferation (doubling) 
25 30 35 
Figure 6: De novo chromosomal instability detected several cell generations after heavy ion 
irradiation 
In Tp fibroblasts, we have found that radiation-induced chromosomal instability led to 
specific chromosome imbalances and monosomy (Sabatier et al, 1992; Martins et al, 1993). 
The same specific overinvolvement of chromosome 13 is also observed in senescent cells of 
this donor. We failed to observed in situ hybridization signal at the fusion of the end to end 
dicentrics (Sabatier et al, 1994). The end to end associations observed may be due to telomere 
shortening. This donor would present a large heterogeneity of telomeric repeat sequence 
lengths of his chromosomes 13p light would be the shortest. To test this hypothesis we will 
follow the chronology of appearence of chromosomal instability after SV40 transfection, 
before crisis, when telomeres shorten. 
Many hypotheses could emerge, that we would like to test. 
- could end to end association be due to minisatellite instability? 
. 2305. 
-Has irradiation directly eroded telomere ends and increased the telomere shortening? 
- Has irradiation induced mutator genes which would have mutated cell cycle chekpoint genes 
which would permit the escape to senescence process and the early appearence of a naturally 
occuring phenomena: chromosomal instability observed in senescent cells (Benn, 1976)? In 
this idea, as the cells present and increased lifespan, the chromosomal instability lasts for 
several cell generations and clones can emerge. 
Thus our major aim will be now to focus on the mechanisms of chromosomal instability. Is 
the chromosomal instability function of the donor, the type of cells or of the stress inflicted? 
We want improve our results with several other donors to focus at individual variations in the 
rate and the kind (telomeric associations, translocations, endoreduplication ... ) of 
chromosomal instability detected after heavy ion irradiations. 
The characterization of the quality of chromosomal instability could be also of great interest 
because chromosomal instability is mainly detected after high LET radiations when we have 
studied primary human cells. But this phenomena can be induce as well after low than high 
LET in immortalized cell lines. Genomic and chromosomal instability can be observed in 
different stages of cell transformation and tumor progression. Different mechanisms could be 
involved depending of the characteristics of the cells beyond others, telomere dynamics and 
telomerase activity (Murnane et al, 1994). 
In human solid tumors, chromosomal instability and jumping rearrangements are generally 
observed in premalignant or low grade malignancies (Pathak et al, 1988; Aledo et al, 1988). 
Clonal rearrangements leading to typical imbalances are detected in more advanced malignant 
tumors. We have seen that different donors present different de novo chromosomal instability. 
If human solid tumors are characterized by specific chromosomes imbalances, can we link 
specific chromosomal instability to cancer predisposition (Sabatier et al, 1995)? 
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II. Objectives of project: 
Heavy ion beams in an energy range of 10 to 800 MeV/u were used to study early and late 
radiation effects in rodent cell lines. As a measure of early radiation effects the quantity and the quality 
of chromosomal damage were determined in first postirradiation metaphases stained with the Fluorescence-
plus-Giemsa technique. For the evaluation of late radiation effects the de novo occurrence of chromosome 
aberrations in the progeny of irradiated cells was investigated by two different experimental protocols. In 
the first protocol, the exposed cells were propagated as mass cultures; in the second protocol cell clones 
derived from a single parent cell were established. Chromosome analysis was performed up to 40 
population doublings postirradiation by means of conventional cytogenetic techniques and by fluorescence 
in situ hybridization. 
III. Progress achieved: 
One important endpoint for the assessment of genetic risks resulting from radiation exposure is 
the measurement of chromosomal damage. Structural chromosome aberrations are a sensitive indicator 
of genetic damage and there is substantial evidence that the formation of aberrations is related to radiation 
induced carcinogenesis<)) and cell killing2> • The general approach has been to analyze chromosome 
alterations in the first postirradiation mitosis, because only in these cells can structural aberrations be 
observed in their entirety. The number of cells carrying unstable aberrations such as dicentrics or rings 
decreases drastically with time after exposure, while cells with stable aberrations like reciprocal 
translocations are thought to survive and transmit these aberrations to their progeny. 
In recent years evidence has accumulated to suggest that radiation exposure can also result in 
delayed effects manifested after several cell generatwnstl.4.5.6>. Obviously some cells which survive the 
initial radiation exposure transmit a latent chromosomal instability to their progeny that led to a de novo 
occurrence of aberrations many replication cycles later. Chromosome changes like imbalances and 
rearrangements that emerge in the offspring of irradiated cells are also observed in transformed and 
malignant cells indicating that the delayed expression of radiation damage may be an important factor in 
the development of cancer. Furthermore, there 1s evidence that radiation induced genetic instability 
depends on the genetic characteristics of the cell<4•7>. 
Yet, little information exists, so far, on the magnitude of this effect and its dependence on radiation 
quality. While in some cellular systems chromosomal instability was only observed after particle 
exposure(3), in other systems chromosomal instability occurred after x-ray andy-ray exposure<5·6>. It was 
the aim of our study to investigate the specific effects of densely ionizing radiation on chromosomal level 
covering the induction of damage in first cycle cells as well as the delayed occurrence of aberrations many 
cell cycles later. 
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Material and Methods 
1. Analysis of chromosome aberrations in first postirradiation metaphases 
Investigations concerning the induction of early chromosomal damage were perfonned with 
CHO-K I cells, a repair-proficient Chinese hamster cell line and xrs-5 cells, their repair-deficient 
counterpart, which shows a defect in the rejoining of DNA double strand breaks'81• Because 
radiosensitivity depends strongly on cellular age'9\ all experiments were perfonned with synchronous cells 
Both cell lines were synchronized by mitotic shake off, seeded in cell culture dishes and allowed 
to attach and spread. The purity of the sample was controlled by the analysis of the DNA content in a flow 
cytometer and by the measurement of the cell size using a coulter counter. About two hours after seeding, 
when the majority of cells had reached mid G1-phase, cells were irradiated at the SIS (GSI, Darmstadt) 
with 780 MeV/u Au ions (LET: 1150 keV/!Jm) under track segment conditions. For comparison x-ray 
experiments were perfonned. Because recent experiments have shown that the yield of chromosomal 
damage varies with sampling time' 10•111, the number of aberrant cells and aberrations were detennined at 
serial, multiple harvesting times postirradiation as described in detail elsewhere01 ·12). By the use of the 
Fluorescence-plus-Giemsa technique031 it was assured that the analysis of chromosomal damage was 
restricted to first postirradiation metaphases. In addition, the induction of early chromosome damage by 
196 MeV/u 0 ions (LET: 26 keVI!Jm) was investigated in CHO-K1 cells. Furthennore, CHO cells which 
survived the exposure to either 4 x 107 or 8 x 107 0 ions cm 2 were propagated as mass cultures and 
investigated for a delayed expression of chromosomal damage as described below. 
2. Examination of the delayed expression of chromosomal damage 
Experiments concerning the de novo occurrence of chromosome aberrations in the descendants 
of cells, which survived the initial radiation exposure were mainly perfonned with CHO-K1 cells. Cells 
were exposed to C and 0 ions in the energy range of 10 to 270 MeV/u and the delayed expression of 
chromosomal damage was examined by two different protocols. The first protocol consisted of the regular 
subcultivation of cells up to 40 population doublings postirradiation. For each passage the exact number 
of cell divisions was recorded, the plating efficiency was detennined and chromosome analysis was 
perfonned. The second protocol involved the analysis of chromosomal damage in the clonal descendants 
of a single parent cell, ie. directly after exposure cells were trypsinized and seeded in 96 well dishes to 
fonn single cell colonies. After 7 to 10 days colonies were expanded to get a sufficient amount of cells 
for chromosomal analysis. Aberrations were scored after classical Giemsa staining. 
The second experimental protocol was also applied to UV24C2-3 cells, a hamster-human hybrid 
cell line. A hybrid line was chosen, because in these cells in addition to breaks, dicentric and ring 
chromosomes also chromosomal rearrangements involving the human chromosome (ie. reciprocal 
translocations, insertions) can be easily detected by fluorescence in situ hybridization°4• 151• UV24 cells 
contain a single copy of the human chromosome 2 in a background of 20 to 21 hamster chromosomes. The 
human chromosome represents 5% of the total DNA of the hybrid cells and, as previously shown by the 
premature chromosome condensation (PCC) technique, the induction and the repair of chromatin breaks 
in the human chromosome follows a nonnal dose response curve041• Cells were exposed to either Ne ions 
(LET: 183 keVI!Jm) or x-rays and aberrations occurring in the hamster chromosomes as well as in the 
human chromosome were recorded. Additionally, some samples were analyzed after classical Giemsa-
staining. Details for cell culture conditions are given in reference041. In all experiments concerning 
delayed radiation effects particle fluences were applied, which correspond at least to a mean number of 
3 particle traversals per cell nucleus. 
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Results and Discussion 
1. Early radiation effects 
Investigations of radiation induced damage in mutant strains of mammalian cells, which show a 
defect in the rejoining of DNA double strand breaks, provide an unique opportunity to examine the role 
of double strand breaks and the mechanisms of double strand break rejoining in the production of 
chromosome aberrations. This is particularly important, because there is increasing evidence that the DNA 
double strand break is the major lesion responsible for the formation of chromosome aberrations. 
Furthermore experiments of Chang and Little suggest that the induction of DNA double strand breaks 
initiates the delayed expression of radiation damage061. In order to gain more insight into the mechanisms 
leading to the formation of chromosome aberrations directly after radiation exposure, the induction of 
chromosome aberrations by x-rays and 780 MeV/u Au ions was investigated in xrs-5 cells, which show 
a defect in the rejoining of double strand breaks, and their wild-type parent CHO-Kl. 
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Figure 1: Frequency of aberrant cells and aberrations/cell induced in 1st generation CHO-Kl (open 
symbols) and xrs-5 cells (closed symbols) by x-rays and 780 MeV/u Au ions. Cells were exposed in G1-
phase and chromosomal damage was investigated at several postirradiation sampling times. Because 
radiation induced cell cycle perturbations and mitotic delay strongly interfere with the expression of 
chromosomal damage the contribution of each sample to the overall damage was considered (for details 
see references II and 12) and the compiled data were plotted. 
After x-ray exposure a pronounced difference in the yield of chromosomal damage was found for 
xrs-5 and CHO cells: xrs-5 cells showed a five fold excess of aberrant cells and a twelve fold excess of 
aberrations/cell compared to CHO cells (fig. Ia,b). After high LET radiation however, these differences 
between both cell lines were diminished: the number of aberrant cells was only slightly higher in xrs-5 cells 
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(fig. !d) and the aberration frequency/cell was only 2 times higher in the mutant strain compared to the 
wild-type parent (fig. !c). Based on these observations as well as on other studies investigating the 
rejoining kinetics of radiation induced DNA strand breaks04·171 it is evident that x-ray induced lesions are 
repaired with a high efficiency in wild-type CHO cells and only a small amount of these lesions appears 
cytogenetically as aberrations. In xrs-5 cells however, comparable doses of x-rays result in a much higher 
number of aberrant cells and aberratiOns per cell as shown in fig. 1 indicating that unrepaired DNA double 
strand breaks are causal in the production of chromosome aberrations. Furthermore, our finding that high 
LET radiation induces nearly the same amount of chromosomal damage in CHO and xrs-5 cells further 
supports the assumption that high LET induced lesions are more severe and less rejoinable than those 
induced by sparsely iomzing radiation - even for repair-proficient cells. 
Furthermore, the comparison of the aberration types induced by densely and sparsely ionizing 
radiation in both cell lines revealed that the spectrum of aberration types changes as LET increases. When 
the aberration types are classified as chromosomal breaks (chromosome and chromatid breaks) and 
exchange-type aberrations for both cell lines an increase in the frequency of chromosomal breaks among 
the total number of aberrations with LET was found (fig. 2). However, in the mutant line the proportion 
of chromosomal breaks was generally higher than in the wild type parent. A shift in the spectrum of 
aberration types was also observed after the exposure of CHO cells to 0 ions (fig. 2), in V79 cells after 
irradiation with Ne, Ar and Kr ions (fig. 2) and in 10Tl/2 cells after a-irradiation<91• The occurrence of 
chromatid breaks in heavy ion irradiation samples despite exposure in G1-phase indicates that these 
aberrations are not directly induced by DNA double strand breaks. They result probably from alkali-labile 
sites or single strand breaks which stayed unrepaired throughout G1-phase and were converted into double 
strand breaks during S-phase. In the subsequent mitosis these double strand breaks can be expressed as 
chromatid aberrations as discussed in more detail in reference 11. Thus, the observed alterations in the 
spectrum of aberration types are a further indication that high LET induced lesions are qualitative different 
from low LET damage. A more detailed analysis of these chromosome experiments will be presented in 
a forthcoming paper. 
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Figure 2: Proportion of chromosomal breaks (chromosome and chromatid breaks) among the total number 
of aberrations as a function of LET for repair-proficient and repair-deficient Chinese hamster cell lines. 
V79 and CHO cells belong to the category of repair-proficient cell lines, xrs-5 cells represent 
repair-deficient cell line. Cells were exposed in Gcphase to charged particles or x-rays and chromosomal 
aberrations were analyzed as described in detail in references01 ·121• 
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2. Late radiation effects 
Investigation of the de novo occurrence of chromosomal damage in cells surviving the acute 
exposure to ionizing radiation revealed that the applied protocol, ie. propagation of irradiated cells as mass 
cultures or single cell clones, has a strong influence on the experimental result. In the progeny of CHO 
cells irradiated with 0 ions of different energies and LET values and propagated as mass cultures, there 
was no indication of a delayed expression of chromosomal damage up to 40 population doublings 
postirradiation. As shown in figure 3 for 10.7 MeV/u 0 ions a high number of aberrant cells was only 
observed directly after exposure, ie. in first cycle cells. Then, this number declined with successive cell 
divisions and reached control level after about 8 population doublings. In parallel, the plating efficiency 
increased and at the time, when the number of aberrant cells reached the control value, the plating 
efficiency of irradiated cells reached control level as well. 
In contrast, when cells were cultured according to the second protocol, chromosomal instability 
was detected. For example, in CHO-Kl clones derived from single cells after the exposure to 
270 MeV/u C ions chromosomal instability was observed in 5 out of 20 (25%) cell clones 25 population 
doublings postirradiation. In the aberrant clones up to 50% of metaphases displayed chromosome 
aberrations, mainly dicentric chromosomes and chromatid breaks. These aberrations are probably not a 
direct consequence of the initial radiation exposure, because unstable aberrations are considered not 
transmissible over time. Investigation of chromosome damage 35 generations beyond the initial exposure 
showed that chromosomal destabilization persisted in the affected cell clones and emerged in further clones 
yielding a total frequency of 50% aberrant clones. Most clones which displayed a high number of aberrant 
cells showed a reduced plating efficiency as well as pointing to the role of aberrations in cytotoxicity. Data 
obtained for 3 of the clones are shown in figure 4 as examples. 
Similar results were obtained, when the same protocol was applied for UV24C2-3 cells, a hamster 
human hybrid line. In 20% of cell clones derived from cells surviving 2, 3.5 and 5 Gy Ne-irradiation an 
enhanced frequency of aberrations were observed 20 to 25 population doublings postirradiation (table 1 ). 
In the majority of these aberrant cell clones indications for a delayed chromosomal destabilization were 
observed manifested as an increase in the number of unstable aberrations and the occurrence of various 
kinds of re-arrangements between the human and the hamster chromosomes. In a few aberrant cell clones 
chromosomal instability could not be detected. In these clones 30-100% of metaphases showed identical 
stable aberrations (translocations between the human and one or two hamster chromosomes) indicating that 
these aberrations were formed immediately after irradiation or during the first cell divisions and transmitted 
to daughter cells. Further experiments in which the occurrence of aberrations was investigated in UV24 
cell after X-irradiation showed that x-rays were about three times more effective in the induction of 
aberrant cell clones than Ne ions: karyotype abnormalities were observed in approximately 70% of X-
irradiated clones derived from cells surviving X-ray doses of 1.5, 3.5 and 8 Gy (table 1). In most of these 
aberrant clones indications for chromosomal destabilization were found as observed after Ne-exposure. 
Analysis of the number of breaks which occurred in the human chromosome indicate that it is involved 
in the formation of aberrations as expected from its relative size and the background frequency in 
control cells. 
Taken together our experiments clearly show that densely ionizing radiation can lead to a delayed 
destabilization of the genome. Although marked differences were observed in the quantity and the quality 
of chromosomal damage induced by particles with different energies and LET values in first mitoses 
(figure 1 and reference 11) chromosomal instability manifested in all experiments with single cell clones 
as an increase in the number of cells with unstable aberrations. Moreover, our data indicate that this effect 
does not depend on applied dose or particle fluence (see table 1). Obviously the passage of one particle 
through a cell nucleus can trigger processes which finally lead to a delayed destabilization of the genome. 
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Figure 3: Frequency of aberrant metaphases and plating efficiency in CHO-Kl mass cultures analyzed at 
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The reason, why chromosomal instability was not detected in CHO cells propagated as mass 
cultures are not well understood. One possible explanation is that subpopulation which express radiation 
damage could not contribute substantially to the subcultured population. Due to their slower growth 
(data not shown) they are diluted progressively by normal growing progeny which do not show 
chromosomal damage. 
Our data however, obtained in experiments with single cell clones of CHO and UV24 cells are 
consistent with those of Marder and Morgen, who observed chromosomal instability in a hamster-human 
hybrid cell line carrying the human chromosome 4 after 5 and 10 Gy x-ray exposure<0 . Chromosomal 
instability also occurred in X-irradiated human T-lymphocytes after clonal growth for 14 to 21 days(2), in 
primary human skin fibroblasts 15 passages after the exposure to low energy particles<3) and in murine 
haemopoietic stem cells 10 cell generations after irradiation with a-particles<4). 
Meanwhile, there is increasing evidence that the length of telomeric sequences plays an important 
role for the integrity of chromosomes. In fact, the shortening of telomere length as observed in senescent 
fibroblasts, in tumour cells and in yeast est! mutants is associated with an elevated amount of chromosome 
aberrations08·19 andreference•lhereon). Particularly, most of the aberrations observed in senescent fibroblasts<20) and 
tumour cells08) are dicentric chromosomes. A similar phenomenon was found in our study as well as by 
others<4) several replication cycles postirradiation. By the use of R-banding Martins et af4) could clearly 
demonstrate that indeed the telomeric regions of chromosomes were preferentially involved in the 
formation of dicentrics. Furthermore, for each cell line, ie. each donor, particular chromosomes were more 
often involved than others indicating that the delayed expression of chromosomal damage depends strongly 
on the genetic constitution of the cells. 
These delayed effects on chromosomal level represent however, only one particular feature of 
radiation induced destabilization of the genome. Other examples are delayed reproductive cell death<20 and 
delayed mutations<22·23). Identification of underlying cause and the mechanisms by which ionizing 
radiation induces a delayed destabilization of the genome as well as the assessment of possible health 
consequences are important challenges for future studies. 
Exposure I Number of clones 11-___ N_u_m_b_e_r_o_f_c...,lo_n_e_s_w_i_th __ --1 <cells) analyzed r normal I abnormal I Control 1 25 (3300) 1 24 1~ (4.0%) 1 
1.5 Gy x-rays 6 (600) 1 5 (83.0%) 
3.5 Gy x-rays 9 (1050) 3 6 (67.0%) 
8.0 Gy x-rays 5 (750) 3 2 (40.0%) 
2.0 Gy Ne ions 16 (2200) 14 2 (12.5%) 
3.5 Gy Ne ions 6 (1100) 4 2 (33.3%) 
5.0 Gy Ne ions 20 (3100) 16 4 (20.0%) 
Table 1: Karyotypes in UV cell clones determined 20 to 25 cell divisions after the initial radiation 
exposure. Cell clones were classified as normal, when 2% aberrant metaphases were found at most. 
The neon ions had an energy of about 25 MeV /u with an LET 183 ke V /J.lm 
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Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The objective was to develop a system to quantify the risk of radiation-induced cancer 
in humans. When the project was submitted the only in vitro system in use for 
quantitative radiation studies was the C3H lOTl/2 mouse prostate cell line. Human 
cell lines had just become available due to development of new culture techniques 
and transfection vectors. The potential of these lines for quantitative studies had not 
been investigated. Most of the available human lines had been transfected with human 
or monkey viruses to immortalise them for study. This called their relevance into 
question since the initial events in human carcinogenesis unlike rodent carcinogenesis 
are rare and are prevented from occurring by a very complex and efficient system of 
barriers. This makes them difficult to achieve in vitro and even more difficult to 
validate due to the multistep nature of the process. However these are the events 
which really require quantification and elucidation in radiation protection. The project 
therefore pursued two parallel lines of investigation: 
a. Evaluation of the existing human transfected or otherwise immortalised systems to 
see whether they could yield quantitative data, whether these data made sense in the 
context of known radiobiological responses and mechanisms and whether 
comparative risks could be determined for dose rates and radiation qualities using 
human cells from radiosensitive target organs: Quantitative data consistent with 
radiobiological predictions could be obtained for a human thyroid cell line. 
b. Development of new systems for investigating early events in non immortalised 
cells: Animal and human tissues or primary cultures were irradiated and expression of 
mutations or abnormalities in signal transduction or tumour suppresser genes was 
quantified. In the human cultures p53 dependent apoptosis was found to be an 
important mechanism removing damaged cells from the population and considerable 
individual variation in p53 stabilisation was noted. Mutations in the p53 gene were 
induced against a background of stabilised p53 protein at 0.5Gy in two primary 
human systems. Animal studies showed long-term changes in the early response 
genes cfos and cjun as well as similar stabilisation of p53. These systems also allowed 
bridging from in vitro to in vivo 
The major conclusions from the study are that quantitative data on tumour 
frequency can be obtained for limited lines of human cells which have already 
been immortalised. These lines are useful for evaluating radiation risks for 
smokers, patients with HPV 16 lesions and others with environmental 
carcinogen exposure and for studying mechanisms or relative effects. The 
primary human systems can give quantitative information on frequency of 
relevant early events and inter-individual variation. An approach integrating 
data from both types of system offers a real alternative to animal models. 
Recommendations are listed at the end of this con census statement. 
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Background 
Cancer induction remains the single most worrying effect of human exposure to low 
doses of ionising radiation. The challenge of this project was to find a way of 
measuring the risk to human target cells without having to rely on extrapolation from 
animal models or uncertain epidemiological studies. The group initially combined cell 
culturists, molecular biologists and radio biologists. Later additions were an apoptosis 
expert and an in vivo/in vitro group. The strategy of the project management was to 
conduct related investigations using established human immortalised cells, primary 
human and animal tissues and animals. In this way it was hoped to obtain quantitative 
data and cross validate to human primary tissues and to animal in vivo systems. 
Methods and cell systems used 
When the proposal was originally approved several new human epithelial cell lines 
had just become available. These represented a potential increase in relevance over 
the existing C3H lOTl/2 system exclusively in use for quantitative work at the time. 
The lines had not been investigated by radiobiologists and the cause of their 
immortalisation was not known although virus transfection was a common 
immortalising agent The cell lines tested during this project were HT ori cells (SV 40 
immortalised human thyroid), HPV G cells (human keratinocytes transfected with 
HPV 16), L132 (Human bronchial epithelium unknown cause of immortalisation), S-
HUC (human urothelial cells immortalised with SV 40), HaCAT cells (human skin 
from a melanoma patient with abnormal p53). Partners 1,2 and 7 were involved with 
this part of the project. Even at the start of the project it was accepted that the ideal 
cells for these studies would be primary normal cultures, although the chance of 
obtaining all the steps in multistage carcinogenesis in culture from low dose radiation 
exposure was remote. Therefore the second part of the project done in all the 
laboratories used human and animal tissues and concentrated on detection of 
mutations or early changes expression of growth control, apoptosis and signal 
transduction genes. Tissues from human adult and paediatric bladder, skin, oral cavity 
and gut and from pig skin and rat foetal brain were used. The animal tissues were 
irradiated in vivo or in vitro, the human tissues were irradiated as tissue explants as 
soon as possible after removal from the body. The endpoints used for identification of 
early events and for mechanistic investigations of cells and tumours from irradiated 
cell lines were 
1. Mutations in the p53 gene and p53 protein expression and distribution, 
2. Growth potential, including extended life-span, 
3. Expression of signal transduction genes, cfos, cjun and p21'as and EGFr proteins, 
4. Induction of apoptosis and changes in the expression of bcl-2 and cmyc proteins. 
Synthesis of results: 
There follows a short summary of overall advances in the areas listed above. Full 
details of specific partner contributions may be found in the individual reports 
which follow this and in the listed publications. 
1. The relevance of p53: When the project started two years ago, the results 
obtained by these and other groups were very confusing and seemed contradictory. 
The group used a complimentary approach to try to define the role of the detected 
changes in p53 in radiation carcinogenesis. The situation has now clarified 
considerably and is summarised as follows 
a. p53 protein expression was detected by the Dublin and Saclay group following 
very low dose exposure (0.1-0.SGy). The expression was widespread and at least in 
human cells, cytoplasmic. It persisted for several days post irradiation and was not the 
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same as the early wild type response which declines after a few hours .. Investigations 
by the Dublin, Brunei and Saclay groups, showed that the cells did not appear at this 
stage to have p53 gene mutations. The effect was therefore considered to be stable but 
post-translational. Since the stabilised protein remained in the cytoplasm in adult 
human cells, it was presumed that the net effect of the change would be to abrogate 
p53 function in the affected cells. The Saclay group found stabilisation of the protein 
in the nucleus in the foetal rat lung. This was associated with radiosensitivity and 
increased function. This contrasted with their observations in adult human cells and 
may equally well be explained by species or age differences 
b. When human cultures were maintained until the senescence crisis, small foci were 
seen to develop in the Dublin group system (normal human epithelium), these were 
analysed in Brunei and later in Dublin and showed evidence of multiple instabilities 
in the p53 gene in focal cells. Surrounding cells although p53 protein positive were 
p53 mutation negative. 
c. The St. Andrews and Brunei groups working with SV 40 transfected HTori cells 
(high levels of inactivated T antigen complexed p53 but no mutations) and extended 
lifespan Ll32 cells (which have high expression of stable p53 protein but no gene 
mutations also found high levels of induction of multiple instabilities in the hot spot 
exons of the p53 gene post low dose and dose rate irradiation. 
Taken together these data suggest two distinct effects of radiation on the p53 system; 
first a common non mutational stabilisation of the protein. This effect requires further 
study. but obviously marks a reduced ability of irradiated cells to fine-tune their 
response to cellular signals controlled by p53 mediated pathways. The second effect 
is mutational. Mutations occur at a high frequency in the p53 gene in circumstances 
where p53 is post translationally stabilised. Two questions arise which require further 
study; first, what is the mechanism underlying the initial stabilisation of p53 and 
second. is the level of mutations in p53 indicative of the level of mutations through 
out the genome? Given the current data emerging from this project and other work 
world-wide on radiation induced genetic instability and the occurrence of new lethal 
and non lethal mutations in distant progeny of irradiated cells it could be suggested 
that the deregulation of p53-mediated surveillance by radiation makes genetic 
mutations anywhere in the genome of descendants of irradiated cells more probable. 
If these occur in a critical tumour suppresser gene, cancer initiation occurs. In this 
context the wide variation in the p53 stabilisation response seen by the Dublin 
laboratory in different patients, is relevant to design of radiation protection 
programmes based on identification of "at risk" sub-populations. 
Conclusion: Low dose irradiation causes a generalised stabilisation of p53 
protein in the cytoplasm of exposed human cells and their progeny preventing 
it's surveillance role. This may allow the observed high rate of mutations which 
occur in the descendants of irradiated cells. 
2. Induction of p53 and other "early response !;!enes " by very low doses 
and/or dose rates of radiation: The groups in the project using radiation, 
included very low doses(< 0.5Gy) in their studies. All found these doses to be 
effective at inducing a whole group of proteins involved in signalling damage and 
orchestrating response. Apoptosis could also be detected at these low doses. Low 
dose rates (region 0.2-0.5Gy I hour) used by the Paris (rat glial cells) and Brunei 
(human bronchial cells) groups proved at least as effective as and often more effective 
than higher doses in inducing responses. The evidence from Brunei would suggest 
that the lowest dose rate was most effective in inducing p53 mutations. The Dublin 
group (human urothelial cells) has evidence of induction of p53 protein stabilisation 
after only 0.1 Gy and this result has been confirmed in Dr Lechner's laboratory in the 
US using normal human bronchial epithelium. Induction of signal transduction 
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proteins cfos and cjun by the Saclay group and of epidermal growth factor receptor 
and p21 ,., by the Dublin group at these low doses points to a sustained cellular 
response to damage which may be associated with enhanced proliferation of 
irradiated cells. cfos and cjun and ras are transcription factors, EGFr stimulates 
cellular proliferation by increasing cellular EGF levels. Taken with the deregulation 
of p53 and the increase in bcl-2, the long-term change brought about in the majority 
of cells by these doses of radiation would appear to be one facilitating, as a priority, 
growth and repopulation, since the surveillance system appears to be disarmed. 
Experiments with low dose rates also showed induction of these proteins. These doses 
are in the occupational exposure range and are frequently encountered during medical 
exposures including mammography. 
Conclusion: Low doses and dose rates of gamma and x-rays in the range of 
interest in radiation protection induce long-term expression of genes involved in 
cell growth. 
3. Quantification of transformation frequency using human and other 
cells: The clearly unrealistic, goal of radiation transformation research is to irradiate 
a known number of normal human cells and determine how many of the survivors 
fmm a tumour in a compatible host. This would allow risk estimate to be based on 
actual data from cells of human target organs. This has now been shown by this 
project and by many other workers in the field to be a biologically unsound approach 
because of i. the complex multistep nature of the transformation process, ii. the 
likelihood that radiation can act at several points during this process and iii. the 
interactions which are now known to occur between different cell types during 
can:inogenesis in tissues. The group took a multifaceted approach to this problem; 
a. it was recognised that the new human culture systems had not been evaluated for 
their potential use, or defined in relation to their position along the carcinogenesis 
pathway. Each group in the project therefore obtained some of the lines and set up 
dose response experiments. The survivors from irradiation were injected into nude 
mice at St Andrews. These experiments quickly showed that the different lines had 
widely different capacities to transform (as defined by nude mouse tumour 
formation). All cells of the HPV G line formed tumours whether irradiated or not, as 
did the Ll32 bronchial cell line even though these cells had not been immortalised by 
transfection and had a limited lifespan in culture. The SV 40 transfected HUC line 
f,)rmed very few tumours and was extremely resistant to transformation by radiation. 
The group also became concerned about the uncertain staging of these cells. Finally 
the group concentrated on two lines; HTori 3 cells because they derived from human 
thyroid and gave meaningful dose quality data and the HaCat line, because these cells 
could be cultured as organotypic human skin and because the mutation leading to 
immortalisation was known to be in p53. Traditional transformation experiments were 
performed in St Andrews and yielded dose quality data suggesting a factor of four for 
transfmmation of HTori cells exposed to alpha versus gamma irradiation. The 
cum promise of the p53 pathway by SV 40 in these cells should not detract from the 
results because as has been shown by the Dublin group, p53 function is affected by 
smoking and by exposure to nitrosamines in the environment. Analysis of 
transformation needs therefore to be done under various conditions of p53 
function/dysfunction. The critical factor is to know the status of p53 and interpret 
results in this light. 
b. The HaCaT cells were used in Saclay to look at the influence of mesenchyme on 
the radiation response of skin epithelial cells. The results suggested that in spite of the 
presence of p53 mutations in this line, it behaved like normal skin epithelium 
tnllowing irradiation and induced p53 in a wild-type manner. The mesenchyme was 
concluded to be exerting a major influence in this organotypic model. The line was 
used without mesenchyme in Dublin but no traditional transformants were obtained at 
tile doses used. 
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c. An animal system (the rat foetal glial cell model) was used to try to validate in 
vitro results with reference to iv vivo experience. This longterm study required 
development of culture systems for rat glial cells and only very preliminary data was 
produced. 
Conclusions: HTori cells can yield useful quantitative data, and are worth 
characterising in more detail. HaCaT cells in organotypic culture can provide 
U'ieful mechanistic data on the influence of mesenchyme on epithelial cell 
transformation and on the role of p53. In general if cell lines are used for these 
studies they should be used only after characterisation of the status of key 
tumour suppresser genes, or to obtain relative data eg. effects of different dose 
rates or radiation qualities. They could also be useful in predicting risk for 
smokers and people with HPV virus infections who have cells with compromised 
p53. 
4. Apoptosis following irradiation:measurement. role and control: During 
the course of this contract, it became apparent from the literature and the project 
work, that apoptosis was a major determinant of the frequency of initiating mutations. 
Apoptotic mechanisms induced following DNA damage, trigger programmed cell 
death in cells with unrepaired damage, preventing them from contributing to the 
reproductive population. A dead cell cannot ever form a cancer, but a live but 
damaged cell which avoids apoptosis is a key candidate. The measurement of 
apoptosis in relation to dose, dose rate and cell type was therefore regarded as a key 
objective. The PECO programme allowed the Prague Institute of Molecular Genetics 
who have wide experience of apoptosis measurement, to become involved for a short 
period in the project. This group compared methods and collaborated with Dublin to 
as~ess the levels of apoptosis in HPV -G cells. The results suggested that light 
microscopy or the TUNEL assay were most useful, a finding shared by other 
apoptosis laboratories. The Dublin laboratory finally decided to use morphology and 
tbe bcl-2/cmyc immunocytochemical staining pattern to quantify apoptosis in bladder 
cultures irradiated to O.l-5Gy obtained from 22 patients. The main results from this 
study were that apoptotic death predominated at low rather than high doses in most 
patient cultures. The apoptosis seemed to be prevented by bcl-2 induction which 
occurred above a threshold dose in the 0.3-0.7Gy range and varied from patient to 
patient. A sub-group of about 30% of patients did not show induced resistance in this 
rc:gion and their pattern of bcl-2, cmyc and p53 induction post irradiation was clearly 
d1fferent. 
Conclusions: Apoptosis is induced at low doses of radiation but prevented by 
· bcl-2 protein induction at higher doses. Significant patient variation in response 
&t the quantitative and qualitative level was seen and may be important for 
understanding the basis of individual radiosensitivity and cancer predisposition. 
Overall recommendations 
'·. The use of human in vitro systems for carcinogenesis studies must continue in 
purallel with rodent studies because the differences in rates of induction of initial 
cancinogenic steps in human and rodent systems point to mechanistic differences 
as well as quantitative effects which need to be understood for risk assessment. The 
argument that p53 compromised cell lines are not relevant to human carcinogenesis 
no longer acceptable given the high proportion of the general population which our 
project has identified as having compromised p53 due to smoking or other 
en vircmmental carcinogenic exposure .. 
2. The project has shown that inter-individual variation in initial response to 
radiation occurs, that the initial response can lead to abrogation of apoptotic cell 
d::.tth and loss of p53 surveillence. The type of initial response can be detected using 
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.simple tests on biopsy material. If it can be demonstrated that these test predict for in 
vivo response it could help identify radiosensitive sub-groups before they are 
n:posed to occupational or medical radiation. 
3. The results from three different laboratories in the project using different systems 
dearly support a theory which is emerging world-wide that the "first event" in 
radiation carcinogenesis is is epigenetic and not mutational. It predisposes all or 
most of the cells and their progeny in an exposed tissue to mutations and seems in 
this project and other research to be associated with stabilisation of p53 or prevention 
of apoptosis by other means. This fundamentally alters the basis on which radiation 
risk assessment is determined. It is recommended that research in this area be 
initiated urgently, to determine the dose, dose rate and radiation quality relationships 
of this effect. 
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Head of Project 1: Dr Mothersill 
ll. Objectives for the Reporting period 
1. To use primary human epithelial cells to identify and quantify the early pre 
immortalisation steps in radiation carcinogenesis. 
2. In collaboration with Brunei University, to identify and quantify mutations in the 
human p53 tumour suppresser gene following exposure to low doses of radiation. 
3. To identify, quantify and assess the relevance to carcinogenesis, of cell loss in the 
near and distant progeny of irradiated cells which have already undergone the 
immortalisation step. 
4. In collaboration with Inst Molecular genetics, Prague, to identify the mechanism of 
cell death and it's control. 
5. In collaboration with St Andrew's university, to screen surviving progeny of 
irradiated primary and immortalised human cells for ability to produce tumours in 
nude mice. 
6. In collaboration with CEA Saclay to analyse media samples for presence of early 
response oncogene products in cultures of irradiated cells. 
7. To analyse individual variation in post irradiation early responses in patients likely 
to be at high risk of cancer development. 
lll. Progress achieved including publications 
1. The use of primary human epithelial cells to identify and quantify the early 
pre immortalisation steps in radiation carcinogenesis. 
Considerable progress was made in the identification of early pre-immortalisation 
steps in human radiation carcinogenesis. The approach used was to obtain absolutely 
normal tissue, culture it using organotypic methods, expose the culture and assess the 
extent of development of clinically established, pre-neoplastic morphological features 
and cancer predisposing genetic changes. Four tissues were investigated; bladder (173 
patients), skin (8 patients), cervix (126 patients) and oral mucosa (104 patients). 
Organotypic cultures were established in Clonetics medium without serum. Some 
cultures were exposed initially and followed for as long as possible, to allow post 
irradiation growth and development of pre-neoplastic hyperplasia, with associated 
loss of growth and apoptosis control. Others were exposed and fixed at different time 
periods to permit the study of initial responses to radiation in cultures which had 
grown and established differentiated structures which could be relevant to response in 
vivo (mucous coating, stem or basal cell stratification etc.). Endpoints for 
preneoplastic change included, i. conformational change in p53 with and without 
genetic mutation, ii. over expression of signal transduction proteins, p21ras, or 
epidermal growth factor receptor, iii. loss of apoptosis control, including over 
expression of bcl-2, alterations in cmyc expression, presence of morphologically 
abnormal cells in cultures, hyperplasia and focus formation and cytoplasmic p53 
expression. iv. Loss of gap junctional protein expression v. loss of senescence control, 
including extended culture life span and absence of senescence morphology. In all 
cases clinically defined and characterised tumours and preneoplastic lesions from the 
relevant tissues were used as positive controls. The main mean results for induction 
by radiation of growth control and signal transduction genes in the normal bladder are 
shown in table 1. Results for the other tissues were similar and are not shown. Details 
will be found in the theses presented by R. el-Gehani, H. Lambkin and M. Sheridan. 
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Table 1 
Growth, Apoptosis and Protein expression following carcinogen exposure of human 
urothelium. Mean±S.E. of 156 patients for growth and protein expression measured 
on day 14 post irradiation and 15 patients for apoptosis measurements measured 4 
hours after exposure. 
Trtalmelit 0 0.5GY SGy NNAL N+0.5Gv N+SQ! 
%Coot Growth 100±4.3 39±12.6 65+15.5 105+8.9 98.6+4.4 92.1+6.4 
% aoop cells 1.2±0.2 21.4+18.8 4.3+4.1 1.1+0.3 1.6+0.5 1.2±0.4 
%p53+ 12.6+8.1 76.3±24.8 54.8+21.1 45.2+6.1 58.6+31.4 65.1+6.4 
% bcl-2+ 1.8±2.4 42.7±26.8 78.5±10.6 96.5±12.4 95.1±5.3 89.5+4.4 
%cmyc+ 24.3±17.6 30.9±16.5 50.9±5.8 73.8±12.9 74.1±13.4 66.3+13.8 
%EGFr+ 44.3±31.1 59.1±32.4 68.3±21.1 88.4±12.6 81.2±6.9 76.5±7.3 
%ras+ 0.8±0.4 68.4±22.3 89.7+21.5 59.1+26.7 88.5+7.9 99.6+6.2 
NNAL is a specific nitrosamine derivative suspected of causing bladder cancer, 
found in urine from smokers. The active cone. used here is 5ng I ml. It was used here 
to try to augment the changes induced by radiation through it's sustained effect on gap 
junction intercellular communication, (see publ. 14) 
The important results in this table are that radiation causes a sustained increase in 
expression of proteins which are associated with carcinogenesis. Expression patterns 
for p53 and bcl-2 in particular are very favourable to the progression of cells towards 
neoplasia. All these proteins are overexpressed in the positive control neoplastic and 
preneoplastic tissues and cultures examined (see publications 6, 9, M.Dent Sci. thesis 
from R. el Gehani and PhD theses from M. Sheridan and H. Lambkin). 
The most pronounced reduction in growth potential of the cultures and highest 
amounts of apoptosis occurred after low dose exposure. The higher dose of 5Gy 
caused less apoptosis, (measured immediately) and less growth reduction after 14 
days. Full grow back curves for twenty two patients meaned in Table 2 confirm this 
and show a consistent change in response of patients cultures to radiation occurring in 
the 0.3-0.7 dose range. This effect was published for the first nine patients earlier this 
year (publ 6). Electron microscopy clearly shows that apoptosis is a major response to 
0.5Gy irradiation but is not found to the same extent after 5.0Gy or if nitrosamines are 
present (see pubis 6, 12 and PhD thesis from F.Lyng). The pattern ofbcl-2 
expression also changes from being very variable at 0.5Gy to being over-expressed in 
virtually all cells after 5Gy. 
Gap junction intercellular communication (GTIC)was also investigated since it is 
important in maintaining normal growth control and damage response signalling. The 
results showed that gap junction connexins 43 and 26 had normal protein expression 
and mRNA activity (assessed using RT-PCR) following irradiation (0.5 or 5Gy) 
although one was temporarily reduced for up to 1h. post exposure. 
All these results taken together support an emerging hypothesis that the earliest 
carcinogenic steps occur in many cells following irradiation, are pre- immortalisation 
events and involve deregulation of apoptotic death and loss of growth control. Thus 
progeny of irradiated cells are predisposed to accumulation of further preneoplastic 
and later, neoplastic changes. It seems likely, given the hypersensitivity noted at low 
doses, that some mechanisms may operate differently in the low dose region and that 
the mechanisms designed to maintain tissue integrity (repair, repopulation) may 
require a threshold dose before becoming operational. It is not yet clear whether these 
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mechanisms reduce or increase the risk of radiation induced carcinogenic initiation 
but it is clearly very important to investigate this. 
Table 2 
Percent of control growth detected after 14 days in cultures from 22 patients exposed 
to gamma radiation doses in the 0.1-5 Gy range. 
JJose(Gy) % control sumvat measured on OOY14 
control 100 
0.1 55.5±8.5 
0.2 35.1±13 
0.3 46.8±8.2 
0.4 35.1±30.1 
0.5 70±13.1 
0.7 65.9±10.3 
1.0 70.1±11.2 
2.0 68.6±10.8 
3.0 67.9±10.5 
5.0 48.8±10.3 
2. Identification and quantification of mutations in the human p53 tumour 
suppresser gene following exposure to low doses of radiation. 
Mutations in the p53 gene occur in over 50% of human cancers. Many others with 
viral (HPV or ElA) aetiology also have complexed or destroyed p53 protein even 
though a mutation may not be present. The easiest, some say only way to immortalise 
human cells in culture, involves mutating the p53 gene or otherwise complexing their 
p53 protein. The importance of the protein in human carcinogenesis particularly in 
preventing the early, pre-immortalisation steps, cannot now be doubted. In these 
experiments, p53 protein expression was found to be strongly increased by 
irradiation, in all the normal tissues examined( see pubis 1, 2). Expression in control 
unirradiated tumours and preneoplastic lesion was similar as was expression in 
normal unirradiated oral and cystoscopic tissue biopsy cultures from smokers (pubis 
5,7,8,9,10). The pattern of cytoplasmic expression detected using the p53-240 
antibody over two weeks post exposure to radiation, is highly suggestive of the 
presence of p53 mutations. However the wide spread distribution of the "mutant" 
protein and the implausibility of induction of widespread mutations in several cells in 
several patients by low doses of radiation, makes a post-translational mechanism 
more likely. To look at this, tissue cultures were maintained post-irradiation for as 
long as possible, then the DNA was extracted and analysed using PCR-SSCPE in 
collaboration with Brunel University. Only cultures from non smokers were used 
since other work in the laboratory had shown a statistically significant high level of 
SSCP gel mobility shifts in the p53 gene (exons 5-8) in bladder and oral biopsy 
cultures from smokers. The results for a representative sample of 5 individual bladder 
cultures from non smokers are shown in Table 3. Similar results were obtained for the 
other tissues but space precludes their inclusion. Immunocytochemistry data for these 
patients is also shown on the table. There are several interesting points from these 
results; 
1. They clearly show that expression of the conformationally stable form of the 
protein does not mean that the gene is mutated. It does however mean that the protein 
is not functional since it is accumulating in the cytoplasm and is not present in the 
nucleus, the site of it's cell cycle control functions. 
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2. They show that p53 mutations do occur in these irradiated cultures but i. they are a 
late effect of radiation and they only occur in piled up foci which are not contact 
inhibited and show no differentiated characteristics, ii. They occur in the foci from 
both 0.5 and 5Gy irradiated cultures. 
3. there is a suggestion that bcl-2 may be important since the patient with high bcl-2 
pre- exposure had the greatest number of induced mutations (note that even for this 
patient the surrounding cells were negative for p53 mutations). 
It is concluded from this section that the carcinogenic effects of radiation may involve 
stabilisation of p53 protein which in turn makes mutations in this and other genes 
more likely to occur. The possibility that factors other than radiation can induce the 
actual carcinogenic mutations in a radiation induced unstable population of cells 
cannot be ruled out and in fact seems the logical conclusion to draw from these data. 
It is important to investigate this further in more longterm cultures so that the 
instability effect and the mutation effect can be clearly separated and the role of 
radiation in each process defined for humans. 
Table 3: 
SSCPE-PCR mobility shifts [MS] post exposure , %bcl2 and p53 
immunocytochemical data pre- and post-exposure to irradiation for 5 normal 
urothelial cultures from non smoking patients. 
rN~ent N&. 1 ll 13 14 ·s 
MSOGy 0 0 0 0 0 
MS 0.5Gy_ 0 0 0 0 0 
MS5Gy 0 0 0 0 0 
MS 0.5Gy Foci 1 3 16 1 1 
MS 5Gy Foci 1 ?1 1 1 0 
MS N+0.5Gy Foci 0 0 3 1 0 
MS N+5Gy Foci 1 0 0 0 3 
% post 0.5GY p53 64.3 84.8 68.8 53.9 51.1 
%post 0.5Gy bcl-2 1.7 19.4 97.8 6.8 5.6 
% control bcl-2+ 0 1.2 99.3 0 0 
%control~+ 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Identification, quantification and assessment of the relevance to 
carcinogenesis, of cell loss in the near and distant progeny of irradiated cells 
which have already undergone the immortalisation step. 
The work in this section was aimed at understanding the contribution of late post 
irradiation cell loss (lethal mutation, heritable lethal defects, de novo induction of 
lethal chromosomal aberrations), to the carcinogenic process in humans. Lethal 
mutations have been found post irradiation, by several investigators, in every repair 
competent cell system studied and have been detected in vivo in rodents. They do not 
occur in repair deficient cells or cells which have their A TP producing system 
inhibited. They occur for at least 70 cell divisions post irradiation and result in 
significant reductions in observed yield of cells over the expected yield if all cells 
had the same division potential as their unirradiated controls. They are obviously 
important to the quantification of transformation since they represent significant cell 
loss after the measurement of cell survival is usually made. Given the recent 
acceptance that initiation of carcinogenesis in humans, is a multi stage process, it is 
obvious that any process which remove cells from the exposed pool of progeny will 
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influence the ultimate probability of initiation. In addition there is the interesting 
problem of whether lethal mutations represent one end of a spectrum of mutations 
some of which inay be carcinogenic (this would support the idea of irradiated cells 
providing a population of cells more at risk for mutation), or whether lethal mutations 
are a programmed cell death mechanism designed to rid populations of irradiated 
survivors of potentially carcinogenic cells. The major results of these studies are 
contained in pubis 3, 12 and 13 and in the PhD theses presented by S. O'Reilly and 
F. Lyng. 
In summary they show: 
1. Lethal mutations occur at a constant rate per cell division at all doses above a 
threshold which is at 2Gy for human immortalised keratinocytes (HPV-G cells). The 
dose induction curve for other cells has not yet been determined but other data would 
suggest the threshold may be lower in primary cells. The cell loss in HPV -G cells 
accounts for approximately 15% reduction in yield per cell division, i.e. 15% less 
cells than expected result from each division of the post irradiation population. An 
example of the cumulative effect of this on an expanded population of keratinocytes 
is to reduce to expanded population from the control value of 1Ql3 cells per cell to 1()6 
per cell after 2Gy and 50 population doublings post exposure. Doses below 2Gy 
yielded no lethal mutations in these cells. The slopes and intercepts of growth curves 
post irradiation which demonstrate this point are shown in table 4 . These results 
suggest that "lethal mutations" are a true mutation produced during the previous cell 
division and do not represent a "weeding out" of damaged cells. They could of course 
still be a mechanism for dealing with the products of instability, induced initially by 
irradiation. 
2. Expression of lethal mutations is reduced in circumstances associated with 
progression of carcinogenesis. Three situations were investigated; ras transfection, 
incubation with the chemical carcinogen, nitrosamine and the use of transformed 
versus normal cells. In each case the yield of lethal mutations is reduced in the more 
neoplastic cells and eliminated altogether in fully malignant cells. In these latter cells, 
radiation led to increased cell division and greater division success. It is of great 
importance to assess the chromosomal stability and mutational load of these cells. 
preliminary results produced in association with E. Wright, suggest that yields of 
lethal chromosomal defects are quantitatively similar to lethal mutation loads in cell 
populations post irradiation. This may indicate that inhibition of lethal mutations is a 
major mechanism in progression towards a more malignant phenotype, but 
information on the non lethal chromosomal aberrations or mutations in these cells and 
the frequency on these in relation to lethal mutations is critical in any attempt to 
assess relevance to carcinogenesis in humans. 
Table 4 
Intercepts and slopes for the exponential portion (days 6-12 inclusive) of the post-
irradiation growth curves for HPV transfected human keratinocytes 
Dose{Gy) y~axis intercepts of slopes of exponential 
exponential regions regions of growth 
of 2rowth curves curves 
0 1.813 0.369 
1 1.653 0.366 
2 1.716 0.320 
3 0.397 0.269 
4 0.204 0.352 
5 0.204 0.307 
6 0.301 0.317 
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4. Identification the mechanism of delayed cell death and it's control. 
This task involved an attempt to determine the mode of death of cells post irradiation 
and in particular the type of death undergone by late lethally mutated cells. 
Experiments performed in Prague and Dublin using electron microscopy and DNA 
fragmentation techniques suggested that lethal mutations occurred by apoptosis. At 
very high doses (5Gy and higher) necrosis was also a feature of distant clonal progeny 
of irradiated survivors. 
The importance of apoptosis in the mechanism is confirmed by analysis of the anti-
apoptosis protein bcl-2. This protein is induced in human primary cultures 2-4 hours 
following irradiation but declines with each cell division to low levels. It is likely that 
the presence of the protein initially overrules the apoptotic pathway after irradiation, 
but this pathway may re-emerge as the bcl-2 level falls. The persistence of bcl-2 in 
many tumours and neoplastic cell lines may support a key role for bcl-2 in facilitating 
an unstable, mutation prone state post irradiation. bcl-2 was not found to be induced 
in immortalised p53 compromised cells (HPV or HaCAT human keratinocytes). The 
mechanisms underlying control of bcl-2 induction and the relationship to p53 status 
need further investigation. 
5. Screening of surviving progeny of irradiated primary and immortalised 
human cells for ability to produce tumours in nude mice: 
This work aimed at assessing the tumourigenicity of abnormal cells identified in 
culture was performed in collaboration with Dr A Riches. The results were 
disappointing. All the HPV transfected human keratinocyte produced tumours in nude 
mice whether irradiated or not. Sections of these tumours were sent to Dr DiPaolo in 
NIH Bethesda, who developed the line and states the cells are not tumourigenic. The 
consensus of opinion is now that the "tumours" produced by controls are epidermal 
cysts and not malignant, since no invasion could be seen. When sections were scored 
blind at NIH, it was possible to identify tumours from irradiated cells as 
morphologically more anaplastic and there was evidence of invasion into the muscle 
(a very rare fmding using nude mice). These results make the interpretation of results 
using these cells very difficult since it would be necessary to use markers of invasion 
and metastasis on sections to verify a radiation effect. Clearly quantitative data would 
be impossible to get with this system although it may prove useful later to determine 
the ability of radiation to convert from the non-invasive to invasive stage in multi-
stage carcinogenesis. A full account of the work summarised here may be found in Dr 
O'Reilly's Ph D thesis. Nude mouse experiments were also performed using the foci 
which developed from primary urothelial and oral cultures. These foci failed to grow 
even though they had confirmed mutations in the p53 gene. Presumably further stages 
of malignant progression are required before cells will grow in nude mice. 
It is concluded from these results that 
i. Human cells immortalised by viral transfection are not useful for quantifying very 
early initial events in carcinogenesis since they have already undergone an undefined 
number of changes. They could however be very good for assessing radiation risk in 
people with HPV infection or in smokers( see section 7)! Knock out lines such as 
those developed by Cathy Reznikoff which have E6 or E7 proteins specifically 
transfected in to block p53 or Rb may be more useful for general mechanistic studies. 
ii. Initial events caused by radiation (eg p53 conformational changes, genomic 
instability induction of anti apoptotic genes), which may ultimately lead to 
carcinogenesis need to be identified and quantified separately from the later or fmal 
events ( eg nude mouse tumour production, acquisition of invasive or metastatic 
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potential). Strategies must be developed for identifying and characterising the early 
events in humans where barriers to carcinogenesis are so strong. 
6. Analysis of media samples for presence of early response oncogene products 
in cultures of irradiated cells. 
Media from representative experiments was collected but time and shortage of funds 
did not permit CEA to analyse the samples. Samples were therefore used in Dublin to 
look at early response proteins (mainly heat shock protein HSP 70 and LDH) and 
aerobic I anaerobic metabolism. Results are only preliminary but interesting enough 
to suggest further work would be worth while. HSP 70 was detected following any 
exposure to radiation (dose range 0.1-SGy). LDH was also released into the medium 
but only at doses above 0.5Gy for human urothelium and 0. 7Gy for oral mucosa. 
Analysis of LDH isoenzyme pattern in the cultured cells showed a shift from the 
aerobic to the anaerobic form post irradiation with the same tissue specific dose 
response pattern. This would be consistent with the induction of anti-apoptosis 
mechanisms at these doses which are thought to involve reduction of oxidative 
species. Analysis of lactate and glucose levels in media samples also supports this 
since much higher lactate production occurred in cultures from irradiated tissues(% 
of glucose used which was converted to lactate was 96±0.8 for 5Gy irradiated cells 
compared to 46±16% for 0.3Gy irradiated cells and 42±3.6% for the controls. 
7. To analyse individual variation in post irradiation early responses to identify 
patients likely to be at high risk of cancer development. 
Prediction of radiosensitive people or those at increased risk of developing cancer 
from radiation is a major goal of this project and of radiation protection. The 
approach used to look at individual variation was to culture tissue from as many 
normal people and tissue types as possible and to look at the variation in response. 
Indicators of response were chosen on the basis of evidence that the gene product or 
process is implicated in initiation of carcinogenesis and that the expression of the 
endpoint varied in individuals. Endpoints finally chosen were post irradiation growth 
response, pre- and post- irradiation incidence of cytoplasmic p53, pre- and post-
irradiation frequency of bcl-2 +cells, ratio of bcl-2 to cmyc positive cells. 
Information was also accumulated for EGFr and p21 ras but these proteins were 
universally induced and so could not be relevant to individual response. The results of 
these studies are presented in pubis 6 and 9 for urothelium and M Dent Sci thesis 
from R. el Gehani for oral mucosa. The major results and conclusions are summarised 
below: 
a. Four groups of individuals could be identified on the basis of their p53 response 
measured 14 days post exposure; 
Group 1 (approx. 24% ) cytoplasmic p53 expressed on culture alone 
Group 2 (approx. 26%) cytoplasmic p53 induced by radiation (range 0.1-0.SGy) 
Group 3 (approx. 20%) cytoplasmic p53 induced by radiation (lOGy)+ Nitrosamine 
Group 4 (approx. 30% ) cytoplasmic p53 never detected. 
The patients in group 1 were later shown to be smokers and a blind study done on 
both oral mucosa and bladder confirmed that smokers have cytoplasmic p53 protein 
expression and significantly more p53 mutations than non smokers matched for age, 
alcohol consumption and sex. 
The patients in group 4 are curious. They had no evidence of HPV virus which could 
have explained their lack of inducible p53 and two were babies. They may represent a 
truly stable subgroup of the population. 
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Assuming that expression of cytoplasmic p53 expression points to deregulation of a 
major system which protects the genome from carcinogenic and other mutations, then 
the critical group from the radiation protection viewpoint would seem to be group 2 
That is non smokers who readily induce cytoplasmic p53 expression following low 
test dose exposure. It is unlikely that the population would be exposed to, or survive, 
radiation doses delivered to group 3. Group 2 people have been identified from 
culture and exposure of small cold cut biopsy specimens. Therefore the test is both 
practical and relevant. 
b. Induction of bcl-2 and the ratio of bcl-2 and cmyc; 
Both bcl-2 and cmyc were induced to very variable extents by radiation. Neither 
protein correlated well with radiosensitivity as judged by the extent of growth of cells 
post irradiation. However since in normal human cells cmyc can induce apoptosis 
following DNA damage while bcl-2 prevents apoptosis, it was decided to look at the 
balance of these two proteins in cultures and correlate the balance or ratio of the two 
proteins with growth post irradiation. The summary table (5) shows a significant 
correlation between post irradiation growth and this ratio. This was confirmed for 
normal oral mucosa and for oral and bladder tumours. When the individual results for 
bladder mucosa are examined (figl), the radiosensitive group are predominant in the 
lower left quadrant while the radioresistant group are in the upper right quadrant. a 
highly radioresistant subgroup appear with abnormally low ratios of bcl-2 to cmyc 
(lower right quadrant of graph.). When the p53 expression was cross correlated for 
these patients, this group were all adults in the group with no p53 induction post 
irradiation. This further suggests that this group of patients are radioresistant. It is 
significant that for this subgroup, radioresistance does not involve induction of bcl-2 
since the instability associated with inhibiting the apoptotic mechanism might be 
thought of as radioresistance at the cost of genomic integrity. The results are fully 
presented in publ. 11 
Table 5 
c 1 . b orre at10n etween b 12 I c- cmyc ratio an d91 d o re uct10n m contro grow th 
% cootrol growtD bd·2/ cmyc ratio 
Ratio< 1 (n-15) 30.3±7.5 0.59±0.07 
Ratio > 1 (n=22) 67.1±12.8 5.4±1.5 
I paired t-test p<0.05 p<0.05 
c. Growth post irradiation 
Growth post irradiation was highly variable. Patients could be broadly grouped into 
two groups on the basis of their response in the low dose region. Group one were 
radioresistant if exposed to doses above 0.4-0.7Gy. They showed a non-monotone 
response with an apparent threshold occurring in this dose region. Group two were 
radiosensitive with a monotone response. The expression of p53, bcl-2 and cmyc was 
highly correlated with the radiation response for these two groups. The preliminary 
data is presented for nine patients in publ.6. This has now been confirmed for 22 
patients. 
It is concluded from these studies that the variation in response to radiation between 
individual patients is very large. This can be detected as variation in growth potential 
post exposure or in levels of induction or expression of growth, cell cycle or apoptosis 
gene products. Clearly these processes are intimately involved in determining the 
ultimate fate of the irradiated cell since a dead cell cannot ever give rise to a cancer. It 
is of great concern to determine which individuals have sensitive and which have 
resistant responses to low dose irradiation. It is also important to understand whether 
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resistant responders are more or less likely to develop cancer, given that repair of 
damage or bcl-2 facilitated escape from apoptosis may in fact allow a damaged cell to 
persist long enough to get a first or further carcinogenic mutation. 
Figure 1 
Correlation between % control growth and bcl-2/cmyc ratio 
100,-----------r---------~ 
0 
10 100 1000 
0 Ratio bcl-2/cmyc 
% of control growth 
Note: The vertical line marks the mean reduction in growth for the entire group of 
patients ( 42.8% ), the horizontal line marks the level where the bel 2/cmyc ratio is one. 
(o) = p53 induced, (e)= no induction of p53. 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Riches 
II Objectives for the reporting period. 
The primary objective for this project was to develop a suitable 
in vitro model of radiation-induced carcinogenesis using human 
epithelial cells. 
1. To compare the transformation responses of human urothelial cell 
lines, a human keratinocyte cell line and a human bronchial cell line. 
2. To compare the transformation response of a human thyroid 
epithelial cell line exposed to low LET (gamma) and high LET (alpha) 
radiation. 
3. To estimate the RBE for oncogenic transformation by alpha particles 
using a human epithelial system. 
4. To screen the radiation-induced human thyroid tumour cell lines 
developed in this project, for ras and p53 mutations using PCR 
methods. 
Ill. Progress acheived including publications 
Much of the information on the carcinogenic effects of ionising 
radiations has been established from animal experiments, in vitro 
studies using murine cell lines and epidemiological studies on man. The 
primary objective of the current proposal was to develop and 
investigate suitable human cell systems which would enable 
mechanisms of radiation carcinogenesis to be investigated and both 
focus and improve our understanding of radiation carcinogenesis in man. 
Transformation studies using human epithelial cells have been 
carried out by Dr. Andrew Riches and Dr. Peter Bryant at the School of 
Biological & Medical Sciences, University of St. Andrews 
As carcinomas are the commonest cancers in man, we have 
focussed on human epithelial cell systems for studies on radiation 
induced transformation. While human epithelial cells have been 
transformed by chemicals in vitro, it has previously proved difficult to 
develop suitable human epithelial cell systems which can be 
transformed with radiation. We have used a number of human epithelial 
cell lines to investigate this problem. 
1. Human urotheljal cell lines 
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A number of urothelial cell lines (SV-HUC-1, BC16 and NT11) ~~ 
which had been immortalised following SV40 transfection were kindly 
provided by Catherine Reznikoff (Department of Human Oncology, f 
Wisconsin, U.S.A.). These cells grow as epithelial sheets in vitro and 1 
are reported to be nontumorigenic in athymic nude mice. The lines 
stained positively for human cytokeratins and for large T antigen and 
also contained stabilised wild-type p53 antigen. Cells were exposed to 
gamma irradiation in vitro and passaged following irradiation to 
maintain the cells in a proliferative state. Following culture for a 
further 6 to 8 weeks the cells were harvested and transplanted to 
athymic nude mice. Foci were observed in the nude mice. These cells 
stained positively with human cytokeratin antibodies but were difficult 
to rederive as cell lines. Further groups of cultures were irradiated a 
number of times and following irradiation and passaging were then 
maintained as a confluent culture. Following periods in excess of 6 to 8 
weeks following culture, foci appeared in the culture flasks in the form 
of papillomas. These have been transplanted to nude mice and have not 
produced tumours to date. Further groups were treated with 
methylcholanthrane and exhibited a similar morphological change. The 
cloning efficiency of cells following irradiation and following chemical 
carcinogen treatment was increased compared to the untreated cells. 
While the urothelial cell lines have shown some promising results 
, it seems that these cells are extremely resistant to transformation by 
ionising radiations. 
2. Human keratjnocyte lines. 
A human keratinocyte line immortalised by transfection with a 
human papilloma virus 16 recombinant plasmid construct was used 
(kindly supplied by Dr.DiPaolo). These cells were irradiated in Dr. 
Mothersill's laboratory in Dublin and following passaging were 
transplanted to athymic nude mice at St.Andrews. The cells formed 
tumours in the mice. However, control unirradiated cells in our hands 
were also tumorigenic. The growth and morphological characteristics of 
these tumours derived from irradiated and unirradiated cells are being 
compared. 
While there are some encouraging differences in the tumours 
derived from irradiated cells and controls, this does not look to be a 
suitable sytem to exploit for radiation-induced transformation studies. 
3. Human bronchial cell line. 
A further human cell line was investigated. This bronchial 
epithelial cell line (L 132) was studied in collaboration with Professor 
Janet Arrand at Brunei. However, control unirradiated cells were found 
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to be tumorigenic in the nude mouse assay and thus this system was not 
suitable for further transformation studies. 
4. Human thyroid epithelial cells 
The human epithelial thyroid cell line (HTori-3) used was 
generated following transfection with a plasmid containing the ongm 
defective SV40 genome. The cells were derived from normal thyroid 
follicular epithelium obtained from a lobectomy specimen from a 
female patient aged 35 years. 
The human epithelial cells were exposed to a single or 3 equal 
fractionated doses of gamma irradiation. Following the last exposure 
the cells were passaged for 4-6 weeks. Tumorigenicity was tested 
following transplantation to athymic nude mice. Following a single 
exposure, 22 independent tumours were observed in 45 recipients and 
following three equal fractions, 18 independent tumours were observed 
in 31 recipients. Tumours were observed at all doses studied in the 
range 0.5 to 4 Gy. The latent period for appearance of tumours varied 
between 7/8 weeks upto 22 weeks after transplantation and thus 
screening takes a long time. It is thus necessary to screen for 4-6 
months. The growth curves for the primary tumours were similar with 
volume doubling times of 10-20 days. The tumours consisted 
predominantly of areas of poorly differentiated cells with occasional 
evidence of small follicular areas. There was no evidence of local 
invasion or metastasis. The tumours were classified as 
undifferentiated, anaplastic carcinomas. 
Cell lines were derived from the primary tumours. These cell 
lines are tumorigenic following transplantation to nude mice. The cells 
stain positively for human cytokeratins , do not express mutant p53 as 
measured by Western blotting and have a human karyotype. In vitro 
growth rate of these cells is increased compared to the control line. 
DNA fingerprinting has been used to check that the transformed lines 
were derived from the parent normal thyroid line. 
In studies with cell lines, the possibility that cell sub-
populations are being selected from the cell line following treatment 
must be excluded. The radiosensitivity of a number of derived tumour 
cell lines was compared to that of the parent cell line and shown in 
each case to be more sensitive than the parent line. Thus this supports 
the view that de novo transformation has been induced by gamma 
radiation (Fig.1). 
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Fig.1. Survival curves of the parent human thyroid 
epithelial cell line and derived tumour cell lines. 
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Following single doses of gamma irradiation, tumours were 
induced at doses as low as 0.5 Gy. Using multiple doses of gamma 
irradiation, the tumour incidence increases then decreases at the high 
accumulated doses giving a bell-shaped dose response curve. 
Further experiments were undertaken to evaluate whether single 
doses of alpha irradiation could transform human epithelial cells. These 
experiments were undertaken in collaboration with Dr. Goodhead's group 
at Harwell using a plutonium 238 irradiator. 
The human thyroid epithelial cells were seeded onto thin 
Hostaphan based chambers for irradiation. The topography of the cell 
monolayer was examined with a confocal laser microscope to establish 
that good track-segment irradiation conditions could be achieved, with 
the alpha particles losing only a small fraction of their energy in 
traversing a single cell. Following a single exposure to alpha 
irradiation, the cells were passaged then tested for tumorigenicity in 
nude mice. No tumours were observed following the transplantation of 
unirradiated control cells but 27 independent tumours were detected in 
42 recipients receiving irradiated cells. Tumours were observed at all 
radiation doses in the 0.125 to 1.5 Gy range studied. G-test analysis 
showed a significant difference between the number of tumours in 
groups receiving cells irradiated with a dose of 0.5 Gy of alpha 
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particles compared to unirradiated controls ( G = 22.1, df = 1, P < 0.001 
). 
From colony survival data, the RBE at 10% survival was estimated 
to be 4.8 and from ratios of D0's to be 3.9. As cells were passaged 
independently following irradiation, a comparison of tumour incidence 
following a single exposure to caesium 137 gamma irradiation and 
plutonium 238 alpha irradiation could be made (Fig.2.). The ratio of the 
peak incidence gives an RBE of 4 for transformation. 
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Fig.2. Tumour incidence following transplantation of 
irradiated human thyroid epithelial cells. 
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The parent Htori-3 cell line and 23 tumour cell lines produced 
following exposure to ionising radiation were screened for ras 
mutations. Following restriction endonuclease digestion of PCR 
amplified DNA, mutations were detected at H-ras codon 12 , K-ras 
codons 12 and 13 in the positive control cell lines ( T24 and SW480 ). 
No mutations were detected in the human thyroid tumour cell lines. 
Studies of p53 mutations using PCR-SSCP analysis of exons 5 - 8, 
in collaboration with Professor Janet Arrand and Dr. Simon Gamble at 
Brunei, revealed evidence of mutations in exons 5, 7 and 8 but not in 
exon 6. 
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In summary, we have shown that single doses of gamma or alpha 
irradiation and fractionated doses of gamma irradiation in vitro can 
induce malignant transformation of human thyroid epithelial cells. 
Estimates of RBE values have been obtained for transformation with 
alpha particles. Cell lines have been derived from these tumours also. 
This promises to be a useful model to investigate the molecular 
mechanisms of radiation carcinogenesis in human thyroid epithelial 
cells. 
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COMPARISON OF EX VIVO TRANSFORMATION OF RAT FETAL GLIAL 
CELLS INDUCED BY RADIATION OR CHEMICALS 
Objectives for the reportin~ period: 
-Establish transformed (immortalized) cell lines; 
-Characterize the changes occuring during cell transformation to precise the chronology of 
events; 
-Compare transformation processes with 2 different agents: chemical andy radiation. 
Results achieved: 
Study of glial cell transformation 
Two series of experiments were performed. The results from the first experiment lead us to 
raise the hypothesis that the mortality occuring when putting cells in culture (isolation and first 
days in culture) could have influenced the following events by selecting non "initiated" cells. 
So, characterization of cells was interrupted and a second experiment was performed using 
improved methods. 
Animal treatment 
For the first serie, pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were either treated with ethylnitrosourea 
(ENU, 50mg.kg- 1) on day 18 of gestation or irradiated from day 14 to day 21 of gestation 
(cobalt 60, 3.5Gy at 0.5 Gy day- 1 ). For the second one, rats were treated with ENU, irradiated 
in the same conditions or sham irradiated. 
Cell culture 
Cell culture was performed under Dr H. Coffigny's supervision. In the first serie, fetal rat 
cortex were sampled on day 21 of gestation and glial cells were put in culture after mechanical 
dissociation. In the second experiment, fetal rat cortex were sampled at the same age and glial 
cells were put in culture after a milder cell dissociation procedure combining enzymatic and 
mechanical treatment. The culture medium was DMEM 10%FCS, with 4.5g.I-lglucose instead 
of MEM previously. The immediate mortality was lower than in the first experiment, so we 
obtained a mixte population of different types of glial cells. In these conditions, neurons die 
rapidly 
Culture medium was changed at least twice a week and cells were subcultured when they 
reached confluency (on the average every 2 weeks). Some were treated with phorbol myristate 
acetate (TPA) and other with the solvant (acetone) only. Those from the first experiment were 
maintained in culture for about 50 passages (some cultures were maintained for up to 70 
passages) and the cells from the second one now reach about passage 20 (about 300 days of 
culture), they will be maintained until multiple chromosome rearrangements occur. 
Mowhology 
Type I astrocytes were at early passages rather large cells, their size was much smaller at late 
passages. In the first experiment, after few months in culture, "foci" appeared on cell layers. 
In the second experiment, along with consecutive passages, type I or type II astrocytes tend to 
predominate in cell cultures. In some cultures, presence of bipolar cells evokes progenitors 
cells. 
Immunohistochemistzy 
Experiments were performed by Dr H. Coffigny with different markers: vimentin, MAP2, 
GFAP, A2B5, CNPase and galactocerebroside. Cells in culture were neither neurones (MAP2-) 
nor oligodendrocytes (CNPase- and galactocerebroside-), but astrocytes (GFAP+); during the 
first experiment, we could only obtain type 1 astrocytes and in the second, a mixte population 
with essentially astrocytes type 1 and 2. Few cells were A2B5+, they could be at the origin of 
the astrocytes II population. 
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Cell proliferation 
Increase in proliferation occurs at about passage 20 for all cell cultures, independently of the 
treatment 
Colony forming ability 
Clonogenic potential was estimated by seeding at 105, 2.105 or 4.105 on semisolid agar 
(collaboration with Dr D. Lefran~ois). 
Type 2 astrocytes give colonies even at early subcultures (P.7), but no colony was observed for 
culture with type 1 astrocytes even at the 21th subculture. If not due to an experimental bias, 
this result could be in relation with the fact that most progenitors of type I would not have been 
exposed, because they begin to differentiate during the last days of gestation. Conversely, type 
II astrocytes develop mainly after birth, therefore during exposure they were. principally as 
progenitors. 
Cytogenetics 
Cytogenetic study was performed after R-banding technics. About 10 metaphases were 
analyzed by 2 observers for each subculture studied. 
-Non treated glial cells: at P.4, most caryotypes were normal, 2/10 had non clonal 
aberrations. At P.l8 (14 passages in presence of TPA), the six caryotypes studied were 
hyperploid (51-61 chromosomes), with an excess of chromosome 4 and structural 
rearrangements. At P.21 (17 passages in presence of TPA) of another experiment, all 
karyotypes were rearranged, with alterations delineating several clones. 
-Cells from irradiated animals: at P.2, P.4 and P.7, most karyotypes were normal. At 
P.l9, the cells were near diploid, carrying a clonal rearragement. At P.21 from the first 
experiment, karyotypes were either hyperploid or polyploid (59 to 128 chromosomes). Some 
structural rearragements delineated small clones. 
-Cells from animals treated by ENU, then acetone: at P.4, P.6 and P.9, all karyotypes 
were normal. At P.21, a majority of cells was near tetraploid. At P.27, besides diploid cells, 
hypotetraploid karyotypes were observed. At P.49, all were hyperploid (54-64 chromosomes) 
with structural aberrations. Some of these aberrations were clonal. The same characteristics 
were observed at passage 54. At P.65 and 70, beside hyperploid (49-63 chromosomes), highly 
polyploid karyotypes (up to226 chromosomes) were observed. Structural aberrations were 
distributed, defming various clones. 
-Cells from animals treated by ENU, then TPA: at P.2, 5, 17 and 20, most karyotypes 
were normal, rare non clonal aneuploidies being observed. At P.23, all karyotypes were 
hypotetraploid (74-80 chromosomes), with non clonal aberrations. At P.35, cells were 
hyperploid (64-73 chromosomes) and carried identical clonal aberrations. At P.40 and 42, the 
hyperploidy was less marked (59-70 chromosomes). The same clonal rearrangements were 
observed, and additional ones were acquired. This corresponds to an usual evolution of cell 
transformation with monoclonality: diploidy ------> tetraploidy ----->chromosomes losses -----
> hyperploidy and acquisition of clonal rearragements. 
In conclusion, all cells in culture tend to acquire chromosomes aberrations aroud the 20th 
passage. These aberrations were either non clonal, monoclonal or multiclonal. The karyotypes 
the most suggestives of cell transformation were observed in ENU+ TPA treated cells which 
underwent both endoreplications, chromosomes losses and rearrangements. 
Results obtained on cells from the second experiment have confirmed the previous one: 
karyotypes were normal during the first passages and chromosome aberrations appeared at 
about the same time, when cell proliferation changes and therefore seem in relation with cell 
transformation. ACtually, cells from the second experiment just arrived at the critical time of 
transformation. Within the next months, we will perform simultaneous comparative study of 
proliferation and clonogenicity on glial cells (as shown below for another cell type). 
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In parallel, while establishing the glial cell lines, we have set in culture cells from rat lung either 
irradiated or not in order to compare the transformation of cells originating from 2 different 
tissues. 
Study of lung cell transformation 
Animal treatment 
Pregnant rats were irradiated (I) from day 21 to 5 days after birth (cobalt 60, 3.5Gy at 0.5 Gy 
day-1) or sham irradiated (C). 
Cell culture 
Cell cultures (I or C) were established by explant technics from lungs of young rats either 
irradiated or not. Culture medium was changed at least twice a week and cells were subcultured 
when they reached confluency. They were maintained in culture for about 50 passages (i.e. 
about 2 years). Attempts were made first to try to induce cell differentiation and second to use 
~-naphtoflavone (BNF) as cocarcinogen (protocol followed for in vivo experiments performed 
in the Department). Due to lack of time and manpower, these assays were not completed. 
Mor.vhology 
At first passages cells were large, polymorphic and rather pavementous. In the late passages, 
cultures consisted of an homogeneous population of small cells with spindle shape. 
lmm unohistochemistry 
Experiments were performed by Dr J. L. Poncy with different markers: vimentin, cytokeratins. 
Results need to be confirmed 
Cell proliferation 
Maximum density at confluency changed from about 4.106cells per 25cm2 flask at early 
passages (P.7 for instance) to reach 10 to 13.106 at the last passages studied of I cells. 
Cell proliferation rate was assessed at the same time for different passages in culture: P.6, P.14, 
P.25, P.36 and P.49 for C cells and P.5, P.14, P.27, P.39 and P.53 for I cells. The method 
used was based on neutral red incorporation (absorbance at 540nm is proportionnal to the cell 
number). The rate was estimated for 4 different seeding densities. The results obtained for I and 
C cells at one density are shown below. For I cells, the decrease observed for the last 
measurement was due to intense lactic acid production. 
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The increase in slope of the proliferation curves with increasing passages is shown below: 
N" of passages 
Slope (/day) 
I Cells 
5 14 27 39 53 
0.08 0.20 0.18 0.33 0.45 
Colony forming- ability 
Clonogenic potential was estimated by 2 different technics: 
C Cells 
6 14 25 36 49 
0.10 0.14 0.18 0.34 0.26 
-seeding cells in 3,5cm Petri dishes at low density: 1000, 500, 250, 125, 62 or 30 cells.cm-2 
with 2% FCS medium; 
-seeding at loS, 2.lo5 or 3.105 on semisolid agar (collaboration with Dr D. Lefran~ois). 
On Petri dishes, colonies were observed even at the lowest density for I cells at P.39 and P.53. 
The results obtained for I and C cells are schematized below (shaded areas indicating that 
colonies could not be counted). 
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P5 0 0 
!Cells CCells 
250 125 62 30 (cells. cm·2) 1000 500 250 125 
• • • 0 
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On semisolid agar, no colony was observed for C cells at P.l5 or I cells at P.14. At 105 , small 
colonies were observed at P.50 and large ones for I cells. 
Cyto~enetics 
Cytogenetic study was performed on these cells at different passages in the same conditions as 
for glial cells. For I cells, karyotypes were performed at passages 21, 27, 29 and 49; for C 
cells, karyotypes were performed at passages 30 and 39. 
For control lung cells, at P.30, the karyotype was diploid normal; at P.39, most karyotypes 
remained normal, but 3/12 cells had non clonal aberrations. 
For irradiated lung cells, at P.21, 12/12 karyotypes were normal. At P.27 and P.29, most 
karyotypes were normal, but rare non clonal aberrations were observed. At P.49, all karyotypes 
were near diploid (11/13) or near tetraploid (2/13). Clonal aberrations were observed; they 
involved chromosome 13 and large markers, possibly hsr (homogeneously staining regions) 
carrying chromosomes, were observed in all cells. The presence of hsr suggests the cells have 
undergone a step towards transformation. 
Cytogenetic study has been later performed, for both I and C cells, on the same passages as 
proliferation and clonogenicity evaluations. These karyotypes are not yet completely analyzed. 
Electron microscopy 
Experiments were performed in collaboration with Dr Y. Neveux (Hopital du Val de Grace, 
Paris) in order to try to identify the cell type and check if we could observe the same 
morphologic changes (altered mitochondries) as for fibroblasts and chondrocytes at different 
passages during SV40 immortalization. Ultrastructural analysis is not yet achieved. 
Further studies will consist in: 
-maintaining cells in culture to follow evolution; 
-testing tumorigenicity on nude mice; 
-characterizing genetic changes in collaboration with other teams (CGH, in situ 
hybridization, ... ); 
-studying oncogene expression. 
In conclusion, so far some similarities appear concerning cytogenetic results, karyotypes are 
normal during early passages (up to about 20 for glial cells and at least 30 for lung ones) and 
chromosome rearrangements occur at about the same time as changes in proliferation and 
therefore seem related with transformation process and not with the previous treatment: 
chemical agent or irradiation. 
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Early steps of cell transformation : induction of 
transcription factors by ionizing radiation in skin 
cells. 
Michele Martin, Denis Biard, Laboratoire de Radiobiologie 
Appliquee, CEA, DSV, DRR, C.E.N. Saclay, 91191, Gif sur Yvette, cedex, 
France. Tel. (33 1) 39 56 2915-Fax (331) 39 56 04 93 
I. Introduction. 
Radiation-induced neoplastic transformation is thought to occur as a multistage 
process. Ionizing radiation would cause an initial common event, followed by long 
term modifications of the cell which permit second rare events, and progression 
towards transformation. The initial common event is though to be related to DNA 
damage. However, the molecular processes leading to the secondary events, such as 
tumor promotion and progression, are presently poorly understood. Recent studies 
suggest that the early induction of stress proteins by various carcinogens like UV, 
TPA and ionizing radiation could be involved in these secondary events. By playing a 
role in processes like DNA repair, cell cycle arrest, or induction of mutations and 
genetic instability, early gene induction might contribute to carcinogenesis. 
These inducible genes can be divided in four major groups: protein kinases, 
transcription factors, repair genes, and growth factors. Among the various proteins 
which can be induced by radiation, transcription factors are important because they 
regulate gene transcription by binding to specific promoter sequences which 
ultimately results in specific biological responses. Egr-1, NF-kB, c-myc, AP-1 and 
p53 are among the transcription factors which have been shown to be inducible by 
radiation. 
The AP-1 genes 
The proto-oncogenes jun and fos are the components of AP-1, which is a major 
transcription factor of the mammalian cell. AP-1 has the ability to control the 
transcription of several genes inducible by DNA damage such as UV and by tumor 
promoters like TPA. AP-1 is a dimer composed of various Jun and Fos proteins, 
whose dimerization occurs through their leucine zipper region. The c-Jun protein can 
dimerize with itself, and then bind as a homodimer to DNA. However, the 
heterodimer Fos/Jun has an increased affinity for AP-1 sites and is the most active 
form of AP-1. The various combinations between the various members of the Jun 
family (c-Jun, Jun-B, Jun-D) and of the Fos family (c-Fos, Fos-B, Fra-1, Fra-2) 
probably determine the functions of AP-1 and the genes which it regulates. The Fos 
proteins are not able to bind DNA on their own, thus their activity as transcription 
factors require binding to other regulatory proteins. 
The p53 protein 
The p53 protein is involved in the control of cell cycle, cell differentiation and 
proliferation. p53 belongs to the signalling pathway by which cells regulate the G 1 - S 
transition of the cell cycle following genotoxic insult. Moreover, it plays a key role in 
apoptosis and DNA repair. 
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Wild-type p53 protein levels rise dramatically after exposure to ionizing radiation and 
various DNA - damaging agents, especially in hematopoietic cells. This rise results 
from as yet undefined changes in the post-transcriptional modifications undergone by 
the p53 protein such as phosphorylation, binding to other proteins, or 
oligomerization. At subsequent endpoints of DNA damage, a prolonged half-life was 
observed as well as increased DNA binding activity of p53 protein and enhanced 
transcriptional transactivation activity driven by this protein. 
This DNA damage - induced stabilization of the p53 protein is thought to switch off 
replication in cells until DNA damage is repaired. But if such repair fails, p53 may 
trigger cell suicide by apoptosis in certain cell lines, including hematopoietic cell lines 
and human colon tumor-derived cell lines. This fine tuning of the balance between 
DNA repair and apoptosis may be mediated by the DNA binding properties of the 
p53 protein and by its transactivation of gene transcription. 
Objectives of the study 
The immediate early gene response to low doses of ionizing radiation is very poorly 
understood. Our study aimed at investigating such a response in skin cells, which has 
never yet been studied. For this purpose, we examined the expression of fos andjun 
AP-1 proto-oncogenes and p53 anti-oncogene in two skin models: the normal pig skin 
irradiated in vivo, and the reconstituted skin irradiated in vitro. 
The early response of skin cells to low dose irradiation was assessed using the 
following endpoints : 
- activation of the AP-1 transcription factor in the pig skin irradiated in vivo 
-activation ofthe AP-1 transcription factor in human skin cells cultured in the 
reconstituted skin model 
-activation of the p53 transcription factor in human skin cells cultured in the 
reconstituted skin model 
II. Methods 
Large White pigs were gamma irradiated. The pig was chosen as an experimental 
model because it is the reference in radiobiological studies of the skin. A cylindrical 
collimated 192 Iridium sealed source was set in a 2 em in diameter annular 
collimator and applied to the skin surface of the flank. Doses ranging from 5 cGy to 
16 Gy were delivered to the flank ofthe animals, with a dose rate of0.6 Gy/min. The 
irradiated skin samples were removed at 2 hours, 6 hours, 15 hours, and 24 hours 
after irradiation and frozen. Control skin samples were taken from the non irradiated 
flank of each animal. The samples were directly frozen in liquid nitrogen. 
The reconstituted skin is composed of an epidermal sheet (human or pig 
keratinocytes) which stretches on a dermal matrix (fibroblasts). This model accounts 
for the epidermal maturation (proliferation and differentiation) program of human 
keratinocytes, which is regulated by stromal cells. The irradiation was carried out 
using a 60Co source at a dose rate of 0.2 Gy /min. At different times post-irradiation 
(3 h, 1 day, 1 week), samples were snap-frozen in liquid-nitrogen. 
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·Maturation of the epithelium was characterized by differentiation products specific 
for keratinocytes (keratins, involucrin, filagrin), for mesenchymal cells (vimentin), or 
for basal membrane (collagen type IV, laminin). 
III. Results 
1) In vivo activation of the AP-1 transcription factor in pig skin cells 
. Induction of AP-1 gene transcription 
The expression of c-fos and c-jun messenger RNA was studied by Northern blotting. 
C-fos was constitutively expressed in normal epidermis and not expressed in normal 
dermis. Gamma irradiation induced a dramatic expression of c-fos mRNA in the pig 
skin cells. This induction was transient. It started 2 hours post radiation and was 
maximal at 6 hours. By 15 and 24 hours, the amount of c-fos mRNA had returned to 
basal level. 
The threshold dose was not determined, as the lowest dose used (5cGy) already 
induced strongly the c-fos RNA. The maximum of induction was around 50 cGy, and 
most of the response was lost at 2 Gy. 
C-jun andjunB mRNA were constitutively expressed in normal control skin cells. At 
6 hours, the rise in c-jun andjunB inductions was very limited. The kinetics of 
expression were similar to that of c-fos, and exhibited a down regulation by 15 hours. 
Moderate doses of gamma rays (ranging from 2 to 8 Gy) did not induce the AP-1 gene 
response . 
. Induction of the AP-1 proteins :The proteins were studied by western blotting. 
At 6 hours after irradiation, the induction of c-Fos, c-Jun and JunD proteins could be 
detected, with a peak occuring around 50 cGy . 
. Increase of the DNA binding : The activity of the proteins was studied by gel 
retardation assay. Nuclear proteins were isolated from the irradiated skin at 6 hours 
after irradiation, and incubated with an oligonucleotide coding for the AP-1 site of the 
collagenase promoteur. The binding was significantly increased after 5, 50 cGy and 2 
Gy . 
. Composition of the AP-1 dimer : This endpoint was investigated by gel 
retardation assay using competition with specific antibodies. A dose as low as 5 cGy 
induced in skin cells AP-1 homodimers composed of c-Jun, JunD andJunB. No 
heterodimers with c-Fos were found. 
We propose that low doses of gamma rays induce specific active AP-1 dimers 
because they control specific target gene cascades. The activation of AP-1 after low 
doses may take part of an adaptative response to gamma radiation. 
2) In vitro induction of AP-1 genes in human skin cells 
In vitro experiments were performed to address the cellular source of the AP-1 
activity after low doses and the role of cell differentiation. 
Human fibroblasts and keratinocytes were cultivated either as monolayers or in the 
model of the reconstituted skin. Thus the immediate early response was studied in 
different conditions, ranging from the in vivo conditions to a gradual loss of cell 
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differentiation. Cultured cells were treated by TPA (100 ng/ml) or gamma rays 
(Cobalt 60, 0.2 Gy/min) 
In the reconstituted skin, we found by northern blot that cells exhibited 3 hours after 
low dose irradiation a high induced c-fos expression. Moreover, both keratinocytes and 
fibroblasts took part in this radiation response. However, a gradual loss of the 
intensity of the response was observed according to the loss of cell differentiation in 
the various culture conditions. This effect was very significant for the fibroblasts in 
monolayers, which still responded to TPA but had lost the response to gamma 
radiation. 
3) Discussion 
In summary, we demonstrated that the activation of the AP-1 transcription factors 
are involved in the response of skin cells to low doses of gamma radiation. 
Gene activation by radiation resulted in increase in protein amounts and activity 
after doses as low as 5 cGy. The collagenase gene is a possible target gene of the 
transcrition factor after low doses. Both keratinocytes and fibroblasts participated in 
this cell response. However, our results stress the importance of cell differentiation 
to obtain such a response. 
One important question connected with these results is the following: what are the 
target genes that these transcription factors are supposed to regulate? Two types of 
irradiation effects are possible. Firstly, the consequences of inducing early genes by 
ionizing radiation may be DNA fragmentation and cell death, a larger number of 
mutations and chromosomal anomalies, or malignant transformation by a persistent 
rise in the formation of a proto-oncogene product. 
Secondly, the consequences might be cell protection and repair. Several authors 
propose that the stress response induces or activates proteins that protect the cell 
against external insults. Interleukine-1 might be one of these genes, as it was found 
to be induced by neutron irradiation in SHE cells. This cytokine may act as a 
radioprotector. 
In this context, the mechanism of AP-1 activation, and the cascade of genes that it 
subsequently activates, might be specific to low doses and take part of an adaptative 
response to gamma radiation. 
4) Induction of the p53 protein in human skin cells 
Normal human keratinocytes in the reconstituted skin model: 
Normal keratinocytes allow to study the early steps of cell transformation in cells 
expressing a normal p53 gene. Thus, normal human epidermal keratinocytes were 
isolated from human mammary skin (mammoplasty procedure) or from human 
abdominal skin obtained after surgical excisions. 
As evidenced by immunofluorescence stainings, we observed an early (3 h post-
irradiation) and transient induction of p53 expression, likely due to an enhanced 
stabilization of the protein. Studies at the mRNA level were performed and they 
showed little variations of the p53 mRNA level in keratinocytes and no modification 
in the fibroblasts. 
Human immortalized keratinocyte cell lines HaCaT 
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Immortalized, non tumorigenic keratinocyte cell lines may allow to study the last 
steps of cell transformation after y irradiation. We wanted to define the morphology, 
proliferation, genetic stability and gene expression for oncogene markers of HaCaT 
cell line. These human cells have been isolated from the normal skin of a cancer 
patient. They became "spontaneously" immortalized but remained non tumorigenic 
(Boukamp et al 1988). The status of the p53 gene has recently described as 
abnormal, as HaCaT cells have mutations for both p53 alleles. 
HaCaT in monolayer: 
In monolayer, HaCaT cells retained an epithelial morphology. Surprisingly, 
irradiation of HaCaT in monolayer resulted in a dose-dependent increase in the p53 
mRNA level 3 h post-irradiation, with graded doses of y-rays up to 8 Gy. We have 
also performed immunoprecipitation procedure against p53 protein (with the pAb122 
hybridome supernatant). A sustained stabilization of the protein was observed 3 h 
post-irradiation at 2 Gy. 
HaCaT in the reconstituted skin model: 
This cell line was cytogenetically characterized in collaboration with C. Luccioni 
(CEA). These cells were near tetraploid, exhibited numerous chromosome anomalies 
and were genetically unstable in culture. However, in the reconstituted skin, the 
HaCaT were still able to develop an epithelium. 
HaCaT cells exhibited an abnormal p53 gene expression. A high expression was 
demonstrated both at the transcriptional level with eDNA probes for p53 and at the 
protein level using immunoprecipitation and immunofluorescence on histological 
slides in the skin model. A cytoplasmic localization of the p53 in HaCaT cells could be 
ascribed to the mutational pattern of the p53 gene, which was also revealed by its 
electrophoretic pattern after immunoprecipitation (appearance of Hsp70 - p53 
complexes). 
Following our strategy, we have irradiated the skin equivalent model (HaCaT cells 
and normal human fibroblasts) 3 weeks after gelling, when epithelium was stratified. 
We observed a high induction ofp53 protein at doses as low as 0.5 Gy. This induction 
remained stable for 7 days following irradiation. We found no increase in p53 mRNA 
level up to 2 Gy, but a strong induction ofp53 mRNA level with higher doses (8 Gy). 
Conclusion 
Most experiments published on p53 and the cellular response to gamma radiations 
concerned immortalized cells belonging to the hematopoietic lineage. We have 
developed two cellular models which allow to study the radiation response of the skin. 
Normal keratinocytes and fibroblasts allow to study the early steps of cell 
transformation in cells expressing a normal p53 gene. The radiation response can be 
studied in poor differentiation (monolayer) and high differentiation (reconstituted 
skin) culture conditions. In these cells, gamma rays induce the p53 protein with a 
post-transcriptional regulation. 
In HaCaT cells, which have p53 mutations, the endogeneous p53 expression was 
high and abnormal. Furthemore, the induction by the gamma rays exhibited 
uncommon regulations, particularly an induction at the transcriptional level, which 
has never been described for cells belonging to the hematopoietic lineage. As certain 
p53 mutants loose their antiproliferative activities and acquire oncogenic properties, 
then this sustained induction of the p53 protein might be one of the key requirements 
for transition towards neoplasia. In conclusion, HaCaT cells might be a good model to 
study the last steps of transformation in cells with an abnormal p53 gene. 
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In conclusion, the p53 gene was clearly involved in the response of human skin cells 
to low and moderate doses of gamma rays. Doses of 0.5 Gy already induced the 
protein. For normal keratinocytes, stabilization of the protein is the main regulation 
step. However, for abnormal keratinocytes, both transcription and protein 
stabilization might be regulation steps of p53. 
p53 gene cascade is now partly discovered. Low dose radiation might activate the 
control that p53 exerts on the cell cycle. But other activities ofp53, like involvement 
in transcriptional control and DNA repair, might occur after such doses. 
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Head of project 7: Prof. J.E. Arrand 
i) Objectives for the reporting period 
1. To assess p53 gene status in human lung (L132), thyroid (HTori 3) 
and urothelial epithelial cell lines (both irradiated and unirradiated, normal 
and tumour) used by the participating groups. 
2. Determination of effect of low dose/dose-rate ionising irradiation (y 
rays 0.01-0.1Gy/hour) on p53 status and cell growth/colony morphology in 
L132 cells. 
3. Determination of p53 status in nude mouse tumour-derived cell lines, 
resulting from inoculation of y and a irradiated HTori 3 cells (L 132 cells were 
not feasible for this expenment due to the background levels of tumour 
formation with unirradiated cells) 
4. Characterisation of novel markers in low dose/dose-rate irradiation 
responses by 2D protein electrophoresis and differential eDNA library 
screening. 
5. Determination of relationship of transformation frequency in HTori 3 
cells to p53 status and LET of irradiation. 
ii) Progress achieved 
Having previously successfully set up SSCP analysis of p53 exons 5 
to 8 inclusive, whereby known p53 mutations in cell lines were reliably 
detected in comparison to genetically normal cells, the technique has since 
been applied to human lung epithelial cells (L 132), urothelial normal and 
tumour cell lines (with Dr Morthersill's group), and nude mouse tumour cells 
derived from HTori 3 cells irradiated pre-injection with either y and a rays 
(supplied by Dr Riches group). Initial studies with unirradiated samples 
revealed no unusual bands in any cell lines used in subsequent 
experiments, when compared to a normal human primary cell line (MCJ); the 
p53 status of the cell lines L 132 and HTori 3 may therefore be regarded as 
genetically normal. 
Following this result, the SSCP technique was applied to samples 
which had been irradiated with either low dose or low dose/dose-rate 
ionising irradiation. HTori 3 cells were irradiated with varying doses of y or a 
irradiation, then injected into nude mice. DNA was successfully extracted 
from small numbers of HTori 3-derived tumour cells, and SSCP analysis 
carried out. Electrophoretic mobility shifts were identified in PCR amplified 
exons from 5 out of 10 tumours isolated. Of these 5 possible mutations, 2 
were in exon 5, none were in exon 6, 1 was in exon 7 and 2 were in exon 8. 
Results were observed as appearance of one or more secondary bands, not 
present in unirradiated samples, rather than a simple band shift, possibly 
due to the presence of mixed cell populations in the derived tumour. In 
order to test this hypothesis, clonal cell lines were derived from the original 
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tumour line by Dr Riches' group and subjected to further analysis. 
Determination of p53 status in 3 clones of a line with suspected p53 
mutations were carried out (Figure 1 ). Of the clonal lines investigated with 
suspected mutations in exon 7, single mobility shifts were detected in 
different clones, confirming a mixed population in the original tumour line. 
In total, therefore, an increase of at least 50% in detectable mobility 
shifts has occurred following exposure to y and a irradiation and subsequent 
nude mouse tumour end-point analysis. 
Human lung epithelial cells were exposed to a cumulative dose of 0.5 
Gray at dose rates of 0.1, 0.04 and 0.01 Gy/hour. These cells and 
corresponding sham-irradiated controls were maintained in conditions 
designed to reduce cell division but maintain viability for a maximum period 
of 18 weeks. After several weeks in these conditions, dense clusters of cells 
were seen to form in both irradiated and unirradiated flasks. However in the 
unirradiated flask these clusters soon lifted from the culture surface and 
would not re-seed to fresh flasks. Of the clusters observed in irradiated 
flasks, the majority survived and were capable of re-seeding fresh flasks if 
removed from the original flask. Especially at 0.04 Gylhour dose rate, there 
was a tendency for formation of groups of cells exhibiting unusual 
morphology. These cells, along with cells from dense clusters and also 
apparently normal cells, were analysed for p53 mutations alongside 
samples from sham-irradiated. Cells, 47 samples in total, were analysed, 
the results are summarised in Table 1. 
From Table 1 it can be seen that an increased level of mobility shift 
was detected in the irradiated samples when compared to unirradiated 
samples. A general spread of mobility shifts in amplified p53 exons was 
detected throughout the four exons studied (chosen for their predominance 
in p53-mutation mediated carcinogenesis), with no particular exon showing 
dominance over others. In addition, cell colony morphology did not appear 
to relate to either dose/dose-rate received or detectable mobility shifts in the 
samples analysed. Of great interest though is the predominance of 
detectable shifts in exons amplified from cells irradiated with 0.01 Gylhour 
(85% of tested samples showing 1 or more mobility shifts, against 46, 44 and 
0%, for 0.04, 0.1 and 0 Gylhour respectively). In total an approximate 51% 
increase in detectable mobility shifts was observed in exons 5 to 8 of the p53 
genes of low dose-rate irradiated L 132 cells. 
The identification of novel molecular markers responding to low dose 
ionising irradiation has resulted, by comparitive 2D protein electrophoresis 
in the detection of several up or down regulated or post-translationally 
modified protein species, including RPA subunits, XRCC1 and a heat shock 
protein identified by microsequencing and/or Western blotting. In addition 
we have recently cloned a low-dose down-regulated gene whose product 
shows homology to proteins involved in the heat-shock response. 
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Table 1, Incidence of detectable electrophoretic mobility shifts m PCR 
products (SSCP analysis) from exons 5 to 8 of the p53 gene in low 
dose/dose rate irradiated L 132 cells 
a) Relationship between dose-rate, mutation frequency and location of 
mutations along p53 gene 
Ex on Dose rate (Gylhour) 
0 0.01 0.04 0.1 Total 
5 0 4 3 8 
6 0 5 3 9 
7 0 2 2 2 6 
8 0 3 3 3 9 
total 0 14 7 11 
mutations 
total +ve 0 11 6 7 24 
samples * 
Total 5 13 13 16 47 
samples 
Ofo 0 85 46 44 51 
b) Relationship between colony morphology and detectable p53 mutation 
colony form 
Dense clumps/ 
unusual 
morphology 
Visibly normal 
%with detectable mobility shifts 
0.01 Gylhour 0.04Gy!Hour 
66 50 
66 43 
0.1Gylhour 
66 
60 
* Samples scored as showing mobility shifts in one or more exons 
Where total number of mutations scored is greater than total number of 
samples, this is due to shifts detected in more than one exon of some 
samples. 
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The relationship between linear energy of transmission (LET) and cell 
transformation was not apparent when correlated with p53 mutation in nude 
mouse tumour-derived cells. Numbers of p53 mutations were not 
significantly different between samples irradiated with either a or y 
irradiation. Given that no appreciable difference between a or y irradiation 
was observed, it is possible that differences in LET is not a significant factor 
in determining levels of damage by ionising radiation-mediated DNA 
damage, or that both types of radiation produce similar levels of DNA 
damage via different mechanisms or similar levels of side reactions. 
iii) Conclusions. 
1) Approximately 50% of nude mouse derived tumours resulting from 
low dose irradiated HTori 3 cells showed abnormal p53 gene sequences. 
2) LET did not correlate with incidence of p53 mutation m low dose 
irradiated HTori 3 cells. 
3) Low dose/dose-rate irradiation of L132 cells resulted in approximately 
50% increase of p53 gene mutation above control levels, in all samples 
tested. 
4) Dose-rate, cell morphology and axon-specific mutation did not appear 
to correlate with frequency of detectable p53 mutations in low dose-rate 
irradiated L132 cells, although a dose rate of 0.01 Gy/hour gave a high 
mutation frequency 
5) In general, irradiation of human epithelial cell lines with low dose or 
low dose/dose-rate ionising irradiation appears to result in increased 
frequency (approximately 50%) of mutation in exons 5 to 8 of the p53 gene, 
known to be involved in between 50 and 80% of known human cancers. 
6) Novel gene and protein markers have been identified which appear 
to be responsive to low doses of ionising radiation in L 132 cells. 
Publications resulting from this work 
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F1gure 1, SSCP analys1s of exon 7 of the p53 gene of cloned cells from 
HTori 3 cells 1rrad1ated with low dose y 1rrad1ation 
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1. Objectives 
The objective of this part of the project was to analyze the levels of apoptosis in 
human cells and cell lines subjected to radiation or to carcinogenic chemicals. To 
conform w1th this objective, major emphasis has been put on the repertoire of assays 
and methods able to assess specifically and quantitatively the presence of the 
apoptotic process, and to distinguish it from necrosis. 
Three methodical approaches were envisaged. The highest emphasis was put 
on the quantitative analysis of the status of DNA and chromatin. As an alternative 
approach the quantitation of apoptotic bodies, defined by their chemical resistance, 
was suggested. Finally, selective morphological methods were intended to be studied 
that would enable the quantitation of apoptotic cells on the single cell level. 
The research on apoptosis belongs to fastest developing areas of animal 
cell biology. The repertoir of reliable methods for apoptosis assessment grew 
substantially larger since the time when this part of the project was designed (middle 
of 1993), and a variety of commercial reagents and kits became available. Therefore, 
the solution of the problem took into consideration the most recent methods, the critical 
survey of which follows. 
2. Current methods of apoptosis assessment 
2.1 Analys1s of isolated DNA 
The original methods that made it possible to identify the apoptotic mode of cell 
death were based on the analysis of the status of DNA, the "ladder" of 
oligonucleosomal fragments, demonstrated in agarose gel electrophoresis, being the 
most prominent example. However, the recent investigations have shown, that in some 
kinds of cells, e.g. in cell lines of epithelial origin, the cleavage of chromatin stops at 
large fragments, 50kb or 300 kb. Thus the absence of oligonucleosomal fragments 
does not necessarily indicate an absence of apoptotic process. The detection of large 
fragments is not possible by simple agarose gel electrophoresis, but only with field-
inversion gel electrophoresis. The electrophoretic examination of DNA fragments 
requires -106 cells. When labelled with radioactive thymidine, the cell number 
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reqUired is by one order of magnitude lower. 
Our contribution to the quantitative detennination of large DNA fragments 
is the development of an alternative assay, namely gel chromatography according 
to our previous publication (Vomastek,T. and Franek, F.(1993) lmmunol. Lett.35: 
19-24). The isolation procedure of DNA has to be extraordinary mild, e.g. an enzymic 
degradation of proteins and RNA avoiding the phenol extraction step ( Neiman, P E. et. 
al. (1991) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 88: 5857-5861). The potential ofthis method 
to quantitate exactly intact DNA, large fragments and oligonucleosomes in a 
single step is unsurpassable by other known methods. The method required -107 
cells. The present effort is aimed at reducing the required number to -106 cells. 
(Publication in preparation). 
2.2 Apoptotic bodies 
While the morphological distinction of apoptotic bodies from damaged cells or 
from cell debris might be sometimes ambiguous, the treatment of the cell population 
under examination with 6M solution of guanidinium hydrochloride improves 
substantially the selectivity (Vomastek, T. and Franek, F. (1993) lmmunol. Lett. 35: 19-
24). The cell number required for reliable counting of total cells/particles and of 
insoluble particles ts, according to our experience, in the order of 1 03 cells. 
2.3 Examination of DNA in cells 
Some experiments are difficult to be carried out at the scale of tens or hunderds 
of millions of cells. Therefore, the availability of methods requiring lower cell numbers, 
or even single cells, opens new horizons for solving subtle problems of cell biology. 
The Cell Death Detection ELISA kit (Boehringer Mannheim) is based on immunoassay 
of fragmented chromatin using a monoclonal antibody to histones and another 
monoclonal antibody to DNA. Samples of the size of 1,000 cells are subjected to lysis 
and subsequent separation of intact and fragmented chromatin by centrifugation. 
According to our experience this immuoassay is very sensitive and reasonably 
reproducible. 
Apoptotic cells may be distinguished by the morphology of the nucleus. The 
progress in the evaluation of the morphology of DNA or chromatin in single apoptotic 
cells has been enabled by introduction of various fluorescent stains. The classical 
staining of chromatin by acridine orange may be supplemented by more specific 
ethidium bromide or bisbenzimide H 33342. Apoptotic cells are distinguished by intense 
fluorescence of condensed chromatin and/or fragmented nuclei. 
The fragmented DNA may be demonstrated by the In Situ Cell Death Detection 
Kit, Fluorescein (Boehringer Mannheim) that is based on theTdT-mediated dUTP nick 
end labelling technique (TUNEL). It labels the free ends of DNA and stains apoptotic 
cells with distinctly higher intensity than intact nuclei of viable cells. 
Single cell visualization of chromatin fragments is possible by the single-cell gel 
electrophoresis, the so called comet assay (Rosselli, F., et al. (1995) Oncogene 10: 9-
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17). The cells embedded in an agarose gel are fixed, permeabilized, and subjected to 
an electrical field for a couple of minutes. While intact chromatin does not move out of 
the cells, fragmented chromatin forms a comet-like pattern outside the cell when 
chromatin DNA is stained with ethidium bromide or with another suitable DNA stain. 
The apoptotic and non-apoptotic cells are inspected in fluorescence microscope and 
counted. 
Flow cytometric analysis of the percentage of apoptotic cells has become 
reliable by introduction of the fluorescent labelling of DNA breaks in single cells in 
conjuction with conventional cell cycle analysis (Gorczyca, E. W., et al. (1993) 
Leukemia 7: 659-670) 
3. Progress achieved 
3 1 Cell line 
The human transformed keratinocyte line HPV-G was selected as a model cell 
line in the testing and comparison of quantitative methods for assessment of apoptosis 
induced by radiation. This cell line grows as an adherent layer both in plastic tissue 
culture vessels and in glass vessels, as well as on microscopic slides. The line requires 
only serum for growth and attachment. 
Apoptot1c HPV-G cells develop spontaneously during subculturing of the line· 
(i) Upon trypsinization and subculturing not all cells attach to the substrate. They 
change their morphology and die by apoptosis w1thin two to three days. 
(ii) Cells divide even after reaching confluence. The suspension of dead cells beyond 
the layer of adherent living cells displays markers of apoptosis. 
Priming for apoptosis can be carried out when cells detached by mild 
tryps1nizat1on are transferred to new serum-containing medium and the suspension is 
placed in bacteriological polystyrene Petri dishes, the surface of which does not allow 
attachment. HPV-G cells are round-shaped under these conditions , and remain viable 
as single cells or as small aggregates for 1-2 days. The suspension culture of HPV-G 
cells was used for induction of apoptosis by chemicals or by radiation . 
3.2 Methods applied for apoptosis assessment 
a) Spontaneous apoptos1s 
For spontaneously apoptotic HPV-G cells adherent viable cells served as a 
control. DNA was prepared both from control and from apoptotic cells us1ng the mild 
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enzymatic method of Neiman (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA (1991) 88: 5857-5861) 
circumventing the conventional phenol extraction step. The DNA preparations from 
-107 cells were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis and by gel chromatography. 
The agarose gel electrophoresis has shown that dead cell DNA is partly cleaved to 
large fragments. This finding is 1n agreement with the notion that the chromatin 
fragmentation in cells of epithelial origin does not proceed to oligonucleosomal 
fragments. The existence of large, but not of oligonucleosomal fragments, was clearly 
visualized in elution profiles of gel chromatographic analysis on Sephacryl S-1000 
(Pharmacia) equilibrated in 1 M ammonium acetate (Fig1). Paper reporting on the new 
method of DNA chromatography and on its analytical potentials is in preparation. 
Morphological examination in light microscope, using as the criterion of 
apoptosis the shrunken shape of the cells, works relatively specifically with trained ey. 
To eliminate entirely the subjective factor, counting of apoptotic bodies insoluble in 
guanidinium solution was introduced. The apoptotic index, i.e. the percentage of 
apoptotic cells/bodies relative to total cell count, obtained by counting shrunken cells, 
is always higher than the index obtained by counting insoluble apoptotic bod1es, 
Various cells of haematopoietic origin, examined earlier in our laboratory, or by other 
investigators, displayed values of the converting factor between 3 and 1 0. The 
converting factor obtained with HPV-G cells was 2.1. This indicates a presence of a 
highly active tranglutaminase. The finding is conceivable, because non-transformed 
keratinocytes undergo terminal differentiation in which transglutaminase plays an 
important role. The cross-linking of cell proteins in the line HPV-G was thus found 
Intense enough to serve as a marker of the degree of apoptosis. 
b) Induced apoptosis 
Apoptosis was found to be induced in HPV-G suspension cells by addition of 
ethanol or dimethylsulfoxide at 1 to 5% concenration Within 24 h upon addition of the 
tnducer a major fraction of cells acqUired apoptotic morphology. 
The changes of chromatin, i.e.condensation and dissipation of condensed 
chromatin particles, were observed using four staimng methods: 
(i) Acndtne orange. The chromatin is yellow, cytoplasm is green and RNA particles, 
obviously polyribosomes, are orange. 
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F1g.1 Chromatography profile of DNA isolated from viable and apoptotic HPV-G cells 
(ii) Acridine orange plus ethidium bromide. In addition to characteristic staining of 
subcellular structures by acridine orange, an intense orange colour of DNA develops 
in cellls the membrane of which became permeable. This method allows to distinguish 
early apoptotic stage and late apoptosis, that has in some cells the features of 
secondary necrosis. 
(iii) Bisbenzimide H33342. This stain is applied without fixation. The nucleus of a living 
cell is faintly blue. Apoptotic nucleus displays structures of condensed chromatin 
emitting intense blue fluorescence This staining method is specific for DNA, the 
background fluorescence of the cytoplasm is virtually non-existent. 
(iv) TUNEL staining, fluorescein variant. The apoptotic nuclei are characterized by 
fluorescence exceeding markedly the background, and by intranuclear structures. This 
staining is extraordinary in its selectivity. Viable cells do not display any fluorescence 
(Fig.2) 
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Fig. 2. TUNEL staining of HPV-G cells. Upper row: Viable cells immediately after 
detachment by trypsinization. Lower row: Cells 24 h after irradiation. Left:: Light 
microscopy. Right: Fluorescence. 
Single-cell electrophoresis is based on the visualization, by ethidium bromide, 
of DNA fragments that permeate through the impaired plasma membrane of a fixed cell, 
and move in the electric field. Comet-like pattem characterizes cells with fragmented 
DNA. The methods allows also to monitor DNA damage caused by radiation and the 
course of DNA repair. This method yields very specific information on the state of DNA 
in individual cells, and is applicable to cell populations counting only several hunderds 
of cells. Because the preparation of the sample comprises application of strong 
detergent solution immediately after embedding the cells into the gel, the stage of the 
apoptotic process becomes quicky frozen. Therefore, the method is applicable to 
monitoring kinetics of processes proceeding for several hours. 
The Cell Death Detection ELISA immunoassay was shown to monitor with high 
sensitivity the fragmentation of chromatin caused either by spontaneous cell 
detachment or by apoptosis inducers, such as dimethylsulfoxide or irradiation. 
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The variety of above reported methods could be applied to HPV-G cells in the 
suspension state. The development of the short-term suspension culture of HPV-G 
cells in untreated plasticware opened numerous experimental approaches. 
The HPV-G cells grown in a monolayer on tissue culture plastic or on glass were 
found to be rather resistant to irradiation by X-ray up to 10 Gy. The supension culture 
is more flexible and allows to adjust the medium during and after irradiation to reach 
rad1osensitivty at lower doses. In pilot experiments the suspension culture was found 
to be easily applicable to flow cytometry. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Introduction 
As indicated in the title, the project was initially directed exclusively towards development 
and validation of an image analysis system for automated detection of micronuclei in 
cytokinesis-blocked lymphocytes. However, when the project was granted, participants in 
the project were requested by the Commission to explore possibilities for automated 
detection of stable chromosomal aberrations such as translocations. Therefore, this final 
Progress Report will contain information on automated detection of micronuclei and 
translocations in human lymphocytes. 
A. Automated scoring of micronuclei in cytokinesis-blocked binucleated lymphocytes. 
All three participants were actively engaged in this part of the project and the experiments 
were performed in a highly integrated fashion. One of the tasks of Participant 1 was to 
assist in the validation of the "Discovery" image analysis program developed jointly by 
Participant 2 and Becton-Dickinson. Initially, the plan was to run this program not only on 
the "Discovery" in Gent (Participant 2) but also on the "Discovery" in Leiden. However, 
soon after the start of the project, the "Discovery" in Leiden was replaced by the more 
sophisticated "Fluorbance" of Becton-Dickinson. Unfortunately, the software for the 
"Discovery" could not be used for the "Fluorbance". For a variety of reasons, Becton-
Dickinson did not adapt the "Discovery" software for use on the "Fluorbance". Conse-
quently, Participant 1 was unable to contribute to the development of procedures for 
automated detection of 1) micronuclei in binucleated lymphocytes and 2) centromeres 
within micronuclei using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). At a late stage of the 
project, Participant 1 was able to install "Discovery" software in the "Discovery" of the 
Erasmus University in Rotterdam. On the latter machine we performed automated 
measurements of micronuclei in lymphocytes from a single donor that were exposed in 
vitro to different doses of ionizing radiation. Microscope slides used for these 
measurements were also analyzed automaticallly on the "Discovery" of Participant 2 in 
Gent so that the effect of differences in operators could be studied. 
Participant 1 also performed manual analysis of slides to construct dose-effect curves 
for radiation-induced micronuclei in lymphocytes from five healthy donors. These results 
could be compared with results of automated measurements collected by Participant 2 and 
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with results of manual scoring of irradiated lymphocytes of three healthy donors per-
formed by Participant 3. Results of this thorough and integrated interlaboratory validation 
of automated and manual micronucleus scoring procedures indicated that the differences 
between the two procedures and between manual scoring in different laboratories are of 
the same magnitude. It is also concluded that frequencies of micronuclei after low dose 
exposures can be scored automatically and manually with the same accuracy. 
The development and evaluation of image analysis algorithms for automated selection 
of cytokinesis-blocked binucleated lymphocytes with/without micronuclei was the main 
task of Participant 2. Technical details concerning the various image analysis procedures 
that ultimately result in selection of binucleated cells with/without micronuclei are given in 
in the progress report of Participant 2. In so far as it concerns the selection of binucleated 
lymphocytes with or without micronuclei, it can be concluded that the localization of such 
cells on slides - and their storage in the computer for retrospective visual inspection on the 
TV screen -can take place fully automatically. Upon visual inspection, more than 60% of 
the selected objects are indeed binucleated cells and 96.5 % of the binucleated objects 
without micronuclei were correctly classified. With the present state of the art, the 
automated selection must be followed by a quick and simple manual operation to remove 
false positive cells. Although the existing software can still be improved, the major 
stumbling block for large scale application of the automated detection procedure is a lack 
of financial resources for buying additional equipment such as a slide feeder and computer 
storage capacity that will allow unattended operation of the "Discovery" for long periods 
of time. 
Participant 3 contributed substantially to the success of the automation procedure by 
developing appropriate fixation and staining procedures for suitable slide preparations. A 
particularly useful modification of the traditional preparation techniques involved the 
production of binucleated cells with touching or slightly overlapping nuclei. This is 
essential for the detection algorithm for binucleated cells which makes use of "electronic" 
construction of a centroid around the touching nuclei and which eliminates the time 
consuming segmentation steps for the cytoplasm around the nuclei. Micronuclei in such 
cells can then effectively be detected by screening for micronuclei in a circular imaginary 
cytoplasm with a dimension that is 10% larger than that of the centroid around the 
touching nuclei (for details see Verhaegen et al., 1994). 
Another important activity of Participant 3 concerned the development of staining 
procedures for centromeres within micronuclei. It has long been known that the use of 
micronucleus frequencies for biological dosimetry purposes is severely hampered by the 
fact that there are large interindividual differences in spontaneous frequencies of 
micronuclei. Thus, when pre-exposure spontaneous micronucleus frequencies of irradiated 
subjects are unknown, it is difficult to calculate the radiation dose received with a large 
degree of confidence. This is particularly true for radiation doses below 1 Gy. 
In the context of this project, Participant 3 developed an " absorption" in situ 
hybridization method for centromere detection in micronuclei. Subsequently, this method 
was used to determine the ratio of centromere positive/centromere negative micronuclei in 
12 healthy subjects. Only a very small percentage of the micronuclei were centromere 
negative, while a high and variable percentage of the micronuclei was centromere positive 
(65-86%). This observation suggests the aneuploid nature of most spontaneous 
micronuclei. An additional finding was that the spontaneous frequency of centromere 
positive micronuclei increased with age whereas the frequency of centromere negative 
micronculei remained constant with age. This supports the previous conclusion concerning 
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the aneuploid nature of most spontaneous micronuclei. 
Furthermore, Participant 3 studied centromeres and micronuclei in lymphocytes 
irradiated with X-ray doses in the range 0.1-1 Gy. In this dose-range centromere positive 
micronuclei were not induced, whereas there was a dose-dependent induction of 
centromere negative micronuclei. The observation that spontaneous micronuclei are 
predominantly centromere positive whereas radiation-induced are mostly centromere 
negative offers interesting possibilities for increasing the sensitivity of the micronucleus 
technique for biological dosimetry purposes. For the one donor investigated the detection 
limit was 0.25 Gy for the conventional micronucleus assay whereas the detection limit 
decreased to 0.08 Gy when only centromere negative micronuclei are scored. These 
results are very promising and require further substantiation with more donors. 
At the moment we are not in the position to measure centromeres within micronuclei 
automatically. This will only be possible when staining procedures have been modified in 
such a way that the same slide can subsequently be used for automated selection of -
micronucleated cells and for detection of centromeres within the micronuclei of selected 
cells. 
B. 
Automated scoring of chromosomal translocations using single- and multi-colour 
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for biological dosimetry. 
(Participant 1) 
Accurate measurement of effects of radiation exposure is important for 1) detection of 
occupational and environmental exposure, 2) evaluation and guidance of medical treatment 
in cases of accidental exposure or 3) for measurement of radiosensitivity of tumours and 
normal tissue to optimize cancer therapy. By the mid 1960's it had been established that 
the frequency of chromosomal aberrations in peripheral blood lmphocytes can serve as an 
indicator of radiation exposure. This frequency can be measured by counting dicentrics, 
fragments and ring chromosomes in metaphase spreads. The background frequency of 
dicentrics is about 0.5-1 per 1000 cells in normal individuals, and its sensitivity is high, as 
an increase of dicentric chromosomes can be detected for relatively low radiation doses 
(0.2 Gy of X-rays). In order to detect exposure to low radiation doses, a large number of 
metaphases must be analyzed, which is a very time-consuming task to perform manually. 
Several attempts have been made to fully automate the aberration scoring on uniformly 
stained metaphase spreads. This was approached as a two step procedure in which the 
metaphase spreads were first located and subsequently analyzed for the presence of 
dicentric chromosomes. However, so far full automation of the scoring of dicentric 
chromosomes has not been achieved reliably due to the complex image analysis problems 
involved. 
With the aid of in situ hybridization techniques it has now become possible to use the 
number of translocations as an indicator for biological dosimetry. An additional advantage 
is that translocations, unlike dicentrics, are stable aberrations so that the analysis can take 
place a long time after irradiation. The detection of translocations can be accomplished by 
using whole chromosome painting probes in combination with a counterstain for total 
chromosomal DNA. Translocations can then be scored by counting the number of 
chromosomes containing parts of the painting probes in relation to the original number of 
painted chromosomes. Within the present automation project a system is being developed 
for the automated scoring of radiation-induced translocations using single- and multiple 
colour fluorescence in situ hybridization. These studies were performed by Drs. Darroudi, 
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Natarajan and Tates from the Dept. of Radiation Genetics and Chemical Mutagenesis in 
Leiden in collaboration with Drs. Tanke, Vrolijk and Sloos from the Dept. of 
Cytochemistry and Cytometry in Leiden. 
A critical first step in these activities involved development of an automated system 
that can automatically screen for metaphases in lymphocyte preparations using DAPI as 
counterstain. This system consists of a Macintosh Ilfx computer, and an automated 
Ergolux microscope with a fluorescence illuminator, scanning stage, focus motor drive, 
computer controlled objective rotor and an automated filter wheel. As an image sensor, a 
Sony black and white CCD camera was used with capabilities for on-chip integration. 
Using this combination of equipment it was possible to automatically screen a single 
microscope slide for metaphases in a time span of about 70 minutes including a time 
period of 25 minutes for autofocussing. The false positive rate for metaphase finding was 
7% whereas about 13% of metaphases were missed. These percentages correspond quite 
well with results from commercially available metaphase finders which mostly operate on 
Giemsa-stained slide preparations. 
An important aspect of our metaphase fmding system is that slides used for metaphase 
screening can subsequently be used for automated scoring of painted chromosomes and 
thus for translocation detection. The translocation detection starts with a relocation of 
preselected stored metaphases at high magnification using a dual band by-pass filter for 
FITC and DAPI. Initially single colour FISH was performed using a paint probe specific 
for chromosome 4. This procedure was used to screen for translocations induced in lym-
phocytes that were given an in vitro exposure of 4 Gy of X-rays. In this pilot study 120 
metaphases were screened manually and automatically for induced translocations. The 
result was that the automated device correctly identified translocations in 90% of the 
metaphases selected. In more recent experiments, dual colour FISH was employed using 
paint probes for chromosomes 4 and 8 labelled with spectrum green and spectrum orange 
respectively. In this case ~lls from three healthy donors were exposed to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 
1.0 and 2.0 Gy so that dose-effect curves can be constructed both manuallly and 
automatically. Results from the manual analysis are already available and thousands of 
automatically selected metaphases have been stored in the computer for future automated 
detection of translocations. Future comparison of manual and automated findings will 
allow us to validate the success of the automated screening procedure. 
In the mean time, a new detection system with improved efficiency and sensitivity is 
being tested. This promising system consists of a DM-XRA microscope, a Power 
Macintosh computer and a Xilix camera. This powerful combination of new equipment 
will increase the speed of image analysis by about 800%. At the moment, the development 
of software for the new equipment is almost completed. Apart from these technological 
improvements we have been able to work out a more sensitive staining procedure for 
translocation scoring. This procedure is called ratio-labelling. It essentially involves 
staining of a probe for an individual chromosome pair with either a particular fluoro-
chrome (e.g. AMCA, FITC or TRITC) or with a combination of fluorochromes mixed in 
a well-defined ratio. In this way more colours can be obtained thereby making it possible 
to separate at least 6 differentially stained chromosome pairs within the same metaphase 
without taking any spatial information into account. Details about results obtained with the 
ratio-labeling procedure will soon be published. 
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Bead of project 1: Dr. Tates 
ll. Objectives for tbe reporting period 
A. 
Automated detection of micronuclei with/without centromeres in binucleated 
human lymphocytes 
Contribution to validation of a "Discovery" (Becton Dickinson) image analysis program 
for automated detection of micronuclei in binucleated lymphocytes by using software 
(developed by Participant 2 and Becton Dickinson) and a "Discovery" located in the 
Netherlands. 
Adaptation of the above program for a second generation image analyser "Fluorbance" 
(Becton Dickinson) which replaced the "Discovery" in The Netherlands in 1994. 
Development of an "absorption" in situ hybridization (ISH) method which utilizes two 
stains with non-overlapping absorption spectra i.e. methylgreen for nuclei plus micronuclei 
plus alkaline phosphatase-CAS red for identification of centromeres in micronuclei. Use of 
this method for automated detection of centromeres in micronuclei identified by means of 
the "Fluorbance". 
Validation of this method by comparing results of manual and automated measurement of 
micronuclei in several normal subjects and in lymphocytes exposed in vitro to different 
doses of X-rays. 
B. 
Automated metaphase fmding and detection of chromosomal translocations in 
mononucleated human lymphocytes 
Contribution to the development of hard/software for automated metaphase finding and 
scoring of chromosomal translocations visualized by fluorescence in situ hybridization 
(FISH). 
Validation and improvement of this system by combining ratio-labeling staining 
procedures with chromosome specific probes. This will allow detection of translocations 
between more pairs of chromosomes and among labelled chromosomes. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
ad A. 
Micronucleus studies 
For the micronucleus studies in The Netherlands numerous difficulties were encountered 
which centered around the availability of operational image analysers. At the the begin-
ning of the project, a "Discovery" image analyser was available at the Dept. of 
Cytochemistry and Cytometry in Leiden. Initially it was impossible to install the software 
for automated micronucleus detection developed jointly by Participant 2 and Becton 
Dickinson. When these problems were solved, the "Discovery" was sold to the Erasmus 
University in Rotterdam and replaced by the more advanced "Fluorbance" image analyser. 
Participant 1 had access to the "Fluorbance" but, unfortunately, the software developed 
for the "Discovery" was incompatible with the "Fluorbance". It was agreed that Becton 
Dickinson would adapt the "Discovery" software to the "Fluorbance" but this was never 
realized. In addition, the performance of the "Fluorbance" for our- and other research 
projects was so poor that the equipment was returned to the manufacturer. 
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In view of these unforeseen difficulties, it was impossible for Participant 1 to validate 
the automated procedure for detection of micronuclei in binucleated lymphocytes and to 
develop methodology for automated detection of centromeres within micronuclei. 
Nevertheless, through help of the Erasmus Unive;:sity in Rotterdam and with assistance of 
Drs. de Scheerder from the Standard Dosimetry Laboratory in Belgium, we were able to 
install software for automated micronucleus detection a short period of time in the 
"Discovery" of Rotterdam. During this period we performed an automated measurement 
of micronuclei in lymphocytes from a single donor whose lymphocytes had been exposed 
in vitro to X-ray doses of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 and 2 Gy. Results of these measurements will 
be compared with automated measurements performed by other operators on the same 
slide preparations on the "Discovery" in Belgium. These results will be included in a joint 
publication. 
Finally, Participant 1 performed manual scoring for micronuclei in lymphocytes from 
five healthy donors whose lymphocytes were exposed in vitro to the X-ray doses men-
tioned above. These results are included in the final report of Participant 2. 
ad B. 
Development of a system for automated metaphase fmding and scoring of 
chromosomal translocations visualized by fluorescence in situ hybridization. 
In close collaboration with Dr. Vrolijk and Prof. Tanke of the Dept. of Cytochemistry and 
Cytometry and Drs. Darroudi, Natarajan of the Dept. of Radiation Genetics and Chemical 
Mutagenesis in Lei den in The Netherlands and Participant 1, an image analysis system has 
been developed that can detect metaphases on the basis of a fluorescent counterstain 
(DAPI). With the same system one can subsequently analyze the number of translocations 
within selected metaphase cells with the aid of whole chromosome paints using biotin-16-
dUTP and in situ hybridization. The system consists of a Macintosh Ilfx computer, an 
automated Ergo lux microscope equipped with fluorescence illuminator, scanning stage, 
focus motor drive, computer controlled objective rotor and an automated filter wheel. As 
a image sensor, a Sony black & white CCD camera was used with capabilities for on-chip 
integration. 
The analysis was carried out in two steps. First, the test slide was automatically 
screened for the presence of metaphases using DAPI as counterstain, then the relocated 
metaphases were manually focused and digitized using a 100x objective in combination 
with a dual band by-pass filter for FITC and DAPI. Automatic scoring of the painted 
chromosomes was based on contrast differences between the painted chromosomes and the 
counterstain. To test the metaphase finder, slides were prepared from phytohaemagglutinin 
stimulated peripheral blood lymphocytes. Slides were stained with DAPI using standard 
procedures. To detect radiation-induced translocations automatically, a pilot study was 
performed in which lymphocytes were exposed in vitro to a high dose of 4 Gy X-rays. A 
second set of experiments was designed to construct dose-response curves for X-ray 
induced translocations (doses of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 Gy) in lymphocytes from three 
healthy donors. Standard protocols were used for culturing and fixing of blood lym-
phocytes. Air-dried preparations were made under an infra-red lamp. For the pilot study a 
single colour FISH was performed with a whole painting probe for chromosome 4 
labelled with FITC. For the second set of experiments we thusfar used dual colour FISH 
for chromosomes 4 and 8. 
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adBl. 
Results of the pilot study 
In this study a complete analysis of a slide (8 cm2) for the presence of metaphases could 
be carried out automatically in about 70 minutes, of which about 25 minutes were 
required for autofocussing. The false positive rate for metaphase detection was 7%, while 
12.7 % of the metaphases were missed. These figures correspond rather well with figures 
reported for commercially available metaphase finding systems for Giemsa stained 
specimens. Apart from the metaphase finding aspects of the methodology, 120 metaphases 
were examined automatically for the presence of translocations involving chromosome 4. 
Results were compared with those obtained by manual scoring. A correct classification 
rate of circa 90 % was obtained. Results were published recently (Vrolijk et al., 1994). 
adB2. 
New developments 
To improve the efficiency and sensitivity of the automated screening method for 
translocation events, a new system is being developed and tested. It consists of a DM-
RXA microscope, a Power Macintosh computer and a Xillix camera. This new micros-
cope has a higher efficiency for epi-illumination compared to the previously used Ergolux 
microscope. This will shorten integration times when images are captured. Besides an 
automated stage, focus motor drive, objective rotor and filter wheel, also the filter blocks 
of the fluorescence illuminator can be controlled allowing the selection of different 
excitation wavelengths for the different fluorochromes without a visible pixel shift. In this 
way no registration problems will occur between the counterstain image and the images 
from the painted chromosomes. Conversion of the image processing software from the 
680xx-based processors to the Power PC processor will give a speed increase of circa 
800% for image analysis, so that the performance of the system will be mainly limited by 
the time it takes to capture images. In the new system, the Sony camera has been replaced 
by the Xillix camera. The latter camera is more sensitive and has a larger chipsize, so that 
larger images (for metaphase finding) can be processed more efficiently thereby shortening 
the time it takes to analyze a slide, while the higher sensitivity of the camera will lower 
the exposure times. At this moment most of the software developments for the new system 
have been completed. 
During the pilot study no colour information was taken into account for counting the 
number of painted chromosome parts. Painted chromosomes or parts thereof were detected 
on the basis of contrast differences relative to the DAPI counterstain. This resulted in a 
number of false positive signals. In order to improve the performance, separate exposures 
will be taken for the counterstain and for the painted chromosomes. In order to optimize 
these algorithmes and to test the performance of the system, 500 metaphases have been 
digitized for each of 6 different radiation doses. Two painting probes labelled with 
spectrum green and spectrum orange were thereby applied: one for chromosome 4 and one 
for chromosome 8. From this data set 25 images per radiation dose will be used as a 
learning set for the new algorithms, while the remaining 475 metaphases (per dose) will 
serve as a test set to determine the performance of the system and to construct dose-
response curves both manually (Table 1) and automatically (in progress). 
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ad B3. 
Colour processing 
The sensitivity of the existing methodology can be increased further by applying so-called 
ratio-labelling procedures for the painting of chromosomes. In this way more colours can 
be obtained as a combination of two or three fluorochromes, while also translocations 
between painted chromosomes can be distinguished. A pilot study has been carried out, in 
which nine different chromosomes were labelled with a combination of AMCA, FITC 
and TRITC (Table 2). The 3 different colour images of a number of metaphase spreads 
were digitized sequentially using a cooled Photometries black & white CCD camera in 
combination with the proper excitation and emission filters. The images were flat-field 
corrected, while also the aspecific fluorescence was subtracted. Finally corrections due to 
filter overlap were made, after which the colour images were converted to the HSI (hue-
saturation-intensity ) domain. On the basis of clustering techniques in the HS-plane at least 
6 different labelled chromosome pairs could be separated without taking any spatial infor-
mation into account. Further developments will be carried out to increase the speed of 
these algorithms, so that they can be efficiently incorporated into the software package for 
translocation scoring. 
ad B4. 
Conclusions 
The results of a pilot study suggest that automatic detection of translocations is possible. 
Although no colour information was applied, a 90% correct classification rate was 
obtained. The first step of the process, namely the automatic detection of metaphase 
spreads on the fluorescence counterstain, has been realized with a similar performance as 
commercially available metaphase finders for Giemsa stained slides. The newly developed 
system will have a higher efficiency and will allow the analysis of more than one painted 
chromosome based on colour processing. This latter aspect will increase the sensitivity for 
translocation scoring. 
It is expected that the new system - composed of the DM-RXA microscope, the Xillix 
camera and the Power Macintosh computer - will be operational by the end of this year. It 
will then be possible to automatically detect metaphases on the DAPI counterstain, to 
relocate and autofocus the metaphases at high magnification (63x or lOOx objective), to 
acquire the separate colour images for the counting of the painted chromosomes and to 
score the number of painted chromosomes, or chromosome parts, automatically. Further 
research will then continue to increase the number of painted chromosomes to more than 
two, so that the sensitivity for translocation scoring will be even further increased. This 
obviously will allow to study involvement of specific chromosomes in radiation induced 
translocations. Finally the new system will be extensively validated by comparing results 
of automated and manual scoring. 
Publications: 
Vrolijk, J., Sloos, W.C.R., Darroudi, F., Natarajan, A.T. and Tanke, H.J. (1994) A 
system for fluorescence metaphase finding and scoring of chromosomal translocations 
visualized by in situ hybridization. International Journal of Radiation Biology, 66, 287-
295. 
Three papers incorporating the various aspects of improved translocation image analysis 
are in preparation. 
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Table 2: 
Schematic representation of a triple hybridization 
Labeled probe Detection Signal 
Probe 1 fluorescein 
Probe 2 digoxigenin 
Probe 3 biotin 
anti dig-TRIRC 
avidin-AMCA 
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Red 
Blue 
Head of project 2: Dr. Thierens 
ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
The objectives were the development and evaluation of image analysis algorithms for 
selection of cytokinesis-blocked cells and micronuclei within them. This work involved the 
implementation of the necessary software on the "Discovery" image analysis system 
(Becton-Dickinson) and the evaluation of the reliability of the automated detection by 
comparison with results of manual scoring. To remove artefacts resulting in false-positive 
or false-negative micronuclei, preparation techniques were adapted in close collaboration 
with Part.3 of the project. 
A thorough validation of the procedure for automated scoring was performed by 
relocation of selected objects followed by manual inspection on the "Discovery" and also 
by an extensive comparison of the number of micronuclei scored manually under the light 
microscope by Participants 1 and 3. For this validation a close collaboration between the 
three participants in the project was necessary. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
A. 
Development of the algorithm for automated detection of micronuclei in binucleated 
cells 
After an interactive study between Participants 2 and 3 of the project, it was concluded 
that with modification of the preparation technique yielding binucleated cells with touching 
nuclei, the use of a circle as searching region for micronuclei gave better and faster 
results than the time consuming segmentation of the cytoplasm. An algorithm for 
automated detection of micronuclei based on detection of binucleated cells with touching 
nuclei was worked out. 
The flow diagram of the algorithm is represented in Figure 1. The first part of the 
program uses the low magnification camera of the system allowing a large field (25x 
objective-supplementary reducing lens x0.5). In this field morphometric characteristics 
such as area, perimeter, contour ratio, skeleton parameters of the objects are determined 
and binucleated cells are selected by the use of selection gates for the characteristics 
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considered. In the second part of the program at high magnification (25x objective-
supplementary magnifying lens x2) the selected cells are viewed one by one to count the 
micronuclei within a circular region centred at the centroid of the double nucleus. It was 
found empirically that the best equivalent to the real cytoplasm is obtained when the circle 
encompassing the double nucleus is expanded by 10%. 
Within this circular region the search for micronuclei is performed in two steps: a 
search for micronuclei that lye loose in the cytoplasm followed by the detection of 
micronuclei touching the nuclei. An object is accepted as a loose lying micronucleus if 
area and contour ratio (test for roundness) are within predefined limits. Micronuclei 
touching the nuclei are searched by scanning the edge of the object with two different 
methods. With the first method, a vector with the distances from edge-points to the 
centroid of the object is constructed. With this method micronuclei appear as small local 
maxima in the edge-centroid distance. This procedure allows also an artefact rejection : 
vectors with more than two large maxima are polynuclear (three and more) cells while a 
large number of small maxima points indicates metaphase chromosomes. With the second 
method that searches for touching micronuclei, the local convexity of the edge is para-
metrised using the following procedure: the centroid of each piece of the edge determined 
by a chord with a certain predefined length is calculated and the distance from this point 
to the chord serves as parameter. With this method micronuclei are found as a small 
convex zone, flanked by two slightly concave zones. In both methods the position of a 
micronucleus on the edge is stored. The number of touching micronuclei obtained by 
methods 1 and 2 are pooled and to avoid double counting the micronuclei obtained by 
both methods are subtracted. Finally the number of overlapping micronuclei is added to 
the number of loose-lying micronuclei to yield the total number in the analysed cell. 
To reduce the number of artefacts an accurate .setting of the selection gates for the 
morphometric characteristics is of crucial importance. These selection gates are deter-
mined experimentally using 1000 known objects (binucleated cells, mononuclear and poly-
nuclear cells, artefacts) on the slides as imput for the program. This is illustrated in 
Figure 2 where the selection gate for the contour ratio is plotted versus area and perimeter 
together with the data used for the determination of the gate. 
The image analysis program runs as a Microsoft Windows application with software 
written in the C++ language. Cell features are stored in a database on a cell-by-cell 
basis. Cells are classified in three different classes: binucleated cells without micronuclei 
(class noMN), binucleated cells with one or more micronuclei (class MN) and artefacts. 
The system allows graphical presentation of the results in the form of histograms or two-
dimensional scatterplots. Images of the cells obtained at high magnification can be 
retrieved from the harddisk where they were stored during measurement. Incorrectly 
classified cells can be moved to the correct class by a simple reassignment operation. 
A first evaluation of the program was performed on slides of a blood sample irradiated 
in vitro with a dose of 1 Gy X-rays. The automated system scored about 6000 cells, which 
were evaluated manually afterwards one by one on the Discovery after relocation. This 
evaluation showed that after careful settings of the selection gates more than 98% of the 
objects classified in the noMN class are in the correct class. It was concluded that false-
negatives are not a problem for the system. On the other hand, a significant number of 
false-positives, depending on the quality of the slide, are present in the MN class. It was 
not possible to reduce this number to an acceptable level by appropriate gate selection. 
Consequently for the MN class visual inspection with eventual reassignment to other 
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classes after the automated analysis is required to obtain correct results. It has to be 
mentioned that this procedure is not time-consuming on the "Discovery" in the case of 
low doses ( < 2 Gy), which usually play a role in practical biological dosimetry. 
In conclusion, as reliable procedure for scoring micronuclei with the "Discovery" 
system we propose a semi-automated approach, in which the objects in the MN class are 
inspected visually after the automated scoring and are eventually reassigned to other 
classes. 
B. 
Validation of the semi-automated scoring procedure 
The validation of the semi-automated scoring procedure, described above, was based on 
slides obtained from blood samples of five donors after irradiation with 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 
and 2 Gy of X-rays. Also the spontaneous incidence of micronuclei was recorded. The 
slides were prepared following a modified protocol described by Participant 3. For these 
slides micronuclei were scored by the semi-automated procedure on the "Discovery" in 
Gent (procedure 1). As a first step in the validation each selected object was relocated 
afterwards, and visually inspected (procedure 2). As a second step in the validation, the 
same slides were scored manually under the light microscope in Leiden by Participant 1. 
To investigate interlaboratory differences, the slides of three donors were also scored 
manually in Gent by Participant 3. For each data point 2000 binucleated cells were con-
sidered. The results of this thorough validation are summarized in Figure 3. In this figure 
the dose-response data obtained by the proposed semi-automated procedure on the 
"Discovery" (procedure 1) are compared with the data after complete visual inspection on 
the "Discovery" (procedure 2) and the results of the manual scoring by Participants 1 and 
3. 
The first step of the validation, e.g. procedure 2 on the "Discovery" in comparison to 
the results of procedure 1, showed that 62 ± 4 (s.d.) % of the selected objects were 
binucleated cells. The remaining objects were mononuclear, polynuclear cells and arte-
facts. Consequently about 3000 objects have to be analysed to obtain 2000 binucleated 
cells. Another important conclusion is that 96.5 ± 0.8% of the objects in the noMN class 
are classified correctly, supporting the reliability of the proposed semi-automated 
approach. Reassignment to the correct class of the remaining 3.5% involves an increase of 
the micronucleus yield by 15.4 ± 2.9%. The size of this systematic underestimation by 
procedure 1 is of the order of the statistical uncertainty on the micronucleus yield in the 
low dose range, considered in present study. 
Figure 3 shows that the interpretation of the comparison of the data obtained by 
computerized image analysis with the results of the manual scoring is more difficult. 
Taking into consideration the manual data collected by Participant 1 for all donors, the 
differences with the automated scoring are not systematic: i.e. differences of opposite 
sign/direction are almost equally present. Taking into account also the manual data of 
Participant 3 for donors 1-3, it is clear that the interlaboratory differences between the 
micronucleus yields scored manually are of the same size as the differences between the 
automated and manual scoring. On the basis of results obtained with the present validation 
study, it is concluded that micronucleus frequencies after low dose exposures can be 
scored automatically and manually with the same accuracy. 
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Conclusion 
A reliable semi-automated scoring procedure for micronuclei in binucleated cells has been 
developed which is very useful for the dose range usually encountered in daily 
radio(bio)logical practice. This procedure consists of a fully automated localization of 
binucleated cells and counting of the micronuclei within these cells. The procedure is 
followed by a simple and fast manual operation by means of which the false positives are 
removed. 
A thorough interlaboratory validation of automated and manual micronucleus scoring 
procedures has indicated that the differences between the two procedures and between 
manual scoring in two laboratories are of the same magnitude. It is also concluded that 
that frequencies of micronuclei in the low dose range can be determined with the same 
accuracy by automated image analysis procedures as by manual scoring. 
Publications 
Verhagen, F., A. Vral, J. Seunljens, N.W. Schipper, L. de Ridder and H. Thierens 
(1994) Scoring of radiation induced micronuclei in cytokinesis blocked human lym-
phocytes by automated image analysis. Cytometry, 17, 119-127. 
Vral, A., F. Verhaegen, H. Thierens and L. de Ridder (1994) The in vitro cytokinesis-
block micronucleus assay: a detailed description of an improved slide preparation 
technique for the automated detection of micronuclei in human lymphocytes. 
Mutagenesis, 9, 439-443. 
Participants of the project (1995/96) Validation and comparison of automated and manual 
procedures for detection of binucleated lymphocytes with/without micronuclei. In 
preparation. 
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Figure 2: Selection gate for the contour ratio (full line) plotted versus area and perimeter 
together with the data used for the determination of the gate. The crosses represent 
binucleate cells, the circles are mostly polynucleate cells. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of micronucleus scoring with computerized image analysis and 
manual scoring by light microscopy 
6. : micronucleus yield obtained by semi-automatic scoring with the Discovery 
analyser (procedure 1) 
0 : micronucleus yield after complete manual evaluation with the Discovery system 
of the data obtained with procedure 1 (procedure 2) 
A : micronucleus yield obtained by manual scoring by light microscopy in Gent 
• : micronucleus yield obtained by manual scoring by light microscopy in Lei den 
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ll. Objectives for the reporting period 
A. 
Development of a micronucleus-centromere assay to detect low doses of irradiation. 
B. 
This implies: 
1. further optimation of the "absorption" in situ hybridization (ISH) method which 
utilizes the peroxidase-diaminobenzidine (PO-DAB) reaction for the detection of the 
centromeres in micronuclei and the Romanowsky-Giemsa staining for the detection 
of nuclei and micronuclei. 
2. investigation of spontaneous and radiation-induced MN for the presence of 
centromeres. 
Validation of the automated micronucleus scoring procedure by comparing the results 
of manual and automated micronucleus measurements in lymphocytes exposed to 
different doses of X-rays. 
The automated measurements were performed by Participants 1 and 2 and the manual 
measurements by Participants 1 and 3. 
c. 
Development of an automated micronucleus-centromere scoring procedure. 
m. Progress achieved including publications 
adA. 
Development of a micronucleus-centromere assay to detect low doses of irradiation. 
The detection of individual low dose exposures, in people with unknown pre-exposure 
spontaneous frequencies of micronuclei (MN), is impossible with the conventional MN 
assay because of the large interindividual differences in spontaneous frequencies of MN. 
To increase the sensitivity of the MN assay we optimized the ISH technique for 
centromere detection in MN. With this optimized MN-centromere technique, we inves-
tigated the origin of spontaneously occurring MN for 12 healthy donors. Radiation-
induced MN were analysed for one donor in the dose range 0.1-1 Gy. 
ad Al. 
Optimization of ISH technique for centromere detection in micronuclei. 
For optimization of the ISH technique we used the centromeric DNA probe 'p82H' 
(provided by A.R. Mitchell) which is a cloned alphoid sequence, present at the 
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centromeric heterochromatin of all human chromosomes (Mitchell et al., 1985). The probe 
was biotinylated by standard nick-translation. For the preparation of MN slides our 
automation protocol was used (Vral et al., 1994). This protocol uses a 25:1 
methanol:acetic acid fixation of the cells, by means of which binucleated cells are obtained 
with touching nuclei. This enabled us to recognize binucleated cells because, during the 
ISH procedure, the cytoplasm of the binucleated cells was eliminated. 
For the ISH procedure, slides were pretreated with RNase and pepsin followed by a 
postfixation in 4% paraformaldehyde. A probe concentration of 4 ng/ ~-tl (in 50% deionized 
formamide) was added to the slides. Probe and target DNA were denaturated simul-
taneously (5 min, 80°C followed by overnight hybridization and postfixation washes. 
detection and visualization of the signal at the place of the centromere was achieved by 
immunoenzymatic absorption staining. As immuno-enzymatic absorption staining method 
we decided to use the indirect biotin-avidin method, whereby avidin was labeled with 
peroxidase. As substrate for peroxidase, diaminobenzidine (DAB) was used to get 
permanently stained slides. After this visualization method the nuclei were counter-stained 
with Romanowsky-Giemsa (4% in Hepes buffer) for 20 min., washed, air-dried and 
mounted. Centromere detection in MN was restricted to those binucleated cells where the 
DAB signals were also visible in the main nuclei. Besides MN slides, we also prepared 
metaphase spreads. In each experiment these metaphase spreads served as an internal 
control to prove that all centromeres were stained. 
adA2. 
a. Centromere detection in spontaneous and radiation-induced micronuclei. 
MN of 12 healthy donors were analyzed for the presence of centromeres to provide 
information about the origin of spontaneous micronucleus formation in human binucleated 
lymphocytes. We observed a large variation in the total frequency of spontaneous MN 
between the different donors (7-29/1000 BN cells). Only a very small percentage of these 
MN were centromere negative (CM-, acentric fragment), while a high and variable 
percentage of these MN were centromere positive (CM+; 65-86%, whole chromosome). 
When the donors were classified according to their age, we observed a linear increase in 
spontaneous MN with age. This increase was due to a comparabel increase in eM+ MN, 
while the eM- MN remained constant with age (see Table I and Figure 1). Our finding of 
the high percentage of CM+ spontaneous MN may point to the aneuploid nature of spon-
taneous MN. Because the linear increase in eM+ MN is correlated with the overall 
increase in spontaneous MN with age, we tentatively conclude that aneuploidy is an age 
related process. 
Analysis of MN for the presence of centromeres was also performed in lymphocytes of 
one donor whose lymphocytes were exposed to different doses of gamma rays. For the 
radiation-induced MN we observed that the increase in total MN number was due to an 
increase in CM- MN (see Table II). CM+ MN were not induced with radiation doses 
ranging between 0.1-1 Gy. This demonstrates that for low doses of irradiation only breaks 
are induced and no chromosome laggards, pointing to the clastogenic action of ionizing 
radiation in this dose range. The increase in CM- MN with ionizing radiation further 
proves that the high yield of CM+ spontaneous MN is not due to false positives. 
b. The MN-centromere assay for detection of low irradiation doses. 
In the framework of radiation protection, the low frequency of CM- spontaneous MN 
combined with the CM- character of radiation-induced MN will allow us to increase the 
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sensitivity of the MN assay for low irradiation doses by scoring only eM" MN. For the 
one donor studied, we obtained a detection limit of 0.25 Gy with the conventional MN 
assay while the detection limit decreased to 0.08 Gy when only eM· MN are scored (see 
Figure 2). This implies that for this donor the sensitivity of the MN assay was increased 
by a factor 3. These results are very promising and need further substantiation. In the 
context of this work dose-response curves for four additional donors will be constructed. 
c. Comparison between centromere + 1- MN and MN size. 
From 50 eM· MN and 50 eM+ MN the area was measured on the "Discovery" image 
analyzer. This was done by Participant 2 who also evaluated whether the MN area was 
correlated with the presence or absence of a centromere. The mean area for eM+ MN 
was 10.23 p.m2 (± 6.57 p.m2) while the mean area for eM· MN was 9.23 p.m2 (± 7.88 
p.m2). A Wilcoxon test showed no statistical significance for difference in the area of MN 
with or without centromeres. The study of MN size revealed that size of MN cannot be 
used as a criterium to distinguish between MN containing whole chromosomes or acentric 
fragments. Especially after higher doses of radiation the joining of several acentric 
fragments into one MN can be responsible for the occurrence of large radiation-induced 
MN. Also the difference in size of chromosomes may pose problems because a small 
chromosome can be smaller than an acentric fragment of a large chromosome. 
adB 
The automated micronucleus assay. 
a. Further optimization of the slides. 
Pretreatment of cells with RNase instead of 5N Hel, prior to sta.lnmg with Giemsa, 
resulted in a better and more reliable removal of cytoplasmic RNA. With the acid-
catalysed hydrolysis (Hel) the cytoplasm often stained pink what posed problems for the 
software program. 
b. Validation of the automated micronucleus scoring procedure. 
For the validation of the automated MN scoring procedure, dose-response curves for 5 
healthy donors were scored automatically as well as manually. Results are presented in the 
report of Participant 2 and in Figure 3 attached to that report. Results of this validation 
study will soon be written up for publication. 
ad C. 
Development or an automated procedure for simultaneous detection or micronuclei 
and centromeres within micronuclei. 
At the moment we are testing the suitability of the MN slides stained with peroxidase-
DAB for visualization of the centromeres combined with Romanowsky-Giemsa as nuclear 
stain for automated screening with the "Discovery". Because this work is still in an 
exploratory phase no conclusions can be drawn as yet. 
Publications: 
Verhagen, F., A. Vral, J. Seuntjens, N.W. Schipper, L. de Ridder and H. Thierens 
(1994) Scoring of radiation induced micronuclei in cytokinesis blocked human lym-
phocytes by automated image analysis. eytometry, 17, 119-127. 
Vral, A., F. Verhaegen, H. Thierens and L. de Ridder (1994) The in vitro cytokinesis-
block micronucleus assay: a detailed description of an improved slide preparation 
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technique for the automated detection of micronuclei in human lymphocytes. 
Mutagenesis, 9, 439-443. 
Vral, A., H. Thierens and L. de Ridder (1995/1996) Analysis of spontaneous micronuclei 
(MN) for the presence of centromeres to increase the sensitivity of the MN assay after 
irradiation. In preparation. 
Vral, A. 1995. Ph.D. Thesis. " Evaluatie van stralingsgei'nduceerde chromosomale schade 
in human lymphocyten van het perifere bloed met behulp van de "cytokinesis-block' 
micronucleus methode" (Evaluation of radiation-induced chromosomal damage in 
human peripheral blood lymphocytes by means of the 'cytokinesis-block' micronucleus 
method). 
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Table I. Total no. of spontaneous MN and ratio CM+/- MN in 
binucleate cells cultured for 70h with 3.5~g/ml Cytochalasin B. 
Data for 12 donors. 
donor no. BN total CM+ CM- MN/1000 BN cells 
age, sex cells no. MN total CM+(%) CM-(t) 
1 (22y,f) 3000 22 16 6 7.3 72.7 27.3 
2 (23y,f) 2000 34 22 12 17 64.7 35.3 
3 (28y,f) 2000 29 19 10 14.5 65.5 34.5 
4 (31y,f) 2000 41 33 8 20.5 80.5 19.5 
5 (31y ,m) 3500 75 57 18 21.4 76.0 24.0 
6 (31y,m) 2000 46 37 9 23 80.4 19.6 
7 (38y,f) 2000 44 35 9 22 79.5 20.5 
8 (41y ,m) 2000 54 39 15 27 72.2 27.8 
9 (43y,m) 2000 38 29 9 19 76.3 23.7 
10 (44y,f) 2000 57 49 8 28.5 86.0 14.0 
11 (49y,f) 2000 42 31 11 21 73.8 26.2 
12 (49y,m) 2000 29 23 6 14.5 79.3 20.7 
Table II. Total no. of spontaneous and radiation induced MN and 
ratio CM+/- MN in binucleate cells cultured for 70h with 3.5~g/ml 
Cytochalasin B. Data for donor 12. 
dose no. BN total CM+ CM- MN/1000 BN cells 
(Gy) cells no. MN total CM+(%) CM-(%) 
0 2000 29 23 6 14.5 79.3 20.7 
0.1 2500 52 23 29 20.8 44.2 55.8 
0.25 1500 38 12 26 25.3 31.6 68.4 
0.5 1000 53 12 41 53 22.6 77.4 
1 1000 99 8 91 99 8.1 91.9 
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Fig. 1 : The spontaneous MN yield per 1000 CB lymphocytes as a 
function of age for cultured lymphocytes of 12 healthy donors. 
Besides the total number of spontaneous MN (e) also the number 
of CM+ MN ( D.) and CM- MN ( +) are given together with the 
linear least squares fits, MN = a + bY, through the data (MN 
total ......................... , MN CM+ ----------, MN CM- --------- ) • Error bars 
represent the statistical uncertainties (95% confidence limits) 
on the number of MN. 
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Fig. 2 : The MN number (MN total • , MN CM- D. ) per 1000 CB 
lymphocytes as a function of y-ray dose for cultured lymphocytes 
of one donor. The full lines represent the results of linear-
quadratic fits, of the form y = c + aD + PD2, through the data. 
The 95% confidence bars for the mean number (based on the data 
of the 12 donors) of total spontaneous MN ( ~~ ) and eM-
spontaneous MN ( ~) are also given. The arrows indicate the 
lowest dose that can be detected for this donor with the 
conventional MN assay ( • ) and the MN-centromere assay ( t ) . 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The global objective of this project is to strengthen the 
scientific basis for the estimation of genetic risks associated 
with the exposure of human populations to ionizing radiation and 
to set the stage for further work in this area. To achieve this 
objective, both theoretical and experimental studies were 
undertaken as discussed below. 
The theoretical studies included (1) an analysis of the impact 
of concepts and findings emerging from advances in molecular 
biology of human mendelian diseases on radiation risk estimation 
for this class of diseases (Sankaranarayanan); (2) an assess-
ment, through the use of specific genetic models, of the 
consequences of the presence of germinal mutations in "cancer 
predisposing genes" in the human genome to radiation cancer risks 
in a population which consists of cancer-predisposed and non-
predisposed individuals (Sankaranarayanan); (3) development of 
mathematical models for the estimation of the radiation risk of 
multifactorial diseases (Sankaranarayanan) and (4) an analysis 
of detriment associated with cancers in a defined population in 
order to make comparisons of detriment associated with cancers 
and genetic diseases, both spontaneous and radiation- induced 
(Czeizel) . 
On the experimental side, the work focused on (1) radiation-
induced aneuploidy and transmissible chromosomal aberrations in 
germ cells of male and female mice using conventional cytogenetic 
techniques, augumented by emerging molecular cytogenetic ones 
(Tease); (2) the induction of congenital malformations (scored 
in fetuses) by irradiation of male and female gametogenic 
(especially immature oocyte) stages (Streffer); (3) improving 
methods for the in vitro culturing of oocytes of the guinea pig 
in order to assess the extent to which oocytes of this species 
can serve as a model for assessing chromosomal radiosensitivity 
of human oocytes (Jacquet) and (4) molecular studies to define 
the genetic basis of one common congenital abnormality in man, 
namely cleft lip ± palate (Sankaranarayanan) . 
. 2389. 
A. Theoretical studies. 
1. Impact of advances in human molecular biology on radiation 
genetic risk estimates for mendelian diseases. In this part of 
the project, which is an extension of the work carried out 
earlier (Sankaranarayanan, K., Mutation Res. 258, 3-122, 1991), 
published data on the molecular nature of naturally-occurring 
mutations resulting in mendelian diseases, the distribution of 
mutational sites along the genes and mechanisms of origin of 
these mutations have been collated for a total of over 300 
mendelian diseases. Overall, about 65% of mendelian diseases are 
due to point mutations (PMs), 22% are due to both PMs and length 
mutations (LMs; mostly deletions) and the remainder, due to LMs 
and microdeletion syndromes. In the majority of genes, the 
mutational sites of PMs are non-randomly distributed and this is 
also true of the distribution of breakpoints in LM-associated 
mutations. Further, accumulating evidence documents the existence 
of novel mechanisms in the origin of mendelian diseases (e.g., 
the expansion of trinucleotide repeat sequences in the coding or 
untranslated regions of the gene) . 
The results of these and other analyses on the nature of 
radiation-induced mutations in experimental mammalain systems and 
comparison of mechanisms involved in the origin of spontaneous 
and radiation-induced mutations support the view advanced in 1991 
that naturally-occurring mendelian diseases do not constitute an 
entirely adequate framework for radiation risk estimation and 
that current risk estimates for this class of diseases are 
conservative. 
2. Cancer predisposition, radiosensitivitv and the risk of 
radiation-induced cancers. The fact that certain human mendelian 
diseases have one or another type of cancer as the principal 
phenotype and that cells from individuals with some of these 
disorders are more radiosensitive than those from "normal" 
individuals has long been known. The possibility that cancer-
predisposed individuals may also be at an increased risk for 
radiation induced cancers has now come to the forefront of 
attention and has raised questions on the risk of radiation-
induced cancers in a population consisting of both cancer-
predisposed and "normal" individuals. This problem was 
investigated using a mendelian autosomal one-locus, two-allele 
model. The results show that when such heterogeneity with respect 
to cancer predisposition and radiosensitivity is present in the 
population, irradiation results in a greater increase in the 
frequency of induced cancers than when it is absent; this 
increase is detectable only when the proportion of cancers due 
to genetic predisposition is large and when the degree of 
predisposition is considerable. Application of the above model 
to the breast cancer data in A-bomb survivors in Japan (which 
suggest a relative risk of about 14 at 1 Gy for early onset 
breast cancers) shows that these results can be explained only 
if there are large differences in cancer predisposition (>1000-
fold) and radiosensi-tivity (>100-fold) between predisposed and 
non-prediposed women. 
3. Estimation of the radiation risk of multifactorial diseases 
in man. So far, not very much progress has been made in the 
estimation of the radiation risk of multifactorial diseases. This 
is because of the lack of adequate theory, models and empirical 
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data. Work was therefore initiated to investigate the above 
problem within the framework of an ICRP Task Group on this 
subject. 
In this work, the multifactorial threshold model (MTM) (which 
is commonly used to estimate recurrence risks to relatives from 
data on population prevalences on the basis of quantitative 
genetic principles) has been modified to answer the question of 
the effects of an increase in mutation rate on disease 
prevalence. The modifications include the incorporation of 
mutation (Jl) and selection (s) and the assumption that the 
numbers of gene loci underlying these diseases are finite (2-20) . 
The modified models enable one to estimate the "mutation 
component" (MC) of multifactorial diseases i.e., the proportion 
of disease incidence that is directly proportional to mutation 
rate. With arbitrarily chosen 11 values of 10·6 to 10·5 , s 
coefficients of 1 and 0. 5 and prevalences in the range from 
1/1000 to 5/1000, under conditions of a permanent doubling of the 
spontaneous mutation rate, our models predict that the MC is of 
the order of 2-4% in the first 10 generations (and under 2% in 
the first two generations) . This means that the expected increase 
in prevalence of multifactorial diseases under conditions of a 
fractional increase in mutation rate will be very small. 
4. Estimates of detriment associated with cancers in a defined 
population. In earlier work, epidemiological and other data on 
mendelian and multifactorial diseases were analysed and estimates 
of detriment (i.e., the degree of harm, handicap or disability) 
associated with these at the individual and population levels 
were obtained. The present work extends this analysis to cancers 
thereby setting the stage for comparisons between genetic 
diseases and cancer, both naturally-occurring and radiation-
induced. The basic data used in these analyses come from studies 
carried out in Hungary. 
Twenty-eight different types of cancers were considered and 
four measures of detriment were used, namely, years of life lost, 
potentially impaired life, actually impaired life and economi-
cally impaired life. Considered overall, the average onset age 
for cancers is of the order of about 46 years; men get cancers 
about 5 years earlier than women, retire prematurely about 3 
years later than women and die about 6 years earlier than women. 
In both sexes, early deaths (between 0 and 19 years) are 
predominantly due to lymphoid leukemia. Most cancers cause death 
in adulthood (i.e., between 20 and 69 years of age) and late 
death (< 70 years) . Again in both sexes, adult deaths due to 
brain cancer and Hodgkin's disease account for over two-thirds 
of all cancer deaths. In males, deaths due to cancers of the 
upper respiratory tract account for more than 80% of all adult 
and late deaths whereas in females, the ratio of adult to late 
deaths is about 50:50. 
At the individual level, in males, the average number of years 
of lost life years cover a range between about 6 to 19; in 
females, this ranges between 10 and 23 years. For potentially 
impaired life years, in males, the range is between 2 to 14 and 
in females, between 10 to 34. The estimates of actually impaired 
life years range from about 2 to about 10 in males and from about 
10 to 25 in females. The economically impaired life years 
likewise encompass a range from 10 to 20 years in males and a 
similar range in females. Averaged over all cancers and both 
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sexes, the average number of years of lost life, potentially 
impaired life and actually impaired life and economically 
impaired life are about 14, 10, 15 and 12, respectively. 
B. Experimental studies 
1. Radiation-induced sex-chromosomal aneuploidy in male germ 
cells of mice. In one set of experiments, the potential of the 
technique of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) to study 
radiation-induced sex-chromosome aneuploidy in germ cells of 
male mice was examined. Two repeat sequence DNA probes, one at 
the proximal end of the X chrmosome and the other for the long 
arm of the Y were used to measure aneuploidy in epididymal 
spermatozoa collected 6 or 30 days after X-irradiation (2 Gy) of 
the animals to sample germ cells which were spermatozoa and 
spermatocytes, respectively, at the time of irradiation. With the 
30-day sample, the data point to increased proportions of cells 
with either no or 2 X-chromosome signals (relative to controls) 
suggesting induction of X-chromosomal aneuploidy. The Y 
chromosome probe gave diffuse signals in sperm heads making it 
difficult to identify cells with 2 Y chromosomes. Other probes 
examined (for the Y, chromosome 8 and telomeres and centromeres) 
did not show the sensitivity required for the detection of 
aneuploidy. 
In other experiments, ( i) the use of chromosome 8 probe 
mentioned above permitted a more precise localization of break-
points of 3 chromosome rearrangements known to map to a similar 
position at the proximal end of the chromosome at the probe locus 
and (ii) chromosome-specific pools of DNA isolated through flow 
sorting (in collaborative work with Rabbits) were successfully 
used to confirm initial diagnosis of duplications of chromosome 
1 and 12 and of breakpoints in a translocation between 
chromosomes 7 and 16, recovered from radiation experiments. 
2. Radiation-induced chromosomal anomalies in female mice. In 
this part of the work, female mice were irradidated with 1 Gy, 
mated to unirradiated males and 14-day postimplantation stage 
embryos were analysed cytogenetically. The results showed that 
14 of the 103 embryos carried structural chromosome anomalies 
(duplications, deletions and translocations); while some of these 
anomalies may be incompatible with livebirth, these data 
nonetheless suggest a high rate of induction of potentially 
transmissible chromosomal aberrations in immediately preovulatory 
oocytes of female mice. 
3. Guinea pig oocytes as a model svstem for the assessment of 
radiosensitivity of human oocytes. Studies were conducted to 
develop and validate the use of guinea pig oocytes as a model for 
assessing the radiosensitivity of human immature oocytes, the 
principal stage at risk for genetic risks of radiation exposure 
of human females. The technical difficulties involved in the 
culturing of oocytes in vitro for cytogenetic studies have now 
been overcome. Well over 40%- (and up to 80 to 90%- if some 
precautions are taken) of the oocytes cultured with our prototcol 
yield analysable chromosome preparations at metaphase I of 
meiosis. 
Histological studies showed that at birth, the ovaries of 
guinea pig females have predominantly "large" immature oocytes 
and small numbers of maturing oocytes. The nuclear morphology of 
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these large oocytes is that of a typical diplotene comparable to 
that of the human resting oocytes. In the guinea pig, the 
diplotene configuration, over a period of number of weeks, 
changes to the "contracted" configuration. 
Two sets of experiments were carried out. In the first, the 
ovaries of newborn females were irradiated on the first 2 days 
after birth. A year later, the animals were killed on days 8-10 
of an oestrous cycle (this is about 17 days in the guinea pig), 
meiotically competent oocytes were collected and cultured for 
analyses of chromosomal aberrations in metaphase I of meiosis. 
This age of females was chosen to sample immature oocytes which 
were of the large type at the time of irradiation. In the second, 
ovaries of adult females were irradiated on either day 3 (with 
collection and culturing of oocytes on day 10) or day 10 of the 
oestrous cycle (with collection and culturing of oocytes 
immediately after irradiation) . These experiments were aimed at 
assessing radiosensitivity of oocytes in different stages of 
maturation. In both sets of experiments, the X-ray doses were 1 
and 2 Gy. 
The data clearly show that (i) all the oocyte stages studied 
respond with increased frequencies of chromosomal aberrations 
(translocations and chromatid breaks/fragments) and (ii) oocytes 
irradiated on day 10 of the oestrous cycle and cultured 
immediately, showed an enormous increase in the frequency of 
chromosmal aberrations (e.g., about 30-35% per Gy for transloc-
ations) compared to those irradiated on day 3 (e.g., 2-3% per Gy 
for translocations) or to immature oocytes irradiated on days 1-2 
after birth (about 1% per Gy) . 
A further set of experiments was prompted by the serendipitous 
finding that in oocytes of mature females irradiated on day 10 
day of oestrous cycle (but collected and cultured one day after 
irradiation and processed for cytogenetic work) , all oocytes were 
already in meiotic metaphase II. The suggestion was that 
irradiation by itself "stimulated" meiosis I in meiotically 
competent oocytes. This possibility was tested and confirmed in 
further experiments (irradiation of females on days 8-10 of the 
oestrous cycle, collection 18 h after and culturing; dose range 
studied: 0.25 to 4 Gy). The results showed that the stimulatory 
effect was dose-dependent with the lowest effective dose being 
between 0.25 and 0.5 Gy. The basis for this effect was investi-
gated in additional studies (irradiation of females on day 8; 
collection and fixing of oocytes at different time intervals 
after irradiation). The data showed that all the "stimulated" 
oocytes had been eliminated by day 15 i.e., prior to ovulation 
and replaced by others that were contained in smaller follicles 
at the time of irradiation. In other words, there is evidence for 
an acceleration of growth and maturation of smaller follicles to 
compensate for the loss of large follicles in irradiated animals. 
These data thus provide a basis for future studies on the 
radiosensitivity of oocytes contained in the small follicles. 
Comparison of the present results with those published for the 
mouse clearly suggest that there are important differences 
between mouse oocytes (the animal system thus far used as a 
surrogate for assessing the radiosensitivity of human females) 
and the guinea pig oocytes (which are more similar to human 
oocytes). 
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4. Radiosensitivity of male and female gametogenic stages of 
the mouse to the induction of congenital malformations. The 
choice of the HLG/Zte (Heiligenburger) strain for the present 
studies was dictated by the need to have a sensitive system for 
the assessment of these effects and by earlier findings that 
irradiation of various oogenic stages in mice of this strain 
resulted in significant induction of fetal malformations which 
were indistinguishable from those induced during organogenesis. 
The responses of "immature" oocytes (-y-irradiation at day 19 
of gestation and matings of the female mice so derived, 12 weeks 
after birth), "less mature" and "mature" oocytes (irradiation of 
adult females) and of various stages of spermatogenesis 
(irradiation of adult males) to the induction of malformations 
were studied. In all experiments, the uterine contents were 
exmained at day 19 of pregnancy. The results were the following: 
(i) irradiation of "immature" oocytes with 2.8 Gy (0.28 Gy/h) 
resulted in a significant increase in the frequency of malformed 
fetuses but this could not be demonstrated at the lower dose of 
0.7 Gy; (ii) at a dose of 1.4 Gy ( (0.011 Gy/h; this low dose rate 
permitted survival of "less mature" oocyte stages), these oocytes 
(sampled 29-49 days post-conception) responded with significant 
increases in malformation frequency; (iii) for irradiation of 
males (2.8 Gy), the overall picture is that all germ cell stages 
(post-meiotic, meiotic and pre-meiotic) were sensitive to the 
induction of malformations, the period of maximal sensitivity 
being around meiosis (conceptions occurring 22-28 days after 
irradiation) and (iv) the malformations recorded were almost 
exclusively gastroschisis. 
One other interesting result emerged from this work: in 
experiments on irradiation of adult females, the contemporaneous 
controls which were 6 months old, had a higher spontaneous 
frequency (about 9%) of malformed fetuses (gastroschisis) 
relative to those which were half that age (about 2%). This 
finding thus points to a maternal age-effect for the origin of 
malformations. 
5. Molecular studies on the genetic basis of isolated cleft 
lip + palate (CL + P) in humans. In this part of the work, a 
total of 21 multiplex, multigenerational families with isolated 
CL ± P identified through the records of the Hungarian Congenital 
malformation Registry was used. DNA was isolated from isolated 
nuclei of leukocytes and used in molecular studies. A total of 
10 "candidate regions" on seven different chromosomes was 
screened for association or linkage of the trait using 
appropriate DNA probes. 
The results exclude association or linkage to the TGFa locus 
on chromosome 2p originally claimed by Ardinger et al (Am. J. 
Hum. Genet 45, 348-353, 1991) and to the other candidate regions 
studied. Although not successful in the identification of genes 
involved in CL ± P, since dinucleotide repeat markers (CA) weie 
used in the study (in addition to other markers), ou'} data 
provide the first documentation on polymorphism of these markers 
in the Hungarian population. 
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Head of project 1: Dr. K. Sankaranarayanan 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Analysis of data on the molecular nature, distribution and 
mechanisms of origin of mutations underlying human mendelian 
diseases and assessment of their relevance for radiation genetic 
risk estimation for mendelian diseases. 
2. Analysis of data on cancer predisposition and on radiosensi-
tivity of cancer-predisposed genotypes to the induction of 
cancers; development of suitable genetic models for assessing the 
impact of heterogeneity in the population (with respect to the 
presence of cancer predisposition and enhanced sensitivity of 
such predisposed individuals) on the estimates of radiation 
cancer risks. 
3. Review and analysis of current knowledge on multifactorial 
diseases in man; development of theory and mathematical models 
for the estimation of radiation risks of multifactorial diseases. 
4. Molecular studies on the genetic basis of isolated cleft lip 
± palate in man. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Impact of advances in human molecular biology on radiation 
genetic risk estimation. 
An earlier analysis (Sankaranarayanan, K., Mutation Res. 258, 
3-122, 1991) of the available epidemiological, population genetic 
and molecular data on human mendelian diseases, the nature of 
radiation-induced mutations in mammalian experimental systems, 
and mechanisms of their origin and induction permitted three 
tentative conclusions: ( i) many of the assumptions used in 
genetic risk estimation may not be valid; (ii) the risk estimates 
that have been made, if anything, are conservative i.e., on the 
high side and (iii) until a better framework is formulated it is 
prudent not to alter the risk estimates. The human data analysed 
then pertained to some 75 diseases. During the project period, 
this data-base has been expanded to include well over 300 
mendelian diseases (K. Sankaranarayanan, unpublished) . The 
analysis of these data confirms and extends the conclusions 
reached in 1991 and are discussed below. 
(a) Nature of spontaneous mutations underlying mendelian 
diseases. Analysis of the molecular nature of mutations shows 
that of the 309 mendelian diseases analysed, 200 (65%) are 
predominantly due to point mutations (PMs) , 69 (22%) are due to 
PMs and LMs [length mutations] and 40 (13%) are associated with 
LMs and microdeletion syndromes (MDS) . If one considers autosomal 
dominant and X-linked diseases only, 89 out of 164 (54%) are due 
to PMs and the remainder, due LMs and MDS. 
(b) Mutational specificities. Both the earlier and recent 
analyses of the distribution of PMs along the genes show that in 
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a small proportion of these, the mutational sites are distributed 
throughout the gene i however, in most, these sites are non-
randomly distributed i.e., there are specificities. There is 
evidence that at least in part, this non-randomness is a 
reflection of the DNA sequence organization of the genes. 
Analyses of the distribution of breakpoints of deletions in LM-
associated diseases likewise show the same phenomenon of non-
randomness. 
(c) Mendelian diseases associated with expansion of trinucleo-
tide repeat sequences. Recent molecular studies have shown the 
operation of novel mechanisms in the origin of mendelian 
diseases. One of these concerns the expansion of trinucleotide 
repeat sequences (CAG, CTG, CGG and CCG) in the coding or 
untranslated regions of the gene. As of now, this mechanism has 
been found to be the cause of at least 8 mendelian diseases 
(Machado-Joseph disease, dentatorubral pallidoluysian atrophy, 
Huntington disease, myotonic dystrophy, spinocerebellar ataxia, 
fragile-X A, fragile-X E and spinal & bulbar muscular atrophy) . 
(d) Molecular and clinical heterogeneities. Data are rapidly 
accmulating which show that the basic concept of mutations in one 
gene causing one clinical disease may not always be tenable for 
all mendel ian diseases. Likewise, there are instances where 
mutations in several different genes result in similar clinical 
phenotypes. The emerging picture of molecular and clinical 
heterogeneities poses a dilemma to clinicians and molecular 
geneticists and a challenge to risk estimators. 
(e) Radiation-induced mutations. Currently available data on 
radiation-induced mutations in experimental systems permit three 
important conclusions: (i) most radiation-induced mutations are 
DNA deletionsi (ii) there are not many mechanistic similarities 
between spontaneous and radiation-induced mutations, particularly 
for deletions (this is not entirely unexpected since ionizing 
radiation produces mutations by random deposition of energy in 
the cell whereas spontaneous mutations arise through specific 
mechanisms) and (iii) systems that have been used for the study 
of induced mutations have used genes which on average are more 
highly mutable enabling the investigator to maximize the chance 
of recovering induced mutations. In retrospect it is clear that, 
by and large, these are the genes with multiple mutational sites, 
point mutations or deletions at one or more of these sites giving 
rise to the phenotype under study. 
(f) Relevance for risk estimation. The risk is estimated as 
a product of two quantities namely, prevalence (P) and 1/DD (DD 
doubling dose) where P = 10,000/106 and 1/DD = 1/100. With 
respect to P, two assumptions are important: (i) current 
prevalence represents a balance between mutation and selection 
and (ii) the genes for the diseases included in the estimate of 
P will all respond to induced mutation. On the first assumption, 
it is now clear that mutation-selection balance is probably 
applicable at best to about 15 to 20% of the 10,000/106 and not 
for the remainder. On the second, since radiation induces 
predominantly deletions (and only about 50% of the mutations in 
human mendelian disease are due to deletions) , even if we ignore 
specificities, it is obvious that the P estimate for risk 
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estimation purposes may need to be revised downwards. 
Specificities however, cannot be ignored: if we take them into 
account, the P estimate will dwindle even further. Further, as 
is now known, diseases such as Huntington disease or myotonic 
dystrophy (which are included in the P estimate) arise by novel 
mechanisms mentioned earlier and are probably not inducible by 
radiation. It seems clear, therefore, that the prevalence 
estimate for risk calculations should be revised downwards. The 
consequence will be a lower estimate of risk. 
Turning now to the doubling dose value of 1 Gy, this estimate 
is based on recessive mutations in the mouse for loci which have 
been pre-selected for high induced mutability, on average. It is 
well-known that, genes that sustain induced mutations to 
recessives have been observed to do so at a higher rate (lower 
DD; higher RMR) than those that sustain dominant mutations 
(higher DD; lower RMR) . This suggests that if a DD based on 
recessive mutations is used for estimating the risk of dominant 
diseases, the risk will be overestimated. 
Finally, implicit in the estimation of the DD is the 
assumption that genes which mutate at high rates spontaneously 
will also Dehave similarly after irradiation. This assumption is 
also open to doubt. A high spontaneous rate, depends, among other 
factors, on the size and sequence of the genes in question and 
on the types of mutational mechanisms involved. A high induction 
rate is more dependent on whether a random change in the gene can 
give rise to the phenotypes being studied. 
It is thus clear that the probability of radiation inducing 
those specific mutations which underlie most of the known 
mendelian dominant diseases is likely to be small and that it is 
probably smaller than what one would infer from induced mutations 
in genes in the experimental systems, which have been pre-
selected for high induced mutability. The message, therefore is 
that the concept that all naturally-occurring mendelian diseases 
can be used as a framework for risk estimation, may not be 
entirely correct. As far as radiation protection is concerned, 
the present estimates however do provide a margin of safety. 
2. Cancer predisposition, radiosensitivity and the risk of 
radiation-induced cancers 
(a) The state of the art. It is now recognized that at least 
350 human mendelian diseases have cancer as a sole feature, a 
frequent concomitant or a rare complication. These diseases arise 
as a result of germinal mutations in 11 cancer predisposing genes 11 • 
Further, there is evidence that individuals carrying mutations 
in at least some of these genes may be more sensitive to ionizing 
radiation-induced cancers at the individual level and, cell 
killing, chromosomal aberrations at the cellular level. 
These two themes cancer predisposition and potentially 
increased sensi ti vi ty to radiation- induced cancers are now coming 
into sharper focus in both basic cancer biology and radiation 
carcinogenesis. There are at least three reasons for this: 
1. The discoveries that mutations underlying these diseases 
are in tumor-suppressor genes and/or in those involved in the 
maintenance of genomic stability, cell cycle control and DNA 
repair have imparted a new dimension to our thinking about cancer 
predisposition; At least 21 such genes have now been cloned 
(including 9 tumor-suppressor genes, 11 DNA repair genes and 1 
proto-oncogene) . 
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2. A view that has gained currency in recent years is that, 
in addition to the rare mutant genes which confer a high cancer 
risk, there may be a much larger group which confers a lesser 
degree of risk without obvious familial clustering; the inference 
here that such inherited predisposition may contribute signifi-
cantly more to the cancer incidence in the population than has 
been assumed. 
3. As mentioned above, there is some evidence that cancer-
predisposed individuals may also be more sensitive to radiation-
induced cancers; should this prove to be true, the risk of 
radiation-induced cancers in a population in which these radio-
sensitive subgroups exist may be higher than in a population 
which does not have these subgroups. 
These reasons, therefore, provide a powerful rationale for 
modeling efforts and theoretical enquiries on the impact of 
cancer predisposition and of radiosensitivity on cancer risks in 
an irradiated population. 
(b) Mathematical modeling. To study the above problem 
quantitatively, a mendelian, one-locus, two allele model was 
developed. This model assumes that one of the alleles is mutant 
and the genotypes carrying the mutant allele (s) are cancer 
predisposed and are more sensitive to radiation-induced cancers. 
Formal analytical predictions as well as numerical illustrations 
show that: 
1. When such heterogeneity with respect to cancer predis-
position and radiosensitivity is present in the population, 
irradiation results in a greater increase in the frequency of 
induced cancers than when it is absent. 
2. This increase is detectable only when the proportion of 
cancers due to genetic predisposition is large and the degree of 
predisposition is considerable. 
3. Even when the effect is small, most of the radiation-
induced cancers will occur in predisposed individuals. 
The above conclusions are valid for models of cancer when 
predisposition and radiosensitivity may be either dominant or 
recessive. 
The published data on breast cancers in Japanese A-bomb 
survivors show that at 1 Sv, the radiation-related excess 
relative risk in women irradiated before age 20 is 13 compared 
to 2 for those irradiated at later ages. We examined the 
application of our model to the above data using two assumptions, 
namely, that the proportion of cancers due to genetic 
susceptibility at the BRCA1 locus (1/200) and the frequency of 
the mutant allele (0.0033) estimated for Western populations are 
valid for Japanese women. With our model, these results can be 
explained only if there are very large differences in cancer 
susceptibility (>1000-fold) and radiosensitivity (>100-fold) of 
the heterozygotes. 
3. Multifactorial diseases: review, analysis and mathematical 
modeling for radiation risk estimation 
Multifactorial diseases are those which are interpreted as 
resulting from a large number of causes, both genetic and 
environmental. Their clinical phenotypes are likely to represent 
final common pathways to which various etiological mechanisms 
including genetics have contributed. The common congenital 
abnormalities (e.g., neural tube defects, cardiovascular 
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malformations, pyloric stenosis, cleft lip ±palate etc) and many 
common conditions of adult onset (e.g., coronary heart disease, 
non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus, essential hypertension, 
schizophrenia etc) are examples of multifactorial diseases. In 
terms of transmission characteristics, the majority do not fit 
mendelian expectations, but "run" in families. With the exception 
of coronary heart disease, at present, there are no data on the 
genes, their numbers and how they cause disease. During the 
program period, attention was focused on isolated common 
congenital abnormalities (CAs) which have a birth prevalence of 
about 6%. 
(a) Epidemiological features of congenital abnormalities. 
These include the following: (i) racial/ethnic, regional or 
seasonal differences in prevalence for some CAs; ( ii) higher 
concordance rates in monozygotic twins than in dizygotic ones, 
but never 100%; (ii) the frequency of affected first degree 
relatives of a proband is many times (5 to 50) the prevalence in 
the general population and there is a sharp decrease in the 
proportion affected as one passes from first to second to third 
degree relatives; (iii) the relative increase in risk (i.e., 
relative to birth prevalence in the general population) is more 
marked with low birth frequency and (iv) the recurrence risks 
also depend on the number of affected family members, severity 
of the condition in the proband and whether one sex is more 
frequently affected than the other. 
(b) Multifactorial threshold model of disease liability. 
In 1961, Carter proposed the concepts of a hypothetical 
variable that underlies multifactorial conditions and of 
"threshold" to explain the inheritance of pyloric stenosis and 
applied these to interpret the observed differences in risks to 
relatives of affected males versus females. Subsequently, 
Falconer formalized these concepts quantitatively by advancing 
the multifactorial threshold model of disease liability (MTM) . 
The assumptions of the simple version of MTM are: (i) all 
environmental and genetic causes can be combined into a single 
continuous variable called "liability" which, as such, is 
immeasurable; (ii) liability is determined by a combination of 
numerous genetic and environmental factors, acting additively 
without dominance or epistasis, each contributing a small amount 
of liability and therefore "normally" distributed and (iii) the 
affected individuals are those for whom the liability exceeds a 
certain threshold value. 
With MTM, it became possible to extend the usual methods of 
quantitative genetics developed for threshold characters to 
situations where the data, in the form of incidences, refer to 
an "all-or-none" classification. It enables the conversion of 
information on prevalence of a given multifactorial trait in the 
population (p) and in the relatives of those affected (q) into 
an estimate of correlation in liability between relatives from 
which heritability of liability (h2) can be estimated. 
(c) Mathematical models for radiation risk estimation. As will 
be obvious, the MTM is a descriptive model and is not designed 
to answer questions about the impact of induced mutation on 
prevalence of multifactorial diseases. In order to answer these 
questions, mechanistic models i.e., those which can explain the 
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stability of prevalences of these need to be 
models have long been used by quantitative 
explaining dynamics and maintenance of 
polygenic/quantitative traits, although not 
multifactorial diseases. 
developed. Such 
geneticists for 
variability in 
in the area of 
Our attempts at model building, therefore, focused on 
transforming the descriptive MTM into mechanistic ones using 
concepts derived from quantitative genetics, but with two 
important modifications, namely the following: 
(i) assume that the stability of disease prevalences is a 
reflection of a balance betweeen the two opposing forces, 
mutation and selection and introduce mutation and selection as 
additional parameters in the MTM and, 
(ii) assume that the numbers of genes involved are finite (in 
the range from 2 to 20) . The use of this assumption is dictated 
by major findings that have emerged from biometric, biochemical 
and molecular genetic studies of coronary heart disease; they 
show that fewer loci with moderate effects can explain a large 
part of the variation in risks than is assumed by the classic 
biometric models which invoke a very large number of loci each 
with small additive effects. 
The models that are being developed (within the framework of 
an ICRP Task Group on this subject of which the author is the 
Chairman) enable the assessment of the impact of a given increase 
in mutation rate on disease prevalence in the population. It also 
permits the estimation of mutation component (MC) , an important 
quantity in the equation used for risk estimation (i.e., risk per 
unit dose = Prevalence x reciprocal of the doubling dose x 
mutation component) . 
To examine the properties of the model and their predictions, 
we used 3 and 4-locus models with arbitrarily chosen values of 
mutation rate (10-6 to 10-5 ) and selection (1 and 0.5), values for 
thresholds and different hypothetical prevalences (1/1000 to 
5/1000). For a permanent doubling (i.e., a 100% increase) in 
mutation rate, it has been found that: (i) the MC in the first 
10 generations is of the order of 2-4%; (ii) although MC is a 
function of mutation rate, selection, threshold, environmental 
variance, recombination fequency and the factor by which the 
mutation rate is increased, its magnitude can be predicted from 
knowledge of heritability alone and (iii) for heritability of 
liability values >0.20, the MC for the first and second 
generations is less than 2%. The implication here is that for a 
fractional increase in mutation rate (1%, 10% etc), the MC will 
be very small and consequently the estimated risk will be very 
small indeed. The models have not yet been applied to empirical 
data. 
4. Molecular studies on the genetic basis of isolated cleft 
lip ± palate (CL ± P) in man 
This aspect of the work was focused on identifying gene loci, 
mutations at which underlie non-syndromic CL ± CP in humans. A 
total of 21 multiplex, multigenerational families with isolated 
CL ± CP was identified through the records of the Hungarian 
Congenital Malformation Registry (virtually complete 
ascertainment of multiply-affected CL ± CP families during the 
last 10 years in Hungary) . DNA was extracted from isolated nuclei 
of leukocytes and used for molecular studies employing standard 
procedures. A total of ten 11 candidate gene regions 11 on seven 
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different chromosomes (1q32~q42, 2p13, 4p16.3-p16.1, 4q21-qter, 
4q25-q34, 5q15-q23, 5q31.3-q33.3, 5q333-q35, 11p15.5 and 17q21) 
was screened for association or linkage of the trait under 
consideration using appropriate DNA probes. This choice was 
dictated by either linkage or association of these to CL ± CP in 
some of the published investigations or on inferences from mouse 
studies based on gene positions, tissue-specific expression and 
developmental timing. 
The results of this study exclude association or linkage (i) 
to the TGFA locus on chromosome 2p originally claimed by Ardinger 
et al (Am. J. Hum. Genet. 45, 348-353, 1991); other published 
studies also did not confirm the Ardinger et al's findings, and 
(ii) to other candidate regions studied. Further work on genes 
involved in disturbances in the development of primary and 
secondary palate among those involved in transcriptional 
regulation (e.g., the homeobox and paired-box genes) may be 
fruitful. Although not successful in the identification of genes 
involved in CL ± CP, since dinucleotide repeat markers (CA) (in 
addition to others) were used in this study, our data proviJe the 
first data on polymorphism of these markers in the Hungarian 
population. 
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Head ofproject2: Dr. Tease 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
I. To investigate radiation-induced sex chromosome aneuploidy in male mouse germ cells 
using fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH). 
2. To investigate DNA probes of potential value for FISH analysis of radiation-induced 
chromosome damage in mouse germ cells. 
3. To analyse post-implantation mouse embryos for radiation-induced chromosome damage. 
4. To characterise heritable, radiation-induced chromosome anomalies using conventional 
cytogenetics and FISH. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
I. Radiation-induced sex chromosome aneuploidy in spermatozoa 
The advances made in recent years in the technique of fluorescence in situ 
hybridisation (FISH) have made it feasible to screen human spermatozoa for numerical 
chromosome anomalies. Although in theory this technique is also applicable to the mouse, 
there is in fact a limitation in the current lack of DNA probes of a suitable nature for this type 
of study as few repeat sequence probes are as yet available. Nevertheless, the potential of the 
technique for mutation testing is such as to warrant preliminary studies in the laboratory 
mouse with those DNA probes presently available. The aims of this initial study were to 
determine whether an effect ofX-irradiation on male germ cells could be detected. 
Young C3H/HeH x 101/Hmale mice were given 2Gy of acute X-rays and epididymal 
spermatozoa were collected 6 or 30 days after irradiation. Age matched, unirradiated males 
served as controls. The spermatozoa were washed twice in culture medium, fixed in 3:1 
methanol-acetic acid and spread. Before use for in situ hybridisation, the cells were pre-
treated with a mixture of trypsin and dithiothreitol (Joseph et al, 1984, Hum Genet 66:234). 
Two repeat sequence DNA probes were used, one for the DXWas70 locus at the proximal 
end of the X chromosome, and the other for the long arm of theY chromosome. The probes 
were used separately. Detection of X or Y chromosomes was carried out using the 
appropriate biotinylated probe and the standard avidin-FITC procedure. The results of this 
experiment are given in Table 1. 
In the control, unirradiated males, the proportions of cells with either an X or Y signal 
did not deviate significantly from the expected 50%. At the 6 day interval, both irradiated 
males had a slight excess of spermatozoa with a single X. However, even when the data from 
both males were combined, the excess was not significant (x21 = 1.69, P > 0.05). The results 
for the Y chromosome were in agreement, with one male having a slight excess the other a 
small deficiency of cells with a single signal. 
At the 30 day interval, the irradiated male had a marked deficit of cells with either a 
single X or Y chromosome signal. Interestingly, the proportions of cells with 2 signals was 
elevated for both chromosomes although the effect was less marked for the Y. This apparent 
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discrepancy between the chromosomes is most likely an artefact resulting form the fact that 
the Y chromosome probe gave a somewhat diffuse signal in sperm heads compared with the 
X probe, and this made it more problematical to determine whether or not a cell had evidence 
of2 Y chromosomes; only those cells which were unambiguous were included in this 
category, any ambiguous cells being assigned to the single signal group. 
The apparent lack of any effect at the 6 day sampling interval is as expected as the 
cells would have been mature spermatozoa at the time of irradiation. At the 30 day 
Table 1. The proportions of spermatozoa with an X or Y chromosome from unirradiated 
mice and from males given 2Gy ofX-rays either 6 or 30 days before sampling. 
Treatment Proportion of cells(%) Total 
group cells 
X XX 
control 49.84 0.13 50.Q3 1583 
2Gy/ 6 day 51.83 0.06 48.11 1588 
51.55 0.06 48.39 1610 
control 49.78 0 50.22 1595 
2Gy/ 30 day 47.33 1.29 51.29 1632 
y yy 
control 50.74 0 49.26 1624 
2Gy/ 6 day 49.08 0 50.92 1628 
50.90 0 49.10 1605 
control 49.51 0 50.49 1605 
2Gy/ 30 day 48.52 0.46 50.78 1723 
interval, however, the germ cells would have been at the primary spermatocyte stage and so 
could have scope for errors in chromosome disjunction to occur. The data point to increased 
proportions of cells with either no or 2 signals. Thus the treatment appeared to increase the 
risk of loss of a sex chromosome during meiosis. Cells with 2 signals could have arisen from 
either nondisjunction at anaphase II or failure of chromosome segregation at the cell level to 
produce a diploid cell. Tentatively, it was felt that the latter was the more likely explanation 
as in general cells with 2 signals appeared larger than neighbouring sperm with only one. 
The observations made in this pilot experiment are in line with those reported earlier 
by Szemere and Chandley (1975, Mutat Res 33: 229) who found an elevated rate oftriploidy 
in post-implantation foetuses after X-irradiation of pre-leptotene cells. The FISH approach to 
analysis of induced chromosome anomalies would therefore appear to be capable of 
identifying the same types of radiation-induced chromosome anomalies as conventional 
cytogenetic methods. The former method has the potential advantages, however, of screening 
a wider range of germ cells and their products and of examining the effects of a mutagenic 
treatment on specific chromosomes. 
2. Investigation of DNA probes for use in FISH experiments. 
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Two principal problems were encountered in the radiation experiment described 
above in section 1. Firstly, the Y chromosome probe gave a large and somewhat diffuse 
signal in epididymal sperm heads which made it difficult to distinguish those instances where 
there were 2 signals present. Secondly, use of X andY chromosome probes meant that 
detection of diploid sperm was also problematical. In an attempt to overcome these 
difficulties, various other probes were screened for their value in radiation experiments and 
for analysis of radiation-induced chromosome. anomalies. 
(i) Y chromosome . 
The repeat sequence pSx1 (Capel eta!, 1993, Nature Genet 5: 301) was found to g1ve 
a small, but consistent signal when applied to chromosomes in metaphase I stage 
spermatocytes. However, when use in epididymal sperm preparations, the signal was less 
clear and occasionally difficult to distinguish from background signals produced by the 
detection protocol. In an attempt to strengthen theY chromosome signal, a cocktail of DNA 
sequences for the Y chromosome short arm (kindly provided by Dr S. Laval) was used. 
Although the FISH signal on meiotic chromosomes did appear to be somewhat enhanced, 
overall the improvement was marginal as far as epididymal sperm preparations were 
concerned. 
(ii) Chromosome 8 
A 15 .6kb repeat sequence probe that hybridises to the A4 band of chromosome 8 was 
described by Boyle and Ward (1991, Genomics 12: 517). This probe also gives a consistent 
signal when applied to meiotic chromosome and epididymal sperm preparations. On its own, 
however, it has limited value in detecting aneuploidy or diploidy in sperm. We have 
investigated the possibility of combining the chromosome 8 probe with another autosomal 
probe which would permit unambiguous discrimination of both chromosomally abnormal 
sperm. As no other repeat sequence autosomal probes have as yet become available, we have 
considered the use of Y ACs as these potentially should provide a strong, chromosome-
specific signal (providing they are not chimeric). Using a YAC for a region at the distal end 
of mouse chromosome 2 (kindly provided by S. Ball), we have obtained a clear signal on 
meiotic chromosomes and a small signal of acceptable intensity on sperm preparations. To 
date, however, we have not succeeded in simultaneous hybridisation of the chromosome 8 
repeat sequence probe and the chromosome 2 Y AC. 
(iii) Telomeres/centromere probes 
A telomere repeat sequence probe, labelled with digoxigenin, was generated by PCR 
as described by Idjo eta! (1991, NAR 19: 4780). On sperm preparations, the probe resulted in 
too many signals to make it of use for identifying aneuploid or diploid cells. 
Probes for the major and minor satellite components of the centric heterochromatin of 
mouse chromosomes have been biotinylated using PCR. In sperm preparations, the former 
gave too intense and large a signal for use in identification of diploid cells. This was not the 
case for the minor satellite probe, however, and preliminary examination showed it to be of 
value for this purpose, but it was insufficiently sensitive to detect aneuploidy. 
(iv) Development of chromosome paints 
During the course of the grant, an opportunity arose to collaborate with a group 
interested in the isolation of chromosome-specific pools of DNA in the mouse using flow 
sorting. Such material can be used to produce chromosome paints; these have immense 
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potential for detection and characterisation of radiation-induced chromosome damage in 
mouse germ cells. The initial venture achieved sorting of all mouse chromosomes except 
numbers 10, 13 and 15 (Rabbitts et al, 1995), and subsequently, these chromosomes have 
been successfully isolated (Rabbitts et al, unpublished) 
3. Chromosome anomalies in post-implantation foetuses 
Recent work showed that some of the progeny ofX-irradiated male mice carry visible 
chromosome anomalies (Cattanach et al, 1993, Nature Genet,) and a similar phenomenon 
was subsequently demonstrated following maternal irradiation (Tease and Fisher, submitted). 
Since the progeny chosen for cytological screening are those that show some adverse 
phenotype, it is possible that anomalies with little influence on the external appearance could 
be overlooked. In order further to investigate this possibility, it was decided to screen 14-day 
post-implantation stage embryos from females given an X-ray treatment, 1 Gy of acute X-rays 
to immediately pre-ovulatory stage oocytes, known to cause heritable chromosome damage. 
The results of analysis of G-banded chromosome preparations from 103 foetuses are 
summarised in Table 2. 
Overall, 14 embryos were found to have 1, and occasionally, 2 chromosome 
anomalies. The type of anomaly varied from deletion to presumptive duplications, 
inversions and unbalanced trans locations. Two of the embryos were exencephalic, the 
remainder appeared morphologically normal. 
Table 2. 
Type of structural anomaly : Embryos 
with 
~~~~--~~~------~~~-duplication deletion translocation structural 
anomalies 
6 4 4 14 
XO embryos Total embryos 
3 103 
Previous observations on liveborn offspring of females given the same radiation 
treatment as here, have shown that some of the deleterious phenotypes occasionally present 
were associated with chromosome anomalies (Tease and Fisher, submitted). However, no 
systematic attempt was made to quantify the rate of transmissible chromosome anomalies as 
only selected animals were karyotyped. The data from the 14 day embryos thus provide some 
indication of potentially heritable chromosome anomalies. Given that 2 of the foetuses were 
clearly abnormal in being exencepahlic and almost certainly therefore not going to be viable, 
we are left with a rate of 11.6% of conceptuses with chromosome rearrangements that are 
potentially transmissible. Since the foetuses still had approximately 5 more days of gestation, 
it is possible that some of these anomalies would have been developmentally lethal. 
Nevertheless, we are still left with a surprisingly high rate of chromosome anomalies that 
may be transmitted to the next generation following X-irradiation of immediately 
preovulatory stage oocytes. 
4. Analysis of radiation-induced chromosome anomalies using FISH 
(i) Chromosome 8 rearrangements 
The chromosome 8 probe described above in section 2 was used to analyse 3 
chromosome rearrangements known to map to a similar position at the proximal end of the 
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chromosome as the probe locus. Two translocations, T(2;8)26H and T(2;8)2Wa, were found 
to have breakpoints on chromosome 8 slightly distal to the probe locus. A radiation-induced 
deletion, Del(8)7H, was shown to be distal to the probe locus (O'Keeffe and Tease, 1994). 
(ii) Microchromosome 
A radiation-induced, heritable microchromosome was recovered in one of the progeny 
of an X-irradiated female (Tease and Fisher, submitted). After hybridisation with the 
telomere probe, signals were seen at both ends of this small chromosomal element showing it 
to be a linear rather than a circular structure. The microchromosome was investigated further 
using various chromosome paints. To date, it has failed to show hybridisation with paints for 
chromosomes 1,2,4, 7, 10, 16, 19andX(TeaseandFisher,inpreparation). 
(iii) Radiation-induced duplications 
Two apparent duplications that arose in radiation experiments in which female mice 
were treated (Tease and Fisher, submitted) have been analysed to determine the accuracy of 
the preliminary characterisation. Both Dup(l) Hand Dup(l2) H hybridised successfully with 
paints for chromosomes I and 12 respectively, confirming the initial diagnosis. 
(iv) Radiation-induced reciprocal translocation, T(7;16)67H. 
A reciprocal translocation that was recovered following post-meiotic irradiation of a 
male, was shown by G-banding analysis to involve chromosomes 7 and 16 with the 
breakpoint on the latter in an extremely proximal position. Chromosome painting has 
confirmed the positions of the breakpoints, and a subsequent study was undertaken to analyse 
the influence of this radiation-induced chromosome rearrangement on the production of 
chromosomally imbalanced gametes. Through use of paints for chromosomes 7 and 16, it was 
possible to identify all the segregant products of the translocation multivalent in metaphase II 
spermatocytes and thereby to calculate the proportion of gametes that would be 
chromosomally imbalanced. The translocation had a high frequency of chain multivalents at 
metaphase I (approximately 80%) and this appeared to be correlated with a subsequent high 
rate of adjacent II orientation at anaphase I (Tease, submitted). 
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Head of project 3 : D1~ Jacquet 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The extension of radiation studies to oocyte systems which are more comparable to the human 
one than the mouse oocyte, both in terms of sensitivity to killing and nuclear morphology, is 
strongly indicated. Investigations performed m our laboratory showed that the gumea-pig 
oocyte represents such a system. The aim of the present project was the development and 
validation of the female guinea-pig as a model for ascertaining the chromosomal 
radiosensitivity of human oocytes, with a particular emphasis on Immature (or resting) 
oocytes, the mam components of the female genetic pool. Our work consisted in three parts: 
(i) improvements of the techniques (developed earlier in our laboratory) to culture oocytes of 
this species and prepare them for cytogenetical analysis; (ii) mvestigating the radiosensitivity 
of the "large" Immature oocyte which is present in the newborn animal; (iii) examining the 
influence of gestation hormones on the chromosomal radiosensitivity of the guinea-pig. Due 
to practical difficulties, this last aspect was, however, replaced by an extension of the part (ii), 
i.e. studies on the radiosensttivity of the guinea-pig oocyte at two different stages of its 
maturatiOn. 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Improvements of the techniques to culture oocytes of the guinea-pig and prepare them for 
cytogenetic analysis. 
Performing cytogenetic studies on irradiated guinea-pigs presents some difficulties. First at 
all, hormonal stimulation of maturation and ovulation can not be obtained in this species, and 
the number of oocytes which are ovulated at each of the 17-day cycles is low (usually 2-5). 
The best way to obtam sufficient quantities of oocytes at metaphase I or metaphase II stages 
of meiosis is to culture them in vitro to the appropriate stage. 
Jagiello ( Chromosoma, 27, 95-101, 1969) gave some information on the cytology of meiotic 
chromosomes in the female guinea-pig but unfortunately, she gave no detail on the techniques 
that she used for isolation, culture and fixation of the oocytes. Later on, Y anagimachi (J. 
Reprod. Fertil., 38, 485-488, 1974) described a method of cultunng guinea-pig oocytes, which 
yielded mature oocytes capable of fertilization. However, in that paper, no attempt was made 
to obtain analyzable chromosome preparations of either oocyte metaphase I or II . Everybody 
who is familiar with the techmque of Tarkowski (Cytogenetics, 5, 394-400, 1966) for 
chromosome preparation of mouse oocytes or preimplantation embryos knows that complete 
metaphases with well stained and separated chromosomes are difficult to obtain, and that 
success partly depends on chance. One of the difficulties lies in the volume of the fixative 
used, which must be sufficient to allow a good spreading of chromosomes, while bemg small 
enough to quickly evaporate to avoid dispersion and artefactualloss of chromosomes. In the 
guinea-pig, additional problems are, 1) the difficulties of removing follicular cells which 
strongly adhere to the oocyte, 2) the necessity to remove the thick zona pellucida prior to the 
fixation in order to allow good spreading of the chromosomes, 3) the presence of numerous 
fat globules which may interfere with the quality of the preparations and 4) the high number 
of chromosomes (2n = 64), which makes the obtention of complete metaphases still more 
difficult than in the mouse (2n = 40) 
During the first year of our this contract, we spent a lot of time to Improve techniques 
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developed earher m our laboratory to obtam good chromosome preparatiOns from the gumea-
pig oocytes. For relatively large scale investigations, such techniques had to be simplified to 
the maximum, while still providmg with reproducible results. Attention was given not only 
to MI chromosomes, but also to Mil chromosomes. Indeed, obtention of good chromosome 
preparations of Mil oocytes should make possible to undertake, m a next future, studies on 
the mductwn of aneuploidy by radiation m the guinea-pig oocyte. In the followmg lines, 
complete details of our simplified method, now standardized, are given. 
Animals 
Dunkin-Hartley guinea-pigs from Bantm and Kmgman Ltd (UK) are used for all our 
experiments. Animals are controlled daily for vaginal opening for at least two cycles before 
use. The day the vagina is open is designated day 0 of the oestrous cycle. Ammals are 
sacrificed on days 8-l 0 of the oestrous cycle, when growmg Graafian follicles are clearly 
visible at the surface of the ovaries 
Chemicals 
- Heat-inactivated foetal calf serum Is used for collecting and culturing the oocytes. 
- Hyaluromdase from ovine testes (Fluka) and pronase, B grade (Calbiochem), are used for 
removing cumulus cells and the zona pellucida at the end of the culture. The enzymatic 
solution is prepared each day by dissolvmg 15 mg hyaluronidase and 10 mg pronase in 10 
ml Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline (PBS) without calcium, magnesium and bicarbonate 
(Gibco, cat nr. 042-04200) 
- Hypotomc treatment is performed in l% sodium citrate contaming 4 mg/ml bovine serum 
albumin (BSA). 
-Fixation of the oocytes IS made with a freshly prepared mixture of absolute ethanol- acetic 
acid (3: l ), as recommended by Tarkowski. 
Preparation of capillary pipettes 
Two types of pipettes are selected for the manipulatiOn of the oocytes: hand-pull Pasteur 
capillary pipettes with a sufficiently large aperture are used for any transfer of the oocytes, 
while pipettes with a smaller aperture, about equivalent to the diameter of the oocyte (80-90 
J.lm) are useful for helping m removing the cumulus cells. 
Another pipette, delivering about l 0 J.ll drops, is used for the fixation. 
Culture of oocytes and fvcation of chromosomes 
- Shortly before the sacrifice of the gumea-pigs, pronase and hyaluromdase are dissolved in 
PBS. The tube is closed and left at room temperature until use, later at the end of the culture. 
The culture medium consistmg in 2 m1crodrops of l 00 J.ll FCS covered with silicon or 
paraffin oil is prepared in Falcon dishes, one for each animal. Those culture dishes are kept 
at 37°c in an rur-atmosphere. No difference was found between such culture system and the 
conventiOnal culture in an atmosphere of 5% C02 in air. 
- Guinea-pigs are sacrificed by C02 inhalation, and the ovanes are excised and placed in 
separate embryological watch glasses containing warm FCS. The ovaries are examined under 
InCident light with a stereo-dissecting microscope. Relatively transparent areas on the ovarian 
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surface are punctured w1th disposable tuberculin syringe needles to release the content of the 
Graafian follicles Only healthy and large oocytes surrounded by dense layers of cumulus cells 
are kept for culture. They are generally dark due to the presence of many fat globules m then 
cytoplasm. Smaller and clear oocytes surrounded only by a few layers of cumulus cells, are 
deleted since they reveal unable to resume meiosis in culture. The meiotically competent 
oocytes are transferred to a microdrop of FCS in the culture dishes. Most often, 20-30 
oocytes per female are collected, though this number may vary from a few to more than 50 
- Oocytes are cultivated for 6-8 H in order to obtam Ml preparations, and for 24 H if Mil 
preparatiOns are needed. In the guinea-pig, the disappearance of the gerrmnal vesicle is 
difficult to detect because of the opacity of the cytoplasm. Exammation of fixed oocytes 
reveals that this process and the formation of the Ml spindle may occur as early as 3-5 H 
after the beginning of the culture. However it is very Important to avoid fixation before 6 H, 
not only to maximize the number of oocytes that Will reach the Ml stage, but also to allow 
the migration of the spindle to the oocyte cortex. It is our expenence that Ml chromosomes 
which are fixed before the completion of this process are generally not analyzable. It probably 
results from the presence of the numerous fat globules that surround them in the cytoplasm 
and strongly mterferes with their spreading . When migration of the spindle to the cortex has 
occurred, fat globules are preferentially accumulated at the pole opposite to that containing 
the Ml spindle. 
- Oocytes are picked up from the culture dish, and the tip of the pipette is carefully cleaned 
off With absorbing paper, to remove any traces of oil. Oocytes are transferred to an 
embryological watch glass containing PBS with pronase and hyaluronidase, at room 
temperature. In the guinea-pig, cumulus cells strongly adhere to the oocyte so that treatment 
with hyaluronidase has to be completed by repeating pi petting of oocytes, using a pipette with 
a small diameter aperture. The removal of most cumulus cells from the oocytes requires some 
time (2-5 min). When this is achieved, examination of the oocytes is continued at the highest 
magnification. Digestion of the zona pellucida by pronase IS a very critical step, and needs 
particular attention. For this reason It is advised to work at room temperature with a rather 
low concentration of pronase (0.1 %). It is our impression that higher concentration of pronase 
(i.e. 0.15 %) have a detrimental effect on the quahty of the fixed chromosomes. The digestion 
of the zona pellucida is a slow initiated process suddenly accelerated. A space appears 
between oocytes and theu zona pellucida, giving the impression that oocytes dimmish in size. 
The outlines of the oocytes become somewhat megular and gentle pi petting of one of them 
will cause It to deform, confirming that the digestion of the zona pellucida is nearly achieved. 
Then, all oocytes are very qmckly removed from the medium and carefully gathered in the 
centre of an embryological watch glass containing the hypotonic solutiOn. Usually the 
digestion of the zona pellucida will be completed in the hypotonic solution through the small 
quantity of pronase transferred with the oocytes. Hence, care is taken to avoid shaking the 
solution which would result in rapid dilution of the enzyme. However, if needed, removal of 
residual cumulus cells and of the zona pellucida can be completed at the end the hypotonic 
treatment through repeated pi petting. The presence in the hypotomc solution of protein (BSA) 
strongly reduces the weakness of the oocytes after removal of their zona pellucida, and avoids 
their loss during transfer on the slide. Loss of oocytes mostly happens with the use of 
unadapted capillary pipettes. 
Hypotonic treatment is prolonged for at least 15 minutes before the beginning of the fixation. 
At that time, oocytes have recovered a perfectly spherical shape, and eventual small 
differences in theu size are easily visible. Oocytes which are smaller than the majority of 
others are discarded, since they are meiotically incompetent and would invanably show a 
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diplotene nucleus after fixatwn. 
-Fixation of the oocytes is another delicate process. A very small drop of hypotomc solution, 
contaming a smgle oocyte, is placed in the centre of a small square engraved on the reverse 
side of a grease free slide. Then, the fixative ( I 0 111 ) is expelled on top of the oocyte. The 
fixative begms to spread on the slide and after a few seconds, the hypotonic microdrop 
contaimng the oocyte slightly reappears, enlarged by partial mixing With the fixative The 
microdrop usually moves slowly towards one edge of the slide, while the oocyte keeps its 
position. This phenomenon IS accelerated by expelling a second drop of fixative at the 
microdrop edge. 
This way, the aqueous microdrop is pushed to the edge of the slide by the spreading fixative. 
Immediately, the slide IS placed vertically on a filter paper to help removing quickly the 
hypotonic solution and the excess fixative by absorption. A few seconds after, a third drop 
of fixative is quickly expelled just over the oocyte. Removal of the aqueous hypotonic 
solution reveals important for the success of the fixation smce dilution of the fixative by water 
slows down its evaporation, facilitating artefactual loss of chromosomes during their 
spreading. This, together with the small volume of fixative used, reduces considerably that 
risk, while it also improves the quality of the fixation. Thus MI preparatiOns, where one of 
the 32 chromosome pairs is missmg, are rare and bivalents appear generally well separated, 
regularly cross-shaped. Loss of Mil chromosomes occurs with a higher frequency than MI 
chromosomes. This could be due to the smaller weight of univalents compared to bivalents. 
Using the labelling margin of the slide as a reference for the engraved square m which the 
oocyte was deposited, the relative oocyte position is pointed with a pencil. 
All slide are stained with lacto-aceto orcem , one or two days after fixation. 
The method above-described allows reproducible obtention of excellent chromosome 
preparations from M I guinea-pig oocytes About 40 % (178/460) oocytes cultured for 6-8 
H and treated in this way yielded analyzable MI preparations. This percentage compares 
favourably with the 22% analyzable MI preparations obtained by Mornson et al. (Mutat. Res., 
119, 169-175, 1983) for rabbit oocytes. Moreover, in our last senes, and provided degenerated 
or remaining incompetent oocytes were discarded at the end of the hypotomc treatment, the 
proportion of those which yielded analyzable bivalent spreads frequently exceeded 50 % and 
reached sometimes as much as 80-90%. These values are roughly similar to those obtruned 
by McGaughey and Chang (J. Exp. Zoo!., 1970, 397-409, 1969) (55%), but somewhat lower 
than those reported later by Kamiguchi eta!. (Proc. Jpn. Acad., 52,316-319, 1976) (84.2 %), 
for mouse oocytes This discrepancy partly results from the relatively high rate of guinea-pig 
oocytes which were already at Mil after 6-8 H of culture. This rate did not depend on the 
duration of the culture. Indeed, second meiotic diVIsions were found at variable frequencies, 
either oocytes had been cultured for different short times, in the presence or absence of 
colchicin, or even they had been fixed directly after theu collection. For example, we found 
as much as 53% Mil oocytes in one series fixed without preliminary culture, while 10% were 
found in an other series cultured for 7 H. Second meiotic divisions were also reported by 
Edwards (Nature, 196, 446-450, 1962) in oocytes from other mammalian species including 
man, the mouse and the baboon, fixed directly after their collection. As pomted out by the 
author, it is clear that most if not all these Mil oocytes had been stimulated in vivo, before 
removal of the ovaries. They had probably been liberated from atretic follicles. We assume 
that a similar phenomenon was responsible for the high proportion of Mil which were 
frequently observed in preparations of gumea-pig oocytes fixed after short term cultures. 
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The techmque described allows also obtention of good chromosome preparatiOns from Mil 
oocytes. All oocytes selected for fixation after 24 H culture revealed to be at Mil, and 36 % 
of them (22/61) fulfilled the qualitative requirements for chromosome analysis Most of them 
contained 64 umvalents, representmg both the chromosomes of the oocyte and of the first 
polar body. 
In the mouse oocyte, the chromosomes of the first polar body, Wlth then fuzzy-like 
appearance, differ markedly from the corkscrew-like twisted chromosomes of the oocyte. 
However, such difference was rarely seen m our guinea-pig preparatiOns. In many cases 
(17/61), all the chromosomes appeared mixed in a smgle metaphase plate and their respective 
on gin, oocyte or polar body, could not be ascertained. Less often ( 5/61 ), the chromosomes 
were separated m sets of 32 umvalents. The h1gh frequency of preparatiOns containing 64 
grouped univalents should clearly constitute a handicap for studies on the induction of 
aneuploidy by radiation or other mutagen. The proportion of Mil oocytes available for such 
analysis can be improved by the mechanical removal of the first polar body, JUSt before 
fixation, through careful and repeated p1pettmg. 
Some advantages of our method are that oocytes are collected and cultured m the same simple 
biological medium, in an au-atmosphere. Cultunng oocytes in an atmosphere of air represents 
a cheaper alternative to the conventional dioxide gas incubation. Furthermore, prior 
equilibration of the medium with gas, control and adjustment of its pH, are no longer 
reqmred. Thus, oocytes can be cultured under less rigorous laboratory conditions. Other 
advantages are the excellent quality of the chromosome preparations usually obtained, and 
its reproducibility. This is essentially obtained by a careful control of the enzymatic treatment 
of oocytes at the end of the culture, by small modificatiOns of the fixation procedure of 
Tarkowski, and by rigorous standardization of all manipulations. Unfortunately, these 
techniques Wlll not be useful for the detection of numerical anomalies mduced by radiation 
in the female germ cells of the gUinea-pig. 
2. Studies on the sensitivitv of the guinea-pig oocytes to the induction of translocations by 
radiations. 
2.1. Radiosensitivity of the immature oocyte 
In an earlier work, we performed an histological study of oogenesis in control guinea-pigs 
We found that ovaries of newborn animals (0-1 days) only contamed immature oocytes of the 
"large" type and small numbers of maturing oocytes (Jacquet et al., Int. J Radial. Bwl., 65, 
357-367, 1994). The nuclear morphology of the "large" oocyte IS that of a typical diplotene, 
comparable to that of the human restmg oocyte. In the guinea-pig, however, oogenesis 
continues for a number of weeks after birth, with the gradual evolution of diplotene oocytes 
from the "large" type to the "contracted" type. The time required for a large Immature oocyte 
to undergo all the maturation process and reach ovulatiOn is not determmed for the guinea-pig 
In the mouse, which has an estrous cycle of 4-5 days, the maturation period is at least 6 
weeks (Oakberg, Mutat. Res, 59, 39-48, 1979). In order to ensure that all gumea-p1g oocytes 
examined for cytogenetic damage were at the "large" Immature stage at the time of irradiation, 
it was decided to irradiate ovanes of the newborn females dunng the two first days following 
delivery and to collect their meiOtically competent oocytes one year after irradiation. The 
doses chosen for X-irradiatwn were 1 and 2 Gy. 
An important remark to be made here is that this type of investigations is much time 
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consummg, due to. 
!) the long estrous cycle of the guinea-pig(+/- 17 days) and, as a consequence, restncted 
possibilities of mating, 
2) the long duration of pregnancy (+/- 68 days), 
3) the restricted number of youngs produced (usually 3-3 5, or 1-1.5 female per successful 
pregnancy) 
4) the time elapsing between irradiation of the newborn females and culture of their oocytes. 
Collection and culture of the oocytes were performed on days 8-10 of the estrous cycle of the 
females, as descnbed above. MI oocytes were exammed for the presence oftranslocations and 
other chromosome anomalies. In case of doubt in the Interpretation of a particular 
configuration, a second opinion was sought. Only "definite" translocations were considered 
in the results. 
As shown in Table 1, no chromosome aberratiOns were found in MI oocytes from control 
animals, whereas small numbers of anomalies were found in those from animals irradiated 
with 1 or 2 Gy one year earlier. The anomalies consisted of chromosome fragments or 
chromatid breaks, as well as of translocations. The proportion of irradiated oocytes showing 
"definite" translocatwns was about 1 % Gy-1• 
Dose (Gy) Oocytes Number Number wtth Number with 
examined abnormal (%) transloc. (%) break/frag.(%) 
0 74 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
1 202 4 (1 98) 2 (0.99) 2 (0.99) 
2 151 5 (3.31) 4 (2.64) 1 (0 66) 
TABLE I 
Chromosome aberrations detected in metaphase I oocytes, after irradiation at the immature 
stage (examinatiOn one year after irradiation) 
2.2. Radiosensmvity of the oocyte at different stages of 1ts maturatzon 
The following part of our work was devoted to the study of the radiosensitivity of the guinea-
pig oocyte at two stages of its maturatiOn. 
In a first series of experiments, ovaries of adult females were X-irradiated with I or 2 Gy on 
day 3 of the 17-day estrous cycle. Their meiotically competent oocytes were punctured from 
the growing follicles on day 10, and they were cultured and fixed as described above. 
In a second senes of experiments, ovanes were irradiated wtth the same doses on day I 0 of 
the estrous cycle. In this case, oocytes were collected and cultured immediately after 
irradiation. 
As shown in Table 2, important differences were found in the yields of chromosome 
aberrations, according to the time of the estrous cycle at which irradiation had occurred. 
Irradiation at the beginning of the cycle induced low numbers of translocations and slightly 
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higher numbers of other aberratiOns. These effects were dose-dependent. The frequency of 
oocytes showing translocatwns was about 1 5 Gy· 1, i e a value comparable to that obtained 
after irradtatwn of the tmmature oocyte 
When trradiatwn was delivered one week later, however, the frequenctes of oocytes showmg 
chromosome anomalies revealed much higher. Thts was true for translocations as well as for 
other types of chromosome aberrations. Multivalents implied variable numbers of 
chromosomes and in many cases the number of chromosomes tmplied could not be 
determined. These highly damaged metaphases were frequently associated With chromatid 
breaks The frequency of oocytes carrying translocations was 30-35 % Gy- 1 
Dose (Gy) Day of Oocytes Nb<r abnorm Nb<r With Nb<r With 
irradiation examined (%) transloc break/frag. 
(%) (%) 
0 - 78 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
1 3 132 5 (3.78) 2 (1 51) 4 (3.03) 
2 3 147 15 ( 1 0.20) 5 (3.40) 11 (7.48) 
1 10 122 so (40 98) 44 (36 06) 27 (22.13) 
2 10 120 89 (74.16) 76 (63.33) 53 (44 16) 
TABLE II 
Chromosome aberratiOns detected m metaphase I oocytes irradiated on days 3 or 10 of the 
estrous cycle (examinatiOn 1 week or dnectly after madiat10n). 
2.3. Further studies on oocytes irradiated on day 10 of the estrous cycle 
In some experiments, oocytes which had been irradiated on day 10 were collected and 
cultured 1 day after irradiatiOn. Surprisingly, MI preparatiOns revealed impossible to obtam: 
all fixed oocytes were already m MIL This phenomenon was studted more m details. 
Thus, female guinea-pigs were irradtated on days 8-10 of the estrous cycle, with doses ofX-
rays ranging from 0.25 to 4 Gy, and their oocytes were punctured from the ovaries 18 hours 
thereafter. They were cultured m vitro for 6 hours and fixed according to our standardtzed 
method. In agreement with our preliminary results, all oocytes which had been irradiated with 
4, 2 or 1 Gy revealed to be in Mil. In additiOn, 60 %of those given 0.5 Gy had also reached 
this stage. For oocytes madiated with 0.25 Gy, the difference against controls was not not 
sigmficant (31 % agamst 25 %). Oocytes giVen 4 Gy were cultured for decreasmg times, 
startmg at 18 hours after madiatton. CollectiOn and culture of the oocytes occurred m the 
presence of colchtcm. Again, all fixed oocytes revealed to be in Mil, whatever the duratiOn 
of the culture. Furthermore, thts was also true for oocytes fixed 18 hours after irradiatiOn, 
without prelimmary culture. Clearly, the oocytes had been sttmulated in vivo, before removal 
of the ovanes. Oocytes irradiated With 2 and 1 Gy were also fixed 18 hours after irradiatiOn, 
Without bemg cultured : 71 % and 63 % of them, respectively, were at Mil at that time. 
Fmally, oocytes irradiated wtth 4 Gy were collected and cultured immediately after irradiation, 
for dtfferent times. The proportiOn of Mil oocytes appeared not yet increased, 6 hours after 
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irradiation. 
From these data, It can be concluded that 
1) Irradiation is able to induce a very rapid st1mulat10n of the tirst me1otic diviSIOn m 
meiotically competent oocytes of the guinea-pig. 
2) The importance as well as the rapidity of such effect are dose-dependent. The lowest 
effective dose seems to be located between 0.25 and 0.50 Gy. However, it may not be 
excluded that even lower doses be effective, the effect then requiring longer times than 
24 hours to be expressed. 
The stimulatory effect of radiation on the first meiotic division is probably due to a very rapid 
killing (atresia) or inactivation of follicular cells which normally exert an inhibitory effect on 
this process. As mentioned earlier in this report, atresia also occurs in "normal" conditions, 
and should be responsible for the relatively high frequency of Mil figures observed in 
preparations of control oocytes fixed after short-term cultures. 
The results reported here imply that all oocytes which were irradiated With 1 or 2 Gy on day 
10, and which exhibited heavy chromosome damage when examined on the same day, would 
have evoluted quickly to the Mil stage if they were remained in the ovaries. 
Earlier, Oakberg and Clark (in "Effects of Radiation on the Reproductive System", Carlson 
& Gassner eds., Pergamon Press, 1964, pp.l1-24) noted a marked decrease in the number of 
large oocytes, during the first ten days followmg irradiation of guinea-pig ovaries by 2 Gy. 
This suggests that oocytes could be eliminated from the ovaries soon after their radiation-
induced meiotic division. On the other hand, an increase in the number of corpora lutea per 
female was noted by Cox and Lyon (Mutat. Res., 28, 421-436, 1975), in guinea-pigs 
irradiated with 4 Gy between days 6-12 of the cycle and mated at the first estrous post-
treatment (i.e. 5-11 days after irradiation). This effect was attributed to the ovulation of 
abnormally high numbers of oocytes in irradiated animals ("superovulation effect"). 
Concommitantly, there was an apparent increase of the preimplantation loss in these animals. 
This suggests that a number of Mil oocytes could remain in the ovaries for a number of days, 
before being ovulated and fertilized or shed from the ovaries as dead oocytes. 
To examine this question, further experiments were undertaken in which females were 
irradiated on the ovaries on day 8, and their oocytes collected and fixed at various later time 
intervals following irradiation. The results showed that all stimulated oocytes had been 
eliminated from the ovaries by day 15, i.e. 2 days before ovulation, and been replaced by 
others that were contained in smaller follicles at the t1me of irradiation. Thus, the ovaries had 
apparently compensated for the loss of all large follicles by an acceleratJ.On of the maturation 
and growth of smaller oocytes, in order to allow a sufficient (or even larger, cfr. the study of 
Cox and Lyon) number of oocytes to be ovulated. The radiosensitivity of oocytes contamed 
in these follicles IS now under study. Thus, ovaries are still irradiated on day 10, and the 
surviving oocytes are punctured from the growing follicles on day 15, and cultured to the MI 
stage. Up to now, 31 MI preparations of oocytes which had been irradiated with 1 Gy and 
57 others which had been irradiated with 2 Gy could be analyzed. In the 2 Gy group, 3 
oocytes showed definite translocations and 3 others a chromosome or chromatid fragment. 
2 . ./. Conclusions 
A precise knowledge of the radiosensitivity of the gumea-pig oocyte will still require extended 
investigations. However, some important comments can already be made, in the light of the 
results obtained to date : 
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1) Recent results have shown that the mouse Immature oocyte was sensitive to the mduction 
of translocatiOns and other chromosome aberrations by radiatiOn (Gnffin and Tease, Mutat. 
Res., 202, 209-213, 1988; Griffin et al., Mutat. Res., 231, 137-142, 1990; Straume et al., 
Mutat. Res, 248, 123-133, 1991). The results obtamed in our laboratory allow to extend this 
conclusiOn to the Immature oocyte of another mammalian species, which is closer to man in 
terms of nuclear morphology and sensitivity to killing by radiation. 
Like those reported in the mouse, our results do not support the "near-zero" genetic risk for 
women, which was based on the previous inability to find genetic damage in mouse immature 
oocytes. 
2) Due to differences in the types of radiatiOn and/or expenmental conditiOns used in the 
mouse and guinea-pig studies, a precise comparison of the radiosensitivities of Immature 
oocytes of these two species is not yet possible. However, recent results of Straume et al. 
(Mutat. Res., 248, 123-133, 1991) suggest that the radiosensitivity of the mouse immature 
oocyte should be rather high. Our data indicated that the radiosensitivity of the guinea-pig 
immature oocyte is rather low. 
3) Our data also evidenced a dramatic increase in the radiosensitivity of the guinea-pig oocyte 
during a time interval of only 1 week : oocytes madiated at the beginning of the estrous cycle 
had a low frequency of chromosome aberratiOns, while those irradiated at the middle of the 
estrus cycle (when growing Graafian follicles are clearly visible at the surface of the ovaries) 
exhibited heavy chromosome damage. We found that such oocytes were evidently eliminated 
from the ovaries in a few days, after their evolution to the WI stage. The stimulation of the 
first meiotic division by radiation required less than 24 h after doses of 1 or 2 Gy and was 
probably due to a very rapid killing or inactivation of the follicle cells. 
On the basis of these results, It can be concluded that the radiosensitivity of the nearly mature 
oocyte (1 week before ovulation) is clearly much higher than that of the corresponding stage 
in the mouse, both in term of sensitivity to killing and to induction of chromosome 
aberrations. 
5) All together, our results suggest that important differences exist between the mouse and 
the guinea-pig, with regard to the radiosensitivity of their female germ cells. This underlines 
the necessity of performmg studies in other mammalian species, in order to better define the 
genetic risks associated With an exposure of women to radiation. 
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Head of project 4: Prof. Streffer 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Effect of gamma-rays (137Cs; dose rate = 0.011 Gy/h = 
0.18 mGyfmin; total doses = 0.7 and 1.4 Gy) on fetal damage 
(lethal effects and macroscopically visible malformations) 
after exposure of oogenesis stages. 
2. Effect of gamma-rays (137Cs; dose rate = 0.28 Gy/h = 
4.6 mGyfmin; total dose = 2.8 Gy) on fetal damage (lethal 
effects and macroscopically visible malformations) after 
exposure of spermatogenesis stages. 
3. Effect of gamma-rays (137Cs; dose rate = 0.28 Gy/h = 
4.6 mGyfmin; total dose = 2.8 Gy) on fetal damage (lethal 
effects and macroscopically visible malformations) after 
exposure of day 19 female fetuses. 
4. Fertility of female mice half a year after exposure to low 
dose rate 137Cs gamma-rays. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
INTRODUCTION 
Usually, in the context of radiation induced "malformations" 
the attention is directed to an exposure during organogenesis, 
because it is well known from animal experiments and from a 
number of human studies that such effects are possible after 
exposure during this period. Previous experiments in our 
Institute, however, have shown that after exposure of various 
stages of oogenesis structural changes can be caused in mouse 
fetuses of the Heiligenberger strain (meanwhile HLG/Zte 
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strain) indistinguishable from malformations induced during 
organogenesis (see Final Report Bi6-077, 1992). Such an effect 
has considerable implications for risk estimates, because germ 
cells are at risk over the whole reproductive life time, 
whereas human organogenesis lasts for only about five to six 
weeks. 
Therefore, we initiated extensive studies on a possible germ 
cell risk in the mouse strain mentioned above. The use of 
specific strains is crucial for such an analysis, because our 
preimplantation studies had revealed that the induction of 
malformations has a strong dependence on the mouse strain 
used. 
Three different groups of mice were irradiated: 
1. Adult female mice in order to study mature and less mature 
oocytes. 
2. Adult male mice for the study of various stages of 
spermatogenesis. 
3. Fetal female mice in order to analyse the response of 
immature oocytes. 
METHODOLOGY 
Fetal female mice (day 19 of gestation), adult female mice 
(12 weeks old), and adult male mice (12 weeks old) were 
irradiated with gamma-rays (137Cs; dose rate 0.28 Gy/h or 
0.011 Gyfh) or sham-irradiated. 
The adult mice were mated immediately after radiation exposure 
or, in some cases, after a delay of some weeks or half a year; 
those mice that had been exposed in the fetal stage were kept 
until an age of 12 weeks and then mated. Plug control was 
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carried out every morning and those females with a vaginal 
plug (unequivocal sign of copulation) were singled out. 19 
days after copulation (day of copulation= day 1), the mice 
were killed by cervical dislocation and the uterine content 
checked for early resorptions, late resorptions, late fetal 
death, surviving fetuses, and fetuses with macroscopically 
visible malformations. 
RESULTS 
Adult female mice 
The major problem of studies on radiation effects on female 
germ cells is the pronounced sensitivity of these cells with 
regard to lethality. Previous experiments have shown that 
using a low dose rate (0.28 Gyfh instead of 60 Gy/h) partly 
overcomes this problem. Nevertheless, it had only been 
possible to study oocytes exposed during an interval between 1 
and 35 days before ovulation. All of less mature oocytes were 
killed even at low total doses. Therefore, we examined a still 
lower dose rate, i.e. 0.011 Gyfh. 
As we had already shown that the most mature oocytes 
(copulation 1-4 weeks after radiation exposure) did respond 
with an increased frequency of malformed fetuses after 
radiation exposure (irrespective of the dose rate), we started 
mating in the fifth week after exposure in the experiments 
with the dose rate of 0.011 Gyfh (=180 ~Gyfmin). 
With regard to lethality it turned out that the very low dose 
rate used in the experiments indeed allows survival of some 
less mature oocytes (weeks 5-7), but that starting with 
week 8, no surviving oocytes were observed also under these 
conditions. 
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Fig. 1 summarizes the results with regard to the teratogenic 
effects after exposure of the three groups (fetal and adult 
females, males) mentioned above. Unfortunately, one of the 
consequences of inbreeding our mouse strain was that the 
control level of malformations (almost exclusively 
gastroschises) raised markedly and the variability increased 
(colony-bred: about 1%, inbred: between 1 and 4%). 
The variability, in particular, is a serious problem with 
regard to the detection of small effects. Therefore, a total 
dose of 0.7 Gy is not sufficient to show a statistically 
significant increase in the number of malformed fetuses in the 
population size examined (Fig. 1, Oogenesis (adult)). After a 
total dose of 1.4 Gy, however, a statistically significant 
increase in the number of malformed fetuses is observed for 
the rather immature oocytes that were exposed. (Note that the 
data summarize only weeks 5 to 7 before ovulation, whereas the 
somewhat higher dose rate of 0.28 Gy/h was applied to mice of 
weeks 1 to 5 before ovulation.) 
An interesting question resulted from the fact that even at 
low dose rates female mice became sterile 8 weeks after 
radiation exposure: Was this sterility transient or permanent? 
Therefore, we exposed females to 1 Gy gamma-rays at 0.4 Gy/h 
and waited for about half a year before the first mating 
started. Out of 36 exposed females, 4 showed a plug, but none 
had an implantation on day 19 of gestation. Thus, sterility 
seems to be permanent. Another result of this study, however, 
was highly interesting: The spontaneous frequency of malformed 
fetuses in the controls was markedly higher than in young 
females. Whereas the spontaneous frequency in the contemporary 
controls was about 2%, when the females were around 12 weeks 
old, it increased for the half year old females to about 9%; 
all the malformations were gastroschises. This result further 
supports our hypothesis that gastroschisis induction has 
something to do with a labilization of the genome. 
Adult male mice 
Radiation-exposed male mice were mated for 8 weeks to 
unirradiated females. With the exception of two weeks (number 
5 and number 8) all stages of spermatogenesis showed a higher 
frequency of lethal events after radiation exposure when 
compared with control males. This difference was mainly due to 
a higher frequency of preimplantation loss and early 
resorptions. 
Fig. 1 (Spermatogenesis) presents a summary of the results 
with regard to the teratogenic effect. Obviously, radiation 
exposure of male mice with 2.8 Gy at a dose rate of 0.28 Gy/h 
enhances the number of malformed fetuses (almost exclusively 
gastroschises) significantly. This result definitely rules out 
the possibility that indirect radiation effects through the 
mother are responsible for the observed increase in the number 
of malformed fetuses. 
Fig. 2 specifies the most sensitive periods of 
spermatogenesis. The period with the highest sensitivity is 
around meiosis. The most resistent stages seem to be the 
spermatogonia. Those spermatogonia, which are damaged, are 
obviously not able to develop to mature sperms. 
Fetal female mice 
No effects (neither with regard to lethality nor to 
malformations) were observed after 0.7 Gy (dose rate: 
0.28 Gy/h), when radiation exposure took place during 
gestation (day 19) and those female mice exposed as fetuses 
were mated about 12 weeks later. When, however, the total dose 
amounted to 2.8 Gy, a statistically significant increase in 
the number of malformations (gastroschises, exclusively) was 
observed (see Fig. 1, Oogenesis (fetus)). 
No increase in the frequency of early or late resorptions and 
fetal death occurred. Nevertheless, the number of 
implantations was about 20% lower in the exposed mice when 
compared to control mice. This reduction was most probably due 
to less ovulated oocytes; it cannot be ruled out, however, 
that preimplantation death was higher. 
Summary 
1. It is possible to increase the frequency of malformed 
fetuses (almost exclusively gastroschises) by exposing various 
stages of oo- and spermatogenesis of the HLG/Zte mouse strain 
to ionizing radiation. 
2. The high sensitivity of immature stages of oogenesis with 
regard to lethal effects can be overcome to some extent by 
reducing the dose rate (from 60 Gy/h to 0.011 Gyfh). Those 
immature oocytes surviving radiation exposure under these 
conditions also show an increased teratogenic risk. 
3. The spontaneous frequency of malformations increases 
markedly with increasing age of the mother. 
4. The most probable explanation for the observed effects is a 
labilization of the genome by radiation exposure. 
Publications: 
w.-u. Muller, c. streffer, s. Pampfer 
The question of threshold doses for radiation damage: 
malformations induced by radiation exposure of unicellular or 
multicellular preimplantation stages of the mouse. 
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Head of project 5: Dr. A. E. Czeizel 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The main objective for the reporting period has been the 
compilation of epidemiological data (prevalence, mortality, 
morbidity etc) on 28 types of cancer in Hungary and, using these 
as a basis, estimate detriment associated with them employing 
four indicators, namely, years of lost life (YLL), potentially 
impaired life (PIL), actually impaired life (AIL) and 
economically impaired life (EIL) . 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
(a) Baseline data. Baseline data on cancer mortality was 
compiled from the Annual records of the Central Statistical 
Office, Budapest. In these records, the data are broken down into 
age-groups of 5-year intervals ranging from age zero to a group 
older than 85 years of age. The years 1988 through 1992 were 
chosen for constructing mortality profiles. For the estimation 
of the onset ages, Koranyi Institute for Lung Diseases provided 
the needed statistic"s while for all other cancers, data from the 
Hungarian Cancer Registry for 1988 and 1989 were used. Pertinent 
information on premature retirement was provided by the National 
Institute for Health Insurance. 
(b) Indicators and methods used. The data compiled permitted 
computations of weighted averages for age at onset (ON) , at death 
(AD) and at premature retirement (PR) for the different cancers. 
Detriment at the individual level was estimated as follows, 
in terms of the average number of years of lost life (YLL) , 
potentially impaired life (PIL) , actua+ly impaired life (AIL) and 
economically impaired life (EIL) 
YLL Average life expectancy [D] - average age at death [AD] 
PIL Average age at death [AD] - average age of onset [ON] 
AIL Average age at death [AD] - average age at premature 
retirement [PR] 
EIL Age at normal retirement [NR] - average age at premature 
retirement [PR] 
The ages at onset and at death were scaled in terms of ages 
from 0 to 64 and 0 to 74 for men and women respectively (In 
Hungary, the average life expectancies are 65 for men and 74 for 
women). However, the data on PR were scaled from age 20 to the 
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age of retirement, which is 55 for women and 60 for men (thus, 
by definition, the PR figures for men and women will not exceed 
the ages of 60 and 55 respectively) . 
(c) Mortality profiles. Data on mortality are presented in 
Table 1 and show the following: 
1. Overall considered, the average age at onset for cancers 
is of the order of 46 years; men get cancers approximately five 
years later than women, retire prematurely about three years 
later than women and die about 6 years earlier than women. 
2. In both sexes, early deaths (0-19 years) are predominantly 
due to lymphoid leukaemia; most cancers cause adult death (age 
range: 20-69 years) and late death (70+). 
3. Again in both sexes, adult deaths due to brain cancer and 
Hodgkin's disease account for over two-thirds of all deaths due 
to these cancers and 
4. In males, adult deaths due to cancers of the upper 
respiratory tract (mouth, lips, pharynx and oesophagus) account 
for more than 80% of adult and late deaths whereas in females, 
the ratio of adult to late deaths is about 50:50. 
(d) Detriment estimates at the individual level. These are 
summarized in Table 2 and permit the following generalizations: 
1. In males, estimates of the average number of lost life 
years cover a range between about 6 (for prostate cancer) to 19 
years (for cancers of the brain, Hodgkin's disease and lymphoid 
leukaemia); in females, this range is between about 10 (cancers 
of the bladder, pancreas etc) to about 23 years (Hodgkin's 
disease, lymphatic leukaemia etc). 
2. Comparable estimates for potentially impaired life in males 
range from about 2 (cancers of the oesophagus, myeloid and other 
leukaemia) to about 14 (cancers of lymphatic organs); in females, 
this range is from about 10 (cancers of mouth, lips and pharynx) 
to about 34 (leukemias other than myeloid and lymphatic and 
cancers of the kidneys) . 
3. The estimates for actually impaired life years range from 
about 2 (skin cancer) to about 10 (prostate cancer, lympho-
sarcomas (cancers of the gall bladder and bile duct) in males. 
In females, this range is from about 10 (cancers of the lip, 
mouth and pharynx, colon and rectum, lymphosarcoma etc) to 25 
(some forms of leukemia) . Likewise the estimates of economically 
impaired life encompass a range from 10 to 20 years in males and 
a similar range in females. 
4. Overall considered, the average number of years of lost 
life, potentially impaired life, actually impaired life and 
economically impaired life are, about 14, 10, 15 and 12, 
respectively (averaged over all cancers and both sexes) 
We will use these estimates as a basis to (i) compute 
detriment to the population in terms of total number of years 
lost, potentially impaired life, actually impaired life and 
economically impaired life, taking into account the life 
expectancy, age at onset and age at premature retirement and (ii) 
compare these with those available for Mendelian diseases, 
congenital abnormalities and chronic multifactorial diseases. 
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Table 1 , 
The percentages of early, adult and late death 
Cancer 
Mouth, lips 
and pharynx 
Oesophagus 
Stomach 
Colon 
Rectum 
Liver 
Gall-bladder 
and bile-duct 
Pancreas 
Larynx 
Lungs 
Other 
thoracic 
organs 
Skin 
Breast 
Cervix 
Uterus 
Ovaries 
Prostate 
Bladder 
Ki.dnies 
Brain 
Lymphosarcoma 
Hodgkin's 
disease 
Other 
lymphatic 
organs 
Myeloid 
leukaemia 
Lymphatic 
leukaemia 
Myeloid 
leukaemia 
Other 
leukaemia 
Unspecified 
leukaemia 
Total 
Males 
early adult late 
0.14 82.37 
0.00 80.92 
0.00 51.76 
0.07 49.35 
0.02 50.66 
0.40 56.99 
0.00 47.39 
0.03 60.63 
0.00 77.95 
0.01 69.92 
1.20 
0.38 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.02 
0.07 
0.54 
7.34 
4.41 
3.37 
69.16 
70.99 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
24.69 
41.23 
61.72 
76.78 
55.88 
75.66 
17.49 
19.08 
48.24 
50.59 
49.32 
42.61 
52.61 
39.34 
22.05 
30.07 
29.64 
28.63 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
75.30 
58.70 
37.74 
15.88 
39.71 
20.96 
2.97 60.76 36.27 
0.19 63.50 36.31 
9.17 47.04 43.80 
4.26 60.08 35.66 
7.69 46.15 46.15 
3.95 44.74 51.32 
0.57 60.46 38.97 
Females 
early adult late 
0.45 
0.00 
0.03 
0.00 
0.03 
0.39 
o.oo 
0.00 
0.36 
0.01 
2.06 
0.00 
0.00 
0.03 
0.00 
0.24 
0.00 
0.21 
0.64 
6.66 
2.67 
4.17 
1.91 
0.16 
8.21 
2.34 
0.00 
4.08 
0.53 
0.55 
0.56 
0.36 
0.36 
0.41 
0.45 
0.38 
0.42 
0.72 
0.58 
0.56 
0.57 
0.60 
0.67 
0.47 
0.61 
0.00 
0.33 
0.46 
0.70 
0.52 
0.63 
44.43 
44.13 
63.61 
64.27 
59.08 
55.03 
61.71 
57.54 
27.44 
41.57 
41.56 
42.57 
39.94 
32.60 
53.46 
38.52 
0.00 
66.60 
52.88 
23.47 
45.33 
33.33 
0.48 50.53 
0.50 49.69 
0.35 56.59 
0.55 42.63 
0.41 59.26 
0.47 48.98 
0.49 50.51 
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Total 
early adult late 
0.19 
0.00 
0.01 
0.03 
0.02 
0.40 
0.00 
0.01 
0.03 
0.01 
1.52 
0.20 
0.00 
0.03 
0.00 
0.24 
0.02 
0.11 
0.58 
7.02 
3.67 
3.70 
78.24 21.57 
77.79 22.21 
45.60 54.39 
42.21 57.76 
46.34 53.64 
51.97 47.63 
40.58 59.42 
52.00 47.99 
77.45 22.52 
67.45 32.54 
64.44 34.04 
64.67 35.12 
60.06 39.94 
67.37 32.60 
46.54 53.46 
61.24 38.52 
24.69 75.30 
39.21 60.68 
55.83 43.59 
73.56 19.41 
54.24 42.09 
70.27 26.03 
2.48 54.60 42.92 
0.17 56.26 43.57 
8.76 41.99 49.26 
3.31 57.56 39.13 
3.77 43.40 52.83 
4.01 45.75 50.24 
0.55 55.46 43.99 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
Sector: B14 
An adequate understanding of the genetic risks associated 
with radiation exposure as well as the mechanisms of mutati'on 
induction are essential for an informed action to protect 
mankind from the harmful effects of radiation. To this end our 
project has addressed the strategy of risk estimation based on 
experimental data in animals to determine factors important to 
the mechanisms of mutation induction by radiation exposure in 
germ cells. Experiments were conducted to improve risk 
extrapolation procedures as well as to determine the influences 
of DNA damage repair and cell killing on the levels of mutation 
induction by radiation. Genetic and molecular techniques have 
been employed to determine the region of the genome prone to 
radiation induced damage and to characterize the types of DNA 
damage resulting in transmitted mutational effects._The major 
achievements for the contract may be summarized as follows. 
Comparative mutagenicity experiments were carried out in two 
mammalian species, the mouse (Mus musculus) and the hamster 
(Mesocricetus auratus) . The radiation induced mutation rates to 
dominant cataract and enzyme activity alleles were determined 
in the various germ cell stages of both males and females. 
There do not appear to be differences in the observed mutation 
frequencies. These results do not contradict a major assumption 
required for the extrapolation of experimental animal radiation 
mutagenicity results to humans, i.e. no species differences in 
the sensitivity to radiation induced mutagenesis. In one 
respect, the mouse and hamster observations dtffer from humans: 
For both laboratory species there is an extremely high 
sensitivity to radiation induced cell killing in the immature 
oocytes. By contrast,,the human immature oocyte is reported to 
be more radio-resistant to cell killing. Thus, the study of the 
female germ cell stages for extrapolation to the human 
situation employing laboratory mammals remains difficult. (GSF-
Neuherberg) 
The radiation doubling dose for the occurrence of enzyme 
activity mutations in spermatogonia of the mouse is estimated 
to be 1.5 Gy. This value is similar to the doubling dose 
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estimated for dominant cataract mutations and higher than the 
doubling dose estimated for recessive specific locus mutations. 
These observations emphasize the conclusion that estimations of 
human genetic risk should be based on animal experimental 
results for comparable genetic endpoints. (GSF-Neuherberg} 
Related to the above finding, we have determined that 
radiation induced deletions are recovered as transmitted 
mutations expressing a mutant phenotype at a sub-set of the 
potential loci which when mutated may express a dominant 
phenotype in both the mouse and Drosophila. These responding 
loci are functionally haplo-insufficient, i.e. two functional 
gene copies are required for the development of the normal 
phenotype. This result clarifies a basic hypothesis in 
radiation genetics: Radiation induces mainly deletions, which 
result in loss of function mutations. It had been assumed that 
loss of function mutations lead to recessive mutant alleles, 
while dominant mutations are the result of gain of function 
mutational events. Our working hypothesis is that radiation 
induced dominant mutations are recovered at haplo-insufficient 
loci. These observations are important for the human situation, 
since we may predict that dominant mutations resulting from 
exposure to radiation would be expected to occur at haplo-
insufficient loci. (GSF-Neuherberg, MRC-Harwell, Leiden} 
In order to more intensely follow up on the study of haplo-
insufficient loci in the mouse we have undertaken a mapping of 
dominant cataract mutations recovered in our mutagenicity 
experiments. These mutations would be expected to be haplo-
insufficient. Mapping studies have proceeded following two 
protocols: In collaboration with M.F. Lyon (Harwell} visible 
markers have been employed. In addition, we have identified 42 
microsatellite markers which screen in one cross the entire 
mouse genome. Results have identified previously known loci as 
well as unknown loci in the mouse, which when mutated result in 
a dominant cataract phenotype. Two of the loci involved, the 
gamma-crystallin gene cluster on mouse chromosome 1 and the 
Small eye gene on mouse chromosome 2 are interesting. The 
gamma-crystallin gene cluster is haplo-insufficient, which is 
surprising since genes encoding structural proteins were not 
expected to be haplo-insufficient. It is likely that the highly 
conserved clustered arrangement of the gamma-crystallin genes 
indicates a coordinated gene expression function. By deleting 
one or more of the gamma-crystallin genes within the cluster, 
the coordinated gene expression of the entire cluster is 
disrupted and results in a mutant phenotype. The second haplo-
insufficient locus studied, Small eye, has been shown to be 
encoded by the Pax6 gene and is important in the development of 
the CNS and the eye. Both genes studied have human homologues 
and these results from the mouse would predict that radiation 
induced mutations in humans at the homologous loci would result 
in dominantly expressed deleterious phenotypes. (GSF-
Neuherberg, MRC-Harwell, Leiden} 
A large group of multilocus deletions which express 
deleterious dominant phenotypes have been recovered in 
offspring of irradiated mice. The deletions have been localized 
to chromosomal regions and their distribution is non-random and 
would suggest that certain regions of the genome are more prone 
to the occurrence of radiation induced large deletions. The 
homologous regions of humans should be of prime interest for 
both genetic and somatic effects of radiation. By contrast, a 
molecular analysis of mutations at the X-linked Mottled locus 
of the mouse revealed that mutant alleles recovered following 
parental irradiation were all intergenic alterations and not 
deletions. This observation suggests that radiation induced 
deletions on the X chromosome either do not occur or are not 
likely to survive or be transmitted. The situation appears 
similar to the radiation genetic results for haploid organisms 
(virus, bacteria, etc.) in which recovered radiation induced 
mutations are also mainly intergenic alterations. (MRC-Harwell) 
A number of experimental procedures have been employed to 
study the heterogeneity of the mouse stem cell population, such 
as DNA repair inhibition with 3-aminobenzamide pretretment 
followed by irradiation, enrichment of the G1 phase by selected 
killing of S phase cells with hydroxyurea pretreatment or 
synchronization of the stem cell spermatogonia by stem cell 
depletion with triethylenemelamine pretreatment. A number of 
biological endpoints have been assayed, including 
spermatogonial cell killing, translocation, recessive specific 
locus, dominant cataract and enzyme activity mutations. In 
general, there is a correlation of the relative yields of the 
different radiation induced effects in the altered stem cell 
spermatogonial populations. Thus, the results would suggest a 
similar mechanism of radiation induced effect for the various 
endpoints. There are some exceptions, such as the present 
observation that mouse strain 101/H is apparently resistant to 
radiation induced translocation induction but sensitive to 
radiation induced specific locus mutations when radiation is 
applied as a single, acute dose. These findings emphasize 
differences observed in the relative frequencies of specific 
locus mutations and translocations following different 
radiation regimes (single or fractionated) and suggest that the 
specific locus and translocation mutational events may be 
induced in different sub-populations of the stem cell 
spermatogonia. The importance of the heterogeneity of the stem 
cell spermatogonia has also been emphasized by the dependence 
of radiation cell killing and translocation yields on the 
repair competence of the treated cell populations. (GSF-
Neuherberg, MRC-Harwell, Leiden, Utrecht) 
Three assumptions made in the model of Leenhouts and Chadwick 
for the induction of reciprocal translocations and point 
mutations by irradiation were tested: a) In the mouse testis, 
there are many more sensitive than resistant stem cells for the 
cell killing effect of irradiation; b) Radiosensitive stem 
cells have a high linear translocation-induction rate; c) 
Radioresistant stem cells have a low linear translocation-
induction rate. Data from dose-response experiments for stem 
cell killing by X-irradiation and from cell counts of 
spermatogonia revealed that the numbers of resistant and 
sensitive stem cells are about similar. A dose-response 
experiment in which the seminiferous epithelium of 3H1 mice was 
synchronized, thus creating mice with abnormally high numbers 
of either radiosensitive or radioresistant stem cells, revealed 
no differences in the yield of translocations in these two 
kinds of mice. These results cast doubt on the validity of the 
three assumptions and attempts are now being made to develop an 
alternative model. (Utrecht, MRC-Harwell, Leiden) 
The most important question that remains is the relevance of 
radiation genetic results from laboratory mammal species to the 
human situation. To directly address this question experiments 
with human germ cells have been undertaken. Employing the 
human-hamster in vitro fertilization techniques a protocol to 
screen for spontaneous and radiation induced micronuclei has 
been established. (Radiation exposures were carried out on 
mature spermatozoa in vitro.) The micronuclei observed have 
been demonstrated to be from the human genome. Further, the 
results for the micronucleus assay have been shown to parallel 
the results for the more technically demanding chromosome assay 
in the human-hamster experimental protocol. In a second series 
of experiments, non-disjunction in human sperm has been 
demonstrated with the FISH techniques. Aneuploidy frequencies 
were shown to increase in men with histories of radiation 
exposure, and the effect was shown to persist for as long as 10 
years following radiation exposure. The mechanism for the long 
term effects of radiation on increased frequency of aneuploidy 
(induced primary non-disjunction or 3:1 meiotic segregation of 
radiation-induced balanced translocations) is not yet known and 
will be the subject of future studies. Again, a major 
undertaking has been to develop and confirm simpler assay 
methods. To this end, mutations at microsatellite loci have 
been demonstrated and promise a more efficient screening 
protocol in human populations. (Barcelona, Birmingham) 
In summary, our project has critically addressed the 
relevance of the laboratory mammal experimental results by 
identifying the mechanisms leading to radiation induced 
mutations which, should they occur in a human population, would 
result in a deleterious phenotype, as well as a direct assay of 
the human genome. As the comparative characterizations of the 
mouse and human genomes continue we may anticipate an 
identification of homologous chromosomal regions and homologous 
genes which are prone to the effects of radiation and would 
result in transmitted germ cell mutations with phenotypic 
effects. 
Head of project 1: Dr. Favor 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1) Radiation induced mutation rates to dominant cataract and 
enzyme activity alleles were compared in two laboratory 
mammals, Mus musculus and Mesocricetus auratus. 
2) The sensitizing effect of 3-aminobenzamide in mouse 
spermatogonia on the radiation-induced mutation rate to 
dominant cataract and enzyme activity alleles was studied. 
3) Recovered dominant cataract and enzyme activity mutations 
were genetically characterized. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1) An interspecific comparison of the radiation-induced 
mutation rates in germ cells of two laboratory mammals, the 
mouse (Mus musculus) and hamster (Mesocricetus auratus) has 
been carried out. Table 1 gives the observed mutation rates of 
dominant cataract and enzyme activity alleles in control or in 
offspring of radiation exposed parental generation mice (2+2 Gy 
gamma-irradiation, 0.375 Gy/min; 24 h interval between 
radiation exposures). 
Table 1: Observed germ cell mutation frequencies (per locus, x 
10-5 ) in the mouse, Mus musculus, and the hamster, Mesocricetus 
auratus 
Dominant Cataract Enzyme Activity 
Germ cell stage Mouse Hamster Mouse Hamster 
Post- 3.0 7.6 10.8 
spermatogonia 
Spermatogonia 1.1 1.1 1.8 
Maturing oocytes 1.3 3.3 8.5 8.9 
Immature oocytes 
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The observed mutation frequencies to dominant cataract or 
enzyme activity alleles are comparable in mouse and hamster for 
a particular germ cell stage of irradiation exposure, 
indicating no species differences in the sensitivity to 
mutation induction by irradiation in germ cells of the species 
studied. These results extend to a second species the 
observation in mice that 1) in males, post-spermatogonial 
stages are more sensitive to the induction of mutations by 
irradiation than are stem cell spermatogonia, 2) in females, 
the mutation rate observed in maturing oocytes following 
irradiation is comparable to the mutation rate observed in 
irradiated post-spermatogonial stages of males, 3) in hamsters 
as in the mouse, the immature oocytes are highly sensitive to 
radiation-induced cell killing such that litter size is greatly 
reduced and the resultant F1 population sizes are too reduced 
to estimate a mutation frequency, 4) the per locus mutation 
rates to enzyme activity alleles are higher than the mutation 
frequencies to dominant cataract alleles. In summary, these 
results do not contradict the basic assumption required for an 
extrapolation from laboratory mammal experimental results to an 
estimation of human radiation genetic risk, i.e. no species 
differences in the sensitivity to mutation induction by 
radiation. However, both laboratory species exhibit high 
sensitivity to radiation-induced cell killing of immature 
oocytes, which differs from the human situation. Thus, for the 
study of the mutation process and an extrapolation of 
experimental results to humans for female germ cell stages, the 
two laboratory species studied are inappropriate. Further 
studies must deal with this problem. 
2) Based on previous results from the participating 
laboratories of P. van Buul (Leiden) and B. Cattanach 
(Harwell), in which a demonstrated sensitizing effect of 3-
aminobenzamide pre-treatment on radiation induced cell killing, 
chromosomal aberration and specific locus mutation frequencies, 
we undertook an experiment to confirm these results for the 
medically relevant genetic endpoints of transmitted mutations 
with dominantly expressed deleterious phenotypes. To this end, 
male mice were treated i.p. with 250 mg 3-aminobenzamide per kg 
body weight and 1 h following treatment exposed to 6 Gy gamma 
irradiation (0.375 Gy/min). Table 2 presents the results. 
Table 2: Dominant cataract and enzyme activity mutation 
frequencies in spermatogonia of the mouse following exposure to 
radiation alone or radiation in combination with 250 mg 3-
aminobenzamide/kg body weight pre-treatment 
Treatment F1 Offspring Mutations MR* x 10-5 
Dominant 
cataract 
6 Gy 
3-AB + 6 Gy 
Enzyme 
activity 
11095 
10371 
3 
10 
0.9 
3.2 
6 Gy 7539 1 1.1 
3-AB + 6 Gy 9974 10 8.4 
* MR - mutations per gamete per locus; For the dominant 
cataract mutation results, 30 loci assumed; For the enzyme 
activity mutation results, 12 loci screened. 
For both genetic endpoints, the combined 3-aminobenzamide + 6 
Gy treatment resulted in a higher observed mutation frequency 
as that observed for radiation treatment alone. These results 
extend the observed enhancing effect of 3-aminobenzamide pre-
treatment on the sensitivity to radiation induced mutagenesis 
to a wider spectrum of genetic endpoints. Our original logic 
for undertaking this experiment was the assumption that 
radiation induces mainly deletions which result in "loss of 
function" mutations. One may easily envisage such loss of 
function mutations to result in recessive mutant alleles. 
However, dominant mutant alleles have traditionally been 
hypothesized to be due to "gain of function" mutational events 
and not likely to be due to deletions. Our mutagenesis results 
are in conflict with this hypothesis. Recently a large number 
of genes in the mouse has been demonstrated for which loss of 
function mutations result in a dominantly expressed mutant 
allele. Such genes have been described as haploinsufficient, 
i.e. two functional gene copies are required for the 
development of the normal phenotype. Our present working 
hypothesis is that a sub-set of the potential genes in the 
mouse, which when mutated result in a dominant cataract 
phenotype, are haploinsufficient. These haploinsufficient loci 
are responding to radiation-induced mutagenesis, and it will be 
important to genetically and molecularly identify the involved 
genes. 
3a) Two haploinsufficient dominant cataract genes have been 
mapped in the mouse. In collaboration with M.F. Lyon (Harwell) 
the large Cat2 allelism group has been shown to be on mouse 
chromsome 1, and represents mutations of one or more of the 
genes in the gamma-crystallin gene cluster. This result is 
surprising since genes which encode structural proteins are not 
expected to be haploinsufficient. However, the clustered 
association of the gamma-crystallin genes has likely been 
conserved to facilitate coordinated gene expression. By 
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deleting one or more of the gamma-crystallin genes within the 
cluster, the coordinated expression pattern of the entire 
cluster would be disrupted and a mutant phenotype results. 
The second haploinsufficient gene identified, which when 
mutated results in a dominant cataract phenotype is the mouse 
Small eye gene on chromsome 2. The mouse Small eye locus is 
encoded by the Pax6 gene, which contains paired-like and 
homeobox domains, and is an important gene in the control of 
CNS and eye development. 
3b) The above mentioned genes were mapped relative to 
conventional visible marker genes of the mouse. Unfortunately 
very few mouse facilities are able to maintain the marker gene 
stocks to allow a genome-wide screen of the entire mouse 
genome. Recently, the mouse genome has been characterized for 
location and size of short repetitive sequences 
(microsatellites), and they have been shown to be polymorphic 
among many of the standard inbred mouse strains. We have taken 
advantage of these findings, identified 42 microsatellite 
markers which allow segregation and linkage analyses of the 
entire mouse autosomal genome to map dominant cataract genes. 
The first radiation-induced dominant cataract mutation mapped 
with our new protocol was shown to be in the proximal region of 
chromosome 4 and is a previously unknown cataract gene. With 
the method now established, we will proceed to map our 
collection of dominant cataract mutations and will be able to 
identify in a relataively short time those loci which are 
responding to radiation-induced mutagenesis. 
3c) Table 3 lists the dominant cataract and enzyme activity 
mutations recovered in the combined 3-aminobenzamide + 6 Gy 
mutation experiment. The mutations are characterized for 
phenotype, fertility and transmission of the mutant allele in 
an outcross of heterozygous mutant carriers to homozygous 
wildtype partners. For the group of 10 dominant cataract 
mutations, 4 mutations exhibited normal fertility and 
transmission; 5 mutations exhibited normal fertility and 
reduced transmission (which we interpret to be due to mutant 
alleles with reduced penetrance); 1 mutation was recovered with 
reduced fertility and reduced transmission. For the group of 
enzyme activity mutations, 4 mutations were recovered with 
normal fertility and normal transmission; 3 mutations exhibited 
normal fertility with reduced transmission; 2 mutations 
exhibited reduced fertility with normal transmission; 1 mutant 
phenotype was recovered with reduced fertility but the mutant 
phenotype has not been transmitted to the following generation. 
These groups of mutations represent the entire spectrum of 
possible mutant alleles when considering their effects on 
fertility and transmission and should be considered when 
discussing the potential genetic risks associated with 
radiation exposure in humans. Mutations with normal fertility 
and normal penetrance will persist in a population and 
offspring of a mutant carrier have a 50% risk of inheriting the 
genetic disease phenotype. Mutations with normal fertility but 
reduced penetrance will persist in the population but offspring 
of a carrier of the mutation will have less than 50% risk of 
developing the mutant phenotype. Offspring of mutant carriers 
not expressing the mutant phenotype may also develop a mutant 
phenotype. Thus, such mutations may be good animal models for 
sporadic congenital diseases with a genetic component. 
Mutations with reduced fertility will be quickly eliminated, 
such that the major genetic risk consists of the first 
generation offspring following radiation exposure. 
Table 3: A characterization of dominant cataract and enzyme 
activity mutations recovered in offspring of males treated with 
3-aminobenzamide + 6 Gy gamma-irradiation 
Mutant Phenotype Litter size Transmission 
ABX-10 Total opacity with 7.1 48 
iris anomaly 
ABX-15 Nuclear opacity 8.9 44 
ABX-16 Nuclear and 10.2 43 
zonular opacity 
ABX-20 Nuclear opacity 7.7 22 
ABX-22 Nuclear opacity 6.8 5 
ABX-29 Polar-corneal 2.2 18 
opacity with iris 
anomaly 
ABX-30 Suture-subcapsular 7.2 5 
opacity 
ABX-32 Posterior suture 7.0 24 
opacity 
ABX-34 Nuclear and 8.2 41 
zonular opacity 
ABX-39 Nuclear opacity 6.3 26 
2274 PGAM 160% 8.7 19 
5447 GAPDH 50% 8.0 50 
6958 GR 50% 7.0 49 
7074 GR 50% 8.5 53 
7384 MDH 50% 7.2 36 
7426 GR 160% 8.0 23 
7543 MDH 160% 1.8 0 
7836 MDH 55% 6.6 46 
8078 GR 55% 4.0 50 
9698 GR 50% 2.0 50 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Van Buul 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Our work aimed at: 
(a) Further characterization of the hyposensitivity of scid 
mice for radiation induced chromosomal translocations. 
(b) More detailed analysis of chromosomal involvement in 
radiation induced translocation formation. 
(c) Evaluation of transgenic mouse systems for studying 
mutations in spermatogonial stem cells. 
(d) Correlation of radiation induced spermatogonial stem cell 
killing and translocation formation. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
In scid mice the effects of several factors known to 
affect the sensitivity of normal mice to the induction of 
trans locations in spermatogonia were examined. These include 
dose-fractionation with a 24 h interval, pretreatment with 3-
aminobenzamide (3-AB) or low dose-rate exposures. The data 
obtained confirm the earlier reported hyposensitivity of scid 
mouse spermatogonial stem cells for the recovery of induced 
translocations. In addition, these results indicate that the 
hyposensitivity is probably not due to certain characteristics 
of the spermatogonial population in scid mice but probably 
stems from the DNA-repair deficiency in scid mice, which in 
turn may prevent the formation of stable chromosomal transloc-
ations. Studies on bone marrow cells of scid mice point in the 
same direction and suggest strong elimination of translocation 
carrying cells in scid mice during post-irradiation, cell pro-
liferation, possibly via falling apart of the translocation at 
the original points of exchange or due to lethal damage at the 
translocation break points. 
Using a composite DNA probe for mouse chromosomes 1, 11 
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and 13 in combination with FISH, the involvement of these 
three chromosomes in induced translocations recovered from ir-
radiated spermatogonia was analyzed. Results from various 
post-irradiation sampling periods indicated similar over-re-
presentation of the painted chromosomes in translocation form-
ation and no change with time. This suggests that clonal pro-
liferation cannot be held responsible for the earlier observed 
non-randomness. Experiments with the DNA-repair inhibitor 3-AB 
showed loss of the recorded over-representation, indicating 
that probably the repair of lesions is causing this phenomenon 
rather than non-random induction. 
Some experiments with a plasmid-based transgenic mouse 
mutagenicity model, allowing rescue and cloning of all types 
of mutations, including deletions, have been initiated. The 
first results show that treatment regimes producing very high 
frequencies of specific locus mutations in spermatogonia i.e. 
two times hydroxyurea (HU) followed by an acute X-ray ex-
posure, likewise due for recovered lacZ mutations. At this 
moment we are checking whether this sensitization is specific 
for spermatogonial stem cells by analyzing spleen, liver and 
brain samples from the same mice. In later stages, sequencing 
of recovered mutations will take place. 
One of the most important assumptions in the interpreta-
tion of experimental data about radiation induced genetic 
damage in spermatogonial stem cells of mammals is a strong 
correlation between cell killing and the induction of genetic 
changes in a heterogeneous cell population. In collaboration 
with de Rooij and Bootsma (Utrecht) we have studied both 
parameters after combined treatments with 3-AB, HU and x-rays. 
This resulted in a model for the spermatogonial radiation 
response which could explain nearly all experimental results 
obtained with fractionated X-ray exposures or with combined 
treatments of X-rays and all kinds of chemical agents such as 
cyclophosphamide, Adriamycin a. o. In this model accumulation 
of cells in the G1 stage of the cell cycle due to induction of 
P53 plays a central role and at this moment we are further 
testing the model by suppressing P53 with caffein and using 
P53 'knock out' mice. 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Cattanach 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. To complete a specific locus mutation study upon strain 
101/H. 
2. To reinvestigate translocation induction by X-rays in 
101/H spermatogonia. 
3. To complete a specific locus mutation study with compound 
chemical - X-ray treatments. 
4. To complete the characterisation of deletions, 
duplications and other categories of chromosome changes 
deriving from the specific locus mutation studies. 
5. To complete a collaborative study upon the basis of the 
heterogeneity in radiosensitivity of spermatogonial stem 
cells (with Drs de Rooij and van Buul). 
6. To continue molecular genetic analyses of the Mo 
and feasibility studies upon pulse field 
electrophoresis as a mutation screening system. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
locus 
gel 
1. The 101/H specific locus mutation study has been 
completed. The key finding was that whereas the 101/H 
response to a 24h fractionated 3 + 3 Gy X-ray regime was 
similar to that of the "standard" F1 hybrid mouse, a 
significantly higher response was obtained with a single 6 Gy 
dose (X.2 8.52; P 0.0036). The latter finding is in 
complete contrast to the previously observed lower response 
when translocation was the genetic end-point used (Cattanach 
and Rasberry 1994). The result is surprising, if not 
remarkable, but is not totally novel insofar as the 
translocation and specific locus mutation responses in hybrid 
mice do not always correlate well with different treatment 
regimes (the single dose-response curve, the responses to 24h 
and longer interval fractionation regimes). It would seem 
that the two classes of mutation derive differentially from 
different components of the spermatogonial stem cell 
population. 
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2. The above conclusion is at least in part dependent upon 
the reliability of the earlier translocation studies 
(Cattanach and Rasberry 1994). Insofar as the radiation 
treatments severely damage the stem cell populations of the 
101/H strain and translocation scoring becomes problematic, 
and perhaps modified, under such conditions, it seemed 
essential to verify this component of the work. 
The translocation response following single 1, 3, 5 and 7 
Gy X-ray exposures has therefore now been sought using a 
modified cytogenetic technique. At all but the lowest dose 
the 101/H translocation yields were lower than those from the 
hybrid. Overall, the mean difference was 0.320 ± 0.084 which 
is highly significant (F(1,63) = 14.2; P = 0.00030). Clearly, 
the earlier translocation data are substantiated; the 
contrasting translocation-specific locus mutation responses 
therefore appear real. 
3. Large doses of hydroxyurea kill cells in the S phase of 
the cell cycle (Oud et al 1979). Several treatments are 
therefore expected to enrich the G1 component of the 
population. We have previously shown (Cattanach et al 1989) 
that when 2 doses of 500 mg/kg HU are given at 3h apart prior 
to 6 Gy X-irradiation the specific locus mutation response of 
spermatogonial stem cells is greatly enhanced, suggesting that 
G1 is the most sensitive phase of the cell cycle to this class 
of genetic damage. We have now utilised the combined 
treatment to investigate whether stem cells surv1v1ng 24h 
after population depletion are synchronised in one phase of 
the cell cycle as inferred from certain fractionated X-ray or 
compound chemical - X-ray treatments with translocation as the 
genetic end-point, or could still be heterogeneous in their 
radio-sensitivity (see Cattanach et al 1989). 
The results are shown in Table 1. When the HU 
pretreatment was given 24h after population depletion by TEM, 
the 6 Gy cell killing and specific locus mutation responses 
were greatly enhanced over the concurrent TEM + X-ray control. 
This might suggest that a significant level of heterogeneity 
Table 1 
Treatment Median day of No F1 progeny Specific 
return to scored locus 
fertility mutation 
frequency per 
locusjgamete 
TEM + X-rays 109 days 7036 8.29 X 10-5 
TEM + HU + x-rays 138 days 6184 23.10 X 10-5 
3AB + X-ray 1 79 days 7798 20.15 X 10-5 
TEM + 3AB + X-rays 120.5 days 8784 35.77 X 10-5 
3AB 3 aminobenzamide, 1 ml of a 0.1M solution V~ prior to X-
rays; X-rays, 6 Gy dose; TEM = triethylenemelamine, 2 mgjkg 
24h prior to x-rays; HU = hydroxyurea, 2 x 500 mgjkg 3h and 6h 
prior to X-rays. 
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remains 24h after population depletion. However, this 
conclusion may be ~uestioned in view of t~~ very l~w control 
TEM + X-rays mutat1.on response (8.29 5 x 10 ) relatl.ve to the 
much higher response of 30.20 x 10- obtained in a earlier 
study (Cattanach et al 1989). In view of this uncertainty 
both components of this study are being repeated. 
Work by van Buul et al (1990) has shown that pre-
treatment of mouse spermatogonial stem cells with 3 
aminobenzamide (JAB) prior to irradiation enhances the 
translocation yield. We have now investigated whether the 
specific locus mutation response is similarly enhanced both in 
normal undamaged spermatogonia and in cell populations 24h 
after population depletion. In the normal populations the 
levels of cell killing indicated by median day of return to 
fertility were enhanced (79 days) relative to historical 
control levels (69 days; Cattanach et al 19~~), and the 
specific locus mutation frequency (20.15 x 10 ) was also 
enha~fed relative to historical control levels of abou~ ~3.00 
x 10 (Cattanach et al, 1989; Russell, 1964). The sens1.t1.sed, 
depl~~ed population however gave a yet higher response (30.77 
x 10 )wh1.ch was clearly well_gbove that of the concurrent TEM 
+ x-rays control (8. 29 x 10 , Table 1); the level of cell 
killing also appeared to be slightly increased. However, 
interpretation is again foiled by the unexpectedly low TEM + 
X-rays yield. Final interpretation will await the findings of 
the repeat study indicated above. 
4. Up until recently cytogenetically large deletions and 
duplications have been rarely found or described. However, by 
screening for intrauterine growth retardation combined with 
phenotypic anomalies we have shown that such chromosomal 
changes can readily be detected. Primarily from the specific 
locus studies described above we have detected a further 63 
large deletions which are compatible with survival to breeding 
age and establishment in stocks. Each of the deletions has 
been cytogenetically characterised, and the viability, 
fertility and phenotypic effects assessed. Eighteen stocks of 
mice carrying cytogenetically visible duplications have 
similarly been generated and studied, together with 6 
par acentric inversions. The phenotypic effects have ranged 
from such minor subtle changes as darker coats and white feet 
through to craniofacial and other skeletal abnormalities, and 
presumed neurological defects that lead to head bobbing, 
tremours and waltzing. Translocations and dominant mutations 
at known and as yet undefined loci have also been detected and 
characterised. 
Many of the deletion and duplication stocks are now being 
employed in genetic studies upon gene dosage and gene 
regulation in various laboratories. Notable examples are 1. a 
duplication of distal Chr 16 encompassing the region of 
homology with the segment of human Chr 21, the additional dose 
of which leads to Down's syndrome, 2. a presumed deletion 
which shows an imprinting inheritance and which has now been 
mapped to an imprinting region of the genome, and 3. deletions 
of a proximal region of Chr 3 which leads to oligospermy and 
sterility in males. 
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A key observation most evident with the deletions is the non-
randomness of their distribution throughout the genome. Thus, 
of the 63, 14 have involved distal Chr 14 and span the s 
locus, 8 have involved distal Chr 10 and span the Sl locus, 9 
have involved central Chr 1 and represent a series of 
overlapping deletions, and 6 have involved proximal Chr 3 and 
give rise to male sterility. Clearly these regions of the 
genome are effectively haplo-sufficient. By contrast no 
deletions have been detected in Chrs 11, 12, 15 and 19, and in 
some chromosomes, eg Chr 2, only small localised deletions 
have been found. 
The incidences of these chromosomal changes in the 101/H 
and compound chemical-X-ray specific locus studies are shown 
in Table 2 and compared with the specific locus mutation 
frequencies. The two frequencies correlated reasonably well, 
suggesting the mechanisms of induction may be similar, and 
different from those leading to translocation. 
5. The Harwell component of the collaborative study with Drs 
de Rooij and van Buul have now been completed. The object has 
been to synchronise the spermatogonial stem cell populations 
throughout the testis by rearing male mice on a vitamin A 
deficient diet and then at a selected time identified by 
bodyweight loss, providing the missing vitamin to allow 
spermatogenesis to proceed. The mice were then X-irradiated 
at one of two specified times post vitamin A treatment when 
the stem cells were deduced to be synchronised to stages of 
their cell cycles previously shown to be resistant or 
sensitive to killing. After recovery of the stem cell 
populations the mice were killed and the translocation 
frequencies estimated. A total of 127 mice given X-ray doses 
ranging from 1 Gy to 8 Gy together with 5 unirradiated 
controls have been studied. 200 cells from each male have 
been examined for the presence of translocations, total about 
25,500 cells. The results are currently being collated. 
6. A comprehensive search for the molecular basis of 
mutations at the X-linked Mo locus (corresponding to Mencke's 
in humans) has been undertaken. Fifteen independent mutations 
have been studied, these arising from radiation and chemical 
mutation studies conducted at Harwell, Neuherberg and 
elsewhere. As deletions form approximately 20% of the 
mutation spectrum at the homologous human (Mencke's) locus, we 
were surprised to find that none of the mouse mutations 
comprised deletions. Also surprising was the finding that 
half of the mutations from radiation studies were associated 
with restriction fragment length variants inherited from the 
non-irradiated parent. They were thus spontaneous in origin 
and it is therefore possible that those associated with 
irradiated chromosome were also spontaneous. 
A further significant finding was that all the male 
viable Mo mutations were associated with RT-PCR products of 
normal size but that 3 additionally produced aberrantly 
spliced, smaller transcripts. Sequence analysis has shown 
that these aberrant transcripts are unusual in that they are 
not associated with cryptic sites or with mutations at the 
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concensus splice junctions at the intervening exon-intron 
boundaries. 
A search for radiation-induced lesions at a series of X-linked 
loci by pulsed field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) has been 
undertaken. Fifteen F1 female offspring from crosses between 
PT tester stock females and irradiated 3H1 males were 
analysed. To date, no genomic rearrangements have been 
detected. As no deletions have been found in the vicinity of 
three X-linked mutations (Td, Li, Bhd), in addition to Mo, 
that arose in radiation mutagenesis experiments, it is 
possible that the mouse X chromosome is unusually refractory 
to carrying deletions. It will be of interest to repeat these 
experiments in autosomal regions known to be capable of 
tolerating deletion and rearrangement. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. D.G. de Rooij 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Estimation of the numbers of spermatogonial stem cells per 
testis, resistant or sensitive to cell killing by radiation. 
2. Comparison between the sensitivity of stem cells for the 
induction of reciprocal translocations, in stem cells resistant 
and stem cells sensitive towards cell killing by irradiation. 
3. Determination of the sensitivity of stem cells for cell 
killing by a second dose of X-rays, 24 and 96 hr after the first 
dose. 
4. Evaluation of the model of Leenhouts and Chadwick for the 
induction of reciprocal translocations and point mutations by 
irradiation. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Estimation of the numbers of spermatogonial stem cells per 
testis, resistant or sensitive to cell killing by radiation. 
As reported before, a first estimation of the numbers 
sensitive and resistant stem cells was done from the results of 
a dose-response experiment for X-rays and from the results of 
cell counts of spermatogonia throughout the epithelial cycle. 
From these results it was estimated that the numbers of resistant 
and sensitive stem cells are about similar (publications 1-3). 
To confirm this conclusion, the dose-response relationship 
for cell killing by 1 MeV fission neutron irradiation of mouse 
spermatogonial stem cells in various stages of the epithelial 
cycle has been studied. As reported before, it was found that the 
stem cells are most sensitive in stages VII and VIII when they 
are quiescent, showing a D0 value of 0.27 Gy, and resistant in 
stages XII-VI showing a D0 of on the average 0.60 Gy (Table 1). 
From the dose-response curves the extrapolation numbers on the 
Y-axis could be determined as no shoulder can be expected after 
fission neutron irradiation because of the lack of repair (Table 
1). These extrapolation numbers represent the numbers of 
spermatogonia produced in 10 days by the spermatogonial stem 
cells after a dose of 0 Gy. 
The next step was to determine the size of the repopulating 
colonies in numbers of cells, 10 days after irradiation, formed 
by the surviving stem cells. In principle, division of the 
extrapolation numbers by the average number of cells per colony 
should render the number of stem cells present in a certain 
epithelial stage characterized by the D0 value found in that 
stage. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: In an experiment in cooperation with Dr. 
R. Huiskamp (ECN, Petten) 3H1 hybrid mice received a dose of 1.5 
Gy of 1 MeV fission neutrons. These were the same mice as used 
in the dose-response experiment. Ten days after irradiation the 
mice were killed, and the seminiferous tubules were processed to 
obtain tubular whole-mount preparations. The epithelium was 
scanned for spermatogonia, and 10 colonies per animal per stage 
or group of stages were studied. Six areas were defined on basis 
of the stages of the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium: stage 
XI (IX during irradiation, IX1rr), stage XII (X1rr), stage I (XI1rr), 
stages I-VI ( XII-III1rr) , stage VII-early IX ( V-early VII1rr) , and 
stage IX-X (stage late VII-early IX1rr). A distance criterion was 
used to distinguish separate colonies, based on previous work on 
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CPB-N mice. When a colony extended over several stages, the 
colony was considered to have its origin in, and thus belong to, 
the stage of the geographical midpoint. 
RESULTS: The raw data indicated that the colony sizes, in number 
of spermatogonia, varied between 2 and 336 cells (Table 1). Mean 
size was 60 cells, with a median value of 47 cells per colony. 
Colony size varied with the stage of the epithelium, with 
colonies in areas IX-XI1rr containing the most cells. Colonies in 
stages V-early VIIirr were the smallest, while colonies in both 
stages XII-III1rr and late VII-early IX1rr had intermediate number 
of cells. 
In CPB-N mice it was demonstrated that a large variation in 
colony sizes indicates the occurrence of spontaneous degeneration 
of cells in the colonies. Disregarding spontaneous degeneration, 
the maximum colony sizes indicate that 8.4 divisions had taken 
place during the 10 days post-irradiation, indicating a cell-
cycle duration of about 28 hours. Taking spontaneous degeneration 
into account, estimates for the duration of the cell cycle vary 
between 20-30 hours. However, the cell cycle duration of the 
differentiating spermatogonia, which is generally shorter than 
that of the undifferentiated spermatogonia, is 29 hours. This 
makes it unlikely that the longer colonies have arisen from one 
stem cell. Therefore, we investigated the possibility that 
confluency between individual repopulating colonies had occurred. 
The frequency distribution of the colony sizes showed several 
peaks, up to colony sizes of over 200 cells. This is suggestive 
of confluency, and several theoretical studies were carried out, 
simulating colony growth and confluency. The colonies in area V-
early VII1rr were the smallest, and thus are the most likely to be 
undisturbed by confluency. The data obtained on these colonies 
were in good agreement with data obtained previously on colonies 
in the CPB-N mouse: 27 ± 21 cells per colony in the 3H1 mouse in 
areas V-early VII1rr' 10 days after 1,5 Gy, and 28.5 ± 16 cells 
per colony in the CPB-N mouse in areas IV-VII1rrt 10 days after 
0.75 Gy. 
Table 1. Preliminary results of the determination of the numbers 
of spermatogonial stem cells in various stages of the cycle of 
the seminiferous epithelium with a specific radiosensitivity. 
Epithelial 
stages at 
irradiation 
XI 
XII-III 
V-VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
Average 
colony size 
± SEM 
85±32 
50±14 
27± 9 
44±23 
77±22 
68±13 
Range 
6-258 
3-203 
2- 91 
2-137 
7-336 
3-294 
268 
345 
257 
283 
249 
295 
0.67 
0.57 
0.47 
0.27 
0.49 
0.54 
Corrected 
number of 
stem cells 
with D0 
10.5 
13.7 
10.6 
10.7 
10.7 
14.5 
number of 
stem cells 
present 
9.6±0.4 
10.5±0.4 
14.4±0.7 
13.0±0.6 
13. 0±0. 6 
(11.3) 
Based on the similarity between colonies in 3H1 and CPB-N 
mice in areas IV-VIIirrt we decided to model colony growth based 
on the characteristics determined for CPB-N mice. The number of 
divisions was set at 8 to 9, with each cell in each generation 
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having a 25% probability of spontaneous degeneration. In the 
biological material, only groups of 2 or more cells were 
considered to be colonies. A computer program was written to 
generate 1000 colonies according to these values. To simulate an 
x% confluency rate over 1000 colonies, x*lO random numbers were 
generated between 1 and 1000. A number y indicated that colony 
y confluenced with colony (y+1). Confluency rates were simulated 
from 5 to 100% per 5%. The resulting, simulated data were in good 
agreement with the actual data, but should be considered 
preliminary. The simulations upto now were partly based on 
results obtained in CPB-N mice. We would like to consider the 
effects of differences in stem cell kinetics between 3H1 and CPB-
N mice before presenting final estimates of confluency. 
CONCLUSIONS: Data obtained from a dose-response experiment with 
X-irradiation and from cell counts, indicate the number of 
radioresistant stem cells to be about similar to the number of 
sensitive stem cells. Detailed data from a dose-response 
experiment with fission neutron irradiation and from studying 
colony size at 10 days after irradiation will now be used to 
confirm this estimate. At the moment the data gathered, are 
further processed to ultimately render an estimation of the 
numbers of radioresistant and radiosensitive stem cells per 
testis. 
2. Comparison between the sensitivity of stem cells for the 
induction of reciprocal translocations, in stem cells resistant 
and stem cells sensitive towards cell killing by irradiation. 
The goal of this experiment was to test the assumption of 
Leenhouts and Chadwick, that radiosensitive stem cells have a 
high linear translocation-induction rate, and that radioresistant 
stem cells have a low linear translocation-induction rate. This 
experiment was done in a close cooperation between the groups in 
Utrecht (M.E.A.B. van Beek, Y. van der Meer, R.A.J, Tegelenbosch, 
D.G. de Rooij), Harwell (E.P. Evans, M. Burtenshaw, B.M. 
Cattanach) and Leiden (P.P.W. van Buul). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: The seminiferous epithelium of 3H1 was 
synchronized using the vitamin A-depletion and -repletion 
protocol. It was estimated that at respectively 40 and 45 days 
after repletion with vitamin A, the testes would be synchronized 
in stages VIII-X (45 days) or stages I-IV (40 days). This was 
confirmed prior to the experiment using some 'pilot' mice, and 
also concomitantly with the main experiment. Since spermatogonial 
stem cells in stages VIII-X have a D0 value for X-rays, of 1.4 
Gy, and in stages I-IV a D0 value of 2.6 Gy, irradiation at 45 
days after repletion with vitamin A would be aimed at a 
population of radiosensitive stem cells, while irradiation at 40 
days after repletion with vitamin A would be aimed at a 
population with radioresistant stem cells. Measuring the length 
of the time-interval between irradiation and return of fertility 
gave us an indication whether the spermatogonial stem cell 
population in each individual mouse was indeed more 'sensitive' 
or 'resistant'. 
RESULTS: The 3H1 mice appeared to be relatively resistant to the 
induction of vitamin A deficiency. This caused unexpected 
problems, which were solved in an intense contact between the 
Harwell and the Utrecht group. In spite of this problem, 2/3 to 
3/4 of the mice showed a satisfactory synchronization of the 
seminiferous epithelium to a restricted number of stages (Table 
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Table 2. Degree of synchronization achieved in the seminiferous 
epithelium of 3H1 mice, subjected to the vitamin A-depletion and 
-repletion protocol 
Mouse days after % of tubules part synchronization 
vitamin A showing restored of cycle factor 
repletion spermatogenesis enriched 
M808 37 100 VIII-X 2.7 
M809 37 100 IV-VIII 2.0 
M815 37 100 VII-X 1.9 
M839 40 100 XII-III 2.3 
M840 40 100 1.0 
M841 40 100 XII-VI 1.4 
M811 42 100 III-VII 2.0 
M812 42 90 II-VI 2.9 
M813 42 99 IV-VIII 1.7 
M825 45 70 VIII-IX 3.9 
M826 45 85 VIII-X 2.6 
M827 45 100 1.0 
M845 45 100 VI-IX 1.9 
M846 45 100 VIII-X 2.2 
M847 45 100 1.0 
M886 109 100 VIII-I 1.2 
M887 109 100 VIII-I 1.2 
M888 109 100 VII-I 1.1 
2). The mice M886-888 were irradiated at day 40 (4Gy) but despite 
the long interval and the irradiation still some remnants of the 
synchronization were present. 
The synchronization of the seminiferous epithelium was also 
reflected in the time interval between irradiation and return of 
fertility. In respectively, the 'sensitive' and 'resistant' 
groups this interval was 88 and 109 days after 6 Gy, and 164 and 
229 days after 8 Gy. After 1 and 2 Gy no difference was observed, 
and after a dose of 4 Gy this interval was slightly shorter in 
the sensitive group compared to the resistant one ( 70 vs. 78 
days). 
However, the percentages of spermatocytes observed with 
multivalents was indistinguishable between the 2 groups (Figure 
1A). When it was assumed that only 1 out of 4 mice were optimally 
synchronized, and we selected per dose in each group, the mice 
with the shortest ('resistant' group) or longest ('sensitive' 
group) interval to return to fertility after irradiation, still 
no difference at all was observed (Figure 1B). When we selected 
per dose in each group the mice with the lowest ( 'resistant' 
group) or highest ('sensitive' group) translocation induction 
rates we do see differences in induction rates, but in both 
groups we still see a 'hump' in the curve. However, different 
induction rates should explain the humped curve, and this hump 
should not appear when irradiating populations consisting of only 
sensitive or resistant stem cells. 
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Translocation Induction in Spermatogonial Stem Cells of 3H1 Mice 
Synchronized in Different Stages of the Seminiferous Epithelium 
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Figure 1: Translocation induction in spermatogonial stem cells in 
testes, synchronized by vitamin A-depletion and -repletion, of 3H1 
hybrid mice. 
A: all data per mouse are given. Circles : mice irradiated at 40 
days after repletion with vitamin A, while the solid lineconnects 
the average values in this group, where the spermatogonial stem 
cells were radioresistant during irradiation. Asterix: mice 
irradiated at 45 days after repletion with vitamin A, while the 
dashed line connects the average values in this group, where the 
spermatogonial stem cells were radiosensitive during irradiation. 
B: (Symbols as in A): Mice were selected according to a 
shortinterval between irradiation and return to fertility 
(resistant group), or a longinterval (sensitive mice). Mean 
intervals for mice used in plot B (resistant, sensitive): after 1 
Gy 43, 53.5 days.; after 2 Gy: 43.3, 59.3 days; after 4 Gy: 60.8, 
87.3 days; after 6 Gy: 64.5, 166.7 days; after 8 Gy: 86.3, >365 
c'!ays. 
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CONCLUSIONS: We conclude that this experiment failed to 
substantiate the assumptions of Leenhouts and Chadwick that 
radiosensitive stem cells have a high linear translocation-
induction rate, and that radioresistant stem cells have a low 
linear translocation-induction rate. At the moment we are 
studying the data further to elaborate an alternative explanation 
for the occurrence of the 'hump' in the translocation induction 
curves vs. dose. A paper describing the experiment, results, and 
consequences is in preparation. 
3. Determination of the sensitivity of stem cells for cell 
killing by a second dose of X-rays 24 and 96 hr after the first 
dose. 
The pattern of mutation induction by split irradiation doses 
differs depending on the interval between the 2 doses. Since it 
is generally assumed that the radiosensitivity of a cell is an 
important factor determining its sensitivity to mutation 
induction, it was decided to measure the radiosensitivity of 
spermatogonial stem cells in different stages of the seminiferous 
epithelium at both 1 and 4 days after a first dose of 1 Gy of X-
radiation. Safar, only the 4 day interval experiment has been 
completed. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: 3H1 hybrid mice were given a dose of 1 Gy 
of X-rays. For the 4 day interval, after 4 days they were 
irradiated with graded doses of X-rays between 0.5 and 6 Gy of 
X-rays. On day 11 after the first irradiation, day 7 after the 
second dose, the mice were sacrificed and cross-sections of their 
testes were prepared. In these cross sections the stage, number 
of Sertoli cell nucleoli, and number of spermatogonia were 
recorded until a minimum of at least 250 tubules, containing at 
least 75 (60 of which were clearly in good condition) 
undifferentiated spermatogonia in at least 50 ( 40 of which 
contained spermatogonia in clearly good condition) different 
tubules. Numbers of spermatogonia were expressed per 1000 Sertoli 
cells. Stage II and IV, V and VI, and X and XI were summed 
together before analysis. 
RESULTS: Similar to after an acute dose of radiation, variations 
were observed in the radiosensitivity of the spermatogonial stem 
cells, but to a lesser degree. While the lowest D0 value found 
was comparable to the lowest D0 during acute radiation, the 
highest D0 value at 4 days after a first irradiation was medium 
compared to the D0 values found at acute irradiation. 
The D0 values at 4 days varied with the stage of the 
seminiferous epithelium during the (second) irradiation in a 
similar manner as during the first irradiation: the 
radioresistance of the spermatogonial stem cells at the second 
irradiation is determined by the stage at the second irradiation, 
while the stage (and concomitant radiosensitivity) during the 
first irradiation did not seem to influence the radiosensitivity 
at 4 days after this first irradiation (Table 3). 
The extrapolation number of the dose-response curves made 
4 days after a first irradiation reflects the number of 
spermatogonial stem cells present at 4 days after a first 
irradiation. If, after the first irradiation, the regeneration 
parameters are the same in all stages, then these extrapolation 
numbers should reflect the number of stem cells that survived the 
first irradiation. A relatively high extrapolation number was 
found in areas where the stem cells were sensitive, or newly 
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radioresistant, while the extrapolation number was relatively low 
in areas where the stem cells had been radioresistant for a 
longer time. These data indicate that the regeneration parameters 
are not identical in all stages. The study of the colony 
formation should shed light on this phenomenon. However, it is 
interesting that in a previous study in CPB-N mice cells in 
colonies that derived from sensitive stem cells and from newly 
radioresistant stem cells, seemed to be less prone to spontaneous 
degeneration than cells in colonies derived from stem cells that 
had been radioresistant for a longer time, and that, in the CPB-N 
mouse, showed an intermediate D0 value. 
Table 3. Radiosensitivity of spermatogonial stem cells in various 
epithelial stages of 3Hl mice for acute X-irradiation and for 
fractionated irradiation, 4 days after a dose of 1 Gy of X-
irradiation. 
Stage at acute Stage at acute D0 second 
first dose D0 in day 4 D0 in irradiation 
stage stage at day 4 
early I 2.5 VII 2.4 1.8 ( 1. 6-2 .o) 
middle I late VII 1.4 
late I-middle II 2.7 late VII-VIII 1.7 ( 1. 5-1.9) 
late II 2.4 late VIII 1.4 1.4 (1.3-1.7) 
III 2.7 early IX 
early IV middle IX 1.6 
late IV 2.7 late IX 
early V early X 1.5 (1.3-1. 7) 
V-early VI middle X 1.8 
late VI 2.4 XI 2.5 2.1 ( 1. 6-2.6) 
early VII late XI-early XII 2.0 (1.8-2.4) 
middle VII 1.4 middle XII 2.7 
early VIII I 2.5 
late VIII 1.4 late I 2.8 
early IX middle II 2.3 (2.0-2.6) 
middle IX 1.6 late II 2.4 
late IX III 2.7 
late IX-early X late III 1.7 ( 1. 6-1.8) 
middle X-early XII.8 IV 
early XI 2.5 v 
middle XI VI 1.9 (1. 7-2.2) 
late XI-early XII late VI 2.4 1.8 (1.6-2.0) 
XII 2.7 VII 
CONCLUSIONS: The radiobiological characteristics of the 
spermatogonial stem cells at 4 days after a first irradiation 
with 1 Gy are in line with what could be expected based on a 
(rather) regular progress of the cycle of the seminiferous 
epithelium. It is expected that the interpretation of these 
results, especially the extrapolation numbers, can be more 
detailed when the study of the colony-formation (after fission 
neutron irradiation) has been completed. The results will be 
presented at the lOth ICRR in August 1995, in Wlirzburg, Germany 
(publ. 5) 
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4. Evaluation of the model of Leenhouts and Chadwick for the 
induction of reciprocal translocation& and point mutations by 
irradiation. 
The model of Leenhouts and Chadwick for the induction of 
reciprocal translocations and point mutations by irradiation, 
included the following assumptions: 
1. In the normal mouse testis, there are many more sensitive 
than resistant stem cells for the cell killing effect of 
irradiation. 
2. Radiosensitive stem cells have a high linear translocation-
induction rate. 
3. Radioresistant stem cells have a low linear translocation-
induction rate. 
In the dose-response experiment for cell killing by X-irradiation 
it was found that in 3Hl mice the spermatogonial stem cells were 
most sensitive in stage VIII where these cells are quiescent, 
showing a D0 value of 1.4 Gy. The stem cells were most resistant 
in stages XI-V, when these cells are proliferating, showing a D0 
value of 2. 6 Gy. Based on the D0 values for sensitive and 
resistant stem cells and on the D0 for the total population, a 
ratio of 45:55% of sensitive to resistant spermatogonial stem 
cells was estimated for cell killing. Cell counts of 
spermatogonia throughout the epithelial cycle indicated that the 
stem cells are actively dividing during half of the cycle. In 
view of the difference in radiosensitivity between quiescent and 
proliferating stem cells these data too, indicate that there are 
about as many sensitive as resistant stem cells. This notion will 
be substantiated by the results of the fission neutron 
experiment, the results will have to studied in further detail. 
Anyhow, these data indicate that the first assumption 
mentioned above is not correct. A first attempt was made to 
improve the model by incorporating the new data on the ratio of 
resistant to sensitive cells and using various values for the 
translocation yield in sensitive and resistant stem cells. A good 
fit with the experimental data was found when the translocation 
yield (Y; in % abnormal cells) after a radiation dose D was 
described by Y=e'0 with ,;=1 for the sensitive and ,;=0 .1 for the 
resistant spermatogonial stem cells, with a maximal e~ of 100. 
Unfortunately, as described above, the synchronization 
experiment did not reveal any confirmation of assumptions 2 and 
3. The data will now be analyzed in further detail and an attempt 
will be made to develop an alternative model for the induction 
of reciprocal translocations and point mutations by irradiation. 
CONCLUSIONS: The data obtained during this project do not confirm 
the validity of three important assumptions made in the model of 
Leenhouts and Chadwick for the induction of reciprocal 
translocations and point mutations by irradiation. An alternative 
model will be developed. 
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Head of project 5: Dra. Mir6 Ametller 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The aim our project was the development of a method to assess 
radiation-induced chromosomal damage in human spermatozoa by the 
scoring of micronuclei in human-hamster embryos at the two-cell 
stage. 
The specific objectives for the development of our project for 
this 3 year-period have been: 
(1} The establishement of the technique to analyze 
micronuclei in two-cell human-hamster embryos and the 
establishement of criteria to score micronuclei. 
(2} To acertain the human or hamster origin of micronuclei 
by FISH procedures using total human or hamster 
denatured DNA as probes. 
(3} The establishement of a dose-effect curve for 
radiation-induced micronuclei. 
(4} To evaluate whether scoring of micronuclei is useful 
for the quantification of chromosomal damage occurring 
in spermatozoa by comparing radiation induced human 
micronuclei with the induction of breaks and fragments 
in sperm derived chromosomes. 
(5} To analyze in detail the chromosomal content of y-rays 
induced micronuclei by FISH procedures using human 
centromeric and telomeric DNA probes. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1. Establishment of the technique and criteria to score 
micronuclei. 
The micronucleus assay can be incorporated to the human-
hamster fertilization system as a test to assess radiation-
induced chromosomal damage in human spermatozoa. This assay 
system has been established in our laboratory by culture of 
zona-free hamster eggs, fertilized by human spermatozoa, until 
the two-cell stage. Micronuclei are scored in human-hamster 
embryos at the two-cell-stage whenever blastomere nuclei, and 
eventually micronuclei are visualized under a phase-contrast 
microscope. 
For micronucleus assessment, only monospermic eggs can be 
taken into account, in order not to overestimate the frequency 
of micronuclei if polispermic eggs were analyzed. To eliminate 
unfertilized and polyspermic eggs, only those fertilized eggs 
with a second polar body and two pronuclei were chosen under 
an inverted microscope with Nomarski 's interferential contrast 
(x250}. Monospermic eggs were cultured in a 5% C02 incubator 
at 37gC until they divided (approximately 20h after 
insemination} . 
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In human-hamster hybrids at the two-cell ·stage, micronuclei 
appear as spherical bodies similar to, but smaller than, the 
main nucleus of the blastomere. In preliminary tests we 
established some criteria for the scoring of micronuclei: (a) 
Micronuclei are scored at the two-cell stage only when the 
main nucleus of each blastomere can be visualized, (b) the 
second polar body is so small that it may be mistaken for a 
micronucleus when the polar body overlays the blastomere; 
thus, to avoid confusion, only those fertilized eggs at the 
two-cell stage where the second polar body is visible are 
considered for the scoring of micronuclei, and (c) Micronuclei 
should not be linked to the main nucleus by any nucleoplasmic 
bridge. 
2. Origin of micronuclei 
The micronucleus assay has recently been used to investigate 
the induction of micronuclei in human-hamster two-cell embryos 
after in vitro fertilization of intact oocytes by y-irradiated 
human spermatozoa (Kamiguchi et al. 1991 Mutat. Res. 252: 297-
303). However, nobody had demostrated if micronuclei arising 
in 2-cell human-hamster embryos were of human or hamster 
origin. So, we incorporated FISH techniques with total human 
and hasmter DNA probes to our interspecific in vitro 
fertilization system, to determine whether micronuclei present 
in two-cell hybrids were of human origin. 
Prior to hybridization of human or hamster genomic DNAs with 
embryo nuclei and micronuclei, slides containing separated 
first cleavage metaphases of human and hamster origin were 
used to discard cross-hybridization of the probes, 
demostrating that there is no more homology between human and 
hamster DNA than the overall interspecies homology neutralized 
by routine prehybridization with herring sperm DNA. 
A total of 181 two-cell embryos obtained after fertilization 
of hamster eggs by human spermatozoa irradiated at 4Gy of y-
rays were subjected to FISH methodologies using denatured 
human or hamster genomic DNA as probes. With total human DNA, 
we analyzed 97 two-cell embryos. A total of 107 micronuclei 
were scored in these embryos (110.3%) (Table I). Using the 
FISH techniques with the human probe, we found that all but 
one of the 107 micronuclei analyzed (99.1%) showed the yellow 
dots of fluorescein. Thus, in situ hybridization of 
micronuclei with total human DNA revealed their human origin. 
However, hybridization with only human DNA cannot exclude the 
possibility that micronuclei contain hamster DNA in addition 
to human DNA. Taking this into consideration, we also perfomed 
in situ hybridization with total hamster DNA. Using this 
probe, we analyzed 84 two-cell embryos. A total of 42 
micronuclei were found in these embryos (50%) (Table I), and 
only one of them (2.3%) hybridized with the hamster probe, 
revealing the single human origin of most micronuclei ( 97. 7%) . 
These results are consistent with the low frequency of 
structural chromosome abnormalities (0,5-1,4%) found in 
hamster oocytes (Martin, 1984. Biol. Reprod. 31: 819-825). 
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Table I. Origin of micronuclei (Mn) 
Number of Total NumberofMn %ofMnof 
two-cell embryos number of of human human· 
analyzed Mn origin origin 
FISH with 
Human 97 107 106 99.1% 
genomic DNA 
FISH with 
Hamster 84 42 41 97.7% 
genomic DNA 
Using the hamster DNA probe, the observed incidence of 
micronuclei per embryo was much lower than that found when 
hybridization was perfomed with human DNA (0,5 vs 1.1). This 
difference is probably due to the absence of fluorescent 
signal in micronuclei of human origin when hamster DNA is 
applied, which makes them undetectable even with DAPI 
staining. This results in an underestimation of the number of 
micronuclei of human origin. Thus, the margin of error to take 
into consideration must be very low, leading to the conclusion 
that the micronucleus test represents a good method to 
evaluate the genetic damage caused in human sperm not only by 
ionizing radiations but also by chemical mutagens. 
3. Radiation induction of micronuclei: dose-effect relationship. 
The efficiency of the micronucleus test to assess radiation 
induced chromosomal damage in human spermatozoa has been 
investigated. Micronuclei were scored in two cell human-
hamster embryos, after exposure of human spermatozoa to 0, 
0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 2.00 and 4.00 Gy of y-rays. 
We have scored micronuclei of 101 two-cell embryos of one 
sperm donor at 0 Gy and a total of 598 two-cell embryos at 
different irradiation doses. The final data of the dose-
response for the induction of micronuclei by exposition of 
human spermatozoa to gamma-rays are shown in table II. Two-
cell embryos with 1 to 5 micronuclei were observed. However, 
73.6% of micronucleated embryos had only one micronucleus. 
Table II. Micronucleus induction in two cell embryos after gamma-irradiation of human spennatozoa. 
Dose Number of Number of Micronuclei Embryos 
(Gy) embryos micronuclei per embryo with 
examined mi~ronuclei (%) 
0.00 101 8 0.08 6.9 
0 .. 10 115 10 0.09 6.9 
0.25 124 13 0.10 8.9 
0.50 69 12 0.17 13.0 
1.00 76 19 0.25 19:7 
2.00 142 59 0.41 24.6 
4.00 72 52 0.72 52.8 
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The dose-effect relationship for the frequency of micronuclei 
at the two-cell stage was statistically compatible with a 
linear fit [1), withY as the mean number of micronuclei per 
two-cell embryo and D as the radiaton dose in Gy (p<0.0001; 
r 2= 0.994). In order to take overdispersion into account, each 
observation was weighted by the reciprocal sample mean 
variance (N/a 2) (Huber et al, 1994. Mutat. Res. 306: 135-141) 
[1) Y= 0.07393 (± 0.004522) + 0.1661 (± 0.005406) D 
When we attempted to fit the same data (frequency of 
micronuclei per two-cell embryo at the different doses) to 
a linear quadratic model, a small but negative ~ coefficient 
was obtained. The negative value of ~ could reflect a 
saturation effect that was only evident at the highest dose 
(4Gy). This saturation effect is probably due that at higher 
doses more than one aberration will be involved in a single 
micronucleus. 
The dose-effect curve for the proportion of micronucleated 
embryos fitted to a linear equation [2) 
[2) Y= 6.674 (± 1.1107) + 11.126 (± 0.6366) D 
Equation [1) was obtained by means of the weighted least 
squares approximation and using the GLIM program (Baker and 
Nelder, 1985). For equation [2] a linear regression was 
performed. A representation of equations [1] and [2) is shown 
in figures 1 and 2. 
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4. Comparison between micronuclei and chromosome analysis. 
To evaluate whether scoring of micronuclei is useful for the 
quantification of chromosomal damage occurring in human 
spermatozoa, induced micronuclei at the different doses of 
sperm irradiation were compared to the induction of breaks and 
fragments in sperm derived chromosomes. 
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Chromosomal aberrations were scored by identifying chromosomal 
and chromatid breaks and acentric fragments, because among 
chromosome aberrations, symetric exchanges with complete 
repair are not the source of lagging chromosome segments. and 
do not contribute to the formation of micronuclei. 
The number of micronuclei per embryo induced at different 
doses were modified according to the results found by FISH 
(objective 2) where 1.11 micronuclei in 100 two-cell embryos 
examined were found to be of hamster origin. So, taking into 
account this consideration, the number of micronuclei per 
embryo induced by different doses of gamma rays is shown in 
table III. 
Table III. Comparison between micronuclei and chromosome aberrations. 
Dose Two-cell stages Spenn Micronuclei Breaks and 
(Gy) with complements per two-cell fragments per 
micronuclei with breaks and stage spenn 
(%) fragments(%) (corrected) complement 
0.00 6.9 5.5 0.07 0.07 
0.25 8.9 6.7 0.09 O.o7 
0.50 13.0 11.0 0.16 0.12 
1.00 19.7 21.7 0.24 0.25 
2.00 24.6 39.5 0.40 0.45 
4.00 52.8 58.6 0.71 0.81 
As shown in table III, the percentages of micronucleated 
embryos were similar to those of sperm derived chromosome 
complements with breaks and fragments at the different doses 
(Rho=l, Spearman coefficient) (figure 3). A similar 
correlation was also found between the number of micronuclei 
per embryo and the number of breaks and fragments per 
spermatozoon (Rho= 0.986, Spearman coefficient) (figure 4). 
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It should be noted that at low dose ranges (0 - 0.5 Gy) the 
incidence of micronuclei was slightly higher than thpt of 
breaks and fragments (figures 3 and 4). Such differences, even 
though small, could be due to semistable aberrations such as 
dicentric chromosomes or to mitotic dysfunction such as 
chromosome lagging, that could give rise to micronuclei. 
Inversely, at high doses of gamma rays the yield of breaks and 
fragments was higher than the incidence of micronuclei. This 
different type of dose-dependent response is not surprising 
since at higher doses more than one aberration can be involved 
in a single micronucleus. 
In conclusion, micronuclei induction coincide well with the 
induction of breaks and fragments, providing evidence that the 
micronucleus test is useful for the quantification of 
chromosomal damage in human spermatozoa. Our in vitro data can 
contribute to assess the genetic risks of in vivo exposure, 
and can be used for human biomonitoring in the case of 
occupational or accidental exposure to gamma rays. 
5. Characterization of micronuclei 
Ionizing radiation is thought to cause micronuclei Il}ainly 
through the production of acentric fragments. Hoewever, it has 
been shown that it also induce centromere-containing 
micronuclei in peripheral lymphocytes (Eastmond and Tucker, 
1989. Environ. Mol. Mutagen. 13: 34-43). 
The aim of the investigations presented here was to analyze 
in detail the chromosomal content of y-rays-induced 
micronuclei in two-cell human-hamster embryos by FISH using 
centromere-specific and telomeric DNA probes. 
Prior to hybridization of embryo nuclei and micronuclei with 
DNA probes, the specificity of centromeric and telomeric DNA 
probes was determined by using first cleavage metaphases with 
separated human sperm and hamster egg chromosome complements. 
The centromeric DNA probe used by us (a-satellite DNA) 
hybridized to · the centromeric regions of all human 
chromosomes, but not with hamster centromeric regions. 
Telomeric DNA probe was constituted by the highly conserved 
sequence (TTAGGG)n and hybridized with the telomeres of human 
and hamster chromosomes. This unspecificity of telomere probe 
does not interfere with our results because, as reported 
before (objective 2), most micronuclei in two-cell embryos 
were of human origin. 
We analyzed a total of 641 two-cell embryos, 269 arising from 
non-irradiated spermatozoa, 244 after a dose of 2 Gy and 128 
after 4 Gy. As expected, there was a dose-dependent induction 
of micronuclei (0.1 micronuclei per embryo for unirradiated 
sperm, 0.51 at a dose of 2 Gy and 0.73 at 4 Gy). 
The relative frequencies of centromere-positive (C+) 
micronuclei (referred to the total number of micronuclei) were 
33.3%, 21.6% and 23.7% for the groups of 0, 2 and 4 Gy 
respectively. This means that spontaneous micronuclei as well 
as radiation induced micronuclei originate basically from 
acentric fragments. 
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To consider whether y-radiation induces aneuploidy (by 
anaphase lag) or has mainly a clastogenic effect, results must 
be evaluated in absolute frequencies of micronuclei (referred 
to the total number of embryos analyzed ) (Table IV and figure 
5). Thus, the absolute frequencies of centromere-negative (C-) 
micronuclei were 6.7% for spontaneously occurring micronuclei 
40.2% for the 2 Gy dose and 55.5% for the 4 Gy dose. The 
increase of C- micronuclei is in concordance with the known 
clastogenic effect of y-rays and the high number of acentric 
fragments known to be induced by y-rays in spermatozoa. 
Absolute frequencies of C+ micronuclei also increase with 
radiation dose (3.3%, 11.1% and 17.2%). Since the number of 
radiation induced dicentric chromosomes in spermatozoa is low 
(Brandiff et al, 1988. Env. Mol. Mutagen. 12: 167-177), our 
results are consistent with previous reports that considerer 
ionizing radiation as an inducer, even if weak, of aneuploidy. 
Table IV. Absolute frequencies of centromere-positive (C+) and centromere-negative (C-) micronuclei (Mn). 
Dose 
(Gy) 
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Number of Total Number of Number of 
two-cell number C- Mn C+ Mn 
embryos analyzed of Mn (absolute frequency) (absolute frequencyl 
269 27 18 (6.7%) 9 (3.3%) 
244 125 98 (40.2%) 27(11.1%) 
128 93 71 (55.5%) 22 (17.2%) 
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When characterization of micronuclei was perfomed by double 
FISH (Table V) we observed that all c- micronuclei showed 
telomeric signals. It could also be seen that, as expected if 
C-T+ micronuclei derive from acentric fragments, there is a 
strong increase in their absolute frequency with dose of 
radiation. 
Table V. Characterization of micronuclei (Mn) by double FISH (absolute frequencies). 
Dose Number of Total Number of Number of Number of 
(Gyl two-cell embryos number C+ff+ Mn C+/T- Mn C-IT+ Mn 
analyzed ofMn (absolute frequency) (absolute frequency) (absolute frequency) 
0 269 27 7 (2.6%) 2 (0.7%) 18 (6.7%) 
2 156 81 14 (9.0%) 4 (2.6%) 63 (40.4%) 
4 78 60 10 (12.8%) 4 (5.1%) 46 (59.0%) 
C+ Centromere-positive. C-. Centromere-negatJve; T + Telomere-positive; T-. Telomere-negatJve 
Among those micronuclei showing centromeric signals, C+T+ 
micronuclei were much more frequent tham C+T- ones. From these 
results we can conclude that micronuclei which contain 
centromeric signals derive more frequently from dicentric 
chromosomes or from whole chromosomes suffering anaphase lag 
than from rings. Nevertheless, both types of C+ micronuclei 
increase with dose of radiation. 
In conclusion, the micronucleus assay, as compared with the 
analysis of metaphases from sperm derived complements 
represents a real cost and time saving. Moreover, when FISH 
techniques are applied, it is also possible to characterize 
micronuclei to distinguish between aneugenic and clastogenic 
effect of mutagenic agents. 
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Head of project 6: Dr. Eeken 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
General goal: The frequency and nature of X-ray induced 
dominant mutations affecting morphology andjor viability and 
livespan in Drosophila melanogaster 
Objective reporting period: To complete the genetic and 
cytogenetic analysis of the X-ray induced dominant mutations 
and to examine a representative number of mutations at the 
molecular level. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
A. Dominant mutations affecting morphology. 
The dominant mutations used in this study are recovered 
after irradiation of Drosophila males with a dose of 15-17 Gy. 
The approximate number of scored irradiated spermatozoa, 
spermatids and spermatogonial cells are, 300.000, 40.000 and 
240.000 respectively. The data on dominant mutations can be 
compared directly with data on recessive mutations as reported 
in the literature (Eeken et al., 1994, Mutation Res. 307: 201; 
Eeken et al., 1995a, in prep) since these were recovered 
largely from the same experiments. The genetic and cytogenetic 
analysis reported last year has been finalised. 
Genetic and cytogenetic analysis. 
The dominant mutations recovered were tested genetically to 
allocate them to a particular chromosome and cytogenetically to 
establish possible associated chromosomal rearrangements. The 
mutations are listed in Table I. 
All mutants found have been tentatively assigned to 22 
complementation groups. Of these, 16 can be classified as 
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alleles of definite genes: Notch, Beadex, Bubble/Bag, 
miniature, Attenuated, Plexate, Delta, cubitus interuptis, 
Tegula, Antennapedia, Bithorax, Humeral patch, Stubble-like X-
linked, Clipt, Pigmentless, brown. The remaining groups, 
BeadexfBeadex-like, "Small wings", Beaded, Wings curled 
upwards, Wings outstretched/Wings curved down, Tumerous-like 
are less well defined and may contain mutants of different 
genes. The group designated Wings outstretched/Wings curved 
down is heterogenous. The genetic chromosome mapping shows that 
about half maps to the !!-chromosome whereas the other half 
maps to chromosome III (in two cases the mutation apparently 
mapped to both these chromosomes, and the cytological analysis 
revealed that these mutations were in fact accompagnied by a 
translocation between these two chromosomes). The cytological 
analysis shows that most of the mutations that mapped on 
chromosome II show some abnormality in region 36 of the 
chromosome. It appears most likely that these mutants are 
defect in the gene coding for the myosin heavy chain resulting 
in abnormalities most easily recognisable in the wings (these 
mutants also have impaired flying capability). In collaboration 
with the Department of Genetics of the University of Nijmegen 
(Netherlands) these mutants will be further characterised. 
Molecular analysis of X-ray induced intragenic dominant 
Notch mutations. 
From all the Notch mutations recovered in this study, eight 
were selected, that cytogenetically did not show any 
abnormality at the Notch locus and one that apparently was 
based on an inversion. Also included was a mutation from the 
Beadex-like group as a control. The Notch gene spans 
approximately 37 kb of genomic sequences and produces during 
development several alternatively spliced transcripts. Using 
digestions with several restriction enzymes and three probes 
nearly spanning the complete 37 kb, Southern blots gave the 
following results. (1) The mutation based on the inversion did 
not show any abberant bands in the Southern blots. It is 
concluded that it has a break upstream of the analysed region. 
The Beadex-like mutations shows a normal restriction pattern as 
expected. From the 8 intragenic Notch mutations, two show a 
clear internal deletion of approximately 2 and 6 kb. The 
remaining 6 mutants show a normal restriction pattern 
indicating that they are due to basepair changes or small 
deletions (100 bp maximum as the resolution limit of our 
analysis). 
The following main conclusions can be drawn: 
(1) Although the inherent variable nature of dominant mutations 
may influence the frequencies, it is obvious that, depending on 
the gene studied, they may differ with a factor of 10-50. 
(2) In a number of cases null alleles of a gene will cause a 
dominant phenotype. The frequency of X-ray induced dominant 
mutations in these genes is highest. The nature of these 
mutation~ ranges from multilocus deletions to pointmutations. 
In these cases, the frequency is modulated by the presence of 
haplo-subvital loci. An example is formed by the Notch 
mutations. Similarly, Bubble/Bag, Plexate and Delta show 
relatively high frequencies of mutations and are based on a 
null allele (deletions/chromosome rearrangements). That the 
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frequency of dominant mutations at these loci is lower than at 
the Notch locus reflects the presence of neighbouring haplo-
subvital loci. In principle the frequency and nature of 
dominant mutations at these type of loci resemble that of 
recessive visible mutations. 
(3) In the majority of loci where in principle a mutation can 
lead to a dominant phenotype (approximately 150 in Drosophila), 
these appear to arise not from chromosomal rearrangements as 
multilocus deletions, inversions or translocations, but from 
intragenic lesions. The frequency of dominant mutations in 
these loci is lower with an order of magnitude compared to the 
Notch-type of loci. 
(4) Due to trans-regulatory factors involved in the regulation 
of some of the Drosophila genes, all breakage phenomena in the 
vicinity of such a gene may lead to a dominant phenotype. An 
example of this type has been recorded in our experiments. All 
dominant brown eyecolor mutants recovered are based on 
inversions and translocations (not deletions). The frequency 
can be relatively high since the target of breakage appears to 
be relatively large. 
(5) The molecular analysis of the intragenic Notch mutants 
shows that 2 out of 8 analysed are due to deletions in the size 
range of several kb's. The remaining 6 mutations are due to 
deletions smaller than 100 bp or basepair changes. 
(6) The spectrum of lesions causing the Notch mutations appears 
similar in all three irradiated germline stages (Table II). 
Possibly the number of mutations based on chromosome breakage 
is slightly higher in irradiated spermatids. This would be in 
agreement with the observed higher frequency of induction. 
B. Dominant mutations affecting viability and livespan. 
The major class of X-ray induced mutations are multilocus 
deletions. All these multilocus deletions are recessive 
lethals. They can only be maintained in heterozygotes; 
homozygotes are not viable. In heterozygous condition only few 
show a visible effect (dominant) in those cases where a haplo 
insufficient (but not lethal) gene is included (for example 
Notch and Delta; see section A). However it has been shown that 
the majority of multilocus deletions have dominant effects on 
viability and livespan. In the longevity studies we identified 
a major factor affecting livespan in region 5/6 of the polytene 
chromosome map. This factor is not associated with a multilocus 
deletion but apparently with a gene-mutation. However 
multilocus deletions of this region are not available (possibly 
due to the fact that it harbours haplo-subvital loci; see 
section A). Indeed a first attempt to induced deletions in this 
region by selection of X-ray mutations uncovered by a recessive 
visible mutant (ex) located just distal of region 5/6 proved 
not successful (induced deletions could not be recovered). A 
similar experiment using a recessive visible mutant (m) located 
proximal to region 5/6 gave the same result; no deletions of 
the 5/6 region can be recovered. Whether the presence of haplo 
insufficient lethality genes in the 5/6 region are associated 
with the factor affecting livespan is at this moment still 
speculative. 
An additional aspect of radiation induced damage was revealed 
in the last experiments. Due to a rearrangement in the 
irradiated chromosome, the yellow locus was placed in close 
proximity of a block of heterochromatin. The induction of 
translocations involving the yellow locus in this chromosome 
was increased with a factor of 5-10 in comparison to the 
situation where there is no heterochromatin present. This 
situation may open possibilities to study the effect of 
heterochromatin on breakage phenomena induced by radiation. 
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mutations in mature sperm and spermatogonial cells of 
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Table I 
Classification of Dominant mutations based on genetic 
chromosome localisation and cytogenetic analysis 
Notch (X-l inked): 
Notch recovered from irradiated spermatozoa: 
H09-B13 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H10-A26 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H12-A12 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H14-A21 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H11-A23 XLRL, wN 
H11-A22 XLRL, N, F1 female sterile 
H14-A27 XLRL, N, F1 female sterile 
H13-A6 XLRL, N 
Df(1)wN 
Of(1 )WN 
Of(1)wN 
Of(1)wN 
Of(1)3B-3E + ln(1)1B;11B/C 
Of(1)3C4-3C7 
BA1-A4 XLRL, Nc"-like, covered by N•Y Of(1)3C7-3D/E + T(X;2L)tipX-HE;36C 
H13-A2 XLRL, N ln(1)1B;N + ln(1)N;20 Hol.Analysis 
M08-A2 XLRL, N 
H11-A24s XLRL, N, covered by N•Y 
H12-A16s XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
H12-A28 XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
H13-A9 XLRL, N 
H11-A6** XLRL, w/wN 
H15-A8** XLRL, N 
Notch recovered from irradiated spermatids: 
H31-C21 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H35-C27 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H32-C9 XLRL, wN, died 
H32-C15 XLRL, wN, died 
H33-C15 XLRL, wN, died 
H37-C18 XLRL, wN, died 
H33-C10 XLRL, wN 
H33-C25 XLRL, wN 
H36-C3 XLRL, wN 
H36-C13 XLRL, wN 
H41-C33 XLRL, wN 
H32-C27 XLRL, N, F1 female ster le 
H38-C4 XLRL, N, F1 female ster le 
H39-C13 XLRL, N, F1 female ster le 
H32-C30 XLRL, N, died 
H33-C18 XLRL, N, died 
H34-C17 XLRL, N 
H31-C16 XLRL, N 
H36-C20 XLRL, N, NOT covered by N'Y 
H39-C20 XLRL, N, covered by N' Y 
H39-C30 XLRL, N, covered by N' Y 
H41-C19 XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
H34-C27 XLRL, N 
H35-C11* XLRL, N, covered by N 'Y 
H38-C16 XLRL, N 
H38-C28 XLRL, N 
H41-C13 XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
H37-C35** XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
M37-C13** semi lethal 
H37-C35sub** lethal 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
Tp(X;3R)3C2-3E;930 
T(X;2L)3F;21A -> F1, 3x N 
Of(1)WN 
Of(1)wN 
Of(1)wN 
Of(1)wN 
Of(1 )WN 
Of(1 )WN 
Of(1)3A5-30 
Df(1)3B-30 
Of( 1 )38-30 
Of(1)3A5-3E/F 
Df(1 )3A3-3C15 
Of( 1 )3C7-3D/E 
T(X;3R)3C7;980 
T(X;2L)3C7;22E + ln(1)3C7;20 
T(X;3R)3C7;87F 
T(X;2L)3C7;33C/D 
T(X;2L)3C7;30A 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
normal 3C + T(X;2)13B;50B 
normal X 
T(X;2L)8F;40/41 -> F1, 3x N 
probably Op(1;1>N 
probably Dp(1;1>N 
Notch recovered from irradiated spermatogonial cells: 
H18-E18 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H19-E27 XLRL, wN, F1 female sterile 
H20-E18 XLRL, wN 
H22-E4 XLRL, wN 
H25-E7 XLRL, wN 
H15-E3 XLRL, N, F1 female sterile 
H11-E4 XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
H17-E26 XLRL, N, covered by N'Y 
Df(1)wN 
Of(1 )WN 
Of(1)3A4-3E 
Of(1)3A8-30 
Of(1)2F-305 
normal X 
normal X 
*H35-C11, x N'Y -->covered males all strong Delta-like+ RE. 
** no Notch mutations in the strict sense, however comparable to Df'sa 
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Hol.Analysis 
Mol.Analysis 
Mol-Analysis 
Hol.Analys s 
Hol.Analys s 
Mol.Analys s 
Mol-Analysis 
Mol-Analysis 
Beadex (X·l inked): 
M39·C21 X·l inked, male viable 
Bubble/Bag 
M10·A14 
M32-C13 
M34·C1 
M39·C31 
(X·l inked): 
XLRL, not covered by N • Y 
XLRL, not covered by N•v, 
XLRL, not covered by N • Y, 
XLRL, not covered by N•v, 
Beadex or Beadex·like (X·linked): 
M11·A12s XLRL, not covered by N•v 
M14·A22 XLRL, not covered by N•v 
M13-E9 XLRL 
M14·F13 XLRL, variable 
variable 
variable 
variable 
BA05·A38s X·l inked, male viable 
BA13·A6s XLRL, Nc•-1 ike, not covered by N•v 
BA13·A29s XLRL, Nco.l ike, not covered by N+Y 
BA13·A35 XLRL, not covered by N•v, variable 
M36·C12 XLRL 
M39-C23 XLRL, not covered by N•v, variable 
M39·C34 XLRL, not covered by N+Y, variable 
Miniature (X·l inked): 
M14-A21 XLRL 
M34·C1 male viable + sterile 
M38·C13 XLRL 
"Small wings" 
BA12·A65s 
BA13·A13s 
BA12·A67s 
(dominant vestigal·like) (X·linked): 
X·l inked 
X·l inked 
X·linl<ed, very slight effect, 
Attenuated (X·l inl<ed): 
M05·B4 XLRL forlced 
Plexate (chrs.ll): 
M09·F14 chrs.ll + 1(3) 
BA04·A59s chrs.II + 1(3) 
BA14·A11 chrs.ll + 1(3) 
Beaded ( 97F) 
M10·A7 
M31-C20 
M34·C35s 
M38·C2 
M41·A20 
(Bd·lil<e autosomal): 
chrs.IIl, Bd·Ser·lilce 
chrs.ll or Ill 
(at 16/2/94 effect lost, DISCARDED) 
chrs.ll, Bd·Ser·lil<e, variable 
chrs.ll or III 
chrs.ll Bd·lilce 
HX;3)17C;71B + In(3)63C;71B 
Df(1)13C·14B3 
Df(1)13D-14C 
Df(1)13C·14C 
In(1)9B;13B (mottled Bg?) 
normal X, LOST 
normal X Mol.Analysis 
normal X + effect lost, DISCARDED 
N/Bx regions normal + In(1)2B;6A LOST 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X 
normal X, 
normal X 
normal X 
LOST 
normal X 
LOST 
+ In(3L)64E;73B + In(3R)88F;98C 
Df(1)10B3·11A 
LOST 
LOST 
LOST 
Df(1 )15F-16A4/5 
In(2LR)22A;60B/C(Px) 
Df(2R)60C6-Px·60E3 
Df(2R)60B12/14·Px·60D1 
In(3L)65B;78A, Bd region normal 
Df(2R)49C·50C 
In(2R)49E;52A/B 
LOST 
all chrs. normal 
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Delta (chrs.lll, 92A1/2): 
M11·A18 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)92A 1/2(=Dl) 
M11·A20 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91D;928/C 
M11·E26 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91D;928 
8A01·A3 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)92A(Dl );9285 
8A03·A6s chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)9185;92A4 
8A03·A32s chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)9185;92A8 
8A10·A8 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91C6/7;92A14 
8A10·A45a chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91E1 ;9281/2 
8A10·A45b chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91E1;9281/2 
8A12·A20a chrs.lll rec.let. Df(3R)91C1;92A14 
8A12·A35s chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91C1 ;92A14 
8A14-A4 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91C;92A14 
8A14·A22 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91E/F ;92A14 
M34·C10 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91D/E·92E + ln(3R)80/81 ;91D/E 
M39-C34s chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)91C;92A14 
M41·C8 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)92A1;92C 
M41·C27 chrs.lll rec. let. Df(3R)918;92A 
M14·A27 chrs.lll rec. let. ln(3R)86E;92A1/2(Dl) 
M38·C16s chrs.lll ln(3R)86E;92A1/2(Dl) 
M39-C29 chrs.ll+lll T(2;3)33E;92A1/2 
M35-C22 chrs.lll normal Dl + Df(3R)92F;93E 
M36-C30s chrs.ll+lll normal Dl + TC2;3)53E;97C 
8A02·A26 chrs.lll viable normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A03·A20s chrs.lll viable normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A04·A27 chrs.lll ? normal Dl, normal 8d + Df(3R)98C;9802 
8A09·A41 chrs.lll rec. let. normal Dl 
8A10·A70 chrs.lll normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A11·A4 chrs.lll normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A12·A14 chrs.lll normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A12·A20b chrs.lll viable ? normal 3L, normal 3R 
8A13·A3s chrs.lll rec. let. normal 3L, normal 3R 
M34·C14s chrs.lll normal Dl 
M38-C27 chrs.lll viable normal Dl 
M39·C8 chrs.lll viable normal Dl 
M33·C28 autosomal dom. weak normal Dl 
M37·C20s autosomal dom. weak normal D l 
M32·C14 very weak phenotype + low viability (DISCARDED) 
M38·C28 autosomal dom. low viability, low fert (LOST) 
Delta-like on IV: 
M11·E4 chrs.IV 
cubitis interuptis"""' (chrs.IV): 
M34-C10 chrs.IV 
M34·C35 chrs.IV 
Wings curled upwards (Cy-l ike): 
8A10-A92s chrs.lll 
M04-A21 not on chrs.lll 
ln(4)101;102F 
T(3;4)67D/E; 102 *** 
all chrs. normal 
*** break close to haywire (ERCC3) tested for MMS-sensitivity, not sensitive! 
Tegula (=decapentaplegic, chrsll, 22F): 
M34·C21 chrs.ll +Ill viable? T(2;3)22F(dpp) ;69F 
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Wings outstretched/Wings curved down + parts deformed (cell death?) 
(MHc, Muscle myosin heavy chain, 36A/C - Mhc-c, 60E - Actin, 88F) 
BA07-A18 
BA09-A80s 
BA14-A3s 
BA14-A9 
BA14-A26 
M32-C17 
M33-C6 
M36-C12 
M36-C16 
M36-C25 
M37-C20 
M38-C19 
M38-C21-1 
M39-C15 
BA08-A47 
BA09-A48 
BA13-A8a 
BA13-A8b 
M32-C27 
M38-C21-2 
M41-C10 
chrs.ll 
chrs.ll 
most likely on II 
probably on II 
chrs.ll 
chrs.ll 
chrs.ll + Antp-l ike (Ba?) 
Os, autosomal dom. 
chrs.ll, Os/D + RE 
Os, autosomal dom. 
blistered-like chrs.ll + Ill 
Os + Px ? 
Os, autosomal dom. 
Os +Up chrs.ll +Ill, viable 
chrs.ll or Ill?, viable? 
chrs.lll 
chrs.lll viable 
chrs.lll viable 
chrs.lll 
chrs.lll lethal 
chrs.lll lethal 
Antennapedia (=ANTC, chrs.lll, 84A/B): 
ln(2)35/36 ? 
Df(2L)35E;36C ? 
ln(2)36A;36B ? 
36A/B ? 
normal + "strange" 36A/C ? 
normal + "strange" 36A/C ? 
ln(2R)40/41;60C + "strange" 36A/C ? 
LOST 
In(2R)40/41;52D + "strange" 36A/C ? 
LOST 
T(2;3)30A; 1008 + "strange" 36A/C ? 
ln(2R)40/41;60C + "strange" 36A/C ? 
"strange" 36A/C ? 
T(2;3)59A;75F + ln(2Rl40/41;59A 
35/36 ? + normal 3L/3R 
normal 3L/3R 
normal 3L/3R 
LOST 
Tp(2;3)48F-52D;80/81 + Tp(3;2)81 F-87B;24C 
normal 3L/3R 
normal 3L/3R 
M32-C1 Antp, males sterile LOST 
M33-C19 chrs.lll Tp(3;3)81 F-84B(ANTC);96C 
BA12-A34 chrs.lll ln(3LR)67F;84A/B(ANTC) 
phenotype eyes reduced/deformed (Deformed = ANTC: chrs.lll, 84A!Bl: 
Bithorax <=BXC, chrs.lll, 89E): 
BA01-A2 Cbx-like, chrs.lll, 
+ slight effect on eyes + antennae ln(3RL)89E(BXC);72B 
M38-C23 X-L inked, male viable T(X;3)20;80/81 + ln(3)89B(BXC);90A + normal X 
phenotype split thorax+ apparently X-linked due to additional Translocation 
Hup (HI.IIIeral patch - 7Cl "shoulders": 
M41-C2 X-linked (variable)+ SLRL 
Stubble- I ike (X-L inked) 
M41-C4 XLRL 
Stubble-like (most likely Cpt, 32 region): 
M10-E18 chrs.ll 
Pi gmentless (Ps): 
M34-C26 chrs.ll 
T~.~~~erous-like (X-linked): 
BA03-A20s X-l inked 
Eyecolor (brown Dominant: chrs.ll, 59E): 
M07-A20 bw 
M10-A2 bw 
M10-B24 bw, chrs.ll = 1(2) 
M11-A25 bw 
M21-E22 bw, chrs.ll + Ill 
M28-E18 bw, chrs.ll + Ill 
M31-C15 bw 
M35-C17 bw, chrs.ll 
M38-C9 bw, chrs.ll + Ill 
M41-C3 bw, chrs.ll 
normal X 
ln<1>BA4;14B2/3 
ln(2L)32E/F ;35D/E 
ln(2R)43E(Ps) ;44D1 
no cyto, died 20/1/94 
ln(2R)59E(bw);40/41 + T(X;2Ll9B;30C 
In(2R)59E(bw) ;40/41 
ln(2R)570;40/41 + 59E normal 
ln(2R)59E(bw) ;40/41 
T(2R;3)57D;B0/81 + 59E normal 
T(2R;3R)59E(bw) ;81F 
T(2R;3R)59E(bw) ;97A 
T(2R;3R)59E(bw) ;81 F 
ln(2R)57B4;59E(bw) + ln(2R)57B4;40/41 
+ T(2;3)40/41;80/81 
ln(2R)40/41;59E(bw) + ln(2L)32;40/41 
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Table II 
Mutational spectrum of X-ray induced Notch in spermatozoa, 
spermatids and spermatogonial cells. 
not 
total anall(sable anall(sed ~ mld 
spermatozoa 15 2 13 5(38%) 1(7%) 
spermatids 27 22 12(57%) 1(5%) 
spermatogonial cells 8 7 5(71%) 
wN: multi locus deletions including the neighbouring genes white and Notch 
mld: cytologically visible mul tilocus deletions 
rearr: inversions/translocations 
normal-X: no visible cytological abnormality 
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.!:!!!:!: normal-X 
1( 7%) 6(48%) 
5(24%) 4(14%) 
2(29%) 
Head of project 7: Prof. Hulten 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 1992-1995 
Our aim for the reporting period has been to develop new technology 
for the direct identification of radiation-induced genetic 
abnormalities in the soma and germ-line of man. The investigations 
include (i) a FISH assay for induced translocation rate in 
lymphocytes, (ii) a FISH assay for aneuploidy rate in human sperm, 
(iii) a DNA assay for assessment of mutation rates in human sperm, 
and (iv) a FISH meiotic segregation analysis of translocations. We 
have utilized a cell bank of lymphocytes and spermatozoa from men 
exposed to ionising radiation as a result of (1) radiotherapy, 
(2) accidental and (3) occupational exposure, as well as (4) normal 
controls in our evaluation of this technology. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
PLEASE SEE ATTACHED REPORT 
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GENETIC RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH EXPOSURE TO IONISING RADIATION 
Progress achieved including publications 
( i) FISH assay for induced translocation rate in 
lymphocytes 
we have evaluated chromosome painting by FISH as an indicator of 
radiation induced damage in human lymphocytes in an in vitro study(!). 
This has demonstrated that it is a sensitive technique for radiation 
dosimetry, comparing favourably with measurements of DNA strand breaks. 
In a detailed FISH study using chromosome paints for chromosomes l, 3 
and 5 of radiotherapy-induced lymphocyte damage (10 years post 
treatment), we have shown that stable translocations persisted at a rate 
x 10 that found in normal controls(2,3,4). The corresponding study of 
occupationally exposed men is ongoing. We have banked and are analysing 
blood lymphocytes from 10 workers and 10 matched controls using the FISH 
assay. The results of this study will be available in the Autumn, 1995. 
(ii) FISH assay for aneuploidy rate in human sperm 
(a) Normal unexposed control data 
In order to establish a reliable molecular cytogenetics assay for 
radiation-induced chromosome abnormalities in human sperm, data on a 
large control material has been collected and evaluated. we have used 
FISH with centromere-specific probes in dual colour analysis with the 
probes for chromosomes X, Y, 1 and 12. We have analysed a total of 
110.000 sperm from 8 apparently normal, fertile men in the age range 20-
45 years, who have no known accidental or occupational exposure to 
ionising radiation(S, 61. To our knowledge this is the largest control 
material investigated to-date. The hybridisation efficiency was high at 
99.8-100.0% of individual spermatozoa. The diploidy rate was documented 
as 0.02%. The sex chromosome ratio was nearly 1:1, but with a slight 
increase in X sperm in relation to Y sperm. The rate of XY sperm, 
corresponding to first meiotic non-disjunction was approximately double 
(0.32%) to that of the second with XX at 0.11% and XY at 0.14%, 
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respectively. The aneuploidy rates for chromosomes 1 and 12 were 
established as 0.07% and 0.10%, respectively. However, there is an 
indication of some inter-individual variation between men. No age 
dependency in abnormality rate has so far been found. 
(b) Data on radiotherapy and occupational exposure to ionising 
radiation 
we have performed the same analysis on a total of 30,000 sperm from men 
exposed to ionising radiation by radiotherapy or as an occupational 
hazardl2-41. The hybridisation efficiency using the centromere specific 
probes for chromosomes 1 and 12 in dual colour experimentation was 99.9-
100.0%. No increase in aneuploidy rate in sperm in comparison to 
controls was found in men who had been exposed to low levels of ionising 
irradiation as an occupational hazard. An increase in aneuploidy rate 
at 2.5 times the normal was, however, found in sperm following 
radiotherapy more than 10 years previously. This is contrasted to the 
rates of translocations in blood lymphocytes, which were increased 5-10 
times normal values. 
It is important to note that the aneuploidy rate documented in sperm 
could be caused by either primary whole meiotic chromosome non-
disjunction or alternatively be the result of first meiotic 3:1 
secondary translocational non-disjunction. If the sperm aneuploidy rate 
detected represents simple primary non-disjunction, the genetic effect 
in offspring is by comparison relatively low. On the other hand, should 
the aneuploidy rate be caused by translocations induced in premeiotic 
spermatogonia, where we are identifying only one meiotic segregation 
product, the genetic impact in future generations could be high. In 
order to investigate this further, it is essential that the meiotic 
segregation patterns of translocations in human males is established. 
We have therefore used constitutional translocation carriers for meiotic 
segregation analysis by FISH. The results of these investigations are 
described below separately (ivl. To get further insight into the 
genetic risks associated with exposure to ionising radiation we should 
wish to proceed to investigate chromosomal meiotic segregation in 
exposed men. This would be very valuable, as it would allow direct 
differentiation and estimation of the relative frequencies of radiation-
induced primary and secondary, translocation, non-disjunction, the 
latter being associated with a higher risk for liveborn offspring with 
genetic disease. 
We have found the FISH sperm assay to be a reliable technique, however, 
it is time consuming and labour intensive. We have therefore sought to 
utilize alternative DNA technologies for investigation of radiation 
induced germ-line damage. 
(iii) DNA assay for assessment of mutation rates in 
human sperm 
We have as an alternative sought to develop a DNA assay for radiation-
induced mutation in human spermatozoa. We hope to automate this 
technology, using an ABI gene scanneri7l. The new approach involves 
lysis of sperm, serial dilution to give approximately 5-15 sperm per 
tube and either polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PHGA) or an analysis 
on the ABI gene scanner following PCR, using fluorescently labelled 
allele specific oligonucleotides (ASO's). We have used both 
Dinucleotide and Tetranucleotide repeat sequences for this mutation 
analysis. 
(a) Dinucleotide assay 
we initially used dinucleotide repeat sequences, as these are utilized 
in our routine service. A screening was undertaken on 3 normal sperm 
donor samples, using 2 ASO's. Approximately 1,000 sperm were analysed 
per control sample. The results indicated the mutation rate to be 1/500 
sperm for one of the ASO's. However, we were unable to obtain any 
reliable results for the other ASO. Stutter bands were produced, which 
could be the result of DNA replication slippage, which is further 
increased by the high number of amplification cycles that were 
performed. 
(b) Tetranucleotide assay 
As an alternative to the dinucleotide we have progressed to develop a 
tetranucleotide assay. This involves using an ABI gene scanner. The 
potential for the analysis of a high number of sperm samples by 
automation using this technology makes this approach attractive. The 
preliminary results indicate that this is more feasible than the 
dinucleotide assay. We have found the normal rate of mutation in sperm 
to be very low, using the D21Sll probe. On the other hand there is a 
significant mutation rate in sperm from a patient exposed to 
radiotherapy. 
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The tetranucleotide analysis has the added advantage over conventional 
dinucleotide and PAGE analysis in that fewer cycles of PCR have to be 
used and hence less replication slippage will occur. Furthermore, 
tetranucleotides are more stable than dinucleotides, and therefore 
stutter bands are less likely to occur, easing the interpretation of the 
data. The gene scanner is also able to size the alleles and can 
determine how many bases have been deleted/added, when a mutation is 
found. Therefore a more detailed picture is obtained. Rapid results 
are obtainable, as one gel can be used a couple of times and this runs 
more quickly than conventional PAGE. 
(iv) Meiotic segregation of translocations 
In order to evaluate the relevance for future generations of aberrations 
detected by the sperm FISH assay, further information is required on the 
meiotic behaviour with respect to chiasma formation and first meiotic 
segregation of spermatogonial translocations. The development of FISH 
has allowed such information to be obtained in the human male for the 
first time. we have used FISH with whole chromosome libraries in 
combination with repeat sequence DNA probes, specific to certain 
autosomes, to investigate both the normal meiotic process and the 
meiotic segregation of translocations in human male carriers1B-12l. It 
has turned out that the 3:1 first meiotic translocation segregation is 
very rare by comparison to the 2:2 segregations. An increased rate of 
chiasma formation with specific hotspots within the interstitial 
segment, i.e. between the centromere and the translocation breakpoint, 
further complicates and distorts the gametic output. The detailed 
meiotic analysis performed on translocation carriers has allowed 
predictions to be made on chromosomal abnormality rate in sperm, which 
has been verified by FISH analysis. 
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I - Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The aim of this project was : to provide better characterization of the exposure conditions to 
radon and its progeny, to estimate doses delivered to the different lung compartments using 
biological indicators and to study early cellular and late carcinogenic effects after exposure to 
radon alone or combined exposure with other airborne pollutants. The main objectives were : 
1 - to establish standard radon metrology between participant laboratories to ensure that the 
methods and equipment currently used in the metrology of radon and radon daughters by each 
of the participating laboratories during exposures yield comparable results. 
2 - to study the effect of exposure conditions on the deposition of radon daughters in the 
respiratory tract. This was to enable more accurate estimates of radiation dose to the different 
regions of the rat lung to be made, to standardise the methods so that the results from each 
participating laboratories could be compared. 
3 - to develop new assays for biological dosimetry in the different parts of the respiratory tract 
using cytological methods allowing to provide more accurate estimates of the dose delivered to 
different regions. This included the comparison of effects observed in animals exposed to radon 
and radon daughters with those observed in animals after homogeneous thoracic irradiation by 
external gamma rays from Co-60. 
4 - to develop studies on the early subacute effects of radon exposure on the epithelial cells of 
the rat respiratory tract , using cell proliferation and nuclear aberrations incidences as indicators 
of radiation damage. 
5 - to initiate further life-time carcinogenicity studies on the effect of dose and dose rate on 
radon lung tumour induction and combined effects with other airborne pollutants. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The four main topics developed over the reporting period were : 
1 - to complete biological dosimetry techniques in the rat respiratory tract on alveolar 
macrophages recovered by bronchoalveolar lavage after radon exposure, 
2 - to develop new histo-cytological methods for dose-assessment in the different compartments 
of the respiratory tract dose 
3 - to assess late carcinogenic effects by life-time studies to investigate dose-rate effects and 
effects induced by radon in combination with other environmental airborne pollutants. 
4 - to carry out preliminary studies on lead deposition after exposure to thoron. 
Most problems concerning topics 1 and 2 have been resolved. New histological assays have 
been developed which appears appropriate for dose estimate within the entire respiratory tract. 
Alterations of epithelial cell proliferation have been characterised under various experimental 
conditions but further studies are needed to know their biological significance. New 
carcinogenic and cocarcinogenic studies have been initiated and these studies are still in 
progress. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Biological dosimetry 
The purpose of this study was : 
1) to measure the deposition of radon progeny within the respiratory tract of rats by gamma 
spectrometry of 214pb under two different conditions of unattached fraction.fP. 
2) to correlate this deposition for a similar cumulative exposure with the incidence of nuclear 
aberrations in alveolar macrophages recovered by bronchoalveolar lavage. 
Three-month old male Sprague-Dawley rats (OFA, Iffa-credo, France) were whole-body 
exposed to radon and progeny. Exposures under static conditons were performed without air 
renewal so that radon daughters were simply allowed to attach themselves on the natural 
ambient aerosol. Exposures under dynamic conditions were performed by continuous air 
recirculation by a closed loop system. Once the equilibrium between radon and its progeny had 
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been reached, rats were introduced into the inhalation chamber and exposed for 3 hours. After 
rapid removal from the chamber, they were anaesthetized and killed according to the directive of 
Care and Use of Laboratory animals from the European legislature. 
The retention of 214pb was measured in the nasopharynx, the tracheobronchial region 
and the whole lungs by counting the yray emission at 0.609 MeV with a germanium detector 
(Ge HP type N, Intertechnique, France). For each sample, at least 3 measurements were 
performed at different moments of the decay to estimate the initial deposit. All these 
measurements were performed according to the recommendations of the European Late Effect 
Project (EULEP) which managed the collaboration between the European laboratories involved 
in animal studies on radon. Micronuclei and binucleated cells were scored in alveolar 
macrophages extracted by bronchoalveolar lavage in 2 groups of rats, 8 days after exposure 
under static or dynamic conditions at a similar cumulative dose. Cytospins of cell suspension 
were air-dried, fixed in ethanol-ether (111 v) and stained with Giemsa before light microscopic 
observation. 
The measurements of exposure parameters under static conditions are shown in table 1. 
Equilibrium factor F was about 0.37 and.fP near 10%. The 214pb retention was measured in 3 
rats exposed during 3 different sessions. Parameters measured under dynamic conditions are 
shown in Table 2. Under these experimental conditions,Jp was higher than 80%, with a nearly 
constant disequilibrium at about 0.17. The distribution of 214pb was measured in 2 rats during 
2 successive sessions. 
The same measurements were performed under the different conditions of exposure for a 
similar PAEC. The parameters measured during static exposure (107 rats inside the chamber) or 
dynamic exposure (only 3 rats exposed) are shown in table 3. Measurements of 214pb 
deposition were performed on 2 rats per group. Table 4 shows the percentage of micronucleated 
and binucleated alveolar macrophages recovered from the rats that were exposed during 8 hours 
under static or dynamic conditions and killed 8 days later. The controls corresponded to 5 
unexposed rats killed at the same age. 
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Under static conditions, at about 25 mJ.m-3 (1200 WL), the aerosol characteristics in the 
Razes facility are, high F (0.37), low fp (10%) and activity median diameter in the range of 0.1 
to 0.3 11m (Masse, 1992). 214pb measurements showed that most of the radionuclide retained 
in the respiratory tract was located in lung tissues. Under dynamic conditions (F , 0.17 ,fp> 
80%), at about 400 WL, a large retention of 214pb was observed in the nasopharynx which 
was quantitatively similar to that measured in lungs. For a similar PAEC, at about 440 WL, 
similar 214pb lung retentions were measured but the retention in the nasopharynx was 5 times 
larger under dynamic than under static conditions. 
Most of these 214pb retention values correspond to 218po deposition within the different 
compartments of the respiratory tract which readily form 214Pb. These results indicate thatfp 
variations mainly altered deposition of radon daughters in the nasopharynx but that, in fact, 
lung deposition was not changed. Assuming that alveolar macrophages are homogeneously 
distributed within the alveolar tissue, nuclear aberration scoring in these cells could allow us to 
compare doses delivered to the deep lung after static and dynamic exposure (Bisson, 1994 ). 
The similar percentage of micronucleated or multinucleated alveolar macrophages observed 
under these 2 exposure conditions seems to confirm that there is no difference due to an 
increasedfp in the dose delivered to the bronchio-alveolar compartment. This is in agreement 
with our preliminary results obtained in female rats exposed to radon progeny under dynamic 
conditions which showed incidence of lung tumours similar to that measured after static 
exposure to the same cumulated dose. However, these results are conflicting with those 
previously reported after inhalation exposure experiments indicating an increased risk of lung 
cancer in rats with a rising degree of unattachment (Cross, 1984). Further studies are in 
progress to estimate radon daughter deposition, dose distribution in the different epithelial target 
cells of rats according to radon exposure conditions. 
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Table 1 : Inhalation parameters and 214pb retention in the respiratory tract of rats under static 
conditions in a long term exposure to radon and progeny (PAEC= 25 mJ.m-3). 
Aerosol parameters Mean ± SD Units 
Activity concentration of 222Rn 12347 ± 1987 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 218po 5942 ± 1261 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214pb 4450 ± 1120 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214Bi 4378 ± 1742 kBqlm3 
FA= Activity 218po I Activity 222Rn 48 ± 10 % 
FE= Activity 214pb I Activity 222Rn 36 ± 9 % 
FC =Activity 214Bi I Activity 222Rn 35 ± 14 % 
F = Equilibrium factor 0.37 ± 0.11 
Potential Alpha Energy Concentration 25.2 ± 8.1 mJim3 
1212 ± 389 WL 
fp = unattached fraction of P AEC 11 ± 2 % 
Distribution of214pb activity in the respiratof) tract (mean values± SD in 3 rats) 
214pb activity in nasopharynx 2.7 ± 1.3 kl!q 
214pb activity in trachea 0.3 ± 0.1 kB_g_ 
214pb activity in lungs 9.7 ± 1.8 kBqlg 
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Table 2 : Inhalation parameters and 214pb retention in the respiratory tract of rats under 
dynamic conditions in a long term exposure to radon and its progeny (P AEC = 8 rn11m3). 
Aerosol parameters Mean ± SD Units 
Activity concentration of 222Rn 8924 ± 1125 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of218po 6330 ± 812 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214pb 1319 ± 221 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214Bi 418 ± 106 kBqlm3 
FA= Activity 218po I Activity 222Rn 71 ± 9 % 
FB =Activity 214pb I Activity 222Rn 15 ± 3 % 
FC =Activity 214Bi I Activity 222Rn 5 ± I % 
F = Equilibrium factor 0.17 ± 0.1 
Potential Alpha Energy Concentration 8.3 ± 1.2 mJim3 
400 ± 58 WL 
fp = unattached fraction of P AEC 85 ± 5 % 
Distribution of 214pb activity in the respiratory tract (mean value± SD in 2 rats) 
214pb activity in nasopharynx 9.5 ± 3.5 kBq 
214pb activity in trachea 0.4 ± 0.1 kBq 
214pb activity in lungs 7.5 ± 2.1 kBqlg 
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Table 3 :Inhalation parameters and 214pb retention in the respiratory tract of rats under static 
or dynamic conditions for a similar P AEC (9 mJim3). 
Aerosol parameters Static Dynamic 
Activity concentration of 222Rn 4632 kBqlm3 9925 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 218po 2408 kBqlm3 7146 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214pb 1713 kBqlm3 1488 kBqlm3 
Activity concentration of 214Bi 1667 kBqlm3 397 kBqlm3 
FA= Activity 218po I Activity 222Rn 52% 72% 
FB =Activity 214pb I Activity 222Rn 36% 15% 
FC =Activity 214Bi I Activity 222Rn 37% 4% 
F = Equilibrium factor 0.36 0.16 
fp =unattached fraction of PAEC 12% 87% 
Potential Alpha Energy Concentration 9.3 mJim3 8.9 mJim3 
450WL 429WL 
Cumulative dose after 3 hours 27.9 mJim3.h 26.7 mJim3.h 
of exposure 7.9WLM 7.5WLM 
Distnbution of 214pb activity in the respiratory tract (mean value± SD in 2 rats). 
214pb activity in naso_l)harynx 1.9 ± 0.5 kBq 10.75 ± 3.9 kBq 
214pb activity in trachea 0.2 ± 0.1 kBq 0.5 ± 0.5 kBq 
214pb activity in lungs 5.0 ± 2.9 kBqlg 5.3 ± 3.2 kBqlg 
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Table 4 : Percentage of micronucleated and binucleated alveolar macrophages (AM) one week 
after exposure to 300 WLM under static or dynamic conditions (mean value± SD in at least 3 
rats). 
% of micronucleated AM % of multinucleated AM 
Controls 0.19 ± 0.10 1.34 ± 0.69 
Static 1.22 ± 0.26 2.91 ± 0.74 
(fp = 12%) 
Dynamic 1.47 ± 0.42 2.30 ± 0.78 
(fp=87%) 
2) Dose assessment in the the different compartments of the lungs: 
Micronuclei scoring has been performed to estimate dose delivered to the lungs after 
heterogenous irradiation after exposure to radon and its progeny by inhalation. In a first step, 
these studies were limited to the deep lung after either extraction of alveolar macrophages (AM) 
by bronchoalveolar lavages. All theses studies have been performed in close colaboration with 
AEA/Harwell. Dose estimates were performed after comparison with micronuclei formation 
induced in vitro by irradiation with a particles. We have also shown that, after irradiation, 
micronuclei formation can be largely increased by an acute ozone exposure which transiently 
stimulates lung cell proliferation, mainly epithelial cells. By this way we have developed a more 
sensitive experimental procedure to score micronuclei in post replicative cells on lung thick 
sections by scanning confocal microscopy allowing to obtain high quality optical section 
images. 
Male Sprague-Dawley rats (OFA/SD, lffa-credo, France) were exposed at the age of 3 
months. The whole-body exposure to radon and progeny was performed at a very high 
potential alpha energy concentration (P AEC) during 24 hours in the Razes facility at a 
cumulative dose of 1000 WLM. The equilibrium factor F was 0.8 and the unattached fraction of 
P AEC fp about 10% . One week after radon exposure, a single ozone exposure was whole-
body performed during 5 hours at a concentration of 2 ppm. BrdU (5-bromo 2'-deoxyuridine) 
was administered 18 hours before pentobarbital anaesthesia. Thick cryostat sections (80 mrn) of 
fixed tissue were stained to visualize labelled cells and observed by scanning confocal 
microscopy (Bisson, 1995). 
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figure1:percentage of micronucleated cells containing 
1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 micronuclei in the different lung compartments of the rats. 
Figure 1 shows that about 50% of micronuc1eated alveolar cells contained only one 
micronucleus whereas, in alveolar ducts and in bronchi, this population corresponded to 43% 
and 33% of the total micronucleated cells respectively. The percentage of cells containing 4 
micronuclei was higher in bronchi than in bronchioles or in alveoli, 25%, 10% and 5% 
respectively. 
This histological study using a new approach provides very interesting data for dose 
distribution within the different parts of lung tissues. These techniques have been improved and 
will be used in the very next future to provide more quantitative results on dose distribution in 
the different epithelial target cells. 
Two different approaches have been performed: a study of nuclear aberrations in alveolar 
macrophages extracted by pulmonary lavage to estimate dose delivered to the deep lung 
compartment and an histological study using confocal microscopy to estimate micronuclei 
frequency in the different lung compartments. Micronuclei frequency in alveolar macrophages 
was measured from 1 to 5 weeks following irradiations. Dose effect relationships appear linear 
and 1 WLM correspond to about 7 mGy of gamma rays delivered homogeneously by external 
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was measured from 1 to 5 weeks following irradiations. Dose effect relationships appear linear 
and 1 WLM correspond to about 7 mGy of gamma rays delivered homogeneously by external 
irradiation with 60co. A more complete study as a function of time following irradiation is in 
progress which includes the effect of exposure to 2 ppm ozone during 5 hours from 48 to 72 
hours before animal killing. This was performed to increase the spontaneous proliferation of 
alveolar macrophages. Preliminary results as concerned evolution of micronuclei frequency and 
maximal observed micronuclei frequency measured after 300 and 1000 WLM are similar to data 
reported at the Lovelace which have been recently published (Johnson and Newton, 1994). 
These authors conclude, after a comparison with micronuclei frequency induced by in vitro a 
irradiation that 1 WLM correspond to 10 mGy alpha. Because parameters of alveolar 
macrophage renewal might be quite different in vivo and in vitro such dose equivalence cannot 
be performed. In fact, from our results, taking an EBR value of 3 for induction of micronuclei, 
1 WLM corresponds to about 2 mGy alpha a value which is in the range of those previously 
described but two to three times higher than that reported for deep lung fibroblasts of rats (Khan 
et al., 1994). We have also studied the effect of exposure conditions on nuclear aberrations. 
Two conditions were studied, "dynamic" exposure to 171 WLM with and equilibrium factor of 
0.2 and 0.7 "unattached" fraction and "static" exposure to194 WLM with and equilibrium factor 
of 0.8 and 0.08 "unattached" fraction. Although, 214pb deposition was 7 times higher in the 
upper respiratory tract after "dynamic" than after "static" exposure, the lung deposition were 
similar as were similar the micronuclei frequency in alveolar macrophages . 
We have previously proposed an histological method to estimate doses delivered to the 
different lung compartments. This corresponds to micronuclei measurement in post replicative 
cells after an appropriated stimulation of cell proliferation induced by acute ozone exposure. 
These post-replicative cells are visualized on 70 11m thick section by confocal microscopy after 
immuno-staining of bromodeoxyuridine incorporated into DNA. One week after irradiation, 
frequency of cells with micronuclei in bronchial epithelial cells appear .>imilar after 7.5 Gy from 
60co and 300 WLM and much higher after 1000 WLM. Preliminary results on the distribution 
of the number of micronuclei per cell in different lung compartments shown a gradual increase 
of doses delivered from the alveoli to the bronchial epithelium which is clearly visualized by a 
gradual modification of the distribution of the number of micronuclei per cell. Further studies 
are needed to provide quantitative results appropriate for dose estimate. Nevertheless, the 
results demonstrate that local dosimetry can be accurately performed by histological methods 
within acceptable time examination. Moreover, after optimal exposures to radon and its progeny 
or external y irradiations, significant results can be obtained in few animals. Thus this method 
could be useful to characterize the delivered doses in different animal species under different 
exposure conditions taking into account each compartment of the respiratory tract. 
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3) Carcino!!enic studies. 
The first studies on the effect of dose rate on lung tumor induction after exposure of rats 
to low doses (25 to 100 WLM) are now achieved. 
Studies on the co-carcinogenic effects of combined exposure to radon and ozone are still 
in progress. 
However, it has ben shown that chronic ozone exposure at 0.2 ppm (6 hours a day, 5 
days a week during 6 months) 1 month after the end of irradiation by inhalation of radon and its 
progeny, increases about twice the lung tumor incidence (40 %). Ozone exposure alone, at 
concentration which are often measured during episodes of photochemical urban airborne 
pollution, induces 6% tumors compared with 0.9% in controls (7-8). Histological analysis has 
to be completed to characterise a significant additive or synergic effect of ozone (See final report 
FBP-C-920042). 
Inducers of cytochrome P-450 1A1 (CYP 1A1) administered at least 1 month after radon 
exposure appear to be strong synergistic agents inducing distal lung epidermoid carcinomas 
within a few months. Effects appear similar for metabolised compounds such as 
methylcholanthrene an 5-6 benzoflavone which form mutagenic or non mutagenic metabolites 
whereas, tumour induction was deladed after 2,3,7,8 tetrach1orobenzo -p-dioxine treatment 
which is considered as an unmetabolized inducer. In all cases, immunohistological study has 
shown an overexpression of CYP 1A1 in target cells located at the bronchiolo-alveolar junction. 
A more complete kinetic study is still in progress. 
4) Lead deposition studies 
After inhalation of radon and its daughters, lead deposition in the respiratory tract is a 
complex phenomenon involving also polonium deposition. In the case of thoron, the half life of 
216po is short enough so that deposition of lead could be more accurately characterised. For 
that purpose, a small facility has been developed to expose rats to thoron and its daughters. 
Thoron is formed from 2 Kg 228Th02 powder which was maintained at about 60 oc. Animals 
were exposed during 3 hours with or without cigarette smoke as aerosol carrier corresponding 
to an equilibrium factor of 2 and 27 % respectively. A significant 212pb deposition of 1000 Bq 
in lungs was only measured using cigarette smoke. Thus the facility developed appears 
appropriate to characterize lead deposition within the respiratory tract and its biological 
behaviour. 
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Overall Conclusions of the Project 
Important developments have been performed during the progress of the project. This was due 
mainly to the fruitful collaboration established between the two partners involved. 
Significant methodological improvements were performed on different topics: 
- the metrology of radon and radon daughters in the inhalation chambers atmosphere has been 
improved and an effort has been undertaken to standardize methods between the two 
participating laboratories. 
- measurements of deposition of radon progeny have lead to comparable results in both 
laboratories consistent with previous results obtained from in vivo studies performed in CEA. 
- cellular proliferation and measurement of nuclear aberrations induced in the different 
compartments of the respiratory tract were performed in both groups. 
- an histological method to estimate doses delivered to the different lung compartments has been 
developed in CEA using micronuclei measurement in post replicative cells after an appropriated 
stimulation of cell proliferation induced by acute ozone exposure by confocal microscopy. 
The collaboration between the two groups should lead to further developments to assess the 
effect of dose-rate at low cumulative exposure, to compare the induction of lung cancers after 
exposure to radon and its progeny with that observed after y rays or X-rays irradiation and to 
establish the extent to which early biological dosimetric such as nuclear aberrations and cell 
proliferation might be used to predict late effects from exposure to radon and its progeny. 
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1. SUMMARY OF PROJECT GLOBAL OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS 
Head of Project 2: Dr C G Collier 
II Objectives during reporting period: 
1) Standardisation of radon metrology, to ensure that results obtained by participating 
laboratories during exposures are directly comparable. 
2) Studies of the effect of exposure conditions on respiratory tract deposition of radon 
daughters in the rat. 
3) Studies of the early sub-acute effects of radon on the epithelial cells of the rat 
respiratory tract, using proliferation and nuclear aberrations incidences as indicators 
of radiation damage. 
4) Studies of the early sub-acute effects of radon exposure on respiratory tract cells using 
damage to DNA as and index of potential carcinogenicity 
5) Initiation of life-time carcinogenicity studies to investigate dose and dose rate effects 
on radon induced lung-tumour induction over a suitable range of dose levels. 
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III progress achieved including publications: 
1) Standardisation of radon metrology 
In order to effectively evaluate the radiation dose to the lung (normally in rats or mice) 
several radiological and aerosol parameters are required. These should include 
individual radon daughter concentrations (218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi) together with a 
knowledge of the fraction of these nuclides which have not become attached to aerosol 
particles, normally termed the "unattached" fraction. Intercomparison exercises were 
therefore undertaken at the facilities of the two collaborators; at CEA in June 1992, 
and AEA in Sept. 1993. The measurements included comparisons of the techniques 
used to estimate radon progeny concentrations in air. Measurements were made with 
animals present in the chambers (36 rats at AEA and 200 rats at CEA). AEA made 
radon progeny concentration measurements in both facilities whereas CEA, due to the 
non-portability of their equipment, only made these measurements in their own 
facility. At AEA, air was recirculated through the chamber at 0.7 air changes an hour 
and carnauba wax aerosols were generated continuously, providing "unattached" 
P AEC fractions of the order 1 %. Measurements were also made with no added 
aerosol to provide 'unattached' fractions of 55%. Measurements were made in the 
CEA facility without ventilation and without aerosols being generated. 
Before measurements were made on the chambers, sampling flowrates and 241Am 
reference source activity was intercompared. It was concluded that in the case of flow 
measurements CEA were underestimating by about 10% for the rates normally used 
for sampling. 
Grab sampling techniques followed by gross alpha counting of the filter during three 
time periods using the methods of Thomas (1971) were used by both groups to 
determine radon progeny concentrations, although different sampling flow rates and 
sampling/counting regimes were used. AEA also provided measurement data from 
their semi-continuous radon progeny measurement system (AEA-2) which employs 
alpha spectrometry, this system also supplies data on the 'unattached' fractions 
(Strong, 1990). This device was used at CEA and AEA and results obtained in this 
way agreed with those from the standard grab sampling method used by AEA to 
within± 5%. The estimates ofPAEC were in good agreement (mean ratio of 
AEA:CEA measurement 0.98 range 0.8-1.2), and estimates of individual dau~hter 
concentrations were also in agreement (mean ratios 1.03, 0.97 and 1.02 for 21 Po, 214Pb 
and 214Bi respectively). 
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'Unattached' fractions were measured by using screen/filter combination techniques 
and were only compared at the CEA facility. Both AEA and CEA compared the alpha 
activity on both the screen and the backing filter. Filters and screens were analysed in 
the same way as the plain filter samples for radon daughter concentration, using a 
three gross alpha count method (Thomas, 1971). Three measurements were made at 
the CEA facility at both low and high 'unattached' fractions. Very good agreement 
was seen at a high 'unattached' fraction (0.62:0.67 AEA:CEA). This was not so close 
with the two measurements at the low 'unattached' fraction (0.14:0.21 and 0.13:0.1 for 
AEA:CEA). 
These intercomparison exercises resulted in improvements of the methods used by 
both groups, have shown that the groups are in reasonable agreement, especially in the 
case of P AEC, and have shown that the collaborating laboratories are able to produce 
exposure data comparable to each other. 
2) Effect of exposure conditions on respiratory tract deposition of radon daughters in the 
rat 
Estimates of the radon progeny deposited in the lungs of animals exposed for short 
periods, between 3 and 4 hours, were made during the metrology intercomparisons. 
Only one rat was measured at CEA, whereas at AEA five different studies each with 3 
rats were used. After exposure, the animals were removed from the chambers and 
killed by intraperitoneal injection of sodium penta barbitone. The lungs were excised 
and then counted by gamma ray spectrometry by both groups. CEA used a germanium 
detector while AEA used Nal detectors. CEA used reference sources, uranium ore and 
226Ra respectively, to calibrate their detectors, whereas AEA took a filter sample at the 
end of the exposure which was analysed by gross alpha counting (Thomas, 1971) and 
then gamma counted. The alpha counts provided an estimate of the individual radon 
progeny on the filter at the cessation of sampling from which the activity of 214Pb and 
214Bi at the time of gamma counting could be calculated, thus two calibration factors 
for 214Pb and 214Bi were established for each exposure. To compare the validity of the 
AEA method with that used by CEA, the mean calibration factors (standard deviation 
of± 7.7% for 214Pb and 2.5% for 214Bi) calculated from those obtained from the six 
exposures at AEA were used to estimate the activity of a 226Ra source ( 1. 998 kBq). 
The activities of214Pb and 214Bi were found to be 1.67kBq and 1.75 kBq, thus AEA 
underestimate the activities of these nuclides by 16% and 12% respectively. 
Corrections for decay were made by CEA using a graphical technique to estimate the 
activity of214Pb and 214Bi at the end of the exposure. AEA calculated these 
corrections using standard decay equations. The samples were also weighed so that 
lung deposition could be specified in terms of activity per wet weight of tissue (Bq g· 
1). In the one rat measured at CEA, considerable discrepancies were found in the levels 
of 214Bi between the two groups. A reassessment of the methods employed resulted in 
much closer agreement by the time of the second comparison conducted at AEA, the 
results for individual animals during this study are given in table 1. 
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Test/ Lung deposition, Bq gm·1 measured by AEA/CEA 
Nuclide Rat-1 Rat-2 Rat-3 
214Pb 600/400 5601300 400/450 
2t4Bi 830/650 860/450 5501650 
2 214Pb 8001650 770/700 5301550 
2t4Bi 680/800 3701650 5301600 
3 2t4Pb 2290/2050 1910/1900 1210/-
2t4Bi 4330/4100 4070/4000 3210/-
4 214Pb 2080/1900 1750/1800 2150/2000 
2t4Bi 2890/3000 2410/1600 2560/2500 
5 2t4Pb 3350/3400 2410/2500 2410/2700 
2t4Bi 4210/4400 3830/2600 3560/3500 
Table 1 
Deposition of 214Pb and 214Bi measured by both groups in the same animals 
Deposition measurements have been made during all of the exposures conducted for 
the life-span studies. Animals (n=26) for the deposition measurements were normally 
exposed for a minimum of four hours to potential alpha energy concentrations in the 
range 600 to 1700 working levels (WL) at 'unattached' fractions of less than 0.015. 
After removal from the chamber the animals were killed by interperitoneal injection of 
sodium pentabarbitone. The lungs were excised, weighed and then counted using 
gamma ray spectrometry. The 218Po, 214Bi and 214Pb activities deposited were 
calculated in terms ofBq g-1 from the wet weight of the individual lungs. These data 
were plotted against the potential alpha energy (PAEC) in the chamber during the 
exposure for all three nuclides. A representative plot (in this case for 218Po 
deposition) is shown in Figure 1. Lines were fitted to each set of the three sets of data 
using a standard least squares linear regression technique, in this way it was possible 
to obtain the deposition rates shown in Table 2. The errors shown are the standard 
error values for the slope coefficients calculated from the least squares regression 
method. 
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Figure 1 
Deposition of 218Po in rat lungs compared to the P AEC in the exposure chamber 
Nuclide Deposition, Bq g·1 per WL 
0.22 ± 0.01 
1.33 ± 0.04 
214Bi 1.80 ± 0.06 
Table2 
Deposition rates of 2t8Po, 214Bi and 214Pb in rat lung 
Goodness of fit using both F and t statistics indicated that the slope coefficients were 
useful for predicting the deposition of218Po, 214Bi and 214Pb from the potential alpha 
energy concentration at the high attachment fractions used in this study. As the 
deposition rate of all three progeny in the lung during exposure had been found in 
terms of potential alpha energy concentration it was then possible to estimate the 
absorbed dose to the lung for unit exposure. Using the alpha particle energies of 6.0 
and 7.68 MeV for mpo and 214Po, respectively, the absorbed dose-rate to whole lung 
was found to be 2.4 x 10-9 Gy s-1 per WL. Thus an integrated exposure of 1 Working 
Level Month (WLM) will result in an absorbed dose of 1.5 mGy to the rat lung. 
Studies by Bisson et al (1994) in which the incidence of micronuclei in alveolar 
macrophages following radon/radon daughter exposure was compared with that 
induced following thoracic irradiation using 6°Co gammas, indicated that 1 WLM 
induced about the same increase as 8-9 mGy of gamma. These two results are 
consistent if the biological effectiveness for alpha irradiation was in the region of 6 for 
micronucleus induction in alveolar macrophages. 
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3) Early sub acute-effects of radon on epithelial cells of the rat respiratory tract. 
In 1992, two studies were conducted in which the incidence of nuclear aberrations at 
various times after exposure were determined_ In an earlier study, Sprague Dawley rats 
had been exposed in the CEA Razes facility to 4 levels of potential energy alpha 
concentrations (P AEC), ranging from 150 to 1000 WLM_ The dose rate in these 
studies was constant at about 8 WLM/hr_ In the first 1992 study (again exposed at 
Razes), Sprague Dawley rats were exposed to either 250 or I 000 WLM at dose rates of 
10 and 40 WLM/hr respectively_ In the second 1992 study, Sprague Dawley rats were 
exposed in the AEA facility at Harwell at a level of 880 WLM and dose rate of I 0 
WLM/hr. In all studies, groups of at least 3 rats were killed at various times after 
exposure. The lungs were lavaged and alveolar macrophages recovered. Analysis of 
cytospin preparations was performed at AEA to give the incidence of nuclear 
aberrations in the alveolar macrophages. The types of aberration observed were 
micronucleated cells, hi-nucleated cells and cells containing more than one type of 
aberration. For all the studies and types of aberration, the incidence of aberration was 
observed to peak at about 14-21 days after exposure and then return to control levels 
by about 70 days after exposure (Figure 2). The magnitude of the response was related 
to dose within any study, but there were variations in the extent of the response 
between studies. 
Proliferative responses have been measured in the lung epithelium of the animals 
killed for early effects studies. Bromodeoxyuridine (an analogue of thymidine) is used 
to label cells which have undergone proliferation during the labelling period ( 4 hrs in 
these studies). The cells are visualised using immuno-histochemical staining 
techniques. In the first study, using animals exposed at the CEA facilities at Razes, 
proliferation was measured in four areas: alveolar, bronchiolar, bronchial and tracheal 
epithelium. Peak responses were observed between 14 and 21 days after exposure, 
with the alveolar response occurring slightly later than the bronchial. The highest 
response was observed in the bronchial epithelium, which is to be expected as this area 
probably receives the highest dose following radon daughter exposure. A linear dose 
response was observed in all regions (Taya et al 1994). Similar responses were 
observed in the two further studies. 
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Figure 2 
Time course of incidence of binucleated alveolar macrophages 
following radon/radon daughter exposure (n<4 ± Std Err) 
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In 1993, a study was conducted to determine the effect of animal age at exposure on 
the early effects of radon/radon daughter exposure. Studies conducted by other groups 
(CEA and TNO) have shown considerable variation in the age of animals at exposure 
(4 weeks to 6 months). Prior to commencing life-span studies, knowledge of the effect 
of age on response to radon/radon daughters was required in order to determine the age 
of animals to be used for such studies. Cell proliferation at 14 days in the alveolar and 
bronchial epithelium was used as the marker for the early responses in these studies. 
Animals ranging in age from 4 to 40 weeks were exposed in the AEA facility over a 
period of one week to a total dose of 440 WLM. Animals were maintained for 14 days 
and then cellular proliferation was determined. The incidence of proliferating cells in 
the alveolar region is given in Figure 3 for both the control and exposed animals. The 
youngest animals showed the highest proliferation rates (at least 10 fold higher than 
the adult animals). In both exposed and un-exposed animals, the elevation above adult 
levels fell with age and by 12 weeks the levels were as for the adult animals. Exposure 
to radon/radon daughters resulted in an increase in proliferation of between 2 and 6 
fold. The study demonstrated that the use of animals less than 12 weeks of age would 
not be appropriate in dosimetric studies and raised doubts about their suitability for 
life-span studies as the higher proliferation rates could result in higher cell death and 
therefore lower tumour incidences. As a result of the uncertainties over the use of 
young animals, it was decided that as a rule, only animals older than 12 weeks would 
be used to study radon exposure effects at AEA (Baker S T 1994: Collier et al 1995). 
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Figure 3 
Incidence of proliferation in animals of different ages 
In 1994, exposures for life-time studies on lung tumour induction commenced. Adult male 
Sprague Dawley rats were exposed in groups, to doses ranging from 200 to 3200 WLM at a 
dose rate of 1000 WL. From each exposure group, two animals were taken 14 days after 
exposure to assess early effects on nuclear aberrations and epithelial proliferation (n=28). The 
incidence of nuclear aberrations in the alveolar macrophages was determined on the cytospin 
preparations. The incidence of cells containing one or more micronucleus, two nuclei 
(binucleated cell) or multiple micronuclei (including fragmented nuclei) was determined. The 
incidence of micro nucleated cells increased with increasing exposure up to 1500 WLM. At 
the highest exposure level (31 00 WLM) there was a decrease in the incidence of micro-
nucleated cells compared with that at 800 WLM. For binucleated cells there was a dose 
dependant increase in incidence up to 800 WLM, which then levelled off. For cells containing 
multiple micronuclei (including fragmented nuclei), there was a dose dependent increase in 
incidence throughout the range of the doses studied. The decline in the incidence of 
binucleated and micro nucleated cells was directly related to the increase in the number of 
cells with multiple micro- or fragmented nuclei. The incidences of each form of aberration are 
shown in figure 4. Fragmentation of the nucleus is a characteristic of apoptotic cells and it is 
possible that apoptosis is responsible for the appearance of cells containing fragmented nuclei 
at the high dose levels. Further studies are planned to investigate this further. 
Following page- Figure 4. Incidences of nuclear aberrations in alveolar macrophages 
recovered at 14 days after exposure from animals exposed for life-span studies 
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Cell proliferation was measured in 2 animals from each exposure conducted for the 
life-span studies. These were the same 28 animals as used for nuclear aberrations 
effects measurements. All animals were killed at 14 days after exposure. In the 
alveolar region, proliferation rose to a peak at 800 WLM and then fell to levels below 
those of unexposed animals at exposures of 3200 WLM. In the bronchiolar region, 
proliferation peaked at between 200 and 400 WLM and again fell to levels below 
those of control animals at higher doses. The incidence of proliferating cells in the 
alveolar and bronchial regions are given in Figure 5. The highest response 
(control:peak response ratio) was observed in the alveolar region, with a five-fold 
increase in proliferation. The bronchial epithelium showed a response of a three-fold 
increase. In the earlier studies (Taya eta! 1994) the bronchial epithelium had been the 
most sensitive. The fall in proliferation at the higher doses is probably due to cell 
killing. The proliferative response in the alveolar region had a peak at slightly lower 
doses than that of micronucleus induction in the alveolar macrophages (peak at 1600 
WLM), but was similar to the level at which the maximal response for binucleated 
cells was first observed. The incidence of proliferation and nuclear aberrations will be 
related to lung tumour incidences at the end of the study to determine whether early 
effects markers can be used to determine late effects. 
Both nuclear aberrations and cell proliferation indicated a dose-response to 
radon/radon daughter exposure at 14 days after exposure. The response is more clearly 
identifiable with the nuclear aberrations than with the proliferation, as even following 
radon exposure, the incidence of proliferating cells is very low in the respiratory tract. 
The validity of the use of early markers to predict late effects will not be known until 
the life-span study is complete. 
-1) Studies of the early sub-acute effects of radon exposure on respiratory tract cells using 
damage to DNA as and index of potential carcinogenicity 
In addition to the early effects being studied for dosimetry, changes in gene expression 
are being investigated both in animals killed immediately after exposure (deposition 
animals) and in the life-span animals. Initially, frozen sections were cut from lungs of 
animals used for deposition studies. These animals had only been exposed for a 
maximum ofS hrs and hence had only received about 40 WLM. For animals in which 
carcinogenicity was being studied (doses 200-3100 WLM), which have died, wax 
sections were cut from the right apical lobes of the lungs following fixation in 
buffered formalin. Initially p53 (clone CMl) and PCNA (clone DOlO) have been 
examined, with pan-cytokeratin as a control. No increased expression of either protein 
was observed in sections from the deposition study animals. Studies on the life-span 
animals are still in progress. 
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5) Initiation of life-time carcinogenicity studies to investigate dose and dose rate efficts 
on radon induced lung-tumour induction 
In 1994, approximately 700 rats were exposed in the first life-span study to be 
conducted using the AEA radon facility. This study is a dose-response study 
conducted at constant dose rate ( -1000 WL ), with total exposures ranging from 200 
to 3100 WLM. The rats were the same age and strain as those used by CEA (France) 
in their life-span studies and one objective of this study is to demonstrate comparable 
results with those obtained by the CEA. The dose levels chosen were expected (from 
CEA results) to cover the peak lung tumour incidence (about 1 000 WLM) and to 
extend into a region where incidence of lung tumours falls off due to cell killing. 
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Proliferation in lung regions following exposure during life-span studies 
(n=4, mean± Std Err) 
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Five groups of adult male Sprague Dawley rats have been exposed at doses ranging 
from 200 to 3100 WLM. The dose rate in terms of P AEC for these exposures has been 
kept constant (approximately 1000 WL) and hence the doses received by each group 
have been determined by the exposure period (minimum 1.5 days, maximum 20 days). 
The animals were co-exposed to an aerosol of Camauba wax (count median diameter 
0.15 flill) which acted as a vector aerosol for the radon progeny and resulted in 
'unattached' fractions for PAEC of 2%. The numbers of animals in each dose group are 
given in Table 4. Approximately thirty five animals were exposed simultaneously and 
hence multiple exposures were required for each dose group (total14 exposures). 
Actual exposure levels (WLM) for each exposure are given in Table 4 along with the 
numbers of animals on life-span study, those taken for deposition measurements (see 
section 2) and those taken for early effects (see section 3) In addition, two groups of 
control animals are being maintained. One group has been exposed for 4 weeks to 
Camauba wax aerosol only, the other group are cage controls. The majority of the 
animals are now being maintained for their life-span. There have been very few early 
deaths to date, indicating that the exposures are not causing acute effects. In addition, 
differential cell counts conducted on lavage fluid recovered from animals killed at 14 
days after exposure showed no evidence of an inflammatory response at doses between 
0 and 800 WLM. A slight increase in lymphocytes and neutrophils was observed at 
1600 WLM, which was more pronounced at 3200 WLM. These two highest dose levels 
were predicted from studies at CEA to have lower lung tumour incidences than the 
peak incidence at about 1000 WLM, probably due to cell killing. The facts that a mild 
inflammatory response was seen in these animals; cell proliferation was decreased (see 
section 4); incidence ofmicronucleated and binucleated alveolar macrophages was 
decreased at the highest dose; and the indication that apoptosis may be occurring at the 
highest dose level in the alveolar macrophage (see section 4) all indicates that the doses 
chosen, cover the range of peak effect and up into doses where cell killing effects begin 
to occur to a significant extent. 
Nominal Individual Number Life span Deposition Early effects 
exposure Exposure exposed study Study study 
WL levels WL 
200 174,195, 168 156 6 6 
250,254 
400 382,383,390 122 118 4 4 
800 758,795,801 112 106 2 4 
1600 1577, 1586, 116 102 8 6 
1594 
3200 3095 44 36 6 2 
Sham 0 72 68 0 4 
Cage controls 0 52 52 0 2 
Table4 
Details of nominal exposure levels, actual exposure levels attained in individual 
exposures, number of animals exposed and numbers taken for life-span, deposition 
measurements and early effects studies in dose-response study I 
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Full post-mortem examinations will be conducted at death of the life-span animals. 
Techniques to identify the total number of tumours in the lungs of each animal at 
death using macroscopic techniques are being investigated. Full histopathological 
evaluation of all lesions will be conducted. It is anticipated that this study will 
continue for three further years. The dose response relationship for lung tumour 
induction will be compared with that obtained by the CEA. 
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I Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The objective of this project was the identification of the mechanisms of radiation-
induced carcinogenesis. Two experimental strategies were defined that use as a model 
system the radiation-induced carcinogenesis of bone and bone marrow. The first series 
of experiments entailed the characterization of the metabolic pathways of alpha-emitting 
radionuclides, and subsequently identification of the cellular targets for radiation 
carcinogenesis. The second series of experiments were designed to identify the 
molecular events involved in radiation carcinogenesis in these tissues. 
Introduction 
Although the therapeutic application of alpha-emitting radionuclides has to a large extent 
ceased, both occupational and non-intentional exposures continue. Radiation protection 
strategies define acceptable limits of exposure based upon the increased probability of 
malignant growth following from irradiation. Assessment of the carcinogenic potential 
of low doses and low dose rates of radiation pose particular difficulties, as inferences 
must be made from both epidemiological and experimental data obtained at higher levels 
of exposure. A more precise elucidation of the carcinogenic process will allow 
identification of any molecular changes in tumor cells generated following radiation 
exposure. The application of any such molecular indices would permit more accurate 
quantification of the cellular effects of radiation exposure at low doses. Consequently 
direct assessment of dose-response effects would be possible on both a population and 
individual basis. Furthermore, understanding the molecular processes would have the 
additional benefit of identifying those individuals within the population particularly at 
risk from exposure to ionizing radiation. 
The metabolic pathways of alpha-emitting radionuclides, and the cell populations 
undergoing carcinogenic transformation after exposure to alpha-radiation. 
Observations in human populations exposed to bone-seeking alpha-emitting 
radionuclides have established that tumors of the haematopoietic and skeletogenic 
systems are the predominant radiation-induced malignancies. The clinical experience 
is closely mirrored by in vivo animal studies, which confirm the radiation-sensitivity 
of these tissues. However, little is known about the target cell population affected 
by the alpha-irradiation. The more precise delineation of this population is an 
essential step in unravelling the molecular events responsible for radiation 
carcinogenesis. 
The osteoblast lineage is initiated by commitment and differentiation of 
mesenchymal stem cell population resident within the bone marrow. These cells 
give rise to the osteoblastic cells on bone surfaces, which in turn terminally 
differentiate to give the long-lived osteocyte cell population of mature bone. The 
process of cell generation is continual due to the ever present remodelling of adult 
bone. Theoretically the entire lineage may be at risk from radiation exposure, and 
give rise to tumors at any stage of development from marrow precursors to mature 
bone cells. Irradiation of the sensitive cells may take place in the bone itself, but also 
within the marrow. We have attempted to define the points at which interaction 
between bone cells and carcinogenic radiation takes place. In contrast the 
hematogenic bone marrow is relatively well defined, in both its lineages and 
location. The leukemiagenic potential of alpha-emitting radionuclides in the marrow 
was examined in part in collaboration with the CEC Radiation protection project 
CT920064. 
Studies carried out by VITO have established an in vitro culture model of osteogenic 
differentiation from murine bone marrow precursors. The administration of 
Americium 241 to mice prior to analysis of marrow cell population induced a 
dramatic increase in the in vitro proliferation of the cells of the osteogenic lineage. 
The in vivo data from NRPB indicate that a significant proportion of administered 
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Americium 241 does indeed enter the marrow cell mass. Thus the osteogenic stem 
cell must be considered as a potential target of osteosarcomagenic radionuclides that 
otherwise are deposited in bone. 
In vivo data from NRPB has also established that a number of other radionuclides 
are able to enter the skeleton, and ultimately irradiate osteogenic and hematopoietic 
marrow elements. In particular Polonium 210 contamination was shown to result in 
some 10% of the dose reaching the marrow. Polonium 210 was administered in 
vitro in the VITO cell culture system, and the effects upon skeletogenic precursor 
cells examined. Significantly, the addition of Polonium 210 to cultures of marrow 
derived cells potentiated the proliferation and osteogenic differentiation. The effect 
was not seen directly on the putative stem cell (CFU-F) population, but on cells 
derived from CFU-F derived precursors. One consequence of transformation of 
these mesenchymally derived precursor cells would be their potential to develop 
mixed-cell tumors, containing differentiated cells representing other mesenchymal 
lineages such as adipocytic, fibroblastic and myxoid. Indeed, reassessment of 
human data from alpha-particle contaminated subjects suggests a significant 
proportion of osteosarcoma tumors may indeed be admixtures of different 
differentiated cells (e.g. malignant fibrous histiocytoma). Other tumors are restricted 
to a pure osteoblastic lineage, and presumably arise from the more committed 
osteogenic cell precursors. The GSF-IMV has analyzed the effects of irradiation on 
a series of osteogenic cell lines established from murine chondylus tissues derived 
from transgenic animals. The expression of dominant oncogenes in these cells 
appears to provoke an increased proliferation of the osteogenic cell lineage, and 
these cells were subjected to in vitro irradiation. Whilst irradiation alone was able to 
induce cell transformation it was demonstrated that retroviral infection could 
potentiate the transforming effect. Thus, the sensitive cell population appears in this 
case to be a cell comitted to the osteoblastic lineage, sensitive to retroviral infection 
and the subversion of normal cell growth by the virus genome. 
The radionuclide distribution studies of the NRPB have concentrated upon three 
bone-seeking radionuclides Plutonium 239, Americium 241 and Uranium 233. The 
dose distribution studies show the majority of the injected radionuclide that is 
retained is deposited within the skeleton (85% of retained Plutonium 239, 88% of 
retained Americium 241 and 97% of retained Uranium 233). Differences in the 
skeletons ability to handle the various radionuclides were also established. All three 
radionuclides deposited on the endosteal surface of those bones having a large 
interface with the blood and marrow cavities. Plutonium appeared to also deposit on 
the periosteal surface of the bones. The remodelling of the murine skeleton is 
minimal during growth, and consequently redistribution of the radionuclides was 
not dramatic as the animals aged. There was an approximate correlation with the 
bone-deposited dose and the incidence of osteosarcomagenesis in these animals, 
where Plutonium 239 resulted in significantly more osteosarcoma incidence ( 18% 
vs 8% and 4% for Americium 241 and Uranium 233 respectively. This suggests 
that a sensitive cell population also resides within the endosteal region of those 
bones with a high surface area in contact with the marrow and blood spaces. 
The deposition of radionuclides in the marrow may result in direct irradiation of 
hematogenic marrow cell elements, as well as that of the osteogenic lineage. Indeed 
NRPB studies have shown that the deposition of injected radionuclides Plutonium 
239, Polonium 210 and Americium 241, and to a lesser extent Uranium 233, results 
in concentration at the marrow-bone interface. Thus marrow elements may also be 
indirectly irradiated. The frequent juxtaposition of proliferating marrow cell 
populations and the skeleton makes this a highly plausible mechanism. Studies by 
the MRC have shown that non-clonal genetic alterations (both chromosomal 
instability and the appearance of point mutations within a target gene) are increased 
in the daughters of progenitor cells exposed to alpha-irradiation. Whilst of 
significancefor the mechanistic insight, this data also suggest that the alteration in 
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the hematogenic marrow is the result of a mutation in the stem cell, transmitted to 
progeny, that affects the ability of the cell to retain the integrity of its genetic 
information. In vivo studies have been performed by the MRC that confirm the stem 
cell origin of the effect. Thus, the instability phenotype was retained for at least a 
year in animals reconstituted by irradiated bone marrow. The mechanistic basis of 
the instability appears to be generated as a consequence of irradiation damage, as the 
ability of the stem cell to survive a single alpha particle transit was demonstrated in 
vitro (see below). 
Molecular events in alpha-particle induced radiation carcinogenesis 
There is a hierarchical set of molecular events involved in radiation carcinogenesis, 
starting with alteration of the DNA, through disturbance of the function of individual 
genes and finally culminating in the alteration of cellular functions that result in loss of 
growth control and malignancy. Over the last decade there has been a rapid advance in 
understanding the molecular mechanisms involved in the carcinogenic process. The 
number of genes that are directly affected by mutations in tumor cells is limited, the 
majority of those identified exert regulatory control over the rates of cell proliferation, 
differentiation and apoptosis. Molecular analysis of the genetic events in radiation-
induced carcinogenesis will focus upon identifying which mutational events take place. 
The role of genetic factors in determining carcinogenic risk was firmly established by the 
experiments of the GSF-P. In a mouse model system they have introduced gene 
mutations into the male germ line by chemical mutagenesis. The offspring of these 
mutagenised parents were shown to be at a significantly increased risk of radiation-
induced osteosarcoma, with a marked shortening of the tumor latency period. Thus we 
can conclude that heritable factors can influence susceptibility to radiation-induced 
malignancy. This observation makes it possible to define future studies to identify the 
genes responsible for determining susceptibility. 
The methods available for the analysis of gene mutations has changed dramatically during 
the course of the project. A range of different alternatives has been tested by the TUM and 
their relevance to the detection of gene alterations in radiation induced tumors evaluated, 
in particular the possible mutation of the p53 tumor suppressor gene locus. These studies 
have demonstrated that immunohistochemical study of p53 mutations is prone to generate 
both false-postive and false-negative results. Single-stranded polymorphism 
conformational (SSCP) analysis proved highly effective in detecting single base 
alterations in the p53 sequence, but could not be recommended as the method of choice 
for analysis of large sample numbers as the frequency of such mutations appears low in 
the samples of radiation induced osteosarcomas studied (see below). Finally a reverse-
transcription and polymerase chain reaction (RT -PCR) approach was adopted, and the 
PCR product sequenced completely. This approach was consequently employed by the 
GSF-P for the characterization of p53 mutations. 
The p53 tumor suppressor gene is implicated in the regulation of DNA repair and genome 
stability. Thus, in cells subjected to DNA damage p53 mediates cell cycle transit to allow 
repair or to initiate cell suicide in severely damaged cells. Consequently loss of p53 
function would be anticipated to have dramatic repercussions for the integrity of the 
genome in irradiated cells. In a collaboration between the GSF-P and the GSF-IMV it 
was established that p53 gene mutations were a frequent occurrence in radiation-induced 
osteosarcoma cell lines. The frequency of p53 mutations in these preliminary studies was 
close to 100%, suggesting that loss of p53 function may be a key event in radiation 
carcinogenesis, particularly in the skeleton. Efforts to repeat this observation in tumor 
tissue have met with only moderate success. In a series of 18 osteosarcomas generated by 
treating Balblc and NMRI mice with the alpha emitter Thorium 227 p53 gene mutations 
were only detected in 5 cases (28% ). Whilst 4/5 mutations were deletions, indicative of 
direct radiation-induced mutagenesis, the majority of tumors did not exhibit p53 mutation. 
Thus, it must be assumed that some of the mutations observed earlier in cultured cells 
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may arise during the culture period, or that single cells within the tumor containing such 
mutations possess a strong growth advantage in vitro. Nevertheless, p53 gene loss is 
certainly evident in a proportion of tumors arising after irradiation, and must certainly 
contribute to the carcinogenic process. 
The activation of retroviral sequences, regarded as constitutive passive bystanders within 
the genome, may play a role in the etiology of the malignant cells generated by irradiation. 
Studies by the GSF-IMV and the 1MB have continued to elucidate the mechanisms by 
which the activated retroviral genome can influence malignancy. Using transgenic mouse 
models the IMV has been able to show a strong cooperative effect between the 
tumorigenic Akv murine retrovirus and the c-myc and c-fos gene products, expressed 
from transgenes. In trangene bearing mice strains the presence of the c-fos or c-myc 
trans gene alone was associated with a high rate of malignancy. The tumorigenesis was 
highly tissue selective, the c-fos trangenic mice developed primarily bone tumors, whilst 
c-myc transgenic mice developed mostly lymphomas. In both c-fos and c-myc transgenic 
mice the additional burden of infection with Akv retrovirus produced a shortening of the 
tumor latency period, and a net increase in tumor formation. No alteration in the type of 
target cell transformed during the carcinogenic process was seen after addition of virus, 
although some phenotypic differences in the tumors were noted. Thus a combination of 
dominant oncogene over-expression and viral infection serves to increase susceptibility to 
malignancy in specific cell populations. The 1MB has developed a PCR based method for 
the analysis of retroviral integrations, and it is hoped this assay will shed light onto the 
number of viral reintegrations in radiation-induced cancers. 
In vitro studies have also confirmed the importance of retroviral sequences in the 
oncogenic process following irradiation. Using osteogenic cells present within the murine 
mandibular chondyle the IMV has established that a combination of Radium 223 and 
infectious retrovirus can synergise in activating cell proliferation. The increased cell 
division is presumed to be the result of deregulated proliferative control associated with 
oncogenesis. Extraction of the irradiated and infected cells from the chondyle tissue 
confirmed that the proliferative activity was maintained in vitro during cell culture, and 
presumably indicates a direct interaction of irradiation and virus on the target cells. A 
search for the potential mediators of the enhanced cell proliferation was initiated by the 
IMV, and proved fruitful. Whilst the classical oncogenes c-fos, c-myc and c-jun were 
unaffected, the recently described Tl gene was significantly over-expressed. 
The molecular mechanism(s) responsible for the carcinogenesis following irradiation are 
certainly transferred to progeny cells, either as active genetic alterations or by epigenetic 
mechanisms such as viral infection. The MRC study has revealed that radiation-induced 
alterations in the stability of the genome itself are transmitted during cell divisions. Thus, 
alpha-particle induced chromosomal aberrations are found in the colonies derived from 
irradiated murine bone marrow. Intriguingly, the frequency of aberration is strain 
dependent, with CBA/H showing a far greater incidence of chromosomal damage. Thts 
indicates strongly that there is a genetically determined component modifying the 
chromosomal damage by alpha-irradiation. The integrity of the genome is maintained by a 
number of processes, ranging from DNA proofreading and repair pathways to automatic 
suicide of cells containing irreparable DNA damage. Thus, the maintenance of the DNA 
lesions in succeeding generations implies a radiation-induced defect in the control of 
genome stability. In the case of retroviral elements within the genome this may result in 
the permanent activation of hitherto dormant proviral sequences. The studies by the 1MB 
have shown that, for a selected model provirus integration site, the radiation-induced 
induction of viral transcription is in fact mediated by both positive and negative regulatory 
factors. Their analysis in vitro has implicated DNA methylation patterns as being the 
probable negative regulator of expression. Thus, any alteration in the cells capacity to 
maintain and replicate methylation patterns would result in activation of the quiescent 
locus. The 1MB's data suggest a causal link between irradiation and loss of methylation 
as a potential mechanism for activating hitherto inert proviruses. 
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Head of Project 1: Prof. H. Hofler 
II Objectives for the reporting period 
1) We have previously identified p53 gene mutations in cell lines established from 
radiation-induced murine osteosarcomas. Such mutations may be induced during the 
carcinogenic process, may be selected for in vitro, or may arise as spontaneous mutations 
during cell culture. Our objective is to directly screen tumor material for p53 gene 
mutations. 
2) The genetic background may play a critical role in determining the susceptibility of an 
individual to carcinogenic influences of radiation. We have conducted an experiment to 
determine if radiation-induced osteosarcomagenesis is indeed influenced by heritable 
genetic factors. 
III Progress achieved including publications 
The role of the p53 tumor suppressor gene in radiation-induced osteosarcomagenesis 
Characterization of the molecular changes taking place in malignancies induced by 
ionizing radiation will increase our understanding of the mechanisms underlying the 
carcinogenic process. Ultimately this knowledge may be used in establishing more 
accurate predictions of the carcinogenic risk following exposure to radiation. Over the last 
decade great advances have been made in the understanding of the molecular processes 
involved in carcinogenesis. A 53 kilodalton phosphorylated nuclear protein (p53) appears 
to play a central role in the carcinogenic process. Loss-of-function mutations of the p53 
gene, or changes in cellular p53 protein content indicative of gene mutation, have been 
observed in over half of all human malignancies examined. Inactivation of the p53 gene 
locus by homologous recombination in mice, or the inheritance of a p53 gene mutation 
via the germ line in man are both associated with an increased incidence of malignancy. 
The studies by Partner 06 (TUM) have demonstrated very effectively that the screening 
method of choice should be the sequencing of PCR amplified p53 eDNA generated from 
reverse transcribed p53 mRNA. 
Studies completed in collaboration wtth Partner 04 (GSF-IMV) during the previous 
contract (B 17-0002C) revealed a high frequency of p53 gene alterations in cell lines 
established from alpha-particle-induced murine osteosarcoma. In 6/6 cell lines there was 
molecular evidence of a disruption of at least one allele of the p53locus. However, 
spontaneous mutation of the p53 gene may have occurred during the establishment of the 
cell lines from the osteosarcoma tissue. Such a mutation would afford a growth advantage 
in vitro leading to selection for cells bearing mutated p53 alleles. It is necessary to 
confirm the p53 mutation events in tumor tissue, and to determine the frequency with 
which p53 is mutated in the tumors. 
Osteosarcomas were induced by i.p. injection of thorium 227 (185 kBq/kg) in female 
Balb/c and NMRI mice. Portions of neoplastic growths arising in the skeleton were 
aseptically removed and passaged into isogenic recipient mice. The skeleton and the 
remaining tumor tissue was examined radiographically, and the pathological diagnosis 
confirmed after decalcification of the tumor tissue. Transplanted osteosarcomas were 
harvested after the initial passage, adherent tissues dissected away, and the tumor 
cryopreserved until required. RNA was isolated from the osteosarcoma tissue by 
homogenization of the frozen tissue in 6M Guantdinium isothtocyanate. After 
centrifugation to remove the mineralized matrix the RNA was isolated by cesium chloride 
gradient centrifugation. The resultant RNA was converted to single-stranded DNA 
template by reverse transcription and used as template in PCR amplifications. The p53 
transcripts were amplified in the PCR reaction by using primers specific for the coding 
region of the p53 transcript (S'primer in Exon 1 and 3 'primer in Exon 11). These 
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primers allow amplification of the expressed gene without amplification of the genomic 
pseudogene locus. The amplified PCR product from each tumor, spanning the codmg 
region of the p53 gene, was further examined by a series of overlapping DNA sequencing 
reactions. A total of 18 thorium-induced osteosarcomas were examined by the RT-PCR 
methodology. 
The p53 mRNA was also examined in liver tissue obtained from 10 control mice (5 
Balb/c and 5 NMRI) to confirm that the RT -PCR methodology was stable, and that the 
rate of "spontaneous" p53 mutation in these strains was negligible. In addition, 7 
osteosarcomas arising from experimental FER-retrovirus infection of NMRI mice, and 1 
NMRI mouse osteosarcoma induced by the injection of 75 kBq beta-emittmg Zr95 were 
included in the study for control purposes. 
Mutations of the p53 gene locus were detected in 5 of the 18 thorium-induced 
osteosarcomas. The nature of the mutations observed was remarkable, with 4 of them 
characteristic of intragenic deletions, and only one being a point mutation (See Table 1). 
Table 1: Alterations in the p53 tumor suppressor gene locus detected in thorium-227 
induced mouse osteosarcomas. 
Deletion Exons 6,7,8 and 9 
Deletion Exon 10 (6 bases) 
Point mutation Exon8 (GGA-GTA) 
Deletion Exon 4 (from base 19), 
5,6,7,8,and 9 
Deletion Exon9 
In the control (non-irradiated) tumors a silent point mutation was observed in one virus-
induced osteosarcomas (Exon 4 ACC-ACT), but no other evidence of p53 mutation was 
noted. In the remaining control tumor, the Zr95-induced osteosarcoma, we detected a 
deletion (Exon 2 from base 80, 3,4,5,6,7,8 and exon 9 to base 66). In all cases the 
mutation was confirmed by a separate RT -PCR and sequencing. 
Thus, in 28% of thorium-induced osteosarcomas we have observed a mutation affecting 
the p53 locus. This is a much lower frequency than observed in osteosarcoma cell lines 
established from alpha-emitter induced tumors. The differences may lie in the growth 
advantage of small cell populations bearing p53 mutations. However, in the osteosarcoma 
tissue we examined the proportion of p53 mutant cells must be below the sensitivity limit 
of the methodology (10%). These data suggest that p53 is not an initial event in radiation-
induced osteosarcomagenesis, nor is loss of p53 gene function essential for malignant cell 
growth. The nature of the p53 mutations detected in both the Thorium 227 and Zirconium 
95 treated animals is entirely consistent with a DNA-damaging effect of irradiation. 
Genetic susceptibility to radiation-induced osteosarcoma 
A number of heritable cancer syndromes are recognized, in which mutations at key 
genetic loci are passed via the germ line and predispose the offspring to cancer. With the 
increased sensitivity of genetic screening it is now apparent that non-mutated alleles 
present at similar loci influence the susceptibility of an individual to cancer, controlling 
primarily the latency period of tumor formation. Dependent upon the alleles inherited at 
these susceptibility loci, an individual may be at greater or lesser risk of developing a 
particular cancer. Our own empirical observations have shown that the susceptibility to 
radiation-induced osteosarcoma varies considerably between different inbred mouse 
strains. We consequently devised an experiment to demonstrate that genetic factors can 
indeed influence the susceptability of mice to radiation-induced osteosarcomagenesis. 
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The multi generational transmission of cancer susceptibility has been established in cancer 
families, and in initial mouse experiments performed by Nomura. We designed an animal 
model of multigenerational carcinogenesis, in which we sought to increase overall 
radiation-susceptibility by exposure of the germ-line of the male parents to a chemical 
mutagen (Ethylnitrosourea-ENU). A dose of ENU was selected that has been shown to 
induce a high frequency of germ line mutations in the mouse specific locus test (coat 
color). The mutagenised offspring were then subjected to an osteosarcomagenic treatment 
with Thorium 227, and the latency period for osteosarcoma formation determined. 
Eighty day old male mice of an F1 102 x C3H cross were treated with a mutagenic i.p. 
dose of 160mg/kg ENU. After a five month recovery period the mutagenised mice were 
crossed with T -stock females. The efficiency of the mutagenesis was confirmed by 
performing the specific locus test on the offspring. 5/955 mutations were seen in 
offspring form END-mutagenised mice, whilst 0/1057 mutations were seen in a control 
collective of offspring from non-mutagensised fathers (P= 0.024). The 
osteosarcomagenesis was carried out in female mice, and F1 offspring of both END-
treated and control fathers were exposed to a single dose of37 kBq/kg i.p. Thorium 227. 
The skeletal dose of 2 Gy has given an osteosarcoma incidence of around 20-30% in 
other mouse strains. In the control animals, no END treatment and no exposure to 
radioactivity, only a single spontaneous tumor was observed. No tumors were observed 
in the non-radiation exposed offspring of END-treated fathers. Thus the rate of 
spontaneous carcinogenesis was not influenced by END treatment. 
The incidence of osteosarcoma in irradiated mice was slightly higher than anticipated, but 
treatment of the fathers with END did not influence the absolute incidence (see Table 2). 
However, the latency period for radiation-induced osteosarcoma formation was 
significantly shortened in the offspring of END-treated fathers. (see Table 2). Thus, 
although ENU mutagenesis did not influence the total incidence of osteosarcoma (which 
was high compared to pure inbred mouse strains), the introduction of mutations into the 
mouse by END-mutagenesis of the male germ line did shorten the latency period. This 
observation is a clear demonstration that genetic factors control the susceptibility of the 
mouse skeleton to radiation-induced osteosarcoma. This represents the first step in 
identifying susceptibility genes. 
Table 2: Cumulative osteosarcoma incidence (corrected for competing risk) after 
incorporation of 36 kBq/kgThorium 227 
Father Father treated Father untreated Father treated 
untreated withENU with END 
Time after 
injection No radiation No radiation Thorium227 Thorium227 
(days) 
1-300 0/69 0/69 0/65 2/65 
301-600 0/65 1/66 3/63 11161 * 
601-900 0/43 1148 15/39 12/39 
* P=0.019 (Fischer's Exact test) I 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Harrison 
II. Objectives for the period 
I) To complete studies of the toxicity ofthe three bone-seeking radionuclides, 239pu, 241Am 
and 233U, in mice, comparing the incidence and distribution of osteosarcoma, the incidence of 
leukaemia and the distribution of dose. 
2) To undertake studies to determine the distribution and retention of 210Po in the skeleton of 
rats after administration of either of 210Po or 210Pb with the objective of assessing a-doses and 
leukaemic risk from these naturally-occurring nuclides. To compare the distribution of238Pu 
and 210po in marmoset bones. 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
Plutonium-239, americium-241, uranium-233 study 
Following either occupational or environmental exposure of individuals to alpha-emitting 
isotopes of plutonium (Pu), americium (Am) or uranium (U), their entry into the bloodstream 
will result in long-term retention in bone and a consequent risk of osteosarcoma and 
leukaemia. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has recently 
adopted models for the behaviour ofradionuclides in the skeleton which take account of the 
physiological processes of bone-remodelling and growth. The models treat plutonium and 
americium similarly, allowing for burial of surface deposits during mineral deposition and 
transfer to the marrow and release to the circulation during bone resorption. Uranium behaves 
more like calcium and the alkaline earth elements and the model assumes more rapid transfer 
from surfaces to bone volume. No change has been made, however, to the assumption that the 
sensitive cells for osteosarcoma induction are uniformly distributed on endosteal bone surfaces 
and those for leukaemia induction are uniformly distributed throughout red bone marrow. 
Furthermore, radionuclides are assumed to initially deposit uniformly on endosteal bone 
surfaces. 
Previous studies of the distribution and retention of 239Pu, 241Am and 233U in mice after 
systemic injection as the citrate complexes showed that the whole-body retention of 239pu and 
241 Am were similar with values of about 800/o and 70% respectively, after I day, falling to 
about 50% and 45% after 4 weeks and about 25% and 20% after 448 days. The total retention 
of 233U was considerably lower, falling from about I5% after I day to about 5% after 4 weeks 
and about 3% after 448 days. For each nuclide, the skeleton was the major site oflong-term 
retention. As a percentage of whole body activity, the skeleton initially accounted for 30%, 
I8% and 65% of retained 239J>u, 241Am and 233U, respectively, increasing to 85%, 88% il:"d 
97% respectively, after 56 days; the corresponding values after 448 days were 86%, 94% and 
99% respectively. On the basis of these data, it was estimated that the same average bone dose 
would be delivered by 239pu, 241 Am and 233U over 448 days following administration at levels 
of activity in the ratio I : 1.05 : 5.25. 
The induction of osteosarcoma and acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) was studied using groups 
of 50 - I 00 mice given intraperitoneal injections of 239pu, 241 Am and 233U as the citrate 
complexes. Each nuclide was administered to three groups of animals at levels of activity 
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estimated to give average bone doses, over 500 days, of0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 Gy. To avoid 
chemical damage to the kidneys from U, the administration of each nuclide was fractionated 
over a 3 week period. The animals were kept until they became moribund or died. 
Osteosarcomas were identified by x-ray examination of the skeleton at death and the tumours 
confirmed by histological examination. Confirmation of AML was made from blood counts, 
analysis of blood smears for abnormal cells and passaging the spleen homogenate into 
untreated mice to look for myeloid leukaemia development. The alpha particle induction of 
AML in the CBAIH mouse is characterised by deletion and rearrangement at specific sites on 
chromosome 2. As an additional aid to diagnosis of AML a number of the leukaemias were 
karyotyped and have shown chromosome 2 rearrangements characteristic of AML. 
A total of35 suspected osteosarcomas have been identified to date by x-ray examination of 
the skeleton at death. Confirmation by histological examination is nearing completion; 
confirmation of diagnoses by a consultant pathologist will be completed by December 1995. 
The incidences of confirmed osteosarcomas in mice given 239pu are 2%, 8.3% and 18% for the 
0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 Gy groups, respectively (see Table). Three animals in the 1.2 Gy group have 2 
or 3 osteosarcomas present. The unconfirmed incidences for 241Am are 2%, 4% and 8% and 
for 233U are 1%, 3.3% and 4%. The control mice showed no osteosarcomas. 
Twenty-four AMLs have been confirmed to date. The incidences of AML in mice given 23% 
are 3%, 5% and 2% in the 0.2, 0.6 and 1.2 Gy groups, respectively. The incidences for 241Arn 
are 3%, 2.6% and 0 and for 233U are 5%, 8.3% and 4%. No acute myeloid leukaemias were 
observed in control mice. 
Preliminary statistical analysis of the results has shown that osteosarcoma incidence, fitted as a 
linear function of dose, showed significant differences (p = 0.03) between the nuclides with 
toxicity in the order 23% > 241Am > 233U (Figure 1). The incidence of AML was best fitted as 
a linear-quadratic function of dose because of the observed reduction in leukaemia rate in the 
highest dose group for each nuclide (Figure 2). Differences between nuclides was less 
apparent than for osteosarcoma and are not significant. When the histological analyses are 
complete further statistical evaluation of the results will be undertaken. 
Bone samples were taken from each mouse at post-mortem for radiochemical analysis to 
enable the average bone dose to death to be estimated separately for each animal. Figure 3 
shows the estimated doses and time of death of all animals in each dose group, separately for 
each nuclide. These data will be used for further analysis of osteosarcoma and AML risk. 
Studies to examine the distribution of23%, 241Arn and 233U in the individual bones of the 
skeleton have been completed. The general pattern of distribution of the radio nuclides was 
similar, with greater concentrations being seen in the thoracic, lumbar and sacral vertebrae and 
sternum and lower concentrations in the paw bones, radii, ulnae and clavicles. For 239pu, initial 
concentrations in the main body of the vertebrae were about four times greater than in the 
bones with lowest concentrations. Differences in concentration between bones were reduced 
with time. For 241 Am and 233U, the initial differences in concentration and change with time 
were less than for 23%. 
The distribution of 239pu, 241 Am and 233U within the skeleton has been studied using 
alpha-track autoradiographs offemur prepared using the plastic detector, CR39 (Figure 4). 
These studies have shown that 23% was deposited fairly evenly on endosteal bone surfaces 
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and to a lesser extent on periosteal surfaces. At later times, some burial in the form of lines of 
activity was apparent as well as areas with more diffuse activity indicative of redeposition 
during bone remodelling. Progressive accumulation of 23% in marrow was also observed. 
Americium-24I deposited more evenly on all bone surfaces and also in the internal surfaces of 
vascular canals in the cortical bone. With time, some burial occurred at the growth plate and 
some accumulation of americium in marrow macro phages was also seen but less than that 
observed for plutonium. Uranium-233 deposited on both periosteal and endosteal bone 
surfaces but not evenly, concentrating preferentially on some parts of the surface. Small 
amounts of diffuse activity were seen throughout the bone marrow and bone mineral. To 
quantify the distribution of alpha activity in bone, fission track autoradiographs of239pu and 
241 Am in femur sections have been produced. For 241 Am, distribution was determined by 
superimposing alpha-track autoradiographs and bone images produced by neutron activation. 
Track counts on random areas of sections have been used to make preliminary estimates of 
dose. Full account has not yet been taken of doses to bone surfaces and marrow from activity 
near but not on bone surfaces. However, initial calculations show averaged endosteal bone 
surface doses in the order 23% > 241 Am > 233U, consistent with the observed incidences of 
osteosarcoma. Further analysis will be undertaken of the regional distribution of dose and dose 
to different cell types on bone surfaces and of the distribution of dose in bone marrow relative 
to sensitive cells. 
Lead-210, Polonium-210 studies 
Uncertainties in red bone marrow doses and leukaemic risk from the natural alpha-emitter 
21
'Po as the daughter of222Rn and 21'1>b have recently been highlighted. One uncertainty has 
been the behaviour of21 'Po entering bone marrow from the circulation or produced from 21'1>b 
in mineral bone. 
The tissue distribution and retention of 21'Po has been studied in rats after intravenous 
injection of either 21'1>o citrate or 21'Pb citrate. In addition, a comparative study of the 
behaviour of 238Pu and 21'1>o in the marmoset has been completed. 
The initial distribution of 21'Po after administration of21 'Po citrate showed that about IO% of 
the administered activity was deposited in the skeleton. Retention in the skeleton fell to about 
I. 5% of administered activity over 200 days, representing about I2% of the total body burden 
at this stage. Autoradiography showed that 21'Po in the skeleton was uniformly distributed 
throughout bone marrow. After administration of 21'Pb citrate, about 90% of 21'Po formed 
from 21 'Pb in bone was retained in bone at times up to 400 days after administration. The 
distribution of the remaining I 0% is consistent with release to the circulation and 
redistribution as 21'Po with uptake in liver, spleen and a small proportion (-I 00/o) in bone 
marrow. Thus autoradiographs of bone show 21'1>o very largely confined to mineral bone with 
low concentrations in marrow. 
Four male marmosets were given intravenous injections of239pu and 21'Po in citrate solution; 2 
animals were killed at I week and 2 at I month. The results obtained for the distribution of 
238Pu in liver and bone were reasonably consistent with the current ICRP dosimetric model. 
Results for the tissue distribution of 21'Po at I week were similar to the values obtained for 
rats, with about IO% of the total activity retained in the skeleton. Autoradiographs prepared 
from the femurs of marmosets showed activity on bone surfaces, attributable to 239pu, and 
throughout the marrow, attributable to 21'1>o. 
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The results obtained in these studies have contributed to changes in the ICRP biokinetic model 
for Po. Making specific allowance for the uptake of 10% of systemic 210po in red bone marrow 
increases the dose to this tissue by a factor of about six. 
Publications 
Ellender, M, Robbins, L, Bouftler, S D, and Harrison, J D. Induction of osteosarcoma and 
leukaemia by 239pu, 241Am and 233U in CBNH mice. EULEP Newsletter, 67 25-26 (1992). 
Ellender M, Haines JW and Harrison JD. Bone dosimetry of 23%, 241 Am and 233U in a long 
term effects study using CBNH mice. EULEP Newsletter 77 13-14 (1994) 
Ellender M, Haines J W and Harrison J D. The distribution and retention of plutonium, 
americium and uranium in CBNH mice. Human and Experimental Toxicology 14 38-48 
(1995) 
Robbins L and Ellender M. Husbandry procedures and health problems associated with a long-
term mouse study. Animal Technology 44 247-255 (1993) 
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Table. Incidence of osteosarcoma and myeloid leukaemia in CBA/H mice following the 
administration of 239pu, 241Am and 233U. 
Average bone dose at 500 days (Gy) 
239p0 
No of mice entered 
No with acute myeloid leukaemia 
No with osteosarcoma 
24IAm 
No of mice entered 
No with acute myeloid leukaemia 
No with osteosarcoma 
0 
100 
0 
0 
100 
0 
0 
0.2 
100 
3 
2 
100 
3 
2 
0.6 
60 
3 
5 
75 
2 
3 
1.2 
50 
9 
50 
0 
4 
No of mice entered 100 100 60 50 
No with acute myeloid leukaemia 
No with osteosarcoma 
0 
0 
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Figure 1. Model of osteosarcoma rate following administration of 23'1>u, 241 Am and 233U. 
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Figure 2. Model of myeloid leukaemia rate following administration of 23'1>u, 241 Am and 233U. 
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Figure 3. Estimates of average bone dose to death for individual mice in low, medium and high 
dose groups 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur I day after injection 
of 23'Pu citrate showing an even deposition 
predominantly on endosteal bone surfaces with some 
accumulation on periosteal bone surfaces. There is 
also a low concentration of activity throughout the 
marrow. 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur I day after injection 
of 241Am citrate showing an even deposition on all 
bone surfaces mcluding those of vascular canals 
within the cortical bone. 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur I day after injection 
ofmU citrate showing uneven distribution of 
activity, on bone surfaces and some diffuse activity 
throughout the bone. 
·,' ..... 
• ~~ •. : il 
··~-:~t!. 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur 224 days after 
injection of 23'Pu citrate showing bulial of activity, 
particularly in cortical bone, an accumulation of 
activity in the bone marrow and a region of new 
metaphyseal bone with low concentrations of 23'Pu. 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur 224 days after 
injection of 241Am citrate showing bulial particularly 
in cortical bone, a region of new metaphyseal bone 
with low concentrations of 241Am and some 
accumulation of activity in the bone marrow. 
Autoradiograph of mouse femur 224 days after 
injection of 233U citrate showmg uneven lines of 
bulied activity and small amounts of diffuse activity 
throughout the bone. 
Figure 4. Autoradiographs of mouse femurs showing deposition of 239pu, 241Am and 233U. 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Wright 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The major objective was to develop m vrtro techniques to investigate the effects of 
alpha particles on haemopoietic stem cells in order to provide a mechanistic link to our 
previous animal studies in which myeloid leukaemias had been induced by alpha-
emitting radionuclides. In preliminary studies, we had observed a high frequency of 
non-clonal cytogenetic aberrations in clones of cells derived from murine haemopoietic 
stem cells surviving low doses of a-particle irradiation. These results suggested that a 
transmissible genetic instability can be induced in a stem cell, resulting in a diversity of 
aberrations in its clonal progeny many cell divisions later. Our objectives have been to 
investigate further this induced instability:-
• To confirm the induction of chromosomal instability by alpha-particle-irradiation 
• To investigate further the probability of murine haemopoietic stem cells surviving a 
single alpha-particle track. 
• To investigate the capacity of surviving stem cells to proliferate and express alpha-
particle-induced genetic damage in vitro. 
• To extend the cytogenetic study to the m vivo situation using bone marrow 
transplantation techniques. 
• To develop techniques that will allow comparable studies of human cells. 
• To explore genetic factors influencing induced instability by exploiting various 
inbred strains of mice. 
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m. Progress achieved including publications 
The induction of chromosomal instability by alpha-particles 
We have developed novel techniques for studying primary murine haempoietic stem 
cells irradiated with environmentally relevant doses of alpha-particles. Using a 
clonogenic culture system, a high frequency of non-clonal cytogenetic aberrations in 
clones of cells derived from CBA!H haemopoietic stem cells surviving low doses of a-
particle irradiation (0.25. 0.5, 1 0 Gy) has been confirmed. Approximately 50% of 
clones (in which there have been approximately 1 0-15 cell divivions) express instability 
in up to 20% of the cells. The major aberration types are chromatid breaks, 
chromosome fragments and minutes and the ratio of chromatid-type aberrations to 
chromosome-type aberrations is - 3 : 1. The data are consistent with the aberrations 
arising de novo in the cell cycle immediately prior to cell harvesting and reflect a 
tansmissible induced chromosomal instability. 
Kadhim, M.A., Macdonald. D.A., Goodhead. D.T., Lonrnore, S.A. Marsden, S.J. & Wright, 
E.G. Transmission of chromosomal instability after plutomum a-panicle madiation. Nature, 
355, 738-740, (1992). 
Alpha-particle-induced delayed mutations 
As there is every reason to believe that genetic instability will produce not only non-
clonal chromosome aberrations but also mutational events not detected by cytogenetic 
methods, we have developed a system to detect single gene mutations in individual 
cells in the clonal descendants of haemopoietic stem cells. The approach is based on 
the autoradiographic method described to detect variant thioguanine-resistant 
lymphocytes due to mutations in the hypoxanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase 
(hprt) gene. Our studies have revealed an increased incidence of mutations in the 
clonal descendants of alpha-irradiated murine stem cells. 
Harper, K., Lonrnore, S.A. & Wnght, E.G. Delayed appearance of rad.Jauon-mduced 
mutat1ons at the hpn locus m munne haemopoienc stem cells. Submrtted for pubhcanon 
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Inactivation of murine haemopoietic stem cells by alpha-particles 
Inactivation of murine stem cells assayed as spleen colony-forming units (CFU-S), has 
been determined after in vitro irradiation under well defined conditions with small 
numbers (S3) of alpha-particles of incident energy 3.3 MeV (LET 121 keV mm-1). he 
CFU-S compartment is age-structured with the earlier members (day 12 CFU-S) 
having greater self-replicative capacity than the later members. The later members 
measured as day 8 CFU-S are multipotential cells with negligible self-replicative 
capacity and are highly responsive to proliferation and differentiation stimuli. 
Exponential survival curves were obtained with inactivation dose coefficients 1.833 ± 
0.11 and 1.63 ± 1.22 Gy-1 for day 8 and day 12 CFU-S respectively, corresponding to 
inactivation cross sections of 35.6 + 2.1 and 31.7 11m2 The results indicate that that 
these radiosensitive stem cells have a probability of surviving the passage of a single 
alpha-particle track, estimated at 8 and 18% per particle passage, respectively, if the 
cells have a diamater of 111m (the modal diameter determined by velocity 
sedimentation). These results suggest that those stem cells that survive a single alpha-
particle traversal (:::: 0.5 Gy) have a very high probability of transmitting chromosomal 
instability. 
Lorimore, S.A., Goodhead, D.T. & Wright, E.G. Inactivation ofhaemopotetic stem cell by 
slow alpha-particles. Intematzonal Journal of Radwtzon Biology, 63, 655-660, (1993). 
In vivo transmission of alpha-particle-induced chromosomal instability 
The non-clonal cytogenetic aberrations in the clonal cultures are consistent with a 
transmissible chromosomal instability induced in a stem cell resulting in a diversity of 
aberrations in its differentiating progeny many cell divisions later. To determine 
whether this phenomenon is demonstrable in wvo, a-irradiated bone marrow cells 
obtained from male mice have been transplanted into female recipients. In the 
repopulated haemopoietic system. we have observed persisting chromosomal instability 
up to one year post-transplantation in the donor cells. Direct preparations of the bone 
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marrow were obtained at 3,6, 9 and 12 months post transplantation; these preparations 
contained, on average 10% aberrant cells (range 6-19%) with the major aberration 
types being chromatid breaks, chromosome fragments and minutes. The findings 
demonstrate a long-lived m vzvo effect of the a-particle-induced lesion in the donor 
repopulating stem cells. 
Watson, G.E., Lorimore, S.A. & Wnght, E G Long-term in vivo transrrussion of alpha-
particle-induced chromosomal instability in murine haemopoietic cells. Submitted for 
publicatiOn. 
Alpha-particle-induced genomic instability in human bone marrow cells 
Collaborative studies have led to the development of a quantitative clonogenic assay 
for human marrow cells comparable to the stem cell assay for murine cells 
operationally defined as a CFU-A assay. 
Holyoake, T.L., Freshney, M.G., Konwalinka, G., Haun, M., Petzer, A., Fitzsirrunons, E., 
Lucie, N P., Wright, E.G. & Pragnell, LB. Mixed colony formation in vitro by the 
heterogeneous compartment ofmultipotential progenitors in human bone marrow. Leukemw, 1, 
207-213, (1993). 
This development has allowed us to carry out studies of the effects of alpha-particle 
irradiation on human bone marrow comparable to those with murine stem cells. 
Similar results to our findings with murine stem cells have been demonstrated in 
studies of bone marrow cells from some human donors and the absence of 
chromosomal instability following a-particle irradiation of stem cells from other 
individuals in these studies has been attributed to a genetic component in the 
expression of radiation-induced chromosomal instability. 
Ultrastructural analysis of colonies derived from CFU-A in marrow suspensions 
exposed to 0.5 Gy a-particles, revealed an increased incidence of apoptotic cells. 
These apoptotic cells appeared to occur randomly throughout the growing colony at 
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the time when cytogenetic aberrations were detected. As the apopotic cells are defined 
by morphological criteria on examination of ultrathin sections it was not possible to 
quantitate with great accuracy the incidence of apoptosis in the colonies but the cells 
were readily detected at an incidence of up to 5 per 1 00 cells on examination of 
random fields. Delayed apoptosis might reflect DNA damage arising in the 
descendants of irradiated cells that is incompatible with cell survival and not expressed 
as a karyotypic abnormality. 
Kadhim, M.A., Lorimore, S.A. Hepburn, M.D., Goodhead, D.T., Buckle, V.J & Wright, E.G. 
Alpha-particle-mduced chromosomal instability in human bone marrow cells. Lancet, 344, 
987-988, (1994). 
Kadhim, M.A., Lonmore, S.A. Towmsend, K.M.S., Goodhead, D.T, Buckle, V.J. & Wright, 
E.G. Radiation-induced genonuc instability: delayed cytogenetic aberrations and apoptosis in 
primary human bone marrow cells. International Journal of Radiation Biology, 67, 287-293, 
(1995). 
Alpha-particle-induced chromosomal instability in human lymphoblastoid cells. 
Experiments, to date, have concentrated on the use of primary cells to investigate 
alpha-particle effects in order to minimise any artefacts arising from potential 
abnormalities of cells in established cell lines. A major diffculty with this approach is 
that the assay systems for haemopoietic stem cells are differentiation driven and 
mature post-mitotic cells are rapidly generated in the cultures. As an alternative 
cellular system that is potentially more amenable to mechanistic studies we have 
chosen to investigate alpha-particle effects on lymphoblastoid cells from normal 
individuals and individuals with known mutations that predispose to the development 
of malignant diseases. 
With cells from normal individuals, a marked inter-individual variation m the 
expression of chromosomal instability has been noted, similar to that observed with 
primary marrow cells. Cells from certain patients with chromosome instability 
syndromes express ongoing instability in culture but a highly significant increase in 
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instability can be induced by a-irradiation. Current investigations indicate that the 
genetic susceptibility component is distinct from the cancer predisposition in these 
particular individuals and are consistent with alpha-particle-induced chromosomal 
instability being independent of the p53 status. The p53 gene product functions in the 
regulation of the cell cycle, "sensing" some, as yet poorly defined, aspect of the DNA 
structure. If DNA is damaged e.g. by radiation, p53 protein accumulates and this is 
causally related to a cell cycle delay and/or induction of apoptosis. 
Kadhim, M.M., Walker, C.A., Plumb, and Wright, E.G. Alpha-particle-induced chromosomal 
instability in human lymphoblastoid cells is p53-independent. Submitted for publication. 
A genetic component to alpha-particle-induced chromosomal instability 
Initial studies were carried out using bone marrow obtained from the CBA/H strain of 
laboratory mouse. More recent studies have investigated marrow from B6D2F 1, 
C57Bl/6, 129 and DBA/2 strains. Using DBA/2 marrow, results directly comparable to 
the initial studies with CBA/H marrow have been obtained - the majority of stem cells 
that survive an alpha-particle traversal transmit chromosomal instability to many of 
their differentiating progeny. The situation with B6D2F, C57Bl/6 and 129 is 
qualitatively similar but the expression of instability, in terms of the number of stem 
cells transmitting the lesion and the number of progeny cells exhibiting chromosomal 
aberrations, is significantly less. The B6D2F 1 strain results from a cross between 
C57Bl/6 and DBA/2 suggesting that expression of instability is genetically recessive 
and that a relatively small number of genes are involved. Potentially, these can be 
identified by the use of microsatellite mapping. Studies using a quantitative clonogenic 
assay for human haemopoietic stem cells has confirmed a marked inter-individual 
variation comparable to that observed between the mouse strains. These data are 
consistent with the expression of alpha-particle-induced chromosomal instability 
having a marked dependence on the genetic characteristics of the target cell. 
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Head of project 04: Prof. Dr. V. Erfle 
Radiation-induced osteosarcomagenesis in vivo and in vitro: effects of low 
dose a-irradiation and radiation-activated retroviruses on differentiation 
pathways 
Radiation induced osteosarcomas show several characteristic features including retrovirus 
activation and new integration into host DNA, alterations in the p53 gene, increased levels of 
p53 gene product, and amplifications of the c-myc gene. In addition to a-emitting bone-seeking 
radionuclides, both the c-fos and the v-fos genes are efficient inducers of osteosarcomas in 
mice. The frequent involvement of one ore more of the above genes in carcinogenesis suggests 
that mutations, rearrangements and/or aberrant transcription of protooncognes or tumour 
suppressor genes represent either causal events for the deveopment of neoplasia or may be 
generated during tumor development. Subsequently, transgenic mice as well as cell or tissue 
cultures from transgenic mice, carrying one or more of these mutated genes as a genetic trait, 
represent individuals, or harbor cells, in an advanced stage of neoplastic transformation. They 
served as model systems with increased sensitivity to the transforming activity of a-irradiation 
and retrovirus infection. 
II. Objectives for the reporting period: 
In vivo and in vitro studies on the role of radiation-activated retroviral genes in the initiation, 
fixation, enhancement and/or accelaration of radiation-induced genomic alterations and 
radiation-induced neoplasia 
These objectives are implemented by 
a) characterization of cooperating effects of radiation-activated retroviruses, a-irradiation and 
cellular genes associated with cell cycle control and tumorignesis in radiation-induced 
osteosarcoma 
b) establishment of transgenic mice carrying genetic alterations which are identified in radiation-
induced osteosarcomas and studies of their sensitivity to retrovirus infection 
c) evaluation of the susceptibility of p53 transgenic mice to osteosarcomagenic doses of 223Ra. 
d) establishment of skeletal tissue cultures and cell lines from transgenic mice as sensitive in 
vitro models for radiation-osteosarcomagenesis, and 
e) pathogenicity studies of in vitro treated tissues 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
ad a) An important role for the p53 gene in osteogenic sarcomas has been imputed by 
identification of somatically acquired gene altertions in human osteosarcomas and by the 
development of osteosacomas in p53 transgenic mice. We detected in 18 out of 31 radiation-
induced osteosarcomas and in 8 of 9 cell lines established therefrom, alterations in the p53 gene 
region or elevated levels of p53 RNA. Expression of the osteoblast marker gene osteocalcin 
was substantially reduced in tumors which sumultaneously showed high steady state levels of 
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p53 RNA and vice versa. These data suggest that p53, in addition to its function in cell cycle 
control and regulation of DNA synthesis, may be involved in the control of osteogenic 
differentiation in osteosarcomagenesis. 
In one of the osteosarcoma cell lines we observed the insertion of a murine endogenous retro-
virus-like ETn element into intron 4 of the p53 gene. This insertion resulted in a p53-ETn-p53 
fusion mRN A, a novel form of p53 mutation. These findings suggest that activated endogenous 
retroviruses and retrovirus-like elements might pose an enhanced risk for individuals esposed to 
noxae which activate endogenous retroviruses. 
ad b) Transgenic mice carrying the transgenes c-fos, c-myc, c-fosxc-myc Fl hybrids, p53 
transgenic and p53-null mice have been successfully bred in our laboratory. 
To study possible interactions between retroviral genes and oncogenes we chose c-fos and c-
myc transgenic mice as test strains. Due to deregulated oncogene expression c-fos transgenic 
mice are predisposed to aberrant bone formation and bone tumor development whereas c-myc 
transgenics show enhanced lymphoma incidence. 
After infection of newborn c-fos transgenic mice with Akv, a prototype endogenous mouse 
retrovirus, tumor incidence was significantly increased and the latency period was shortened. 
The tumors of Akv-infected c-fos-transgenic mice differed from benign osteomas which 
developed in Akv-infected control mice and also from osteosarcomas which developed in non-
infected c-fos transgenic mice. They contained bone together with fibrous tissue, they lacked 
invasive growth, but they were transplantable in syngeneic mice. 
Infection of newborn c-myc-K transgenic mice carrying different numbers of copies of the c-
myc-K trans gene also enhanced tumor development and shortened the latent period. The tumors 
contained several copies of Akv and the proviruses were highly expressed. Common provirus 
integration sites as found in Moloney leukemia virus-induced lymphomas were no apparent 
targets for Akv insertion. 
The data indicate a synergistic effect of endogenous retroviruses with activated oncogenes, as 
shown here for the c-fos and the c-myc transgenes, in tumor development. The resulting bone 
tumors in infected c-fos transgenic mice exhibit characteristical features of both, Akv-induced 
osteomas and c-fos-induced osteosarcomas suggesting a similar influence of both tumorigenic 
entities on the tumor phenotype. Moreover, the critical genes interacting with endogenous 
retroviruses seem to differ in bone tumorigenesis and in lymphomagenesis. 
ad c) To investigate the above findings in more detail, double transgenic mice were generated 
and the different mouse line successfully bred in our institute. In vivo experiments are progress 
to investigate the effect of a-(227Th)irradiation on p53 transgenic mice which are either 
transgenic for a mutant p53 gene or double transgenic for mutant p53 and an endogenous 
retrovirus. The transgenic mice are characterized by an increased risk for tumorigenesis 
including development of osteosarcomas. 
ad d) A culture model of in vitro differentiating osteogenic tissue derived from mandibular 
condyles of neonatal mice was used to study 223Ra effects on osteogenic tissue. Irradiation of 
mandibular condyles from neonatal mice with with doses ranging between 0.007 kBq!ml and 
7.4 kBq!ml224Ra for 3.5, 7, 10.5, 14, and 21 days in the presence and in the absence of 
infectious retroviruses induced enhancement of proliferation together with increased osteogenic 
differentiation in irradiated tissues. These findings suggested that a-irradiation enhances the 
susceptibility of skeletal cells to proliferation-inducing effects of bone-pathogenic retroviruses. 
The enhancement of cell proliferation, which was observed in low dose-irradiated mandibular 
condyles, was not due to enhanced transcriptional activity or significant induction of the growth 
control genes c1os, c-jun or c-myc. 
Irradiated mandibular condyles showed enhanced RNA levels of the T1 gene. T1 is a gene 
stimulated by the oncogene Ha-ras and was isolated from Ha-ras transformed Nlli3T3 cells. 
T1 expression was analysed by reverse transcription of total cellular RNA from irradiated 
condyles and sequence-specific amplification of a 400 bp sequence by PCR. In contrast to non-
irradiated tissues, irradiated tissues showed expression of T1 at 2 hours after start of the 
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culture, suggesting that T1 is activated by 223Ra In situ hybridization analysis showed high T1 
expression in the progenitor cell layer of the tissues, indicating that these cells are particularly 
sensitive to 223 Ra in skeletal tissue. 
Irradiated and/or retrovirus infected mandibular condyles were dissociated by collagenase and 
single cell suspensions were used to establish monolayer cell lines. The highest cell 
proliferation was found in cell lines established from tissue which had been irradiated and 
infected, indicating a cooperative effect of a-iirradiation and retrovirus infection on skeletal cell 
growth. 
Osteoblast-progenitor cell lines (KM) and clonal sublines (KMK) therefrom have been 
established from normal mice and from myc-transgenic, from p53 transgenic, from myc/p53 
transgenic F1 mice as well as from p53 null mice lacking one or both functional p53 genes. 
Different cell lines from each of these genotypes varied significantly in their sensitivity to 
radiation-induced cell transformation. A maximal effective dose of 3 Gy was established for 
induction of cell transformation. 
Cooperating effects of" irradiation and retrovirus infection on cell transformation were 
observed in these osteoblast-progenitor cell lines. Whereas noninfeced KM2-cells were not 
transformed by irradiation, cell transformation was observed in retrovirus-infected cells and 
transformation frequency increased dose-dependently after irradiation. 
ad e) In vitro short term irradiation and/or retrovirus infection are not sufficient for the 
induction of neoplastic transformation of skeletal tissue. Osteoblast-progenitor cell lines are 
more sensitive for retrovirus and/or radiation-induced transformation than tissue cultures, 
however, subcutaneous transplantation of morphologically transformed cells does not 
consistently lead to tumorigenesis in syngeneic mice. 
Publications 
Goralczyk, R., Closs, E.I., RUther, U., Wagner, E.F., StrauB, P.G., Erfle, V., Schmidt, J. 
Characterization of fos-induced osteogenic tumours and tumour-derived murine cell lines. 
Differentiation 44:122-131 1990. 
Leib-Mosch, C., Brack-Wemer, R., Salmons, B., Schmidt, J., StrauB, P.G., Hehlmann, R., 
Erfle, V. The significance of retroviruses in oncology. Onkologie 13:405-414 1990. 
Pedersen, L., Strauss, P.G., Schmidt, J., Luz, A., Erfle, V., Jprgensen, P., Kjeldgaard, 
N.O., Pedersen, F.S. Pathogenicity of Balb/c-derived N-tropic murine leukemia viruses. 
Virology 179:931-935 1990. 
Luz, A., MUller, W.A., Linzner, U., Strauss, P.G., Schmidt, J., MUlller, K., Atkinson, M., 
Murray, A.B., Gossner, W., Erfle, V., Hofler, H. Bone tumour induction after incorporation 
of short-lived radionuclides. Radiat. Environ. Biophys. 30:225-227 1991. 
Aresu, 0., Nicolo, G., Allavena, G., Melchiori, A., Schmidt, J., Kopp, J.B., d'Amore, E., 
Chader,-G., Albini, A. Invasive activity, spreading on and chemotactic response to laminin are 
proterties of high but not low metastatic mouse osteosarcoma cells. Invasion and 
Metastasis.11 :2-13, 1991. 
Hallberg, B., Schmidt, J., Luz, A., Pedersen, F.S., Grundstrom, T. SL3-3 Enhancer factor 1 
transcriptional activators are required for tumor formation by SL3-3 murine leukemia virus. J. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
Retroviral proviral elements may be carried in the germ line of birds and mammals and their 
expression may be repressed in somatic cells although the proviral transcriptional unit is fully 
functional. We have used endogenous proviruses as models for the analysis offactors affecting the 
activation ofretrotransposon elements and for the possible pathogenic effects caused by activated 
elements. In a new development we use retroviral vectors to establish a cell culture model for the 
study of radio-sensitive sites in DNA. 
Specific objectives were: 
1) To analyze molecular mechanisms of radiation-activation of silent proviral genes. 
2) To determine pathogenic sequences in proviral genes. 
3) To construct and test retroviral vectors with telomere-like repeat DNA. 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Activation of silent proviral genes. 
The expression of endogenous ecotropic proviruses has been shown to vary considerably among 
inbred strains of mice. This variation, of importance for strain-dependent disease development, 
may be determined by cis-acting DNA elements within the proviral sequences as well as by the site 
of integration. The germ line of the low leukaemic Balb/c strain carries, at the locus emv-1, a 
single ecotropic provirus that is never expressed at high levels in vivo and rarely spontaneously 
activated in derived cell cultures. Similarly, integrated retroviral vector proviruses may be 
transcriptionally inactive when integrated at certain DNA sites. As models for activation of 
retrotransposon elements we have focussed on mechanisms of activation of the emv-1 provirus 
in Balb 3T3 cultures and on activation of silent Akv-neo and SL3-3-neo vector proviruses in L691 
mouse lymphoma cells. 
Actively dividing cultures ofBalb 3T3 cells were exposed to a low dose of gamma-radiation 
(700 rads). Five days after the treatment, cells with an active provirus were identified by 
immunostaining using antibodies directed against the proviral Gag or Env proteins. Gamma-
irradiation, which efficiently results in strand breaks, yields low frequencies of virus induction (1 0"3 
- 1 O""). 
Using the model of silent vector proviruses, rare cells with activated proviruses can be selected 
by growth in G418 containing medium. By subsequent growth in medium without G418, provirus 
expression falls back to zero, thereby demonstrating the reversibility of provirus activation. 
Silencing of a provirus may result from the presence of an inhibitor or the absence of specific 
activating factors. A negative influence may come from DNA-methylation that has a role in the 
establishment of inert chromatin structures. Irradiation may reduce DNA-methylation as a result 
of specific damage of DNA at the locus or by a general effect on DNA synthesis and repair. 
Specific activating factors that may overcome the repression may appear as a result of biochemical 
changes after irradiation. 
The work has focussed mainly on negative effects associated with methylation of DNA at the 
locus in the untreated cell. As previously seen for other proviruses we observed an increase in 
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frequencies of activation after irradiation in cell cultures treated with BrdUrd during DNA repair. 
We also found an increase of provirus activaton after 5-azacytidine treatment. It suggests that a 
modification by methylation of DNA double helix can influence endogenous provirus induction. 
The expression of the provirus may still be sensitive to the influences of chromatin structure, DNA 
modification and cis-acting control elements in the flanking host cell sequences. 
We have used 5 -azacytidine treatment of cells in culture to demethylate a large part of CpG 
dinucleotides. Southern blotting analysis shows that the region corresponding to the endogenous 
provirus sequence is highly methylated. A few specific sites in this sequence were found to be only 
partially methylated in a population ofuntreatred cells. By treatment with 5-azacytidine we have 
been able to activate proviruses in about 20% of the cells. In nuclear extracts we have detected 
proteins that bind to a methylated DNA-probe from the provirus promoter. A search for such 
proteins may be important to understand the mechanisms of repression and activation of provirus 
transcription. 
Two strategies have been pursued to identifY activated proviral genes in mammalian cells By the 
first strategy a provirus product is picked up by recombination with a defective retroviral vector 
carrying a selectable marker gene. In continuation of the work presented by Lund et al. (1993), 
we use vectors with a defective binding site for the tRNA primer. By the second approach, a 
provirus RNA product is detected by its ability to be selectively incorporated into retroviral 
particles. In the latter approach we have used cell lines engineered to produce retroviral proteins 
from RNA that is not in itself encapsidated 
2) Pathogenicity of proviral genes. 
The proviral L TR may regulate both retroviral and adjacent genes. Provirus reinsertions 
resulting from activation of an endogenous provirus may therefore be part of a cascade of 
radiation induced events leading to transformation. We have developed a hemi-specific polymerase 
chain reaction technique that allows the determination of DNA sequences adjacent to a provirus 
or to another piece of DNA of known sequence by a simple two-step procedure (S0rensen et al., 
J. Virol. 1993) The technique uses partly degenerate primers with a defined pentanucleotide 
sequence in the 3' end. We have further expanded the potential of this technique by testing a 
number of new primers. The methodology has been applied to proviral integrations in tumours and 
in cell culture models as well as to analysis of other regions associated with genetic rearrange-
ments. 
We have continued our previous collaborative work with Institut fur Molekulare Virologie, GSF, 
FRG, on a panel of molecular clones of endogenous proviruses or proviruses from radiation 
induced or non-radiation induced osteosarcomas and tumours of the haematopoietic system. 
Results are emerging from a long-term series of experiments of the pathogenic potency and 
tumorigenic specificity of specifically engineered mutated and recombinant viruses. As part of 
these studies tumour DNAs are analyzed for proviral integration sites and for alterations in LTR 
sequences that occur during tumourigenesis. 
3) Retroviral vectors with telomere-like repeat DNA. 
This project is directly linked to work carried out in the group of Dr. Roger Cox, National 
Radiological Protection Board, U.K., on radiation induced myeloid leukaemia and chromosome 
2 fragility. Interstitital telomere-like repeat arrays on chromosome 2 may be linked to its sensitivity 
to radiaiton induced rearrangements and may have a role in radiation-induced myeloid leukaemia. 
To establish a cell culture model system that allows the study of the radiosensitivity of telomere-
like repeat sequences inserted into various chromosomal locations, we have inserted DNA-
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sequence elements with telomere-like arrays of biological or chemical origin into a retroviral 
vector. We have documented that retroviral vectors with shorter repeat arrays are transferred 
accurately and efficiently and begun studies of radiosensitivity of cell clones with telomere-like 
repeats inserted at various chromosomal locations. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The working programme 1992-1995 on "Research on the Management of 
Accidentally Radiation Exposed Persons" conducted by the groups in Ulm (Prof. 
Fliedner), in Rotterdam (Prof. Wagemaker), in Rome (Prof. Covelli) and in Paris 
(Prof. Jammet) is outlined in table 1 (see page 5). From this table it can be seen that 
the objectives of the working programme were to contribute to four research areas: 
• pathophysiology of radiation induced alterations of the 
immune-hematopoietic system, the respiratory and the 
gastrointestinal systems and the central nervous system 
• diagnosis of the radiation syndromes: preclinical and clinical 
approaches 
• prevention of the radiation syndromes 
• therapy of the radiation syndromes 
Table 1 also indicates which group contributed in more detail to what research area. 
There is no doubt that all groups did more research work than could reasonably be 
expected in the frame of the given time and available resources. Two major 
symposia were held between the contributing scientists, one in Ulm (Germany) in 
May 1993 and one in Paris (France) in Jan./Feb. 1994. Beyond that many bi- or 
trilateral consultations were held so that the contributing scientists had the 
opportunity to discuss with each other important aspects resulting in an intensive 
approach of coordinated research in the given field. 
As far as the pathophysiology of radiation induced alterations of the immune-
hematopoietic system is concerned, the Group of Prof. Wagemaker contributed 
extensively to the radiobiological characterization of hemopoietic stem and 
progenitor cells and their subsets analyzed by most advanced technology. They 
came to the conclusion that the short-term and most likely the long-term repopulatin~ 
stem cells are confirmed to the small (0.05 of all bone marrow cells) CD34+/oRdu 
fraction. The Group of Prof. Fliedner studied extensively the biological and molecular 
biology characterization of stem and progenitor cells with the goal of their 
purification which is a prerequisite for their characterization in terms of replication 
and differentiation. They succeeded to develop a novel approach resulting in a rapid 
isolation of pure {>99.5% purity by FACS analysis) CD34+uN- cells. This group also 
studied -using the reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) -the 
expression of antigens linked to differentiation in single CD34+ cells from cord blood 
(CB), peripheral blood (PB) and multipotent cells from blasts cell colonies (BCCs). 
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The Group of Prof. Jammet (Dr H. Magdelenat) paid particular attention to the 
mechanisms and modulation of radiation induced apoptosis of human lymphocytes 
and established that radiation exposure of these cells induces not only nucleosomal 
degradation of chromatin but also the degradation of 28S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). 
Furthermore, there is evidence of a relationship between ubiquitin gene expression, 
ubiquitination of nuclear proteins and radiation mediated apoptosis in normal human 
peripheral blood lymphocytes suggesting that the polyubiquitin gene appears to be 
one of the "death" genes in y-ray mediated apoptosis. The particular interest of the 
Group of Prof. Covelli in Rome in this research area concentrated on the 
pathophysiology of the immune system and on the interaction of cytokines to modify 
the radiation response. 
In summarv. the consortium has been quite successful in promoting the 
pathophysiological basis of therapeutic approaches to overcome the acute radiation 
syndrome in man, using the most advanced technologies available 
In the research area "diagnosis of the radiation syndromes: preclinical and clinical 
approaches", all groups were able to make innovative contributions. The Rotterdam 
Group (Prof. Wagemaker) studied hemopoietic growth factors in vivo to assess and 
diagnose the residual capacity of the bone marrow after high dose exposure to 
radiation with special reference to growth factors that stimulate immature 
hemopoietic cells. The Ulm Group (Prof. Fliedner) advanced the possibilities to 
detect DNA damage after exposure doses of 0.3-1 cGy by means of single cell gel 
electrophoresis methods ("Comet Assay") and developed a new approach to detect 
residual damage in mononuclear blood cells by exposing them to a standard 
conditioning dose. With this approach residual damage was detected - for instance 
in children from the Chernobyl region, in liquidators and in patients after 1311 
therapy. Thus, it appears that a tool is available that is less time-consuming but of 
equal value to chromosomal studies. The Ulm Group also advanced their 
"biomathematical granulocyte system model" to assess radiation damage to the stem 
cell pool in the marrow spaces by extrapolating from the granulocyte response 
pattern after irradiation, how many (virtual=calculated) stem cells must have been 
affected and to establish a threshold value for the need to treat bone marrow failure 
by stem cell transplantation. The Group in Paris (Prof. Jammet, Dr. E.D. Carosella) 
contributed to this area by studying the effects of total body irradiation (given for 
therapeutic reasons) in its effect on the various lymphocyte populations in their 
radiation response. They concluded that T and B subsets seem to be equally 
radiosensitive after in vivo TBI with the exception of one immature thymocyte subset. 
However, by comparison, the CD34+ progenitor/stem and natural killer (NK) cells 
seem to be more radioresistant. These findings are of importance for the 
pathophysiological evaluation of effects of radiation exposure. The Group in Paris 
(Dr. Magdelenat) contributed also interacting data on the plasma concentration of 
various cytokines during the first 24 hours after TBI in patients but concluded that 
more work has to be done in order to determine whether cytokines may be employed 
in the assessment of radiation injury. 
Under term "prevention of the radiation syndromes", studies are summarized to 
investigate which means are available to modify the radiation syndromes in such a 
way that they would result in a diminished impairment of health. In this sense, the 
term "prevention" should be understood by refering to "secondary prevention". In this 
area, two major questions were addressed: in what way would the administration of 
cytokines be useful to accelerate hemopoietic recovery to avoid the need for 
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tntensive care and in what way can one avoid graft rejection and graft-versus-host 
disease if an allogeneic stem cell transplantation has to be done to save the 
patients life. The Rotterdam Group (Prof. Wagemaker) completed and published a 
full study on the in vivo efficacy and side effects of IL-3, of IL-6 and tested the IL-
6/IL-3 combination of growth factors in vivo. In addition, they completed a study of 
receptor distributions of IL-6, IL-3, GM-CSF and SCF. The Ulm Group (Prof. 
Fliedner) expanded the basic knowledge in this field by preclinical studies 
addressing two questions: Is growth factor treatment able to stimulate hemopoietic 
activity in protected marrow (after partial body irradiation) and will growth factor 
treatment accelerate repopulation of an irradiated bone marrow by stimulating the 
seeding of stem cells from protected marrow sites. It could be shown that the 
repopulation of damaged bone marrow sites can be accelerated by administration of 
two growth factors (rhG-CSF and rhGM-CSF). The Group in Paris (Prof. Jammet, Dr. 
A Fischer) concentrated on the problem of avoiding graft rejection and graft-versus-
host disease after haploid identical marrow transplantation by infusion of donor T 
cells devoid of alloreactivity towards a recipient. They showed that the infusion of 
anti-host-depleted T cells to haplo-compatible irradiated mice together with T 
depleted marrow syngeneic to the T cells led to significant protection against both 
GVHD and rejection and to increased survival. The Group in Rome (Prof. Covelli) 
studied improved technologies for a rapid and precise HLA typing in humans. This 
technique requires a small amount of cells for DNA extractton (5 x 106) a reasonable 
ttme (6 hours) and is at low cost (60 US $). Thus, it can be expected to improve the 
approaches to reduce or avoid immunological consequences after bone marrow 
transplantation. 
The consortium also contributed extensively to the field of therapy of the radiation 
syndromes in a variety of means and ways. The Group in Rotterdam (Prof. 
Wagemaker) identified a "window" of about 7-10 Gy of TBI where hemopoietic stem 
cell transplantation should be considered and further developed as a life saving 
therapy for radiation accident victims, at least to abridge a period of 4-12 weeks of 
profound cytopenia. In this area, the transfusion of allogeneic CD34+ positive cells 
to achieve transient engraftment as a means to facilitate the mangement of radiation 
accident victims was considered to be most relevant. A similar conclusion was 
reached by the Ulm Group (Prof. Fliedner). In cooperation with transplant teams of 
the Hematology Departments in Heidelberg, Ulm and Houston, Texas, the results of 
blood stem cell transfusions performed under autologous and allogeneic conditions 
to repopulate aplastic bone marrow were evaluated. It was conclusively 
demonstrated that the most appropriate indicator of stem cells in a transfusate are 
CD34+ cells and that their number correlates with the granulocyte pattern of 
regeneration and is proportionate to the number of "virtual" stem cells calculated by 
means of biomathematical simulation. The Group in Paris (Prof. Jammet, Dr. 
Magdelenat, Dr. Carosella, Dr. Gluckman) used clinical opportunities to address 
several basic as well as applied questions. This group has a particular competence 
in the use of cord blood hemopoietic stem cells as an alternative source of stem 
cells. More than 50 cord blood transplants have shown that long-term engraftment 
can be achieved in patients with different diagnoses including both malignant and 
non-malignant disorders. However, the number of cells transplanted is low compared 
to blood or bone marrow derived stem cells. Therefore - at present - the time of 
hemopoietic recovery seen is relatively long. Therefore, a lot of research has been 
done to characterize the biological properties of cord blood cells by means of cell 
culture techniques. Also studies have been performed on the immunological 
properties of cord blood cells which is important for answering the question of the 
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induction of graft-versus-host disease using cord blood cells. In addition, extensive 
studies have been performed in Paris to show that it is possible and feasible to 
expand the number of progenitor cells in cord blood by the molecule CD31 mAb in 
the presence of growth factors like rhGM-CSF, rhCSF and erythropoietin. Thus, cord 
blood stem cells - especially after amplification - will have to be considered a very 
important alternative source of stem cells to reconstitute radiation induced 
hemopoietic failure. 
It is also worth pointing out that data bases have been set up in Ulm and in Paris to 
collect case histories of patients given irradiation and appropriate treatment. 
Furthermore, registries are available for recruiting stem cell donors, including a 
European Cord Blood Bank. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt that the Consortium of Scientists in Rotterdam, 
Paris, Rome and Ulm has very successfully contributed to the improvement of 
existing and the development of new approaches to manage accidentally radiation 
exposed persons. 
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Table 1: 
Prof. Jammet 
FRANCE 
Dr. Wagemaker 
NETHERLANDS 
Prof. Covelli 
ITALY 
Prof. Fliedner 
GERMANY 
1 Pathophystology of rad.Ja- Rad.Jallon mduced depresswn Reassessment of the radtatton The mfluence of toruzmg Rephcatton and drlferenttatton 
tton mduced alterattons of chfferent celllmes of blood sensttMty of hemopmettc racbahon on funchons of ofhemopmettc stem cells after 
of the cell formation wtth parttcular stem cells lymphocyte populahons total and parttal body 
emphasts on mteracb.on of UTadiatton 
stem cells and stroma cells 
I 1 Immuno-hematopmehc Kmettcs of vanous categones Influence of mtenstve care on 
system of lymphocytes LDOSO of bone marrow 
damage 
l 2 Resprratory and gastro- Posstbtbtles and lmutat10ns to 
mtestmal system tolerate smgle. repeated 
radtatton exposw-es m relation 
to dose and dose rate 
I 3 Central nervous system Development of radiation 
mduced changes m the CNS 
neurolog~cal and psychic 
consequences, EEG changes 
D1agnos1S of the radta- Indtcators ofTBI and PBI Sttmulatton by hemopotettc 
tton syndromes pre- Indtcators of efiictency of growth factors as a test for the 
cluucal and chrucal growth factors, models relatmg capactty of autochthonous 
approaches bwlog:tcal mdtcators and regeneration 
phystcal dosunetry 
Kmettcs of hemopmehc 
reconstitutiOn after total and 
parttal body rrradtatton 
development of btomathe-
mattcal models to sunulate 
pathophyswlogtcal courses of 
events to assess the remammg 
and !Dlbatmg stem cell pool 
Assessment of radiation da-
mage to the mtcroenvrronment 
of the bone marrow. the lung 
and the GI system 
Btolog:tcal mchcators to Blood cell dcvtatlon (quantity, 
evaluate the radtatton mduced quahty) as prognostic melt-
damage of the unmune sytem cators for or agamst stem cell 
and to predtct the patholog:tcal transplantation (granulocytes, 
consequences blood stem cells, platelets) 
Chromosomal and smgle cell 
DNA tnjwy changes as 
mdtcators for hematopotetlc 
cell system damage 
Prevention of the radta- Use of enzymes to prevent the Hemopotettc growth factors as Recombmant cytokmes as Prophylactic adnurustratwn of 
growth factors to prevent 
racbatlon hemopotetlc fatlure 
lion syndromes development of fibrottc ~radtoprotectors" "radtoprotectors" 
changes {lung. skm) and of 
vascular late effects 
Therapy of the radtatlon Methods for mhtbttlon of graft Acceleration of autochthonous 
syndromes versus host dtsease (GvHD) regeneration by hemopOietic 
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Head of project 1: Prof. Fliedner 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The Ulm Group under the directorship of Prof. Dr. T. M. Fliedner envisaged to 
contribute to the cooperative programme on "Research on the Management of 
Accidentally Radiation Exposed Persons" in the following areas: 
In the field of "pathophysiology of radiation induced alterations of the immune-
hematopoietic system", the work concentrated on the replication and differentiation 
of hemopoietic stem cells and on the assessment of radiation damage to the 
microenvironment of the bone marrow and on the radiation response characteristics 
of stromal progenitor cells and their modulation by growth factors. In the field of 
improvement of diagnostic possibilities of radiation syndromes. it was the intention to 
analyze blood cell changes as an indicator to assess the need for stem cell 
transplantation. In addition, it was important to use a new tool - the comet assay - as 
an indicator for hematopoietic cell system changes. In the area of prevention of the 
radiation syndromes. the Ulm Group concentrated on the prophylactic administration 
of growth factors in the canine model and on the development of stem cell banks for 
"persons at risk". Finally, the Ulm Group contributed to the therapy of the radiation 
syndromes by improving approaches to use blood derived stem cells for bone 
marrow reconstitution and by the evaluation of drugs that enhance the endogenous 
production of hemopoietic growth factors. 
Ill. Progress achieved including publications 
Pathophysiology of radiation induced alterations of the immune-hematopoietic 
system 
1 1 Studies on the pathophysiological mechanisms of hemopoietic stem cell 
replication and differentiation as a basis to better understand the mechansims 
of radiation response 
Hemopoiesis is sustained by a pool of hemopoietic stem cells (HSC) that are defined 
by their ability to self-renew and to differentiate into lineage(s)-committed 
progemtors. The progenitors in turn differentiate into morphologically recogmzable 
precursors, which mature to terminal elements circulating in the peripheral blood 
(PB). Monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) directed against the CD34 antigen recognize a 
heterogeneous population of progenitor cells, wh1ch represents approximately 1-2% 
of the mononuclear cells (MNC) present 1n human bone marrow (BM) and umbilical 
cord blood (CB). The CD34+ population comprises largely progenitor cells 
committed to erythroid, granulomonocytic, megakaryocytic or B lymphoid lineage, 
but also multipotential progenitor cells and a small subset of repopulating stem cells. 
Based on cell-surface antigen expression the CD34 population can be divided into 
subsets with differing functional properties, as evaluated by in vitro colony assays, 
long-term culture systems, blast cell colony assays (CFU-B) and xenograft models 
such as immunodeficient mice and fetal sheep 
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Development of HSC/HPC purification strategies are essential for the investigation 
of radiaton effects on primitive hemopoietic stem cells. Several monoclonal antibody-
based strategies such as immunoaffinity columns or immunomagnetic particles have 
been applied to purify CD34+ cells and immature subsets thereof. For experimental 
purposes or for autologous stem cell transplantations positive/negative as well as 
negative/positive selection strategies have been reported to result in highly purified 
fractions of CD34+un- cells or other immature CD34+ subsets. Isolation of highly 
purified, complex CD34+ subpopulations can be accomplished most reliably by flow 
cytometry cell sorting. This has been applied to isolate undifferentiated CD34+ 
hemopoietic progenitor cells {HPC) from different stem cell sources such as those 
that were CD34+CD33-CD1B-, CD34+CD33-, CD34+CD3B-, CD34+CD45RA-
IIowcD?1-IIow, CD34+HLA-DR-c-kit+llow, CD34+Thy-1 +un-. 
Due to the low frequency of CD34+ cells lengthy flow cytometry cell sorting times are 
necessary to obtain a sufficient number of highly purified cells. This difficulty may be 
overcome by enrichment of CD34+ cells prior to sorting. However, CD34+ 
enrichment protocols must be compatible with the subsequent cell sorting step, i.e., 
anti-CD34 as well as other color-conjugates MoAbs used for flow cytometry 
purification of enriched CD34+ cells must specifically recognize their targets. CD34+ 
cells can be rapidly isolated from different hemopoietic sources using MoAbs 
directed to CD34 and immunomagnetic beads. Subsequent flow cytometry cell 
sort1ng requires removal of beads from enriched CD34+ cells, usually by enzymatic 
treatment with chymopapain. Further purification of enriched, chymopapa1n treated 
CD34+ cells with primitive immunophenotype by cell sorting requires identification of 
chymopapain res1stant key cell surface antigens. 
Development of this two-step protocol has allowed the Ulm Group to isolate highly 
purified immature CD34+ subsets which are then available for further functional and 
molecular characterization. Furthermore, an improved purification strategy for the 
rapid isolation of pure {>99,5% purity by FACS analysis) CD34+uN- cells has been 
recently developed by the Ulm Group {unpublished results). These early progenitors 
are highly enriched in L TC-ICs and CFU-Bs and thus comprise a considerable 
proportion of primitive HSCs/HPCS which are available for studies aimed to analyze 
the effects of ionizing irradiation at the molecular level. However, the mechanisms 
that control proliferation and differentiation of primitive HSCs/early HPCs under 
physiological conditions as well as after exposure to ionizing irradiation are still 
poorly understood. This is largely due to {i) the extreme rarity of early HPCs and 
HSCs in human CB, PB and BM, {ii) limitations of presently available protocols that 
do not allow the isolation of homogeneously purified CD34+ subsets, and (iii) 
quantitative difficulties when only a few cells are available for analysis. Thus, single 
cell analysis by using highly sensitive techniques such as the RT-PCR may be 
applied to resolve these problems. 
The Ulm Group has applied and refined the reverse transcriptase polymerase chain 
reaction {RT-PCR) technique to study expression of antigens linked to differentiation 
1n smgle CD34+ cells from cord blood (CB), peripheral blood (PB) and multipotent 
cells from blast cell colonies {BCCs). This strategy was used to investigate the 
mRNA phenotype of multipotent BCCs. Notably, the mRNA phenotype of BCCs 
revealed that BCCs are characterized by the expression of a unique differentiation 
marker profile, i.e., CD34+CD33-CD3B-Thy-1-c-kit+, and thus resemble primitive 
hemopoietic cells with stem cell-like phenotype. Furthermore, extensive studies on 
the mRNA phenotype of single cells derived from BCCs revealed that BCCs 
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represent a homogeneous population of cells. Thus BCC derived cells may 
represent a precious source of a homogeneous population of undifferentiated 
hemopoietic cells for further unicellular culture studies. Studies are now underway to 
investigate whether single cells from BCCs can be induced to unilineage 
differentiation and proliferation. This would allow us to investigate the cascade of 
gene expression that controls differentiation along a particular hemopoietic lineage. 
The RT-PCR was also applied to investigate effects of chymopapain on epitopes of 
several key cell surface markers coexpressed with CD34. Antigen expression was 
comparatively analyzed by flow cytometry and the limiting dilution reverse 
transcription polymerase chain reaction (LD RT-PCR): LD RT-PCR allows to detect 
the expression of antigens degraded by chymopapain, which are not identified by 
flow cytometry. Monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs) that recognize chymopapain-
resistant epitopes on several coexpressed cell surface markers were identified: 
these included MoAbs directed against CD11 a, CD13, CD18, CD38, CD45RO, 
CD51, HLA-DR, Thy-1, c-kit, flt-3 and mdr-1. RT-PCR of single sorted CD34+CD1B-, 
CD34+CD33-, CD34+CD3B-, CD34+Thy-1- and CD34+c-kit- cells, as well as 
corresponding double-positive cells, demonstrated that their antigenic phenotype 
corresponded with their mRNA phenotype. The frequency (LD RT-PCR) of CD18, 
CD38, Thy-1 and c-kit RT-PCR signals on pure sorted CD34+co1s-, CD34+co3s-, 
CD34+Thy-1- and CD34+c-kit- cells, respectively, was similar in corresponding 
subsets treated (chym+) or not (chym-) with chymopapain. 
Furthermore, by competitive RT-PCR we demonstrated downmodulation of the CD34 
mRNA in single sibling CD34+ cells induced to erythroid unilineage differentiation. 
Thus, RT-PCR allows semiquantitation of mRNA transcripts in individual cells. Our 
study on the phenotypic profile of CB CD34+ cells shows that several key cell 
surface markers of hemopoietic progenitor cells are chymopapain resistant. More 
important, the results of the Ulm Group demonstrate that the RT-PCR can be applied 
to the analysis of multiple RNA species and their quantitation in single hemopoietic 
progenitor cells. This RT-PCR approach will be used in forthcoming studies to 
analyze and semiquantitate both markers linked to differentiation and genes that 
control proliferation and differentiation in early, intermediate and late HPCs and 
HSCs which have been exposed or not to ionizing irradiation. Furthermore, the Ulm 
Group has performed collaborative studies aimed to induce differentiation and 
proliferation of highly purified HSCs/HPCs along specific hemopoietic lineages. 
Notably, it could be demonstrated that highly purified HSCs/HPCs stimulated by the 
recently cloned growth factor thrombopoietin alone, proliferate and differentiate 
selectively along the megakaryocytic lineage. The establishment of cell culture 
conditions within the frame of this European project that allows unilineage 
differentiation of highly purified HSCs/HPCS along the megakaryocytic, erythroid, 
granulocytic and monocytic lineage will enable further studies on the effects of 
iomzing irradiation on different hemopo1et1c lineages. 
Other studies of the Ulm Group have focussed on the effects of early acting 
hemopoietic growth factors (HGFs) on the repair of radiation induced damage to 
highly purified hemopoietic CD34+ cells. After exposure of CD34+ cells to different 
radiation doses (0-146 cGy) the effects of HGFs on the repair kinetic were 
investigated. Combinations of interleukin-3 (IL-3), IL-6 and c-kit ligand proved to be 
most effective with respect to radiation-induced damage as evaluated by 
clonogenetic assay and Comet-assay. 
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Currently, further studies are being performed in the Ulm laboratory aimed to 
investigate HGF requirement for the ex vivo expansion of radiation-exposed and 
non-exposed primitive hemopoietic stem/progenitor cells. 
1.2 Assessment of radiation-induced DNA damage in canine bone marrow 
stromal cells and hemopoietic cells as measured by the comet assay 
The progenitor cells of the stromal elements in canine bone marrow are much less 
radiosensitive than the hemopoietic progenitor cells as reflected by their respective 
D0 values of- 2.5 Gy and in the range of 0.12 to 0.6 Gy. It was of interest to know 
whether such differences could be related at least in part to the amount or the nature 
of the initial damage to the genome. 
To test for this possibility, the alkaline single-cell gel electrophoresis technique for 
the in situ quantitation of DNA strand breaks and alkali-labile sites was employed. 
Canine buffy coat cells from BM aspirates and cells harvested from CFU-F colonies 
or from mixed populations of adherent BM stroma cell layers were exposed to 
increasing doses of X-rays, embedded in agarose gel on slides, lysed with 
detergents and placed in an electric field. DNA migrating from single cells in the gel 
was made visible as "comets" by ethidium bromide staining. Immediate DNA damage 
was much lower in cultured stroma cells than in hemopoietic cells in BM aspirates. 
These results suggest that the observed differences in clonogenic survival could be 
partly due to differences in the type of the initial DNA damage between stromal cells 
and hemopoietic cells. 
1.3 Characterization of radiation response characteristics of stromal progenitor 
cells (CFU-F) from canine bone marrow to in vitro irradiation and their 
modulation by hemopoietic growth factors 
In these experiments, it was tested whether clonogenic survival of CFU-F after in 
vitro irradiation can be influenced by growth factors present in the incubation period 
after irradiation. The radiation dose response-curves obtained under standard 
conditions in the presence of 20% fetal calf serum (FCS) were characterized by a D0 
value of 2.5±0.5 Gy. The addition of basic fibroblast growth factor (b-FGF) increased 
the plating efficiency but caused no significant changes in the D0 value. In contrast, 
the presence in the cultures of 10% serum obtained from total body irradiated dogs 
(-4 Gy) in the phase of bone marrow aplasia not only caused a similar increase in 
the plating efficiency but in addition was associated with a considerable increase in 
the radioresistance as reflected by the increased D0 value of -3.1 ±0.2 Gy. These 
results indicate that the proliferative capacity of stromal progenitor cells after 
irradiation is dependent on the presence of certain growth factors elaborated by the 
organism after radiation exposures. The nature of these factors is unclear. 
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2. Diagnostic possibilities of radiation syndromes 
2.1 Recognition of reversible and irreversible damage of the hemopoietic stem 
cell pool by bioengineering appraoches 
In the management of accidentally radiation exposed persons, the key question for 
the medical doctor is to answer the question whether or not a spontaneous recovery 
of the hemopoietic system can be expected or not. in the reporting period of 1992-
1995, the Ulm Group refined its approaches to assess the damage to the stem cell 
pool by homogeneous and inhomogeneous radiation exposure by means of 
bioengineering modeling. Based on the earlier model of granulocytic cell renewal, 
the pattern of granulocyte changes after total body exposure in different dose ranges 
was used to simulate this pattern by the biomathematical model developed. This 
allows one to associate a particular granulocytic response pattern with a particular 
number of remaining intact and of latently injured hemopoietic stem cells. One has to 
remember that the stem cells are distributed in the hemopoietic sites of marrow in 
the appropriate skeletal units (bones) and are normally in a continuous exchange via 
the migratory blood stem cell pool. After homogeneous penetrating radiation 
exposure, all stem cell sites would be expected to be injured to the same extent. 
However, in the real world, it is difficult to visualize such a homogeneous exposure 
and it is most likely that some parts of the stem cell pool distributed throughout the 
organism are injured more and others less. However, the question of a reversible or 
an irreversible damage to the stem cell system depends not on the "exposure dose" 
but on the number of Intact remaining stem cells somewhere in the skeleton. 
Therefore, the decisive value on which to base therapeutic strategies is not the 
calculated "exposure dose" but the number of "v1rtual stem cells" remaining mtact. 
There are two clear cut granulocyte response patterns after radiation exposure. If 
the blood granulocyte concentration increases during the first 12-36 hours and 
decreases precipitously between days 4 and 6 after irradiation to values below 200-
300 per mm3, this pattern is compatible with a dose to complete destruction of the 
stem and progenitor cell pools. The number of remaining virtual stem cells 
calculated by the biomathematical model used is much lower than 1% of normal. 
Under these circumstances, the patient can only be saved by stem cell 
transplantation. If, however, the granulocytes decrease more slowly during the days 
4-6 after irradiation after a transient abortive rise, most likely to values of 300-800 
per mm3 at the most, this indicates some continued cell production in the 
hemopoietic precursor compartment. The calculated fraction of remaining intact 
virtual stem cells associated with such a granulocyte response pattern is in the order 
of 1-5% of normal. Under these circumstances, the therapeutic approach will include 
the use of antibiotics to combat possible infections, the use of platelets in case of 
severe thrombocytopenia and - most importantly - the use of growth factors to 
accelerate hemopoietic recovery which is expected to occur spontaneously under 
these conditions. Details of this approach are found in the list of publications 
2.2 The Comet Assay- A new biological indicator to assess genotoxic effects and 
the repair capacity in the hematopoietic cell system after irradiation 
Techniques which permit a quick and easy detection of DNA damage in cells of 
individuals accidently, environmentally or occupationally exposed to ionizing 
radiation are essential. So far, an analysis of structural chromosomal aberrations in 
mitogen-stimulated peripheral blood lymphocytes has had the greatest value in 
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radiation biomonitoring. Classic cytogenetic analysis as well as the micronucleus 
test are methods which measure an effect on cell systems in the human organism on 
the single cell level. The disadvantages of the cytogenetic methods are their 
limitation to proliferating cells as well as the time consuming preparation. Results 
can be expected only days or weeks after the actual exposure. Biochemical and 
molecular biological methods do not allow a statement about distribution of DNA 
damage (or repair) among individual cells. Furthermore, these test systems are not 
specific for radiation, require a large amount of cell material and are often not 
sensitve enough to detect low dose exposure. 
Our studies evaluated the applicability of the comet assay as a new tool for the 
biomonitoring of radiation exposed individuals. This technique detects single- and 
double-strand breaks, alkaline-labile damage, as well as incomplete excision repair 
sites in the DNA of individual cells. The advantages of this technique include: (a) 
data are collected at the level of single cells, providing information on the 
intercellular distribution of damage and repair; (b) the assay is sensitive, simple, and 
cost effective; (c) the assay requires only few cells for analysis; (d) the ability to 
evaluate DNA damage in proliferating and non-proliferating cells; (e) any cell 
population (e.g. cells isolated via beads or FACSsorter) can be used. 
In order to demonstrate the practicability of the comet assay for the detection of DNA 
damage caused by low doses of ionizing radiation, we exposed human peripheral 
blood cells to radiation (X-rays 2 - 300 cGy) in vitro. Our data showed that the extent 
of DNA damage was Significantly increased above the control values even at 5 cGy 
and that it showed a clear dose-relationship. To investigate the repair kinetics for 
radiation-induced DNA damage following acute and chronic (fractionated) irradiation, 
we exposed periperal blood to 100 cGy and examined the tail moment at different 
time intervals. Most of the repair (approximately 50%) occurred within the first 15 
minutes. This was followed by a period of slower repair. After incubation of 30 
minutes, the median tail moment decreased by approximately 60-70%. The repair 
was essentially complete by the end of 2 hours. Of great interest is the effect of a 
fractionated irradiation. For that we exposed human blood cells several times to 100 
cGy of X-rays, interrupted by a 2 hours period to permit repair. The DNA damage 
induced by one acute dose was repaired within 2 hours, whereas the effect of 
fractionated irradiation gave a totally different result. The tail moment of the initial 
damage increased indicating an accumulation of the damage and the repair activity 
clearly decreased. 
To test whether these effects can also be observed in vivo, we analyzed the blood 
cells of 40 patients subjected to a radioiodine therapy, one liquidator and one child 
involved in a radiation accident and 22 children from the Chernobyl region. 
First we assessed the intra-individual and inter-individual variability as well as the 
influence of age, sex and smoking habits in an unexposed control group of 100 
healthy volunteers. The results show that there is only a small and therefore 
neglectable variation in the intra-individual variability as well as in the inter-individual 
variability. No significant differences could be observed in relation to age, sex and 
smoking habits. In the following, the data of the control group are compared to the 
data obtained in the blood of persons exposed to ionizing radiation: 
Patients subjected to a radioiodine therapy. the average control value for the 
patients before therapy was the same as for a group of healthy volunteers. During 
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therapy with 1311 all of the patients showed a significant increase in DNA damage 
caused by ionizing radiation. One of the important outcomes of this study is the fact 
that very low doses of ionizing radiation in vivo lead to DNA damage. We could show 
significantly increased DNA damage for calculated blood doses (day of the max. 
damage) from 0.3 cGy to 41 cGy. Moreover, most of these patients showed repair 
within the observation time of 7-10 days. This study demonstrated that the comet 
assay is a sensitive biomarker for the measurement of genotoxic effects induced by 
low-doses of radiation. 
Children from radioactively contaminated regions in the Western Ukraine: these 
children live in contaminated areas and are therefore exposed to a chronical external 
and internal irradiation. To see whether there is an initial DNA damage and/or an 
affected repair of DNA damage in the blood cells, we analyzed the peripheral blood 
prior and several times after an in vitro irradiation of 100 cGy. The results we 
obtained revealed a significantly increased number of damaged blood cells in these 
children. Furthermore, the leukocytes of the children showed a decreased repair 
capacity in comparison to an unexposed control group. The same effects could be 
observed in a child who was accidently exposed to an intermitted dose of 1.5-2 Gy. 
In this child the DNA repair capacity of the blood cells was affected to an even 
higher degree. 
Chernobyl liquidator: the investigation of the Chernobyl worker also indicates that 
chronic radiation can lead to persisting DNA damage in vivo. 
The results of these studies indicated that intermitted or chronical exposure to 
radiation in vivo leads to a decreased DNA repair capacity of blood cells as 
monitored with the comet assay. 
In conclusion: 
On the one hand, we could show that the comet assay is an excellent indicator test 
capable of detecting DNA damage and repair following an acute exposure also to 
very low doses of ionizing radiation in vitro and in vivo. On the other hand, our 
results with the chronical or intermitted exposed persons pointed out that the DNA 
damage accumulates and that the repair capacity decreases. This shows that we are 
also able to detect chronic or intermitted radiation exposure even after a longer 
period of time and that we are able to recognize affected people by an impaired 
repair system. Thus, the comet assay is a good approach for the human 
biomonitoring of populations or single persons exposed to acute, intermitted or 
chronic ionizing radiation. 
3. Secondary Prevention and Treatment of the Radiation Syndromes 
3.1 In the field of research directed to the handling of radiation syndromes both 
aspects. i.e., prevention and therapeutical approaches were studied in pre-
clinical models on a common basis 
The aim of the experimental work was to study in dogs the efficiency of short-term 
growth factor treatments in accelerating the hemopoietic recovery after partial body 
irradiation with a large single dose given to a major fraction of the total bone marrow 
mass. The studies were focussed on two major questions: 1.) Whether growth factor 
treatment is able to stimulate the hemopoietic activitiy in the protected marrow 
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and/or 2) whether growth factor treatment can accelerate the repopulation of the 
irradiated bone marrow by stimulating the seeding of stem cells from the protected 
marrow sites. In the literature this latter process is termed "mobilisation". 
The two growth factors rhG-CSF (recombinant human granulocyte colony-stimulating 
factor) and rhGM-CSF (recombinant human granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor) were studied under strictly similar experimental conditions. 
The dogs received irradiation of the upper body (UBI) with a single dose of 11.7 Gy, 
comprising -72% of the total bone marrow mass. Treatment with both of the CSFs 
was employed for 7 days by daily injections of 30 llg/kg starting 24 hrs after UBI. The 
irradiated control animals showed a depression of the blood granulocytes to <30% of 
the initial values in the period from day 5 to day 1 0, followed by continuous recovery 
in the period from day 8 to day 15. In contrast, treatment with rhG-CSF caused much 
stronger effects, as reflected by two phases of granulocytosis and an early recovery 
to nearly normal levels at day 15 after UBI. Determinations of progenitor cells (GM-
CFC and BFU-E) and absolute cell numbers in defined BM samples revealed that 
rhG-CSF accE'Ierated the hemopoietic recovery in the irradiated sites within the first 
21 days after UBI in companson to the controls and the rhGM-CSF treated animals. 
Treatment with rhG-CSF, but not with rhGM-CSF, was associated with a strong 
supra-normal increase of progenitor cells in the blood within the first 8 days. 
Therefore, the enhanced repopulation in the irradiated bone marrow during and after 
treatment with rhG-CSF probably is due to enhanced seeding of stem cells from the 
protected marrow. In contrast, no clear effects of the treatment with rhG-CSF or 
rhGM-CSF could be detected in the protected (non-irradiated) marrow sites. The 
results indicate that under conditions of partial body irradiation the repopulation of 
extremely damaged bone marrow sites can be accelerated by treatment with the two 
growth factors tested. However, applied as short-term treatment, rhG-CSF proved to 
be superior to rhGM-CSF. 
3.2 Evaluation of stem cell transplantation after myeloablative therapy of patients 
with hemopoietic malignancies 
There is still a great deal of debate as far as the use of stem cell transplantation in 
the treatment of the acute radiation syndrome 1s concerned. The Ulm Group in the 
last four years utilized the opportunity to evaluate patients with hemopoietic 
malignancies that were treated by a myeloablative therapy followed by an 
autologous and allogeneic stem cell transplantation. 
These studies serve to refine the pathophysiological thinking of the use of 
plunpotent hemopoietic stem cells to treat hemopoietic failure such as seen after 
lethal total body radiation exposure. 
These studies were performed in close collaboration with the hematological groups 
in the Department of Medicine of the University of Ulm, in the Department of 
Medicine of the University of Heidelberg and in the Department of Medicine, 
Hematology and Oncology of the MD Anderson Hospital in Houston, Texas. Ten 
patients of the Heidelberg University Hospital suffering from acute myelocytic 
leukemia were given 14.4 Gy fractionated total body irradiation followed by an 
autologous blood stem cell transfusion. The hemopoietic progenitor cells were 
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collected by means of leukapheresis during the CFU-GM overshoot seen after 
cyclophosphamide administration. 
As a comparison, five AML patients of the Medical Department of the University of 
Ulm were subjected to allogeneic bone marrow transplantation. Six comparison 
patients were treated with autologous bone marrow transplantation with 
cryopreserved stem cells. Both patient groups received cyclophosphamide and 12 
Gy total body irradiation as a conditioning regimen. 
Six patients of the MD Anderson Hospital in Houston were included. They suffered 
from multiple myeloma and were conditioned with cyclophosphamide as well as 
busulphan and thiotepa and received autologous blood stem cells. These patients 
received G-CSF after autologous stem cell transplantation until 3000 granulocytes 
per J..LI were reached. 
In all these patients the granulocyte regeneration was observed and evaluated in 
relation to the number of stem or progenitor cells transfused. 
The analysis of the granulocyte response pattern was done usmg the 
biomathematical granulocyte model that was refined from previous work by the 
scientists (Prof. Dr. E.P. Hofer and Dr. B. Tibken) from the Department of 
Measurement, Control and Microtechnology of the University of Ulm. This model 
allows one to relate the granulocyte response pattern to the number of transfused 
hemopoietic stem and/or progenitor cells. 
The key question was whether the mathematical calculation of the virtual stem cells 
corresponded linearly to the number of biological stem and progenitor cells 
measured as colony-forming units or with the CD34+ cells in the transfusate. 
It was possible to simulate with the granulocyte model used the regeneration pattern 
of granulopoiesis after autologous and allogeneous bone marrow transplantation as 
well as after autologous blood stem cell transplantation in a total of 21 patients who 
did not receive cytokines after transplantation. 
In the simulation studies of six cases who received after autologous blood stem cell 
transplantation G-CSF for enhancement of regeneration, there are regeneration 
patterns that require further study. 
As far as the correlation between the calculated virtual stem cell number determined 
by the simulation model and the number of transfused stem and progenitor cells was 
of particular importance (Satz ist unvollstandig!!). There is no doubt that there is an 
excellent correlation between the calculated number of stem and progenitor cells if 
the CD34+ cells in the transfusate are used. There was not a convincing correlation 
between the calculated virtual stem cell number and the number of colony-forming 
units in the transfusate. 
This led to the conclusion that most likely one has in the future to determine the 
number of CD34+ cells in the transfusate as a reliable indicator of the presence of 
stem cells for the use in the treatment of radiation exposed persons. 
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Head of project 2: Dr G. Wagemaker 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
In the reporting period studies on the four subjects of research have been continued. 
Assessment of the radiation sensitivity of hemopoietic stem cell subsets which are 
relevant for both short-term and long-term hemopoietic regeneration is a key factor in 
the pathophysiology of radiation-induced alterations of the immunohemopoietic system. 
Priority has been given, therefore, to the identification of those subsets in both murine 
systems and rhesus monkeys as well as the development of vitro assays for immature 
hemopoietic cells. 
Studies on the in vivo of hemopoietic growth factors to assess and diagnose the residual 
capacity of the bone marrow after high dose exposure to radiation, with special 
reference to growth factors that stimulate immature hemopoietic cells. The studies were 
extended to circulating immature hemopoietic cells. 
The use of recombinant hemopoietic growth factors to enhance and accelerate 
immunohemopoietic reconstitution, with emphasis on those growth factors that 
accelerate the regeneration of immature, CD34 positive bone marrow cells; and, in 
conjunction: 
The search for an optimal combination of hemopoietic growth factors to shorten the 
duration of pancytopenia after high dose exposures, eventually followed by studies 
directed at a possible shift of the LD50/30d without supportive care. The use of 
allogeneic stem cell transplantation as a means to facilitate the management of high 
radiation victims is also studied in the rhesus monkey model. 
III Progress achieved including publications 
Mter establishment of a considerable heterogeneity of radiation sensitivity of stem cell 
subsets in mice, i.e., cells with long-term reconstitution being less radiosensitive than 
those responsible for short term recovery, and corroboration of these findings in rhesus 
monkeys in that supportive care alone allows for ultimate hemopoietic reconstitution 
which was not in agreement with the once assumed radiation sensitivity of hemopoietic 
stem cells characterized by a Do of 0.6 Gy, considerable attempts have been made to 
separate and characterize these subsets to determine the radiation sensitivity of purified 
stem cell populations. Using a murine competitive transplantation assay, the separation 
of short- and long-term reconstituting stem cell subsets became established, and specific 
limiting dilution type long-term bone marrow culture assays were developed. The 
frequency of the long-term reconstituting stem cells was estimated at 1-2 per 105 bone 
marrow cells and their pluripotential nature was demonstrated. In practice, this means 
that the properties, including the radiation sensitivity, of those cell populations can be 
directly studied. These results have been extrapolated to rhesus monkeys and humans. 
In rhesus monkeys, a limiting dilution long term bone marrow culture assay has been 
developed for stem cells subsets, which is being validated by flow cytometric 
phenotypic analysis and experiments directed at transplantation of subsets. The receptor 
distribution of immature CD34 positive cells of rhesus monkeys has been established 
for IL-6, IL-3, GM-CSF and SCF, which means that, in combination wit other surface 
markers such as RhLA-DR, a variety of stem cell subsets can be distinguished differing 
in stage of differentiation and/or maturation. The most immature stem cells have been 
tested for their in vivo properties using transplantation experiments. These results 
demonstrated that, in primates,the short-term and, most probably, also the long-term 
repopulating stem cells are confined to the small (0.05% of all bone marrow cells) 
CD34+/DRdull fraction. This fraction has been studied in detail for growth factor 
receptor distribution in vitro and growth factor responses in vivo. 
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The use of growth factor treatment as a diagnostic tool after high dose exposure has 
been further investigated. Earlier, we reported a disappointing correlation between 
radiation dose, growth factor treatment and recovery of mature peripheral blood cells. 
For this reason, the studies were extended to immature CD34 positive cells in both bone 
marrow and blood. Bone marrow aspirates to determine the number of clonogenic 
CD34 positive cells were highly informative with respect to the effects of growth factor 
treatment, but not before the third and the fourth week after radiation exposure. 
However, immature CD34 positive cells appeared to start circulating soon after 
irradiation, reaching a first peak value in the first week. The number of circulating 
CD34 positive cells appeared to be well related to bone marrow CD34 positive cells and 
is proposed now as a marker for residual stem cell numbers. 
The use of combinations of hemopoietic growth factors to accelerate hemopoietic 
reconstitution after total body irradiation was a central issue of research. Growth factors 
that stimulate the recovery of immature, CD34 positive bone marrow progenitor cells, 
such as IL-6, IL-3 and SCF are most likely required for optimal effectiveness of late 
acting growth factors such as erythropoietin, thrombopoietin and G-CSF, and on 
growth factors that stimulate the clinically important recovery of thrombocytes. With 
some 25 hemopoietic growth factors currently available, it is not feasible to test all 
possible permutations in an in vivo model. Therefore, this research is supported by the 
analysis of the receptor distribution of hemopoietic growth factors, which is thought to 
be related, be it in a complex way, to the in vivo responses to growth factors. We 
completed and published a full study on the in vivo efficacy and side effects of IL-3, 
completed a full study on IL-6, completed the receptor distributions of IL-6, IL-3, GM-
CSF and SCF and tested the IL-6/IL-3 combination of growth factors in vivo. These 
growth factors did not appear to act in synergism if given simultaneously. The 
preclinical development of thrombopoietin (TPO) has now become an immediate 
priority. Pilot experiments demonstrated that TPO is highly effective in preventing 
thrombopenia at the midlethal dose of 5 Gy TBI but ineffective at a dose of 8 Gy TBI, 
which is similar to all other, both early and late acting, growth factors studied. This 
leaves a window of about 7 - 10 Gy TBI where hemopoietic stem cell transplantation 
should still be considered and further developed as a life-saving therapy for radiation 
accident victims, at least to abridge a period of 4 weeks to 3 months of profound 
cytopenia. The use of allogeneic CD34 positive cells to achieve transient engraftment as 
a means to facilitate the management of radiation accident victims will be further studied 
in conjunction with the analysis of CD34 positive stem cells subsets reported above. 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The project is focussed on radiation damage and recovery of the immune 
system, aimed at designing appropriate strategies for medical intervention in 
radiation accidents and radiotherapy. 
The main objectives are: 
1. Effects of IL-11 on the recovery of T and B lymphocytes in sublethally 
irradiated mice. 
2. Technical improvements for rapid and precise HLA typing in humans. 
Studies on mice. In our previous studies aiming at the design of appropriate 
strategies to accelerate recovery of the immune system after irradiation, we 
found that rmu IL-3, aT cell-derived cytokine, is able to induce differentiation 
and growth of thymocytes and splenic T and B lymphocytes in mice exposed to 
X-rays (200-500 cGy). The recovery, however, was complete at 7 days only 
after 200 cGy whereas full recovery was not achieved before 2, 3, and 4 weeks 
after 300, 400, and 500 cGy, respectively. These studies were extended to 
investigate the effects of rhu IL-11, a cytokine produced by bone marrow 
stromal cells, at 7 days after irradiation. It was found that rhu IL-11 is able to 
restore thymus and spleen cell number as well as T and B cell mitotic 
responsiveness in mice exposed to 200 cGy but not to higher doses (300 or 400 
cGy). 
The partial recovery obtained with IL-3 or IL-11 alone prompted us to 
investigate whether these cytokines given together could synergize and promote 
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recovery of lymphocytes in mice exposed to 300 cGy or higher radiation doses. 
IL-11 had, indeed, been shown to synergize with IL-3 in the formation of 
megakaryocyte colonies, in the maturation and/or activation of monocytes and 
monocyte progenitors, and in the erythroid differentiation. 
Male and female C57BL/6 mice were total-body irradiated (300-700 cGy) 
and daily injected subcutaneously with 0.1 ml PBS alone or containing 1-15 Jlg 
rmu IL-3 and 1-8 Jlg rhu IL-11 for 5 days starting immediately after 
irradiation. Mice were sacrificed 7 days after irradiation and individually ( 4 
mice/group) tested. Thymuses and spleens were aseptically removed and single 
cell suspensions prepared to assess cell number and function. Thymus cells were 
counted, analyzed by F ACS for expression of CD4 and CD8 markers, and 
assayed for the mitotic response to Con A. Spleen cells were counted and 
assayed for mitotic responses to Con A and LPS. 
Results show that 300 cGy decrease thymus cell count and mitotic response to 
Con A by about 75% at 7 days after irradiation. Injection of 5 Jlg IL-3 alone is 
unable to enhance these parameters significantly. However, if mice were also 
injected with 1-5 Jlg IL-11, thymus cell number and mitotic response were 
significantly increased, the most effective doses of IL-11 being 4 and 5 Jlg 
which yielded full recovery. Similar results were found by FACS analysis. Also 
spleen cell number and mitotic responses to Con A and LPS were decreased by 
300 cGy but fully recovered if mice were injected with 5 Jlg IL-3 and 4 or 5 r..tg 
IL-11. 
Mice exposed to 500 cGy and treated with 5 Jlg IL-3 and 4-8 Jlg IL-11 failed 
to recover T and B lymphocytes at 7 days after irradiation. However, mice 
exposed to 500 cGy and treated with 5 Jlg IL-11 and 4-8 Jlg IL-3 displayed full 
recovery of thymus and spleen cells if 5 Jlg IL-11 were combined with 7 or 
8 Jlg IL-3. 
Mice exposed to 700 cGy and treated with 5 Jlg IL-11 and 15 Jlg IL-3 
showed complete recovery of thymus and spleen cell number and mitotic 
responses at 7 days after irradiation, whereas 15 Jlg IL-3 alone were 
ineffective. Similar results were obtained by F ACS analysis of thymocytes. 
In conclusion, the results illustrate that it is possible to counteract radiation-
induced damage of thymus and spleen cells in mice exposed to lethal doses of 
X-rays. The recovery ofT and B cell number and functions was complete as 
soon as 7 days after irradiation and could be achieved by injecting mice with a 
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combination of recombinant IL-11 and IL-3. The synergism of these cytokines 
was very efficient when a small dose (5 f..lg) of IL-11 was injected with higher 
doses of IL-3. It is a remarkable finding with possible clinical applications in 
radiation therapy. 
Studies on humans. In humans, bone marrow transplantation after lethal 
radiation doses (big accident) must be done between HLA phenotypically 
identical individuals since the family of irradiated patients is often involved in 
the accident. The donor must be found in the International Registry and the 
HLA typing done with a DNA typing starting by a small amount of DNA 
amplified by polymerase chain reaction and subsequent hybridization by allele 
specific oligonucleotide probes or by direct sequence of HLA loci region, liLA-
A, HLA-B, HLA-C for class I and HLA-DR, DQ, DP for class II. 
Our laboratory has set up a typing with this last methodology and has already 
developed a class II antigen typing method by manual direct sequencing of DR, 
DQ and DP loci. This technique requires a small amount of cells for DNA 
extraction (5.000.000), as a reasonable time, 6 hours, to obtain DR, DQ, DP 
results, at a low cost of $ 60.0. At the moment, this method is being used to 
select bone marrow transplantation donors for leukemic patients for 
International Registries. Class II antigen typing performed in our laboratory 
with DNA techniques has increased patient survival from 8%- 70%. 
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I-Title of the Project 
Centre International de Radiopathologie 
Final Report 
Contract F13P CT 920008 
Dr. H. MAGDELENAT 
Experimental and Clinical Research on Management of Radiation Accident Casualties. 
II General Objective 
To provide experimental and clinical data related to the victims of radiations. 
1.- Pathophysiology : mechanisms and modulation of radiation iduced apoptosis of human 
lymphocytes. 
2.- Biological indicators : dose and time related alterations of cytokines (diagnosis and 
prognosis) and HLA expression (treatment) after TBL Characterisation and Detection of 
haemaropoietic stem cells by PCR. 
3.- Therapy of radiation syndromes : methods for improving allogenic bone marrow 
transplantation (B.M. T.). 
4.- Patient evallllllion : establishment of a national data base, including patients treated 
according to various modalities of TBI. 
ill.- Progress achieved including publications 
1.- Pathophysiology of radiation induced apoptosis of human lymphocytes (Institut Curie. 
Paris) 
Experimenral research : 
The molecular basis of radiation induced intermitotic cell death of human lymphocytes was 
investigated : 
• When irradiated in vilro at 5 to 10 Gy withy-ray (60Co) and maintained in culture for 24 
hours, 70 to 85% of the total number of peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL i.e. matureT and 
B cells) showed morphological changes characteristic of apoptosis (chromatin condensation, 
nucleosomal fragmentation and cell, shrinkage) . 
. 2578. 
A dose-effect relationship was observed between 0 and 5 Gy, higher doses leading to a 
plateau of efficacy. Individual variations were observed, with at present no other identified 
determining parameter than geader, females disclosing slightly higher radiosensitivity than 
males. 
• We have established that irradiation of PBL, besides inducing nucleosomal degradation of 
chromatine, also induces the degradation of 28S ribosomal RNA (rRNA). A time course study 
of this process showed an initial (0 to 2 hours) increase of28S rRNA synthesis, in accordance 
with the definition of apoptosis as a metabolically active process, followed by a consistent 
decrease and disappearance of 28S rRNA by 12 hours after irradiation (1). Sequential in sim 
hybridisation of 28S rRNA showed the progressive degradation of rRNA starting in the 
nucleoli then affecting endoplasmic rRNA. 
• We have established several evidences of a relationship between ubiquitin gene expression. 
ubiquitination of nuclear proteins and radiation mediated apoptosis in normal human 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (2). 
Following 5 Gy of i'"madiation we observed that : 
a) the ubiquirin mRNA level is increased as a consequence of the activation of the 
transcription of the polyubiquitin gene, UbB (4 to 5 fold as estimated by run-on assay), 15 to 
90 min after iniatiation of apoptosis; 
b) specifically in apoptotic, and not in all irradiated cells, nuclear proteins are highly 
ubiquitinated (immunoprecipitation and Western blotting, using monoclonal or polyclonal 
anti-ubiquitin antibody); 
c) sequence-specific inhibition of ubiquitin expression by antisense oligonucleotides 
significantly decreased the proportion of cells disclosing the apoptotic death pattern (30 to 
35% of apoptotic cells instead of 70 to 80% after 10 Gy). 
d) antisensetreatment (to Ub mRNAs) provoked a decrease of ubiquitinated nuclear proteins, 
specially of a 40 kDa nuclear protein, as shown by immunoprecipitation and Western blot. 
These results highly suggest that the polyubiquitin gene appears to be one of the "death" 
genes with induced transcriptional and functional activity in y-ray mediated apoptosis and 
that, the ubiquitination of nuclear proteins is involved in the chromatin disorganization and 
the oligonucleosomal fragmentation. key features of apoptosis. 
The physiological role of the ubiquitin pathway is multiple, prote~ ubiquitination being 
involved in A TP-dependent proreasomal proteolysis and in post traductional modifications of 
a number of regulatory proteins, we have searched for the role of protein ubiquitination in 
radiation induced apoptosis. 
. 2579. 
• We have obtained experimental evidence that radiation induced apoptosis is partly (30-40 
%) inhibited by dipeptide competitors of the "N-end rule" ubiquitin tagging of proteins, the 
initial step to addressing protein to the 26S proteasome complex for degradation. 
In addition, preliminary results have shown that the proteasome inhibitor MG 12 enhances the 
efficacy of radiation induced apoptosis at non toxic concentrations (10-7M)_ 
These data strongly suppon the role of the ubiquiti.n dependent proteasomal proteolysis in 
radiation induced apoptosis and that modulation of this proteolytic pathway can alter the 
intensity of apoptotic cell death. 
• Finally we have obtained preliminaiy data showing that the transcriptional activity of P53. a 
regulatory protein of the cell cycle which is also involved in the commitment to apoptosis of 
cells with heavy DNA damage, can be induced by haiipin oligonucleotide bindiDg sequences 
(activation of transcription of wafl) without inducing apoptosis. We are now investigating 
further the role of post translational modifications of P53 in modulating radiation induced 
apoptosis (m collaboration with Pr D Lane, Dundee) 
2- Biological indicators 
2-1 Cytokines 
The plasma concentrations of various cytokines (TNFa. ILl. IL6) have been studied in the 
first 24 hours following total body inadation (TBI) of patients in remission prepared for bone 
marrow transplantation (10 Gy in 4 hrs or after a fraction of 2 Gy). Only IL6 disclosed 
elevated levels after rtadiation but transiently (0-6 hours) and only above 5 Gy, making ll..6 
an unreliable biological indicator of accidental overexposure ( 4). 
2-2- Early assessment of irradiation by apoptotic committment of peripheral blood 
lymphocytes after TBL 
• We have developped an in vitro test for the early detection(< 24 heures) of the comittment 
of lymphocytes to apoptosis after total body irradiation (TBI). The test consists in maintaining 
PBL from irradiated donors for 24 hours in culture before observation of apoptotic cells. 
Initially the apoptotic fraction was measured by fluorescence microscopy examination. We 
have recently added a flow cytometry deterollnation whlch give similar results with greater 
statistical significance. 
We have obl:ained consistent results from this test (3). showing that in vivo commimnent to 
apoptosis oflymphocyteS following 2 Gy TBI can be revelead from blood sample withdrawn 
immediately after irradiation (the tests require 24 br of cell culture) or from a blood sample 
withdrawn 24 hr after irradiation (no cell culture required). These tests may prove useful as 
early biological indicators of accide~tal total (or partial) body irradiation. 
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2-3 H LA: :five patients treated by 10 Gy ( 4 hr) TBI for various hematological diseases were 
analyzed for the genomic expression of HLA Class II antigens using PCR amplification, in 
comparison with serological phenotyping (microlymphotoxicity). 
Twenty four hours after TBI, PCR allowed Class II HLA typing whereas 
microlymphocytotoxicity was consistently negative (5, 6). 
3.- Establishment of the National Registry of total Body Irradiation (Hopital Tenon, Paris) 
No complete database including both dosimetric and clinical data is at present available in 
France. The G.E.G.M.O. (Groupe d'Erude de Greffe de Moelle Osseuse allogenique) and 
F.A.G. (France Amo Greffe) registries are clinically oriented, whereas E.U.LE.P. (European 
Late Effect Project) focuses on late effects follow up. 
In order to study more precisely the consequences of high dose TBI (10 Gy) delivered in a 
limited number of fractions (1 to 10) over 2 to 4 days, which approaches the hypothetical 
conditions of accidental overexposure, a single Registry has been initiated, which will collect 
the dosimetric and clinical dara from 26 French Radiotherapy Centers. As a specific fearure of 
this prospective Registry, dosimetric data will be collected in real rime (on line) 
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CONTRAT F13P CT 92008 
PREVENTION OF GRAFT REJECTION AND GRAFT VERSUS HOST 
DISEASE AFTER HAPLOIDENTICAL MARROW TRANSPLANTATION 
(BMT) BY INFUSION OF DONOR T CELLS DEVOID OF ALLOREACTIVITY 
TOWARDS RECIPIENT. 
More than 70 % of potential marrow recipients lack a suitable HLA genetically matched 
donor. A matched unrelated donor can be found for another 20 % of them. Use of 
haploidentical marrow is hampered by the occurrence of several life threatening complications, 
i.e. graft versus host disease (GVHD), graft rejection (the occurrence of which being 
dramatically increased by marrow inoculum T cell depletion performed for prevention of 
GVHD), long lasting immunodeficiency and high incidence of relapses in patients with 
leukemia. Several strategies like increased host immunosuppression and marrow T cell 
depletion have been tested to reduce incidence and severity of some of these problems . Though 
some improvement in clinical results have been noticed, the procedure still failed in a majority 
of patients. 
A possible approach to simultaneously counteract all of these problems consists in the add 
back of donor T cells that may reduce risks of graft r~ection, of severe infections and of 
leukemia relapses. However, donor T cells contain a high proportion of alloreactive, potentially 
harmful cells. 
In this setting, two strategies can be envizaged to avoid excessive donor anti-host 
alloreactivity : 
1. to transfer a suicide gene in donor T cells and to kill them in vivo at a suitable time 
2. to functionally deplete donor T cell population from most of anti-host T cell reactivity.We 
have chosen to test the latter approach which carries the advantage -if feasible- to enable 
donor T cells to exert positive effects over a longer period of time post BMT. 
The method we have designed consists in in vitro activation of donor T cells by host 
mononuclear cells in a mixed leukocyte reaction. Following a 2-day incubation, donor T cells 
are treated with an immunotoxin specific for the a chain (p55-CD25) of the IL-2 receptor which 
is selectively expressed by activated T cells. We have previously shown that this procedure can 
kill about 98 % of proliferate and cytotoxic T cells specific for host (1) as shown by limiting 
dilution analysis. Reactivity to 3rd party alloantigens and to foreign antigens (such as EBV or 
(CMV) is preserved (2). Similar findings were made in a murine model (3). 
Infusion of anti host-depleted T cells to haplo-compatible irradiated mice together with T-
depleted marrow syngeneic to the T cells led to significant protection against both GVHD and 
r~ection and to increased survival (3). 
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These results provide an experimental basis to set up a clinical procedure : 
This will require the development of an immunotoxin usable for ex vivo treatment of 
donor lymphocytes prior to infusion to patients. 
An immunotoxin (to CD25) is being prepared in collaboration with F. UCKUN 
(Minneapolis) and J. WIJDENES (DIACLONE, Besanc;:on). 
This new immunotoxin will be compared in in vitro experiments for efficacy and 
specificity of depletion of alloreactive T cells to the previously used Ricin-BBlO (anti-CD25) 
immunotoxin. Experiments will consist in LDA of CTL and proliferative responses towards 
haploidentical cells and third party cells. 
Once satisfactory results achieved and optimal usage defined, a pilot clinical study will be 
proposed. It will be carried out in children undergoing haploidentical BMT because of high risk 
leukemia or lethal inherited disorders and who lack an HLA matched donor (either genetically or 
phenotypically). 
Prevention of graft rejection after haploidentical marrow transplantation 
by treatment of the recipient with a monoclonal anti-LFA-1 antibody. 
In a murine combination where marrow donor and recipient share only one H-2 
haplotype, infusion of a low dose of T -cell depleted marrow ("' 2 x 106 cells) led to constant 
graft rejection in 9 Gy-irradiated host. We have demonstrated that infusion to the recipient of 
anti-LF A-1 monoclonal antibody -able to inhibit T and NK cell cytotoxic activity- partially 
prevents graft rejection and enables long-term survival of up to 50 % of mice with either full or 
mixed chimerism (4). Interestingly, in the latter setting, transplanted mice lymphocytes were 
found areactive to both donor and host MHC antigens in vitro (mixed leukocyte reaction and 
cytotoxic T-cell activity) whereas reactivity to 3rd party cells was preserved. In vivo, host or 
donor skin graft, but not 3rd party graft were accepted. These results show feasibility of this 
strategy which leads to competence of the immune system after transplantation with mutual 
tolerance between donor and host. 
Further experiments will be performed in adequate transgenic antiH-2Kb mice 
transplanted with H-2Kb( +) marrow to study tolerance mechanism. 
These results further establish experimental background for human (ongoing) clinical 
studies assaying usage of anti-LF A -1 antibody in recipients of non HLA identical marrow. 
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The SAINT-LOUIS Hopital team of the Earopeaa Working Gnp supported by the EC 
contrad n° F 13 P - cr 9l-0008 have concentrated the activities daring the period of 
September 1991 to July 1995 on 5 dlajor areu : 
1- MULTICOLOR FLOW CYI'OMETRY ANALYSIS OF BLOOD CELL SUBSETS 
IN PATIENn GIVEN TOTAL BODY IRRADIATION BEFORE BONE MARROW 
TRANSPLANTATION 
2-lONIZING RADIATION EFFECfS ON THE KGia PRIMITIVE 
HEMATOPOJETIC CELL LINE 
3 -FUNCTIONAL ROLl: OF PECAM-1/CDll MOLECULE EXPRESSED ON 
HUMAN CORD BLOOD PROGENITORS 
4-BY55 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY DELINEATES WITHIN HUMAN CORD 
BLOOD AND BONE MARROW LYMPHOCYTES DISTINC'r CEIL SUBSETS 
MEDIATIN(; CYTOTOXIC ACTIVITY 
S-INTRACEU..ULAR PCR AND BT-PCR : NEW APPROACHES FOB 
DIAGNOSTICS 
Pu.bliCJitioD E.C. 1993 
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1· MULTICOWll FLOW CYTOMETR.Y ANALYSIS OF BLOOD CELL SUBSETS 
IN PATIENIS GIVEN TOTAL BODY JlUlADIATION BEFORE BONE MARROW 
TRANSPLANTATION 
Although radiosensitivity of human blood cells has been extensively studied. in vitro and vivo 
results, although often conflicting, suggest that B lymphocytes and helper T cells are more 
sensitive to imliling radiation tbm cytotoxic T lymphocytes However, the extrapolation of in 
vitro data to in vivo situations rcmaios questionable. On the one hand, in vitro laboratozy 
conditions may not accurately reflect in vivo conditions. On the other band in most in vivo 
studies, radiation t:reatment is ODly given to a part of the hematopoietic and/or lymphoid 
system. Therefore, a redistribution and/or repopulation of lymphocytes from non irradiated 
areas might occur and forbid an accurate evaluation of the radiosensitivity of the blood cell 
snb5ets. We therefore, decided to take advantage of the TBI schedule to detcn:oine the 
radiosensitivity of different blood cell sub5ets, and tty to pinpoint a particular radioresistant 
subset. 
In our previous study we showed that at least 4 to 12 h are required after radiation treatment 
to adequately assess the decline in lymphocytes; this finding has been confirmed in the present 
work where the lymphocyte count drops from 1.064 x109/1 befure irradiation to 0.667 and 
0.49S xl09 II 6 h after 2 Gy and 12 h after 4 Gy of whole body irradiation, respectively. Single-
color analysis ofT and B lymphocytes (CD3+, CD4+, CD5+, CDS+, CDl9+) also showed a 
decrease in all subsets, with the B lymphocytes (CD19+) being the most sensitive. Jn 
mnlticolor flow-cytometry analysis, major lymphocyte subsets sharing the helperliDducer 
phenotype (CD3+ &. CD4+) and the snppressor/cytotoxic phenotype (CD3+ &. CDS+) 
appeared equally sensitive to the in vivo whole body irradiation. These findings contradict 
other in vivo studies and might be due to the filet that in these fur.mer studies, irradiation was 
given to a part of the lympho-hematopoietic system thus, aDowing lymphocyte redistribution 
from non irradiated areas. Furthermore, study of the T lymphocytes bearing the "naive" 
(CD3+4+45RA+) and "memory" (~3+4+45RO+) phenotypes revealed that they were 
equ.tlly radiosensitive in vivo. This finding ~ a tecc:nt in vitro study that suggested a 
higher radiosensitivity of the CD45RO+ T lymphocyte !IUbset (as compared to CD4SR.O-) . 
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This discrepancy may be due to in vitro conditions in this latter study where the anthors used 
cell coltnrc (including the use of growth factors) and dose range (0 to 10 Gy) that make 
comparisons of resuhs between this study and our own in vivo study almost impossible. The 
finding that the CD34+ ceD fraction remained relatively unchanged after the first two TBI 
fractions is of interest It is now clear that the CD34+ bone marrow cell subset contains the 
pluripotent stem cells, as well as the precursors of each distinguishable hematopoietic lineage. 
Furthermore, the presence of circulating CD34+ cells in human peripheral blood has been 
demonstrated and there is an evolving role of peripheral stem cell transplantation in the therapy 
of human maJignancies. Several DH:thods to mobilize stem ceDs into the circulation have been 
described, but to date ouly two methods have been applied. namely chemotherapy or 
hematopoietic growth fiwtor-induced mobilization. Thus, our findings suggest that this rare 
CD34+ ceD. subset seems to be less radiosensitive than the above mentioned B and T 
lymphocyte subsets. However, whether or not this post irradiation CD34+ population always 
contains cells from the progenitor/stem cell pool and retains its multipotential capacity is still 
unknown. Even if a large number of patients were included in this study, it is obvious that we 
em not completely role out fur the CD34+ Sllbpopubtion ~ represents a vexy low cell 
number io normal control individuals that the apparent radioiCSistance of this population is at 
the level of the background signal One lymphocyte subset with a CD3-, 4+, 8- phenotype 
reached 63% of its initial vaJne after 4 Gy TBl This lymphocyte subset has been described in T 
ceU. differentiation as a thymocyte subset. Whether this 63% va1ne is the expression of an 
intrinsic, although moderate, radioresistance of this rare T lymphocyte subset or is due to 
radiation-induced circulation of immature thymocytes within the blood flow, requires further 
investigation. 
Muhicolor flow-cytometry analysis of the natulll1 killer (NK) ceU subsets showed that the 
CD3-, 56+ cell subset decrease after irradiation was due to a sharp decrease in the CD3-, 56-, 
16+ subset; a decrease in the CD3-, 56+, 16- subset with only a moderate decrease of the 
CD3-, 56+, 16+ double pomive population (74% of its initial value after 4 Gy). This latter 
.finding would have been missed in two-color cytometry analysis. The finding that the CD3-, 
56+, 16+ NK subset seems to be relatively radioresistant in these in vivo conditions is of 
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interest Resting host-derived NK cells appear capable of mediating resistance to both 
autologous and allogeneic bone marrow grafts and have been implicated in both the graft-vs.-
leukemia and graft-vs.-host eflects. Thus, this radioresistance ofNK cells could be of clinical 
relevance in both allogeneic bone marrow transplantation md accidental radiation-induced 
aplasia. Although this radioresistance of NK cells has been described in the mouse model in 
vivo and in h.wwm in vitro experiments, so far, no such evidence after in vivo 1BI in humans 
has been reported to our knowledge. 
In. conclusion, O'lr study provides evidence that T and B cell subsets seem to be equaJly 
radiosensitive after in vivo TBI with the exception of one immature thymocyte subset 
However, by comparison, the CD34+ progenitor/stem md NK cells seem to be more 
radioresistant. These latter results could provide clues to the understanding of the 
pathophysiogeny of either radiation-induced aplasia and the c:ngrafinentlrejection process 
following BMf. 
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l-IONIZING RADIATION EFFEcrS ON THE KGia PRlMlTIVE 
BEMATOPOlETIC CELL LINE 
The HSC IDllSt be capable of ~renewal to maintain a long-term supply of progeny and 
capable of differentiation into multiple hematopoietic lineages, including lymphocytes. The 
lmiDan HSC shares the CD34 antigen together "with {Thyl, C-Kit) and without lineage specific 
antigens (CD33, CD38, CD7l ... ). These phenotypically defined "HSCs" have been assayed in 
vitro (using LTC-IC, HPP-CFC assay) or in vivo (in the SCIDhu model) but correspond to 
very low numbers of cells a~g fur less than 1% of bone marrow cells. This low 
frequency and the requirement fur functional tests based on the diffi:rentiation of the HSC 
hamper direct studies of the radiobiological features of HSC. For this reason, we used the 
KGla cell line that shows an immature phenotype : KGla cells were found to be CD 34 
positive, Thyl (CDw90} low, CD 38low, HLA-DR. negative and lineage negative. KGla may 
thus be used as an experimental model for the study of the HSC radiosensitivity. 
Northern blot analyses of irradiated KGla cells showed two sequeu.tial increases of c-jun 
transcripts. The first one, early and transient, corresponds to the classical ceDillar response to 
IR. as previously observed in human mydoid leukemia and epithelial tumor cell lines. An 
unexpected second increase was observed later on, 24 md 48 hours following the irradiation. 
The origin of this late c-jun transcript augmentation is unknown. It might be due to a partial 
cell. cycle synchronization following IR. Indeed, in U-937 ceDs. c-jun expression was shown to 
be restricted to GO/Gl phase. The timing of c-jun increase at 48 hours correlates with the exit 
from the G2IM block to the G 1 phase. Thus, the increase of c-jun transcripts might be due to a 
ce1l synchronization in Gl phase. 
A biphasic alteration ofbcl-2 expression was also obsexved 30 minutes following IR, with a 
reduction of mRNA levels after 1 Gy and nonnatintion at higher doses. Since bcl2 has been 
shown to inhibit apoptotic cell. death in many cellular models, variations of bcl2 levels may 
have affected the mechanism of cell death. In fact, in KG la, minimal cell death by apoptosis 
occuned following irradiation whatever the irradiation dose. Thus, apoptosis is not the 
mechanism of death in KGla cells fuD.owing IR. exposure. 
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Other genes studied did not show expression or radiation-induced expression. These results 
may be due, firstly, to the relatively low sensitivity limit of the northern blot teclmique with 
total RNA. since we were able to detect c-kit mRNA in normal KGla ce1ls using a RT -PCR 
technique (data not shown). Secondly, the IR-response may be cell-type specific. This might be 
the case for genes such as IL-l that displays an increased transcription in mouse spleen ceDs or 
alveolar macrophage& after irradiation. Thirdly, irradiation effects may appear at the post-
ttanslationallcvel as described for p53 or TGF genes. Finally, the therapeutic irradiation doses 
used in this study (1 to 3 Gy) were &rbelow the doses (up to 20 Gy) at wbich TNF and ll..l 
gene transcription has been showed to be induced. 
Cell cycle kinetic studies showed the absence of Gl phase arrest following irradiation in 
KGla cells. The absence of detectable p53 transcripts, as obsewed by nonhem blot, IDigb.t 
explain the deficit in G1 checkpoint integrity. A classical dose-dependent G2/M arrest was 
observed 24 h after irradiation. The percentage of cells in this phase decreased after 4S h. nus 
may be due to a recovery of G2/M-mested cells or to dilution by the non-arrested cells wbich 
continue to grow. 
KGla sw:vival following IR, ahhough well described by a linear-quadratic .fimction of doses is 
consistent with an exponential relationsbip between the irradiation dose and the cell survival A 
Do value of 1.75 Gy [1.67, 1.85] was derived. This value is higher. than those previously 
reported in the litcratuic for CFU-GEMM, CFU-GM or BFU-E colonies, wbicll were in the 
0.50-1.65 Gy range. Thus KGla ceDs might be less radiosensitive than these human 
hematopoietic progenitors. However, one shouJd note that this high Do value cou1d be due to 
the absence ofp53 induction and subsequent apoptotic death. 
Taken together, this data indicates that radiation-induced cell death ofKGla, a cell line that 
has relatively high Do value, does not seem to be the resuh of the apoptotic: pathway but 
occurs subsequent to a G2/M phase arrest with a possible role for the c-jun gene. 
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3 -FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF PECAM·l/CD31 MOLECULE EXPRESSED ON 
HU'MAN CORD BLOOD PROGENITORS 
In an attempt to define subset-specific cc:ll surlilce glycoprotcins we produced mAbs by 
repeated imunmintion with fimctional IL2-dependcnt humai T ceD. clones or with functional 
leukemic cen lines. In the present report we describe a novel CD31 mAb tmncd IP28A that 
was obtained by immunizing mice with PBL The initial screening was done in order to select 
anu"'bodies reacting with cord blood monoDUClear cell subsets. Prc1iminaiy extensive indirect 
!oimple immunofhwrescence st:rining perfoimed with IP28A mAb revealed that different 
leukemic T cell lines including Jmkat were also reactive. We show that IP28A recognizes a 
130-135 kDa cen membrane structure and as we found that it specifically reacted with L cells 
ttansfected with CD31, we could demonstrate that IP28A is a CD31 mAb recognizing a 
l1IIique cpitope. Analysis of cord blood mononuclear cells :from different samples revealed that 
in most donors 2G-30% of gated lymphocytes were reactive with IP28A Two color FACS 
analysis indicated that CD31 molecules were expressed by Sllbpopulations of CD34+ceiis, 
CD8+cells, B-cells and NK cells derived :from cord blood_ These results are in agreement with 
those reported by others. Inte:restiogly, we show that the CD31 molecule is expressed in high 
amounts on human CD34+ hematopoietic cells isolated :from the cord blood. The expression of 
PECAM-1 on CD34+ cells sugests that this molecule may function as a heterotypic adhesion 
molecule and/or homotypic adhesion molecule and tlms it may have an important role in 
directing both lineage co:an:nitment and trafficking of early hematopoietic progenitor cells. 
·Similarly, it could be proposed that CD31 molecules might be involved in iDtrathymic 
compartmentalisation and maturation of early T -lymphocytes as they are highly expressed on 
thymocytes and on endothelial cells.. We therefore studied whether IP28A mAb exhibited 
agonistic properties that could be measured by testing its effi:ct on the growth of progenitors. 
It should be noted that it is well known that the interaction of a mAb with its epitote may 
mimic the interaction of the molecule with on of its ligmds. The results presented in this work 
show that IP28A/CD31 molecule is implicated in the regulatory process of hematopoiesis. The 
addition of CD31 mAb to in vitro cuhures of cord blood-derived mononuclear ceDs revealed 
that this mAb promotes siguifu:antly the growth potential of hematopoietic progenitors 
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fonning CFU-GM and those fonuing BFU-E. h should be noted that not only the: number of 
formed clusters and colonies was augmented but also a high growth capacity of the resulting 
myeloid colonies was obSCIVed in most cultures. These results indicate that differcnciation of 
hematopoietic progenitors in cultures supplemented with CD3lmAb could be related to its 
direct action on these cells. A srimnlatoxy signal transduction would follow the binding of 
CD3lmAb to its. epitope wirh probable euhancemeut of growth factor receptor cxpressi011 
pennitting on optimal proliferative respcmse upon additiou. of growth factors. In addition, the 
release of GM-CSF and ll.3 by the CD34+ cells upon CD31 molecule stimulation should be 
taken into c:onsideration. However, it is worth emphasizing that an indirect effect of 
IP2SA/CD31JDA1. should not be ruled out as acceSsory cells induding T-cells, monocytes and 
NK cells exert an important modulating inflnence on hematopoiesis. Also, it has been reported 
that engagement of PECAM-1 modulates the adhesive functions of 131 integrins in T 
lymphocytes and P2 integrins in lymphokinc-activated killer cells. The role of NK cells on 
hematopoiesis is contradictory, both stimulatory and illhib.iiocy effects are descn"bed. Wtth 
regard to the mechanism of hematopoietic inhibition, it has been suggested that interactions of 
NK ~hocytes wirh c:ontaminating accessory cells. rather than progenitor cells themselves, 
could induce activation of NK cells with subsequent secretion of growth inhibitors such as 
TNF and IFNy. On the other hand, NK ceDs prodnce hematopoietic growth &ctors such as ll..3 
and GM-CSF. To further determine whether IP28A mAb is directly active on stem cell&, we 
perl'ormed CFU-GM cultu:res with highly enriched CD34+ cord blood cells. The results seem 
to indicate that IP28A mAb has a direct action on the hematopoietic progenitor. It has yet to 
be determined whether these effects are unique to the IP28A mAb-defilling epitope or whether 
they can be reproduced by the mAbs that recognize other epitopes of the CD31 molecule. 
In conclusi011, we demonstrate that CD3lmAb in the presence of growth factors like rhGM-
CSF, rhSCF and erythropoietein can induce significant growth of cord blood progenitors. Cord 
blood is used successfully for pediatric hematopoietic stem cell transplani however, its 
application in adults remains limited by the amouut of ~rd blood that can be coD.ected. So, it ill 
important to define the role of different cytokines in combination with other stimulatory signals 
provided by cen smface structures in.volved in cell-cell interaction, for achieving a considerable 
amplification of cord blood progeoitors in order to sustain hematological reconstitution in 
adults. 
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4-BY55 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY DELINEATES WITHIN HUMAN CORD 
BLOOD AND BONE MARROW LYMPHOCYTES DISTINCf CELL SUBSETS 
MEDIATING CYrOTOXIC ACTIVITY 
In the present study we compared the cdl :;wtiu:e phenotypes of the cell populations defined 
with the BYSS mAb in umbilical cord and bone marrow.~ studies of bone marrow 
mononuclear cells revealed that BY55+ lymphocytes were less abundant than in the peripheral 
blood from adults. However, they also consisted in a heterogeneous cell population containing 
CD3+cos+rcaap+-, CD3+Cos+tCR.yt5+, and CD3· lymphocytes. Interestingly, and simiJar 
to the BYss+coJ+cosbright+tymphocytes (expressing TC:J.laP) sorted ftom aduh 
peripheral blood, the cos+svss+ isolated from bone marrow and bearing either the TCRa/3 
or the TCRyS were functional CTL. The BYSS+ ceB population in cord blood samples 
corresponded to 22-35 %of the lymphocytes that failed to express the CD19 molecule. In 
CBL, BYSS mAb reacted exclusively with a lymphocyte subset that lacked the CD3-TCR 
expression and differed from the CD56, CD16 or CDllb mAb-defined cell subset. Functional 
studies revealed that positively isolated Bvss+ circulatiog umbilical CBL exhibit highly 
efficient NK activity, whereas no killer activity was found with the soned BYSS- population. 
We do not know yet whether NK activity is dlle to each single BY 55+ cell or to the fraction 
coexpressing the CD56 molecule representing > 80 % of the total BYss+ cc1ls. More 
important was the finding that no CTL activity could be detected ftom the CD3-enriched 
BYss- cell population. 
Taking together these result5 indicate that BY 55 mAb identffies the cytotoxic lymphocytes that 
correspond to different cell mbsets in the cord blood and in the bone marrow. This finding is of 
the utmost interest panicularly because the cord blood and the bone marrow ue both sources 
for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation. These different populations might exert different 
consequences on the occurrence of GVHD, which is the most serious complication of bone 
marrow transplanlation. A pre1iminary analysis of the llltemational Cord Blood Transplantation 
Registry has shown an absence of acute and chronic GVliD in children transplanted with an 
HLA identical or one HLA. antigen mismatched sibling cord blood transplant. The same trend 
has been observed in children receiving matched unrelated or two/three antigen mismatched 
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related cord bloi.>d transplant. This difference with patients receiving bone marrow was 
attn1Jucd to the immune deficiency of newborn, to the young age of donor and recipient, to the 
presence of naive nonactived T cells in cord blood, and to the absence of exposure to previous 
cytomegalovirus or other virus infection. More clinical experience is needed to confum this 
finding and also to demonstrate that the diminution of graft-versus-host will not be associated 
with an increased incidence of rejection and leukemic relapse. Therefore, several reports 
showing that the frequency of alloreactive CTI..p were similar in aduh blood and in cord blood 
are puzzling. Our observation showing the lack of functionally active CTI. in cord blood and 
their presence in bone marrow therefore seems of the utmost interest_ This could indicate that 
acute GVHD would be directly attnDutable to CD3-i-BY55+ cells, while less severe chronic 
GVHD would correspond to CD3+:8Yss- CTI..p. Ahemativdy, as the UDique cytotoxic cell 
subset that was CD3-BY55+ in cord blood corresponded to NK cells, we cannot exclude the 
poSSibility that BY 55+ NK ccUs exert a suppressive effi:ct on the generation of effi:ctor cells 
respoDSJ.ole for GVHD. Evidence in support of this last hypothesis comes from a mmine bone 
marrow trmsplantation model in which NK cells were transfcned with bone marrow cells into 
allogenic mice. No GVHD was noted in these recipients. Interestingly, we show here the 
presence ofBY5s+CD3+cns+ CTI.. in the bone marrow cells. In conclusion. understanding of 
the cellular mechanisms involved in the phenomenon 'Whereby cord blood (in contrast to bone 
marrow) causes less GVIID should heJp us to llllderstand the mechanism of the tolerance in 
transplillltation. Further, the identification using BY55 mAb of a cell surface molecule only 
expressed by cells inducing or suppressing GVHD may open new therapeutic approaches fur 
transplillltation. 
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5 - INTRACEILULAlt PCR AND RT-PCR 
DIAGNOSTICS 
NEW APPROACHES FOR 
The aim of this study was to improve the technique of in situ polymerase chain reaction (PCR.) 
on glass slides in order to dctcct CD34 and c-kit genes on individual mononulcear cells 
(MNC). This mdhod appears to increase the sensiYity of ISH without loss of morphology; 
MNC were deposited on slides, fixed and permeabilized. After PCR in situ, hybridization was 
realised with a digoxigenin-d'liTP (DIG}-JabeDed probe. Detection is mediated by an anti-DIG 
antibody conjugate to alkaline phosphatase and the colour substrate of this enzyme. It is 
worthy to mention that some PCR. products diflbsed out of the cells in which amplification 
occurs and can be detected by electrophoresis of the supematant. This direct qualitative 
control approach leads to rapid visualisation of amplified products before subsequent ISH The 
PCR. positive cells were identified by a black-blue coloration, whereas with the same 
hybridization cells that underwert PCR without Taq polymerase stay uu.coloured. 
(M. TEYSSIER, E. CAROSEllA, E. GLUCKMAN, M. I<IRSZENBAUM • PCR. 
intracellulaire : nouvelle approdle de diagnostic tissulaire et cytogenetique - Immunoanal; 
bioL Spec. (1994) 9, 159-164). 
In situ RT-PCR eonstitutes an important improvement of the in situ PCR. technique that is able 
to amplify the mR.NA in a single ceD. We have worked out this method to detect the CD34 
gene transcripts in KGla cell line. KGJa cells were deposited on slides, fixed and permeabilized 
then the mRNA were transcribed into eDNA using MMLV llcverse Transcriptasc. After this 
step PCR amplification, in situ hybridization and detection were performed as described above. 
We obtained a positive signal only in the cells when the Taq polymerase was present during 
PCR and all blanks were negative 
For the period June 1994- June 1995, we plan to study by using in situ RT-PCR, the effect of 
ionizing radiations 011 the expressi011 ofCD34 gene in KGJa cells after 1-8 Gy exposure_ 
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ADVANTAGES OF USING FOETAL AND NEONATAL CElLS FOR TREATMENT OF 
HEMATOLOGICAL DISEASES IN HUMAN. 
E.GLUCKMAN. Bone Marrow Transplant Unit. Hopital Saint Louis Paris France 
I CORD BLOOD HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CElLS AS AN ALTERNATIVE SOURCE OF 
STEM CElLS. 
Bone marrow transplantation (BMl) is now recognised as an effective treatment tor an 
increasing number of hematological diseases including malignancies, aplastic anemia and hereditary 
disorders. Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC} used to reconstitute hematopoiesis after intensive 
myeloablative therapy are typically obtained from the bone marrow or more recently from peripheral 
blood after mobilisation by various growth factors.(l )(2)(3} Suitable marrow must be provided by an 
HlA-A. -8 and -DR identical related or unrelated donor. unfortunately. such a donor is not always 
available because of the ""xtu;trne polymorphism or the HlA system. Even when a donor is available, 
the inability of current methods of HLA typing techniques to determine all the potential mismatches 
means that recipients of unrelated bone marrow transplants are at extreme risk for graft versus host 
disease(GVHD)(4). Finding new and readily available sources of hematopoietic stem cells will broaden 
the availibility of this treatment and improve the outcome of the transplant. New sources of HSC 
currently under investigation are adult cyrokine mobilised peripheral bloo::l stem cells and placental 
blood collected at birth. The first has the advantage of containing a large nUmber of CD34+ progenitor 
celts and is easily collected, it haS the disadvantage of containing a large number of peripheral blood 
mature lymphocytes which are known to be the effectors of graft versus host disease. Cord blood has 
the advantage of being easily collected without any risk to the donor, and it contains immature HSC 
and lymphocytes. These properties should increase the probability of engraftment and diminish the 
risk of severe graft versus host cfiSease, the disadvantage might be that the number of cells collected 
in a single cord blood might be insufficient for long term engraftment in the host. 
Preliminary analysis of the results of more than 50 cord blood transplants performed 
throughout the world shows that long-term engraftment has been observed in patients with different 
diagnoses inclucf~ng both malignant and non malignant disomers(5)(6)(7}(8)(9). The number of cells 
infused was inferior to the number infused in bone marrow transplants or peripheral blood stem cell 
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transplants (PBSCT). but. despite this smaU number of cells. the incidence of graft failure was low. 
Furthermore. there ~ no r.nrrPintion between tl'le nUl• .u.,, ur cellS and the speed of engrattment. and 
1he aOCittJon of in-vivo growth factors did not modify the speed of engraftment. This is probably due to 
the unique properties and growth factor-independence of hematopoietic stem cells from cord 
blood(1 0). It is likely that a limited number of primitiVe hematopoietic stem cells are sufficient to induce 
long term engraftment: the present limitation for standardising methods of quantifiCation of HSC, as 
well as the absence of criteria to identify "stem cells" explain wtty the minimum number of HSC 
necessary for engrattment is unknown. It is estimated that long term engraftrnent can be obtained with 
1 5 to 5x1o5 LTC-IC from bone marrow and 2X1o4 LTC-IC from cord blood.(11) 
Another very important clinical finding is the obsentation that the incidence of acute and 
chronic Qraft ~us host di.'lt:'ase has b&en low in family or aurelctted matchea and mismatched cord 
blood transplants. To date. the follow-up is not sufficient to know if these cells are able to mount a 
graft- versus-leukemia (GVL) reactivity. 
Cord blood is an abundant source of stem cells that are usually discarded and whose 
collection is entirely safe to the donor. as the blood is only removed from the placental side of the 
umbilicus post parturition and damping. There exists a very large number of potential donors with a 
possibility of selecting donors according to rare HLA haplotypes. Frozen cells can be tested in 
advance and can be available at short notice. decreasing the length of the search for donors. 
Additiofl3lly, there i:J e J&w pri:v<~l=~ ur lnrealous aJSeases at birth, particularly cytomegalovirus 
(CMV). which is a major cause of transplant-related mortarlty. and thus. cord blood transplants may be 
associated with lower incidence of post transplant infection. 
This has led to an exponential InCrease in the interest in cord blood transplant and to the development 
of card blood banks across the World. (12} (13). 
II PROPERTIES OF CORD BLOOD HEMATOPOIETIC STEM ClliS. 
It has been shown that foetal and cord blood hematopoietic stem cells are different from adult 
blood and marrow hematopoietic stem cells.(14) In vitro. donogenic assays of hematopoietic stem 
cells from cord blood have demonstrated that colonies are larger and more enriched with immature 
progenitors.than those obtained from adult marrow and peripheral blood(15) Cord blood stem cells 
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show more potential growth in long-term culture and can be expanded.(16) (17). There are differences 
in cytokine requirement for growth in-vitro and for repfating capacity, possibly due to autocrine or 
paracrine production in culture. (10}. Stable and long-term engraftment has been observed in SCID 
mice without the need of additional growth factors(18). Ontogeny-related changes may be related to 
the decrease of telomeric length with age.(19) 
The possible clinical applications ot these properties include the use of cord blOOd 
hematopoietic stem cells for characterisation of primitive progenitors. selection of cell subsets, in-vivo 
expansion and use for gene transfer and gene thesapy. 
This could be particularly important for the treatment of genetic diseases where the diagnosis can be 
performed in-utero, and cord blood can be collected at birth, transfected, and transplanted 
immediately. On a larger scale, autologous cord blood coUection and cryopreservation could be 
offered in families with an increased risk of cancer. autoimmune disease or infection. 
Ill IMMUNOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF CORD BLOOD CELLS 
Graft-versus-host disease(GVHD) is the major barrier to successful allogeneic bone marrow 
transplantation. This can be overcome by T -cell depletion, use of immunosuppressive drugs or in-vivo 
monoclonal antibodies. but this is often associated with an unacceptable increase of the relapse rate, 
demonstrating the importance of the graft-versus-leukemia(GVL) activity associated with allogeneic 
BMT. Early results from unrelated cord blood transplants have provided evidence of lower incidence 
and severity of acute and chronic GVHD in the recipient than would have been predicted from adult 
volunteer donor bone marrow transplants. Several hypotheses can explain the decrease of GVHD. 
some are already known: the incidence of GVHO diminishes with donor and recipient age. with the 
absence of donor and recipient herpes virus species infections and with a low number of lymphocytes 
infused. All these requirements are met by cord blood but not necessarily by adult bone marrow or 
peripheral blood. Other explanations for thedecrease of GVHD can be found in the study of immune 
function of cord blood cells. It is known that cord blood lymphocytes are enriched in immature 
progenitors. Lymphoid subsets in cord blood differ from those of adult blOOd. Immature C03- 8+ or 7 + 
cells are present; C03+ cells have a naive. non activated phenotype (CD25-,DR-,C045RA lo); and 
most CD3- cells are NK cells (CD16+. CD56+ ) . 
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Immune dflfil.iP.Or.y nf rord blood lymphooytoo might oloo be e>cpl&l'lt:.:i uy u,~ J.lr~ence of a sma11 
number of maternal cells.(20) In a previous study, we used the polymerase chain reaction 
amplification of 2 minisatellite sequences and found a maternal specific allele in one sample out of 42 
cases tested.(22) Using PCR amplification of non-inherited HLA antigens. the New York cord blood 
bank group has been able to detect maternal cell contamination in 3 cases out of 3000 cord blood 
samples studied. Using fluorescent in-situ hybridisation, the Seattle group found maternal cells in 6/44 
unfractionated cord blood samples at levels ranging from 112500 to 1/100. Finally, we used a highly 
sensitive. allele specific ampfrfication method and have shown that maternal specific alleles were 
found, in 1 0 out of 10 samples studied, at a frequency of 1 o-4 to 1 o-5 of cord blood nucleated cells. 
The presence of maternal cells, at such a low level, in cord blood samples is probably insUfficient to 
induce GVH after transplantation. but it may play a role in the establishment of the foeto-matemal 
tolerance and in the transmission of infection from the mother to the new-bom. 
The mechanism of cytotoxicity seems different in cord blood compared to aduh peripheral 
blood. While most of the tests of proliferation and the study of CTL -p and HTL -p seem normal or 
slightly decreased when compared to adult subpopulations. the study of lymphoid subsets seems to 
show that there is an increase of CO 3- subsets mostly, of the NK subset. Cytotoxicity seems mostly 
dependent on the NK subsets as shown by the study of perforin expression and of the BY55 
monoclonal antibody which re<:ognises functional cytotoxic Tor NK cells (21) (22) 
It remains to be established that the decrease of GVH is an active phenomenon of suppression by 
these cell subsets.(23) 
CONCLUSION 
Cord blood banks have been estabfiShed in several countries for use in family and unrelated 
transplants. In addition, cord blood cells are widely used for experimental purposes and for the 
development of cell and gene therapy. For this reason. it is mandatory to organise exchanges 
betWeen these banks and to develop methods of standardisation of collection, ceU separation. 
purifiCation, quantifiCation of HSC. methods of cryopreservation and thawing. The European Cord 
Blood Bank (ECBB) group has begun to work on these aspects as well as on the methods of detection 
of transmissible infectious or genetic cfiSeases. A registry of cord blood transplants has been 
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established within the Immunology working party of the European Blood and Marrow Transplant 
Group. 
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RESUME 
UTILISATION DU SANG FOETAL ET NEONATAL POUR LE TRAITEMENT DES MALADIES 
HEMATOLOGIQUES CHEZ L'HOMME 
La greffe de moelle osseuse allogeruque est un flaitement efficace d'un grand nombre de 
maladies hematologiques mafignes ou non. De nouveUes sources de cellules souches 
hematopoietiques sont actuellement a I' etude. Elles sont isolees soit. du sang apres mobilisation par 
des cytokines chez l'adulte ou, du sang placentaire preteve a Ia naissance. L'analyse des resuttats de 
plus de cinquantaine de greffes de cellules souches hematopoietiques du sang placentaire a montre 
une prise a long terme dans Ia majorite des cas. malgre le faible nombre de ceUules injectees. Par 
ailleurs. !'incidence et Ia gravite de Ia reaction du greffon contre l'h6te a ete faible meme lorsque le 
donneur n'etait pas totalement HLA compatible. Le recul est insuffisant pour savoir si Ia fonction graft 
versus leukemia est maintenue. La facDite d'obtention de ces ceUules expftque le developpement de 
banques de sang placentaire. 
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Les proprietes des cellules souches hematopoietiques du sang placentaire sont originales avec un 
enrichissement en cellules immatures et une plus grande capacite d'expansion in vivo et in vitro. C~i 
est particulierement important pour Ia therapie cellulaire et Ia therapie genique. 
Le deficit immunitaire du nouveau ne est caracterise par un accroissement de populations T 
immatures. un enrichissement en cellules NK et Ia presence de cellules naives non activees 
suppressives. L'ensemble de ces caracteristiques peut expliquer Ia diminution de Ia GVH et Ia 
possibilite de faire des greffes non strictement HLA identiques. Ceci devrait aboutir a Ia diminution du 
pool de donneurs necessaires pour traiter un plus grand nombre de patients. 
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The objective of the project was the development of new methods of diagnosis, prevention 
and treatment of radiation induced lesions to organs other than the h<ematopoietic system and 
skin, with special focus on the alterations of connective or supportive and vascular tissues 
following radiation overexposure. The development of such methods was based on an 
increased knowledge of physiopathological alterations and the introduction of modern 
investigative and therapeutical tools (physical devices and molecular or cellular biology) The 
organs considered were the muscles, lungs, and the central nervous system. 
Previous results, mainly on radiation-induced skin fibrosis, prompted us to consider 
Superoxyde dismutase (SOD) as a pot,ential therapeutical agent in the treatment of lesions 
resulting from acute irradiation of these organs. Although semeiological investigations could 
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be achieved following focal cranial irradiations, limited clinical trials with SOD could be 
undertaken in lung fibrosis. Accordingly, in vitro and animal models were developed and 
used for physiological, histopathological and pharmacological studies. The cooperation 
between CIR (Paris) and University of Nijmegen was particularly effective in 
histopathological investigations related to experimental material from both institutions. 
II. Major achievements 
Contribution of the CIR (Paris) 
1 - Experimental sequential study of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of irradiated 
skeletal muscles in relation with histopathological features. 
Twenty two New-Zealand rabbits have been irradiated (Dr Lefaix, Jouy en Josas) at 120 Gy 
with a source of Iridium 192, then examined serially (twice a month) by 1.5 Testa proton 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Dr Rahmouni, Creteil), and sequentially biopsied to 
study the histological evolution from early inflammatory reaction to installed fibrosis and the 
alterations of the prolin/hydroxyprolin ratio of fibrotic areas. At 8 weeks, a grade 1 fibrosis 
appeared, after a period characterized by the presence of inflammatory cells, increase of 
oedema in the dermis and microvascularization in the underlying muscular tissue. MRI (Tl, 
T2 or Turbo-flash) was modified as soon as the second week after irradiation, indicating 
oedematous and vascular changes. Histological examination was performed at different times 
of the progression of fibrosis. 
2 - Therapeutic approaches of radiation-induced fibrosis of the lung by Superoxyde 
Dismutase (SOD) 
Clinical study. (Dr Campana, B. Perdereau, Institut Curie) 
Lung fibrosis affects a number of patients exposed to accidental or therapeutical ionizing 
radiations on the chest. According to the beneficial effects of Superoxyde dismutase (SOD) 
observed in the patients treated for radiation induced skin fibrosis at the Institut Curie as well 
as results reported in the litterature, SOD was proposed for treatment of radiation induced 
lung fibrosis 
A pilot study has been conducted on 9 patients presenting with symptomatic lung fibrosis 
which developped 5 to 9 months after radiotherapy. Bovine SOD was administered by 
inhalation (aerosols) : 35mg (125 000 units) 3 times a week (every second day) for 2 weeks 
(Total SOD required : 210mg). Based on an estimated aerosol deposition of 10% in the lung, 
the SOD delivered to the lung was approximately 75000 units. 
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Cough symptoms improved in 9/9 patients, breathing frequency in 8/9 with an average gain in 
peak flow of 34 % .Thorax X ray showed objective response in 6 patients. No toxicity was 
observed. 
This clinical programme was interrupted due to legal restrictions on the use of bovine proteins 
for clinical investigations. It was recently resumed in collaboration with IMAS (Barcelona) 
These restrictions posed the issue of therapeutical approaches based on animal products for 
human use. 
Two alternatives to the use of bovine SOD were considered : 
SOD like compounds from non animal sources (SPD) 
Human recombinant SOD (h rSOD) 
As a prerequisite to clinical investigations, it was decided to develop a rat model of radiation 
induced lung fibrosis to be used for pharmacological and preclinical studies of anti fibrosis 
compounds . r-hSOD is now available for these investigations. 
Experimental study. (lnstitut Curie, Fontenay aux Roses) 
First, 40 Sprague-Daley male rats (age:? weeks) were irradiated on one lung (right lung) with 
a 60co external source at CEN/Fontenay aux Roses (IPSN/DS, Dr Rannou), in order to define 
the optimal fibrogenic dose, the optimal geometry of irradiation fields, as well as the time 
course for the development of an assessable lung fibrosis. 
The veterinary, qualitative histological morphology (microscopy and confocal microscopy, 
DPTE/DSV CEN/FAR, Dr P Fritsch) and morphometic analysis (Hopital Broussais, 
Pr Bruneval) data led to the following conclusions: 
• the optimal weight of the animals at time of irradiation is 260-280 g 
• the optimal 60Co dose for animals irradiated in one single irradiation under mild 
anaesthesia is 25 Gy. 
• the time required for an histologically assessable lung fibrosis is 16 weeks. 
Second, the efficacy of the aerosol route of administration for therapeutic compounds was 
investigated, since it will be the one preferred for clinical applications. 
The 40 irradiated rats inhaled 99Tc labelled albumin in an experimental inhalation device for 
rodents (DPTE/DSV, Dr D Hoffschir) designed for the simultaneous treatment of 8 rats in 
controlled conditions (pressure, flow rate, volume, concentration). Thus a relatively 
homogenous deposition yield and distribution was obtained, close to that expected from 
reference data on organ deposition with various labelled compounds. A deposition yield at the 
bronchoalveolar level of 0.15 % of the total dose of macromolecular compounds may thus be 
reproducibly obtained in the rat. This is significantly lower that the expected delivery yield in 
humans but remains relevant for further pharmacological studies in the rat. 
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3- Radiation effects on the central nervous system (Salpetriere, lnstitut Curie) 
The department of Neurology (Hopital de Ia Salpetriere) and the Laboratory of 
Radiopathology (Institut Curie) are collaborating to study the effects of cerebral irradiation 
(RT) on cognitive functions. 
Increased survival in some patients treated for a brain tumor explains that the risk of late 
cerebral damages due to RT is becoming an important issue. Radionecrosis is the best 
characterized but its incidence after conventional external RT has dropped since Sheline 
identified its main predisposing factors. On the other hand, an ill defined diffuse 
encephalopathy also called "diffuse cerebral radiation injury" or "RT-induced 
leukoencephalopathy" is becoming the most frequent complication of cerebral RT in long 
term survivors. 
This entity differs from radionecrosis in clinical-radiological aspects as well as in pathology 
and neither its incidence, pathogenesis nor its predisposing factor are clear. To study this 
problem, we used a clinical, pathological and experimental approach. 
Clinical studies 
Several features are required for the diagnosis of RT-induced cognitive dysfunction 
1) A history of cerebral irradiation months to years before the onset of clinical symptoms. 
2) Absence of recurrent tumor. 3) Absence of any other cause of cerebral dysfunction. 
To better define the incidence and predisposing factors of the "diffuse cerebral radiation 
injury syndrome", we undertook two studies of cognitive functions in our long term survivors 
of gliomas. 
In the first study (Sichez et al, submitted), a battery of psychologic tests was administered to 
32 patients, aged from 26 to 61 years, who had survived 2 years or more after treatment with 
surgery and radiotherapy for supratentorial gliomas without evidence of recurrent tumor on 
MRI. Two groups were identified. A first group of 17 patients had neuropsychologic scores 
similar to estimated premorbid level (group 1). A second group of 15 patients had abnormal 
neuropsychologic scores, lower that their estimated premorbid level (group II). In comparison 
with normal patients, those with abnorn1al neuropsychologic scores were older at the time of 
treatment (p = 0.001), had a lower post operative karnofski index (p = 0.008) and more often 
had left sided lesions (p = 0.001 ). Comparison of karnofski indexes between the post 
operative time point and the date of neuropsychological evaluation did not show a significant 
change over time in groups I and II. Nonetheless, 3/32 patients (9 %) developed a progressive 
decrease of their karnofski indexes. 
This study suggests that vigorous treatment of gliomas with surgery, radiotherapy and 
sometimes chemotherapy does not induce a substantial cognitive dysfunction in a majority of 
long term survivors (53%). When cognitive dysfunction is identified (47 %) of patients), our 
data suggest that it has generJIIy been present since the post operative period. 
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Finally, a minority of elderly patients (9 %) develop the clinical picture of "diffuse cerebral 
radiation injury". 
The second study was a 4 years prospective evaluation of cognitive functions in adults 
receiving conventional radiotherapy for a supratentorial glioma (Vigliani, Sichez, et al, 
submitted). 
The study was performed in 17 patients who underwent conventional focal RT for a low-
grade glioma or for a good prognosis anaplastic glioma. Results were compared with those of 
14 "control" patients harboring low grade gliomas who did not receive radiotherapy. A 
transient significant decrease of performances for the Reaction Time and PM 38 tests was 
observed at the 6 months time-point in the irradiated group with return to baseline values 
12 months post-RT. 
Subsequently, no other significant changes were observed over a 48 months follow-up period 
in the irradiated and non irradiated groups. Nonetheless when the scores of each patients were 
considered over time instead of the mean values of the group, 1 irradiated patient (5.8 %) 
showed clear signs of progressive deterioration while 2 irrradiated patients (12 %) 
experienced long-lasting improvement. Individual changes did not occur in non irradiated 
patients. This study suggests that, apart from an early-delayed transient drop of 
neuropsychological performances at 6 months, focal conventional RT carries a low risk of 
long-term cognitive dysfunction in the first 4 years after irradiation, but only when 
administered to young adults. 
To further progress in the understanding of predisposing factors for RT-induced cognitive 
dysfunction, we undertook a detailed study of the literature on this subject (Vigliani and 
Delattre, submitted). Since Sheline was able to identify important predisposing factors for 
radionecrosis with a careful study of the literature in the late seventies, we thought that this 
strategy could be useful for the "diffuse cerebral radiation injury syndrome". The following 
conclusions were drawn : 1) The risk of developing late dementia is affected by at least 
3 predisposing factors including the age of the patient, the irradiation scheme (dose in neuret 
and volume of irradiation field) and the administration of concurrent chemotherapy. Thus, the 
risk of developing dementia which is 0 when radiation is administered focally with a dose 
< 1000 neuret and without concomittant chemotherapy in a patient aged less that 60 years 
increases to a 100 % risk when RT is administered to the whole brain with a dose > 1000 
neuret concomittant chemotherapy in a patient aged more than 60 years (figure 1 ). 2) Clinical 
and radiological data as well as very few pathological studies all suggest that white matter is 
the main target for RT-induced cognitive damage (leukoencephalopathy) and that "classic 
radiation necrosis" is not involved. 
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Pathological studies 
Because the pathological substratum of this radiation induced syndrome is so poorly known 
with only 4 detailed cases reported in the literature, we undertook a pathological study of 
4 additional patients who died as a consequence of RT-induced dementia (Vigliani, 
Duyckaerts et a!, manuscript in preparation). The grey matter and neurons were normal in all 
patients. Although a severe and diffuse white matter pallor, sparing the U fibers, was present 
in all cases, 2 types of lesions were identified : one patient who had received "neoadjuvant" 
chemotherapy with VM 26, 5 FU and CCNU before RT had a severe and isolated spongiosis 
of the white matter without axonomyelinic loss, gliosis, necrosis or vascular damage 
suggesting a state of chronic edema, possibly related to chronic damage to the blood-brain 
barrier. The other patients who had not received chemotherapy had a diffuse axonal and 
myelinic loss with gliosis in the white matter. In addition two of them had multiple minute or 
very small foci of necrosis (not exceeding a few millimeters) disseminated in the white 
matter. These minute foci of necrosis were quite different from "classic radionecrosis", 
mainly because of their very small size, dissemination, and absence of significant vascular 
lesions. The punched out foci of necrosis that we found are similar to the experimental 
observations made by Caveness after conventional cerebral RT in the monkeys. Thus the 
pathological substratum of RT-induced leukoencephalopathy with dementia is not 
homogenous with at least 2 different pathological pictures despite common clinical and 
radiological features ; one is suggestive of pure chronic edema and the other indicates severe 
axonal lesions with disseminated punched out microscopic foci of necrosis. 
Experimental studies 
I. A model of cognitive dysfunction after conventional cerebral radiotherapy in the old rat. 
In order to better define the pathogenesis of the syndrome of RT-induced diffuse cognitive 
dysfunction, we developed an experimental model in the old rat (Lamproglou et al, 1995). 
A course of whole brain radiation therapy (30 Gy/10 fractions/12 days) was administered to 
26 Wistar rats ages 16-27 months, while 26 control rats received sham irradiation. 
Sequential behavioral studies including one-way avoidance, and a standard operant 
conditioning method (press lever avoidance) were undertaken. In addition, rats were studied 
in a water maze 7 months post radiation therapy. 
Prior to radiation therapy, both groups were similar. No difference was found I and 3 months 
postradiation therapy. At 6-7 months postradiation therapy, irradiated rats had a much lower 
percentage of avoidance than controls for one-way avoidance (23 % vs 55 %, p<O.OOI) and 
two-way avoidance (18 % vs 40 %, p<OJll ). Seven months postradiation therapy the reaction 
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time was increased (press-lever avoidance, 11.20 s vs 8.43 s, p<0.05) and the percentage of 
correct response was lower (water maze, 53 % vs 82 %) in irradiated rats compared with 
controls. In conclusion, behavioral dysfunction affecting mainly memory can be demonstrated 
following conventional radiation therapy in old rats. 
Studies are currently being performed with the brains of the rats, including current pathology, 
electron microscopy, Golgi preparations, and immunohistochemistry for neurotransmitters 
analysis. 
II. A model of acute cognitive dysfunction after whole body irradiation. possible effects of liposomal 
superoxide dismutase. 
Acute encephalopathy is a well known complication of therapeutic or accidental whole body 
irradiation. Since one of our objectives is to identify radioprotective agents, both for acute and 
chronic neurological complications of RT, we developed a model of acute cognitive 
dysfunction after whole body irradiation. In a first step, we demonstrated that whole body 
irradiation with a single dose of 4.5 Gy induced a significant alteration of a learning task 
(one-way avoidance) for at least 2 weeks (Lamproglou et al, unpublished results). 
In a second step, we studied the effects of liposomal bovine superoxide dismutase in this 
model (Lipsod, 0.5 mg!kg SC started one hour after irradiation for 14 days). 
The preliminary results clearly suggest a protective effect of Lipsod. However, further 
experiments are needed to confirm these preliminary findings. 
Conclusion 
Substantial progress have been made in the clinical description, predisposing factors and 
patholological features of RT-induced late cognitive dysfunction after conventional cerebral 
RT. For the first time, an experimental model of this syndrome has been developed which 
should be useful to understand its pathogenesis. 
An acute model of cognitive dysfunction after whole body irradiation has been developed 
which seems quite useful to test radioprotective agents. In the future we hope to try these 
radioprotective agents in the chronic model. 
Publications 
Lamproglou l, Qi Ming Chen, Boisserie G, Mazeron JJ, Poisson M, Baillet F, Le Poncin 
M, Delattre JY. Radiation-induced cognitive dysfunction : an experimental model in the old 
rat.(l995) Int J Radiation Oncology Bioi. Phys. 31: 65-70 
Sichez N, Chatellier G, Poisson M, Delattre JYEtude neurologique des survivants a long 
terme de gliomes (submitted) 
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Vigliani MC, Sichez N, Poisson M, Delattre JY. A prospective study of cognitive 
functions following conventional radiotherapy for supratentorial gliomas in young adults: 4 
year follow-up (submitted) 
Vigliani MC & Delattre JY Radiation-induced intellectual deterioration of adult: a review 
(submitted) 
II Contribution of the University of Nijmegen, Institute of Radiotherapy 
Objectives of the group 
The connibution of the University of Nijmegen was : 
In vitro studies :To study the effects of cytokines on the radiation response of various classes 
of glial cells (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, glial progenitors). To initiate studies on the role of 
SOD and other potential modifiers of oxydative injury. To elucidate the role of different 
modes of cell death (mitotic and apoptotic) in specific glial cell populations. 
In vivo studies : To study vascular perfusion and permeability in gliomas and the normal rat 
brain after irradiation. To compare quantitative morphology (image analysis of vascular 
architecture, perfusion, and permeability) with NMR spectroscopy and imaging (D20 
perfusion and 1 H I 31 P spectroscopy). To investigate the possible modifications in the 
development of radiation injury by SOD, ACE-inhibitors (Captopril) and inhibitors of 
polyamine synthesis (DFMO) in the rat spinal cord. 
Clinical studies : NMR spectroscopy and imaging of brain tumor patients before and after 
treatment with nicotinamide combined with carbogen breathing and radiation. 
Specific objectives for the last reporting period 
To continue studies on the role of SOD and other potential modifiers of oxydative injury in 
glial cells in vitro. To investigate the role of apoptotic cell death in specific glial cell types, 
and in vivo at various times after irradiation of the spinal cord as a function of radiation dose 
and age of the animal. 
To perform a detailed analysis of the vascular architecture of gliomas and normal rat brain 
after irradiation, and to study the role of concomitant anti-angiogenic drugs and retinoids. To 
continue the comparison of morphological vascular parameters with NMR spectroscopy and 
imaging (D20 perfusion and I H I 31 P spectroscopy) of irradiated rat brain and implanted 
gliomas. 
Clinical studies : NMR spectroscopy and functional imaging of normal brain and tumors in 
patients before and after treatment with nicotinamide combined with carbogen breathing and 
radiation will be continued. 
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Achievements of the group 
In vitro studies. Studies on the role of various growth factors on the radiation response of glial 
cells and their progenitors were completed. A comparison was made of the clonogenic 
survival of glial progenitors plated on mono layers of freshly prepared astrocytes with purified 
0-2A progenitors and oligodendrocytes. A major problem has been that these cells did not 
adhere to the surface of culture dishes, and a large effort was made to improve the adherence 
and purification/enrichment of specific glial cell types, and finding an appropriate assay to 
test the effectiveness of growth factors. We have finally settled for a 3H-thymidine 
incorporation assay as a screening procedure for various growth factors. In these studies, a 
large effect on proliferation of neonatal 0-2A progenitor cells obtained from the spinal cord 
was observed for bFGF and PDGF. Other growth factors tested were EGF, hCSF, hSCF, and 
NGF did not show any proliferative response. A combination of bFGF with radiation showed 
a small but significant survival enhancement, when present during the whole post-irradiation 
incubation period (2-3 days). These results agree with results obtained in other cell systems, 
notably the vascular endotheliium. All other factors tested did not modify the radiation 
response of glial progenitors, either measured by the 3H-thymidine incorporation assay or the 
clonogenic assay. 
Other responses. Studies on the effects of the polyamine inhibitor DFMO and the vasoactive 
substance nicotinamide were completed. DFMO showed a small protective effect on glial 
progenitor cells, while nicotinamide had no effect when tested in vitro. Nicotinamide and 
irradiation of the adult spinal cord, followed by excision assay and in vitro assessment of 
progenitor survival, showed a significant sensitization of progenitor cells. These latter 
experiments are currently repeated and a final publication will be submitted in 1995. 
The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor captopril, which protects the kidney 
from radiation injury, was shown to be ineffective in the rat spinal cord. No modification of 
the radiation response was measured. 
In the last reporting period, experiments with superoxyde dismutase (SOD) as a potential 
modifier of oxydative injury have been performed. In vitro survival of glial progenitor cells 
was not modified by SOD, while a control experiment in which the radical scavenging 
aminothiol-compound WR-1 065 was added before irradiation showed a significant protective 
effect of the thiol compound. This work is submitted for publication. 
Mechanisms of cell death. Studies of the induction of apoptosis as a mode of cell death of 
different populations of glial cells in the CNS have been carried out in this project. Apoptosis 
was measured by a in situ nick translation procedure (in situ end-labeling with the enzyme 
terminal transferase and biotin-dUTP as substrate). Experiments have been performed in vitro 
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in presence or absence of bFGF and PDGF, and in vivo after spinal cord irradiation. These 
experiments have not been concluded yet, but the present results do not indicate apoptosis to 
be a significant mode of cell death in radiation injury of the adult CNS. 
In vivo studies of vascular perfusion and permeability in gliomas and the normal rat brain. In 
this project, a large effort has been spent to develop computerized image analysis of vascular 
architecture and function. Using fluorescent perfusion markers and specific markers of the 
vascular endothelium, quantitative image analysis of vascular perfusion and architecture can 
now be reliably carried out in complete tissue sections. The morphological parameters of 
vascular size, density and intercapillary distance have recently been expanded with analyses 
of perfused vascular domains, to correlate vascular morphology with vascular perfusion 
studies carried out with NMRSpectroscopy and dynamic MRI. 
.ll P-MRS studies. The relationship between the bioenergetic status of human glioma 
xenografts in nude mice and morphological parameters of the perfused vascular architecture 
was analysed. Two tumour lines with a different perfused vascular architecture were used for 
this study. The relative perfused tumour area (RPTA) and the percentage of intercapillary 
distances larger than 200 Jlm (icd200), were related to the P/ATP ratio of the tumour. The 
mRPT A reflects the mean fraction of the convective transport area of Oz and nutrients. 
Intercapillary distances larger than 200 Jlm have been shown to be associated with low 
oxygen and glucose levels. The results confirmed the expectations : with increasing icd200, 
the P/ATP ratio increases linearly, while an inverse relationship was found with the perfused 
tumor area. 
2Hz0 and Gd-DTPA kinetic studies. 2Hz0 kinetics were compared to dynamic Gd-DTPA 
studies using Tl-weighted FLASH imaging of tumour slices (1.5 mm). The Gd-DTPA 
diffusion was fast in tumor regions with a high vascular density and short intercapillary 
distances as measured with quantitative analyses of the perfused vascular architecture in 
comparable tissue slices. The 2Hz0 curves took more time to reach the steady state due to 
tumour regions with large intercapillary distances (> 200 Jlm). The results of these studies 
suggest that the distribution of intercapillary distances may play an important role in the 
diffusion-limited part of the uptake curve. 
Clinical studies. NMR spectroscopy and imaging of brain tumor patients before and after 
treatment with nicotinamide combined with carbogen breathing and radiation is now 
completed. A first publication is accepted and in press. 
Nicotinamide administration and carbogen breathing induced a shift towards pH values. 
These results are now being prepared for publication. 
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Publications 
van der Maazen RWM, Thijssen HOM, Kaanders JHAM, de Koster A, Keyser AJM, Prick 
MJJ, Grotenhuis JA, Wesseling P, van der Kogel AJ. Conventional radiotherapy 
combined with carbogen breathing and nicotinamide for malignant brain tumors. 
Radiother. Oncol. in press, 1995. 
Haustermans K, van der Kogel AJ, Vanacker B, van der Schueren E. Influence of combined 
use of nicotinamide and carbogen on rat spinal cord tolerance. Radiother. On col. 31: 
123-128, 1994. 
Bernsen HJJA, Rijken PFJW, Oostendorp T, van der Kogel AJ. Vascularity and perfusion of 
human gliomas xenografted in the a thymic nude mouse. Br. J. Cancer. 71: 721-726, 
1995. 
Rijken PFJW, Bernsen HJJA, van der Kogel AJ. Application of an image analysis system for 
the quantitationi of the tumor perfusion and vascularity in human glioma xenografts. 
Microvascular Res., accepted 1995. 
van der Sanden BPJ, Rijken PFJW, Heerschap A, van den Boogert HJ, Bernsen HJJA, 
Hagemeier NEM, van der Kogel AJ. In vivo 31P-magnetic resonance spectroscopy and 
morphological analyses of the perfused vascular architecture of human glioma 
xenografts in nude mice. Cancer Research, submitted for publication, 1995. 
Bernsen HJJA, Rijken PFJW, Hagemeier NEM, van der Kogel AJ. Vascularization of 
intracerebral and subcutaneously transplanted human glioma xenograft. Submitted to 
Cancer Res., 1995. 
Bernsen HJJA, Rijken PFJW, Hagemeier NEM, van Mujen G, van der Kogel AJ. The 
monoclonal antibody 9Fl as a marker for mouse endothelium: a comlparison with the 
marker for vascular basement membrane marker collagen IV for staining the 
vasculature of human glioma xenografts. In preparation, 1995. 
Overall Conclusion 
The achievements of the project are multiple: 
i) a contribution to the histopathological correlations with radiation induced 
syndromes at the level of muscle, lung and brain tissues, with special emphasis on vascular 
lesions through a reinforced collaboration between neurologists from Paris and 
radiobiologists from Nijmegen. 
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ii) the development of animal models for the evaluation of behavioural and cognitive 
alterations resulting from acute and chronic irradiation of the central nervous system. 
iii) the development of animal models (essentially rodent) for pharmacological and 
preclinical studies as prerequisite of treament of acute irradiation syndromes in these organs, 
specially the lungs and the central nervous system. 
iv) a clinical evaluation of radiation induced late effects on the cognitive functions 
after focal cranial irradiation in humans, and preliminary histological and histochemical 
correlations. 
Investigations in all of these domain will continue, mainly oriented towards therapeutical 
approaches of lung and nervous system lesions. 
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Final Report 
1992-1994 
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l Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
The overall aims of this project were to improve the efficacy of treatment for incorporated actinides 
by the administration of chelating agents and to provide guidance to those involved in the treatment of 
accidental overexposures. 
The chelating agents recommended for enhancing the excretion of plutonium (Pu), americium (Am), 
thorium (Th) and neptunium (Np) from the human body are the trisodium calcium and -zinc salts of 
diethylenetriaminepenta-acetic acid (DTPA); the current agent of choice for uranium (U) is sodium 
bicarbonate. These substances are not completely effective and previous studies by the partners in 
collaboration with the University of California and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory had shown that analogues 
of siderophores, notably the hydroxypyridonate code named 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) was appreciably more 
effective than DTP A after the inhalation and intravenous injection of Pu; the ligands were considered equally 
effective for Am under these conditions. Other, but preliminary, studies carried out under the previous 
contract indicated that 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) had an affinity forTh, that the administration of Zn DTP A in 
drinking water could be an effective method for reducing the body content of Pu and Am after the inhalation 
of transportable forms, and that certain phosphonic acid derivatives were more effective than bicarbonate for 
the decorporation of uranium. On the basis of these previous results, the studies carried out under this 
contract were designed to 
investigate the comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) and DTPA for Pu and Am after 
simulated wound contamination as nitrate and the tributylphosphate (TBP) complex (1 ,2,3,5) and 
Pu after inhalation as TBP (3,5) 
investigate the comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-Ll( 1,2-HOPO) for Th after inhalation and deposition 
at wound sites (1 ,5,6) 
investigate the efficacy of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) for the decorporation of uranium (4,5) and 
neptunium (3,5) 
examine the toxicity of3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) (3,5) 
consider improved methods of synthesis of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) (5) 
validate reports of significant developments with other siderophore analogues, eg. TREN-(Me-3,2-
HOPO) (1) 
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optimise the efficacy of orally administered DTP A (1 ,2) 
synthesise and test new phosphonic acid derivatives and other substances for removing uranium from 
the body (1 ,4,5) 
During the course of the contract, the National Institute of Public Health, Prague ( 6) became attached 
to the contract under the PECO Agreement. The studies conducted on the decorporation of polonium (Po) 
and Th are included in this report. 
All the above studies were conducted with rats, other than those on the toxicity of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-
HOPO) for which non-human primates were used. The 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) was synthesised at ADFAC (5); 
other siderophore analogues were obtained as a gift from the Chemistry Department, University of California, 
Berkeley. For the studies on uranium decorporation, the phosphonic acid derivatives were synthesised at 
ADFAC (5) and the calixarenes at IPSN Pierrelatte (4). The diethyldithiocarbamate derivatives used for Po 
were synthesised at the Chemistry Department, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-U(l,2-HOPO) and DTPAfor Pu and Am (NRPB, Kfk, CEA, ADFAC) 
Of all the methods of intake investigated, the greatest differences between the efficacies of 
3,4,3-LI(1,2HOPO) and DTPA occurred after simulated wound contamination. After an initial muscular 
deposit of 0.3 ng Pu and 1.6 ng Am (200 Bq each of 238Pu and 241Am) a single local administration of 30 
1-1mol kg-1 body mass of 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) reduced the body contents by 7d to 0.9% and 0.8% respectively 
of those in untreated controls. The corresponding values after the local administration of 30 llffiOl kg-1 DTP A 
followed by intraperitoneal (ip) injections of 30 llffiOl kg-1 at 6h, Id, 2d and 3d were 34 and 27 times higher 
respectively_ The efficacy of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) for Pu and Am was reduced when treatment commenced 
6h after exposure (both 8% controls) or when the mass of Pu deposited was increased 600 fold (5% controls). 
However the corresponding values after DTP A administration were still 8 and I 0 times higher. 
After the intramuscular injection of 238Pu-TBP (10 kBq, I6ng Pu), the local administration of 
30 llffiOl kg-1 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) reduced the amounts of 233Pu retained in the wound site, skeleton and 
liver to 75%, 20% and 25% respectively of those in controls. DTPA had only a minimal effect on mobilising 
238Pu at the wound site though the skeletal content was reduced to about 60% of control values_ 
The ligand 3,4,3-LI(I,2-HOPO) has also been shown to be appreciably more effective than DTPA 
after the inhalation ofPu-TBP. When the initial lung deposit (ILD) was 80 Kbq 238Pu, the amounts retained 
by the liver and skeleton by 7d after the repeated administration of 30 1-1mol kg-1 (iv Ih, im 24h, 48h) were 
I. 7% and 7 .I% of those in controls; using the same protocol with DTP A the values were 4 times higher. 
Further studies showed that for an ILD of 7.5 Kbq, 3 llffiOl kg-1 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) was as effective as 30 
llmol kg-1. DTPA when the ligands were administered repeatedly by iv injection (lh, Id, 2d). However, this 
advantage was lost when either the commencement of treatment was delayed for 1d or the ILD was increased 
3-fold. 
After the intravenous injection of 238Pu and 241Am, 3,4,3-LI(I,2-HOPO) was appreciably more 
effective than ZnDTP A when the ligands were administered either orally or by subcutaneous infusion. With 
a single oral administration of 30 llffiOl kg-1 3,4,3-LI(1 ,2-HOPO) at lh, the amounts of 238Pu in the skeleton 
and liver by 7d were I2% and 6% of those in controls; the values with ZnDTP A were 6 and 7 times higher 
respectively. The retention of 238Pu in the skeleton and liver after the infusion of 3 llffiOl kg-1 d-1 
3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) for 14d,4% and 2% of controls were 7 and 1.5 times less than when using a dosage of 
30 1-1mol kg-1 d-1 ZnDTPA. For 241Am the amounts retained in the skeleton and liver after the oral 
adrninistrationof3,4,3LI(1,2-HOPO), 17% and5% of controls, were 3 and 10 times less than with ZnDTPA; 
the amounts after infusion, 9% and 2% of controls, were 2 and 3 times less. 
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Comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-U(l,2-HOPO) and DTPAfor Th (NRPB, ADFAC, CHZ) 
Studies performed under this contract have shown that the administration of DTP A is not an effective 
method of treatment for Th deposited in the lungs or at simulated wound sites. Whilst considerable 
improvements in decorporation have been effected with 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO), the differences between the 
efficacies of the chelates are less than after Pu administration. At a mass concentration of Th in the rat lung 
simulating human exposure to 750 times the Annual Limit on Intake (ALO for 228Th, the body content of 
Th was reduced by 7d to 17% of that in controls by repeated ip injection of 30 fllllOl kg-1 
3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO); the value afterDTPA administration was 80%. For a simulated exposure to the ALI 
for 23'2nl, the body contents after administration of these ligands were 69% and 91% of controls respectively. 
These data also demonstrate the effect of the mass of Th on the efficacy of treatment. 
The superiority of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) over DTPA has also been established after simulated wound 
contamination. For example, after the im injection of 221'Yrh, the amounts retained in the body at 7d after local 
and repeated ip injection of 30 J.lmol kg·13,4,3-L1(1,2-HOPO), 14% controls, were 4 times less than after 
DTPA administration. A two-fold difference was observed (40% v 80% controls) when treatment was 
delayed for 1d After the intramuscular injection of 23"Th, the repeated local administration of 3,4,3-Ll( 1,2-
HOPO) commencing lh after exposure reduced the skeletal content to 35% controls; under these conditions 
DTPA was ineffective and DFO-HOPO increased the skeletal content 1-4 fold. 
Decorporation of U and Np with 3,4,3-U( 1,2-HOPO) (CEA, IPSN, ADFAC) 
The ligand 3,4,3-L1(1,2-HOPO) also has an affinity for U and Np although its efficacy for these 
metals is substantially less than for the other actinides. 
After either the im or iv injection of U, the immediate administration of 30 J.lmol kg·1 
3,4,3-L1(1,2-HOPO) by the same route reduced the kidney and skeletal contents by 1d to about 20% and 50% 
of those in controls. Under these conditions it was noteworthy that after the administration of 640 fllllOl kg-1 
of NaHC03, the current agent of choice, these values were about 1.5 fold greater. However, 
3,4,3-Ll(1,2-HOPO) was appreciably less effective when treatment was delayed 30 min. Under these 
conditions the kidney and skeletal contents were reduced to only 50% and 80% of controls. 
Studies have been carried out on the comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-Ll(1,2-HOPO) and DTP A after 
the iv injection of 239Np(IV) and 237Np(V). After prompt administration (30 min) 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) 
reduced the body contents to 50% of controls by 1d after exposure; DTPA was ineffective. Neither ligand 
caused a significant reduction in the skeletal content. Supplementary biochemical studies have demonstrated 
the extreme difficulty of removing Np from the Np-transferrin complex with these ligands although greater 
success was achieved in the dissociation of its complexes with cytosolic proteins in the liver. 
Toxicity of 3,4,3-Ll(l,2-HOPO) (CEA, ADFAC) 
Preliminary studies have been undertaken on the comparative toxicity of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) and 
DTPA. After the repeated administration of 30 J.lmol kg·1 (iv day 0, ip days 3,6,9,16,20,23,26). For 
biochemical measurements on blood and urine, the samples were collected up to 180d after exposure. Kidney 
and liver biopsies were performed 8d and 180d after the termination of treatment. No significant differences 
were observed when the biochemical and histological data were compared with those for untreated animals. 
The administration of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOP0) to humans must await of course the results of comprehensive 
toxicity testing. This will require fmancial support from the nuclear industry. 
Synthesis of 3,4,3-U(J,2-HOPO) (ADFAC) 
The synthesis of the substance by the published method is difficult and the chemical yield is low. 
Alternative methods are being investigated and it is hoped that considerable improvements can be made. 
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Comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-U( 1,2-HOPO) and other siderophore analogues (NRPB) 
During the course of the contract the results of intravenous injection studies undertaken by the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in collaboration with the University of California suggested that a new 
siderophore analogue TREN-Me(3,2-HOPO) was as effective as 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) for the decorporation 
of Pu and possibly other actinides. The substance was reported as being easier to synthesise and of lower 
toxicity in mice than 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO). 
Subsequently studies were undertaken by the partners on the comparative efficacy of 
TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO), 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) and another siderophore analogue 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO) after 
the deposition of Pu, Am and Th in the lungs or at simulated wound sites. In all these cases 
3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) was easily the most effective ligand but significantly the other siderophore analogues 
were more effective than DTP A for 238Pu and 241 Am after wound contamination (but not inhalation), and 
for 228Th after inhalation or wound contamination. 
Efficacy ofZnDTPA administered in drinking water (NRPB, Kfk) 
In principle, the administration of ZnDTP A in drinking water could be of value for the treatment of 
inhaled forms of Pu and Am nitrate. In the experimental studies undertaken the masses of Pu and Am 
deposited in the rat lung simulated acute human exposure to 60 and 7200 times the ALis for 239Pu and 
241 Am respectively. Of the various protocols investigated, the optimal effect was achieved with the 
continuous intake of95 ~ol kg-1 d-1. When treatment began 1h after exposure and continued for 21d the 
amounts ofPu and Am retained in the body by 21d were 8% and 5% of those in controls respectively. When 
treatment was delayed 7d the corresponding values by 28d were 18% and 20% of controls. This method of 
administration was as effective as twice-weekly injections of 30 ,_.mol kg-1 DTP A. Importantly, no detectable 
histopathological effects were observed in the liver, kidneys and gastrointestinal tract after oral 
administration. 
Other studies were designed to assess the toxicity of orally administered ZnDTP A and the reduction 
of bone tumour risk. The ligand was administered to 50 day-old rats at a dosage of 100 ~ol kg-1 d-1 from 
4d or 30d after intravenous injection of 37 kBq kg-1 239Pu until death, at about 800d. This near lifetime 
exposure to ZnDTPA caused no obvious toxicity. After treatment the total number of osteosarcomas was 
reduced to about one-half of those in untreated animals, and commensurate with the reduction in skeletal 
content. Survival of the rats was only significantly increased when treatment started early and bone tumours 
were absent. 
Decorporation of uranium with phosphonic acid derivatives and calixarenes (NRPB, IPSN, ADFAC) 
Several phosphonic acid derivatives of different structural types and two calixarene derivatives have 
been evaluated after the administration of uranyl nitrate. Some of the phosphonates, eg. diethylenetriamine-
pentamethylene phosphonic (DTPMP) acid and 1,2 diamino cyclohexyl tetramethylene tetraphosphonate 
(CDTT) were moderately effective after prompt administration of 300 ~ol kg-1; by 4d after exposure the 
kidney and total body contents were reduced to 10% and 30% of those in controls. However, the efficacy of 
these substances decreased rapidly with the delay in adlninistration and after 30 min were largely ineffective. 
The calixarene derivatives tested so far have been ineffective and have exhibited toxic symptoms. 
Decorporation of polonium (CHZ) 
The current agents of ciJoice dimercaptopropanol (BAL) and dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) and 
dithiocarbamate (DDTC) are only partially effective. Recent studies have investigated the efficacies ofbis-
dithiocarbamates of which that code named HOETTTC has so far proved to be the most effective. 
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After the intravenous injection of 210po, the repeated subcutaneous injection of 0.4 mmol kg-1 
commencing immediately or lh after exposure, reduced the body content by 7d to 58% of controls; 
importantly 210po did not accumulate in the liver. 
After the intramuscular injection of 210po, the local administration of DMPS at 2h post exposure 
followed by the repeated subcutaneous injection of HOETTTC reduced the body content to 30% of controls 
by 14d. 
Meetings and Publications 
The partners have met every autunm to present the results of the most recent research and discuss 
future directions of tlte work. Reports of these meetings have been published in the EULEP Newsletter. In 
addition, progress has also been reviewed during the course of tlte EULEP General Assembly in Reisensburg 
as well as through frequent personal contact. 
The contract has generated an appreciable number of research papers which have either been 
published in the open scientific literature or in the proceedings of various international conferences. 
Summary 
The objectives of the contract have been fully met. The studies described have advanced our 
knowledge on the potential of new chelators, notably 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) for the decorporation ofPu, Am 
and Th. The work has also drawn attention to some of tlte limitations of those substances recommended 
currently and where alternative regimes may be at least as effective. The future use of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) 
in humans will depend on the results of comprehensive toxicity testing and an improved method of synthesis. 
Some progress has been made on the decorporation of uranium, neptunium and polonium, but more effective 
regimens are still required. 
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Head of project 1: Dr. Stradling 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(I) to investigate the comparative cfl1cacics of 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) and DTPA for Pu and Am 
after simulated wound contamination 
(2) to investigate the comparative eflicacics of 3,4,3-Ll(l ,2-HOPO) and DTPA after deposition 
of Th in the lungs and at simulated wound sites 
(3) to compare the efficacy of 3,4,3-LI( 1 ,2-HOPO) with those of the more recently synthcsi:,ed 
siderophore analogues TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO) 
(4) to optimise treatment wiU1 orally administered DTPA for removing inhaled Pu and Am from 
the body after inhalation as nitrate 
(5) to test new phosphonic acid derivatives for the decorporation of uranium. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Decorporation of Pu and Am after simulated wound contamination 
A likely route of accidental intake of Pu and Am by workers is from wound contamination. 
With DTPA as a comparison, 3,4,3-LIHOPO has been examined for its ability to remove 238Pu and 
241Am from the rat after the subcutaneous and intramuscular injection of 200 Bq of each actinide (0.3 
ng Pu, 1.6 ng Am) administered as nitrate. For the subcutaneous experiments 238Pu and 241Am were 
injected into the region immediately above the extensor cruris muscle of the hind-leg. Intramuscular 
injections were at a depth of 5 mm at the centre of the extensor cruris muscle block. 
After the subcutaneous injection of 238Pu and 241Am, both ligands were more effective after 
local administration than after intraperitoneal injection, intravenous injection or continuous infusion 
using an implanted osmotic pump. Dosages of 3 J.lll10l kg· 1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO were more effective than 
dosages of 30 J.lll10l kg·1 DTPA after each mode of administration. 
The most eiTcctive regimen ol those investigated li,r subcutaneous 2"Pu and 241 Am involved 
the local administration of 30 !Jmol kg·1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO 30 min after exposure followed hy 
intraperitoneal injections of 30 !Jmol kg·1 at 6h, I, 2 and 3d. By 7d, the amounts of 238Pu and 241 Am 
in the body, ie. wound site and other tissues, were 2% and 7% of those in controls. When DTP A was 
administered under these conditions, the corresponding values were 20% and 26%. 
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The ligand 3,4,3-LIHOPO was even more effective for 238Pu and 241Am after their 
intramuscular injection. After a single local administration of 30 j.lmol kg-1 at 30 min, the amounts 
retained in the hody by 7d were respectively 0.9% and 0.8% of those in controls. The corresponding 
values after the local and repeated intraperitoneal administration of 30 j.lmol kg-1 DTP A were 32% and 
22%. The increased efficacy of 3,4,3-LIHOPO after intramuscular injection was attributed to the 
greater retention of 238Pu and 241Am at the wound site (98% v 67% of the initial deposit) at the 
commencement of treatment. 
An important consideration is the delay between exposure and treatment. TI1e efficacy of both 
ligands was reduced appreciably wiU1 time although 3,4,3-LIHOPO retained its superiority. For 
example when repeated treatment with 30 !Jmol kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO commenced 6h and ld after the 
intramuscular injection of 218Pu the amounts retained in the hody 7d after exposure were respectively 
8% and 19% of those in controls; the corresponding values using DTPA were 66% and 75%. The 
data for 241Am were similar to those for 238Pu. These results have implications for the treatment of 
humans with DTP A. If administration is delayed, until, for example, more information on the severity 
of the accident is available, treatment is likely to he only partially effective. 
Another consideration is the effect of mass deposited at the wound site. When the amount of 
Pu (180 ng as 239Pu) was increased 600 fold the efficacy of treatment decreased. After the local 
administration of 30 1-1mol kg-1 3,4,3-LIHOPO at 30 min and intraperitoneal injections at 6h, 1, 2 and 
3d after exposure the amounts of 239Pu retained in the body 7d after subcutaneous and intramuscular 
injection were respectively 7% (cf 2%) and 5% (cf 0.9%) of control values. The corresponding 
amounts after DTPA administration were 33% and 47%. 
The results above show that 3,4,3-LIHOPO represents potentially a most significant advance 
for the treatment of wounds contaminated by Pu and Am. 
Comparative efficacies of siderophore analogues and DTPA for Pu and Am 
The hydroxypyridinonates TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO), together with 
DTPA, were examined for their ability to remove 238Pu and 241Am from the rat after inhalation or 
simulated wound contamination as nitrates. The data are compared with those obtained previously for 
3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO). 
After the inhalation of 238Pu, the most effective ligand was 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO). By 7d after 
exposure, the amount retained in the body after the repeated intraperitoneal injection of 30 !JillOl kg-1 
at 30 min, 611, 1d, 2d, 3d, 4.5% of untreated controls, was 5 times lower than with TREN-(Me-3,2-
HOPO) and 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and 3 times lower than with DTPA. For 241Am, TREN-(Me-3,2-
HOPO), 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) and DTPA were equally effective, the amount in the total body at 7d 
being 10% of those in controls. 
In the subcutaneous injection experiments the most effective ligand for 238Pu was again 3,4,3-
LI(1,2-HOPO). By 7d, the body content after the local administration of 30 !JillOl kg-1 at 30 min 
followed by intraperitoneal injection of 30 !JillOl kg-1 at 6h, ld, 2d, 3d was 2% of controls. The 
corresponding values for TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and DTPA were 3.5 and 9 times higher respectively. 
For 241Am, the efficacies of the three siderophore analogues were similar. The amounts retained in 
the body at 7d, 8% of controls were appreciably less than after DTPA administration, 20%. Due to 
its lower solubility, 5-LI-Me-3,2-HOPO could be injected locally at dosages of only 3 !JillOl kg-1• 
Nevertheless, the reduction in the body content of 238Pu and 241Am using the regimen above was 
similar to that found for TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO). 
After the intramuscular injection of 238Pu and 241Am, the amounts retained in the body 7d after 
the local administration of30 11mol kg-1 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO), 0.9% of controls, were respectively about 
20 and 40 times less than after the administration of TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and DTP A at this dosage. 
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After the local administration of 3 f.Jmol kg-1 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) and 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO), the body 
contents of 238Pu (6% v 10% controls) and 241Am (9% v 7% controls) were similar. 
At present, it is concluded that 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) remains the most effective ligand for the 
decorporation of Pu and Am. However, the data obtained for the other siderophore analogues are 
encouraging. Both are appreciably more effective than DTPA for removing these actinides from 
simulated wound sites. The ligand TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO) is of such low acute toxicity that the 
efficacy of treatment should be improved further by the administration of higher dosages. The results 
obtained for 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO) suggest that other linear hydroxypyridinonates could be prepared 
which are of similar potency to 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) yet far easier to synthesise. 
Comparative efficacies of siderophore analogues and DTPA forTh 
The comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) and DTPA for removing 228Th from the rat 
were investigated after subcutaneous (sc) and intramuscular (im) injection. The commencement of 
treatment was delayed 30 min, 6h or ld and the animals killed at 7d. In all cases 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) 
was appreciably more effective than DTPA although the efficacy of treatment and the relative 
effectiveness of the ligands decreased rapidly with their delay in administration. Optimal removal 
occurred when initial local administration at 30 min after exposure was followed by repeated ip 
injection at 6h, I, 2 and 3d. Under these conditions the body content of 22Bn was reduced to 20% 
of controls after sc injection and 15% after im injection. The corresponding values using repeated 
DTPA administration were 80% and 54%. 
The ligands TREN-(Me-3,2-HOPO), 5-LI-(Me-3,2-HOPO) and 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) were 
examined after the inhalation of 230+23~ as nitrate. The initial lung deposit of Th, 4.2 f..lg, was 
equivalent to that which would deposit in the alveolar-interstitial region of the human lung after acute 
exposure to the ALI for 'natural' Th. In control untreated animals, the amounts of Thin the lungs 
and total body 7d after exposure were 70% and 78% of the initial deposit. All three ligands were 
ineffective after a single intraperitoneal injection of 30 fJffiOl kg-1 administered 30 min after exposure. 
By 7d, the amounts of Th in the lungs and total body with TREN-HOPO were 99% and 93% of 
controls; the corresponding values with LIMe-HOPO were 94% and 91% and with 3,4,3-LIHOPO 93% 
and 87%. The efficacy of 3,4,3-LIHOPO increased appreciably when the ligand was administered 
further at 6h, 1, 2 and 3d after exposure. In this case the lung and body contents were reduced to 73% 
and 69% of controls. The corresponding values after the repeated administration of 30 fJffiOl kg-1 
DTPA were 93% and 91%. The efficacies of 3,4,3-LIHOPO and DTPA after human equivalent 
intakes of 1 ALI of natural thorium are considerably less than for intakes of the nanogram level, which 
simulates exposure to about 103 times the ALI for 22Bn; in the latter case the body contents could be 
reduced to 17% and 78% respectively of controls after their repeated administration. These data 
demonstrate the influence of the mass of Th on the efficacy of treatment. 
Studies have also been undertaken on the comparative efficacy of the three 
hydroxypyridinonates after the subcutaneous and intramuscular injection of Th nitrate (300 Bq 228Th, 
10 pg Th). After the subcutaneous injection of Th, the amounts retained at the wound site and in the 
total body of untreated rats 7d after exposure were 32% and 72% of the initial wound deposit. After 
the local subcutaneous administration of 30 f..IIDOl kg-1 TREN-HOPO these amounts were reduced to 
14% and 17% of those in controls; the corresponding values after administration of30 f..IIDOl kg-1 3,4,3-
LIHOPO were 7% and 14%. The local administration of 3 f..IIDOl kg-1 LIMeHOPO reduced the 
amounts retained at the wound site and total body to 31% and 41% of controls. After the 
intramuscular injection of Th, the amounts retained at the wound site and in the total body 7d after 
exposure were 46% and 62% of the initial deposit. These amounts were reduced to 26% and 33% 
respectively of those in controls after the local intramuscular administration of 30 fJffiOl kg-1 TREN-
HOPO and 7% and 19% when using the same treatment regimen with 3,4,3-LIHOPO. The 
corresponding values after the administration of 3 f..IIDOl kg-1 LIME-HOPO were 53% and 63%. 
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TI1e first wound study above showed that 3,4,3-LIHOPO was substantially more effective than 
DTPA after subcutaneous and intramuscular injection of Th. TI1e other results reported show that 
TREN-HOPO is inferior to 3,4,3-LIHOPO for removing Th from the hody after simulated wound 
contamination, but superior than DTP A. 
Oral administration of DTP A 
The efficacy of ZnDTP A administered in drinking water was examined for removing 238Pu and 
241Am from rats after their simultaneous inhalation as nitrates. TI1e amounts of 238Pu and 241Am 
deposited in the lungs were equivalent to ahout 60 and 7200 times the mass concentrations calculated 
to be in the pulmonary region of human lungs after acute exposure to the annual limits on intake for 
239Pu and 241 Am. 
All treatments using ZnDTPA commenced at lh or 7d after exposure and continued for an 
interval of 2ld using various treatment regimens. The dosages were 3600 JJmol kg-1 d-1 (3 x 10-2M 
administered every third day), 950 JJmol kg-1 d-1 (10-2M administered continuously or throughout 
alternate weeks) or 95 JJmol kg-1 d-1 (10-3M administered continuously). ZnDTPA was also 
administered by repeated intraperitoneal injection at dosages of 30 JJmol kg-1 body weight. 
All oral treatments were equally effective when treatment commenced at lh. In all cases the 
amounts of Pu retained in the lungs and total body at 2ld were 2% and 8% of controls respectively; 
the values for Am were 3% and 5%. Treatment was less effective when delayed for 7d, although all 
oral treatment regimens were again equally effective. In this case the amounts of Pu retained in the 
lungs and total body at 28d were 6% and 18% of controls respectively; the values for Am were 9% 
and 20%. Oral treatment proved as effective as the repeated injection of ZnDTPA at dosages of 30 
J.llllOl kg-1• With the latter method of administration the total body contents ofPu and Am at 2ld were 
5% and 3% of controls; the corresponding values at 28d were 25% and 29%. 
Histopathological studies on the liver, kidney and three regions of the gastrointestinal tract 
have indicated that there were no detectable effects on tissue structure. These results are consistent 
with previous studies undertaken at Kfk Karlsruhe when using the above treatment protocols. 
Decorporation of uranium 
Recent studies have shown that the stability of polyaminocarboxylate complexes with metal 
ions was improved when the chelates were sterically rigid. Since phosphonic acid derivatives are 
known to complex uranium, five analogous substances have been synthesised and their efficacy for 
decorporation examined in the rat. The substances were:- 1-2 diamino cyclohexyl tetramethylene 
tetraphosphonate (CDTT); 1-2 diamicto cyclohexyl methane tetraphosphonate (CDMT); Benzo 
cyclopentene bisphosphonate (BCPBP); 1-2 phenylene dicarboxy diamicto methane tetraphosphonate 
(DDMT); and 1-2 diamicto cyclohexyl ethane tetraphosphonate (CDET). 
In a preliminary screening experiment, uranium, as uranyl nitrate (300 Bq 233U, 10 J.lg U) was 
administered by intraperitoneal injection and the phosphonic acid derivatives (300 JJmol kg-1 body wt) 
at pH? by the same route immediately afterwards. 
The most effective substance was CDTT. By 4d after exposure, the uranium contents of the 
kidneys and total body were 0.88% and 10.3% respectively of that injected; the corresponding values 
for untreated rats were 9.2% and 28.8%. These values were similar to those obtained after the 
administration of dipropylenetriaminepentamethylenephosphonic (DTPMP) acid, examined previously. 
The uranium contents of the kidneys and total body after the administration of CDMT were 5.8% and 
35.9% of the amounts injected; the corresponding values for BCPBP were 2.3% and 17.1% and for 
DDMT 3.3% and 18.8%. The administration of CDMT, BCPBP and DDMT resulted in enhanced 
retention of uranium in the liver, respectively 9. 7%, 4.0% and 2.3% of the amount injected compared 
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with 0.25% in controls. TI1e administration of CDET at 300 jlmol kg·1 resulted in toxicological 
symptoms and its efficacy at this dosage was not investigated further. 
At the lower dosage of 30 jlmol kg·1, CDTT and two other derivatives, cyclohexylamino-
methylenebisphosphonic (CABP) and tetra-amino (tris ethyl) hexamethylenephosphonic acid (TTHP) 
were only partially effective and not considered further. 
It is concluded that the development of more effective substances for removing uranium from 
the body remains an important requirement for radiological protection of the worker. 
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Head of project 2: Prof. Volf 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(I) To investigate the comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-LIHOPO, DFO-HOPO, DTPA-DX, DTPA 
and DFOA for Pu and Am after intravenous injection. 
(2) To investigate dose- and time-elTect relationships of treatment with 3,4,3-LIHOPO and DFO-
HOPO after intravenous injection of Pu and Am. 
(3) Tu investigate local and systemic chelation treatment of simulated wounds contaminated with 
Pu, Am and 111. 
(4) To reduce the risk due to incorporated Pu-239 by oral DTPA. 
HI. Proe:r.ess achieved includine:_nublications . . . Tiecomoration oTPu ana Am eafly mrer mtravenous 1111ectwn 
The effectiveness of early single chelate injections (30 fliiiOl kg·1 at lh) on Pu-238 retention 
in tissues decreased in the order 3,4,3-LIHOPO > DFO-HOPO > DTPA > DTPA-DX and for Am-241 
in the order 3,4,3-LIHOPO > DTPA-DX > DTPA » DFO-HOPO. LIHOPO decreased the contents 
of Pu in bone and liver to 9% and 3% respectively of those in untreated controls. Corresponding 
values for Am-241 in bone and liver were 30% and 6% respectively. With both chelators a similar 
effect on Pu was achieved by prompt single oral treatment and by a single injection delayed for an 
hour, provided the oral dose exceeded about 3 times that given as injection. When LIHOPO was 
administered by continuous infusion, a superior effect was achieved with total chelate amount only 
slightly exceeding that given as single injection. The retention of Pu and Am was reduced to <5% 
and 10% of controls, respectively; the contents in the liver were <2% of controls. 
Dose- and time-effect relationships with 3,4,3-LIHOPO and DFO-HOPO 
At t11e lower dose-level, both after injection or oral chelate administration, the etlect of 
LIHOPO on retention of Pu exceeds that of DFO-HOPO. With higher doses of both chelators a 
similar effect on Pu can he achieved. Whilst DFO-HOPO does not affect Am retention, a substantial 
reduction in Am retention can be achieved by LIHOPO. When comparing t11e relative removal 
effectiveness of injected LIHOPO on the two actinides, it is more pronounced with Pu, especially in 
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the bones and after low chelator doses. Orally administered low doses ofLIHOPO, however, mobilize 
more Am than Pu, both from the liver and bone. 
TI1e effectiveness of a single injection of 30 11mol kg-1 LIHOPO decreases with increasing time 
after Pu administration, much more slowly than that of the same dose of DFO-HOPO. With DFO-
HOPO the calculated half times for the mobilized fraction of Pu from bone and liver are 5h and 12h, 
respectively. The removal effect of LIHOPO on Pu decreases from the 3rd day in liver and kidneys 
with a half-time of 29d and 23d, respectively, and in the bones there is no loss of LIHOPO efficiency 
up to !Od post Pu injection. The removal effect ofLIHOPO on Am in soft tissues decreases with time 
similar to that for Pu; in the hones, however, at !Od virtually no Am can be removed by a single 
LIHOPO injection. 
Decorporation of Pu, Am and 111 after simulated wound contamination 
Contaminated wounds were simulated hy intramuscular injections of actinides in 0.3M nitric 
acid into musculus quadriceps femoris. In a short-term experiment, the effect ofPu-mass on efficiency 
of LIHOPO was investigated. After injection of equal activities of Pu-238 and Pu-239 less of the 
latter was removed, obviously because its mass was about 300 limes greater than that of Pu-238 and 
correspondingly the molar ratio of LIHOPO to Pu-239 much less favourable for chelation. 
Surprisingly, Am-241 which was injected simultaneously with Pu-239 was also less mobilized from 
the injection site than was Am-241 injected with Pu-238. 
A simulated delayed protracted treatment of activity partly deposited in a contaminated wound 
and partly in the tissues was initiated at 4d or 30d after single injection of actinides; organ retention 
of activity was reduced to about 20% and 60% of control values, respectively. Whole body counting 
of Am-241 indicated that a substantial fraction can be removed, even if treatment started as late as 30d 
after injection of Am. 
Two pilot experiments on treatment after wound contamination with Th-234 indicate that under 
identical conditions LIHOPO is more effective than any other chelator tested. However, effectiveness 
of this chelator with Th is less than previously observed with Pu and Am. 
Detoxication of Pu-239 by oral DTPA 
In the life-time experiment on reduction of bone tumour risk in rats after a single intravenous 
injection of 37 kBq kg-1 Pu-239, the chelator Zn-DTPA was added to drinking water at 10-3M 
concentration, starting at 4d or 30d post Pu. 
At present, histopathological data on osteosarcoma incidences are available. They indicate that 
after treatment the total number of osteosarcomas was reduced to about one half of that in untreated 
rats, irrespective of the delay in treatment. It thus seems possible to remove Pu from critical cell 
populations even if treatment is delayed. Indeed, evaluation of microautoradiographs of undecalcified 
bone sections indicate that radiation dose-rates in the 0-10 11ffi endosteal layer were substantially 
reduced (to less than 50% of those in untreated rats) both after early and delayed DTPA treatment). 
On the other hand, survival of rats could be significantly increased only when treatment started 
early and only in animals without bone tumours. This indicates that it is also necessary to evaluate 
other reasons of death, including incidence of soft tissue tumours. This work is underway. 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Poncy, Dr. Paquet 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
(1) to investigate the comparative efficacies of 3,4,3-LI(l ,2-HOPO) and DTP A for Pu-TBP after 
sinmlatcd wound contamination. 
(2) 10 investigate the comparative efficacies ot"3,4,3-LI(I,2-HOPO) and DTPA artcr inhalation or 
Pu-TBP 
(3) to optimise treatment with LIHOPO after inhalation of 218Pu as Pu-TBP complex 
(4) to investigate the efficacy of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) for the decorporation of Np 
(5) to examine the toxicity of 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO). 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
(1) The efficacy of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) for enhancing the excretion of plutonium from the 
rat after simulated wound contamination as the tributyl-n-phosphate complex. 
Solvent extraction processing of plutonium in the nuclear industry is dominated by the Purex 
process which employs a solution of tributyl-n-phosphate (TBP) as extractant and HN03 as salting 
agent. The metabolism of plutonium, introduced into rats as the Pu-TBP complex, has been studied 
but no effective treatment for decorporation of the compound is currently available. The siderophore 
analogue 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) - referred to hereafter as LIHOPO - has been examined here for its 
ability to remove 238Pu from rats after i.m. or s.c. contamination as the tributyl-n-phosphate (TBP) 
complex. 80 ng Pu kg·1 body mass were injected in rats and the chelating agents were administered 
30 min after the contamination, at a dosage of 30 J.llllOl kg·1, either by i.v. or local injection. After 
i.m. contamination, LIHOPO was significantly superior to DTP A in removing translocated 238Pu. 
Local (i.m.) administration of 30 J.llllOl kg·1 of LIHOPO reduced the amounts of Pu in the skeleton, 
liver and kidneys to 20%, 25% and 45% respectively, of those in untreated animals, and lead to a 
reduction of the total translocated Pu by a factor 4.5. By contrast, DTPA had little action on t11e 
removal ofPu from these organs (65%, 85%, and 100% of the controls, respectively) and reduced the 
translocated 238Pu by a factor 1.4. Similar results were obtained after i. v. injection of both ligands. 
After treatment with LIHOPO, 238Pu was excreted predominantly in the faeces (14-18 times more than 
in untreated animals), whilst after DTPA administration, a large fraction of 238Pu was eliminated via 
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the urine (13-18 times more than in control animals). 
LIHOPO was more effective than DTPA in removing both translocated and wound 238Pu, after 
s.c. contamination. It removed 55-65% of the total translocated 238Pu, whereas DTPA removed at best 
10-15%. The main effects were observed on the skeletal and the liver contents of the treated animal 
(35-40% and 20-40%, respectively, of the controls). At the wound site, LIHOPO removed 35-40% of 
the deposited 238Pu while DTPA had no significant action (8-15% of deposited Pu). No significant 
difference was observed after local or i.v. injection of the ligands, neither on the translocated nor on 
the wound Pu. 238Pu excretion was increased twice as much by LIHOPO than by DTPA. After 
LIHOPO administration, fifty percent of the injected 238Pu was excreted by 7 d, whereas 12% was 
excreted by the untreated animals. With LIHOPO as treatment, the main route of excretion was fecal, 
whilst DTPA increased the urine excretion of 238Pu by a factor 10. 
For each experimental treatment, the results demonstrated that LIHOPO was more effective 
than DTPA in removing the whole body Pu. TI1is was true for both routes of administration of Pu 
(i.m. or s.c.) and of the ligand (local or systemic injection). LIHOPO was significantly superior to 
DTPA for preventing organ deposition of the translocated Pu, and was equivalent or more efficient 
than DTPA in mobilizing Pu from the wound site. 
(2) Efficacy of LIHOPO for reducing the retention of 238Pu in rat after inhalation of the 
tributyl phosphate complex. 
After inhalation of Pu-TBP, DTP A was demonstrated to be ineffective for enhancing the 238Pu 
excretion. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the ligand depends both on the mass of radionuclide inhaled 
and on the dosage of the ligand. In this study we have compared the efficacy of DTP A and LIHOPO 
after inhalation of different masses of Pu-TBP and after different kinds of treatment regimens, which 
correspond to early, single or repeated injections and also delayed injection. 
In four different exposures, the mean lung activities in the untreated animals were 869 ± 74 
Bq (1.3 ng Pu); 4500 ± 800 Bq (6.7 ng Pu); 15 ± 2 kBq (22.4 ng Pu) and 37 ± 3 kBq (55.3 ng Pu) 
respectively. The first two groups correspond to a low or moderate level of internal contamination, 
the last two to a high level. The two chelating agents were injected at dosages of 30 J.UIIOl kg·1 body-
weight. 111ree different treatment schedules for both chelators were used: (1) single: one i.v. injection, 
1 h after exposure; (2) repeated: one i.v. injection I h after exposure, followed by two i.m. injections, 
respectively, 1 and 2 days later; (3) delayed: one i.p. injection I day after exposure. 
The LIHOPO was shown to be more effective than DTPA for increasing the elimination of 
238Pu from the lungs and reducing the amounts deposited in the organs 7 days after exposure. At the 
lowest lung content (969 Bq) one i.v. injection ofLIHOPO at 1 h after inhalation reduced the amount 
of Pu in liver and skeleton, by 7 days, to 6.0 and 11.7 %, respectively, of those in untreated rats. At 
the highest lung content (37 kBq), the corresponding value for lung, liver and skeleton were 57.4, 8.2 
and 17.8 % respectively. In this case, lung retention was significantly reduced with LIHOPO, 
compared to DTPA treatment. With repeated treatment, the Pu content of the lung and other organs 
at 7 days were reduced appreciably by LIHOPO. For the lowest lung content, the ratio of lung activity 
in controls to lung activity in treated rat was 4.2 after repeated LIHOPO treatment compared with 2. 7 
for DTPA. The corresponding values were 2 and 1.6, respectively, for the highest lung deposit. After 
delayed treatment, the Pu contents in all measured organs were reduced less than after early treatment. 
In this case, 3,4,3-LIHOPO and DTPA were considered to be equally effective. 
In conclusions, LIHOPO was more effective than DTPA after inhalation of PuTBP complex 
(3) Optimisation of treatment with LIHOPO 
In that case, lower amounts of LIHOPO (31 J.lmol kg.1) were administered to rats, and the 
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efficacy of the ligand was assessed after both prompt and delayed treatment. The animals were 
contaminated by inhalation of an aerosol of 238Pu-TBP. The initial lung deposit of 23Tu were 7.5 kBq 
± 1.1 kBq (11. 7 ng Pu) or 25 kBq ± 2.8 kBq (39 ng Pu). In both cases, the duration of exposure was 
60 min. Four groups of rats were used in each experiment (7.5 or 25 kBq of initial lung deposit of 
Pu-TBP): group 1: 4 rats exposed to Pu-TBP as untreated controls group 2: 8 rats exposed to Pu-TBP 
and treated with 3,4,3-LIHOPO at a dosage of 3 11mol kg-1 group 3: 8 rats exposed to Pu-TBP and 
treated with CaNarDTPA at a dosage of 3 llffiOl kg-1 group 4: 8 rats exposed to Pu-TBP and treated 
with CaNa3-DTPA at a dosage of30 11mol kg-1• Then, groups 2,3 and 4 were divided into two groups 
each: 
a) prompt and delayed treatment: four rats were treated hy one intravenous injection 1 h after 
contamination, followed hy two intraperitoneal injection 1 and 2 d later 
h) delayed treatment only: four rats were treated by one intravenous injection I d after 
contamination, followed by two intraperitoneal injection 1 and 2 d later. 
The values of total body content, expressed as percentage of controls at 7 d, show the efficacy 
of the 3 regimens employed. It is evident from the data that 3 mol.kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO were 
effective for increasing the elimination of the Pu inhaled. Nevertheless, the ligand seemed to be more 
effective for the lower lung Pu deposit (about 7.5 kBq) than with high concentrations. Seven days 
after inhalation, the total body content was about 30 to 60% less than that observed in untreated 
animals. The best results were obtained with prompt administration of 3,4,3-LIHOPO (1 h after 
contamination). Under those conditions, the body content was reduced to one third of that in untreated 
rats. At the lower lung deposit, the efficacy of 3 llffiOI.kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO was comparable to that 
of DTPA used at a dosage of 30 llffiOl kg-1• However, when lung deposit was higher (25 kBq), DTPA 
was more effective. The significance of these observations remains unknown, since it is possible that 
the composition of the aerosol (excess ofTBP and solvent) affect the ability of the ligand to approach 
and complex the Pu, more than the amount of the radionuclide, when only nanograms arc present. 
Each organ was affected by the decorporation processes. Treatment with 3,4,3 LIHOPO was 
more effective when animals were treated soon after contamination, especially for low lung deposit. 
The time interval before ligand injection was more important for 3,4,3-LIHOPO than for DTPA 
whatever the mass of plutonium deposited in the lungs. When the treatment was administered 1 d 
after contamination, the DTPA may have been somewhat effective although none of the differences 
were statistically significant. At lower lung deposit, plutonium retention was equivalent for the liver 
and lower for the skeleton and the kidneys after LIHOPO than after DTPA injected at low or high 
dosage. With high lung contamination, the efficiency of 3,4,3-LIHOPO was higher than DTP A 30 
llffiOl kg-1 for the kidneys but was lower for lungs and skeleton. This observation confirms the 
efficiency of LIHOPO to decrease retention in the kidneys whatever was the initial lung deposit. 
The results show that 3 llffiOl kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO can remove appreciable amounts of Pu 
from the body when inhaled as a tri-N-butylphosphate complex. The ligand was more effective than 
DTPA at the lower lung deposit of Pu. The reverse was observed at the higher lung content of Pu. 
The importance of a prompt treatment after contamination has been emphasised. We have previously 
demonstrated the importance of a repeated treatment This study shows that rapid intervention could 
be important too. 
(4) The efficacy of LIHOPO for enhancing the Np decorporation 
The efficacy of 3,4,3-LIHOPO and CaDTPA has been tested for removing neptunium in rat 
after systemic administration. Two methods were used, corresponding to investigations at either whole 
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organism or molecular level. In a first step, six rats were contaminated by intravenous injections with 
either 3.3 pg of 239Np (IV) or 39 Jlg of 237Np (V). These two isotopes were chosen because of the 
discrepancy in their abilities to complex with chelators. The two ligands 3,4,3-LIHOPO and CaDTPA 
were administered at a dosage of 30 JllllOI.kg-1 by Lv. injection 30 mn after the end of the 
contamination and the animals were sacrificed 24 h later. The results showed the inefficacy of the 
DTP A to remove the neptunium from the body whatever the isotope used. The 3,4,3-LIHOPO seemed 
to be more effective. We observed a reduction of the hepatic burden (54%) and of the skeletal burden 
(50%) after injection of 239Np (IV) and 237Np (V) respectively. 
In order to understand the mechanisms involved in the neptunium decorporation, an attempt 
was made to identify the blood protein responsible for the radionuclide binding. Rats were injected 
intravenously with 3.3 pg of 239Np (IV) or 239Np (V) and blood was collected 30 mn after. The serum 
was separated and subjected to gel permeation and ion exchange chromatography. In these conditions, 
98% and 91% of 239Np (IV) and 239Np (V) respectively were hound to blood transferrin, the iron 
binding protein. l11ese results suggest that the injected Np (V) was reduced to Np (IV) at the 
physiological pH, since Np (V) has no affinity for any biological ligand. 
The action of the two chelators, DTP A and 3,4,3-LIHOPO, on the dissociation of the complex 
neptunium-transferrin was then tested in vitro, by means of gel permeation chromatography and protein 
precipitations. In these conditions it was shown that DTP A was unable to remove neptunium from 
transferrin, even when used at high concentrations ( 40 mmol kg-1). The action of 3,4,3-LIHOPO was 
better but remained limited since 5 mmol kg-1 were required to removed 45% of the neptunium bound 
to transferrin. The usual therapeutic dosage (i.e. 30 JlffiOl kg-1) removed less than 10% of the 
neptunium and seemed to be ineffective for the decorporation of the systemic compartment The 
strength of the complex Np-Tf seemed to change depending on the initial valency state of the 
radionuclide injected. This resulted in a higher efficacy of both 3,4,3-LIHOPO and DTPA for 
removing neptunium when injected as Np(V), but without statistically significant difference. 
Regarding the inefficacy of the ligands to dissociate the complex Np-Tf, an attempt was made 
to study the binding of the radionuclide with the cytosolic proteins of the hepatocytes. After 
contamination, the liver was homogenized and the soluble proteins were extracted after centrifugation 
(100,000 g, 45 mn) and gel permeation chromatography. The neptunium coeluted with three class of 
proteins, with molecular weights of 20, 130 and 450 kd respectively. A preliminary study showed that 
DTPA and 3,4,3-LIHOPO seemed to be more effective to remove Np from the cytosolic proteins than 
from the transferrin. 
All the results showed that DTPA and 3,4,3-LIHOPO were few or not effective to remove 
neptunium after systemic contamination. This imply to undertake further investigations with new 
chelators and to focus specific attention on the speciation of the radionuclide in the organic matrix. 
(5) Toxicity of LIHOPO 
The potential toxicity of 3,4,3-LIHOPO was investigated in baboons with: 
1) clinical laboratory measurements used for humans 
2) observations of histological changes in biopsies of baboon kidneys and livers. 
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Table: Characteristics of baboons (Papio papio) used in this study 
No. monkey 
(sex) 
Date of birth Treatment 
1st experiment: Treatment June/July 1992 
523 (f) 22.7.88 control 
529 (m) 11.8.89 control 
534 (m) 26.7.90 control 
530 (m) 8.10.89 DTP A (30f.U11ol.lkg) 
531 (m) 20.12.89 DTP A (30J.unol./kg) 
535 (m) 25.10.90 LIHOPO 
(30J.lmol./kg) 
2nd experiment: Treatment April/May 1993 
529 (m) 11.8.89 DTP A (30f.U11ol./kg) 
534 (m) 26.7.90 LIHOPO (3J1mol.lkg) 
536 (m) 4.3.91 LIHOPO 
(30f.U11ol./kg) 
Weight 3.6.92 
4.6 kg 
5.6 kg 
3.7 kg 
4.8 kg 
4.7 kg 
3.1 kg 
27.04.93 
8.3 kg 
5.8 kg 
3.6 kg 
Chelating agents were injected at dosages of 30 or 3f.Ullol kg-1, intravenously on day 0 and 
intramusculary on days 3,6,9,13,16,20,23, and 26. Urines and blood samples have been collected just 
before, at the end and 6 months after the end of chelate treatments. Parameters which have been 
analysed, were in serum: glucose, nitrogen compounds, electrolytes, enzymes, total proteins and lipids, 
in urine: diuresis, glucose, nitrogen compounds and electrolytes. The different biochemical parameters 
observed early and latter after the end of 3,4,3-LIHOPO treatment did not shown significant changes 
which might traduce kidney and hepatic disturbances. 
Biopsies of liver and kidneys were performed on each animal one week after the end of chelate 
administrations and others 6 months latter. Observations in light microscopy on semi-thin sections 
did not shown significant structure alterations in hepatic and renal tissues from treated animals by 
either 3,4,3-LIHOPO or DTPA. Only few vacuoles were observed in hepatic cells after LIHOPO 
administration. The electron microscopy study confirm the minor toxicity of 3,4,3-LIHOPO just after 
treatment which does not inhibit the recovery of the cells. 
General conclusions: 
It is evident from the studies described above that LIHOPO is the most effective compound 
for the decorporation of Pu yet tested. It is efficient for the different routes of administration tested 
and the mass of radionuclide administered. For these reasons it could be considered that LIHOPO will 
replace DTP A in the future, for some specific decorporation purposes. This means that future work 
should assess its toxicity on animals, define optimum therapeutic regimen in humans and find a new 
- and easier- way of synthesis, which is at present difficult. By contrast, LIHOPO was not efficient 
in removing neptunium after contamination and a special attention have to be given to this 
radionuclide. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Archimbaud 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The objectives of the reporting period were: 
-to lind a molecule liJr preventing the deposit of uranium in the hotly, and more specilically in the bones, <md 
for enhancing its excretion al'tcr accidental contamination, 
-to propose a methodology in order to characterise the more erricient decorpnrating molecule. 
The tested molecules have been synthesized at the Laboratoire de Chimie des Organoclcmenls, Universilc 
Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, in the laboratory of R.Burgada excepted the Calixarenes and the tripodes which 
have been synthetized in our laboratory in Piemelatte. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Experimental methods 
Chemical studies 
Synthesis of the Calixarenes 
Sulfonate calix[6]arene (S6) and Sulfonate calix[8]arene (S8) were synthesized in the laboratory, and the 
purity of the synthesized molecules was controlled with R.M.N. and microanalysis. 
Synthesis ofTripodes 
Two tripodes have been synthetised in the laboratory ofPierrelatte: the tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine oxyde 
(1), and the tris(ethoxyethylphosphonic acid)nitril ammonium (2). 
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Stoecltimnetric studies 
The stoechiometry of the chelate and the chrlating con~tant of umnyl-ligand were determined using the 
displacement method and Joh diagram~. On JOB diagrams. the maximum ahsorhance was found at a ratio 
equal to 0.5 and 0.66 for S6 and SX respectively. The ~tochiomrtry of I uranyl ion chrlatcd hy 1 S6, and 2 
uranyl ions chelated hy I SX was derived from thr~c diagrams The chelating constants were found equal to 
( I.8±0.1)x 10 1 '~ and (7.0±0.9):d!Y0 respectively. The ~tahility of the chelates as a function of pH wa~ 
determined showing that SX in particular li1rms a ~tahlc chelate at hiological pH. 
Biological studies 
Products: 
a) Pltnspltnnates: 
Three phosphonates molecules wrre screened in l'il'o : 
Trimcthanc Phosphonic Acid (T.P.A.), 
EthyleneDiamine Tetrameth<me Phosphonic Acid !E.D.T.P.) 
Cyclohexane Diamine Telramethane Phnsphonic Acid (C.D.T.P.A.). 
Solutions 4 10-4 M were prepared in saline with CaC12 (pH 7.2) 
b) Tripodes: 
The compound (1) has heen tested inl'ii'O. A solution 2 w-4 M was prepared in saline (pH 7.2). 
c) Calixarenes: 
Calixarene S6 and S8 have heen tested in1·ivo. Solutions 0. I 10-4M. were prepared in saline (pH 
7.2). 
d) 3,.1,3-LTH()P(): 
The 3,4,3-LTHOPO, is more correctly nammed 3,4,3-LI( 1,2-HOPO). Solutions of 3,4,3-LIHOPO 
(12mM) were prepared in 0.14 molr1 NaCl !pH 7.2); The animals were injected with 3 or 30 
J,Lmol.kg- 1. 
e) Sodium hicarhmtate 
Solution of sodium hicarhonate (1.33 %) wa~ prepared in distilled water; 
Uranium 
Stock solution of uranyl nitrate wa~ prepared in saline (1,5 ;tM). The concentration of the solution was 
measured by fluorimetric assay . The injected solution wa~ prepared extemporaneously such that I mi 
contained a dose of0.84 t<mol.kg-t (pH= 5). 
Animals 
Male Sprague Dawley rats leo OFA-SD OOPS-Caw) weighing ahout 250 g were housed individually in 
metaholism cages one week he fore the administration of umnium and the following 24 or 48 hours for 
collection of urine and faeces. F!Xld and water wa~ availahle ad lihitum. All procedures involving the rats were 
carried out in accordance with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. 
Administration of uranium and cltelatinx treatmem 
Groups of five animals were each injected with uranium and then treated either with saline (controls), or 
sodium hicarhonate (640 f.Jmol.kg- 1) or the compound to test. 
Three different regimens were tested : 
i) uranium was injected intmmuscularly in the right hind leg and the suhstances administered locally 
5 minutes later; (for 3,4,3-LTHOPO and the tripndc molecule) 
ii) uranium was injected intravenously into the saphenous vein and the suhstance (3,4,3-LIHOPO) 
administered immediately afterwards hy the same route, the animals heing previously anaesthetised with 
sodium pentoharhital ( 40 mg.kg-1) (Sanofi). 
iii) uranium wa~ injected intramuscularly and the suhstances administered intraperitoneally 30 
minutes later ;(all compounds) 
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Samples 
Twenty four hours after treatment. animal~ were killed hy injection of a lethal dme or sodium pentobarbital 
(500 mg.kg-1). The uranium content or utinc. laece~. kidneys and femora was measured hy lluorimetric assay. 
To'dcity studies 
In order to tc~t the toxicity of calixarene~ So and SX, the agents were injected intra-pcritoneatly. The weight 
of the animals and their hhxl parameter~ were controlled sy~tenmtically during up to 35 days. The chelating 
agents were injected peritoneally with vmiahlc concentration~ half <Ul hour at'ler intoxication .. For each 
chelating molecule ;md concentration. a control hatch and a hatch of animals injected with the decorporant 
were killed 6, 24 and 4R hour~ aner intoxication. For each <mimal, uranium weight was analysed by 
tluorimetry in the kidney, thr skull-hone and the urincs. 
Metabnlism studies 
In order to explain the toxicity nf the C'alixarenc. a 14C' h1hellcd compound has hcen synthetized in the 
laboratory and administered to Sprague Dawley rat~. 10 <mimals were intrapcritoncaly injected with a solution 
of parasulfonic-calix[R]arenc ( o.l I 0~ mRq ). Pairs of rats were killed 2, 4, 7, 14 or 3 I days after intoxication 
and the activity was counted in urine. feces, kidneys, liver, spleen <Uld cartilage (sternum). 
Experimental results 
Calixareues 
Decorporation results: 
The results which could he obtained in rh·o to gain information on the effectiveness of S6 and S8 after 
intoxication with uranyl nitrate are summarised in Table I. A slight enhancement of uranium concentration 
is observed in the kidneys for the highest concentration of S6. Concerning the te~ts made with S8, the results 
are insufficient and not signiticant. 
Toxicity 
The toxicity tests were performed for S6, SR and the monomerc.Thc monomere exhibited no toxicity at any 
dose. Using a concentration of 13 mg kg- 1 of S6, hepatic effects were observed contirmecl by blood analysis. 
At 28 mg kg-1 ofS6, a strong lo~s of weight was observed. The same effects were observed with S8, however 
less severe and induced at slightly higher concentrations. 
Metabolism 
The results show that after 4 days, 15 'Yr of the injected activity are hound onto the kidneys. 31 days after 
intoxication, about R o/, of the injected activity arc still remaining in the kidneys. This can explain why, in 
spite of a good in ritro complexation. no enhancement of urinary excretion was observed in vitro. 
Surprisingly, no specific hinding was observed in the liver, though an hepatic toxicity wa~ obtained after 
Calixarene injection. 
IripQ.Ik 
The tested compound was non effective for uranium decorporation. 
Phosphonates 
The result~ of uranium excretion in intoxicated animals atier the different dccorporating treatments are 
summarised in Table 1. 
At low closes uranium intoxication, TP A and EDTP seemed to increase the excretion of uranium. However 
the quantity of uranium excreted remained lower with respect to controls at high dose of uranium (100-200 
rng kg-1 ). Diuresis and uranium excretion were found lower with respect to controls hy applying EDTP and 
CDTPA at the same doses of uranium. Furthermore an uranium excretion similar to controls was observed 
by administrating simultaneou~ly EDTP and a diuretic. 
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Table 1. Results of decorporation studies expresssd as uranium (U) weigh in different 
organs observed in animals treated with the different ligand and killed 48 h. after injection 
with uranyl nitrate. 
Chelating Uranium Molar ratio Percentage relative to untreated animals 
agent (I.Jmol.kg-1) uu 
Urine U in urine U in kidneys U in bone 
TPA 0.092 1 150 270 71 95 
. 
0.092 10 200 265 130 87 
0.42 400 120 90 90 180 
EDTP 0.092 1 90 132. 106 100 
0.092 10 90 171 72 127 
0.42 400 70 100 54 92 
0.84 100 50 67 50 125 
EDTP 0.84 100 88 80 
+ Dimazon 
. 
CDTPA 0.84 100 50 74 35 130 
S6 0.092 1 100 75 102 90 
0.092 13 100 104 105 84 
0.092 100 120 87 147 124 
sa 0.092 50 74 
0.092 100 76 
0.17 76 113 77 
p < 0.05 vs control (Mann-Whitney test) 
The differences observed in unmium excretion in intoxicated ;mimals were therefore attributed rather to 
variations of diuresis rather than chelating action. The lower uranium cnncentmtion observed in kidney cells 
was also attributed to the decre;t,ing flow of uranium in the kidney rather than a protecting effect due to the 
action of phosphonates. In other respect the concentration of uranium in hone by treated animals was found 
similar or slightly higher compared with controls. 
Table 2. Tissue retention and urinary excretion after intramuscular administration of 3,4,3-
LIHOPO in rats following immediately intramuscular injection of uranyl nitrate 
(0.84 ~mol.kg-1 ). 
Uranium as % of control values after 24 hours 
Treatment immediate 
Group (N=5) 
Kidney Bone (femora) Urine 
LIHOPO 30 1Jmol.kg· i.m. 
NaHCO., 640 umol.k!:f1 i.m. 
23±3 
87 + 15 
All data are expressed as the mean + standard error. 
46±5 
67±22 
155 ± 18 
123 ± 8 
Percentage of administered U for untreated animals in kidney 18.2 %. Femora 1 .4 % and Urine 
29.5% 
P < 0.05 vs control (Mann-Whitney test) for LIHOPO. 
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3 43-LIHOPO 
Intramuscular contamination 
The results show that 3.4.3-LIHOPO i' efl't-ctive in decrea,ing the tissue content of uranium after 
intramuscular contamination (Tahlc 2). 
A single injection of 30 ].Hnol.kg- 1 of 3.4,3-LIHOPO at the wound -,ilc immediately aner the contamination 
lowered the uranium content in the kidney' hy around 5 I( lid. :md deposition in hone hy a factor 2. This 
reduction in the content of uranium in target organ was accompanied hy a significant increase of the urinary 
excretion of uranium. 
Table 3. Tissue retention and urinary excretion after intraperitoneal administration of 3,4,3-
LIHOPO, 30 minutes after an intramuscular injection of uranyl nitrate (0.84 ).lmol.kg-1) in 
rats. 
Treatment(30 mn) 
Group (N=5) 
LIHOPO 30 ).lmol.kg· i.p. 
NaHCO., 640 umol.ko·1 i.p. 
Urantum as % of control values after 24 hours 
Kidney Bone (femora) Urine 
54±9 
64 + 13 
82 ± 13 
114 ± 33 
135 ± 18 
108 + 15 
All data are expressed as the mean ± standard error. 
Percentage of administered U for untreated animals in kidney 15.5, Femora 1.25% and Urine 
22.5% 
P < 0.05 vs control (Mann-Whitney test) for LIHOPO in kidney and urine. 
Table 4. Tissue retention, urinary and faecal excretion after intravenous administration of 
3,4,3-LIHOPO in rats following immediately an intravenous injection of uranyl nitrate 
(0.84 ).lmOI. kg·\ 
Uranium as % of control values after 24 hours 
Treatment immediate 
Group (N=5) 
Kidney Bone(femora) Urine Faeces 
LIHOPO (a) 3 1Jmol.kg·1 i.v. 
LIHOPO (b) 30 1-Jmol.k~- 1 t.V. 
NaHCO., 640 umol.ko· i.v. 
94 ± 13 
21 ± 4 
76±20 
All data are expressed as the mean ± standard error. 
97 ± 34 
61 ± 8 
102 ± 25 
107 ± 13 
184 ± 10 
129 ± 22 
115 ± 29 
120 ± 40 
139 ±50 
(a) Percentage of administered U for untreated animals in kidney 15.3 %, Femora 3 % and Urine 
31.4% 
(b) Percentage of administered U for untreated animals in kidney 15.3%, Femora 2.2% and 
Urine 39% 
P < 0.05 vs control (Mann-Whitney test) for LIHOPO (30 1-JmOI.kg·\ 
The treatment with 3,4,3-LIHOPO was less effective when administered intrapcritonealy and 30 minutes later 
(Table 4). Indeed, in this case, the unmium content of the kidneys was only decrea~cd hy a factor 2 compared 
with controls. Again an apprcciahle increase in urinary excretion (30%) oecured. In hone, the delayed 
treatment wa~ ineffective in preventing deposition of unmium. The treatment with sodium hicarhonate reduced 
only uranium content in the kidneys (36'7.·) and had no effect on urinary excretion. 
These results demonstrate the very fa~t ahsorption and distrihution of uranium ami emphasize the necessity 
to implement a very early treatment. 
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Intravenous collfamination 
After intravenous contamination (Table 4 ). a ~ingiC' intravrnou-. injrction of30 pnml.kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO 
inm1ediately after thr contamination rrducrd the uranium con1rnt of thr kidnry~ by a I actor 5 and deposition 
in bone by a factor l.fi. 
At the same time, thr amount of uranium excreted via the urinr wa~ increased hy a factor I.R, compared to 
untreated controls. 
Effect of dose 
The treatment regimen employed in thi~ experiment (3 and 30 pmol.kg- 1) wa~ ~imilar to that described for 
plutonium decorporation studies. 
No effect on uranium excretion and depo-.ition in tis~ur~ wa~ oh~rrved after intravrnous administration of 
3 f.lillOI.kg-1 of 3,4,3-LIHOPO I Tahir 4 ). ~howing that thi-. dose was too low with regards to the amount of 
injected uranium. At this concemration. the molar ratio between thr ligand and uranium was only 3.5:1. 
In contrast, efficiency of 3,4.3-LIHOPO for unmium wa~ oh~ervrd i(>r a tenfold higher molar ratio obtained 
with the concentration of30 f.lmol.kg- 1• ft is po~sihle that the efliciency of the treatment with 3,4,3-LIHOPO 
could he enhanced furl her hy increasing the molar ratio between ligand and uranium. It is interesting to note 
that in the studies with plutonium, thb ratio value was much higher since the amount of actinide deposited 
in the wound was only ahout 12.10-6 pmol. per animal , to compare with the 0.21 pmol. of uranium per 
animal administered in this study. It would he certainly pos~ihlc in further work to optimize the treatment 
protocol by repeated injections of the chelate or in increa~ing the dose. Such a therapeutic approach raises the 
question of the toxicity of thi~ compound hut recently, a short study of the toxicity of 3.4.3-LIHOPO in 
baboons showed that the dosage of 30 J.lmol.kg- 1 administered repeatedly during one month did not induce 
any physiological or histological alteration in kidney or liver. 
Stability (1Jid excretion of the cmnplex 
Urinary excretion wa~ strongly enhanced (ahout R5% after intravenous treatment). Taking into account that 
it is the major route for elimination of uranium and that, without any treatment, ahout one half of the uranium 
content of the va~cular compartment i~ cleared through the urine in 24 hours, this represents an important gain 
in terms of the amount of uranium excreted. The decrease of uranium in the kidneys and the concomitant 
enhancement of the urinary excretion after treatment with 3.4.3-LIHOPO suggest~ that the complex formed 
in the hlood remains stahle at the urine pH and does not dissociate during glomerular filtration. This prevent~ 
free uranyl ions from binding to protein of renal tuhule cells. an effect which leads to nephrotoxicity. The 
stability of the complex a~ a function of the pH is one of the major parameters to he considered in the choice 
of a chelating agent. In this respect, 3,4.3-LIHOPO seems to he an attractive molecule. 
In contrast, the fecal excretion of uranium was not enhanced hy the administration of 3,4,3-LIHOPO (Tahle 
4), unlike the results obtained after the treatment of plutonium or americium contamination. In the ahsence 
of any treatment, less than I <)f. of hexavalent soluble uranium salt injected intravenously is excreted by feces. 
This value has to he compared with the mean of 30.fi 9f of intramuscularly injected uranium cleared in the 
same time through the urinary tract in these experiments. 
Speciation and modl'lisation studil's 
Despite of interesting results already obtained. the decorporation therapy remains non completly satisfactory. 
Studies are still in progress in order to tinct a molecule ahle to chelate them in 1·ivo and to enhance their 
excretion out of the hody. We suggest here the spedtication conditions for guiding the work in order to obtain 
compounds appropriated to in 1·im chelation. This specification takes into account the chemical behaviour 
of the compound, and specially the higher aflinity of some atoms 1(>r complexation. It also takes into account 
the biological behaviour of the metal and of the complex: particularly. the complex ha~ to remain stable at 
urine pH, and the interaction hrtween the chelate and biological components has to he as low a~ possible. 
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The lirst stage will consist in 'peciatinn ~tudies in the hiologiral licld. The determination of the physico-
chemical characteristics of a contaminant will allowed to determine it~ hiok.inetics. On the other hand, the 
detennination of the kind of interactions between the contaminant and the biological components and of the 
stability of the complex formed in 1·ivo in the blood will lead the choice of chelate able to compete with. 
In the second stage. stmctural studies of the contaminant will help to determine a potential chelate whose size 
and ionic properties will tit. This will allow to se-lect ramilie~ of complcxing molecule~ which will be made 
hydrosoluhle with appropriated groups. 
The next step will consist in modclisation studies. The computer program « Hyperchem " is used in order to 
modelise the complexation ofunmyl ion. This prngmm calculate' the energy of the ~ystcm Uranium/Ligand. 
It is currently checked with the complex U/CO~ 2- which willmak.e a reference. 
If the geometric, electrostatic and quantic data are adequat. this will allow to validate the hypothesis and to 
select the most attractive compounds. 
Conclusions 
It may be concluded that 3,4,3-UHOPO reduces apprcciahly the deposition of uranium in the kidneys when 
given immediatly after injection. This result is interesting a~ the kidney is the target organ after heavy 
contamination with soluhle forms of uranium. FurtlJermore, the results, especially those obtained after 
intramuscular contamination. show that 3,4,3-LIHOPO is also ahle to reduce hy two-fold the deposition of 
uranium in bone. Thus, the efficacy of 3,4,3-LIHOPO for removing uranium from the hody represents a 
significant advance for prompt treatment of contamination with tmnsportahle form of this compound. After 
a single administration of 30 J.llllol.kg-t of 3,4,3-LIHOPO. the chelate wa~ appreciahly more effective than 
the agent currently used, bicarhonate. administered in the same conditions. It is however necessary to work 
futher about uranium decorporation to hetter these results which are not totaly satisfactory. 
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Head of project 5: Dr. Burgada 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1) To synthezise for the Laboratories from the Community known substances for their activities 1f 
these are not available; this is to avoid any constraints of commercial or courtesy disposability. If 
that is the case the Laboratories can dispose of the product they have chosen, only on the basis 
of scientific criteria, they are also self governed in their choice and orientation. The decision was 
taken to Synthesise the siderophore analogue 3,4,3-LI(1 ,2-HOPO) so that its efficacy for 
removing Pu, Am and Th from experimental animals could be investigated by CEA, Kfk and 
NRPB. As a consequence of a good result obtained by the partners, our program must 
maintain permanently the availability of product for the members of the Group. 
2) Our objectives were also to synthesise new phosphonic acid derivatives tor use by the CEA and 
NRPB in studies designed to remove uranium from the body. The strategies in the choice of 
proposed substances take place on the results already obtained with a certain number of 
diphosphonates and on the structural analysis by X ray diffraction of metallic complexes from 
these diphosphonates. 
3) Taking into account, the synthesis of the 3,4,3-LI(1 ,2-HOPO) by the published method is 
difficult and the chemical yield is low, it was decided, during our meeting of September 1994 in 
Paris, to search a better procedure of synthesis. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Six g. Of 3,4,3-LI(1 ,2-HOPO) was synthesized and distributed amongst the partners: 
Drs. V. Wolf, N. Stradling, J.L. Poncy, F.Paquet and I. Rencova. 
2) Fourteen phosphonates was also synthesized: BCPEP-T652, CDTT-T624, CDMT-T550, 
DDMT-T627, CDET-T650, DCET-T674, CTMP-T675, CABP-T679, TTHP-T695, 
HAMDP-T776, AMDP-T780, HEDP-T777, AEDP-T778. For the NRPB and the CEA. 
3) Alternative synthesis of 3,4,3-LI(1 ,2-HOPO): After seven months of work we do not succeed but 
some results are promising. These results are presented hereafter. 
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Synthesis of 3,4,3-U(l.2-HOPOI 
The results presented in this report concern our last seven months of work centered on the 
improvement of the 3,4,3-LI11,2-HOPOI's synthetic procedure, with as main objective the 
improvement of the purity and the yield. It's so necessary to know or at last to formulate an 
hypothesis on the reasons why, in the original process, the yield is very low. (Scheme 11 
~J{(j c ..... ··E---M-::·:"""::=-:~-)M_• ::::.N=c~ M n o N co2Ii I OH IV Starting acid 
~v 
VI j ' ,. '"'"'"' 
r'f: (Y: a: a: ~N~OH ~N~OH ~N~OH ~N~OH 
c=o c=o c=o c=o 
Hk~ k/\1\..-~~ ~H 
The main reason, after Raymond and his associates, is due to the fact that spermine is firstly 
alkylated on the two primary nitrogen atoms. This lead to an intermediate in which the two 
secondary nitrogen atoms are deactivated by formation of an hydrogen bond between the acidic 
hydrogen of the amidic function and the nitrogen in position 5 and 1 0 so the resulting weak 
nucleophilicity of these nitrogen atoms must be counterbalanced by a greater reactivity of the 
activated reagent's carboxylic group. (scheme 21 
Me 
I 
X= OCNMe2 
I 
Intermediary step 
.5; cheme l. 
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In other words X must be a better leaving group than the leaving group used in the published 
technique. 
In our mind a second reason can explain the low yield of the classical synthesis: 
The starting activated acid, existing under a more or less polymerised form, reacts with a 
polyamine of a relatively important size, it's well known that the interactions between the 
reactionnal sites are, in this case, not good, for steric crowding reasons. 
Before writing about the strategies we have chosen to avoid these difficulties, it's interesting to 
consider a few instructive results previously published by a number of authors. The scheme 3 
0~Me0 OMe II -
CI-C ~ b CO,Et 
) 
MeO OMe 
MeO OMe ' o-0-'.~' II -1~ • .....-.... .A. ~N N-c 1.. " co,Et Eto2c c- N 'N' ..._,. ..._,.,, 1 \\ 11 
M v 'H H "'-..,/ 
HO HO HO 
HO ~ I ~ ~ 
COOH ~COOH X?COOH »COOH " 0~ " 0 o~: "'o=: "0 o~: 
o=c I I / '~.A. ~ ~N, /"'... ;N N N ' '-"' '-"' '-"' '-"' H 
H 
LICAM C 
S cherne :!. 
show the synthesis of LICAM C obtained very pure with a good yield by reaction of 4 molecules of 
activated acid on a molecule of spermine. Nevertheless, we have also in this case the opportunity of 
an intramolecular H bond in the intermediate step. But contrarily to the 3.4,3-LI( 1.2-HOPO)'s 
synthesis the acid function is activated as acid chloride, the best leaving group, moreover the 
reagent protected on all his other reactive functions IS not a polymer. Another very instrucUve 
exemple is given by the synthesis of parabactin that uses the spermidine as polyamine backbone. 
(scheme 41 
In a first step the spermidine's primary nitrogen atoms have been protected by a carbobenzyloxy 
group. Note that here again the required conditions to establish an hydrogen bond are present. 
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H 
H ./'... /"-.. ~N-COCH2Ph PhCH,OC -N HN- ......., ......... II + 
M v o 
l'" I 
o=c Me H 
H \ ~N-COCH Ph 
PhCH2oc -N N 11 2 
M v o 
55% 
B 52% 
Parabactln 
Activation of the COOH group with: 
PhO),P(O)CI-Pyrldlne 
EtOC(O)CI -Pyridine 
SOCI2-DMF 
(COCI),-Et3 N 
Failed 
Oeprotectlon NH2 
NOAc 
Y"OAc 
ct-c=o 
52% A 
Y.Nagao and coli. J.Chem.Soc Perkin I 1984 p.183 
s cnerne " 
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The scheme 4 shows all the activation procedures of the carboxylic group that have been 
unsuccessfully tested. The only one leaving group which leads to a modest coupling yield is a 
thiazolidine thione structure. Finally the parabactin is obtained with a 60% overall yield. Let's look 
at a last example on the synthesis of spermexatin that is always a spermidine derivative. In this 
case, the acidic function of the reagent, is activated with an hydroxysuccinimid moiety as leaving 
group and the complexing hydroxylamine function is protected with a benzyfoxy group. In this 
synthesis, in spite of the H bond, the spermexatin is obtained with a 69% overall yield. Again the 
reagent is monomeric, protected on his reactive functions and activated with a good leaving group. 
These exemples show us clearly that the formation of an intramolecular hydrogen bond, wich 
weakened the secondary nitrogen atom reactivity can be offset by using a better activation process 
of the reagent's acid function. 
NH
2 
HN~NH, 
v 
Me...._N_...OBZI 
I 
(CH,), 
I OBZI 
IBZI / r=o I 
MeN(CH ),CN ' ~NHC(CH2)NMe 
'Ill) II 0 0 
55% 
Pd(OH), I C I H, 
Me...._N_...OH Me...._N_...OH 
I I Me...._N_...oH 
(CH,), (CH,), I I I (CH,), 
c=o c=o I I I c=o HN~N~!H 
83% 
Spermexatin 
S K Sharma and coli. J Med.Chem 1989 32 3iJ T 
Scheme 5 
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Lers come back to the synthesis of 3,4,3-U(l,2-HOPOI. In order to go round the difficulties we 
~~) .. ,..a 
have justr,we looked for other possibilities. 
' 
The first one is to use a completely different procedure of synthesis. There are of course in this 
direction a lot of ways (scheme 6 1- One of them is founded on a coupling reaction between a 
pyridine cycle, free of reactive functions, and the spermine. The complexing groups C=O and N-OH 
are generated only after that. 
For example the bromopicolinic acid lb is activated under acid chloride form, then condensed on 
spermine with formation of lbsp which is oxidised in 2bsp after that the bromine atom is 
substituted with an OH group to give the final product 3sp that is the 3,4,3-LI( 1,2-HOPOI. The 
results in this direction, in spite of a great number of experiences, were not conclusive (see annex 
11 so this strategy was no longer investigated. 
At that time we decided to consider again the starting acid used in the Raymond's synthesis and to 
search a better activation process. 
~( Activation Spermine 
COOH 
1a X=H 1b X:Br 
~coiHu<. cu,c\ 'bf'Urnv picu\.-"ic. 
2\c,c\ . 
Activation 
Spermine 
2a x=H 2b X=Br 
Pi cv\;,,\c ~'cic\ 
4 oxyt\e 
P.>Nrn'-\' 1 CuilP\C qc11l 
N o-<jcle. 
YOH -1- 0 Activation Spermine 
COOH 
('(X 
~N 
y=o I 
HN~N~!,............__ 
Oydation j 
1asp and 1bsp 
X 
I 
0 
y=o I 
HN~N~!,............__ 
2asp and 2bsp 
j '_.,, 
I 
~( I 
HN~N~I,............__ y=o 1 ~ 1 
~-------------A_I_~_<_I_<N __ R~~~m~o_oc_l_~_n_cl_"_'cl_\. _______ 3s_p __ =_3,_4,_3-_L_1_(_1_,2~0PO) N 
S c. he me I> 
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The scheme 7 shows all the activation reactions that have been studied on the Raymond's starting 
acid. The compound VI, or his polymerised form, is used in the published synthesis of 3.4,3-
LI( 1 ,2-HOPO) with the results we know ( 5 % overall yield ). 
~ 
0AN)l_CONMe2 
I 
OH 
Me2NH t 
0McooM• 
I 
OH 
t HCI· MeOH 
IV 
Seherne 1 
Me2 NH 
COl f)__1 r.,._ 
- /">N 0 N CN. I 
I II~ 
OH O 
Ill 
The compound II, also described by Raymond and his associates, is an activated polymer which 
good reacts with a simple amine, for example to get the amide V with a good yield. 
We have unfortunately seen that the synthesis of polymer II IS very impredictable and needs an 
optimisation. In addition his reaction with a long chain polyamme, as the spermine leads to 
mediocre yield. We have repeated and checked all these reactions. We have also synthesised the 
activated structure III by a reaction with carbonyl diimidazole and the structure IV by reaction with 
methylchlorocarbonate. In these structures, the choice of the living group allows to get compounds 
which are not polymeric. Thus in the activated pyridone III, the OH function remains to be free. 
The compound III also reacts with the dimethylan!ine, as test reagent. to give the amide V with a 
good yield. In the work currently in progress we have also noticed a good reactivity of compound III 
with the spermine. Let us now consider the intramolecular hydrogen bond mentioned at the 
beginning of this report. 
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The scheme 8 shows one of the four acidic activated units, by X, which must be fixed on the four 
nitrogen atoms of the spermine (compound A). The compound B represent the reaction step where 
the spermine has already been substituted on the two primary nitrogen atoms. 
It's at that moment that the H bond is established, reducing the reactivity of the last two secondary 
nitrogen atoms. To get round this difficulty, with elimination of any possibilities of an H bond, two 
types of protection may be considered. The first one consist in using a spermine, in which the two 
primary nitrogen atoms are substituted by an electron donor group, for example a methyl group 
which led to a slightly different 3,4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) from the authentic one. The second solution is 
to choose an easily removing benzyle group at the end of the reaction. In this last case, the 
dibenzyle spermine 1-14 must be used. 
This compound has been prepared with a good yield. 
0 -0HO\ 0II N 
x-c ~ b A Ho\ o 
t R 0-0 R •• ' II 
c-N1 ··N~~ ~-c ~ b 
II I I'H H '"'-../"' 
o "'-.,/ B 
0 OH 
R = Me, PhCH2 
.Schelhe 8 
,J~ 
t /'.. /'.. ~ ri· N=cHPh 
PhHC-N "N' ...._, ...._,/1 I 
-v'H Ho.........,/" 
Sch,me ~ 
In a second type of protection the two primary nitrogen atoms are, in a first step, selectively 
protected for example as imine.(scheme 9 ). In a second step the two secondary nitrogen atoms are 
alkylated. In the following step the protecting groups are hydrolysed and a second coupling 
reaction is done. This work is in progress. 
In conclusion, to date, our attempt to synthesise the 3.4,3-LI(l,2-HOPO) by a new procedure was 
not successful. 
However, the partial results obtained allow us to hope a success in the coming months. 
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ANNEX 1 
SVnthesis of L1HQPO after KN Ravmond and col. 
In order to synthesize the final product B, the coupling group of the intennediate A must be 
activated ( for exemple as acide chloride). Unfortunatly the activated coupling group react 
immediately with the complexing group N-OH with the fonnation of a polymeric material. 
Of course the polymer contain the link C(O)-ON-C(O) that is an activated fonn of the 
carboxylic fonction (it is an auto-activated form of the starting acid A and so should be 
reactive with an amine group) 
n o j co,H "'\ 
( OH ) 
o~c_J 
) A Coupling Group 
Complexing groups 
Alternative Synthesis of LIHOPO 
This work has been based on two strategies A) and B) : 
I II~ OH 0 
B 
Carrier(polyamine) 
A) The alternative synthesis is founded on a coupling reaction between a pyndine cycle, free 
of reactive fonction, and the support (spermine). The complexing groups C==O and N-OH are 
generated only after that. We also include in this work a search of another reagent of 
activation ( for exemple DCC, hydroxysuccinimide and so on ... ) 
Exemple: 
-
B) Another approch in the alternative synthesis is to seach from the acid A (starting product 
of the Raymond' procedure) another technique of activation with or without protection 
deprotection sequence. 
Strategies used m the alternative synthesis 
A 
Theorv: 
On the base of preceeding argumentatlOn, the next 4 pyridines cycles have been be tested 
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~ ~ n n N~ co.H v~ C02H ar N~ co.H ar N~ co.H 
' 0 0 
2a lb 2b la 
picolinic acid Ia, picolinic acid N oxyde 2a, bromopicolinic acid lb, bromopicolinic acid N oxyde 2b 
In every case the activation step is performed either by the standard procedure (COOH--- COCI) or by 
another route (for example DCC) 
After the activation step. the pyridmes' cycles are bound on the support. We choose in a first 
approach the ethylenediamine as test support. 
Pyridines Ia, lb, 2a, 2b are now Pyridines laED, I bED, 2aED, 2bED (ED= Ethylenediamine) 
The next steps are: 
I) Pyridine laED : Oxydation in position I and hydroxylation in position 6 
II) Pyridine 2aED : Hydroxylation in position 6 
III) Pyridine lbED : Oxydation in position 1 and subtitution of Br with OH 
IV) Pyridine 2bED : subtitution of Br with OH 
Results: 
I) The compound laED was obtained with a correct yield but the oxydahon reaction in position 6 was 
not good. 
(Type of activation of la used :acid chlonde ). 
II) The activation of 2a as acide chloride is not conclusive. 
The reaction 2a + ED + DCC (as coupling reagent) ---------)oo- 2aED is promising but there is some 
difficulties in the purification step. 
III) The activation of lb as acid chloride is good but the condensation with lb fail probably due to the 
hight reactivity of the Br atom With the NH2 fonction of ED. 
IV) Taking into account that Br atom is more reactive in 2b than in lb this experiment was not done. 
Conclusion: 
The principle of strategy A: Generation of complexing groups in the last steps on the 
pyridine ring already binded to the spermine was not retained. 
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!)Pyridine 1 a 
Theoretical scheme: 
~ ~ ~ H2NCH2CH2NH2 ~~ r?) ll. .. ~ 1!.. .. ~ Et N ~ /\ A .. J N CO,H N COCI 3 N CHI'(" y.-NHC N 
la HCI la' II g 
()__ /\ ,() Pb(OAc):aE()__D: ~ H,o, t.jl 
N CHI'(" y.-NHC N /\._., I II II I ~ NHC .... N 
EtOOCO 0 0 OCOET ~ lfH II ' 
~~ ~0 300 
o~)l,CH~NHC.J.N~o 4 I II II I 
OH 0 0 OH 
Experimental results 
The compounds la and laED have been obtained with a correct yield 
The oxidation of laED is not complete in sptte of two successive oxidation procedure 
Conclusion the way from pyridine la is no longer studied 
II ) Pvridine 2a 
Theoretical scheme: 
~ --0 H2NCH2CH2NH 2 
ll. .. ~ ll. .. ~ - 3 ~ C02H ~ CCCI 4 
0 2a 0 2a' 
Experimental results 
The compounds 2a' was not obtained with a good yield 
Conclusion the way from pyridine 2a is no longer studied ( another procedure of activation may be 
t 
sudied). 
III) Pyridine 1 b 
Theoretical scheme: 
n socr,M ~ n _ I ~ H2NCH2 CH2NH 2 I 1 ~ Et,N ~ ::,. 
Br N co,H N COCI Br N CH/\.--NHTI N Br 
lb Br HCI lb' II 0 !bED 0 ~ 
n £.\~ n H,o, n K'OH ~ I NHC N 0- I ~ ..... 
0 N CHA.-- II 1 Br N CH/\.,.NHC N Br 
I II 0 OH ' II II ' OH 0 O O 0 0 
4 3 
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Experimental results 
The compounds lb' was obtained with a good yield but the compound lbED was obtained with a 
poor yield ; probably due to a similar reactivity of the bromine atom and the carbonyle chloride 
function. 
Conclusion This way was non longer investigated. 
N Pyridine 2b 
Theoretical scheme :1 
A SOCI2 n~ HNCHCHNH ~, ~ ~ · 
..Jl .. .J.... - . ~ 2 2 2 2 /l .. .J.... /\ NHCANJl... 
Br ~ C02H Br ~ COCI Et3N Br ~ lfHN' V II f Br 
0 2b 0 2b' 0 0 3 0 0 
4~ 
Taking into account that the bromine atom is more reactive in the structure 2b than in the structure 
lb, it is not useful to investigate this way. 
. 2656. 
Head of project 6: Dr. Rencova 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
A Polonium-210 decorooration 
(1) More detailed studies with bis-dithiocarbamates which in pilot experiments were effective in 
reducing retention of 210po : Relationship between the time at which treatment is initiated after 
exposure to 210po and the effectiveness of such treatment. 
(2) Investigation of the efficacy of DMSA and its monoester derivative. 
(3) Investigation into the effect ofbis-thiocarbamates in combination with selected vicinal dithiols: 
role of the chelators as well as time schedule of their repeated administration. 
(4) Comparison of efficiency of treatment with bis-dithiocarbamates after different routes of 
polonium incorporation. 
(5) Reduction of subacute lethal toxicity of 210po by chelators. 
B Thorium-234 decorporation 
Efficacies of 3,4,3-LI(1,2-HOPO) and CaDTPA for 2~ decorporation 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Decorporation of intravenously injected 210Po 
The biokinetics of iv injected 210po was used as a model for the behaviour of 210po absorbed 
into the blood from any other site of entry into the body. 
The effectiveness ofbis-dithiocarbamates has been studied to reduce 210po in organs and tissues 
of rats as a function of time from the beginning of the repeated treatment Here are formulas of the 
used chelators : 
N,N' -dimethylethylenediarnine-N ,N' -biscarbodithioate (MeTIC), 
N,N' -diethylethylenediamine-N,N' -biscarbodithioate (EtTIC), 
N ,N' -di(2-hydroxyethyl)ethylenediarnine-N ,N' -biscarbodithioate (HOEtTIC). 
Only HOEtTIC was efficient in decreasing the total content of 210po in tissues substantially 
when the sc treatment (0.4 mmol kg·1 body weight for 5 consecutive days) was delayed for I h. In 
control rats, 57% of 210po was retained at 7d. 210po was decreased in all investigated tissues: blood, 
spleen, bone, liver, kidney, muscle, skin. MeTIC and EtTIC caused substantial decrease only in 
kidney, and kidney and blood, respectively. After EtTIC treatment .an increase of 210po in liver was 
observed. 
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In a metabolic study the effect of HOEtTIC was compared -with that of parent compound 
N,N' -diethylamine-N-carhodithioate (diethyldithiocarhamate, DDTC). Two dosages ofDDTC (0.4 and 
0.8 mmol kg-1 body weight) were used in repeated treatment started 1 h after injection of 21'1>o. At the 
higher dosage DDTC was as efficient as was HOEtTIC 0.4 mmol kg-1 (30 % of 21'1>o was excreted 
via faeces), but toxic effect of the former ligand was observed. The rats appeared to be ill, their body 
weight was 85% of the controls. DDTC caused transient accumulation of 21'1>o in liver. When 
HOEtTIC was administered, the faecal excretion of 21'1>o was increased from the very beginning of 
the treatment. 
Further, the efficiency of two dithiols was studied: meso-2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA) 
and monoisoamyl-2,3 dimercaptosuccinate (MiADMS). After repeated sc treatment with MiADMS 
(0.4 mmol kg·1 body weight for 5 consecutive days) the enhanced excretion of 21 '1>o via faeces and 
urine was found. The main route of excretion was via faeces. At d 7 treated rats excreted 36% and 
26% of injected activity when the treatment started immediately and with 1 h delay, respectively. 
Control rats excreted 12%. However, after treatment high accumulation of 21'1>o in kidneys occurred. 
Therefore the balance of activity in all investigated tissues amounted to 66 % of controls. The 
efficiency of MiADMS was decreased when its first administration started 1 h later (84 % of control 
rats). 
It was found that the effect of MiADMS is different from that of its parent compound DMSA 
which caused decrease of excretion of 21'1>o via faeces. Therefore, with DMSA the total 21'1>o in body 
tissues was slightly increased (115-119% of controls). 
Decorporation of 210Po after simulated wound contamination 
Contaminated wounds were simulated in rats by intramuscular injection of 21'1>o. The aim of 
the study was to determine the effectiveness of chelation treatment as a function of time, dosage, and 
route of chelate administration. Ten newly synthesized substances containing vicinal sulphydryl and 
carbodithioate groups were used and their effect was compared with that of chelators clinically 
applicable in man 2,3-dimercaptopropane-1-ol (BAL), 2,3-dimercaptopropropane-1-sulphonate (DMPS), 
DMSA and DDTC. Results indicated first that complete removal of 21 'i>o from the injection site was 
achieved by only two local injections of DMPS, beginning as late as 2 h after injection of 21 '1>o. 
Second, many substances mainly induced translocation of 21'1>o from the injection site into other 
tissues. Third, a combined local treatment at the injection site with DMPS (two dosages, 0.5 mmol 
kg-1) plus repeated systemic, sc, treatments with MeTIC, EtTIC and HOEtTIC (5 dosages, 0.5 mmol 
kg'1) resulted after one week in the reduction of the estimated total body retention of 21'1>o to about 
one half of that in untreated controls. When the administration of HOEtTIC was prolonged (10 
dosages) the overall retention of 21 '1>o was reduced to one third of controls. 
Comparison of efficiency of treatment with bis-dithiocarbamates after different routes of polonium 
incorporation 
Comparison of experiments on decorporation after iv and im injected 21 '1>o has revealed the 
different efficiency of his-dithiocarbamates. When their administration started 1 h after iv injection 
only HOEtTIC was substantially effective. On the other hand, all three bis-dithiocarbamates were 
efficient in reducing 21'1>o in the body after im administration of 21'1>o when combined treatment started 
2 h later. 
Reduction of subacute lethal toxicity of 110Po 
Preliminary experiment on the reduction of subacute lethal toxicity of 21 '1>o revealed good 
efficiency of HOEtTIC when the repeated sc treatment started immediately after iv injection of 21'1>o. 
Whereas all control animals died till d 37, 90% of treated rats survived 5 months when they were 
sacrificed. 
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Decorpomtion of intram11smlary injected 234Til 
Wound contaminations were simulated by im injections of 23"Th. After the repeated im 
treatment with LIHOPO, CaDTPA and DFO-HOPO (30 J.lmol kg-1) which started 1 h after 
administration of 23"Th 62%, 89% and 82% of 2~ of controls were established in the whole body 
at d 7, respectively. Only LIHOPO decreased substantially the activity of 2~1 in skeleton to 35% 
of control values. CaDTPA was inefficient and DFO-HOPO increased 2·~ to 140% in this tissue. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTRACT 
The aim of the collaborative group was to bring together experimental and clinical 
researches, performed by the different participants, on diagnosis, prognosis, pathogeny and 
treatment oflocal radiation exposure of the skin and subcutaneous tissues. 
Acute localized irradiation and external contamination are the most frequent accidental 
events in radiation protection hazards. Cases of over-exposure of skin and underlying tissues, 
including skeletal muscles, can occur in both medicine and industry. In a major accident 
situation, as indicated by experience from Chemobyl and Goiania, significant numbers of 
persons would be affected. The severity of a radiological damage depends on the energy 
deposited in the tissues, the dose-rate, the surface irradiated and the radiosensibility of the 
subjects. Early diagnosis and late effects prognosis are fundamental to evaluate the extent of 
the injuries and to manage the treatment. 
Dose-effect curves have been established for the various endpoints (erythema, dry or 
moist desquamation, permanent ulcer or healing) from experiments in animal models and from 
observations in radiotherapy patients. These studies have provided a suitable basis for 
improving radiological protection criteria for the skin. The pathogenesis of different late 
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effects, including atrophy, fibrosis and sclerosis, observed after local exposure of skin and 
underlying tissues, has been assessed in the pig, the rabbit and the mouse in the first 18 months 
after exposure. Skin has been widely used in radiation carcinogenesis studies because of the 
accessibility and visibility of the tumors in this tissue. Both rat and mouse models have proved 
to be sensitive, reproducible systems to study the dose and time response of cancer induction 
following different mode and qualities of radiation exposure. 
All these responses have been documented in human skin after accidental 
overexposure; the clinical studies on the Chernobyl and Goiania accidents victims made 
obvious combined injury, adding the effects of local and regional or total exposures. The 
problem of hot particles has been posed in these cases more acutely than as a hazard in the 
nuclear power plants. 
At least some remarks would sum up the general objective of these joined contracts. 
Localized overexposure accidents are rather rare and generally due to industrial sources 
manipulation; their clinical evolutions are dramatic and surgical interventions are accepted 
rather bilatedly by the patients because of the extremely painful and hopeless nature of the 
pathological process in these injuries. Experience and knowledge supplied by both clinical 
following up of such lesions and experimental observations should be useful to give scientific 
basis for setting a common and well accepted management protocole of these radiological 
injuries. Studies on the pathogeny, the prevention and the treament of fibrosis, the pre-
transformation of certain sort of skin cells, will be directly applicable to the management of the 
late effects of radiotherapy. Combining clinical and experimental researches worked out by the 
different contractants seem to be more efficient way to obtain rapidly practical methods for 
localized radiation injuries management. 
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I. Summary of Project 
Dosimetry: Interaction between radioactive sources and living tissues may occur in 
two cases: accidental overexposures and radiotherapy treatment. In both situations it is 
important to evaluate the consequences of the absorbed dose upon physiological functions. 
NMR studies of the Fricke solution, formed with ammonium ferrous sulphate solution in acid 
environment represents an attractive dosimeter. The particularly of this study was that different 
dose rates and intensity gradient including high doses allowed us to represent accidental 
conditions. A linear relationship between absorbed doses and the NMR parameters was 
obtained (Saclay). 
Diagnosis: the diagnosis of early (inflammatory reaction), subacute (thrombosis and 
ischemia) and late (necrosis and fibrosis) of radiation injuries of skin and underlying tissues was 
performed on rabbits using 67 Ga scintigraphy, NMR imaging of the skin and computed 
tomography, and in pigs, using NMR imagerie, spectoscopy and skin relief measurement 
(Saclay). 
In man, thermography after cryostimulation was used to appreciate the severity of the 
late effects of radiation injuries in the hand and fingers (Roma ). 
The clinical evolution of the lesions was followed in pigs locally irradiated with 13 rays 
from 90Sr I 90Y and 170Tm sources applied on the skin, alone or combined with X rays 
(Oxford) or 60Co y rays (Saclay). The time course development of late dermal thining was 
followed and compared with regards to irradiation protoco~ 13 ray energy, combination with X 
or y rays and dose rate (Oxford). 
In man, an attempt of grading fibrosis by histological methods was undertaken in skin 
biopsies (Paris). 
Pathogeny: The pathogeny of early and late effects was approached by measuring 
the expression of API and p53 genes in irradiated pig skins (Saclay) with low and high doses; 
important results were obtained concerning the time course of the early response of these 
genes, related to the dose. After either 13 or y ray irradiation, the prevalent role of TGFI3l in 
the development of fibrosis was pointed out in pigs (Saclay) and mice (London); moreover, it 
was suspected in dermal tumors in mice (London). 
An increase in adhesion molecule expression (ELAM-1) at the dermal endothelial cells 
level was reported in pigs after 13 ray irradiation (Oxford). 
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Pathophysiology: The pathophysiology of the irradiated skin in man was studied in 
biopsies at the cellular leve~ i.e. fibroblasts and keratinocytes, by appreciating the expression of 
TGFJ31, EGF and PDGF receptors, and a-actin, as a marker ofmyofibroblasts (Paris). 
Treatment: In pigs, highly beneficial effects of liposomal bovine Cu/Zn-SOD given 
by a systemic way, was pointed out on skin and muscular tissue fibrosis: the volume of the 
fibrotic tissues in pigs treated 5-6 months after local exposure to 160 Gy (skin surface dose) 
decreased in 2 months by 70% (Saclay). A significant effect of oral administration of essential 
fatty acids, before and after irradiation, was reported in pigs after J3 exposure: the dose 
modification factor concerning the severity of the clinical lesions, i.e. erythema, moist 
desquamation and necrosis, ranged from 1.14 to 1. 3 5. 
In an experimantal animal model of crushed muscle, simulating radionecrosis, the use of 
thrombolytic agents (urokinase and actilyse) seemed beneficial in reducing the level of 
circulating CK consecutive to the muscle injury (Boucicaut Hosp. Paris). 
In man, a long term follow up study of the first clinical trial using the liposomal bovine 
Cu/Zn-SOD by systemic way was published in 1994 (in collaboration with Saclay). In an other 
study, the beneficial effect of liposomal bovine Cu/Zn-SOD as topical application, was 
appreciated in skin biopsies from 44 patients, with regards to the decrease of the fibrosis grade 
(Paris). In the 132 patients treated by topical SOD for radiation-induced fibrosis for 90 days 
and followed by telethermography with cryostimulation for a period ranging from 18 to 72 
months, 50% showed a continuous improvement of the fibrotic lesion, 30% a durable 
stabilisation and 20% a slight deterioration (Paris). 
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I. Head of project N°l: Dr. R. MASSE 
CEA - Direction des Sciences du Vivant, - Departement de 
Radiobiologie et de Radiopathologie, Laboratoire de 
Radiobiologie Appliquee, 91191 GIF SUR YVETTE cedex 
1 - Dosimetry 
Interaction between radioactive sources and living tissues may occur in two cases: 
accidental overexposures and radiotherapy treatment. In both situations it is important to 
evaluate the consequences of the absorbed dose upon physiological functions. NMR studies of 
the Fricke solution, formed with ammonium ferrous sulphate solution in acid environment 
represents an attractive dosimeter by NMR imaging. 
As a preventive and therapeutic controls dosimetry may be necessary to evaluate the 
absorbed dose. It was shown by J.C. Gore et al. (1984) that a linear relationship exists between 
the absorbed dose in a Fricke solution through the amount ofFe3+ created and the (TI-l) rate 
which characterizes Nuclear Magnetic Resonance relaxation. L. E. Olsson (Olsson et al. 1990) 
has also developed the measurements of dose distributions in radiotherapy from this principle. 
The purpose of our work was to verifY the dose-effect relationship and to extend more 
particulary this study to a dose range similar to an accidental condition involving a 60Cobalt 
and a 192Iridium y rays. 
The solution was incorporated in a gelling substance made with agarose. Exposed to y 
rays an oxidation transforms ferrous to ferric ions. Both Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions are paramagnetic 
and the spin lattice relaxation process of protons is accelerated according to the amount of 
Fe2+ transformed into Fe3+ since dipolar interaction governs this process. Thus Tl weighted 
image contrast may be used to detect the formation of ferric ions. A linear relationship may be 
established between the amount ofFe3+ created and the spin-lattice relaxation rate of protons 
leading to a straightforward dose-effect relation. 
We realized experiments with y rays of 192Iridium and 60Cobalt. The doses were in the 
0 to 100 Gy range. The concentrations ofFe2+ were 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 mM and these solutions 
were incorporated in a gelling substance of 4% agarose. The particularly of this study was that 
different dose rates and intensity gradient including high doses allowed us to represent 
accidental conditions. 
It was observed in a first time that the concentration of agarose powder included in the 
sample has an influence in the diifusion ofFe3+ ions from irradiated area to nonirradiated area. 
To limit this perturbation of relaxation times measurements, we decided to use a compact 
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structure of the gelling substance ie agarose powder 4%. And to explore the possibilities of 
these dosimeter systems, we studied the influence of three parameters: the initial concentration 
offerrous ions (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 mM), the intensity of dose irradiation (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100 Gy) 
and the nature of the dose (60Cobalt and 192Iridium). In a second time we have shown that 
incorporation ofFe2+ and production ofFe3+ could change the characteristics of the protons 
longitudinal relaxation processes. One can notice an effective decrease of the longitudinal 
relaxation times according to the increase absorbed dose; neverthless this process is less 
efficient for the transverse relaxation time T2. Therefore the observed behavior correspond 
well to the T1 results. 
1 - 1. Ferrous ions concentration 
It was obseved that the evolution of the Tl's values as a function of absorbed doses 
was influenced by Fe2+ concentration. For lower concentration (0.5 mM) the evolution is non 
linear. For [Fe2+]=1mM the linearity was obtained between 20 and 60 Gy only. For the most 
important doses a stabilization of Tl 's values was noticed. Above 1.5 mM a linear variation 
was obtained with a constant slope for the interval from 20 to 100 Gy: 1.13±0.05 ms Gy-1. 
1 - 2. Absorbed dose 
Our model presents a hi-evolution of the dose-effect relation : betwen 0 and 20 Gy with 
a slope equal6.5±0.05 ms Gy-1. This can be attributed to the strong paramagnetics properties 
of Fe3+ ions with regard to Fe2+ions. On the other hand an absorbed dose of 100 Gy 
decreases the Tl 's value by a factor of 1. 8 compared to a dose of 20 Gy in the favourable 
cases of [Fe2+]=1.5 to 2 mM. And the intervalle 20 - 100 Gy may represent the second 
domain mentioned before. 
1 - 3. Source of irradiation 
We have studied the influence of the source (60Co or 192Ir). The processes previously 
described are similar for the two cases. However the 60Co source gives a more well defined 
linearity and more coherent measurements of NMR intensities than the 192Ir source. This 
property can be attributed to the model for irradiation. In fact the 60Co source allows a 
complete and uniform irradiation of the sample compared to the 192Ir source which was less 
uniform We have reported the dose-effect relation as the NMR intensity plotted against the 
absorbed dose for 60Co and 192Ir rays. NMR imaging experiments were performed with a Tl-
weighted spin echo sequence (TR=300 ms, TE=33 ms) allowing a more intense signal for the 
shortest Tl 's values. 
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Figure 1: relative NMR intensity obtained for a 60Co (a) and 192Ir (b) source using a Tl-
weighted spin echo sequence (TR=300 ms, TE=33 ms). 
1 - 4. Conclusion 
The dosimetry method using nuclear magnetic resonance developed by L. E. Olsson 
with X rays and 60Co g rays and for absorbed doses contained betwen 0 and 60 Gy has been 
extended to the 60 - 100 Gy range. Thus we have been able to establish a full experimental 
linear relationship for doses delivred to the dosimeter phantoms in a range of frequents 
overexposure conditions (0 to 100 Gy). The study was performed with y rays of 60Co and 
192Ir sources which are frequently encountered in realistic accidentals conditions. Thus NMR 
appears as a performant and reproductible tool of dosimetric method. NMR techniques 
presents advantageous new possibilities of investigations like measurements of T1 's values and 
NMR intensities signal. 
2 - Diagnosis 
2 - 1. Magnetic resonance micro-imaging of the skin 
Our experimental model of acute localized irradiations has been developed in the rabbit 
with an industrial radiographic source (192Ir, Emg = 0.38 MeV). In this study, we irradiated 
rabbits on the back (Vth lumbar vertebra level) at a skin surface dose of 120 Gy. Healthy and 
irradiated skin biopsies were taken from rabbits and we examine the structure variations of 
irradiated skin, using magnetic resonance micro-imaging. Images were taken in the skin surface 
plane and high resolution images were obtained by transverse selection of 3 mm slices with a 
spatial resolution images of about 40 1-1m per pixel. Tl, T2, diffusion weighting and 
magnetization transfer contrast (MTC) were performed in order to increase the image 
sensibility. 
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2- 2. Normal skin 
NMR imaging experiments were developed in order to improve mainly two kinds of 
parameters : the spatial resolution in the depth direction and image contrast. The first goal was 
realized by application of large intensity gradients. NMR contrasts are governed by relaxation 
processes (Tl and T2) and the choice of the sequences. Modifications of the relaxation times 
Tl and T2 induced by alteration of the skin and consecutively contrasts induced by Tl, T2, 
diffusion weighting and magnetization transfer sequences, allowed to highlight effects of 
irradiation of the cutaneous tissue. To validate the high spatial resolution imaging method, 
images of pigs skin biopsies were realized especially in the depth direction, providing a good 
differentiation between skin layers (epidermis and dermis) and subcutaneous hypodermis layer. 
Spatial resolution (35 f.lm per pixel) allowed to differentiate epidermis, dermis with several of 
its appendages like hairs follicles canals and sebaceous glands. 
2 - 3. Irradiated skin 
Using identical conditions, images of irradiated skin of rabbits were performed for 
judicious periods of the evolution of tissues after irradiation. The different steps of pathological 
reactions of irradiated cutaneous tissue have been detected with a good reproducibility. 
The observations performed between 48 and 72 hours after irradiation demonstrated 
that a modification of the tissue structure corresponding to a transient erythema could be 
detected by NMR imaging. These early effects could be attributed to a macromolecular 
disorganization that induces a loss of signal in the affected layers. Seven days after irradiation 
important modifications occured in the affected area and effects were more pronounced. 
Highly vascularized dermis presented an oedema generally one week after irradiation. All 
images of biopsies were characterized by a more intense signal which corresponded to an 
accumulation of fluid in the affected area. Oedema was also characterized by an increase of 
the dermis volume which can be delimited with a great accuracy with NMR imaging. Images 
performed two weeks after exposure to ionizing radiation indicated clearly the aggravation of 
the pathology. Indeed, this time corresponded to the transition period between oedematic and 
necrotic structures. Then we could observe the loss of signal corresponding to the "dry" 
structure of necrosis. Generally it appeared first in the superior layers of dermis and it 
progressively spread in the depth layers where a part of the oedema subsisted. On the third 
week, NMR imaging confirmed the development of necrosis by a whole loss of signal in the 
irradiated area in the skin structure which is clinicaly observed. 
First steps in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy of the irradiated pig skin 
allowed us to obtain spectras of irradiated and healthy skin, 24h and 3 weeks after irradiation. 
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It seemed also interesting to evaluate the importance of inflammation in acute early 
effects of irradiation, but also chronic inflammatory lesions in the skeletal muscle, which can 
accompany necrotic and late fibrotic process. Inflammatory lesions can be visualized by 
scintigraphy with radionucleide Gallium-67. 
2- 4. Scintigraphy 
An uptake of the lesion was observed in the first week (day 3) and still last after a 
period of observation of 4 months with a ratio between 0.51 to 0.65. This uptake seemed to 
increase for 4 months and could be cutaneous, according to the results of biodistribution 
performed after 24, 48, 72h in 3 rabbits, sacrified at day 21, 28, 81 after irradiation. The values 
of skin lesion-to-safe skin ratio were respectively 6.7, 3.2 and 1.5.There was no difference of 
uptake between the left and right muscles in this biodistribution. 
2-S.CT 
A thickening of the skin appeared after four days post-irradiation (compared to the 
other side). The density of the skin lesion was higher than that of the safe skin (70-90 UH vs 
25 UH). A modification of subcutaneous tissues was observed in the second week after 
irradiation: the fat disappeared and was replaced by a hypodense formation in comparison with 
the iliospinal muscle (40-45 UH vs 70 UH); its depth (3 mm) was relatively constant during a 
month. In the third week, a hypo density appeared in the iliospinal muscle, located superficially, 
and spreaded for 4 months, time of observation. Fast, it was heterogeneous, with pseudo-liquid 
zones. In the fourth week, a hyperdensity was observed at the edge of the iliospinal muscle, 
with a density of 65 UH, which increased to 120 UH in the ninth week: it corresponded to a 
calcification in the lesion. The right iliospinalis muscle appeared to be thinner than the left in 
the eighth week. 
2 - 6. Radiation-induced modifications of the skin microrelief 
Studies of the early and late changes in skin following accidental or therapeutic 
irradiation have included observations of pigmentation, atrophy, fibrosis or telangiectasia. 
Telangiectasia has provided useful dose - response relationships when arbitrary scales have 
been aplied to its severity (Turesson, 1991). Irradiated skin often feels drier than normal, and it 
is a common clinical observation that sweating is reduced in irradiated skin. A pilot study in 28 
irradiated patients, showed that 11 of them, with atrophy and telangiectasia, had no functional 
eccrine glands with a technique using silicone elastomer imprints of the skin (Morris et al., 
1992). 
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However, the main characteristic of the skin surface is not the density of the eccrine 
glands but the existence of relie( which has been shown to exist for a very long time in the 
plantopalmar zones. It is only recently that it seemed interesting to analyze the other zones, 
and, although the skin relief vary from one zone to another, it presents many particular 
characteristics and varies under the influence of numerous parameters. These factors can be 
exterior (humidity, temperature, mechanical restrictions, chemical agents), UV radiation or 
interior (aging, drugs, or diseases). Exluding the palmoplantar zones, the relief of all the areas 
of the human body is composed of plateaus crossed by valleys. These valleys can be separated 
into very deep (-lOOmm) principal furrows that cover great distances and secondary furrows, 
more superficial and running through one or two plateaus and the replica technique is used to 
quantifY the skin relief The method consists of obtaining a silicone elastomer replica of the 
skin. This imprint reproduces the negative image of the surface to the smallest details. As a 
result of its insufficient hardness, it is necessary to make a second imprint of the replica using 
epoxy resin. It is therefore this second imprint that is then analyzed by the measuring 
instrument instead of the skin itself 
The most common method used to investigate skin topography is profilometry, 
generally consisting in a mechanical stylus, involving a direct contact between the positive 
second imprint and the tip of measurement or an optical profilometer based on a triangulation 
method, able to measure skin relief directly from first negative replica. Such an apparatus 
allows to quantifY the skin surface either in 2 dimensions (2D) or in 3 dimensions (3D). 
In a morphological analysis of a skin profile, classical filters such as RC filters or 
Gaussian filters cannot be used to separate the two families of furrows, but spectral or Fourier 
analysis of a skin profile is a possible method of filtering. The Fourier analysis of a skin surface 
profile allows the reconstruction of a simplified profile showing the presence of main furrows. 
The exact position of these furrows can then be detected, and the separation of all the furrows 
into two classes and their quantification become easy. 
A preliminary study in the pig, of the irradiated skin topography showed a relative 
decrease ofthe vertical amplitude parameters (-15%) ofthe skin relief in three pigs irradiated 
with single doses of 90Sr-90Y 13 rays (32, 64 and 96 Gy under 7 mg.cm2; skin source 
distance: 2.6 em) and one pig irradiated with a single dose of 92 Ir y rays (160 Gy skin surface 
dose; skin source distance: 1. 7 em), 24 hours after irradiation whatever the dose. 
This preliminary result has been reproduced in a larger study group of pigs irradiated 
with single doses of 90Sr-90Y 13 rays and a longer time period after irradiation, and showed 
similar results. 
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I Skin surface: macroreliefj 
Pig skin microrelief 24 h after 64 Gy ((3) irradiation 
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3 - Treatment 
Pathophysiological evolution of a 1921r y-rays radio-induced muscular lesion was 
studied in experimental models developed in pigs and rabbits to simulate accidents which 
occured among humans. Cutaneous and muscular radionecrosis started from early epithelia~ 
microvascular and vascular lesions, and late muscular and connective tissue lesions. 
Our therapeutic studies in pigs have shown the interest of an early surgical treatment a 
minima. In rabbits, the association of non steroidal anti-inflammatory (flurbiprof'ene) and 
haemorheological agent (trimetazidine) among 10 other medical treatments, given for 8 weeks 
after an irradiation of 80 Gy single dose ·lit the skin surface, involved a dose reduction factor of 
2, with regards to the evolution of the skin injuries and the deep muscular fibronecrotic 
process. 
Sub-cutaneous and muscular fibrosis are common and irreversible late effect of 
radiation on normal tissues. An experiment was designed in the pig to test the effectivness of 
superoxide disnn!tase in reducing late radiation-induced fibrosis. In this mode~ fibrosis appears 
in 4 to 5 months. The heterogenous sclerotic tissue is composed of stable fibrotic areas poorly 
cellularized and active areas with a high density of myofibroblasts and inflammatory perifibrotic 
part. Lipsod administration modalities were 6 intramuscular injections during 3 weeks (twice 
weekly) either 10 mg!inj (5 pigs) or of 100 mglinj (5 pigs). A methodic evaluation by 2 
examiners consisted in measures before and after treatment: sum of the 2 largest perpendicular 
measurable dimensions, cutaneous projected surface of palpated fibrotic block, ultrasound 
fibrosis deepness and extrapolated volume. 
We conclude that Lipsod is the first drug ever described that reduces a radiation-
induced fibrosis. Its efficacy in this model was highly significant, with a regression higher than 
40% in size and 70% in surface and volume, 12 weeks after the end of treatment. This 
response was rapid, reproductible without dose-effect nor toxicity in the limits studied. This 
work confirms human results published recently in a long term follow up study. 
4 - Mechanisms of late skin damage 
1) The TGF-bl, a key cytokine 
Although radiation-induced fibrosis has long been characterized by excess fibroblast 
proliferation and extracellular matrix deposition, the origin of cell activation in these late 
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effects of radiation accidents or radiotherapy is still controversial. Experiments were designed 
to test the hypothesis that an abnormal production of TGF-b I growth factor occured in 
irradiated tissues and resulted in continuous signals for tissue repair and long-term cell 
activation. 
TGF-b1 growth factor gene expression was examined in a well-characterized pig model 
of radiation-induced fibrosis, using Northern-blot and indirect immunofluorecence. We found 
that the TGF-b mRNA level was increased at all stages of fibrosis development in this model, 
from the early erythematous phase 3 weeks after irradiation to the late phase when the wound 
healing process seems completed (Martin, 1993, 1). 
TGF-B expression 
1 
1 
necrosis repair 
TGF-B mRNA is overexpressed at all stages of fibrosis development 
The cellular sources probably varied according to the time. The inflammatory cells 
might be the major source during the early erythema and later inflammatory phases. During the 
late phases of fibrosis development (6 months after irradiation to 2 years), we could 
demonstrate, using immunofluorescence, the presence of the protein in endothelial cells of 
capillaries, in myofibroblasts, and in the collagenous matrix of the fibrotic tissue. Cell culture 
was used to characterize the growth factor expression in myofibroblasts isolated from the 
fibrotic tissue. This allowed to show that this cell type is a major source of TGF-b. We 
postulate that autocrine loops ofTGF-b activation might occur in fibrosis myofibroblasts. 
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Similar experiments were performed on human tissues of women treated with 
radiotherapy for breast cancer. Fibrosis was removed from 7 months to 4 years after 
irradiation. A concomitant increase gene expresion of TGF-b and collagen type I and ill was 
observed in these fibrotic tissues (Delanian, 1992, 15). 
2) Altered balance between proteases and protease inhibitors 
We previously demonstrated that the abnormal deposition of the collagenous matrix in 
the fibrotic process was partly due to an enhanced synthesis of the matrix components by the 
myofibroblasts. The balance between synthesis and degradation was then investigated in the 
pig model of radiation fibrosis. Secretion of the major proteases and of their inhibitor, the 
TIMP (tissue metalloproteinase inhibitor), were studied in primary cultures of myofibroblasts. 
The results showed that an overall decrease in protease activity occured in the fibrotic cells, 
resulting both from transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulations. On the contrary, TIMP 
synthesis was significantly stimulated. In conclusion, the pathologic deposition of extracellular 
matrix results both from a decreased degradation of the matrix components and from an 
increased synthesis (Lafuma, 1994, 2). 
3) Chromosomal anomalies 
Cytogenetic studies were performed to further characterize the fibrotic cells (Sabatier, 
1992, 18). It was found that most of the fibroblasts have structural chromosomal 
rearrangements. The rate and complexity of these rearrangements were higher than in any 
other pathological condition known, except in high-grade malignancies. However, no specific 
recurrent anomalies could be found. The fibroblasts constituting the fibrotic tissue then 
probably originated from irradiated cells. These results, in parallel with previous data on cell 
proliferation and differentiation, might suggest that the myofibroblasts from radiation-induced 
fibrosis are abnormal cells, which have carried out some of the early steps leading to cell 
transformation . 
5 - Mechanisms of early events in irradiated skin 
The results obtained on the TGF-b1 pointed out that the synthesis of this growth factor 
was upregulated during the first clinical phase of erythema, which occured 3 weeks after 
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irradiation of the pig thigh. In the literature, it was published meanwhile that ionizing radiation 
can induce a very early response in irradiated cells. This response was described as "the 
immediated early gene response". It occured within the first minutes and hours after irradiation 
and consisted in the activation of the transcription of genes involved in signal transduction and 
in the control of gene expression. A second wave of gene activation was described for growth 
factors like TNF. We first adressed the following question : does the TGF-b take part of a 
second wave of gene activation after irradiation in skin cells? 
The possible induction of the growth factor was then investigated at various times after 
irradiation of the pig skin. It was found that both TGF-b 1 and collagen type I mRNA were 
highly induced at 6 hours in the irradiated pig skin, during the first wave of gene response. 
These early inductions were found only after doses high enough to induce fibrotic lesions 
several months thereafter. These in vivo results suggest a role for the induction of early 
response genes in the pathophysiologic effetcs of ionizing radiation on skin (Martin, 1992, 3). 
-Involvement of the AP-1 transcription factors 
During the immediate early gene response to ionizing radiation, the activation of 
transcrition factors like AP-1, c-myc and NK-kB was recently demonstrated in cultured cells. 
As the TGF-b has an AP-1 motif in its promoters, we tried to answer the following question: 
is the AP-1 family of transcription factors involved in the early response of pig skin cells to 
gamma rays? 
For that purpose, the induction of the c-fos and c-jun genes, which are major members 
of this AP-1 family, was studied by northern blot in skin samples irradiated in vivo. Following 
high radiation doses, 16 to 48 Gy, the two genes were concomitantly induced, although c-fos 
induction was preferential. Both inductions were time and dose dependent (Martin, 1993, 6; 
Martin, 1994, 1). Therefore; we could demonstrate that c-fos and c-jun inductions were part of 
the in vivo response of skin cells to high gamma doses. We postulated that these early 
activations played an important in inducing gene cascades initiating late tissue damage. 
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Objectives: 
1 -Physiopathology of the irradiated skin (patients and experimental models) 
Histochemical/Immunohistochemical study 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Imaging (animal model) 
2 -Treatment oflocalized radiation-induced fibrosis by Superoxyde dismutase (SOD) 
Pathological study and clinical follow up 
Progress achieved including publications 
1 - Physiopathology of the irradiated skin 
1.1 -Human physiopathology 
The immunohistochemical study of human skin biopsies from irradiated patients (20-40 
Gy) demonstrated that dermal fibroblasts acquire an activated "myofibroblastic" phenotype, 
characterized by the expression of smooth muscle cells-a-actin cytoplasmic microfilaments, in 
particular at the dermal-epidermal junction. Desmin immunodetection was negative, as in 
normal skin. 
Epidermal Growth Factor- Receptors (EGFR) were overexpressed by all the cellular 
layers of the epidermis, up to 10 years after irradiation. Since normal epidermis only faintly 
express EGFR in cells of the basal layer, overexpression ofEGFR appears as a pathognomonic 
indicator of previous irradiation. 
In biopsies of irradiated skin (30 samples), dermal fibroblasts and suprabasallayers of 
epidermal cells strongly expressed Transforming Growth Factor-b (TGF bl). The 
immunolocalisation was essentially intranuclear. Normal skin biopsies (10 samples) disclosed 
faint TGFJH immunoreactivity, mainly in the intercellular matrix of the dermis and in the 
cytoplasm ofkeratinocytes. 
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No quantitave modification of the steady state TGFb mRNA expression could be 
detected by Northern Blot analysis of skin biopsies. The immunohistochemical detection, using 
two anti-TGFIH polyclonal antibodies, demonstrated an irradiation-dependent expression of 
TGFJ31 which appeared localized in the nucleus of fibroblastic cell cultures from explants of g-
irradiated human skin. The immunolocalisation was also nuclear in cultured normal human skin 
fibroblasts after in vitro g-irradiation at 2, 4 and 6 Gy. Sequential analysis of TGFJ3 
immunolabelling of fibroblasts nuclei, 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours after irradiation in 
vitro, demonstrated that the nuclear localization appeared as early as 3 hours after g-irradiation 
and remained untill 48 hours. The labelling became diffuse at 72 hours and was mainly 
cytoplasmic at 96 hours. 
The sequential ARN-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) analysis did not show a 
consistent variation of intrafibroblastic TGFJ31 mRNA, at least for the time course studied. 
These data suggest a role for TGFJ3 in the regulation of gene expression in mesenchymal and 
epithelial cells, the alteration of this expression ultimately resulting in radiation induced skin 
fibrosis. 
Platelet Derived Growth Factors (PDGFAA, BB and AB) are known to play a role in 
wound healing.An immunohistochemical study showed that PDGF Receptor-b are 
overexpressed in the dermal fibroblasts ofbiopsies of irradiated skin, compared to normal skin, 
both by the number of stained cells and the staining intensity. 
These immunocytochemical observations were reproduced on normal fibroblasts grown 
and irradiated (2-6 Gy)in vitro. 
In vitro irradiated dermal fibroblasts displayed membrane ruftling and actin circular 
formations (phalloidin labelling) 24 hour after irradiation ( 4 Gy) and serum 
deprivation.Ruflling increased when PDGF BB was added to the serum deprived medium. 
Membrane ruftling was induced in non-irradiated and in fibroblasts irradiated at 2 Gy only after 
incubation with PDGF BB. This type of actin reorganization is mediated by the PDGF 
Receptorfi , through its protein-tyrosine kinase activity. Further investigations are necessary to 
understand the dose dependent PDGF receptivity of irradiated fibroblasts. 
These data emphasize the role and the complex interactions of cytokines in the 
physiopathology of radiation induced skin fibrosis. 
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1.2 -Animal model 
In 1993, 22 rabbits New-Zealand were irradiated at 120 Gy on the back, (skin surface 
dose; Dr J-L. Lefaix, CEA-DSV-Laboratoire de Radiobio1ogie Appliquee, 91191 Gif sur 
Yvette), then examined regularly (twice a month) by 1.5 Tesla proton nuclear magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI; Dr Thua Dao & Dr A. Rahmouni, Departement de Radio1ogie, 
Hopital Henri Mondor, Creteil). Eight of them were surgically biopsied to study the 
histological evolution from the early inflammatory reaction towards late fibrosis and the 
alterations of the prolin/hydroxyprolin ratio. Fibrosis was graded from 0 to 4 by Sirius Red 
staining and spectrophotometry. 
NMR imaging was modified in the irradiated field as early as the 2d week after the 
irradiation, indicating oedematous and vascular changes, with a T2 hypersignal persisting with 
no modification until the 8th month, when contrast enhancement restricted only to the 
periphery of the lesion. At 8 weeks, grade 1 skin fibrosis appeared, after a period characterized 
by the presence of inflammatory cells, increase of oedema in the dermis and 
microvascularization in the underlying muscular tissue. Muscular grade 1 fibrosis (optical 
density/mm2 between 0.8 and 1, after Red Sirius stain) was observed 15 weeks after 
irradiation. Between 7 and 8 months, fibrosis increased and reached grade 2, replacing partially 
mehed muscular fibers. The microvascular network was reduced. 
This work is not completed. 
2 -Topical treatment of localized radiation-induced fibrosis by (SOD) 
2-1 Objective grading of fibrosis 
The extent of fibrosis was graded on histological sections, using an histochemical 
staining of collagen fibers by Red picrosirius, described by Junqueira et al (1979). Briefly, this 
method stains collagen fibers in red on fixed paraffin embedded tissue sections and 
cryosections. The sections were elnted with NaOH IN and Optical Density (O.D.) was 
measured with a spectrophotometer at A= 540 nm. This permits an objective evaluation of the 
amount of collagens, and the dermal fibrosis was classified in 5 grades, from 0 (normal dermis) 
to 4 (deep fibrosis), according to the O.D. per mm2 of skin section (Table I). Skin area was 
measured by microplanimetry. 
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Table 1: Sirius Red spectrophotometric grading 
Grade [OD 540/mm2] 
0 < 0.0025 
0.0025-0.01 
2 0.011-0.020 
3 0.021-0.030 
4 > 0.031 
2-2 Histological and immunohistochemical study 
A controlled study, concerning 44 patients with cutaneous radiofibrosis following 
conservative breast cancer treatment, was conducted in 1992 to evaluate, in addition to clinical 
and physiological parameters, the histological and histochemical response to SOD treatment. 
Patients were treated with topical application of bovine SOD (3650 U/mg) incorporated in a 
polyethylene glycol oinment at a daily dose of2 x 800 U for 90 days (total dose: 150 000 U or 
40 mg SOD). Skin punch biopsies (3 mm diameter) were taken from 42 informed patients 
before and 3 months after completion of treatment. Skin fibrosis was graded on Haematoxylin-
Eosin and picro-Sirius Red stained cryosections, quantified by the eluated O.D./mm2 (see 
above). The fibroblastic phenotype (vimentin, SMC a-actin) and the expression of TGF b or 
EGF receptor were studied by immunohistochemistry, using specific monoclonal or polyclonal 
antibodies and an avidin-biotin complex for the revelation of the labelling. The labelling was 
scored from 0 to 4, taking into account the percentage of stained cells and the staining 
intensity. 
Before treatment, 41/42 (98%) patients presented with grade 2 to 4 dermal 
radiofibrosis and one with grade 1. Fibosis grade increased with time from irradiation. 
Three months after completion of topical SOD treatment, fibrosis grade significantly 
decreased in 31/41 (74%) patients. The mean score dropped from 3.1 to 1.9 (-37%), with a 
mean change of 1.1 (p<0.001). Immunohistochemistry demonstrated no significative changes 
in vimentin or TGF b expression after treament with SOD, but an increase of the SMC a-actin 
positive fibroblastic phenotype, with a mean score increasing from 1.40 to 2.0 (+57%), and of 
the EGF-receptor score in epidermal cells, the mean score increasing from 1.6 to 2.4 (+54%). 
The mean scores increased by 0.6 (p<0.001) for SMC a-actin and by 0.8 (p<0.001) for 
EGFreceptors. 
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These results provide an objective histological support for the clinical efficacy of SOD 
in the treatment oflate radiation-induced skin fibrosis 
2-3 Long term clinical follow up of SOD treated patients 
Till now, a total of 132 patients have been treated by topical SOD for radiation induced 
fibrosis (150 000 IU over 90 days) and are followed by numerical telethermography, dynamic 
cryostimulation and clinical evaluation. 77 with a follow up longer than 18 months (55 with 
follow up between 18 and 24 months, 19 between 30 and 36 months and 6 between 42 and 72 
months) were evaluated. Compared to the response at 12 months, 50% of these patients show 
a continuous improvement of the fibrotic lesions, 30% a durable stabilisation and 20% a slight 
deterioration. Thus, the effect of topical SOD appears durable after initial treatment. 
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Head of Project 2: Dr. J.W. Hopewell 
II. Objectives ofthe reporting period 
The reported studies have been undertaken on pig skin, a species whose skin is the most similar to 
human skin. The principle objectives for the reporting period 1st September 1992- 30 June 1995 
have been as follows:-
•the time course of the development oflate dermal thinning after 90SrfOY irradiation. 
•the time course of the development oflate dermal thinning after 170Tm-irradiation. 
•a comparison of data obtained from 170Tm-irradiation with those obtained for 90SrfOY 
irradiation. 
•a comparison of the effects of mixed 13 and photon exposure with 13-irradiation alone. 
•an evaluation of the effects oflow-dose-rate radiation on the skin. 
•a study of increased adhesion molecule expression on endothelial cells after irradiation. 
•prevention of early and late radiation-induced skin lesions by essential fatty acids (EFAs). 
ID. Progress achieved including publications 
Development oflate dermal thinning after 90Srf0y irradiation: 
Time-related changes in skin thickness have been evaluated in the pig using a non-invasive 
ultrasound technique after exposure to a range of single doses of 13-rays from 22.5 mm diameter 
90SrfOY plaques. A reduction in relative skin thickness developed in two distinct phases (Fig 1). 
The first phase was between 12 weeks and 20 weeks after irradiation. No further changes were 
then seen until 52 weeks after irradiation when a second phase of skin thinning was observed. This 
was complete after 76 weeks and no further changes in relative skin thickness were seen in the 
maximum follow up period of 129 weeks. The timing of these phases of damage was totally 
independent of the radiation dose. However, the severity of both phases of radiation-induced skin 
thinning was dose-related. 
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Figure 1: Time-related changes in the relative thickness of irradiated skin compared with adjacent 
areas ofunirradiated skin of the pig after exposure to 90SrfOY 13-rays. 
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Development oflate dermal thinning after 170Tm irradiation: 
Time-related changes skin thickness were also evaluated after exposure to a range of single doses 
of 13-rays from a 20 rnm x 40 rnm 170Tm plaque. The same non-invasive ultrasound technique was 
used as for after 90Srf'Y irradiation. The pattern of development of skin thinning was again 
biphasic and similar to that after irradiation with 90Srf'Y plaques. The first phase of reduction in 
relative skin thickness developed between 12 and 20 weeks after irradiation. There were no further 
changes in the thickness of the irradiated skin until approximately 50 weeks after irradiation when 
the second wave of development of reduction in relative skin thickness was seen. 
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Figure 2: Time-related changes in the relative thickness of irradiated skin compared with adjacent 
areas ofunirradiated skin of the pig after exposure to 170Tm 13-rays. 
Comparison of data obtained from 170Tm-irradiation with those obtained for 90Srf'¥ 
irradiation: 
The biphasic pattern of development of skin thinning was similar after both 90Srf'Y and 170Tm 
irradiation. However, the degree of skin thining after 90Srf'Y was considerably greater than that 
after 170Tm irradiation for the same skin surface dose. This was more evident when the average 
relative skin thickness measurements, obtained over the periods 20-51 weeks and 76-129 weeks 
after irradiation, were plotted against dose (Fig 3). Both phases of radiation-induced skin thinning 
were dose-dependent and had a steep initial portion to the dose-effect curve, which tended to 
become shallower at higher doses. The shape of the dose-effect curves were the same in both cases 
but the degree of dermal thinning was greater in the case of 90Srf'Y irradiation compared with 
170Tm irradiation. This was due to the difference in depth dose characteristics of90Srf'Y and 170Tm 
13-rays 90Srf'Y emits 2.27 MeV 13-rays which are more penetrative than 13-particles of0.97 MeV 
emitted from 170Tm. 
The iso-doses relative to the skin surface dose, for 2.27 MeV and 0.97 MeV B-rays suggest that in 
case of 90Srf'Y irradiation, about 95% of the skin surface dose reaches the papillary plexus and 
around 50% reaches the deep dermal plexus. After 170Tm irradiation less than 10% of the surface 
dose is received by the dermal plexus. 
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However, when the skin thinning after 90SrfOY and 170Tm irradiations were expressed in terms of 
dose at 900 mm depth, the mid-dermis depth, comparable results were obtained from both radiation 
qualities. This was true for both the early and late phases of dermal thinning 
(Fig. 4). 
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Figure 3: Relative skin thickness against skin surface dose after irradiation with 90SrfOY or 170Tm 
13-rays. 
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Figure 4: Relative skin thickness against dose at 900 mm depth of skin after irradiation with 
90SrfOY or 170Tm 13-rays. 
This implies that the target cells responsible for both early and second phase of skin thinning in 
irradiated pig skin are located at around 900 mm depth. This corresponds to a layer in reticular 
dermis of pig skin. This also suggests that skin dose should be assessed at a depth in the skin, rather 
than the surface, to predict responses from 13-emitters of differing energy. 
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Comparison of the effects of mixed 6 and photon exposure with 6-irradiation alone: 
Exposures to mixed radiation qualities are a feature of many radiation accidents. In this study 
irradiation was with 5 mm or 2 mm diameter <XJSrfOY plaques in a 4 em x 4 em field concurrently 
irradiated with a fixed dose of 10 Gy of 250 KV X-rays. Irradiation schedules, the incidence of 
moist desquamation and the mean latency period for the development of moist desquamation are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1: Incidence of moist desquamation and its mean latency in pig skin after irradiation with /3-
rays from Smm diameter <XJSrfOY plaques or with 13-rays and X-rays. 
Dose (Gy) moist desquamation Mean latency period 
P-rays X-rays ±SE (weeks) 
25 10 0/12 N/A 
35 0 4/12 6.0 ± 0.00 
50 10 8/12 5.80± 0.22 
60 0 6/12 6.40 ± 1.00 
70 10 11111 5.40 ± 0.25 
80 0 9/12 5.06 ± 0.40 
95 10 12112 4.75 ±0.22 
105 0 12/12 4.90 ± 0.30 
N/ A not applicable 
Table 2: Incidence of moist desquamation and its mean latency in pig skin after irradiation with 13-
rays from 2mm diameter <XJSrfOY plaques or with 13-rays and X-rays. 
Dose(Gy) moist desquamation Mean latency period 
P-rays X-rays ±SE (weeks) 
110 10 6/12 5.75 ± 0.23 
120 0 2/12 5.50 ± 0.00 
155 10 9/12 4.55 ± 0.28 
165 0 8/12 4.72±0.26 
185 10 11/12 4.36± 0.20 
195 0 11112 4.36±024 
230 10 12/12 3.79 ± 0.22 
240 0 12/12 3.75 ± 0.27 
There was no significant difference in the incidence of moist desquamation and latency period for 
moist desquamation between fields irradiated with 13-radiation alone and /3- plus X-rays to a larger 
area (Table 3). 
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Table 3. ED so values ( Gy ±SE) for the incidence of moist desquamation after exposure of pig skin 
to B-rays from CXJSrfOY plaques of 5 mm and 2 mm diameter in 4 em x 4 em sites concurrently 
irradiated with 10 Gy of250 kV X-rays. 
Protocol 
B-rays 
B-rays+ X-rays 
CXJSrfOY source diameter 
5mm 2mm 
54.0 ± 10.0 
57.3 ± 5.5 
151.8 ± 12.7 
122.0 ±45.9 
Evaluation of the effects of low-dose-rate radiation on the skin: 
Studies of early and late reactions to exposures from radiations of differing dose-rate were carried 
out, as such data is required for the continued improvement of radiological protection guidelines for 
the skin. Most of the experimental data presently available for deterministic effects relate to high 
dose-rate exposure, a high proportion of accidental industrial irradiations are the consequence of 
lower-dose-rate contamination. 
In this study, irradiation was with standard 22.5 mm diameter CXJSrfOY plaques, giving dose rates of 
10.7 cGy/min, 5.2 cGy/min and 2.4 cGy/min to total doses which ranged from 18-100 Gy. The 
specific range was dependent on the dose-rate. This involved exposures lasting from 2.8 hr to 69.5 
hr. These long exposures were carried out on un-anaesthetised pigs, the sources being held in a 
plastic holder that could be stitched to the skin surface. This procedure was carried out under full 
anaesthesia and the sources were fixed to the holders just prior to recovery. A brief anaesthetic 
was required to remove CXJSrfOY sources The dose-response relationships for the incidence of 
early moist desquamation and for late (:2:15 months) dermal thinning were compared with those for 
acute exposures i.e. -300 cGy/min exposures. 
The dose-related incidence of moist desquamation, noted within the first 10 week period after 
exposure, is shown in Figure 5. Clearly dose-rate has a marked effect on the dose-related incidence 
of this acute radiation reaction; doses of30-40 Gy, usually associated with a very high incidence of 
desquamation after acute exposure showed an incidence of <20% after low dose-rate irradiation. 
The doses associated with a 10% (ED10) or a 50% (ED50) incidence of moist desquamation, for the 
different dose-rate exposures are listed in Table 4, both increase with the decrease in dose-rate. 
Late changes in dermal thickness were assessed at 72 weeks after low dose-rate irradiation, a time 
point at which previous investigations (Rezvani eta!., 1994) have indicated that the ratio of the 
thickness of irradiated to unirradiated skin to be maximum, this not changing by further increasing 
the observation time to 130 weeks. Dermal thickness was measured in histological sections of 
tissue taken from the centre of irradiated sites. A comparison was always made with measurements 
from unirradiated skin sites on either side of the irradiated sample in order to minimise the effects of 
regional variations in dermal thickness on the flank of pigs. 
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Figure 5. Dose-related changes in the percentage incidence of skin sites on pigs showing moist 
desquamation after irradiation with 22.5 mm diameter 90SrfOY plaques with dose rates of -300 
cGy/min (--- -); 10.7 cGy/min (D); 5.2 cGy/min (•); or 2.4 cGy/min (0). Error bars indicate ±SE. 
The EDso values (±SE) are indicated for each dose-rate. 
Table 4. Variation in ED10 and ED50 values for moist desquamation after irradiation with 22.5 mm 
diameter 90SrfOY plaques of differing dose-rate. 
Dose-rate 
(cGy/min) 
300 
10.7 
5.2 
2.4 
!so-effective doses (Gy) 
ED10 EDso 
21.1 
31.9 
37.8 
46.8 
27.3 
41.1 
47.0 
66 5 
The dose-related variations in relative dermal thickness are illustrated in Figure 6. The severity of 
late radiation damage was clearly reduced by the reduction in dose-rate from -300 cGy/min to 5.2-
10 7 cGy/min. A further marked reduction in the severity of the reaction was produced by the 
reduction in dose-rate to 2.4 cGy/min. These data were further assessed to determine the dose-
related incidence of skin sites showing either a ~20% or a ~30% reduction in relative dermal 
thickness. From these dose-effect curves the dose associated with a 50% incidence of the specified 
response (EDso) could be determined (Table 2). The EDso values increase with the increase in 
levels of effect assessed and with the decrease in dose-rate. 
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Figure 6. Dose-related changes in the relative dermal thickness (irradiated/unirradiated) of pig skin 
"?.72 weeks after irradiation with 22.5 mm diameter plaques of 90Srf!Y of dose-rate -300 cGy/min 
(•); 10.7 cGy/min (.6.); 5.2 cGy/min (A) or 2.4 cGy/min (•). Error bars indicate ±SE. 
Table 5. Variation in ED50 values for a "?.20% and a "?.30% reduction in relative dermal thickness in 
pig skin at "?.72 weeks after irradiation from 22.5 mm diameter 90Srf!Y plaques of differing dose-
rate. 
Dose-rate 
(cGy/min) 
300 
10.7 
5.2 
2.4 
ED50 ±SE (Gy) for dermal thinning 
C.W% "?.~% 
10.27 ± 1.73 
20.65 ± 2 34 
23.01 ± 2.92 
59.16±655 
17.13±169 
37.84 ± 3.93 
39.72 ± 3.85 
100.69 ± 1.39 
These iso-effective doses for both acute and late radiation-induced damage to pig skin, after 
exposure to different dose rate sources, have been used to calculate the dose reduction factors 
(DRFs) associated with the lower dose-rate irradiations. The relationships between the DRFs and 
dose-rate for the endpoints of early moist desquamation and late dermal thinning (at two levels of 
effect) is shown in Figure 7. There would appear to be a good linear relationship between the DRF 
and the log of the dose-rate for both the early and the late endpoint (correlation co-efficient "?.0.96). 
The relationship for late damage appeared to be independent of the level of effect used to evaluate 
damage With a reduction in dose-rate, late damage would appear to be spared more than early 
damage and hence early lesions become of greater concern in situations of low dose-rate 
contamination of the skin. 
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Figure 7. Variation in the dose reduction factor (relative to -300 cGy/min) with dose-rate for 
early moist desquamation (D) or late dermal thinning (:2:20% .&; ~30% •) in pig skin. Error bars 
indicate ±SE. 
Study of the role of increased adhesion molecules expression on endothelial cells in the 
pathogenesis of both early and late radiation damage to the skin: 
An important component of an inflammatory response is the localisation of leukocytes at the sites 
of inflammatory lesions. Adhesive molecules, present on the surface of the endothelial cells and 
leukocytes, play a major role in endothelium-leukocyte interactions. Before leukocytes are 
attracted to the endothelium, they must first adhere to the vascular endothelium. It has been shown 
in vn•o that the earliest changes noted following localised irradiation of the kidney appear to be 
leukocyte adhesion to the endothelial cells of the glomerular capillary loops. 
In the study of early and late radiation-induced skin lesions, the expression of endothelial-leucocyte 
adhesion molecule (ELAM-1) was examined. Skin fields of 4 em x 4 em, on the flanks of pigs, 
were irradiated with 18Gy ofX-rays. In this model 18 Gy of250 kV X-rays is well tolerated. It 
causes no moist desquamtion or necrosis but bright red erythema was seen in about 45% of the 
cases Skin fields were removed surgically at intervals of2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 weeks after iradiation. 
After excision of the irradiated field a 1.5 em x 1.5 em skin specimen was removed and processed 
for histochemical identification of ELAM-1 using a primary antibody to the adhesion molecules. 
Staining was with fast red in association with a secondary antibody (Dako-D651 ). 
ELAM-1 expression was assessed by a light microscopy using an arbitrary score ofO =none, 1 = 
minimal, 2 = moderate and 3 = strong expression. This scoring system takes into account the 
quality and quantity of red staining observed in histological sections. 
The average score for ELAM-1 expression with respect to time after irradiation is shown in Figure 
8. Irradiation induced ELAM-1 expression within 2 weeks after irradiation and reached its 
maximum at around 4 week after irradiation This had subsided around 10 weeks after irradiation. 
This time related expression ofELAM-1 corresponds very closely to the manifestation of radiation-
induced skin erythema. 
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Figure 8: ELAM-1 expression in irradiated pig skin with time after irradiation. 
Prevention of early and late radiation-induced sequelae in the skin: the potential beneficial 
effects of the use of essential fatty acids (EFAs): 
To assess the ability of EF As to ameliorate early and late radiation-induced injury to the skin the 
effects of two orally administered oils So-1100 [containing linoleic acid (LA) and GLA] and So-
5407 [containing eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) in addition to LA and GLA] were evaluated. 
Results were compared with animals receiving a 'placebo' oil, So-1129, which contained a similar 
amount of LA to the other two 'active' oils but no GLA or EPA The oils were supplied by Scotia 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (Guildford, U.K.). 
Groups of animals were allocated to receive the 'active' and 'placebo' oils according to the protocols 
in Table 6. The oils were given daily, orally both before and after irradiation with single doses of 
90Srf"Y 13-rays from 22 Smm diameter plaques at a dose-rate of -3.0Gy/min, measured at 16mm 
depth. Skin sites, 16 per flank, were irradiated on each pig. 
Following irradiation, the severity of the acute skin reaction was assessed at weekly intervals for 10 
weeks. Sites were examined for the presence or absence of bright red erythema and/or moist 
desquamation. Late reactions were evaluated over the period 10-16 weeks after irradiation by 
assessing the presence or absence of dusky/mauve erythema and/or dermal necrosis. The data for 
each of these criteria were analysed using probit analysis and ED50 (±SE) values, the doses required 
to cause the effect in 50% of skin fields irradiated, were calculated. These values were used as a 
means of comparing different treatment schedules. 
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Table 6. Experimental design for studies involving the irradiation of pig skin with single doses of 
90SrfOY 13-rays 
Experimental Oil daily dose Number 
Group (ml) of animals 
A So-1100 1.5 4 
B So-1100 3.0 6 
c So-1100 6.0 4 
D So-5407 3.0 2 
E So-1129 3.0 2 
F So-1129 6.0 4 
G So-1100 3.0 i•> 
H So-1100 3.0 2(b) 
I So-1129 3.0 i•> 
J So-1129 3.0 2(b) 
<•>oils only given for 4 weeks prior to irradiation 
<h>oils only given for 1 0 weeks after irradiation 
The ED50 values (±SE) for the endpoints of bright red erythema and moist desquamation for pigs 
receiving various doses of the 'active' oil, So-1100, and the placebo oil, So-1129, are given in Table 
7. In the largest series of animals which received 3.0ml of the oils daily, administration of So-1100 
as compared with So-1129 for just 4 weeks prior to irradiation had no significant effect on the 
dose-effect relationship for either the incidence of bright red erythema or moist desquamation. This 
lack of effect was reinforced by a comparison with historical data for moist desquamation, where 
the EDso (±SE) was 27.32 ± 0.52Gy, intermediate between the values of present 26.00 ± 1.87 Gy 
and 27.91 ± 1.15 Gy for So-1100 and So-1129, respectively. 
Administration of 3.0ml of oils, daily, for 4 weeks prior to irradiation and over the time course of 
the acute skin reaction, produced a significant modulation (p<0.05) of the radiation response in 
animals receiving So-1100 as compared with So-1129. Dose modification factors (DMFs) of 
between 1.13 and 1 24 were obtained. There was also a suggestion of an effect produced by the 
'placebo' oil, So-1129, since the ED50 values for both bright red erythema and moist desquamation, 
when this oil was given over the time course of the reaction, were higher than when this oil was just 
given prior to irradiation. For moist desquamation, where a comparison with historical control data 
from pigs receiving no oils is possible, a significant effect of the 'placebo' oil is suggested with 
DMF s of 1.1 ± 0. 04 and 1.14 ± 0 04 when compared with the -4/+ 16 week and + 10 week So-1129 
groups, respectively. Further evidence for a 'placebo' effect were supported by the results obtained 
when pigs were given daily doses of 6 0 ml of each oil; the greater modulation produced by So-
1100 relative to So-1129 was not seen. Administration of a lower dose of 1.5ml of So-1100 
modified the expression of the inflammatory bright red erythema response but not the severity of 
moist desquamation. 
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Table 7. Variation in the EDso values (±SE) observed following single doses of <.XJSrfOY /3 
irradiation for the acute skin reaction of bright red erythema and moist desquamation. Either So-
Il 00 or So-1129 were administered daily for various treatment periods. Dose modification factors 
(DMFs) are quoted (±SE) when the difference between ED5o values for the two oils was 
significant. 
EDso±SE 
Treatment Oil Dose DMF±SE) 
Period (wks) (ml) So-1100 So-1129 
i) Bright red erythema 
-4/+16 1.5 35.90 ± 1.2 
-4 3.0 26.81 ± 1.15 29.68 ± 1.68 NS 
-4/+16 3.0 39.23 ± 0.98 31.76 ± 1.39 1.24 ± 0.06 
+10 3.0 41.16± 3.79 34.44± 2.35 1.20± 0.14 
-4/+16 6.0 35.05 ± 1.12 38.71 ± 1.47 NS 
ii) Moist desquamation<•> 
-4/+16 1.5 28.30 ± 0.93 
-4 3.0 26.00 ± 1.87 27.91 ± 1.15 NS 
-4/+16 3.0 33.81 ± 0.8 30.04 ± 1.18 1.13 ± 0.05 
+10 3.0 31.74± 1.08 31.03 ± 1.42 NS 
-4/+16 60 33.44± 0.95 31.22± 0.94 NS 
<•>Historical control value, no oils, ED50 (±SE) 27.32 ± 0.52Gy 
For the later dermal reactions of dusky/mauve type erythema and ischaemic dermal necrosis, daily 
doses of3.0 ml ofSo-1100 also produced a significant modification in the radiation response when 
results were compared with those seen in the 'placebo' group (Table 8). However, the oil had to be 
given over the time course of the radiation response to be effective No significant effect was seen 
when So-11 00 (3 m1/ day) was only given prior to irradiation There was evidence, indicative of a 
'placebo' effect, when So-1129 was given both before and after irradiation at a dose of 6.0 ml/day. 
The EDso values were significantly higher than when the same oil was given at 3.0 ml/day and for 
historical data for pigs receiving no oil (p<O.OOl). At this higher dose of oil there was no 
significant additional gain obtained from the use of So-11 00; DMFs were not significantly different 
from 1.0 (Table 8) For these later dermal vascular reactions, 1.5 ml/day of So-11 00 produced a 
significant modulation of the expression of radiation damage when compared with the combined 
data for pigs receiving 3.0 ml/day ofSo-1129. The DMFs of 1.26 ± 0.09 and 1.16 ± 0.08 were not 
significantly different from those obtained using 3.0 ml/day of So-1100 both before and after 
irradiation (Table 8). 
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Studies involving the oil So-5407 were only carried out using 3.0 ml/day, given both before and 
after irradiation. The results of these investigations are given in Table 9. For the early endpoints 
there appears to be a modification in the response seen when compared with a 'placebo' group, 
however, the difference in ED50 values suggesting DMFs of 1.14 ± 0.08 and 1.15 ± 0.08, 
respectively, only approached statistical significance (p <O.I>0.05). 
Significant modification of the later dermal reactions was seen after the administration of So-5407 
over the time course of the reaction as compared with So-1129. These changes were consistent 
with DMFs of 1.32 ± 0.13 and 1.2 ± O.I2, for dusky/mauve erythema and ischaemic dermal 
necrosis, respectively. 
The DMFs noted following irradiation with single doses of 90SrfOY B-rays using the oil So-5407 
were in the same range as those found using So-IIOO. Neither agent was found to act as a classical 
radioprotector but had to be given over the time scale of the expression of radiation damage and 
hence could be used in the prophylactic treatment of radiation accident victims. They have been 
administered to humans over periods up to I year without significant adverse side effects. 
Table 8. Variation in the ED50 values (±SE) for the later dermal reactions of dusky/mauve 
erythema (DE) and ischaemic dermal necrosis (N) after the administration of either So-1100 or 
So-II29 for various time periods following irradiation with single doses of 90SrfOY J3 rays. DMFs 
are quoted (±SE) when the difference between the ED5o values for one to two oils was significant. 
EDso±SE 
Treatment Oil Dose 
Period (wks) (ml) So-1100 So-1129 
i) Dusky/mauve erythema (DE)'bl 
-4/+ I6 I 5 32.96 ± 1.6I 
-4 30 26.50 ±I 30 27.50± 1.10 
-4/+I6 30 33.53 ±I 89 24.84 ±I 53 
-4/+I6 6.0 37.97 ± 1.82 38.44 ± 2.08 
ii) Dermal necrosis (N)(c) 
-4/+ I6 1.5 40.95 ± 2.12 
-4 30 34.80 ± I.40 35.00 ± 1.50 
-4/+ I6 30 40.64 ± 1.3I 35.70 ± 1.55 
-4/+I6 60 49.56 ± 3.0I 51.93 ± 3.87 
<•>nMFs determined by a comparison with the combined data for 3.0rnl ofSo-II29 
<b%storical control value, no oil, 25.56 ± 5.66Gy 
<<Historical control value, no oil, 35.34 ± 4.02Gy 
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DMF±SE) 
1.26 ± o.o9<•> 
NS 
1.35 ± 0.11 
NS 
1.16 ± o.o8<•> 
NS 
1.14 ± 0.06 
NS 
Table 9. Variation in ED50 values (±SE) for the acute skin reactions of bright red erythema (C) 
and moist desquamation (MD) and the later dermal reactions of dusky/mauve erythema (DE) and 
necrosis (N) after single doses (SD) of 90SrfOY 13 irradiation. DMFs are quoted for (±SE) for the 
comparison between So-5407 and So-1129. 
EDso±SE 
Reaction 
type So-5407 
c 36.23 ± 1.97 
MD 34.60± 1.85 
DE 32.88 ± 2.54 
N 42.74±3.90 
<•Historical control value, no oils 27.32 ± 0.52Gy 
<hlffistorical control value, no oil, 25.56 ± 5.66Gy 
<<Historical control value, no oil, 35.34 ± 4.02Gy 
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DMF±SE 
So-1129 
31.76± 1.39 1.14 ± 0.08 
30.04 ± us<•> 1.15 ± 0.08 
24.84 ± 1.53(b) 1.32± 0.13 
35.70± 1.55(c) 1.20± 0.12 
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II. Objectives of the reporting period: 
to complete the histopathological analysis of the skin tumours induced by 
localised beta irradiation; 
to analyses the levels oftransforming growth factor beta-1 mRNA in these skin 
tumours; 
to complete the immunohistochemical analysis of the transforming growth 
factor beta-1 protein in normal skin and skin tumours. 
m. Progress achieved including publications. 
During the reporting period from 1992-1995 it has been the aim of this project to 
investigate the expression of the transforming growth factor beta-1 with a view to 
establishing its role in the pathogenesis of radiation fibrosis and skin cancer induction 
after superficial beta irradiation. Two strains of mouse were used, the inbred agouti 
CBA/Ca mouse and the outbred, albino CD1 mouse. It has previously been 
demonstrated that these strains have a differing sensitivity to radiation induced skin 
cancer. The transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF(31) is the most commonly occurring 
isoform of the transforming growth factor beta gene family. It is expressed to some 
degree in nearly all tissues. Its effects include autocrine and paracrine stimulation of cell 
proliferation via modulation of cell cycle progression, cell differentiation and cell 
migration, angiogenesis and control of extracellular matrix synthesis, deposition and 
degradation. Many of these processes find a crucial role in wound healing. Transforming 
growth factor beta-1 may have a pivotal role in both the acute desquamative phase and in 
the establishment of chronic dermal fibrosis seen in the skin after irradiation. Furthermore 
in previous studies of radiation carcinogenesis in mouse skin it has been found that the 
majority of tumours arising are of dermal, notably fibroblastic origin. Given the 
regulatory functions of TGF(31 with respect to the extracellular matrix and the apparently 
inappropriate deposition of matrix constituents during fibrosis and the potentially 
mitogenic effect of this factor upon fibroblasts the study of this molecule may provide 
important insights into the molecular pathogenesis of radiation fibrosis and cancer 
induction. 
The expression ofTGF(31 mRNA has been followed in both strains of mouse from a few 
hours after irradiation to fifteen months after irradiation. Time points encompassed the 
acute phase, the histological detection of fibrosis and the macroscopic detection of 
tumours. The expression ofmRNA was followed using quantitative PCR and has been 
localised within the tissue using in situ hybridisatioll The translation of the TGF(31 
transcripts was established by immunohistochemical localisation of the protein. 
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Histopathological characterisation of the radiation induced tumours has been performed 
together with an analysis of TGFI3I mRNA expression within a selection of these 
tumours. Again immunohistochemistry has been used to establish the translation and 
localisation of the TGFJ31 protein within the tumour tissue. 
The results of these studies are as follows. A localised dose of SOGy strontium-90 betas 
was delivered form an llmm diameter source to mouse flank skin. No reaction is visible 
for the first 3-4 days. The skin the exhibits increasing erythema and pigmentational 
changes followed by dry and moist desquamation. The reaction reaches a peak with total 
denudation of the area around day 14. This is followed by a rapid re-epithelialisation of 
the area from the hyperplastic edges of the epidermis. The epidermis is macroscopically 
normal in appearance by 30 days. 
The percentage change in the expression of TGFI3I during this acute period of the 
radiation response is shown in the figure below for both mouse strains. Also included on 
the graph are the mean skin scores for the acute reaction. 
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Both mouse strains showed similar fluctuations in TGFJ31 expression. A rapid but 
transitory rise was detected between 6 and 12 hours after irradiation. Subsequently 
values returned to near control levels at 7 days before rising again between 14 and 30 
days. A dose response for TGFJ31 expression was also obtained at the fourteen day time 
point. The curve below shows values for percentage increase in TGFJ31 expression rising 
sharply before becoming asymptotic. 
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In situ and immunohistochemical studies of the TGFJ31 mRNA and protein revealed the 
mRNA to be localised in the basal layer and first 2-3 suprabasallayers of the hyperplastic 
epidermis at fourteen days. The localisation of the protein was confined to the suprabasal 
layers only. 
The figure below illustrates the fluctuations in TGFJ31 expression for the remaining 
period of study from 2-15 months for both mouse strains. 
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Again both strains show similar changes in expression of this period of study. After the 
macroscopic resolution of the acute response levels ofTGFJ31 expression remain 
elevated within the irradiated area then decline to control levels around three months 
before expression is increased again between 6 and 9 months after irradiation. This 
period of elevated TGFJ31 expression coincides with the detection of chronic radiation 
fibrosis and is characterised by extensive dermal remodelling. Localisation ofthe TGFJ31 
protein during this period indicated a switch from epidermal to dermal. Much of the 
protein being sequestered by elements of the extracellular matrix. 
Tumours began to be detected from approximately 1 year after irradiation. CBA mice 
show zero tumour incidence in the unirradiated mice. Tumours were detected in 
irradiated mice with a cumulative tumour incidence of 54.3% ± 7.5 and a mean latent 
period of 86 ± 3 weeks after irradiation. The cumulative tumour incidence in control 
CD1 mice was 13.6% ± 5.3. Irradiation increased this incidence to 81.2% ± 16.5. 
Irradiation also decreased the mean latent period for tumour detection in CD 1 mice from 
89 ± 9 weeks to 70 ± 5 weeks. 
Tumour incidence and the distribution of tumour histopathologies are illustrated in the 
graphs below for CBA irradiated mice and CD 1 mice both irradiated and control. 
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I 00% of tumours arising in CD I mice, whether irradiated or not, were of dermal origin. 
86.9'1/o of tumours arising in CBA mice were of dermal origin. Of these tumours 
malignant fibrous (MFH) were predominant as follows: 
CD 1 controls 6/6 500/o MFH 
CDI 17/23 73% MFH 
CBA 30/40 65% MFH 
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After the initial detection of the tumours weekly vernier calliper measurements were 
made in three dimensions to estimate tumours volumes. Working with MFH tumours 
only statistical fitting of straight lines by least squares to tumour growth curves gave 
mean volume doubling times of 1.28 ± 0.09 weeks for MFH's from CDl mice and of 
1.56 ± 0.037 weeks for MFH's from CBA mice. Using the mean volume at the time of 
detection it was possible to estimate the number of volume doublings that may have 
occurred over the lifespan of the tumour from its inception as a single transformed 
tumour stem cell. The mean volume doubling time and the estimated number of volume 
doublings enabled an extrapolation back to a tentative time for initial clonal expansion. 
For CDl MFH tumours this was estimated to be 39-40 weeks and in CBA mice it was 
estimated to be 48-50 weeks prior to tumour detection i.e. the mean latency period. 
Displayed graphically this places the period of initial clonal expansion of the "tumour 
stem cell" during the period of elevated TGFP 1 expression around 6-9 months after 
irradiation. This is shown below for both strains. 
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16 skin tumours were analysed for the expression ofTGFPI mRNA. Elevated levels of 
expression were found in all tumours examined and ranged from 5-80 fold increases 
when compared to control skin in the respective tumour bearing mouse. On average a 9-
1 0 fold increase in TGFP I mRNA expression was found in radiation induced dermal 
tumours. Immunohistochemical localisation of the TGFP 1 protein found it to be 
translated in all tumours. Distinctive patterns of localisation were detected in those 
tumour identified as malignant fibrous histiocytomas compared with other tumours of 
dermal origin. In all tumours examined there appeared to be a particular association 
between the TGFPI protein and stromal elements. The role of this factor in fibrogenic 
tumour proliferation is at present unclear but its contribution may largely be due to its 
control of stromal matrix and also the immunosuppressive capabilities ofTGFPI 
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Summary 
The molecular mechanisms underlying the response of the skin to radiation remain 
unclear. Transforming growth factor-beta I is important in cell proliferation, 
differentiation, cell migration and the synthesis of extracellular matrix by fibroblasts. It 
should therefore be a significant cytokine in the radiobiological response of the skin. This 
study was designed to investigate the role of this factor at all stages of the 
radiobiological response observed in mouse skin. 
Semi-quantitative PCR and immunohistochemical techniques were used to study the 
expression ofTGFJ31 in mouse skin after localised exposure to Strontium-90 beta 
radiation l-50Gy. 
A transient 2-3 fold increase in TGFJ31 mRNA occurred within 6-12 hours post-
irradiation. A sustained increase of2-3 fold occurred over the 30 days of the acute injury 
period. High levels of the TGFJ31 protein were detected in the suprabasal cells ofthe 
epidermis but not in the basal cells. Over-expression ofTGFJ31 continued long after the 
resolution of the acute epithelial injury, only returning to control levels --90 days post-
irradiation. Further increases in TGFJ31 expression were detected between 3 and 12 
months post irradiation corresponding with the appearance of dermal fibrosis. Skin 
tumours appeared around 12 months after irradiation. The albino CD1 mice showed an 
increased tumour incidence of 25 % over the agouti CBA mice. The tumours in both 
strains were predominantly of dermal origin. Levels of TGFJ31 mRNA in the tumours 
were 5-80 times higher than those in control skin. In all cases the TGFI3I mRNA was 
translated. 
It is concluded that the results strongly support the initial idea that TGFJ31 is of 
importance in the molecular pathogenesis of radiation injury in skin. 
Publications: 
Randall k. Coggle JE. 1995 Expression of transforming growth factor-13 in mouse skin 
during the acute phase of radiation damage. International Journal ofRadiation Biology 
(in press). 
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ISTITUTI FISIOTERAPICI OSPITALIERI 
ISTITUTO OSPITALIERO DERMOSIFILOPATICO DI S. MARIA E S. GALLICANO 
ROMA 
TELETHERMOGRAPHY WITH THERMOSTIMULATION IN THE MEDICAL SURVEILLANCE OF 
RADIATION WORKERS. 
Di Carlo A. 
S. Gallicano Dermatological Institute for Research and Care. Rome. 
INTRODUCTION 
The recent legislative decret 230/95, in adopting Euratom Directives 
on safety of plant and health protection of workers and the public 
against the dangers of ionizing radiations (1), establishes a 
requirement for preventive and periodic medical surveillance of 
radiation workers, that is of workers who, for occupational reasons, 
are liable to receive doses higher than those fixed for the general 
public (Art 6 Annex IV). This surveillance is entrusted to Authorized 
doctors registered, after passing a special examination, in the 
national list provided for by art 88 of the aforesaid decree, in the 
case of workers in category A (those liable to receive doses exceeding 
6 mSv/year) and Competent Doctors, as defined by Legislative Decree 
626/94, for workers in category B (those liable to receive doses 
exceeding 1 mSv/year but under 6 mSv/year). Six-monthly medical 
examinations are required for workers in Category A and annual ones 
for those in Category B. These examinations, which must be recorded on 
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a specific personal Health Document (DSP) conforming to the Ministry 
model and duly stamped by the competent Authority, must include the 
specialist and instrument tests considered necessary by the doctor. 
Among these tests complementary to the medical examinatjon, non 
invasive methods to assess functionality of skin vessels are very 
important. Plethysmography and laser-doppler are indicators of 
severely radiodamaged tissues while capillaroscopy provides only 
morphological data, not suitable for biologic dose assessment; 
finally, TP02 technique works by heating the tissues under examination 
and thus alters the steady state of the microvessels. 
Telethermography (TTG) can provide objective morpho-functional 
indications, quantifiable and repeateable, on the physiopathological 
condition of the peripheral microcirculation, in particular of the 
hands, which are the part of the body most exposed jn some 
occupations, especially in the hospital environment (heart surgeons, 
endoscopists, dentists, ;wrtopediGi-ans etc.). Telethermography (TTG) 
gives a videoimaging of the skin temperature, which depends on its 
conductivity via blood vessels and perivascular tissues. By this 
technique, infrared radiation is detected at distance and visualized 
simultaneouly on the monitor as light/dark points (or colour 
isotherms) in a continuous pattern. The thermal picture is immediately 
provide, thus it is not necessary the plotting and mapping, as happens 
for other thermometric procedures. The efficiency of this technique 
for biologic dosimetric purposes after accidental irradiation in man 
has yet been demonstrated in previous studies, showing the precocious 
appearance of altered thermal gradients which gives a good indication 
of irradiated volumes. Nevertheless in chronic radiation exposure 
standard TTG is not always able to evaluate functjonaljty of the 
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microvessels, particularly in cases of minimal damage. For this 
purpose, we applied a cold stress on the skin and recorded thermal 
recovery time (TRT) of stimulated area (telethermography assisted by 
thermostimulation, TTG/TS) (2). It was so possible to evjdenbate 
minimal functional alteratjons of the blood supply, even in the 
absence of clinical lesions. Clinical picture and diagnostic problems 
in chronic occupational radiodermatitis. This is a classical chronic 
pathology of slow, gradual development, with a possible epithelioma 
evolution if not appropriately treated. It is caused today, as in the 
recent past, by exposure to subclinical doses (doses, that is, which 
do not provoke evident clinical signs and symptoms immediately after 
exposure) repeated over time for months and years. Specific dosimetric 
testing, to be adequate, must be performed with thermoluminescence 
dosemeters (TLD) incorporated in rings or brecelets, since for this 
purpose the data supplied by film badge dosemeters worn on the chest 
under a leaded coat are entirely insufficent and unreliable. This type 
of dosemeter check of radiation-exposed workers hands was only 
introduced in very recent years and even now is not in universal use 
in all health envj ronments where there is a specific risk. There is 
also some resistence to its use by workers (in particular by surgeons) 
because it creates some problems in the finer use of the hands. In 
view of the above, it is still not entirely rare today to encounter 
occupational radiodermitis especially in those who have been operating 
for many years. 
The clinical pictures, often unfocused and non-specific, are not easy 
for the diagnose, at least in the initial stage. The dorsal skin of 
the fingers and perhaps also the distal metacarpal part, becomes drier 
and shiny. The hair fall out and the nails se em more fragile with 
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incisions on the free edge, linear ridges and furrows in the 
proximal-distal direction on the surface. Other signs may include 
paresthesia, hypersensitivity to thermal stimulation, and slight 
alterations to the finer prehensile moveme<s. The subsequent symptoms, 
l>-YJI!Ptoms, late in appearing and slow in their evolution, comprise 
gradual atrophy of the epidermis, appearance of teleangectasia and of 
achromic and hyperchromic areas (the so called coal marks)), fragility 
to trauma with small hemorrhagic suffusions, disappearance of the 
dermatoglyphs at the finger tips. 
In the clinically evident phase there is a sclerosis of connective 
tissues, with tapering fingers, skin stuck to the deeper layers. The 
epidermis may preent areas of verrucose hyperkeratosis or islands of 
dyskeratosis, ragades and microulcerations in correspondence with the 
articular folds. The ungueal dystrophies become more severe, with 
cracks, esfoliations of the upper layers, pachyonychia, onycolysis and 
sometimes destruction of the layers with pterigium. On the lateral 
face of the finger and fingers tips most markedly in correspondence 
with the free edge and distal margin of the ungueal bed, there may be 
a marked hyperkeratosis with very painful horny formations. In some 
cases the ulcerated areas may involve deeper parts with necrotic 
phenomena of the tendinous layers. In this stage microbial 
complications, particular periungueal, are not rare. 
Particularly in the subclinical phases, that is in the absence of 
clinical evident signs, and also in initial stages with slight and 
non-specific manifestation TTG/TS can make a useful contribution to 
early diagnosis and subsequent follow-up of the cases identified by 
it. Another important aim of the survey undertaken with this metod is 
the possible identification of a minimum threshold for response to 
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TTG/TS, that is in the correpondance of the accumulated doses from 
chronic or repeated exposure. In this regard it must be remembered 
that the threshold value for a positive response with TTG (without 
cryostimulaytion) after acute accidental irradiation was estimated by 
Gongora at about 2 Gy (220 rad) for gamma rays (3). This value is 
undoubtedly also reliable for other low LET electromagnetic or 
particulate radiation (X-rays, accelerated electrons). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The equipment used was the AGEMA Thermovision, models 680 -880, that 
comprises basically an infrared camera to capture the image and a 
television set to display it. In the IR camera which is similar to an 
ordinary telecamera, the images are scanned into a great number of 
thermal points and focused on photo-sensitive crystals that transform 
them into corresponding electric signals. These are amplified and fed 
to the cathode of the TV-monitor type producing the videosignal and 
forming the image on the screen of the display unit. Thermal pictures 
have been documented on Polaroid film in black/white or colour-code 
isotherms (eight different colours, from the yellow to the blue, the 
black indicating gradients above and below the selected range); the 
instant photo were taken from the display, and in the 870 model, 
provided with computer software, from the colour video-terminal of the 
computer (15 colours, from the white to the blue, the black indicating 
the temperature below the selected range). Special functions of the 
software gave the possibility to image analysis, storage and 
video-recording in real time. It was possible, for example to 
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determine in an immediate manner the mean temperature of a cutaneous 
area "frozen" on the colour video-display, or follow on the screen the 
variations in time of one or more points of the thermal picture. A 
macrothermography was also possible, using special extension lens to 
obtain a vision as close as 20 em. 
By this technique performed at distance it is not possible to 
perfectely know the absolute temperature of a cutaneous area; this 
fact it is not important in the medical field, it being more important 
to obtain accurate temperature-differential measurements (thermal 
gradients) Neverthless the image of a cutaneous surface that appears 
on the monitor in normal conditions of measurement is a mosaic of 
hyper- and hypothermic areas that are the expression of local factors 
(circulatory, flogistic-metabolic etc.) and general ones. This fact 
results in great variability in findings from one patient to the next 
and also for the same subject observed at brief interval of time. The 
sensitivity of current equipment, which reaches O,l°C, makes it not 
possible to detect gradients above this value, creating significant 
difficulties in both clinical and experimental work. Moreover in 
physiolgically "hot" skin areas such as the temporal region, axilla, 
neck, Scarpa's triangle etc. it is not easy to identify directly the 
pattern of specific skin lesions, such as malignat tumors (squamous 
cell carcinoma, melanoma). To overcome these difficulties it is 
decisive to adopt the "thermostimulation" procedure (4,5,6,?,8), 
consisting in a thermal stress exercised by contact on the skin to be 
examined. By this procedure it is possible to evaluate the thermogenic 
capacity of skin lesions against that of the skin in which they are 
seated, based on the different times of visualization on the screen. 
In particular the thermostimulation procedure is very useful in the 
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study of the function of the micro-vessels, since diffusion 
(convection) of heat through the vessels is a feature of the skin. 
Examining thermographically a skin area chronically exposed to 
ionizing radiations without relevant clinical findings, it is possible 
to observe on direct thermographic examination, performed in condition 
of optimal equilibrium of the body with the external ambient (eg 21°C, 
SO% of humidity), the absence of any significant thermal gradient 
difference from the healty symmetrical skin, whilst by 
thermostimulation the vascular damage is expressed by a prolonged time 
of recovery. Rational use of thermostimulation has been made possible 
by utilization of a special equipment ( thermostimulator) that can 
ensure standard parameters of temperature and contact time. The 
thermostimulator comprises a metal tank of 5 litres capacity 
containing a 50% alcohol-water solution kept at a constant temperature 
by a heating-cooling system; this can be set in the range of l°C to 
50°C by a variable-interval selector. A pump drives this liquid 
through a double rubber tube 1,5 m. long, at the end of which is a 
latex balloon of 250 ml of capacity wich is placed, when filled, on 
the area of the skin to be examined. A handle contains the pump 
starter button. The temperature of the liquid in the container and the 
time of aplication are displayed on monitors. The loss the temperature 
from the central tank through heath dispersion does not exceed 0,5°C. 
In our study thermostimulation is applied at parameters of +5°Cx20 
seconds (cold stimulation). This procedure let it possible to perform 
the thermographic examination without the waiting time of the 
climatization. 
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The investigated subjects during the last 7 years were subdivided into 
4 groups, which were respectively: a I group (n=220) including normal 
subjects, without hyperthension, diabetes or systemic disease, not 
smokers, never professionally exposed to radiations; a II group (n=18) 
including chronic professional radioexposed workers with clinical 
signs of radiodermitis, as severe scleroatrophy and onicodistrophy; a 
III group (n=21) including chronic professional radioexposed workers 
(more than 20 years) with minimal clinical lesions ( onicodistrophy); 
and, finally, a IV group including professional radioexposed workers 
without clinically evident lesions (n=146). In this study, carried out 
in cooperation with the health physicist, we tried to take into 
account when possible the main parameters concerning the dosimetry, 
physic characteristics of the source, and the geometry source-subject. 
RESULTS 
In the I group the values of thermal recovery time have been: 2-6 
minutes +/-40 seconds in 193 subjects (87,7%), less than 1 minute in 
4 subjects (1,5%), more than 6 minutes in 24 subjects (10,8%). 
For the II group the affected fingers showed a TRT less than 30 
seconds in 11 subjects ( 61, 2%) and over 6 minutes in 7 subjects 
(38,8%). 
In the III group the affected fingers gave the following results after 
thermostimulation: more than 6 minutes in 15 subjects (71,5%) and 
between 2-6 minutes in 6 subjects (28,5 %), no subject showed TRT less 
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than 2 minutes. 
In the IV group the radioexposed fingers showed a TRT of 2-6 minutes 
in 104 workers (71,2%), a TRT less than 2 minutes in 6 cases (4, 1%) 
and TRT more than 6 minutes in 36 cases (24,6%). 
COMMENT 
These results seem demonstrate first of all that in a normal 
population there is a great variability of responses to the thermal 
stress with central values between 2 and 6 minutes. 
In subjects with severe radiodermitis this variability is greatly 
reduced, as only two polar responses were detected, namely a prolonged 
TRT and a very precocious one. In both cases the histological 
examination carried out (respectively in 3 and in 4 subjects) revealed 
a vascular damage ( dilatation, thrombosis, endoteli tis), besides the 
alterations of the epidermis, of the collagen and of the fibroblasts. 
These histological changes were more evident in cases with a 
precocious TRT. 
In less severe radiodermi tis (III group) the large percentage of 
prolonged TRT could demonstrate an impaired functionality of the skin 
vessels. 
Finally, in chronically exposed workers (IV group) we observed a 
higher percentage (statistically significant) of prolonged TRT vs the 
controls. These workers are now 
clinical-instrumental controls in 
modifications of this pattern. 
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order to 
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verify 
periodical 
possible 
The possibility of a rigorous evaluation of the parameters of the 
thermostimulation as well as of the thermal recovery times could 
constitute a great advantage in the diagnostic field, according to the 
purposes followed by other Authors. 
Even if it is premature to deduce, from the data collected, a 
characteristic pattern of microcirculatory functional response from 
chronic exposure to radiation "noxa", we neverthless consider the 
study of the greatest interest and one which, when a larger number of 
cases and appropriate follow-up are available, will provide indication 
of value for the diagnosis and prognosis, complementary to the 
clinical examination and even in initial cases, precursors of the 
clinical signs which as already mentioned usually appear very late and 
almost always, initially, in a non-specific form. 
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I. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
1) Human data base for dosimetry 
Thyroid mass, iodine kmet1cs have been defined in pregnant women and neonatals as a basis 
for dosimetry in such subjects. 
2) Dosimetry 
a) Foetal and neonatal dosimetry· have been defined using phantoms 
b) Thyroid dose maps : have been established for all European countries allowing to estimate 
doses for population in case of nuclear accident 
c) Dosimetry· a new dosimetry unit has been proposed. 
3) New models 
a) 5 new models of transgenic mice expressing all types of thyroid tumors have been created 
b) for radiation · human thyroid cell lines have been cre~ted but they dedifferenti~ted 
4) Oncogenesis 
a) proliferation pathways of the thyroid have been defined 
b) proliferation mechanisms in tumors: first demonstration of the oncogenic transformation of 
a 7 transmembrane receptor (the TSH receptor) as the cause of90% ofhyperfunctioning 
adenomas and congenital hyperthyroidisms. 
5) Oncogenes in experimental and human tumors 
The patterns of expression of several oncogenes (ret, met) and ofiGFl have been defined in 
all types of human thyroid tumors and in murine tumors by immunohistochemistry and in situ 
hybridization 
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II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The aims of the program of the Brussels group were to 
1) develop new cell and animal models for the study of radiation carcinogenesis 
2) develop our knowledge on proliferation mechanisms in normal and tumoral thyroid cells and 
to apply this knowledge to radiation induced thyroid cancers. 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
1) Development of new models 
a) Transgenic models 
In vitro cell transformation, spontaneous or induced by various agents (radiation 
mutagenetic agents), is strongly influenced by the biological activation of the cells ( eg cell 
density, multiplication rate, pH, cell substrate, etc.). It is therefore quite likely that the 
carcinogenetic yield of a radiation dose may depend on the particular physiological framework 
of the target thyroid. Availability of different in vivo models would therefore be important in 
this regard. Unfortunately the only in vivo experimental model used now is the mice or rat 
treated with antithyroid drugs and irradiation, with the limitation that the frequency and time of 
onset of tumors is very variable. We have developed various models of transgenic mice. 
We had cloned before the thyroglobulin promoter. The thyroglobulin promoter has 
been placed upstream of chloramphenicol acetyl transferase eDNA When injected into mouse 
oocytes with a pBR322 vector, this promoter has been shown to be able to target the 
expression of the gene specifically in the thyroid of injected mice and of their offspring. 
Depression of the thyroid by triiodothyronine treatment decreases, while stimulation by 
antithyroid drugs increases the expression of the gene. 
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We have developed models of thyroid tumors in transgenic mice : 
1) Mice expressing the adenosine A2 receptor in the thyroid. Because most cells generate 
adenosine, this receptor behaves as a constitutive activitor of adenylate cyclase. Our in vitro 
work on thyroid cells in primary culture had shown that on periods of minutes to days such 
activation would lead to hyperfunction and growth. Indeed the A2 mice developed 
hyperthyroidism and goiter. Detailed studies demonstrated hypersecretion, high iodide uptake 
and high cell proliferation rate. These mice thus represent perfect models of hyperfunctioning 
adenoma, but in the mice the adenoma involves the whole gland. 
2) Mice expressing the E7 oncogene from HPV16. This gene inhibits the function of the 
retinoblastoma protein. Its specific expression in thyroid leads to euthyroid goiter. There is an 
increased proliferation rate but the function of each thyroid cell is reduced. These mice 
represent good models of simple goiter. 
3) Mice expressing a constitutive adrenergic alpha 1 receptor. These receptors activate 
constitutively, through to a small extent both the adenylate cyclase and the phospholipase C 
cascades. The mice present an euthyroid goiter but develop in time foci of papillary 
carcinoma. 
4) Crosses of mice expressing the adenosine A2 receptor and the E7 oncogene. These mice 
develop a huge goiter, hyperthyroidism and invasive and metastasizing follicular carcinoma. 
These mice represent good models of follicular carcinomas. 
5) Mice expression the viral oncogene SV 40 LT. These mice develop huge goiters, 
hypothyroidism and invasive anaplastic tumors. They represent good -models of anaplastic 
carcinoma. 
The influence of I131 irradiation and antithyroid treatment of the models are now 
studied. In all cases I131 (1 11Ci at 15 days age) induces invasive tumors. In cases 4 and 5 
these tumors appear much earlier than in control mice. 
b) Human thyroid cell lines 
Human cells have proven to be extremely refractory to ionizing radiation-induced 
neoplastic transformation. Since the transition from a normal to a malignant state is thought to 
involve several steps, it would seem reasonable to examine the effects of radiation at different 
points along this pathway. Furthermore, preneoplastic cells (eg. cells which possess many of 
the properties of neoplastic cells yet which are not tumorigenic) may be easier to neoplastically 
transform than normal cells. With the above points in mind, we think it is essential to develop 
immortalized human thyroid cell lines. 
A subgenomic fragment of the tumorigenic HPV -16 has been cloned in the pML2 
vector (derived from pBR322). The eDNA fragment containing the full sequences of the 
immortalizing genes E6-E7 is under the control of the powerful LTR promoter ofMo-Mu LV 
Several protocols have been tried. The final protocol is described hereafter. Human thyroid 
cells transfected by the lipofection method have been cultured for one week., trypsinized, 
plated again and treated with a general cyclic AMP enhancer (forskolin) for 3 weeks, then 
passaged again for another 2 weeks. While many cells degenerate and die, some foci of cells 
with epitheloid morphology appear. These cells have been passaged 19 times with alternative 
treatment with forskolin and TSH for 11 months after the transfection. These cells multiply 
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with a doubling time of 60-70 hrs in medium with 0.2 % serum. They exhibit a typical 
epitheloid morphology. They secrete thyroglobulin and this secretion is stimulated by a factor 
of 3 by thyrotropin (from 5 to 15 ng of Tg/pg DNA/ 48 hours). These results are similar to 
those obtained in primary cultures of human thyroid cells. Their cyclic AMP levels are 
enhanced by a factor of 3 in response to TSH 500 J.!U/ml from 0.4 to 1.3 pMole/Jlg DNA). 
However their growth was not stimulated by TSH or activation of the cyclic AMP cascade. 
Moreover after passage 40 the cell strain progressively lost its differentiation characteristics. 
These experiments were pursued following different approaches 
1) the same methodology were used on new human thyroid cell preparations. The parallel 
work of McCormick on the immortalization of human fibroblats by a similar technology shows 
that although success is very rare (2 in 5 years work) one is sufficient ! 
2) new protocols of transfection were used, eg. electroporation of cells in suspension which 
should give us much higher yields of transfection. 
3) new protocols of selection with treatments of cells with various combinations of alternative 
treatments : a) without serum, to eliminate fibroblasts, with serum to promote growth; b) with 
TSH to select TSH responsive cells, without TSH to prevent desensitization; c) with forskolin 
(i.e. increased cAMP ) to maintain differentiation, without forskolin to avoid selection of 
glucose transport mutants. 
4) use of the HPV immortalizing genes E6 and E7 separately. 
5) use of cells transfected with the constitutive adenylate cyclase activating adenosine A2 
receptor which has been shown to stimulate proliferation of dog thyroid cells in primary culture 
and to generate hyperfunctioning adenomas involving the whole thyroid in transgenic mice. 
Using these methodologies no cell line has been obtained yet. The ideal cell line should 
1) retain its differentiation as judged by iodide trapping, cyclic AMP response to TSH, 
thyroglobulin, thyroperoxidase and TSH receptor gene expression (Northern blotting) and cell 
polarization in culture; 
2) retain its proliferation characteristics; quiescence under basal conditions, triggering by TSH 
and forskolin (cyclic AMP), epidermal growth factor, serum and phorbol esters; 
3) immortality. 
Unfortunately these efforts have not yet produced such a cell line . It should be pointed out 
that this goal has not been reached by any of the other laboratories involved in such work, 
although many have tried. 
2) Proliferation and tumorigenesis mechanisms 
a) Normal mechanisms 
Oncogenes causing the transformation of a cell type usually correspond to 
protooncogenes involved in the normal control of proliferation and differentiation in this cell. 
To analyze the oncogenic steps in thyroid cell carcinogenesis it is therefore important to 
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characterize the pathways inducing proliferation in these cells. Our strategy is to define 
pathways in the more easily available dog thyroid cell and to confirm the validity or correct 
conclusions for human thyroid cells. We have defined the pattern of proteins phosphorylated 
in response to the three major growth pathways of the dog thyroid: the TSH cAMP, the EGF 
serum protein tyrosine kinase and the phorbol ester protein kinase C pathways. We have 
defined the pattern of protooncogene expression and protein synthesis in the three mitogenic 
pathways. The TSH cAMP pathway which is both mitogenic and differentiating enhances 
cmyc, cfos, Jund and JunB expression but depresses cJun expression. The expression of cmyc 
is short lived. The pathway does not involve Ras or MAP kinase. 
The growth factors (FGF, HGF) pathways and the protein kinase C pathway activated 
by phorbol esters are both mitogenic and dedifferentiating. They induce the expression of 
cmyc cfos, cjun Junb and Jund the first being long lived. The pathways involves Ras and Map 
kinase. 
The patterns of cyclin and CDK expressions have been defined for all the mitogenic pathways. 
The main conclusion emerging from these studies is that while the pathways are almost 
completely distinct at the level of protein phosphorylation they converge at the level of early 
protooncogene expression and are similar at the level of the fundamental cell cycle machinery, 
i.e. at the level of cyclins and CDK phosphorylation and expression. 
b) Proliferation mechanisms in tumors. 
The work on mechanisms has suggeste··l that any constitutive activation of the proteins 
of the cyclic AMP pathway should lead to hyperfunctioning adenomas. Taking advantage of 
our first cloning of the TSH receptor we have searched for such mutations in this first element 
of the cascade. Mutations conferring constitutive activation to the receptor have now been 
found in 9 out of 13 hyperfunctioning adenomas, thus defining the pathogenetic mechanism of 
these tumors. Similar mutations have now been found in thyroid of patients with congenital 
hyperthyroidism We are now investigating the role of such mutations in cancer patients from 
the Chernobyl area. 
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CEC Radiation Protection Research Action 
Project : F13P - CT930076 (Thyroid) 
Final Report From : Dr. J.F. Malone 
The overall project objectives as outlined in the iuitial proposal are as follows : 
• Advance fetal and neonatal thyroid dosimetry, and the dosimetry for sensitive target organs I tissues ( e g. 
brain), liable to be irradiated by radionuclides contained in the fetal thyroid, or maternal organs 
• Using newly available data on thyroid mass and iodine kinetics, provide country by country (or region) maps 
for the probable distribution of thyroid radiation dose throughout Europe. 
• Derive a more scientific reliable and easier to measure unit than radiation dose against which risksk can be 
assessed in the thyroid. 
Introduction 
The report is discussed in three separate sections beginning with fetal thyroid dosimetry including fhantom 
construction, experimental and theoretical results, and conclusions regarding fetal detnment from 31 I in the 
thyroid The next section discusses the status of iodine deficiency in Europe from a dosimetry point of view, 
incorporatmg published data for thyroid mass and uptake as well as estimated dose estimates from 131 I for each 
country The final section presents work on the current status of radiatiOn units and their ability to reflect nsk of 
detriment from radiation in the thyrOid. The group suggest a new unit and examine it's usefulness for applicat1on 
with nsk coefficients. 
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Progress Achieved including Publications : 
• Fetal Thyroid Dosimetry 
The accumulation of radioactive iodine, 131 I, in the fetal thyroid poses a risk of detnment to the thyroid as well as 
the developmg proximal glands. A phantom was constructed to estimate the absorbed dose per unit cumulated 
activity to the fetal brain at four different stages of gestation, the results of which are presented below . 
Absorbed Dose per Unit Cumulated Activity (1.1GY/MBq/sec) 
Calculated 
Phantom 
12 Weeks 
0.033 
0.023 
24 Weeks 
0,01 
0.005 
36Weeks 
Se-4 
0.001 
It was detennined from these results that the risk of mental retardation threshold was only exceeded when 
therapeutic doses of 131 I were ingested by the mother. Further to thts, work was continued to detennine the risk of 
detriment for all tissue proximal to the thyroid. 
Having reviewed many sources, it was felt that there was not enough comprehensive new fetal anatomical data to 
merit building a fetal phantom complete with organs and bone structure at different stages of gestation for the 
purposes of thyroid dosimetry. Instead, an approach was taken that circumvented the problems of locatmg the 
specific pos1tion of fetal organs proximal to the thyroid 
The fetal trunk and head were modelled as elliptical cylinders in perspex for 16, 24 and 36 weeks gestation. By 
assuming the thyroid occupies the position x = 0, y = 0, z = 0 at the top of the phantom, and by placmg TLD's at 
known positions, it is possible to obtain a map of the doses at different points in the fetal head and trunk. The 
configuration is illustrated below : 
Model of the Fetal Trunk 
?' 
Perspex Slices ~ 
~ 
110x110x6mm 
Thyroid Position 
(X•O. Y•O. Z•Ol 
.(1. 
The dimensions of the fetal head and abdomen have been investigated and are well documented for different stages 
of gestation (Sanders, 1990). The fetal abdominal dimensions (anterior-posterior & transverse diameters) were 
curve-fitted with respect to gestational age. The results are presented below: 
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Gestational Age 
0 Transverse Dmmeter 
0 Antenor-Postenor Dmmeter 
Gostabonal Ago (Wooks) 
Regresston Equattons 
Trans Dtam -0 024x1 + 4 33x - 31.64, r = 0.9988 
A-PDiam . -0014x'+4 26x- 32 53, r' =0.9983 
From these equations, ellipses were constructed using the diameters as a measure of the ellipse eccentricity for 16, 
24 and 36 weeks respectively. However, it was found that for the early stages of gestation, the circumference of the 
fetal head was in fact larger than that ofthe fetal abdomen. Thus, for the 16 and 24 week phantom, the abdominal 
ellipses were replaced by ellipses corresponding to shape of the fetal head m order to make the phantom generic 
The eccentricity of these ellipses (biparietal diameter & frontal-occipital diameter) was derived from the formula 
(Chudle1gh & Pearce, 1992): 
HC = 1.62(BPD+OFD) 
where HC =Head Circumference (tabulated vs gestational age) 
BPD = Biparietal Diameter 
OFD =Occipital-Frontal Diameter 
The three ellipses corresponding to the three different stages of gestation were superimposed on top of each other 
and TLD pos1ttons were calculated for each ellipse as illustrated below : 
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Fetal Phantom at 16, 24, 36 weeks 
The volumes of 131 I to be used at each stage of gestation were determined from Evans ( 1967) and are tabulated 
below: 
Gestational Age Thyroid Volume Thyroid - Crown Number of 
(Weeks) (mls) Distance (mm) Perspex Slabs 
16 0.05 56 0 10 
24 0 31 89.0 15 
36 1.04 137.0 23 
The number of slabs used for each stage of gestation corresponds to the distance between the fetal thyroid and the 
top of the crown as this distance encompasses all proximal thyroid tissue. These values were taken from England 
( 1983) and are tabulated above with the number of slabs required per phantom. 
An estimate of the absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity, S, to each slab was made using the MIRD schema, 
for companson with experimental findings, and is discussed below : 
The MIRD schema assumes that absorbed dose may be represented as : 
D=AxS 
where D is the absorbed dose, A is the cumulated activity in the thyro1d, and S represents the absorbed dose per 
unit cumulated activity The cumulated actiVIty, A, is a product 1fthe imtial activity, Ao, of 1311 taken into the 
thyroid and the time 1t spends resident in the gland, the effective half-life. The 1mtial actiVIty may be represented 
by the uptake of the thyroid. The effective half-life varies with sex and age as well as the clirucal state of the 
thyroid. The absorbed dose per unit cumulated activity, S or S-factor, is a functiOn of thyrOid mass and 1s 
calculated from 
MreJ S=SreJ*--
M 
where Sref = S for the thyroid of reference man (1.652J!Gy/MBq s) 
Mref= Reference man thyro1d mass (l9.63g) 
M = Population thyroid mass (g) 
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In conclusion, a phantom has been constructed to measure dose to the fetal brain from 131 I in the fetal thyroid 
Results indicate that therapeutic doses of 131 I must be ingested to initiate detriment. A generic phantom has also 
been constructed to simulate all fetal proximal tissue. TLD's have been calibrated and positioned to ensure 
maximum spatial resolution. Work is continuing to obtain dose estimates from this phantom for all proximal 
tissues 
• Thyroid Dose Maps 
Iodine deficiency manifests itself m a population in the form of elevated thyroid mass I volume and increased 
Iodine uptake. In the presence of a nuclear accident, this would imply the elevated uptake of rad101odmes and 
hence an increased dose to the thyroid. 
In Europe, there is a marked variation in the dietary intake of iodine and hence the mass and uptake of the thyroid. 
The contment may be divided up into three categories of iodine deficiency as illustrated below. 
D Iodine Defie&ency under colllrol 
D Mlll'guud Jodme Defiaency 
~~~~ Severe Iodine Ddictency 
Iodine deficiency presently under control : 
Austna, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden, Finland. 
2 Marginal iodine deficiency . 
• 
Belgium, Czechoslovakia I Slovakia, Denmark, France, Hungary, Ireland, Portugal, Britain. 
3. Moderate to severe iodine deficiency . 
Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Romania, Spain. 
Iodine deficiency has also recurred after transitory resolution in Croatia and Netherlands 
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From the point of view of thyroid dosimetry, the most important effects ofiD are on the percentage todine uptake 
by the gland and the mass of the gland. Illustrated below are the reported ranges of iodine uptake in the thyrotd 
expressed as a percentage of the ingested iodine 
Iodme Uptake m Europe ~ % Adnurustered Dose 
• 
These ranges have been calculated from iodine excretion levels in Europe reported by Delange (1994) usmg the 
relationship formulated by Stanbury between urinary iodme excretion and iodine uptake as reported by Ermans 
(1993) 
u = 57.4 
57.4+E 
where U =Uptake as a% of the ingested iodine 
E =Urinary Iodine Excretion level (~tg per 24 hrs) 
Smce the urinary todine levelts considered to be a good indicator of the dietary todine intake, it is clear from the 
above relationship and illustrated values that those areas with iodine deficiency have a high uptake level. For 
example, Germany, a region of severe iodine deficiency has an uptake range of 45.1 - 75.2 %, whereas Sweden, an 
area of sufficient dietary iodine intake, has an uptake range of 14.8-27.7%. This would mfer that the Swedish 
populatton would recieve a lower dose from an ingestion of radiotodine than the German population. However, 
this neglects the effect of thyroid mass which may be shown to have a more significant effect on the absorbed dose. 
Tabulated below are reported values for thyroid mass in the literature (quoted at end). Also tabulated are dose 
ranges based on these figures and the previously discussed uptake ranges, calculated using the MIRD method (see 
prevtous sect10n) and assuming each population has ingested I MBq of 131 I. For the purposes of the dosimetry 
presented here, the effective half-life was assumed to take on a value of 7.3 days for adults, 7 0 days for 
schoolchildren, and 4.8 days for neonates as reported by ICRP 56 (1989) · 
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Country Sex Age Thyroid Mass Absorbed 
(Years) (g) Dose Range 
(Gy/MBq) 
Sweden M 111 0.41- 0.76 * 
F 77 0.59- 1 10 * 
Fmland 10 4 0.47 * 
Denmark M 13-91 19.6 0.61- 0.92 * 
F 13-91 17.5 0.68- 1.03 * 
Holland M 14.7 * 0 55- 0 76 
F 10.7 * 0 76- 1 05 
Belgmm N 0 84 * 11 98- 13.09 
8-11 2.7 * 4.97- 5 43 
>17 11.6 * 1.29-1.41 
Ireland M 15.6 0.48- 0.96 * 
F 12.2 0.61 - 1.23 * 
Bntam M 9-11 5 03 * 1.67- 2 46 
F 9-11 5.87 * 1.43 - 2 11 
Gennany M 26.9 0.51-0.85 * 
F 16.5 0.84- 1.38 * 
Poland 6-8 6.1, 4 8 * 1.36- 3.37 
9-10 7.2,5.7* 0 5- 0.65 
11-12 8.4, 6 6 * 
13 9.1,8.0* 
F (Pregnant) 27 27.8 * 
Slovakia M 11.8 1.09- 1.71 * 
F 10.6 1.21 - 1 9 * 
SWISS N 1.2 * 4.53- 5 25 
11-20 11.6 * 0 7- 0.81 
21-30 17 * 0.48- 0 55 
61-70 28 * 0.29- 0.34 
Austria 6 2 55* 1.18- 2 98 
10 3.83 * 2,09 
14 3 23, 6 42 * 
16 4.07 * 
Hungary F 11 13 0 * 0 68- 1 39 
6 3.5 * 0.84- 5 15 
14 10.6 * 
Italy 6 2.7 * 1 33- 8 65 
14 6.3 * 
Croatia 7-11 9.9 * 1.08 
M 12-15 11.6 * 0.92 
F 12-15 10.6 * 1.01 
13 10.2 * 1.05 
Norway Swedish Mass 052-110 
France InshMass 0.5- 1 23 
Portugal Irish Mass 0.6-2.14 
Spain German Mass 0 39- 1.22 
Greece German Mass 0.28- 1.10 
Romania German Mass 0.35- 1.10 
Bulgaria German Mass 0.56- 1.38 
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Notes: 
I. Key: M ~Male, F ~Female, N ~Neonate 
2. Where reporledvalues were quoted m terms of volume (z.e. mls), zt was assumed that] gramme was 
equal to I mi (assummg unit denszty of the thyrozd) as zllustrated by Yokoyama (I986). 
3 F1gures with an '*' are values quoted for localzsed regzons zn a country and may not be representative 
of the entlre populallon. 
4. Countnes highlighted m bold had no reported figures for thyrozd mass, hence they were replaced by 
figures from countnes m a srmilar state of rodme deficrency 
The above results clearly demonstrate the dramatic effect of thyroid mass on the absorbed dose regardless of the 
high iodine uptake in iodine deficient areas. For example, the Swedish population receive a dose in the range 0 41 
- 1 10 Gy/MBq ingested, while the severely iodine deficient region of Germany recieves a dose in the range 0.51-
1.38 Gy/MBq ingested. Hence, the ratio of the highest doses received by the two populations is 1.25, i.e. the 
German dose is 1.25 times that of Sweden, which does not reflect the huge differences in iodine uptake between the 
two populations, 74.16% and 27.68% respectively This brings mto question the use of the quantity absorbed dose 
as a suitable mdicator for risk analysis. This argument has been raised by previous authors (Malone & Gilligan, 
1990) and IS addressed in the next section of the project. 
The above dose estimates have been based on, in so far as was possible, recent data for each country However, in 
most cases, data regarding thyroid mass was not quoted m conjunction wtth urinary iodine excretion values and 
thus, for the purposes of dosimetry, this had to be assumed This assumption may be invalid for those countnes 
where the state of iodine deficiency is regionally variable, such as Portiigal which is considered to have mild 
deficiency although there are pockets of severe deficiency present. These populations will have a modified dose 
distribution compared to those areas of mild deficiency. 
Similarly, Iodine metabolism is highly age and sex dependent, with children presentmg a lugher turnover of 
thyroidal iodine and smaller gland masses than adults. This results in lugher doses to children and neonates than 
for adults. It would be preferable to produce dose estimates for each population based on age, sex and region. 
However, in the vast majority of cases, results are presented for schoolchildren only. Furthermore, many authors 
quote the extent of goitre prevelance m their country and in some cases provide detailed maps of that prevelance, 
yet no detennination of the prevailing thyroid mass may be made from this data. 
Consequently, from the point of view of thyroid dosimetry, it is essential to examine a cross-section of the 
population of each country where both thyroid mass I volume and urinary iodine excretion levels are recorded in 
tandem, as well as the age and sex of the subjects. 
In conclusion, thyroid dose estimates have been made for each European state based on data from the literature. 
The madequacy of this data has been highlighted for a number of cases and suggestions have been made to 
improve the situation. 
• Radiation Dose Unit 
As previously discussed, absorbed dose has been demonstrated to provide an inaccurate reflection of the detriment 
to a gland due to it's dependency on mass. In a paper concerning this argument, Gilligan & Malone (1991) 
proposed that it was not unreasonable to assume that the probability of a cell undergoing initiation was a stochastic 
process with no threshold. Therefore, the number of cells undergoing initiation will increase linearly with the 
number of cells in which energy is deposited. 
The aim of this study was to compare different types of proposed concepts that may give a better representation of 
the actual risk based on the above hypothesis. These were : 
1. Absorbed Dose Goules per kilogram), D 
2. Integral Absorbed Dose Goules), I 
3. Biologically Effective Energy Goules), B 
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Absorbed dose is simply the product Ax S as discussed preVIously. The integral absorbed dose is the product of 
the absorbed dose and the gland mass. The biologically effective energy is the energy imparted per cell summed 
over the total number of cells m the gland and may be written as . 
where En = Energy imparted per cell 
F =Factor accounting for edge effects (F = 1 for this calculation) 
n = Total number of cells m the thyroid. 
To obtain an estimate of n, eleven thyrotds were examined for their eptthelial cell content per grantnte of thyroid. 
The results are summarised below · 
Thyroid Number 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Mean±S.D. 
Epithelial Cells x 106 per 
gramme 
31.3 
25.0 
28.0 
21 I 
23.4 
14.9 
31.3 
20.1 
20.5 
23.7 
25.0 
24.03 ±4.94 
Comments 
50g thyrmd, Graves Dzsease, 
Hyperplastzc 
Mulhnodular Goitre 
35g thyrmd, Normal 
Benzgn Collozd goztre 
Collmd Nodule 
Nodular Goztre 
5g Thyrmd, Granulomatous 
Thyrmdzhs wzth Fzbroszs 
30g Thyrozd, Bemgn Collmd 
Nodule 
No Report 
Collozd Nodule 
Normal 
From these results, three thyroid types, presented below, were chosen for dosimetry calculations · 
Thyroid Type 
Normal 
Colloidal 
Hyperplastic 
Epithelial Cells x 106 I g 
25 
21 
31 
In order to perform the dosimetry calculations it was assumed that 1 MBq of 131 I was mgested and the thyroid 
uptake was 30%. The effective half-life was taken to be 7 6 days (Henrichs, 1982). It was also assumed that the 
epithelial cells comprised 70%- 80% of the cellular content (Studer & Ramelli, 1982) and 30% of the total thyrotd 
mass (Malone et al., 1983). The number of mutations per cell per gray was taken to be 2.5 x to-5 (Nakamura et 
al., 1989). The calculations are summarised below. 
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Thyroid 1 2 3 
Tissue Type Normal Collmdal Hyperplastc 
Gland Mass (g) 20 20 20 
Mutations I Cell I 
Gray 2.5 x 1o-5 
Cells x 10111 g 25 21 31 
Absorbed Dose (Gy) 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Integral Absorbed 9.2 9.2 9.2 
Dose (mJ) 
Biologically Effective 9.2 9.2 92 
Energy(mJ) 
No. of Mutations 5750 4830 7130 
Each method of dose calculation gave similar results regardless of the number of cells contained in each thyroid 
This may be attributed to the mass dependency of each of the concepts and does not reflect the proposed increaded 
nsk in those thyroids with an elevated number of cells 
However, this group proposes a different approach to this problem that reflects the hypothesis that there is an 
mcreased risk of mutation with an increased number of cells. The quantity to be measured is Number of Cells per 
mzlb-Joules Energy in the Thyroid. This is calculated by multiplying the number of cells per gramme by the 
thyroid mass and dtviding by the incident energy. If we take the same parameters as before and assume 10mJ 1s 
deposited in the thyroid, then the calculation is as follows : 
Tissue Type Normal Collmdal Hyperplastc 
Gland Mass (g) 20 20 20 
Mutations I Cell I 
Gray 2.5 x w-5 
Cells x 10111 g 25 21 31 
Energy(mJ) 10 10 10 
Cells x 1011 I mJ 50 42 62 
No. of Mutations 5750 4830 7130 
In tlus case, the cells I rnJ values reflect the increased number of mutations in the hyperplastic thyroid and hence 
the mcreased risk of detriment. On examining the hyperplastic thyroid at different we1ghts, s1milar results were 
found and are tabulated on the following page. 
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Tissue Type Hyperplastic Hyperplastic Hyperplastc 
Gland Mass (g) 20 30 40 
Mutations I Cell/ 
Gray 2 5 X J0-5 
Cells x 1061 g 25 21 31 
Energy(mJ) 10 10 10 
Cells x 1061 mJ 50 63 124 
No. of Mutations 5750 10867 28520 
Again, the quantity Cells I mJ reflects the increased risk m the larger thyroids, due to the increased number of 
cells Therefore, in the context of risk assessment, this group proposes the use of the quantity Cells I mJ for use 
with those organs where the number of cells per gramme may be estimated 
In conclusion, three important areas of doimetry have been reviewed by this project. Fetal dosimetry has been 
reviewed and a generic phantom that incorporates all fetal proximal tissues has been constructed. Results from this 
phantom will prove to be very useful for estimating detriment to the fetus from ingestion of 131 I. Data for 
important thyroid parameters have been accumulated from many sources in the literature and dosimetry maps have 
been constructed for every European state. The inadequacy of the data for a number of countries has been 
highlighted and the group has suggested a number of solutions. Notwithstanding this, the maps will prove to be 
very useful for estimating population doses and detriment from 131 I should a nuclear accident occur. Finally, the 
group has highlighted the weakness of current doimetry methods in prechctmg radiation damage and the mittation 
of cancer cells in the thyroid gland. A new unit has been proposed and examined, and with further investigation, 
may prove to be an excellent indicator of radiatoin damage to all human organs 
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CONTRACT Fl3PCT930076 
Head of project 3: Dr Smyth 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
1. Establishment of baseline data for dietary iodine intake, thyroid volume and gross 
morphology in an area without endemic goitre, against which changes in iodine intake 
as a result of altered dietary habits or a programme of iodine prophylaxis could be 
measured. Incorporate findings into detriment determinations (Collaboration with 
Malone, Dublin) 
2. To initiate a study examining prospective changes in maternal renal handling of 
ingested iodine during the three trimesters of pregnancy and postpartum. 
3. To investigate the iodine content of breast milk from nursing mothers and to 
compare findings with other European studies. 
4. To establish the relationship between maternal and neonatal urinary iodine 
excretion in breast feeding and non-nursing mothers. 
5. To establish an experimental model whereby the effects of external irradiation on 
intercellular signalling systems in organ and cell cultures of animal and human 
thyroid can be determined. 
6. To investigate the presence of abnormal (non-TSH) stimulators of thyroid growth in 
patients with thyroid cancer and to study the intracellular signalling systems through 
which such Bstimulators act to promote growth processes in the human thyroid. 
7. To construct regional dosimetric maps incorporating data for thyroid volume and 
dietary iodine intake in Europe ( Collaboration with Malone, Dublin) 
III. Progress achieved including publications 
Thvroid Volume 
Mean values± SE for thyroid volume obtained in randomly selected patients (different subjects 
in each group) during the three trimesters of pregnancy and at 6 and 15 to 24 weeks postpartum 
compared to non pregnant controls shown in Fig. 1. Also shown are the mean values 
obtained from 20 subjects studied sequentially during pregnancy (same subjects studied 
throughout pregnancy and postpartum). 
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Fig.l Thyroid Volume (Mean±se ml) in Random v Sequentially 
studied Groups 
It can be seen that in the random group, there was a significant increase in mean-thyroid 
volume compared to non-pregnant control values and this occurred as early as the first trimester 
and was maintained throughout the three trimesters of pregnancy. A maximum increase of 
41.6% over control mean values was observed in the third trimester. An identical pattern was 
observed in the sequentially studied subjects with mean values being almost superimposable on 
the those obtained in the random group. A maximum increase in thyroid volume of 52.2% 
over the non-pregnant mean value was observed in the sequentially studied subjects. The 
percentage of individual patients in the various study groups having enlarged thyroid glands 
(i.e> 18.0 ml) are shown in Table 1. The numbers of enlarged thyroids increase reaching a 
maximum of 31.0% in the second trimester, which is maintained throughout pregnancy and 
even to 14 to 24 weeks postpartum. 
Group N Mean±SE (MI) %Enlarged 
Control 95 11.3±0.5 6.3 
T1 41 13.9±0.8 19.5 
T2 29 15.6±1.0 31.0 
T3 45 16.0±0.7 30.2 
PP6 84 15.9±0.7 32.0 
pp 14-24 28 15.6±1.0 32.1 
Table I MeanValues±SE for thyroid volume measured by ultrasound and% of individual 
enlarged values (> 18.0Ml) during pregnancy and postpartum. 
T= Trimester 1,2,3. PP= Weeks postpartum. 
Urinary Iodine Excretion in Pregnancy 
An early report had shown that in contrast to findings in other European countries where 
iodine intake is low, urinary iodine excretion in the study in the study population increased 
during the three trimesters of pregnancy. Because this finding was at variance with other 
reports, the study was repeated in two parts:-
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(a) retrospective: Random urine samples were obtained from groups of patients attending a 
maternity hospital during the first, second and third trimesters of pregnancy (Tl, T2 and T3), 
at delivery+ 3 days and at 6 and 15 weeks postpartum (PP). Results were expressed as pg 
Iodine excreted IL of urine (/A giL) or as pg of I excreted I gram creatinine. As iodine excretion 
in Northern European countries demonstrates a seasonal variation, results were compared to a 
controlled non-pregnant female population (N=1063) sampled at different seasons over a two 
year period. 
(b)Prospective: A group of 38 individual pregnant patients from within the retrospective group 
were available for follow up sequential studies during the three trimesters of pregnancy. 
Results for this group are shown in Fig.2. Iodine excretion in the Prospective group paralleled 
that observed in the retrospective group (not shown) rising as early as the 1st Trimester and 
remaining elevated throughout gestation. An interesting observation was the precipitous fall in 
UI at delivery returning to non-pregnant control values within 3 days. The same pattern was 
observed whether results were expressed as pg Iodine excreted IL of urine (pg/L) or as pg of I 
excreted I gram creatinine. These findings offering further confirmation that the increase in 
urinary iodine excretion observed during pregnancy was a real effect which reflected increased 
renal iodine loss during gestation. 
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Fig.2 UI Excretion in the Sequential Group (N=38) 
Median UI Values(ml) 
In view of the discrepancy in UI excretion patterns in pregnancy between Ireland and those 
reported from other European countries, UI excretion was investigated in 2 further groups of 
pregnant women residing on either side of the Irish Sea . The regions selected were the North 
Eastern region of the Republic of Ireland (IRL-NE) and Cardiff, Wales (UK-Cardiff). As 
shown in Fig. 3 There was a dramatic increase in UI excretion during pregnancy compared to 
pregnant controls in both IRL- NE and UK- Cardiff populations confirming the earlier 
findings in the IRL Dublin population. This increase in levels of excretion was particularly 
evident in the IRL-NE population and was also apparent from the high levels of iodine 
excretion found in school-children from this region (Mean value 255±89 pgL :Median 272 
pgiLI). The iodine excretion patterns recorded in both pregnant mothers and schoolchildren 
were observed during the winter months and most probably reflected the seasonal increase in 
the iodine content of winter milk previously reported in Ireland and other Northern European 
countries. 
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Fig.3 UI excretion during pregnancy in populations drawn from both sides of the Irish Sea. 
Breast Milk Iodine (BMI)Studies: Samples of breast milk were taken 
for iodine analysis at 3 days following delivery from 52 nursing mothers. Urine samples were 
simultaneously obtained from both mother and neonates. The mean BMI value was 84 ± 7.4 
]4g/l (Median 74). There was a wide variation with values ranging from 20-300 J4g/L. There 
was a highly significant correlation between mothers BMI and UI excretion as measured in the 
neonate. (r =0.81 p<.001) thus demonstrating in infants the ability of UI excretion to 
accurately reflect dietary iodine intake. BMI values were consistent with those from other 
European countries with similar dietary iodine intakes. 
Maternal and Neonatal Iodine Status: To investigate the effect of increased gestational UI on 
neonatal iodine status, urinary iodine excretion (Ul }4g/L) was measured in casual urine 
specimens obtained at 3 days following delivery from 108 mothers and their 3 day old infants. 
Results are shown in the accompanying Figure 4. 
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Fig. 5 UI Excretion in Mothetrs and Neonates 
As shown in Fig.5 there was no significant difference in either mean UI between mothers and 
neonates (74.5±5.7jtg/L and 68±4.6jtg/L respectively) but this masked the fact that neonatal 
UI varied with the mode of intake. UI in 64 Breast -feeding mothers (76±5.6j4g/L) was 
significantly lower than in their infants (100±6.8j4g/L; p<(J.Ol). However as shown in Fig. 6, the 
corresponding UI mean in 44 bottle-fed infants (43±3.5 }lg/L) was significantly lower than in the 
breast feeding group (p<O.Ol). In addition the %of individual values <50j4g/L (6.25% in the 
breast feeding group) was ten times greater than that of 62.5% in bottle feeders (p<O.OOl). 
Neonatal Iodine 
Nutrition 
~ Ulpg/L 
8 • %<50pg/L 
6 
2 ~ 0 
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Fig. 6 UI excretion p[atterns in 3 day old neonates (Breast or Bottle Feeding). 
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UI in Breast -feeding mothers (76±5.6Jtg!L) was significantly lower than in their infants 
(100±6.8Jtg/L; p<O.Ol) and the percentage of low values (<.SO]tg) was only 6.25% in neonates 
compared to 26.5% in mothers. The observed UI excretion in breast fed infants demonstrates 
that the iodine concentrating ability of the breast will maintain neonatal iodine intake and offer 
a degree of protection against deficiency even at the expense of the mother . Such protection is 
frequently absent in neonates of non-nursing mothers. 
Thyroid Dosimetry 
An experimental model has been established whereby organ cultures, frozen sections and cell 
cultures can be exposed to external irradiation. An X-ray source of 200KV with a filtration= 
2.0mm aluminium has been set up to deliver from 1-10 Gy to thyroid specimens (organ or 
tissue cultures) at a distance of 43.0cm from the focus. Organ cultures of guinea pig thyroid 
were irradiated with X-rays to give a calculated dosage of 1,000 rads. Following irradiation 
the thyroid tissue was snap frozen at -70°C and 12J.tm sections cut on a cryostat. Irradiated and 
control tissues were assessed cytochemically for lysosomal naphthylarnidase(LNase) activity, 
an index of lysosomal membrane permeability. No significant difference was observed in free 
LNase activity between irradiated and control sections. However, when tissues were exposed 
to acid labilisation using acetate buffer (pH 5.0) the irradiated tissue appeared to lose the ability 
to respond to acid labilisation as latent intralysosomal enzyme activity only increased by 6.6%. 
In contrast the increase in the latent enzyme activity was 54.1% in the control tissue. 
Growth Stimulation in Thyroid Cancer 
IgG concentrates prepared in serum from patients with Graves' disease or nontoxic goitre have 
been shown to exert growth stimulatory effects on human and guinea pig thyroid tissues. The 
presence of such stimulators, previously shown to separate Graves' disease from other 
goitrous conditions by their ability to stimulate cAMP production in thyroid follicular cells, was 
investigated in IgG's prepared in sera from 13 patients with thyroid carcinoma. Significant 
augmentation of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase(G6PD) activity within thyroid follicular 
cells, an index of stimulation, was promoted by all 13 thyroid cancer IgG concentrates; mean 
37.0 %, range 8.0- 71.0% (nongoitrous reference range< 8.0 %). This demonstrates the 
presence of a non-TSH thyroid stimulator, as all patients had suppressed TSH ( < 0.1 mU/L). 
In an attempt to elucidate the mode of action of IgGs in thyroid cancer, human thyroid tissue 
was incubated with IgG in the presence of 3 cAMP inhibitors, potassium iodide, 
diflouromethylomithine (DFMO) and carbarnylcholine as well as indomethacin, an inhibitor of 
cAMP independent stimulatory pathways. Thyroid cancer IgG stimulated G6PD activity in 
human thyroid tissue was significantly inhibited by all3 cAMP inhibitors. In contrast, 
indomethacin had little effect in reducing G6PD stimulation. These finding demonstrate the 
presence of non-TSH dependent growth in thyroid cancer mediated via a cAMP dependent 
stimulatory pathway. 
Dosimetric Maps 
Appropriate data from the above findings as well as available data on thyroid mass and urinary 
iodine excretion were incorporated into map (in collaboration with Malone, Dublin). 
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Head of Project 4: Prof Williams 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The aim of this study was to compare expression of certain key oncogenes, growth factors 
and their receptors in a variety of human thyroid tumours from patients exposed to previous 
radiation and from patients with no history of radiation exposure, correlate the pattern of 
expression of these factors with the morphology of the tumours studied and exposure to 
radiation. In addition, we studied the expression of the same factors in a number of tumours 
induced in animals by a regime of radiation and goitrogen administration. The regulation of 
thyroid growth is multifactorial and difficult to dissect in vivo. We therefore also studied a 
number of tumours induced by radiation administration in transgenic mice which 
constitutively express the pA2 receptor, leading to permanent stimulation of the cAMP 
pathway thus mimicking part of the TSH response. 
1: Factors studied and methods employed 
We limited our study to factors which are known to be involved in thyroid 
differentiation or growth. Thyroglobulin and calcitonin are differentiation markers for the 
follicular and C cell respectively. Insulin like growth factor 1 (IGF1) is known to be of key 
importance in human thyroid cell growth in vitro (Williams eta!., 1987) and to be involved 
in thyroid neoplasia (Williams eta!., 1988, Tode eta!., 1989). The receptor for hepatocyte 
growth factor (met), the ligand for which is a potent mitogen for thyroid epithelial cells 
(Dremier eta!., 1994), has been shown to be overexpressed in thyroid carcinomas (DiRenzo 
et al., 1988). Another key oncogene in papillary carcinoma, ret, was also studied, as was 
epidermal growth factor, which has been shown to promote thyroid follicular cell growth, but 
not differentiation, in vitro (Roger and Dumont 1984 ). Where possible all of the factors were 
studied in both man and mouse. However, some available antibodies (for example those for 
EGF and IGF1 receptor) did not show sufficient cross-species reactivity. 
1.1: Immunocytochemistry 
Immunocytochemistry was used to localise peptides for thyroglobulin, calcitonin and 
ret on sections of thyroid tumours from both mouse and man. IGFl receptor and met were 
also localised in human tumours and EGF in mouse only. All antibodies were commercially 
available rabbit polyclonal antibodies with the exception of the IGF1 receptor antibodies 
which were mouse monoclonals kindly supplied by Professor K Siddle, University of 
Cambridge. A dilution profile was carried out for each antibody on a known positive control 
tissue. The following dilutions were used on thyroid sections; thyroglobulin 1:10000, 
calcitonin 1:2000, ret 1: 100 (following pretreatment in a pressure cooker for 2 minutes in 
O.lM citrate buffer), met 1:100, EGF 1:500, IGF1 receptor 1:500. Sections were incubated 
overnight at 4C and bound antibody was localised using either an ind;rect peroxidase method 
or streptavidin biotin complex. Diarninobenzidine was used as the reporter molecule. Serial 
sections were incubated with control antibodies or in the absence of antibody as negative 
controls. A positive control tissue was used as an internal quality control on each 
experimental run to ensure consistency between experiments. 
1.2 In situ hybridisation 
In situ hybridisation using digoxigenin oligoprobes was used to localise mRNA for 
thyroglobulin, calcitonin and IGF1 mRNA in human and mouse sections. EGF mRNA was 
localised in mouse sections only. The technique uses an alkaline phosphatase linked 
antibody to localise bound probe followed by enzyme hisochemistry for alkaline phosphatase 
using NBT as the reporter molecule (Thomas et al., 1993). Single probes labelled at both 5' 
and 3' ends were used for thyroglobulin IGF1 and EGF. A cocktail of three probes was used 
to localise calcitonin mRNA. Serial sections were hybridised with a probe complementary to 
EBER 1 mRNA or in the absence of labelled probe as negative controls. A known positive 
tissue was included for each probe on each experimental run to ensure consistency between 
experiments. 
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1.3: RT-PCR 
We have also developed a reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) technique to 
demonstrate both ret translocation and ret expression in sections of formalin-fixed paraffin 
embedded material. We used primers which bridged the fusion point of the H4 gene and the 
tyrosine kinase end of the ret proto-oncogene to demonstrate the expression of the PTC 1 
transcript (Williams and Williams 1995) and primers to the tyrosine kinase region of the ret 
gene to demonstrate expression of the this part of the oncogene whether translocated or not. 
mRNA extracted from a cell line known to express the PTC1 fusion product was used as a 
positive control. Negative controls included tissue known to be negative for the ret gene 
product, reagent only, and primer excluded controls. 
2: Material studied 
2.1 Human 
Paraffin embedded formalin fixed material from 50 cases of thyroid tumours with sufficient 
material for research studies were obtained from the files of Addenbrooke's hospital in 
Cambridge. 4 mm serial sections were cut and mounted on silane coated slides. 
2.2 Mouse 
2.2.1 Study 1 . 
Forty two mouse pups were injected with 2.5 mCi 1311 i.p. at three days of age. Eight other 
mouse pups were given no injection. All mice were maintained on normal rat and mouse 
maintenance diet and given a cocktail of 0.2% arninotriazole and 0.5% sodium perchlorate in 
the drinking water from weaning. We have previously shown that this goitrogenic regime 
produces tumours in mice within 9- 10 months (Thomas and Williams 1992). After 9 
months all mice were killed using sodium pentabarbitone and the thyroids removed and fixed 
in buffered formalin for 48 hours prior to routine processing to paraffin wax. 4 mm serial 
sections were cut and mounted on silane coated slides. 
2.2.2 Study 2 . 
A total of 33 thyroids from transgenic mice which constitutively express the pA2 receptor 
and 36 control mice of the same sex and strain were received from the Brussels group. 
Twenty two of the transgenic mice and 22 of the control mice had received a single dose of 
0.5 mCi 131 I i.p. three days after birth. The remaining 11 transgenics and 14 non transgenic 
mice served as non irradiated controls. All mice were killed between 6 and 7 months of age 
and tissue was processed as above. 
3: Results: Human 
3.1 Histology 
Nine of the 50 tumours studied were classified as thyroid adenomas, 3 showed predominantly 
macrofollicular architecture, two predominantly microfollicular, two were trabecular and two 
were composed of both trabeculae and follicles. Thirteen tumours showed the morphological 
features of follicular carcinomas. Four of these tumours showed a solid poorly differentiated 
pattern of growth while nine were trabecular or follicular in structure including one which 
was widely invasive. Five tumours were classified as oxyphil carcinomas, 3 with follicular 
architecture and 2 with a mixture of papillae and follicles. The remaining 23 tumours 
showed the morphological features of papillary carcinoma. 
Seventeen of the papillary carcinomas showed predominantly papillary architecture, 
while 6 were composed entirely or almost entirely of follicles. Five of the tumours with 
predominantly papillary architecture showed widespread heavy lymphocytic infiltrate within 
the fibroblastic core of papillae. The infiltrate appeared to be non destructive and consisted 
mainly of plasma cells. The remaining tumours showed little or no lymphoid infiltrate. 
3.2 Immunocytochemistr:y 
All control sections gave the expected negative results. Both IGFl receptor 
antibodies gave similar staining on tissue sections. All tumours were positive for 
thyroglobulin and negative for calcitonin on immunocytochemistry. Normal C cells, where 
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present in the background normal thyroid removed with the tumour, showed positive staining 
for calcitonin. 
3.2.1 Papillazy carcinomas 
Papillary carcinomas showed a focal positivity for thyroglobulin with stomgly 
positive cells lying next to negative epithelial cells. 
Papillary carcinomas showed a markedly different pattern of expression of the three 
tyrosine kinase receptors. Approximately 50% (13/23) showed moderately strong to strong 
cytoplasmic positivity for met, with stronger staining towards the periphery of the tumour. 
Membrane staining was also observed at the tumour periphery and in islands of tumour 
within the normal background thyroid, which was negative for both met and ret expression. 
The majority ( 19/23) of papillary carcinomas were strongly positive for ret expression. The 
ret localisation was not diffuse; in most cases it was a focal dot like positivity at the base of 
the cell. Occasionally the dot-like positivity was seen within intranuclear inclusions. In a 
minority of tumours there were areas of linear positivity at the apical cell membrane. In solid 
areas, there was positive staining around the whole circumference of the cell. A minority of 
papillary carcinomas were strongly or moderately strongly positive for IGF1 receptor . These 
results are summarised in Table 1. 
Table 1: 
Papillary 
Ca (n=23) 
Follicular Ca 
(n=13) 
Follicular 
adenoma 
(n=9) 
Oxyphil Ca 
(n=5) 
Semi quantitative analysis of tyrosine kinase receptor expression by 
ICC in thyroid tumours 
IGF1 receptor c-met receptor c-ret 
0 + ++ +++ 0 + ++ +++ 0 + ++ +++ 
0 18 2 3 4 6 12 1 2 2 5 14 
1 12 0 0 10 3 0 0 11 1 0 1 
2 7 0 0 6 3 0 0 5 2 2 0 
1 1 3 0 2 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 
No significant differences between expression of the three receptors were observed 
between papillary carcinomas of the follicular variant and classical subtypes, but a striking 
difference was observed in the subgroup of classical papillary carcinomas with a widespread 
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate within the fibroblastic core of the papillae. The tumours in the 
latter group were strongly positive for IGF1 receptor (Figure lA), but showed weak to 
negative staining for both ret and met. These results are summarised in Table 2. 
Table 2: Tyrosine kinase receptor expression in different subgroups of papillazy 
carcinoma 
IGF1 receptor c-met receptor c-ret 
0 + ++ +++ 0 + ++ +++ 0 + ++ +++ 
Classical 0 12 0 0 0 6 16 0 0 0 3 9 
PTC (n=12) 
Foil variant 0 6 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 3 3 
(n=6) 
Classical 0 0 2 3 3 1 1 0 2 2 1 0 
PTC with LI 
(n=5 
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3.2.3 Follicular adenomas and carcinomas 
Follicular carcinomas and adenomas showed weak to moderate diffuse positivity for 
thyroglobulin in epithelial cells with stronger positivity in the follicular lumen where lumina 
were present. 
The majority of the follicular adenomas were entirely negative for met expression 
(6/9), and positive for IGFl receptor (7/9). Two adenomas showed focal ret positivity, and 
two more widespread ret positivity. Two patterns of staining were observed, a focal dot like 
positivity at the base of the cell, and basal membrane staining. The two adenomas which 
showed widespread positivity for ret were solid trabecular adenomas. 
The majority of follicular carcinomas (10113) were entirely negative for met. The 
four positive carcinomas showed only weak diffuse positivity for met; no membrane staining 
was observed. The majority (11113) of the follicular carcinomas showed no ret staining, one 
showed weak diffuse cytoplasmic positivity. The remaining tumour which was trabecular in 
structure, was strongly positive for ret, with membrane staining encircling the cells in over 
50% of the of the tumour, including islands of tumour within the normal thyroid, which was 
negative for ret expression. 
3.2.4 Oxyphil carcinomas 
Four of the five oxyphil carcinomas studied showed moderate epithelial cytoplasmic 
positivity for IGFl receptor and apical membrane staining for ret on follicular epithelial cells 
was observed in two of the five tumours studied. However, the dot-like basal staining which 
was characteristic of papillary carcinomas was not observed in oxyphil tumours. Staining for 
met was weak and diffuse in 4 of these tumours. One tumour was negative for all three 
receptors. 
3.3 In situ hyridisation 
All the tumours studied were positive on hybridisation with oligo dt and negative 
when hybridised with the probe for EBER 1 mRNA. All tumours were positive for 
thyroglobulin and negative for calcitonin. Where present in normal thyroid adjacent to the 
tumour, C cells were positive for calcitonin. Follicular tumours, both adenomas and 
carcinomas were more strongly and uniformly positive for thyroglobulin mRNA than 
papillary carcinomas. Papillary carcinomas showed a characteristic focal staining pattern, 
but this did not correlate cell for cell with the pattern seen on immunocytochemistry. 
Five of the thirteen follicular carcinomas and all of the papillary carcinomas have so 
far been studied for IGFl mRNA expression. Studies of the expression of IGFl in oxyphil 
carcinomas and in adenomas are currently being performed. 
Normal thyroid follicular epithelium removed with the tumours showed considerable 
intercellular heterogeneity for IGF-I mRNA positivity by in situ hybridisation. Positive 
follicular cells were usually restricted to smaller, more active follicles lined by tall columnar 
epithelium. Normal stroma contained no demonstrable IGF-I mRNA. The semi quantitative 
results for both the normal and the neoplastic thyroid are shown in Table 3. 
4 of the 5 cases of follicular carcinoma showed a consistent uniform and high IGF-I 
mRNA expression throughout the tumour follicular cells (Figure 2), compared with a much 
lower and heterogeneous hybridisation signal in the follicular cells of the surrounding normal 
tissue. A serial section hybridised with a probe to EBER 1 mRNA was negative. The single 
case with a relatively weaker expression was a widely invasive carcinoma, which showed 
only scattered isolated strongly positive cells. These cells , when reviewed on the H and E 
stained section were compatible with apoptotic cells. Tumour stromal cells were negative. 
Eighteen of the 23 papillary carcinomas studied lacked any demonstrable IGF-I 
mRNA in the stroma. Of these 18, 5 showed weak and 13 moderate positivity in the 
follicular epithelium for IGF-I mRNA by in situ hybridisation. There was no correlation 
between morphology and the level of IGF-I mRNA staimng. Moderate positivity was 
observed in scattered lymphocytes in areas of thyroiditis in the surrounding normal tissue. 
This was confined to only a small proportion of lymphocytes within areas of thyroiditis. The 
remainmg five papillary carcinomas showed a heavy stromallymphoplasmacytic infiltrate 
which was strongly positive for IGF-I mRNA (Figure lB). The positivity was confined to 
cells identified as plasma cells by their morphology and by their content of light chain 
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mRNAs in serial sections. The plasma cell mRNA positivity for IGF-1 was uniformly strong, 
in contrast to that seen in areas of thyroiditis. The overlying follicular epithelium showed 
only weak to moderate staining. Further studies using digoxigenin labelled oligoprobes for 
kappa and lambda light chain mRNA revealed that the lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate was 
polyclonal . 
Table 3: IGF1 and IGFl receptor expression in thyroid carcinomas 
Normal thyroid (n=7) 
Follicular Carcinoma (n=4) 
Follicular Carcinoma (n=1) 
Papillary Carcinoma (n=18) 
Papillary Carcinoma with 
Lymphoid infiltrate (n=5) 
4.4 Ret expression by RT-PCR 
IGFl mRNA 
Epithelium Stroma 
+!-
+++ 
+I+++ 
+ +++ 
IGF1 receptor 
Epithelium Stroma 
+1-
+ 
+++ 
Twenty three papillary carcinomas haye been studied for expression of the ret oncogene 
using RT-PCR for the tyrosine kinase domain of the ret gene. 13 of these tumours showed 
ret expression, which has been verified by direct sequencing. Studies of follicular 
carcinomas and adenomas are currently under way. 
4: Results: Mouse 
4.1.1 Histology Study 1 
Follicular tumours were found in all of the mice given 131 I at three days of age. 
Usually the majority of the gland was occupied by tumour, making analysis of the changes in 
oncogene expression in neoplasia difficult to interpret. A smaller number of focal lesions 
were found in mice given goitrogen only (Figure 3). Several of the le~ons observed in both 
the radiated and non irradiated mice were cystic in structure with papillary projections into 
the lumen. However, the classical nuclear features associated observed in human papillary 
carcinoma were absent. 
4.1.2 Histology Study 2 
Multiple follicular tumours were observed in all transgenic mice. In animals which 
had received radiation, the majority of the gland was composed of neoplastic lesions and 
normal architecture was completed distorted. In non irradiated transgenic mice the lesions 
were more focal, but of the same morphology as in the irradiated transgenic animals. Several 
of the lesions were cystic, but the projecting epithelium was more solid than that seen in the 
mice from study 1. Again, the characteristic nuclear features of human papillary carcinomas 
were not present. No tumours were observed in non transgenic mice, irrespective of radiation 
exposure. 
4.2 Immunocytochemistry and in situ hybridisation 
Normal thyroid follicular epithelium, where present in animals harbouring tumours 
and in non tumour bearing animals was weakly positive for thyroglobulin peptide on 
immunocytochemistry and strongly positive for thyroglobulin mRNA. Follicular lumina 
were positive for thyroglobulin peptide and negative for mRNA. Normal C cells, where 
present, were positive for calcitonin peptide and mRNA and the majority were positive for ret 
peptide on immunocytochemistry. The majority of thyroid epithelial cells were negative for 
IGFl mRNA and EGF mRNA and peptide. 
All tumours regardless of irradiation or transgenic status of the animal were negative 
for calcitonin, and showed reduced levels of thyroglobulin positivity (Figure 4 ). 
Neighbouring normal thyroid follicular epithelium was strongly positive for thyroglobulin. 
There was no significant difference between the background thyroid and tumour epithelium 
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with respect to IGFl mRNA and EGF mRNA and peptide positivity. All tumours were also 
negative for ret expression by immunocytochemistry. 
5: Discussion 
We have so far studied only a very small number of tumours from adult patients with 
a known history of radiation treatment. However, we have studied tumours from children 
exposed to radioactive fallout after the Chernobyl accident, and have shown that there are no 
significant differences in the expression of the oncogenes and differentiation markers used in 
this study (Bogdanova eta!., submitted and Williams eta!., unpublished observations). This 
research is currently being funded under COSU contract CT94 0084. These results together 
with those from the mouse studies reported here suggest that radiation may not cause any 
particular changes in the frequency of the expression of the oncogenes so far studied. 
However, we cannot exclude the posssibility that there may be other oncogenes, not yet 
studied, which will show different patterns of expression. 
The results reported here clearly show that the pattern of oncogene expression in 
human thyroid carcinomas is related to morphology and may therefore reflect differing 
aetiologies for the different tumour types. Papillary carcimomas show more frequent 
expression of the ret and met oncogenes by immunocytochemistry, with ret showing a 
specific intracellular pattern of staining which may be related to translocation of the 
oncogene. IGFl mRNA expression is increased in some if not all follicular carcinomas, 
whereas papillary carcinomas appear to show a lower expression of IGFl mRNA. However, 
we have identified a subset of papillary carcinomas which harbour a non destructive 
lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate which show high levels of IGFl mRNA in the infiltrate and 
expression of IGF 1 receptor on the follicular epithelium. These tumours are predominantly 
negative for met and ret expression, suggesting that a activation of a different growth factor 
mechanism may be stimulating their growth. This may involve production of an antigen by 
the follicular epithelium which induces the IGFl producing infiltrate. Follicular tumours 
show a very low frequency of ret expression by immunocytochemistry and this appears to be 
restricted to one particular morphological subgroup, the trabecular tumours. Oxyphil 
carcinomas show features of both papillary and follicular carcinomas. · 
The mouse tumours studied here show a quite different pattern of oncogene and 
differentiation marker expression from the human tumours studied. Increased IGFl 
production does not appear to play a role at least in the development of the early benign 
lesions we have studied and does not seem to be involved in the aggressive growth of the 
lesions induced in transgenic animals. However, we cannot exclude a role for IGFl in 
tumour growth. The action of IGFl is modulated by growth factor binding proteins, and we 
have not yet studied these in either human or murine thyroid. We found no evidence of 
expression of the ret peptide in follicular cells in normal or neoplastic thyroid in the mouse, 
although C cells were positive. This may in part be a reflection of the fact that 
morphologically at least the murine tumours appear to be follicular rather than papillary. 
The most interesting finding in the mouse was the apparent tumour specific decrease 
in the expression of thyroglobulin both at the mRNA and the peptide level in both irradiated 
transgenic and normal mice given goitrogen and in non irradiated transgenic mice. This is 
somewhat surprising in the transgenic animals where the transgene expression is linked to a 
thyroglobulin promoter. 
In conclusion, we have studied a variety of differentiation markers and oncogenes in 
both human and murine tumours. Expression of these factors can be linked to morphology in 
the human. The pattern of expression of these factors in the murine tumours suggests that 
they may serve to be a better model of human follicular than papillary neoplasms. Tumours 
induced in irradiated mice show a similar pattern both morphologically and 
immunocytochemically with respect to the factors studied here, which suggests that radiation 
increases the frequency of tumours, rather than changes the type of tumours produced by 
other mechanisms. This suggestion is supported by the finding that radiation linked tumours 
in man are also associated with a similar pattern of oncogene change to those in non radiation 
induced tumours. While radiation may differ from chemical carcinogens in the exact nature 
of the mutations induced, it appears that the increased mutagenesis leads to an increased rate 
of mutation in those oncogenes which are involved in non-radiation inuced thyroid neoplasia, 
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rather than leading to mutation in new oncogenes involving different growth pathways and 
different morphologies. 
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Figure 1: 
Human Papillary Carcinoma. 
Figure lA shows strong immunoreactivity for IGFl protein in a epithelial cells of a 
papillary carcinoma with a heavy lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate. 
Figure lB shows strong positivity for IGFI mRNA in the lymphoid infiltrate. 
Figure 2: 
Human Follicular Carcinoma. 
Figure IA is a section stained with Haematoxylin and Eosin showing a solid 
trabecular follicular carcinoma. 
Figure 2B shows uniform positivity for IGFl mRNA in the tumour epithelial cells. 
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Figure 3: 
A section stained with haematoxylin and eosin from a normal mouse treated with 
goitrogen only showing a discrete thyroid adenoma (arrowed). 
Figure 4: 
Section from the same tumour as in Figure 3, hybridised with a digoxiegnin labelled 
oligoprobe complementary to thyroglobulin mRNA. The tumour shows a decrease in 
positivity for thyroglobulin mRNA relative to the background thyroid. 
Figure 5: 
A section from a transgenic mouse treated with radioiodine hybridised with an 
oligoprobe complementary to thyroglobulin mRNA. Even in this very small lesion 
there is a marked decrease in thyroglobulin mRNA. 
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Final Report 
1992- 1994 (1995) 
Contract: FI3PCT920015 Duration: 1.9.92 to 30.6.95 Sector: B31 
Title: Effects of protracted exposures to low doses of radiations during the prenatal de-
velopment of the central nervous system. 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
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Saunders 
Janeczko 
CEN/SCK, Brussels & Mol 
CEA-FAR & Bruyeres le Chatel 
Hosp. Principes de Espana 
NRPB 
Univ. Jagiellonian 
1. Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements. 
OBJECTIVES. 
1. The 1992 basic project setup. A protracted (chronic) prenatal exposure to the neutrons of 
the Cf-252 was planned in order to assess the radiosensitivity of the foetal brain to low dose-
rate irradiations. The interest for such an, up to now overlooked, situation had arisen during 
the last period of a preceding EC project (Bi7-003) over in utero brain exposure. It had been 
found that, in contrast with current radiobiological observations, the susceptibility of the foetal 
brain to a prenatal irradiation (PI) did not decrease when the dose-rate was attenuated dur-
Project Fi3P-CT920015 
as originally 
planned 
in 1992 
ing a protracted exposure (PPI). This 
raised the question of defining the mini-
mal dose limit of such an unexpected 
phenomenon. 
Scale. A large scale PPI (340 rats in-
volved) was organized at the CEA-F AR 
which was, at that time, the only con-
tractant laboratory with an available neu-
tron source. High LET particles were 
requested due to the fact that we aimed 
to focus on the lowest damage limits at-
tainable during any PPI. 
Assays. CEA H. Coffigny exposed a 
large population of pregnant rats from 
day 12 to d16 post-conception 
(d12-16pc) and the brains of the offspring were distributed to the 3 laboratories participating 
to the project in 1993. Mol collected the female ones when aged 3 months in order to assess a 
general brain atrophy (until now, the most sensitive criterion to PI) but also to investigate for 
more subtle internal lesions (anatomical and cytological). CEA-FAR collected the male brains 
shortly after birth in an attempt to evaluate in vitro the behaviour of certain neurotransmitters 
but also the residual ability of the nerve cells to elaborate or maintain their dendritic 
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arborization. The role of Barcelona was to evaluate the influence of the added radioinduced 
cell death on the natural cell death which occurs massively in the normal perinatal brain. 
2. Global achievements: minimal effects. From the point ofview of the nuclear fission safe-
ty, the neutron PPI was a success. I. Ferrer could not reveal any modification of the natural 
cell death pattern even after the maximal dose used of28 cGy given in 4 days. H. Coffigny, af-
ter enormous difficulties in cultivating the nerve cells, was finally able to recognize the optimal 
conditions for that; he introduced the BrdU and vimentin immunolabelling which have re-
cently provided new informations on the high proliferativity of the API and PPI glial elements. 
At Mol, on the other hand, the neutron-induced brain atrophy was found significant down 
to the dose of I cGy per day during the 4 day exposure. This observation was confirmed later 
on when the above neutron PPI experiment was reproduced at the IRMM Euratom facility at 
Gee!; for that purpose, the Van de Graaff generator was maintained in non-stop activity for 4 
days providing a beam of 600 ke V neutrons, identical to the very aggressive ones already used 
in a former acute PI experiment (Int.J.Rad. Bioi., I992). However, in spite of the clear cere-
bral atrophy, internal abnormalities were not easily recognized: the statistical analysis of the 
cingulum volume carried out in more than 300 brain sections from 64 CEA- FAR SprD female 
rats only showed a significant involution after the highest dose considered in the experiment: 7 
cGy per day. 
More tools. The efforts dedicated by the 3 laboratories to reveal brain abnormalities in the 
above neutron experiment were at the origin of further assays. Barcelona focused on relatively 
higher dose damages and in particular, on the modelization of a characteristic brain abnormal-
ity: ectopia. H. Coffigny using immunocytochemistry, is now able to recognize nervous from 
glial cells at very undifferentiated stages in the prenatal brain: he also claims for the presence 
in this material of glial subclasses based on their differential radiosensitivity. Mol has also im-
proved immunocytochemi-
cal assays and is 
particularly intending to 
quantify the antibody 
markers by in situ gold la-
belling in I flm-thin tissue 
sections. They also evalu-
ated alternative PI models 
(split-dose, exposures on 
day IS for hormesis) in a 
continuous attempt to 
evaluate and assess the ex-
acerbated radiosensitivity 
of the foetal brain. The fi-
nal design of the project is 
given in the diagram 
nearby which also features 
the actions of 2 newcomer 
laboratories. 
3. New assessments in-
corporated. The relatively 
late entry of 2 other 
Effects of protracted exposures to low doses of 
radiations on the prenatal brain: End structure of the project. 
CEN-sCK. MOL 
EC Project FI3P CT92 0015 Coordination. 
CEA FAR. Paris 
Cf-252 Protracted Neutron Exposures 
SprD rats, dl2-16pc (and d16-20pc). 
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Early vs. late 
exposures+ 
Cyclohextm. 
' 
cenhr/Q'IIIclllpcf cdr 
laboratories was certainly beneficial: it not only allowed to broaden the scope of the current in-
quiries but has also already provided results of particular interest. NRPB brought functional 
evaluations whereas Krakow University provided an original assay of PI brain reaction to a 
postnatal mechanical trauma. Some of the observations they report here are stimulating and 
even unexpected. 
Z. Sienkiewicz (NRPB, in cooperation with A Saunders) noticed that API, carried out at dif-
ferent days of the pregnancy, acted upon different types of memories (spatial memory im-
paired at d18pc; visual memory damaged at d15pc): these views are in agrrement with data 
from Coffigny and Ferrer who also point out to very different brain responses according to the 
timing of the irradiation. In Mol, an exposure of the rat at d18pc (using 18 cGy X-API) was 
however unable to cause any measurable cerebral atrophy (in contrast with the significant ac-
tion of the same dose at d15pc). 
Krakow K. Janeczko reports on the postnatal glial response to a stab wound in PI rats: his 
data reveal that the proliferativity of adult glial cells is surprisingly, but significantly, in-
creased in PI animals; recent observations at the CEA-F AR corroborate this unexpected find-
ing. A variant of the Krakow model of submitting PI animals to a second stress (the first one is 
PI) has been introduced at Mol (here the second stress is a second irradiation) in an attempt to 
reveal possible subliminal and undetectable foetally radio induced damages by means of the su-
perimposed second injury. 
4. Conclusions. The rather limited project of 1992 has grown out into a panel of investiga-
tions encompassing many aspects of the particular radiobiology of the foetal brain. This task 
group will still be reinforced in the future by molecular biology assessments. The support of 
the Nuclear Fission Safety Programme of the EC has been essential in implementing such a 
powerful tool which is not to found elsewhere than in Europe presently. The multinational col-
laboration also appeared as a very stimulating way of tackling with the innumerable and uneasy 
problems of the central nervous system in its development and in defense. One is never enough 
in trying to evaluate the inner capabilities of the brain, the ultimate scientific challenge. 
Mol, 30-9-95 
Signed: 
H. Reyners 
H. Coffigny 
I. Ferrer 
A Saunders 
K. Janeczko 
CEN/SCK, Brussels & Mol 
CEA-F AR & Bruyeres le Chatel 
Hosp. Principes de Espana 
NRPB 
Univ. Jagiellonian 
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AbJonnal neurone arcbltectw'e after 
Head of project 1: Dr. Reyners 
II. Objectives for the reporting period: 
The main objective of the investigations reported hereafter was the study of a large popula-
tion (n=64) of female rats which had been exposed from day 12 post conception (d12pc) to 
d16pc to the neutrons of a Cf-252 source at Arcueil (FR). We had in mind to assess the impor-
tance of the brain atrophy caused by a protracted neutron exposure, and to evaluate whether 
the effects of such irradiation, first discovered in our previous EC contract, could be traced 
down to very low dose levels (<10 cGy). This assessment also opened a series of satellite top-
ics and questions which are summarized in the 10 points of Table I (next page). Each of them 
is considered in more detail within the following pages. A synopsis of the experiments in also 
provided at the end of the report. 
m. Progress achieved excluding publications (grouped at the end of the 5 reports): 
1. THRESHOLD. 
Question: Can a 5 cGy protracted prenatal irradiation (PPI) induce brain atrophy ? 
Answers: Positive for neutrons (Negative for gamma rays). 
Introduction: Why protracted exposures of rat embryos? Deleterious effects of protracted 
prenatal irradiations of the foetal rat brain were first recognized and reported during our 
preceding participation to the Nuclear Fission Safety Programme (EC contract Bi7-0003C). 
The data as published in IJRB 1992 revealed that the Cingulum Volume was for any mode of 
irradiation, PPI or acute prenatal irradiation (API), and for any dose used, a more sensitive 
criterion than brain atrophy. However, in that work, the PPI were carried out with a "very" 
high dose (800 mGy) of Co-60 gamma rays and were given from d14-20pc, a period of the 
pregnancy which is posterior to the peak of corticogenesis and then certainly less critical. As a 
consequence of these first observations, it was assumed that protracted high LET irradiations 
(neutrons) given during a more radiosensitive (d12-16pc) period would possibly reveal brain 
atrophy and cingulum losses down to lower dose ranges(< 0.2 Gy). 
Methods: 1. Which experimental setup ? A large experimental setup was organized in 
cooperation with CEA-F AR H. Coffigny. A population of pregnant outbred Sprague- Dawley 
rats (from IFFA-Credo) was irradiated from d12pc to d16pc with Cf-252 neutrons at the 
ETCA, a military facility at Arcueil, near Paris. The CEA was in charge for the dosimetry and 
the determination of the exact position of the aluminum cages. A pilot experiment (3 7 rats) had 
been carried out at the end of 1991 but the large irradiation took place in Sept 1992. At 3 
months after birth, 64 female offspring were perfused with glutaraldehyde; their brains were 
collected at the CEA and transferred to Mol for the final tissue processing: the main 
quantitative evaluation focused on the involution of their Cingulum Volume after the neutron 
PPI; a part of the samples was also sent to Hospital de Llobregat I. Ferrer for parallel 
neuropathological investigations. Also, 12 female brains were perfused with buffered formaline 
(3%) alone, for immunocytological tests at Mol. Male offspring were used by Coffigny for in 
vitro measurements. 
Main abbreviations: PI: Prenatal Irradiations; API: Acute PI; PPI: Protracted PI. 
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TABLEt 
THE PARTICIPATION OF CEN-SCK, MOL, BELGIUM TO THE CEC 1992-1995 PROGRAMME ON 
IN UTERO BRAIN IRRADIATION, IN 10 TOPICS: A READER'S DIGEST. 
# TOPICS and QUESTIONS. Short ANSWERS 
I THRESHOLD. YES 
Will a 5 cGy protracted prenatal irradiation (PPI) induce a when using protracted 
brain atrophy ? neutrons from d12 -16pc. 
2 LOW DOSE RANGE. NO 
Are the high dose effects caused by acute prenatal irradiation Severe brain alterations 
(API) to be found in the low dose range? arise after high dose only. 
3 ADAPTIVE RESPONSE. NO 
Are radiolesions decreased when low dose API is followed Confirming a low repair 
by a larger one ? capabil. in foetal brain. 
4 HORMESIS. NO 
Is there a beneficial effect of low dose (18 cGy) API at day Adult rat brain weight is 
18 pc? not modified after this ! 
5 CRITICAL PERIOD OF THE RAT PREGNANCY. YES 
Is dl2-16pc a more critical foetal period than d11-15pc? Unsuspectedly. 
6 NEURONAL IMMUNOCYTOCHEMISTRY. UNKNOWN 
Are synaptic transmission markers attenuated after PI ? A quantitative attempt. 
7 NEURONAL ULTRASTRUCTURE. YES 
Does API deplete subsurface cisterns inside the neurons ? A quantitative EM assay 
8 AGING. NO 
Is there an increase of the effects of PI with age? After 5 to 10 cGy gamma. 
9 BEHAVIOUR. UNKNOWN 
Will brain flexibility compensate for a radioinduced mild But does mild mental 
mental retardation ? retardation exist ? 
10 SUBTHRESHOLD EFFECTS. YES 
After very low dose PI, will rhe deleterious consequences of The effects of split-dose 
a subsequent injury to the brain be more pronounced ? irradiations are addititive. 
A remake of the Arcueil experiment was carried out later on at the Van de Graaff accelerator 
of the EC IRMM at Geel, Belgium (in cooperation with A Crametz and E. Wattecamps) using 
the 600 ke V neutrons which had been found very aggressive in a previous API session 
reported in IJRB 1992. For this purpose, pregnant inbred Lewis rats were exposed from 
d 12-16pc and their male and female offspring was perfused when 3 month old. 
2. Cingulum volume measurements. Using a computer based image analysis, the cingulum 
areas in 4 to 5 randomly selected transversal brain sections were measured per rat, together 
with an evaluation of the exact positions of the plane of these sections along the main 
antero-posterior axis of the rat brain (figure 2). The individual cingulum area measurements 
and their respective positions are only shown in figure 1. For each rat brain, both previous 
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Figure 1: Relationships between position of sampling (along the antero-posterior axis of the 
rat brain) and the cingulum area (CiA, in ordinate) after 4 doses of prenatal Cf-252 neutron 
irradiation (0, 4, 7 and 28 cGy from d12-16pc). Each solid line corresponds to 1 SprD rat. 
data were used to compute a single variable called the cingulum volume (CIVOL) which is 
the integral of the cingulum areas between two sample positions of reference. The correlation 
between CIVOL and BRW is plotted for all animals in figure 3. 
Which effects ? Cingulum volume loss after low doses of Cf-252 neutrons. As mentioned 
above, 64 SprD rats were treated with a Cf-252 neutron exposure during 4 days and the 
cumulated doses were 0, 4, 7 and 28 cGy. A brain weight (BRW) loss was found significant 
down to the dose of 4 cGy (dose rate: I cGy I day; P Anova = 0.002). Figure 3 shows the 
significant decrease of the brain weight associated to the reduction of the cingulum volume 
(Cingulum P Anova reaches a significance level of 0.0008 for the 4 neutron doses mentioned 
above but is insignificant for the 3 lower doses). This relatively poor sensitivity of the cingulum 
prompted us in implementing a second in utero exposure using a protracted exposure to the 
more radio-efficient 600 keY neutrons but also inbred rats (Lewis strain) in order to reduce 
the individual variability. These new irradiations confirmed brain atrophy after a dose-rate as 
little as 1 cGy of neutrons per day; however, in contrast with our assumptions, the slope of the 
dose-effect relationship (shown in progress report 1993-1994) was not steeper after the 600 
keY Van de Graaffneutrons; for this reason, no time consuming quantitative evaluations of the 
cingulum were carried out on this material. 
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Figure 2: How to evaluate a cingulum area and the position of the brain samples? 
Which explanation ? Contrarily to our expectancies, the cingulum volume endpoint is not 
found so radiosensitive in chronic exposures as it was in acute ones as reported recently 
(Reyners et al., IJRB 1992}. In spite of the large number (n=64) of rats involved, the effects of 
4 and 7 cGy of neutrons given during the most critical period of the pregnancy remained 
insignificant in contrast with the decrease of the total brain weight (brain atrophy) which was 
significant down to the lowest dose assayed (4 cGy). It might be concluded from this that the 
radiosensitivity of the cingulum is restricted to a very small period of the cerebrogenesis, 
d15pc, and in consequence, is only present during 1/4 of the total chronic exposure time; in 
such conditions, 3/4 of the dose is wasted. An alternative explanation would be that the 
cingulum atrophy does not show below a certain threshold dose, at least for chronic exposures. 
These points should be considered further on in future work over early effects of PI. 
3 mo SprD Cingulum Volume after protracted Cf-252 neutrons (d12-16pc). 
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2. LOW DOSE RANGE. 
Q.: Can high dose PI effects be extrapolated to the low dose range situation? A.: No 
The facts and the theory: ectopia vs. ventriculomegaly. It is clear from our data and also 
from I. Ferrer's ones (this project) that a major consequence of prenatal irradiation, ectopza, is 
actually a non stochastic phenomenon. Ectopia is the formation of masses of nerve cells which 
become abnormally located between a dwarfed cerebral cortex and an apparently normal 
corpus callosum. This severe form of nervous dysgenesis is only observed after relatively high 
doses (Ferrer uses 2 Gy ); in our material, it was only found above 0.5 Gy. Incidentally, 
ectopia was also observed in many (but not all) Japanese cases of severe mental retardation. 
To the best of our knowledge, the phenomenon is the best indication that certain damages 
associated with high doses cannot be extrapolated to the very low dose situation. It must 
however be pointed out that not all radioinduced lesions are to be dealt with accordingly: 
for instance, ventriculomegaly, an exaggerated dilation of the cerebral ventricles and a most 
frequent characteristic of prenatal irradiations was observed down to the lowest doses assayed 
in Mol (even after doses as low as 5 and 10 cGy gamma rays protracted from d12-16pc). 
3. ADAPTIVE RESPONSE. 
Q.: Is an adaptive response possible during corticogenesis ? A.: No 
Which experimental setup ? Split-dose prenatal X-irradiations were carried out using first, 
an exposure to 2 cGy and a second one to 25 cGy (after a 5 hour interval), both on d15pc 
Wistar foetuses. A similar group of animals was treated with the second exposure only in order 
to evaluate the effects of the first priming exposure. The female and male offsprings were 
sacrificed at 6 week old in order to check for the presence of adaptive responses (i.e. 
radioinduced repair enhancements) during the foetal organogenesis of the brain. 
A model without an adaptive response. In agreement with recent work (Hays et al., 1993, 
Rad. Res.), no adaptive response was detected in the above situation: although a radioinduced 
brain atrophy was evident, it remained similar in all rat brains, had they or not received the 
first 2 cGy X-exposure. 
Why did we look for an adaptive response ? The phenomenon of adaptive response is 
considered to be due to the stimulation or priming of the production of DNA repair enzymes 
whose presence at the time of a second irradiation would minimize the DNA damages 
produced then. The lack of an adaptive response is in coping with the surprisingly large 
effects of low dose-rate PPI observed in the foetal rat brain: the best explanation for these 
effects is based on the absence of active repair enzymes in the brain at its peak of 
development. The lack of adaptive response appears thus as a supplementary argument for the 
latter views. 
4. HORMESIS. 
Q.: Is there a beneficial effect of a low dose (18 cGy) API at day 18 pc ? A.: No 
Why 18 cGy API at d18pc ? Pilot experiments in 1991 (using only 6 sham-treated versus 6 
irradiated rats) had indicated that acute 18 cGy X-irradiations carried out at d18pc had a 
positive (though statistically insignificant) influence on the brain weight (brain hypertrophy). 
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Absence of hormetic phenomenons. A remake of this experiment using as many as 25 female 
and 13 male sham treated animals versus 22 female and 21 male 18 cGy X-irradiated rats did 
not confirm the beneficial effect; how-
ever, it did not reveal either any defi-
Brain Weight (BRW) vs Body Weight of 32d Wlstar rats 
X-lrradlated (18 cGy I acute) at d18pc {CENJSCK, Mol) 
m 1400 t---f--"--"f----o;~~-T-'-''--+-'\---+---i 
g 
50 •• •• •• 70 75 
32d Body Weight (g) 
F1gure .J: Brain vs. body weight; API at dl8pc. 
cit after irradiation (figure 4: neither 
male or female groups can be sepa-
rated into treated vs. untreated). This 
absence of effect over a criterion as 
general as the brain weight does not 
totally exclude that certain areas 
(cerebral cortex) could be actually in-
creased, possibly "at the expenses" of 
others (hippocampus). This latter view 
arises from some current cocontractor 
work in this project (Coffigny, Sien-
kiewicz) who indicate that the devel-
oping hippocampus is at risk at later 
times (d18pc) than the cerebral cortex. 
5. CRITICAL PERIOD OF THE RAT PREGNANCY. 
Q.: Is the period dl2 -16pc more critical than dll -15pc? A.: Yes 
Wliy such an experiment ? In an attempt to reveal the lowest dose limits for the effects of 
PPI with gamma rays, it was assumed that a somewhat earlier exposure than the d12-16pc 
protocol, could be more deleterious to the brain Indeed, in previous tests, the effects of an 
acute 18 cGy exposure on d16pc had been found negligible (i.e.: wasted irradiation). In order 
to increase the concomitance between the irradiation and the period of major cerebral 
organogenesis and in consequence, the deleterious effects, a series of continuous exposures 
ranging from d11 to d15pc were carried out. Male and female Wistar offspring were checked 
for brain atrophy at 3 months of age and compared with previous d12-d16pc interval 
experiments. In contrast with the previsions, the slope of this latter group dose-e.ffect 
relationship remained much steeper than the dl1-d15pc one (figure 5; female data only). Brain 
atrophy was slightly (but not significantly) larger in male than in female brains (not shown). 
Why a negative result? It is assumed that some hours of exposure between day 15 and 16 
were the most crucial for the effects ofPPI. 
6. NEURONAL IMMUNOCYTOCHEMISTRY. 
Q.: Are synaptic transmission markers attenuated after PI? A.: No 
Synaptophysin: a marker of the synaptic connections. Part of the CEA rat material was 
fixed for immunocytochemical studies in an attempt to evaluate the possible loss of synaptic 
connections in the prenatally irradiated animals. This intent raised not only from the above 
observations over the general atrophy of t11e brain but also from ot11er data showing a dose 
related disorganization of the dendritic arborization and processes of the cortical neurons 
(Konermann, Adv. Rad. Bioi., 1987). 
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3 mo fem. Wistar Brain Weight vs Body Weight and Dose of Gamma rays. 
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Figure 5. Steepness of dose-effect relatwnships. 
The tissue samples 
were first searched for 
the presence of synap-
tophysin, by means of 
avidin-biotin immuno-
cytochemistry and in 
1994-5, with immuno-
gold followed by silver 
latensification. In the 
cortex, no clear loss 
was found even after 
28 cGy of neutrons 
from d12-16pc. In the 
hippocampus, the syn-
aptophysin decreased 
in Ammon's horn (CA3) and in gyrus dentatus. However, the possible influence of the sam-
pling area is still currently checked for this criterion. 
7. NEURONAL ULTRASTRUCTURE. 
Q.: Are neuron subsurface cisterns quantitatively depleted by PI? A.: Yes 
The subsurface cisterns (SSC), an intraneuronal digital dosimeter. The subsurface cis-
terns organelles are found exclusively in neurons and represent a special form of endoplas-
mic reticulum (ER) which is easily spotted at the electron microscope (EM) level due to 
tl1eir electron dense membranes. The function of these organelles is still totally unknown 
although most of tl1e authors assume they deal with electrophysiology. Alternatively, we 
proposed that SSC intervene in the neoformation and maintenance of the ER on morpho-
logical grounds (Reyners et al., 1977). In coping with this view, their number decreases 
with age in the rat brain. The SSC also decreased in size in the neurons of cortical layer II 
after 57 cGy gamma PPI from d12-16pc. This revealed that neuron perikaryons (and not 
only their external processes) also bear tl1e marks of a prenatal irradiation. Unfortunately, 
SSC evaluation is an EM-based time consuming operation; it was not carried out after X-
API nor after neutron PI; tl1e dose response remains unknown but the moderate effects 
observed up to now' do not show sse as very sensitive internal dosimeters. 
8. AGING. Q.: Is there an increase of the effects of PI with age ? A.: No 
Aging does not amplify microcephaly. Very low PPI with gamma rays (5 and 10 cGy) had 
not induced a measurable brain atrophy in the 3 month old rat after an exposure during the 
critical d12-16pc period: this observation (Final EC report 1992) had been a first indication for 
the existence of a threshold in the dose-effect relationship of the developing brain after pro-
tracted gamma rays. It was however assumed that a very large lapse of time (30 months) could 
amplify the effects particularly in the rat model where the body (and the brain) do never really 
stop growing during the life span. An analysis of variance of the data obtained from 22 surviv-
ing animals is significant but the absence of a dose-effect relationship spoils such positive con-
clusion: it remained however that the responses of the 3 groups were much more separated 
than in the previous assessments at 3 months of age. 
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9. BEHAVIOUR. Q.: Will brain flexibility compensate for a radioinduced mild mental 
retardation ? A.: Unknown. 
Comment: This questions arises from the observation of the Japanese cases of severe mental 
retardation. Due to a lack of clear evtdence for nuld mental retardation (it is not found in 
their school scores or in QI measurements), it is assumed that mental retardation is only a 
severe occurrence and possibly a non stochastic (aU-or-none) event. In such conditions, the 
brain is to be considered as able to manage the effects of small pathological changes Does it ? 
This question introduces a future EC project which will feature a broad range of expertises. 
DOSES CASES EFFECTS 
dl5 dl8 d3N Mal Fem Mal Fem 
CJCJCJ bdbd mo 
CJ CJ CJ b:J W lZJ EJ [Jbd[J bdbd EJ~ 
CJCJbd bdD CJW 
CJbd[J DOW~ 
[:J [J bd 6d 6d EJ EJ 
CJWCJ DO@@ 
CJCJW DO DEJ 
Figure 6: Split- dose (in cGy) API X-exposures, number of cases and effects 
on bram we1ght: an attempt to detect subthreshold effects (see next page). 
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10. SUBTHRESHOLD EFFECTS. Q.: After very low dose API, will a subsequent 
injury to the brain induce more deleterious consequences? A.: Yes 
Introduction: Injuring the injured. The question has arisen that possible subthreshold 
effects of a very low dose prenatal exposure could be spotted out or revealed if a 
supplementary stimulus is administered to the brain. This hypothesis has been evaluated in 
different ways during the current project : K. Janeczko used a mechanical injury (a specific stab 
wound) and in Mol, the stimulus was a second X-irradiation. 
Methods: Split-dose irradiations. Figure 6 not only shows the different types of exposures 
which were carried out but also the number of animals and the brain weight loss observed. The 
second dose of radiation was always 50 cGy and given either on dl8pc (i.e. 3 days after the 
first exposure on dl5pc) or on d3N (=postnatal day 3, i.e. 9 days after the 1st irradiation on 
day 15 pc). Appropriate control exposures were also carried out (figure 6). 
Results: Hyperadditivity. When a second 50 cGy exposure was given after an earlier one of 
20 cGy, the effect of such split-dose exposure was at least equal and even slightly larger than 
the sum of the effects measured in animals receiving a single exposure to these doses. 
However, in the present conditions, the supplementary exposure to a foetally irradiated brain 
did not allow to reveal any possible subliminal damages. The results of figure 6 were presented 
at the Radiation Research meeting (Wurzburg, Aug. 95). To our surprise, they were in contrast 
with similar data presented there by B. Kimmler who claims for an hypoadditivity. In his trials, 
the interval between the 2 exposures was shorter than ours and for this reason, the exposure is 
rather similar to a fractionated one; in these circumstances, the US scientist advocates for a 
certain repair capability at the level of the foetal brain, a conclusion which is not only in 
contrast with the observations from the present split-dose experiments but also with the large 
effects we obtained after protracted low dose-rate exposures. It is worth pointing out already 
here that the problem of repair in the prenatal brain will be central to a new EC project 
starting this year and involving assays ranging from molecular to behavioural 
Nomal gmsis of the cerebral Abnonnalneuroae arcbiltcllrc after 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Coffigny 
II. Objectives for the reporting period: 
- Evaluation of in v1tro survival of rat nerve cells from mesencephalic, striatal, cortical and 
hippocampal (pyramidal) areas isolated after gamma irradiation. 
- Evaluation of in vitro and in vivo survival of hippocampal granular cells of the gyrus dentatus 
after irradiation. 
- Assessment of the proportions of cultured mesencephalic and striatal cells of different types 
after a range of exposure doses. Measurements of the length of the neurites. 
- In vitro survival of cortical GF AP-positive astroglial cells. 
- In vitro proliferative potential of glial cells cultured in selective conditions from either 
newborn rats foetally X-irradiated with 1 Gy on d15pc or d21pc or from cells freshly isolated. 
ill. Progress achieved: 
1. Mesencephalic (M), striatal (S), cortical (C) and hippocampal (H) nerve cells survival. 
The first two structures (M and S) were taken from 14 day-old and the last two from 17 
day-old rat fetuses. C and H cells were isolated by enzymatic and mechanical treatments but M 
and S cells by mechanical treatment only. Cobalt-60 gamma doses were 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 and 
1.50 Gy specific ones were 1.00 (C and H) and 3.00 Gy (M and S). The cells from all 4 
structures were cultured 3 days in serum free medium before the observations. C and H cells 
were tested for viability after 4 hours incubation with a solution ofMTT (tetrazolium salt); this 
molecule is metabolized by mitochondrial dehydrogenases to form a formazan dye which 
absorbance was measured at 540 nm. Survival of M and S cells was assessed by counting 
the trypan blue negative cells. 
100 
BO 
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40 
20 
0 Masancapllal um 
~ Strtatum 
0 Cortex 
0 HI ppocampua 
0 0,25 0,5 0,75 1 ,5 
DOSE Gy 
Figure 1: Survival of mesencephalic, striatal, cort1cal and hippocampal cells cultured three 
days after a range of irradiation doses. 
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The threshold value of mesencephalic, hippocampal and cortical cells is below 0.25 Gy and for 
striatal cells it is between 0.25 and 0.50 Gy indicating relatively more radioresistance in these 
cells (figure I); the large proportion of GABA cells in the latter structure could possibly 
counteract a glutamic excito-toxicity release after irradiation. 
The survival decrease of cortex cells beyond 0. 75 Gy (figure I) could be due to the presence of 
different types of cells in the culture. On day I7 of gestation, the granular cells of layer IV and 
the pyramidal cells of layer V are in optimum conditions for initiating culture. However, when 
granular cells begin to differentiate, the pyramidal cells are still mitotically active. The death of 
the latter elements could explain the relative radiosensitivity of cortex cells beyond 0.75 Gy. 
2. In vitro and in vivo survival of hippocampal granular cells of the gyrus dentatus_ 
In vttro: The gyrus dentatus granular cells were isolated by enzymatic and mechanical 
treatments from 8 day-old rats, irradiated with 0.25, 0.50, 0.15, 1.00 and 1.50 Gy and cultured 
3 days in serum free medium. The cell survival was measured by the MTT test as mentioned 
above. A 20% cell survival decrease was observed after the highest dose; a threshold of 0.15 
Gy is also observed. 
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figure 2: Survival rote os o function of dose delivered ot 6 hours 
after 1rrodiat10n in the gyrus dentatus. 
• Groph corresponding to the two cells populations. 
• The most radioresistant cells population with a DO= 22,7 Gy 
• The least rad1ores1stant cells population with a DO" 1,2 Gy 
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In vivo: 14 day-old rat were whole-body irradiated in a range of0.25 to 12 Gy. Six hours later, 
their brains were fixed by transcardiac perfusion with a 4% formaldehyde solution and 
processed for histological observation. A threshold value of 0.5 Gy was determined. The 
heterogeneous aspect of the dose-effect curve indicates the presence of 2 cellular 
subpopulations (figure 2). 
The relative radioresistance of the postnatal gyrus dentatus granular cells in vivo and in vitro in 
comparison with the prenatal nerve cells in vitro (part 1) could be the consequence of the large 
amount of differentiated and differentiating -non mitotic- glial cells present after birth which 
could be considered as radioprotective for these neurons. 
3. Proportion of cultured mesencephalic and striatal cells in the different cell classes after 
a range of exposure doses and measurement of the longest neurite. 
Previously, we had observed a decrease of survival and of the neurotransmitter uptake in the 
mesencephalic and striatal cell population in relationship with radiation doses in the range 0 -
3.00 Gy (final report 1992). Nerve cells were now classified as monopolar, bipolar, tripolar and 
multipolar. Their longest neurite was measured on micrographs. 
The ratio of monopolar, bipolar, tripolar and multipolar nerve cells of both structures was not 
clearly modified (Table 1 and 2). 
% MESENCEPHALIC CELLS ANALYZED 
dose (Gy) 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.50 3.00 
monopolar 42.6 45 48.6 46.9 34.9 51.4 
bipolar 21.9 20.8 24.8 25 17.4 17.1 
tripolar 20 11.7 13.3 11.7 18.6 14.3 
multipolar 15.5 22.5 13.3 16.4 29.1 17.1 
Table 1: Percentage of each type of mesencephalic cells in culture for different radiation 
doses. 
% STRIATAL CELLS ANALYZED 
dose (Gy) 0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.50 3.00 
mono polar 31.9 28.9 32.7 32.1 28.1 26.3 
bipolar 24.9 21.9 23 24.5 17.5 23.7 
tripolar 21.8 23.9 18.1 22.5 27.5 16.9 
multipolar 21.4 25.4 26.2 20.9 26.9 33.1 
Table 2: Percentage of each type of striatal cells in culture for different radiation doses. 
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Figure 3: Length (pm) of the 
longest neurite of mesencephalic 
cell in each category versus the 
dose of irradiation (Gy). 
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Figure 4: Length (pm) of the longest 
neurite of striatal cell in each 
category versus the dose of 
irradiation (Gy). 
The mesencephalic neurite length was not obviously modified by the irradiation except for the 
increase after the highest dose in bipolar cells; the increase in mono- and multipolar cells is not 
significant (figure 3).The mesencephalic neurite lengths are shorter than the striatal ones. 
No significant change of the length of the striatal neurites was observed except after 3 Gy in 
tripolar cells (figure 4). Again, a neurite length increase occurred after a dose of 3 Gy (in a 
population reduced to 10 to 20% of the control one). Only cells with long processes seemed to 
survive. The dopaminergic cells of the mesencephalum which normally send long process 
toward the striatum in vivo were not identified among these cells (using an antibody against 
tyroxine hydroxylase). The long neurite cells could possibly send and receive messages and 
growth factors from more neighbouring cells than cells with short processes, inducing a relative 
radioresistance. 
4. In vitro survival of cortical GFAP+ glial cells 
This experiment was carried out on cortical cells described in the first topic. Neurons were 
identified usung the MAP2 primary antibody and glial cells by GF AP positivity. A second 
antibody anti-Ig labeled with FITC or Texas Red revealed the cells positive for the first marker. 
The number of glial cells per 500 neurons was counted. 
The proportion of glial cells increased with increasing radiation doses (Figure 5) indicating a 
neuronal death and a better survival of glial cells. The absence of dose relationship of glial cells 
survival could indicate glial cell death after I. 50 Gy. 
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5. In vitro proliferative potential of glial 
cells after 1 Gy irradiation on dl5pc or 
d2lpc vs. irradiation of freshly isolated 
cells. 
Pregnant rats were irradiated with 1 Gy on 
d15pc or d21pc. On day 1 after birth, the 
cortex was homogenized and cells isolated 
and cultured. At 30% of confluency, the 
medium was changed to 0.1% fetal calf 
serum (FCS) for 48 hours in order to 
synchronize cells in G 1. FCS was 
increased to 1 0% to drive the cells into 
the S phase and 20 hours later, a pulse of 
3H thymidine, or BrdU, was added to the 
medium for 6 hours. The radioactivity in Figure 5: percentage of cortical neurones and 
glial cells versus irradiation dose. washed cells was measured and BrdU+, 
GF AP+ cells were counted m 5 
microscopic fields. The MTT survival test was carried out in all cultures. 
The culture conditions with 10% FCS promoted survival of GF AP+ glial cells but death of the 
MAP2+ neurons. In other conditions, the glial cells would be more radioresistant than the 
neurons (part 4). Indeed, among cells irradiated freshly after isolation, the glial cells (GFAP+) 
survived as well as the controls (MTT test) and represented 99% of the cell population of the 
culture. The cell cycle arrest with 0.1% FCS was effective: only 7% of cells became BrdU+. 
After return to 10% FCS, 35% of glial cells were BrdU+ in the controls. The proliferative 
activity of glial cells measured by the radioactivity or BrdU counting of cells cultured after 
irradiation at seeding was similar to the control values (figure 6). The proliferative activity of 
cells from fetuses irradiated on d15pc was about twice the control values and on d21pc, about 
50% higher (figure 6). 
CONTROL IGy EIS I Gg E21 I Gy PI 
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Figure 6: proliferative 
index with control 
values = 1 of glial cells 
after 1 Gy exposure on 
day 15 or 21 of 
gestation or on cells 
freshly isolated. 
The increase of proliferative activity after irradiation on day 15 of gestation was very 
important; at that time, glial cells act mainly as progenitors whilst neurons are actively dividing. 
The increase in activity is lower on d21 pc when the glial cells start dividing and neurons 
become mitotically inactive and differentiating. On day one after birth, isolated cells were 
irradiated when glial cells and neurons had lost their close relationships and no effect was 
observed. We can assume that the exposure on day 15, at the most radiosensitive period for the 
cortex, kills a great number of neurons which may release factors that stimulate progenitor glial 
cells to proliferate. On d21 pc, both the decrease of the neuron radiosensitivity and of the 
number of progenitor glial cells (sensitive to growth factors released) could reduce the 
proliferative activity of the glial cells in vitro. 
This increase of the proliferative glial activity after a prenatal irradiation is worth to be 
evaluated more carefully: it may be the source of serious consequences. 
- the glioma incidence could be enhanced. 
- a postnatal brain injury could recruit more reactive glial cells to proliferate. This later point is 
in agreement with the pioneer work of Dr Krzyztof Janeczko, the PECO participant to this 
contract, who observed in vivo important glial cell proliferations at the site of neonatal brain 
injury in animal& which had been prenatally irradiated. · 
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Head of project 3: Dr. Ferrer 
D. Objectives for the reporting period: 
1. Study of late effects in the CNS, and cellular mechanisms involved in these late effects, fol-
lowing prenatal ionizing radiation. 
2. Morphological and biochemical study of radio induced cell death in developing brain .. 
3. Maturation of glial cells in rats irradiated during the first postnatal days. 
Methods. Immunohistochemistry, autoradiography, optical and electron microscopy, in situ la-
belling of nuclear DNA fragmentation, and agarose gel electrophoresis of extracted DNA. 
m. Progress achieved excluding publications (grouped at the end of the report): 
1. Cortical malformations induced following prenatal brain irradiation in the rat Cellu-
lar mechanisms involved in late effects. 
Different human cortical malformations were reproduced by irradiating prenatal rats at ap-
propriate stages of gestation, they were analyzed here, by means of immunohistochemistry, 
optical or electron microscopy and autoradiography. Our attention was focused on disorders 
of the radial glial cells, abnormal cell migration and organization. For this purpose, 
Sprague-Dawley rats, were irradiated at different gestation ages with a single dose of2 Gy X-
or gamma rays. Their offspring was examined at different embryonic and postnatal ages. 
Irradiation at embryonic day 14 (El4), which corresponds to the beginning of proliferation 
of neuroblasts committed to the cerebral cortex, results in a disruption of the germinal zone 
and the formation of ectopic germinal rosettes in the periventricular region However, certain 
cells in the germinal zone may maintain a capacity to produce a layered though dwarfed cortex 
if the radial glial fibers are preserved and the inside- outside gradient of neuroblast migration 
is not altered. On the other hand, the periventricular rosettes eventually transform into large 
subcortical ectopic masses resulting from abnormal migration patterns The true cortex and the 
subcortical ectopic masses are interconnected by multiple afferent and efferent fibers. More-
over, the ectopic masses send long fibers running via the corpus callosum to different subcorti-
cal targets (Fig. 1) 
Irradiation at ElS, E17 or E19, which corresponds to the bulk of the migration period of the 
cortical neuroblasts, results in the late formation of cortical cellular columns separated by 
poorly cellularized columns. This striking pattern is produced because germinal cells are not 
equally sensitive to radiation at a given time point. In fact, sensitive groups of germinal cells 
alternate with resistant groups of cells Migration of neuroblasts to their definitive positions in 
the cerebral cortex follows the normal inside- outside pattern (Fig. 2 ). 
Irradiation at E16, just at the time when radial glial cells develop in the rat brain and neuro-
blasts committed to the upper cortical layers start migration, results in a cerebral cortex com-
posed offour layers: 
a. the first layer is the molecular layer, 
b. the second layer is a cellular layer formed by neurons normally occupying layers VI and V 
of the normal cortex, 
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Figure 1 · Parvalbumin immonoreactiwty in the cerebral cortex of rat (postnatal day 30: 
P30) irradiated at embryomc day 14 (El4) with 2 Gy irradiatwn. 
A. Anterior coronal section showmg a laminated true cerebral cortex and an mner large 
cortrcal mass (astensk),formed by nodules separated by tracts of fibres (arrow). 
B. Postenor coronal sectwn (occiprtal cortex) showing a normal drstribution of 
parvalbumin-immunoreactive cells in the true cortex and a large ectopic mass of neurons 
(astensk), which is partly composed of parvalbumm-immunoreacllve neurons distnbuted at 
random. 
C. High magnification to show the borders, the ectoprc mass and the whrte matter (WM); 
11-VJ, cellular layers of the lammated cortex. 
D. Parvalbumin rmmunoreactrve neurons m the ectopic mass with a typrcal multrpolar 
morphology. L, lateral regwns; M. medial regions. A-C, bar= 500 p.m; D, bar= 50 p.m. 
c. the third layer is a sparsely cellular layer in continuity with the subcortical white matter, 
d. the fourth layer is an inner cellular layer composed of neurons which had failed to migrate 
to their normal positions in layers II, III and IV. 
This abnormality is the consequence of the abnormal number and configuration of radial glial 
fibers which obstructs the normal migration of cortical neuroblasts to the upper cortical layers. 
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Frgure 2: Coronal sectrons of embryo 
brains irradiated at El5 (2 Gy). 
A and B: 6 h after X-exposure, dead 
cells m germinal layer are found in 
groups (arrows) separated by patches 
of preserved neuroepithelial cells. 
C and D: 24 h later, columns of mi-
grating cells (arrows) separated by low 
cell density zones are observed in the 
cortrcal mantle. V, ventricle; M, me-
dial region; L, lateral region; NE, neu-
roepithelium. Nissl Stain. A and C, bar 
= 400 fLm; D bar= 100 flm (also val-
id for B). 
The present results are not only inter-
esting in the study of radiation- induced 
deleterious effects on the developing 
brain but also may help to increase our 
understanding of normal and abnormal 
mechanisms commanding cortical histo-
genesis. The present models are pheno-
copies of common cortical mal-
formations in human infants: irradiation 
at EI 4 is a good model for the study of 
large subcortical neuronal ectopias, ir-
radiation at El5, E17 or El8 in the rat 
reproduces abnormal cortical nodules in 
children afflicted with some forms of 
mental retardation. Finally, irradiation at E16 in the rat is reproducible model of human lissen-
cephaly type I. 
2. Morphological and biochemical abnormalities associated to ionizing radiation in-
duced cell death in the developing brain. 
We have also examined sensitive cells and vulnerable phases of the cell cycle to ionizing radi-
ation during the development of the nervous system, and have focused on basic morphologic 
and biochemical aspects of cell death Our study has demonstrated that germinal cells, neurons 
and glial cells are sensitive cells to ionizing radiation, and that this process is mediated through 
protein synthesis. Furthermore, radiation- induced cell death in the developing nervous system 
has the morphology of apoptosis and is associated with internucleosomal DNA fragmentation, 
whereas individual dying cells are stained with the method of in situ labelling of nuclear DNA 
fragmentation. 
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Figure 3: Large numbers of dying cells (charactenzed by their extremely condensed, often 
fragmented, nucleus: arrows) are observed in the subiculum (A), CAl (B), CA3 regions of 
the hippocampus (C) and hilus of the dentate gyrus (D) in the 1 day old rat 6 h after 2 Gy 
%-irradiation. Haematoxylin - eosin. Bar = 20 p,m. 
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Figure 4: Number of dying cells (mean values ± SD) in the hippocampal complex in control 
and 1 d-old X-irradiated rats !a/led at different intervals (3r 6, 24 and 48 h) after irradiation, 
and in X-irradiated rats receiving 2 gig body weight of cycloheximide at the time of irradi-
ation, and killed 6 h later. GD, dentate gyrus; H, hilus; CA3, CA2, CAl, areas of the hippo-
campus; SUB, subiculum; or, stratum oriens; pyr, strat. pyramidale; pi: cort1cal plate 
(cellular layer); subpl, cortical subplate (future subcortical white matter). Asterisks indicate 
p < 0.0001 in relation to the corresponding values in controls (Mann-Whitney U-test). 
First of all, the cells vulnerable to ionizing radiation were identified as well as their regional 
distribution in the developing cerebellum and hippocampus of the newborn rat following a 
single exposure of 2 Gy X- or gamma rays. The vulnerable cells are: 1. the germinal cells of 
the hilus of the fascia dentata of the hippocampus and of external germinal layer in the 
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Figure 5: Dying cells observed with the electron microscope, in the subiculum (A), stratum 
pyramidale of CAl (B) and CA2 (C), and stratum oriens of CAl m the 1 day old rat, 6 h af-
ter X-irradiation with a single dose of 2 Gy. Bar = lpm. 
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cerebellum; 2. neurons of the CAl, CA2 and CA3 region of the hippocampus; 3. granule neu-
rons of the internal granular layer of the cerebellum; 4. glial cells of the hippocampus, white 
matter of the cerebellum, and some Bergmann glia. Interestingly, these cellular populations are 
also particularly vulnerable to naturally occurring cell death. This observation enables the 
speculation that naturally occurring cell death and radiation- induced cell death during devel-
opment share common mechanisms (Fig. 3). 
On the basis of these studies, a study of morphological and biochemical aspects of cell death 
was implemented in both normal and pathological conditions. For this purpose, the 
morphology of dying cells was examined by means of optic and electronic microscopy (Fig 5); 
different biochemical methods assessed the nature of the dying process. The in situ labelling 
of nuclear DNA fragmentation is based on the incorporation of biotin-dUTP at the sites of 
DNA breaks through the action of a terminal deoxynucleotydil transferase. The dUTP is visu-
alized with avidin-biotin- peroxidase. The method permits to detect DNA fragmentation in 
individual cells. Another method is the agarose gel electrophoresis of extracted DNA. This 
method is particularly useful since it enables the identification of DNA fragments multiples of 
180-200 base pairs which form a ladder pattern on agarose gels characteristic of apoptotic cell 
death. 
It is clear now, and for the first time, that naturally occurring cell death in the telencephalon 
of the rat has the morphological and biochemical properties of apoptosis. Furthermore, the 
radiation- induced cell death in the developing rat brain also has the morphology of apoptosis 
and is associated with a ladder pattern of internucleosomal DNA fragmentation in agarose gel 
electrophoresis. Dying cells were fairly well visualized with the method of in situ labelling of 
nuclear DNA fragmentation. Finally, it was also shown that radiation- induced cell death stops 
after an injection of cycloheximide, a protein synthesis inhibitor, if given at the time of irradi-
ation; this shows that radiation- induced cell death is an active process mediated through pro-
tein synthesis (Fig. 4). 
These findings represent an important step in our understanding of the mechanisms involved in 
both the naturally occurring and the radioinduced cell death in the developing brain. They are 
also a starting point in the study of the molecular cascade leading to apoptosis in the perinatal 
brain. 
3. Maturation of glial cells in rats irradiated during the first postnatal days. 
Finally, we have studied the long term effects of a perinatal brain irradiation on the maturation 
of glial cells in the rat brain. The purpose in this case was to investigate the possibility that the 
recovery of glial cell populations may depend on the developmental stage. Our results have 
shown a delayed maturation of oligodendroglia following irradiation in 3 day old rats but not 
in 1 day old ones, thus suggesting a series of vulnerable windows during the process of glio-
genesis in the postnatal rat. 
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Head of project 4: Dr. Saunders 
II. Objectives for the reporting period 
The overall objectives of the behavioural project were to investigate the effects of low doses of 
radiation on functions of the central nervous system. Specifically, they were to identifY and 
describe the functional deficits induced in adult animals following acute exposure to ionising 
radiation during the development of the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, and to assess the 
dose-response relationships for these effects. Deficits were assessed using both conventional and 
novel behavioural techniques. Two main objectives were proposed. The first was an 
investigation of the decrement in radial arm maze performance by adult mice following 
exposure during proliferation of the granule cells of the hippocampus. Animals were exposed to 
various doses in order to describe the most appropriate dose-response relationship. The second 
was to develop a programme of study using food-reinforced training tasks in order to examine 
decrements in cortical function and to investigate the dose-response relationship. The studies 
were seen in helping to better evaluate the radiation risks to humans, and to increase the available 
information on the effects of prenatal exposure on changes in cognitive function. 
ill. Progress achieved including publications 
Deficits in behaviour and impairments in cognitive function induced by prenatal exposure to 
ionising radiation are of considerable importance to radiological protection. It is known that 
exposure of unborn humans during corticogenesis is associated with an increased incidence of 
severe mental retardation, and with reductions in both intelligence and performance at school, 
although the precise aetiology and dose-response relationships for these endpoints remain 
uncertain. Given the rather limited human database, consisting mostly of information derived 
from the Japanese A-bomb survivors, animal experiments appear to provide the only viable 
alternative means to explore and describe these relationships in detail, and to help evaluate the 
radiation risks to humans. 
Comparatively little is known about low dose effects on specific memory function in animals and 
the effects of protracted irradiation. The functional changes assessed by behavioural tasks 
represent in many ways the analogue of the changes in learning ability observed in exposed 
humans, and offer clear insight into these processes. Likewise, morphological changes represent 
the long-term modifications· within the central nervous system that are responsible for the 
observed changes in behaviour. 
The behavioural project was concerned with evaluating specific functional changes resulting from 
acute prenatal irradiation (API). During the 2 year period of the project, considerable progress 
was made in defining these behavioural deficits. Effects on learned behaviour in adults were 
investigated using two types of task. The first used a radial arm maze to assess spatial memory 
and leaming. Performance in this maze is sensitive to insult to the hippocampus and its 
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associated cortex, areas of the brain recognised as important" in mnemonic functions in humans, 
primates and rodents. It is widely used in many branches of neuroscience for nearly 20 years. 
The second task used a novel form of operant chamber, called a 9-hole box, and used a serial 
choice reaction time task, called the 5-choice task, to investigate effects on attentzon and visual 
discrimination This task has not been used before in studies of the effects of radiation, nor has it 
been used with mice: previous studies have used rats. 
1. Studies of spatial memory 
Structure of the assay. The radial arm maze consists of eight identical arms that radiate out 
from an elevated, central arena. Simple guillotine doors allow or deny entrance between the arena 
and each of the arms. The animal is required to obtain the food pellets located at the end of each 
arm within a specified number of attempts or designated time. Normal animals use the extramaze 
cues within the laboratory to define the location of each of the arms, and remember which arms 
have been visited. These visual cues were provided by the variety of devices and equipment 
housed within the testing laboratory, including the distinct illumination provided by the overhead 
fluorescent lighting. A single food reward was placed in the food well in each arm, and a correct 
response was scored the first time an arm was visited during each trial, while an incorrect 
response was scored at each subsequent visit. The animals have to learn the rule not to re-visit 
arms on any day. In our studies, each session lasted for up to 15 minutes a day, and animals 
received 10 sessions in total. The animals in the maze were under constant observation to allow 
the behaviour of the animals to be recorded, and the doors were opened and closed manualy at the 
appropriate times (via a remote system). 
Effects and the age at exposure. In previous studies, we have shown that animals irradiated late 
in gestation and early after birth (on gestational day 18 or postnatal day 1) show deficits in 
learning this task, but animals irradiated earlier in gestation (on gestational day 13 or 15) or later 
as very young animals (on postnatal day 10) do not show such deficits. 
Threshold. In additional studies, we have investigated the association between dose on 
gestational day 18 and deficit in performance as adult. Using doses ofbetween 0.1 Gy and 1.0 Gy 
the association was best described by a linear, no threshold relationship. On every day of 
training, the association between dose and performance was linear, but the exact relationship 
gradually changed from day to day. However it is possible that a "functional" threshold existed 
since only with doses above about 0.25 Gy were the deficits in performance large enough to allow 
the behaviour of the exposed animals to be distinguished from that of the controls. These studies 
were published in the International Journal of Radiation Biology. 
Radioinduced sensory impairment ? It was considered possible that the animals exposed to 
radiation were not exhibiting a deficit in spatial memory, but their reduced performance was the 
result of some sensory, and particularly visual, impairment, perhaps in the eye itself or maybe in 
the visual areas of the brain. The observed changes in behaviour could then be the result of either 
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poor perception or discrimination of the landmarks within the laboratory used as extramaze cues 
to run the maze. Therefore another experiment was performed to control for this possibility. 
Testing mouse vision. The same radial arm maze was used, but was placed in a,darkened room 
and the light from a small electric lamp was used to indicate the presence of a food reward within 
an arm of the maze. These lamps were placed above the entrance to each the arms of the maze 
and were controlled by a remote manual switchbox. For each trial, four arms were randomly 
chosen, each baited with a food reward and their cue lights illuminated. The animals were 
required to visit these arms twice in a single trial, so after the first visit, the arm was baited again. 
The cue light was turned off after the second pellet had been retrieved. Careful arrangement of 
the maze within the laboratory allowed the arms to be quickly and quietly rebaited by hand 
without any apparent disturbance to the animals. In this task, visiting an illuminated arm was 
scored as a correct response, while visiting an arm with its cue light turned off was scored as an 
incorrect response. Hence animals could revisit arms, but only if the cue light was illuminated. 
Importantly, the animals do not have to try and remember the locations of the food using (spatial) 
memory. Indeed it is assumed that the lack of ambient light will severely impair or stop 
navigation using extramaze signals: in essence, this is a simple visual discrimination task. 
No visual deficit. It was found that the animals irradiated on gestational day 18 that previously 
could not learn the spatial task, now showed excellent acquisition of the visual discrimination 
task, and animals irradiated on gestational day 15 which could learn the spatial task failed to learn 
the new one. Animals irradiated on gestational day 13 could learn both the spatial and 
discrimination tasks. These data are shown below in figures 4.1 and 4.2: values are means of 
groups of 1 0 animals; standard errors are shown as vertical lines. It is considered unlikely that an 
animal that could previously use the extramaze cues to navigate within the maze could now not 
perceive and respond to the light stimulus: the former are rather subtle, but the latter are very 
obvious. 
The multiple facettes of memory. Overall, the results of these studies appear consistent with 
current theories of localisation of memory within the mammalian brain. For example, spatial 
memory appears to be a good example of a broad range of memory abilities that are dependent on 
the integrity of the hippocampus and related cortical areas, such as the entorhinal cortex, 
parahippocampal cortex and perirhinal cortex. In contrast, it is considered that the brain 
structures important in acquiring simple habits, such as the light/dark discrimination, involve the 
corticostriatal system, and specifically the cortex and the caudate and putamen. With exposures 
late in gestation, radiation-induced effects can be presumed to occur in the hippocampal 
formation, whereas exposures a little earlier in gestation are more likely to effect cortical and 
striatal areas which appear to develop at roughly the same time. With exposures earlier in 
gestation neither cortical or striatal areas would be not be maximally affected, and no deficits on 
these tasks were seen. The dissociation of results illustrates that deficits in vision, or the inability 
to perform the instrumental aspects of the tasks cannot be considered as explanations of these 
experiments: in all instances the maze and the necessary responses to obtain the food are the 
same, but the memory systems required for correct performance of the tasks are different. 
Comparable results have been shown to occur in adult rats with specific brain lesions within the 
hippocampus, caudate or amygdala. This study are currently being written for submission to the 
International Journal of Radiation Biology. 
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Figure 4.1 Effect of prenatal irradiation on performance of a spatial memory task in the radial arm maze. 
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Figure 4.2 Effect of prenatal irradiation on performance of a light/dark visual discrimination task in the 
radial arm maze. 
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2. Studies of cortical function 
The assay. These studies used a novel form of operant chamber for mice that contains an 
assembly of 5 small, response holes, and animals were trained on a food-reinforced, serial reaction 
time task (called the 5-choice task). Each chamber is also equipped with response levers to 
investigate effects using standard schedules of reinforcement. The task used is analogous to 
Leonard's serial reaction time task in humans and (larger versions ot) this equipment have been 
used to study deficits of memory and attention in rats with specific brain lesions. The task is 
considered sensitive to damage to the cortex. 
Animals were required to make a response by poking their noses into one of the holes within the 
chamber following a visual stimulus within that hole: a small light was illuminated for a short 
period. If the correct response was performed within the set time, a 20 mg food pellet was 
delivered to the food magazine located on the front wall of the box, equidistant from the array of 
response holes. Collection of the reward from the food magazine started the next trial. The 
animals were therefore required to shuttle between the response holes and the magazine to keep 
responding and collecting the food. An incorrect response, or missed response caused a period of 
time-out during which no rewards could be obtained. In addition, the small house light was not 
illuminated during this time. Registration and latency of all responses and delivery of stimuli and 
food pellets were computer controlled. The use of this system also allows a systematic 
manipulation of all ofthe various task parameters. 
Individual variability. Preliminary studies using this apparatus revealed that the responses of 
mice were somewhat variable: a few mice were able to learn the response quickly and well, other 
mice could not learn the task even with extended training. This suggested that the experimental 
protocol used in published studies with rats was not ideal for mice and initial studies to optimise 
the protocol were undertaken. These included using different flavours of food and different food 
formulations, as well as altering the various task parameters. The results of these manipulations 
suggested that the animals would learn the task, but the task parameters could only be changed 
very slowly. Changing the pellet types and pellet formulations appeared to have only rather 
modest effects: no single pellet or type gave significantly better results than the others. Overall 
these modifications helped reduced variability both within and between animals, although the 
variation within some groups could be larger than within other groups. 
The trial. An extensive experiment was then undertaken using CDl mice to investigate the 
existence of a critical period for deficits in performance in the 5-choice task following API. 
Pregnant animals were exposed at up to 1 Gy either before, during, or after peak corticogenesis. 
The progeny were culled to achieve a constant litter size. Male offspring were kept until three 
months old, and following a period of weight reduction (to ensure motivatipn to respond) eight 
animals from each exposure condition were trained on the task. Training consisted of a single 
session of 30 minutes for each animal each work-day for a minimum of 50 days using the protocol 
established from the preliminary studies. At first the stimulus was presented for a long period 
(6000 cs) and this was gradually reduced (to 100 cs) and at the same time, the period within 
which a response was required was also reduced (from 6000 cs to 500 cs). 
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No dose-effect relationship. The performances of the animals for the last 10 days of the 
experiment are shown in figure 4.3 for animals exposed on gestational day 15, 16 or 18 and in 
figure 4.4 for animals exposed on gestational day 13, 14 or 15. Results are expressed as mean 
and standard error. Data from the earlier part of the experiment are not presented as they 
represent the initial acquisition phase of the task. The performance scores of all the groups were 
low, and as can be seen from the figures, the animals exhibited a large degree of variation both 
within groups and between days. These data fail to show any clear radiation-induced effects: 
statistical analysis confirmed that there were no overall differences between the groups. It is 
possible that the poor performance and variation contributed towards the absence of finding any 
effect. The results of a number of operant studies performed by other investigators suggest that 
some effect is likely following exposure at 1 Gy during peak corticogenesis. 
4~--------------------------------------. 
Training sesslons (days) 
· Figure 4.3 Effects of PI late in gestation on final performance in the 5-choice task. 
41 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 
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Figure 4.4 Effects of PI earlier in gestation on final performance in the 5-choice task. 
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A new experimental design. Therefore it was concluded that the initial experimental protocol 
was still not ideal for the mice and an extensive experiment was performed to optimise this 
protocol further in order to decrease the variability in response. This used unexposed animals and 
was performed over a 4 month period. It was considered essential to get the experimental 
protocol for this task finalised before performing further experiments with exposed animals. It 
was likely that only subtle modifications were necessary to the existing protocol. It would only be 
possible to explore the dose response relationship and to investigate the effects of protracted 
exposures once the protocol was completed. 
GLP. In these studies, task variables such as the intertrial interval (ITI), limited hold (LH) and 
stimulus duration were slowly modified, and the apparent difficulty of the task slowly increased 
over a prolonged period. More importantly, however, a different strain of mouse was used. In 
the initial studies, the CD 1 mouse was used, and although this strain is generally excellent in 
performing behavioural tasks, it was possible that this strain was not ideal for this particular task. 
Therefore the non-agouti, C57BL/isJ mouse was used here. This strain is widely recognised as 
highly proficient in many behavioural tasks, and has been used in operationally similar tasks. Also 
two small water troughs were placed in the chambers, equidistant from the response holes and by 
the side of the food magazine. This allowed the animals to drink between trials. It was possible 
that the performance in previous experiments was limited by a need for water. 
Training the trainees. On the first training session, using a long stimulus presentation of 6000 cs 
and a short ITI of200 cs, all the animals performed well. Nevertheless, their response rate began 
to change and fall in the next session, a phenomenon which has been observed in previous 
experiments. Lengthening the ITI (to the standard duration of 500 cs), however, once again 
increased performance and decreased variability. The duration the stimulus was presented was 
gradually reduced over several sessions, and this caused little drop in performance. Most animals 
were making a more than acceptable number of trials, and were being correct in a high percentage 
of these (upwards of about 75%). In very few trials did the animals respond irian incorrect hole: 
they either made a correct response, or missed the trial. A missed trial occurred when the animal 
failed to make any response either during the stimulus or limited hold. However the longer ITI 
produced a large number of (incorrect) premature responses in many animals. These occurred 
when an animal was unable to withhold responding before a response light was illuminated. This 
behaviour was often accompanied by making large numbers of perseverative responses, and these 
occurred when the animal keeps making repeated responses. However as the stimulus length was 
shortened, the number of missed trials increased, although overall number of correct responses 
was maintained at a very high level (80- 90% or more). At the same time, the response latency 
gradually decreased, as animals attempted to respond during the duration of the stimuli. About 
halfway through the training schedule, with only very few exceptions, all animals were making at 
least 50 trials a day with above 75% correct responses. The task parameters had by now been 
reduced to their target values, including a stimulus duration of 50 cs. The animals were now 
making far less premature or perseverative responses. Such performance was considered 
acceptable and necessary. 
Towards a usable and efficient protocol. The final phase of this investigation involved trying to 
maximise the performance of the animals, and to reduce or even, eliminate, the missed responses. 
Various manipulations were tried on specific probe trials, and then performance was 
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re-established over the next few sessions. These results confirmed that half hour sessions of 100 
trials appear optimal, and that an average animal can consume about 50 pellets in one session. 
Also it was felt that a stimulus duration of 50 cs, an ITI of 500 cs and a LH of 500 cs were 
acceptable target values. For example, a shorter ITI (of 250 cs) may eliminate premature 
responding, but it also increased the incidence of missed trials. A longer ITI (of around 1000 cs) 
increased the number of premature responses without much affect on the number of missed 
responses. A long stimulus duration (of 150 cs or more) produced less errors and decreased the 
number of missed trials, but did not increase the number of correct trials. 
Weight watching. This experiment also confirmed that tight control of the weights of the 
animals was a crucial factor. If the animals were not very close to their target weights (that is, 
reduced to 80% of their free feeding weight, adjusted for growth), they were often unresponsive 
in the task. However, a weight loss of even a little greater than the target could severely affect 
the animals and make them slow and sluggish. 
In summary, far more difficulty was encountered using this 5-choice task than had been 
anticipated, and to obtain a usable and efficient protocol took considerable effort. Mice appear 
more difficult to train on this task than rats, and hence we were unable to investigate the dose 
response relationship for the task or the effects of protracted exposures to low doses during the 
lifetime of the present project. 
The particulars of the experimental protocol should be of interest to neuroscientists investigating 
behavioural defects in mice deficient in some specific gene (so-called knock-out animals) and it is 
hoped to publish these details. 
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I. State of art: 
Irradiation of the brain during the period of early development (prenatal or early postnatal) 
causes irreversible changes in the structure and functional capacity of the brain. Effects of 
high-dose irradiation on the brain have already been a subject of extensive investigations. 
However, consequences of low-dose irradiation of developing brain delineate a relatively new 
research area. Assessment of the consequences is still of capital meaning for radiation security 
services and, therefore, needs further experimental exploration. 
Irradiation-induced changes in the brain structure, even though they are critical for brain func-
tion, may exist below the level of detection of experimental techniques. However, it may be 
supposed that, under some experimental conditions, the changes may become detectable. 
The purpose of the present research project was to investigate effects of early low-dose gam-
ma irradiation on the response of brain tissue to injury. 
Deficits in cell production and in protein synthesis caused by prenatal or early postnatal irradi-
ation of the developing brain tissue may cause changes in its reactivity to injury. It may be re-
flected by reactive behaviour of cells different from that observed when the normal, non 
irradiated brain is injured. The influence of the prenatal brain irradiation on its reactivity to in-
jury has never been examined systematically. This is why the present project focuses on this 
problem. 
IT. Objectives for the reporting period: 
The two main purposes of that initial part of the experiment were: 
1. To evaluate and compare changes in astrocyte GFAP-immunoreactivity following injury in 
irradiated and control brains. 
2. To get an evidence that the intensity of injury-induced astrocyte proliferation in irradiated 
brains has changed. Also to determine the prenatal period of the highest vulnerability to gam-
ma irradiation. 
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First of all the range of irradiation-induced changes in the brain anatomy had to be assessed in 
relation to the irradiation dose and the developmental stage when brains were irradiated. An 
early prenatal 100 cGy irradiation caused reduction of the brain size (especially at E 13, E 15 
and E 17). In consequence, the lesion size was reduced in an attempt to cover relatively similar 
areas in treated versus control brains. 
ill. Progress achieved 
The research programme investigates the effects of a prenatal irradiation with low doses of 
60-Cobalt gamma (10 cGy, 25 cGy or 100 cGy) on the astrocyte response in the brain me-
chanically injured at the postmitotic stage of development (in 6-day or 30-day-old rats). 
For this, pregnant Wistar rats were irradiated on prenatal (E13, E15, E17 or E19} or early 
postnatal days (PO or P2). After delivery, a lesion (stab wound) was made in the left cerebral 
hemisphere of newborn and postmitotic brains. Thereafter, the rats were injected with 
3H-thymidine (10 11Ci/g body weight) at 1 hour or at 1, 2, 4, 8 or 30 days after the injury and 
killed 4 hours after the injection. 
The intensity of injury-induced proliferation of GF AP-immunopositive astrocytes was ex-
amined as previously described (see: Janeczko, 1989, 1994). 
Brain paraffin sections were first immunostained to visualize GF AP in astrocytes then autora-
diographed and examined microscopically to record changes in the distribution of GF AP-
positive astrocytes labelled with 3H-thymidine. Their total number and distribution in exper-
imental versus control brains were recorded and compared. The examination was carried out 
within the lesion area in the cerebral hemisphere and within the corresponding area in control 
brains. 
1. Changes in the astrocyte GFAP-immunoreactivity. 
This was measured using a computerized image analysis system (Visual Diagnostic, UK) ac-
quired thanks to the support of the PECO project. In immunostained sections of irradiated 
brains the total immunoreactive area within 200 x 20011m unit squares adjacent to the lesion 
site was counted and compared with corresponding areas in injured but non-irradiated control 
brains. A part of histological material is still under examination or is to be examined. There-
fore, the results are of still preliminary. 
Image analysis did not reveal any statistically significant change in the GF AP-immunoreactivity 
(Graph 1). No changes could ever be associated with the foetal age at the time of irradiation. 
The results suggest that prenatal irradiation does not influence GF AP-immunoreactivity and/or 
GF AP content in reactive astrocytes. 
2. Changes in the intensity of injury-induced astrocyte proliferation. 
In contrast, statistically significant changes were revealed only in brains after the highest gam-
ma dose used: 100 cGy. All the significant changes were obtained after examination of brains 
on the 2nd day following injury and these data are presented hereafter. 
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A considerable increase of the astrocyte proliferative activity was revealed in brains irradiated 
on E13 and El9 on the second day after the mechanical injury (Graph 2, El3- P<0.05, E19-
P<0.02; one way ANOV AS). Until now, no significant changes were detected at the other 
stages. Graph 2 demonstrates the profile of an apparent age-dependent relation between the 
time of irradiation and the intensity of astrocyte proliferation. The profile suggests that effects 
of perinatal irradiation are minimal and that brain irradiation performed within the period of 
cerebrogenesis leads to the maximal increase in proliferative reactivity of astrocytes. Graphs 1 
and 2 show that the numbers of proliferating astrocytes do not correlate with changes in 
GFAP-immunoreactivity of the injured brain tissue. 
The results presented here may represent a first evidence that after a "low-dose" gamma irradi-
ation given at early developmental stages, the reactivity of brain tissue to injury is changed. 
However, the data obtained will be verified by further examinations including 3H-thymidine 
autoradiography combined with immunocytochemical identification of astrocytes with the 
S-100 protein marker. A considerable amount of histological material from irradiated animals 
injured on postnatal days 0 and 6 is still under examination: the results will be communicated 
to all cocontractants of the main project in the near future via the Project Journal. 
At present, the basis for this increased reactivity of astrocytes can only be a matter of specu-
lations. Continuation of this research, especially comparisons of the astrocyte response in 
brains injured at different postnatal age, may give valuable insights about the developmental 
determinants of the detected phenomenon. 
Recent references: 
Janeczko, K. 1989. Spatia-temporal patterns of astroglial proliferation in rat brain injured at 
postmitotic stage of postnatal development. A combined immunocytochemical and autoradio-
graphic study. Brain Research, 456: 280-285. 
Janeczko, K. 1994. Age-dependent changes in the proliferative response of S-100 protein 
positive glial cells to injury in the rat brain. Int. J. Devl. Neuroscience, 12: 431-440. 
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L Summary of Project Global Objectives and Achievements 
1.1 Objectives 
I? Measurements of natural alpha emitters in human fetal tissues. Studies of the distribution of 
2 Opo in fetal bone in relation to structural changes during growth and the distribution of target 
cells. Studies of the transfer of85Sr, 210po, 210Pb, 141Ce, 106Ru, 239Pu and 241 Am to the embryo 
and fetus in rodents. Measurements of the transfer of 210Po, 237Np, 239Pu and 241 Am to the 
baboon fetus in late gestation. The use of animal and human data to estimate doses to the human 
fetus and child after maternal intakes of radionuclides. 
2) Studies of the effects of external irradiation and 239Pu and 241 Am contamination on murine 
haemopoietic development in utero and after birth, using cellular and molecular techniques; 
including studies to distinguish between effects directly on haemopoietic cells and on the 
regulatory microenvironment, the sorting and characterisation of stem cells, the use of genetically 
labelled stem cells to study differentiation in normal and irradiated marrow, measurements of 
stable cytogenetic abnormalities in marrow from neonates after in utero irradiation, measurements 
of the effect of radiation on expression ofhaemopoietic growth factors, and studies of long-term 
effects on granulocyte function. Associated studies of the effects of in vitro exposure of 
haemopoietic tissues at different developmental stages to alpha-particle irradiation from 210Po. 
3) Studies in mice of the effect of paternal exposure to 239Pu or 241 Am prior to conception to 
investigate possible instability in developing haemopoiesis and its regulatory microenvironment 
in offspring. 
4) Analysis of data from an effects study in which 241 Am was administered to pregnant mice and 
tumour incidences in the offspring were determined. 
S) Study the apoptotic response in the rat cerebellum after external irradiation and irradiation from 
incorporated radionuclides. 
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1.11 Progress achieved 
1.11.1 Biokinetics and dosimetry 
A detailed investigation has been undertaken at UB of the distribution of natural alpha 
radioactivity within the human fetus, using autopsy samples obtained from various stages of 
development from 18 weeks to stillborn. Samples from 117 cases have been collected, mainly 
from the Bristol area but including samples from West Cumbria. Alpha-activity in tissue samples, 
largely due to 210po, has been measured using the track detector, T ASTRAK. A new method of 
background assessment has been devised which has enabled resolution of low activity 
concentrations in fetal soft tissues. For measurements on samples from the Bristol area, the 
recorded values were 0.073 ± 0.018, 0.058 ± 0.013 and 0.021 ± 0.006 Bq kg-1, for thymus, spleen 
and liver, respectively. Concentrations in fetal vertebrae were greater, with values ranging from 
the detection limit to about 0.6 Bq kg-1. Values for samples from Cumbria were similar or lower. 
The results suggest a correlation between fetal age and increasing concentrations of 210po in 
bone. Atomic absorption spectroscopy has been used to determine the calcium content of fetal 
vertebrae samples to provide information on increasing calcification with skeletal development. 
Studies of the distribution of alpha dose from 210po in relation to target cells in fetal bone are in 
progress. Smaller marrow spaces between trabuculae will lead to irradiation of a greater 
proportion ofthe marrow from 210Po on bone surfaces or within bone mineral. CD34 and CD3 8 
anitibody markers are being used to identifY target cells. 
Measurements have been made at NRPB of concentrations of 210Po and other alpha-emitters in 
fetal tissues obtained from second trimester terminations carried out in the Oxford area and in 
west Cumbria. No correlation was observed between 210po concentration and either ~eographical 
location or maternal age, with values of about 4 - 60 mBq kg -I. Measurements of 23 124Upu were 
also undertaken, by mass specrometry; overall, typical fetal concentrations were a few Jl Bq kg-1, 
about two orders of magnitude lower than typical average values for adult members of the UK 
population. 
Studies at NRPB of the transfer of 21 0Po to the fetus in rats and guinea pigs have been reported 
previously (Final Contract report: Bi6-347d). Other sources of210Po in the fetus are transfer after 
formation from 210pb accumulated in maternal skeleton and in-growth after transfer of 210Pb. For 
210pb administered to rats and guinea pigs during pregnancy, transfer was largely influenced by 
skeletal formation in the fetus and showed significant increases shortly before birth. Measurements 
of the transfer of210Po to the rat fetus after administration of 210Pb to the mothers at 6 months 
prior to conception showed that the concentration of 21 0Po in the yolk sac during haemopoiesis 
were about an order of magnitude greater than for the parent 210Pb, with low concentrations of 
both radionuclides in the fetus. By birth, the relative concentrations of 210Po in the yolk sac and 
placenta were about two orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding 21 Opb concentrations 
but transfer to the fetus was similar for the two nuclides. Studies of the transfer of ruthenium and 
cerium to the fetus in rodents have been completed. Retention by the fetus was greatest after 
administration in late gestation with fetus to mother concentration (C/Cm) ratios of about 0.2 for 
Ru and 0.01 for Am compared with previously reported values of about 0.1 for Pu and 0.02 for 
Am. Retention by the rat yolk sac during haemopoiesis was high for Ru as for Pu but considerably 
lower forCe as for Am. After administration one month prior to conception, retention by the rat 
fetus was two orders of magnitude lower for all four elements than after short-term administration 
during pregnancy. 
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CEA and NRPB have studied the transfer of210po, 239Pu and other actinides to the fetus in late 
gestation in a primate species, the baboon. Results for two mothers and fetuses are complete, 
measurements having been made 7 days after intravenous injection at 5 months of gestation. The 
fetus accounted for4% of injected 23%, 0.4% of241 Am, and about 1% of210Po and 237Np with 
corresponding retention in the placenta of 1 00/o, 2%, 1% and 0.3%, respectively. Results for 239pu 
and 21l1>o show similar concentrations in fetal and maternal bone contrary to previous results for 
rodents which showed lower transfer to the fetus. For 241Am and 237Np, concentrations in fetal 
bone were a factor often or more lower than in maternal bone. 
Autoradiographic studies using a beta emitter, 241 Pu have been undertaken to obtain information 
on the microdistribution ofPu in relation to sensitive cells in the yolk sac and other tissues. At 11 
days of gestation, when haemopoiesis is established in the yolk sac, the greatest concentrations 
of 241 Pu were in the columnar epithelium of the endodermallayer with less activity associated 
with the primitive erythroblasts arising from the mesodermal layer. 
Studies at CEA, designed to estimate doses delivered to fetal tissues and organs during 
development, have involved measurement of the skeletal distribution of different radionuclides 
with differing energies, and analysis of biological effects. The studies have been focussed on the 
uptake of radionuclides by the skull with the aim of studying effects on the brain. Studies of the 
distribution of 141Ce in fetal and neonatal rats showed that the skeleton accounted for 60- 85% 
of total fetal or neonatal activity at one day after administration. The proportion of retained 
activity in the fetal and neonatal liver was in the range 1 0 - 40% of total body activity. During the 
fetal period, the liver : skeleton ratio decreased, reaching a minimum at birth and increasing with 
neonatal age. Other organs, including the brain, did not accumulate significant 141 Ce activity. 
Measurements of the distribution of 141Ce between different bones of the skeleton showed that 
the ribs and the spinal column both accounted for about 10- 15% oftotal skeletal activity. The 
skull accounted for about 5 - 10% of total activity. Variations with developmental stage were 
observed which will affect doses to the brain and other tissues. Results for 85Sr show that 
retention was mainly in the skeleton, with the ribs, skull, femora and spinal column accounting for 
40 - 50% of retained activity. The was no significant difference between different stages of 
contamination. The skull accumulated 10- 12% of the total body activity. 
Measurements have been made ofapoptotic response in the cerebellum of rats in order to assess 
the dose delivered from incorporated radionuclides. The mean duration of the apoptotic process 
gradually increased with dose from 6-9 hours after 0.25 Gy to more than 24 hours after 3 Gy. 
At doses up to 1 Gy, the maximum frequency was observed after 6 hours; a linear dose-response 
relationship was established for measurements at this time. Comparisons of the effect of external 
irradiation and irradiation from incorporated 89Sr showed that administration of 500 kBq 89Sr was 
equivalent to a dose of about 0.5 Gy. 
The information obtained in studies of the transfer ofradionuclides to the fetus is being used in 
current ICRP work on the estimation of doses to the human fetus. 
I.II.II Effects on haemopoiesis 
MBLIITRI-TNO have undertaken studies to facilitate the separation and characterisation of 
haemopoietic stem cells using a combination of cell separation techniques, reverse transcriptase -
polymerase chain reaction and cell culture methods. Stem cells were sorted and enriched several 
hundred fold from adult mouse bone marrow. About 0.4% oflow-density bone marrow cells were 
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found to be wheat germ agglutinin positive and monoclonal antibody 15-1.1 negative, and 5% of 
these were Rhodamine 123 negative. Ofthis 0.02% oftotal bone marrow, 10% were found to be 
Rhodamine-123 negative in the presence of verapamil. This cell fraction was shown to contain 
the long tenn repopulation stem cells. The expression of a number of genes by these cells has been 
studied. The homing of these cells after transplantation into mice was more effective in 
unirradiated than in irradiated animals (8.5 Gy gamma) but proliferation was more rapid in the 
irradiated animals. 
CIEMAT have investigated whether irradiation with doses as low as 0.5 Gy (X-rays) will induce 
persistent haemopoietic damage at particular stages of murine development. Mice were irradiated 
on day 4, 13 or 17 of in utero development, 2 or 8 days after birth or as young adults. Data 
showed that only in the case of in utero irradiation on day 13 or 17 were long-term haemopoietic 
changes observed, as shown by a reduction in the granulo-macrophage lineage. To confirm 
whether these results were also reproduced in the most primitive self-renewing lympho-
haemopoietic stem cells, bone marrow from irradiated animals was mixed with genetically 
distinguishable normal marrow and transplanted'into myeloblated mice. Data showed that not only 
the committed and pluripotent progenitors, but also the self-renewing lympho-haemopoietic stem 
cells were persistently damaged at long times after irradiation of the fetus with doses of 1 - 3 Gy. 
By the use ofLy 5.1/Ly 5.2 congenic mice, the induction ofhaemopoietc abnormalities was 
confirmed in both the myeloid and the T and B lymphoid lineages. In order to follow the 
differentiation fate of individual stem cell clones after irradiation, cells were labelled with 
retroviral vectors. Efficient procedures of gene transfer were developed so that individual clones 
could be followed for periods oflonger than a year in primary, secondary and tertiary recipients. 
Experiments in which genetically labelled stem cells were seeded into normal and irradiated 
stromas have not yet revealed differences in the dynamics of stem cell clones. 
With the aim of obtaining information relating to the molecular basis of persistent haemopoietic 
deficiencies observed after irradiation, analyses of the expression ofhaemopoietic growth factors 
(HGFs) have been undertaken at CIEMAT, initially in animals irradiated with high doses ofX-
rays (7 Gy). RNA samples extracted from the bone marrow and long-term cultures established 
with marrow from normal and irradiated mice were hybridised with probes for IL-l, IL-3, G-CSF, 
M-CSF and SCF. No reproducible differences could be established between samples harvested 
from the control and treated samples. ELISA analyses ofiL-1, IL-3, IL-6 and GM-CSF were 
done with serum obtained from individual mice which had been exposed to radiation. In this case, 
up to 50% of the irradiated animals showed over-expression of some of the tested HGFs. No 
direct relationship has been established between HGF expression and CFU-GM numbers 
In studies of methods to ameliorate the effect of radiation exposure on the haemopoietic system, 
comparisons are being made of expansion of murine bone marrow cells using different 
combinations of HGFs. While expansion with ILs 3 and 6 showed an earlier haemopoietic 
recovery of recipients than that observed in mice transplanted with unexpanded bone marrow 
cells, a greater effect was observed with other combinations involving ILs 1, 3, 6 and SCF. Using 
purified CD34 cells from human cord blood and mobilised peripheral blood, CFU-GM expansions 
as high as 500 fold have been achieved in the presence of hiLs 3, 6 and SCF. 
Studies at PICR on the effects of in utero exposure of mice to 239Pu at 4, 13 or 17 d gestation 
or direct administration of 239pu to neonatal or weanling progeny have shown life-long deficits 
in marrow haemopoietic stem cell numbers, though not in mature, functional cell output. Results 
for the concentration of 239Pu in tissues at different stages suggest that sensitivity to changes in 
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stem cell numbers varied by a factor of I 00 between 4 d gestation and post-natal contamination. 
Although the haemopoietic outcome was similar in all cases, the mechanisms of radiation damage 
were different. Contamination at 4 d gestation resulted in direct stem cell damage, while 
contamination at 13 d caused damage to the haemopoietic regulatory microenvironment which 
limited the growth of the stem cell population. In all cases, however, end cell production was 
maintained by increased stem cell proliferation and it is suggested that this may potentially be a 
feature vulnerable to a secondary insult. Although normal in number, the functional activity of the 
granulocytes produced in these deficient microenvironments was greatly increased. In terms of 
long-term haemopoietic damage, a very large RBE - in excess of I 00 - was assigned to the in 
utero incorporated 239pu. This was based on foetal liver incorporation of 239Pu versus 
appropriate y-ray doses giving comparable tissue disturbance in the adult offspring. This end-
point was considered more appropriate than direct killing of isolated cells in vitro. 
Studies at VITO have shown haemopoietic damage in mice after in utero contamination with 
241 Am either by injection on day 14 of gestation or infusion in early or late gestation (mothers 
given 450 Bq g"1). The dose to the femur in offspring was estimated as 4 to 20 mGy. Changes 
in the number of haemopoietic progenitor cells (CFU-GM) and a disturbance of the stromal 
haemopoietic microenvironemt were observed in all groups until at least 1.5 years after birth. No 
difference in growth factor production (GM- CSF, TNF - a, TGF- p, n, - I) in the haemopoietic 
cultures could be demonstrated. 
Studies were undertaken at VITO to determine the effect on haemopoietic and stromal stem cells 
after paternal contamination ofBALB/c mice with 241 Am (3, 6, or 30 kBq) prior to conception. 
No changes in bone marrow cellularity and haemopoietic stem cells (CFU-s, day I 4) were seen 
up to 6 months after birth. Changes in the number ofhaemopoietic progenitors (CFU-GM) and 
stromal stem cells (CFU-f) were observed; CFU-fnumbers were generally increased. The stromal 
microenvironment, as evaluated by the capacity to establish in vitro long-term bone marrow 
cultures (LTBMCs), appeared to be disturbed. Male contamination with 239pu before mating has 
been shown to have long-term consequences on the bone marrow of their progeny, again directed 
primarily via the regulatory microenvironment (PICR). Defects are not consistently predictable 
but increasing chromosome damage has been recorded in the bone marrow and there is some 
suggestion of modifications to growth factor production. 
In order to identify radiosensitive stages during development, experiments using in vitro alpha-
irradiation with 210Po were initiated. The radiosensitivity to 210Po of the stromal 
microenvironment derived from bone marrow and liver of one-day old mice, adult bone marrow 
and fetal liver were compared. At concentrations of 5 and 10 Bq mr1 of culture medium, cultures 
derived from adult and neonatal marrow showed a decreased haemopoietic activity compared to 
control cultures. At lower doses, the results were equivocal; in the majority of cases, no effect on 
CFU-GM yield was observed. 
At UCM, studies of long-term radiation effects on murine stromal cell metabolism and 
granulocyte function have included in utero X-irradiation at 4 d or 13 d of gestation (1 Gy) and 
irradiation of adults (5 Gy). In adults, persistent increases in glucose-6-P-dehydrgenase (G6PD) 
activity were observed in granulocytes from L TBMCs at long times after irradiation. 
Characterization of the cytokine content of L TBMC supernatants demonstrated an 
overproduction ofGM-CSF, IL-3 and IL-6. Increases in superoxide anion production, G6PD 
activity and protein levels were observed when granulocytes from control cultures were incubated 
with LTBMC supernatants from irradiated mice. Therefore, it was concluded that HGFs released 
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after irradiation are responsible for the enhancement observed in granulocyte function. In addition, 
a significant reduction in ATP levels was observed when control granulocytes were incubated with 
Fischer's medium compared with the incubations in L TBMC supernatants from irradiated mice, 
suggesting a protective effect on granulocyte apoptosis by the HGFs released. There was reduced 
cellularity in stromal adherent layers in L TBMCs but increased metabolism which could be 
involved in HGF production. 
An increase in GM-CFC numbers and a decrease in L TBMC granulocyte production was 
observed at 12 months after in utero irradiation on dl3 but not d4. However, at 3 months after 
birth the number of GM-CFCs was similar in both groups and controls. The results suggest that 
irradiation at dl3 may result in a reduced number of pluripotent progenitor cells in the first weeks 
after birth and subsequent overproduction in the immediate committed progeny. The analysis of 
granulocytes from both treatments, suggest that the residual haemopoietic damage was not 
expressed as alterations in the function of these cells unlike the results obtained with 5 Gy 
irradiated adult mice. Characterization ofLTBMC supernatants revealed GM-CSA in 13d and 
increases in IL-6levels in both 4d and 13d. 
Studies have been conducted at NRPB to compare the effects on haemopoietic progenitor cells 
of CBAIH mice following low dose x-irradiation (0.5 Gy) at day 7 or day 14 of gestation, and 
administration of 239pu on day 6 or 13. Femoral bone marrow samples from neonates and their 
mothers have been examined for the presence of stable cytogenetic abnormalities by G-band 
analysis. Although more time-consuming than the previously used technique of marker 
chromosome analysis, G-banding provides more definitive data. The results have shown a 
significant increase in stable chromosome abnormalities in x-ray and 239Pu exposed mothers and 
offspring. There was no significant difference between the levels of damage in mothers and 
offspring in both cases. Unstable cytogenetic damage was observed in the marrow of 239Pu 
exposed mothers but not offspring or x-irradiated animals. This unstable damage may be the result 
of persistent irradiation ofhaemopoietic cells from 239Pu retained in bone. 
A life-span effects study using Balb/c mice has been undertaken at VITO. Female mice were given 
241 Am on day 14 of pregnancy (100, 500 or 1500 Bq g-1) and offspring were separated from their 
mothers at birth. The adults showed a significantly shortened sutvival and increased incidence of 
osteosarcoma (to 40- 50%). There was also a significant increase in osteosarcoma, all bone 
tumours, all sarcomas and all leukaemias in the offspring, although incidence appeared to be 
independent of dose. Estimates of the number of osteosarcoma per Gy varied between 0. 01 and 
0.2 for adults and 0.6 and 6 for offspring. Thus, it might be inferred that offspring were about 10 
times more sensitive to osteosarcoma induction. Offspring had longer survival times than controls, 
possibly due to a lower incidence of early lung disease. 
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Head of project 1: Dr. Harrison 
II. Objectives 
To undertake the following studies: 
I) measurements of natural alpha emitters and 2391240Pu in human fetal tissues; 
2) studies of the transfer of radionuclides, principally 210Po, 210Pb, 141 Ce and 106Ru, to the 
embryo and fetus in rodents; 
3) studies with CEA on the transfer of 2 10Po, 237Np, 239Pu and 241 Am to the baboon fetus; 
4) autoradiographic studies of the distribution of244Pu and other nuclides in the rodent yolk sac; 
5) the application of animal and human data in the estimation of doses to the human fetus and 
child after maternal intakes of radionuclides; 
6) comparison of the effects of in utero exposure to 239Pu or to external irradiation on murine 
haemopoietic development after birth, using clonogenic and cytogenetic techniques. 
ill. Progress achieved 
ill.I Human data 
Measurements have been made of the concentration ofPu in human fetal tissue obtained from 
second trimester terminations carried out in the Oxford area and in Cumbria. These 
determinations have been undertaken using standard chemical separation techniques and sensitive 
detection systems, such as alpha spectrometry and thermal ionisation mass spectrometry. Typical 
fetal tissue concentrations of a few )lBq kg-1 were recorded; placental concentrations were of the 
same order of magnitude. These concentrations are approximately two orders of magnitude lower 
than those typically found in tissues of adult members of the UK population. No differences were 
observed in concentrations ofPu in fetal tissue obtained from West Cumbria and Oxfordshire. 
Therefore, it would appear that the enhanced levels ofPu in the West Cumbrian environment, as 
a result of discharges from the Sellafield nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, do not result in a 
measurable increase in Pu concentrations in fetuses of pregnant females from this area. 
Measurements have also been made of concentrations of naturally-occurring radionuclides in 
human fetal tissues and their distribution between fetus and placenta. Measurements of 2 10Pb, 
21 0Po, 238u and 232Th in tissues from Oxfordshire are complete; analyses on samples from 
Cumbria are continuing. 
Results obtained show similar concentrations of 210Pb and 210Po at 4- 60 mBq k~-l for fetal 
tissue and 8 to 140 mBq kg-1 for placental tissue. Corresponding values for 238U and 32Th were 
in the range 0.1 to 9 mBq kg-1. The results do not show any correlation between 210Po 
concentration and either geographical location or maternal age. 
ill.II Animal studies - biokinetics/dosimetry 
Previous studies at NRPB on the transfer of the alpha-emitters, 21 0po, 238Pu and 241 Am, to the 
embryo and fetus in rats and guinea pigs, together with the available human and primate data, 
have been used to estimate doses to haemopoietic tissue. The animal data suggest that in each 
case the main determinants ofleukaemogenic risk from in utero exposure in humans are likely to 
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be irradiation of the yolk sac in early gestation and bone marrow during the fetal growth period. 
It was concluded that in utero doses to haemopoietic tissue from 210Po will exceed those from 
239Pu and 241 Am at elevated environmental levels of actinide exposure ( eg. near to Sellafield). 
However, important dosimetric uncertainties remained, including the distribution of dose within 
the irradiated tissues and species differences in transfer, particularly during the fetal growth 
period. 
Figure I shows autoradiographs of the distribution of 210Po in the embryo at thee~ cylinder 
st!1f:e of embryonic development in the rat. From these early stages of development, 21 Po as well 
as 38Pu have been shown to concentrated in the developing yolk sac. The distribution of alpha 
dose from 23~ within fetal tissues, and particularly the yolk sac, is being studied usin~ the beta 
emitter, 241Pu, to determine the cellular location of the element. Autoradiographs of 24 Pu in rat 
yolk sac during haemopoiesis (day 11) show concentration in the endodermallayer with less 
activity associated with the mesodermal layer where the primitive erythroblasts are formed (Figure 
2). By late gestation, the endodermal layer has a fully developed columnar epithelium; 
autoradiographs show retention of 241Pu in pinocytotic vesicles in the epithelial cells. 
With CEA, the transfer of 210po, 23~ and other actinides to the fetus in late gestation has been 
studied in a primate species, the baboon. Results for two mothers and fetuses are complete, 
measurements having been made 7 days after intravenous injection at 5 months of gestation. The 
fetus accounted for about 4% of injected 239Pu, 0.4% of 241Am, and about I% of 210Po and 
237Np with correspondin~ retention in the placenta of9%, 3%, 4% and I%, respectively (Table 
1 ). Results for 239pu and 10Po show similar concentrations in fetal and maternal bone, contrary 
to previous results for rodents which showed lower transfer to the fetus. For 241Am and 237Np, 
concentrations in fetal bone were a factor of ten or more lower than in maternal bone. 
Concentrations in fetal liver were more than an order of magnitude lower than in maternal liver 
for all four nuclides. 
Table I. Retention of 210po, 237Np, 23~ and 241 Am in the baboon fetus at 5 months of gestation 
after maternal administration as the citrates 7 days previously. 
%injected activity(% injected activity g-1) 
Tissue 210p0 237Np 239pu 241Am 
Placenta 4.0 0.9 9.1 2.5 
Fetus (total) 0.8 1.3 3.8 0.35 
Fetal femora O.OI 0.05 0.3 0.02 
(O.OOI) (0.006) (0.03) (0.002) 
Fetal liver 0.09 0.01 0.13 0.01 
(0.005) (0.0007) (0.007) (0.0007) 
~aternalfernora 0.32 3.7 3.4 3.7 
(0.002) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
~atemalliver 16.6 3.1 29.6 27.5 
(0.06) (0.01) (0.1) (0.1) 
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Sources of 210Po in the fetus, as well as transfer from current maternal intakes, include 
transfer after formation from 210Pb accumulated in maternal skeleton and in-growth after 
transfer of 210Pb. For 210Pb administered to rats and guinea pigs during pregnancy, transfer 
was largely influenced by skeletal formation in the fetus and showed significant increases 
shortly before birth. Retention in the yolk sac was low throughout gestation. Retention in the 
rat neonate at birth after administration on day 19 of gestation was about 1% of 
admininistered activity per animal and for the guinea pig fetus in late gestation retention was 
about 3% of administered activity per fetus. The corresponding fetus/neonate : mother 
concentration (CICm) ratios were 0.6 in the rat and 0.8 in the guinea pig. Measurements have 
also been made of the transfer of 210Po to the rat fetus after administration of 210Pb to the 
mothers at 6 months prior to conception. Transfer of210Po in the yolk sac on day 13 of 
gestation was about an order of magnitude greater than for the parent 210Pb, with low 
concentrations ofboth in the fetus. By birth, the relative concentrations of 210Po in the yolk 
sac and placenta were about two orders of magnitude greater than the corresponding 210Pb 
concentrations but transfer to the fetus was similar for the two nuclides. CICm ratios for both 
nuclides were less than 0.04 from day 13 of gestation onwards with values of0.002- 0.006 by 
birth. 
Studies have been extended to other radionuclides, including 106Ru and 141Ce. The 
information obtained in these studies is being used in current ICRP work on the estimation of 
doses to the human fetus. 
Ruthenium as 106Ru in citrate solution was administered intravenously to rats at different 
stages of pregnancy and to guinea pigs either before conception or in late pregnancy. The 
results for rats showed that retention in the fetus measured at 3 days after administration 
increased from about 0.0002% of injected activity per fetus on day 13 of gestation to about 
0.05% at birth (Table 2). The corresponding CICm concentration ratios were about 0.1 in 
each case. For transfer on day 13 of gestation, the retention of 106Ru by each fetoplacental 
unit was about 0.2% of administered activity, with 40% of transferred activity in the decidua, 
30% in the yolk sac, 30% in the placenta and 1% in the fetus. Concentrations were greatest in 
the yolk sac at about 1% g-1 compared with 0.01% g-1 in the fetus. 
Table 2. The retention of 106Ru, 141 Ce, 238Pu and 241 Am in rat fetal tissues on day 13 of 
. ft d . . . d 10 gestatiOn a er a mmtstratJOn on ay 
%injected activity x103 (% g-1 x 103) 
Nuclide Yolk sac Placenta Fetus Cf/Cm 
106Ru 7±0.3a 7±0.4 0.2±0.01 0.1 
(970±70) (210±7) (10±0.4) 
141ce 0.07±0.001 0.4±0.02 0.02±0.002 0.004 
(12±0.7) (16±0.6) (0.8±0.08) 
238pu 4±0.8 5±0.5 0.04±0.01 0.003 
(325±70) (100±10) (1.3±0.4) 
241Am 0.1±0.02 1±0.1 0.002±0.001 0.0002 
(8±2) (26±1) (0.1±0 2) 
a x ± SE, n=3-5; analysts of pooled tissues for 3-5 dams wtth 9 3±0.2 fetuses per dam. 
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Retention of 106Ru in the guinea pig fetus in late gestation at 7 days after administration (days 
50- 57) was 0.2% injected activity per fetus corresponding to a C!Cm ratio of0.2 (Table 3). 
Transfer to each fetoplacental unit was 2% of injected 106Ru with 50% oftransferred activity 
retained in the yolk sac, 35% in the placenta and 10% in the fetus. Total retention in three to 
four fetoplacental unit was therefore 6- 8% compared with 14% in other tissues of the 
mother. Concentrations were greatest for the yolk sac at 0.3% g-1, with values of0.04% g-1 
for the placenta and 0.004% g-1 for the fetus. For administration 4 weeks prior to conception, 
the level of 106Ru retained in the fetus on day 57 of gestation was two orders of magnitude 
lower than after short-term administration with a Cf'Cm ratio of about 0. 004. 
Table 3. The retention of 106Ru, 141Ce, 238Pu and 241 Am in guinea pig fetal tissues on day 57 
of gestation after administration on day SO 
%injected activity x103 (% g-1 x 103) 
Nuclide Yolk sac Placenta Fetus C£1Cm 
106Ru 280±60a 200±20 200±20 0.2 
(320±70) (40±1) (4±0.2) 
t4tce 12±1 310±30 50±5 0.01 
(14±1) (41±0.8) (1±0.1) 
238pu 100±30 630±50 280±50 0.06 
(130±30) (160±16) (5±0.3) 
241Am 4±1 430±30 120±40 0.02 
(5±2) (110±40) (2±0.7) 
a x ± SE, n=3-S; analys1s of pooled t1ssues for 3-5 dams With 3.6±0.1 fetuses per dam. 
Cerium as 141 Ce chloride was administered to rats either before conception or at different 
stages during pregnancy and to guinea pigs in late gestation. Results for rats show that transfer 
measured 3 days after administration increased from about 3.1 o-5% injected activity per fetus 
on day 13 to 0.001% on day 18 and 0.01% shortly before birth (Table 2). The corresponding 
Cf.tCm ratio increased from 0.004 to 0.02. For transfer measured on day 13, the retention of 
1 1Ce by each fetoplacental unit was about 0.001% of injected activity, with 60% of 
incorporated activity in the decidua, 7% in the yolk sac, 40% in the placenta and 2% in the 
fetus. Concentrations in the yolk sac and placenta were 0.01 - 0.02% g-1 compared with 
about 0.001% g-1 for the fetus. For transfer shortly before birth, the retention of 141Ce by each 
fetoplacental unit was 0.2% of injected activity, with 33% of incorporated activity in the 
decidua, 36% in the yolk sac, 20% in the placenta and 9% in the fetus. Concentrations in the 
yolk sac, placenta and decidua were 0.5% g-1, 0.1% g-1 and 0.4% g-1, respectively, compared 
with 0.003% g-1 in the fetus. 
Retention of 141Ce in the guinea pig fetus in late gestation at 7 days after administration was 
about 0.05% administered activity per fetus, with a C/Cm ratio of0.01 (Table 3). Retention in 
each fetoplacental unit was 0.4% of injected 141Ce with 3% in the yolk sac, 80% in the 
placenta and 12% in the fetus. 
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Comparison of results for the transfer of 106Ru and 141 Ce to the fetus in rats and guinea pigs 
with previous results for 238Pu and 241 Am (Tables 2 and 3) showed that in each case the 
overall percentage transfer to the fetus increased with gestational age and generally the 
concentration in the fetus increased despite the increasing mass of the fetus. The greatest 
transfer values and Cf"Crn ratios were measured in guinea pigs in late gestation (day 57) during 
the period of fetal growth. Retention in the guinea pig fetus was in the range 0.05- 0.3% 
injected activity per fetus for the four nuclides with Cf"Cm ratios in the order Ru > Pu > Am = 
Ce. Concentrations of 106Ru and 238Pu in the rat yolk sac during haemopoiesis were about 
two orders of magnitude greater than corresponding concentrations in the fetus; 
concentrations of 141Ce and 241 Am were considerably lower. Following preconception 
administration, retained fetal activity levels in late gestation were typically two orders of 
magnitude lower for all four nuclides in rats and guinea pigs, compared to short-term 
administration during pregnancy. This applies to measurements of concentrations of 238Pu, 
241Am and 106Ru in the guinea pig fetus on day 57 after administration one month prior to 
conception and 141 Ce retention in the rat fetus on day 21 after administration one month prior 
to conception. 
m.m Effects on Haemopoiesis 
Studies at PICR (Contractor No.4: Dr. Lord) have shown long-term deficits in haemopoietic 
stem cells in the marrow of offspring of mice after in utero exposure to 239Pu with important 
differences between exposures in early and late gestation. The aim of work at NRPB has been 
to compare effects on haemopoietic progenitor cells of CBA mice following in utero exposure 
to low dose x-irradiation (0.5 Gy) or administration of 239Pu. Femoral bone marrow samples 
from neonates and their mothers were examined for the presence of stable cytogenetic 
abnormalities and concurrent clonogenic assays of primitive haemopoietic progenitor cells 
were also performed. 
Following in utero x-irradiation (0.5 Gy) at day 7 or day 14 of gestation, a significant increase 
in stable chromosomal abnormalities was observed by G-banding in bone marrow samples 
from neonates, taken 2 to 4 weeks after birth. Applying the same technique to maternal 
marrow taken at the same time showed a similar level of stable chromosomal abnormalities, 
not significantly different from that in neonates. Previous marker chromosome results had 
indicated that, following in utero x-irradaition, neonates had a higher level of cytogenetic 
damage than their mothers. The G-banding technique can be taken to be more definitive, 
allowing the full range of radiation-induced chromosome changes to be identified. In vitro 
clonogenic assays of primitive haemopoietic progenitor cells gave results suggesting 
significant suppression of colony formation in marrow from neonates after irradiation on either 
day 7 or day 14. However, repeat assays showed variable levels ofclonogenic activity in 
control un-irradiated marrow and theses studies were not pursued. 
As with x-irradiation, in utero exposure to 239Pu by intraperitoneal injection of pregnant 
females on day 6 or day 13 of pregnancy (3 kBq 239Pu per mouse) led to a significant increase 
in stable chromosomal abnormalities, as assessed by G-banding, in both neonates and their 
mothers. Again there was no significant difference in the levels of stable cytogenetic damage 
observed in neonates and their mothers. 
There were also no significant differences between the levels of stable cytogenetic damage 
seen in the in utero x-irradiated and 239Pu exposed animals. In none of the individual animals 
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studied was there any evidence of preferential growth and clonal dominance of cytogenetically 
aberrant cells that might reflect the early phases of radiation-induced haemopoietic neoplasia. 
In contrast to the stable cytogenetic damage seen following in utero irradiation, an increase in 
unstable cytogenetic damage was found in the bone marrow cell population of the 239Pu 
exposed mothers but not in the offspring. This unstable damage may be the result of persistent 
irradiation ofhaemopoietic cells received from 239pu deposited in bones ofthe exposed 
mothers. In neonates, the level of 239Pu retained in the rapidly growing skeleton was low and 
doses to marrow cells would be very low. 
Studies of the distribution of 239Pu in the mouse and calculation of doses to haemopoietic 
tissues are not yet complete. Available data indicate that the dose to maternal marrow may be 
about 0.1 - 0.5 Gy, delivered over the period from administration during pregnancy to 2 to 4 
weeks after birth. For in utero exposure of the embryo and fetus doses to the haemopoietic 
tissue of the yolk sac and fetal liver are estimated from incomplete data to be around an order 
of magnitude lower than maternal bone marrow doses. 
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Figure la. A photographic emulsion autoradiograph of210Po in a 9.5 day rat egg cylinder 
showing greater concentration in cells of the developing yolk sac. 
Figure 1 b. 21 0Po in a 9. 5 day rat egg cylinder at higher magnification. A - ectoplacental cone, 
B - amniotic cavity, C - developing yolk sac, D - developing fetus, E - extraembryonic coelom, 
F - ectoplacental cavity 
Figure 2. A photographic emulsion autoradiograph of241Pu in a 9.5 day rat egg cylinder 
showing a higher concentration of plutonium tracks in the endodermallayer of the developing 
yolk sac. A- extraembryonic endodermal portion of the visceral yolk sac, B- extraembryonic 
mesoderm, C - extraembryonic ectoderm, D - developing fetus. 
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Figure lb. 
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Head of project 2: Dr. Henshaw 
II. Objectives 
The research has investigated the transplacental transfer and fetal dosimetry of natural 
alpha-emitters. The first part of the programme concentrated on experimental measurements 
of natural alpha-activity in fetal organs using autopsy tissues from the Bristol area and from 
West Cumbria close to the site of the British Nuclear Fuels reprocessing plant at Sellafield. 
The latter part of the project was focused on more detailed investigation of the dose to target 
cells in the fetal skeleton. 
ill. Progress achieved 
III.I. Fetal tissue measurements 
Autopsy samples, 102 cases from Bristol and 15 from West Cumbria were obtained. Each case 
comprised small pieces, typically< 5g each, offetal thymus, spleen, liver and vertebrae. 
Corresponding placenta samples were obtained in most cases. The samples were analysed by 
alpha-particle autoradiography using T ASTRAK alpha-sensitive plastic. The plastic was 
pre-etched for background removal against which tissue samples were then loaded for up to 
two years. After storage the position of the tissue on the plastic was recorded 
photographically and the plastics were then processed by etching 6.25 M NaOH at 75° C for 6 
hours. The autoradiographs were then scanned by eye under an optical microscope. In all, 
three person-years of microscope scanning were required to accumulate the track count data 
to date. This aspect of the work is ongoing and not all collected samples have yet been 
analysed. 
The activity recorded on the plastic autoradiographs was in most cases close to detection 
threshold. By their nature, background levels on plastic autoradiographs vary from plastic to 
plastic. In this work background levels were estimated in two ways. One approach was to use 
control autoradiographs stored alongside the tissue loaded plastics. A second approach was 
developed from an understanding of the nature of the origin of the background tracks. Most 
background tracks are introduced into the body of the plastic during manufacture from radon 
emissions from trace 226Ra in the casting glass. The level of these background tracks can be 
estimated from the number oflarger tracks revealed by the pre-etch process. With these two 
approaches an average background level of 4. 7 tracks cm-2 was determined, but with the 
ability to estimate the local background levels on each individual autoradiograph. 
The frequency distribution of activities in fetal organs and placenta for the Bristol samples is 
given in figure 1 
In the Bristol samples average activity concentrations in the fetal thymus, spleen and liver 
were 0.073 ± 0.018, 0.058 ± 0.013 and 0.021 ± 0.006 Bq kg-1 respectively. In placenta 
concentrations were within the noise fluctuations of background tracks and therefore below 
detection limit. Levels in fetal vertebrae were higher, and ranged up to 0.60 Bq kg-1. Two 
cases (arrowed in figure 1) showed elevated levels in all fetal organs, although the reasons for 
this were not identified. 
Levels in fetal tissues from West Cumbria, close to the BNFL reprocessing plant at Sellafield, 
were lower than in Bristol samples and mostly below detection limit. In all cases the dominant 
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activity present could be attributed to naturally occurring 210Pb-supported 210Po. No evidence 
for the presence of plutonium was found. 
In the fetal vertebrae activity concentration showed evidence of an increase with gestational 
age although, as indicated in figure 2, this was of borderline statistical significance at the 5% 
level. However, a separate measurement of the calcium concentration, illustrated in figure 3, 
showed stronger evidence of an increase with gestational age. On this basis we postulate that 
the 210Pb-supported 210Po concentration in the fetal skeleton is simply proportional to the 
calcium concentration . 
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Table 1. Summary of activity concentrations in fetal organs 
Fetal organ Activity concentration Bq kg"1/ 
( o/v'n)/number of cases 
Thymus 0.073 (0.018) 22 
Spleen 0.058 (0.013) 18 
Liver 0.021 (0.006) 43 
Placenta Not Detected 
Vertebrae <0.050- 0.510 23 
Correlation with the Severn Estuary 
Bristol is situated close to the Severn Estuary which is known to contain high levels of 
industrial pollution including 21 0po (Hamilton and Clifton 1979, Hamilton et al1979). The 
samples obtained from Bristol hospitals were from mothers who lived at various distances 
from the estuary. We therefore looked at the level of alpha-activity concentration in fetal 
vertebrae as a function of distance from the estuary. 
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This revealed a statistically significant association of increased activity concentration close to 
the estuary. This is illustrated in figure 4. Outside the CEC project evidence is emerging of a 
similar correlation in both the deciduous and permanent teeth from local children. 
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Assessment of the level of direct human intake of210Pb from inhalation exposure dietary and 
other sources. 
The above results, if confirmed in more detailed studies, imply enhanced intake of 210PbP10Po 
by inhalation. We have examined the likely relative contribution from airborne and dietary 
intake of210Pb. 
A summary of average levels of direct 210Pb intake from the principle sources of air, drinking 
water and food was given by Jaworowski (1969), and is reproduced in table 2. In this highly 
generalised comparison, inhalation accounts for 20%, and the diet for 80% of210Pb entering 
the blood ("transfer compartment"). Of note is the high fraction of 210Pb reaching the blood 
from air inhalation, compared with the other routes of intake. 
Table 2. Average human intakes of 210Pb from the principle environmental sources 
(from Jaworowski 1969). 
Fraction of % of210pb 
210Pb intake 210Pb activity reaching the 
Sources of Daily intake of reaching the reaching the blood from 
210pb 210Pb, Bq blood blood, Bq day-1 each source 
Air l.lxl0-2 0.29 3.2xl0-3 20 
Drinking 1 .9xl0-3 0.08 1.5x10-4 0.8 
water 
Food 0.19 0.08 1 5x1o-2 80 
These values are derived from a mean outdoor 210Pb concentration of 5.2 x104 Bq m3, and an 
inhalation rate of 20 m3 day--1 for the average person. The value for daily dietary intake of 
0 18 Bq of 210Pb was taken from a wide ranging study of the normal western diet (Globe!, 
1966). A study ofthe diet in the UK yielded an average 210Pb daily dietary intake ofO 082 Bq 
(Smith-Briggs eta!., 1986). Substituting this value for the UK, the relative amounts of 210Pb 
reaching the blood from inhalation and diet would become 32% and 66% respectively. 
Studies with stable lead have shown variability in intake and retention ofPb from inhalation, 
which could result in still higher relative contribution of 210Pb from inhalation in some 
individuals. A significant variation has been demonstrated in the retention of inhaled Pb both 
between individuals, and under the influence of physical factors, which include aerosol particle 
size, ventilation rate and the solubility ofthe Pb compound within the aerosol (Taylor, 1986). 
In summary, the higher fractional uptake to blood from inhalation intake ofPb, compared to 
dietary intake, means that while diet remains the predominant source of 210Pb intake under 
average conditions, the contribution from inhaled 210Pb could be significant in some cases. For 
the population of the UK, there is likely to be more potential variation in Pb and 210Pb intake 
by inhalation than in dietary intake Within this variation it is quite possible that, in a significant 
subset of individuals, 210Pb intakes to blood by inhalation could be comparable to and even 
predominate over dietary intakes. 
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III.II. Fetal dosimetry 
0 ~8~8~~~8 .,....,.NN~('t)""' 
Chord length (J.Ull) 
The latter part of the project was focused on more 
detailed investigation of the dose to target cells in 
the fetal skeleton. Work has started to determine 
the chord length distribution in fetal trabecular 
bone. Unlike the adult, the chord lengths in the 
fetus are comparatively small, in the range 30-400 
!lm, as illustrated in figure 5. This means that in 
some cases a substantial proportion of a given 
marrow space will lie within alpha-particle range 
of a bone surface. In the fetus, the trabecular bone 
structure exhibits differing degrees of calcification 
and this also varies with gestational age. X-ray 
micro probe analysis is being used as a technique 
to map local calcium concentration in fetal bone as 
an indicator oflocal 210PbP10Po concentration. 
Figure 5 
Work has started to identify and measure the number and spatial distribution of potential 
target cells in the human fetus. The monoclonal antibody CD38 attaches to lymphoid stem 
cells, activated T -cells and plasma cells The two latter types of cells are produced during 
clonal proliferation of mature T- and B-cells during immune response. It is rare for them to be 
found in fetal bone marrow. CD34, is an antibody to a cell adhesion molecule present on stem 
cells and progenitor cells of the myeloid cell differentiation lines, but also on capillary 
endothelial cells and it consequently shows abundant staining in fetal bone marrow. 
We are currently generating a series of slides stained using CD3 8 with a microwave antigen 
retrieval technique. We have prepared pairs of serial sections, one stained using CD38, the 
adjoining section stained using CD34. In this way, we may identify the CD34+CD38+ cells for 
study, which are the lymphoid stem cells. Although rare, any activated T-cells and plasma cells 
are identified as CD34TD38+. 
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The histologically prepared slides are analysed by a colour image analysis system developed 
for this work in this laboratory. The image analysis software program has the capability of 
creating overlay images which identifY haemopoietic tissue, fat cells (in the case of adult bone 
marrow), bone and stem cells. Further adjustments almost completed, will enable the program 
to calculate the al~ha-radiation dose to haemopoietic tissue and to stem cells from 
210Pb-supported 2 0Po at bone surfaces. 
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Head of project 3: Dr. R. Van Den Heuvel 
II. Objectives 
To determine radiosensitive stages during pre- and postnatal development for the 
response of both stromal and haemopoietic marrow cells. As well as maternal contamination 
(acute and chronic administration of 241 Am during pregnancy and/or lactation), attention was 
given to the effect of paternal contamination on the offspring. Effects of in vitro exposure of 
haemopoietic tissues at different developmental ages to alpha-particle irradiation from 210Po 
was studied. 
To search for sensitive parameters to detect radiation damage. Growth factor 
production in long-term haemopoietic cultures from mice after ~aternal and maternal 
contamination with 241 Am and in cultures exposed in vitro to 1 0Po was studied. 
To estimate the average radiation dose in the femur of the offspring by measuring the 
Am-uptake and metabolism studies following acute (single injection) and chronic (osmotic 
pump implantation) radiocontamination of the dams. 
To analyse survival data from a large scale whole animal contamination experiment. 
III. Progress achieved 
ID.I. In vivo effects of 241Am on haemopoietic tissue 
1. After various regimes of 241 Am administration in mice (paternal contamination pre-
conception, protracted contamination during gestation, contamination at 14 days of gestation 
and/or during lactation), effects on the bone marrow were studied in the offspring (14 kBq 
241 Am administered to the dams; 3,6,30 kBq to the fathers). Haemopoietic and stromal stem 
cell studies were continued in order to identifY the most radiosensitive periods during 
development. To simulate the situation of continuous chronic intake of radionuclides from the 
environment, osmotic pumps containing 241 Am were implanted into pregnant mice for 
continuous exposure during organogenesis and the fetal period. 
Effects on the haemopoietic and stromal cell population after maternal and paternal 
contamination were evaluated to 1 5 year after birth. After protracted contamination of 
pregnant mice between the 14-19th day of gestation no long-term effects on bone marrow 
cellularity, CFU-GM and CFU-fyield were seen in the offspring. The stromal 
microenvironment, as evaluated by its capacity to establish in vitro long-term bone marrow 
cultures, was damaged. The CFU-GM output in cultures from offspring of contaminated mice 
was decreased compared to the CFU-GM output in cultures from non-contaminated offspring. 
Female offspring after paternal contamination before conception (30 k.Bq to the father) 
showed no change in total bone marrow cellularity, an increase in CFU-GM numbers and a 
decreased CFU-fyield compared to offspring from non-contaminated fathers. Using long-term 
bone marrow cultures, damage to the stromal microenvironment was observed. Results 
showed that after both paternal and maternal contamination with 241 Am, there was persistent 
long term damage to the stromal microenvironment in the offspring. 
Studies in which adult mice were exposed to 241 Am also showed that bone marrow cells can 
be considered as sensitive targets for chronic low level a-irradiation. Effects on haemopoietic 
and stromal cells were demonstrated after contamination of female mice with 241 Am at a dose 
level which causes bone tumours in more than 50% of the animals (50 Bq 241 Am/g mouse). 
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The radiation induced changes were persistent up to 20 months after 241 Am injection. Colony 
forming assays in vrtro showed a decrease in the stromal stem cell (CFU-f) number as well as 
in the yield of granulocyte-macrophage progenitors (CFU-GM). The regulatory role ofthe 
stroma in haemopoiesis was assessed by measuring the CFU-GM production in long-term 
bone marrow cultures in which haemopoiesis is maintained in vitro. Results showed a 
decreased production of CFU-GM in cultures derived from exposed mice. 
111.11. In vitro effects of 210Po on haemopoietic tissue 
2. In order to identify radiosensitive stages during development, experiments using in vitro 
alpha-irradiation with 210Po were initiated. The sensitivity of different haemopoietic tissues 
(adult bone marrow, neonatal bone marrow, bone marrow and spleen from 18-day-old fetus 
and 15-day fetal liver) to in vitro a-irradiation from 210Po was compared. Polonium-210 
(0,27,55, 110,220 Bq/rnl) was added to the tissue culture medium of short-term clonal assays 
for haemopoietic progenitors (CFU-GM) and stromal stem cells (CFU-f). Results indicated no 
difference in radiosensitivity to a-particle irradiation of the fetal and neonatal tissues 
compared to adult bone marrow. 
The radiosensitivity to 210Po of the stromal microenvironment derived from bone marrow and 
liver of one-day-old mice, adult bone marrow and fetal liver was also compared. Long-term 
cultures from the respective organs were started. In order to assess the effects of a-irradiation 
on the buildu~ of the stromal microenvironment, half of the cultures were initiated in the 
presence of 2 0Po and were exposed during the first 3 weeks of culture. The other half of the 
cultures were initiated in the absence of 210Po. Haemopoietic stem cells were seeded onto the 
stromal layer and the haemopoietic ca~acity of the microenvironment was evaluated by 
measuring the CFU-GM yield With 2 0Po concentrations of 5 and 10 Bq per ml tissue 
culture medium, cultures derived from adult and neonatal bone marrow showed a decreased 
haemof<oietic activity compared to control cultures. At lower concentrations (between 0.5 and 
5 Bq 2 0Po/ml) results were somewhat equivocal. In the majority of the cases no effects on 
CFU-GM yield were seen. In several experiments, decreases and sometimes increases in the 
CFU-GM yield were detected. The different results were probably due to dose effects. We 
have demonstrated that 210Po concentrates in vitro in the extracellular matrix and in the cells. 
By this the local dose to the target cells can differ between experiments and is a variable which 
we do not have under control. 
111.111. Effects of 210Po and 241Am on haemopoietic growth factor production 
3 Pregnant Balb/c mice were contaminated with 241 Am (14 kBq per mouse) by different 
procedures (acute and chronic administration of 241 Am) and male mice were contaminated 
before conception (3,6,30 kBq per mouse). At different time points after birth, long-term bone 
marrow cultures were initiated from the offspring after maternal or paternal exposure. Cell-
free supernatants from these cultures and from cultures exposed in vitro to 210Po were 
collected. With the aim of characterising these conditioned media, assays to detect 
haemopoietic growth factors were performed 
GM/CSF (granulocyte-macrophage Colony Stimulating Factor) was measured by assay of 
CFU-GM growth. None of the supernatants were able to stimulate CFU-GM growth. TNF-a 
(Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha) was measured by bioassay using WEHI fibrosarcoma cells and 
TGF-13 (Transforming Growth Factor beta) was measured by a bioassay using the mink lung 
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epithelial cell line, Mv1Lu. Differences in TNF-a and TGF-13 production were only noticed in 
cultures from mice after paternal contamination with 30 kBq compared to cultures from 
control mice. At the lower dose levels no differences in growth factor production were seen. 
Interleukin-1 was measured by ELISA and could not be demonstrated in the conditioned 
media. 
III.IV. Estimates of doses from 241 Am 
4. Pre~nant BALB/c mice and age and sex matched nulliparous contols were contaminated 
with 2 1 Am ( 13 kBq per mouse) by two different procedures : (I) a single intraperitoneal 
injection at the 14th day of gestation, and (2) continuous administration between the 7th and 
14th day of gestation and between the 14th and I 9th day of gestation. Continuous 
administration was achieved by implanting osmotic pumps filled with 241 Am which released 
the 241 Am activity at a constant rate Five days after the termination of contamination, 241 Am 
incorporation was measured in the tissues of adults and in the liver and the femur of newborn 
and one-month-old mice. Pregnancy results in higher 241 Am concentrations in bone but lower 
concentrations in the liver of the mothers. Protracted administration of 241 Am compared to a 
single injection resulted in a lower concentration of 241 Am in the livers of pregnant mice, their 
nulliparous controls and from newborn mice. The higher 241 Am concentration in the femur at 
birth after protracted exposure after 14 days of gestation compared to protracted exposure 
before 14 days of gestation could reflect the increased placental transfer of 241 Am with 
advancing gestational age. Radiation doses to the femur were estimated as between 4 and 20 
mGy. Changes in the number ofhaemopoietic progenitor cells (CFU-GM) and a disturbance 
of the stromal haemopoietic micro-environment were noticed at these dose levels in all groups 
until at least 6 months after birth. 
III. V. Life-time studies of tumour induction by 241 Am 
5. Survival data from a large scale whole animal contamination experiment were analysed. 
Pregnant Balb/c mice were given 100, 500 or 1500 Bq/g of 241Am/g at day 14 of pregnancy. 
The offspring were separated from the mothers at birth and followed until death. Survival and 
tumour occurrence were studied In addition, adult females and males were also studied for 
the effects of 241 Am following treatment with 45-213 Bq/g. 
Methods 
For the studies on adults, male and female mice respectively of 11 or 14 weeks age were 
injected intraperitoneally with different doses of the 241 Am solution as indicated in table 1. For 
the studies on the offspring, 12 week old pregnant mice were injected intravenously on day 14 
of gestation The mice were housed individually until delivery on day 19 of gestation. The day 
ofbirth was defined as day zero Litters were reared by non-contaminated dams. Sham-
injected pregnant mice with litters exchanged after birth were used as controls. All pups were 
weaned at an age of 21 days. No difference in litter size was noted between contaminated and 
non-contaminated mothers at the doses used. 
The mice were observed daily until death when radiography of the skeleton and autopsy were 
performed Routine histological analysis was carried out on liver, lung, both kidneys, spleen, 
abdominal lymph nodes, adrenals, the left femur, female sex organs or testes and the 
gastrointestinal tract Other tissues were analysed only when they appeared abnormal on 
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autopsy. The diseases observed were classified in the following way : malignant bone tumors 
(osteosarcoma), benign bone tumors, liver tumors, lung tumors, myeloid leukaemia, adrenal 
gland carcinoma, deterministic lung diseases. In addition, all malignant tumors, all bone 
tumors (osteosarcoma, skeletal fibrosarcoma, angiosarcoma, fibromyosarcoma and benign 
bone tumors), all sarcomas and all leukemias (myeloid leukaemia, thymoma, reticulosarcoma) 
were pooled for analysis. 
Times of survival and times of death from different causes in a group were evaluated by the 
Kaplan-Meier procedure. Differences between groups were assessed for causes of death by 
means of the Cox-Mantellog-rank (Mantel 1966, Cox 1972), the Breslow (Gart eta/. 1986) 
(Breslow 1970) and the Peto tests. Possible causes of death were analysed by the Peto test. 
For the Cox and the Breslow tests, a share-ware programme from the Ludwig institute 
(KMSURV) was used. The other programmes used were developed or modified in our 
laboratory. 
Table 1 presents the Kaplan-Meier analysis of the data from the experiments on adult mice 
with the total number of animals and the number of animals with histo-pathological diagnoses 
in the first row. The following rows show the product limit estimates for mean times of 
survival and their standard errors with respect to all causes of death and to specific diseases 
causing death as well as the percentages of animals dying from this cause. It should be pointed 
out that the cut-off chosen for the determination of the mean survival times in all groups and 
for all diseases was 1200, i.e. the survival time of the animal with the longest life span among 
all groups studied. This value has been chosen in preference to a cut-off of the animal dying at 
the latest time in a given group in order to make comparison of mean survival times between 
groups more meaningful. However, this procedure and the fact that times of death in several 
groups with relatively small incidences of a disease are spread over a considerable part of the 
lifespan can result in the apparent incongruity that mean survial times from diseases are longer 
than the total mean survival time. 
Table 1 shows a significantly (p< w-3) shortened survival at all 241 Am doses with only small, 
although significant, differences among the treated animals; this results in a significant 
deviation from linearity (Peto test). As expected, osteosarcomas, all bone tumors and all 
sarcomas increase significantly (p < 1 o-3) with dose but again, as for survival, the dose 
response deviates significantly from linearity. Indeed, doses in this experiment have been 
rather high, apparently within the region of saturation, in order to obtain sufficient exposure of 
the offspring. Malignant tumours in the exposed animals increase at the lower dose then 
decrease at higher ones. This causes a significant Cox and Breslow tests (p < 1 o-3) and Peto 
test (p < 10 -3). Adrenal carcinomas increase significantly at the lowest dose resulting in 
positive Cox and Breslow tests (p < 10-4) and a doubtful Peto test (only non-linearity 
significant). Although, this appears to suggest a reduction in leukamias after treatment, this is 
not significant in any statistical test used and is attributable to shortened survival of all treated 
groups. It should be pointed out that the results of the different statistical tests used do not 
always agree, especially if the difference between groups occurred during the early period, 
and/or the disease studied occurred at the same time earlier and less often. This is due to the 
fact that the weight given to the different periods of life differs among the tests (Gart eta/. 
1986). 
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The adult males have a significantly shortened survival and increased incidence of 
osteosarcoma, all bone tumors and all sarcomas. Deterministic lung diseases occur 
significantly earlier. A statistical comparison between males and females with respect to 
osteosarcoma is not feasible although there is a suggestion that males are more resistant to 
osteosarcoma induction by 241 Am than females. 
When considering the Kaplan-Meier survival data (table 2) and survival curves it appears that 
the animals whose mother were contaminated survive longer but the tests diverge (males : 
Breslow and Cox tests p < 5 10-3 with the Peto test only suggesting non linearity; females : 
Cox and Peto test non-significant, Breslow test p = 0 05). The reason for this abnormality 
could be the larger percentage of controls dying early from deterministic lung disease 
(significance tests similar as for survival). The significance tests also tend to be uneven for 
osteosarcoma, all bone tumors and all sarcomas. Thus in both males and females, the Cox and 
Breslow tests are highly significant for osteosarcoma (Cox p = 0.004, Breslow p = 0.002 for 
females, and p = 0.002 and p = 0.001 respectively for males) whereas the Peto test, at the 
most, suggests non-linearity (p = 0 015 in males, 0.06 in females). P values for all bone tumors 
and for all sarcomas are similar to those for osteosarcoma. Combining female and male groups 
with the same doses does not much improve the significance values since the tumors are not in 
the same dose group in both sexes; thus, only the tendency to non-linearity is underligned. All 
malignant tumors in males also show significant differences between groups (Cox, Breslow p 
< 10-2, with significant p = 0.01 non linearity from the Peto test) Female display only some 
deviation from non linearity (p = 0.02) for malignant tumors with the other tests being not 
significant. Allleukaemias show significant differences in males (Cox and Breslow tests p < 
10-2 with significant non linearity from the Peto test) and females (Cox, Breslow and Peto 
tests p between 0.01 and 0.05). 
Discussion 
As expected, adult mice treated with 241 Am have a shortened survival and an increased 
incidence of osteosarcoma (all bone tumours and all sarcomas) from the lowest dose (0.8 
kBq/mouse). It is more difficult to appraise the situation in the offspring, there ~pears to be 
less early mortality due to fewer deterministic lung diseases in the offspring of 2 1 Am treated 
animals. For osteosarcoma, a strong indication, supported by several, but not all, significance 
tests, exists that this disease is more frequent in the offspring of mice treated with 241 Am on 
day 14 of pregnancy although no significant relation exists between the dose applied and the 
incidence of osteosarcoma. The data also suggest an effect of the 241 Am treatment with 
respect to the incidence of leukaemia. 
A comparison of effects in adult and foetal mice is difficult in view of the uncertainties of dose 
distribution on a microscopic scale and their changes with time after injection, the lack of an 
overlap of the doses in both sets of experiments and the non-linearity of the dose-effect 
relationships. Nevertheless, if such a comparison is carried out on the basis of calculated 
cumulative doses to the femur, the offspring appear to be more sensitive to the induction of 
osteosarcoma. The number of osteosarcoma per mouse Gy varied for contamination of adult 
mice between 0.2 and 0 01. The number of osteosarcoma per Gy in the offspring varied 
between 0 6 and 7 with no significant differences between sexes However, it is not clear from 
the data whether the dose effect curve in the offspring had already attained a point of 
saturation. 
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In summary, adults treated with 241 Am showed significantly shortened survival and increased 
incidence of osteosarcoma (to 40-50%). The data also suggest that female mice are more 
susceptible to induction of osteosarcoma than male mice. There was also a significant increase 
in osteosarcoma, all bone tumours, all sarcomas and all leukemias in the offspring from the 
contaminated mothers, although this appeared to occur independently of dose. Calculations of 
the numbers of osteosarcomas induced per Gy varied for contamination of adult mice between 
0.2 and 0.01 and for the offspring between 6 and 0.6. Thus, offspring seemed to be about 10 
times more at risk if osteosarcomas induced per mouse Gy are compared. Surprisingly, 
offspring from mothers treated with 241 Am displayed a longer survival time than controls, 
possibly due to fewer deterministic lung diseases appearing early in life. 
-2832-
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Head of project 4: Dr. Lord 
II. Objectives 
1 
L To study the relative effects of239Pu, injected at different stages of embryonic, foetal and \. 
neonatal development, on long-term haemopoiesis both at stem cell and peripheral blood 
levels. 
2. To estimate RBE of239Pu injected during foetal development, in long-term haemopoiesis. 
3. To study the contribution of the haemopoietic regulatory micro environment to the above 
effects. 
4. To study the effects ofpreconceptual patemal 239Pu contamination on haemopoiesis: 
progenitor cell numbers and cytogenetic disturbances. 
5. As a preliminary to the assessment of dose distribution from bone incorporated, a-emitting 
radionuclides among potentialleukaemogenic and osteosarcomogenic target cells:- to define 
the spatial distributions of such cells in the bone marrow. 
III. Progress achieved 
III.I. Plutonium-239 Contamination during Development 
Plutonium-239 has been injected into pregnant mice at 4, 13, 17 d gestation or weanling 
offspring (30 Bq g-1) or neonatal offspring (10 Bq per mouse). This latter dose was based on 
the amount of plutonium transferred, by birth, following mid-term contamination with 30 Bq g-
1. Measurements of 239Pu incorporation into the various tissues of the foetus and neonate were 
made at sequential times following contamination. Plutonium-239 was shown to concentrate 
primarily in the foetal liver (3.6% of injected activity- IA per gm) and ultimately in the 
skeleton (0.63% IAg-1), though significant quantities also appeared transiently in the intestine 
and kidneys. Table I shows primary uptake figures for contamination at l3 d gestation. 
Calculated from the incorporation data, it is clear that retention of plutonium varies widely, 
depending on the time of contamination (Table 2). At 4 wks after birth, the concentration in 
the liver varies by a factor of 2500 and in the femur by 500, the neonate appearing to retain the 
highest concentration. Nevertheless, damage to the long-term post-natal haemopoietic stem 
cell (CFU-S) population growth is similar: eg. 4 d v l3 d contamination (Figure 1) despite a 
hundred fold difference in incorporation levels at birth (Table 3). Contamination later than 13 
d results in slightly less haemopoietic damage despite the higher uptake and retention. 
Table 1: Transfer of 239Pu from Maternal to Foetal and Neonatal Tissues 
% Injected Activity (% lA) 
Day of Assay 
Placenta Membranes Liver Femur 
14 d gest. 1.03 (8) 0.89 (37) 0.03 (1.3) -
16 d gest. 0.83 (7) 1.33 (51) 0.13 (2.4) -
1 d post-partum - - 0.18 (3.6) 0.01 (0.6) 
9 d post-partum - - 0.20 (1.9) 0.007 (0.4) 
0 -Figures m parentheses are tissue concentratiOns (Yo IA.g ) 
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Table 2: Relative Tissue Concentration of 239Pu Retention Following Contamination 
at Different Stages of Haemopoiesis 
Time of Contamination 
4 d gest. 13 d gest. 17 d gest. Neonate Weanling 
Liver • 1 10 20 2500 500 
Femur •• 1 4 40 510 430 
-1 
•• 
At 4 wks old. The factor 10 at 13 d gestatiOn 1s equ1valent to 1.8 Bq g . 
Average from 4 to 55 wks old. The factor 4 at 13 d gestation is equivalent to 1.5 Bq g·1. 
Table 3: 239Pu in Day-Old Neonate Compared to that in its Mother 
7 
0 
Time of Contamination (d. gestation) 
4 13 17 
Concentration 0.06 5.2 5.3* 
(Bq g·l) 
% Concentration 0.2 17.4 17.8 
in Mother 
.. Th1s concentratiOn mcreases shghtly due to add1ttonal uptake vm lactation m the weamng 
period. 
8 12 16 
Age(wttks) 
Figure 1 
Growth of CFU-S following Pu-239 in utero 
CFU-S per femur 
3,000 
2,5001 
2,000( 
1,500 
1,000 
500. 
0o 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 
Age (weeks) 
Figure 2 
Figure 1: Growth of the femoral CFU-S population after birth in normal mice (0) and 
in offspring of mice contaminated with 239Pu at 4 d gestation (0) or 13 d gestation (*). 
Figure 2: Growth of the femoral CFU-S population after birth in normal mice <•> and 
in offspring of mice contaminated with 239Pu at 4 d gestation (*) or 13 d gestation ( +) . 
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A more detailed look at the early growth pattern for CFU-S shows (Figure 2) that following 
contamination at 13 d, the animal is born with a normal complement of stem cells which ' 
amplify their population at a slower rate than normal. By contrast, 4 d contamination -despite I 
its lower incorporation, radiation dose is likely to be higher due to more localised 
concentrations- results in birth with a reduced (50%) number of stem cells which grow at a 
normal rate. 
This implies different mechanisms of damage induction which were shown to hinge on the 
balance of cell/regulatory micro environmental damage. Measurement of micro environmental 
damage in terms of generating an osseous capsule containing marrow from marrow implanted 
in the kidney capsule showed (Table 4) that following contamination at 4 d gestation, the 
ossicle was normal but damage caused at 13 d contamination was such that the micro 
environment of the capsule could support only 50% of normal haemopoietic stem cell growth. 
This means that mid-term contamination results in damage to the developing micro 
environment which ultimately limits the growth rate of a (probably) largely undamaged stem 
cell population. By contrast, the lower incorporation of plutonium is sufficient (perhaps by 
virtue of high local concentrations) to damage the embryonic stem cell but not to damage the 
later developing micro environment. 
Table 4: Quality of the Haemopoietic Micro environment in Mice Contaminated with 
239Pu In Utero 
Donor Marrow 
239Pu (d. gestation) 
CFU-S!Renal 
Age (Weeks) Ossicle 
4 Control 2350 
4 2470 
4 Control 1380 
4 620 
8 Control 4620 
13 1930 
In all cases, the reduced stem cell numbers were compensated by higher stem cell proliferation 
rates and increased numbers of their progeny, the lineage committed progenitor cells. This 
process of adaptation resulted in a normal output of mature functional cells to the peripheral 
blood and the animals remained ostensibly healthy. 
Complementary to these studies on the micro environment were experiments carried out in 
conjunction with Contractor No.6, Dr C. Tejero. These studies involved measurement of 
functional activity of ~ranulocytes produced in the long-term after various radiological 
procedures including 39Pu contamination at 4 and 13 d gestation and of repeated doses of 
external radiation. It was demonstrated that superoxide anion production by granulocytes was 
significantly enhanced in all cases where micro environmental damage had previously been 
demonstrated. For example, Table 5 shows the superoxide anion production in granulocytes 
from 2~ year old mice whose mothers had been treated with 239Pu. Coincident with the 
deficient micro environment shown above, production in the granulocytes from mice treated at 
13 d gestation was increased more than 2 fold. Measurements on micro environmental control 
and growth factor production confirmed this correlation. 
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Table 5: Superoxide Anion Production in Granulocytes Obtained from LTBMC from 
2.5 yr Old Offspring of Mice Treated with 239Pu 
nmol 0 2"/min/106 cells 
Control 2.0±0.1 
239pu@ 4 d g 1.7±0.1 
239pu@ 13 d g 4.3 ± 0.4 (p < 0.01) 
It is concluded from this phase of work that there is gross variation in the sensitivity of 
developing haemopoietic tissue - at the stem cell level - to 239pu contamination delivered at 
different stages of the development process. This variation should clearly be taken into 
account in any dosimetric and risk models developed. 
III. II. RBE for 239Pu in Haemopoiesis 
In view oflong-term damage to haemopoiesis as a result of 229pu contamination in utero, a 
measure of effectiveness on the tissue was considered more appropriate than one of direct kill 
on specific cells (ie. stem cells). One specific disturbance recorded in the tissue, and reflecting 
the dynamic and kinetic performance of the tissue, was of an altered spatial distribution of the 
stem cells in the marrow of adult mice which had been contaminated in utero (Figure 3). In 
these mice, the normal high concentration of CFU-S close to the bone surface was abrogated 
and this represented the 40% deficit in CFU-S numbers recorded in '1' above 
RadiAl dislance lfom femoral axis (lim) 
Figure 3: Distribution of CFU-S across the radial axis of a control mouse femur. The 
position of the ordinate represents the central longitudinal axis of the femur. CFU-S8 
(0) and CFU-S12 (A) in control mice: mean CFU-S8 and CFU-S11 (D) in offspring 
of mice 
injected with 30 Bq g·1239Pu at day 13 of gestation. Concentrations of CFU-S8 and 
CFU-S12 were not significantly different, and the mean curve(± standard deviation) for 
normal marrow corresponds to a regression line fitting mean CFU-S per 105 cells= 21.86 
+ 0.94 ~where r =distance from axis in J.Lm x 10·2. The 239Pu data are similarly the 
mean for 8- and 11-day CFU-S obtained in three series of experiments. 
From incorporation data an average radiation dose to the foetal liver of approximately 10-14 
mGy over the 6 days from contamination at 13 d to birth was calculated. This was the only 
significant radiation dose to haemopoietic tissue at that or any subsequent stage. 
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These experiments set out to determine external y-ray doses which would recreate both the 
40% shortfall in CFU-S in the adult and the same altered spatial distribution. 13 day pregnant 
mice were thus exposed to external whole body y-rays from a 6°Co source for 6 days. They 
were then allowed to give birth and their offspring assayed at 8 wks of age for femoral CFU-S 
numbers and spatial distribution. CFU-F (fibroblastoid CFU, a component of the haemopoietic 
micro environment) were also recorded. 
In preliminary experiments, y-ray dose rates up to 0.15 Gy per day did not affect the CFU-S 
distribution and the dose rate was ultimately increased to 0.6 Gy per day. 
Table 6: Cellularity. CFU-S and CFU-F Content of Femur(% Control) 
Treatment Cells CFU-S CFU-F 
0.15 Gy/d y-rays (13 d g - birth) 89±4 81 ± 5 89±6 
0.6 Gy/d y-rays (13 d g- birth) 80± 3 67± 2 67±4 
30 Bq/g 239Pu injected at 13 d g 86±4 60±5 (a) 72 ± 12* 
(b)42±2 
. :l.l~J, CFU-F were not assayed for Pu contarmnat1on. Instead, cellulanty (a) and CFU-S (b) 
content of renal ossicles are shown (see '1' above). 
Table 6 shows that 0 15 Gy/d continuous y-irradiation had little effect on cellularity, CFU-S or 
CFU-F content. The higher dose rate of0.6 Gy per day produced changes comparable with 
those induced by 239Pu. Similarly, in terms of spatial distributions ofCFU-S, the higher dose 
rate was required to approximate the 239Pu picture (Figure 4). 
--------
10~-----r------r-----~----~--~~ 
0 ~0 ~0 
Radial <~stance from r.noc.iuls (pm) 
Figure 4: Distribution of CFU-S across the radial axis of a femur from an 8-week-old 
mouse. The mean control and 239Pu distributions are transposed from Fig. 1 (-- -). The 
other curves are for mice given 0.15 Gy (0) or 0.6 Gy (A) y-rays per day of whole-body 
continuous y-radiation in utero for 6 days from 13 days of gestation. Mean data for 
CFU-S8 and CFU-Sw which were not distinguishable, are presented. 
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Similar levels ofCFU-S damage resulted from 6 daily acute doses of0.3 Gy (but not 0.1 Gy) 
over the same foetal development phase, or from a single acute dose of 1.8 Gy (but not 0.6 
Gy) given at day 15 of gestation (Figure 5). 
30 
.!!2 
~ __ ....... .... 
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CD g ~ 
<D 
'& 40 b. 
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::) 
lL 
0 
30 
20 
0 200 400 
Rad!al distance from femoral axis (J.un) 
Figure 5: Femoral distribution of CFU-S as in Fig.1 for control and 239Pu-contaminated 
mice. Experimental mice were given (a) six daily acute doses of 0.1 Gy (0) or 0.3 Gy 
(a) y-rays at 0.6 Gy/min from day 13 of gestation, (b) a single acute dose of 0.6 Gy (0) 
or 1.8 Gy (a) y-rays at 0.6 Gy/min on day 15 of gestation. Mean data for CFU-S8 and 
CFU-Sw which were not distinguishable, are presented. 
Compared with the radiation dose from incorporated 239Pu (10-14 mGy over 6 d) these 
cumulative doses of3.6 Gy continuous y-irradiation or 1.8 Gy acute y-rays, these results 
imply an effective a-particle RBE for long-term haemopoietic tissue damage of250-360 
(continuous y-rays) or 130-180 (acute y-rays). 
Direct measurements ofRBE based on acute kill of isolated cells in suspension have frequently 
been in the region of 1 or 2 and ICRP recommendations give an a-particle weighting of20. 
These results indicate, however, that for m vivo contamination and for the long-term effects on 
tissue function, the a-particle RBE can be very high It must be appreciated that the value may 
be tissue dependent. 
III.III. Tissue v Micro environment 
It was concluded from the 239Pu studies on contamination at mid-term gestation that the 
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damage to developing haemopoietic tissue was at least partly dependent on damage to the 
haemopoietic regulatory micro environment This part of the study was designed to determine 
the relative contributions of these complementary components to long-term damage in 
haemopoiesis. 
For simplicity, we used the newly determined equivalent y-ray dose of 1.8 Gy given at 15 d 
gestation (see Section 2) in place of239Pu injected at 13 d gestation. 
Making observations on their adult offspring, we again confirmed the long-term effects of this 
approach, CFU-S and CFU-F running respectively at 62-69% and 53-82% of normal over the 
period 8-21 wks after birth (Table 7). 
Table 7; CFU-S and CFU-F in Offspring of Normal and Irradiated Pr~nant Female 
Mitt 
Age (weeks) Offspring CFU-S/Femur CFU-F/Femur 
8-9 Normal 3119 ±265 (6) 238 ± 31 (2) 
Irradiated 2169 ± 199 (6) 195 ± 14 (2) 
21 Normal 4180 ± 643 (4) 112±14(4) 
Irradiated 2584 ± 277 (4) 59±21 (4) 
means± s.e for (n) expenments. 
The same CFU-S deficit was also exposed by sublethal irradiation ofthe offspring, 59-71% of 
endogenous CFU-S surviving 5-6 Gy whole body y-irradiation (Table 8). 
Table 8; Endogenous CFU-S in Normal or Irradiated Offspring After Sub-lethal 
Irradiation 
Endogenous Colonies per Spleen 
y-ray dose 
Normal Irradiated 
6Gy 6.9 ± 1.0 (I 5) 4.1 ± 0.9 (10) 
5 Gy 18.9 ± 1.2 (14) 13.4 ± 0.7 (15) 
mean± s.e. for (n) expenments 
The main part of the experiment was to study the growth ofhaemopoietic stem cells (CFU-S) 
in the femur of heavily irradiated recipient mice following a bone marrow transplant Thus, 
femoral CFU-S were assayed 5 to 30 days after transplantation in the following groups. 
!.Normal Offspring BM into Standard (15 Gy) Normal Recipients (NBM - SR) 
2.Normal Offspring BM into Recipient Qffspring (15 Gy) oflrradiated Mothers (NBM - lOR) 
3.BM from Qffspring Irradiated Mothers into Standard (15 Gy) Normal Recipients (IOBM-
SR) 
4.BM from Qffspring oflrradiated Mothers into Recipient Qffspring (15 Gy) of Irradiated 
Mothers (IOBM - lOR) 
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Comparison of Groups I with 3 and 2 with 4 show the relative capacity ofCFU-S from NBM 
and IOBM to grow in similar recipients. Comparison of Groups I with 2 and 3 with 4 show 
the relative capacity of theN (S) and 10 micro environment to host a similar graft. The results 
are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Growth of transplanted CFU-S in irradiated hosts. Part a: Comparison of 
bone marrow from normal mice (NBM) with that from offspring of irradiated pregnant 
mice (IOBM) in standard (SR, left panel) or irradiated-offspring (lOR, right panel) 
recipients. Part b: Comparison of the capacity of standard (SR) or irradiated offspring 
(lOR) used as transplant recipients, to host the growth of bone marrow CFU-S from 
normal mice (NBM, left panel) or offspring of irradiated pregnant mice (IOBM, right 
panel). (e) NBM--+ SR; (.) NBM--+ lOR; (X) IOBM--+ SR; (0) IOBM--+ lOR 
The results show that bone marrow from normal and irradiated offspring grows equally well in 
either standard or irradiated offspring recipients (Fig. 6a) but that each grows about twice as 
efficiently in standard recipients as it does in irradiated offspring recipients. 
Assay ofCFU-F in the same recipients 30 days after transplant showed that lOR mice 
contained only 30% of the CFU-F in the SR mice (Table 9). The higher level ofCFU-F in the 
normal donor marrow does not compensate the deficit in the recipients' stroma and the 
component of the micro environment is clearly not transplantable- at least not sufficiently to 
manifest growth within I month. 
We conclude that 239Pu contamination (30 Bq g-1) at mid-term pregnancy, or an equivalent 
dose of y-radiation, damages the developing, regulatory stromal micro environment but not 
measurably the developing haemopoiesis which it supports. 
This damage then limits the long-term development and function of its otherwise normal 
haemopoietic tissue. 
The altered kinetic circumstances (see Section I) of the haemopoietic tissues might render it 
more susceptible to secondary damage and/or late development ofhaemopoietic (or osteotic) 
malignant diseases. 
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Table 9: CFU-F per Femur. 30 d after BM Transplant 
Transplantation Group CFU-F per Recipient 
Femur (% control) 
Donor Recipient 
NBM SR 100 
NBM lOR 30.5 ± 8.0 
IOBM SR 93.3 ± 17.1 
IOBM lOR 29.5 ± 7.2 
mean (3 expenments) ± s. e. 
III.IV. Preconceptual Paternal 239Pu Contamination 
This study was designed to test the hypothesis that prior contamination of the male with an a-
emitting radionuclide might have detrimental effects on developing haemopoietic tissue in his 
offspring. 
Male mice were injected with 239Pu (64, 128 or 256 Bq g"1) at 4, 12 or 24 wks before mating 
with normal females. Their offspring were weaned and haemopoiesis assessed as above at 6-8 
wks of age. All mice were assayed individually. Tables 10-12 show the results. 
Table 10: Femoral Haemopoiesis in Offspring 
Cells per Normalised 239Pu @ - 4 wks 239Pu @ - 12 wks 
femur Mean Control 
64 Bq g-1 128 Bq g·1 64 Bq g·1 128 Bq g·1 
CFU-S 5000 4800 4700 5100 41001 
CFU-F 500 440 3802 490 3003 
GM-CFC 15000 12600 14800 17400 16500 
Cells 20.0 19.9 21.2 20.2 19.4 
(x10-6) 
-
L 
-
0 j 
-p- 0.004, p- 0.06, p- 0.005 
Table 11: Femoral Haemopoiesis in Offspring 
Cells per 239pu@ _ 4 239pu@ -12 239Pu @ - 24 wks 
femur wks wks 
256 Bq g·1 256 Bq g·1 64 Bq g·1 128 Bq g-1 256 Bq g-1 
CFU-S 6200 3800 5200 5400 4900 
CFU-F 1390 870 2580 460 660 
GM-CFC 18300 11100 16500 15900 16100 
Cells 22.2 16.0 20.8 21.0 21.6 
(x 10-6) 
In general, bone marrow cellularity and the committed progenitor cells ~GM-CFC) were 
normal. CFU-S numbers were reduced when the father had received 23 Pu at 12 wks before 
mating. CFU-F (and corresponding renal ossicle assays) showed considerably more variability, 
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particularly at the highest dose level where some effects on fertility had been recorded (smaller 
litters and reduced mating activity). The most consistent deviation from normal was seen in 
the groups receiving 128 Bq g-1, 12 wks before mating, where CFU-S and, particularly, CFU-
F were significantly reduced. 
Table 12: Haemopoiesis in Renal Ossicles 
239Pu @ - 4 wks 239pu@ -12 239Pu @ - 24 wks 
Normal wks 
64 128 256 64 128 256 64 128 256 
Cells/ossicle 5.0 5.7 5.8 2.3 6.7 3.9 6.4 4.5 4.0 2.7 
(x 10-6) 
CFU-S/105 12.0 11.2 15.2 3.8 11.7 9.6 7 1 5.3 8.4 10.4 
cells 
CFU-S per 600 577 736 84 758 390 524 243 336 277 
ossicle 
A larger scale study has more recently been set up using 128 and 256 Bq g -I, 12 weeks before 
mating and the offspring assessed at 6, 12 and 20 wks of age. 
Haemopoietic cells were largely unaffected but CFU-F numbers were particularly erratic 
compared to normal. Cytogenetic studies have (for the first time and as yet incomplete) been 
included and are showing increasing chromosome aberrations in the femoral marrow. No 
change has been observed in the cytogenetics of splenic lymphocytes. 
Haemopoietic growth factors (GFs) are products of the haemopoietic micro environment. 
Consequently, a preliminary screen on GFs in the sera of some ofthese mice (carried out by Dr 
J A Bueren- Contractor No.7) has been incorporated. As with CFU-F, more variability 
ap~eared in the individual mice. For GM-CSF, 1 out of7 mice (128 Bq g- 1) and 4/13 (256 Bq 
g- ) gave readings higher than the average control IL-1levels remained normal while IL-6 
levels fluctuated wildly, even in the control animals. These results are inconclusive at the 
moment though indications of increased GM-CSF levels coupled with primary variability in the 
micro environmental components may well be compatible with the changes in granulocyte 
activity under similar circumstances (see Section 1). 
We conclude that preconceptual paternal contamination with 239Pu can induce transmissible 
damage which becomes manifest, variably, in assays of the micro environment which in turn 
could foreseeably misregulate blood production in the haemopoietic tissue. 
III.V. Spatial Distribution ofHaemopoietic Progenitor Cells in Mouse Femur 
It has previously been shown that the marrow cells conform to a specific microanatomical 
distribution in the bone marrow spaces. This throws doubt on the reliability of dosimetric 
models for a-emitters in bone which assume a random and uniform distribution of potential 
target cells in red marrow Among the target cells, and in addition to the pluripotent stem 
cells, are the lineage restricted, committed progenitor cells which respond to a variety of 
specific growth factors. Preliminary to dosimetric comparisons correlating radiation dose and 
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target cell distributions we have now mapped out the spatial distributions of cells which 
respond to granulocyte colony stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte-macrophage (GM)-
CSF, macrophage (M)-CSF and interleukin-3 (IL-3). 
Our standard axiaVmarginal fractionation technique was used to obtain cells from different 
locations across a cross section of femoral marrow and their responses to the individual growth 
factors assessed. This allowed a map of the locations of responding cells to be drawn. The 
results are shown in Figure 7. 
IL-3 v GM-CSF v G-CSF v M-CSF 
(Corrected) 
180~----------------------~ 
Cols 160 
per 140 
-5 120 . 
10 100. 
BM 80 
60 Cells 40 L__ ____ ___,_ ___ ............._ _ ____J 0 100 200 300 400 500 
Radial distance from femoral axis (urn) 
Figure 7: Distribution of in vitro CFC responding to IL-3 (1), GM-CSF (GM), G-CSF 
(G) and M-CSF (M) in the mouse femur. A radial distance of 450 Jlm represents the 
bone surface and 0 Jlm is the central longitudinal axis offemoral shaft. 
IL-3, which stimulates relatively primitive cells including some of the multipotent progenitors, 
stimulates cells closest to the bone surface (R = 450 j.im) while GM-CSF and G-CSF 
respectively stimulate progressively more mature progenitors. M-CSF, with properties 
overlapping those ofGM- and G-CSF appears to have a wide range of responsive cells. 
These distributions together with those previously obtained will be linked with a-emitting 
radiation dose distributions in the marrow, obtained from autoradiographs available at NRPB 
(Dr J D Harrison- Contractor No.1). This will allow a better assessment of risk to those cells 
which are potential targets for development ofhaematological and osseous tissue disorders. 
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Head of project 5: Dr. Visser 
D. Objectives for the reporting period 
Hemopoietic stem cells of normal bone marrow are analyzed and sorted by a combination of 
cell separation techniques, reverse transcriptase- polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and cell 
culture methods. Sorting of the hemopoietic stem cells (PHSC) will be performed by 
combining density gradient centrifugation and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) for 
wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) positive, monoclonal antibody 15-1.1 negative cells with 
medium to low forward scatter and low perpendicular light scatter intensities. Subpopulations 
of this cell fraction will be sorted using Rhodamine 123, a mitochondrion specific dye which is 
pumped out of cells with a high expression of the multi drug resistance effiux pump, the P-gp. 
The action of this pump can be blocked by veraparnil, and, therefore, we will further study the 
sorted fractions wih and without verapamil. The resulting fractions will be analyzed again for 
long- and short term hemopoietic reconstitution. In addition, the molecular characteristics of 
these candidate stem cells will be analyzed by RT-PCR with eDNA of the sorted cells. 
The interactions between stromal cells and stem cells will be studied by analysis of the homing 
of sorted candidate stem cells. For this purpose sorted stem cell fractions are stained with the 
hydrophobic membrane dye PKH-26 and transplanted into irradiated and non-irradiated 
recipients. The stained stem cells and their progeny are subsequently traced back in the various 
organs, and analyzed. 
These studies are performed in collaboration with Dr. A Belyavsky (Engelhardt Institute of 
Molecular Biology, Moscow, Russia) and with Drs. J. Landegent and W. Fibbe (Dept. of 
Hematology, Academic Hospital Leiden, The Netherlands). 
Ill. Progress achieved 
PHSC were sorted and enriched several hundred fold from adult mouse bone marrow. About 
0.4% of low-density bone marrow cells are WGA-positive and 15-1.1-negative, and 5% of 
these are Rh123-negative. This 0.02% of total bone marrow can be further subdivided by 
Rhodamine 123 staining in the presence ofverapamil: 0.002% of total bone marrow is also 
Rh123-negative with verapamil. This double negative Rh123-vp- cell fraction was found to 
contain the long term repopulation stem cells, but not the short-term repopulating cells. 
Therefore they did not provide their recipients with radioprotection. By adding cell fractions 
which were shown to contain short-term repopulating radioprotective cells it could be shown 
that less than 30 Rh12TVp- cells are needed for restoring hemopoiesis in lethally irradiated 
mice. 
The RT-PCR experiments with these Rhl23-vp- cells indicated that they have a very high 
expression of our newly discovered cdc-2 related gene, crkl, whereas the Rh123-dull and 
positive sorted fractions had no or a low expression. A number of other interesting genes were 
found to be expressed specifically in these very rare and very early hemopoietic cells, amongst 
these were a putative leucine-zipper molecule (TSC-22) which is induced by the stem cell 
inhibitor TGFb. And also the expression ofCTLA-2a, a protease regulator was found in the 
PHSC fraction only. A number of other genes were found both in the Rhl23-vp- PHSC 
fraction and in the Rh123-Vp + fraction, but not in other cells. These may be differentiation 
stage specific and useful to distinguish radioprotective cells from PHSC. 
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The homing of the candidate stem cells was studied by transplantation ofPKH-26 stained stem 
cell fractions into lethelly irradiated (8.5 Gy total body g-irradiation) and in non-irradiated 
syngeneic recipients. The proliferation of the homed stem cells could be followed for three 
days by analysis of the PKH-26 positive cells in the variuous organs. It was found, that the 
stem cells homed better in non-irradiated than in irradiated recipients, however, their 
proliferation after homing was slower. 
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Head of Project 6: Dr. Tejero 
ll. Objectives 
In this project we have extended our investigations into haemopoietic residual damage 
produced by X-rays (5 Gy) in adult mice. Therefore, our main objectives were: 
- To analyze the impaired oxidative metabolism of granulocytes from adult animals by means 
of glucose uptake, glycolytic flux and ATP levels. 
- To correlate the enhancement of superoxide anion production in granulocytes from adult 
mice, described in the last project, with the oxidation of glucose via the hexose monophosphate 
shunt and G6PD activity. 
- To evaluate the role of the stroma, by means of analyzing cellular metabolic parameters 
(protein levels, G6PD activity) and characterization ofthe release ofcytokines (IL-3, GMCSF, 
IL-6) and their influence on granulocyte function. Analysis of granulocyte DNA fragmentation 
is being undertaken. 
- In order to evaluate a correlation between radiation-induced haemopoietic residual damage 
and gestational age, we have extended our studies to include 4 and 13 days postconception 
irradiated animals (1 and 3 Gy X-rays). 
- To determine long-term bone marrow recovery after these treatments, quantifying cellularity 
and precursor cells. 
-To assess granulocyte function (0"2, G6PD activity and ATP levels) after these treatments 
-To study the role of stroma determining the release ofHGFs. 
lll. Progress achieved 
III I IRRADIATION of ADULT MICE (5 Gy X-rays) 
Granulocytes 
Granulocytes from long-term bone marrow cultures (L TBMC) showed a significant increase in 
G6PD activity with respect to control animals at 6 (fig 1), 9 and 12 months postirradiation. 
The higher capacity of this enzyme is related to the enhancement of the hexose monophosphate 
shunt (HMPS) in response to PMA that has also been demonstrated in these cells (fig 2). Since 
superoxide anion is generated by a NADPH-dependent oxidase system, the increase in HMPS 
and G6PD activity is associated with the higher requirement for NADPH to facilitate the 
increased production of this oxyradical, observed previously. Furthermore, protein levels were 
higher in granulocytes from irradiated animals than in age matched controls at 6 (fig 3), 9 and 
12 months post-irradiation This result suggests an increase in protein expression as a 
consequence of irradiation. 
The levels of ATP were reduced in LTBMC granulocytes from irradiated animals at 4 and 12 
months post-irradiation (35% and 67% lower than controls, respectively). No significant 
differences between controls and treated animals were observed in glucose uptake (Km, Vmax) 
and glycolytic flux. Therefore, the reduction in ATP levels was probably largely the result of 
higher energy consumption in increased protein synthesis rather than impaired transport and/or 
oxidation of glucose via glycolysis 
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In bone marrow cells, no significant effects were observed on glucose uptake, glycolytic flux, 
HMPS and G6PD activity. However, the ATP levels in cells from 12 months post-irradiation 
mice were significantly lower than controls. An increase in protein levels was also observed. 
The maintenance of a normal blood cells number from a reduced number of precursor cells in 
irradiated mice could be the reason for the lower levels of ATP in these cells. 
Characterization of LTBMC supernatants 
Previous results demonstrated that LTBMC cell-free supernatants were capable of stimulating 
GM-CFC growth. With the aim of characterizing the activity of supernatants, neutralization 
experiments with anti rmGM-CSF and ELISA assays were performed. The results showed a 
total inhibition of activity with 48 J.lg anti rmGM-CSF per ml (table I) and the increase ofiL-3, 
GM-CSF and IL-6 levels (fig 4). 
Role of HGFs in granulocyte ftmctron 
With the aim of confirming whether HGFs released after irradiation are responsible of the 
priming of granulocytes, cells from control animals were incubated at 3rC with LTBMC 
supernatants of irradiated animals. 
After 3 hours incubation, the superoxide anion production was higher in the presence of 
supernatant from irradiated mice. The levels of this oxyradical were similar to those obtained 
with 16 ng/106 cells ofmr GM-CSF (fig 5). Furthermore, G6PD activity and protein levels 
were also increased at 3, 6 (fig 6) and 15 hours of incubation in the presence of supernatant. 
Similar results were obtained with 18 ng/ml ofrm GM-CSF. These results indicate that the 
overproduction ofHGFs, as a consequence of irradiation, primes granulocytes promoting 
modifications in non-specific host defence mechanisms. 
Since it has been reported that HGFs inhibit apoptosis in granulocytes, we have investigated 
this parameter by incubating L TBMC control cells with or without supernatants from L TBMC 
irradiated mice. The significant reduction of ATP levels, observed when control granulocytes 
were incubated 15 hours in Fischer's medium compared with the incubations in LTBMC 
supernatants from irradiated animals, suggest a protective effect ofHGFs released after 
irradiation. Quantitative and qualitative analysis of DNA is being undertaken to determine the 
grade of DNA fragmentation. 
Stromal cells 
We observed a reduction in stromal cellularity from LTBMC adherent layers at 9 and 12 
months (fig 7) post-irradiation. However, protein levels were higher in adherent cells harvested 
from LTBMC of irradiated mice (fig 8). 
Since HMPS is the pathway that provides the NADPH needed for cellular biosynthetic 
processes, we have determined levels of G6PD activity in stromal cells. The results showed an 
enhancement ofthe enzymatic activity in cells from irradiated mice of about 70% and 40% at 9 
and 12 months (fig 9) post-irradiation respectively. 
Therefore, total body irradiation with 5 Gy X-rays produce a residual stromal damage and an 
increase in the cellular metabolism that could assist the extra production ofHGFs. 
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III.II. IRRADIATION OF MICE AT 4 AND 13 DAYS OF GESTATION 
3Gy 
After irradiation of pregnant females with 3 Gy, we observed deaths, malformations and 
growth retardation in the offspring. Therefore we abandoned our studies with this experimental 
animal model. 
1 Gy 
Femoral contents of GM-CSF 
We have quantified the femoral cellularity and no differences were obtained between both 
treatment models and control mice. However, a remarkable increase of GM-CFC number was 
observed in the13d irradiation group at 12 months after birth, when cells were stimulated both 
with wehi-3b and several concentrations ofrm GM-CSF (fig 10). The plateau ofthe dose-
response curve was obtained between 5 and 7 ng/ml. However, at 3 months there were no 
significant differences between irradiation groups and controls. These results may be due to a 
reduced pluripotent progenitor cell population in the first weeks after birth and subsequent 
overproduction in the immediate committed progeny. 
Wehi-3b plus rm GM-CSF produced a recruitment in GM-CFC precursors, resulting in an 
increase in colony numbers of about 47% with respect to both CSFs (fig 11). Moreover, 
combination ofwehi-3b: 10%, rm GM-CSF: 7ng/ml and IL6: 7ng/rnl shows an enhanced 
proliferation ofthe growth ofGM-CFC colonies from the 13d group at 12 months post-
irradiation. It is possible that the unusually large colonies obtained could be the result of the 
stimulation of a more ancestral precursor which may require double signalling before 
proliferation is initiated. 
Granulocytes 
Granulocyte production from L TBMC was significantly reduced in both irradiation groups at 6 
(fig 12) and 9 months post-irradiation. However, at 12 months post-irradiation, the reduction 
was only observed in the 13d group. This decreased granulocyte production after 13d 
irradiation at the foetal stage might be a reflection of direct damage to the microenvironment. 
Taking account of the results obtained by Lord et al (Project No. 4), it seems likely that the 
decreased number of granulocytes produced at 3 and 6 months after irradiation at the 4d 
embryonic stage could be the effect of a deficiency in pluripotent progenitor cell population 
when mice were born. 
Superoxide anion production, G6PD activity and protein levels were similar in L TBMC 
granulocytes from control and from both irradiated groups at different times post-irradiation. 
These results suggest that the residual haemopoietic damage was not expressed as alterations 
in granulocyte function in contrast with the results obtained with 5 Gy irradiated adult mice. 
With regard to ATP levels, a significant reduction was observed in the 13d group at 6 months 
post-irradiation (fig 13). 
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The parameters analyzed in bone marrow cells (G6PD activity, ATP and protein levels) 
indicated no differences between irradiated and control mice. 
LTBMC supernatant characterization 
L TBMC supernatants from the l3d gestation group were capable of stimulating the growth of 
colonies to a significantly greater extent than control supernatants (fig 14). Supernatants from 
both 4d and l3d groups showed an increase ofiL-6levels, determined by ELISA (fig 15). 
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Head of project 7: Dr. Bueren 
II. Objectives 
1.- To evaluate the radiation sensitivity of the different stages of the mouse development for 
the induction of persistent deficiencies in the content of hematopoietic progenitors and stem 
cells. 
2.- To study the self-renewal and differentiation potential oflympho-hematopoietic stem cells 
exposed to external low LET radiation. 
3.- To investigate the mechanisms involved in the induction oflong-term hematopoietic 
deficiencies produced as a result of irradiation. 
4.- To evaluate the efficacy of methods based on hematopoietic stimulation with 
polysaccharides and on the transplantation of ex vivo expanded bone marrow in the treatment 
of mice exposed to high doses of radiation. 
III. Progress achieved 
I. We have investigated whether a relatively low dose of 500 mGy of X rays given at different 
stages of pre- and postnatal development induced significant changes in the content of femoral 
hematopoietic progenitors during a one-year period after irradiation (Grande and Bueren 
1995). Data showed that in the case of 4 day-old embryos as well as in 2 day-old, 8 day-old 
and I2 week-old mice, this dose was below the threshold capable of inducing a long-term 
hematopoietic impairment in the mouse hematopoietic system. Nevertheless, in two groups of 
irradiated animals, significant long-term changes in the proportion of femoral CFU-GMs were 
observed (Figure I), revealing for the first time a long-term hematopoietic dysfunction in mice 
exposed to a relatively low dose of 500 mGy of X rays, which was characterized by the 
following points: 
- The hematopoietic deficiency was only observed in mice irradiated during the later stages of 
in utero growth (days 13 and I7 of gestation). 
- It was only manifested in the long-term after irradiation (beginning with the 9th month of 
life). 
- The dysfunction was characterized by a reduction in the proportion of femoral CFU-GMs, 
but not in the bulk offemoral bone marrow cells, represented by the femoral cellularity. 
The observation that this defect was only produced in mice which had been irradiated at the 
13th and 17th day postconception is consistent with the notion that this period of the 
development is particularly sensitive to the induction oflong-term hematopoietic failures. We 
cannot for the moment presume the existence of a direct relationship between our observations 
and the radiation-induction of stochastic effects such as leukaemia, since both the target cell 
and the nature of the initial damaging events are probably different in each case. 
To determine whether the effects produced in the most primitive lympho-hematopoietic self-
renewing stem cells were consistent with data obtained in the clonogenic progenitors, bone 
marrow of animals irradiated at different stages of growth was harvested at different post-
irradiation times, mixed with genetically distinguishable normal bone marrow cells (BMC), and 
then transplanted into myeloablated mice. Data showed that not only the clonogenic 
-2860-
progenitors, but also the self-renewing lympho-hematopoietic stem cells were persistently 
damaged long-term after irradiation with doses of 1 to 3 Gy. Consistent with data obtained in 
the clonogenic assays, the late stages of in utero embryonic growth were characterized by a 
particular sensitivity to external low LET irradiation. By the use ofLy 5.1/Ly 5.2 clonogenic 
mice, the induction of the hematopoietic abnormalities was confirmed both in the myeloid and 
the T and B lineages (manuscript in preparation). 
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Figure 1. Long-term hematopoietic influence of an acute 500mGy dose of X rays given at 
different stages of the mouse development Each bar represents the mean and standard error of 
data obtained in the irradiated mice with respect to their age-matched control group, each 
consisting of two to eight individual animals.#: Only one animal was analyzed. S~nificantly 
different from the control. *p<0.05; **p<0.01 D:Cells per femur; D:CFU-S/10 BMCs; 
•·CFU-GM/105 BMCs. (Modified from Grande and Bueren, 1995). 
2. Failures in the self-renewal capacity of stem cells from mice which had been irradiated were 
routinely observed, in agreement with other studies (B.I.Lord eta!). The role that the stromal 
cells played was'investigated by means of the ectopic implantation of irradiated bone marrow 
into the renal capsule of non-irradiated mice. Bone marrow implants from donor irradiated 
mice developed ossicles that were incapable of sustaining normal values of host hematopoietic 
progenitors, indicating that radiation mediates a long-term damage in the hematopoietic 
. 2861 . 
lodging capacity of the stromal cells. The analysis of the number ofCFU-S generated per 
ossicle-derived spleen colony, revealed, however, that the irradiation of hematopoietic stromas 
resulted in an improved self-renewal capacity oflodged unirradiated CFU-S precursors (Table 
1 ). These data strongly suggested that the impairment in the self-renewal capacity observed in 
the CFU-S population long-term after irradiation was not a result of stromal damage, which on 
the contrary may generate a stimulatory response to facilitate the preservation of the low 
numbers of primitive precursors that survive the irradiation (Grande and Bueren 1994). 
In order to follow the differentiation fate of individually irradiated stem cell clones, these were 
genetically labelled by their transduction with retroviral vectors. Because of limitations in the 
infectivity of these cells, efficient procedures of gene transfer were first developed (Bernad et 
al. 1994) which allowed us to follow individual clones of stem cells for periods longer than a 
year in primary as well as in secondary and in tertiary recipients. Experiments in which 
genetically labelled stem cells were seeded into normal and irradiated stromas have not 
revealed, for the moment, differences in the dynamics of the stem cell clones. 
Table 1. Analysis ofthe content of hematopoietic progenitors (CFU-S and CFU-GM) and self-
renewal capacity ofCFU-S in renal ossicles generated by bone marrow implants from normal 
and 7 Gy-irradiated mice. 
Donor of bone Cells/ossicle CFU-GM/105 cells CFU-S/105 cells CFU-
S/Colony 
marrow implant (xl0-6) 
Normal 2.4 ± 0.4 125.6 ± 14 7 28.0 ± 2.2 23.1 ± 3.0 
7Gy 4.3 ±2.7 79.1 ± 10.4 .. 129±0.7*** 46.6 ± 14.8* 
Bone marrow shafts were obtained one year after 7 Gy irradiation of mice. Ossicles were 
removed 12-15 weeks after marrow implantation. Data show the mean ± SEM from 4-7 
ossicles. Differences from control (normal implant) were statistically different(* O.OS<p<O.l; 
** p<O.OS; *** p<O.OOS). (Modified from Grande and Bueren, 1994). 
3. To evaluate the role that Hematopoietic Growth Factors played in the hematopoietic 
abnormalities described above, Northern blot and ELISA analyses were carried out individually 
on bone marrow cells and serum of irradiated mice RNA samples extracted from bone marrow 
and from long-term bone marrow cultures established from normal and irradiated mice were 
hybridized with probes for IL-l, IL-3, IL-6, G-CSF, M-CSF and SCF. No reproducible 
differences could be established between samples harvested from the control and the treated 
groups of animals. ELISA analyses ofiL-1, IL-3, IL-6 and GM-CSF were done with serum 
obtained from individual mice which had been exposed to radiation In this case, up to a 50% 
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of the irradiated animals showed over expression in some of the tested HGFs. In an attempt to 
establish a direct relationship between these observations and the hematopoietic abnormalities 
observed in the irradiated mice, parallel analyses ofHGFs expression and CFU-GMs content 
were performed individually. No direct relationships could be established, however, between 
the serum levels ofHGFs and the CFU-GM content in the bone marrow. 
4. With the aim of rescuing mice exposed to high doses of radiation we investigated the 
efficacy of methods based on hematopoietic stimulation with polysaccharides and on the 
transplantation of bone marrow grafts which had been expanded ex vivo with ILs 3 and 6 in 
culture. 
The radioprotective effects of a protein-associated polysaccharides named AMS were studied 
following i.v. injection in mice. A faster recovery of spleen CFU-GMs was observed in mice 
treated with 0.4 mg/Kg of AMS 3 days or I day prior to a sublethal irradiation, and at this time 
AMS produced a significant survival enhancement from 1 0 to 90% in mice irradiated with 7. 6 
Gy X rays. This effect was correlated with an increase in the number ofleucocytes during the 
initial radiation response (Real et a/1992). Northern blots ofLTBMC-adherent layers treated 
withAMS revealed a significant mRNA expression for IL-l, GM-CSF, G-CSF, in contrast 
with adherent layers from untreated cultures which only expressed, in detectable levels, M-CSF 
and SCF. Our results strongly suggested that the hematopoietic stimulation induced by AMS 
was mediated by the modulated expression of endogenous hematopoietic growth factors 
(Guenechea eta/, 1995). 
Using a different approach, we investigated whether the ex vivo expansion ofBM grafts under 
IL-3/IL-6 stimulation accelerated, with respect to freshly harvested BM, the early 
hematopoietic recovery of heavily irradiated animals. The results showed that the number of 
CFU-GM and CFU-S 12 progenitors in the graft was significantly increased (56 fold and 14 
fold, respectively), as a result of a 3 day incubation in the presence ofiLs 3 and 6. Daily 
analyses of animals transplanted with Sx 104 BM cells, either freshly harvested or expanded for 
3 days, showed that the expanded grafts consistently allowed a faster hematopoietic recovery 
of recipients. Differences between both groups of transplanted animals were most evident 
when the number of either femoral or splenic CFU-GMs were compared, with increases close 
to 70 fold at the fifth day of engraftment (Fig. 2A). Similarly, mice transplanted with expanded 
grafts showed a hastened recovery in the cellularity of both organs, that was most significant 
during the second week following transplantation (with maximal increases of 15 and 40 fold in 
the BM and spleen, respectively) (Fig. 2B). Differences in peripheral leukocyte numbers 
between both groups of recipients were much less remarkable than those observed in the 
hematopoietic organs, although from the nadir period to the eleventh day post-transplantation 
differences ranging from 2 to 6 fold were apparent, consistent with a higher rate of survival of 
the mice (fig. 2C, 2D) . Finally, the high degree of exogenous lympho-hematopoietic 
reconstitution observed in recipients 4 and 9 months after transplantation with 105 SFU treated 
BM cells - either freshly harvested or following a 3 day-expansion - revealed the preservation 
of the long-term repopulating capacity of expanded grafts (Serrano eta/. 1994). 
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Figure 2: Comparison of the early hematopoietic engraftment (femoral CFU-GM content, 
panel A; femoral cellularity, panel B; peripheral leucocyte numbers, panel C) and the survival 
of mice transplanted with 5xl04 SFU treated bone marrow cells (panel D), prior to (•) and 
after a 3-day expansion (•) under IL-3/IL-6 stimulation. Each point represents the mean value 
± s.e. obtained from 3 mice individually analysed, corresponding to one representative 
experiment. Dotted lines represent normal values observed in untreated mice. *p<O.OS; 
**p<O.OI (Modified from Serrano eta/, 1994). 
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Similar procedures of expansion (hiLs 3,6 and SCF) for human cord blood and mobilized 
peripheral blood have recently been initiated. In these experiments early hematopoietic 
progenitors were purified by mini MACS cell sorting. This procedure generated an almost pure 
(>90% purity) population ofCD34+ progenitors which were subsequently cultured in the 
presence of hematopoietic growth factors (Figure 3a). The incubation of the CD34+ population 
in the presence of1L3, IL-6 and the SCF expanded the CFU-GM population by two to three 
orders of magnitude (Figure 3b). These increases suggest that ex vivo expansion strategies will 
also be helpful in the treatment of severely irradiated humans. 
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Figure 3: Purification ofCD34+ cells from cord blood (A) and ex vivo expansion ofCFU-GM 
progenitors in the presence ofiL3, IL-6 and SCF (B) 
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II. Objectives 
(1 ) To measure the skeletal distribution of 141 Ce and 85Sr 
(2) To assess the induced biological effects in the cerebellum 
(3) To compare these effects with those observed after external irradiation 
(4) To determine the dose absorbed in the cerebellum 
ill. Progress achieved 
m.I. Skeletal distribution of 141Ce and 85sr 
The objectives in this first part of the study were to define the skeletal distribution of 141Ce and 
85Sr in rats after contamination at both in utero and juvenile stages. These stages were chosen 
because the development of the cerebellum continues after birth. 
a) Skeletal distribution oj 141Ce 
First, pregnant female rats (Sprague Dawley) were contaminated at different stages of 
gestation, from day 17 p.c. to day 21 (i.e. El7, El8, El9, E20). For each stage, three animals 
were killed 24 h after contamination and three at day 21. The embryos were dissected and the 
main organs and skeletal pieces were removed for radiological measurements by gamma 
counting and for autoradiographic studies. Second, juvenile rats were used and were 
contaminated at 1 ,3,5, 7 or 9 days after birth. For each stage, four animals were sacrified at T = 
5h; T + 24h and T + 72h. The dissections and radioactivity measurement were done in the 
same way as after in utero contamination. 
The distribution of 141Ce occurred mainly in the skeleton. This part of the body accumulated 
60 to 85% of the total radioactivity (Fig 1). The liver of the embryos/juveniles accumulated 
between 10 to 40% of the total radioactivity, depending on the stage of contamination. During 
the fetal period, the ratio liver I skeleton decreased as the development of the fetus progressed 
with a minimum at the day ofbirth. In the same way, this ratio increased with juvenile 
development, i.e. as the time elapsed from birth increased. Other organs, like kidneys or brain 
did not accumulate cerium significantly. The study of the distribution in the different parts of 
the skeleton showed that the ribs and the spinal column concentrated each between 10 and 
15% of the skeletal radioactivity, depending on the stage of contamination. The skull 
concentrated 5 to 10% of the radioactivity and the two femora approximately 3%. A large part 
of the radioactivity was included in other parts of skeleton which were not separated 
(mandible, tibia, humerus, etc .. ). Nevertheless, the distribution in the skeleton seemed not to be 
homogenous and some variations were noticeable as the stage of contamination increased. 
Conclusions: 
The distribution of 141 Ce in the different organs of the rat and in the different parts of the 
skeleton depended on the developmental stage of the animal when contaminated. The skeleton 
accumulated 141Ce preferentially during the late stages of fetal development, corresponding to 
the calcification period. Within the skeleton, the skull played an important role, as a source for 
irradiation of the brain during development. This part of the skeleton accumulated 5 to 10% of 
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the skeletal radioactivty (i.e. 3 to 8% of the total radioactivity) and had a high specific activity 
(% IA/ g). 
b) Skeletal distribvtion oj85 Sr 
For 85Sr, the methodology employed was the same as for 141Ce. Juvenile rats were 
contaminated at 1,3,5,7 or 9 days after birth and sacrified either 5 hr, 24 hr or 72 hr later. The 
skull, ribs, spinal column, femora, liver, kidneys and remaining carcass were analysed by 
gamma spectrometry. 
The distribution of 85Sr occurred mainly in the skeleton (Fig 2). The total ribs+ skull+ femora 
+spinal column accounted for 40-50% of the total radioactivity. There was no significal 
difference between the different stages of contamination. The skull accumulated 1 0-12% of the 
total body radioactivity, resulting in significant irradiation of the brain. 
The localization of both radionuclides in the skull can lead to morphological changes in the 
brain or in the cerebellum during development. For that reason, it has been interesting to 
evaluate the microscopical alterations induced, including apoptosis, and to try to correlate 
them with the radiation dose absorbed. 
111.11. Biological effects induced after internal and external contamination 
The apoptotic response in the cerebellum was studied in order to assess the dose delivered to 
that organ after internal or external contamination. Cerebellum is a very sensitive model 
because ofits low spontaneous frequency ofapoptosis. 
In a first preliminary study, we have studied the distribution of apoptosis in the external 
granular layer (EGL) of the cerebellum after whole body irradiation of 14 day old rats by 
gamma rays from 6°Co. The animals were killed at different post-irradiation times or at 
different times after the begining of the continuous exposure. Light microscopy studies were 
undertaken after 2h-immersion of the central nervous system in a mixture of acetic acid/ethanol 
(1/3) and storage in ethanol. A sagittal slice of cerebellum was embedded in epoxy resin and 
1-l.lm thick sections were observed after azur staining. A total of at least 500 apoptotic or 
normal cells were counted. The distribution of apoptotic cells and mitosis were determined 
according to cell position within the external granular layer (EGL). For this analysis, only EGL 
areas with 5-6 cells depth were considered. Samples from one or more animals in each group 
were prepared for electron microscopy study. These animals were anaesthetized as previously 
described and perfused transcardially for 20 min using a solution of 1% glutaraldehyde, 1% 
paraformaldehyde in 0.12 M phosphate buffer, pH: 7.3, containing 0.002% CaCI2. The 
cerebellums were then collected, fixed for 1 hour in the same solution and then kept overnight 
in the 0.12 M phosphate buffer solution containing 8% glucose. A thin sagittal slice was then 
prepared, cut into four section that were post fixed in 1% OsO 4 for 2 hours and embedded in 
araldite. Thin sections were observed with a CM20 Philips electron microscope after standard 
uranyl acetate and lead citrate staining. 
After acute exposure to 0.25, 0.5, 1.5 and 3 Gy (1 8cGy/min), the mean duration of the 
apoptotic process gradually increased with dose from 6-9 hours after 0.25 Gy to more than 24 
hours after 3 Gy (Fig 3). Up to 1 Gy, maximal frequency was found 6 hours after exposure 
and, at this post irradiation time, a linear increase in apoptosis with dose was observed. No 
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effect of dose rate on apoptosis induction could be demonstrated 6 hours after delivering I Gy 
at dose rate from 2.2 to 18 cGy/min. Continuous irradiation at 1.8 cGy/h induced a gradual 
increase of apoptosis that remained at a plateau value of about 3 % from 15 to 29 h (controls: 
0.12%; S.D.: 0.07) and then gradually decreased to 1% at 53 h (Fig. 4). Apoptosis occuring 3 
h after acute irradiation, confined to proliferative cells, was only observed for doses of 1.5 and 
3 Gy. 
In another study, experiments were performed after intraperitoneal contamination of animals 
with 200, 500 and 1000 kBq of 89Sr. The animals were sacrified 24 hrs later and the 
cerebellum was studied as described above. The apoptotic response was determined and 
compared with that obtained after external irradiation (Fig. 4 ). The results showed that the 
apoptotic response was comparable after whole body contamination with 500 kBq of 89Sr and 
after whole body irradiation with 52cGy (Fig. 5). 
Studies are continuing, and some results have to be obtained with different contamination 
doses and for other organs including brain and gut. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated 
with the results obtained that apoptosis could be used as an biological indicator of internal 
irradiation, resulting from internal contamination. 
Publications: 
Fritsch P., Richard-LeNaour H., Denis S., Menetrier F., 1994. Kinetics of radiation-induced 
apoptosis in the cerebellum of 14 day-old rats after acute or during continuous exposure. Int. J. 
Radiat. Bioi., 66 (I ): 111-117. 
Fritsch P., Richard-LeNaour H. Paquet F., Grill on G., 1995 . Apoptosis scoring for biological 
dosimetry during histogenesis of the rat cerebellum. Scanning Microscopy. (submitted). 
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